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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and
corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States - as well as for any American
businessman or corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa
without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a
double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also find: ,,

1. The full official text of every existing treaty, supplementarytreaty, or protocol
relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for
easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...
permits a single unified index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
Youl make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Ofcial reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to
you.

4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each
country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects
you.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-subscription to this unique ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...publicationat the low rate of

only $ 120, address (plus Currnt Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS
DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and ofcial word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

EnglewoodCliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its

I New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX
I U.S.A, TREATIES.
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Reformof I

DirectTaxation
.

)y Prof. J.E. Meade

I

Summary of some of the main points made in the report of a committee of
the Institute of Fiscal Studies on the Structure and Reform of Direct Taxa- Professor J.E. Meade chaired a

iion. * committee which discussed the

disadvantages of the present
I United Kingdom direct tax sys-

tem and which also prepared a
[his report covers three main groups of topics: report on the structure and re-

form of this system. He started
The Choice of Tax Base for the Mai Direct Taxes (Income Tax, Capital his in 1930 when he be-
Gains Tax, Corporation Tax)

career

came a Fellow and Lecturer in
economics at Hertford College,

here are some featuresof the present income tax (such as the remissionof Oxford. H was an Editor of the
ax on savings through approved pension schemesor the remissionof tax on

League of Nations' World Eco-
he investmentof sauings in those forms of capitaldevelopmentwhichenjoy nomic Survey in Geneva from
00 percent first year capital allowances) which make the tax operate as if it 1938-1940. From 1940-1947 he

uere a tax on consumption-expendituresrather than on income. This mix-
was a member of the Economic

ure of income base with expenditure base n the income tax, togetherwth Section of the War Cabinet
ome simlar features of the corporaton tax and combined with the opera- Secretariat in London, serving
on of the capital gains tax, give rise to some very anomalous situations n
he capital market.

as Director from 1946-47. In
1947 he was appointed Professor
of Commerce with special ref-

l. The Excessively High Marginal Rates of Tax (Actual or Implied) which
Occur at Present at the Two Extremesof the Income Scale

erence to International Trade at
the London School of Econom-
ics where he stayed until 1957.

there rates exist not only at the top end of the income scale where ratesof From 1957-1967 he Profes-was
ax rise to 83 percent and 98 percent on earned and inuestment incomes

sor of Political Economy at the
espectively, but also at the lower end of the income scale where the unsys- University of Cambridge and
ematic combination of income tax, national insurance, and means-tested from 1967-1974 Seniora
ienefits can give rise to implied marginal rates of tax of anything up to or Research Fellow at Christ's Col-
uen beyond 100 percent(the poverty trap). lege, Cambridge. From 1974-

1977 he Chairman of the
i I I. The Most Appropriate Forms for Taxes on Capital

was

Committee on the Structure and
Reform of Direct Taxation at.the

uch taxes can take the form of taxes on the transferof wealth (such as the Institute for Fiscal Studies in
)resent Capital Transfer Tax) or of taxes on the holding of wealth (such as London.
he proposed Annual Wealth Tax).
rhe present arrangements under I and II above give rise to such anomalies
hat reform seems essential. In the report the basic principlesof reformare

iresented by describing a number of alternative radical restructuringsof the
ax system. But the reader should not be misled by this form of presenta- * This summary was published as a
ion. The Committee stresses the need to auoid a once-for-allgigantic up-
eaval of the whole existing tax structure. But it is neverthelessdesirable to

booklet by the Institute of Fiscal Studies.
The full reort is published in book form

iefine the basic restructuringof the tax system which might be regarded as by George Allen & Unwin, hard cover

he ultimate objectiue, n order to ensure that any immediate gradual step- £ 19.50, paperback £ 6.95. The address of

,y-step changes taken to remoue existinganomalesare of a kind which lead the Institute of Fiscal Studies is, 62 Chan-
n the right rather than in the wrongdirection. dos Place, London WC 2N4 HG.
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I. THE TAX BASE The combination of these two features -- namely, (l
the concentration of heavy taxation on high levels o

The Anomalies in the Present Tax Regime consumption however financed and (2) the encourage
ment of business enterprise -- constitutes a tax structur,

In Chapter 4 of the report an account is given of the which has perhaps the best chance of attaining som
anomalous effects of present arrangements. The yield degree of political consensus for its acceptance. i!
which a saver can get on his or her savings relatively to
the real yield obtainable on the capital development (3) An expenditure tax frees the capital market tc

which is financed by those savings is naturally affected, operate effectively in the allocation of capital funds.

under a progressive income tax, by the marginal rate of (4) A shift from an ncome base to an expenditurebas
tax to which the saver is liable; but in addition to this makes it much easier to operate a fair and efficient ta
the yield to the saver depends upon: system in inflationary conditions. The personal alloro
(i) the channel through which the savings are lent (e.g., ances and tax brackets in any progressive scale of tax or

pension fund, life insurance, building society, direct an individual taxpayer's consumption-expenditurei
investment in the Stock Exchange); would, of course, need adjustment in the light of rises ir

() whether the funds are used by a company liable to the money cost of living. But it would no longer b
corporationtax or by an unincorporatedbusiness; necessary for tax purposes (i) to distinguish betweer

(i)whether the funds are provided in the form of fixed real and money capital gains, nor (ii) to devise a syste
interest debt or of participation in the equity of the of depreciationallowances which covered the real depre
concern; ciation of fixed assets, nor (iii) to distinguish betweer

(iv) what is the tax regime for the treatment of the changes in the money value and in the real value of busi
depreciation of the real assets in which the funds are ness stocks, nor (iv) to make allowance for puttin
invested; and money aside to maintain the real value of assets whict

(v) whether any profits made in the investment are were fixed in money terms. Even if rates of nflation c

distributed or are ploughed back into the business. be brought down to relatively low single figure levels

It is not generally realised how absurd are some of the these considerationsremain important.
results under present arrangements, where for a basic- (5) The problem of finding a fair measure for distinc
rate taxpayer the yield on savings as a result of the tax tion between the taxation of earned and of investmen
system can vary from two fifths of the real yield on the income is less acute with an expenditure tax than witk
underlying nvestment to no less than four times that an income tax.
yield. If the saver can invest through a pension fund With an expendituretax it should ultimately be possiblfwhich is exempt from tax, the range can be from a half to achieve some mportantsimplifcationsof the tax systo almost six times the yield in the underlying real tem. Capital Gains Tax could disappear. The treatmen
investment. The capital market cannot be expected to of pension funds, trusts, and close companies would bf
perform its function of channelling savings in the most eased, since it would be only what taxpayers took ou
appropriate forms to the most productive uses without of such funds or concerns (and not what went on insidt
reform of this tax system. them) which would be relevant for tax purposes.
Many of these anomalies are due to the muddle between
income bas and expenditurebase in the present tax sys-
tem. In the opinion of the committee the choice lies
between a gradual shift back towards a true income base Alternative Forms of a Tax on Expenditure
or a gradual shift still further in the direction of an ex-

A fully fledged expenditure tax regime could take eithezpenditure base. With one exception the members of the
one of two forms:committee would prefer a shift in the direction of an

expenditurebase for a number of reasons. (1) With the first of these forms, which in the report i4
described as a Universal Expenditure Tax (UET), each
individual taxpayer's total expenditure on consumption

The Advantagesof a Tax on Expenditure in the course of the year would be assessed by the in-
direct means of adding to his income certain receipts o

(1) A tax on expenditure shifts the burden of taxation funds other than his income (e.g. his sales of securities)
from those who earn and save on to those who spend and deducting from his income certain payments othez
lavishly out of capital gains (at present taxed at a rate than his expenditures on consumption (e.g. purchases
not exceeding 30 percent) or by living on capital funds of securities). The resulting balance would represent his
(which at present escape tax). expenditure on consumption, which would then be sub-

(2) A tax on expenditure provides the most favourable ject to a progressive tax schedule.

tax background for the economic expansion of all forms It is doubtful whether a tax of this form could b
of enterprise (whether private or nationalised, large or operated unless some system of self-assessment for tax
small, labour-managed or capital-managed), since all (such as that operated in the United States) had been
funds devoted to savings and investmentare free of tax. previously ntroduced. Each taxpayer might then be
This is especially important for small but growing required to record on his tax form not only his income
private businesses where the main source of funds for for the year, but also the other specified receipts and
capital developmentmay have to be the personal savings payments of funds for addition to, or subtraction from,
of the owners. his taxable income.

4 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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I
The introduction of this form of tax would in any case with a personal tax on expenditure, might help to re-

involve some serious transitional problems, since it move the anomalies in the capital market. The present
could cause considerabledisturbance on the markets for CorporationTax levies a charge on company prots; but

capital assets (e.g. the Stock Exchange) and it would these profits are assessed after 100 percent first year
make necessary some special treatment for persons who allowances on a large range of expenditures on invest-
had recently accumulated funds for the purpose of ment in real capital projects. In this way the tax has

nancing special consumption needs (e.g. in their re- already changed its nature in a large measure from a tax

tirement) and which had already been subject to in- on true prots to a tax on a flow-of-funds basis, i.e., a

come tax when they were saved. tax on the excess of revenues over expendituresregard-

(2) An alternative form of expenditure tax, described less of whether the underlying transactions are on

in the report as a Two Tier Expenditure Tax (TTET) current or capital account. The report gives reasons for

would confine the use of the method just described to the view that if the personal income tax is gradually
a limited number of taxpayers who would be liable to transformed nto a personal expenditure tax, it would

higher rates of tax and who would be required to make be appropriategradually to complete the transformation

the appropriate additions to, and subtractions from, of the Corporation Tax on to a flow-of-fundsbase. The

their taxable incomes for assessment to an expenditure great merit of this change would be that, while it could

tax surcharge. This surcharge would replace the excess
continue to raise considerable revenue, the tax would

of the existing higher rates of income tax over the exist- be simpler to administer and also would cease to cause

ing basic rate of income tax. In fact this part of the two any divergence between the yield to the company and

tier tax would operate like the old surtax except that the real yield earned on any fresh capital developments
the surcharge would be levied on the taxpayer'sexpend- which the company undertook. It would thus remove

iture on consumption instead of on his income. an mportantset of distortionson the capital market.

The present base rate of income tax would be replaced Such a change might take either of two forms:

by a basic rate of tax on all consumption goods and (1) The tax might be levied on the excess of revenue

services. This result could be achieved by remitting tax from sales over expenditure on purchases in respect of
on all forms of expenditures other than for consump- all real goods and services, whether these were bought
tion purposes, either under the income tax by a gradual or sold on capital or current account. In the report this
extension of 100 percent first year allowances against is called the Real (or R) basis.
all forms of expenditure on real capital assets or else by (2) The tax might be levied on the excess of receipts
a gradual replacement of the basic rate of income tax

over payments in respect of all transactions (other than
by a uniform and universal rate of tax on value added. with company shareholders) both for real goods and for
In this latter case the personal tax allowancesunder the financial services and whether on capital or current
income tax would have to be replaced pari passu by n- account. In the report this is called the Real plus Finan-
creased child benefits and similar social benets or tax cial (or R + F) basis.
credits, as the shift from income tax to tax on value
added eroded the value of the personal tax allowances. The Committee gives some reasons for preferring the

second of these two bases. The R basis would not be
The merit of a TTET over a UET is that it could be suitable for financial institutions (such as banks) and its
introduced more gradually and with less transitional introduction could involve strain on some highly geared
disturbance. The personal assessment of a taxpayer's companies. The R+F basis would not involve these
consumption would be confined to a limited number of difficulties. Since total receipts must equal total pay-
higher rate taxpayers and could probably be phased in ments, to tax the excess of receipts from, over payments
over a period of years. The basic rate of tax could be to, everyone other than shareholdersamounts in the end
adjusted gradually by a gradual extension of 100 per- to the same thing as taxing the excess of payments to,
cent first year capital allowances or by a gradual penny- over receipts from, shareholders. This would appear to
by-penny shift from income tax to tax on value added be an appropriate form of tax on the privileges enjoyed
with corresponding gradual ncreases in child benets by shareholders from ncorporation. The tax might

i and tax credits. The disadvantage of the TTET method ultimately be administered by a simple tax on dividends
is that it mplies the continuation of a single uniform paid by the company less new share capital introduced
basic rate of tax to cover all taxpayers except those at into the company; and it could be levied so as to raise
the top end of the scale who would be liable to the sur- considerable revenue without causing any distortionson

charge. It thus limits the degree of flexibility for the the capital market.
rate structure at the lower end of the scale.

The two tier arrangement of the TTET could, however, Tax Relations with Other Countries
be introduced as a first step towards an eventual UET,
which might be achieved by the gradual downward ex- The shift of personal tax from an income base to an ex-

tension of the range of expenditures over which the penditure base and of corporation tax from a profits
UET method of expenditure tax would operate. base to a flow-of-funds base raises two sets of problems

concerning relationships with other countries living
under other tax regimes.

A Flow-of-FundsBase for Corporation Tax
In the first place, with certain forms of expenditure tax

The Committee has examined at length the sort of re- there is a danger that persons will be tempted to reside
form of the Corporation Tax which, in combination in this country while they are earning and saving (thus

International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation 5



avoiding tax on their savings under an expenditure tax the discontinuation of 100 percent first year capital
regime) and to emigrate on retirement to spend their allowances and an attempt to limit such allowances to
capital under a foreign income tax regime (thus avoid- true economic depreciation; the taxation of the annual
ing tax on the consumptionof their savings). This prob- value of dwelling houses; the application of capital
lem does not arise if the expenditure tax regime takes gains tax to government securities and to assets chang-
the form of 100 percent first year capital allowances on ing hands at death; the cessation of tax relief of premi-
all forms of real investment or of a basic rate tax on ums paid for life assurance policies; the taxation of the
value added, provided that the latter is imposed on an income of pension funds; and so on.

origin basis and not on a destinationbasis, i.e., provided
that the tax is not remitted on exports nor mposed on Effects on Tax Revenue
imports. In these conditions, there is no special advan-
tage in spending capital in one country rather than in It is probable that there would in fact be little if any
another, in other cases some form of tax on the capital loss of tax revenue from a shift of the present tax sys-
wealth of emigrantsmay be needed. tem on to a full expenditure-cum-flow-of-fundsbase;

but the advantage of a shift in the oppositedirection ofIn the second place, a question arises which is particular- the kind outlined above would be that it would expandly important in the case of a shift of Corporation Tax the tax base and permit reduction of tax ratessome
on to a flow-of-funds basis, about the appropriate treat- without loss of revenue.ment of Double Taxation Relief. Since, in the absence
of special measures, on a flow-of-funds basis all invest-
ment of capital funds abroad by a resident company
would earn relief from UK tax, it is questionable Il. RATES OF DIRECT TAXATION
whether it is appropriate to give relief from UK tax also
on the subsequent yield from such investment. The The Anomalies which Lead to the Poverty TrapCommittee discusses at length the different arrange-
ments which might be made in connectionwith Double Serious anomalies are caused through the interactionof
Taxation Relief. a number of separate and uncoordinated subsidies to,
The gradual transformation of the income tax and of and charges on, personal incomes. The great variety of
the corporation tax on to an expenditure base and a measures for the taxation or subsidisation of personal
flow-of-funds base respectively thus has great advan- income may be classified under the four followinghead-

tages. The main difficulties are probably in connection ings:
with the transitional and the international mplications (1) First, there is the levying of the income tax itself
of the change. upon personal ncomes after deduction of various

personal allowances which permit a first slice of
income to remain untaxed.

A Shift Towards a Comprehensive Income Base (2) Second, there are National Insurance Contributions
which are payable by employers and employed on

The Committee also examined the possibility of a trans- the wages paid to employees.
formation in the opposite direction on to a truly com- (3) Third, there is a large corpus of social security
prehensive income base for personal taxation and a true benefits which are paid without subjection to any
profits base for corporation tax. A complete move on means test but upon certain other conditions such
to a fully comprehensive income (and profits) base is as old age, sickness, unemployment, parenthood. In
more difficult than a complete move on to a true ex- some cases these benefits are, and in some cases they
penditure (and flow-of-funds) bse. Serious difficulties are not, conditional upon past National Insurance
arise in connection with the integration of capital gains Contributions. Although the receipt of these bene-
into the income base,' the inclusion of the undistributed fits is not subject to any special test of the means of
profits of companies in the personal income base, the the recipient, some of them are affected by the re-

determination of true economic depreciation, the treat- cipient's means in that they are subject to income
ment of pensions, the treatment of trusts, and -- above tax, while others are exempt from income tax.
all in present conditions -- the necessary adjustment to (4) Fourth, there is a large number of other schemes for
be made between capital and income in order to obtain the subsidisation of relatively low personal incomes,
a measure of true ncome in times of monetary infla- each of which is subjected to its own special means

tion. The members of the committee with one excep- test, some of these schemes being of great impor-
tion would all in any case prefer an expenditurebase to tance quantitatively. The fact that there are marked
an income base; but because of the practical difficulties differences in the arrangements for the testing of the
the Committee reaches the conclusion that it would be recipient's other means implies that there are in fact
useless to set a full comprehensive income base, proper- a whole number of separate ncome tax systems
ly adjusted for inflation, as the final objective even if operating simultaneously,often on the same persons
one preferred that base in principle to an expenditure and not infrequently in a somewhat inconsistent
base. manner.

However, if one is prepared to accept a range of imper- The sort of position which can result from the uncoordi-
fections and above all if one is prepared to turn a blind nated combination of these schemes may be illustrated
eye to many of the effects of inflation, it is possible to by a two-child family where the father earned £30 a

increase the tax base by a number of measures such as: week in July 1976. He would be paying income tax and
.

6 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation



national insurance contributions, receiving family in- Benefits which is now in the process of introductionin
come supplementation, receiving a rent rebate, and en- the United Kingdom is a major feature of the New
titled to free school meals. Each involves a separate Beveridge Scheme which rests on the principle that
form and different criteria. Incidentally, if the father earnings should in any case be sufcient to maintain a

were so exasperated by all this form-filling that he as- man and wife but that there should be social benefits
saulted one of the officials, he would then be eligible for the support of children.
for legal aid. These three changes are all expensive. They should not,

I Moreover, the problem is not one simply of duplication however, be regarded as extravagences invented by the
of administration. The mplied marginal tax rates (.e., Committee. The Child Benefits under (3) have already
the amount deducted from an extra £1 of earnings) are been set in motion by the present government;and any
cumulative. In the above case with a 35 percent basic government must inevitably be concerned with the
rate of tax, a 5.75 percent national insurance contribu- present notorious discrepancy which is developing be-
tion, and a 50 percent loss of family income supple- tween the Supplementary Benefit scale and the tax
mentation, the father would find that of any increase in threshold.
his earnings he would lose 90 percent under the three
heads above. When possible loss of rent rebate and fre There are certain changes which can help to relieve these
school meals is added, his implied marginal rate of tax great costs:

could well be more than 100 percent. (1) In the report it is suggested that all social benefits
other than Child Benefits should be subject to tax. It is

I a principle of the New Beveridge Scheme that benefits
The Design of a New Beveridge Scheme should be paid to the sick, the unemployed, and the old
! without special means tests; but in that case they shouldThe committee considered aa wide range of schemes of
reform to meet this 'poverty-trap' problem. In the properly, like all other elements of income, be included

in the recipient's tax base. If the main personal allow-
report it is suggested that the best solution lies in a re-

turn to the three basic principles of the Beveridge report
ances under the income tax were brought into line with
the scale of social benefits, then any one receiving suchof 1942, namely:
a social benefit would receive it free of tax; but the

(i) the payment of social security benefits to those who social benefit would absorb the personal tax allowance
are unemployed, sick, retired from work or other- and all income over and above the social benefit would
wise ncapacitated on scales sufficient to meet the thus become liable to tax.
minimum needs of a single adult or of a married

(2) With the replacement of child tax allowances bycouple; Child Benefits the only remaining personal tax allow-(fi) the payment of unconditional family allowances in

respect of all children on a scale sufficient to meet ances involving large amounts of revenue will be those
for single adults and for married couples. Revenue couldtheir minimum needs; and

(iii)the provision of a system of means-tested benefits be saved by the removal of the anomaly whereby a mar-

ried couple, both members of which are earning, can
as a safety net to meet those infrequent occasions
when for some special reason principles (i) and (ii)

receive a tax allowance which is approximately two and
a person.failed to maintain a level of income adequate to a half times the tax allowance of single This

meet minimum needs. anomaly should be removed by disallowing a couple to
receive simultaneously both a single person's allowance

The application of these principles in present conditions against the wife's earnings and a married man's allow-
would involve the following changes: ance (which is about one and a half times a single
(1) Much of the present trouble is due to the fact that person's allowance) against the rest of the family
the threshold at which income tax starts has not kept up income.
with what may be regarded as the acceptable minimum
standard of living as measured by the scale of Supple- A more radical modificationof personal tax allowances

would be to give personal allowances only against earn-mentary Benefit. As a result of this families may be at a

standard below this acceptable minimum and yet at the ings. A single person with only investment income

same time subject to deduction of income tax. A major would enjoy no allowance; but social benefits would be

need is to raise tax thresholds in line with the minimum treated as earned incomes and thus with an adequate
acceptable standard of living. personal allowance would be untaxed. In addition tax-

payers over a certain age would be permitted to set their
(2) Similarly national insurance benefits -- unemploy- personal allowances against nvestment income wellas
ment benefit, sickness benefit, pensions -- need to be against earned income. In the of married couplesas case
raised to be brought in line with the minimum accept- of working age these arrangements would mean that if
able standard of living. only one member of a married couple were working
,(3) Personal allowances which determine the threshold there would be only one single person's tax allowance
for the start of liability to income tax are only of full and not the present married man's allowance against the
value to those whose income is as great as the tax allow- couple's income. A radical reform of this kind would,
ance. To replace tax allowances with a social benefit however, need to be accompanied by a taxable cash
confers a benefit on those with nadequate earnings as benefit (which in the report we called a Home Respon-
well as those with adequate earnings. The replacement sibility Payment) payable to those who had in their
of child tax allowances with cash payments of Child charge children or other dependants needing home care

International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation 7



and were therefore either debarred from working or wealth (an Annual Wealth Tax) or a surcharge on Invest-

obliged to make alternativecostly arrangementsto meet ment Income as a rough and ready proxy for an Annual
their home responsibilities. Whether, and if so by how Wealth Tax.

much, the restriction of personal allowances to be set Fourth, it may be desired to tax wealth in such a way as
only against earnings would increase tax revenue thus to redistribute ownership so as to avoid great inequali
depends upon the scale and conditions of receipt of a ties and the high concentrationof large fortunes. Capital
Home ResponsibilityPayment. taxes on the transfer of wealth and/or on the holding of
These changes are inevitablycostly. But the govemment wealth, employed for the second and third of the
is already committed to the ultimate payment of Child reasons mentioned above, may be designed and appliec
Benefits on a fully adequate scale and to the raising of for the promotionof such a redistributionof ownership.
tax thresholds to correspond at least to the supple-
mentary benet levels; and in present conditions any Intregration of the Taxation of Capital Transfers into
alternative government would be likely to adopt a the Income Tax or the ExpenditureTax
similar approach. These reforms can, however, be
achieved in stages by gradual changes in scales of pay- One way of taxing transfers of capital is to incorporate
ments and of tax allowances. such transfers into the income tax or the expenditurd

tax itself. Thus with a Comprehensive Income Tax gift
The Reduction of Excessively High Rates of Marginal received could be taxed as part of the recipient's income

Tax at the Top End of the Income Scale
and with an Expenditure Tax gifts made could be taxed
as part of the donor's expenditure. Such an arrangement

The elimination of property and the reduction of the would cause the rate of tax to be adjusted progressively
excessively high implied marginal rates of tax at the to the recipient's income level in the case of a Compre-
lower end of the income scale (the poverty trap) are hensive Income Tax and to the donor's expenditure
thus inevitably costly. The committee also takes the level in the case of an Expenditure Tax. The arrange-
view that the absurdly high marginal rates of tax at the ment would have the great advantage of enabling the

top end of the scale (83 percent for earned income) whole of the apparatus of a separate transfer tax to ba
should also be reduced. A reasonable reduction of the dismantled, though there would have to be some averag-
marginal rate at this top end of the scale to an upper ing arrangements to avoid the unfair effects of progres-
limit of, say, 70 percent could in fact be achieved at a sive tax rates on large lump-sum receipts (under a Com-

negligible cost in revenue; indeed, if the incentive effect prehensive Income Tax) or large lump-sum outgoing
were at all favourable there might even be a net gain of (under an ExpenditureTax). To include gifts received in

revenue. the tax base for a Comprehensive Income Tax is to

design a tax which is geared to the whole of the life-time
resources which a taxpayer receives to dispose of as he

Ill. CAPITAL TAXES pleases; and to include gifts made in the tax base for an

Expenditure Tax is to design a tax which is geared to

If personal direct taxes were shifted on to an expendi- the whole of the life-time disposal of resources by the

ture base, certain changes in the taxation of capital and taxpayer.
of income from capital would be appropriate. There are

four types of reason why the tax system should proper- Taxation of Inherited Wealth
ly discriminate in some way against the enjoyment and
use of capital wealth. It is, however, arguable that there are other objectives

which it is the proper purpose of transfer taxes to
achieve. In particular one may hold the view that such

Some Reasons for the Taxation of Capital taxes should be expressly designed to encourage a wide

First, income from property may be more permanent dispersal of inherited wealth and to reduce very large
than ncome from work. Under an Income Tax regime concentrations of such wealth. In this case an Acces-

this may be held to justify some form of surcharge on sions Tax which acts progressively on the cumulative

investment income or of relief on earned income. Under amount of wealth which the recipient has received by
an expenditure tax, however, this argument for dis- way of gift or inheritance is to be preferred to a tax

criminationdisappears. which acts progressivelyeither on the current income of
the recipient or on the current standard of consumption

Second, the use and enjoymentof inherited wealth may of the donor. Moreover it may be considered desirable
be considered a fit object for special taxation, since the to adjust the mpact of a transfer tax so that it falls
luck of nheritance differs from the fruits of a man's more heavily on those who enjoyed the inherited wealth
own skill, enterprise, and effort. These considerations for many years than on those who enjoyed it only for a

justify the mposition of taxes on the transfer of wealth short period, a distinction which can be made by taking
by gift or bequest to another owner. into account the ages of donor and of donee. For

Third, the mere ownership of wealth -- and particularly reasons of this kind the majority of the committee's
of large amounts of wealth -- may itself, quite apart members would prefer a separate form of transfer tax

from any income which the wealth may yield, confer rather than incorporatinggifts received into the base of

security, independence, influence, and power on the an income tax or gifts made into the base of an expendi-
owner. This argument justifies a tax on the holding of ture tax.

8 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation



ith these considerations in mind the Committee so long as they last, all owners of wealth equally. In the

xamined the possibility of a tax on capital transfers latter case they fall with exceptional weight or ex-

vhich, like an Accessions Tax, would be progressively ceptional levity on those owners who chance (by reason

elated to the total amount of wealth which the bene- of death or otherwise) to make their transfers at dates

kciary had received up to date, but which would also be when tax rates happen to be exceptionally high or ex-

elated to the future period for which the beneficiary ceptionally low.
vas going to hold on to the newly acquired wealth. This
atter feature would be ensured by levying a tax on the Some Problems on an Annual Wealth Tax
ft equal to the present value of a progressive annual
vealth tax on his holding of the wealth up to, say, his But an Annual Wealth Tax has its own drawbacks.

Oth birthday. There would then be a repaymentof tax First, there are many practical difficulties, in particular
o him if in fact he handed this wealth on to some other the difficulties of valuation and the problems of finding
,eneficiary before his 80th birthday, this repaymentof an appropriate treatment of pension rights. To include
ax being restricted to the then present value of the such rights in the taxpayer's wealth presents great diffi-
nnual wealth tax on his holding of the wealth for the culty; but to treat the taxpayer who has no appreciable
emaining limited period up to his 80th birthday. By pension rights as being no less wealthy than the man

his means recipients of gifts and bequests would in whose pension expectations may we worth over

ffect pay in advance a progressive rate of annual wealth £100,000 may be considered a grave injustice.
ax on all wealth received by way of gift or bequest just Second, there is clearly some clash of objectives in a tax
or so long as they failed to hand the wealth on. structure which combines expenditure tax withan an

[he administration of such a tax, which may be called annual wealth tax. A main purpose of an expenditure
Progressive Annual Wealth Accessions Tax (or tax is to allow all savings and capital developmentto go

'AWAT), would raise a number of problems which are tax free and to levy tax progressively on what is spent
iscussed in the report, though in the Committee'sview on consumption. But the existence of an annual wealth
he application of the tax should not be mpossible. The tax will mean that as soon as wealth has been accumu-

ax could, however, be applied in a non-progressive(i.e. lated or inherited on a scale sufficient to exceed the

)roportionate or linear) form in which case it might be threshold for the annual wealth tax, any additional
alled a Linear Annual Wealth Accessions Tax (a savings will in fact be subject to this annual tax just
AWAT). In this case the rate of annual wealth tax so long as they are not either given away or dissipated in
vhich the recipient paid in advance on receipt of a gift riotous living. It is mpossible to avoid some such clash
vould be at a single rate for all gifts and would not if one wants to encourage savings and discourage dis-
lepend progressively on the amount of wealth received. savings and at the same time to tax the advantages of
the tax would, however, be adjusted in the same way as holding wealth and to encourag its dispersal. The only
vith PAWAT to reflect the period for which the reci- question which can arise relates to the balance between
,lent of the wealth held it and failed to pass it on. This the two objectivesand the two taxes. Clearly the combi-
vould mean that the rate of tax levied on the receipt of nation of an expendituretax and an annual wealth tax s

L gift would depend only upon the ages of the donor preferable from this point of view to the combinationof
Lnd of the donee; and the tax would in this form be an income tax and an annual wealth tax. With the

onsiderably easier to apply than in its progressive form. former combinationone can provide through the wealth
tax a given tax on holding wealth and a given incentive
to disperse wealth with a much smaller disincentive to

he Case for an Annual Wealth Tax saving and capital development than with the latter
combination. Moreover, ifthe threshold for the wealth

'he absence from LAWAT of any degree of progression tax is reasonably high give unadulterated in-
If tax according to the total wealth received by the

one can an

centive and opportunity for business developmentup to
lonee would in the view of the committee be a fatal the point at which the business concerned has grown
,bjection unless * this tax were accompanied by a pro-
ressive Annual Wealth Tax. Such a tax has a number of sufficiently in size to ncrease appreciably its ability to

raise outside capital; and it is not unreasonableto design
mportantmerits. the tax on the principle that it is only fairly large
n the first place, it is the most effective form of tax for concentrations of wealth that bring with them great
ncouraging the prompt handing on of large properties power and influence and which the tax system should
n a dispersed manner to recipients who do not own be designed to disperse.
arge properties; for whether the wealth be inherited or

ccumulated out of his own savings by the existing
wner it will incur a high tax liability each year so long Two AlternativeTreatments of Capital Taxes

s it is held in a concentrated form, a tax burden which As a result of these considerations the committee con-
vill be reduced as soon as the wealth is dispersed. sidered two possibilities: first, a combination of a pro-
n the second place, changes in the rates of tax, which gressive expenditure tax plus a PAWAT with a rather
Vill almost certainly take place from time to time with severe tax structure designed to tax heavily large con-

hanges in economic and political conditions, are less centrations of inherited wealth but without an Annual

Lrbitrary in their incidence in the case of an Annual Wealth Tax: and, second, a progressive expenditure tax
Nealth Tax than in the case of a tax on transfers of plus a LAWAT to give a general discrimination against
vealth. In the former case changes of tax rates affect, inherited wealth plus an Annual Wealth Tax with a high
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threshold, but with a fairly steeply progressive tax of large fortunes; and since tax rates are likely to b(
schedule above that threshold, to effect the main changed from time to time, it would provide a form o
incentive for the dispersal of the ownership of the prop- capital tax which was less arbitrary than PAWAT in it
erty. incidence.

The former of these combinations would avoid the
Conclusionsmany very real difficulties and disadvantages of an

Annual Wealth Tax, but it would mean that there was The committeeexpresses the hope that the combinatior
no tax on the holding of wealth accumulatedout of the of New Beveridge (to set an acceptable floor to thcowner's own savings and it would involve some trouble- standard of living of all citizens), of a progressive ex.
some, but in the Committee's view not insuperable, penditure tax regime (to combine encouragement tcproblems in the administrationof PAWAT. enterprise with the taxation of high levels of persona
The latter combination would be less favourable then consumption), and of a system of progressive taxatior
the former to saving, enterprise, and capital develop- on wealth with some discrimination against inheritec
ment beyond the threshold for the Annual Wealth Tax wealth presents a set of final objectives for the structurf
and would involve the very real difficulties both of ad- of direct taxation in the UK which might command
ministration and of equity in the operation of an wide consensus of political approval and which could b
Annual Wealth Tax. But it would operate as a more approached by a series of piecemeal tax changes ovei
prompt and a more direct tax incentive for the dispersal the comingdecade.

i
i
I

An annualnetworthtax in France7

Yes - if theleftwinsthe elections

Two of France's left wing parties, the Socialist Party proposed rate is graduated as follows:
and the Radicals of the Left, have recently submitted Taxable value in Fr.Frs.
bills to the FrenchParliamentrequestingthe introduction (above 2 million) Rate
of an annual net worth tax on both individuals and com-

panies. 1 This tax will -- if adopted -- be in addition to The first 500,000 0.5
the capital gains tax introduced in 1977, since the Left The next 2.5 million 1 9
Parties are not satisfied with the impositionof the capi- The next 2.5 million 1.59
tal gains tax alone. The remainder (in excess of 10 million Fr.Frs.) 2 9

Personal net wealth Corporate net worth

With respect to personal wealth, the left wing parties The taxable base will be the balance of the value of th
consider that currently the owners of substantialwealth company's assets over its liabilities. The rate will b
often remain untaxed, because such property is unpro-

1 percent on the first 1 million francs of taxable ne

ductive, as may be the case with real property which worth and 1.5 percent on the remainder. The tax wil
is also exempt from capital gains tax if it has been held not be deductible for purposes of the corporate incomf

long enough by the owner (30 years in case of building tax.

sites (terrains btir) and 20 years in all other cases).
One would perhaps expect that the proposals would aim

1. Bill for the introduction of substantiala tax on personaat a drastic reduction in the wealth of the rich, thus re-
wealth (Proposition de loi tendant instituer impt leun surducing social inequalities. However, the Bill proposes to grandes fortunes, Document No. 3408 of the Assemble Nation

exempt wealth up to a value of 2 million francs per ale' of December 16, 1977) and Bill for the introductionof a ta]
family unit (e.g. husband and wife). In addition, busi- on corporate capital (Proposition de loi tendant instituer ur
ness property will only be taken into account for that impt sur le capital des socits, Document No. 3450 of th
part of its value which exceeds 500,000 francs. The Assemble Nationale of December 21, 1977).
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I. INTRODUCTION mtted by both parties. Unfortunately, this has been
an aim to which the Group of Experts has not assigned

rnclusion of this topic within the subject matterof this due attention, an attitude which was manifested in the

IAT Conference s, in my opinion, strictly related to adoption of the OECD Model as a basis for its work

he existence of the traditional discrepancies existing
betweendevelopedand developingcountriesand, within
them, , in particular with Latin American countries * Paper prepared for the Inter-American Center of Tax Admi-

hch, throughout these past four decades, have main- nistrators(Centro Interamericano de AdministradoresTribu-

tained, with slight variations, the most constant and tarios, CIAT), 19th Technical Conference, The exchange of

adical defense of the principleofsource, as opposed to information under tax treaties (Curaao, Netherlands An-

the principles of domicile and nationality sustained by tilles, August 28 -- September 3, 1977), DOC. XIX TC/

deueloped countries. This characteristic is extensively 11-6. This paper will be incorporated in a future publica-

documented in the literature on the subject, through
tion on exchange of information under tax treaties to be

published by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
individual and collectve positions taken within the tion.
Latin American sphere. 1 In the internationalenviron- 1. To the excellent bibliography provided in the Comments

nent, it was evident as of the first meeting of the prepared by the CIAT Executive Secretariat on the Program
Unted Nations Group of Experts established n 1967, for the 19th Technical Conference taken from the thesis on

within which the Latin American membersadopted an International Double Taxation by Jose Javier Rivera, one

undoubtedly more radical positon than the remander may add the report and resolutionsof the Jornadas Latino-

of the members belonging to developedcountries. 2 americanas de Derecho Tributario (Latin American Sym-
posium on Tax Law) which, in our opinion, most precisely

Bue to these brief remarks on facts which are perfectly and with greater authority reflect the hemispheric view-
well known by partcipants at this meeting, it is my points.
ntention to dscuss the topic with a bearngon treaties At the I Jornadas held in Montevideo in 1956, important
between Latin Amercan countries and developedcoun- reports were presented which originated the first collective

tries. pronouncement in favor of the principle of source as cri-
terion for the allocation of the exclusivepower of taxation

An objective discussionof the topic and formulationof (Edicion de la Facultad de Derecho y Ciencias Sociales de
techncal and reasonable solutions which may be ac- Montevideo, 1957, page 20); at the IV Jornadas (Buenos
cepted by both groups of countries is difficult due to Aires 1964) several resolutions were adopted which repre-
the pressure exercised by opposed fiscal and priate in- sented an evolution with reference to the previous pro-

terests, as well as due to the firmness of the positions nouncement, giving greater lexibility to this position (B.

of the Treasuries of the respectiue groups, manifested Aires, Ed. Cont. Mod., 1966, page 27 and foll.). The above

through domestic legislation, and through the treaties resolutions also have been reproduced in the Publication of

entered into up to now. As was the case on previous the VI Jornadas (I.U.D.T. Montevideo, 1971, pages 659

occasions, 3 the author has the intention of leaving and 665) and under Annex 3 of the Model Tax Code for
Latin America (OAS, Washington, 1967). The resolution of

aside such pressures and of attempting to make the the VII Jornadas, the reports of which cited in the
most objectveand realistic analysispossible.

are

above mentioned CIAT Comments, were published by the

The starting point is the adoption as basic principle of Revista Tributaria (Montevideo, t.II, 1975, page 305).
the criteria of source, believing t to be not only the Among the most important individual doctrinary manifesta-

most justified, from an abstract standpoint, in de- tions of earlier times, mention may be made of the numer-

ciding the allocaton of the power of taxation, but also ous articles and reports to Congresses by Eduardo Riofrio

Villagomez and Carlos M. Giuliani Fonrouge, as well as of
because it is the most adequate to obtain the primary the essay by Hugo Margain, Tesis para evitar la doble tri-
aims that, in my opinion, treaties between developed butacion en el campo internacionalen materia de impuesto a

and developingcountries mustpursue. la renta, basada en la teora de la fuente del ingreso gravable
In this last respect, it seems a timely occasion to em- (Thesis to avoid double taxation in the international sphere

phasize that treaties between these countries should with reference to income tax, based on the theory of the

haue a more uast and diuersified scope than those en-
source of taxable income)Mexico, 1956.

tered by countries having the same level of develop-
2. In this respect, see the report by Carlos C. Martinez Malteni

(Argentine member to the Special Group of Experts) to the
ment, the basic concern of which s limted to avoid VI Jornadas Latinoamericanas (op. cit. page 427; repro-
double taxation, a typical example being the treaties duced in the Revista de Impuesto BuenosAires, T. XXXIX,
entered within the OECD framework. As has already page 331 and the different articles by the same author pub-
been highlighted by the UN Economic and Social lished in the Revista de Derecho Fiscal, mentioned in the

Council in establishing the Special Group of Experts to CIATComments.

draft the Model Treaty between developedand develop- 3. See, in this particular, the general presentation at the VII

ng countries, conventons entered until that time Jornadas (Caracas 1975) published in RevistaTributaria

and whch were designed on the basis of the relations T.II, page 185. Under number 3 we maintained that the pro-

between two developed countries...haue not been seen
nouncements of international meetings aspiring to make ad-

wth good eyes by developingcountries, reaching the
vances in the scientific and technical eld must take into
consideration the total interests of the Treasuriesand of the

conclusion that t was more important to set up a taxpayers involved...Solutions cannot merely be of fiscal
vnore adequate system of conventions. To this effect, nature at the expense of the legitimate interests of tax-
the resolution deems basic that such conventions con- payers...It is also desirable that the pronouncementnot iden-
tribute to promote the ow of investment useful to tify itself with an irrational defense of Latin American
economic development, through tax incentives ad- Treasuries.
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which led to the original oppositionexpressed, as pre-
viously recalled, by Latin Amercan members. 4

The Inter-American Center of Tax Administrators
On the other hand, the non-fiscal goal of these treaties (CIAT) is an intergovernmentalorganizationestab-
iS frequently forgotten in studies made on the subject. lished in 1967, reuniting the directors of tax ad-
Eloquent examples of this characteristicare the Model ministration of 26 countries in the Americas (Ar-
adopted through Decision No. 40 of the Cartagena gentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colom-
Agreement and the LAFTA Draft, although in them bia, Costa Rica, Chile, Equador, El Salvador,
this omission finds an explanation in the circumstance Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico,
that wthin a rigd concept of the princple of source, Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Panama, Para-
as exclusive criterion for the allocation of the powerof guay, Peru, Dominican Republic, Surinam, Trini-
taxaton, provisons in this respect would not be re- dad & Tobago, United States, Uruguay and Vene-
quired because the ncentive polcies would also ex- zuela).
clusively be dependenton the legislationof the develop- Center headquarters are located in the city of
ing countries. Panama where its permanent Executive Secretariat
As stated in the report presentedunder topic I.b of this operates. The basic objective of the organization is

Conference, all treaties necessarily imply conciliatory promoting the improvement of tax administration
solutions and recprocal concessions. Consequently, no in member countries through the exchange of

contracting State can expect to obtain a total accep- experiences and the dissemination of information
tance of its aspirations and consequently a total waiver and technical knowledge. In complying with these

by its counterpart. The position of the State as nego- objectives, the Center periodically convenes con-

tiator of the Treaty is essentially different to that of ferences on specific aspects of tax administration
the State as legislator within the domestic sphere. and holds an annual Assembly with the participa-
Consequently, a realistic discussion of the topic of tion of its members. Since 1968 the Center pub-
Treaties within an International Conference in which lishes a monthly Newsletter in English and Spanish,
countries having different positions participate re- and also edits and distributes the publicationscon-

quires an understanding -- and even a transactonal cerning its differentmeetings and Assemblies.
attitude -- whenever one wishes to make progress in
the field of understanding with the intention of en- sents the counterpartof the above principle.tering agreements in the future,

As the criterion, under which priority is granted to the
Il. DOCTRINAL BASES source country, I understand the recognition of the

right of the source country to tax such assets in the
Within the above orientation, we find the following first place and at its discretion, notwithstanding the
basic approaches: limitations that may be agreed upon in treaties and the

1. Adoption of the principle of source as priority, ability to levy subsidiary taxes on foreign-source in-
and not exclusive, criterion for the allocation of come, allowing credit for tax paid abroad or spared
the power of taxation. in the source country in conformity with the prin-

2. Establishment of a system of tax incentives to the ciple of source. These deviations from the principle
investment of the capital and technology required may be justified by reason of reciprocal convenience,
for economic and social development. due to the controversial characteristic of some situa-

3. Maximum cooperation between contracting tions, particularly on the location of the source, and
States to combat tax avoidance and tax evasion, also due to reasons of tax technique and economic
which have increased in these past years and polity. On this last aspect, mention may be made 04
which, although acting to the detriment of both the case of progressive overall income tax, the ra-

parties, have a stronger impact on developing tional and integral application of which requires com-

countries by depriving them of resources which putation in some country of total income earned by the
are indispensable to their economies. taxpayer, no matter in what geographical location the

These general statements, which are applicable to dif- different incomes were generated. !ferent parts of this report, require some brief comments. On the other hand, this is the policy which is advisable
in order not to stimulate indirectly the fiscally licit ex-

1. Principle of Source

The classical position of Latin America countries, as 4, ECOSOC Resolution No. 1273 (XLIII of August 4, 1967).
reflected in the already cited Declaration of Monte- At the IV Jornadas Latinoamericanas the disagreement
video of 1956, in the Andean Pact Model and in the between the Resolution and the work of the Group was

current LAFTA projects, sustains the application of left on record. In this respect, it was said that the selection

the principle of source as exclusive criterion. As such, of the OECD Draft as the basis for its work does not con-

it must be understood that only the country of source template the principles invariably sustained by developingi
has jurisdiction over the wealth existing or generated

countries; does not coincide with the motivations having
evidently originated the establishment of the Committee;

within its territory. for this reason it reached the conclusion that the manner in
In its pure and strict definition, it also means that this which it approached its tasks does not comply either with
country cannot apply taxes on such assets whenever the letter or spirit having led to its establishment (Resolu-
they are located abroad which, it could be said, repre- tion 2).
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ortation of national capital toward tax havens or tax topic of the Conference -- highlight the importance of

;helters, or simply toward countries having lower taxes, this third aspect.
phenomenon which -- as is well known -- has become We see no reasons which may justify a restriction to this

uite serious in several Latin American countries. type of cooperation, since from the standpoint of the
this priority, and not exclusive, character of the cri- nature of things it is inherent to any convention. Agree-
;erion of the source increasinglywins adepts. Authorized ments are made to be implemented as faithfully as pos-

ackground on this subject recognizes that what was sible and, consequently, no country can deny or restrict
known as the SHOUP Mission in Venezuela 5 was its cooperation.
dopted by several South American legislatures 6 and is This idea, although generally accepted, has not had the
ncreasingly receiving more support on the part of hemi- desirable practical implementation. Such situation
spheric doctrine. 7

a

merits special attention, if we think of the fact that the
To admit priority instead of exclusivity does not imply increasingly intense participation of transnational com-

waiving this right, and even less subordination to the panies in contemporary economic and fiscal life re-

country of residence or nationality. Priority, in the cor- quires, for improved control, an also internationalized
ect meaning of the term, means antecedence or pre- action on the part of the interested States. The conclu-
:edence of one thing over another which is dependent sions adopted by the 18th CIAT Technical Conference
n it or derived from it and not to the contrary. For represent an important basis to determine the field
;his reason, the priority criterion is not respected in of specific application that cooperation agreements
:he solutions of the OECD Model when the first coun- among contractingcountries could have.

;ry is authorized to tax certain income up to a given
ate, and the country of residence nationality of theor

;axpayer is left entirely free. On the contrary, it must Ill. ANALYSIS OF THE TEXTS
e understood that the priority criterion recognizes free-
iom of the country of source to make use of its right A. Documents to be Analyzed
,o taxation, admitting supplementary taxation by the
)ther party and coordinatingboth taxations. The document which, for different reasons, represents

the almost obligatory starting point is the OECD Model

2. IncentiveSystem approved in 1963 and revised in 1977. 8 It is an ad-
justed continuation of the Model of London of 1946,

the priority criterion also indicates that coordina- which has had unquestionableacceptance in treaties en-

;ion is fundamental in the field of exemptions granted tered into by member countries of the organizationand
bs incentive. In principle, the one to decide on the in- also those outside its scope.
:entive policy is the source country, since it is the one

xperiencing the need for development and the one

naking the sacrifice of waiving the corresponding tax 5. Carl S. Shoup (director), John F. Due, Lyle C. Fitch, Sir
evenues. Consequently, this position implicitly carries Donald MacDougall, Oliver S. Oldman and Stanley Surrey,
ith it recognition of credit for tax paid as well as Informe sobre el Sistema Fiscal de Venezuela, Caracas,
or tax saved. Ministry of Finance, 2t. 1960 (in particular, see tl. page

247 in which the following reasons are given: to increase
[t cannot be doubted that this is one of the most diffi- fiscal revenues, promote domestic investment and af-
cult aspects of contemporary international tax law. ford a more equitable treatment to its residents in taxing
Even countries accepting the tax sparing clause con- their overall income without taking into account the place
ition its acceptance on the accomplishment of given where it was generated).
bjectives justifying the waiver of taxation. 6. Among them, in Uruguayin 1960, based on our initiative

and with the support of Mr. Edison Gnazzo, then advisor to
Fhe problem and the respective solutions are actually the Ministry of Finance.
of interest to both countries since they can leave room 7. The IV Jornadas Latinoamericanas included a significant
For abuse, distortions, and useless loss of revenue. Con- favorable pronouncement in this respect which, although not

equently, it seems that the best solution is to grant having obtained the necessarymajority (13 votes against 11),
uch incentives only in those cases in which the exemp- reunited the votes of qualified specialists of Argentina, Uru-

.ion is necessary, or when it has been proved to be ad- guay and Venezuela. It has also been recently defended by
;isable for economic and social developmentand, when Enrique Piedrabuena Richard in his reports to the VI Jor-

considering the circumstances within the treaty -- they nadas and to the Seminar organized within the IFA Con-

ave -- for practical more than technical or legal reasons gress (Mexico 1974) published in the Bulletin for Interna-

some bearing on the country of residence or nation- tional Fiscal Documentation, Vol. 29, No. 2 (1975) page 51,-

tlity of the taxpayer. But what treaties must necessarily and, also in Fiscal Harmonization in the Andean Counfries,
35.

void is that exemptions granted by the source country
page

8. Draft Double Taxation Convention on Income and Capi-
jot be recognized by the other State, thus making the tal, OECD C (63) 87, of which there are official versions
.xemptions granted by the former a mere shifting of in French and Spanish; Revised text of certain articles of
;ax revenues in favor of the latter. the 1963 OECD Draft Double Taxation Convention on

Income and Capital and of the Commentaries Thereon

3. Cooperation between ContractingStates (OECD General Distribution, April 1972; of which there is
a French text). Review by the Committeeof Fiscal Affairs of

Notwithstandingthe analyses that we make further on, Arts. 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 22 and 25. The complete text of
t is advisable to --

very summarily since this is the main the 1963 Model with the revisions and their respectivecom-
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The Special Committee of Experts of the United existence of a permanent establishment, as a require,
Nations has published its first six reports as well as the ment to justify the competence of the country of th4
Guidelines for tax agreements between developed and source. Latin American countries -- also firmly -- re
developing countries, a publication in which the sist this conditioning, as was seen during the meetings
amendments to the OECD Draft are given and which of the UN Group at which it was not possible to reach
summarizes the discussions held within the Group of satisfactory agreement on this point. Finally, the con
Experts and formulates conclusions in the manner of cept of permanent establishment was maintained a
Guidelines which, according to the publication itself, fixed place of business in which an enterprise develops
represent a manual destined to the governments of all or part of its activities. The reasons given for main.
member states and, in particular, to the negotiators taining this concept do not seem to be very convincing,'
of tax agreements between developed and developing difficulties in determining the net income generated by
countries in order to assist in the negotiations and accidental type activities were alleged as well as the facfacilitate the entering of tax agreements. 9 that the limitation derived from the permanent estab-

Within the Latin American sphere we, in the first place, lishment would promote international trade in permit-
find the ofcial documents of the CartagenaAgreement ting the enterprise located in one contracting country
and the Technical Reports ofLAFTAwhichsystematize, to expand their operations to the other country, with-

in the manner of a draft treaty, the conclusions that the out risking local taxation whenever not developin
Experts on Double Taxation have formulated to date, importantand continuouscommercialactivities.

which, in turn, have been agreed upon at the Meetings We find more convincing the objections of developed
of Directors of Internal Taxation. 10 countries concerning the loss of revenue and in par-

Among the pronouncements made by private scien- ticular the great progress in communicationsand in com

tific institutions, we should highlight those of the mercial methods which permit enterprises to obtain in-

Latin American Symposium Jornadas Latinoameri- come from sources located in developed countries with

Canas 11 and those of IFA which, in its annual Con- increasing ease without the need for their formal consi-

gresses, has assigned preferential attention to these deration as permanentestablishment. 13

problems. 12 These discrepancies leave room for small concessions

It can be stated that these documents represent a faith- concerning given situations considered as permanent
ful reflection of the current stages of the problem and
of the opinions predominating in the internationaland,
in particular, the Latin American sphere. mentaries may be found in Supplementary Seruice to Euro

pean Taxation January, February 1976. It also contain,

specialized bibliography.
B. Income from Real Estate 9. Tax Treaties between Developed and Developing Coun

tries Ed. 69 XVI 2; El E71, XVI-2; E72 XVI 4; E 73 XVI-1
This is the problem on which there is least discrepancy. E 75 XVI.I; E76 XVI.3 Guidelines(op. cit. S 74 XV15).
Both the OECD in its Article VI and the Andean Pact 10. See our report on topic I.b of this Conference (to be pub
Models (as of now called AP) and that of LAFTA lished in the next issue of the Bulletin).
(Article V) coincide in recognizing the power of taxa- 11. See Meetings of Montevideo (1956), Buenos Aires (1964)
tion of the state in which the real estate is located. Punta del Este (1970) and Caracas (1975).

A difference could only be found between OECD and
12. At the Congress of Mexico (1974) a Seminar on the Andear

Pact Model took place, with the participation of speaker
LAFTA in the concept of real estate. In the former, the representing different positions; the Seminar was directed b3
expression includes accessories, cattle and equipment Prof. Stanley Surrey and the speakers were: A. Atchabaian
used in agriculturaland forestry concerns, and expressly R. Valds Costa, E. Piedrabuena Richard, Franois Gendre
excludes vessels and aircraft. J.S. Hausman and P. Sibille. It was published by the Inter

In the LAFTA comments it is said that this solution has national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation under the titl

been left aside because it does not adapt itself to the
Fiscal Harmonization in the Andean Countres (1975).
At the Montevideo Congress a Round Table was held on th

criterion predominatingamong the experts, who define Tax Sparing clause as a factor to promote foreign invest
the location of the source generating the income in a ment in Latin America, with Prof. Leif Muten acting as gen
separate manner for cases of lease or transfer of the eral rapporteur and with the following official rapporteurs
right to exploit or use natural resources. As a substitu- Prof. D. Throop Smith, J. van Hoorn Jr., Enrique Piedra

tion, LAFTA attempts a definition of real estate income buena, H. Garcia Belsunce and D. Vaz (Debatesen Mesa Re

which is more commonly admitted as such and which donda -- XXII IFA Congress, Mont. 1970).
should be addressed to the stipulations of the respective Among these latter pronouncementsit is worth recalling tha

national legislations. of the London Congress of 1975, the agreement of whict
with the resolutions of the VII Jornadas Latinoamericanas'

C. Income from Industry and Commerce of Caracas held in that same year is remarkablysignificant.
13. Among the most recent and authorized criticisms of th

Apparently there is also agreement in recognizing the requirement of a permanent establishment to justify th(
of taxation of the country, mention b

right of taxation where these are concerned. However, power source may
made of A. Atchabaian in his paper The Andean Subregion

the OECD and the Special Group of Experts of the and its approach to avoidance or alleviation of international
United Nations (from now on called the UN Group) double taxation in which he calls this requirement an ob
firmly sustain the thesis of regularity and permanence solete and technically not conceivable aspiration (Fiscai
of the activities generating the income, through the Harmonization in the Andean Countries,op. cit. page 25).
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I
stablishments. For example, the reduction of the term important amendment was introduced to paragraph
rom 12 to 6 months in the case ofworks,constructions, 3 of Article 7 of the OECD Model with reference
,r assembly projects and, as a second possibility, that of to the possibility of deducting payments made by the

.onsidering that the existence of a permanentestablish- permanent establishment to the company headquar-
nent would be deemed as being representedby charges ters. Following the initiative of developing countries,
ayable for the project or activity in excess of 10 per- and concretely expressed by India, it was in principle
:ent of the sale price of the machinery or equipment accepted that the profits of the permanent establish-
Item g, paragraph 2, Article 5 of the OECD draft). ment would be calculated taking all expenses incurred

into account; however, paragraph 2 states, the pay-
1 similar solution was promoted with reference to the

endering of other services by an enterprise (Item h of ments made by the permanent establishment would

he same paragraph).
not be deductible (whenever not made as reimburse-
ment for actual expenses) to the headquarters of the

)ne of the small concessions made to the concept of company, or to any of its other branches, in the manner

)ermanent establishment is found in the concept of of royalties, fees or analogous payments (see Second
Lgent provided for under paragraph 5 of Article 5, Report, No. 79 to 82 and First Report, Annex 5).
stablishing that whenever the agent conducts all or

ilmost all, of its activities on behalf of such an enter- A similar solution is established under Article 7 of AP

,rise, it would not be considered as an independent and Article 16 of LAFTA, paragraph 1; but these two,
Lgent within the concept of this paragraph and, con- through different means, ntroduce mportant excep-

equently, would represent a taxable situation for the tions. To the first would be applicable Article 21 of De-

nterprise. cision No. 24 of the CartagenaAgreement,according to

)n the other hand, the AP and LAFTA solutions in- which payment of royalties would not be authorized,

egrally sustain the concept of source exclusively re-
nor would any deduction for this concept be admitted

ating it to the place where the entrepreneurial activi- for tax purposes. The LAFTA draft, in a second option-
es are developed. However, we should note that al paragraph, recognizes the right of the State where the

AFTA makes an exception concerning the exclusion permanent establishment is located to deny expenses

)f the profits derived by enterprises engaging in the corresponding to the use of capital or technology be-

'endering of personal services, which are governed by longing to the enterprise or to the rendering of services

he special provisions of Article 21. on the parts of components of a same company in the
other contractingState....

s noted in our report on topic I.b, these two models
ontain original solutions with reference to situations Our opinion on this problem is well known, even with-

vhich could be considered as permanentestablishments. in the CIAT framework. 14 We have maintained that

n them, this mention only has the character of repre-
tax treatment in these cases should follow the general

enting an absolute assumption of location of the in- standards applicable to independent companies not-

ome in these places, but without excluding the possi- withstanding the fact that the following is recom-

ility for the taxation of other income which is not mended: a) the establishment of special systems for

ncluded within these considerations. unilateral andjointcontrols on the part of the interested
States, to avoid the distortions verified through ex-

the problem of a same enterprise conducting activities perience, and b) the adoption of legal limitations and
n another state is in principle solved by giving each requirements preventing the abuse which cannot be
itate the competence to levy the tax on sales. But the checked through administrative controls. 15 This
ame discrepancy again arises with reference to the principle, which was presented to the VII Latin Ameri-
xistence of a permanent establishment, where we find can Symposium Jornadas Latinoamericanas held
he added possibility of application of the norm called in Caracas in 1975, was expressly adopted in the same

'force of attraction which represents an expansion of terms. At the XXIX Congress of IFA which was held in
he allocation norm promoted by the OECD Model. London immediately afterwards, this criterion was also
Nithin the UN Group this aspect was discussed and it admitted with express reference to technology es-

stablished an amendment expanding the concept by tablishing that taxation of these payments must fol-
onsidering the sales or activities similar to those de- low the general rules applicable to independent compa-
veloped by the permanent establishment as taxable nies inasmuch as their payments are in agreement with
Article 7, paragraph 1 of OECD). the prices of the free competition (arm's length). At

n important problem is that concerning the applica- the recent 18th CIAT Technical Conference the same

ion of the principle of independence in order to criterion was implicitly admitted. In establishing the

letermine the profits which may be allocated to the manner to combat tax avoidance and evasion on the

nterprise and to its permanent establishment. OECD part of transnationals through adjustment of their

nd UN provide that to the establishment shall be
ittributed the profits that it would make if it were

different and separate enterprise developing the same 14. Abuses in expenses incurred abroad, report presented to

)r similar activities, under the same and similar con- the CIAT Assembly (Rio 1971) and reproduced with addi-

litions and treated with total independence of the tions in the Revista de Derecho Fiscal, t.xx XXI, page 1.

nterprise of which it is a permanent establishment 15. Tax treaties between developed and developing countries,

Article 7, No. 2, of OECD). report presented to the VII Jornadas Latinoamericanas;
Rev. Tributaria T.II page 185, published in Revista de

t must be pointed out that within the -UN Group an Derecho Fiscal, T. XXV, page 577.
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transfer prices and transfer of the reality of same, it is
indirectly being admitted that these operations are

COURSE ON DOUBLE TAXATION IN MEXICO
adequate and, consequently, expenses may be deducted
by the permanentestablishmentor affiliate. An intensive course on Negotiation of Tax Treaties will
In this respect, the evolution of certain legislation, such take place in Ajic, Guadalajara (Mexico), February 20
as that in Argentina, is also illustrative.The Act, having through March 17, 1978. The course will be offered in

ratified and strengthened the jurisprudence denying the Spanish. It is being organized by the Institute for the

possibility of the existence of contractual relations be- Technical Development of Public Finance, an intergovern-
mental organization of Mexico, and will have the coopera-tween related companies, has recently been modified tion of the German Foundation for International Develop-establishing that such legal actions will be considered ment which, besides providing importantnancial support,to all effects as held between independent parties will contribute a group of experts -- including Latin Ameri-

whenever the services and conditions are adjusted to the can experts -- to offer lectures on different parts of the
normal practices existing in the market between inde- Course.

pendent entities, also establishing some limitations This Course, offered in Spanish, is aimed at making an
which do not alter the efficacy of the principle. 16 overall analysis of the problems involved in negotiation of

tax treaties. The participants will be officials from all
D. Related Companies CIAT member countries. CIAT also plans to hold a

similar course in English. Mr. Jorge Alberto Garca Cceres,
Article 9 of OECD, concerningthe possibility of adjust- Assistant Director for Legislative Matters at the Coordina-
ing the profits of a corporation in order to make them tion of Fiscal Studies and Resources of the Under-Secreta-
agree with the profits they would have made if the re- riat of Revenue of Mexico, was appointed General Coordi-

lationship did not exist and which, in fact, have not nator of the Course.

been generated on account of same, has been widely
accepted. It was not objected to by the UN Group and
has been tacitly included in the AP Model while it has of residence of the shareholder (Article 10(1)). How

-- --

been expressly included in the LAFTA Draft (Article ever paragraph 2 of this Article adds these divi-

17); although with regard to the latter it must be noted dends may be taxed in the Contracting State where the
resides...but the tax thus levied cannotthat also in.this case -- as was the case with Article 16 -- company ex-

it recognizes the possibility for the interested State to ceed certain limits (5 percent and 15 percentaccordin
deny the independence of such companies for purposes

to the case) to be established through mutual agreement
of the establishment of the treatment afforded to cer- by the competentauthorities of the ContractingStates.

tain payments. This problem is undoubtedly related to the organiza.
tion of the progressive overall income tax. There are

As is stated in OECD Comments to Article 9, it is per- no doubts as to taxation of the shareholder residiag in
fectly normal to provide for the possibility to make an the same country in which the company pays the divi-
adjustment in such cases and the Article seems not to dend; in such a case the difficulties which may arise are

require any further comments. It is of interest to point purely of administrative techniques. The problems and
out that the revised OECD text adds a 2nd paragraph to the diversity of legislative solutions arise with the divi-
this Article admitting that in the case of adjustment of dends paid by local companies to non-resident share-
the balance-sheets of one of the companies, an adjust- holders, and with the dividends received by resident
ment must also be made in the other in order to avoid shareholders from foreign companies. The lengthy com-
double taxation whenever the profits allocated to the ments of OECD on this subject, the different solutions
former through the adjustment have also accrued taxes given by comparative legislation as set forth in the Re-
for the latter. The solution is justified from the techni- port by the Secretary General of the UN Group of
cal standpoint but it poses a problem of a formal nature Experts, and the numerous reservations expressed by
tht the text does not solve, giving the contracting the adhering countries represent the best proof of the
States total freedom to establish through mutual agree- difficulty of the problem.
ment the precise rules to be provided for under this The Latin American solution may be called simplistic.
Article. Although it seems unquestionable that the State of

residence of the company has the indisputed right to
E. Dividends tax that dividend -- since it is income generated in its

--

As is widely known, in Latin America there is no doubt- territory the right of th State of residence of the
shareholder to compute that dividend within overall

ing -- at least at official levels -- the fact that dividends income and, consequently, to tax it seem also to bemust be exclusively taxed in the country of domicile of
unquestionable. The same solution would obviouslythe distributing company. Solutions fully coincide apply in the opposite situation.

under the AP Model, partially under the LAFTA Draft;
and the Resolutions of the 1st Latin American Sympo- The solutions would thus seem to lie in recognizingthe

sium, particularly under those of its 7th Session. The right of the State of residence of the company to tax
solution is derived from the Model Convention of all dividends it pays, in the manner it considers most
Mexico of 1943 where it was established that income advisable, but without establishing discriminations
derived from real estate can only be taxed by the con-

tracting State where the capital is invested. 16. Act 21.481 of December 30, 1976, art. 6, to amend art. 14
OECD, instead, establishes the priority right of the State of Act 20.628.
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tgainst non-residents -- and of recognizing, for the sively to the Stte of domicile or of the source could
itate of residence of the shareholder, the right to not ensure general agreement.
stablish supplementary taxation, particularly con- Consequently, the only possible solution for the Fis-

terning progressive overall income tax, granting the cal Committee has been that of leaning toward adopt-
Forresponding tax credits for the tax paid or saved in ing a compromise solution. In this sense, it established

he country of source. the priority right of the State of residenceof the creditor

i of the interest, simultaneously recognizing the possibi-
t should be added that this is the solution recommended lity that the paying State might require payment of

)y the Jornadas de Caracas where adhesion to the limited tax.

)rinciple of source was ratified as 'fundamental and In our opinion, having accepted the principle of source,
,f priority...notwthstandingthe subsidiary application the solution is clearly in favor of the country where the

'f the other prnciples... (Resolution 2). In dealing lender's income is generated; in other words, the coun-

vith the problem of location of the source, this Reso- try where he invests or places his capital which, as a

ution simply states that the source of income (attend- rule, will coincide with the place from which the pay-
ng to the common characteristic of the relationship ment is made or in which the debtor is domiciled, but
ietween the taxpayer and the place where the income which may very well not coincide. As stated in Caracas,
s earned) is the place where the distributing com- the decisive element which, on the other hand, is com-

,any functions. It does not establish--as do the AP mon to all problems of location of sources lies in the
.nd LAFTA Models -- the exclusive right to taxation of relation between the taxpayer and the place where he
his income by the country of domicile or residence of earns the income. The circumstances that the borrowed
he company. capital be afterwards transferred or re-invested by the

lender in another country cannot alter.the legal-tax rela-
:. Interest tion between the lender and the Treasury of the country

where he placed his capital. There is no valid legal rea-
his is one of the most controversialaspects. The coun-

son for the tax obligations of the lender to be altered
ries up-holding the criterion of source firmly sustain by new legal facts or actons which are totally foreign to
heir right to tax this income, although in a notoriously them. Later operations made without their partici-
mprecise manner in regard to what is to be understood pation may originate new legal-tax relationships, by
.s source. As early as the Convention of Mexico of virtue of which the countries in which the capital is
943, for the location of the source, indiscriminate in fact utilized, or in which the profits through which
ise has been made of such terms as location of the income is paid are generated, have the right to collect
investment; placement; or use of the borrowed the taxes established by their domestic legislations;
apital, and even of the place where the resources have however, we repeat that these consequences of later
,een generated for payment of this type of income. 17 transactions cannot affect the obligationsresulting from
o further complicate the issue, there has arisen, with- the initial loan.
n LAFTA, a theory of the paying source. 18 This For this reason, the criterion of placement in the strict
ncertainty is also variable in developed countries. sense of the word, and not as synonym of utilization or

n the Report by the Secretary General, H.G. Gum- employment, seems to us to be the most adequate cri-
)el, 19 to the United Nations Group of Experts one terion. The place of payment and that of domicile or

nay read that in international law it is recognized that residence of the debtor should only be used as simple
he place where the liability is located is that of the resi- assumptions of the site of placement.
ence of the debtor; a certain number of capital-export- Such is the mechanism taken by Mexico and AP Models:
ng countries apply this norm in their domestic tax legis- the first establishing the assumption of domicile; .the
ation and, through withholdings at the source -- at second, that of the place from whch the paynents are
fften high rates -- tax the interest received by resi- made.
lents or non-residents. However, in their Conventions
vith other countries they continuously apply the op- G. Interest on Deferred Payments .,

iosite principle; that of exclusive taxation by the coun-

ry of residence of the creditor. This leads the author The much debated problem of interest on sales with
o maintain that the arguments according to which the deferred payment has not, to date, been given a satis-
ource of income involved is to be considered as be- factory solution. Many factors present obstacles to an

onging to the country of origin of the capital or, con- agreement, among which we may cite the complexityof

ersely, to the country where the capital is utilized these transactions, the dversity of the financial charac-
ave the same strength from the logical standpoint. He teristics, terms, the participation of government agen-
oncludes by stating that legal arguments are not de- cies, the economic interests involved, both in regardt
isive. exporting countries and to developing countries. Con-

sequently, it is not surprising to find that there s a

)n the other hand, the OECD Commentary to Article
1 establishes that all the OECD Member countries tax
nterest arising abroad to their residents, two-thirds of

17. Jose Wurgaft Barr, Report presented to the VII CIAT Gener-
al Assembly held.in Guatemala in 1973, page 301.

hem tax interest arising in their territories to non-resi- 18. See our report on topic I.b.
tents and one-third do not tax interest at the source at 19. H.G. Gumpel Questions relatives aux conventions scales
11. It adds that discussions that took place evidenced entre pays developps et pays en voie de developpement.
.hat a formula reserving the right to tax interest exclu- U.N. New York F 69, XVI, 2 page 49.
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trend to avoid taking a position on the subject. An
example is the case of AP in which, although the prob-
lems were outlined in preliminary studies, no provision 20th CIAT TECHNICALCONFERENCE

was included to this effect. Instead, the LAFTA Draft IN BUENOS AIRES

took a stand for taxation in the same manner as nterest;
in other words, exclusively by the importing country.

The 20th Technical Conference will take place in Buenos
Aires from March 26 through April 1, 1978, on the topic:The most significant illustration of these difficulties is Principal Aspects of Tax Collection. This meeting, to be

that of the studies made by the UN Group. The point developed on the basis of Work Group discussion, is amed
was extensively debated and -- as in the case of interest at determining the basic problems of tax collection within
in general -- what are called Guidelinesdo not in this a current and practical framework, as well as solutions
case have such a character. With reference to interest in applicable to each situation. With the passingof Resolution

general, the substantial part of the position taken states No. 4008 of August last year, the Secretariat of State for
that both one and the other country may levy taxes on Finance of the Republic of Argentinaappointed the Execu-

interest and that in bilateral negotiations these rights tive Committee for the Conference, formed by the follow-

to tax collection will normally be taken into account, ing officials of the General Directorate of Taxes (DGI):
and they will be taken into considerationin the measure Jorge Eduardo Sandullo, Chief of the Collection Depart-
in which this is agreed upon. With reference to interest

ment is General Coordinator, with the followingmembers:
Victor Fernandez Balboa, Chief of the Administration De-

on deferred payments it states that: although the partment; Juan Carlos Jimenez, Chief of the Collection
aspect of interest on deferred payments or on sales on Zone of Buenos Aires; Marcelo Ramon Lascano, Chief of
credit should be considered within the context of the the Studies Department; and Pedro Raul Kondratiuk, Ad-
article of the agreement concerning interest in general, visor to the General Directorate. Additionally, an organi-
the manner in which it will be considered and the final zing Committeewas set up with the followingDGI officials:

decision should be left to the process of negotiation. Beatriz Calvo de Bagur, Advisor to the Administration

In Latin American doctrine, as well as legislation and Department; Jose Luis Garca Rios, Advisor to the Collec-
tion Zone of Buenos Aires; GuiUermo Omar Cortese, Ad-

jurisprudence -- although with discrepancies -- the res-

pective countries in the area are in favor of taxation by
visor to the Collection Department, and EzequielBeron de
Astrada, Advisor to the Studies Department.

the different countries. However, mention must be
made of an unquestionable concern to avoid the effects
of double taxation and of its consequence that the tax

theoretically payable by the foreign seller be trans- tion in this respect, recognizing the right to taxation o:
-- --

lated by Latin American mporters, and in particularby both types of countries, and leaving conciliatory solu
industrialists, into an increase in the cost of purchase of tions to bilateral negotiation to the extent agreec
capital goods. In this respect, we frequently find exemp- upon.
tions in legislation on the matter. On a previous occasion while tryingto refute the positior
Personally I believe that this is an issue where the non- of the International Chamber of Commerce which
fiscal aims which are to be sought by agreements be- recognizing the right to taxation of the country o
tween developed and developing countries become evi- source, considers that the latter is represented by thc
dently manifest, which would justify an agreement not place of residence of the owner, in other words, thc
so much to assign the power of taxation to one or other place in which he decides his investments, I said tha
country, but to establish tax reductions or exemptions in our opinion capital was being confused with income
to stimulate capital investment in developing coun- The trademark or patent is capital undoubtedly formet
tries. 20 in a given country as a consequence of experience, re
As will be recalled, this was one of the most important search or inventions having taken place in same. But thc
specific purposes of ECOSOC in its establishment of income this capital may generate does not derive froIr
the Special Group of Experts. The anodyne guidelines its mere existence but from its economic, industrial ol
of same, which were transcribed above, highlight the commercial use; in other words, from its utilizatior
measure in which the expectations originated with its either in the same country or in another. Consequently
establishmenthave been frustrated. in order to determine the origin or location of the in

come subject to the tax on royalties, attention is not te
be assigned to the country in which the capital wa

H. Royalties formed, or in which its owner now resides, but to thc
country where the capital is used to generate the in

The situation is similar to that of interest although dis-
come. What is taxed is the royalty in its character o:

crepancies are more acute. OECD, which admitted remuneration for the trademark or patent and not thc
doubts on the former, in this case adopts a radical posi- latter in themselves. 21
tion in sustaining the exclusive right of the country of
residence of the licensor collecting the tax. On the
other hand and as is obvious, the AP and LAFTA
Models sustain the exclusive right of the paying country,

20. A development of these concepts may be found in my re

with the addition of denial of the right of transnationals port Interest paid abroad for purchases with deferred pay
ment. Latin American Tax System, prepared upon reques

to compute these transfers for tax purposes, particu- by IFA for the UN Group of Experts. published in Re
larly with regard to their deduction as expenses incurred vista de Derecho Fiscal, T.XXIII, page 546.

by permanent establishments and affiliates or branches: 21. Report to the VII Jornadas Latinoamericanasof Caracas
The Group of experts also avoids taking a concrete posi- op. cit. page 190.
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But apart from this problem of allocation of the power activity that will be subject to remuneration is de-

3f taxation, and surely more important than it in regard veloped. This was the classical concept of Latin Ameri-

to treaties between developed and developingcountries, can doctrine and of most of its legislation. Such is also

is the possibility of coordinating the positions of both the solution propounded by the AP Model. Within

States to stimulate, through taxation, the transfers of LAFTA, as was stated in the report on topic I.b, the

technology required by, or useful to, development. situation is diffuse and sets forth three alternatives re-

The arguments are the same as those given for the case lated to the place where the services are rendered, to that

of transfers of capital and sales on credit, although in which they are used, or from which they are paid.
specific characteristicsappear in this case. The UN Group, following the orientation of OECD, al-
Difficulties in control, particularly in the field of re- though recognizing the right to taxation by the country
lated companies, are so many that Treasuries have where the services are rendered, adds as a requirement
raised understandable objections to the liberalization the existence of a fixed base regularly available to
of tax policy on the subject. Further, this problem the one who renders the services, or of a stay of more
of incentives is closely related to the characteristics of than 183 days within a given fiscal year in the other
the transferred technology, particularly to its usefulness contractingState.
and possibilitiesforsubstitutionfor domestictechnology.
The problem transcends the strictly defined tax field,
but it must offer guidelines for collaboration in this J. Resolution of Controversies

transfer of technology whenever there is a political de-
The complement to all legal provisions is the

cision concerning its usefulness or need for the process
necessary

of economic and social development. In this respect, it regulation of adequate procedures for their effective

is of interest to highlight the statements of the VII Latin mplementation and for the resolution of controversies

American Symposium Jornadas Latinoamericanas that may eventuallyarise.
The OECD Model in its Articles 25 and 26 provides for

and of the XXIX IFA Congress which have already been
both of these aspects. Article 25 provides for what is

mentioned in this report. In the former, in recommend-
ing the entering of treaties nspired by the principle called friendly procedure as a means to consider,

of source for non-tax purposes, the objective first pro-
on the basis of mutual agreement by the States, a solu-
tion to the claims of residents of one of the contracting

posed is the following: States whenever invoking violation of the Treaty.
to facilitate the above mentioned transfers to de-

a

These resources, apart from those which may be appli-
veloping countries by means of the granting of in-

centives equitably distributed between the contract-
cable according to the legislationsof the States, must be
filed with the country of residence of the taxpayer, the

ing states, limited to the needs of developmentand
--

conditioned to an effective decrease in prices... competent authority of which must as the Commen-

tary states -- make a careful review of the request and
he main thrust of the IFA Congress was that: In the require presentation of available evidence. Wheneverit
modern world free transfers of technology are desir- is not in a situation to arrive at a satisfactorysolution,
able and in this respect it was stated that the tax sys- it will do what is possible to resolve the issue through a

tem on payment for transfers of technology by capital- friendly agreement with the competentauthority of the

importing and capital-exportingcountriesmust not only other State. The third paragraph states that these au-

not hamper these transfers but must, on the contrary, thorities should do everything possible to resolve dif-

promote it and, in particular, avoid double taxation. ficulties through friendly agreements or to clear up
Among the recommendations included are those of doubts by directly communicating between them,
taking a tax exemption on payments into consideration; and even establishing the possibility of setting up com-

the applicability of their deduction by the company in mittees formed by representativesof both States.
11 cases, including the case of related companies; and The revised text established minimum terms for the

recognition on the part of the exportingcountry of the filing of these claims and, as an addition to paragraph
xemptions granted by the importing country, granting two, that the agreement will be applied whatever the
tax credit for the exempted tax either through treaties terms established by the domestic legislations of the
or by means of the adoption of unilateral measures. contracting states may be. This solution led to

numerous reservations based on the need to respect the

I. Technical Assistance provisions of domestic legislations.
These conciliatory solutions should be undertaken as a

rhis topic is usually discussed together with that of first step. What would be desirable would be to under-

oyalties. However, Latin American doctrine and the AP take an effective and correct implementation of the

nd LAFTA Models in our opinion adequately differen- treaty in all cases; in other words, even whenever an

iate it since, from the standpoint of the concept of agreement is nt reached by the contracting parties.
he source, when correctly understood, the solutionsdo The establishment of an international jurisdiction
'ot coincide. doubtless finds the obstacle of resistance originating in

Jontrary to what happens stricto sensu in the field of the traditional concept of national sovereignity; but

oyalties, payments for the technical assistance typically increasing regional integration is opening favorable

endered (in other words, not the technical information perspectives in this respect. As a background element

iabitually leading to the transfer of use of a patent) to be taken into consideration, we may recall the

hould be taxable in the place where the services are favorable statement made by, the XXIII IFA Congress
endered, or, better said still, in the place where the held in Rotterdam in 1969 which in the case of inade-
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quacy of friendly procedures, as regulated by OECD sional secret and information the communication of
Article 25, foresees the possibility of establishingcourts which is contrary to public policy.
for international arbitration which would be expressly This Article was extensively discussed by the UN Group
accepted by the States involved. and the Guidelines recommend its expansion foreseeing

that inquiries may also concern tax avoidance or
tax dodging. It also recognizes the secret character
of the exchanged information, but adds that it may be

K. Exchange of Information disclosed to any persons (including a court or adminis-
trative body) concerned with the assessment,collection,

This mechanism does not, in principle, give rise to any enforcement or prosecution in respect of the taxes
resistance, but it would seem to be hampered by re- which are the subject of the Convention.
ticence originating in the secrecy of certain information. The AP and LAFTA Models follow these general lines
Article 26 of OECD provides that the competent au- and, as a specific characteristic, mention may be made
thorities will exchange the information required for of the inclusion within the LAFTA draft of an express
the application of this convention and by the domestic reference to the possible auditing of the transactions
laws of contracting states governing the taxes included made internally by parts of a same company or by
in same. It also provides that informationwill be main- companies part of the same corporate group. This pro-
tained secret and may not be disclosed to any person vision is related, as the Commentary states, with the
or authority not responsible for the assessment or need to verify and, when applicable, adjust the prices
collection of the pertinent taxes. In its second para- and values taken by the parties. All of these mani-
graph it establishes prohibitions concerning com- festations reveal the concern of the States with regard
pliance with the legislation or administrative practice to the administrative problems originated in the activi-
of the States; those concerning an industrial or profes- ties of transnationals.

To meet the future information needs of th international businessman and his fnancial and legal
advisers, the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentationannounces the MAJOR e-x-p-a-n-s-i-o-nof
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ASIA RegionalCooperation
inTaxationandCustoms*

!

i.Study Group on Asian Tax Administration II. Jakarta, February 21-25, 1972
and Research (SGATAR) 1. Role of Sales Taxation in Developing Coun-The

tries
Regional cooperation in taxation began in 1970 in 2. Some Aspects of Income Tax Evasion and

Asia with the establishment of the Study Group on Avoidance
Asian Tax Administration and Research (SGATAR) 3. Some Aspects of Tax Treates Between Develop-
y the member countries of the Ministerial Conference ing and DevelopedCountries
or the Economic Developmentof South East Asia.

III. Tokyo, May 28-June 1, 1973
Ihe Ministerial Conference for the Economic Develop- 1. Taxation of National Resource-Based Indus-
nent of South East Asia was first convened in Tokyo tries
n 1966 on the initiative of the Japanese Government. 2. The Relationship Between Taxpayers and Tax
[ts purpose was to provide an annual opportunity for Authorities
cabinet ministers of South East Asian nations and
Japan to exchange views on common problems involv- IV. Kuala Lumpur, July 21-27, 1974
ng economic development and on ways to accelerate 1. Taxation Structure and Problems of Corporation
growth in South East Asia through multilateralarrange- and Shareholders, Royalties, Interest and Rent
nents. 2. The Income Tax Collection Machinery and
the idea of Asian countries working together in the TechniquesEmployed in Recovery of Arrears
[ield of taxation was a Philippine proposal presented by 3. Administration and Enforcement Problems of
Becretary of Finance Cesar Virata during the 5th Mini- Sales Tax
terial Conference held in Jakarta and Yogyakarta on

May 22-25, 1970. V. Bangkok, May 12--18, 1975
1. Estate and InheritanceTaxes

Following its adoption, the 5th Ministerial Conference 2. Fiscal Measures to Encourage Exports
issued a joint communique which stated the need to 3. Developmentof Tax Personnel
rganize a Study Group for the review and exchange of 4. The Organizational Structure of an Income Tax
nformation about tax structure and administration, Office
specially concerning the development requirements of 5. A Common Nomenclaturefor Tax Terms
the countries of South East Asia. The Philippines was

invited to host the first meeting of the Study Group. VI. Singapore, October 25-30, 1976
Pursuant to the joint communique, the Philippine 1. Financial Leasing
Government extended invitations to member countries 2. Scheme for Effective Income Tax Administra-
of the Ministerial Conference for the EconomicDevelop- tion and Experience in Increasing Compliance
ment of South East Asia to send directors and senior tax of Taxpayers
officials to attend the first meeting of SGATAR in 3. Property Tax
February 1971.

the countries which have consistently attended the VII. Canberra, November21-25, 1977

SGATAR meetings are Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, 1. Aspects of Investigation and Audit of Taxpayers'
Singapore, Thailand and the Philippines. Taxation Affairs

Burma, Vietnam (Republic of), Cambodia and Laos 2. The Role of Internal Auditors in Government in

ave participated in two or three of the meetings.
General and in A Taxation Office in Particular

Australia and New Zealand participated for the first 3. Roles in Taxation Offices for Computers, Micro-

:ime during the fourth meeting held in Kuala Lumpur. filming and Other Modern Ofce Facilities
4. Review of the Revised Glossary of Tax Terms

SGATAR has so far met on an annual basis in the vari-
us capitals of its members; the main topicsdiscussedare Papers prepared by member countries on the main
utlined below. topics are published by the host country in the Final

Report of Proceedings of the Study Group on Asian Tax
. Manila, February 14-21,1971 Administration and Research, for distribution to the

1. Fiscal Incentives to Promote Domestic and For- member countries which participated in the conference.
eign Investments Those documents are therefore only available to the

2. Some Aspects and Problems of Tax Administra- countries which took part in the conferece and are, in
tion Relating to the Operation of Fiscal Incen-
tives * This report was prepared by Mr. K.S. Jap, senior associate

3. Exchange of Information of the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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principle, not subject to wide dissemination. However, The TCCC was the result of an agreement reached at
the library of the International Bureau of Fiscal Docu- ministerial level by the four nations in Washington
mentation possesses some of the annual Final Reports D.C., in September 1971.
of SGATAR. The four member countries have had four meetings at

which the main topics discussed were as follows:

2. ESCAP Seminar on Foreign Investment I. Taipei, May 30-June2,1972
and Tax Administration A. Taxation:

1. General Discussion on Tax Conventions

Under the title Foreign Investment and Tax Admini- 2. Mutual Exemption of Taxes on Income

stration, the United Nations Economic and Social from Sea and Air Transportation
Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) has held 3. Establishment of an Asian Center for Tax

two seminars at two-year intervals in respectively Administrators

Manila (1974) and Tokyo (1976). 1 B. Customs:

Both seminars were attended by high-level administra- 1. Multilateral Agreement on the Suppression
tive personnel from the member countries of the region. of Customs Fraud in Respect of Exchange of

The seminars were funded by the Government of the Information Relating to Smuggling Activi

Netherlands and organized by ESCAP. Both seminars ties and Falsification of Commerical Docu

were chaired by the managing director of the Interna- ments

tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation in Amsterdam 2. Exchange of Regular Visits of Customs Of

which is preparing for ESCAPa loose-leaf publication ficials to Become Familiar with Up-to-Date
entitledTaxesand Investmentin Asia and the Pacific, 2 Customs Procedures and Practices of the Par-

presenting a compilation of the tax systems and invest- ticipatingCountries.

ment laws of ESCAP regional membercountries accord- II. Manila, June 25-July 3, 1973
ing to a common outline. A. Taxation:
One of the objectives of the seminars is to increase un- 1. Tax Treatmentof Foreign Investments

derstanding of the tax systems of various countries of 2. Tax Treatmentof Tourism
the region and to set in motion a process of develop- 3. Automatic Data Processing for Tax Admini-
ment which will result in the evolution of a system of stration
taxation which has a common basis among all regional B. Customs:
membercountries. 1. Removal of Tax Barriers to Promote Trade
The opportunity to meet and exchange views and ex- AmongMember Countries
perience on a regional and international basis will pro- 2. Problems of Administration and Simplifying
mote better understanding of tax legislation and its Documentationand Proceduresin Customs
application in the countries of the region. Such develop-
ments would provide an effective means of facilitating UL Saigon, October29-November3, 1974
intraregional cooperation as well as international A. Taxation:
cooperation in the region, in the fields of taxation 1. Problems and Experiences in Tax Auditing
and investment law. 2. Tax Potentials Related to the Agricultural
In dealing with the agenda on investment, the Second Sector

Seminar on Foreign Investment and Tax Administra- B. Customs:
tion agreed that specific attention should be paid to the 1. Customs Service to Promote Tourism
question of small-scale versus large-scale investment,and 2. Incentives to Export Trade
that the question of equity investment versus loan fi-

nancing, while considered important, should be dis. IV. Seoul, June 9-15, 1975

cussed at the forthcoming third Seminar to be held in A. Taxation:

Sydney, Australia in 1978. With regard to taxation, 1. The Operation of the Global Income System
special attention will then be paid to tax incentives, 2. The Improvementof the Indirect Tax System
double taxation and profit shifting, including transfer -- Introductionof the Value-AddedTax

pricing. 3. Training of Tax Official

B. Customs:

3. Taxation and Customs Cooperation 1. Customs Cooperation in the Field of Valua-

Conference (TCCC) tion

The Taxation and Customs Cooperation Conference 1. See Report of ESCAP Seminar held in Manila, November-

(TCCC) is an informal sub-regional grouping of Asian December 1974, and country reviews up to 1976. Econo

countries -- Republic of China (Taiwan), Republic of mic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific. Bang
.kok 1976; Report of ESCAP Seminar held in Tokyo in

Korea, the Philippines and Republic of Vietnam --

September/October 1976 and country papers of Seminar.
originally meeting on a periodic basis in order to sub- Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacic.
stantiate the desire of the member countries for region- Bangkok, 1977; Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documenta.
al cooperation in the exchange of information on taxa- tion 1977/1 at 40.
tion and on customs matters. 2. Further details upon request.
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2. Cooperation Among Member-Countries for tries which took part in the conference and are there-
Narcotics and SmugglingControl fore not subject to wide dissemination. However, the

3. Export Promotion Policies by Customs and library of the InternationalBureau of FiscalDocumenta-
Tariff Measures tion possesses the Report of Proceedingsof TCCC.

The fall of the Republic of Vietnam and other major
apers prepared by member countries on the main political developments in the member countries have
;opics have been published in the Report of Proceedings had a profound effect on the future existence of the
)f the Taxation and Customs Cooperation Conference TCCC. It should be noted that during the fourth con-

)y the host country for distribution to the participant ference in Seoul, not only was the Republic of Viet-
:ountries. nam not represented but the site for the 5th TCCC was

hose documents are thus only available to the coun- not formally fixed.

NEVV ZEALAND:

1977 Budge: Prooosals*
3rief details relating to the various taxation Donationsand school fees
)roposals follow- Example:
e must stress that the items covered are one two three The existing special exemption will be con-

,nly proposals at this stage. They have no shift shifts shifts verted into a rebate of 50 percent of quali-

egal effect until incorporated into legisla- Ordinary Depreciation 10% 15% 15% fying payments, subject to a maximum re-

ion later this Parliamentary Session. Special Allowance Nil 3% 6%
bate of $175.
The new rebate will take effect with the in-

epreciation TotalDepreciation(d.v.) 10% 18% 21%
come year commencing 1 April 1978.

hift work depreciation allowances Energy conservation
A special depreciation allowance in addi- Beginning with the current income year
ion to the ordinary rates of depreciation The new allowance will take effect from ending 31 March 1978, approval of the de-
till be allowed in the second to fifth years the income year commencing 1 April 1978. ductibility of capital expenditure
,f life of qualifying existing, new or second This means that plant and machinery for

energy
will be undertaken by the Commissionerof

iand plant and machinery which is used on which the 1978/79 year is the second, Inland Revenue instead of the Commis-
shift work basis. The allowance will be: third, fourth or fifth year of operation will sioner of Energy Resources.

, Two-Shift Operation: qualify for this new allowance. It is proposed to amend section 125 of the

percent d.v. where the plant and machi- Income Tax Act to specify the kinds of ca-

iery is used for at least 4,000 hours a year Depreciation limit on motor cars

80 hours a week). The cost of motor cars for depreciation
, Three-Shift Operation: purposes will be increased to $7,000. This
A further 3 percent d.v. where the plant new limit will apply to cars purchased dur- * Published by the Office of the Commission-
ind machinery is used for at least 6,000 ing the income year which commenced on er of Inland Revenue in Public InformationBulle-

hours a year (120 hours a week). 1 April 1977. tin No. 91 of September 1977.
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pital energy expenditure, apart from any o No rebate will remain where the opment expenditure on rock oyster, mus
which may from time to time be added by spouse's income exceeds $1,733. sel, longline mussel, and fresh-water fis]
Order in Council, that will be eligible for o The rebate will also be allowed to per- farms due to expire on 31 March 1978 wi]
100 percent write-off in the year incurred sons in an established de facto relationship be extended for a further 12 months.
instead of on the slower depreciationbasis meating the criteria.
that would otherwise apply. o Solo parents would also qualify for the Forestry industry

rebate. Farmers who have established farm wooo
o Unlike the Young Family Rebate, lots under the Forestry EncouragemenExport incentive there is no abatement in respect of the Loans Scheme of 1962 may be permitte,

The Budget announcementembodies a pro-
Principal Income Earner's income. by the Forest Service to convert from tha
o The rebate is additional to the Youngposal for a new incentive scheme based scheme to the Forestry Encouragemen

upon net overseas exchange earnings as Family Rebate. Those persons with a child Grants Scheme 1970.
under 5 years of age may therefore qualifywell as the continuance of the present in-
for both family rebates.

After the conversion, the farmer's subs(
centives to the existing terminating dates. quent expenditure on the woodlot will
Before the Governmentmakes any nal de- Spouse rebate o Be eligible for a non-taxable grant
cision on a new scheme, discussions will be This is a minor adjustmentwhich- from the Forest Service, equal to one-haI
held with interested parties. o Increases the rebate to $156 of qualifyingexpenditure.

o Increases the income limit to $520 o Not be deductible for tax purposes i:
o Amends the abatement to 30c for each the year incurred.

Family assistance $1 excess income, so as to eliminate o Not be deductible from the proceed
The proposal is in three parts- the rebate at a spouse's income of on disposal of the woodlot unless, an,

then only to the extent that, the expend
o Extension of the Young Family Re- $1,040.

ture incurred exceeds twice theNote: The Single Income Rebate starts to amounbate of the grant.
o Introduction of a new Single Income reduce only when the spouse rebate has

Family Rebate been fully abated.
Interest

o Adjustmentof the spouse rebate
All elements will apply retrospectively (1) Direct lending on housing
from 1 April 1977. Farming industry The additional $200 exemption for ir

Young family rebate Livestock incentive scheme terest received by individuals from the Pos
Office Savings Bank, Trustee Savings BanDetails of the proposals are- The Government has decided that there

o The annual rebate will be increased will be a reduction in the number of mini- private Savings Banks and Building Societ

from $312 ($6 per week) to $468 ($9 per mum stock units which the farmer must deposits is extended from 22 July 1977 t,

week). achieve and sustain to qualify for either the interest received from a mortgage guaran
o Principal income earners with an in- suspensory loan or tax deduction incentive. teed by the Housing Corporation in term

come of not more than $7,800 ($150 per This reduction will be retrospective to the of the Mortgage Guarantee Scheme. To b,

week) will receive the full benefit. introductionof the scheme. eligible for guarantee a mortgage mus

meet specific conditions as to term, inteo Rebate will abate at 10c for each $1 of Development expenditure rest rates and of loan.purposeincome in excess of $7,800, so as to be ex-
The existing incentive will be extended intinguished when the income reaches (2) Farm vendor mortgages

$12,480. respect of qualifying expenditure incurred
From 1 April 1978, 50 of th,

The extended and increased rebate applies up to and including the year ending 31 percent
March 1979. mortgage interest derived in any income

to children under five years of age and is year by a retiring farmer will be exempallowed through the PAYE system from from income tax without any upper limi
1 October 1977. where he or she sells the farm to a youn
Taxpayers whose earnings are between Fishing industry farmer approved by the Rural Bank anc
$140 and $240 a week who qualify for this Loans for fishing vessels, gear and leaves 50 percent of the purchase price of
rebate for the first time will need to com- equipment first mortgage for at least 7 years at Rura
plete a supplementary tax code declaration

This involves extension of the existing Bank interest rates.
which will be available from all Tax and an

It is not expected that interest subject tc
Post Offices in order to receive the benefit suspensory loan scheme to the purchase of

this 50 rebate will also qualify fo:
from 1 October. new fishing vessels built in New Zealand. percent

either the rebate under the VendorMort
Those taxpayers currently operating an

Until a loan is converted to a grant it will
gage'' the exemption under the Direcor

S+ForM+F Code will automatically be ignored for tax purposes and the tax-
Lending Scheme.

receive the increased rebate. payer's entitlement to deduct expenses
New tax deduction tables incorporating the or claim depreciation or investment allow- (3) Vendor mortgage scheme

revised rebate will be posted to the em- ances will be unaffected. This home vendor/mortgage interest re

ployers before 1 October. If a loan is converted into a grant the bate scheme provides an income tax incen
amount remitted will be deemed to be as- tive to encourage older people to vacat

Single income family rebate sessable income derived in the year remit- large family homes and move into smalle]
This will be allowed on an end-of-yearbasis ted or that year plus up to two immediate- units.

only, and will not be built into the PAYE ly succeeding years. In terms of the scheme, which will be ad
tax deduction tables. Fishing boat ownership accounts ministered by the Housing Corporation,ar

income tax rebate of $500 ino The rebate will be allowed to the prin- It is proposed that an ordinary fishing boat any one year

cipal income earner. ownership account, akin to the ordinary
will be allowed on the mortgage interes
derived from 22 July 1977 by olde:o The full year's rebate will apply to a farm ownership account available to pro-

an

where he she sells and vacateschild who was under 10 years of age at any spective farmers, be made available to pro-
person or :

time during the year ending on 31 March. spective fishermen, through any branch large family home and leaves 50 percent o

the Government Valuationo Only one rebate can be claimed no of an authorised savings institution. Increa- on a guaran
teed first mortgage for at least 7 atmatter how many children under 10 years ses in the savings account will qualify for a

years :

maximum interest rate rate of 10of age are supported. tax rebate of 45c in the $ up to a maxi- percen;
o The child must be supported by the mum increase of $4000 for any one year

per annum.

claimant and be one for whon the family and a maximum aggregate of $50,000 in It is not expected that interest qualifyin
receives a family benefit. any one account. for this rebate will also qualify for eithe
o The rebate will be $208 reduced by the exemption under the Direct Lending'
30c for each $1 of spouse's income in ex- Development expenditure Scheme or the rebate under the Fam
cess of $1,040, so that- The present taxation provisions for devel- Vendor Scheme.
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4) Inflation adjusted savings bond reimbursement (such as on sale of the re- grant or suspensory loan on new plant and

k taxpayer investing in the new stock, sidence) or any rebate (such as that given machinery as defined for the purposes of

,hich will be non-transferable,will derive by local authorities under the rate relief the regional investnentallowance.

come in two ways
scheme for low income earners) or any por- It is expected that payments under the

Interest at 2 percent per annun on the tion otherwise deductible for income tax schene will not be assessable for tax but

riginal purchase price. This will be taxable or Property Speculation Tax purposes. any revenue or capital expenditure in re-

nd qualify for the $100 interest exemp- o The rebate will be claimed and allowed spect of which a grant is paid will be reduc-

ion. on an end-of-year basis when the annual ed for tax purposes by the amount of

I An amount payable on redemption of tax return is furnished by the taxpayer. grant.
he stock, equivalent to the movement in Likewise any repayment of a grant or sus-

he Consumer Price Index applied to the Regionadevelopment pensory loan under the scheme, will be al-

riginal purchase price with a minimum in- Regional development -- Establish- lowable as a deduction in the year of re-

rement of 5 percent per annum. This in- ment grant scheme payment.
ome will be exempt from tax. This scheme is designed to provide a con- Exemptionsfrom dutystamp

tribution by Government towards the cost

feat freezing industry assistance of feasibility studies, initial or pilot pro- F irst farm

duction and marketing costs of manufac- The exemption will apply with effect to

pecial grants are to be given as temporary turing and processingprojects which locate instruments executed after Budget night --

ssistance until such time as the Industry is in priority regions or other slow growth that is, where the agreement is executed
a position to lodge development plans areas. on or after 22 July 1977. Transfers will re-

)r the purposes of the up to 40 percent The maximum grant payable by the De- main liable as a deed.
vestment allowance under section 121. partment of Trade and Industry for any For the meantime until legislation is enact-
L, is proposed that any item of plant and one project will be $10,000. It will not be ed if it is necessary that a document be
iachinery in respect of which a grant has assessable, but any expenditure incurred in stamped, the normal conveyance duty
een received under the temporaryscheme the project will be allowable as a deduction should be paid. If the transaction qualifies,
ill not also qualify for investment allow- for tax purposes and will be reduced by the a subsequent refund of duty will be arrang-
nces. amount of any grant. ed on application being made.
rants will not be taxable but will reduce
ie cost price of the assets for depreciation Regional development pioneer First home

urposes.
incentive scheme The position here is similar to that for a

This scheme will take the form of a special first farm.

ay-period taxpayers- National super-
nuitants Terminatingdates

or 1978 and subsequent years those New Section of Act TerminatingDate

ealand residents whose only income is 119 Regional investmentallowance 31 March 1980

om national superannuation will not be 120 Export investment allowance 31 March 1980

quired to file annual returns of income. 121 Industrial developmentplan investment allowance 31 March 1980

he tax deducted at source will cover their 122 Farming and agriculture investment allowance .. 31 March 1980

nnual liability unless they elect to file a 123 Fishing investment allowance 31 March 1980

:turn to obtain the benefit of special ex- 127 Developmentexpenditure on farming or agricultural land 31 March 1979

nptions or rebates not provided for in the 128 Developmentexpenditureon rock oyster or mussel farms or

AYE tables. freshwater fish farms 31 March 1979

154(2) Export-marketdevelopmentexpenditure 31 March 1980

154(3) Tourist-promotionexpenditure 31 March 1980
ates rebate on owner-occupiedhomes 155 Export-marketdevelopmentby self-employedpersons 31 March 1980

Comniencing with the income year 1 156 Increased exports 31 March 1980

pril 1978 -- 31 March 1979 an income 157 Increased exports to new markets 31 March 1979

ax rebate of up to $25 will be allowed to 158 Export qualifyingservices 31 March 1980

he principal income earner of a family in 171 New markets export developmentgrants 31 March 1980

espect of local authority rates on owner-

ccupied homes. Note that the terminatingdate for the various investment allowances and the range of ex-

or example: Rates: $20 -- Rebate $20 port and tourist incentivesremain unchanged.
Rates: $40 -- Rebate $25

Qualifying rates will be the balance re-
Interest from building societies by individuals from Building Societies qua-

iaining after deducting the amount of any As from 1 April 1977 interest received
lifies for the additional $200 exemption.
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Genseet otivations
ment une socit sans privilges. L(
principe en tait la mise contribu
tion des plus-values constitutive

d'uneRforme -iscale d'un revenu vritable qui ne son
- justifies ni par le travail au gran

jour, ni par le talent; c'tait donc
faire oeuvre de justice. 3 i

Le casde la loi franaiseportant impositiondes plus-values Dj, lorsqu'il tait ministre des fi
nances du gouvernement Messmer

Premirepartie V. Giscard d'Estaing avait procd i
certains ajustements ponctuelsvisan

moraliser la fiscalit relative au

La du bud
parJean-Loup Hay

* gros revenus. prparation
get pour 1974 avait par exempl(
donn lieu l'adoptionde trois type:
de mesures, dont l'une proposai

I. INTRODUCTION d'inclure aux revenus les plus-value:
ralises de faon systmatique. 4

La France a vcu en 1976 un des pisodes importants de l'histoire de son Il savait alors fort bien que la fiscali

systme fiscal: elle s'est dot, non sans pene, d'un nouueau rgime d'imposi- t est un des moyens privilgis d(
tion des plus-values. 1 faire progresser la justice sociale et
L'vnement est mmorable dans ce pays o toute modification des situa- pensait aussi que l'opinion publiqu(
tions acquises est frquemment perue comme une atteinte aux droits fonda- franaise est plus hostile une taxa

mentaux et, o l'attachementd la proprit priue fait sans cesse reculer la tion directe du patrimoine priv
perspective d'un avnement d'une fiscalit plus quitable et rationnelle. 2 Il qu' l'largissement de la base impo
l'est sans doute aussi par le fait qu'il a quelque peu modif l chiquerpol- sable au titre de l'impt sur le reve

5
tique, rvl aux franais certaines tensons jusqu'alors dissimules entre les nu. Ceci explique que, nouvelle

pouvoirs excutifet lgislatif et mobilis, outre les grands tnors de la poli- ment lu la Prsidence de la Rpu
tique habitus l'arne parlementaire et d ses joutes oratoires, les membres
des milieux intellectuels et professionnels les plus aptes d donner la loi ses

caractresd'quitet d'fficacitou d en prvoircertainseffets. * Assistant l'Universit de Nice et au Centr,
Durant toute la priode d'laboration du texte, longue d'environ dix-huit d'Etudes Fiscales Internationales.

mois, un uaste dbat public s'est instaur selon le voeu mme du Prsdent
de la Rpublique. Il en est rsult une uolution progressive des ideset des

1. Ioi No. 76-660 du 19 juillet 1976 por
tant imposition des plus-values et cration

modalits techniques retenues a l'origine, en meme temps qu'un affinement d'une taxe forfaitaire sur les mtaux pr
ou une plus grande complexit de certaines de ces dernires. A certains cieux, les bijoux, les bjets d'art, de collec

gards, les objectifspoursuivisont quelquesfoist perdus de vue. tion et d'antiquit, J.O. du 20 juillet 1976.
2. La France dispose encore aujourd'hui

L'objetdu prsentarticle -- qui suppose la connaissancedes dispositionscon- d'un systme fiscal dans lequel les impts
tenues dans la loi -- est justement, en premier lieu, de rappeler quelles moti- lis la production et la dpense de con

vations guidaient les inspirateurs de la rforme, en particulier le Prsident de sommation occupent la premire place. La

la Rpublique. part de ces impts dans le total des recettes
fiscales et des cotisations sociales est en

Il est, en second lieu, de montrer comment les divers organismes concerns effet de l'ordre de 40 pour cent alors qu'
par l'laboration du texte de loi ont rpondu d l'attente prsidentielleet de elle n'est que l'ordre de 30 pour cent dans

la majorit des autres pays membres de lamettre en vidence les raisons pour lesquelles ils proposrent telle ou telle C.E.E.; or, on sait que ces npts ne sont
modification. nullement assis en fonction des capacits
Il est enfin, en troisime lieu, de souligner l'impact qu'a pu avoir le Parle- contributivesdes individus.

3. V. Giscard d'Estaing, DEMOCRATIE
ment franais qui ne s'est pas content de discuter la projet de loi mais, sous FRANAISE, Paris: Fayard, 1976, pp. 60-
l'inuence conjugue d'un excutif fort insistant et de quelques campagnes 61.
de presse uirulentes, le transformaassez profondment. 4. Les deux autres mesures visaient au

renforcement de la lutte contre la fraude
fiscale et augmenter les avantages consen-

tis aux contribuables modestes tout en r-

II. LES VOLONTES DU POUVOIR venir, il demandait son largissement duisant ceux accordsaux plus riches. Voir
sur ce point: Les nouvelles dispositions

EXECUTIF l'ensemble des plus-values de toute fiscales applicables en 1974, Loi de Fi-
nature, ce qui revenait assimiler nances pour 1974, Mesures nouvelles, DGI,

Dans la lettre qu'il adressa le 25 juil- certaines sources d'enrichissement Notes bleues du Ministre des Finances
Diffusion 1/74/6, 2-7; La politiquelet 1974 son Premier ministre, le sans travail des revenus. pp.
conomique et la politique budgtaire

Prsident Giscard d'Estaing marquait Pour un homme politique soucieux expos de V. Giscard d'Estaing devant
trs nettement son intention d'ac- de conduire le changement et de l'Assemble nationale, 23 octobre 1973,
crotre le degr d'quit du systme parvenir l'unit par la justice, une

Allocutions ministrielles, Notes bleues

fiscal franais en modifiant la notion telle rforme prsentait notamment
diffusion 11/73/2, pp. 24-25.
5. A en croire le sondage SOFRES parude revenu imposable. Pour y par- l'avantage de construire plus rapide- dans le Nouvel Observateur du 17 au 23
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blique, V. Giscard d'Estaing montra

quelque hte demander son gou- FRENCH CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION- THE ORIGIN OF AND
vernement la mise l'tude d'un dis- THEREASONS FOR A NEW TAX REFORM
positif d'imposition gnralise des

plus-values, profitant ainsi de ce que The Editors of the Bulletin are pleased to present an article by Mr.
les franais avaientt sensibiliss au Jean-Loup Ha describing the reasons for the introduction of a capital
problme durant la campagne lec- gains tax on private individuals in France and the ensuing parliamentary
torale. struggle to have the new legislation enacted.
On est aussi en droit de penser que It should be appreciated that in Western Europe the taxation of non-
le Conseil des Impts anticipait en business capital gains is generally the exception rather than the rule.
quelque sorte la demande prsiden- Only a few governments, such as Sweden and the Swiss Canton of
tielle en faisant figurer, dans son Solothurn, include capital gains in their normal income taxes. Other
deuxime rapport, une brve tude countries, such as Ireland and the United Kingdom, also subject capital
comparative des lments de droit gains to income tax but under special separate capital gains taxes. How-
fiscal relatifs aux systmes anglais et ever, most Western European countries do not subject capital gains as

amricain qui allait permettre au such to income tax, but only impose tax on certain gains, for example
'gouvernement d'insuffler une orien- speculation gains derived from the disposal of real or personal property
tation typiquement franaise au pro- which has been held for a relatively short period of time and the sale of
jet de rforme. 6

a major participation in a company.
S'nspirant sans doute des observa-

France is the first country in the EEC to introduce legislation integrat-tions faites dans ce document offi-
ciel assur d'une assez large publi- ing capital gains taxation in its normal income tax. The basic idea un-

cit, le ministre de l'conomieet des derlying the new French capital gains taxation is that in the present

finances, J.-P. Fourcade, indiquait society capital gains constitute, just as normal income, a source of

dans sa lettre du 3 fvrer 1975 A. income, of purchasingpower, for its recipient. If this assumption is true

Monguilan, qu'il chargeait de prsi- it seems to be fair that persons who receive such capital gains should

der la commission d'tude, les carac-
also contribute their share of income tax. However, capital gains tax

tristiques que devrait prsenter l'im- when it was proposed in France did not meet with much approval, in

pt: particular not in those circles which saw their prospects of obtaining
1. Avoir pour fait gnrateur, la r- future gains reduced. The introductionof the Bill triggered off a nation-

alisation de la plus-value, wide discussion which lasted for about eighteen months; when the Bill

2. Ne frapper que la plus-value r- was finally passed it wasso much amended and watered down that Mr.

ee en exonrant totalement Cozian, a well-known French tax professor, complainedthat the moun-

celle rsultant de la hausse des tain had given birth to a mole hill (in DROIT FISCAL 1976, p. 750).
prix, i.e. la plus-value nominale, Mr. Ha's article presupposes a certain familiarity with the present

3. Raliser l'inclusion de la plus- French capital gains tax, details of which can be found in the French
value imposable dans l'assiette language in the April 1977 issue of the Bulletin (M.-H. Brochier and
soumise l'impt sur le revenu. J.-P. Allavena, Nouveau rgime d'imposition des plus-values en France)

Ainsi, comme dans la quasi-totalit and in English in the July 1977 issue of European Taxation (D.A. van

des systmes d'imposition des plus- Waardenburg, France: The new individual capital gains taxation). Mr.

values en capital, l'option prise par Ha describes in detail how in 1974 President Giscard d'Estaing pre-

le ministre -- selon le voeu du Pr- pared the field for a general capital gains tax, which Committees have

sident de la Rpublique -, consis- been consulted and which of them have prepared reports. These reports

tait-elle ne frapper que les plus- are often also internationally important since they solve fundamental

values accuses par un actif dter- questions which are inherent to capital gains tax and they may have

min au moment de son alination et substantial value for the solution of similar problems in other European
ne pas s'intresser l'enrichisse- countries should these also contemplate the introduction of a general

ment rsultant de la seule disposi- capital gains tax.

tion du mme actif ou d'un ptri- D.A. Waardenburgmoine. D'autre part, l'inverse de
van

ce qui se pratique aux Etats-Unis et
en Grande-Bretagne, l'rosion mon- -- respectivement 35 pour cent et frence de presse tenue le 20 avril
taire devrait tre prise en compte et 30 pour cent -, soit au taux marg- 1976, soit une semaine aprs que le
les barmes de l'impt sur le revenu nal de 1'income tax, en vertu du
(ventuellement, une tarification for- mcanisme de l'alternative tax. 1975, No. 540, 55, 59 cent
faitaire) s'appliquerait la plus-value

mars p. pour
des personnes interroges sont d'avis que

imposable. On sait en effet que dans Les directives donnes par le ministre la plus-value est normale et qu'elle doit
ces pays, le lgislateur n'admet au- dans sa lettre de mission se retrou- bnficier entirement au propritaire. 17

cune rduction pour tenir compte de vent d'ailleurs dans le Projet de loi pour cent seulement pensent qu'elle doit

la plus-value, l'assiette de la capital portant imposition des ressources tre soumise limpt sur le revenu quand

gains tax tant le montant de la provenant de plus-values assimilables le bien est vendu.
6. Cf. Rapport au Prsident de la Rpu-

plus-value nominale, et que l'impo- un revenu prsent par J.-P. Four- blique, Conseil des impts, juillet 1974,
sition est tablie soit taux uniforme cade et Ch. Poncelet lors d'une con- Paris: Journaux officiels, pp. 67-72.
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Conseil des ministres l'eut approu- position gnralise des plus-values, impositiongnralisedes plus-values
V. 7 (3) l'avis vot par le Conseil Econo- -- commission Monguilan -- avait
A cette occasion, les prsentateurs mique et Social. Prside par J. M- pour tche d'examiner les modalits
devaient souligner que le texte, com- raud, la Commission des ingalits de l'impt projet. Elle se composait
pos de 12 articles, avait pour ambi- sociales, runie pour la prparation de huit membres appartenant des
tion d'assurer une rpartition plus de l'orientation prliminaire du VIIe secteurs socio-conomiques trs di-
quitable des charges communes et Plan, remettait en mars 1975 un rap- vers et d'un rapporteur, J. Delmas.
rpondait aux principes de justice et, port -- couramment appel Rapport En six mois environ, elle procda .
de modration. Conformment au Mraud -- dans lequel elle proposait l'audition de plus de cent personna-
premier principe, le projet prvoy- un certain nombre d'orientations lits mme de l'aider dans son tra-
ait l'exonration des plus-values r- d'ordre conomique, social et scal. vail et se livra la mise au point et
alises l'occasion de la cession Elle envisageait, par exemple, de l'examen des modalits d'imposition
d'une rsidence principale ou dans le complter l'action de rduction de susceptibles de correspondre aux di-
cadre d'une activit commerciale, l'ventail des revenus primaires par rectives donnes par le ministre de
artisanale ou agricole; dj, une dis- une redistribution plus efficace et tutelle. Le document tabli par le
tinction y est faite entre trois cat- plus juste en concentrant l'effort rapporteur, et remis au ministre par
gories d'oprationsimposables: sur la rforme de l'imposition des le Prsident Monguilan le 28 juillet

d'une part, les ventes interve- des physiques, des 1975, contient seulement l'es-
--

revenus personnes non
nant moins de deux ans aprs l'ac- droits de succession et des impts quisse d'un systme d'imposition r-
quisition pour lesquelles la plus-vlue locaux. 8 pondant aux caractresindiqus,mais
est assimile un revenu et se trouve En ce qui concerne plus particulire- aussi, pour diverses modalits tech-
soumise aux rgles de droit comnun, ment la taxation des plus-values, la niques e composant, des options et
-- d'autre part, les ventes ralises commission Mraud avait t con- des variantes possibles sur lesquelles
plus de deux et moins de dix ans duite suggrer la dductibilit des la commission n'a pas pu ou voulu
aprs l'acquisition qui permettent moins-values sur les plus-values rat- se prononcer. Sont annexs au rap-
l'attnuation de la taxation par reva- taches aux mmes catgories de Port proprement dit, de nombreux
lorisation du prix d'acquisitionet par biens. Elle proposait galement que documents manant de la Direction
division de la plus-value en cinq l'intgration de la plus-value impo- gnrale des impts, du Comit
parts, sable soit tale dans le temps, de d'tude pour la rforme de l'entre-

enfin, les ventes effectues aprs ce ne pas prise et dela Commission Mraud.
--

manire qu'elle dpasseun dlai de plus de 10 ans donnant
une fraction dtermine du revenu Dans sa prsentation actuelle, le

droit, en plus des avantages rservs annuel dont le contribuableconcerne tome deux regroupe les opinions et
aux ventes moyen terme, l'appli- les rapports recueillis la
cation d'un taux de rduction de

a habituellementla disposition. par com-

La premire proposition fut ensuite mission auprs d'une cinquantaine
3,33 pour cent par anne de dten- trs longuement discute et le solu- de personnes entendues par elle. 1 1
tion aprs la dixime, ce qui conduit tion trs restrictive et discriminatoire Conformment au dsir qu'exprimaune totale exonration de plus- a

.

laquelle s'est rang le lgislateur 9 le Premier ministre dans la lettre duvalues aprs un dlai de 40 ans. dnote sans doute son intention de 15 octobre 1975, l'ensemble des pro-
Conformment au second principe, ne pas pnaliser ou effrayer les d- positions faites par la commission
le gouvernementaccordait aux futurs tenteurs de valeurs mobilires, dj Monguilan fut ensuite soumis au
contribuables quelques abattements atteints par l tendance baissire Conseil Economique et Social. Le
et exonrations et s'efforait de ne constate sur le march boursier, bureau de cette assemble en saisit la
pas leur imposer des contraintes fis- mais aussi, la volont du ministre des section des finances constitue en
cales et des servitudes administratives finances de limiter trs strictement son sein qui devait dsigner son rap-
trop lourdes. Il poursuivait donc un les dductions de moins-values, pour porteur en la personne de P. Uri. 12
but de modration mais aussi de sim- viter la pratique de l'vasion fiscale
plicit parce qu'il entendait garantir qui aurait contribu minimiser les
que l'impt n'ait aucun effet dissu- recettes attendues. 7. Confrence de presse tenue le 20 avril
asif l'encontre des propensions in- La seconde proposition, tendant

1976, Mesures nouvelles, Notes bleues,
DGI, diffusion 4/76/3.dividuelles l'pargne et de l'effort l'talement de l'impt et liminer 8. Rapport de la Commissiondes Inga-d'investissement ncessaires la des phnomnes de surprogressivi. lits Sociales, Paris: La Documentation

croissance conomique de la France. t, fut reprise, sous des formes dif- Franaise, Mars 1975, pp. 54-60.
9. Voir l'article 7-II de la loi du 19 juil-frentes, par la commission Mongui- let 1976.

lan et par le Conseil Economique et 10. Article 4-IV de la loi et article 18 duIll. LES PREFERENCESDES Social pour n'aboutir, finalement, dcret No. 76-1240 du 29 dcembre 1976
ORGANISMESCONSULTES fixant, les biens autres les valeursqu' l'adoption du Quotient quin- pour que

quennal qui attnue la progressivi- mobilires, les conditions d'application de
la loi du 19 juillet 1976 portant impositionPour laborer son projet de loi, le t de l'impt sans cependant assurer des plus-values, J.O. du 30 dcembre 1976,

gouvernement Chirac avait sa dis- un vritable talement. 10 p. 7637.

position (1) l'opinion mise par la Constitue par un arrt ministriel 11. L'imposition des plus-values, rapport
de la commission d'tude, Paris: La Docu-Commission des ingalits sociales, du 11 fvrier 1975 et rattache au mentation Franaise, 2 tomes, 1975.(2) les recommandations formules ministre de l'conomie et 'des fi- 12. Voir le Rapport prsent au nom du

par la Commission d'tude d'une im- nances, la commission d'tude d'une Conseil Economiqueet Social par M. Pierre
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Le travail consistait done, pour ce dans le cadre de la logique et de la port dans la partie droite du mme

dernier, laborer un rapport par- cohrence. tableau.
tir de celui prsent par la commis-
sion Monguilan et, pour le Conseil, Sur la plupart des points qu'elle

le discuter puis procder un voqua, la commission Monguilan fit

vote tant sur l'ensemble du projet part de ses prfrences aprs avoir Uri, in J.O., Avis et rapports du C.E.S.,
d'avis que sur les quelques amende- men une analysepermettant de Anne 1976 No. 4, 26 janvier 1976, pp.

ments qui lui furent proposs. 13 faire apparatre les solutions envi- 135-159.

sageables et en discuter les inconv- 13. L'avis fut adopt au cours du premier
Ainsi, aprs l'austre travail d'innova- nients et mrites. Les diffrentes scrutin par 81 voix contre 64 et 24 absten-

tions. Le second scrutin portaittion auquel s'tait consacr la com- modalits du systme qu'elle a pro-
sur un

amendement tendant prconiser une
mission Monguilan en construisant pos, et qui rpondentaux directives taxation annuelle du capital, dont l'un des
de toutes pices un systme typique- ministriellescontenues dans la lettre avantages serait d'apporter celle des plus-
ment franais d'imposition gnra- de mission, figurent dans le tableau I. values une simplification thorique et pra-

lise des plus-values respectant les tique considrable. Cette proposition faite

directives et orientations gouverne- En regard de chacune de celles sur par le groupe la C.F.D.T. fut repousse par
108 voix contre 45 et 15 abstentions. Six

mentales, le Conseil inscrivait ses lesquelles le Conseil s'est prononc, autres scrutins portaient sur des amnage-
propres rflexions et propositions son avis ou sa recommandation est ments divers du systme.

TABLEAU I - Les recommandationsdes organismes consults en matire d'impositiondes plus-values

I. CHAMP D'APPLICATIONDE L'IMPOSITION

Le systme d'impositiongnralise de plus- Les avis formuls par le

Modalits techniques values conu par la CommissionMonguilan Conseil Economique
et Social

1. Le fait gnrateur Principe: l'alination; Dans le cas de la vente,
Recommandationspratiques: tenir compte, pour opration type, retenir
recouvrer l'impt, des chelonnementsde paiement; le contrat. Ainsi, l'im-
considrer l'ensemble des ralisations (y compris pt cessera d'tre d en

celles suivies d'un remploi) des biens acquis titre cas de son annulation.
onreux ou gratuit; exclure toute imposition du gain Les modalits d'chelon-
en capital constat en cas de donation ou de succes- nement du paiement
sion et s'ajoutantaux droits de mutation normale- doivent tre sans effet.
ment perus.

2. Les biens imposables Principe: seulement, mais tous les biens ralisables. Quatre catgories de
Rec. prat.: proprit immobilireet assimile, sauf biens en cause:

terrains btirdj imposs;propritmobilire, 1) les terrains et im-

y inclus obligations, devises trangres,mtaux pr- meubles,
cieux, or, oeuvres d'art...; obligations non indexes 2) les valeurs mobilires,
et biens situs ou dtenus l'tranger, sous rserve 3) l'or,
d'applicationdes conventions internationales. 4) les objets d'art, anti-

quits, pierres et

bijoux.
3. Les personnes imposables Principe: les personnesphysiqueset socits de per- Approbation implicite.

sonnes non passibles de I'I.S. (dites translucides).
Rec. prat.: a) sont seules vises par la loi des op-
rations sur patrimoinepriv realises par les titulaires
d'activitsprofessionnellesconsistant raliser de

plus-values;marchand de biens et professionnelsde
la construction;b) rgle identique pour les activits
industrielles,commerciales,artisanales, agricoles ou

librales: les plus-values sur actifs professionnels
restent soumises aux rgimes spcifiques aux plus-
values professionnelles;c) les plus-values ralises
lors de la cession de tout ou partie de leurs droits, par
les personnes dtenant une fraction importante des -- limiter l'imposition
droits sociaux, restent soumises aux dispositionsde des non-rsidentsaux

l'article 160 du C.G.I.; d) les non-rsidentsseront im- plus-values immobi-

poss sur les plus-values qu'ils ralisenten France, lires; l'tendrepour
SOUS rserve d'applicationde conventions; les les rsidents aux plus-
rsidents non domicilis resteront soumis aux rgles values en France et

relatives l'impt sur le revenu (imposition des l'tranger sous r-
revenus de source francaise). serve des conventions.
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Le systme d'impositiongnralisede plus- Les avis formuls par le
Modalits techniques values conu par la CommissionMonguilan Conseil Economique

et Social

4. Cas particuliers a) en cas d'expropriationpour cause d'utilit pub- a) limiter l'imposition
lique, la ralisation forc sera soumise un rgime la partie de plus-value
spcial; b) il n'y aura pas d'impositiondans le cas non remploye, trans-
d'un remembrementurbain ou rural; c) l'exonra- parence pour celle qui
tion pure et simple de la plus-value sur l'habitation est remploye;b) trans-
principale est prfrable, sauf cas d'tablissement parence pour les remem-

de l'intention spculative;d) accepter l'exonra- brements;c) assimiler la
tion des plus-valuesprocurespar la cession de vente d'une habitation
titres de rente 4,5% 1973 (issus de la conversion de principalesuivie d'un
la rente Pinay 3,5% 1952-1958) mais aucune rachat un change for-
exonrationde ce genre ne devra tre consentie c, d'ou abattementsp-

l'avenir. cial (seuil); d) mme po-
sition que la commission
pour l'emprunt 4,5%,'73.

I\.I. DETERMINATIONDE LA PLUS-VALUEIMPOSABLE

Le systme d'impositiongnralisede plus- Les avis formuls par le
Modalits techniques values conu par la Commission Monguilan Conseil Economique

et Social

1. De la ralisation la Principe: il y a plus-value si le produitde la rali-
plus-value nomnale sation dpasse la valeur d'origine du bien son en-

tre dans le patrimoinedu contribuable.
Rec. prat.: produit de la ralisationgal prix de vente
stipul dans l'acte (sauf cas de dissimilation tablie)
plus frais de ralisation (non inclus l'impt sur la
plus-value) moins valeur d'origine (valeur d'entre
dans le patrimoinemajore des frais d'acquisition,y
compris les droits de mutation). Les impenses subies
durant la dure de dtention seront ajoutes la
valeur d'origine, sauf celles dduites, dans le cadre de
l'mpt sur le revenu, du revenu des biens concerns.

2. De la plus-value nominale Principe: la sous-valuationde la valeur d'origine par l'Indexationde la va-

la plus-valuerelle rapport au produitde la ralisation contraint l'ac- leur de dpart en fonc-
tualisation du prix d'achat en le convertissanten tion de l'indice INSEE
monnaie du prix de vente. est satisfaisantebien
Rec. prat.: la rvaluationse fera sur la base de qu'elle puisse conduire
l'ndice annuel gnral des prix la consommation tudier certaines in-
des mnages, tabli par l'INSEE. dexations pour l'pargne

3. De la plus-value relle a la Principe: la spcificitde la plus-valueralis appelle
plus-value mposable un traitementspcifique dans le cadre de l'impt sur

le revenu.

Rec. prat.: oprer un abattementd'un pourcentage Cette technique appli-
uniforme par anne de dtention en fonction de la que aussi aux moins-
nature du bien: au moins 2% pour l'immobilier, 4% values aboutit
pour les actifs mobiliers. l'impasse.
Cas particuliers: a) pas de traitementparticulier pour
les biens acquis titre gratuit; b) prvoir d'ajouter
un abattementspcial forfaitaire de 50,000 Francs en

cas d'expropriationpour cause d'utilit publique;
c) pour les valeurs mobilires, clculer la dure de d-
tention d'aprs la mthode: premierentr premier
sorti (First in, first out).
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II. INCLUSION DES PLUS-VALUESDANS L'ASSIETTEDE L'IMPOTSUR LE REVENU

F
! Le systme d'impositiongnralisede plus- Les avis formulspar le

Modalits techniques values conu par la CommissionMonguilan Conseil Economique
et Social

1. Traitementdes moins-values Principe: les moins values considrersont les Solution peu satisfai-
moins-valuesrelles dterminerde la mme manire sante dans l'ensemble.

que les plus-values relles. Retenir les moins-values
Rec. prat.: recourir au mcanisme de la dduction 100%, aprs correction
banalise ou les moins-valuessur actifs mobiliers de la valeur d'entre
et immobiliersviennenten dduction de l'ensemble pour rosion montaire.
des plus-valuesmobilireset immobilires (sauf pour Dductionbanalise

l'or, les oeuvres d'art, les obligationsnon indexes acceptable (sauf excep-
et les biens dtenus l'tranger). La moins-value tion mais ncessit
nette ventuelle sera reporte sur les annes de limiter le report sur

ultrieures,mme sans limitation. une dure de 10 annes.

2. Taux applicables la Principe: adopter les principesde personnalisation Un avantage risque d'tre

plus-value imposable de l'imptet de progressivitdes taux. donn certains contri-
Rec. prat.: a) rle du revenu dans le barme: le re- buables.
venu courant jouera pour moiti (la plus-value repo- Le systme propos est

sera sur un demi-socle);prendre en considration en contradictionavec le
le quotient familial le plus lev pendant la dure principe de taxation des
de dtention;b) rle de la plus-value dans la dter- plus-values lors de la r-
mination des taux qui lui sont applicables: pour alisation; ils est aussi im-
viter les phnomnesde surprogressivit,un praticable; le systme du

quotient annuel sera utilis par division de la plus- quotient annuel est in-
value par le nombre d'annes de dtention du bien applicable aux moins-

qui en est la source. values et aux plus-values
nettes.

3. Abattement la base Principe: admettre un abattement la base, unique, Systme accept sous

avant l'interventiondes quotients familial et conditionde rajuste-
annuel. ment annuel.
Rec. prat.: abattementpropos: 10,000 Francs.

[l apparat ainsi clairement que la nomique et Social, de certaines des ment pourrait tre l'occasion d'une
commission Monguilan a eu le souci modalits proposes par la commis- initiative de sa part, au plan inter-
de dresser un schma d'ensemble le sion; de mme, elles ont t l'ori- national, tendant l'harmonisation

plus prcis possible, tout en oeuvrant gine de bon nombre des amende- des lgislations nationales dans le do-

dans un esprit de respect de l'essen- ments dposs sur les bureaux de main de la fiscalit personnelle et

tiel et de refus des approximations. l'Assemble nationale et du Snat. patrimoniale. 14

Cependant, bien des gards, elle s'est On doit malgr tout signaler que Pour partie au moins, cette invitation
trouve en quelque sorte gne par l'observation par laquelle le commis- n'est pas reste sans suite puisque, au
les orientations prliminaires qui lui sion Monguilan concluait ses dve- cours du quatrime trimestre 1976,
furent dictes par le ministre des fi- loppements concernant la dtermina- le Parlement franais fut appel se
nances. Ces dernires l'ont, d'une tion des rgles d'assujettissementdes prononcer sur le Projet de loi modi-
part, contrainte limiter son champ rsidents,non-rsidentset domicilis, ant les rgles de la territorialitet
d'investigation et, d'autre part, ame- allait ouvrir la voie une rforme les conditions d'imposition des fran-
ne laborer un systme qui cor- importante bien qu'apparamment ais l'tranger ainsi que des autres
responde aux directives et respecte ponctuelle: personnes non domicilies en
es rgles d'quit, d'efficacit et de La commission estime ne pouvoir France. 15 L'objectif essentiel du
cohrence. clore un dveloppement consacr gouvernement tait en l'occurrence
Bien des imperfectionsde notre sys- aux limites gographiquesde l'obliga- d'adopter le critre unique du domi-

tme fiscal ont ainsi t mises tion fiscale an matire de plus-values cile pour rgler la situation des per-
our l'occasion de cette tude. sans rappeler que toute nouvelle im- sonnes physiques au regard des

Faute de les avoir expressment re- position peut susciter des rflexes
censes en vue de leur ventuelle cor- d'vasion hors des frontires natio-

14. Cf. L'imposition des plus-values,
rection plus ou moins long terme, nales et une imposition gnralise op.cit., tome 1, 20 67.
elles ont immdiatementprovoqu la des plus-valuesplus que d'autres. Elle p. , para.

15. Voir Mesures nouvelles, Notes bleues,
dsapprobation, par le Conseil Eco- pense que le projet du Gouverne- DGI, diffusion 8/76/4.
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textes fiscaux et, de prendre cer- velle 18 -- quoiqu'elle s'inspira un abattement spcial et le bn-
taines mesures d'accompagnement d'ides dveloppes il y a plusieurs fice de la transparenceen cas de rem-

rpondant un louable souci de mo- dcennies par J.R. Hicks puis par ploi. A mesure que les revenus s'l-
dernisation et de normalisation de la N. Kaldor 19 -, la commissionMon- vent et que les patrimoines se diversi-
lgislation. Le projet fut maintes guilan devait se contenter d'adapter fient -- valeurs mobilires, place-
reprises remani par le Snat -- o il les modalits qu'elle allait proposer ments immobiliers -- on se rapproch.
fut d'abord discut puis adopt le la lgislation sur laquelle elle n'avait ait de l'imposition progressive, mais
14 octobre 1976 -- et par l'Assem- aucun droit d'action. 20 avec un plafond, tant qu'enfin les
ble nationale; c'est finalement le Les difficults auxquelles elle se oprations professionnelles ou sp-
texte tabli par la CommissionMixte trouva confronte n'ont pas chapp culatives fussent taxes sans limite
Paritaire 16 qui allait tre vot simul- spciale comme bnfices industrielsau Conseil Economique et Social
tanment par ces deux assembles le qui, comme pour souligner les con- et commerciaux. 22

20 dcembre 1976. 17 A la lecture traintes inhrentes sa fonction dans Pour conclure sa prsentation du
de l'article 5 de cette loi, concernant le processus d'laboration du projet, mme systme devant le Snat, P-
notamment les revenus de source voqua la possibilit de rattacher les Uri souligna le fait qu'en gnrali-
franais soumis taxation, en vertu plus.values au capital dans le cadre sant et en unifiant l'impt, on assu-
de la loi du 19 juillet 1976 ou de d'un impt annuel assis sur ce der- rerait son fonctionnement et son
l'article 160 du Code Gnral des nier 21 et celle consistant aban- rendement tout en vitant les distor-
Impts, on mesurera combien cette donner le principe d'annualit de sions et les diffrentiations.
rforme tait indispensable l'appli- l'imposition des revenus au profit L'quit s'alliait l'efficacit etcation du nouveau rgime d'imposi- d'un systme de moyenne mobile la simplicit. 23
tion des plus-values. Il convient assurant l'talement sur un nombre
d'ailleurs de remarquer qu'elle est d'annes dtermin.
entre en vigueur le mme jour (ler 16. Elle est runie la demande du Pre-

janvier 1977) que les dispositions re- Par ailleurs, le Conseil estima qu'il mier ministre et est charge de proposer un

latives aux plus-values immobilires n'avait pas examiner le bien-fond texte commun sur les dispositions encore

envotes en juillet 1976. de l'imposition prvue par le gou- discussion.
17. Loi No. 76-1234 du 29 dcembre

Par ailleurs, la Commission Mongui-
vernement mais rappela malgr tout, 1976 modifiant les rgles de territorialit
d'une part, que les plus-values se dis- et les conditions d'imposition des Franaislan (comme le Conseil Economique

et Social) s'est montre consciente tinguent du revenu si celui-ci est con- de l'tranger ainsi que des autres personnes

des difficults auxquelles elle allait u comme un flux qui se rpte non domicilies en France, J.O. du 30 d-
cembre 1976, 7630-7631.

invitablement se heurter devoir in- chaque anne, alors qu'elles s'y m-
18. Rapport

pp.
de la Commission Royalelent lorsqu'on le mesure comme la

corporer les plus-values ralises dans d'enqute sur la fiscalit, Tome 3: l'impo-
le revenu courant; rsolue faire somme de ce qui peut tre consom- sition du revenu, Ottawa: Imprimerie de

m sans s'appauvrir et, d'autre part, la Reine, 1966, pp. 45 et suiv., 57-59.
oeuvre de justice,comme cela lui tait 19. J.R. Hicks, Value and Capital, 2e ed.,
demand, elle risquait alors, par que le droit positif franais n'igno- London: Oxford University Press, 1974,
l'largissement de l'assiette de l'im- rait pas l'imposition des plus-values. Chap. XIV et plus spcialement p. 172.

pt sur le revenu, d'aggraver cer- La philosophie du systme que re- N. Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax, London:

taines des iniquits contenues dans la commandait le Conseil dans son avis Allen & Unwin, 1955, pp. 37-46.
20. Il est intressantde souligner ce sujetlgislation relative ce dernier. consistait tablir une relation plus que dans l'expos qu'il fait devant les

Le risque tait d'autant plus vident troite entre l'inposition des plus- membres de la commission Monguilan,
qu'elle voyait d'emble son pouvoir values et la composition des patri- Maurice Allais a souhaitque celle-ci prenne

de rforme limit la correction moines suivant le niveau du revenu. en considration le problme plus gnraI

d'une des anomalies du systme fis Le rapporteur de la section des fi- franaisref,ormela 'd'ensemble de la fiscalit
cf. L imposition des plus-values,

cal franais, sans pour autant tre nances de cette assemble, P. Uri, op.cit., tome 2, p. 22.

autorise redfinir certaines no- l'nonait d'ailleurs aux dputs en 21. Voir l'Avis du C.E.S., J.O. du 29 jan
tions de base ou modifier certaines des termes fort explicites: vier 1976, p. 123.

22. Cf. J.O., Dbats Parlementaires, As
rgles insatisfaisantes maintsgards. il (le systme imagin par le Con- semble nationale, Mercredi 2 juin 1976.

Ainsi, l'inverse de la Commission seil) accordait des dductions nou- No. 44 A.N., p. 3574.
Carter qui aborda le problme de la velles sur les petits revenus; un 23. Cf. J.O., Dbats Parlementaires, S

refonte du systme fiscal canadien niveau plus lev, o l'investisse- nat, Sance du 6 juillet 1976, p. 2153.

dans son ensemble et adopta du re- ment principal est constitu par [ .suivre ]venu une conception large et nou- la proprit d'un logement, il offrait
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TAX OSSARY
vices bought in during one month,
which may only be set against tax on

sales made in the followingmonth.

DECLARATION -- The statement or

return a taxpayermakes annually of
his income and other matters relevant
to income tax, or of his sales or de-
liveries of goods and other relevant in-
formation in the case of sales taxes.

by H.W.T7. PEPPER * The term also has, of course, a non-

technical meaning covering anything
a taxpayermay state or declare in con-

nection with taxes or duties of any
kind.

DECLINING BALANCE METHOD -- (of
computing depreciation, e.g., as used

D SCHEME -- At one stage in the ad- trifles), which also applies to cases in Japan and the U.S.A.). See RE-

ministration of British purchase tax where a Court makes no ruling where DUCING BALANCEMETHOD.

an attempt was made to graduate it considers the subject matter too DEDUCTION AT SOURCE -- A system of
the tax where the same articles were trivial. deducting or withholding tax, especial-
sold at different prices reflecting dif- DEATH For tax purposes the date of a ly income tax, when income is paid by--

ferent qualities. Where the price of
person's death is the date of cessation one person to another. For example,

certain goods fell below designated of his business, profession, or employ- tax may be deducted when a dividend
limits (known as the D line) no tax

ment, and the date of disposal of his is paid to a shareholder by the com-

was payable and if the price exceeded assets. In some tax codes, capital gains pany which declares it, and tax may be
those limits tax was payable only on tax becomes payable on death, where similarly deducted by the borrower
the part of the price which was above the value of an asset at that date ex- when paying interest on his loan to the
the D line. The system was finally ceeds the original cost to the deceased. lender. The tax due from employees
terminated because of difficulties in

Where DEATH DUTIES (q.v.) are on their remunerationmay be deduct-
administration. ed under PAYE (q.v.) otherpayable on the value of the asset, the or

combined liability to capital gains tax schemes by the employer on pay-days.
DAMAGES -- Certain types of damages and death duty exceed the value Such deductions are made in accor-may

may be chargeable to income taxes. of the asset. 1
dance with provisions of the tax law

Where, for example, there is provision The alternative treatment (adopted, which also require the amounts

in an agreementbetweenentrepreneurs, e.g., in Britain) is not to treat transfer deducted to be accounted for by the
between employer and employee, etc., on death as a taxable disposal, but to person who makes the deduction.
for the payment of damages in the take the value at the date of death as DEED OF ARRANGEMENT When--

a
event of circumstances arising which the starting point for capital gains is in financial difficulties he
would make the agreement less profit- computations in the event of future

person
may sometimes avoid bankruptcy by

able than was envisaged when it was disposal by a beneficiary. making arangement with hisan
made, such payments would ordinarily Under income tax codes which grant creditors, which often takes legal
be taxable. On the other hand, purely personal reliefs to single and married form. Any transfers of the person's
personal damages, e.g., for slander, persons, the death of the husband dur- assets to trustees (which be tem-may
libel or defamation, would not be tax- ing the tax year may involve two and be followed by their laterporary,
able. A fairly recent development in assessments, the first on the husband return) is usually ignored for the pur-
Britain has been the taking of tax in-

on the income to the date of death, of income tax and capital gainsposes
to account in fixing the quantum of and the other on the widow for the tax. If the asset is subsequently dis-
damages in cases of injury or disable- rest of the year's income. The widow posed of finally by the trustee on
ment where the damages have been

may then be granted an additionalper- behalf of the concerned, theperson
based on the loss of future earning sonal relief for the part of the year final disposal will normally be taken
power. during which she was a widow. into account in computingtax liability.

DEATH DUTIES -- The generic term ap- DEED OF COVENANT-SeeCOVENANT.DANEGELD -- A defence levy on land and
plied to taxes upon the death ofan indi-real property which was originally DEELNEMINGSVRIJSTELLING Ex-vidual which may also be termed es-

--

made by Ethelred II (the Unready) mption from corporate income tax
to raise money in order to pay Danish tate duty, transmission or mutation

granted entity possessingto an a cer-

raiders to keep away from the coasts tax, inheritance, legacy, or succession
tain participation in another entity

of England. The tax was continued as
taxes. Death duties are a form of capi-

with (i) income derivedrespect to
a land tax in subsequent reigns, in- tal levy payable once in a taxpayer's

from such participation (e.g., divi-
cluding that of the Danish ruler, lifetime, i.e., at the moment his life

ends. Such duties are usually calcu- dends) and (ii) capital gains on the sale
Canute. of the participation. (Holland.)lated on a graduated scale either on

DE MINIMIS -- Sometimes the full rigour the total value of the estate (estate
of the tax law is not enforced, par- duty) or on the amount inherited by

ticularly in the case of a very small each beneficiary (succession duty).
amount of tax which has been under- DECALAGE D'UN MOIS -- The time lag
assessed or underpaid. The legal phrase of one month which occurs under the * With the assistance of the staff of the

in such cases is de minimis non curat French V.A.T. system in granting International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-

lex (the law does not take account of credit for tax on materials and ser mentation.

'
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I
DEFAULT- Tax in default is tax which been debited to profits and according- value, therefore, decreases as the min-

either has not yet been paid or, some- ly the wartime profits being taxed erals are extracted, DEPLETION AL-

times, tax which is irrecoverable. were artificially high, and it would LOWANCE (q.v.) may be granted.
have been anomalous to tax those DEPRECIATION AT CHOICE -- SeeDEFENCE TAX -- The word defence is pro-
fits without regard to the back-log of FREE DEPRECIATION.sometimes used evocatively in connec-

tion with taxation, or Government repairs which would have had to be
DEPRECIATION, FREE Free de-carried out after the war.

--

Loan issues, especiallyf the money is preciation is the term applied
to be used for war, or for increasing DELAYED REMITTANCE -- See UN- where the taxpayer is allowed tc
armaments in times of political or mili- REMITTABLE FOREIGN INCOME. determine the rate of depreciation
tary uncertainty. Itmaybethattheword DELINQUENCY-- In North Americanpar- (up to 100 percent) which may be
will evoke feelings of patriotism and lance, tax which is in default (i.e., allowed to him as a deduction in com.
make the public less critical of the not yet paid) is often referred to as puting his income tax profits. Th
levies than would otherwise be the delinquent tax and the taxpayer system is convenient in that it may be
case. In Switzerland, the defence tax is concerned as a delinquenttaxpayer, used by the taxpayer to avoid ad
a levy on the prots of corporations, but there is normally no connotation justments between the profits cal
introduced in 1940, but still going of tax FVASION(q.v.)or usuallyofany culated in his business accounts and
strong. crime other than simple non-payment. those calculated for income tax

DEFERMENT OF TAX -- Deferment of purposes if he decides to claim for in,
tax payment is normally permitted in DEMURRAGE -- Where plant or vehicles

come tax the same level of deprecia
the case of foreign income which can- have been hired for a certain period tion as he adopts in his accounts
not be remitted to the taxpayer be- but have not been returned to the Where the taxpayer makes maxi.
cause of exchange restrictions in the hirer promptly at the end of the hire

mum use of free depreciation by de.

country of origin of the income. (See period, it is common for extra ducting 100 percent depreciation ir
UNREMITTABLE OVERSEAS IN- amounts to be charged for demurrage the year in which he buys new quali
COME.) Where FREE DEPRECIA- or delay relating to the additional fying assets, he will come near to ob.
TION (q.v.) is available, the taxpayer period for which the hirer has been taining the fullest possible tax relieJ

may be able to defer tax by an excep- deprived of his assets. Demurragepay- for his expenditure, the discounting'
tional reduction of taxable income, ments are usually taxable in the same which occurs where depreciation al.

using the maximum depreciation al- way as the initial hire charges for the lowances are instead spread over :

lowances. Tax on foreign profits may
assets. period of years, such as the lifetim

also be deferred by interposing other, DEPARTMENTAL ERROR -- See RE- of the asset, being avoided.

holding or conduit, companies be- MISSION ON REVENUE ERROR.
tween the prot-producing company

DESINVESTERINGSBIJTELLING -- Dis-

and its proprietors, either for good DEPLETION ALLOWANCE -- This term investmentCharge (Holland).
commercial or for tax avoidance has two different connotations. In DESTINATION PRINCIPLE -- The prin-
reasons. The advantages of deferment Britain the term means tax relief in ciple that V.A.T. on goods should be
are the benefit to cash flow (and sav- respect of actual depletion of minerals paid in the consumingcountry and not
ing of interest charges) and the fact calculated by reference to the cost or in the exporting country is known as

that inflation may reduce the real cost value of the deposits and their rate of the destination principle and is
of paying the deferred tax by the time exhaustion. In the U.S., and in some widely adopted in existing V.A.T.
it does come to be paid. countries which have adopted that schemes. The principle involves credit

part of the U.S. income tax system, ing the exporter with, or re-payinDEFERREDANNUITY -- A taxpayermay allowances given to mineralare pro- him, the tax on his exports when th
pay premiums to an assurance com- ducers as a fixed percentage of the goods dispatched fromare one coun
pany under a policy or contract which gross income excluding any deduction try to be consumed in another. Thewill secure an annuity payable to him for rent or royalty and without rela- full tax will be chargeable in the re
at a later date when predictable de- tion to the actual depreciation of the ceiving destination country inorferred expenses (such as school fees mineral resources being exploited. accordnce with its V.A.Townfor his children) may arise. Under The allowance is restricted to a ceiling legislation.some tax regimes tax relief may be of 50 percent of the taxable ncome
given for the premiums when payable from the minerals and in a sense the DETERRENT TAXES -- This term i

there may be a stipulation that the relief operates as an abatement of the usually applied to penalties for late--

benets will be payable in the event rate of tax chargeable on the profits declaration or payment of tax, or fox
of the premature death of the policy- of various extraction industries. The tax fraud, expressed in the form of ad
holder. On the other hand the annuity percentage deduction varies accord- ditional tax, and intended to detei
when it arises (or the non-capital-re- ing to the type of mineral being taxpayers from such offences. Oc
turn portion of it) will normally be worked. easionally, however, import duties ol

taxable upon the policy-holder. sales taxes may be raised to exception
DEPRECIATION, ALLOWANCES FOR al levels in order to discouage im

DEFERRED REPAIRS -- During the cur- -- Where the assets used in a business ports consumptionof certain goods,or

rency of Excess Profits Duty and Ex- are of a type which depreciate with rather than to raise a revenue from th6
cess Prots Tax in Britain as wartime use it is usual for a tax allowance to duties imposed, and such levies may
levies on excess prots (during be given, based on a percentage of the be termed deterrent taxation.
World War I and World War II respec- cost of providing the asset. (See also

tively), allowances were granted in res- CAPITAL ALLOWANCES.)Although DEVALUATIONADJUSTMENTS-- In or.

pect of the estimated cost of repairs land may be a business asset, it is un- der to take some account of the de-
which had to be deferred because of usual for depreciationallowances to be valuation of a currency, by inflation,
wartime restrictions and shortages. given because land does hot depre- especially where this has been proceed
Had normal repair work been carried ciate by wear and tear. Where, how- ing at higher than normal rates, a

out year by year the cost would have ever, the land containsminerals and its country may allow assets to be re
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valued for depreciation purposes so DIFFERENTIALRATES --See GRADUA- intended to be borne by the payer as

that the annual allowance for income TION. well as, in general, being actually paid
tax will relate more closely to the DILAPIDATIONS The term used to by him. Examples are taxes on the

--

replacement value of the asset con- refer to accumulated repairs to wealth and income of persons which
cerned than to the historic value as re-

premises which have been leased, and cannot in general be passed on speci-
corded in the books of the taxpayer, which have to be left in the original cally to others to pay. (Taxes on com-

which may be unrealistic because of conditionat the end of the term of the modities, in contrast, are usually paid
inflation. initially by traders who are, however,lease. Where such premises are vacated
Another example is the allowance permitted to pass the tax on to the

part way through the term, on re-

given, e.g., in Denmark, in connection assignment of the lease, at the end consumer in the price charged and
with capital gains tax, to adjust the

or
hence rank indirect taxation.)as

of the term, with a back-log of repair-
cost of an asset by a factor represent- work to be done, it is usual to Where income tax is deducted at the

assess
ing currency inflation when computing the cost and collect this from source of income by the person res-

the capital gain for tax purposes. (See
money

ponsible for paying the income to the
the out-going lessee. It is also usual to

also MONETARYCORRECTION.) allow tax deduction for the amount taxpayer, the tax is nevertheless re-
a

as a upon owner
DEVELOPMENT CHARGES -- The paid in respect of dilapidations. (See garded direct tax the

of the income, who receives a credit
charges levied upon development also DEFERREDREPAIRS.) for the tax thus deducted when the
values in connection with the two in-

DILLON ROUND The fifth round of final liability on his aggregate income
stances of betterment tax introduced

--

multilateral trade negotiations held is computed.
in Britain since World War II. In the
first example, introduced in 1947, a

over the period 1947-1962with a view DISABILITY PENSIONS -- Pensions paid
charge of 100 percent was made on to realising one of the main objectives in respect of physical disabilities, often

the development value attributable of G.A.T.T. (q.v.), i.e., to reduce and those incurred during wartime, are

to the granting of planningpermission. stabilise tariffs on a reciprocal basis, usually exempted from income tax.

This levy was repealed in 1952, having was known as the Dillon Round
D.l.S.C. -- See DOMESTIC INTERNA-

produced a net yield of £17,000,000 (1960-1962).
TIONALTRADE CORPORATION.

in the period 1948-1952, and in the DIMINISHING RETURNS When the--

subsequent exercise (1966 to 1970) rate of indirect tax certain DISCRETIONARYTRUST -- A trust, the
on com-

the rate of tax was initially 40 percent modities is raised beyond certain trustees of which have discretion to
a

with a forecast of increases to 45 per point, the actual tax yield de- distribute the trust income to speci-
cent and then to 50 percent. may

fied classes of beneficiaries, but usu-and the point of diminishingCurrently, development gains are sub- crease, re-
ally heed the wishes of the settlor,turns is said to have been reached. The

ject to DEVELOPMENT LAND TAX who, though not normally entitled to

(q.v.) introduced in 1974. (See also
reason is that although the tax on each
article purchasedhas been increased the benet from the trust himself, has

BETTERMENTTAX.) total consumption of the particular generally ensured that the persons he

DEVELOPMENT GAINS -- Development commodity decreases (because of elas- wants to benefit are included in the

is dened as the making of any change ticity of demand) to an extent which qualifying categories. The device was

in the state, nature, or use, of land reduces the total base more than pro-
much used for tax avoidance in Bri-

(and thus making a prot on disposal) portionately to the increase in the rate tain but the undistributed income of

for the purposes of the DEVELOP- of tax. Where the tax levy is intendedto
such trusts has, since 1973, been sub-

MENT LAND TAX (q.v.) in Britain. be a source of revenue it is obviously ject to an additional 15 percent in-

inapt to increase the rate of tax be- vestment income surcharge. Setting
DEVELOPMENT LAND TAX - A tax in yond the point of diminishing returns up such a trust may also involve the

Britain, which succeeded the develop- (i.e., diminishing tax yield). Where, on
settlor in CAPITALTRANSFERTAX

ment gains tax, and is noteworthy for the other hand, the tax is deliberately (q.v.) liability. (See also SPRINKLER

the high rate of tax (80 percent) pitched at a high rate to discourage TRUST.)
charged on DEVELOPMENT GAINS consumption the taxing authority is DISCRIMINATORY TAXATION -- In

(q.v.), on such gains which have been clearly prepared for a diminishing general, income taxation sets out to
removed from the charge to ordinary revenue yield. be neutral between different types of
income tax and capital gains tax. The income on the basis that an individual
tax is also innovatory in including a DIPLOMA TAX -- See ACADEMIC TAX. has much the taxable capacitysame

charge (on First letting) where the whatever the source of his income.
developed land is not disposed of but DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY -- Persons en- Exceptions to the rule include a dis-
let. titled to diplomatic status, heads of crimination or differentiationbetween

DEVELOPMENTOF OVERSEAS diplomatic missions and designated earned or investment income. (See
members of their staffs are exemptVIARKETS -- Expenditure upon opening EARNED INCOME.) In addition,

up new markets for a firm's products from income tax and other levies on there is sometimes discrimination for

iS normally regarded as capital for income in respect of their official
or against particular types of income

tax and accountingpurposes, but some emoluments, and their embassies and
on the basis that they are easier or

tax codes give some form of relief. consulates: the ofcial residences of
more difficult to achieve. For example,

Japan, for example, allows relief for diplomats are also exempt from pro- in certain countries gold and diamond
the expenditure, and other regimes perty taxes. The exemption does not mining are taxed more heavily than

give reliefs, e.g., for extra advertising apply to private incomes of such other industries (though South Africa

costs, or rebates related to improved persons, nor are they exempt in their gives special consideration to marginal
export performance. On the whole own countries, where they pay income mines). The oil industry often attracts

such reliefs are against the spirit of tax in the same manner as ordinary heavy taxation, usually incorporated
G.A.T.T., but special dispensations civil servants. in special laws or in agreements with
are often made in the case of develop- DIRECT TAXATION -- The terms applied the oil companies, and in Britain pro-

ing countries. to forms of taxation which are perty development profits currently
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are taxed at 80 percent comparedwith directors/shareholders are enabled to DIVORCE -- The tax consequences o
a normal company tax rate of 52 per- withdraw money invested by other divorce may be that (as in the cas
cent. (See also PORNOGRAPHY devices such as loan accounts or over of the death of her husband) th iTAX, RESOURCE RENT TAX, DE- payment for their services, property, divorced wife may be entitled to ne
VELOPMENTLAND TAX.) etc., such outgoings may be statuto- personal reliefs as a single woman fo

DIS-INCENTIVETAX-SeeDETERRENT rily deemed to be distributions the part of the tax year after divorce
for tax purposes. In addition, distri- (See also ALIMONY.)TAXES.
butions may be deemed to have been

DOCHTERMAATSCHAPPIJ SubsidiarDISPOSALS -- In capital gains tax codes, made, where there has been
--

even no
liability usually arises not merely on outgoing of any form, in order to company (Holland).
the sale of an asset at a surplus above equate the tax position of companies DOCUMENT TAX -- A tax on the use o
the cost price, but also on the dona- which have underdistributed with certain documents, usually in the forn
tion of the asset to another person, or those that have met the statutory re- of a stamp duty, stamps having i
its transfer at less than full market quirements. some instances to be xed to or in
value, where such value exceeds cost. on tax-- pressed the document. The is
The term used to cover all methods is DIVIDENDBELASTING Withholding in effect, the form ratheone upon
disposal (in the U.S.A. disposi- tax on dividends and interest paid on

than the substance of transactioa
tion is sometimesused). prot-sharingbonds (Holland). and is generally undesirable forman o
In order to reduce administrativetime, DIVIDEND CONTROL -- A device used tax since it may be avoided by makin
relief is sometimes given by exempting for anti-inflationary purposes, partly the same transaction in different way
small transactions, not where the gain for its own sake but usually as part of with, however, some possible com
is small but where the proceeds of a packagewhich includeswagerestraint, mercial inconvenience.
disposal are small, e.g., in Britain for rent control, and price control. It is DOLLAR PR EMIUM A levy invesl--

ondisposals within one year not exceed- felt that dividends must be restricted ments outside the sterling area bing £1,000. so as to appease the workers. In the residents of certain parts of the area
DISPOSITIONS -- See DISPOSALS re-

short term there is no great economic notably Britain. Strictly, the levy is a

garding capital gains tax. The term harm, but if dividend restrictions con- .nvestment premium which applie
is also used in respect of the use to tinue too long, there is distortion (or to all investments outside the area, no
which a taxpayer may put parts of abortion) of investment and the con- merely those in dollar countries. Fo
his income or capital, usually in trol becomes a tax upon shareholders British residents the process of dis
transactions designed to reduce his tax who are discriminated against com- investment in premium countries in
bill. pared with other investors. (See also volves a surrender of 25 percent o

QUASI-TAXATION.)DISTRAINT -- A method (also known as the foreign currency proceeds to b

DISTRESS) used for the recovery of DIVIDEND STRIPPING -- A tax avoi- sold at current market rates, while th,

taxes (but also of other debts) which dance device whereby a company remaining 75 percent may be sold i

consist of the legal seizure of the which had reserves of accumulated the premium market. The forfeiting o

assets of a taxpayer which may be sold taxed profits was purchased and the 25 percent of the premium con

for recovery of unpaid taxes. profits fully distributed as dividends stitutes a form of capital tax o

in respect of which tax relief would foreign investment. As for the pr
DISTRESS-- See DISTRAINT. be due while the could mium itself, the investor may gain ocompany

thereafter be resold at a loss deduc- lose, respectively, if the premium is a
DISTRIBUTED PROFITS TAX -- A tax tible in arriving the profit of the fi- a higher or lower level (the level deat

on dividends and other distributionsof nancial concern carrying out the pending on the supply/demand situa
corporate profits, sometimes on the transactions. tion for non-sterling investmentsat th
basis that additional tax is charged time) when the investment is sol
where the distributions exceed certain DIVIDEND WITHHOLDING TAX -- See compared with the premium prevailin
set limits. In Britain discriminatory tax WITHHOLDINGTAX. at the time qf purchase.
rates were charged on all distributed DOMESDAY BOOK An inventory o:

--

profits as a feature of PROFITS TAX DIVIDENDS IN KIND- Dividends are real property in England for the(q.v.) for the period April 1947 to normally paid in cash, but sometimes, pur
pose of taxing the owners thereofApril 1958 as a means of discouraging in the course of company reconstruc- compiled in 1086 during the reign odistributions in order to curb inflation. tion, a new company may be set up William I. The data thus compileThe maximum degree of discrimina- out of existing resources and its shares
were also subsequently used in thtion was in the period 1955/1956 distributed to shareholdersof the main levying of DANEGELD (q.v.) and lan,when undistributed profits were taxed company pro rata to their main share- and property taxes generally.at 2 percent and distributed profits holdings. Sometimes bonus issues of

at 271h percent, a ratio of 1 : 11 -- loan stock or debentures are made, or DOMESTIC CORPORATION In U.S-

both types of profits being also subject of additional shares in the company tax parlance, a domestic corporatioto income tax at 421 percent. when its capital has increasedsince the is one which was organised or create
original share issue. Where the share- in the U.S. or under the laws of th

DISTRIBUTIONS -- The term refers holder's position is the same as regards U.S. of State. Note that thor any
mainly to dividends paid by com- the stake he holds in the company term Corporation includes associa
panies to their shareholders and to after the transactions there is usually tions, joint-stock companiesand insu
sums of capital and income paid out no tax liability on the distribution in ance companies.
to beneficiaries of trusts and estates kind, but the subject is complex and
of decreased persons by trustees, exe- some countries have special laws to tax DOMESTIC INTERNATIONALSALES
cutors and administrators. Where tax distributions which can be turned into CORPORATION (D.I.S.C.) -- For U.S
avoidance is attempted in the case of cash without the shareholder losing or corporation tax purposes, a separate
CLOSE COMPANIES (q.v.) through reducing his stake in the company's subsidiary corporation may be set ut
over-restriction of dividends and the equity capital. to deal with export trade. The cor
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poration may have a FOREIGN IN- the taxing country although, of sometimes dividends, royaltes and
TERNATIONAL SALES CORPORA- course, it is usual to give double taxa- interest, there may be mutual agree-
TION (F.I.S.C.) as a subsidiary, and is tion relief for foreign tax on foreign ment that the country of residence
entitled to a large degree of deferment assets. shall have sole taxing rights. (See also
of payment of corporation tax on the WITHHOLDINGTAX.)
profits of its foreign trade. The object DOMICILIARYCOMPANY A

The term may also be used to refer to
--

of the D.I.S.C. provisions is to give company the position where corporate income iswhich has its seat in Liechtensteinbut
an incentive to export trade.

carries out its activitiesabroad be subject to corporation tax or com-
may

registered as a domiciliarycompany or pany income tax and is taxed again by
way of personal income taxation on

OMESTIC MARKET PRICE Some Sitzunternehmen , is exempt from
the shareholders when the income iscountries levy customs duty not on income tax and pays net worth tax

landed price (including carriage, insur- only at the 0.1 percent rate. Such a
distributed as dividends. (See ECONO-
MIC DOUBLE TAXATIONand DUAL

ance and freight) but on the selling company must have a Liechtenstein
price of the goods in the country of resident to represent it. There are TAX.)

origin, sometimes referred to as broadly similar provisions in Switzer-
When there is a change in the system
of sales taxation in a country, such,domestic market price. The system land, where a domiciliary company is
for example, that manufacturer's(also sometimes loosely known as the exempt from cantonal tax in most can-

a or

wholesaler's tax is replaced by a retailF.O.B. value system) is gradually being tons but not from federal tax nor from
sales tax or a V.A.T., goods which

superseded by the C.I.F. method of the net worth tax. These companies have already paid sales tax at the timevaluation adopted in the Brussels are widely used in connectionwith tax
of the change may be subjected to

Agreement. (See BRUSSELS DEFINI- avoidanceschemes.
further tax under the new system.TION OF VALUE.) Transitional arrangements are usually

DONATION, DROIT DE -- Gift tax (Bel- made to avoid or relieve such double
)OMESTIC TAX EQUALITY -- This is gium, France). taxation. (See TRANSITION AD-

the principle that all taxpayers living JUSTMENTS.)
in a country should be treated alike DONATION DUTY -- Another term for
for tax purposes, particularly income gift tax. DRAWBACK Thc term drawback is--

tax, e.g., they should be taxed on used to refer to refunds of customs
their world income so that those resi- DONATIONS, COVENANTED -- See duty, usually the re-export of theon

dents with small local incomes but COVENANTS. goods subjected to the duty, but oc-
with investments overseas will be in casionally when the goods are used
the same position as those with a DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN for some purpose within the country
similar total income derived wholly (DBA) -- Double taxation treaty (Ger- to produce product which is exempt-a
from local sources. many.) ed from taxation. The term also ap-

plies to refunds of duty on imported
)OMICILE TAX -- Domicile is a dif- DOUBLE ALLOWANCE -- A double al- components which are incorporated in

ficult legal concept, although in most lowance for income tax purposes may exported manufactured goods, and,
cases a taxpayer may be regarded as sometimes arise, for example, where in Canada, to refunds of Federal sales
domiciled in the country where he an individual is entitled to child allow- tax (MANUFACTURERS' TAX q.v.)
was born (domicile of origin) until ance for a daughter up to the age of on components that are manufactured
he takes up permanent residence in marriage while her husband is entitled in Canada.
another country where he expects to to wife relief for the remainder of the

spend the rest of his life, when the tax year. Similarly, in the case of a
DROIT (a) A tax, in DROIT D'AP-as--

latter country will normally become death, or divorce and remarriage with-
PORT (Holding Company Tax, Lux-

his domicile of choice, or adoption. in the same year, more than one per-
For certain purposes, particularly the son may be able to claim for another embourg), DROIT DE DONATION,

DROITS D'ENREGISTREMENT
imposition of death duties, the tax- person as a dependent. Some coun-

taxes (in Luxembourg)payer's domicile may be significant. tries allow the full relief to be granted (registration
It is common, for example, for a coun- to each legitimate claimant but in encompassing inter alia the droits

try to tax all the assets passing on other cases the allowance may be d'apport, de succession, and de dona-

death (except foreign immovables) divided between those who can claim tion), DROIT DE SUCCESSION (suc-
cession duty), DROIT DE TIMBRE

where the taxpayer is domiciled in during the same tax year. (stamp duty, Switzerland).the taxing country, whereas for in-
or as

come tax the concept usually used is DOUBLE TAXATION -- Where income is (b) A right, privilege, in DROIT
DE PREEMPTION (q.v.) and droit dethat of residence and sometimes chargeable in the source country and

ordinary residence. (There are some also in the country of residence of the seigneur.

exceptions where domicile is also used owner of the income, there is said to
DUAL TAX -- A term sometimes used to

as a factor in determining income tax be double taxation of that income.

liability and the U.S. uses citizen- It is increasingly common to try to refer to the taxing of both corporate

ship as a criterion for certain tax avoid or abate double taxation by a
income and the dividends paid out of

purposes.) Where the assets of a de- double taxation agreement, conven-
such income, leaving the term double

ceased person are situated in a country tion or treaty usually made bilaterally taxation to refer only to cases of the

in which he is not domiciled the coun- between two countries. In general, taxation of the same income in two

try restricts its death duties to the the country of source is given first differentcountries.

assets actually in the country. One or right to tax the income, the coun-

two countries (notably the U.K.) now try of residence giving either exemp- DUMPING -- The sale of goods produced
extend death duties to the world tion or tax relief for the other coun- in one country at a price in another
assets, including foreign immovables, try's tax, but for limited categories of which is less than the domestic price
where the taxpayer is domiciled in income, e.g., commercial pensions, and in the exporting country. The term
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is defined in the Agreement on Imple- price, in the ordinary course of trade, lower in supermarketsand chain store,
mentation of Article VI of G.A.T.T., for the like product when destined for than in other retail outlets. Moreover1
Part 1, Article 2(a) as the introduction consumptionintheexportingcountry. one country's prices may be affectec
of a product into the commerce of Dumping is notoriously difficult to by elements of TAXE OCCULTE,etc
another country at less than its normal establish because of the range of prices
value, if the export price of the pro- of the same goods which may apply in
duct exported from one country to different circumstances, e.g., within
another is less than the comparable the same country sale prices may be [ to be continued ]

E.E.C.:

MutuaiAssistancebetweenRevenueDepartments*

On 21 November the Council recorded its agreementin tax is being avoided by the device of transfer pricinl
principle on a directive laying down arrangements for between firms belongingto the same group.
close collaboration between the Member States' revenue

The information exchange arrangements are suppledepartments in the field of directtaxation,with a view to mented by a rule under which one Member State ma3strengthening the drive to combat international tax eva- make inquiries on behalf of another Member Statesion and avoidance.
The directive also provides that the presence of official,

This directive constitutes the legal implementation of of one Member State may be authorizedon the territor
the resolution of 10 February 1975,1 in which the of another Member State, with a view to clarifying :
Council recognized that these problems have an inter- given situation, but this provision is purely optional anc
national dimension and must be combatedenergetically requires agreement between the revenue department
at intemational level. The directive -- which is the first concerned before it can be applied.
Community instrument to be adopted so far in the field With a view to proper protection of the rights and inof direct taxation -- represents a major initial step in terests of taxpayers, the directive provides for very stricthis direction.

common rules of secrecy, ensuring that the informatior
The main purpose of the directive is to enlarge the pro- will not be improperly disclosed or used for purpose,
cedure of systematic exchange of information to cover other than taxation.
all information that may assist in determining the cor- Finally, the directiveprovides for permanentcooperatiorrect liability to taxes on income and on capital. Its

arrangements between the Member States and the Com.
scope therefore goes beyond the existing bilateral assis- mission, firstly with a view to improving mutual assistance between Member States, extending it to the whole tance arrangements and where necessary to broadeninof the Community. the scope of the collaboration already agreed, and se
The exchange of information may take place at the re- condly with a view to drawingup, in the light of the ex

quest of the Member State concerned, but there may perience pooled by all revenue departments, such Com.
also be transmission of unsolicited information where munity rules as may be needed to prevent transfer pric.
a State, having no evidence, has no cause to take the ing.
nitiative. Such exchanges without request may be au- The directive will be formally adopted by the Councitomatic -- for certain categories of cases which have still at one of its forthcoming meetings, once the text irto be determined -- by common agreementbetween the the various languages has been finalized.two revenue departments concerned, or spontaneous,
where a revenue department feels that certain situations
may be of interest to another Community revenue de-
partment. Spontaneous exchange will take placp, for * Bulletin of the European Communities11/1977 at 33.
example, where there are grounds for supposing that 1. OJ C 35 of 14.2.1975.

The full text of this Directive will be reproduced in the February 1978 issue of the Supplementary Service to European Taxation,
published by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam.
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system, with sample problems and examples and a short lexicon
of accounting terminology. (B. 100.659)

The publications listed in this bibliography have
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which UNTERNEHMUNGSFHRUNGUND INFLATION

will gladly supply further information upon request Betriebliches Rechnungswesen und Unternehmungspolitikin Zei-

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, ten chronischen Geldwertschwundes. By Gerhard Seicht. Vienna,
howeuer, be ordered through a bookseller or direct Industrieverlag Peter Linde, 1977. Schriftenreihe der sterreich-

from the publisher indicated, and not through the ischen Steuer- und Wirtschaftskartei,No. 38. 121 pp., S 219.-.
Monograph on the economic and accounting aspects of inflation

Bureau. and its consequencesfor enterprisemanagement. (B. 100.660)

AFRICA
CANADA

DOUNTRY PAPERS
CANADA-U.S.EMPLOYMENTTRANSFERS

repared by the participants for the training workshop in tax po-
icy, legislation and administration (Addis Ababa, 3-26 October, A guide to personal tax planning. 1977 Edition. Prepared by
1973). Addis Ababa, United Nations Economic and Social Coun- Ernst & Ernst, Chartered Accountants. Don Mills, CCH Canadian

:il, Economic Commission for Africa, 1977. 256 pp. (B. 10.865) Limited, 1977. 146 pp.
A guide for U.S. citizens residing in Canada and performing there

tECHNICALCOMMENTARIESON THE ARTICLES OF personal services. (B. 100.539)
IHE DRAFT MODEL CONVENTIONFOR THE AVOIDANCE
DF DOUBLE TAXATION AND PREVENTIONOF FISCAL CANADIAN INCOME TAX ACT
EVASION WITH RESPECTTO TAXES ON INCOME AND With income tax regulations,consolidated to March 1, 1977. 48th
3APITAL Edition, 1976-77. Don Mills, CCH Canadian Limited, 1977. +_
repared by Charles R. Irish. Addis Ababa, United Nations Eco- 4000 pp., $ 13.50. (B. 100.538)
iomic and Social Council, Economic Commission for Africa,
1975.80pp. (B. 10.866) CANADIANMASTER TAX GUIDE

A guide to Canadian income tax. 32nd Edition. Don Mills, CCH
ASIA Canadian Limited, 1977. 711 pp.

Complete guide to Canadian federal income taxation, including
FOREIGN INVESTMENTAND TAX ADMINISTRATION all amendments to the Incofne Tax Act to December 1, 1976,

Beport of ESCAP Seminar held in Tokyo in September/October
with references to regulations,etc. (B. 100.537)

1976 and country papers of Seminar. Bangkok, United Nations, OEDIPE FISCAL--

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 1977.
Volume II, 770 pp. Vers une fiscalit flottante L'impositiondu revenu des personnes
the country papers comprise Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Hong physiques au Canada; lments pour une comparaison. Prepared
ong, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Sri by R. Defraiteur. Mons, Centre OEDIPE, 1977.49 pp.

Lanka, Thailand and Western Samoa. (B. 100.700/701) Cahier No. 9 of Centre OEDIPE containing studies on the sub-

jects Toward a floating taxation and The personal income
tax in Canada -- Elements for a comparativeview. (B. 100.651)

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALASIANTAX REPORTS

Volume 6, Edited by E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. Chatswood, EASTERN EUROPE
3utterworths, 1977. 730 pp.
ompilation of the texts of tax cases of Australia and New Zea- SYMPOSIUM DER FINANZFACHLEUTENAUS
and. (B. 100.680) SOZIALISTISCHENLNDERN

AUSTRIA Opatija, Mai 1975. Die Referaten und Koreferaten. Zagreb, Insti-
tut Za Javne Financije U Zagrebu, 1977. 340 pp.

EINFUHRUNGIN DIE DOPPELTE BUCHHALTUNG Paper containing reports of a congress held in 1975 in Opatija
(Yugoslavia) for East European tax lawyers, financial specialists

Vom Beleg bis Rohbilanz. By Ernst Plocar. Vienna, Industrie Ver- and economists. The reports deal with a great variety of topics of
ag Peter Linde, 1977.98 pp., S 165.-. tax law and financial law of all East European countries.
vIonograph containing an introduction to the double accounting (B. 100.692)
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FRANCE LEASING IM STEUERRECHT

By Manfred Neuhof. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1977
LE REGIME FISCAL DES AVOCATS ET LE CONTROLE 100 pp., DM 28.-.
FISCALE Documentation on case law, rulings, books, etc. with respect t,

By Robert Saint-Marcoux, Jean Pierre Hermant, Patrick Mollet- the tax aspects of leasing. (B. 100.705)
Vieville and Christian Patat. Paris, Librairies Techniques, 1977.
250 pp. PROBLEME DER FFENTLICHENVERSCHULDUNG
Study of the tax treatment of barristers (individual income tax, Bonn, Institut Finanzen and Steuern, 1977. Finanzen un
value added tax, business tax (taxe professionnelle)),who exer- Steuern, Heft 115.97 pp., DM 24.50.
cise their professioneither individuallyor in partnership. No. 115 of the publication series of the Institute ' Finance an
(B. 100.716) Taxation,dealing with questions of state borrowing.

(B. 100.495)

GABON
GREECE

CODE GENERAL DES IMPOTS DIRECTS

Libreville, Ministre de l'Economie,des Finances et des Participa- BUSINESS CROSSROADSOF THREE CONTINENTS

tions, Direction Gnrale des Contributions Directes, 1977. 150 Geneva, Business International, 1977. 115 pp.
Pp. Research report focussing on Greece as a crossroads for inte
Compilation of the text of taxlaws and related statutes thereto national businesses with the Arab markets, European market
updated as of January 1, 1977. Covered are tax on industrial and and African markets. Taxes are dealt with. (B. 100.706)
commercial profits, tax on non-commercialprofits, complemen-
tary tax on wages and salaries, general income tax, land tax on

built-up land, land tax on non-built land, Gabon investment fund,
licence duty, etc. (B. 10.852) INDIA

ENCYCLOPAEDIAOF MINING LAWS

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC Containing relevant acts and rules with commentaries. 1975 (witl
supplement). By D.D. Seth and Jagdish Lal. Allahabad, Law Pub
lishers, 1975. 959 pp.ABC GESCHENKAUFWENDUNGEN,BEWIRTUNGSKOSTEN
Compilation of text and comment on all effective mining law

Herausgegeben von der Fachredaktion des Spezialdienstes Steu- and rules in India. (B. 50.919)
er-Telex; 3., berarbeitete und erweiterte Auflage. Cologne, Peter
Deubner Verlag, 1977.68 pp., DM 19.80.
Glossary on deductible and non-deductible business expenses,
particularly with respect to representation costs and similar ex- INDONESIA

j penses. (B. 100.663)
HUKUM AGRARIAINDONESIA

ABGABENORDNUNG(AO 1977) By Boedi Harsono. Volume I 1975. Fourth edition. Jakart

By Otto Mllinger. Stuttgart, Forkel Verlag, 1977. 464 pp., DM Djambatan, 1975. 332 pp.
41.-. Explanation of the Basic Agrarian Law in Indonesia. (B. 50.857
Handbook giving an extensive comment to the new 1977 German
Fiscal Code. (B. 100.661) HUKUM WARISAN DI INDONESIA

5th. Edition. By Wirjono Prodjodikoro. Bandung, Sumur Bar
EINKOMMENSTEUER dung, 1976. 158 pp.

Einkommensteuer, Krperschaftsteuer, Lohnsteuer mit Neben- Fifth revised and extended edition of an explanationof the Indo

gesetzen. 37., vllig neubearbeitete Auflage, Munich, Verlag C.H. nesian succession law. (B. 50.862)
Beck, 1977. 838 pp., DM 25.80.
Textbook containing the individual income tax law, the corporate INDONESIA: ECONOMIC CONDITIONSAND BUSINESS
income tax law, the wage tax and other laws in the most recent DEVELOPMENT
versions. (B. 100.541) Guide to business for foreigners. By Soewedi Reksoatmodjo. J:

karta, Fact Book, 1977.77 pp.
FORSCHUNGSKOSTEN,ERFINDUNGEN,LIZENZENUND Information guide comprising investment data relevant to pro
KNOW-HOW IM STEUERRECHT pective foreign investors as of the end of February 1977. Refe:

2., erweiterte Auflage. By Fritz J. Krger. Herne/Berlin, Verlag ences to taxes are included. (B. 50.886)
Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1977. 218 pp., DM 45.-.
Monograph containing an extensive discussion on the various tax MASALAH-MASALAHDALAM JOINT VENTURES

aspects of research and development costs, inventions, licences ANTARAMODAL ASING DAN MODAL INDONESIA
and know-how, inter alia, deductibility of expenses, depreciation By Sunarjati Hartono. Bandung, Alumni, 1974.87 pp.
and investment allowances (for income tax purposes), as well as Problems arising from joint ventures between Indonesia and fo
liability to business tax, turnover tax and net worth tax. The eign capital discussed. (B. 50.858)
author frequently refers to existing case law. (B. 100.682)

LADEMANN.KOMMENTARZUM KRPERSCHAFT-
STEUERGESETZ INTERNATIONAL

By Hans Birkholz, Paul Jnger, Bruno Gassner and Heinz Dieter
FISCAL POLICY AND LABOUR SUPPLYWstmann. Stuttgart, Richard Boorberg Verlag, 1977. 254 pp.,

DM 28.-. London, The Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1977. IFS Conferenc
Loose-leaf publication containing an extensive comment on the Series, No. 4. 108 pp.
new German Corporate Income Tax Law 1977. The basic volume Papers, reports on proceedingsof conference organized jointly b
contains a discussion of Sections 1-7, 10. 27-32 and 44-46 of the University of Stirling and the Institute for Fiscal Studies hel
the new law. Regularly issued supplements will complete the dis: in September 1976 on the effects of taxation on the supply c

cussion as soon as possible. (B. 100.640) and the demand for labour. (B. 100.577)
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NTERNATIONALBUSINESS YEAR BOOK 1977/78 JAPAN

London, The Financial Times, 1977. 750 pp., £ 17.50.
tnnual international business yearbook, comprising information THE COMMERCIALCODE AND THE AUDIT SPECIAL

n top international companies throughout the world. This edi- EXCEPTIONSLAW OF JAPAN

ion adds a number of new companiesparticularly in the oil/min- EHS Law Bulletin Series, Vol II -- JA, No. 2200-2201. Tokyo,
ng, financial and industrialsectors. (B. 100.710) Eibun Horei Sha, Inc., 1976. 237 pp.

Ninth edition of English version of the consolidated Japanese
)ER INTERNATIONALELIZENZVERKEHR text of the CommercialCode of 1899 as amended by Law No. 94

Jenehmigungsvorschriften, Steuern, Devisenbestimmungen uhd of December 27, 1975. (B. 50.878)
-Iinweise zur internationalenLizenzpraxis. 6., neubearbeiteteund

rweiterte Auflage 1977. By Wulf Martin, Rolf Grtzmacherand CORPORATIONTAX LAW

'eter Lemke. 1977-78 Edition. Volume I (three books) of Japan Tax Code.
-Ieidelberg, Verlagsgesellschaft Recht und Wirtschaft, 1977. Tokyo, Trade Bulletin Corporation,1977. 300 pp.
ichriftenreihe Recht der Internationalen Wirtschaft, Band 6.232 English version of the consolidated Japanese text of the corpo-
,p., DM 58.-. rate income tax law as amended up to the end of 1976 in three
;urvey on various aspects of international licensing agreements, books. (B. 50.879)
uch as provisions with respect to the approval of such agree-
nents, taxes, foreign exchange regulations and other practical THE INCOME TAX LAW OF JAPAN 1977
lints. Distinction is made between licensing agreements with
estern European countries, countries of the Andean Pact, and (Law No. 33, March 31, 1965). EHS Law Bulletin Series, Vol.

sastern European countries. The book also contains short sur- IV-CA, No. 4050. Tokyo, Eibun Horei Sha, Inc., 1977. 325 pp.

eys of the domestic provisions in many countries concerning English version of the consolidatedJapanese text of the individu-

icensing agreements. (B. 100.715/723)
al income tax law as amended by Law No. 14 of April 1, 1977.

(B. 50.877)
NVESTMENT INCENTIVES

\ comparative analysis of the systems in the EEC, the USA and KOREA (SOUTH)
iweden. By Barry Bracewell-Milnesand J.C.L. Huiskamp. Deven-
er, Kluwer, 1977. 143 pp. BUSINESS TAX LAW AND ENFORCEMENTDECREE

itudy of the rational philosophy behind investment incentives AND VALUE ADDED TAX LAW AND ENFORCEMENT

ranted, and a comparative description of such measures prevail- DECREE 1977.

ng in Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy,
uxembourg, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Seoul, The American Chamber of Commerce in Korea, 1977. 213

he United States of America. (B. 100.695) Pp.
English version of the Korean text of the business tax and value

IODEL DOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTIONON INCOME added tax laws and relevant enforcement decrees at the end of

kND ON CAPITAL 1976. (B. 50.866)

eport of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, 1977. Paris, CORPORATIONTAX LAW AND ENFORCEMENT
)rganisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,1977. DECREE 1977
216 pp., Fr.Frs. 50.-. Seoul, The American Chamber of Commerce in Korea, 1977. 204
ext of the 1977 model double taxation convention on income
nd on capital including comments thereon which revised the Pp.

963 model conventionand comments thereon. (B. 100.665) English version of the consolidated Korean text of the corpora-
tion tax law and enforcement decree as amended at the end of
December 1976. (B. 50.867))FFSHORE INVESTMENTCENTRES

3y John F. Chown and Thomas F. Kelen. London, Banker Re- INCOME TAX LAW AND ENFORCEMENTDECREE 1977
earch Unit (division of the Financial Times, Ltd), 1977. 261 pp. Seoul, The American Chamber of Commerce in Korea, 1977.
;tudy which describes all the offshore investmentcentres and tax 324
avens in the world. Names and addresses of banks operating in pp.

he centres are listed. (B. 100.741) English translation of the conslidated Korean text of the income
tax law and enforcementdecree as amended at the end of Decem-

ATSCHLGEFR DIE AUSFUHR
ber 1976. (B. 50.868)

kusgabe April 1977. Frankfurt, Commerzbank, 1977. 230 pp. KOREAN TAXATION 1977
Entitled Advice for Export this work comprisesdescriptionsof

Seoul, Tax System Bureau, Ministry of Finance, 1977. 286 pp.
najor important regulations on import and exchange control gov- Revised and updated publicationexplaining the Korean tax struc-
,rned in each country of the world. Changes are reported in a

nonthly publication Aussenhandelsblttern (Foreign Trade
ture and administration to foreigners engaged in business activi-
ties in Korea and to provide information on the Korean tax sys-

eaflets) under the heading Country News (Lndernachrich-
en). (B. 100.696)

tem to foreign countries, in particular those negotiating tax con-

ventions with Korea. (B. 50.856)

TAX EXEMPT & REDUCTIONCONTROL LAW AND
TALY ENFORCEMENTDECREE,AND ASSET REVALUATION

LAW AND ENFORCEMENTDECREE 1977
EPERTORIOI.V.A.

Seoul, The American Chamber of Commerce in Korea, 1977, 118
y Giuseppe Salvini. Milan, Editrice Il Sole -- 24 ORE, 1977.

Pp
!385 pp English version of the consolidatedKorean text of the tax exemp-
ext of the value added tax law, rulings, regulations, circular tion and reduction control law, asset revaluation law, and en-
etters. Each year a new publication, updating the original publi- forcement decrees as amended at the end of 1976. (B. 50.869)
ation of 1973 is issued. (B. 100.676/677/678/679)

tITENUTE SUI REDDITI DI LAVORO MALAWI

Iilan, Il Sole -- 24 ORE, 1976. 128 pp NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONEROF
Vithholding tax on employment income and income from inde- TAXES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH, 1976
endent activities. Tax tables, regulations and official circular
etters are included. (B. 100.670) Zomba, GovernmentPrinter, 1977.25 pp. (B. 10.871)
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MIDDLE EAST NORWAY

THE MIDDLE EAST AND IRAN TAX LEGISLATIONFOR THE PETROLEUMACTIVITY

London, Imal Publishers, 1977. (Basic work £ 155.-; updating ON THE NORWEGIANCONTINENTALSHELF

supplementsafter the first year USS 125.-.) OT. Proposition No. 26 (1974-75). Recommendation from thc
Loose-leaf publication comprising information on economic con- Ministry of Finance of February 14, 1975 approved by Roya
ditions, import regulations, foreign investment, business law, Resolution on the same date. (Presented by Minister of Finance
company law, taxation, exchange control and labour laws in the Per Kleppe). Translated by Finans Analyse A/S. Oslo, Financ,
Middle East and Iran. The Middle East countries covered are: Analysis Inc., 1975.80 pp. (B. 100.653)
Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Syria and the United Arab Emirates (i.e. Abu Dha-
bi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm-El-Qiwain,Ras-El-Khaimeh,Fu- '

jairah). (B. 50.887) PORTUGAL

CODIGO DA CONTRIBUIOINDUSTRIAL
THE NETHERLANDS

Lisbon, Ministrio das Finanas, Direco-Geral das Contribui
BEVOLKINGIN BELASTINGPERSPECTIEF es e Impostos, 1976. 173 pp.

Text of the business income tax. (B. 100.688)
By C.D. de Wit and W.H. Somermeyer. Deventer, Kluwer/Alphen
a.d. Rijn, Samsom, 1977. Burger en belastingen, bevindingen uit CODIGO DA SISA E DO IMPOSTO SOBRE AS
een enqute, No. 3,78 pp. SUCESSESE DOAESPrinted results of a poll inquiry concerningpersonal income taxa-
tion in the Netherlands entitled Citizen versus Taxation. No. 3 Lisbon, Rei dos Livros, 1974. 328 pp.
in this series entitled Population in Taxation Perspectivecovers Registration tax and succession and gift taxes code and officia]
the impact of income taxation on the family structure (number regulations thereto. (B. 100.684)
of children, living in urban or rural dwelling places, etc.).
(B. 100.575) CODIGO DA SISA E DO IMPOSTO SOBRE AS

SUCESSESE DOAOES
THE INCOME BOND: AN UNDERVALUEDFINANCIAL Lisbon, Ministrio das Finanas, Direco-Geral das Contribui
INSTRUMENT es e Impostos, 1976. 197 pp.

By A. Kraal and L.J. Verhoeven. Leyden, The Economic Institute Registrationand gift taxes code. (B. 100.685)
of Leyden University, October 1977. Report 77.12.64 pp.
Discussion of the concept of the income bond and its application CODIGO DO IMPOSTO DE CAPITAIS
in Netherlandsbusiness. (B. 100.673) Lisbon, Ministrio das Finanas, Direco-Geral das Contribui

es e Impostos, 1976.67 pp.
INFLATIE EN BELASTINGHEFFING(2) Text of the tax on income from movable capital. (B. 100.687
Bespreking van het rapport van de Commissie ter bestuderingvan

de relatie tussen inflatie en belastingheffing. Deventer, Kluwer, CODIGO DO IMPOSTO COMPLEMENTAR
1977. Anotado. 2a. edio revista e actualizada. By Joaquim Jos Soared
Geschriften van de Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap, No. Lino Pires. Lisbon, Ministrio das Finanas, Direco-Geral da,
146.34 pp., Dfl. 14.50. Contribuiese Impostos, 1973. 362 pp.
Discussion of the report of a Committee to study the relationship Text of and commentary on the complementary individual and
between inflation and taxation with emphasis on the situation in corporate income tax code. (B. 100.683)
the Netherlands. (B. 100.647/724)

CODIGO DO IMPOSTO COMPLEMENTAR
INVORDERINGVAN GEMEENTELIJKE,PROVINCIALE
EN WATERSCHAPSBELASTINGEN Lisbon, Ministrio das Finanas, Direco-Geral das Contribui-

oes e Impostos, 1976, 128 pp.
By A. Zadel. The Hague, VUGA, 1977. 186 pp. Text of the complementary corporate and individual income tax.
Monograph on the collection of local taxes levied in the Nether- (B. 100.686)
lands, i.e. provincial, municipal and regional land drainage author-
ity taxes. Texts of relevant statutes are appended. (B. 100.726)

THE PARTICIPATIONEXEMPTION IN THE NETHERLANDS SAUDI ARABIA
By M.J. Ellis and D. Juch. Deventer, Kluwer, 1977.77 pp. BUSINESS LAWS OF SAUDI ARABIAMonograph discussing the participation exemption in the cor-

porate income tax in the Netherlands, with reference to inter- Translated from Arabic into English by Nicola H. Karam.
national aspects of this concept. Relevant text of statute is ap- London, Graham & Trotman Limited, 1977.
pended. (B. 100.693/781) Loose-leaf publication containing English translation of the text

of Saudi Arabian laws including income tax law, investment o

foreign capital regulation and companies law. The material will b
NETHERLANDSANTILLES updated by supplements distributed quarterly to subscribers

(B. 50.873)
AN INTRODUCTIONTO TAXATION OF OFFSHORE
COMPANIES IN THE NETHERLANDSANTILLES SINGAPORE
Willemstad, Curaao International Trust Company, 1977. 40 pp.
(B. 100.690) SEMINAR PAPERS ON THE CHARTEREDSECRETARY

IN SINGAPORE
INVORDERINGSWETGEVINGIN DE NEDERLANDSE Singapore, The Singapore Association of the Institute of CharterANTILLEN ed Secretariesand Administrators, 1976. 120 PP
Een samenstellingvan invorderingstekstenvoor praktijk en studie. Proceedings and text of lectures of the Seminar held on Septem
By F. Metry. Willemstad, De Curaaosche Courant, 1977. ber 3 and 4, 1976. Subjects include such as An Approach to In
Loose-leaf publication containing compilation of legislation con- ternational Tax Planning by Mr. Sidney C. Rolt; Mergers anc

cerning the collection of taxes in the Netherlands Antilles. Take-overs in Singapore by Mr. T.Q. Lim; Tax Managemen
(B. 100.675) and the Chartered Secretary by Mr. Lee Fook Hong. (B. 50.865
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SPAIN TOLLEY'S CORPORATIONTAX 1977-78

A comprehensive detailed guide on corporation tax, completely
ERLUTERUNGENZUM SPANISCHENARBEITSRECHT revised and up-to-date including the 1977 Finance Act and rele-

(Normas reguladorasde las relaciones laborales en Espaa). vant case law to 31 July 1977. By Eric L. Harvey and David G.

Stand September 1977. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammerfr Young. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd., 1977.82 pp.,

Spanien, 1977.41 pp.
£ 2.50. (B. 100.657)

Fourth revised edition of an explanation of the labour law in

Spain. (B. 100.655) TOLLEY'S INCOME TAX 1977-78

A comprehensive detailed guide on income tax and capital gains
tax, completely revised and up-to-date including the 1977 F-

SWITZERLAND nance Act and relevant case law to 31 July 1977. 62nd Edition.
By Eric L. Harvey. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd.,

BEDEUTUNGUND RECHTFERTIGUNGDER 1977. 257 pp., £ 5.-. (B. 100.658)
VERMGENSTEUERIN HISTORISCHERUND
HEUTIGER SICHT U.S.A.
By Ernst Raths. Zrich, SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag, 1977.
Wirtschaftswissenschaftliches Institut der Universitt Zrich, THE CASH FLOW VERSION OF AN EXPENDITURETAX
Reihe B, No. 3.287 pp. By Peter Mieszkowski. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S.
Study on the net wealth tax considered in its historical perspec- Treasury Department, 1977. OTA Paper No. 26, May 1977. 74
tive and its present point of view. List of literature is appended.
(B. 100.713)

pp. (B. 100.664)

FEDERAL TAX GUIDE 1978
FEDERAL FINANCE IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Volume 1. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1977.
With special reference to Switzerland. By Bernard Dafflon. Volume 1 of 1978 Federal Tax Guide in loose-leaf is published
Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt, 1977. Schriftenreihe Finanzwirtschaft

annually and is entirely devoted to explanations of the federal
und Finanzrecht,Band 21. 229 pp. Sfrs. 38.-.

income,tax. The other three volumes constitute the regular edi-
Study on public finance in a federal state with special reference
to Switzerland. (B. 100.689)

tion of the guide series and contain official texts of income, es-

tate, gift, and generation-skippingtransfer tax law and regulations.
The material is updated by a weekly service entitled Federal Tax

DIE STEUERRECHTLICHEBEHANDLUNGVON Guide Reports. (B. 100.719)SUBVENTIONEN

By Bernhard Trauffer. Zrich, SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
1977. Zrcher Beitrge zur Rechtswissenschaft,No.508. 141 pp., Practice and Procedure. By Anthony A. Santa Barbara. Published
Sfrs. 26.-. by Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York,
Study on the tax treatment of subsidies granted both to business N.Y. 10019. 1977. 516 pp.
enterprises and private households. The income tax aspects as This book sets forth the importantstatutes, case law, administra-
well as net worth tax and capital transfer tax aspects are con- tive rulings and regulations of the actual practice of the Internal
sidered. (B. 100.714) Revenue Service with emphasis on corporate income tax.

(B. 100.600)
UNITED KINGDOM

INTRODUCTIONTO UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL
THE HAMBRO TAX GUIDE 1977-78 TAXATION

6th Edition. By A.S. Silke and W.I. Sinclair. London, Macdonald By Paul R. McDaniel and Hugh J. Ault. Deventer, Kluwer, 1977.
& Jane's, 1977. 258 pp., £ 4.95. 183 pp.
This sixth edition updates the annual general income tax guide Monograph designed to provide an overview of the principles
incorporating the material as of August 1, 1977 including the adopted by the U.S.A. taking U.S. or foreign individualsand cor-

Finance Act 1977. (B. 100.656) porations as they invest, work, or carry on a trade or business in
the U.S.A. or abroad. The material is updated as to include the

KEY TO INCOME TAX Tax Reform Act 1976. (B. 100.782/694)
Finance Act 1977 edition. By J.M. Cooper and Percy F. Hughes. STATE CORPORATE INCOME TAX
London, Taxation Publishing Company, Ltd., 1977. 265 pp.,
£ 4.25. Lambs in wolves' clothing By Charles E. McLure. Washington,
Annual reference guide explaining the individual income tax as Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department, 1977. OTA
amended by the Finance Act 1977. (B. 100.745/746) Paper No. 25, March 1977.30 pp. (B. 100.611)
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Loose-Lea-' Services
Received between October 1 and November 30, 1977

AUSTRALIA GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT PROVINCIALSUCESSION DUTY
AND GIFT TAX SERVICEAUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX -- release 386

LAW AND PRACTICE: Editions Service, Brussels. releases 40 and 41
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.Bulletin GUIDE PRATIQUE DE FISCALITE

--

releases 16 and 17 PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICECases-- Tome I, releases 16 and 17
releases 16 and 17 Tome II, release 11 releases 344-347
Replacementpages

-- Tome III, releases 15 and 16 Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
releases 16 and 17 C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels.

Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood.
VAKCURSUSSEN

COMMONMARKET (EEC)AUSTRIA releases 87 and 88
Ministre des Finances, Brussels. HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE

KOMMENTARZUM ZOLLGESETZ GEMEENSCHAPPEN:
1955

CANADA -- Kommentaarop het E.E.G., Euratom enrelease 10 EGKS verdrag; verdragsteksten en aan-
Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE verwante stukken

REPORTS release 189
KOMMENTARZUR LOHNSTEUER Kluwer, Deventer.releases 90-93
release 10 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

1 Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna.
CANADA TAX LETTER

DIE STERREICHISCHENABGABEN- releases 278 and 279
DENMARK

GESETZE
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:Textausgabe

releases 20, 21 and 22 CANADA TAX SERVICE -- -Moms
Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna, RELEASE release 42

Skattenyt--

releases 174-179 release 110BELGIUM Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
-- Skattebestemmelser

releases 104 and 105DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor.INZAKE B.T.W./LE DOSSIER PER- releases 117 and 118 Copenhagen.MANENT DE LA T.V.A. CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
releases 87 and 88
Editions Service, Brussels. CANADIANTAX REPORTS

FRANCE
releases 296-304FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATIONVANDEWINCKELE

PRATIQUE DE SECURITE SOCIALETome I, releases 16 and 17 DOMINIANTAX CASES ET DE LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAILTome II, release 28
releases 27-32 release 7Tome III, release 35
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. Editions Francis Lefebwe, Levallois-Perret.Tome IV, releases 43 and 44

Tome V, release 30
FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATIONTome VII, release 27
CANADA PRATIQUEDES TAXES SUR LETome VIII, releases 155 and 156

Tome IX, release 90 Report Bulletin CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRESET DES
Tome X, release 38 releases 34,35 and 36 CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTES
Tome XIV, release 100 Prentice-Hall of Canada, Ltd., Scarbo- releases 7 and 9
C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels. rough. Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
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JURIS CLASSEUR-- CHIFFRE -- Inkomstenbelasting1964 RECHTSPERSONEN
D'AFFAIRES-- COMMENTAIRES release 51

-

release 16
release 6094 Omzetbelasting1968 (BTW) Kluwer, Deventer.
EditionsTechniques,Paris.

releases 27 and 28
Noorduijn, Arnhem. DE SOCIALE VERZEKERINGSWETTEN

IURIS CLASSEUR -- DROIT FISCAL --

CODE GENERALDES IMPOTS FED'S FISCAAL REGISTER releases 111, lllA, 112 and 113

release 77 Kluwer, Deventer.
release 10
EditionsTechniques,Paris. FED, Deventer. STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF-

FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD RECHTELIJKEWETTEN

JURIS CLASSEUR -- DROIT FISCAL --

COMMENTAIRES -- IMPOTS DIRECTS releases 1634-1641 releases 153 and 154

release 1111
FED, Deventer. Kluwer, Deventer.

Editions Techniques,Paris. FISCALE WETTEN VADEMECUMVOOR IN- EN
UITVOER

JURIS CLASSEUR -- CODE FISCAL release 78 releases 497 and 498

release 190
FED, Deventer.

Kluwer, Deventer.

EditionsTechniques,Paris. FUSIES VAN ONDERNEMINGEN VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE
release 9 ENCYCLOPEDIE:

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC Kluwer, Deventer.
Algemeendeel--

releases 70-74
DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS-- DE GEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN 1964--

NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER releases 233,234 and 235
Inkomstenbelasting

STEUERFLLE
releases 225 and 226

VUGA, The Hague. -- Loonbelasting1964

eleases 57 and 58 releases 145 and 146

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. GIDS VOOR IN- EN UITVOER -- Successiewet 1956

release 46 releases 59 and 60

HANDBUCH DER GMBH Vennootschapsbelasting1969
Kluwer, Deventer.

--

Wilke -- Gottschling-- Gaul -- Berg
release 50

elease 15 HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN
-- Vermogensbelasting1964

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. UITVOER: release 42
Kluwer, Deventer.

Belastingheffingby invoer--

KOMMENTARZUM AUSSEN- releases 217 and 218
STEUERGESETZ - Tarief voor invoerrechten NEW ZEALAND
Flick -- Wassermeyer-- Becker I, release 237

release 8 II, release 154 TAX REPORTS (NEW ZEALAND)
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

-- Algemene wetgeving
release 64 releases 145-176

RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS Kluwer, Deventer. Butterworth & Co., Wellington.
STEUERRECHT

INKOMSTEN IN DE AGRARISCHE
releases 213 and 214 SECTOR NORWAY
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart.

releases 43 and 44

STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM Kluwer, Deventer. SKATTELOVSAMLINGEN

release 47
release 193 KLUWERS FISCAAL ZAKBOEK Jacob Jaroy, Skien.
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

release 115

STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN Kluwer, Deventer. SKATIE-NYTT

KARTEIFORM A, release 9
KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.

releases 309 and 310
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. release 180

Kluwer, Deventer.

WORLD TAX SERIES -- GERMANY PERU

REPORTS LEIDRAAD BIJ DE BELASTINGSTUDIE
MANUAL DE IMPUESTOSINTERNOS

releases 99 and 100 C. van Soest, A. Meering
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. release 42 release 27

S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.
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UNITED STATES:

PresidentCarter's
1978TaxMessage
On January 21, 1978 President Carter sent his Tax Message to Congress re-

commending the reform of the U.S. tax system and thus prouidng $25,000
million in net tax reductions for indiuiduals and businesses. The president
stresses the need for both tax reduction as well as tax reform.

A. Tax Reduction

The tax reducton consstsof:
(i) $17,000 million in net income tax cuts for individuals, through across-

the-board rate reductions and a new personal credit, focused primarily
of low and middle-income taxpayers;

(ii) $6,000 million in net income tax cuts for small and large corporations,
through reductions in the corporate tax rates and extensions of the in-

-TLI
vestment tax credit;

(iii)S2,000 million for elimination of excise tax on telephone calls and a re-

.1duction in the payroll tax for unemployment insurance.

B. Tax Reform
The $25,000 million tax reductions are net reductions, after takng into ac-
count of $9,000 million in reuenue-raising reforms which are proposed.
Guded by the need for tax reform the President requests Congress to adopt
reforms which would: TABLE OF CONTENTS
1 Sharply curtail tax shelters.
2 Eliminate the deductions claimed by businesses for theater and sporting

A. Tax Reductions
B. Tax Reform

tickets, yachts, hunting lodges, club dues and first-class airfare and limit the
deductionfor the cost of meals to 50 percent. I. Towards a fairer system

3 Provide a taxable bond opton for local gouernmentsand modfy the tax A. Entertainment and other Expenditures

treatmentof industrial deuelopmentbonds.
for Personal Consumption

B. Tax Shelters
4 Strengthen the minimum tax on items of preference income for indivi- C. Termination of Alternative Tax for

duais. Capital Gains
D. Fringe Benefits Unavailable to Rank-

5 Repeal the specialalternative tax on capitalgains, whichonly benefits in- and-File Workers

dvduals n the highest tax brackets. E. UnemploymentCompensation

6 Replace the personal exemption and general tax credits with a $240 per
F. Taxable Bond Option and Industrial

DevelopmentBonds
person credit. G. Accrual Accounting for Large Cor-

7 Simplify return preparationand recordkeepingby: porate Farms

(i) eliminating the deductionsfor sales, personalproperty,gasoline, and mis-
H. Tax Treatment of Financial Institu-

tions
cellaneous taxes; I. Domestic International Sales Corpora-

(ii) combining the separate medical and casualty deductions and allowing tion (DISC)
J. Foreign Tax Deferral

them only to the extent they exceed 10 percentofadjustedgrossincome;
(iii)repealing the deduction for.polit;calcontributions but retaining the cre- II. Reduction of Cost

dit; and A. Repeal of Excise Tax on Telephone

(iv) liberalizing and modifying the Subchapter S and depreciation rules ap-
Services

plicable to small businesses.
B. Federal Unemployment Insurance Tax

8 Include unemploymentcompensation benefits in the taxable income of III.Tax Incentives for Business to Foster

taxpayersaboue certain income levels. Growth of the Economy

9 Ensure that the tax preferencesauailable for fringe benefits assist rank-
A. Corporate Rate Cut
B. Liberalization of Investment Tax Cre-

and-file workersas well as executiveofficers. dit

10 Eliminate the special bad debt deduction for commercial banks, reduce C. Revision and Simplification of Regula-
tions Under the Asset Depreciationthe bad debt deduction available to savings and loan associations, and re- Range System

moue the tax exemptionfor credit unions. D. Proposais Focused on Small Business

11 Phase out the tax subsidiesfor Domestic InternationalSales Corporations Conclusion

(DISCs)and the deferralof tax on foreign profits.
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AnOverviewof
PresidentCarter'sTaxRecommendations*

A. For corporations: lodges, swimming pools, fees paid to ployment compensation benefits should

the reduction of the corporate income clubs; 50 percent of business meals be phased out if income arises above
--

tax rates on 1 October 1978:18 percent would be deductible only; $20,000 for single persons and $25,000

on the first $25,000 of profit (current-
-

no deduction for costs to attend foreign for married couples;

ly 20 percent); 20 percent on the next conventions, unless it can be proven
- earnings on deferred annuities should be

$25,000 (currently 22 percent) and 45 that it is reasonable to hold such a con- taxed currently to the taxpayer. Exemp-

percent on profits exceeding $50,000 vention outside the U.S.A.; tions would be granted if the annual

(currently 48 percent). A further reduc- - no deduction for fist class air fare premium does not exceed $1,000 and in

tion would apply on 1 January 1980 tickets for domestic business travel (this case of qualified employee annuities;

from 45 to 44 percent; rule already applies to flights to foreign - the rule that denies deductibility for a

-- the elimination of the benefits granted conventions). shelter investor's paper losses that ex-

to Domestic International Sales Corpo- ceed cash investment and indebtedness

rations (DISC): one third of DISC bene- C. Individuals for which he personal liability should be

fits in 1979, two thirds in 1980 and all -- the introduction of a new individual in- extended to cover all activities (except
DISC benefits after 1980; come tax table, ranging from 12 to 68 real estate) carried on individually,
the profits made by foreign subsidiaries percent (now from 14 to 70 percent), through partnerships or by corporations

---

of U.S. corporations should be subject (favoring low income groups; controlled by not more than five per-

to U.S. tax, even if not distributed. It is -- the introduction of a single $240 per- sons.

suggested that at least one third of the - sonal credit to replace the existing per-

foreign subsidiary's profits will be taxed sonal exemption and alternative general D. Miscellaneous:
to the U.S. parent in 1979, at least two credits, as of 1 October 1978; state and local governments may con---

thirds in 1980 and the entire profits in -- the introduction of changes in itemized

1981 (of course any foreign tax on deductions, so that 84 percent of the
tinue to issue tax-exempt bonds, but if

these profits may be credited against taxpayers, against 77 percent at present,
they issue fully taxable bonds, they will

receive a subsidy equal to 35 or 40 per-
U.S. tax). would use the standard deduction. cent of interest paid. The same possibili-

This might be done by abolition of de- would be created for industrial devel-

B. Business in general duction for general sales taxes, taxes on
. ty

bonds.
- - the 10 percent investment credit would personal property, gasoline taxes and opment

Tax free bonds for financing industrial
be made permanent. The ceiling would miscellaneous local taxes; by abolition

be increased to 90 percent of tax liabi- of the deduction for political contribu- parks, pollution works, or private hospi-
tals would, in general, be abolished;

lity (presently $25,000 plus 50 percent tions (but maintaining the credit against abolition of the 4 percent excise tax-- on

of tax liability) and the investment cre- tax for 50 percent of such contributions telephone services on 1 October 1978.

dit would also apply to industrial struc- with a maximum credit of $50 on a

tures; joint return); and by introducinga more

less favorable bad debt deductions for simple system of medical and casualty * This overview reprinted from the Febru---

commercial banks and mutual savings deductions;
was

ary 28, 1978 issue of TAX NEWS SERVICE, an

banks and savings and oan associations -- the minimum tax should be applied to other publication of the INTERNATIONAL

are proposed. Credit unions are at pre- tax preference items in excess of BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION.

sent tax exempt, but they would be $10,000. The other limitation, half the

taxed as mutual savings banks after regular tax paid, should be abolished.

1982; This minimum tax would not apply to

limited partnerships with more than 15 gains on the sale of a personal residence;
--

limited partners should be treated as
-- the abolition of the 25 percent alterna-

corporations (with an exemption for tive tax on the first $50,000 of capital President Carter:

partnerships engaged primarily in hous- gains;

ing activities);
-- the denial of tax exemption for em-

We must also act to ease the burdens of tax

a partnership should be treated as an en- ployer-established medical, disability return preparation and record-keeping. We
--

tity for the purpose of determining tax and group life insurance plans, if these have a tax system that requires millions of in-

issues, instead of the present system un- plans discriminate in favor of officers, dividuals to compute their own tax liability.

der which each partner must be audited shareholders and higher-paid employees;
The government relies upon the good faith

separately;
-- the abolition of the exclusion from tax

and conscientiousnessof our taxpayers to an

with a few exemptions real estate of the first $5,000 of payments made
--

extent unparalleled in the rest of the world.

should be depreciated on the straight- by the employer on account of the But in order for our system to remain success-

line method; death of an employee;
ful, it must be comprehensible to the average

reduction of the Federal unemployment qualified pension plans not provide--

-- may
taxpayer.

tax on employers from 0.7 to 0.5 per- benefits to supplements social security Judged by this standard, the current tax struc-

cent of wages paid; for highly compensated employees ture is seriously defective. Millions of honest

-- no deduction for certain business-relat- unless all employees (including those and intelligent Americans find themselves

ed entertainment costs; such as tickets whose wages do not exceed the social confused and frustrated by its complexity.

for theater and sporting events and security wage base) receive some cover- The cost of this complexity is enormous in

other entertainment expenses for main- age under the plan; terms of hours and dollars spent.

taining facilities such as yachts, hunting -- the current tax exemption for unem-
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The following are excerpts from the President's Tax (3) Business Meals. Fifty percent of currently deduct-
Message which are of prime importance to the interna- ible business entertainmentexpenses for food and bever-
tional business community. ages will remain deductible, and 50 percent will be dis-

allowed. A substantial portion of business meal expenses
represents the cost of personal consumption that must

I. TOWARDS A FAIRER TAX SYSTEM be incurred regardless of the business connection. The
million of Americans who work on farms, in factories

A. Entertainmentand Other Expendituresfor and in offices should not be required to provide their
Personal Consumption tax dollars to support the high-priced lunches and

dinners of a relatively small number of taxpayers. The
One feature of the current tax system that is most dis- 50 percent disallowance represents a reasonable and fair
heartening to average taxpayers is the favorable tax approach to compensate for the untaxed personal bene-
treatment accorded extravagant entertainmentexpenses fit involved.
that are claimed to be business-related. Some individuals
are able to deduct expenditures that provide personal
enjoyment with little or no business benefit. And, even Income Tax and Social Security Tax Burden Table
where entertainment expenditurs may have some rela- Married Couple with Two Children
tionship to the production of income, they provide un-

(1976 Levels of Income)taxed personal benefits to the participants. More than
$2 billion of tax revenue is lost every year through these Expanded Income Taxtax preferences. income Average tax Social Average
For example, one person claimeda deductionof$17,000 class Average tax under Average tax Security net tax
for the cost of entertaining other members of his pro- ($000) present law proposal change tax increase change
fession at his home, at a country club, at sporting Less thanevents, at restaurants, and at a rental cottage. Another

10 .9 -79 -88 16 -72individual wrote off the cost of business lunches 338 10-15 867 589 -278 30 -248days of the year at an average cost far exceeding $20 for 15-20 1,739 1,461 --278 48 -230each lunch. But there is no deduction in the tax laws for 20-30 3,117 2,780 -337 115 -222the factory worker's ticket to a football game or the 30-50 6,287 5,979 -308 192 -116
secretary's lunch with fellow workers. 50-100 16,336 16,088 -248 232 -16

100-200 40,885 41,087 202 268 470These special tax advantages for the privileged few un-
200 anddermine confidence in our Nation's tax system. The dis-
over 127,666 130,473 2,807 145 2,952parity must be eliminated by denying a deduction for 1expenditures to the extent they provide the participants

with such untaxed personal enjoyment and benefits. (4) Foreign Conventions. Many professional, business,
and trade organizations can furnish their members with

(1) Theater and Sporting Euents. No deduction will be tax-deductible foreign vacations. The method of confer-
permitted for purchases of tickets to theater and sport- ring such tax-subsidized luxury is to sponsor a foreign
ing events. Present law, by allowing a deduction for the convention or seminar. A brochure for one professional
purchase of such tickets, provides a two for the price organization provides the appropriate atmosphere in
of one bargain to some taxpayers. As long as an indivi- promoting its foreign seminars:
dual is in the 50 percent tax bracket or above, he may Decide where you would like to go this year: Rome.be able to invite a business friend at no cost to himself The Alps. The Holy Land..Paris and London. Theby having the Federal government pay for at least one- Orient. Cruise the Rhine River or the Mediterranean.half of the total ticket costs. The overwhelming majo- Visist the islands in the Caribbean.Delight in the artrity of our ctizens pay for their theater and sports treasures of Florence.tickets out of their own after-tax dollars. No taxpayer
should be asked to help subsidize someone else's perso-

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 placed some limits on the
nal entertainment. deductibility of foreign convention expenses. But the

rules still permit taxpayers to take two foreign vacations
(2) Other EntertainmentExpenses. The tax reform pro-

a year partially at public expense --

an exception that
gram will also deny deductibility of any expenses of did not escape the attention of the organization whose
maintaining facilities such as yachts, hunting lodges and 1977 brochure I have quoted.
swimming pools and for fees paid to social, athletic, or I am proposing that the deductibility rules for foreignsporting clubs. During a recent tax year, one small cor- conventions be modified in a manner that will curb
poration deducted $67,000 for yacht expenses incurred abuses while relaxing the current restrictionson conven-in entertaining customers and potential customers on tions held in foreign countries for legitimate businesscruises and fishing trips. Another small company de- purposes. The two convention rule will be stricken. Inducts over $100,000 a year to maintain hunting and its place will be a rule that denies deductibility for for-fishing lodges to entertain employees of customers. Ask- eign convention expenses unless factors such as the pur-ing taxpayers to subsidize these kinds of activities for a pose and membership of the sponsor make it as reason-tiny minority of our citizens strikes at the fairness and able to hold the convention outside the United Statesintegrity of the tax system. and possessions as within.
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i (5) First Class Air Fare. Anotherexample of public sup- applied to capital gain realized on the sale of a personal
port for private extravagance is the deductibility of first residence. Ninety-eight percent of the $284 million in

L class air fare. Business travel constitutes a legitimate cost revenue raised by this proposal will come from taxpay-
of producing income. However, the business purpose is ers with incomes exceeding $10,000 and more than 77
served by purchasing a ticket at coach fare. The undue percent will come from the income class over $200,000.
generosity of a deduction for first class air fare was re-

cognized by Congress in 1976 when a deduction was de- (2) Extension of at risk Rule. One of the 1976 re-

nied for first class flights to foreign conventions. I pro- forms that should be toughened is the at risk rule.

pose that the rule be extended to tickets for domestic That rule denies deductibility for a shelter investor's
business travel. paper losses that exceed his cash investmentand indebt-

edness for which he has personal liability. My tax re-

form plan will generally extend the at risk provisionsB. Tax Shelters to cover all activities (except real estate) carried on in-

Through tax shelters, persons can use paper losses to dividually, through partnerships, or by corporations
,reduce taxes on high incomes from other sources. These controlled by five or fewer persons.
shelter devices can slash the effective tax rate for many
affluent individuals far below that of average income (3) Changes in Real Estate Depreciation.Reform of real

Americans. Moreover, such shelters attract investment estate depreciation practices is needed to reduce much

dollars away from profit-seeking businesses and into of the wasteful tax shelter investment that has led to

ventures designed only for tax write-offs; legitimate overbuilding of commercial real estate in such forms as

businesses suffer competitive disadvantages as a result. shopping centers and office buildings. Real estate shel-
ters were left virtually untouched by the 1976 Act. Con-

In the Tax Reform Act of 1976, Congress enacted re-

forms intended to restrict tax shelter abuses. The prin- sequently, these shelters have continued to thrive.

cipal methods used in that legislation were revisons of It s time to move depreciation for tax purposes more

the minimum tax and the adoption of an at risk rule closely into line with a measurementof actual economic

to limit the deductibility of certain tax shelter losses. decline. The reform program will generally require tax-

However, some promotors have now adapted their ope-
payers to base their depreciation for buildings on the

rations to provide shelters in forms that were not speci- straight-line method, using the present average tax lives
claimed by taxpayers to different classes of property.fically covered by the 1976 Act. In fact, shelter activity

in 1977 may have surpassed the level reached in 1976. Exceptions from the general rule will be granted until
1983 for new multi-family housing, which will be per-Form letters, addressed to All of Us Who Wish to Re-

duce Our Taxes, boldly promise tax write-offs several mitted to use a 150 percent declining balance method;

times larger than the amount invested, and persons are
new low-ncome housing will reman eligible for a 200

urged to pass the message along to anyone you think percent declining balance method until 1983, and for
150 percent thereafter. Needed investment in industrial

may have interest in tax reduction.Tax shelter experts
promote their services in large and expensive advertise- plants will be encouraged by an extension of the invest-

ments in the financial sections of our Sunday papers.
ment credit, as explained below. The investment credit
is a more efficient and straight-forward means to pro-

Such flagrant manipulation of the tax laws should not vide a tax subsidy for such construction.
be tolerated. I recommend action that will build upon
the 1976 reforms and further reduce tax shelter abuses.

(4) Taxation of DeferredAnnuities. Another flourishing
(1) Strengthening of the Minimum Tax. The minimum tax shelter gimmick is the deferred annuity contract.

tax has proved to be one of the most useful devices to Currently, a person can generally invest in an annuity
limit the attractiveness of tax shelter schemes, and it contract and postpone taxation on the interest build-up
should be made still more effective. In its current form, until the annuity is actually received. Although original-
the minimum tax is imposed at a rate of 15 percent on ly designed primarily to provide a safe flow of retire-

the amount of certain tax preference items enjoyed by a
ment income, the deferred annuity contract is now used

taxpayer. But the total amount of tax preferences can commonly as a convenient tax dodge for a wide range of

be reduced by the greater of $10,000 or one-half of investment opportunities. The shelter benefits are aptly
regular tax liability (in the case of indivduals) before described by the promotional literature:

the minimum tax is applied. How to postpone taxes legally and earn interest on

I recommend that the minimum tax for individuals be Uncle Sam's money... With An InvestmentThat Never

strengthened by eliminating the offset of one-half of Goes Down, Always Goes Up, And Is Guaranteed

regular tax liability against preference income. This Against Loss.

change will make the minimum tax more progressive I recommend that this tax abuse be eliminated. Under
and a more sharply focused deterrent to the use of tax my proposal, the earnings of most deferred annuities
shelters. Persons making excessive use of preferences will be taxed currently to the purchaser. However, in
will be taxed on their preference income without re- order that an individual may still use a deferred annuity
gard to regular tax liability. On the other hand, those with guaranteed interest as a means to provide retire-
individuals with modest preference income will still be ment income, the proposal will allow each person to

totally exempted from the minimum tax by the $10,000 designate a single contract, contributions to which may
reference offset, and the minimum tax will not be not exceed $1,000 annually, as a contract that will re-
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main eligible for tax deferral. Also unaffected will be vide a considerable degree of investment control by the pur-
the tax treatment of qualified employee annuities. chaser, are not taxed until the annuity is received.

Reasons for the Recommendation: These measures will make
(5) Classification of Nominal Partnerships as Corpo- the tax system fairer by restricting the ability of high-income tax-
rations for Tax Purposes. In many cases, tax shelter payers to pay less income tax than others with like incomes. The
schemes can offer the desired tax benets to investors spectacle of high income individuals not paying their fair share

only if the shelter vehicle is organized as a partnership of tax seriously undermines the morale of moderate income

rather than a corporation. At the same time, limited Americans.

partnerships can now provide traditionalnon-tax attrib- In the Tax Reform Act of 1976, Congress adopted a rule limiting
utes of a corporation, such as limited personal liability, the deductibility of certain tax shelter losses to the amount at

risk. But new types of shelters, which avoid the explicit restric-
centralized management, and transferability of interests

tions of the 1976 Act, have been created, extensively promoted,
without sacrificingpartnership tax benefits. and widely marketed. These shelters serve no public purpose.
Promotors should not obtain the non-tax attributes of a Taxpayers seeking to avoid paying their fair share of the tax bur-

corporation for their shelters while using technicalities den should not benefit from large limited partnerships that have

to avoid corporate tax treatment. I recommend that the characteristics of corporations or from the difficulties in

new limited partnerships with more than 15 limited carrying out tax examinations of tax shelter activities. Allowing

partners be treated as corporations for tax purposes;
the IRS to audit partnerships as a distinct economic unit would
result in more efficient and effective review of questionable tax

however, partnerships engaged primarily in housing ac-
shelters.

tivities will be excepted from this classification rule. Taxpayers should not be able to use deferred annuities to avoid
current taxation of regularly recurring investment income.

(6) Tax Audit of Partnerships. Tax shelter partnerships Effect Taxpayers: Taxpayers, chiefly with high incomes, whoon
are not themselves subject to the tax assessment mecha-
nism of the Internal Revenue Service; therefore, each in-

are able to use tax shelters to avoid or reduce their tax payments,
will pay higher taxes.

dividual partner must be audited separately even though
the same substantive determinations may be involved. I Effect on Revenue: These proposals will increase tax liabilities

$200 million in calendar year 1979, rsising to $1,000 million in
recommend that legislation be enacted to permit a part- 1983. [Fact Sheet # 16.]
nership to be treated as an entity for the purpose of

determining tax issues. Tax shelters based on illegitimate
deductions should not be permitted to succeed merely C. Termination of AlternativeTax for Capital Gains
because of the difficulties involved in conductingan IRS
examinationof their activities. The wages of most workers are fully subject to tax at

the rates contained in the published tax tables. But per-
sons whose income arises from the sale of assets such as

The President's Proposal: The use of tax shelters to avoid or re- stock or land generally receive preferred treatment: a

duce income tax will be restricted by: deduction for long-term capital gains has the effect of

extending to closely held corporations and to all activities taxing these gains at a rate that is one-half of the rate--

except real estate the rule limiting losses than can be used to off- for ordinary income. This preference results in an annu-

set other taxable income to the amount the taxpayer actually al revenue loss to the Treasury of $8 billion.
has at risk in the activity;

treating as corporations for tax purposes limited partnerships Taxpayers in the highest income brackets are granted an
--

with more than 15 limited partners, other than those primarily additional tax preference over and above the special
engaged in residential real estate; capital gains deduction. Individuals above the 50 per-

authorizing the IRS to carry out tax audits of partnerships cent tax bracket can take advantage of a 25 percent tax--

and to determine taxable income at the partnership level; ceiling on the first $50,000 of capital gains, a provision
limiting the amount of tax liability which can be offset by known the alternative tax. The benefits of this pro---

as

the investment credit to 90 percentof tax liability; vision go exclusively to persons with taxable incomes
imposing taxes currently on the earnings of most deferred exceeding $52,000 (if filing a joint return) or $38,000--

annuities not purchasedunder qualified retirementplans. (if filing a single return) -- less than one percent of all

Present Law: Taxpayers continue to invest in tax shelters through taxpayers.
loans for which they are not personally liable and deduct paper Through the alternative tax, a wealthy investor can

losses which exceed any actual losses that they might incur. A shield nearly 65 percent of his capital gains from taxa-

taxpayer is considered to be at risk to the extent of cash and tion -- a benefit that is grossly inequitable when middle-
other property the taxpayer contributes to the activity and also class investors are taxed on one-half of such gains, and
to the extent of any borrowings with respect to which the tax- most workers are taxed on every cent of their wages and
payer has personal liability. salaries. The alternative tax costs the Treasury over
Limited partnerships allow the partners to deduct their pro $100 million almost 90 percent of which
rata share of partnership losses while enjoying practically all the every year,

advantages that result from a corporate form of business organiza- goes to taxpayers in income classes above $100,000.
tion. But under the corporate form losses normally are not passed I propose the repeal of this unfair and complicated tax

through to the shareholders. benefit.
The IRS must determine the taxable income of each partner sepa-
rately since it cannot audit at the partnership level. The President's Proposal: Fify percent of long-term capital gains
The investment tax credit may offsetcompletely the first $25,000 will continue to be excluded from an individual taxpayer's tax
of tax liability. able income, but the special 25 percent alternative tax on the first

Earnings on deferred annuities, perhaps including those that pro- $50,000 of capital gains will be repealed.
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i
I Present Law: One-half of a long term capital gain is included in other employees have to provide health care for their

I an individual's tax base (thus the effective rate of tax ranges from families with non-deductibleexpenditures.
7 to 35 percent). A special limit provides that $50,000 of these

To curb this abuse, I recommend denial of the
gains each year are not to be taxed at over 25 percent. A taxpay- tax ex-

i er in the 70 percent tax bracket with $50,000 of capital gains can emption for enployer-established medical, disability,
use the alternative tax to reduce his or her tax on the capital and group life insurance plans if those plans discrimi-

gains by nearly 30 percent of the capital gains tax otherwise due. nate in favor of officers, shareholders, and higher-paid
Reasons for the Recommendation:The eliminationof the 25 per- employees. Preferential tax treatment is now available

cent alternative tax on capital gains of up to $50,000 in any one to pension plans only if non-discrimination standards

year will end an unjustified benefit for taxpayers whose marginal are met. The tax law should requre similar non-dscri-
tax rates exceed 50 percent -- single taxpayers with taxable in- minatory treatment for workers in the case of medical,
comes of more than $38,000 and married taxpayers filing a joint disability, and group life insurance plans.
return with taxable incomes over $52,000. Thus, the proposal
will make the tax treatment of capital gains more equitable with- (2) Employee Death Benefits. Current law provides an

out disturbing the favorable treatment of capital gains in general. exclusion for the first $5,000 of payments made by an

The alternative tax introduces signicant additional complexity employer on account of the death of an employee. I re-

into an individual's tax planning and its repeal will simplify the commend the repeal of this exclusion. Typically, these
tax laws. death benefits are in the nature of deferred wages that

Effect on Taxpayers: Taxpayersnow using the alternative tax will would have been paid to employees in high tax brack-

pay higher taxes on the rst $50,000 of their long-term capital ets. Adequate tax relief for an employee's heirs is pro-
gains. The special income averaging rules provide relief for tax- vided through a complete tax exemption for insurance

payers who have occasional large capital gains. proceeds.
In 1974, the most recent year for which informationis available,
of the 5.4 million taxpayers reporting capital gains, 76,317, or (3) Integraton of Qualified Retirement Plans and So-
less than 1.5 percent, elected the alternative tax. cial Security. Certain employer-sponsored retirement
Effect on Revenue: This proposal will increase tax liabilities plans have a preferred tax status. Employer contribu-
$100 million in calendaryear 1979. [Fact Sheet # 17.] tions to a qualified plan are currently deductible while

the employee can defer taxation until retirement bene-
fits are received. Although qualification for this special
treatment is generally dependent upon non-discrimina-
tory coverage of employees, the tax laws now permit a

D. Fringe Benefits Unavailableto Rank-and-File qualified plan to cover only employees who earn

Workers amounts exceeding the social security wage base --a

base that will rise to $25,900 by 1980 under the recent-

Our system generally operates under the principle that ly enacted social security financing legislation.
employees should be taxed on their compensation no It is unfair to grant tax preferences for private pension
matter what form that compensationassumes. A worker plans that bar all low and middle-income employees
who receives cash wages that he uses to provide benefits from participation. I propose that a new integration for-
for his family should not ordinarily be taxed more hea- mula be enacted so that a qualified pension plan cannot
vily than the employee who receives those benefits provide benefits to supplementsocial security for highly
directly from his employer. There are now exceptions compensated employees unless all employees receive
to this general rule for certain types of employee bene-

some coverage under the plan.
fits. I urge Congress to act so that these tax preferences
benefit rank-and-file workers as well as the executive
officers.

(1) Non-discrimination Requirement for Health and E. UnemploymentCompensation
Group Life Plans. An example of a tax-preferred em-

ployee benefit is a health or grpup life insurance plan. If Unemployment compensation is a substitute for wages
an individual purchases medical insurance, the premiums that generally provide needed relief to persons in finan-
are deductible only within the limits applicable to the cial distress. But, in some cases, the unemployment
medical expense deduction. However, if an employer compensation system discourages work for taxable in-
establishes a medical insurance program for its employ- come. Since unemployment benefits are tax-free, they
ees, the premium payments by the employer are deduct- are more valuable than an equivalent amount of wages.
ible while neither the premiums nor the benefits are This means that if two individuals have the same total
taxable to the employee. income, the one who remains idle several months and

Although this tax preference was desgned in theory to receives unemployment compensation will be better off

secure basic protections for a wide range of employees, financially than his colleague who works the whole year.

it often serves instead to subsidize expenses of only the There can be no justification for conferring this tax-free

high-level corporate managers. It is now possible for a benefitupon middle and upper-incomeworkers.

businessman, through his controlled corporation, to I propose that the current tax exemption for unemploy-
establish a health plan that covers only one employee -- ment compensation benefits be phased out as an indivi-
himself -- and permits all of his medical and dental ex- dual's income rises above $20,000 for single persons or

penses to be deducted. Meanwhile, that corporation's $25,000 for married couples.
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F. Taxable Bond Option and Industrial Development (4) Opton for Certain Industrial Deuelopment Bonds.
Bonds Industrial development bonds which continue to enjoy

tax-exempt status (such as those to finance sports faci-
Present law exempts from Federal taxation the interest lities, housing, airports and convention facilities and
on certain bonds issued by state and local governments. small issues for economically distressed areas) will be
There are now two general categories of tax-exempt eligible for the taxable bond option on the same terms
bonds: obligations issued for the benefit of the state and as obligations issued for the benefit of state and local
local government itself, and industrial development governments.
bonds issued by the government to provide facilities
such as pollution control equipment, sports facilities, G. Accrual Accounting for Large Corporate Farms
waste disposal facilities, industrial parks, and facilities
(including hospitals) of private, non-profit organiza- Most taxpayers that are in the business of selling pro-
tions. Also, there is a small issue exemption for cer- ducts must use an accrual method of accountingso that
tain industrial development bonds with face amounts income is reflected accurately for tax purposes. How-
that do not exceed $1 million, or $5 million where the ever, farmers have historically been permitted to use the
total cost of capital expeditureson the financed facility simpler cash methods on the grounds that they lack the
does not exceed the $5 million amount. accounting and bookkeeping expertise required by the

My tax program preserves the freedom of state and local accrual system.
governments to issue tax-exempt bonds. I am recom- Congress acted in 1976 to deny the cash accountingpri-
mending reforms that will restrict the tax avoidance op- vilege to most large corporate farms (with annual gross
portunities available to the wealthy in the tax-exempt receipts exceeding $1 million), but retained an excep-
market while, at the same time, increasing the ability of tion for large corporations that are family owned.
state and local governments to obtain low-cost financ- This distinction between family and non-family corpora-
ing. In particular, I propose the following: tions bears no relationship to the rationale of preserving

simple bookkeeping methods for small farmers. It has
(1) Option for Bonds Benefitting Governmental Units. resulted in severe competitive imbalances between large
State and local governments will be given the option of corporations now required to use accrual accounting
continuing to issue tax-exempt bonds or issuing fully and those that are equally large but happen to fall with-
taxable bonds, accompanied by a direct Federal interest in the definition of a family farm.
subsidy to the governmental units. For bonds issued in This inequitable exception should now be eliminated.1979 and 1980, the subsidy will be equal to 35 percent Corporate farms with gross receipts exceeding $1of the interest cost; the subsidy will rise to 40 percent million cannot fairly claim that they lack the sophistica-for bonds issued after 1980. The Federal government tion necessary to comply with accrual accounting stan-will exercise no control over the purposes for which dards. Nor can lack of financial sophisticationbe claim-state and local governments use subsidized financing. ed by farm syndicates used as investment vehicles byState and local governments will benefit under the tax- non-farmers. Therefore, I recommend that the accrualable bond option regardless of whether they decide to accounting requirement cover corporations with grossissue taxable or tax-exempt bonds: those issuing taxable

receipts greater than $1 million, regardless of theirbonds will benefit directly from the interest subsidy, ownership, and all farm syndicates.and those continuing to issue tax-exempt bonds will
benefit because the reduced supply of such bonds will
allow governments to sell them at lower interest rates. H. Tax Treatmentof Financial Institutions

Financial institutions now have a favored tax status that
(2) Pollution Control Bonds, Bonds for the Develop- is based largely on outmoded concepts regarding the na-
ment of Industrial Parks, and Private Hospital Bonds. ture of these businesses. Commercial banks, mutual sav-
The tax exemption will be removed for interest on pol- ings banks and savings and loan associations were per-lution control bonds and bonds for the developmentof mitted to deduct artificially inflated reserves for bad
industrial parks. Also, the exemption will be removed debts in order to protect the banking system from cata-
for bonds issued to finance constructionof hospital faci- strophic losses that were prevalent prior to the extensive
lities for private, non-profit institutionsunless there is a banking legislation of the 1930's. Credit unions were ex-
certification by the state that a new hospital is needed. empted from taxation in the days when these institu-
These activities are essentially for the benefit of private tions were small entities with close bonds among the
users, and the tax exemption for the bonds has the ef- members and few powers to provide extensive financial
fect of undermining the financing of governmental func- services. I am recommendingchanges that will recognizetions. Moreover, the general exemption for hospital the contemporary practices of financial institutions and
bonds encourages excessive expansion of unneeded hos- will bring the tax treatment of commercial banks, sav-
pital facilities and runs counter to the Administration's ings and loan associations and credit unions more in line
Hospital Cost Containmentproposal. with the taxation of other businesses. These reforms will

raise $300 million per year in revenue.

(3) Small Issue Exemption. The existing small issue
exemptions will be retained only for economically (1) Commercial Banks. Commercial banks may not
distressed areas; and, with respect to those areas, the claim bad debt deductions that greatly exceed their ac-

$5 million exemption will be raied to $10 million. tual losses. Under legislation enacted in 1969, this spe-
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cial bad debt deduction is scheduled for elimination continuesto cost U.S. taxpayers over $1,000 millionper
after 1987. I propose that the effective date for repeal year, with 65 percent of DISC benefits going to corpo-
be accelerated so that beginning in 1979 banks, like rations with more than $250 million in assets.

other businesses, will base their bad debt reserves on I propose the elimination of one-third of DISC benefits
their own experience in the current and 5 preceding in 1979, two-thirds in 1980, and all DISC benefits in
years., 1981 and thereafter.

(2) Mutual Savings Banks and Savngs and Loan Associ-
ations. Mutual savings banks and savings and loan asso- The President's Proposal: DISC tax benefits will be reduced by
ciations are also permitted a special bad debt deduction one-third in 1979, and two-thirds in 1980, and 100 percent in
that bears no relationship to actual experence. These 1981 and thereafter.
thrift institutions are generally entitled to deduct 40

Present Law: U.S. corporations defer tax portion of
percent of their net income (this percentage is scheduled may on a

their export-related income by channeling it through a domestic
to apply in 1979) as a bad debt reserve as long as a sig- subsidiary, usually a paper company, called a Domestic Interna-
nificant portion of their deposits is invested in real tional Sales Corporation (DISC). Special pricing rules on transac-
estate loans. My tax program will reduce the percentage tions between the parent and its DISC permit a favorable alloca-
to 30 percent over a 5-year period. tion of profit to a DISC. Prior to 1976, the taxation of half of a

DISC's income was deferred as long as these profits were invested

(3) Credit Unions. Credt unions are tax-exempt. Yet, in export-related assets. In 1976 the portion of the income

their powers and functions are defined so broadly that eligible for deferral was further limited to income in excess of 67

the term credit union can include financial institu- percent of the company's average export income in a moving

tions that are functionally identical to a savings and loan base period. The purpose was to limit the benefits to increase ex-

association. The tax exemption provides them with an port activity and to deny them where the exports would clearly
have occurred anyway.

unfair financial advantage over their competitors. I pro-
pose that the percentage of exempt income be phased Reasons for the Recommendation: DISC has turned out to be a

out over a 4-year period, and that credit unions be taxed far more costly and less effective program than originally claim-

in the same manner as mutual savings banks and savings ed. There are more effective and evenhanded means of providing

and loan associationsafter 1982. tax relief to business. A recent Treasury study indicates that
DISC may have contributed only $1,000 million to $3,000 mil-
lion to U.S. exports in 1974 (less than 3 percent of U.S. exports

I. Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) for that year) at a tax revenue cost of $1,200 million. DISC was

conceived as a means of reducing American export costs when ex-

Business incentives form an integral part of my tax pro- change rates were fixed. Changes in flexible exchange rates now

gram. I am recommendingmeasures that will encourage provide a far better means of adjusting to changes in the com-

American businesses to invest in productive facilities petitive position of U.S. exports.
and to create jobs. However, adoption of those incen-

Effect Taxpayers: The tax savings from using DISCs will be
tives must be accompanied by the elimination of tax

on

eliminated over 3 years.
preferences that have proved to be wasteful. The so-

called DISC provision is a prime example. Effect on Revenue: This proposal will increase tax liabilities $700
million in calendaryear 1979, rising to $1,800 million in calendar

In 1971, Congress enacted a special tax program for ex- year 1983. [Fact Sheet # 26.]
ports. This program permitted tax benefits for exports
channeled through a company's specially created subsi-

diary, usually a paper organization,known as a domestic
international sales corporation (DISC). Artificial pricing J. Foreign Tax Deferral
rules on transactions between the parent company and
its DISC permit a favorable allocation of export profits Domestic corporations can now avoid paying a U.S. tax
to the DISC, and the taxation of one-half of eligible on the earnings of their foreign subsidiaries as long as

DISC income is deferred as long as these profits are in- those earnings remain overseas. A U.S. tax is generallyde-
vested in export related assets. ferred until dividends are paid by the subsidiary to its
DISC has proved to be a very inefficient and wasteful domestic parent, and then U.S. tax liability is offset by
export subsidy in the current international monetary a tax credit for foreign income taxes paid on those re-

system. A recent Treasury study indcates that DISC mtted earnings. Fifty percent of all the benefits of tax

may have contributed only $1,000 to $3,000 million to deferral is obtained by 30 large multinational corpora-
U.S. exports in 1974 -- an increase of less than 3 per- tions.
cent in total exports -- at a tax revenue cost of $1,200 I recommend that this deferral privilege be phased out
million. In the long run, even these increased exports are over a 3-year period. At lease one-third of a foreign sub-
probably offset by rising imports that result from the sidiarys earnings will be taxed to the U.S. parent in
operation of the flexible exchange rate system. DISC 1979, at least two-thirds in 1980, and all the subsidi-
does nothing for, and may even disadvantage, our im- ary's earnings after 1980. The tax reform program is
port senstive industriesand our exporters not using the designed to create incenties for investment in the
DISC provision. Independent experts believe that DISC United States and the creation of jobs for American
may have no positive effect on our balance of payments. workers. Tax deferral runs counter to these objectives.
Congress has recognized the wasteful nature of DISC By providing a preference for foreign source income, the

and, in 1976, limited its applicability. However, DISC current deferral provision provides an incentive for in-
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vesting abroad rather than in the United States, thereby generally treating the reorganizations as taxable events. Other
having the effect of reducingjob opportunitiesfor Ame- sections of the law provide rules for determiningwhether income
ricans. Moreover, deferral can encourage multinational is from domestic or foreign sources and allocating deductions to

corporations to manipulate internal transfer prices in
the appropriatesource of income.

order to allocate income to low-tax countries. Reasons for the Recommendation: By eliminating tax deferral, :i
U.S. businesses will have no incentive to invest overseas solely for,There is no reason to defer the imposition of a U.S. tax the tax benets available. The proposal will end any adverse ef-

just because business operations are conducted abroad feets on investment in the United States and on the creation of
rather than in the United States, regardless of the moti- domestic jobs that may result from tax deferral.
vation for creating a foreign subsidiary. Congress elimi-
nated in 1969 certain special tax preferences for busi- Also, these provisions will lessen the incentivesU.S. corporations

now have to manipulate their international operations to avoid
nesses conducted in the United States through multi- U.S. taxes.
layered corporations. I propose that Congress act in a

similar manner to end the present preference for busi- The current tax laws and regulations relating to foreign corpora-

ness operations conducted internationally through such tions and international business transactions are so complicated
that only the largest companies can afford the cost of sophisti-multinationalcorporate structures. cated tax planning. This creates a denite competitive disad-

The foreign tax credit will be retained in its present vantage for the smaller companies and those more oriented to-
form. Therefore, elimination of deferral will not result ward operationswithin the United States.
in a double taxation of overseas earnings. And, in the Effect on Taxpayers: The incentive for U.S. companies to invest
event it appears to be in the national interest to permit in foreign countries simply because they provide special tax ad-
tax deferral with respect to specific countries, such vantages will be greatly reduced. Generally, taxpayers will no

treatment can be provided selectively under negotiated longer be required to interpret the extremely difficult sections
tax treaties involving mutual concessions. of the tax laws and regulations relating to foreign corporations.

Effect on Revenue: The proposed change will increase tax liabi-
lities $100 million in calendar year 1979, rising to $900 million

The Presdent's Proposal: Tax deferral of eamings of U.S.-con- in calendaryear 1983. [Fact Sheet # 27.1
trolled foreign corporations will be phased out over a 3 year
period by treating an appropriate fraction -- one-third in 1979,
two-thirds in 1980, and the entire amount in 1981 and there-
after -- of a controlled foreign corporation'sgross income, deduc-
tions, and taxes eligible for the foreign tax credit as having been
earned or incurred directly by the U.S. shareholder.The earnings Il. REDUCTIONOF COST
of a U.S.-controlled foreign corporation will be taxed currently
whether or not those earnings are paid to the U.S. shareholders A. Repeal of Excise Tax on TelephoneServices
(usually parent companies) as dividends.

Foreign taxes in excess of the amounts that may be credited The present 4 percent excise tax on amounts paid for
against U.S. taxes in any one year will be usable to offset U.S. telephone services is now being phased out at the rate of
taxes imposed for 3 years in the past. They may also be carried 1 percentage point a year, with full repeal scheduled as
forward to offset U.S. taxes for 7 years in the future. (The carry- of January 1, 1982.
back and carryforward periods are now 2 and 5 years respective-
ly). I recommendcomplete repeal of this tax as of October 1,

1978. This action will reduce the cost of living directly.U.S. shareholders will be allowed to claim losses incurred by their It will also lower prices indirectly throughcontrolled foreign corporations. consumer a

reduction of the business cost associated with telephoneUnrealized gains and losses, resulting from changes in the value of services.
the U.S. dollar as compared to other currencies, will not be taken
into account unless the U.S. shareholderelects.That election may
be revoked 10 years after it is made with respect to future tax B. Federal Unemployment Insurance Tax
years only.

I recommend a reduction in the Federal unemploymentU.S. shareholders may be allowed to continue to defer the pay-
ment of taxes on certain types of income under specifc tax trea- insurance tax to reduce the payroll costs of employers.
ties. On January 1, 1978, the unemployment insurance tax

Present Law: Generally, income from a controlled foreign corpo-
rate rose from 0.5 percent to 0.7 percent of an em-

ration is not taxed to the U.S. shareholder until it is distributed ployer's taxable wage base. This tax increase was instit-
in the form of dividends. This provision is referred to as tax uted in order to replenish general revenue funds that
deferral on the earnings of U.S.-controlled foreign corporations. have been loaned to the unemployment insurance trust

fund during recent periods of high unemployment. ButThere are exceptions for controlled foreign corporations that
have what is known as tax haven income and for foreign personal the issue of unemploymentcompensation financing re-

holding companies. Certain other provisions of the tax law pro- quires a thorough reexamination to determine the best
hibit the shifting of income or deductions for tax avoidance pur- means of providing future benefits. To this end, I will
poses. For example, one provision requires arm's length prices soon appoint the National Commission on Unemploy-
for transactions between a corporation and its controlling share- ment Insurance which the Congress established to make
holders to prevent shifting income from a country imposing this'study and to offer recommendations. In the mean-
higher taxes to one where taxes are lower. time, I am guided by my concerns about inflation. I
Another provision attempts to insure that reorganizationsinvolv- propose that the tax rate be reduced to the 0.5 percent
ing foreign corporations are not for tax avoidance purposes by level as of January 1, 1979.
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Ill. TAX INCENTIVESFOR BUSINESSTO The corporate tax reductions are designed to spur the economy

[ FOSTERGROWTHOF THE ECONOMY by stimulating capital formation. First, the lower taxes will have

an immediate, favorable effect on corporate cash flow. Because

A. Corporate Rate Cut
retained earnings are the principal source of financing for corpo-
rate investments, the improved cash flow will provide for more

I recommend a corporate rate cut that will reduce busi- capital expenditures. Second, the lower tax rates will increase
, after tax profits investment projects. This improvedreturn
ness taxes by $6,000 million. Tax relief in this form s on on

sizable, easily understood by taxpayers, and applicable
investment will be an incentive for corporations to increase capi-
tal spending. Additionally, an increase in corporate dividendsand

across the board. the prospective growth in share prices resulting from higher after-

The corporate tax rate is now 20 percent on thefirst tax earnings will stimulate the public to place more of their sav-

$25,000 of income, 22 percent on the next $25,000, ings in corporate equities.
and 48 percent on corporate income exceeding $50,000. Effect on Taxpayers: The proposal will provide an immediate,
Effective October 1, 1978, this program will reduce the direct tax reduction for both large and small corporations.
first two rate brackets to 18 and 20 percent, respective- Effect on Revenue: For calendar year 1979, the rates are esti-

l, and the rate to 45 percent on taxable income in ex- mated to reduce corporate income tax liabilities $6,000 million.

cess of $50,000. The top rate will be reduced an addi- [Fact Sheet /f 30.]
tional point, to 44 percent, on January 1, 1980. Small
as well as large corporationswill benefit from these rate

cuts.

A corporate rate reduction of this magnitude will in- B. Liberalizationof InvestmentTax Credit
crease capital formation and help to assure a sustained
economic recovery. In recent years, the level of business The investment tax credit has proven to be one of the

fixed investment has been unsatisfactory. One of the most potent tax incentives for capitai formation. It

primary causes of this inadequate investment perform- provides a direct reduction in tax liability generally
ance has been the low rate of return businesses receive equal to 10 percent of a business' qualifying invest-

on their investments -- after tax liability is taken into ments. But there are now several limitations that restrict

consideration. The lower tax rates I recommend will its effectiveness.

enhance the anticipated after-tax profits on corporate I recommend changes that will make the investment
investment projects and increase cash flow immediate- credit a stronger, more efcient, and more equitable in-

ly. Businesses will thereby be encouraged to increase centive. These changes will reduce business taxes by ap-
capital spending and to create jobs for American wor- proximately $2.5 billion per year.
kers. Corporate rate cuts this large are made possible
by, and depend upon, passage of the revenue-raising (1) Permanent 10 Percent Credit. The present 10 per-
business tax reforms I have described earlier. cent investment credit is not a permanent feature of the

Internal Revenue Code. On January 1, 1981, the credit
level is scheduled to revert to 7 percent. I propose that

The Presdent's Proposal: The corporate tax rate on taxable in-

come in excess of $50,000 will be reduced permanentlyby three the credit be extended permanentlyat a 10 percent rate

percentage points to 45 percent effective October 1, 1978, with so that businesses can plan ahead with greater certainty

| an additional reduction of one percentage point on January 1, of the tax benefits that will be associated wth projected
1980. The rate applied to the first $50,000 of taxable income will capital expenditures.
be reduced by two percentage points effective October 1, 1978.

Present Law: The present corporate tax rates are 20 percent on (2) Increased Tax Liability Ceiling. The investmentcre-

the first $25,000 of taxable income, 22 percent on income in ex- dit claimed during any taxable year cannot generally ex-

cess of $25,000 up to $50,000, and 48 percent on all income in ceed $25,000 plus 50 percent of tax liability in excess

excess of $50,000. of that amount (with excess credits being eligible for a

Reasons for the Recommendation:These tax reductions, together 3-year carryback and a 7 year carryforward). My tax

with the extension of the investment credit, will assure the con- program will provide a ceiling of 90 percent of tax liabi-

tinuance and strengthening of the present economic recovery and lity (including the first $25,000) and will thereby in-

will promote long-term capital formation. Increased capital for- crease the incentive for those businesses with relatively
mation can contribute both to economicdemand needed for con- high investment needs and low taxable incomes. Devel-

tinued economic expansion and to increased productive capacity oping businesses and firms suffering from temporary
that will help avoid bottlenecks and inflationary pressures as the business reversals will be helped to compete more effec-

economy moves ahead. tively with their larger or more stable competitors.
The portion of GNP devoted to investmentneeds to be increased
in the year ahead. Moreover, the efficient use of new capital (3) Eligibility of Structures. The investment credit now

needs to be assured. Additional jobs are needed for a growing applies only to machinery and equipment. My tax pro-
labor force, to meet the goals of the National Energy Plan and to will extend eligibility for the credit to utility and
provide a cleaner environment and safer workplaces. The real in- gram

industrial structures, where investments have been
come of workers can grow over the long run only if productivity
iS enhanced with new machinery and more efficient plants. De- especially sluggish. Investment in these structures reach-

pendence on foreign oil can be minimized only if electric utilities ed its peak over 4 years ago and is now 16 percent be-

and industrial plants acquire the new capital necessary to convert low that level. It is important that we act to remedy the

to coal and other non-petroleum fuels. An improved environ- existing tax bias against structures and encourage

ment and safer jobs also requires new facilities. balanced industrial expansion. In order to ensure that
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this provision has no anti-urban bias, I propose that the A permanent credit is necessary to assist businesses in making
investment credit be available for both new structures long-range capital investment decisions and to stimulate capital
and the rehabilitationof existing structures. formation.

I recommend that this provision apply to construction Extending the investment credit to industrial structures will en-

costs incurred after December 31, 1977. In the case of courage businesses to carry out more balanced investment pro-
new structures, there will be an additional requirement grams. Also, under present law, there are many disputes now

caused by the need to distinguish between equipment for which Ithat the facility be placed in service after that date. the credit is available, and buildings and their structural compo-
nents, for which it is not.

(4) Liberalized Credit for Pollution Control Facilities.
New businesses and businesses facing temporary setbacks theorI propose that pollution abatement facilities placed in need to make major adjustments to economic changes cannotservice after December 31, 1977, be allowed to qualify fully use the investmentcredit because of the 50 percent limit onfor a full 10 percent credit even if special 5-year amorti- offsetting current tax liability.

zation is claimed under the provisions of existing law.
Effect on Taxpayers: The proposal will reduce the overall taxCurrently, only a 5 percent credit may be combined burden on business.

with rapid amortization. This proposal will provide sig-
nificant tax relief for industries that are forced to make Increasing the percentage of tax liability that can be offset by in-

pollution control expenditures in order to comply with vestment credits to 90 percent will aid companies with large in-

environmentalregulations. vestmentneeds and relatively low taxable incomes.

Taxpayers with tax liabilities of less than $25,000 will no longer
be able to use investment credits to offset their entire tax liabili-
ty. :

The President's Proposal: The temporary 10 percent investment
The increased investment credit for certain pollution controlcredit will be made permanent.
equipment will reduce the costs of compliance with environ-

The investment credit will be extended to new industrial build- mental standards in the case of existing plants, many of which
ings and to investments made to rehabilitate existing industrial were constructed when pollution control standards were less
buildings. Generally only manufacturingand utility buildings will stringent.
be eligible for the credit. Industrial structures placed in service

Effect on Revenue: These proposals will reduce tax liabilitiesafter December 31, 1977 will be eligible for the credit to the ex- approximately $2,400 million in calendar 1979, the rst fulltent of construction costs incurred after that date. Expenditures year
of the proposed changes.made after December 31, 1977 to rehabilitate existing industrial

structures will be eligible for the credit. By 1963, it is estimated that the proposed changes will reduce tax
liabilities $7,200 million, of which $4,500 million is attributableInvestment credits will be allowed to offset 90 percent of tax to permanent extension of the 10 percent credit. [Fact Sheetliability in any year. They will not be permitted to offset a tax-
/t 31.]payer's complete tax liability.

The full 10 percent investment credit will be extended to pol-
lution control equipment that now qualies for the special 5-
year amortization.

C. Revision and Simplificationof RegulationsPresent Law: The 10 percent rate of the investment credit s Under the Asset Depreciation Range Systemscheduled to revert to 7 (4 for utilities) percent on January 1,
1981. The asset depreciation range (ADR) system providesThe investment credit is available for investment in business ma- substantial tax benefits to businesses. Under ADR,chinery and equipment but not for investment in buildings or

generous class lives are prescribed for categories oftheir structural components.
assets, and a taxpayer can select useful lives for depre-Investment credits may be used to offset all of the rst $25,000 ciation purposes within a range that extends from 20of tax liability,but no more than 50 percent. percent below to 20 percent above the designated class

Certain qualied pollution control equipment is now eligible for life. However, certain complexities in the ADR regula-
a maximum investment credit of only 5 percent if the taxpayer tions discourage most businesses, especially small ones,elects to amortize the cost of this equipmentover a 5-year period. from electing this depreciation system and impose ad-
Reasons for the Recommendation: Together with the recom- ministrative burdens on those businesses that do use
mended 4 point reduction in the corporate tax rate, the proposed ADR.
liberalization of the investment credit will help stimulate increas- I recommend legislation expressly permitting the Trea-ed levels of business investment.

sury Department to issue reglations that will simplifyA particularly weak aspect of the current economic recovery is the ADR system. Included among the changes will bethe low rate of business investment in long-lived structures. The
a termination of the annual reporting requirement.investment stimulus provided by the credit should, therefore, be

extended to investments in industrial structures.

Increased investment is also needed to improve the capacity of The President's Proposal: The Asset Depreciation Range (ADR)the economy to supply goods and services and to insure that
system, which establishes procedures for taxpayers to depreciatefuture growth is not aborted by capacity shortages. their assets, will be simplified.

The declining rate of business investment is related to a slowdown Salvage value will be disregardedunder the revised system. Elabo-
in the growth of productivity. Increased capital formation can rate reporting requirements will be replaced by Treasury surveys
help accelerate the growth of productivity,maintain and improve which will require responses from only a small number of tax-
American competitiveness in world markets, and facilitate the in- payers each year. Only the straight-line and declining balance
troduction of new technology. methods of depreciation will be allowed under ADR.
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Present Law: Under the ADR system, the IRS prescribes a range $1,000 in taxes due to corporate rate reductions. For
of guideline lives which taxpayers can use in setting the useful that corporation, tax liability will be reduced by nearly
lives of their assets. Use of these lives by a taxpayer avoids dis- 10 percent. Moreover, those small businesses conducted
agreements between the taxpayer and IRS agnts on salvage audit in partnership or sole proprietorship form will benefit
as to what are the proper useful lives of the taxpayer's assets. substantially from the rate cuts I have proposed for in-

, Estimated value in excess of 20 percent of cost limits the extent dividuals.
to which depreciationcan be taken under ADR.

But in addition to providing these general tax incentives,
Taxpayers electing ADR are permitted to use the sum of the I recommend three proposalsdesigned specifically to as-

'

years' digits, the 200 percent declining balance, and the straight- sist small businesses. First, my tax program will simplifyline methods of depreciation. and liberalize the rules (Subchapter S) that treat certain
The ADR system, which was intended to simplify depreciation, small corporations as partnerships; the number of per-
occupies twenty pages in the printed regulations. Part of this missible shareholderswill generally be increased from 10
length is due to the elections available to taxpayers in computing to 15, and the rules goveming subchapter S elections I
depreciation. will b made less stringent. Second, a simplified method
Reasons for the Recommendation: Only about one half of one of depreciation will be authorized for small businesses
percent of all corporate taxpayers elected ADR in the last year that will provide tax benefits similar to the current ADR
for which figures are available (1974). However, over 90 percent
of taxpayers with depreciable assetsof greater than $1,000million system without complex recordkeeping requirements.
elected ADR. More taxpayers will be encouraged to use a sim- And third, risk-taking will be encouraged by doubling
plified ADR system, and the IRS will gain the administrative the amount of a small corporation's stock (from
benets which ADR provides. $500,000 to $1 million) that can qualify for special
Eliminating the yearly reporting requirement will remove a signi- ordinary loss treatment and by eliminatingseveral tech-

ficant burden from taxpayers who wish to adopt ADR. Surveys nical requirements that needlessly restrict the ability of

will provide the Treasury with sufficient information to keep cur- small businesses to use this provision.
rent the figures needed for setting useful lives under ADR.

By eliminating some of the elections available to taxpayers under

ADR, the description, application, and administration of ADR Conclusion
will be substantially simplied. Enactment of these recommendations.will effect major.
Effect on Taxpayers: The proposal will make the ADR system reform of our tax laws, provide significant tax relief,
accessible to a greaternumber of taxpayers. and sustain our economic recovery.
Effect on Revenue: This proposal will have a negligible impact on This program will eliminate a number of the inequities
revenue. [Fact Sheet 32.] that undermine the integrity of the tax system. It will

make preparation of returns simpler and more under-
standable for millions of taxpayers. Prompt passage will

strengthen the confidence of consumers and businesses
D. Proposals Focused on Small Business in our growing economy and lead to the creation of up

The tax reductions I recommend will provide significant to one million new jobs for workers who need them.

benefits for small businesses. For example, a small cor- I look forward to working in partnership with Congress
poration with annual income of $50,000 will save to enact this program of tax reform and tax reduction.
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U.S.Taxationof Non-ResidentCitizens
by ThomasC.Geiser*

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 (TRA) introduced protest. This reaction resulted in one postponementof
changes respecting the taxation of non-resident United the effectiue date of these controuersialprovisions, and
States citizens which could profoundly affect the anotherpostponement is likely, whichwillgive Congress
position ofAmerican individualsand enterprsesabroad. an opportunity to reconsider the international impactof

the postion adopted in the TRA. This article will pre-
By curtailing the availability of various tax benefits to sent an oueruiew of the U.S. taxationof Americansem-
these taxpayers, who are subject to U.S. taxation on ployed abroad and the competingpoliciesand proposals
their world-wide income, the TRA generateda stormof which may soon alter this situation.

I. INTRODUCTION Il. THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

The United States, unlike most countries, imposes in- The Tax Reform Act of 1976 amended Internal
come tax on the world-wide income of its non-resident Revenue Code Section 911 to reduce the tax benefits
citizens,1 thereby subjecting them to both U.S. income granted to U.S. citizens working abroad. The provisions
tax and any tax imposed by the foreign country where eventually adopted were the product of a compromise
the income was realized. Congress, however, has between the House of Representatives,which advocated
provided for unilateral relief in the form of tax credits eliminating the earned income exclusion altogether to
for foreign taxes paid or accrued and a limited exclusion remedy what was perceived as an unfair advantage
of foreign-source earned income from the taxpayer's granted non-residents at the expense of residents, 3 and
gross income. It is the TRA's reduction of the amount the Seneate, which felt that despite revenue considera-
of this earned income exclusion that is the focal point tions the exclusion should be retained in order to main-
of recent protests by American expatriates. tain the competitivenessof U.S. firms abroad. 4

The Revenue Act of 1926 2 introduced the concept of The ensuing legislation ntroduced the following major
the earned income exclusion as a means of stimulating changes in the taxation of non-resident U.S. citizens:
increased foreign trade. The exclusion was modied the amount of the earned income exclusion was re-
over the years principally to curb abuses by movie stars duced; limitations were imposed with respect to foreign
operating abroad. Internal Revenue Code Sec. 911 tax credits and income received outside the country
provided, prior to the enactment of the TRA, that a where earned; the rate of tax applicable to non-excluded
U.S. citizen who was either (1) a bona fide resident of income was increased; and taxpayers were given the op-
a foreign country for an uninterrupted period that in- tion of not using the earned income exclusion at all. The
cluded an entire taxable year (bona fide resident test) bona fide resident 5 and physical presence 6 tests were
or (2) physically present in a foreign country for 510 retained, while the increased exclusion for those residing
days (17 months) out of a period of 18 consecutive abroad for three years was eliminated. The definitionof
months (physical presence test) could exclude $20,000 earned income 7 remained the same, as did the rules
of earned income derived from sources outside the respecting sums received from the United States 8 and
United States from his or her gross income. Moreover, pensions and annuities. 9

U.S. citizens who were bona fide residents of a foreign
country for three consecutive years were entitled to a

$25,000 earned income exclusion.

* Associate Editor of loose-leaf publications at the Inter-
The income exclusion was limited to sums received as national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

wages, salaries, professional fees or compensation for 1. Internal Revenue Code Sec. 61.

personal services actually rendered. In addition, 2. Sec. 213(b)(14).
3. See H. Rept. 94-658, 94th Cong. 1st Sess. 200 (1975).amounts paid by the United States or an agency thereof
4. See S. Rept. 94-938, 94th Cong. 2d Sess. 210 (1976).and amounts received as a pension or annuity could not 5. I.R.C. Sec. 911(a)(1).

be excluded. However, the taxpayer was unilaterally 6. I.R.C. Sec. 911(a)(2).
granted the benet of reducing his tax liability by claim- 7. I.R.C. Sec. 911(b).
ing a tax credit for foreign taxes paid or accrued which 8. I.R.C. Sec. 911(a)(1), (2).
were allocable to the excluded income. 9. I.R.C. Sec. 911(c)(5)(A).
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These provisions were to have become effective for tax- The tax computationunder the TRA is accomplishedby
able years commencing after December 31, 1975, but taking the difference between the tax on the taxpayer's
protests by non-resident taxpayers resulted in Congres- net taxable income and the tax on his net excluded
sional action delaying the effective date to taxable years earned income. The following five steps can be used:
after December 31, 1976. 10 In late 1977, the House of 1) The amount of the earned income exclusion is taken

Representatives approved the postponement of the and any deductions allocable to this amount (and there-

provisions' effective date for another year. However, by disallowed) are subtracted to produce net excluded
this measure failed to be approved by the Senate during earned income.

1977, with the result that the TRA provisions became 2) The tax that would apply to net excluded earned

effective. Nevertheless, t is most likely that yet another income (step 1) if it were subject to tax is calculated.

one year postponement will be enacted in early 1978 to 3) The taxpayer's taxable income (non-excludable
allow the reconsiderationof the entire system governing income) is then added to net excluded earned income

the taxation of non-resident citizens. As the 1977 tax (step 1) to produce net taxable income.

returns of such taxpayers are not due until June 15, 4) The tax that would apply to net taxable income

1978, 11 a strong possibility exists that the TRAprovi- (step 3) if it were all subject to tax is computed.
sions as originally drafted will not apply to the 1977 tax 5) The tax computed on net excluded earned in-

year. come (step 2) is then subtracted from the tax calcu-
lated with respect to net taxable income (step 4) to

A. Reduction of the earned income exclusion produce the individual's tax liability, which may be
reduced by any applicable tax credits (e.g. foreign tax

The TRA eliminated the $20,000 and $25,000 amounts credit).
of earned income which were previously excludable and
substituted a $15,000 limit. 12 A limited exception C. Limitationson foreign tax credt
allows employees performing qualified charitable serv-

ices for a charitable organization to exclude up to Taxpayers may reduce their U.S. tax liability through
$20,000 of earned income annually. 13 Such a charit- credits for foreign income, war profits or excess profits
able organization must be established in the United taxes paid or accrued to foreign countries with respect
States or a political subdivision thereof, and it must be to foreign-source income. 18 The TRA eliminated a

a religious, scientific, educational or similar organization substantial tax benefit permitted under prior law by
that is exempt from taxation under the Internal stipulating that foreign taxes allocable to excluded in-

Revenue Code. A special rule governing the exclusion come are no longer creditable. 19 Thus, no credits are

limit in the case of employees performing both charit- available for foreign taxes paid or accrued on either the

able and non-charitable services during a taxable year first $15,000 or $20,000 of income earned abroad un-

looks first to the income derived from charitable less the taxpayer elects out of the earned income ex-

services. The amount of income from non-charitable clusion. Such taxes were not allowed as deductions
services which may be excluded is then limited to from gross income before the TRA, and this rule has

$15,000 minus the amount of income from qualified been retained. 20

charitable services which is excludable. 14 Another change in the foreign tax credit rules which
The reduced limit of the earned income exclusion, may affect expatriate Americans involves the basis for

coupled with the higher rate of tax imposed on non- computing the available credit. Prior to the TRA, the

excluded income under the TRA (see II.B., infra), will allowable credit for foreign taxes could be calculated

require employers to adjust their rates of withholding on a per-country basis. In other words, the amount
U.S. income tax. However, it should be noted that U.S. of tax imposed by a particular country which could be

tax need not be withheld on wages and salaries when credited against U.S. tax could not exceed the ratio

an employer could reasonably believe that the amount which U.S. taxable income from that country bore to

in question will fall within the earned income exclu- total U.S. taxable income (i.e. world-wide income). The

sion. 15 In addition, U.S. tax does not have to be with- TRA altered this rule to provide that the credit limita-
held with respect to remuneration for services per- tion could only be computed on an overall basis. 21

formed by a U.S. taxpayer in a foreign country when Thus, allowable credits against U.S. tax are limited to

the employer is required to withhold income tax on the ratio which the taxpayer's taxable income from all
such remuneration pursuant to the laws of any foreign
country. 16

10. Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, P.L. 95-30,
B. Tax rate applicable to non-excludableincome Sec. 302.

11. Reg. Para. 1.6081-2.

Along with reducing the amount of the earned income 12. I.R.C. Sec. 911(c)(1)(A).
exclusion, the TRA provides that income in excess of 13. I.R.C. Sec. 911(c)(1)(B).
the exclusion is to be taxed at the rates that would 14. I.R.C. Sec. 911(c)(1)(C).

apply if there were no such exclusion. 17 Thus, non-
15. I.R.C. Sec. 3401(a)(8)(A)(i).

excludable income is taxed at the taxpayer's highest tax
16. I.R.C. Sec. 3401(a)(8)(A)(ii).
17. I.R.C. Sec. 911(d).

brackets. Prior to the TRA, non-excludableincome was 18. I.R.C. Sec. 901(b)(1).
taxed at the rate that would apply if there were no 19. I.R.C. Sec. 911(a).
other income, thereby granting relief at the highest rates 20. Id.

applicable to the individual's income. 21. I.R.C. Sec. 904(a).
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foreign sources bears to his or her total taxable income is no rule respecting pro-rata allocations. Therefore, the
(i.e. world-wide income): question arises whether the exclusion would be denied

to a non-resident who receives part of his or her taxable
Taxable income from income in contraventionof this tax avoidance provision,

U.S. tax all foreign countries Maximum
X -= but who receives a full $15,000 of earned income which

before credits Total taxable income total credit clearly qualifies for the exclusi.

The overall limitation serves to offset losses in- E. Election not to have provisionsapply
curred in one country against income realized in other
countries. The amount of foreign-source income The law prior to the TRA provided that the earned in-
included in the above calculation is then reduced, there- come exclusion would apply to all taxpayers who met

by decreasing the available tax credit. either the bona fide resident test or the physical
The TRA also imposed restrictions on the amount of presence test, even if this application proved to be dis-

capital gain income from sources outside the United advantageous. The TRA amended Section 911 to allow

States which could be included in the tax credit compu-
taxpayers to elect not to have its provisions apply to
them. 26 The exclusion under the TRA applies unless atation. Foreign-source capital gains must now be

reduced by any capital losses from U.S. sources. 22 The taxpayer affirmatively elects to avoid its provisions.
onceresult of this change is that there may be a reduction in However, this election has been made it cannot be

revoked without the consent of the Secretary of thethe amount of capital gain available to increase total Treasury. A taxpayer must therefore carefully considerforeign-source taxable income, and consequently the his or her future before making an election which couldavailable foreign tax credit may also be reduced. be permanentlybinding.
In order to curtail the potential manipulationof foreign- This election can prove to be advantageous to non-resi-
source income, the TRA provides that capital gains from dent citizens living in countries with high effective taxcertain sales or exchanges of personal property outside

rates, as they will be able to utilize for foreign tax creditthe United States will be treated as U.S.-source income all foreign taxes paid accrued instead of(precluding the use of foreign taxes paid for foreign tax purposes or

losing the credits that are now disallowed when thecredit purposes) unless the country where such a sale or earned income exclusion applies (see II.C., supra). Inexchange occurred imposed at least a ten percent rate of addition, opting out of Section 911 allows the taxpayertax on the gain. 23 This rule will not apply when (1) an to take full deductions for such items movingindividual sells or xchanges the property in his country
as ex-

rather than having to allocate and lose part ofof residence, or (2) the property is sold or exchanged in penses, a

them to the earned income exclusion.
a country where it was used in the individual's trade or

business, or where the taxpayer derived more than 50 F. Miscellaneousprovisionsaffecting non-residentpercent of his gross income for the three year period U.S. citizens
ending at the close of the taxable year prior to the year
the sale or exchange was consummated. 1. Standarddeduction

Special rules prescribed for corporate taxpayers also Taxpayers choosing to claim a credit forforeign taxes
strive to ensure that foreign sales of capital assets are paid or accrued before the TRA were precluded from
not carried out solely for tax purposes. taking the standard deduction (a lump-sum deduction

from income available to U.S. taxpayers without regard
for deductible expenses actually incurred) and wereD. Earned income received outside country where required to itemize their deductions. The TRA makesservices were performed the standard deduction available to those claiming a

In contrast to the pre-TRA rule that all foreign-source foreign tax credit, 27 a change which will generally
earned income was eligible for the earned income ex-

benefit persons with small or moderate incomes in ex-

clusion, the TRA stipulates that the exclusion will be cess of the earned income exclusion.

denied for income received outside its source country
where one of the purposes for so receiving the income 2. U.S. citizensmarried to non-residentaliens
was the avoidance of taxes imposed by the country The Internal Revenue Code imposes personal income
where the relevant services were performed. 24 It should tax at four different rates, depending on the status of
be noted that tax avoidanceneed not be the principal or the taxpayer: one rate for married persons filing jointly,
dominant purpose for the taxpayer receiving the income one for heads of households, one for unmarried in-
outside the country where it was earned. Tax avoidance dividuals, and one for married persons filing separate-
need only be one of the taxpayer's purposes. ly. 28 Before the TRA, a U.S. citizen married to a non-

The Senate report on this provision indicates that a

strong showing of a tax avoidance purpose is present 22. I.R.C. Sec. 904(b)(2).when the country where the income was earned does
23. I.R.C. Sec. 904(b)(3)(C).not tax sums received outside its boundaries. 25 It is 24. I.R.C. Sec. 911(c)(8).unclear whether the earned income exclusion would be 25. See S. Rept. 94-938, 94th Cong. 2d Sess. 211, 212 (1976).denied for income received outside a source country 26. I.R.C. Sec. 911(e).

which would not tax it if it had been received there, 27. I.R.C. Sec. 36, as amended.
thus negating a tax avoidance purpose. Moreover, there 28. I.R.C. Sec. 1.
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resident alien could not file a joint tax return and was Ill. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

subject to the higher rate of tax applicable to married

persons filing separately. The TRA permits the filing of As mentioned above, the TRA changes respecting the
a joint return in such a case, 29 thereby granting not taxation of non-resident citizens were originally to have

only the advantage of the lower tax rate applicable to become effective for taxable years beginning after De-

joint returns, but also allowing these taxpayers to utilize cember 31, 1975. However, protests from American
the 50 percent maximum tax rate on personal service expatriates led Congress to postpone the effective date
income (which otherwise could be taxed at up to a 70 of the provisions for one year, and although no further

percent rate). 30 delay has been enacted (thus bringing the TRA provi-
sions into effect), it is most likely that early 1978 will

In order to file jointly, both the U.S. citizen and the see the passage of a measure postponing the effective
non-resident alien spouse must so elect and agree to be date until taxable years commencingafter December31,
taxed on their world-wide incomes. This option is also 1977.
effective for a non-resident alien who marries a U.S.
citizen at any time during the taxable year with respect Such a delay will permit Congress to consider various

to the entire taxable year of the marriage. However, proposals for fundamentally altering the method of tax-

any election is terminated upon the death of either ing Americans working abroad. The TRA provisions
spouse, the issuance of a decree of divorce or separate hav been criticized for focusing on domestic tax policy
maintenance respecting the marriage, or by the order and not taking nto account their impact on U.S. inter-

of the Secretary of the Treasury upon the failure of the ests and employment practices abroad. It has been

taxpayers to keep adequate records or supply necessary pointed out that the new rules will have the greatest
information. Once the election is terminated for any of impact on Americans employed in the Middle East,
these reasons it may never again be made by either where several countries impose no personal income tax

spouse (e.g. it would be unavailable in the event of the and others frequently exempt foreign workers on partic-
non-resident alien spouse obtaining a divorce and sub- ular projects from the payment of income tax. Thus,
sequently marrying another U.S. citizen). non-resident citizens and U.S. enterprises in this most

_

important region will be greatly affected by the reduc-

Another TRA change affecting U.S. expatriates alters tion in the earned income exclusion and the altered

the situation where a U.S. citizen employed in a foreign rules for computing tax liability. The opponents of the

country with a community property system is married TRA have argued that the increased tax burden on non-

to a citizen of that country who is classified as a non- residents will deter U.S. firms from sending employees
resident alien under U.S. tax law. Formerly, one-half of abroad, thereby weakening U.S. competitiveness with

the U.S. taxpayer's income was deemed to be that of his foreign enterprises to an extent that outweighs any

or her spouse under the community property system benefit represented by increased tax revenues.

and thus considered foreign income not subject to U.S. On the other hand, supporters of the TRA provisions
taxation. Nevertheless, the taxpayer was entitled to the allege that non-residents should not be singled out for
entire earned income exclusion for the remaining one- preferential treatment at the expense of domestic tax-

half of his or her income. payers. They point to the increased tax revenues that
the TRA would generate, which have been estimated

The TRA eliminated this tax benefit by providing that from $200 million to $400 million per year. Moreover,
income earned in this community property situation is Senator William Proxmire recently gave his annual
deemed to be the income of the earner spouse and is not Golden Fleece award to the U.S. Treasury for sup-
to be split. 31 The rule does not apply where a joint porting a delay in the effective date of the TRA pro-
return election is made by a U.S. citizen and his or her visions, citing the costs to resident taxpayers which the
non-resident alien spouse, in which case the entire resulting loss in revenues would entail. Americans
world-wide income of both would already be subject to abroad were referred to in the award as mink-swathed
U.S. taxation. individuals spending their waking hours in gambling

casinos in Monte Carlo and as high4iving jetsetters
living at the taxpayers' expense.

3. Non-residentcitizens who rent ther U.S. homes

U.S. taxpayers who have used a dwelling unit as a per- A. Ribicoff bill
sonal residence at any time during the taxable year and
then rent the dwelling unit to another person have had The criticisms of the TRA have resulted in the submis-

the availability of various deductions for expenses in- sion of a bill to Congress by Senator Abraham Ribicoff

curred reduced under the TRA. 32 A U.S. taxpayer who which proposes the replacement of the earned income

goes abroad and changes the status of his or her U.S. exclusion with a series of special deductions. The bill

home from a personal residence to a rental property is would phase out the $15,000 annual earned income

limited in deducting such items as maintenanceexpenses exclusion by 1980 by reducing it by $5,000 each year.
and depreciation from gross rental income. The limita-
tion becomes effective when the taxpayer has used the
dwelling unit for personal purposes during the taxable 29. I.R.C. Sec. 6013(g).
year for the greater of 14 days or 10 percent of the 30. I.R.C. Sec. 1348.
number of days during the taxable year that the 31. I.R.C. Sec. 879.

dwelling unit is rented for a fair rental price. 32. I.R.C. Sec. 280A.
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Special deductions taking into account foreign living ing classes of non-resident taxpayers to take the deduc-
costs in excess of those experienced in the U.S. would tions: (1) self-employed persons, (2)employees of
then be allowed in lieu of the exclusion. These deduc- charitable organizations, (3) employees of foreigners not
tions would be in the areas of the 'general cost-of-living carrying on trade with the United States, and (4) em-
and the costs of education and housing. ployees who live in employer-furnished housing which
The proposal attempts to eliminate what is perceived to is not deemed to constitute income under the Internal
be the weakness of the exclusion -- its blanket applica- Revenue Code. Internal Revenue Service tables would
tion to all taxpayers irrespective of individual differ- be used in calculating the deductions.
ences in living costs incurred. Proponents of the bill,
who assert that the exclusion harms some taxpayers B. Treasury Departmentplanswhile granting a windfall to others, say that the deduc-
tions will grant tax relief commensurate with actual The U.S. Treasury Department has responded to the
costs exceeding those typically encounteredby domestic controversy over Section 911 by drawing up several
taxpayers. It is estimated that the bill would increase plans for revising the scheme of taxing non-resident
tax revenues derived from non-resident citizens, citizens. One plan is said to be similar in many respects
although not to the extent that the TRA would. to the Ribicoff bill, but it apparentlyprovides taxpayers
The bill stipulates that the Internal Revenue Service is with the option of taking a series of special deductions
to compile detailed statistics respecting the cost-of-living or an earned income exclusion.

(excluding education and housing costs) in various As one alternative, taxpayers could choose to take
foreign areas and the amounts by which these figures special deductions for housing and education expenses.
exceed the average cost-of-living in the United States. Costs in excess of between 15 and 20 percent of an in-
Adjustments for inflation would be made with the pas- dividual's base salary (total salary less various employer-
sage of time. The taxpayer would be allowed to deduct paid allowances) would be deductible for housing ex-
from his or her ncome the lesser of: (1) the figure com- penses. Education expenses incurred for dependent
puted by the I.R.S. reflecting cost-of-living expenses in children would be deductible up to a ceiling amount.
the taxpayer's geographical area which exceed typical The Treasury Departmentplan differs significantly from
U.S. costs, or (2) any employer-paidcost-of-livingallow- the Ribicoff bill in disallowing any special deduction
ance. for excess cost-of-livingexpenses.
A deduction would also be allowed for education ex- The plan would also allow taxpayers to take a $15,000
penses. The Internal Revenue Service would again be annual exclsion from gross income in lieu of takingrequired to compile a table showing the reasonable cost these special deductions. Foreign taxes paid on theof education from kindergarten to grade 12 in Ameri- excluded amount might be allowed as a tax credit
can-type schools in different countries. The taxpayer against U.S. tax due, which is the same situation that
would be allowed to deduct the smallest of: existed prior to the enactment of the TRA. However,(1) the amount reflected in the I.R.S. table, the final form of the Treasury Department plan is not

(2) any employer-paideducation allowance, or expected until early 1978.
(3) the amount actually expended for education.

A further deducton would be permitted for a portion
of housing costs. The employee'sbase salary would first IV. CONCLUSIONbe computed by subtracting from his or her total salary
any cost-of-living, education, housing and other em- The Tax Reform Act of 1976 significantly increased theployer-paid allowances. The taxpayercould then deduct tax burden imposed on non-resident U.S. citizens. Al-from his or her income the amount yielded by subtract- though the new provisions will generate added taxing 20 percent of this base salary from the lesser of their impact the employment practices of(1) any housing allowance paid by the employer, or

revenue, on

American firms operating in foreign countries remains(2) the amount actually spent for housing. The 20 per- to be seen. The fear that American business will becent figure is considered to represent typical U.S. living placed at a competitive disadvantage internationallyhascosts, thus limiting the deduction to amounts in excess led Congress to think twice about these changes. Hope-of those which would be borne in the U.S. fully a hard look at the taxation of Americansworking
None of the special deductions would be available to abroad will produce a solution which not only puts
taxpayers who do not receive special allowances from residents and non-residents on an equal footing but
their employers for housing, education or the cost-of- which does not handicap the position of the U.S. busi-
living. However, special rules would permit the follow- ness interests overseas.
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par la logique et susceptibles d'une

IV. LES POUVOIRS DU ou diffr pendant une priode prsentationclaire.

LEGISLATIF de cinq ans; Le dbat alors: il
prvoir, au choix du contribu-

s ouvre sera sou-
--

Aprs avoir lentement chemin de able, l'exonration de la pre-
vent houleux et difficile, mais aussi

l'Excutif officiellement le 20 avril mire rsidence principale ou de plein d'enseignements. Il convient ici

1976 est transform, amend, bien la premire rsidence secondaire;
d'en dcrire quelques traits ou mo-

ments essentiels.
des gards dnatur puis vot finale- -- limiter dix ans la dure d'im-

ment par le Parlement au cours de position des plus-values des va- En premier lieu, l'instar des citoy-

l't de la mme anne. leurs mobilires revenu vari- ens qu'ils reprsentent, les parlemen-
able; taires se passionnent vritablement

La commission des finances de l'As- supprimer l'exonration des pour un projet qui, en fait, ne con---

semble nationale en est saisie en obligations; cernera que peu de contribuables
mai. Des dbats prparatoires la

permettre les compensations chaque anne et rapportera vraisem---

discussion en sance publique aux- entre plus-values et moins-values blablement moins de 1 pour cent du
quels elle se livre alors, on peut rete- de toute nature; Budget. Ce qui meut les plus in-
nir les proccupationsdont fait part prvoir l'instauration d'un sys- forms des franais est la prise bru---

son rapporteur,M. Papon: 24
tme de compte spcial d'inves- tale de conscience qu'un change-

1. L'largissement de l'assiette de tissement soumis une imposi- ment se prpare qui laisse deviner

l'mpt sur le revenu par la taxation tion globale; un des aspects de la socit de de-

de l'ensemble des plus-valuesn'aurait -- soumettre la taxation la pice main!

d tre envisage qu'aprs un exa- d'or franaise de vingt francs; Au PalaisBourbon--sigede l'Assem-
men des aspects conomique et so-

-- porter deux ans la dure du ble nationale -, on mesure couram-

ciologique du phnomne des plus- court terme pour les immeubles nent l'importance d'un dbat au fait
values ainsi que d'une tude syst- et un an pour les valeurs mobi- qu'il remplit l'hmicycle ou les cou-

matique des conditions dans les- lires; loirs: le dbat sur l'mposition des

quelles elles se forment et se rpar- -- enfin, prciser que l'exonra- plus-values fait traves plaines. La
tissent. tion des plus-values joue pour les presse y fait cho de diverses mani-

2. Il parat difficile de respecter les immeubles compter de la vingt- eres, bien que la quasi-totalit des
ime anne et pour les terrains quotidiens et hebdomadairessoit

principes de modrationet de justice
un-

qui ont t retenus par le gouverne-
compter de la trentime. 25 anime condamner le projet de loi.

ment si certaines taxations sont alig- Le projet gouvernementala dj subi L'un d'eux propose d'abord ses

nes sur les taux de l'impt sur le une premire dislocation. Pour les lecteurs de soutenirun contre-projet,
revenu et si d'autres entrainent le re- dputs, les discussions commence- puis les invite signer une ptition
cours un barme forfaitaire. ment le ler juin 1976par la prsenta- visant influencer ou inflchir les

tion du rapport de M. Papon. Ce orientations prcises par le Ministre
3. Le souci d'unification fiscale se dernier indique trs clairement que des finances. 27 Un autre parle
heurte, du fait de la gnralisation, les phnomnes de rejet que l'opi-
la diversit des matires imposables. nion a opposs au projet dcoulent 24. Bulletin des Commissions de l'A.N.

No. 8, Jeudi 20 mai 1976; Bulletin de
Au cours de ses sances de travail, la de son caractre ambigu, de sa pr- l'A.N., Secrtariat gnral de l'A.N., 25

commission des finarces adopte un sentation artificielle, de ses cons- mai 1976, Vo lgislature, Numro 89, p.

nombre important d'amendenents quences conomiques et de ses im- 22.

prsents, pour la plupart, par des plicationssociales. 25. Bulletin de Commissions, No. 9, S-
ances du 25 et du 26 mai 1976; Bulletin de

commissaires appartenant au groupe Le malentendu a subsit quand on I'A.N., 8 juin 1976, No. 90, pp. 25-29.

U.D.R., tels que MM. Papon, Ber- a cru que ceux qui payaient dj 26. J.O., Dbats Parlementaires, A.N., No.

nard Marie et Marette. Les plus sig- paieraient encore sans tre sr que
44 A.N., 2 juin 1976, p. 3566.
27. La Vie Franaise - L'Opinion, No. 18,nificatifs tendent: ceux qui ne paient pas paieraient Lundi 3 mai 1976, 6-7 et No. 20, Lun-pp.

- prvoir le paiement fractionn enfin. 26 Pour le dissiper, la com- di 17 mai, p. 17.
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mme d'impt idiot! 28 Les qua- Nouvel Economiste, P. Uri avait l'ensemble des scrutins relatifs aux

lificatifs employs sont loquents et donn le ton ds avant le remodelage amendments apports au projet gou-
montrent bien que les quelques or- parlementaire en parlant d'un pro- vernemental.
ganes de presse qui faonnent une jet passoire, injuste et nuisible. 29

frange d'opinion publique s'oppose- En second lieu, certains amnde-
ront farouchement au projet, jusqu' ments adopts par les dputs trans-
faire reculer le gouvernement:on parle forment radicalement la porte du 28. Valeurs Actuelles, Lundi 10 mai 1976,
tantt d'imprvision ou de dmago- projet sans pour autant en modifier article de R. Bourgine, pp. 34-39.

29. Le Nouvel Economiste, No. 31, Lundi
gie, tantt de scandale ou de compli- la texture. On s'en rendra compte 17 mai 1976, interview recueillie par M.

,

cations inutiles. Interrog par le la lecture du tableau II o figurent Chauvire, pp. 39-40.

TABLEAU 11

Liste chronologiquedes scrutinsportantsur les amendements dposs
en sance lors des discussionssur le projet de gnralisationde l'imptsur les plus-values

(Extraite du Bulletin de l'Assemble nationale, Statistiques 1976,
Numro spcial, fvrier 1977, annexe 4.)

Page RESULTATS
No Date du
du de la compte OBJET
scrutin sance rendu Pour Contre Abst.

--

325 ler juin 3594 Imposition des plus-values. Question pralable de
181 287 12M. Ballanger.

-

en327 8 juin 3858 Imposition des plus-values. Motion de renvoi Com-
185 271 21mission de,M. Bardol.

Imposition des plus-values.-- Impt annuel sur les
328 8 juin 3871 grosses fortunes dtenues par les personnesphysiques 193 276 12

(article additionnelno. 7 R de M. Bonhomme).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Impt annuel sur le capital
329 8 juin 3872 des socits et les fortunes des personnesphysiques (ar- 182 284 11

ticle additionnel no. 13 de M. Combrisson).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Impt annuel sur les for-
tunes suprieures 2 millions de francs dtenues par les330 8 juin 3873 185 284 13
personnes physiques (article additionnel no. 83 de
M. Duffaut).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Rintgration dans le bn-
331 9 juin 3923 fice imposable d'un certain nombre de provisions 78 292 101

(article additionnelno. 10 de M. Gosnat).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Rduction des facilits
332 9 juin 3924 offertes aux entreprises par le rgime actuel des amortisse- 179 296 1

ments (article additionel no. 15 de M. Bardol).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Dpt par le Gouvernement,
333 9 juin 3925 au cours de la prochainesession parlementaire,d'un

179 301 3projet de loi portant rforme de, la scalit (article
additionnel no. 14 de M. Combrisson).

Imposition.des plus-values.-- Assimilation un revenu
334 9 juin 3926 des plus-values ralises en moins d'un an, au lieu de 68 199 186

deux ans (amendmentno. 236 de M. Glon).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Rvision du prix d'acquisi-
tion en fonction de l'volution de l'ndice moyen annuel

335 9 juin 3941 des prix la consommation, lorsque la cession intervient 73 155 188
plus d'un an aprs l'acquisitio (article additionnel
no. 292 de M. Schloesing).

* Le numro de page indiqu dans cette colonne co'rrespond au Journal Officiel, dbats parlementaires,Assemble nationale,anne 1976.
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Page RESULTATS
No Date du
du de la compte OBJET
scrutin sance rendu Pour Contre Abst.

Imposition des plus-values.-- Cession d'immeublesache-
ts depuis pls de deux ans et moins de dix ans: cas o la

336 10 juin 3957 preuve de l'intentionnon spculative est rpute apporte 303 0 178
(amendementno. 323 R du Gouvernement,modifi par
les sous-amendmentsnos. 326,327 et 328 de M. Mario
Bnard).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Suppression de l'article 4

337 10 juin 3983
- relatif au rgime des plus-values ralises en plus de dix 210 251 7'

ans (amendementsno. 88 de M. Duffaut, no. 234 de
M. Mesmin et no. 256 de M. Voisin).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Les plus-valuesralises

338 10 juin 3984
en plus de dix ans sont rduites de 3,33% du prix 187 280 7
d'acquisitionpar anne de possession au-del de la
dixime (amendementno. 280 de M. Zeller).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Exonrationde toute plus-
value ralise lors de la cession d'une habitation par

339 15 juin 4113 foyer fiscal quand le prix de cette cession est infrieur 191 269 20
150.000 francs par part de revenu (amendementno.

89 de M. Duffaut).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Exonrationde toute plus-
value ralise lors de la cession d'une rsidence principale

340 15 juin 4114 quand le prix de cette cession n'excde pas 500.000 F 182 285 13
et dcote gradue jusqu' un million de francs
(amendementno. 18 R de M. Bardol).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Exonrationdes plus-values
ralises lors de la cession d'une rsidence principale ou

secondaire,mais taxation de tote cession ultrieure,sauf
341 15 juin 4135 de celle d'une rsidence principale motive par une meil- 53 240 189

leure utilisation familiale ou un changementde rsidence

(amendementno. 130 de la Commission des Finances, mo-

difi par le sous-amendementno. 324 de M. Chauvet).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Suppression de l'exonra-
342 15 juin 4136 tion des obligations (amendementno. 135 de la Commis- 162 77 200

sion des Finances et no. 45 de M. Marie).

Imposition des plus-values.- Exonration des biens fon-
343 16 juin 4207 clers usage agricole dont le revenu cadastral rvis ne d- 180 289 4

passe pas 3.840 F (amendementno. 22 de M. Pranchre).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Exonration des terrains

agricoles lorsque le prix de vente ne dpasse pas le
344 16 juin 4208 montant maximumx annuellementpar la commission 182 285 8

dpartementaledes impts (amendementno. 92 de
M. Pierre Joxe).

Imposition des plus-values.-- L'exemption des cessions
n'excdantpas 10.000 F dans l'anne s'applique sauf345 16 juin 4209 215 216 3
option contraire du contribuable (amendementno.

142 de la Commission des Finances).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Imputationdes moins-
values, ralises sur les lments de patrimoine non exo-

346 16 juin 4233 nrs, sur les plus-values de toute nature ralises dans
144 308 19

l'anne ou durant les cinq annes suivantes (amendments
no. 144 R de la Commission des Financeset no. 51 R de
M. Marie).

* Le numro de page indiqu dans cette colonne correspond au Journal Officiel, dbats parlementaires,Assemble nationale,anne 1976.
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Page RESULTATS O
No Date du

riG
du de la compte OBJET
scrutin sance rendu Pour Contre Abst.

*

Imposition des plus-values.-- Imputation des moins-values .

347 16 juin 4234 sur les plus-values de mme catgorie ralises dans
243 190 27 ,l'anne ou durant les cinq annes suivantes (amendement

no. 95 - 2e R de M. Duffaut).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Plafonnement 75.000 F
de la moins-value imputable institue en faveur des per-

348 16 juin 4235 sonnes spolies outre-mer (sous-amendementno. 344 du 254 220 5
Gouvernement l'amendementno. 295 de M. Mario
Bnard).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Imputationsur les plus-
values de la moins-value constitue par la diffrenceentre
la valeur d'indemnisationreconnue par la loi aux per-349 16 juin 4236 475 5 3
sonnes spolies outre-meret l'indemnitdue ou perue
par eux (amendementno. 295 de M. Mario Bnard, com-

plt par le sous-amendementno. 344 du Gouvernement).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Pour la dterminationde '

la plus-value sur cession de valeurs mobilires, l'option
exerce par le eontribuablevaut pour l'ensemble du350 17 juin 4287 204 257 4portefeuilleacquis avant l'entre en vigueur de la loi
(sous-amendementno. 345 du Gouvernement l'amende-
ment no. 155 de la Commission des Finances).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Modalitsde la dtermina-
351 17 juin 4288 tion de la plus-value sur cession de valeurs mobilires 286 181 9

(amendementno. 155 R de la Commission des Finances).

Imposition des plus-values.-- Possibilit,pour les per-
sonnes physiqueset les clubs d'investissement,de consti-
tuer un compte spcial d'investissementsoumis un

352 17 juin 4289 rgime d'imposition globale (amendementno. 156 de la 286 O 187
Commission des Finances, complt par les sous-amende-
ments ns. 346 et 347 du Gouvernementet no. 343 de
M. Mario Bnard).

Imposition des plus-values.-- La prsente loi ne s'ap-
plique pas aux plus-values ralises lors de la cession
des tiers des droits sociaux dtenus,dans les conditions353 17 juin 4319
de l'article 160 du Code gnral des impts, les 30 257 185

par
associs, actionnairesou commanditaires(amendement
no. 319 C de M. Chauvet).

Imposition des plus-values. -- Impt spcial sur les pro-
fits spculatifset les enrichissementssans cause, dont les

355 22 juin 4470 modalitsseront proposespar le comit charg d'tudier 207 250 22
les interventions foncires des collectivits locales (article
additionnel no. 249 R de M. Charles Bignon).

Projet portant imposition des plus-valueset cration d'une

356 23 juin 4562 taxe forfaitairesur les mtaux prcieux, les bijoux, les 256 197 26objets d'art, de collection et d'antiquit (premire lec-
ture - ensemble).

f

Projet portant imposition des plus-valueset cration d'une
taxe forfaitairesur les mtaux prcieux, les bijoux, les364 9 juillet 5248 251 192 20 !objets d'art, de collectionet d'antique (texte de la
commission mixte paritaire).

'i

.,

.f

q
* Le numro de page indiqu dans cette colonne correspond au Journal Officiel, dbats parlementaires,Assemble nationale,anne 1976.p
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Ce sont en fait plus de cinq cents En quelques jours, les snateurs se faisant, ils ont mieux adapt la nou-

amendments qui sont dposs sur le prononcent ensuite sur plus de cent velle lgislation aux exigences soci-
bureau de l'Assemble nationale et soixante amendements. ales et aux contraintes nes du dve-

que le Ministre devra combattre. Comme cela s'est produit devant le loppementcononique.
Avant le dbut des dbats parlemen- Conseil Economique et Social puis

, taires, un compromis tait pass l'Assemblenationale, certains amen-
entre J.-P. Fourcade et les reprsen- dements visent l'institution (par V. CONCLUSION
tants de la majorit. Les termes en l'adoption d'articles additionnels)
sont trs vite abandonnes et, les af- d'un impt annuel et progressif sur Le nouveau rgime d'imposition des
frontementsqui se produisent durant le capital des socits et la fortune plus-values rsulte donc, de facto,
les premiers jours de la discussion des personnes prives. Celui pr- d'une collaboration entre ceux qui
entre le Ministre et le groupe de sent par M. Caillavet n'tant pas en proposrent les orientationset ca-

l'U.D.R., menacent un moment la soutenu, l'assemble n'a mme pas a ractristiques essentielles et les par-
cohsion de la majorit. en dlibrer; les deux autres, propo- lementaires dont la tche principale

ss par MM. Lefort, Gaudon, Jargot fut de rsoudre les nombreux pro-Pour viter une aggravation de la si-
tuation dj trs tendue et surtout,

et les membres du groupe commu- blmes pratiques ns de la poursuite
niste, sont finalement repousss par d'objectifs trs divers: l'efficacit, la

pour ne pas risquer une dislocation
les snateurs, comme ils l'avaientt justice et la simplict.de son partie - qui prluderait une

profonde crise entre l'Excutif et le par la commission snatoriale des fi-
Curieusement, c'est la recherche du

nances et par le gouvernement. 31
Lgislatif --

d. Chirac, qui s'est jus- rendement qui a le plus souventt
Les arguments invoqus sont de deux

que l content d'agir en vertu de sa nglige, plus par les dfenseurs de

qualit de Premier ministre, sans
sortes; les premiers ont trait la la rforme que par ceux qui s'y op-

prendre position, intervient auprs
forme: un contre-projet de rforme posrent en mme temps qu'au pro-fiscale doit tre tudi et prpar de

des reprsentants du bureau parle- manire approfondi; les seconds Jet de loi. Les premiers n'avaient sans

mentaire de l'U.D.R. pour les inciter doute pas un grand avantage arguer
tiennent au fond: le moyen choisi

la dtente. du peu de recettes qu'il tait raison-
par le gouvernement n'est pas celui nable d'attendre de l'application de

De son cot, le gouvernement n'en- de l'imposition du capital mais vise l'impt sur les plus-values, mais ils
visage pas avec satisfaction les pro- essentiellement rduire l'impor- auraient eu intrt souligner qu'on
positions d'amendement faites par tance de l'un des facteurs d'ingalit, pouvait esprer en tirer un rende-
les parlementaires, d'autant plus savoir l'existence et la ralisation ment indirect non ngligeable. Les
qu'elles sont susceptibles de dnatu- de plus-values l'occasion de la ces- seconds trouvaient l un argument
rer compltement le projet initial. Il sion d'lments d'actifs par des per- solide pour affirmer premptoire-
s'efforce alors de jouer un rle plus sonnes physiques. 32

ment la rforme devenait inutileque
actif dans la procdure, comme le si elle ne visait pas d'abord pro-
lui permet l'article 45 alina 2 de la Le 8 juillet, la Commission Mixte

curer des ressources l'Etat.
Constitution de 1958 qui prvoit Paritaire est intalle, la demande du

Premier Ministre aux Prsidents des L'examen attentif des diffrents pi-que, si le gouvernement dclare l'ur-
deux assembles. Par cette interven- sodes du processus d'laboration du

gence, le Premier ministre peut pro- tion certes conforme la Constitu- texte de loi montre l'vidence queposer la runion de la Commission
Mixte Paritaire charge de proposer tion, le gouvernementdmontre tout le Chef de l'Etat a voulu imposer un

un texte sur les dispositions restant de mme qu'il entend utiliser l'atout lment de la politique de change-
dont il dispose: une majorit l'As- ment qu'il conduit, tout en profi-en discussion. semble nationale qui lui donne les tant d'un rgime o la prminence

Le projet de loi (No. 370) ainsi rno- moyens de subordonner le Snat du pouvoir prsidentiel a t in-
difi est adopt en premire lecture cette dernire. Sur les 12 articles que staure par les Gaullistes. Mme si
le 23 juin 1976. Il est alors transmis comportait le projet, tous restent en l'U.D.R. avait inscrit son pro-
au Snat o le rapporteur de la com- discussion! En sept heures de tra- gramme le principe de taxation des
mission des finances, Y. Cod du vail, la Commission Mixte labore un plus-values, ses reprsentants au Par-
Foresto, est appel, le 6 juillet, pr- texte -- auquel elle propose de don- lement se sont d'abord oppos au
senter aux snateurs les conclusions ner un intitul qui sera celui de la projet d'une part, parce qu'il pr-
tablies par celle-ci, et cela, aprs loi -- qui est adopt par les dputs, sentait des imperfections leurs
l'intervention du rapporteur du Con- le 9 juiller, par 251 voix contre 192
seil Economique et Social. Ainsi, et, par les snateurs, le jour suivant,
contraitement la procdure suivie

par 141 voix contre 107. 30. Voir J.O., Snat, sance du 6 juillet
par l'Assemble nationale, P. Uri 1976, p. 2150.

est-il invit --

par le Prsident A. Po- Par les nombreuses corrections et 31. Ibid, sance du 7 juillet, pp. 2191-
2192.

her, conformment l'article 69 de nuances que les parlementaires ont 32. Ce type d'argumentationsera d'ailleurs
la Constitution interprte de faon apportes au texte du projet qui leur rutilis par le Premier Ministre R. Barre en

trs librale -- faire part de l'avis tait soumis, ils en ont attnu le ca- rponse certaines propositions d'institu-

adopt par l'assemble qui le man- ractre exCessif; par les abattements tion d'un impt annuel sur le capital faites
l'Assemble nationale au moment des d-

date et donner ultrieurement son et exonrations de toute nature qu'- bats relatifs la contribution exception-
point de vue sur tel anendenent ou ils ont ajouts, ils ont aussi remdi nelle pour venir en aide l'agriculture tou-

sur tel pointprcisde la discussion. 30 certaines de ses insuffisances. Ce che par la priode de scheresse de 1976.
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yeux trs graves mais aussi, d'autre qu'elle a russi faire admettre des parlementaires ont eu l'impression
part, parce qu'ils n'en taient pas les amendements qui ont ,transform d'tre pris au pige; elle influen-
initiateurs, ce qui traduisaitbien leur radicalement le projet initial; la se- cera aussi les relations qu'il aura avec

puissance passe. Ils se rallirent au conde a rsist en faisant abstraction les parlementaires de l'oppositiondu
projet propos par la Commission des dissensions apparues entre les fait qu'ils ont refus de voter un
Mixte Paritaire parce qu'ils s'y trou- partis et en se rangeant l'ide de texte qui allait dans le sens d'un r-
vaient quelque peu contraints, que rforme propose par le Prsident formisme social qu'ils proposent
de nombreuses amliorations avaient de la Rpublique. eux-aussi.
t apportes au texte et enfin, parce Il reste que celui-ci aura pris con. L'impressiond'ensemble qu'on en re-

qu'ils ne pourraient tre accus d'a- science de ce que le Parlementgarde, tire est que, pour les uns, comme
voir propos une rforme assez peu en matire fiscale plus qu'en toute Pour un grand nombre de franais,
populaire ni, surtout, d'avoir pro- autre, son mot dire et qu'il peut la rforme n'taitpas ncessaire, tan-
voqu la dislocation de la majorit modifier un projet jusqu' en faire dis que pour d'autres, elle n'tait
parlementaire et de la coalition gou- simple amnagement technique pas suffisante.
vernementale qui lui est rattache.

un

de la lgislation dj en vigueur. De
L'une et l'autre ont finalement vain- plus, l'affaire de plus-values aura

cu sans se livrer une lutte dont profondment marqu les rapports
l'issue eut t irrversible. La pre- entre le Prsident de la Rpublique
mire est reste unie, en partie parce et la majorit du fait que certains
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Experiencewith
UrbanLandValueTax
inDevelopingCountries
by George E Lent

Despite the superiorityof land value taxes from the pointsof view of equity,
allocatiue.effects, and.administrativeefficiency, it is somewhatsurprising to TABLE OF CONTENTS

find that they are employed, in pure or mixed form, by uery few developing I. A CONSPECTUS

countries. This can be explained in part by conditionsof land tenure and oc- 1. The record of adoptions

cupancy, but also by historical circumstances,and governmental inerta. 2. Trends in industrial countries
3. Recent trends in developing countries

Property taxes based on annual ualue were already well established by two of
the major colonial powers -- France and Great Britain --and these were gen- II. PROBLEMS OF INTRODUCING

erally transplanted to the colones. 2 URBAN LAND TAX SCHEMES
1. Conditions of land tenure
2. The fiscal cadaster

While a numberofBrtish commonwealthcountries have departed from this a. Experience in the Caribbean
b. Mapping and referencing

system, none of the French-speaking countries has done so. 3 A review of c. Valuation procedures

the conditons precedent to the introduction of land value taxes and prob-
lems of their implementation may help explain their limited use. Attention

III. MAINTENANCEOF LAND VALUE
TAXES

will then be giuen to the experience of developing countries in maintaining 1. Revenue importance

land value taxes as an instrumentof urban government finance. 2. Elasticity of revenue

3. Assessmentproblems
4. Pressures for reform

First, however, it will be useful to reuiew the trend of urban land tax legis- IV. CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS

lation in developingcountriessince the turn of the century.

I. A CONSPECTUS of the Statute for Equalization of Land Rights, in 1954,
that it was implemented in its present form. 6

1. The record of adoptions More recently, Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad and To-

It is significant that urban land value taxes have been bago have replaced their traditional property taxes by

successfully introduced only at the early stages of a
taxes on unimproved land values. In December 1956

country's development. By the turn of the century
Jamaica approved a Land Valuation Law which pro-

Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, and vided for the revaluation of all land; by 1962, however,

Canada's western provinces had enacted taxes on unim-

proved land value. 4 By 1914, the concept of separate 1. Paper presented at a symposium to commemorate the Cen-

taxes on land value began to spread from South Africa tennial of Henry George's writing of Progressand Proverty,Tai-

to the three territories of the Federation of Rhodesia pei, October 3-5, 1977.

and Nyassaland (now Rhodsia, Zambia, and Malawi) 2. This historical background is summarized in George E. Lent,

and in 1921 to Kenya, when Nairobi adopted rates lim- The Urban Property Tax in Developing Countries, Finanzar-

ited to land value. Other municipal councils of Kenya chiv, Band 33, Heft 1 (1974), pp. 45-72.

and Uganda followed, but this system was not adopted 3. Land value taxes were introduced independently by the Re-
Thailand.

by Tanzania (Dar es Salaam) until 1952. public of China, Iraq, and
4. For a good survey, see' Harry Gunnison Brown, et. al., edi-

Thailand's local development tax was introduced in tors, Land Value Taxation around the World (New York: Robrt

1938; it is a tax on land value levied for the support of Schalkenbach Foundation, Inc., 1955).

municipalities, sanitation districts, and provincial gov- 5. It should be noted that Thailand also imposes a house and

ernments. In 1965 its administration was transferred rent tax on owners of houses and buildings rented or used for

from the Ministry of Finance to the local governments,
commercial purposes. It is based on the annual value of the prop-

under the supervision of the Ministry of Interior. 5 The erty or actual rents received and is therefore more akin to an in-

origin of China's land value tax is found in its Land Law
come tax.

6. For an excellent account of Taiwan's land tax system and its
of 1930. While it was adopted by four large cities of origins, see Wei-hsin King, Land Taxes of the Republic of China

China before 1937, it was not promulgated in the Re- (Taiwan), in John Wong, editor, The Cities of Asia: A Study of

public of China (Taiwan) until after it reverted to Chi- Urban Solutions and Urban Finance (Singapore, 1976),pp. 379-

nese rule, in 1946, and it was not until the enactment 399.
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only six of Jamaica's 14 parishes has been brought un- wide use of differential rates on land and improvements,
der the new system when the program came virtually those on land being a multiple of the rate on improve-
to a halt. It was not revived until the change in Govern- ments.
ment in 1972, and by 1974 the land valuation was com-

pleted ....-- 18 years from the enactment of the law. 7 Bar- 3. Recent trends in developing countries
bados replaced its annual value tax by the Land Valua-
tion Act, 1969; following enactment of the Land Tax The site value taxes of Barbados, Jamaica, Papua New
Act, 1973, the new taxes were first levied for the scal Guinea, and Trinidad and Tobago are relatively new,
year 1972/73. Trinidad and Tobago proceeded along and further changes would be premature. Although Ja-
similar lines under the Valuation of Land Act, 1969, maica's earlier test of the law was favorable, only rural
and enacted its modified land value tax in 1973. communities were affected and the rates generally ap-
Australia introduced its land tax system in Papua New plicable were low. 15 The recent measure (1972) cover-

ed the large urban areas and can be expected to have aGuinea with the enactment of the Local Government
(Rates and Taxes) Ordinance, 1970. The taxes were first greater impact.
levied in March 1972 and by August 1973 they were in Notable changes have taken place in east and central
effect in eight councils. Africa where the trend toward nationalization has un-

dermined taxes based on land value. In 1952, TanzaniaUnimproved land value taxes are also in effect in Iraq,
where they are limited to cities. Many other developing replaced the annual value rate base by site value, and

site-value taxes were levied on long-term occupanciescountries levy special rates on unimproved or vacant in a majority of the towns at rates ranging from 4 to 6land in urban areas, including Colombia, Greece, Ivory percent; in addition, land rent was normally fixed at 5Coast, Paraguay, Peru, Senegal, Syria, and Turkey. percent. As changes in the land tenure system impaired
the value of freehold land and long-term leaseholds, the
site value basis became increasingly untenable and the

2. Trends in industrial countries Government in 1970 decided to replace it by a tax on

the capital value of buildings. This proposal was subse-
As was indicated above, no industrial nation has estab- quently dropped, and effective July 1, 1974, the Land
lished urban land value taxes, despite early efforts in the
United States (e.g., Pittsburgh and Scranton) and in
Great Britain. Germany's early attempts to tax land 7. A vivid account of this experience is presented by O. St.

took the form of taxes on increments in value. 8 Nor Clare Risden,, A History of Jamaica's Experience with Land

have Canada's original municipal site value taxes surviv-
Taxation based on the Site Value System, TRED Conference,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, October 22-24, 1976. On the earliered. In 1914 many cities and towns in Alberta and Bri- phase, see Daniel M. Holland, A Study of Land Taxation in Ja-

tish Columbia (including Edmonton, Vancouver, and maica, in Arthur P. Becker, editor, Land and Building Taxes:
Victoria) taxed only unimproved site values; since then, Their Effect on Economic Development (Madison, Wisconsin,
all municipalities in British Columbia have included 75 1969).
percent of the value of buildings, for school rates, and 8. For a brief account, see George E. Lent, The taxation of
Alberta's cities have included 60 percent of the value of Land Value, IMF StaffPapers, March, 1967.

improvements. 9 9. F.H. Finnis, Site Valuation and Local Government, Cana-
dian Tax Journal, XI No. 2 (March-April,1963), p. 119.

Because of local options and differing state laws, there is 10. For an excellent description and appraisal, see A.M. Wood-
a mixed situation in Australia, New Zealand, and the ruff and L.L. Ecker-Racz, Property Taxes on Land Use Patterns
Union of South Africa. Local authorities in both Austra- in Australia and New Zealand. The Tax Executive,XVIII, No. 1
lia and New Zealand levy rates on either unimproved (October, 1965), pp. 16-63. Reprinted in Arthur P. Becker, edi-
land value, total capital value, or annual value. 10 Since tor, Land and Building Taxes: Their Effect on Economic Devel-

1896, when New Zealand's legislation provided for a opment.
local option, 11 there has been a steady shift from capi- 11. With the abolition of the system of ProvincialGovernmentin

tal value and annual value rating systems for general 1876, the Rating Act provided for only annual value. In 1882 this

rates with the result that by 1968 77.7 percent of all was amended to require capital value except for boroughs estab-
lished under the Municipal Corporations Act. It was not untilterritorial authorities had declared for unimproved passage of the Rating on UnimprovedValue Act of 1896 that un-

value. 12 Nevertheless, if revenue from special and sepa- improved value recognized but, unlike the other systems, thiswas

rate rates is included, the preference is less impressive --

could be adopted only by poll of rate Valuation Depart-a payers.
53.5 percent was derived in 1963/64 from unimproved ment, New Zealand, Local Rating in New Zealand, A Study of its
value as against 44.2 percent from capital value. The Deuelopment. Research Paper 663, May 1966.
situation in Australia is comprable; 13 approximately 12. J. Bruce Brown, Updating New Zealand Land Tax Sys-
two thirds of the local authorities use unimproved site tems, Annual Conference, International Associationof Assessing
value for general rating but employ annual rating for Officers, Boston, Massachusetts, September 19-22, 1971 (mimeo-
special rating purposes except in Queensland and Can- graphed).

13. The Australian federal land tax was originally levied in 1910berra, the capital territory. About one half of all local
authorities in the Union of South Africa favor capital

on unimproved land value at highly graduated rates. It was re-

linquished to the state in 1952.
value rating; pure site value is the least popular sstem 14. J.W. Cowden, Holmes' Local Government Finance in South
and appears to be important only in the Transvaal where Africa (Durban: Butterworths,1969), pp. 78-83.
Johannesburg has been a notable exponent. 14 The dis- 15. Holland, A Study of Land Taxation in Jamaica, pp. 273
tinguishing feature of South Africa's rating system is the 277.
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(Rent and Service Charge) Act abolished site rates as 1. Conditionsof land tenure
well as the municipal and urban house taxes and levied
a land rent and service charge based on the value of The opening of new territories under a system of land
land. The erosion of property rights in land, however, grants or preemptive claims to land facilitated the estab-
has increasingly posed problems of determining the lishment of land value taxes in Australia, New Zealand,
value of land and this solution may not prove to be vi- and Western Canada. Indeed, the territorial land taxes

able. in both New Zealand and Australia were graduated with
the size of holdings for the purpose of breaking up the

Zambia's differential property tax, once regarded as one
vast landed estates then being formed. In the speculativeof the best administered in tropical Africa, has also suc- fervor of the times it step to the adoptioncumbed to changes in the Government's land tenure

was an easy
of site value taxes in the towns and cities that were

policy. In June 1975 the President, in a measure design- mushrooming. Publication of Progress and Pouerty un-
ed to halt all speculation in land, declared that as of that

doubtedly influenced popular acceptance of this form
date land had no value. The Land (Conversionof Titles) of tax, although it would be difficult to identify the
Act, October 1975 requires that the value of property principal motivating factors. 17 According to Haig, the
sold shall be limited to the value of improvements;sales

professional real estate interests in Western Canada sup-of real property require the approval of the Commis- ported the taxation of unmproved land value, in the
sioner of Land, who is advised by a Lands Advisory belief that the rates in effect stimulated building with-
Committee. As a result of these measures the entire sys- out interfering with land speculation. 18 The landown-
tem of rating has been limited to improvements. ers were primarily speculators whose chief interest was

In Asia, land value taxes have survived in the Republic attracting new settlers.
of China and Thailand. It should be noted, however, A different situation prevailed in the settled of tro-areas
that on January 1, 1968 the Republic of China superim- pical Africa that were colonized by Europe. West Afri-
posed a house tax on its land value tax. Unlike the
land value tax, it is administered exclusively for local

can cities are mostly indigenous in origin. They develop-
ed without the full benefit of European concepts of pri-

revenue purposes. In 1976 Thailand prepared legisla- vate property ownership and land registry; propertytion for a property tax on land and improvements that
boundaries confused and titles to urban land ob-

would replace its local development tax on land, to be were

administered by the Revenue Department, Finance Min-
scure and uncertain. 19 As a result, property taxes based

istry. But following the change in Government in Octo-
on the value of land never developed in West Africa ex-

ber 1976 this plan was laid aside. cept for vacant land in some states. Rental value is the
rule not only in French speaking but also in English

In summary, urban land value taxes (including differen- speaking West African counties. In a number of coun-
tial rating systems) remain in effect in relatively few tries, however, such as Ghana, Liberia, and most of Ni-
developing countries: in Africa -- only in the cities of geria outside of the developed southern states,more

Kenya, Malawi, Rhodesia, and Uganda; in the Caribbean property taxes are based on the value of buildings.
Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago; in Asia--

the Republic of China, Iraq, and Thailand; and also in
This situation is well exemplified by the experience of

--

Ghana when in 1961 new legislation replaced conflictingPapua New Guinea. Although many developing coun-

tries have separate land value taxes on urban vacant sites systems of property tax on improvements.This step fol-
lowed the recommendation of an Australian authorityand in agricultural areas, a recent survey of 58 represen- who examined the alternatives and concluded that the

tative developing countries disclosed that the above
confused state of property ownership, ill defined

eleven countries with urban site value taxes (including prop-
erty boundaries, and lack of a real estate market made a

those with differential rates on land and improvements) tax based the reproductioncost of buildings, less de-on
were in a small minority. 16 Most of the urban property preciation, the most feasible approach. 20 Liberia's ur-
taxes of the other countries (24) are based on annual ban property tax has also been effectively limited to the
value; these are followed in importance by those with value of buildings plus fixed amount unit of
capital value. A few countries limt their urban property

a per area

land. In early 1973 work was started by UNDP expertstaxes to the value of buildings. on a program for the survey of land boundaries and reg-
istration of titles, parallel with a project to improve the
fiscal cadaster with the objective of incorporating the

Il. PROBLEMSOF INTRODUCING URBAN LAND
TAXES 16. Lent, The Urban Property Tax in Developing Countries,

pp. 68-72.
There are many obstacles to the introduction of land 17. See Getta Sheftel, The Taxation of Land Value; A Study of
value taxes, most of which are common to the enact- Certain Discriminatory Taxes on Land (Boston and New York,
ment of other property tax systems as well. An impor- 1916),passim.
tant prerequisite is a system of private rights in land, 18. Robert Murray Haig, The Exemption of Improvementsfrom

Taxation in Canadaand the UnitedStates: A ReportPreparedforwhether freehold or leasehold; this implies also a deli-
the Committee Taxation of the City of New York (New York,neation of property boundaries and land registration.

on

1915), pp. 274-277.
Once plots or tracts of land are identified there re- 19. See John F. Due, Taxation and Economic Development in
mains the problem of establishing values for rating pur- Tropical Africa (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1963), pp. 102-109.

poses. Collection and enforcement are not considered 20. J.F.N. Murray, Report on Valuation and Rating in Ghana
here. (United Nations Technical Assistance Program, 1958).
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value of land in the urban property tax base. By the end value taxes in the Caribbeancountries can do little more

of 1976, progress had been made only in Monroviaand than suggest the magnitude of the problems involved..
the program came virtually to an end because of local Each country had the benefit of a property tax expert
resistance and political obstacles. The value of land has supplied by the United Nations, John M. Copes, who
remained outside the fiscal cadaster. The outcome served as advisor or administratorin Barbados,Jamaica,
would appear to justify the observation made in an ear- and Trinidad and Tobago.
lier report on Liberia's tax structure that ... this form Barbados' land tax program originated in 1963 with a
of taxation (property tax) seems to be involved with report by the United Nations advisor who recommended
the social and political character of the country, and we that its annual value tax be replaced by a tax based on
have not been in Liberia long enough to explore the land value. After study and analysis a Land Valuation
problem to the depth that it would require if definitive Division was established in 1969 with a staff of 42 per-recommendationswere made. 21

sons. In addition to the Commissioner, Deputy Com-
By contrast, as we have seen, the conditions for intro- missioner, and two supervising valuers, it included 10
ducing land value taxes in the cities of east and central valuers and 10 assistant valuers. 22 Field work on the
Africa were more favorable. This was made possible by a cadaster started in February 1971. Mapping was handi-
more complete system of land registry and better defin- capped by the lack of large scale maps, and this deficien-
ed property rights for urban areas. There was, however, cy was met by aerial survey maps. Each parcel of land
relatively little freehold property and most land was -- 48,600 in all -- was identified, described and valued,
held under long-term leaseholds, usually for 99 years. and the owners' names and addresses were recorded by
So long as these leaseholds were freely transferable no early 1973. The tax became effective in 1973 --five

special valuation problems arose. In general, land taxes and a half years from the initiation of the project and
are limited to leaseholds of more than five years. four years from the establishment of the Land Valua-

The effect of rights in land occupancy on the viability tion Division.

of site value taxation is well illustrated by the record in The history of Trinidad and Tobago's land tax paralleled
Tanzania. The site value tax introduced in 1952 in the that of Barbados. The initial planning also began in

larger cities was limited to former freehold land (con- 1963 with a study of the problems by the United Na-
verted to government leaseholds) and land under long- tions Advisor. A committee was then set up to advise on

term rights of occupancy
-- more than five years; lease- the establishment of a valuation department, which was

holds of under five years and land held under customary authorized by the Valuation of Land Act, 1969. Follow-
tenure were subject only to house tax. By 1970, impor- ing a period of training a staff of more than 100, field
tant changes were made in the land tenure system. Gov- work began early in 1971 and the cadaster was substan-
ernment leases were converted into rights of occupancy; tially completed by March 1973 - about 10 years from
these were liable to land rent at standard rates (5 per- the inception of the project and over four years from its
cent of value) which could be revised at not less than legislative approval. Unlike the situation in Barbados,
five-year periods, and transfers of rights of occupancy Ward Sheets provided an adequate working basis for the
were made subject to official approval. Rights in land mapping and referencing of properties, and aerial sur-

became so restricted and uncertain that they could not veys were not required. The size of the staff was more

command a value in the market. As was indicated above, than double that of Barbados' and even larger than that
the tax on site value as well as the urban house tax were in Jamaica.
replaced in July 1, 1974 by a land rent and service Earlier attempts to implement a site value tax in Jamai-
charge. ca, in 1949 and 1951, were aborted, but work began on

The differential rating system in Zambia met a similar the preparation of large scale maps of the towns. It was

fate with the President's declaration in 1975 that land not until 1956 that the Government introduced the
no longer possessed value. Land Valuation Law, which was proclaimed in January

1957. A staff of about 80 was engaged and trained, and
field work began in June 1957. By the end of four years2. The fiscal cadaster
over 171,000 parcels had been mapped and valued in

Preparation of a fiscal cadaster is a time consuming and predominantly rural areas by a nucleus of three profes-
costly undertaking for which most less developed coun- sional valuers and 28 persons trained in valuation tech-
tries are not adequately prepared. The difficulties are niques supported by field assistants. 23 As we have seen,

compounded when a shift is made from an annual value the program was suspended in 1962 before it reached
or house tax system where there is minimal reliance on the principal metropolitan area, and was not resumed
the accuracy of land boundaries and registration of
property. But even a conversion from capital value taxes 21. Carl S. Shoup, et. al., The Tax System ofLiberia (New York,
to site value taxes, as in Jamaica, presents serious prob- Columbia UniversityPress, 1970), p. 95.
lems of identifyingand mapping property. 22. See Claire Doblin, Land Valuationand Land Taxation-UN

Experience, United Nations Inter-RegionalSeminar on Cadastral
a. Experience in the Caribbean Surveying and Urban Mapping, Berlin (West), June 24-July 5,

1974.
The major steps involved in the preparation of a cadas- 23.'John M. Copes, The Move Towards Site Values as a Basis
ter consist of (1) mapping and editing; (2) referencingof for Rates and Taxes in the Commonwealth Caribbean. Third
land ownership; (3) market analysis; and (4) valuation. Annual Conference of the Caribbean Organizationof Tax Admin-
A brief review of the experience in introducing site istrators, Antigua, September 11-15, 1972 (mimeographed).
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until 1972. The staff was then enlarged to 150 and work city the frequency of sales of vacant land is usually suf-
in the rural areas was completed; in 1974 a final push ficient for the purpose. In older established areas, how-
was made to map and assess Kingston and St. Andrew ever, transactions usually involve buildings as well and it

parishes which covered more than half the total real is necessary to use the residual method of deducting the
estate value in Jamaica. 24 estimated value of the improvements; in cases where

Experience in these countries illustrates the major buildings are torn down and replaced, the costof wreck-

problems encountered in the introduction of property ing may be added as a measure of the site value.

taxes based on land value. While all these programs were One indication of the success of the valuation operation
successfully completed, various obstacles contributed is the number of complaints received. Objections to
to long delays and expense. assessments in Barbados were made by only 2.3 percent

of the roll despite an average doubling of property
b. Mappingand referencing taxes. 27 By contrast, the first phase of Jamaica's valua-
A major handicap was the lak of large-scale maps for tion was met by objections from about 11 percent; the
the plotting and referencingof parcels that needed to be objection rate of the second phase was about 8 per-
identified and valued. This deficiency was met by the cent. 28 Jamaica's less satisfactory experience is partly
use of aerial mapping, especially for rural areas. In the attributed to its generally higher rates of tax which are

process, in Jamaica, thousands of parcels were discover- graduated with the value of each parcel of land.
ed that previously had escaped the tax rolls under its

capital value tax. It was also found in Jamaica that reg- Any major revaluation of property, whether of improv-
istered land titles existed for less than half the parcels ed or unimproved land values, is bound to encounterob-

of land in the rural areas; in the cities, however, the si- jections. While valuation errors inevitably creep in, the
radical increases in assessed values that result from atuation was much better because of the greater frequen- shift from either annual value capital value

cy of land sales and legal requirements for mortgages. A an or a sys-
tem to a site value system yielding the same revenue are

system of land taxation based on legal titles to land,
while useful, imposes impossible standards of accuracy

unsettling. Grounds for complaint are compounded
when properties have not been reappraised for manythat would unduly forestall its implementation. It was

in Jamaica. The problem stems in part from the
decided in all three countries that a fiscal rather than a years, as

standards of valuation that guide the project. If land is
legal cadaster was sufficient for the purpose, and that in

to be valued at its highest and best hardships in-
the absence of legal title anyone occupying the land use,

evitably arise for those owning farmland, residential,would be chargeable for the tax.
and resort property that is ripe for development. This

In contrast to a land tax system based on taxes in rem, a apparently was at the heart of the problem in Jamaica,
tax in personem based on the aggregate value of prop- which was obliged to provide relief from taxes on many

i erties under single ownership poses considerable prob- who experienced hardships of this sort. This took the
lems of verifying land ownership. This is a common situ- form of a reduction of taxes --

up to 75 percent for
ation in Latin America, where wealth taxes are favored. agricultural land and 25 percent for hotel land - rather
In Nicaragua, for example, special measures had to be than a reduction in the assessed value of the land.
taken to reference the land maps by title to land. Be-
cause of the widespread system of tenancy and the lack
of an adequate land registration system the Cartographic Ill. MAINTENANCEOF LAND VALUE TAXES
Agency gave wide publicity to the project, inviting the
real owners to identify their property and present evi- Once land values are established, governments are con-
dence of title. 25 fronted with the task of maintaining land taxes as a

source of revenue to meet their growing revenue needs.
c. Valuation procedures It is of interest to know what the record of land tax
One of the great advantages claimed for site value taxes revenue is. what measures are taken to keep the cadaster
is the comparativ simplicity of valuing land by mass current, and what problems of discriminationarise.
valuation procedures, as against the additionalvaluation
of improvements to land entailed by a capital value
tax. 26 It is possible on the basis of records of sales to
establish bench mark values for land in different sec- 24. Risden, A History of Jamaica's Experience with Land Taxa-
tions of the urban areas or blocks of land and to mea- tion....
sure variations of the value of different locations within 25. Delegation of Nicaragua, The Inventory of Real Property:
the block or area by the use of well established formulae Its Conservation and Maintenance. Inter-American Center of

or gradients. The computer has proved to be an indis- Tax Administrators,V Technical Seminar, Panama, 1971 (mimeo-

pensable tool for the conduct of such mass valuations, graphed).
and it is employed in a number of developingcountries. 26. Studies made in the 1960s of one local authority area in New

Zealand showed the average cost of valuing land to be $NZ 0.60

Establishing the value of urban land is a function of
per parceI as against $NZ 2.60 for annual value assessments and
$NZ 4.00 for capital value assessment,Brown, The Incidence of

market analysis. Basic data may be derived from the Property Taxes. ., p. 251..

records of the land registration office, announced prices 27. Doblin, Land Valuation and Land Taxation,p. 18.
of lots in real estate developments, valuations for mort- 28. Risden, A' History of Jamaica's Experiencewith Land Taxa-

gage loans, and other sources. In a rapidly developing tion. . ., p. 18.
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1. Revenue importance dastral values, nominal rates were raised from 3.0 peR
cent in 1960 to 5.5 percent in 1975, and land revenues'

Urban land taxes do not play an important role in the about doubled. Nairobi has been more efficient in this
national finances of developing countries; property respect; between 1968 and 1976, for example, ratable
taxes in general, however, sometimes contribute sub- values were raised by 30 percent -- an average annual in-
stantially to the financing of municipal budgets. 29 This crease of about 3.3 percent. Even so, Nairobi's tax rates
may be seen especially in Kenya where land rates ac- have been more than doubled, from 2.75 percent in
count for over 40 percent of Nairobi's revenue and 1968 to 6.75 percent in 1976, principally because rat-
about 30 percent of Mombasa's. The differential rates able values remained virtually unchanged since the 19711
in Zambia have accounted for over 70 percent of the revaluation.
revenue of the three city councils (Lusaka, Ndola, and

Although Zambia's tax on land was supplemented by a
Kitwe) and about 55 percent of that of the municipal low-rate tax improvements, the growth of municipalcouncils. Malawi's differential rates amount to about 56

on

percent of the town councils' revenue (1969/70). In
revenues is also attributable largely to increases in rates.
Between 1964 and 1974, property tax revenue of the

Thailand, however, the Land Development Tax is im-

portant only in rural areas (sanitation districts and Copperbelt Urban Authorities rose fourfold, from

Changvat Administrative Organizations) and in 1974 1,448,000 kwachas to 5,816,000 kwachas. During this

contributed only about 5 percent of municipal revenue,
period, two of the principal cities, Ndola and Kitwe, in-
creased their land rates, from 4.3 percent to 5.5 percentincluding that of the Bangkok metropolitan area. This
and 4.2 percent to 6.7 percent, respectively, but theylow yield may be explained partly by underassessments
almost doubled their rates improvements, from 0.8

and partly by the generous exemptions provided home- on

owners and owner/cultivatorsof farms. Papua New Gui- percent to 1.5 percent, and from 0.96 percent to 1.7

nea's land rates account for only 10 percent of the town percent, respectively. Assessed values of improvements,
councils' revenue (1974/75). however, would also appear to have greatly increased

but no information is available. Despite the higher rate
The Republic of China's land taxes, including the land on land it is likely that the revenue attributable to it is
value tax and the land value increment tax, are shared not much if any more than that on improvements be-
by the provincial (Taiwan) and local governments, with cause of their higher valuation. Steady increments in the
70 percent of the receipts in municipalities (such as value of the improvements probably contributed some-

Taipei) going to the municipality and 80 percent in what to the elasticity as compared with the lag in revalu-
other local governments returned to them. In 1975, ations under a five- to ten-year cycle. 32

however, land value tax revenue represented only 1.5
Papua New Guinea planned a general reassessment be-

percent of the tax revenue of all levels of government
and in 1971 only 7.4 percent of Taipei's receipts. 30 ginning in 1977 but because of the repatriation of Au-

stralians and depressed economic conditions it is not ex-

In the other countries for which information is avail- pected to produce much if any increase in valuations.
able, the national government levies the tax on both Meanwhile, as the land tax system became established,
urban and rural land and the revenue is not used to fin- rates have been raised. Port Moresby, for example, has
ance municipalities directly. As expected, the land tax increased its rate from 1.25 percent to 2.25 percent.
revenue contributes only a small proportion of the na- With the introduction of Taiwan's land value tax in
tional revenue: Barbados, 4 percent (1974/75);and Tri-

1950, land values were based on transfer prices previous-nidad and Tobago, about 5 percent (1974, 1975). ly assessed by the Japanese authorities and adjusted for
prices increases. 33 It was not until 1954 that valuations

2. Elasticity of revenue
were determined in accordance with the Land Law, as

implemented by the Land Rights Equalization Statute

Land tax revenue is relatively inelastic because the rat- of 1954. Following Dr. Sun's principles, this prescribed
able base tends to be fixed; growing revenue require-
ments usually are met largely by rate increases rather 29. No information is available for Iraq, Rhodesia, or Uganda.
than by frequent revaluation of land to reflect rising 30. These data include only the urban land value tax. Inclusion

values. The assessment cycle is typically five years but it . of other taxes on urban and rural land and improvementswould

is not uncommon to postpone action. Although the re- raise the total ratio to 9.4 percent; rural land tax, 2.2 percent;
cord for property taxes based on annual value or im- land value increment tax, 2.7 percent; house tax, 3.0 percent.

proved land value is not impressive, they have an advan- Data prepared by the Ministry of Finance. For Taipei see Ministry

tage in catching annual increments in the value of new
of Finance, Department of Statistics, Yearbook of FinancialSta-
tistics of the Republic of China, 1971, p. 60.

buildings, if not land, and the built-in growth is greater 31. Land values were depressed following independence because
than that of site value taxes. of the exodus of expatriatesand general uncertainty over govern-

Many examples could be cited of the lag of land assess- ment policies.
ments behind land values and the expediency of rate 32. Lusaka, not covered by these data, was on a three-year cycle.

changes. Mombasa, the second city of Kenya, is a classic 33. The following account is based in part on W.S. King, Land

example. Land has not been reassessed since 1959,des-
Taxes of the Republic of China, Bank of China, Economic Re-

uiew, May-June 1969, July-August 1969; George E. Lent, Tai-
pite a five-year revaluation provision in the law, with the wan's Land Tax Policy, Bulletin for International Fiscal Docu-
result that the ratable value of land increased by only 16 mentation, July 1977; Yearbook of Financial Statistics of the Re-

percent between 1960 and 1976 -- an average annual in- public of China, 1972; and other data supplied by the Ministry of
crement of 1 percent. 31 To compensate for lagging ca- Finance.
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values that were to remain fixed indefinitely and pro- altemative property tax approaches to meet expanding
vide the basis for Government recapture of any incre- budget requirements. We have noted developments in
ments in value. For a decade, land tax revenue remained both Tanzania and Zambia where fundamental changes
virtually constant in the face of rapidly rising urban land in land tenure rights have dictated shifts in land tax poli-
prices that accompanied population growth and econo- cy. Tanzania has merged its property tax with its land

' mic expansion. By 1964 the necessity for adjusting as- rental charge, but this approach would not appear to

sessments to market values was recognized, and the law hold promise for improving land revenue because the ab-
was amended to provide for biennial reassessmentwhen sence of a market for land virtually eliminates any ob-
land prices rose by 50 percent or more. Reassessment jective basis for establishing future land values. 35 Zam-
followed. Further revaluation was not made until 1968; bia has turned to the value of improvements for its

including a 25 percent increase in area covered, the land property tax base; while valuations may reflect land
value base was enhanced by 164 percent. Despite soar- values as well, unless the official decree abolishing land

ing land values, no further assessment was made until values is reversed, site value cannot be expected to play
1975; during this period, 1969-1975, land tax revenue an important part in future property taxes.
increased even by less than the increase in land area China's basic Land Law of 1930 provided for a tax on
covered -- 30 percent as against 45 percent. The extent improvements, exclusively for local government
of the lag in cadastral values behind market values is

pur-
poses. Such a tax, known as the house tax, was enacted

indicated by the 150 percent increase in assessed values in 1967 and was first effective January 1, 1968. House
that marked the 1975 revaluation. Recent changes in tax revenue rose sharply; by 1971 it overtook the land
the law call for reassessmentevery three years. value tax in revenue importanceand by 1976 it equalled

the combined revenue from urban land value tax and the
3. Assessmentproblems rural land tax. It is ironical that Taiwan's tax on im-

Although it is generally agreed that land can be assessed provements to land has greatly surpassed in revenue im-

more efficiently than improvementsto land, 34 develop- portance the tax on site value that has been an integral
ing countrieshave been confronted by a serious shortage part of China's program for equalization of land rights.
of valuers. In Nairobi and Mombasa-- both of which un- More recently, Kenya has been giving serious considera-
dertake their own valuations -- as well as in the central tion to supplementing the site value tax of its principal
office of the Commissioner of Lands, there exist nume- cities with a tax on improvements. It is believed that
rous vacancies for valuers. Zambia also experienced an Nairobi's land value tax rate of 6.75 percent has reached

increasingly serious shortage of assessors after 1968 its tolerable limit and that it must look to alternative
when the expatriates charged with this task began to sources of additional revenue.

withdraw. The training of Zambians met with little suc- In 1976, Thailand also resolved to reform its land devel-
cess. Hopes were then set on the establishment of a

opment tax system and drafted new legislation based on

training program in the School for Environmental Stu- improved land value. With the change in Government in
dies. Other developingcountrieshave also suffered from October 1976, however, this proposal was withdrawn
the lack of trained valuers. and plans for a new property tax were indefinitely de-

ferred. 36 As was noted above, Thailand's land tax never
The revenue elasticity of land value taxes would be

was an important revenue producer largely because of
greatly improved if it were feasible to shorten the ap- underassessments and extensive tax concessions. 37 In
praisal cycle. In the past, Lusaka, Zambia, and Nairobi, 1974 it yielded only 330.0 million baht (USS 16.5 nil-
Kenya were on a three-year cycle, although the law
called for revaluations every five years. The dynamic lion) in the entire country of which only 47.3 million

role tht can be played by site value taxes is exempli-
baht (USS 2.4 million) was realized by municipalities.
One of the objectives of the land tax reform was to in-

fied by Johannesburg, South Africa, where revaluations
are made on a three-yearcycle.

crease revenue ufficiently to redistribute municipal
receipts to underdevelopedareas of the country.

The posibilities for improving valuation procedures are

illustrated by Taiwan's experience. Although the land
value law is based on the principle of self-assessment,in 34. J.R. Hicks argues that there is no means whereby site values

practice, property owners accept official valuations can be satisfactorily derived from the prices paid for land plus
within a range of 20 percent. For purposes of the land buildings, Unimproved Value Rating -- The case of East Afri-

value increment tax, however, the Land Administration ca, in Essays in World Economics (London, 1959) p. 241. This

undertakes yearly reappraisals which serve as the basis statement is disproved by experience throughout the world and

for measuring the gain on sale of land. It would there- begs the question of how capital values can be determined with-

fore appear to be a logical step to revise land value tax out arriving at a value for the land occupied by the improvement.

assessments yearly. Although the burden placed on the 35. It is significant that in 1970 Tanzania's Government had

decided to levy a rate on the capital value of buildings in addition
valuers would be increased, the job is facilitated by com- to land rent, and an expatriate firm was hired to undertake the
puters and the improved elasticity of revenue would valuation because of the shortage of local valuers. This work was

repay many times any additional cost involved. suspended with the land rent decision.
36. The Government is re-examining the most appropriate base

4. Pressures for reform for a property tax although there are no plans for its enactment.

37. In addition to substantial concessions to owners of rural land
The inelasticity of site value tax revenue and other con- who till their farms, the law exempts urban property chargeable
siderations have led a number of countries to explore to the house and rent tax and exemptsowner-occupiedresidents.
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3. Importprohibitionand licensng the tax burden of those under the Pay-As- per annum for a flat and a maximum

In order to conserve scarce foreign ex-
You-Earn system, a taxpayer is now en- of N 28,000 per annum for a building:

change for capital formation and develop- titled to either N 600 or one-tenth of his (b) Other places. A maximum of N

ment a number of additions have been annual earned income as allowance,which- 5,000 per annum for a flat and a maxi-

made to the list of prohibited imports in- ever is higher. mum of N 20,000 per annum for a

cluding: beer bottles, spa waters and all (b) Dependent relativesallowance: Depen- building.
cars over 2500 cc engine capacity. Cars dent relatives allowance is now to be grant- (ii) Car basic allowance: Legislation wil

between 2000 cc and 2500 cc will now at- ed to any person who has income in his or
be introduced in the year to make reci-

tract 150 percent duty as well as being her own right. pients of car basic allowance in excess of

placed under licence along with cars below N 600 per annum liable to payment of tax

this capacity. Cars of an engine capacity (c) Children's allowance: A widow who on the allowance.
remarries is now eligible to claim for the

not exceeding 1800 cc will now attract
children of the deceased husband to As well these specific generalduty at 25 percent and cars between 1800 up a as measures a

maximum of four children. pledge was made in the Budget speech it-and 2000 cc at 40 percent. Other items ad-
ded to those requiring an import licence in- (d) Rate of tax: The present rates of per-

self that

clude common salt, carpets, furniture, sonal income tax after the rst N 10,000 In viw of the abundantevidence of wide-
matches and canned beer and soft drinks. of chargeable income have been revised as spread tax euasion among wealthy business- ,

follows: men and women, and self-employed pro-
As fas as tax policy is concerned the fol- For every naira of the next N 50,000--40k fessionals, all the Govemments of the
lowing points should be noted: (40 percent) Federation would institute stringent cor-

For every naira of the next N 5,000-45k rective and penal measures in the new year,(i) Dividends: During the 1977-78 finan-
cial year distributionsof dividends will re- (45 percent) to reduce the incidence of tax euasion.

For every naira of the nextN 10,000 -- 55kmain restricted to 30 percent of pre-tax (55 percent) Among the exchange control policy mea-
profits. For every naira over N 30,000 -- 70 k (70 sures announced the following should be
(ii) Scrip issue and revaluation of assets: percent) noted:
Some companies have tried to circumvent Community tax rate has been increased
the current restriction on dividends by in- from N 4 to N 5 to provide more funds for

,.,(i) Consultancy and technical fees: At

creasing their paid-up share capital through Local Government Authorities, Income present when foreign-ownedcompaniesun-

bonus issues. In some cases they have rate has been abolished in respect of those
dertake consultancy jobs in Nigeria, they
are allowed to remit in foreign exchange upachieved this purpose through the revalua- who come under Pay-As-You-Earnsysten to maximum of 60 percent of thea con-tion of assets. Government has now decid- or Community tax.

ed that any increase arising from revalua- tract fee. The rationale for such a high per-

tion of assets shall be placed in a special TAXATION IN NIGERIA centage is that most of the jobs would have

Asset Revaluation Account. While this to be performed outside the country since

account will reflect the true worth of the Nigeria currently consists of nineteen the facilities for carrying out such jobs are

investment, it must not be used for creat- states which to a certain extent have quite inadequate within Nigeria. Experi-
ing scrip shares. Also while the current divi- their own tax systems. However, most ence has, however, shown that the percent-
dend restraint continues all scrip issues individuals and companies are subject age could be lower. Accordinglyit has been

made since 1st October 1976, shall not to a uniform income tax. Customs du- decided that the foreign exchange compo-
ties are also uniform throughout the nent will now be limited to a maximum ofaccount, for the purpose of dividends.
country. 50 percent but existing contracts will con-

(iii) Turn-over tax by building and con- 7ndividual Income Tax: tinue to be honoured.
struction industry: Most of the building rates range from 10-70 percent (on in- (ii) Management fees: At present the for-and construction firms at present pay little comes over 30,000). eign exchange regulation allows for fixeda
or no tax at all, even though it is obvious

Company Tax: fee in the first 5 of the establishmentyearsthey are enjoying a boom period. To cor-
45 percent all income exceeding of Nigerian firm. Thereafter maximumrect this situation,Governmenthas decided on a a

N 6,000. of 5 percent of gross prot might be allow-to apply the existing Turn-overTax Decree
of 1969 whereby all companies in the con- A summary description of the Nigerian ed for deserving cases. It has now been de-

struction and building industry will pay
tax system is to be found in African Tax cided that the maximum allowed by the

either a turn-over tax of 2.5 percent (which Systems, a loose-leaf publication of the foreign exchangeregulation will be reduced

will not be subject to deduction for capital International Bureau of Fiscal Docu- to 3 percent of gross profit. As in the case

allowance) or the normal Companies in- mentation. of consultancyand management fees, exist-

come tax, whichever is the higher. ing contracts will continue to be honour-
ed.

(iV) Personal income tax: The following (e) Taxation of fringe benefits:

deicisions have been taken in respect of (i) Rental expenses: Limits have been im- (iii) A task force will be set up to stop

personal income tax: posed on allowable rental expenses in- abuse of foreign exchange facilities. At pre-
curred on staff accommodationas follows: sent several black markets dealing in for-

(a) Personal allowance: In order to reduce (a) Lagos. A maximum of N 14,000 eign exchange exist all over the country.
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MARCH 1978 The International Tax Planning Associa- NOVEMBER 1978

tion: Annual Conference (subjects include:
British Branch of IF.A.: Tax workshop: taxation in the Caribbean, offshore struc- Management Cenfre Europe: Tax manage-
Tax developments in the EEC, London tures, trusts, change of residence, interna- ment in a multinational environment (Se-
(U.K.), March 16 (English). tional transactions and measures taken by minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8

Governments to counter tax avoidance). (English).
20th CIAT Technical Conference (Inter-
American Centre of Tax Administrators): Management Centre Europe: Intemational

Principal Problems in Tax Collection, JUNE 1978 Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel-
Buenos Aires (Argentina),March 27 - April gium), November 27-29 (English).
1 (English, Spanish). Management Centre Europe: International

Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel-
ManagementCentre Europe: Managingand gium), June 19-21 (English). SEPTEMBER 1979
Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including
tax in international operations) (Seminar), 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The

Copenhagen (Denmark), March 20-22 SEPTEMBER 1978 Taxation of transfers of ownership on

(English). death or inter vivos gifts with special refer-
32nd Annual Congress of IF.A.: I. The ence to the continuity of family-heldenter-
Taxation of Extractive Industries; II. The prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun-

APRI L 1978 Differences in the Tax Treatment between try on the tax treatment of the enterprise
Local and Foreign Investors and the Ef- or group (provisionally). For the Seminars

British Branch of LF.A.: The Meade Re- feets of International Treaties. Sydney the following Subjects are suggested:
port, London (U.K.), April 5 (English). (Australia) September 17-23 (English, Trends in income tax treaties involving de-

French, German, Spanish). veloping countries, with special reference
Financial Times Ltd.: The Meade Report to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in
and Tax Reform, London (U.K.), April 6-7 ManagementCentre Europe: Managingand Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den-
(English). Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including mark) September 4-8 (English, French,

tax in international operations) (Seminar), German, Spanish).
Business Intemational Institute: Interna- Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng-
tional Seminar (including Intemational lish).
Taxation Theory, Transfer Pricing etc.).
Port Chester, (N.Y., U.S.A.), April 17-28

(English).

Management Centre Europe: The growing
pressure on international tax management, FOR FURTHER Inter-American Centre of Tax Admin-

Zurich (Switzerland), April 19-21 (English, INFORMATION istrators: Apartado 215, Panam 1 (Pa-
French and German).

'

PLEASE WRITE TO: nama).

Management Centre Europe: Tax manage- Australian Branch of I.F.A.: Bank of International Fiscal Association

ment in a multinational environment (Se- New Zealand House, 12th Fl. 333 (I.F.A.): General Secretariat, Wouden-

minar), Brussels (Belgium), April 4-5 (Eng- George Street, Sydney 2000 (Austra- stein, Burg. Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box

lish). lia). 1738, Rotterdam (Netherlands).

Seminar Seruices Intemational: The 8th British Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat, The International Tax Planning Associ-
Multi-Choice International Tax Planning c/o Williams & Clyn's Bank Ltd., P.O. ation: c/o Investment and Property
Symposium. Part 1 (Introductory Course), Box 448, 20 Birehin Lane, London Studies Ltd., Norwich House, Norwich

April 12, I978; Part 2 (Multi-Choice ad- EC3P 3DP (United Kingdom). Street, london EC4A 1AB (U.K.).
vanced seminars), April 13 and 14, 1978.
Zurich (Switzerland) (English, French, Business International Institute: One Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue

German). Dag Hammarskjold Place, New York, des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
N.Y. 10017 (U.S.A.).

Seminar Services International: 21-23
MAY 1978 Financial Times Ltd. Conference Orga- Chilworth Street, London W 2 3HW

nisation: Bracken House, 10 Cannon (United Kingdom); Passage Perdonnet
British Branch of I.F.A.: Ano-U.S.Semi- Street, London EC4P 4BY (U.K.). 1, CH-1005 Lausanne (Switzerland).
nar, London (U.K.), May 4 and 5 (Eng-
lish).
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SRI LANKA:

TAX PROPOSALSIN THE BUD6ETFOR 1978
1

by M.P. Dominic

The Budget for 1978 was presented on November 15, 1977 by the Minister the last gifts. It is argued that the applica-
of Finance and Planning Mr. R.J.G. de Mel. The estimated additional revenue tion of a simple rate schedule for gift tax

from the tax proposals contained in the Budget is Rs. 5,347 million. The tax
and estate duty will favour distribution of
property during the lifetime of a person.

proposals entail higher taxes on the affluent members of the society. How-
8 Estimatedassessment by the Assessor:

ever, the Minister has contended that the proposals are consistentwith main- The Assessor will be required when he re-

taining incentives for investmentand development. jects the returns made by the taxpayer, to
conduct an inquiry and issue an order giv-
ing the reasons for the rejection of the re-

1. Individual income tax: 4. Income tax incentiues: turns and for estimating the taxpayer's in-
The marginal individual income tax rate (a) A five-year tax holiday will be given come. This will apply also for purposes of
will be increased from 50 to 70 percent. for companies formed to undertake food business turnover tax.
2. Abolitionof expenditure tax: production, horticulture and animal hus-

9. Time limit or makingassessments:
The expenditure tax which was introduced bandry.

Additional assessments taxpayerfor the second time in 1976 is to be abol- (b) A five-year tax holiday will be allowed on a may
not be made after the expiry of three

ished. The tax is considered as unworkable for new small and medium scale industrial years
from the end of the relevant of

and impractical in an economy like that of undertakings if they are located outside year assess-

ment. At present, the time limit is six
Sri Lanka. The revenue potential is small. Colombo.

The time ban will not be applicableThe estimated revenue from such a tax is (c) A five-year tax holiday will be granted years.

less than Rs. 2 million. Further, the Min. for new companies formed for the pur- in the case of fraud or wilful evasion.

ister has stated that since the marginal in- poses of carrying on offshore and deep-sea 10. Establishmentof free trade zone:

dividual income tax rate has been raied to fishing. In addition, all subsidies granted by A free trade zone consisting of 200 square
70 percent, there is no rationale for the tax the Ministry of Fisheries to any undertak- miles will be established.
to continue. ing or individual in respect of fishing ves-

11. Double taxationreliefagreements:sels, fishing gear and equipment for off-
3. Depreciation allowance and develop- shore and deep-sea fishing will be exempt Special importance will be given to the ne-

ment rebate: from income tax. gotiation of double taxation relief agree-
A 100 percent lump sum decpreciation al- (d) House builders approved by the Com- ments so that tax concessionswhich will be
lowance will be granted in the first year of missioner for National Housing will be granted in connection with the establish-
use with respect to plant, machinery and fully exempt from tax on income arising ment of a free trade zone will benefit the
fixtures used in a business. The lump sum on the sale of any house, the construction investorsconcerned.

depreciation allowance in respect of agri- of which was commenced and completed 12. Tax commission:
cultural and industrial buildings is limited after July 22, 1977, if the floor area of A tax commission composed of persons
to 50 percent of the cost of construction. the house does not exceed 500 square feet. from abroad and Sri Lanka will be appoint-
However, a 100 percent lump sum depreci- The exemption will be limited to 50 per- ed to make full review of all tax laws and
ation allowance will be permitted in re- cent of the profits if the floor area of the tariffs.
spect of houses built by an employer for house exceeds 500 square feet and does 13. Business turnover tax:the use of his employees other than the not exceed 2,000 square feet. For of reducing prices, theexecutive staff. At present, a lump sum de- (e) The tax rebates introduced in 1976 in purposes pre-

preciaton ranging from 33 1/3 to 50 per- respect of investments in accordance with
ViOUS 10 rate bands ranging from 1 to 35

cent is granted. In addition, a development approved investment plans, investment in percent will be reduced to 3 rate bands of

rebate of 20 percent or 40 percent is al- housing and land development projects,
1 percent, 5 percent and 10 percent. How-

lowed. The development rebate will be dis- increase of employment, increase of pro-
ever, special rate bands apply to tobacco,

continued. liquor and the assembly of motor vehicles.
duction export and for obtaining for- In addition, the exemption limit is in-
eign exchange will be abolished. They have creased from Rs. 75,000 to Rs. 100,000.
had no impact whatsoever on develop-
ment. These provisions have only had the 14. Importduties:
effect of further complicating the tax As a consequence of import liberalization,
statute. I the protection granted to local industries

5. Captalgans on gifts anddeath through import restriction will be given

\. The tax on notional capital gains levied through import tariffs. The tariffs would

on gifts and on death will be abolished.
afford the necessary degree of protection

Only the realised capital gains will be sub- which, while ensuring the continued exist-

ject to tax.
ence of efficient local industries, also en-

sures that inefficient, poor quality, and un-

6 Wealth tax: reasonably high priced local production re-

The aggregate wealth tax and income tax sulting in the exploitation of the consumer

liability may not exceed 80 percent of a does not take place. 2 There are six bands
taxpayer's income from all sources includ- -- duty free, 5 percent, 12.[, percent, 50
ing exempt income. percent and 100 percent. The Government

SRI 7 Estate duty and gift tax: expects to collect Rs. 1,150 million by way
of import duties.A single rate schedule for both estate dutyLANKA and gift tax will be introduced. Tax will be

payable on the aggregate of the gifts made. 1. The National State Assembly Debates, Offi-
Credit will be given for the tax due on the cial Report, Vol. 24, No. 1, p. 363.
previous gifts. The estate will be treated as 2. Ibid, p. 371.
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15. Permanent tariffcommission ference between the landed cost and ap- As a consequence of this exchange reform,
I A permanent tariff commission will be set praised value is being charged on the trans- the FEEC Scheme was abolished. Under

up and it will be entrusted with the task of fer of a car by an importer within seven the FEEC Scheme, for every Rs. 100 worth

harmonizing, reviewing and revising the va- days of such importation. In its place, a of foreign exchange remitted out, Rs. 65

rious fiscal levies with special emphasis on transfer fee of Rs. 5,000 on motor cars 17 must be paid to the Central Bank, and, for

import tariff rates. cwts and below in weight and Rs. 10,000 every Rs. 100 worth of foreign exchange

16. The export duties:
on cars above 17 cwts in weight will be remitted into Sri Lanka, Rs. 65 was paid to

levied on the first transfer after importa- the person remitting it. As a consequence
The export duty will be increased to Rs.
15/50 per kilo for packetted teas andbags. tion. of the abolition of the FEEC Scheme, the

Government is expected to lose Rs. 1,300
A new sliding scale of duties is applicable 18. Aboltion of FEECs (Foreign Ex- million.--

to rubber exports. The export duty on changeEntitlementCertificate
desiccated coconut is 60 percent of the Scheme)
f.o.b. value. A unified exchange rate is introduced and
17. Aboltion of the fransfer tax on motor it will be permitted to float in response to

ears: basic exchange rate developments and the
At present, a tax of 80 percent of the dif- country's balance of payments objectives.

NIGERIAN BUDGET 1977-78
The Budget proposals for 1977-78 were economic policy, such as the balancing of
outlined n a radio broadcast on March 31, our nternd and extemal accounts has so

1977 by His Excellency Lieutenant-Gene- far remained llusiue. Euen n the area of
ral Olusegun Obasanjo, Head of the Federal price deuelopment where the rate of nfla-
Military Government and Commander-n- tion has decelerated, the current doubte-

Chief of the Armed Forces of the Federal digit growth rate of 22 percent is sti[[ too

Republic of Nigeria. high for Gouernment to relax its efforts m

Details of the general proposals outlined
the fight against ination. In other words,
the present state of our economy does not

n the Budget speech were later given n a
permit of full scale relaxation of thea re-

press statement by the Federa[ Commis- strictue and correctue measures ntro-
sioner for Finance and the main points duced n the 1976-77 Budget. Therefore, Gfrom this statement are reproduced below: the 1977-78 Budget has ttempled to
The Commissioner ntroduced his state-
ment follows:

broaden the scope of some of those mea-
as sures and ntroduee new ones where ne-

In his anatysis of the economc bach- cessary.

ground to the Budget, the Head of State

emphasized that although the underlying The main fiscal measures relating to the

tone of the economy is sound and great
customs and excise tariff and import pro-

progress was made in such areas as stimul- hibition had, the Commisionersaid, used in the manufactureraw materials

ating sustainable economic growth and been formulated to achieue the followng of livestock feed.

moderating the rate of ination, the objectves: (iii) exemption from import duty of ma-

achievement of other major goals of our (i) industrialpeace and stability; chinery used in food and agricultural
(ii) economic growthespecially in the pro- processing.

duetiue sector;and
BUDGETARYPROCEDURE (iii) to bring further down the rate of infla-

tion. 2. Manufacturingindustry
The normal budgetary procedure in The 1976/77 Budget reduced import du-
Nigeria is that proposals are first discus- and with this in mind were as follows:

ties payable on imported raw materialsand
sed in the highest policy making body, the current budget proposed additional
i.e. the Supreme Military Council. After 1. Agriculture protection and incentives for local industry
approval by this body they are an- as follows
nounced over the radio and television Not only self-sufficiency but also export

by the Head of State. Subsequently the surpluses should be the aim here. Large Rates of duty on certain imported goods
Commissioner for Finance gives a great- scale commercial agriculture must be en- which compete with locally-produced
er detail and a further breakdown of the couraged as well as the modernising of the goods have been increased; these include

announced measures, usually at a press traditional agricultural sector. New mea- men's and ladies outer garments, shoes,

conference. So far as the measures of sures proposed to assist agriculture and textile fabrics and tyres. Reductions in

the 1977-78 Budget are concerned they agro-allied industries, therefore, included duty are provided on the other hand, for

became effective on April 1, 1977. The the following: many types of raw materials includingsun-

Budget measures are usually later for- (i) tax relief by means of the Pioneer Cer- thetic rubber latex and carbon black for

mally enacted in an Appropriation De- tificate for at least five years for any the tyre industry, parts for the manufac-

cree. agricultural or agro-allied project using ture of primary batteries and electric fila-

locally produced raw materials; ment lamps, and barley and hops for the

(ii) exemption from import duty for all brewing industry.
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It is too early to forecast developmentsin the Caribbean ing conflictingclaims inevitablyexist, although these are

where land taxes were only recently installed. It is more serious in rural than urban areas. Large scale map
worth noting, however, that Trinidad and Tobago's that are necessary to identify and to reference owner-

land value tax is modied to cover improvementsin ex- ship are frequently unavailable. While it may be expe-
cess of a specified value. Also, the original proposal for dient under these circumstances to employ a fiscal ca-

Jamaica called for a supplemental low rate on improve- daster resting partly on occupancy, this may be a source

mnts that would operate as a charge for municipal ser- of difculty in enforcing the tax. Aerial mapping has
vices. The analogy with the system in most Australian proved to be a useful, if costly, instrument for supply-
states can be explained by the nationalityof the expert ing this need.
advisor. This view is also reflected in Papua New Gui- Perhaps the most serious problem is in organizinga valu-
nea's ordinance which provides for a tax on improve- ation department and staffing it with technicians quali-ments that has not been implemented. fied to undertake the mapping referencing, and valua-

tion of property. The lack of trained valuers makes it
necessary to mount a major training program that re-

IV. CONCLUDINGOBSERVATIONS sults in delays and inefficiency. Even so, the staffing re-

quirements for a land value tax are considerably less
This brief survey of developing countries' experience than those for either a capital value tax (including m-
with land value taxes suggests that they have fallen far provements) or an annual value tax. Land valuation
short of earlier expectations. Not more than a dozen or techniques have been perfected that can be computer-
so countries that are now in the developmentstage have ized, whereas the determination of the capital value of
adopted this type of property tax, in pure or mixed buildings calls for periodic inspection of each building
form; two of these -- Tanzaniaand Zambia -- are in the by technicians trained in engineering and related skills.
process of phasing them out, and four -- Barbados, Ja- The experience in the Caribbeanneverthelessshows that
maica, Papua New Guinea, and Trinidad and Tobago --

many years are required to install a new land value
have only recently enacted site value taxes. Other coun- cadaster, even for a small country such as Barbados. But
tries have either supplemented site value taxes with having established a trained organization, this work can
taxes on improvements or are giving serious considera- be expeditedas it was in Kingston, Jamaica.
tion to this step. Once land value cadaster is purin place it is importanta
It should not be thought that site value taxes are admin- to maintain it by recording changes in land boundaries,
istered with less success in developing countries than changes in ownership, and changes in value. Neglect of
property taxes based on capital value or annual value. any of thes requirements leads to a deteriorationof the
Their administration is beset by even greater problems system, inequities among landowners, and loss of reve-
than site value taxes and their record is not an encourag- nue. A land registration system for recordingchanges in
ing one. But while site value taxes appear to have certain ownershipand recordingprices is indispensable.
advantages, they also have institutional and administra- If a land value tax is to fulfill its functions of recaptur-tive limtations that restrict their use.

ing increases in land value by the government,arresting
In many developing countries, especially in tropical land speculation, promoting urban development, and
Africa, the basic system of land tenure and registry is providing revenue, it is important to maintain land
not sufficiently established to permit a viable system of values at current market prices. Legislation typically
land taxation. Even when a system of land titles or provides for revaluation every five years but in a period
leaseholds exists boundaries are ill defined, claims to of rapidly rising land values this is not frequent enough.
land are unsettled, and the market for real estate is not Revaluations are often postponed long beyond the legal
well enough developed to establish realistic values. (Na- cycle, with the result that the cadaster becomes even
tionalization of land and restrictionson its transfer have more distorted because of the uneven changes in land
accounted for the demise of land value taxes in Tanza- values in different districts. Such neglect may sometimes
nia and Zambia.) In the urban areas of many other be attributable to political factors and failure to provide
countries housing tenancy predominates and provides the necessary funds. It may also be explained by a scar-
a more convenient basis for assessing property taxes on city of trained valuers in developing countries, which
annual value rather than capital value. 38

appears to be universal. Unless rates are adjusted to
Where conditions of land tenure permit, the preparation compensate for the lag in cadastral values, site value
of a site value cadaster is a major project that few devel- taxes have negligible effects on land use decisions and

oping countries are equiped to undertake. Most coun- they fall far short of realizing their principal objectives.
tries would be unwillingt reform an existing property In the Republic of China, for example, it is estimated
tax system along this line unless there were compelling that rates in 1975 averaged no more than 0.5 percentof
reasons to do so on grounds of equity, economic devel- market values as against about 1.7 percent of assessed
opment, administrative convenience, or revenue. Yet values. Rather than accept the full effects of the revalua-
several developing countries have surmounted these tion of 1974 the Government announced a 40 percent
problems since the end of World War II, themost reduction in rates for 1976.
notable examples being Barbados, The Republic of
China, Jamaica, Papua New Guinea, and Trinidad and

38. This is said to be the for India, Pakistan,Singapore,andTobago. -
- case

Sri Lanka, among other countries. See Lent, The Urban Proper-
Problems of delineating property boundariesand resolv- ty Tax in Developing Countries , pp. 54-55.
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The failure to maintain cadastral values in developing base may be jstified by the belief that land tax rates

untries partly explains increasing disenchantment have reached tolerable limits, or the belief that the value

with land value taxes and steps for reform. Unless land of improvements is not contributing adequately to the

values are kept current, land tax revenues fail to respond provision of government services. This has been the his-

to the growing financial requirements of the cities or tory of land taxes in more developed countries of the

other levels of government. As a result, tax rates are in- world, such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and

creased or steps are taken to supplement the tax base by South Africa. And this might set the pattern for the

the inclusion of improvements or the enactment of future development of land taxes in the developing
other tax measures. The broadeningof theproperty tax world.

SINGAPORE:
I MINISTRYCLEARSTHE AIR ON TAX CHANGES

(Interpretationof Section 12(6)(a), Section 12(7)(b) and Section 12(7)(c) of

the Income Tax (Amendment)Act, 1977)

by Lee FookHong, FCIS, FAIA SINGA-
PORE

The Income Tax (Amendment) Act, 1977 with intent of siphoning off Singapore in-
came into effect on July 7, 1977. A sum- come, the Commissioner of Inland Reve- y/
mary of the tax changes introduced by this nue has given the following rulings: --

Amendment Act was discussed in the Au- / 7
gust/September 1977 Issue of the Bulletin. (a) Commission, fees ofany otherpay-
Some of the provisions in the Income Tax - ........ ......

ments n connection with any
(Amendment) Act, 1977 are ambiguous arrangement,guarantee, management /k
and the misinterpretationhas caused some or seruce relating to any loan or
confusion. indebtedness-Section 12(6)(a) of Reimbursement or allocation of admin-
In view of the confusion and in order to the Income Tax Act istrative expenses incurred by head office
clear the air on tax changes, the Ministry of Where the arrangement, management, gua- outside Singapore and claimed by a branch
Finance of the Republic of Singapore is- rantee or service is performed outside Sin- in Singapore is governed by the provisions
sued a press statement setting out the rul- the payments for such of Section 14 before. This also applies
ing on Section 12(6)(a), Section 12(7)(b) gapore, arrange- as

ment, guarantee, management or service to reimbursement or allocation of expen-
and Section 12(7)(c) of the Income Tax hereby treated not covered by the between associated companies.Both
(Amendment) Act, 1977. The Ministry

are as ses are

provisions of Section 12(6)(a). not affected by the provisions of Section
statement is reproduced below: --

12(7)(c). Pyment to persons outside Sin-

The Income Tax (Amendment)Act, 1977 (b) Any paymentfor renderingof gapore not associated to the payers in Sin-

which came into effect on July 7, 1977 in- assistance or service in connection gapore are hereby treated as not covered

troduced certain provisions which have the with the application.oruse ofscien- by the provisionsof Section 12(7)(c).

effect of frustrating tax avoidance schemes tific, technical, industrialor commer-

in siphoning off Singapore profits, particu- cial knowledgeor information -- With the above rulings, the practice of

larly between associated companies in Sin- Section 12(7)(b) of the IncomeTax treating these payments vis-a-vis the reci-
'

same

gapore and outside Singapore. However, Act pients outside Singapore remains the
as before the 1977 Amendments.

some of these provisions have been given Where the assistance or service is perform-
more than one possible interpretation,thus ed outside Singapore, the payment for such The necessity of having the definition of

giving rise to doubt on the scope and assistance or service is hereby treated as permanent establishment has been well

amount of payments to non-residents sub- not covered by the provisions of Section understood by the professional bodies.

jeet to tax. For the purposes of clarifica- 12(7)(b). This does not refer to royalty However, there has been some doubt

tion and case of administration, where the which has always been subject to tax even whether more storage of goods in ware-

following services are performed outside before the 1977 Income Tax Amendment. house would give rise to tax liability as the

Singapore by personsoutside Singapore for word warehouse is included in the defi-

or on behalf of residents or permanent (c) Any paymentfor the managementor nition. It is reiterated that the mere storage

establishments in Singapore, or even be- assistance in the managementofany of goods in warehousewithout carrying on

tween associated companies, and such trade, business ofprofession -- Section business in Singapore will not give rise to

transactions are at arm's length and not 12(7)(c) of the Income Tax Act any tax liability.
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TAX GLOSSARY
tion of corporate income does not in
substance create a new body of in-
come (although this is the legal posi-
tion) and that to tax both items is to
load the tax system unduly heavily
against income earned by companies
and corporations compared with the
position, say, of partners in a parner
ship. It is not the usual practice to tax

by H.V.T. PEPPER * partnership income separately from
the partners and then tax the partners
when they draw their shares of income
for personal use. Economic double
taxation may be avoided or abated
either by giving relief to the company

EARMARKING OF REVENUE Ear- come is ephemeral in that it ceases when it distributes taxed income
marking or hypothecation of revenue when the earner dies or becomes dis- (which will then be assessed upon the
iS the term applied to the levying of a abled, whereas investments will con- shareholders) or by giving relief to the

specific tax to meet a specific govern- tinue to produce income without ex- shareholders in respect of the IM-
ment expenditure. A historical ex- ertion by the investor. Alternative PUTED or UNDERLYINGTAX (q.v.)
ample in Britain was the allocation of methods of differentiating between already paid by the company. Some
vehicle taxation to a Road Fund to earned and investment income include tax systems allow private or close
meet the cost of improvements and the levying of additional income tax companies to opt for partnership treat-
maintenance of roads, and a modern on investment income (a method pro- ment to avoid economic double taxa-

example is the payroll tax in Australia posed for introduction in Britain from tion (see, e.g., Section 1371 of the
which is used to provide family allow- 1973/74) or the levying of wealth tax U.S. Internal Revenue Code).
ances. In general, earmarking is not re- on the capital which produces invest- ECONOMIC STABILISATION TAX -- A
garded as desirable because the flow of ment income. The U.S.A., for ex- tax introduced in Zai're in February
revenue is unlikely to follow precisely ample, now has a top income tax per- 1972 in the form of a 5 percent addi-
the same fluctuations as that of the sonal rate of 50 percent on earned in- tional levy on non-essential imports.
expenditure it is intended to cover. come and 70 percent on investment

ECONOMY One of the CANONS OF--

The yield of revenue varies with tax- income, and Sri Lanka, India, and Paki-
TAXATION (q.v.) which postulate,able capacity which, in turn, depends stan, among others, have wealth taxes.
inter alia, that taxes should be admin-on the economic growth of a country A number of countries levy annual
istered with due since ifwhile expenditure under a particular wealth taxes and a much larger num- economy too
much of the tax yield is absorbed inheading will vary according to the ber impose capital levies in the form
the cost of collecting it, it wouldnumber of projects undertaken in a of DEATH DUTIES (q.v.) on the capi- gen-

to to someparticular year, and other factors tal transmitted by a deceased person
erally be preferable switch
other form of taxation where the bur-which do not necessarily have direct to his heirs.
den upon the taxpayer coincidesmoreconnection with economic growth. It EARNINGS BASIS When profits nearly with the yield to the

--

are govern-is in any event desirable that public computed for income tax Neglect of this principle, byexpenditureshould be specificallycon- purposes on ment. e.g.,
the basis of the amount earned in the TAX FARMING (q.v.) or other in-trolled on an allocation of resources
tax year, i.e., on the basis of goods efficient ways of collecting taxes, hasbasis.
sold and services rendered (whether been a contributory factor in the de-

EARNED INCOME -- Income derived paid for or not in the tax period) with cline of of the civilisations ofsome
from personal exertion in an employ- deductions for purchasesmade and ex- antiquity.
ment, trade, business, profession, or penditure incurred (whether paid for

E.E.C. DIRECTIVES ON HARMONISA-vocation is known as earned in- or not), the profits are said to have
TION The 9 member countries of the--

come. The income of a sleeping been computed on the earnings E.E.C. (see EUROPEAN ECONOMICpartner in a business partnership is not basis. The earnings basis is also, in ef-
regarded as earned income, but the fect, used as the basis for levying sales COMMUNITY) have agreed to harmo-

nise their tax legislation and in orderpension of a retired employee repre- tax when the trader is charged in re-
to achieve harmonisation in practicesenting, in effect, deferred remunera- spect of goods delivered or sold and/
the Commission of the E.E.C. Counciltion of his employmentis regarded as or services rendered, regardless of
has issued various Directives Pro-orearned income. whether the goods or services were
posed Directives (to give opportunity

EARNED INCOME, RELIEF FOR --A paid for during the tax period. Where
for further comment) in respect, for

special deduction, normally a fraction the earnings basis applies, an allowance
example, of V.A.T. and corporationfor BAD DEBTS (q.v.) may be madeor percentage of earned income up to tax.

a certain ceiling, was introduced in where the goods sold or services

Britain in 1907 (initially by charging rendered are not ultimately fully paid EFFECTIVELYCONNECTED INCOME-
for. Non-resident alien individuals and for-earned income at a lower tax rate than

investment income) and has been ECONOMIC DOUBLE TAXATION- eign corporations engaged in trade or

adopted also in the income tax laws of There is said to be economic double business within the U.S. are subject to
a number of Commonwealth coun- taxation where corporate income is U.S. income tax on income, from

tries, but is not usually encountered taxed as such and then taxed again sources both within and outside the
outside the Commonwealth (see, how- when received as dividends by the U.S., which is effectivelyconnected
ever, EMPLOYMENT INCOME DE- shareholders who collectively own the
DUCTION). The justification for a company which has made the profits. * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-
special kind of relief is that earned in- The point is taken that the distribu- national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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11
with the conduct of the trade or busi- by sales or excise taxes. In the case of Dr. Kaldor, and in Britain deductions

-

ness within the U.S. tobacco, the end product tax will be may now only be claimed where such

levied on the actual number of ciga- expenditure is incurred in connection
EINKOMMEN -- (German) Total income,

i.e., the aggregate of the EINKNFTE rettes produced. The trend reflects the with foreign buyers in an attempt to

after deduction of the special expen- greater tax security possible in check- generate export trade.
\ ing taxable outputs as machinery be-

ses. ENTERTAINMENT TAXATION Enter-
comes complex and book-keeping

--

EINKOMMENSTEUER -- (German) In- methods efficient. tainment duties and taxes are those le-
more

come tax. vied upon various forms of entertain-
END USE -- (Canada, etc.) The end use ment, such be provided byas mayEINKNFTE -- (German) Items regarded of a product may be its actual con- cinemas, nightclubs,theatres, cabarets,

as income for W. German tax pur- sumption, or its use as capital equip- casinos and sporting events, usually by
poses. ment, as distinct from its use at an way of a tax on charges for admission,

EISERNER BESTAND- (German) BASE earlier stage of production as raw table or cover charges, or the house

STOCK (q.v.) method of valuation. material, fuel, or as a constituent, percentage in the case of gambling.
component, or catalyst. Doube taxa- (See also ADMISSION TAXES.) At

EJENDOMSKAT-- (Danish) Property Tax. tion, i.e., of end product and its
'

an various stages in economic history, tax
ELECTION -- (U.K.) Where some option constituents may be avoided by an legislators hare distinguished between

is open to a taxpayer to choose if it offsetting arrangement, 'or automati- live and canned entertainment in
benefits him to do so, the procedure is cally under a V.A.T. regime. favour of the former, in favour of
sometimes called making an election ENERGY TAX -- The theoretical concept moving picture theatres compared
for, or opting for, the more beneficial that, broadly speaking, the more af- with television and in favour of par-
course. fluent a person is, the more energy, in ticipation sports, such as football and

ELEMENTS IN VALUATION -- The valu- the shape of gas, coal, motor spirit, cricket as compared with horse and
.

ation commonly adopted for goods electricity, he will use, led to a French dog racing. Such distinctions have

under customs duty enactments (e.g., proposal that sources of energy in been made on various grounds,such as

where the Brussels definition of value general should be taxed progressively a desire to favour creative, artistic, or

is adopted) includes the following ele- according to usage by the customer. healthful activities, and those less eco-

ments: In practice, hydrocarbon oils are com- nomically viable, compared with those

(a) the open market price of the monly taxed heavily (at flat rate) regarded, at the time the distinction

goods, the exporter and importer and occasionally a modest sales or ex- was drawn, as less worthy of favour.

being independent of each other; cise tax is placed on electricity or gas. Under a V.A.T. system, a flat rate tax

(b) the freight and insurance costs of In general, however, fuels used domes- may apply to all forms of entertain-

bringing the goods to the import- tically by personal consumers, and by ment or the tax rate may be modified

ing country; and industrialists, are not taxed, or are by exemptions or supplementary
(c) the unloading and delivery costs taxed lightly: the levying of heavier taxes.

of bringing the goods to the im- taxation as a kind of tax on affluence ENTNAHMEN -- (German) Non-deduct-
port point in the importing coun- would involve serious anomalies. ible business expenses.
try (e.g., the warehousewhere the ENFORCEMENT Enforcement of tax-- a ENVIRONMENTALTAX This term
importer will take delivery). means ensuring that it is duly paid by applied proposed

--

tax by New
was

to a

EMIGRATION TAX -- See ACADAMIC the taxpayer, involving legal action,. York City which would have applied
TAX. etc., where necessary to enforce pay- to most plastic containers which the

ment, and also the process of ensuring contended presented special dis-EMPLOYMENT INCOME DEDUCTION- Citu
that the tax paid is the amount cor- posal problems in incinerators and

(Japan) A variable deduction from em-
rectly due from the taxpayer, which when used as land filling material,ployment or pension income, com- involves checking of audit processes to The tax was contested by the plasticsmencing at 40 percent + a fixed sum confirm that his declaration of in-

for the lowest incomes and increasing industry (see also ANTI-POLLUTION
come, sales, etc., is an accurate one.

to 10 percent + a larger fixed sum sub- TAX).

ject to a maximum fixed sum over a ENREGISTREMENT,DROITS D, --

EQUALISATION OF BURDENS TAX-
certain income ceiling. See also EARN- (France, Belgium) Registration taxes A tax (AUSGLEICHSTEUER)impos-
ED INCOME RELIEF. comprising, inter alia, DROIT D'AP- ed in Federal Germany after World

PORT, DROIT DE DONATION, and
END PRODUCT TAX -- Certain products War II as a CAPITAL LEVY (q.v.) on

DROIT DE SUCCESSION (q.v.). taxpayer's total property owned
have traditionally been taxed on their a on

constituents, i.e., at an early stage in ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES -- Expen- 21 June 1948. The tax was charged at

manufacture and distribution, so as to diture incurred on the entertainment 50 percent but payment could be

minimise the scope for evasion of duty of customers by a salesman, represen- spread over 30 years, with suitable ad-

or tax. For example, tobacco leaf was tative or advertising or publicity man ditions for interest on the unpaid

usually taxed heavily on import, in- in the attempt to sell goods and ser- balance.

stead of waiting to tax the finished vices is sometimes regarded both as EQUITY -- Equity is another of the

products, cigars, cigarettes, and shred- somethingwhich can be reasonably de- CANONS OF TAXATION (q.v.). The
ded tobacco for pipe-smoking. Similar- ducted in arriving at profits, but which principle is that taxes should be equit-
ly, alcohol was usually taxed by refer- at the same time is highly susceptible able in their incidence on different
ence to the raw spirit distilled, or to of abuse by the claimant. Accordingly, sections of the tax-paying community,
the quantity of fermentative materials various attempts have been made to e.g., proportionate to their respective
employed in a brewing or distilling ban or restrict the allowance of this taxable capacities. (See also DOMES-
process to produce alcoholic bever- kind of expenditure in computing tax- TIC TAX EQUALITY and GRADU-
ages. The present tendency, however, able income. For example, there was a ATION.)
is to tax mainly the end product, e.g., complete ban of such deductions in

bottled beer, whisky, brandy, gin, etc. Sri Lanka followingan advisoryvisit by [ to be continued ]
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Books
COLOMBIA

The publications listed in this bibliograhy have
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which

PRIMERASJORNADASCOLOMBIANASDE DERECHO
TRIBUTARIO:MEMORIA

will gladly supply further information upon request
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Bogot, Instituto Colombiano de Derecho Tributrio, 1977. 255

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct
pp.
Lectures given in January 1977 at a conferenceorganized by the

from the publisher indicated, and not through the Colombian Institute for Tax Law on, inter alia, income tax, inter-
Bureau. national tax problems, tax forms and procedure in tax matters.

(B. 15.717)

ASIA COMMONMARKET (EEC)

CAPITAL MARKETS IN ASIA'S DEVELOPING COUNTRIES LE CHOIX DE LA VOIE LA MOINS IMPOSEE

Hong Kong, Business International Asa/Pasific, Ltd., 1976. 158 Etude de droit fiscal compar (Belgique, France, Pys-Bas, Roy-
pp. aume-Uni). By Thomas Delahaye. Brussels, EtablissementsEmile
Research report describng the possibilities and problems of rais- Bruylant, 1977. 230 pp., Bfrs. 1600.
ing funds in the region as a whole, and particularly in Indonesia, Comparative study of tax avoidance in Belgium, France, the
Malaysia, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singaporeand Thai- Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Summaries in Dutch and
land. Case examples illustrate how firms arrange financing for English are appended. (B. 100.779)
their operations. (B. 50.670)

THE SIXTH COUNCIL DIRECTIVE ON VALUE ADDED TAX

BRAZIL Uniform basis of assessment. Comments and Text. By Pierre
Guieu. Deventer, Kluwer, 1977. 133 pp., Dfl. 26.50.

CODIGO TRIBUTARIONACIONAL E LEGISLAO Explanation of the Sixth Council Directive of May 1977 on the
COMPLEMENTAR harmonizationof the laws of the Member States relating to turn-

Rio de Janeiro, Grfica Auriverde, Ltda., 1977. 200 pp.
over taxes with emphasis on a common system for a uniform

Updated text of the National Tax Code and Complementary basis of assessment. (B. 100.780)
Rules. (B. 15.729)

FOREIGN INVESTMENTSIN BRAZILIANSECURITIES: DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES
LEGISLATION

FISCAL MEASURES FOR EMPLOYMENTPROMOTION IN
Brasilia, Central Bank of Brazil, 1975.65 pp. DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES
Publication including legislationand complementaryrules dealing
with investment companies whose capital is held in whole or in Geneva, International Labour Office, 1973. 342 pp.

part by non-residents. (B. 15.731) Compilation of papers prepared in connection with a meeting
convened by the International Labour Office. in Geneva in Janu-

GUIDE TO INVESTING IN BRAZIL ary 1971 on fiscal policies for employment promotion with spe-
cial reference to developing countries. The following titles are in-'

New York, Brazilian GovernmentTrade Bureau, 1975.50 pp. cluded: Tax-subsidy intervention and employment by M.S.
Booklet explaining opportunities for* investing in Brazil. Ahluwalia, The Role of labour taxes and subsidies in promoting
(B. 15.730 employment in developing countries by A.R. Prest. (B. 9871)

CANADA ECUADOR

PROVINCIALAND MUNICIPALFINANCES 1977 INCENTIVOS DE LA LEYES ECUATORIANASDE FOMENTO

Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1977. 250 pp., $ 5.50. Quit, Corporacin FinancieraNacional, 1977. 20 pp.
Eighth edition of the biennial survey of provincial and municipal Survey of tax and financial incentives for investment in Ecuador.
taxation and spending. (B. 100.750) (B. 15.734)
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INVEST IN ECUADOR INDIA

Quito, Banco Central del Ecuador, 1976. 50 pp. ALL INDIATAXATIONMANUAL 1976-77
Booklet explaining opportunities for investment in Ecuador.

(B. 15.733) 2 Volumes. 12th Edition. By J.P. Bhatnagar. Allahabad, Central
Law Agency, 1977.11400 pp.
Compilation of Indian direct taxes and rules in two volumes.

EUROPE Volume I contains the consolidated text of the income tax, gift
tax, wealth tax, estate duty, companiesprofitssurtax as amended

' STRUCTUREAND CHANGE IN EUROPEAN INDUSTRY by the Finance Act 1976. Volume II contains the rules for the
Indian direct taxes and other useful statutes in connection there-

Prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for with. (B. 50.535)
Europe, Geneva. New York, United Nations, 1977. 289 pp.,
$ 16.-.
Study of the pattern and development of the industrial structure
and its branch composition in both Western Europe, Eastern Eu- A.N. AIYAR'S INDIAN TAX LAWS (1976)

rope and the Soviet Union. (B. 100.771) Containing the Finance Act, 1976 and full texts of the Income-
tax Act, 1961, Companies (Profits) Surtax Act, 1964, Wealth-tax
Act, 1957, Gift-tax Act, 1958, and Estate Duty Act, 1953, as

FRANCE amended up to date with explanatory notes and an introductory
review of the changes made by the Finance Act, 1976, with

COMPRENDRELA FISCALITE DES AFFAIRES Rules, Orders, Schemes, Circulars, Notificationsand Press Notes
issued during 1975-76. Revised by T.A. Raj Gopal and T.R.

2nd Edition. By Serge Passeron. Paris,EditionsJ. Delmas et Cie.,
1976. _+. 400 pp.

Ananthan. Madras,Company Law Instituteof India, 1976.1 1100

Introductory textbook explaining French taxationo business in- Pp.

come derived from commercialand industrialenterprises. Compendium of text of Indian tax laws for 1976. (B. 50.629)

(B. 100.758)

CENTRALEXCISE MANUAL
GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC 3rd (1976) Edition. 2 Volumes. By N. Banearjea,S.K. Mukherjea
ABGABENORDNUNG1977 and N.L. Banearjee. Calcutta, International Law Book Centre,

1976.+ 1500pp.
By Karl-Heinz Mittelsteiner and Harald Schaumburg- Cologne. Revised third edition of Central Excise Manual in two volumes.
Peter Deubner Verlag, 1977. 581 pp., DM 59.80. Volume I contains the text of the Central Excise and Salt Act and
Second edition of a handbook containing the annotated text of the Central Excise Rules with annotations thereto. Volume II
the 1977 Fiscal Code. Parliamentary documents are annexed to covers the Central Excise Tariff and Forms. (B. 50.534)
each provision. The present edition is extended by the Introduc-
tory Law to the 1977 Fiscal Code and the Introductory Ruling of
the Federai Minister of Finance. (B. 100.784) COMMENTARIESON COMPANIESACT, 1956

BECK'SCHESTEUERTABELLEN Second edition. 2 Volumes. By Jagadish Swarup. Lucknow, Eas-
tern Book Company, 1976. 2076 pp.

Mehrwertsteuer. Mehrwertsteuer-Tabellen bis DM. 100.000.- Text and comment on Indian company law in two volumes.Texts
Brutto- und Nettowerte mit den Steuerstzen 6 v.H. und 12 v.H. of by-laws are appended. (B. 50.542)
sowie Erluterungen. Gltig ab 1.1.1978. Munich, Verlag C.H.
Beck, 1977. 92 pp., DM 14.80.
Value added tax tables up to an amount of DM 100,000. Both DUTT ON CONTRACT

gross and net values are considered in computing the tax due (in The Indian Contract Act, 1872. Fifth edition. By A.C. Sen. Cal-
accordance with the new tax rates of 6 and 12 percent, effective cutta, Eastern Law House, 1977.838 pp., Rs. 75.-.
as of January 1, 1978). (B. 100.773) Monograph explaining the Indian Contract Law with reference to

decisions by the Indian High Courts, by the Privy Council and by
HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1977 the Supreme Court. (B. 50.530)
Stand: 1. Juli 1977. Bonn/Munich, Verlag des wissenschaftlichen
Instituts der Steuerberater und SteuerbevollmchtigtenGmbH.;
Verlag C.H. Beck, 1977. 535 pp., DM 39.50. INDUSTRIALAND LABOUR LAW

Annual compilation of the text of the implementary wage tax or- An encyclopaediaof labour statutes, rules and case notes. By D.S.
dinance relevant for the assessment year 1977, with related ma- Chopra. Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1977. 1300 pp., Rs. 65.-.
terial. (B. 100.749) Compilation of labour statutes, rules and case notes effective in

India. (B. 50.536)
STEUERBERATERKONGRESS-- REPORT 1977

Deutscher Steuerberaterkongress 1977 der Bundessteuerberater-
kammer; Ansprachen, Referate, Diskussionen. Munich, Verlag THE MONOPOLIESAND RESTRICTIVETRADE PRACTICES
C.H. Beck, 1977. 430 pp., DM 64.-. ACT, 1969
Annual Tax Congress Report 1977 containing the text of the pro- By N.K. Sengupta. Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1977. 368 pp.,
ceedings, ectures and debates on topics such as the tax and finan- Rs. 35.-.
cial policy in the 8th legislation period, loss compensation,turn- The Indian anti-monopoly law explained. Texts of relevant stat-
over tax and income tax problems with respect to real property, utes are appended. (B. 50.529)the imputationsystem and disguised profits distribution,etc.

(B. 100.772)
THE PAYMENTOF WAGES ACT, 1936

CELAND Provisions,state amendments,commentary and rules made by the

TAXES IN ICELAND 1977 Central and State Governments. 2nd Edition. By D.S. Chopra.
Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1977. 330 pp.

Short description of the taxation of individuals and companies Explanation of the Indian law of wages. Rules made by the Cen-
in Iceland 1977. (Assessment year 1977; tax year (income year) tral Government and the State Governments of Maharashtra and
1976). Prepared by S. Thorbjrnsson. Reykjavk, Internal Reve- West Bengal are appended. The material is stated as of January 1,
vue, 1977. 13 pp. (B 100.730) 1977. (B. 50.537)
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INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONS& ANSWERS FOR YOUR INVESTMENTIN
'.T

KOREA ,- ,

DIVISIONE E CLASSIFICAZIONENELLA SCIENZA
GIURIDICAFINANZIARIA Seoul, Economic Planning Board, 1977.76 pp.

Revised information guide for investment and taxation in Korea.,

By Manlio Ingrosso. Naples. Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 1977. (B. 50.547)
250 pp.
Study of the necessity of divisions and classificationsin financial VALUE ADDED TAX
and tax law. (B. 100.722) Law and Presidential Decree. Seoul, Ministry of Finance, 1977.

'

MODELE DE CONVENTIONDEDOUBLE.IMPOSITION 124 pp.

CONCERNANTLA REVENU ET LA FORTUNE English .text of the Value Added Tax Law and Presidential De-
cree thereto. (B. 50.551) . :

Rapport du Comit des Affaires Fiscales de l'OCDE 1977. Paris.
Organisation de Coopration et de DveloppementEconomiques,
1977. 225 pp., Fr.Frs. 50.-. ' MALAYSIA
Text of the 1977 draft double taxation convention on income
and capital. (B. 100.770) NEUE GESETZE FR AUSLNDISCHEINVESTITIONENIN

MALAYSIA

IRAN Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation,1976. Be-
richte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und

INCOME DISTRIBUTIONAND EMPLOYMENTPROGRAMME Steuerrecht,No. 82/82a, Mai 1976. 94 pp.
'

Introduction to the new laws affecting foreign investment in Ma-
Taxes and incomes: distribution of tax burdens in Iran. By Far- laysia. Appended are the texts (English) of relevant statutes and
had Mehran. Geneva, International Labour Office, 1975. World the agreement between Germany and Malaysia concerning the
Employment Programme Research; Working Paper. WEP 2-23/ promotion and reciprocal protection of investments.
WP 33.80 pp. (B. 50.531)

MEXICO
ISLE OF MAN : i

IMPUESTOS DEL TIMBRE Y SOBRE LA RENTA
THE ISLE OF MAN: A BRIEF SURVEY .

2 Volumes. Mexico, Ediciones Andrade, 1975.
Londo,n, Institute for InternationalResearch, 1977. 10 pp. Loose-leaf publication containing law, decrees and rulings s re-
(B., 100.763) spects income tax, succession and gift duties, stamp duties, turn-

over tax, tax administration, tax incentives, miscellaneous taxes
and formalities. (B. 15.719)ITALY

L'IMPOSTASUL VALORE AGGIUNTO
MIDDLE EST

Disciplina legislativa ed effetti spunti recostruttivi. By Raffaele
Perrone Capano. Naples, Casa Editrice Dott. Eugenio Jovene, MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICAN INFORMATION
1977. 755 pp. DIRECTORY 1977
In addition to a description of the present Italian value dded tax
legislation, the author gives a thorough survey of the develop- Prepared by Artoc Bank and Trust Limited. Compiled by Robert

C. Copeman, Managing Director MEFIS Limited Information Of-ment of sales taxes, turnover taxes and value added taxes in other
European countries, the evolution within the Common Market, a fice, P.O. Box 174, Birmingham B5 7PJ., United Kngdom,

+ 590discussion of the main common characteristicsof value added tax PP.
in the E.E.C. countries and a survey of the experience of the first Source book of articles, books, documentsand journals on coun-

period of application'of the Italian value added tax. (B. 100.785) tries in the Middle East and North Africa issued since the end of
1973 and received by Middle East and North African Information

LEGISLAZIONEPENALE IN MATERIAVALUTARIA Directory. (B. 50.540)

By Giovanni Acampora and Giancarlo'Modolo.Rome, Casa Edi-
trice Rassegna I.V.A., 1977. 160 pp. THE NETHERLANDS
Explanation of the penal law in cases of illegal transfer of capital
out of Italy and the possibilities to reimport such capital. The ALGEMENEWETGEVING INZAKE DOUANE
texts of the relevant laws are included. (B. 100.775)

By J.F.M. Peeters and H.W. Vermeulen. Deventer, Kluwer; Al-
phen a.d. Rijn, Samsom, 1977. Handboek voor in- en uitvoer,

JAPAN Band C.
Loose-leaf publication in two volumes comprising the series

MANUAL OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL IN JAPAN Handbook for Import and Export (Handboek voor in- en uit-

Tokyo, Bank of Japan, 1977.19 pp. voer), Part C, containing explanation and texts of statutes cor-

Outline of foreign exchange control.regulationsin Japan. cerning administrative regulations with respect to customs and ex-

(B. 50.814) cise for import, export, transit of goods and bonded warehous-
ing of goods. This is a counterpart to the other loose-leaf publi-
cations in this series dealing with tariffs and rates. (B. 100.717/

KOREA (SOUTH) 718)

GUIDE TO INVESTMENTIN KOREA 1977 COMPENDIUMVAN DE OMZETBELASTING
Seoul, Economic Planning Board, 1977. 135 pp. By J.F.M. Finkensieper. Deventer, Kluwer, 1977. 122 pp.,
Updated information guide for doing business in Korea and also Dfl. 25.-.
taxation in Korea. English text of Foreign Capital Inducement Compendium explaining value added tax. Texts of relevant stat-
Act, enforcementdecree and rules thereto are appended. utes are appended. (B. 100.725)
(B. 50.550)

ELSEVIERSALMANAKVOOR DE BELEGGER 1977-1978
THE KOREAN ECONOMY IN 1976

Amsterdam, Annoventura, 1977. 208 pp., Dfl. 27.50.
Seoul, Economic Planning Board, 1977.60 pp. (B. 50.549) Almanac for the investor with emphasis on the investment n
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Dutch shares and other investment funds. Attention is also paid Thesis on the taxation of business profits derived from real prop-
to investment in real property, gold, coins, stamps, diamonds erty under Swiss federal and local laws. (B. 100.753)
and art. The taxation aspects are examined. (B. 100.752)

L'IMPOT SUR LA RICHESSE: UNE ERREUR
GIDS VOOR IN- EN UITVOER By Andr Margairaz. Bern, Editions Cosmos, 1977.63 pp.

, Vraagbaak voor alle douaneformaliteiten.By H.J. Klok, T. Meyer Entitled Taxation of wealth: an error, this study analyzes the

and T. Boersma. Deventer, Kluwer; Alphen a.d. Rijn, Samsom, introduction of a tax oh excessive income and on capital in Swit-

1977. zerland. (B. 100.731)
Loose-leaf publiction entitled Guide for Import and Export
containing brief information on the principles governing the rules LE SOCIETA, I CONTRATTIE I TITOLI DI CREDITO
Tor import, export and transit of goods, as far as customs regula- SVIZZERI
tions are concerned. (B. 100.751) By Giancarlo Modolo and Anna Maria Bettagno. Rome, Casa Edi-

THE HOUSEHOLDEXPENDITURESYSTEM,SOME
trice Rassegna I.V.A., 1977. 318 pp.

EMPIRICALRESULTS Explanation of the Swiss company law, law on contracts and the
law on bonds and other titles of debt claims. The tax treaty for

By Wouter J. Keller. Rotterdam, Erasmus University, 1977. the avoidanceof double taxation concluded with Italy, the Proto-
Discussion Paper Series on Public Economics,No. 7701/P. 35 pp. col and the explanatory memorandum of the Swiss Government

(B. 100.708) are reproduced. (B. 100.774)

VERANTWOORDELIJKHEDENVOOR ONDERNEMING
EN ONDERNEMER UNITED KINGDOM'

he Hague, NederlandseChristelijkeWerkgeversbond,1977. 70 pp.
Final report of a discussion project designed for future policy CAPITAL ALLOWANCESIN LAW AND PRACTICE

making entitled Responsibilities for Enterprise and Entrepre- By R.J. Pickerill. London, Institute of Chartered Accountants

neur, prepared by the Associationof Dutch Protestant (Reform- in England and Wales, 1977. 287 pp.
ed Church) Employers. (B. 100.740) The law and application of all the provisions regarding capital

allowances with worked out examples are set out in this volume.
The part on mines and oil wells is contributed by G.D. Swaine.

NETHERLANDSANTILLES (B. 100.769)

ANTILLASNEERLANDESAS:MOTIVOS PARA INVERTIR DYMOND'S CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX

Curaao, Ministerio de Asuntos Econmicos de las Antillas Neer- A companion volume to the fifteenth edition of Dymond's Death

landesas, 1977.28 pp. Duties. By Reginald K. Johns and Roy R. Greenfield. London,
Information guide designed to inform prospective investorsabout Oyez Publishing, 1977. 950 pp.
the economic conditions, exchange control, taxation and labour Summaries frm the 15th edition of Dymond's Death Dutied
conditions in the NetherlandsAntilles. (B. 100.720) which remain relevant to the Capitl Transfer Tax. have been in-

,.

corporated in this monograph describing the Capital TransferTax
which replaces the Death Duty. Text of statutes and statutory in-

SINGAPORE struments related thereto are appended. (B. 100.748)

THE FINANCIALSTRUCTURE OF SINGAPORE FOREIGN CURRENCY DEBT MANAGEMENT

Singapore, The Monetary Authority of Singapore, Economics A tax and financial analysis for corporations. By John Chown and

Department,July 1977.87 pp. Malcolm Finney. London, J.F. Chown & Company, Ltd., 1977.

Description of the financil institutions and markets, their struc- 62 pp.
ture, functions and recent developments. The exchange control Study of the management of foreign currency borrowingand the

system, monetary and banking policies are also dealt with. financial aspects of foreign exchange risk. (B. 100.727)
,(B. 50.539)

GUIDE TO TAX HAVENS
INVESTOR'SGUIDE TO THE ECONOMICCLIMATE OF
SINGAPORE

London, Institute for International Research, 1977.18 pp.
(B. 100.764)

Singapore, Singapore InternationalChamber of Commerce, 1977.
94 pp. PRACTICALCAPITALTRANSFER TAX PLANNING

Revised fifth edition of the guide describing the investment cli-
mate and the facilities, requirements and opportunities for inves- By Ralph P. Ray, London, Butterworths, 1977. 275 pp.

Practical planning possibilities for medium and large sized estates
tors in Singapore. The material has been updated as of July 1977.

(B. 50.544)
are discussed. The law is stated as of January 1, 1977.

(B. 100.747)

SUDAN
SHORT MEASURE FROM WHITEHALL

How CSO statistics understate the British tax burden. By Barry
NEUES INVESTITIONSRECHTIM SUDAN Bracewell-Milnes. London, Centre for Policy Studies, 1977. 8 pp.

Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation,1977. Be- (B. 100.761)
richte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und

Steuerrecht,No. 99, 1977.45 pp.
WHILLANS'STAX TABLES AND TAX RECKONER 1977-78

Explanation of the new 1974 investment law in Sudan. Text of Thirtieth edition. London, Butterworths, 1977. 24 pp., £ 1.40.
the statute is appended. (B. 50.533) (B. 100.760)

SWITZERLAND U.S.A.

DIE BESTEUERUNGDER GEWINNE AUF EQUIPMENTLEASING-- LEVERAGEDLEASING
GESCHFTSGRUNDSTCKEN Edited by Bruce E. Fritch and Albert F. Reisman. New York,

By Henno Grossmann. Bern, Verlag Paul Haupt, 1977. Schriften- Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh Avenue, N.Y. 10019.,
reihe Finanzwirtschaft und Finanzrecht, Band 23. 407 pp., 1977. 906 pp., $ 45.-.

Sfrs. 56.-. Monograph on leasing contributed by various authors. Tax as-
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pects are dealt with. Text of draft lease agreement and relevant STATE TAX HANDBOOKAS OF OCTOBER 1, 1977
documentsare appended. (B. 100.744) Chicago, Commerce Clearng House, Inc., 1977. 672 pp., $ 8.50.

Summaries of the tax system of each state and the District ofGUIDEBOOKTO PENSIONPLANNING '

Columbia. (B. 100.743)
Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse,1977. + 350 pp.,$ 7.-.
Reprint from the CCH Pension Plan Guide. This bound volume VESTIGINGALS BEDRWF IN DE VERENIGDESTATEN ,

explains possibilities of an employee retirement plan under U.S. The Hague, FENEDEX,1976.44 pp.legislation. (B. 100.742) Text of reports of a study conference day organized by Fenedex
(Federation for Dutch Export) and the Dutch Chamber of Com- t

LOCAL PUBLIC FINANCE AND THE FISCAL SQUEEZE merce for America in May 1976. The subject was Establishinga
business in the U.S.A.. (B. 100.754)A case study. Edited by John R. Meyer and John M. Quigley.

Cambridge, Mass., Ballinger Publishing Comp., 1977. 200 pp. ,

Collection of papers discussing policies for expanding the urban YEMEN (ARAB REPUBLICOF)revenue base and for achieving economie efficiency in the delive-
ry of city services with emphasison the case in New Haven. INVESTITIONS-,HANDSVERTRETER-UND STEUERRECHT(B. 100.755) DER ARABISCHENREPUBLIKJEMEN

Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation,1977. Be-PITFALLS IN THE COMPUTATIONOF EFFECTIVETAX richte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- undRATESPAID BY CORPORATIONS Steuerrecht, No. 98, October 1977.40 pp.
J

By Seymour Fiekowsky. Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, Explanation of the investment law, commerciai agents and tax
U.S. Treasury Department, 1977. OTA Paper No. 23, July 1977. law in the Arab Republic of Yemen.Text of the investment law is
33 pp. (B. 100.765) appended. (B. 50.532)

_oose-Leaf Services
Received between December 1 and December31, 1977.
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide euer publishedfor taxpayes
with ncome from foreignsources.
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U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Continuously Supplmentd. ...... Always Up to Date- -

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, or taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

s
If you t any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS - -

will be an invaluablenew tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benefits -- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-savingdevice.

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorycharter subscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publicationhas been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for
reference volume. $ 186 a year.

......
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MONACO-FRANCE
united and separated

by their law and tax systems .

-

CHRISTIAN LAROCHE ALEXANDREKURGANSKY

I. INTRODUCTION Table of contents

I. Introduction
1 -- Recalling momentousevents in world politics in the years 1962-1963, it
will occur to no one to mention the conflict between France and Monaco. It II. Adjustmentsby agreement

is from the extreme rarity of this kind of inter-state conflict that its interest III. The strengthening of Monegasque

arises in so far as tracing its origins is concerned as well as assessing its signi- legislation

ficance in the special relations between the two neighbour states, in the IV. Monaco's ever-attractive legislation

present and in the future. 1. The opportunity of establishing
trusts

2. An independenteconomic policy
3. Some tax advantages

Monaco a quasi tax haven V. Conclusion

2 - One often wonders whether the phrase tax haven, applies to micro- France L/\.Jstates; although certain authorties put the Principality among those, we

prefer to use the term quasi tax haven, which seems to be the most ade- Italy
quate to describe a state where the burden of taxation may vary along a zero

to a hundred scale. Monaco-Although the French Government never intended to question the de jure in-
- - -Mg-

dependence of the Prncipality, an independence which France has bound
_

::Sea
itself to protect in an international treaty, 1 its action in 1962 falls within
the frame of the struggle initiated by industrialized countries to curb inter-
national tax evasion and avoidance.

Mon.
3 -- Whereas the Principality's fiscal privileges have been confirmed since the vil]
fourteenth century, the special situation of the tiny State has existed only .

since the end of the last century -- the abolition of assessed taxes on Mone- ------ ----

gasque territory was one of the consequences of the surrender to France in ----

1861 of four-fifthsof the territory of Monaco. In exchange, France formallY 1. The treaty of 17 July 1918 (incorporate
recognised the independence of the Principality. It was paradoxicallywithin into the Versailles treaty of 28 June 1919
the frame of a customs agreement and conventionde bon voisinage signed is the basic instrument defining the rela

in 1865 between the Principality and its powerfulneighbourthat Monaco was tions between France and Monaco. On th,

to develop its own status. Land customs disappeared. Such a measure was other hand, the Principality qualifies as

necessary for the Princpalty, now reduced to 1.5 sq.kms in size and an sovereign State according to the gener

enclave in the dpartement des Alpes Maritimes, had become short on principles of international law. It complie
with the requirements for sovereignt

resources. The question of tapping new sources of wealth was a vital one. At
namely territory, population,a a an organ

that time was born the idea which was to become the image of the Principal- sational structure as defined in the Co
ity -- to start a place of gambling. stitution of 17 December 1962. It is a r

cognised treaty-making power and is :

member of several international organi
tions. The Common Market treaty o

Taxes abolished
Rome, which provides that this treat

shall apply to European territories fo
A fantastic boom of high class tourism enabled the Prince's Treasury to whose external relations Member Statea

increase its revenue constantly from royalties paid by the Casino and excises. responsible, does not directly apply t
On 8 February 1869, Prince Charles III issued a decree providing as from Monaco for the Prince himself represen
this day land tax, income and occupancy taxes and business licence tax are the Principality in its relationswith foreigihereby abolshed. powers. i98 1978 InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentatioi



4 -- Exemption from assessed taxation applied not only of its purposes the subjecting to tax in France of French

to capital and income of residents in the Principality but citizens residing in Monaco, over a period of five years;
also to those of non-residents. Therefore, people who levying a tax on business transactions carried out in
had their home or residence abroad, whatever their na- France by people of any nationality residing in Monaco

tionality, could invest capital in Monaco as well as and consisting of the reselling of goods; granting French

Monegasque residents without being liable to any taxa- tax administration reinforced powers in the field of

tion. death duties; forcing the Principality to do away with
In Europe, where wealth at that time still essentially favourable treatment to holding and bogus real estate

consisted of real estate and prevention of tax avoidance companies.
was non-rexistent, such a privilege was not unusual. This agreement is remarkable in that it virtually con-

Only at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of tained the principles which have governed the relations
the twentieth centuries, did various tax reforms initiate between the two countries since 1963. However given
a system to curb the excesses of those who were already the unusual stringency of some of those measures,

being called tax dodgers. negotiations on particular points were conducted from
1945 to 1949 by an advisory committee on treaties.

Treaty of 1918 - It was not until the last negotiations took place that the

alignment with French interests French Government reappraised its overall policy
toward the Principality and relaxed some measures in

5 - It is the treaty of 1918, essentially designed to the agreement. The need for combining several over-

settle a dynastic question, which was, surprisingly lapping instruments into one made itself felt the--

enough, to determine the future fiscal relationsbetween agreement of 23 December 1951 thereafter governed
France and Monaco. Its preamble states that the inter- the relations between the two countries until a political
ests of the Principality of Monaco are necessarily bound crisis led to a show-down which resulted in the denun-

given its geographical situation to those of France, ciation of most existing agreements to bring about new-- --

and if '.'the Government of the French Republic under- negotiations.
takes to defend the independence and sovereignty of the
Principality of Monaco and guarantees the integrity of The crisis

its territory as if this territory were a part of France,
for its part the Government of H.S.H. the Prince of 8 - It was in fact a personal clash superimposed on a

Monaco promises to use its rights of sovereignty in per- background of arguments based upon tax equality and

fect conformity with the political and economic inter- prevention of tax evasion which led the French Gov-

ests of France. ernment to observe that the Monegasque Administra-
tion was no longer acting in accordance with the basic

6 -- Perfect conformity to French interests was to take instrument of relations between France and Monaco,
effect immediately -- in France the tax reform 1914- not only in the political field but also in that of eco-

1917 had introduced the subject matter of tax assess- nomy and taxation 2.
ment by way of actual rating and progressiveness in the As in the past, French demands invoked the preamble of
computation of tax amounts. This reform, suddenly the treaty of 1918 to ask for reconsideration of the
descending upon a society which had been used for a Principality's special tax system in order to stop the

century to an utterly different method, was not well 6intolerable competition of Monegasque companies,
received by the French taxpayer -- he considered the which considered unfair to French companies,was

new powers of the tax authorities as an insufferable and and to put an end to srious tax avoidance.
ruthless measure against which he thought himselfjusti- 9 France did not its right of requiring alterations--

fied in resisting by concealment of prots. It was there-
use

in the agreement of 1951 and preferred unilateral de-
fore necessary that a place of no taxation should not

nunciation of the agreements to negotiated alterations.
exist which would enable potential tax dodgers to find
a haven to flout French tax laws. The particular agree-

Considering that the Principlity's economic develop-
ment was occurring at France's expense, the latter

ments signed during the 1920's make remarkably clear
demanded full fiscal alignment of the Principalitythe kind of broad constructions that the French Gov-

a as

if it were a part of France.
ernment intended to put on the treaty of 1918 in order

Difficult negotiations extended period of
to prevent people who resided or habitually lived in

over a more

than a year during which the French Government took
France from escaping taxation. Despite this new turn, various intimidating and coercive which
relations between France and Monaco were still gov-

measures gave
the conflict a tragi-comic dimension. Finally on 18 Mayerned by the classic principles of liberal economy. As
1963 series af agreements signed to define in

a consequence of the huge changes of the years 1939-
a were an

1945, the French Government were to effect national entirely new way the relations between the States. As
far as the application of the fiscal agreement is con-

recovery by methods inspired by planned economy. The
nterests of Monaco could less and less diverge from cerned, the French tax administrationunilaterally issued

those of France.
an important directive dated 17 July 1964. However,
in practice, many special cases appear which are solved

Financial agreements of 1945

2. Speech by Michel Habib-Deloncle, French Under Secretary
7 Among the financial agreements signed in 1945, of State for Foreign Affairs, at the Assemble Nationale, 25--

e agreement on action against tax evasion had as some July 1963.
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by direct negotiation between the two countries or by a specified that the Monegasque tax administration will
joint advisory committee convened on request from the forward information to France either as a matter of
parties to examine the questions of principles which routine or on request. Similarly, audits by French tax
may not have been settled through diplomatic channels inspectors in the Principality are possible and Mone-
and to expound a consistent doctrine. It should be gasque authorities are bound to give assistance in the
noted that this agreement radically differs in its subject collection of taxes.
matter from the other international fiscal agreements 13 The creation of a tax on business profits was

-

concluded by France. As a matter of fact, it is not in- specified in the agreement. The Prince's Government
tended to do away with cases of double taxation but it
aims to solve problems arising from differences in the

was to raise, for the benefit of the Principality, a direct
tax on business activities. For a long time, tourism

burdens of taxation. ranked ahead of industrial development. Yet, starting in
If the pressure that was brought to bear may be criti- the 1950's, industry took an unprecedented turn up-cised, the events were in some way beneficial -- the ward. In spite of limited opportunities, investors
1962 crisis, like a lightening rod, diverted the possible

many
nonetheless choose the Principality because it was

consequences of the fact that some people may have re- possible for them to carry on business activity practical-
garded Monaco as a European haven. What was done ly free of tax. Parallel to local trades there appeared an
would have been made inevitable by mere wisdom in export-oriented industry, a branch of which became per-the following years, Mr. Andr Saint-Mieux, Ministre verted into organised malpracticewith a view to evading
d'Etat, told us. all taxes on transactionsnot carried out in the Principal-

ity exceptpro forma.
Present situation

Introductionof a business profits tax
10- In the course of this short discussion, we shall
deal with the strengtheningby agreement or unilaterally The new agreements changed business conditions radi-
of the laws of the Principality so that it would no longer cally by introducing -- from 1963 onwards -- a Mone-
be a haven, but would retain the advantages which are gasque direct tax levied at a rate of 35 percent on the
granted to certain individuals and companies, and we profits of enterprises and companies whose foreign
shall endeavour to establish that, notwithstanding turnover is more than 25 percent of total turnover. In-
possible minor specific adjustments, it is in the interest troduction of this tax was prescribed by section 1 of the
of both States that the present situation should en- Agreement of 1963; Ordonnance Souveraine of 19
dure. 3 March 1964 dealt with the specifics. It applies to all

enterprises, both individuals and companies, which
carry on business activities in Monaco if at least 25 per-

Il. ADJUSTMENTSBY AGREEMENT cent of their turnover results from operations which are

conducted directly or indirectly, i.e. through an inter-
11 -- The adjustments are a result of the above agree- mediary, outside Monaco.
ment and of the agreements between the two countries
describing the legal position of individuals and corporate 14 - France wanted this text to be identical to the

bodies established in the Principality. Limitation to non-
French corporate tax but had to admit from the begin-

taxation of individuals -- individuals of other than ing that some of the French laws were impractical, for

French nationality residing in Monaco -- is kept outside they would have threatened the very survival of the

the scope of the agreement. Such individuals would be Principality's industrial activities. It was therefore

subjected to French taxes only in those cases specified agreed that enterpriseswhose local turnover is at least

in the French laws on the territorialityof taxes. 75 percent would not be subject to tax. Outside of com-

modities, this tax exemption favoured the development
of such luxury trade as jewels and works of art, etc.French nationals cannot escape
Most remarkable is the fact that famous jewellers andFrench taxation by emigrating to Monaco
antique dealers have branches in Monaco, Sotheby Parke

12- This privilege, a vital one for the Principality, is Bernet among others.

indirectly confirmed by the agreement. Had it not been 15 - The procedures for computation of the taxable
recognised, the immediate ruin of the tiny State and its base were initially copied from French regulations of
prompt disappearance would have ensued. Finally, and the time, but evolution of the legislation in France and
with few exceptions, those French nationals who had the problems peculiar to the Principality have created
been established on Monegasque territory since the end an ever widening gap so that the Monegasque business
of 1957 were subjected to French income tax on their profit tax has developed characteristicsof its own which
total world-wide income as though they were domiciled make it distinctly different from the French company
in France. Thus, contrary to a principle of international
tax law, this agreement created a tax discrimination 3. We refer the reader to our works, as may be required:

--

between two categories of residents according to their l'imposition en France des personnes physiques rsidant el

nationality. It should be mentioned that the checking of Principautde Monaco (150 p.).
l'impt les bnfices des entreprises et socits tablies-- sur er

the actual situation of French people not taxable in Principaut de Monaco (115 p. + annexes).
France is rigorously carried out by Monegasque tax In English, see: D.A. van Waardenburg, Monaco: Some aspect
authorities -- in fact, administrativecollaboration is one of the tax system of tax haven in EUROPEAN TAXATIOa

of the fundamental provisions in the agreement. It is Vol. 16, July No. 7, 1976, p. 225 to 234.
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tax. As a matter of fact, it is interesting to note that against which the promoter, once turned down, can

there is no provision in the agreement binding the Prin- institute no ultra vires action, the more so as no vested

cipality to catch up with the French legislationon direct interests are at stake. One may wonder about the

taxes. There are also clear differences concerning de- reason for such an authoritarian provision in an other-

preciation, provisions and reserves, loss carry forward, wise liberal regime. Mr. J. Reymond, a former member

dividends from subsidiaries, etc. But the most stringent of the Government, told the Conseil National in De-'

provisions are no doubt those against concealment of cember 1941: the special position of the Principality,
profits: shifting of profits has always been a very im- the need to keep out unscrupulousoperators, the fear of

portant issue in the relations between the two countries, uncommonly expert speculators flooding into the
and the French Governmenttook advantage of this con- country and also the desire to abide by existing treaties
flict to forestall effectively all possible evasion, especial- have prompted us to adopt with regard to companies
ly accommodation-payment, to people residing in a cautious policy by introducing regulations making
Monaco. licences compulsory for individual traders. This author-

isation means in fact approval of the future company
Shifting of profits henceforth counteracted for it will give it a legal title to existence by conferring

upon it Monegasquenationality.
16 - Where the shifting of profits is concerned, the
agreement provides that, if the conditions of the com- 19- Parallel to the authorisation of incorporation
mercial or financial relationship between a Monegasque there is a procedure of withdrawal of the authorisation,
enterprise (or company) and an individual person or which could always be used against foreign companies
legal entity resident or established abroad cannot be by reason of police regulations granted to the Adminis-

considered to be normal, the operationswill be approp- tration by the Ordonnanceof 1867. For Monegasque
riately restated in the accounts of the Monegasque companies, the point was a moot one. As early as 1946,
enterprise for purposes of the business profit tax or of under French pressure, authorisations of incorporation
any other tax, as the case may be. In order that these of limited companiesor real estate companies (socits
measures be put into effect, the agreementof 1963 pro- immobilires) granted after 1 September 1939 were

vides that French tax authorities will forward to Mone- reexamined by an ad hoc committee.

gasque tax authorities all information relevant to the The way was open to the reversal of authorisations-

assessment of tax. In this way, France is able to keep the 1962 crisis was to bring about an aggravation of

watch on Monegasque taxation processes. withdrawal conditions. In Article 4 of the Signature
Protocol of the Agreement of 1963, it was stated that

17 -- It should be noted that according to the French --

the Monegasque Government would undertake the
Monegasque Conventions, French regulations on foreign strengthening of control on limited companies, especial-
currencies and investments apply in the Principality, ly through a reform of the rules of incorporation and
which is of course situated in the Franc area. Thus, managementof those companies.
direct investments of foreign capital in Monaco are sub- Under Law No. 767 of 8 July 1964 the authorisation
ect to prior authorisation from the Bank of France and granted for incorporation of a company can be with-
from the French Division of the Treasury. 4

drawn by the Government, for instance when the com-

pany has had no apparent activity in keeping with the

Ill. THE STRENGTHENINGOF MONEGASQUE purposes stated in its charter for more than two years
and has had no reasonable motive, or when it has made

LEGISLATION no use on Monegasque territory of business premises
and staff necessary to carry out normal activities under

18 -- In order to prevent any conflicts with France, the its charter.
Principality itself makes sure no unwanted people take However in order to limit the Government's discretion-
ap residence on its territory by means of long estab-

ary powers in the matter, the advice of a special com-
ished rules as well as measures to meet circumstances. mittee is required. This committee is fully empowered
As far as trading is concerned, strict regulations have to examine and investigate cases. Companies declared
ong applied. Thus, according to the Ordonnance of unauthorised shall go into liquidation. One can observe
3 June 1867, a personal licence is required for any for- from Chart I on the following page an obvious increase
igner wishing to do business in the Principality. In the in the number of withdrawals following the law and a
ame way, any foreign company wishing to extend its

reverse trend up to 1968 in the number of applications
ctivities to Monaco must be granted a licence for ex- for authorisationsof incorporations.:ension of activities. But it is for Monegasque companies
.hat procedures are most complex. In addition to regula- 20 - Among the measures to strenghten legislation,
:ions copied from French law as regards notices, book- one should also mention control on socits civiles

ceeping and bankruptcy, joint-stock companies can only
e incorporated with Government consent and after ap-
oroval of their charter. The Principality of Monaco is
)ne of the few European countries where there remains

4. French exchange regulations based the distinctionare upon
n company law this prerequisite which was the rule between residents (with further distinction between Frencha

lp to the middle of the nineteenth century. And the and foreigners) and non-residents abroad (regardless of natio-

bligation endures in a most rigorous form since the nality). By abroad is meant all countriesexcept France,Corsica,
OEdministration may grant or deny consent at will. Monaco, French overseas dpartements(D.O.M.) and the Franc

Fhis in the first place is what is called fait du prince area nations.
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through creation in 1966 of a special register listing all IV. MONACO'S EVER-ATTRACTIVELEGISLATION
companies. 21- As we now know, agreements with France have

But there are also purely temporary measures by which regulated business activities in Monaco in perfect con-

the Prince's Government intends to limit the develop- firmity with France's interests. Nevertheless, the Prin-

ment of certain types of activities. A few instances are cipality maintains several attractive advantages for for-

the Government decision in late 1976 to raise the mini- eign investors and prospective residents, both legalty
mum capital of limited companies from 100,000 F to and fiscally.
250,000 F at the time of incorporation for new corpora-
tions or on any rectification of the articles for existing 1. The opportunityof establishing trusts

onces; a reluctance to allow retail activities to be carried 22 -- Individuals, who under their own legal status have
out under the legal form of limited companies; the fact the possibility of arranging their personal affairs b3
that international headquarters of foreign companies means of a trust during their lifetime or after death
are not as welcome as they used to be. In the same way, may do so in the Principality with -the assistance an
whereas complete commercial cycles taking place out- support of local institutions. Monegasque Law No. 214z

side Monaco still are excluded from the Monegasque of 1936 modifying Law No. 207 of 1935 regardin
business profits tax, Tax Authorities have just set down trusts is of particular interest to those who are domi
two conditions for this exclusion -- that those dealings ciled in Monaco and whom their national law 5 entitle
shall be clearly apart from activities defined in the
charter and that they shall be of a regular nature. 5. This law interests primarily British and American citizens.
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to establish trusts, as it provides them with a means of 25 -- As for the Socit civile mongasque, the clause

avoiding the rules concerning the compulsory reserves governing this type of company requires:
regarding their heirs under the Monegasque succession -- the drawing up of a deed subject to registrationwith-
laws. The essential conditions for the establishment of in one month;
such a trust are as follows: -- the transfer of shares or stocks to be in the form of a

--the trust deed must be executed in Monegasque written agreement registered within one month under
notarial form; penalty of invalidation;
the trustees must be selected from a list drawn up the registration of the within two months- --

company
and maintained by the Court in Monaco (one trustee following its incorporation in a register foreseen to
must be a trust corporation but a personal co-trustee that effect;
may be added -- see Article 3); --the incorporation requires at least two partners re-

a certificate drawn up by an approved lawyer of the gardless of nationality and residence; the manage---

country in question stating the validity of the trust ment may be assumed by a resident of Monaco, again
dispositions under the relevant foreign law (see Ar- regardless of nationality;
ticle 2) must be annexed to the trust deed. -- the head office must be set up in Monaco.

Companies of this type, when incorporated for the pur-
2. An independenteconomic policy pose of managing personal assets, are not bound to

submit their books.
23 - The historical and socio-political situation of
Monaco and France accounts for the fact that the laws 26 - New regrouping formulas have been originated
of the Principality and French legislation are often very

due to the particular nature of the activities of compa-

close in spirit as well as in their general outline, and nies in Monaco, namely:
especially so with regards to company law.

-- the non-profit organisation (Law No. 492 of 3 July
1949) allows the regrouping of various branches of trade

24 - Company law. The location of the registered in the pursuit of common interests with regard to Mone-
ofce is the only possible criterion for Monaco in order gasque administrationor in the matter of export induce-
to determine the nationality of companies. Unlike ments.
French law, the legal distinction with regard to form -- the group of common economic interest (Law No.
between socits civiles nd trading companies does 879 of 26 February 1970) or Groupement d'intrt
not apply: the nature of a company depends on its conomique helps in obtaining credit thanks to com-

object. Private companies are not subject to Govern- mon purchasing of, for example, maintenanceproducts.
ment authorisation for incorporation. When foreigners
are involved, they must have a personal licence accord- 27 - Gouernment incentives. At present, the Govern-

ing to the 1867 Ordonnance. Two kinds of joint- ment of Monaco is interested in attracting business and

stock companies are allowed to operate in the Principal- manufacturing enterprises of solid reputation. As a gen-

ity: corporations (socits anonymes) and limited eral ruIe, such enterprises should meet the following
partnerships which have issued shares (socitsen com- criteria: no heavy machinery, no pollution, no noise,
mandite par actions). However, no such limited part- highly qualified workers and executives, small space

nerships exist due to the fact that their administration requirements and a high added value factor.

is possibly more complicated that that of corporations. The current forms of foreign investment in the national

In addition to the Government consent already dis- economy are:

cussed, corporations must comply witht he following
-- participationin existing companies;

regulations:
-- establishment of administrative headquarters, manag-

the charter shall be drawn up by a Monegasque con- ing departmentsor service branches of foreign compa---

tract lawyer (notaire); nies;
the capital shall not be less than 250,000 Francs

-- incorporationof commercial companies.-- ac-

cording to strict regulations (By4aw of September Because of the recent influx of companies and residents,
1976). At the time of incorporation,the capital shall the housing situation is critical, in spite of considerable
be fully subscribed and a quarter at least of such capi- building activity. Enterprises of administrative charac-

tal shall be effectively paid up; ter, however, have been able to satisfy their require-
shares of all types (cash, vendor's or founder's shares ments in private apartment buildings; a number of com---

and bonds) must be effectively issued; merciai and industrial buildings are under construction

theoretically, two people form or in an advanced planning stage.-- can a company;
there is no restriction regarding the nationality of the A new area (Fontvieille), reclaimed from the sea, will-

founders or that of the directors, provided the usual shortly become available for commercial and industrial

procedure is followed; 6 development. Within the framework of the urban devel-
- the chairman of the board or managing director opment plan, now under study, it will be possible to in-

should preferably be a resident of the Principality;
--the company is required to appoint one or several

auditors who shall be selected from the Chartered
Accountants registered with their association in the
Principality; 6. In particular: justification of assignment of capital whenever

--the company charter has to be published in the the investor's Government requires, depending on the Exchange
Journalde Monaco. Control Regulations in force at the time.
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vest in commercial properties under a land-leasing ar- 29 - Registration fees are highly favourable. Such
rangement or by outright sale from the Govemment. 7 duties befall only the assets located in the monegasque

territory and acts drawn up in the Principality. As in the
3. Some tax advantages entire Monegasque legislation, the texts have not been

seriously classified: various ordonnances and laws
28 - As for taxation, the major advantage is that no complete and amend each other.

t

individual income tax is levied on any nationals except These duties, flat rate or progressive scale, are levied at
certain French citizens. Foreigners who transfer their registration in the instances shown in Chart 2.

Iresidence from France to Monaco are no longer liable to 30 - We wish to point out two particular instances:French tax on income arising at a later date, no partic- - Inheritance tax -- When a citizen of Monaco or ofular length of stay being required. But how does one France (who had resided for at least five years in theestablish residence in Monaco Any foreigner wanting Principality) dies, all his Monaco based assets withoutto establish residence in Monaco must obtain a visa from
exception and all his assets in France except real-estate,the French Consul of his place of residence. Once the goodwill and shares of commercial firms (other thanvisa is obtained, he must apply for an identity card at public limited companies) are subject to the inheritancethe SretPublique Mongasque,with attached docu-
tax of the Principality of Monaco according to the scalements showing that he has a residence in Monaco, either below. 9 As far as foreigners are concerned, i.e. personsas tenant or as owner, and that he has a professional that have neither the nationality of Monaco nor that ofactivity or, failing that, sufficient means of subsistence. France, only the Monaco based assets at the date of
death are subject to the tax of the Principality,whether

Foreigners are exempt these persons were residents or non-residents of Mo-
from Monegasque income tax: naco.
mind the rules for residence Under Law No. 276 of 20 October 1939 as amended on

application! 1 June 1961, the net portion in transfers by death of
personal or real-estate property or usufruct, including

As temporary resident, he will then receive a one year foreign securities of whatever nature to which each heir
identity card renewable under certain conditions; after is entitled, is subject to the following duties:
ten years of provisional residence, he will be given a direct heirs (or grandchildren if the--

privileged resident card valid for ten more years. The children are dead) ....................... 0%
cards are renewed provided the foreigner actually lives between husband and wife ................ 0%--

in Monaco for at least six months per year. This is only between brothers and sisters ............... 8%--

the application of the Convention de voisinage of
-- between uncles and aunts, nephews or

18 May 1963, in particularof chapter one: admittance, nieces and grand-children(when the

stay and establishment of foreigners. 8 These rules are children are alive) ...................... 10%
--

more or less measures of self-discipline. between collateralsother than brothers
or sisters, uncles or aunts, nephews or nieces.. 13%

CHART 2
-- between individualswithout kinship 16%........

-

Registration Taxes Incorporation charges represent approximately 4% of
the capital;

(see in particular: i) regstraton fees: company charters as well as pro-
Law No. 580 of 23 July 1953) ceedings required in case of increase in capital are liable

to a registration fee of 1%. Also, shares and share cer-

1. Transfer Taxes tificates, paid up or not, are subject to a stamp duty
a) transfer for valuable consideration amounting to 0.50% of their nominal value.

transfer of goodwill 7.5% ii) legal fees: currently applicable rates for legal fees are--

transfer of lease 1 % follows, regardless of the type of company:-- as

sale of shares 1 % up- for capital to 10,000 Francs.......... 1.80%
sale of shares of socitsciviles for capital ranging between 10,000 and--

(estates based in Monaco) 6.5% 20,000 Francs ...................... 1.30%
transfer of negotiable bills 1 % for capital above 20,000 Francs 0.90%--

..........

sale of estates located abroad 5.00 Francs---

sale of estates located in Monaco 7.5%--

7. Other opportunitiesalso exist in the commercial market. The
b) Transfer by deed-poll (gift taxes and death duties) Government is prepared to assist prospective space seekers ir

(see text) making relevant contacts with private real estate rental
--

or agen-
2. Other Registration Fees cies.

8. Art. 4, 2nd and 3rd paragraphs: the Government of theincorporation of a company 1 %
Prince binds itself consult French authorities applica.

--

to on anytax on issuance of shares 0.5%--

tion dealing with any change in the nature of activities of a for-
tax on issuance of bonds 0.5%--

eigner established in Monaco the Government of the Prince--

ease of movables [ with indefinite 5 % binds itself to take into consideration any remarks or objection
--

ease of immovable property f term 6.5% regarding the foreigner'spersonal activities.
--

eases with a definite term 1 0/% 9. A double taxation agreement reached between France--

/0 was

and Monaco on 1 April 1950.
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iii).cost of publicity: the cost of publication of the trust, with the exception of Monegasque securities (sub-
charter in the Journal de Monaco is, at the present ject to a reduced proportionalduty).
ate, 2.50 Francs per line, and ranges between approxi- 32 The Monegasque business profit tax rate is the--

mately 1,500 and 2,000 Francs. result of the following developments: this tax was ini-
31 - Fiscal provsions for trusts are as follows: the tially levied at a flat rate of 25 percent when it was

eed creating or transferring trusts within the Principal- introduced in 1963. The rate for 1964 was 30 percent,
ty is subject to proportional registration duties which and for 1965 it was 35 percent. The agreement pro-

ary according to the number of beneficiaries succeed- vided that the rate would be further increased to 40

ng in the trust = 1.30 percent for one beneficiary, percent for 1966 and later years, subsequent to govern-
1.50 percent for two beneficiaries and 1.70 percent for ment talks. However, it was decided that, until further

more than two beneficiaries. notice, the rate would remain at 35 percent. Finally
This duty is converted into an annual tax of 0.20 per- it depends on French fiscal policy whether or not an-

:ent if the parties elect to do so in the deed constitut- other rate will come into effect.

ng the trust. 33 -- The particular taxation concerning administrative
he duty or tax is collected in lieu of all gift taxes or headquarters, i.e. usually 35 percent on 8 percent of
leath duties. In either case, the tax is assessed on the running expenses (which amounts to a 2.8 percent tax
otal amount of the value of the estate invested in the rate), is not necessarily an advantage for those offices

that do not have precise bookkeeping allowing an

exact result to be determined; firstly because this 8 per-
cent is in fact susceptible to a variation between 8 and

VIENT DE PARAITRE
15 percent as is the case in the Quartiers gneraux in-

dans la ternationaux in France; also because offices with pre-
Collection des DictionnairesJuridiques Bilingues cise bookkeeping may turn out to be either liable to a

lower sum or not even taxable.

DICTIONNAIREJURIDIQUE V. CONCLUSION

Franais-Anglais 34 - It now remains to be seen what the future holds

Anglais-Franais regarding the French -- Monegasque relationship.

(Nouveau DictionnaireTh. A. QUEMNER) According to Mr. Saint-Mleux, presently, all the re-

quirements for a happy co-existence in the various fields
covered in the French --Monegasque Agreements are

Administration,Assurances, Bourse, Commerce, Droit

Economie, Exportation, Finances et Fiscalit at hand.

35 - The promotion in May 1977 of the Monegasque
par legation in Paris to the rank of Embassy clearly shows,

Jean BALEYTE from the point of view of Protocol, the privileged rela-

ProfesseurAgrg d'Anglais tions thus reaffirmed in the eyes of the international

charg de cours la Facult de Droitet des Sciences Econo- community.
miques de Nice 36- One may, however, express concern over the

internal development of French taxation. Indeed, there
Alexandre KURGANSKY Christian LAROCHE

is a movement in France favouring the increase of
Diplmsd'EtudesSuprieuresde DroitPublic Revenue arising from direct tax and the decrease of the

indirect tax yield -- mainly the unfair V.A.T. A new
Jacques SPINDLER left wing majority in Parliament in March 1978 could

Docteur s Sciences Economiques accentuate this tendency. Such developments would af-
Matre-Assistant la Facult de Droit et des Sciences Eco- fect the Budget of the Principality: when examining this

nomiques de Nice Budget, it appears that the amount of revenue receipts
from turnover taxes accounts for almost half the total

Prfaces du
intake.

Professeur Ren-Jean DUPUY This amount, a result of a formula stipulated in the Tax
Membre de l7nstitut de Droit International Agreement of 18 May 1963,10 could thereforedecrease.

Secrtaire Gnral de l'Acadmiede Droit International 37- However, the increase of the intake from real
de la Haye

Membre de la CommissionEuropennedes Droits de estate tax could countervail the aforementioned de-

l'Homme crease as numerous foreigners will continue to invest in

Directeurde l'U.E.R. du Droit de la Paix et du the Principality. The absence of taxation regarding for-

Dveloppementde l'Universitde Nice

et de 10. Art. 15: the taxes on turnover in the Principalityare levied

A.I. Mc EWAN on the same basis and at the same rates as in France. The
formula concerning the splitting up (compte de partage)

K.C.H.S., Q.C., M.A., L.L.B. between France and Monaco of the turnover tax yield is dealt
with in Article 17.
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eigners (other than French nationals) is therefore a fun- In the final analysis, and in.the terms used by the Minis-
damental advantage for Monaco. No Monegasque in- ter of State in the interview he kindly accorded us: th
come tax is foreseen for individuals. There is no talk of future will bring no change: the Principalitywill remain
increasing the rate of the Monegasque business prot liberal and welcoming.
tax either.

CHART 3

Revenue of the Principalityof Monaco

A. COMPARISON OF REVENUE B. DISTRIBUTIONOF REVENUE
DERIVED IN 1975 AND 1976

Amount % on tax

1976/1975 revenues
1975 1976

Differential Tax on turnover (including V.A.T.) 290,851,626.70 55.06in Frs. in Frs.
in % Business profits tax 30,825,875.07 5.84

CHAPTER I
Custom duties 18,694,406.00 3.54

Private property 6,753,573.83 6,705,530.13 -- 0.71 Taxes on private transactions 33,542,124.15 6.35 '

State monopolies 66,447,613.72 79,602,589.15 + 19.79 State monopolies 79,602,589.15 15.07 '

tobacco monopoly 13,033,256.51 13,881,573.31 + 6.50 Granted monopolies 23,752,857.33 4.49
telephone board 27,288,365.63 35,766,786.31 + 31.06 Financial sector 14,449,546.90 2.73
general post-office 11,481,576.79 16,746,048.07 + 45.85 Other normal income 11,957,437.13 2.26
stamp office 14,193,780.53 12,684,343.41 -- 10.63 Fontvieille 24,570,000.00 4.66
official published TOTALGENERAL 528,246,462.43
works 450,634.26 523,838.05 + 16.24

Granted monopolies C. BUSINESS PROFITS TAX
(under contract) 19,454,168.72 23,752,857.33 + 22.09
Socits des Bains

In 1976, the business profits tax yield reached an amount of 30,825,875
de Mer 12,631,836.03 13,168,284.87 -- 3.66

Frs., compared with 88,073,928 Frs. taxable sales, reflecting a reduction
Others 6,822,332.69 11,584,572.46 + 69.80 of 9.51 percent compared with the previous period.

Financial sector 13,575,088.47 14,449,546.90 + 6.44
In fact these results reflect the 1975 situation, as the business profits tax

CHAPTER It iS collected with a twelve months gap.
Yield from adminis-

For the last five years, the tax yield fluctuated as follows:
trative departments 2,698,721.08 3,172,618.30 + 17.56

1972 26,655,522 Frs.
CHAPTER 111 1973 24,489,039 Frs.
Taxes 253,295,914.91 375,993,320.62 + 48.44 1974 29,310,689 Frs.

lump sum yield from 1975 34,065,688 Frs.
custom duties 17,723,617.00 18,694,406.00 + 5.47 1976 30,825,875 Frs.

taxes on private Taking the rate of fluctuation into consideration:
transactions 24,744,601.44 33,542,124.15 + 35.55

taxes on turnover 175,161,696.80 290,851,626.70 + 66.04 1963 1973 1974 1975 1976

excise duties 1,600,311.66 2,079,288.70 + 29.93 Rate 25% 35% 35% 35% 35%
business profits tax 34,065,688.01 30,825,875.07 -- 9.51 Rate index 100 140 140 140 140

Total (excluding Revenue index 100 289.24 335.48 292.69 339.33

Fontvieille) 362,225,080.73 503,676,462.43 + 39.05 Revenue index adjusted
Fontvieille 64,379,000.00 24,570,000.00 -- 61.83 for rate fluctuations 100 206.60 239.62 209.06 242.37

TOTALGENERAL 426,604,080.73 528,246,462.43 + 23.82 Annual fluctuation -- -- + 15.98% --12.75% + 15.93%
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French\NithholdingTax on EmploymentIncome
lls I

q THE NEW WITHHOLDINGTAX ON WAGES PAID TO NON-DOMICILIARIESAND

i

TAXATION OF WAGE PAYMENT FOR FOREIGN ACTIVITIES (Law No. 76 - 1,234 of December 29, 1976)

by Patrick Michaud * and Michel Saillant **

On July 1, 1976 the French Government submitted a Bill to Parliament
which not only introduced a new concept of domicile for purposes of Tableof Contentsindiuidual ncome tax, and succession duties but which also made signif-
icant changes in the taxation of domiciled and non-domiciled ndividuals.
One of these changes which will, inter alia, be discussed in this article is the I. System of taxation

introduction of a withholding tax on nn-domiciled wage earners. The Bill
was enacted as Law of December 29, 1976 and the essentialsof the new tax II. Withholding tax on wages paid to

arto be found in Art. 12, thereof.
non-French citizens domiciled
abroad (Law Art. 12)c.

III. Tax of salaries paid toII. SYSTEM OF TAXATION
treatment

French nationals
A. Treatment of French nationals

Wages paid by a French company to a wage earner domiciled abroad con-
not domiciled in France

B. Treatment of French nationals
stitute French-source income. Two cases can be distinguished. domiciled in France and working
A. In cases other than those covered by a tax treaty the income derived abroad

from professional activities whether salaried or not is taxable in France IV. Application of foreign tax treaties
if the activity is carried out in France (Law, Art. 5(d)). In this case,
therefore, we are dealing with French source income. V. Applicationof the new provisions
The text of the Law provides that the taxable income of such taxpayers A. In general
is determined in conformity with the same rules which apply to income 1. Scope of the withholding tax

of a similar nature earned by persons domiciled in France. However,
2. Influence of international tax

treaties
the tax cannot be less than 25 percent of the taxable income (Law, Art. 3. Base of the withholding tax

4). 4. Rate of withholding tax
B. Payment of tax withheld to

B. In cases which are covered by a tax treaty (Art. 15 of the O.E.C.D. theTreasury
Model Convention) income is taxable in the State in which the person C. Penalties
s resident and in principle no tax will be withheld by the country from D. Finalization of the tax position
where the salary is paid. However, where the activities are carried out in of the recipient

the other Contracting State the income will be taxable in the latter State.

I. WITHHOLDING TAX ON WAGES PAID TO lowing graduated rate scale which applies to income de-
NON-FRENCH CITIZENS DOMICILED ABROAD rived during the calendar year:
(LAW ART. 12)

Portionofsums
OEs of January 1,1977 income tax will be wthheld on subject to withholding tax Rate
;alaries, pensions, life annuities and similar payments of
irench origin, paid to persons not domiciled in France. Up to 20,000 Fr.Frs 0%

From 20,000 - 60,000 Fr.Frs. 15%

I he taxable base of this withholding tax is the total net In excess of 60,000 Fr. Frs. 25%

imount of the sums paid, determined in conformity
vith the rules which apply for individual income tax The Government may issue decrees which adjust the

)urposes. However, only the fixed deductions may be brackets if the income relates to a period of time other

ipplied and no allowance for actual expenses connected than that of a year.

i
vith the activities is given. Therefore the non-domiciled

ecipient may only deduct the general 20 percent deduc-
ion and the 10 percent expense deductions for salaries. * Ancien lve de l'Ecole Nationale des Impts, Avocat la Cour

d'Appel.

'he_withholding tax is computed according to the fol- **Ancien lve de l'Ecole Nationale des Impts, Consultant.
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The 15 percent and 25 percent rates mentioned above France and who are sent abroad by an employer estab-
are reduced to 10 percent and 18 percent respectively in lished in France are not subject to income tax in the
the overseas departments (dpartements d'outre mer or following cases:

D.O.M.). The withholding tax may be credited against 1. Salaries paid to French citizens for their activities
the income tax which is due on the income from wages. abroad (for their assignments abroad) are exempt

from income tax if:
Numerous wage earners normally living abroad (artists, -- the taxpayer can prove that the income has effec-
show business people, seasonal workers) whose activi- tively been subject to tax in the country where the !i
ties in France are of short duration frequently neglect activity is carried out;
upon return to their home country to pay to the French -- and that the foreign tax is equal to at least two

Treasury the taxes due on their French earnings. De- thirds of the income tax he would have had to pay
spite the agreements concluded with certain countries in France on the same taxable base.
it is often very difficult to enforce these taxes. The 2. Salaries paid to French citizens domiciled in France
introductionof a withholding tax on the income derived and on an assignmentabroad are exempt from French
from salaries, pensions and life annuities enables the individual income tax:
French tax authorities to curb this kind of tax evasion. --if they can prove that they carry on activities

abroad lasting for more than 183 days in any
The withholding must be made according to the gradu- period of 12 consecutivemonths;
ated rate scale given above but may be credited against -- and if the income is derived from one of the fol-
French individual income tax on the taxpayer's total lowing activities carried on abroad:
French-source income. However, the withholding tax is i) construction site or assembly project, setting
a final tax for French nationals domiciled abroad in re- up of industrial complexes, their running and

spect of that part of their salaries and pensions which is their exploitationand the prospectingand engin-
lower than 60,000 Fr.Frs. eering connected with these activities;

ii) prospecting, research or extracting of natural
resources.

Ill. TAX TREATMENTOF SALARIESPAID TO It is immaterial whether the salary has been taxed

FRENCH NATIONALS abroad or not.
3. In all circumstances where the taxpayer is unable to

A. Treatmentof French nationals benefit from the above exemptions, only so much of

not domiciled in France the income will be taxed in France as would have
been received if the activity had been carried out in

As far as that part of net taxable income not exceeding France.
60,000 Fr.Frs. is concerned which consists of French- 4. Where the taxpayer benefits from one of the above
source salaries, pensions, life annuities and similar pay- exemptions the tax on his other French-source in-
ments paid to French citizens not domiciled in France come is computed at the rate corresponding to the
the individual income tax -- which normally may not be taxpayer's total income, whether exempted or not.
less than 25 percent in the case of non-domiciliary --

may not exceed the amount of the withholding tax due.
In addition, this income is not included in total income
for the computation of the individual income tax of the IV. APPLICATIONOF FOREIGN TAX TREATIES
non-domiciliary'staxable French-sourceincome.

The new tax treatment does not apply if a tax treaty
As stated above, Art. 5 of the Law provides that French- provides for a different form of taxation or of a divisior
source income which is subject to individual income tax of the right to mpose tax between the Contractin
will be taxed at a minimum rate of 25 percent even in States.
those cases where the application of the normal rates In this respect it is important to note that tax treaties,
would have resulted in a lower tax. take precedence over (French) national law and most

tax treaties provide for non-discrimination rules unde
However, for salaried workers and pensioners who pos- which equal treatment must be granted to French na

sess French nationality, the minimum tax equals the tionals and nationals of the Contracting State in
amount of the withholding tax imposed. In this way, volved.
these taxpayers benefit from a full exemption for their
taxable income up to 20,000 Fr.Frs. and from a reduced
rate of tax (15 percent).for the next 40,000 Fr.Frs. In

addition, for the purposes of computation of the rates
of the progressive income tax on the remainder of the V. APPLICATIONOF THE NEW PROVISIONS
taxpayer's income only that part which exceeds 60,000
Fr.Frs is taken into consideration. A. In general

B. Treatment of French nationals 1. Scope of the withholding tax

domiciled in France and working abroad
In those cases where there are no tax treaties providin

Salaries paid to French nationals who are domiciled in otherwise, salaries, pensions, life annuities and simila
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payments from French sources 1 paid to persons who tary deductions for the profession in question, where

are not domiciled in France for income tax purposes are applicable, but also the special deduction of 20 percent
r subject to the withholdingtax. provided for by Art. 158(5) of the General Tax Code

The following persons are considered to be domiciled in (Code gnral des impts).
France:

.

--those persons who have their home in France or Pensions and annuities which have been acquired for

spend most their time in that country; no consideration also benefit from the 20 percent de-

those persons who carry out a professionalactivity in duction. The base for annuities which have been acquir---

France, whether salaried or not, unless they can prove ed for valuable consideration is computed in conformity
that this activity is carried out on an accessory basis; with the provisions of Art. 158(6), i.e. only part of the

those persons who have the centre of their economic annuity is subject to the tax, 80 percent of that part--

interests in France. which exceeds 22,000 Fr.Frs. per year must be included

Civil servants who carry out their duties or who are in the taxable base, if necessary this amount should be

charged with a mission in a foreign country and whose adjusted where shorter periods of time are involved

income is not subject to income tax in that country are e.g. 5,500 Fr.Frs. for a quarter, to 1,834 Fr.Frs. for a

also considered to have their fiscal domicile in France. month or to 71 Fr.Frs. for a day.

2. Inuenceof in ternational tax treaties 4. Rate of withholding tax

With respect to salaries the provisions of international The tax withheld on salaries, pensions and life annuities
tax treaties do not, in princile, prevent tax being de- is computed according to the following table which re-

ducted at source. However, there are some exceptions to flects the duration of the activity or the period of time

this rule, in particular: correspondingto the payment.
no tax may be withheld on salaries paid to frontier--

workers who have their fiscal domicile in Belgium, Duration of the Rate of 0% Rate of 15% Rate of 25%

Germany, Spain and Switzerland (with the exception activity or of
of the canton of Geneva); the period Portion of Portion of Portion of

--international tax treaties have special provisions corresponding the net the net the net

which should be consulted when necessary, which to the payment amount amount amount

govern payments made to teachers, students as well as subject to subject to subject to

II wage earners carrying out their activities on board a deduction deduction deduction

ship or aircraft in international traffic; (less than) (from - to) (more than)

--numerous tax treaties provide that no tax is to be Year 20,000 F 20,000 to 60,000 F 60,000 F

withheld on French-source public payments made to Quarter 5,000 F 5,000 to 15,000 F 15,000 F

a person who possesses the nationality of the Con- Month 1,667 F 1,667 to 5,000 F 5,000 F

tracting State in which the person has his scal Week 65 F 65 to 193 F 193 F

domicile; Day or fraction

in our opinion no tax may be withheld if the salary of a day 65 F 65 to 193 F 193 F
--

has been paid in respect of work carried out abroad.

The rates of 15 percent and 25 percent are brought
With respect to pensions and life annuities tax treaties down to 10 percent and 18 percent when the debtor is
do not usually allow for tax being withheld at the time resident in the overseas departments (D.O.M.).
of payment except in the case of those recipients who
have their fiscal domicile in Italy or Canada. Further- When the duration of the activity the periodor corres-

more, certain international tax treaties contain special ponding to the payment differs from the above cate-
provisions which should be consulted where necessary. gories, it must be calculated in proportion to the num-

However, international tax treaties do not prevent tax ber of days. For the purposes of this calculation, each
being withheld on pensions or public annuities except complete month is counted 26 days and eachas com-
where the recipients have their fiscal domicile in one

of the following countries: Algeria, Bnin, Cameroon, plete week as 6 days.

Central African Empire, Congo, Ivory Coast, Gabon, B. Payment of the tax withheld to the Treasury
Upper Volta, Mali, Madagascar, Senegal, Togo or Tunisia.
No tax is withheld from pensions and public annuities Taxes withheld for any given month should be paid
paid to recipients domiciled in one of these countries. within the first two weeks of the following month to

the revenue office (recette des impts) (and not to
3. Base of the withholding tax the Treasury Accountant (comptable du Trsor) as

Tax is in principle, withheld on the gross amount of the in the case wth the withholding taxes referred to in

payments discussed in this article. However, as in the Articles 105-107 of the General Tax Code) nearest to

case of the individual income tax, tax is withheld on the the residence or the head office of the party that is mak-

amount of salaries, wages, pensions and life annuities ing the payment.
(.e. after deduction of expenses actually incurred). Con-

sequently, when computing the taxable amount it is '1. Are considered as such: (i) salaries originating from an activity
necessary to take into account not only the lump sum carried out in France and (ii) pensions and life annuities paid by a

deduction of 10 percent for expenses and supplemen- debtor established in France.
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The paymentshould be accompaniedby a declaration in 2. Failure to withhold tax
.-oduplicate, a copy of which is enclosed. Every debtor who has failed to withhold tax on t n-,

;
come or who has withheld too small an amount wiU.be i

The annual declaration of salaries, pensions, life annu- subject to a fine which equals the amount of n-
ities, fees and other income should be altered so as to withheld tax (Article 1768 General Tax Code).show not only the net amount paid but also the with- .-holding tax which has been deducted. D. Finalization of the tax position of the recipient,. ; : t.

C. Penalties The withholding tax introduced by Article 12 replaest
the individual income tax for that part of taxable wages,/

1. Failure to pay, late paymentor nsufficient salaries, pensions and annuities which does not exceed
paymentof the tax withheld 60,000 Fr.Frs. Thus, this part is not taken into account

In these cases the debtor is subject to: for the computation of the individual income tax and
either the penalty for late payment as provided for in the pertinent withholding tax is not creditable. How---

Article 1727 of the General Income Tax Code if it is ever, that part of the wages and salaries which exceeds'
accepted that he has acted in good faith (3 percent 60,000 Fr.Frs. is included in the taxable base for indiv-
for the first month and 1 percent for each subsequent idual income tax purposes and the corresponding with-
month); or holding tax is creditable.
the fiscal fine provided for in Article 1731 of the The steps necessary to achieve this finalizationare taken--

above Code in all other cases. by means of assessment.

---..

L.S. Oil Companiesanc the ForeignTax Credit
U.S. ndividual and corporate taxpayers who with respect to royaltiespaid by U.S. oil com-

pay a foreign tax on their foreign-source in- panies which haue often been treated as if
come are entitled to credit the foreign tax they were de facto income taxes. However, the
against the U.S. ncome tax computed on this U.S. Treasury has now informed an oil wor-

income. Howeuer, Sec. 901 of the Internal kers' union that it will n longergrant the for-
Revenue Code provides that in order to quali- eign tax credit with respect to oil taxes im-

fy for the foreign tax credit the foreign tax posed by Libya and Saudi Arabia. The new

must be an income tax, war profits or excess policy willapply with respect to taxableyears
profits tax. It is often difficult to determine beginning on or after June 30, 1978. (DOC.

-

whether a foreign tax is couered by the above 78 - 1118)
definition. Recently problems have arisen

1 =

, t
r J
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and
corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those

.. ',
in foreign countries planning doing business in the United States

.

or --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessmanor corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa
without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.

1 How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a
double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also lind:
1. The full official text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for
easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...
permits a single unied index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisionsat the flip of a wrist.

3. Ofcial reports on each treaty givingyou the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were inluded; and what each provision means to
you.

4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each
country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects
YOU.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-subscription to this unique

publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...
only $ 120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS
DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and official word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

Englewood Cliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its
New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX
U.S.A, TREATIES.
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IRELANO: Considerable dissatisfaction has been ex-

pressed by employees affected by certain

Budget1978
benefits-in-kind legislation introduced in
1976. This legislation imposed on em-

ployees who had the private use of em-

ployers' cars an income tax charge of 15%
of the cost of the car, subject to a mini-
mum of £300.

I am satisfied that this position is unfair to

many employees -- in particular to those
who have to use their cars extensively for
business purposes. Accordingly, I have

On February 1, 1978 the Irish Minister for persons are to be increased by £35 in each
decided to repeal the relevant 1976 legis-

Finance, Mr. Colley, pronounced his Bud- case, that is to £80 and £180, respectively. lation, with effect from April 6th next,
get Statement of which extractspertaining Taken in conjunction with the other in-

thereby restoring the previous basis on

to his tax proposals are reproducedbelow. creased allowances which I have announced, which the value of the benefit to the em-
this will result in a significant improvement
in the position of pensioners who are pay- ployee was computed by reference to the

actual amount of private mileage as com-
ing income tax.

I. PERSONAL INCOME TAX pared with total mileage. The cost of this
The cost of all these increases in personal relief will be £2 million in 1978.

I now come to my proposals for changes in allowances will be £63.4 million this year. Before leaving the subject of personal taxa-
the personal income tax. I have already The Finance Bill will contain a provision tion I should like to mention that represen-
indicated that the increases in the main to exempt from income tax the interest tations have been made to me about the
personal income tax allowances proposed derived by thalidomide children from the operation of the PAYE Table A -- that is
in the manifesto would be sufficient to investment of the lump-sum awards receiv- the tax-deduction table which applies for
improve real disposable incomes signifi- ed by them. This exemption will be in line the purposes of deducting PAYE tax from
cantly, taken in conjunction with the Gov- with the exemption already accorded the employees with taxable incomes c,f £1,500,
ernment target of a wage increase of about monthly payments to these children. or less, in a year. It can lead in certain cir-
5%. I propose to increase the single allow- The cost will be about £5,000 in 1978. cumstances to a situation where an em-

ance by £200, from £665 to £865, and to ployee's after-tax income towards the end
increase the married allowance by £630, Under present legislation, premiums paid of the year might be somewhat less than it
from £1,100 to £1,730. by self-employedpersons to secure a retire-

was at the beginning of the year. In view of
ment annuity qualify for income tax relief.

At its new rate of £1,730, the married There is, however, limitation qualify-
this, the Revenue Commissioners at my re-

allowance will be double the single allow-
a on quest, have prepared a new Table A which

earn- will have the effect of spreading the tax
ance. The existing allowance of £230 for ing premiums of 15% of net relevant

ings or £2,000 whichever is the less. It deduction evenly throughout theworking wives will be maintained. These has been represented to me that, in view of
year.

measures should be of particular benefit to the percentage limitation, the retention of As I said at the outset, this Budget is de-
married couples. Combined with a pay in- the cash limitation is inappropriate. signed to create the conditions under
crease of 5%, this would give an increase in whch the private sector can move ahead
weekly after-tax income of £6.52, or 11%, I have accepted this viewpoint and pro- and take over as a prime generator of eco-

for a married man with two children who is pose accordingly to abolish the cash limita- nomic growth and employment. One of the
on average industrial earnings of about £70 tion. The 15% limitation, which is in line most important ways in which a Govern-
a week. with that applicable to superannuation ment can set this process in train is by so

contributions for employees, will, of tailoring the taxes which business has toThe abolition of rates on domestic dwel-
lings and the abolition of motor vehicle course, be retained. bear as to ensure thatthe spirit of enter-

duties for all but large cars will also mean a The income tax code gives generous tax prise and expansion is positively encour

good deal more cash in the pocket for the relief in respect of premiums paid by in. aged.
average family in 1978. Savings in rnotor dividuals on life assurance policies. Up to I now turn, therefore, to a package of tax
vehicle duties for a modest family saloon 1953 the fraction of premium qualifying changes designed to give the necessary en

should work out at about £1 a week. Rates for relief was one-half. In the Budget of couragement to business.
savings will, of course, depend on the type that year, with a view to ensuring the de-

of accommodationwhich a family has. The velopment of the Irish assurance industry,
average savings here should be about £2 the qualifying fraction in the case of new

ll. PROPOSALSAFFECTING BUSINESS
a week for a local authority tenant; for a policies with Irish companies was increased
family purchasing a three-bedroomedsemi- to two-thirds.

A. Special incentivesfor companies
detached house in the Dublin area, the sav-

ing could be £4 a week or more. The Irish life assurance companieshave im- Under a three-year scheme introduced las

All in all, therefore, the average family can
proved their share of the market to the year, manufacturing companies generall'.

now over can a
expect to be at least £9 to £10 a week point where they account for enjoy special 25% rate of corporatiol

better off in terms of disposable income by
60% of premium income. Moreover, in- tax provided that they expand activity t

virtue of these particular measurs.
vestment in the Irish economy by non- meet certain minimum targets. For 197'
Irish companies, now exceeds 90% of their these targets were an increase of 3% ij

In line with the increase in the single allow- Irish liabilities. employment and an increase of 5% in vol
ance which I have mentioned, the personal The Government have accordingly decided

ume of sales over 1976 levels.
allowance for widows and widowers will I

go up from the present level of £735 to that, in the case of all policies taken out I propose that for the remaining two years
after today, the fraction of life assurance 1978 and 1979, there will only be an em

£935 -- that is an increase of £200.
premiums qualifying for tax relief will be ployment target to be met Manufacturer

I have never accepted the view that all pen- a uniform one-half. The tax relief will will therefore qualify for the special 25;c,

sioners should be automatically exempt continue to be available at a taxpayer's corporation tax relief for each year if the:
from tax, regardless of their income. I feel marginal rate of tax. increase their employment by 3% in eac

that the best way to tackle the tax burden year. Credit for extra employment create

of pensioners is to increase the special age As I have mentioned, th tax treatment of over the target rate can be carried forwar
allowance available to persons aged 65 life assurance is generous and life assurance to the next year within the period of th

yezrs or over, and this I propose to do. The can be expected to remain a specially at- scheme. In any case, all manufacturerswi

existing ge allowances of £45 for single tractive means of long-term savings and have the option of qualifying in 1978 an

or widowed persons and £145 for married family protection. 1979 by reference to a 3% increase in en
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ployment over the immediately preceding
year, if that is to their benefit.

SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET STATEMENT *

I trust that my simplificationof the targets
and my announcementnow of the employ- Wealth Taxment test for 1978 and 1979 will create a

The tax is to be repealed with immediate effect- i.e. with effect from and inclusivefavourable climate in which manufacturers
of the next valuation date, 5 April 1978.

can plan ahead with confidence and so

encourage early expansion of manufactur- Capital Gains Tax
ing activity and employment. For chargeable gains after 5 April 1978:

adjustments for inflation as measured by changes in the ConsumerPrice Index to--

be made in calculatingall chargeable gains;B. Depreciation for all assets except shares and development land, the present flat rate of 26% is--

As regards capital allowances allowed to to be replaced by a sliding scale starting with 30% and reducing in three-year
industry for tax purposes, deputies will be spans to Nil after 21 years;
aware that free depreciation for new -- for shares and development land, a flat rate of 30% is to apply.
plant and machinery enables the entire cost
of such investment to be deducted straight- PersonalAllowances

away for tax purposes. It is on a permanent With effect from 6 April 1978:

basis in the designated areas. In the rest of Single Person -- Increased by £200 to £ 865
the country, however, it has been subject Married Couple -- Increased by £630 to £1,730

Widowed Person Increased by £200 to £ 935to renewal at intervals of two years since
--

Other Allowances Unchanged, except that the deduction of two-thirds ofits introduction in 1971.
--

qualifyingpremiumspaid to Irish life assurance companies has been reduced to one-
The current two-year period is due to end half to fall in line with premiums paid to non-Irish companies.
in March 1979. The purpose of the short-
trm basis of free depreciation in the past OtherPersonal Income Tax Changes
was to stimulate early investment by The maximum limit (£2,000) for deducting premiums paid by self-employed per-

manufacturing industry as well as to keep sons towards retirement annuity contracts has been removed so that the only limit

options open in the matter of the long- will be 15% of relevant earnings.
term level of capital allowances for new Thalidomide Children -- the interest from investmentof their lump-sum compensa-
lant and machinery. The Government tion awards is to be exempt from income tax. ;

I ave decided that the need for industrial Taxable Benefits --the arbitrary minimum assessment based on 15% of company-
growth would be better served by allowing provided cars is to be removed so that assessmentswill be based only on actual cir-
ree depreciation for plant and machinery cumstances.
.as a normal and continuing feature of our

apital allowances arrangements for the CapitalAllowances
hole country. Free depreciation for plant and machinery due to expire at 31 March 1979 is to be

made a permanentpart of the tax system.I or industrial buildings, the initial capital Free depreciation for expenditure industrial buildings is introduced to takellowance at present stands at the accele- on
:

effect from 2 February 1978 (replaces existing 50% first year allowance).ated rate of 50% which is also on a tempo-
ary statutory basis. Having considered the Stock Relief
atter, I propose that free depreciation The relief for increased stock values in manufacturing,construction etc. businesses

will be available to industrialists for their has been extended for a further year.
xpenditure on new industrial buidlings
vith effect from tomorrow. This means Small Companies Relief
:hat as much as 100% of the capital cost The limit for the small companies corporation tax rate (35%) has been increased
can be written off in the first year, if so from £10,000 to £25,000 with retrospective effect from 1 January 1977 and the
tesired. The allowance will be on a net gradual progression to the full corporation tax rate (45%) now applies to profits
bost basis as at present -- that is to say, net between £25,000 and £35,000.
:ost after deduction of grants payable. Special Incentives for ManufacturingIndustries
rhe detailed provisions in relation to capi- For 1978 and 1979, manufacturing companies will qualify for the special 25% cor-

:al allowances will be inluded in the Fi- poration tax rate if the employment provided increases by at least 3% over the
lance Bill. immediately preceding year. (For 1977, both a 3% increase in employment and a

5% increase in sales volume was required).

[
:. Stock relief Farm Taxation (from 1978/79)

Full-time farmers will now become liable to income tax when the rateable value of
;tock relief was introduced in 1975 as a their lands exceeds £60 (previously £75) but local rates may now be creditedagainst
neans of counteracting, in an ad hoc income tax on farm profits.
nanner, the effects of inflation on the Notional basis farmers will be taxed on the basis of 90 (previously 65) times rate-
quidity of firms in the main sectors like- able value of lands (subject to deduction of certain expenses). The selection
y to be most seriously affected. Despite between the notional basis and accounts profit basis must now be made on a three
he significant drop in the inflation rate, I

year basis.
ropose to continue the stock relief on the

Agriculturaland Fishery Co-operatives be exempted from corporation taxxisting basis for a further year. This will are to ex-

!ost £5 million in 1978.1 cept in respect of income from sales to the European Communities Intervention
Agency.
Value Added Tax
The limits of accountability for VAT of small traders is to be increased by approxi-

Editor's note: Stock (inventory) relief 'is a mately 50% over present levels..

eduction to be allowed in computing taxable Taxable customers of unregistered farmers to be allowed claim input credit equalrofits of the amount by which the increase in an

alue of trading stocks at the end of the account- to 1% of cost of farm products purchased.
ig period exceeds 20% of the trading profits. Cattle marts to be taxed as dealers in cattle but at new 1% rate, instead of 10%his relief is given to Irish resident companies
ngaged wholly or mainly in the manufacturing, which would otherwise have applied, on their commissions.
onstruction or farming, or in the sale of machin-
ry and plant (excluding passenger vehicles) or * Prepared by our correspondent,Mr. Norman E. Judge, Dublin.
oods to concerns for use by them for traders of
nat nature.
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D. Small companies G. Aid for labour intensive industries economy generally. It is a positive contri-
bution because, for the most part, exciseI have been very conscious of the need to The Governmentare concerned at the diffi-

do everything possible to help small firms. culties being experienced at present by duties are flat-rate and not a percentage of

It is most desirable that the possibilities for certain labour-intensivesectors of industry, the price of the product.

growth of small firms be fully exploited to owing to the increased competition arising Thus, the longer the excise duties remain
the national advantage. A number of them from the existence of special measures unchanged the more the relative weight of
already engage in exporting and I am anx- adopted by the British Government to these taxes in the price of the goods coni
ious to see more of them becoming export- maintain employment. The sectors particu- cerned diminishes.
orientated. These firms at present account larly affected are the clothing, footwear 1

for a substantial part of employment in and some areas of the textiles industry on

manufacturing industry and the possibil- which the British measures have had a very Ill. WEALTH TAX: ABOLITION
ities for future job-creation will be clear. serious impact.
I propose to raise the present corporation The Government decision in principle, Both in Opposition, and again on resump-

tax thresholds for small companies from which has already been announced, to in- tion of office, this Government undertook

£10,000 and £15,000 to £25,000 and troduce pay-related social insurance con-
to review the system of capital taxation in-

£35,000, respectively. The revised thres- tributions in 1979, should be of assistance troduced by its predecessor. This review

holds will be for the purpose of applying to labour-intensive rims, large and small. has now been completed and legislation
will be introduced shortly proposing thethe 35% to 45% range of rates and the 45% So also will be the tax concessions which

rate, respectively. In order to give a use- I have announced. The Government feel following changes in the capital taxes.

ful boost to the companies' cash position that more immediate aid may be required, When the wealth tax legislation came be-
in 1978, by reducing their current tax pay- however, and they have decided, therefore, fore this House in 1975 it was opposed by
ments in respect of 1977 profits, I propose that firms engaged in the particular sectors the present Government basically on the
to backdate the increase in thresholds to of industry which I have mentionedshould grounds that it was detrimental to the eco-

profits from January 1st, 1977. The cost to be assisted by a payment of £5 per week in nomic interests of the country at its pre
the Exchequer is £400,000 in 1978. I am respect of each worker on their payroll. sent stage of development. I see no reason

confident that this will provide a welcome This measure is intended to be of a tempo- to change that view. There were indication.
stimulus to small companies. rary nature. It will be reviewed when the of an outflow of badly-needed private

fully pay-related social insurance contribu- funds in 1975 and 1976 and, while one

tion system comes into operation. In any cannot be definite about the reasons fol
E. Interest restrictions event, it will end as soon as the British the outflow, it seems to be more thar
I also propose that after today unrestricted scheme is terminated. The scheme will coincidence that it occurred at the same

interest relief will be allowed to any in. come into operation from the beginning of time as wealth tax was introduced.
dividual in respect of borrowings made to April and details will be announced as soon This, of course, is only one side of th
enable him to acquire shares to any extent as possible. I am allocating a sum of £5 mil- coin. The other side is the amount of capi
in a private trading company, whether he lion for this purpose in the current finan- tal which would have flowed into the coun
is engaged in the company as a full-time cial year. try were it not inhibited from doing so b
employee or in a part-time capacity. At In the context of assisting small business, I the very aura of a wealth tax. The amount
present, unrestricted relief is allowed for also intend to introduce shortly a scheme involved can only be conjectural, but, tak
such borrowings only if the individual which will readjust the incidence of excise ing both sides of the coin together, one cer

spends most of his time with the firm and duty on beer so that the smaller producers tain result emerged. Existing jobs wer

owns at least 5% of the shares. This will will bear a somewhat lesser burden of duty lost and jobs in prospect never came t(
cost £70,000 in 1978. while the larger producers will pay some. fruition. The wealth tax has undoubtedl,

what more. There will be a net cost to the created a psychological climate in whict

Exchequerof about £300,000 this year. investment and risk-taking have been at
F. Small firms: investmentfinance decided discount.

The purpose of this scheme, which has the
If small firms are to expand quickly they support of all the brewers, is to help offset Among other demoralising side-effects
must have access to the necessary invest- certain disadvantages which smaller the discrimination against Irish business.
ment finance. The European Investment pro-

have decided for these abolislducers can encounter, particularly in the reasons to
Bank is an appropriate source of long-term restricted home market. This should bene- wealth tax with effect from April 5th next
development funds. It has lent over £145 fit employment in the industry as well as The in the is estimatedcost presentmillion in this country, mainly for the

contributing to choice.
year a

consumer £8.5 million. If hopes about the effectpublic capital programme, since our acces- my
sion to the European Communities. Strong on enterprise of the abolition of wealth ta:

representations have been made that small H. Duty-freefacilities are realised, the small size alone of thi

firms, in particular, are inhibited from I have already announced, of course, the figure will give the lie to any critic wh

availing themselves of the Bank's facilities introduction of duty-free facilities on sea might suggest that this Budget favours th

by the risk inherent in borrowing foreign and air routes between this country and wealthy. It is insignificant in compariso
currencies. Britain, with effect from March 1st, 1978. with the hundreds of millions of £s of ne,

job-directed expenditure allocations an

Exchange rate changes can impose con-
This will be of particular assistance in the

the across-the-board concessions Itax an

siderable additional costs which cannot be drive to expand tourism which was envis-
providing for today.

foreseen when a loan is taken out. I have aged in the White Paper. This concession,
decided, in principle, therefore, that the which will cost about £5 million in 1978,

Exchequer should assume the exchange should help tourist numbers to exceed two
million in 1978 and to reach the target of IV. CAPITAL GAINS TAX: SLIDING SCALES

risk liability on borrowing by the Industrial
Credit Company from the European Invest- 2.4 million in 1980. It will benefit the

ment Bank for on4ending to small firms in economy generally and our carriers in par- The present Government never oppose
ticular. the principle of a tax on capital gains bu

the manufacturing sector. I have also ar-

ranged that the Industrial Credit Compa- I have no other proposals with regard to they did consider that instead of a flat rat
of tax there should be a sliding scale unde

ny's margin for administration expenses in excise duties! If I am not proposing any in-
which the speculator would tarelation to this scheme will be at a specially creases in excise duties today, I trust its pay more

low rate. I hope the way will now be clear significance will not be overlooked. It is
than a person who had spent the best pai
of a lifetime building up a business.for an expansion of the Bank's lending ope- intended as another substantial contribu-

rations in Ireland. I shall be making a more tion by the Government to the process of I propose with effect from April 6th nex

detailed announcement as soon as the reducing the rate of inflation to a level at to introduce, in the case of the generalit
necessary consultationswith the Bank have which price increases are not disruptive of assets, a new scale starting at 30% an

been completed. either of private living standards or of the reducing in 3-year spans to nil after 2
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years. The period of 21 years will run from the policy of the Government that this An announcement has already been made
the date of acquisition of the asset, irre- contribution should be equitable having re- by the Minister for the Environment to the
spective of when it was acquired. In the gard to progress in the level of farmer in- effect that farmers with reateable valua-
case of a limited number of assets, shares comes while, at the same time, bearing in tions of £75 or over will no longer be elig-
and development land, for instance, a flat mind the special nature of the agricultural ible for rates relief by way of the Agricul-
rate of 30% will apply. In all cases adjust- industry and its developmentneeds. tural Grant, resulting in a saving to the Ex-
ments will be made to allow for inflation as It was against this background that the chequer of about £7 million in 1978. The
measured by the consumer price index. Government undertook in the manifesto Government have decided that the rateable
,The changes will not result in any cost to to make certain changes in the system of valuation ceiling for determining eligibility
the Exchequer in 1978 as capital gains tax taxing farming profits. The Government for such rates relief will in future be the
iS paid a year in arrears. intend to honour these undertakings and same as the valuation threshold for income

provision to give effect to them will be tax liability. The effect of this decision will

made in the forthcoming Finance Bill. I be that, in 1979, farmers whose rateable

V. CAPITAL ACQUISITIONSTAX will briefly list these changes. valuations are £60 or over will not benefit
from the Agricultural Grant, but they will(INHERITANCETAX) The notional basis of assessmentwill be re- be able to set their 1978 rates against their

tained as an alternative to assessment on tax bill.
Again the Government has no quarrel in the basis of accounts. Farmers will, how-
principle with the capital acquisitions tax.

ever, be required to remain for three yearsI do propose, however, to increase certain with whatever option they choose, because A. Cooperativesthresholds. In particular, I intend to double switching from one basis to the other could
the threshold in Tables II, III and IV of the provide scope for unfairly minimising tax This Government have always recognisedSecond Schedule to the Act which, I be- liability. the importance of the activities of co-
lieve, were fixed at too low a level in the operatives in the developmentof Irish agri-first instance. These changes will, of Fulltime farners will be allowed a single culture and fisheries. We commit-gave a
course, involve readjustments to the payment date in the income tax year, ment to restore exemption froman cor-
various ranges within these Tables. The namely, 1st January. Consequently, the

poration tax in respect of such activities.

ost of all the adjustments is estimated White Paper, or pre-Budget, estimate of
A provision will accordingly be included in

t £1 million in 1978. revenue from fulltime farmers in 1978 falls
this year's Finance Bill to exempt certainto be reduced by £5 million, that is the

Last year An Taisce published a report amount which they would have paid in profits made by these co-operativesas from
which was a plea to the Government to September next under the former two- April 1st next.
come to the aid of our heritage houses, payment system. Apart from some modifications, the ex-
gardens and collections which are a sig- emption will be similar to that enjoyed bynificant national asset -- economic and Contractors' fees will be allowed de- agricultural and fishery co-operativesas a up to
educational as well as artistic. In particular, duction before assessment of income on a April 6th, 1976. The Government are
the Council of An Taisce considered that notional basis. satisfied, however, that the best interests
the new capital taxes had serious implica- of Irish agriculture and fisheries would not
tions for these houses and would endanger Allowances will continue to be given for

be served by allowingsales to the Interven-
elenents of the country's heritage already wages of employees who are registered for

tion Agency to benefit from the exemp-Lnder serious pressure. PAYE and social welfare purposes. tion.
lhe Government are sympathetically dis- Fulltime farmers will be allowed the

3osed towards the preservation of heritage amount of their preceding year's rates on

land as a credit against their tax bill.ouses and do not think that the nation B. VAT
hould lightly run the risk of losing valu- There will be a system of income-averaging As Deputies the Value-Addedare aware,ble and irreplaceable cultural assets. It is

for farmers. Discussions being held withare Tax (Amendment) Bill 1977 passed its.rue that the changes in capital taxation the farming organisations with view to Second stage in November. That Billa arosetlready announced by me will bring relief
arriving at an appropriate system. Dis- out of E.E.C. Directive of 1977. Theanut this is less so in the case of capital ac- cussions are also taking place on the system date for the coming into operation of theJuisitions tax. I propose, therefore, to con- of valuing breeding livestock for tax pur- Bill, when enacted with;ider how best to draft legislation aimed at any necessary

elieving these properties of capital acqui- poses. amendments, depends on a number of

itions tax. Questions of definitions will As I have already said, it is our policy that factors. Representationshave been received
ave to be decided and I consider that taxation of farmers takes due account of on different points and I am considering
elief should be contingent on public access progress in farmers' incomes. These in- them.

)eing allowed to the properties. It is diffi- comes have more than doubled in the four Moreover, decisions may be taken in
:ult to estimate what the cost of this con- years since the introduction of farmers' Brussels postponing the date for implemen-
.ession is likely to be but I am allowing income taxation in 1974. In the incone tation of the Directive by those Member
3200,000 in respect of the present year. tax year 1977/78, the yield from taxation States -- the great majority -- which have

of farming profits is expected to be about not yet enacted the necessary legislation.
£14 million. I cannot, therefore, at this stage be specific

/I. FARMERS' TAXATION This return must be regarded as low in the about the likely timetable for the Bill or

light of the increases which have taken say when the new arrangements will corne

fter decades of depressed and unstable place in farm incomes. The Government into operation. Adequate notice will be
rice levels and insecure markets, the farm- have, therefore, decided to increase from given.
g sector has, thanks mainly to our mem- 65 to 90 the multiplier which is used to I should mention that I propose to addership of the E.E.C., enjoyed considerable calculate a farmer's notional income. provisions to this Bill for a considerable in-dvances in income in recent years. In the

crease in the turnover thresholds for com-oming years, farmers can continue to plan The Governmenthave also decided that the pulsory VAT registration of traders. I havegainst the background of security of mar- threshold for liability to income tax should been impressed by representationsmade toets for their output. We have, now, a solid be lowered from £75 rateable valuation to
me that the existing thresholds, which haveasis for greatly expanding the contribu- £60 rateable valuation. This will bring a been unchanged since VAT introducedwas

on of this sector to our economic well- further 7,000 full-time farmers into the tax in 1972, too low. The increases I haveare
eing. This is an opportunity that must not net, making about 22,500 farmers in all in mind raise the present thresholds, gen-e missed, and the community looks to the liable for income tax. erally, by about 50%. The cost to the Ex-
rmer to exploit it to the full. The effect of the foregoing is chequer of this change, which willmeasures come

veryone accepts that farmers should make that farmers will pay about £24 million in into operation in due course, will be
leir due contribution in taxation. It is tax in the income tax year 1978/79. £250,000 in a full year.
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I am sure this will be welcomed by many The 1% VAT recoupment allowed to VAT- rangement which I have in mind in relatin
small businesses. Additionally, the Revenue registered customers of unregistered to the bringing of cattle marts int the
Commissioners are actively pursuing at my farmers was abolished in 1976. This de- VAT system under E.E.C. requirements.
request the question of simplification of prived farmers of compensation for VAT This will involve treatingthe marts as dealers
VAT returns and records, with particular borne by them on machinery and other in- in cattle for VAT purposes. The result will
concern for the smaller businesses. puts. We have already announced our in- be that their commission will effectively,

and I bear VAT at 1% -- instead of the 10%There are two VAT matters affecting tention to restore recoupment pro-

farmers for which I will also be proposing pose that this be effected within the 1978/ which would be the case if the VAT system'
to add provisions to the Bill. These are the 79 income-tax year. were applied to them in the ordinary'way.
flat-rate credit and the treatment of cattle
marts. The exact date will be linked with an ar-

-
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ASIA:
,

''eTaxationof
the AsianDo--arMarket
by M. P. Dominic*

INTRODUCTION a number of tax considerations must be kept in mind.

They are:-

The Asian Dollar Market is very similar to the Euro (i) the withholding tax on interest payable on debt
Dollar Market and the interest rates in the Asian Dollar obligations to foreign holders;
Market follow the interest rates in the Euro Dollar Mar- (ii) ncidence of estate duty in the borrower's coun-
ket very closely. The majority of the transactionsare in try in the event of the death of the foreign hol-
U.S. dollars, the balance in the Asian Currency Units. In der;
Singapore, the Asian Currency Units are specified by the (iii)stamp or other duties on the issue of bonds, de-
Singapore Government. In general, they include all ma- bentures, etc.;
jor convertible currencies. The market, which started in (iv) taxation of income of the financial institutions
a small way, s developing nto a well developed market from the Asian Dollar Market activities.
in its own right. The Asian dollar deposit rate has grown

1from $ 30.5 million in 1968 to about $ 1.6 billion in
1977. The major depositors are the governments of the A. Withholding tax on interest payable on debt
region, Asian central banks, multinationalcorporations, obligations to foreign holders
international banks, regional companies and wealthy
individuals. The market generally caters to the needs of Depositorsf funds in the market, whether they are in-

the Asia-Pacific Region. The major borrowers are the stitutional investors such as pension funds, international

governments of the region, the banks operating in the banks, international companies or wealthy individuals ,

region, multinationals, export oriented regional com- would prefer to receive the maximum interest on their

panies, etc. About three quarters of the loans are made deposits. A withholding tax on interest will reduce the

to the governmentsof the region. The Asian dollar bond stated interest and, hence, the deposit funds would be

market is still in its infancy. Its potential is shown by attracted to a country with the least incidence of tax

the two successful issues totalling $ 50 million by the on the interest. Similarly, in the case of debentures is-

European InvestmentBank. sued in the market, the debenturesusually include an in-

The main centres of the Asian Dollar Market are Singa- demnity clause against any reduction in the stated in-

,ore and Hong Kong. The Singapore Government ac-
terest on account of any income tax in the source coun-

1 market preference for the payment of the
tively encourages the development of the market in try. This

Singapore by providing fiscal and non-fiscal incentives stated interest without deduction of withholding in-

ind concessions. It has liberalized the exchange control come tax is due to:

orovisions to facilitate international financial transac- (i) the non-availability of foreign tax credit in cer-

:ions, has a liberal though selective policy on the entry tain countries for the withholding tax imposed
f foreign financial institutions, provides for develop- in the source country;
nent of training facilities, adopts a liberal policy on the (:i) exemption of foreign interest income in certain

ntry requirements of skilled personnel and has granted countries;
k number of fiscal incentives to promote the growth of (iii)the imposition of withholding income tax, in a

anking activities and the development of the Market.
)n the other hand, Hong Kong does not provide any fis-
:al incentives to attract the market. However, it has, * Attorney at law, Sri Lanka, Drs. in de rechtswetenschappen
Nith its freedom from exchange controls, well develop- (Netherlands). Formerly visiting lecturer at the University of Sri

:d financial expertise. Its policy of taxing only Hong Lanka (Colombo)and tutor at Sri Lanka Law College.
[ong source income has made it one of the major 1. The debentures usually also include a clause for the exemp-

:entres for the Market. In addition, the Philippinesand tion of indemnity in the event of withholding tax deduction aris-

;ri Lanka are making attempts to enter the field. ing from any business or other connection other than as a lender

to the source country. They also provide for redemption by the
or the development in a country of an internationalor issuer at a premium if there is a change in the law of the source

egional capital market such as the Asian Dollar Market, country with regard to the withholding income tax on interest.
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number of countries, on gross interest and the Asian Dollar Deposits and Bonds. The tax must be de-
consequenthigh effective tax rate; and ducted at source.

(iv) in certain (many!) cases the interest income is Though it had been suggested to the Government of ,'
not declared by the lender in his return to the Hong Kong that the interest tax should be abolished, it J
tax authorities of the lender's country. has not done so until now. The abolition of the tax,

In view of this market preference, both the financial in- could lead to Hong Kong residents making back to
stitution which accepts the deposits and the issuers of back loan arrangements with banks in New Hebrides,
debentures and other debt obligations should try to Cayman Islands or other tax havens and then claim de-
structure their activities in a country without withhold- duction for interest paid on such loans and enjoy in-
ing income tax on interest. Even tax treaties may not be terest income tax free. This would lead to erosion in tax
of much benefit, especially in the case of public issues, base and strict anti-avoidance measures would be need-
because the underwriters may wish to be free to sell the ed. 3

debentures also to residents of non-tax treaty exemp- The development of the Asian Dollar Market would
tion countries. Similarly, the holders of the debentures have been inhibited by the imposition of the interest '

may prefer to resell their debentures in the secondary tax, if not for the territorial principle of taxation fol-
market to residents from non-tax treaty exemption lowed in Hong Kong. Interest tax is imposed only on
countries. Hong Kong source interest, and hence the interest tax

could be avoided if it is established that the interest
1. Singapore does not arise in Hong Kong. Thus, where deposits are

received by banks in Hong Kong as intermediaries, theFor this reason in Singapore by an amendment intro-
interest such deposits will not be subject to interestduced in 1969, exemption is granted for income derived

on

tax in Hong Kong.on or after 20 August 1968 from interest on moneys
held in deposit in an approved bank in Singapore by:- If Hong Kong Bank X received deposits in Dutch guil-

ders as an intermediaryand Bank X arranges for a depo-(i) a non-resident individual;and
sit to be made in the customer's with its branchname or(ii) a person other than an individual, if such person correspondent Bank Y in country outside Hong Kongadoes not, by himself or in association with

others, carry on business in Singapore, and does (e.g. Singapore), the interest payable by Bank Y will not
be subject to interest tax in Hong Kong. In such a case,not have a permanent establishment 2 in Singa- the depositor's account will not appear as a liability inpore. Hong Kong Bank X.

Further, an exemption from income tax is also granted
aby an amendment introduced in 1973, for interest re- Similarly, where borrower applies to Bank X in Hong

ceived from such Asian Dollar Bonds issued in Singapore Kong for an Asian Dollar Loan and Bank X sends the
application to its branch or correspondent Bank Y inas may be approved in writing by the Minister if the in-
Singapore, the interest payable such loan grantedterest is received by: on

(i) a non-resident individual;and 2. A permanent establishment is defined as a fixed place(ii) a person, other than an individual if that person where a business is wholly or partly carried on including:-
does not, by himself or in association with (a) a place of management;
others, carry on a business in Singapore and does (b) a bran.ch;
not have a permanent establishment in Singa- (c) an office;
pore. (d) a factory;

(e) a warehouse;Hence when the exemption was introduced in 1973, the (f) a workshop;
exemption was available only in Asian Dollar Bonds (g) a farm or plantation;
issued in Singapore. However, afteran amendmentintro- (h) a mine, oil well, quarry or other place of extractionof natu-
duced in 1977, the exemption is not confined to Asian ral resources;
Dollar Bonds issued in Singapore. It may be noted that (i) a building or work site or a construction, installation or as-

in order to be eligible for exemption the Asian Dollar sembly project, and

Bonds must be approved by the Minister. Interest re-
without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, a person

ceived from an Asian Dollar Bond not approved by the shall be deemed to have a permanent establishment in Singapore
if that personMinister is subject to a withholding tax of 40 percent. (j) carries on supervisoryactivities in connection with a building

The two exemptions will not cover inter-bank financing or work site or a construction, installation or assembly pro-
if the lender has a branch in Singapore. ject; or

(k) has another person acting on that person's behalf in Singa-
pore who-

2. Hong Kong (i) has and habitually exercises an authority to conclude

In Hong Kong, an interest tax at the rate of 15 percent contracts;
(i) maintains a stock of goods or merchandise for the pur-is imposed on the gross interest arising in or derived

of delivery behalf of thatpose on person; orfrom the Colony (Hong Kong) on any debenture, mort- (ii) habitually secures orders wholly or almost wholly for
gage, bill of sale, deposit loan, advance or other indeb- that person or for such other enterprises as are control-
tedness whether evidenced in writing or not. Hence, the led by that person.
15 percent tax is imposed on Hong Kong source interest 3. John F. Chown and Dr. Thomas F. Kelan, Offshore Invest-
and the exemptionsgranted are not very relevant for the ment Centres (Bimher Research Unit, London) p. 33.
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by Bank Y will not be subject to interest tax in Hong D. Taxation of income of the financial institutions

Kong since the interest has no Hong Kong source. The from the Asian Dollar Market activities
loan is processed by Bank Y and it decides to grant
(even though on the basis of the recommendation of In general the Asian Dollar Market operations,especially
Bank X) the loan. The loan is not by Bank X and hence inter-bank transactions, are carried on by the financial

the customer will not be shown as a debtor in the books institutions on small margins. A high rate of income tax

of Bank X. In this manner the Asian Dollar business will hinder the development of such a market in the

may be first negotiated in Hong Kong and then put country.
through the books of the Hong Kong Bank's branch or

correspondent bank in Singapore. Only a Memoran- 1. Singapore
dum Accountwill be maintained in Hong Kong. In this In Singapore, under Sec. 43A of the Income Tax Act
manner, the operations in Hong Kong and Singapore are (introduced by an amendment in 1973), a reduced rate
in fact complementary. No interest tax will be imposed could be imposed on the offshore income of financiala
in Hong Kong on interest arising from such a transac- institution derived by it from the operation of its Asian
tion. In some cases, the Hong Kong bank uses its branch Current Unit approved by the Minister. Offshore in-
or correspondent bank in London, New Hebrides or come means income derived from loans made to per-
Cayman Islands. However, the Inland Revenue Depart- sons outside Singapore to be used outside Singapore
ment has warned that if there are associated transactions where the interest on such loans is not borne directly or
to the above-mentioned transactions in Hong Kong in indirectly by a person resident in Singapore or a perma-
Hong Kong dollars, it is likely to take the view that the nent establishment in Singapore. The reduced rate is
credit is effectively being made available in Hong Kong. fixed at 10 percent. The reduced rate is imposed on the

offshore income even if the income is not remitted to
Singapore. 7 Other income arising from Asian Dollar

3. Philippines Market Operations would be subject to the 40 percent
In the Philippines, all income of non-residents from rate. However, such income is subject to the 40 percent
transactions with either an offshore banking unit or rate only if remitted to Singapore. Otherwise they
with an expanded Foreign Currency Deposit Unit are would be exempt. When the reduced rate was intro-

exempt from tax. 4 duced in 1973, it was applicable only to interest on

loans used outside Singapore and not borne directly
or indirectly by a person resident in Singapore or a per-
manent establishment in Singapore. It was not applic-
able to inter-bank operations. Loans made by financial

B. Incidence of Estate Duty in the borrower's country institutions outside Singapore for the latter's own use
in the event of the death of the foreign lender will not qualify for this exemption. This provision has

been applied with flexibility and transactionswhere the
When a foreign lender is an individual and he dies, the

ultimate recipient is offshore borrower consider-
situs of the debt is in the country in which it is lent and

an are

ed favourably. 8 This position was changed by an
hence could be subjected to estate duty in that country.
This may be an impediment to attracting deposits and amendment made in 1977. Under this amendment, the

lending activities to a particular country. For this rea-
reduced rate will apply to much wider transactions in-

son, in Singapore, an exemption from estate duty is cluding inter-bank transactions (other than transactions
with banks in Singapore). 9

granted in respect of deposits and balances with Asian

Currency Units of approved banks, Asian Dollar Bonds Under the amendment, Offshore income means:

and Government Bonds, stocks and securities in the (a) income derived from loans made to persons out-
event of the death of a non-residentperson not domicil- side Singapore to be used outside Singapore
ed in Singapore. 5

where the interest such loans is not borne, di-on

4. Regulations Governing Taxation of Offshore Banks and For-

C. Stamp duty or other duties on the issue of bonds, eign Currency Units of Depository Banks Established under P.D.

debenturesetc. 1034 and 1035 respectively. An (expanded) Foreign Currency
Deposit Unit is defined as an accounting unit or department in a

The stamp duty burden on multi million loans could be local bank or in an existing local branch of foreign banks, which

fairly high and this could further hinder the develop- is authorized by the Central Bank of the Philippines to operate
ment of Asian Dollar Market in the country. The cost under the expanded foreign currency system.
of obtaining a loan will become high and issuers of de- 5. Tax News Service, 1976 II 56.

bentures and bonds may prefer a country with no stamp 6. Tax News Service, 1977 II 4.
a

duty or lower rate of stamp duty. In Singapore, the 7. It may be noted that in Singapore, foreign income of resi-
dent person is taxed only on remittance basis. A non-resident is

Finance Ministry has agreed to reduce to a nominal sum
exempt from tax foreign income if the foreign income ison even

the ad valorem stamp duty on Asian Dollar Loans. The remitted to Singapore. See: M.P. Dominic, Singapore: Foreign
resent duty is fixed at percent on the offshore loans Investment and Tax Treaties, Bulletin for International Fiscal
nder the Stamp Duty Act. Banks can apply individual- Documentation 1977 (Vol. 31), p. 268.

I y to the Finance Ministry for permission to waive this 8. J.F. Chown and Dr. Thomas F. Kelan, p. 33.

duty rate. 6 9. Tax News Service, II 4.
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rectly or indirectly, by a person resident in Sin- ry of profits 13 which are not substantially caused by
gapore or a permanent establishment in Singa- the action of a permanent establishment outside Hong
pore; and Kong. Thus, if all the Asia Dollar operations are done

(b) fees, commission or interest received from ad- through a Hong Kong Bank and the activity outside
vising or confirming offshore letters of credit Hong Kong cannot be treated as an activity substantial-,
from transactions in bills drawn on such letters ly caused by a permanent establishment outside Hong
or credit. Kong, income from the whole operation will be taxed

The term Offshore letter is defined as a letter of cre-
in Hong Kong. Further, the Committee has also re-

dit subject to the following conditions:- commended that the principle of levying tax on the in-
termediate category of profits should be extended to

(a) the letter-of credit is opened in currencies other banking institutions and other deposit taking compa-than Singaporedollars; nies which accept deposits from Hong Kong public and
(b) neither the buer nor the seller who is a party to in turn redeposit the proceeds in overseas markets

the letter of credit is a resident of Singapore or a (Asian Dollar Market) to profits from the interest dif-
permanentestablishmentin Singapore;and ferentials. The reason for this extension is that the

(c) the goods covered in the letter of credit are not financial institutions in question make use of the Hongexported from or imported into Singapore. Kong infrastructure to acquire local deposits, the in-
The reduced rate will not apply to exchange gains and terest payments on which are tax-deductible, while
transactions with either domestic banking institutions interest receipts on Euro-dollar deposits are not due to
or Singapore residents. Such gains and transactions will the substantial intervention of any permanent estab-
be subject to the normal 40 percent income tax. 10 lishment elsewhere and yet are not brought within the

However, it may be noted that the advantage for a resi- tax net. 14 This extension will not affect individuals
and non-financial concerns depositing their funds in thedent financial institution of the reduced rate of 10 per- Asia Dollar Market or other overseas market.cent may be annulled in view of Section 44 of the In-

come Tax Act. Under Sec. 44 of the Income Tax Act, 3. Philippinesevery resident company is entitled to deduct income tax |
from the amount of any dividend paid to any sharehol- In the Philippines, the Revenue Regulations No. 10-
der at the rate of 40 percent. Where the tax payable by 76 15 have provided for a 5 percent tax on offshore in-
the company on its income exceeds the tax deducted by come of the Offshore Banks and of the expanded For-
it from dividends, the excess may be carried forward to eign Currency Deposit Units of Depositing Banks. The
the next year and will be added to the tax payable on rate is 10 percent on the onshore income of such banks
income in that year. The tax deducted in that year will and deposit units. Offshore income is all income
be set off in that year against the aggregate of the tax arising from transactionsallowed by the Central Bank ofH
payable on income in that year and the excess carried the Philippines conducted by and between:
forward from the previous year. On the other hand, if (a) in the case of an offshore banking unit with an-
the tax deducted from dividends in one year exceeds the other offshore banking unit or with an expandedtax payable on income in that year, the excess must be Foreign Currency Deposit Unit or with a non-
paid to the Revenue. It may not be carried forward to resident;
the following year. This may result in a 40 percent (b) in the case of an expanded Foreign Currencyeffective rate when dividends are paid even if the in- Deposit Unit with another expanded Foreign!
come from which the dividends are paid is subject to Currency Deposit Unit or with an offshore
the reduced rate of 10 percent. For example, if the off- Banking unit or with a non-resident.
shore income is SS 1,000 the tax payable at the reduced
rate of 10 percent is SS 100. However, if the financial
institution is a resident company and pays dividends to 10. Tax News Service, II 4.
its shareholders, the tax deducted is SS 400. The excess 11. M.P. Dominic, Singapore: Foreign Investment and Tax Trea-
of SS 400 (the tax deducted from dividends) over ties.

S$100 (the tax payable on income in that year)must 12. Report of the Third Inland Revenue Committee,Hong Kong,
be paid to the Revenue and hence the effective tax bur- 1977. See also, Y.C. Jao, Tax Reform and Fiscal Policy in Hong
den is 40 percent. The financial institution will not Kong, Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation, Vol. 31

benefit from the reduced rate of 10 percent. It may be No. 4 (1977) pp. 175-184.
13. The Category of profit in question would be defined by spenoted that only a resident company need deduct this
cifying that it profit accruing in the of the carryingwas course ontax and a company may change its residence by chang- of a trade or business actively exercised in Hong Kong which was

ing its place of control and management. 11
not substantially caused by the action (on behalf of the trade or

business) of a branch organization located outside Hong Kong.
2. Hong Kong The word substantially has been included to take care of the

In Hong Kong, the tax rate applicable to the profits of case where there is a branch which does something trivial like

handling out a catalogue to an engineer whereas a director come'
a financial institution is 15 percent. This tax is imposed -

specifically from Hong Kong headquarters to negotiateover an
only on Hong Kong source income. If the actual busi- conclude the actual contracts. Report of the Third Inland Re
ness is transacted outside Hong Kong, the profits will be venue Committee,para. 126.
exempt from Hong Kong tax. However, this exclusion 14. Y.C. Jao, Tax Reform and Fiscal Policy in Hong Kong
may be affected by the recommendation of the John- p. 180.
stone Committee 12 to tax the intermediate catego- 15. See note 4, supra.
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I
i The, 5 percent rate is also imposed on income realized with domestic banks and Philippine residents. However,
by offshore banking units on transactions with local it is doubtful whther there will be any significantdiffer-
commercial banks including branches of foreign banks ence between Singapore and the Philippineson taxation
that may be authorized by the Central Bank of the of income from transactions with residents (other than

Philipines to transact business with offshore banking authorized Commercial banks in the Philippines) in view

units. However, it will not apply on income from such of taxation on a gross basis in the Philippinesand taxa-

transactions as may be specified by the Ministry of tion on a net basis in Singapore.
' Finance, upon recommendationof the Monetary Board.

Hence, the 5 prcent rate covers inter-bank transactions I have discussed only some of the fiscal considerations

and transactionswith outside customers. relating to the Asian Dollar Market. The other conside-
ration will include taxation of income of expatriate

Onshore income means interest income arising from skilled personnel. 16 They are not discussed in this
foreign currency loans and advances to and/or invest- paper.
ments with residents made by the Offshore Banking
Units or expanded Foreign Currency Deposit Units. Finally, it may be noted that Sri Lanka is also taking
Such interest income includes all fees, commissionsand steps to attract the Asian Dollar Market. The Statement

from the Prime Minister's Office dated 31 October 1977
: other charges which are integral parts of the income
from the above transactions. has indicated that the Government plans to encourage

the development of offshore banking activity. It states
The 5 percent tax is on the net offshore income. The that tax treatment will have to be liberal to compete
fbllowing deductions may be made from gross offshore with Singapore and other centres and it also connotes
income to determine the net offshore income. safety of deposits, quick and very efficient international

..., (a) the proportion of total interest expenses based banking services and the provision of first class export
, on the ratio borne by offshore interest income related services by the banking system. 17 Under the

to the total gross income; recently enacted Greater Colombo Economic Commis-

(b) the proportion of general administrative expen- sion Law, foreign banks will be allowed to be estab- ,

ses based on the ratio borne by net offshore in- lished in Sri Lanka. They may also operate secret num-

1 come to the total net income after deducting bered accounts. 18 The Government is at present for- '

only interest expenses referred under (a) , mulating a fiscal incentive package and it is expected to

(c) a reasonable amount of head office expenses in be liberal.
accordance with the ratio specified under (b).

(d) licence fees paid by offshore banking units.

The 10 percent rate is imposed on the gross onshore 16. In the Philippines, only a 15 percent rate will apply to sala-

income. No deduction is allowed. ries, wages, annuities, compensations, remunerationsand emolu-
ments received by alien individuals employed by Offshore bank-

The reduced rates of income tax apply, unlike Singa- ing units in the Philippines.
pore, to practically all income from Asia Dollar Market 17. Ceylon Daily News, 31 October 1977.

transactions. It covers exchange gains and transactions 18. See: The Greater Colombo Economic Commission Law.
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SINGAPORE:

1978 BudgetandTax Changes
.1

by Lee Fook Hong, FCIS, FAIA t

On February 27, 1978 Mr. Hon Sui Sen, the Minister for people to put on an extra gallop in the year of the
Finance presented his 1978 Budget to the Parliamentof Horse to challenge, perhaps even beat, the growth rate in
the Republic of Singapore. His Budget Statement has 1977.
been generally well received. The Budget was a pleasant Below are some extracts from the Minister's Budget
surprise to many because it affects everyone favourably Statement:-
and especially the businessmen. The proposals in the
Minister's Budget Statement are to stimulate the growth
of export-oriented industries, strengthen the Asian
Dollar market base and reflect a gradual shift in fiscal Singapore's Economy in 1977

policy from taxation on income to taxation on con- 1977 was a difficult year. World economic recovery
sumption. The Budget is expected to consolidate the slowed down.
prevailing investment climate and boast Singapore as a

The Singapore by 7.8 percent. Growthwarehousingand servicing centre. economy grew
was led primarily by commerce and transportation.

In his Budget Statement the Minister announced an im- Most of the 33,500 new jobs were found in commerce

pressive list of incentives and concessions to stimulate and manufacturing sectors. As a result unemployment
the corporate sector and also immediate reductions in fell to 3.9 percent.
the rate of personal income tax varying from 7.8 per- Growth was accounted for largely by the electronics and
cent to 18 percent. The objective of these reductions is petroleum industries.
to reward effort and excellence in performance and a

more even distribution of the tax burden. These reduc-
tions are effective from the Year of Assessment 1978.
They will cost the Governmenta revenue loss estimated Prospects for 1978
at $53.9 million in the first year, out of a total tax col-
lected on personal income of $370 million. World trade has been forecast to expand at an even

slower rate than the 6 percent of 1977. If unemploy-The tax changes announced include a new investment ment continues to rise in the developed countries, the
tax credit scheme allowing a certain percentage of the tendency towards protectionism will increase. This--fixe# investment of approved projects to be credited would make it more difficult for us to export. We must
against taxable profits; a concessional 20 percent tax therefore be prepared to meet the challenge of what
rate for overseas oriented sales and service companies; may turn out to be a difficult year. It would be opti-double deduction from income of operational expen- mistic for Singapore to expect real growth at more than
diture for two years of permanent trading offices set 7.8 percent in 1977 if the OECD countries achieve a
up overseas; accelerated depreciation allowances for in- real growth of only 4 percent as they expect.dustrial buildings and abolition of tax charge on divi-
dend distributions out of offshore profits. All these con-

cessions are effective from Year of Assessment 1979.

While giving some concessions with one hand, the Min- Tax Changes
ister takes away with the other by withdrawing some

Over the last two decades Singapore has followed the
past benefits and raising some licence fees.

path of financial prudence and probity. Annual budgets
Colour television licence fees are increased from $36 to have been fairly predictableexercises in moderationand
$54 per annum. Black and white sets are unaffected. restraint. No radical tax changes have been enacted.
Driving licence fees are increased from $10 to $20 per However, financial orthodoxy must be kept relevant to
annum. Government tax on telephone bills is revised

changing situation by alterations in tax structre
from April 1, 1978 from 15 percent to 20 percent.

a our

to encourage economic expansion and diversification,
Additional Registration Fees (ARF) on private cars are to make Singapore an attractive centre for investment in
increased from 100 percent to 125 percent ad valorem. manufacturing and servicing industries as well as a finan-
The preferential Additional Registration Fees (PARF) cial haven for capital. Consonant with these objectives,
are correspondinglyincreased to 125 percent. we have also encouraged the growth of savings and dis-

The Minister calls on the people of Singapore to work couraged certain forms of consumption expenditure.
smarter and harder so that Singapore can repeat its These basic policies will be continued and acceleratec
1977 performance of improved growth. He urges the this year.
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TABLE A: TAX CHANGESAT A GLANCE

NEW TAX INCENTIVES AND CONCESSIONS TAX INCREASES

PRIVATE MOTORCARS
PERSONAL INCOME TAX (EFFECTIVEY/A 1978)

Additional registration fee for private motorcars increased
1. Reduced tax rates for most income brackets.

, from 100 percent to 125 percent ad valorem.
2. New tax rate of 45 percent for a chargeable income be-

....

tween $100,001 and $200,000. Preferential additional Registration Fee increased to 125 per-
cent of its present rate for each class of vehicle, effective

3. 40 percent marginal tax rate for a minimum chargeable immediately.income of $50,001 against $35,001 previously.
4. 50 percent marginal tax rate for a minimum chargeableof

$200,001 against $50,001 previously. ENTERTAINMENTSDUTY
5. 55 percent marginal tax rate for a minimum chargeable in-

come of $400,001 against $100,001 previously. Up 5 cents to 25 cents for every increase of 50 cents for ad-
6. Maximum marginal rate of 40 percent for profits repatri- mission charges exceeding $1.50 for cinema and amusement

ated to Singapore. parks.
Up 5 cents for tickets priced at $1.00 or more for live enter-

COMPANY TAX (EFFECTIVE YlA 1979) tainment such as stage plays and concerts.

1. Inuestment Tax Credit Scheme Up 20 percent for establishments which pay lump sum enter-

:', Investment tax credit scheme which permits a percentage of tainments duty and provide floor shows, music and dance

the fixed investment of approved projects to be credited facilities. All effective from April 1.

against taxable profit.
2. Ouerseas-OrientedSales & Service Companies DRIVING LICENCES
Concessional 20 percent tax rate for overseas-oriented sales
and service companies. Driving licence fee increased from $10 to $20 a year and pro-
3. PermanentOverseasTrading Offices visionai driving licence fee from $10 to $20 for six months,
Double deduction from income for two years of operational from April 1.

expenditure for permanent trading offices set up abroad. Telephone tax raised from 15 percent to 20 percent from

4. Depreciationof IndustrialBuildings April 1.

Accelerated depreciation from 45 years to 25 years for indus-
trial buildings. COLOUR TV
Initial depreciationallowance for industrial buildings increased
from 10 percent to 25 percent. Colour TV licence fee raised to $54 from $36 a year for house-

holds and to $27 from $18 a year for hotels.5. Offshore Profits
Abolition of tax charge on dividend distributions out of off-
shore profits of financial institutions.

FLIGHT TAXES
6. Offshore Reinsurance Profits
Abolition of tax charge on dividend distributions out of off- Airport tax for flights to Malaysia and Brunei increased from
shore reinsuranceprofits of insurance companies. $2 per passenger to $4 per passenger from April 1.

Company Tax 4. Accelerated depreciation allowances for industrial

buildings. At present, industrial buildings have to be
In the earlier part of my Budget Statement, I indicated depreciated over 45 years for tax purposes. To
a number of tax incentives which will be given this year lessen the tax burden, the Income Tax Act will be
to stimulate the corporate sector. It may be convenient amended to allow industrial buildings to be depreci-
f I list them here also with other tax concessions I am ated over 25 years. The initial allowances will in-
iving:- crease from 10 percent to 25 percent.
1. An investment tax credit scheme which permits a

certain percentage of the fixed investment of ap- 5. Abolition of tax charge on dividend distributions

proved projects to be credited against taxable pro- out of offshore profits. At present, financial institu-

fits. tions operating Asian Currency Units enjoy the con-

cessional tax rate of 10 percent on offshore profits.
2. A concessional 20 percent tax rate for overseas- However, this tax rate does not extend to dividend

oriented sales and service companies. Approved distributions made by such an institution out of off-
warehousing and related activities together with off- shore profits, so that it immediately incurs a further
shore trading, consultancy and other services which 30 percent tax charge on its dividend distributions.
deal predominantly with offshore business in new To further promote the development of the Asian
spheres of activity will be granted a lower tax rate of Dollar Market, I have decided that the ACU tax con-
20 percent for a period of 5 years. cession will follow through for dividends received

. Double deduction from income of operational ex- in the hands of both resident and non-residentshare-
penditure for 2 years of permanent trading offices holders. This means that the 10 percent tax on ACU
set up abroad. offshore profits will be the final tax.
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6. The follow through concessions will similarly green city, a tax incentive was given to owners and occu-

apply to dividends paid out of offshore reinsurance piers of houses to encourage them to maintain clean and

profits of insurance companies. attractive gardens which can be seen by passers-by. A

All these concessions will take effect from Year of remission of tax up to $100 incurred in the maintenance
Assessment 1979. of private gardens was granted in 1970. This amount

was increased to $300 in 1972. For Year of Assessment

Personal Income Tax 1977, only 1,992 taxpayers applied for remission. The
tax remitted amounted to $161,865.

There is some evidence that high marginal rates of in- By and large, the objective of encouraging the proper
come tax in the middle income levels are becoming irk- maintenance of private gardens has been achieved. Many
some and will in time become a disincentive to effort in homes maintain attractive and clean gardens which
Singapore. Fuelling this tendency is the effect of infla- make the living environment more congenial and plea-
tion, relatively mild as it is in Singapore, which has sant. It is, therefore, unnecessary to continue with the
pushed income earners, at all levels, into higher brackets tax remission for the maintenance of private gardens. I
of taxation. have decided with effect from the Year of Assessment

I have therefore decided, from Year of Assessment 1978, to discontinue the tax remission.

1978, to make income tax less inequitable by broaden-

ing the steps over which the tax rate goes up. Taxes on Expenditure
(For details of the existing tax rates and new tax rates

please see Table B.)
To reduce the burden of income tax concessions on the

Revenue, as well as to shift gradually the impact of taxa-
tion from incomes to consumption taxes, a number of

TABLE B taxes on expenditurewill go up.
PRESENT AND REVISED INCOME TAX RATES

ON INDIVIDUALS
Additional Registration Fee on Private Motor-Cars

Present Tax ReuisedTax With immediate effect, the Additional Registration Fee
Chargeable Income Rate Rate rate for private motor-cars will be increased from 100

$ % %
percent to 125 percent ad valorem. The Preferential

0 -- 2,500 6 5 Additional Registration Fee will also be corresponding-
2,501 -- 5,000 9 8 ly increased to 125 percent of its present rate for each
5,001 -- 7,500 12 10 class of vehicle.
7,501 - 10,000 15 12 The additional revenue estimated $14.4 mil-

10,001 -- 15,000 20 15 yield is at
lion. The additional tax is most if to

15,001 - 20,000 23 20 necessary we are

prevent the release of $54 million freed by the new in-
20,001 - 25,000 25 25

come tax rates for the lower and middle income groups
25,001 - 35,000 30 30 from going into private cars excessively, once again
35,001 - 50,000 40 35

50,001 -- 100,000 50 40 cluttering up the roads.

100,001 -- 200,000 55 45

200,001 -- 400,000 55 50 EntertainmentsDuty
400,001 and above 55 55

With effect from April 1, 1978 the duty rate for cine-

mas, amusement parks, trade fairs and exhibitions will
increase from 20 cents to 25 cents for every increase of

Tax on Repatriated Profits 50 cents or part thereof for admission charges exceeding
Under Singapore tax laws, profits and dividends, remit- $1.50.
ted into Singapore and received by an individual are The duty rate for live entertainment such as stage
taxed at the marginal rate. In many cases, the burden plays: concerts, recitals, music performancesand dances

of Singapore tax on such income is very substantially will also increase by 5 cents for tickets priced at $1.OC
reduced by double taxation relief provided under tax or more. The duty payable will be 25 cents for admis
treaties Singapore has concluded with a number of sion priced at $1.00 to $1.50 and an additional 15 cent:
countries. However, for countries with which Singapore for every subsequent increase of 50 cents or part there
has no double tax treaties, the marginal tax burden on of.
the individual can go up to 55 percent. The rates for establishmentswhich pay lump sum enter
In order to provide some incentive for the repatriation tainments duty and provide floor shows, music an
of overseas income, I have decided that such income dance facilities will increase by 20 percent.
shall be subject to a maximum rate of 40 percent with Games and sports, including professional boxing
effect from Year of Assessment 1978.

anc

wrestling, as well as roadside wayangs, will not be sub

ject to the increase in entertainmentsduty.
Garden Tax

It is expected that the increase will net additional reve

As part of the campaign to make Singapore a clean and nue of $7.5 million.
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Driving Licence Fees lour, the time is appropriate to differentiatebetween co-

lour and monochromaticlicence fees.
The last revision in the driving licence fee was in 1966.
With effect from April 1, 1978, the fee will be increased The fee for monochromatic sets will remain at $36 a

fron $10 to $20 a year. The provisional driving licence year, but for colour sets will be raised to $54. The fee

fee. will also be raised from $10 to $20 for six months. for radio will remain at $12 a year. A colour TV fee of

That fee has not been revised since 1963. $54 will cover all monochrome TV sets and radios in the
same household.

The revisions are expected to yield and additional $11.6
million.

For hotels, the concessionary rate of $18 a year v'ill
continue to apply for monochrome sets, but the rate for

, ,: colour sets will rise to $27 a year.

TelephoneTax The additional revenue yield is estimated at $1.5 million
in the first year.

The Government tax on telephone bills has not been

revsed since 1969. From April 1, 1978, the rate will
be raised from 15 percent to 20 percent. The scope of Airport Tax

the tax remains unchanged, that is, it will be levied on The existing rate of passenger service charge for flights
domestic telephone services and on trunk calls to West to Malaysia and Bruni is $2 per passenger. I intend to

Malaysia. raise the rate to $4 with effect from April 1, 1978. The

The additional yield expected is $5.7 million a year. extra revenue generated is expected to be $1.1 million
in the first year.

Colour TV Licence Fee The total yield from all these expenditure taxes is esti-

mated at $41.8 million in the first year, and will reduce

Although transmission of television programmes in co- the loss to Revenue from the income tax concessions to

lour started three years ago, the licence fee for colour $12.1 million a year.

television sets was left at $36 a year. Transmission of

colour TV calls for heavy investment in facilities as well Tax on PUB Bills
as in substantially increased levels of operating expendi-
ture. With more programmes now being telecast in co- One concession which I propose to give to consumers is

TABLE C:

TAX ON CHARGEABLE INCOME

YEARS OF ASSESSMENT
RESIDENT
INDIVIDUALS 1961 to 1964 1965 1966 to 1977 1978 onwards

On the first $ 1,500 5% $ 75 $ 2,500 6% $ 150 $ 2,500 6% $ 150 $ 2,500 5% $ 125

On the next 500 6% 30 2,500 9% 225 2,500 9% 225 2,500 8% 200

On the first 2,000 105 5,000 375 5,000 375 5,000 325

On the next 1,000 7% 70 2,500 12% 300 2,500 12% 300 2,500 10% 250

On the first 3,000 175 7,500 675 7,500 675 7,500 575

On the next 1,000 8% 80 2,500 15% 375 2,500 15% 375 2,500 12% 300

On the first 4,000 255 10,000 1,050 10,000 1,050 10,000 875

On the next 1,000 10% 100 5,000 20% 1,000 5,000 20% 1,000
'

5,000 15% 750

On the first 5,000 355 15,000 2,050 15,000 2,050 15,000 1,625

On the next 2,000 12% 240 5,000 23% 1,150 5,000 23% 1,150 5,000 20% 1,000

On the first 7,000 595 20,000 3,200 20,000 3,200 20,000 2,625

On the next 3,000 15% 450 5,000 25% 1,250 5,000 25% 1,250 5,000 25% 1,250

On the first 10,000 1,045 25,000 4,450 25,000 4,450 25,000 3,875

On the next 5,000 18% 900 10,000 30% 3,000 10,000 30% 3,000 10,000 30% 3,000

On the first 15,000 1,945 35,000 7,450 35,000 7,450 35,000 6,875

On the next 10,000 25% 2,500 15,000 40% 6,000 15,000 40% 6,000 15,000 35% 5,250

On the first 25,000 4,445 $50,000 $13,450 50,000 13,450 50,000 12,125

On the next 10,000 30% 3,000 50,000 50% 25,000 50,000 40% 20,000

On the first 35,000 7,445 $100,000 $38,450 100,000 32,125

On the next 15,000 40% 6,000 100,000 45% 45,000

On the first 50,000 I3,445 200,000 77,125

On the next 50,000 25,000 200,000 50% 100,000

$100,000 $38,445 $400,000 $177,125

Over $100,000 @ 55% Over $50,000 @ 50% Over $100,000 @ 55% Over $400,000 @ 55%
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by the abolition of the 5 percent on PUB bills which is SUMMARY 4k ..

now effective for consumption levels between $35 and
$50 a month. With effect from April 1, 1978 only con- On March 13, 1978 the Finance Minister's Budget Ste-
sumption levels of $50 and above will be subjected to ment was approved by Parliament after a debate by the
tax at the same rate and as before, of 10 percent. The Members in the House. Most Members supported the
revenue loss is estimated at $5 million. reductions in the rates of personal income tax while
The total loss to Revenue from all the tax changes made others suggested that a general reduction in company
in this Budget is approximately$17.1 million in the first taxes is a simpler and more effective way of providing

all-round stimulus to investment activity in Singapore.year.
Before the Budget Statement was passed by Parliam'e'nt,
a few Members complimented or criticised the varius

Minister's Conclusion parts of the Statement while all of them generally ap-
proved the Government's economic and financial po-

The world economy has yet to recover from the shock licy. The Budget was a pleasant and happy surprise to
of the oil crisis. The turbulence of the exchange rate of many. ,

the US Dollar and the poor performance of the New For ease of reference, the following tables have been-York Stock Exchange are but some of the symptoms of prepared: j LJ

the chronic problems of inflation and unemployment, Table A -- Tax Changes At A Glace -- 1978 Budgetleading to strong sentiments for trade restrictions and Statement.
controls in most industrialised countries. Nevertheless, Table B -- Present And Revised Income Tax Rates on
our growth rates of 7 and 7.8 percent over the past two Individuals.
years show what is still possible given prudent Govern- Table C -- Tax on Chargeable Income:-
ment policies, efficient management and hard working 1961 to 1964
and productive workers. 1965_

1966 to 1977
1978 onwards.

CANADA-SWITZERLANDTAX TREATY: WITHHOLDINGTAX

Revenue Canada has issued a Press Release dated December 14,1977 The arrangement ncludes safeguards to ensure that the benefits of the
No. 77-16 announcing the conclusion of an administrativearrangement reduced rates go only to persons entitled to them. When an agent or
with Switzerland to complement the Canada-SwitzerlandTax Treaty of other financial institution in Switzerland receives income on behalf of
August 19,1977. This Press Release states that: someone outside Switzerland it will be the responsibility of the Swiss

agent to withhold the additional Canadian tax on behalf of the person
The Honourable Joseph P. Guay, Minister of National Revenue, an- resident outside Switzerland. The additional tax withheld will be re-
nounced today that an administrativearrangement has been signed with mitted to the Federal Tax Administration of Switzerland for forward-
Switzerland that will affect Canadians sending alimony payments, in- ing to Revenue Canada,Taxation.
terest and dividends, pensions and a variety of other payments to resi- With the reduction in tax rates, Canadian taxpayers claining foreign tax
dents of Switzerland. credits will be limited to the new lower rates. Canadians who have paid
The arrangement, which covers procedures for the withholding of non- tax to Switzerland in excess of the new limits are entitled to claim a re-
resident tax, follows ratification of the Canada-Switzerland Tax Con- fund from the Federal Taxation Administration of Switzerland by com-

vention on August 19. pleting Swiss form R96. The claim must be filed within three years
Under the Convention, tax rates on a number of payments have been from the end of the calendar year in which the income became due.
reduced retroactive to January 1,1976. The new withholding tax rates Similarly, residents of Switzerland who have paid excess Canadian tax

range from 10 percent on rentals of personal property to 25 percent on may claim a refund from Revenue Canada, Taxation by filing an Appli-
management fees and some alimony payments. cation for Refund of Non-Resident Tax (Canadian Form NR7R). The
The Minister pointed out that under the new procedure, payors resident claim rnust be filed within two years from the end of the calendar year
in Canada are permitted to withhold the treaty rates when paying or in which the tax was paid.
crediting income to an address in Switzerland without proof that the An Iformation Circular, revising the current Circular on non-resident
actual owner of the income is a Swiss resident. This is an exception to tax will be issued when further tax conventionsare ratified. Additionai
the usual requirement for a certificate of beneficial ownership before information on non-resident withholding tax may be obtained from the
treaty rates are used. Source Deduction section of the District Taxation Office.
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ZAMBIA:

TheIndustriaIDevelopmentAct1977
Th.:'JPioneer Industries (Relief from In- ject to the provisions of the said para- rates, in such manner as the Minister
come,Tax) Act 1965, which until recently graph; responsible for the administration
regulated incentives to investment, has (e) relief from Selective Employment Tax, thereof may, in any particular case,
been

,'7

'repealed and replaced by the Indus- for such period the Minister determine;as respon-
trial'.Development Act, 1977 (Act No. 18 sible for the administration thereof (d) relief from import tariff in respect of
of 1977), in force as from October 15, may prescribe; raw materials, subject to such condi-
1977. (f) relief from Income Tax in such man- tions and in such manner as the Min-

ner and for such period as the Minister ister responsible for the administration

I.LICENSING UNDER THE ACT (Part Il) responsible for the administration thereofmay determine;
thereofmay prescribe. (e) preferential treatment with respect to

Persons intending to manufactureany pro-
the granting and processing of import

duct whether for sale in Zambia or abroad B. Incentives forexportingenterprises licences.

must obtain a licence to do so from the An enterprise which satisfies the Minister -

Minister concerned. Existing enterprises concerned that it exports a substantial por- C. Incentivesforproviding training
have six months in which to apply for such tion of its products will be eligible for the facilities for Zambiancitizens

icence. following incentives: Any enterprise which provides such facili-

(a) relief from any tax or customs duty ties or incurs expenses in training Zambian
Il. INCENTIVES UNDER THE ACT payable on the importation of machi- citizens may write off those expenses

(Part IV) nery intended for use in the manufac. against income tax. The granting of em-

ture of such products or any other ex- ployment permits to expatriate instructors
4. Incentivesfor priority enterprises port product; hired for this purpose may also be eased:

Oertain enterprises may be classified as pri- (b) relief from Income Tax, in such man-

rity enterprises and so be eligible for in- ner and for such period as the Minister
D. Incentivesfor rural enterprises

centives under the new Act. An enterprise responsible for the administration
,hich satisfies two out of the following thereof may prescribe; Enterprises located in a rural area will be

hree criteria: (c) favourable adjustment to export tariff eligible for the following incentives:

(a) maximum utilisation of domestic raw

materials;
b) production of intermediate goods

which are used by other industries; SUMMARY OF ZAMBIAN TAXATION
c) diversification of its industrial struc-

ture; Income Tax: is payable on the income of individuals and legal entities receiving in-
ind two out of these further three criteria: come from a source within or deemed to be within Zambia. Individuals and legal
'(d)creation of substantial opportunities entities ordinarily resident in Zambia are also subject to income tax on dividends

for permanent employment; and interest from a source outside Zambia. Rates are as follows:

e) improvement of domestic industrial
skills or fostering the development of A. Individuals: income less exemptions and allowable deductions is subject to a

'

domestic technology; graduated rate of income tax of 5 percent on the first K 500 ranging to 75 per-
) promoting ,industrial development in cent of the income in excess of K 12,000.

rural areas.

nay be classified as a priority enterprise. B. Companes: current rate 50 percent.
he incentives available to such enterprises
re as follows: Death duties: are payable on death on the principal value in excess of K 15,000 of

a) preferential treatment with respect to taxable property of which the deceased was at his death competent to dispose.
Government purchasing, unless the Rates vary from 4 to 10 percent.
tender price submitted by such enter-

prise exceeds the lowest bid by ten per Customs duties: there are both ad valorem and specific duties, the rates vary from

centum; 5 to 50 percent plus a 10 percent temporary surcharge on all imports.
6) preferential treatment with respect to

the granting and processing of import
Excise duties: payable at specific rates on goods indicated in the tariff which are

licences; manufactured or produced in Zambia. The rate is charged per pound or per gallon
) rebates on customs duty payable on as the case may be.

, capital equipment, raw materials and Stamp duty: payable on legal documentsand instruments, the rate varies according
other intermediate goods where-

(i) in the case of capital equipment,
to the nature and the value expressed in the document.

labour intensive techniques of produc- Sales taxes: are imposed on imported goods, goods manufactured locally and goods
tion are not a viable alternative; and services provided by hotels and restaurants. The rate is generally 10 percent,
(ii) in the case of raw materials, they but may differ for certain locally manufacturedgoods.
are not available from domestic sour-

ces of supply; Levies: Zambia imposes a number of levies on, for instance, dairy produce, agricul-
(iii) in the case of intermediategoods, tural products, African beer, tobacco and entertainment.

they do not inhibit the creation of do- See for more details African Tax Systems (loose-leaf) published by the Interna-
mestic value-added; tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

1)) relief from sales tax in respect of the
items described in paragraph (c), sub-
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/(a) eligibility to apply for loans from the amount which may be remitted on ces- ing programmes and purchasing of

DevelopmentBank of Zambia; sation of business; equipment involving the use of such

(b) eligibility to purchase or apply for the (d) immunity from nationalisation unless technology or expertise; i

rental of any factory or office facilities the highest considerations of public (f) the transferee shall acquire the right to
constructed in rural areas by Rucom, interest so require. continued use of such technology or

the Development Bank of Zambia or expertise after the termination of the
any other agency approved by the F. Incentives for research and development agreement;
Minister responsible for rural develop- (g) the transferor shall, if the transferee so

Expenditure incurred by or on behalf of an
ment; requires, continue to supply spare

(c) the use of Rucom's marketing and ex-
enterprise in respect of research and devel-

parts and raw materials for a period
tension services; opment will not be charged to tax.

of to five following the termi-up years
(d) the use of advisory services belonging nation of the agreement;

to Rucom, the Development Bank of
Ill. AGREEMENTSFOR THE TRANS- (h) subject to the directions of the Minis-

Zambia or any other agency approved ter, the transfereeshall enjoy the bene-
by the Minister responsible for rural FER OF TECHNOLOGYAND fits and privileges of the most favoured
development, in project feasibilitystu- EXPERTISE (Part Ill) licensee.
dies, accountancy, technology, mar- and those which may not form part of such
keting, and the choice of projects. The Act provides for the registration by agreement. Thus, the following notan are

the beneficiary of every such agreement allowed: condition
with the Minister concerned. It also lays any

E. Incentives forenterprisesutilising down conditions to be contained in these (a) which restricts the use of competitive

foreign investment agreementsas follows: techniques;
(b) providing for any form of control ove

Enterprises which utilise investment pro- (a) any royalties or fees charged shall bear the management of the licensee'
vided from outside Zambia or employ, a reasonable relationship to the use enterprise;
within Zambia, a significant amount of for- of such technology or expertise; (c) which restricts the manner of sale of

eign capital will be eligible for the follow- (b) any liability to pay royalties or fees products or the export of products tc

ing:
shall cease upon the lawful termina-

any country;tion of the agreement or if such tech- (d) which restricts the sources of suppl3(a) a right to remit, on cessation of busi- nology or expertise becomes public of inputs;
ness interest, the value of such foreign knowledge otherwise than through the (e) which restricts the volume structurf
capital or such investment, subject to fault of the licensee;

or

of production;the law relating to exchange control (c) there shall be a reduction in royalties
at the time of application for remit- or fes f a third party acquires and (f) which limits the ways in which any pa

tance; uses such technology or expertise
tent or other know-how may be used

(b) on making application therefor, an otherwise than through the fault of (g) which provides for the payment o

election to remit any accrued profits the licensee; royalties or fees in foreign currencies

or dividends during the twelve-month (d) any technical assistance shall, where or outside Zambia, except with th

period immediately following the end necessary, include technical personnel prior approval of the Bank of Zam

of the financial year to which the ap- as well as full instructions and practi- bia.

plication refers, subject to any law re- cal explanations expressed in clear and The Act also gives the Minister concernec

lating to exchange control at the time comprehensive English on the opera- power to regulate the payment of royal
of such application; tion of any equipment involved; ties or fees and the conditionsunder whic]

(c) any remittable profit which is reinvest- (e) the transferor shall provide technical technical assistance may be negotiated o]

ed in Zambia shall be credited to any assistance in connection with market- accepted.

\
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MAY 1978 ManagementCentre Europe Managingand SEPTEMBER 1979
Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including

British Branch of I.F.A.: Anglo-U.S. Semi- tax in intemational operations) (Seminar), 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The

nar, London (U.K.), May 4 and 5 (Eng- Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng- Taxation of transfers of ownership on

lish). lish). death or inter vivos gifts with special refer-
ence to the continuity of family-heldenter-

The International Tax Planning Associa- NOVEMBER 1978 prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun-

tion: Annual Conference (subjects include: try on the tax treatment of the enterprise
taxation in the Caribbean, offshore struc- Management Centre Europe: Tax manage- or group (provisionally). For the Seminars

tures, trusts, change of residence, interna- rnent in a multinational environment (Se- the following Subjects are suggested:
tional transactions and measures taken by minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8 Trends in incone tax treaties involving de-

Governments to counter tax avoidance). (English). veloping countries, with special reference
to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in

Belgo-Luxembourg and French Branches Management Centre Europe Intemationl Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den-

of I.F.A. Seminar on the tax treaties con- Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel. mark) September 4-8 (English, French,
cluded between Belgium, France and Lux- gium), November 27-29 (English). German, Spanish).
embourg, Paris (France), May 19 (French).

Dutch-German Branches of I.F.A. Inter-
national Tax Seminar (permanentestablish-

ment, construction activities, arm's length
dealing, international aspects of the new FOR FURTHER Inter-American Centre of Tax Admin-

German imputation system, fiscal unity for INFORMATION istrators: Apartado 215, Panam 1 (Pa-
VAT purposes, new developments in the PLEASE WRITE TO: nama).
E.E.C.), Hamburg (German Federal Repub-
lic), May 19 and 20 (German). International Fiscal Association

(I.F.A.): General Secretariat, Wouden-
Marchmont Conferences: International Tax Australian Branch of I.F.A.: Bank of stein, Burg. Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box

Planning Conference (including: the key New Zealand House, 12th Fl. 333 1738, Rotterdam (Netherlands).
role of tax treaties, tax haven activities, George Street, Sydney 2000 (Austra-
maxjmising the net-of-tax remuneration of lia). The International Tax Planning Associ-

expatriateexecutives).Barbados,May 23-26 ation: c/o Investment and Property
(English). British Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat, Studies Ltd., Norwich House, Norwich

c/o Williams & Clyn's Bank Ltd., P.O. Street, london EC4A lAB (U.K.).
European Study Conferences Limited: Box 448, 20 Birchin Lane, London

Double Taxation -- Taking Advantage of EC3P 3DP (United Kingdom). Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue
International Agreements, Guernsey Chan- des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
nel Islands (U.K.), May 25 and 26 (English). Business International Institute: One

Dag Hammarskjold Place, New York, Belgium/LuxembourgBranch of I.F.A.:
N.Y. 10017 (U.S.A.). Secretariat Avenue Louise, 385, Bte. 1,

JUNE 1978 1050 Bruxelles (Belgium).
European Study Conferences Limited:

Management Centre Europe International Kirby House, 31 High Street East, Up- Netherlands Branch of I.F.A.: Secre-

Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- pingham, Rutland, Leics. LE15 9PY. tariat Alexander Gogelweg 30,2502 LS

gium), June 19-21 (English). (United Kingdom). Den Haag (The Netherlands).

Financial Times Ltd. Conference Orga- Marchmont Conferences: Vogue House,
SEPTEMBER 1978 nisation: Bracken House, 10 Cannon 1 Hanover Square, London WlR 9RD

Street, London EC4P 4BY (United (United Kingdom).
32nd Annual Congress of I.F.A. I. The Kingdom).
Taxation of Extractive Industries; II. The Seminar Services International: 21-23

Differences in the Tax Treatment between German Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat Chilworth Street, London W 2 3HW

Local and Foreign Investors and the Ef- Oberlnder Ufer 84-88, 5000 Cologne (United Kingdom); Passage Perdonnet

fects of International Treaties. Sydney 51 (German Federal Republic). 1, CH-1005 Lausanne (Switzerland).
(Australia) September 17-23 (English,
French, German, Spanish).
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by Kailash C. Khanna* 30 .-

----

DIRECT TAXATION assets within a period of six months of the transfer. The
specified assets include shares in Indian public compa-
nies and deposits for a minimum period of three years

1. PERSONAL TAXATION with nationalised banks. It is proposed to exclude these
two assets, subject to the following exception, from the

(a) It is proposed to amend the relevant provision relat- scope of specified assets in regard to transfers made on

ing to the status of ordinary residence in the case of or after March 1, 1978.
an individual who is a citizen of India and who is render- It is intended to provide that investmentafter February
ing service outside India so as to enable him to spend a 28, 1978 in shares in an Indian company will qualify
period not exceeding 89 days while on leave or vacation as investment in a specified asset only where such shares
in the country without incurring liability to Indian tax form part of an eligible issue. The main conditions to
on foreign income. be satisfied by an eligible issue are

The intended provision will apply only to those indivi- (i) the issue should be made by an Indian public com-
duals whose service outside India has been sponsored by pany engaged in construction, manufacture or pro-
the Central Government or the terms and conditions of duction of articles, excluding low-priority articles;
such service have been approved by the Central Govern- and
ment or the prescribed authority. (ii) the shares should form part of the initial issue of ca-
The proposed amendment will apply to 1979/80 and pital by the said company offered for public sub-
subsequent assessment years. scription.
(b) Income from let-out residential property construct- Other conditions may be prescribed. The initial issue of
ed after March 31, 1978 is proposed to be free of tax to equity shares of a private company convertedinto a pub-
the extent of an annual value of 2,400 Rs. for a period lic company will not be regarded as an eligible issue if
of five years from the date of completion of the build- the company has declared any dividend as a private
ing. company or the shares are offered for subscription at a

(c) At present, capital gains arising from the transfer of premium. .

long-term capital assets are exempt from tax if the con- The investment in the eligible issue shall be made by,
sideration for transfer is invested in specified financial the individual either in pursuance to an offer for public

subscription or by purchase from an underwriter as

such.

HIGHLIGHTSOF THE FINANCE BILL 1978 (d) It is proposed that an individual subscribing to
shares in an eligible issue, as described in the last

No change in the rates of income-tax, wealth-tax and other clause, be entitled to a deduction from his taxable in-
--

direct taxes; come of an amount equal to 50 percent of the cost of

The provisions with respect to long term capital gains taxation the shares so subscribed, subject to a maximum cost of
--

will be amended; 10,000 Rs. with effect from the assessment year 1979/!
80. The individual will be required to hold the saidI

The provisions relating to the deduction of life insurance pre---

shares for a period of five years and the tax concession
miums and provident fund contributions will be liberalised;

will be forfeited if the shares are transferred before the
Taxpayers investing in shares of certain industrial companies end of the aforesaid period. Investment in equity shares-

will be entitled to a 50 percent investment deduction; in eligible issue which has enjoyed tax relief underan

The rates of the compulsory deposit will be increased; this clause shall not be taken into account for the pur---

The initial depreciation allowance for housing of low paid em- pose of the concession from capital gains tax referred
--

ployees will be increased; to in the immediately preceding clause (c).
Part of expenditureon publicity will be disallowed; (e) It is proposed to increase the quantum of the deduc---

The export market development allowance will be abolished;--

Indirect taxes will be increased. * Kailash C. Khanna & Co., Chartered Accountants, Calcutta,
--

India.
, .
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tion allowable in respect of life insurance premia, provi- withdrawn from April 1, 1978 with the result that only
dent fund contributions etc., from the assessment year actual expenditure incurred on export market develop-
1979/80. The suggested increase will permit a deduction ment will qualify as a deduction from total income
of the whole of the first 5,000 Rs. as against the existing after March 31, 1978.
4,000 Rs.; 50 percent of the next 5,000._Rs.; and, as

regards the balance, 40 percent thereof will be deduct- 5. GENERAL
ible subject to an aggregate monetary ceiling of 30,000
Rs. instead of the present 20,000 Rs. At present, existing assessees pay advance tax or send an

estimate after a notice of demand is received from the
2. COMPULSORYDEPOSITS Income-tax Officer. It is proposed to modify existing

provisions so that every taxpayer,whether he has been
The rates of compulsory deposits to be made in the assessed or not, will have to pay advance tax voluntarily
financial year 1978/79 are proposed to be increased and in case his income liable to advance tax exceeds the
the suggested rates are specified limits. The Income-tax Officer may, however,

15,001 -- 25,000 Rs. 4.5 percent still issue Demand Notices in such cases as he considers
25,001 -- 35,000 Rs. 11 percent necessary.
35,001 -- 70,000 Rs. 12.5 percent

Above 70,000 Rs. 15 percent

EXCISE DUTIES*3. ESTATE DUTY

The exemption limit from Estate Duty is proposed to be The following amendmentshave been proposed:
raised fom 50,000 Rs. to 100,000 Rs., but the necessary

1. Coal will be subject to an excise duty of 5 Rs. to 10

legislation in this respect will be moved later. Rs. per tonne and electricity to a duty of 2 paise a

kilowatt-hour.
2. The general levy under the residuary heading 68 of

4. CORPORATETAXATION the Central Excise Tariff will be increased from 2 to
5 percent ad valorem.

(a) With effect from the assessment year 1979/80, initi- 3. A special duty at the rate of 5 percent of the effec-
al depreciation admissible in respect of new buildings tive rate of excise duty due on all gods will be intro-
constructed for housing low-paid employees having in- duced.
come from salaries up to 10,000 Rs. is proposed to be
increased from 20 percent to 40 percent.
(b) It is intended to allow as a deduction from total in-
come, with effect from June 1, 1978, any expenditure

EXEMPTION FOR POLITICAL PARTIES

jy way of payment of any sum to an approved associa-
The Goernment of India have decided to provide-ion or institution for carrying out an approved pro-

exemp-

gramme of rural development.
tion from income-tax in respectof certain categoriesof in-
come derived by political parties, as also exemption from

ic) It is proposed to disallow a part of the aggregate ex- wealth-tax in respect of the value of assets held by them.
5enditure on advertisement, publicity and sales promo- Income derived by political parties from their inuestments
tion in India in the computation of taxable income if (both in movable and immovableproperties)and income by
.uch expenditure exceeds 20,000 Rs. in the relevant pre- way of donations from non-members will be exempted
vious year. The suggested disallowance is 10 percent, from income-tax. The tax exemption will be available only
12.5 percent and 15 percent of the adjusted expen- in the case ofpoliticalpartieswhichare registeredor deem-
diture depending upon the percentage --

up to z per- ed to be registered with the Election Commissionof India
ent, above percent but up to / percent and above 1/ under the Election Symbols (Reservation and Allotment)
oercent -- which the aggregate expenditure on advertise- Order, 1968.
nent etc., bears to turnover or the gross receipts of the The proposed exemption will not be allowed unless the

business. Adjusted expenditure broadly means net politicalparties maintain proper books ofaccountsandget
,xpenditure on advertising etc., allowable under the ex- their annual accounts audited by a charteredaccountantor

sting provisions of law. other qualifiedaccountant.

.n the case of an industrial undertakingnewly set up no Politicalparties which are registered or deemed to be regis-
isllowance shall be made of any expenditure on adver- tered with the Election Commission of India will also be

,isement, publicity or sales promotion for a period of exemptedfrom wealth-tax.

:hree accounting years beginning with the accounting Expenditure incurred by tax-payers for advertisement in

Tear in which the undertakingcommences manufacture. any souvenir, brochure, tract, pamphlet or other publica-
I he above provision is proposed to be inserted from tion of a similar nature published by a political party will

\pril 1, 1979 and willcover the stipulated expenditure not be deducted in computing their taxableprofits.
ncurred during the whole of the previous year relevant
o the assessmentyear 1979/80.
d) The existing weighted deducti9n in respect of ex- * Prepared by the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
ort market development allowance is proposed to be tion.
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4. Special relief from excise duty for the agricultural CUSTOMS DUTIES
sector: exemption from excise duty on power,
pumps, pesticides and the like. Customs duty relief is proposed for condenserand tissue

5. Exemption and relief for small units and also with paper.

respect to certain goods such as milk powder, three- Import duty on polyester yarn will be increased from

wheeler auto-rickshaws used as taxis, small refrigera- 120 percent to 200 percent and ad valorem. This will i
tors and air conditioners used for special purposes yield 6.4 crores Rs. annually.
(hospitals, laboratoriesetc.). Customs duty on specified capital equipment not pro-

6. Exemption for newspapers, drugs, medicines and duced indigenously is reduced from 40 percent to 25

pharmaceuticals. percent. The loss of revenue will be 9 Rs. crores.

BUDGETSPEECH states to give up sales tax calls for persis- slab of 25,001 Rs. to 70,000 Rs., compul-
tence and patience. It certainly cannot be sory deposit is currently made at the rate

1978
regarded as something which can be accom- of 10 percent. I propose to split this slab

plished in the immediate future. into two. While the rate on the slab of
The octroi duty, however, stands on a dif- 25,001 Rs. to 35,000 Rs. will be 11 per-

' ferent footing. The revenue from octoi cent the rate the slab of 35,001 Rs. toon

duty is of the order of 250 crores Rs. 70,000 Rs. will be 1212 percent. On the
There has been a long standing demand for slab over 70,000 Rs. the rate will be raised
the removal of this obnoxious levy which from 12 percent to 15 percent. Approxi-

On February 28, 1978 the Indian Finance causes great inconvenience to trade and mately 25 crores Rs. will accrue in 1978-79
Minister, Mr. H.M. Patel pronounced his transport industry. All committees which as a result of this measure.

Budget Speech which is partly reproduced have gone into the subject have unanimous- I propose to liberalise the concession in re-

hereafter. Mr. Patel stated that the deficit ly proposed its abolition. Studies have also spect of long-term savings through life in-
of 1,396 crores Rs. (1 crore =10 million) revealed that the cost of collection of the surance, provident fund contributionsand

placed a heavy responsibility on his shoul- octroi duty is unduly high. There can be no other approved forms of savings. At pre-
ders but that it would not create inflationa- two opinions that the removal of octroi sent, 100 percent of the first 4,000 Rs. of

ry conditions. He enumerated the tax po- duty will be widely welcomed since its the qualifying savings, 50 percent of the

licy principles of the Janata Party which abolition will assist the orderly and healthy next 6,000 Rs. and 40 percent of the bal-
were issued in November 1977, i.e. growth of the transport system in the ance is allowed as deduction in computing
We believe that the taxation policy of the country and will considerably reduce the taxable income. I propose to allow a

government must keep in mind five consi- freight costs. I therefore propose to request deduction equal to 100 percent of the first

derations: the state governments to introduce suitable 5,000 Rs. of the qualifying savings. The

1) Increased public investment expen. legislation for the removabl of octroi. The quantum of deduction in respect of the

diture must necessitate increased public octroi revenues are at present going to the next 5,000 Rs. will continue at the existing
income. The people of the country, there. local authorities. Quite understandably rate of 50 percent and, in respect of the

fore, have to accept the burden of higher they will seek from the state governments balance, at the existing rate of 40 percent.
taxation in the future. a reimbursement for the loss of revenue The monetarly limit for the savings quali-
2) Taxation policy must simultaneously and in turn the state governments will no fying for deduction under this provision s

aim at redistributive justice and must take doubt claim a measure of compensation also being raised from 20,000 Rs. to

into consideration the capacity to pay. from the Centre. We shall hold discussions 30,000 Rs. These measures will result in

3) Taxes should be easy to collect and it with the state governments for finding a a revenue loss of 10 crores Rs. in a full yea1

should be easy for the taxpayer to know satisfactorysolution. and 7.5 crores Rs. ub 1978-79.

what he has to pay. There is urgent need Investors understandable preter investment

for the simplificationand rationalisationof I shall deal with proposal in the
which brings them a sale return, which i.

the tax administration.
now my provided by fixed deposits in banks o1

4) Taxes must have an in-built growth po-
sphere of direct taxes. shares of established companies with a
I have kept in view the fact that a substan-

tential and inherent buoyancy. tial increase in investment has necessarily good record for payment of dividends. Thi:

5) Taxation policy must aim at stimulat- to be backed by increased efforts at mobi-
results in new companies not attractint

ing national growth and must encourage lisation of savings. My proposals in the adequate support. In order to stimulat(

productionand savings. field of direct taxes are accordingly design-
such investment, I propose to give a deduc
tion in the computation of taxable incom(

ed to promote larger savings: To curb ex-
Mr. Patel further stated that: of 50 percent of the amount invested ir

travagant and wasteful expenditure in busi-
Members will recollect that the Janata ness and professions, and to channelise equity shares of new industrial companies

a year
Party manifesto had contained a promise funds for stimulating growth and produc-

The maximum investment in quali

that the question of removing sales tax and tion. I have also sought to provide some fying for this deduction will be limited t(

a

octroi duties would be duly considered by tax relief in selected areas with a view to 10,000 Rs. This will entail loss of
crores Rs. in a full year and 3.5 crores Rs

the government. I have had a series of dis- encouraging larger investment in desired di- in 1978-79. I would cheerfully accept :

cussions with the chief ministers and fi- rections. much larger loss if it results in stimulatin
nance ministers of the states to achieve this In order to mobilise additional resources in

desirable objective. The total revenue from the form of savings, I propose to raise the larger investments.

sales tax is of the order of 2,500 crores Rs. rates of compulsory deposit in the case of Last year, I had introduced a provision tc

And it is growing steadily. It constitutes income-tax payers. While taxpayer having exempt capital gains in cases where the sal,

the main source of revenue of the states. current income up to 15,000 Rs. will con- proceeds arising from the transfer of a

The chief ministers of the states have gen- tinue to enjoy immunity from the require- asset are reinvested within six months i

erally showed a lack of enthusiasm for the ment of making compulsory deposit, in units of the Unit Trust of India, shares o

abolition of sales tax. In view of the attit- the case of incomes exceeding 15,000 Rs. Indian companies, bank deposits and othe

ude of the states and since sales tax is a and up to 25,000 Rs. the rate will be raised specified assets. In order that this conses

state subject, the task of persuading the from 4 percent to 412 percent. On the sion leads to the flow of investible fund
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I
into fresh ventures, I propose to provide Newly-established industrial concerns will 1958. As this exemption limit is induly
with immediate effect that investment in also be exempted from this provision for low, I propose to raise it to 1 lakh. Rs.

shares of Indian companies will be taken an initial period of three years. This mea- Since, in this matter, we can move only
into account for the purposes of exempt- sure will yield 32 crores Rs. in a full year with the concurrence of the state legisla-
tion from capital gains tax only where the and about 25 crores Rs. in 1978-79. tures, a Bill for implementing this proposal,
investment is made in equity shares of new A weighted deduction is currently allowed and certain other proposals in relation to

industrial companies. in the computation of taxable profits with estate duty, will be introduced later this

Banks allow substantial advances against reference to expenditure incurred by In- year.
the security of fixed deposits with them. dian companies and resident taxpayers,
Hence, taxpayers who get exemption from other than companies, on development of The total additional revenue from the vari-

capital gains tax by making such deposits, export markets. The weighted deduction is ous measures enumerated by me will yield
obtain an unduly large tax benefit without allowed at the rate of 150 percent of the 30 crores Rs. in a full year and 25.5 crores

.

commensurate sacrifice. I have, therefore, actual expenditure in the case of widely- Rs. during 1978-79. Besides, additional re-

decided that fixed deposits with banks held companies and at the rate of 133.3 sources of about 25 crores Rs. will accrue

made after today will not qualify as an elig- percent in the case of other taxpayers, in the form of compulsory deposits in the

ible mode of investment for the purpose of while the full deduction of expenditure in- financial year 1978-79.

this exemption. curred for development of export markets May I now turn to my proposals relating
The annual letting value of a newly con- is entirely justifiable, and no part of such to indirect taxes Our basic national prob-
structed house is reduced for tax purposes expenditure will be disallowed under the lem, and indeed this is a problem facing all

by an amount upto 1,200 Rs. in respect of proposed provision for disallowance of ex- developing countries, is that the base for

each residential unit for a period of five penditure on advertisement, publicity and direct taxes is extremely narrow and the

years. With a view to providing a stimulus sales promotion. I do not see adequate jus- vast funds required for national develop-
for construction of houses, particularly for tification now for continuing to subsidise ment cannot, therefore, be raised, at our

persons in the low and middle income such expenditure by the grant of weighted present stage of development, from direct

brackets, I propose to raise the monetary deduction. I, therefore, propose to discon- taxes alone. While framing the proposals
limit of 1,200 Rs. to 2,400 Rs. tinue the grant of weighted deduction in relating to indirect taxes, however, I have

Initial depreciation allowance is currently relation to such expenditure incurred after kept in mind the need to protect small-

granted at the rate of 20 percent on the March 31, 1978. This measure is likely to scale industry and to minimise the hard-

cost of new buildings erected by employers yield 10 crores Rs. in a full year and 8 ship to the poor and the middle class con-

for their low paid employees. crores Rs. in 1978-79. sumers.

In order to give a greater impetus to the In the case of a taxpayer who has previous-
construction buildings for workers, I pro- ly been assessed to income-tax, advance tax

Hon'ble members are aware that govern-

pose to increase the rate of initial deprecia- becomes payable only if notice in this be-
ment had appointed a committee, to re-

a
tion allowance from 20 percent to 40 per- half is issued by the income-tax officer.

view the existing structure of the ndirect

cent. tax system, under the chairmanship of Mr.
Hence, if an advance tax notice is not is- L.K. Jha. The committee has now sub-
sued in the case of such a taxpayer, he will

The foreign remuneration of Indian citi-
have liability to advance tax.

mitted its final report. Amongst the impor-
no pay any

zens employed outside India is liable to In-
On the other hand, taxpayers who have

tant recommendations made by the com-

dian income-tax if their stay in India ex-
not been assessed to income-tax,

mittee are restructuring of the pattern of
are re-

ceeds a specified period. As this results in Central excise and customs duties, mea-

avoidance hardship and discourages such quired to pay advance tax on their own on to assist the small-scale sector, the
the basis of their estimated current income.

sures

persons from spending even a reasonable
To mind, the existing legal position is general reorientation of the tariff to make

period on vacation in their home country, my it income-elastic and the desirability of

I propose to provide that Indian citizens clearly unsatisfactory. I, therefore, propose introducing a value added tax so as to

employed outside India may stay on vaca-
to provide that advance tax shall be volun- avoid the cascading effect of taxes on raw

tion in the country for 89 days in a year
tarily paid by every person if his current in- materials and components of finished pro-

without attracting such tax liability.
come exceeds the specified limit. ducts. The committee has also made some

In order to ensure that winnings from The direct tax laws committee under the recommendationswith the care which they
horse races are effectively brought within chairmanship of Mr. C.C. Chokshi submit- deserve. In may last budget, I had in fact

the tax net, I propose to provide for deduc- ted its interim report last December. The accepted and implemented a few of the re-

tion of tax at source at the rate of 34.5 report contains a number of valuable sug- commendations which were available to us

percent from winnings in excess of 2,500 gestions for simplification and rationalisa- in the interim report of the committee.The
tion of tax laws, streamlining assessment

Rs. This measure would yield 4 crores Rs.
procedures, reducing the of litigation proposals which I am making today incor-

area
in a full year and 3.5 crores Rs. in 1978-79. and accelerating the disposal of appeals and porate some of the recommendationsmade

Extravagantand socially wasteful expendit- references. In its report the Central di-
in the final report. Other recommendations

on
ure is often incurred on advertisement, administration,

which involve a major restructuring of the

publicity and sales promotion. In order to
rect taxes the Administra-

system would require further study.
tive Reforms Commission had recommend-

put a curb on such expenditureat the cost ed that amendments to the tax laws should
of the exchequer, I propose to provide for not be rushed through the annual finance

In the plan outlay, the topmost priority
the disallowance of a part of such expen- Bill, which needs to be passed before

has been accorded to power. The plan pro-
a

diture on advertisement,publicity and sales prescribed date, but made through separate
vision for power generation and distribu-

promotion in India. Where the aggregate Bills whose provisions can be considered in
tion is of the order of 2,200 crores Rs. in

expenditure does not exceed 1 /4 percent detail.
1978-79. I feel that with our enormous

of the turnover of gross receipts of the investments in power, there is ample justi-
business or profession, 10 percent of such Pursuant to this recommendation, I pro- fication for claiming a contribution from

expenditure will be disallowed in conput- Pose to introduce separate legislation as those who benefit from these investments.

ing the taxable profits. Where such aggre- early as possible to five effect to the main I am, therefore, proposing to levy a duty of

gate expenditure exceeds 1/4 percent but recommendationsof the Chokshi Commit- 2 paise per kilowatt-hour on electricity
does not exceed 1 /2 percent of the turn- tee which are acceptable to the govern- generated. Electricity generated for captive
over or gross receipts, the disallowance will ment. In the meanwhile a few changes re- consumption, as well as that used in the

be made at the rate of 12.5 percent; and commended by the committee, such as de- auxiliary plants in the generating stations

where such expenditure exceeds 1/2 per- duction of tax at source from race win- for the generation of electricity, is being
cent of the turnover or gross receipts, the nings and voluntary payment of advance exempted. I also propose to give a rebate

disallowance will be made at the rate of 15 tax, which could be easily incorporated in of the duty to the producer in respect of

percent, These provisions will not apply in the tax law, have been introduced through electricity used for agricultural purposes so

cases where the aggregate expenditure on the finance Bill. that agriculturists are not effected. This

advertisement, publicity and sales promo- The exemption limit for estate duty, which levy is expected to yield a revenue of 145

tion does not exceed 20,000 Rs. in a year. is 50,000 Rs. was fixed as long ago as crores Rs.
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After the nationalisationof the coal mines, exemption will cover, amongst others, customs duties on specified items of capi-
coai production has increased from about medicines, soap and detergents, paints and tal equipment not produced indigenously
72 million tonnes in 1971-72 to about 100 varnishes, household electrical goods, steel from the current level of 40 percent to 25
million tonnes in 1976-77. This is the re- furniture, metal containers, aerated waters, percent. The revenue loss will be of the
sult of enormous investments made by the vegetable non-essential oils, ceramics and order of 9 crores Rs.
state after nationalisation --investments other item notified. This measure will I also propose to reduce the duty leviable
which we will continue to make. Here benefit bout 24,000 units currently under on condenser tissue paper and polypropy-
again, the beneficiaries could, I think, jus- excise control. It will reduce considerably lene films used in the manufactureof capa- !
tifiably be called upon to bear a small levy the procedural requirements which these citors, by 111 percent and 155 percent re- !
of Central excise duty on coal. I propose to units are required to follow. It will also re- spectively. Use of capacitors will reduce
fix this at rates varying from 5 Rs. to 10 move the anomaly, under which relief is transmission losses and will thus help the
Rs. per tonne. The lowest rate of 5 Rs. presently lost totally in many cases, the more efficient transmissionof power. Duty
would cover three fourth of the coal pro- moment the threshold limits of exemp- on electrical insulation paper is also being
duced in the country. This measure is ex- tion are crossed. This relief will be effective reduced. These proposals will involve a re-

pected to yield a revenue of 58 crores Rs. from the beginning of the next financial venue sacrice of about 4 crores Rs.
Under item 68 of the Central excise tariff, year and involve a revenue sacrifice of 28
the rate of duty leviable on all articles, crores Rs. Certain reliefs are also being given in re-
not elsewhere specified is at present 2 per- I propose to exempt power-driven pumps spect of specified items of cinematograph
cent ad valorem. I propose to raise this to mainly used in agriculture, from the whole machinery, electronic components and im-
the level of 5 percent ad valorem. While on the excise duty leviable thereon. The ported feature films. These together will
doing so, I propose to exempt some sen- measure will involve a loss of 1.5 crores involve a revenue sacrifice of 58 lakhs Rs.
sitive categories of goods, namely, pesti- Rs. per annum.

cides, weedicides, insecticides and fungi- Also I propose to extend the concession I have only one proposal for upward modi-
cides, drugs and medicinesother than prop- available to motor vehicles used as taxis fication of the customs tariff, not so much
rietary or patent drugs and medicines, to three-wheelers and auto-rickshaws as as a measure of raising revenue but as a

pharmaceuticals and drug intermediates, well by reducing the rate of duty leviable measure of protection to Indian industry,
from the whole of the duty leviable under on the latter by 2.5 percent ad valorem. I propose to increase the import duty on
this item. Newspapers and periodicals are Whole milk powder is being exempted polyester filament yarn from 120 percent
also being exempted completely. The ex- from payment of the duty leviable there- to 200 percent ad valorem. This will yield
isting exemption in respect of small man- on in an effort to make available this com- about 6.4 crores Rs. in a year.
ufacturers whose clearance of excisable modity at a cheaper rate. I also propose
goods does not exceed 30 lakhs Rs. in the to reduce the rate of duty leviable on small My proposals for customs and Central ex-

preceding year, will continue. These pro- refrigerators of capacity of 100 litres and cise duties put together will yield an addi-
posals will yield a revenue of 100 crores less from 40 percent ad valorem at present tional revenue of 499 crores Rs. for 1978-
Rs. to 30 percent ad valorem. At present, parts 79.
In view of the paramount need for mobilis- of refrigerating and air-conditioning ma- The fiscal stategy underlying my proposals
ing resources for development without chinery required for installation in speci- seeks to take advantage of the favourable
creating fresh distortions in the tax struc- fied establishmentsare assessed at a conces- good and foreign exchange situation for
ture, I propose to levy a special duty at the sional rate of 20 percent. This concession generating fresh expansionary impulses in
rate of 1 /20th of the basic excise duties is being extended to ready-assembled air- our economy. The big step-up in public in-
presently collected on each item in the conditioning units of the window and vestment is one element of this strategy.
Central excise tariff. In doing so, I propose package type, generally used by smaller Monetary policy must also be used to re-

to exempt coal, electricity and goods industrial installations. inforce fiscal policy.
which are assessed under item 68 of the Last year I had raised the excise duty on The House will recollect that government
tariff. This measure will result in an addi- films substantially. There have been a num- had imposed a tax in 1974 on interest in-
tional revenue of 214 crores Rs. on indige- ber of representations against the increase come of banks. Hon'ble members will
nous production and a sum of 15 crores and the manner in which it affects the in- agree with me that, now that prices are rea-

Rs. by way of increase in countervailing dustry. I have carefully considered the mat- sonably stable and there is urgent need to
duties on imports. ter and propose to reduce the excise duty stimulate productive investment, this tax
May I now turn to the relief which I pro- leviable from 7,500 Rs. to 5,000 Rs. on the has lost its economic justification. I pro-
pose to give. First of all, consistent with third-dozen slab of colour prints of length prose, therefore, to withdraw the interest-
the policy of the government to encourage 4,000 metres or less. Suitable adjustments tax with immediate effect. As a sequel to
the small manufacturer and to widen the are being made in the case of black and this fiscal concession with a monetary in-
entrepreneurial base in the country, I pro- white films as well as longer films. Duty on tent, the Reserve Bank of India will be an-

pose to provide sufficient relief to small prints cleared for home consumption after nouncing later in the day the realignment
manufacturers so as to enable them to twelve months from the date of first re- of the interest rate structure.
compete successfully with larger units. The lease of the film for public exhibition is The budget estimates for 1978-79 have
duty exemptions at present available to also being reduced suitably. These propo- taken credit for an amount of 130 crores
small-scale manufacturers are not based on sals together imply a relief of about 3 Rs. on account of interest-tax. Since the
any one pattern. Over the course of years, crores Rs. interest-tax for the months of January and
a number of ad hoc concessions have been In pursuance of government's decisions on February 1978 will be payable in the com-

given and the principles of relief have va- the Oil Prices Committee's report, the ing year, the actual loss of revenue will be
ried very widely. In defining the small tariff structure relating to lubricating oils of the order of 108 crores Rs.
units, a variety of formulae have been and greases has also been rationalised. This To sum up, my efforts at mobilisation o

adopted, such as value of clearances per measure of rationalisation will yield 63 additional resources will yield in 1978-79
annum, quantity of clearances per annum, lakhs Rs. net in a year. 549.5 crores Rs., of which 499 crores Rs!
value of capital investment on plant and I have also carried out some modifications will be from Union excise and customs
machinery, number of workers, use of in respect of coated fabrics, cigars and duties, 25.5 crores Rs. from direct taxes

power, and a combination of two or more cheroots, tea waste, vegetable products for and 25 crores Rs. as compulsory deposits.
of these criteria. Keeping in view the need industrial purposes and non-cellulosic Out of this, the states' share will be
for rationalising the pattern of relief to wastes, the details of which are given in the 95.5 crores Rs. and the Centre's share
small industries and bearing in mind the budget documents. These proposals will 454 crores Rs. With the withdrawals of in
recommendations made by the Jha Com- yield a revenue of 6 crores Rs. terest-tax, the additional resources accru

mittee, I propose to exempt all small-scale I have taken note of the sginificant sugges- ing to the Centre will be 346 crores Rs
units manufacturingspecified goods, whose tions in regard to customs duties made by Despite the effort which I have made at
clearances in the preceding year did not ex- the Jha Committee. As a measure of relief raising additional resources, I am leaving an
ceed 15 lakhs. Rs. from the duty payable and particularly with a view to bringing uncovered budgetary gap of 1,050 croreE
on the first clearance of 5 lakhs. Rs. The down capital costs, I propose to reduce the Rs. This figure will be reduced by the re
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ceipts from sales of government gold. For bined with continued vigilance regarding ed increase in output and employment,
resns which hon'ble members will appre- credit should limit the net increase in particularly in the rural areas. The pro-
cit-e.'ii shall not attempt to estimate this money supply to safe levels. gramme of government expenditure on in-
figure. But I should share with hon'ble vestment is the main instrument I wish to
members the view I hold that, apart from I am satified that the resultant monetary use to attain this goal. Investment expen-
preventing any resurgence of gold smugg- expansion will not lead to any inflationary diture in infrastructure facilities is being
ling,it is also justifiable, in our present cir- pressures particularly in view of the large raised steeply so that bottle-necks coming
cumstances, to utilise a part of our accu- stock of food-grains and the much greater in the way of further growth are removed
mulated gold to reduce the expansionary ability that we have at present to import and there is an improvement in the general
effect]of budgetary transactions. It is on essential consumer goods. economic climate. This has made it neces-

ttisame reasoning that we have been The experience we have gained and the in- sary for me to undertake sizable additional
anxius to deploy a part of our foreign ex- vestments we have forged in supply man- resource mobilisation. At the same time, I

change reserves to offset the expansionary agement through procurement and public have not hesitated to offer incentives and
inpct of larger plan and investment out- distribution and demand management tax concessions where these are called for
lays, and I am confident that in the com- through credit and monetary policy should to promote investment in agriculture and

ing year the steps initiated to liberalise im- also enable us to contain such pressures. industry.
ports and the major investment programme The economic situation of the country is
that we now propose to undertake, will In conclusion, let me summarise what I exceptionally favourable at present for a

'

lead to a significant draw-down of foreign seek to achieve through this budget. My bold step forward. This budget is such a

exchange reserves. These two factors com- goal is to set in motion a process of sustain- step.

O.
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TAX GLOSSARY
iS given for PROVINCIAL SUCCES-
SION DUTIES (q.v.). Canadian estates
of non-domiciled persons are taxed at

a flat rate of 15 percent, with an ex-

emption of CS 5,000 (see also NOTCH

PROVISION).
ESTIMATED INCOME TAX -- The sum

of tax payable on account in coun- i
tries where income tax is payable on

by H.W.T7. PEPPER * the income of the current year or

where for some reason the tax cannot

be calculated at the time the annual
declaration of income is due.
In the U.S.A., which collects tax cur-

rently on current income, a taxpayer'
EQUITY HOLDING COMPANY- (Bel- ESCALATION -- In tax parlance the term not adequately covered by a P.A.Y.E.

gium) Company which holds ordinary is used to refer to the escalation (or scheme of tax deductions from income

shares in others, as a holding company pyramiding) effect on prices caused is required to make quarterly pay-

or parent company. In Belgium, for by the imposition of sales taxes where ments on account. A penalty for in-

example, a trading and industrial com- the tax-inclusive price is fixed at a adequate estimated payments is only
pany is exempt from tax on 95 per- higher level than the old price by an due if the estimates prove to be less,

cent of equity dividends received. The amount which is greater than would be than 80 percent of the actual income.

position is similar in France, and some strictly justified by the precise amount

countries give complete exemption -- of the tax embodied in the new price. ETABLISSEMENT STABLE -- (France)
in all cases to avoid or minimise It is commonly supposed, for example, Permanentestablishment.
double taxation or dual taxation of that if a trader habitually marks up his

corporate income (see ECONOMIC prices by a certain percentage he will EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
DOUBLE TAXATION, FRANKED also apply the mark-up to the tax ele- (E.E.C.) -- This association of West Euro-
INVESTMENT INCOME). ment in the price. In practice, where pean States, amounting, inter alia, to

there is adequate competition between CUSTOMS UNION (q.v.), setERBSCHAFTSTEUER -- (German) Suc- a was up

cession duty. traders, fears of such escalation or py- by the Treaty of Rome and originally
ramiding effects on prices are often comprised Belgium, France, Federal

ERGEBNISABFHRUNGSVERTRAG --

exaggerated, but escalation Germany, Holland, Italy, and Luxemmay some-

(German) A contract between 2 enter- times occur in the immediate after- bourg, and now includes Britain, Den
prises whereby one undertakes to dis- math of the imposition of a new tax. mark, and Eire as well as some associ-
tribute all its income to the other. Full (See also RATCHET EFFECT.) ated states. The group is also known a,

distribution is a condition for OR-
ESTATE DUTY -- A form of death taxa- the E.E.C., the European Communi

GANSCHAFT (q.v.) treatment. ties, and the Nine. Membership ention applied in the U.S.A. and various
ERROR, DEPARTMENTAL -- Where a other countries mutation tax tails having a common external tariff

as a on

taxpayer has been underassessed by the total assets which pass on death. It pursuing a COMMON AGRICUL

departmental error, and through no is usual to exempt estates below a cer- TURAL POLICY (q.v.), harmonisatior
fault of his own, it is usually the case tain value and to apply graduated rates of the tax system, e.g., by adoptin
that the Tax Department has the right to the remainder of the estate, but VALUE ADDED TAX (q.v.).
to go back and make an assessment of without reference to the manner in
the uncharged tax, even though up to which the estate may have been be- EVASION The term applied to th,

6 years (in some countries even longer) queathed to beneficiaries. The U.S.A. avoidance of tax by unlawful means

may have elapsed. In some cases, version, exceptionally, allows marital including the omission of taxable in

where hardship would be caused by relief in repect of that part of an
come or transactions from tax declara

attempting to collect the old tax there estate bequeathed to a surviving tions, or the reduction of the amount

are provisions for foregoing some or spouse, subject to a maximum of one properly due by fraudulent misstate

all of the tax involved. Such proce- half the value of the whole estate or
ment or misrepresentation.

dures exist, for example, in Britain, al- $ 250,000 whichever is greater, and
though to keep matters under control exempts bequests to charity. (See also EXCEPTIONAL USE OF PLANT AN[

the circumstances under which tax CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX, LEGA- MACHINERY, ETC. -- Where it is usua

may be foregone are usuall closely CY DUTY, SUCCESSION DUTY, and for plant and machinery to be used or

circumscribed. QUICK SUCCESSIONRELIEF.) single-shift working, and particula
firms use their machines intensively

ERROR OR MISTAKE -- Where a tax- ESTATE PLANNING This term refers to--

double- treble-shift worle.g., on or

payer has overpaid tax because of steps taken to avoid having to pay ex- ing, it is usual to grant higher than nor
some innocent error or mistake in his cessive tax on one's income and capi- mal rates of depreciation for tax pur
tax declaration, and the period for tal; where the process is taken to ex- This be done either undeposes. may
making an appeal gainst the assessment tremes, the term may be taken to be a specific statutory provision,some o
made on the basis declaration has ex- mere euphemism for Tax Avoidance. by agreeing ad hoc rateon some o

pired, some countries have a special allowance, higher than normal, for th
procedure to give relief. In Britain a ESTATE TAX -- The federal tax levied in

period of the exceptional working
6-year time limit is allowed for such Canada on the estate of deceased per-
claims to be made. The main condition sons which exceed CS 50,000 in value
is that the error was made in the decla- at rates which rise to a maximum of
ration by the taxpayer upon which the 50 percent or the excess of the total * With the assistance of the staff of the Inte

tax assessment was actually based. value over CS 300,000. Partial credit national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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EXCESS PROFITS DUTY (E.P.D.) --The Schedule A in accordance with the from income tax or indirect taxes and

duty levied in Britain from the com- annual value of the property, proper- this process is known as the exemp-
mencement (on 4 August 1914) of ties being re-valued quinquennially in tion of the item from tax. The word is

World War I on the excess of business accordance with the rents prevailing also used to refer to reliefs or allow-

profits above traders' standard pro- and other relevant criteria. When the ances in U.S. terminology, for ex-

fits, as an attempt to take at least re-valuation process fell into arrear be- ample, an individual is entitled to a

some of the profit out of war. The cause of preoccupation with war, basic exemption of $ 750 in com-

levy applied to profits made in the pe- propertieswhich were rented at figures puting his income tax and a further

riod up to 30 June 1921 commenced higher than the annual value were sub- exemption of $ 750 for each qualify-
at 50 percent and eventually rose to jected to tax (under Schedule D) on ing dependent. These sums are deduct-

80 percent. The standard profits were the excess of the rent, which tax was ed from his income before computing
computed as the average profits of any payable in addition to the Schedule A income tax on the balance.

two of the three pre-war years. As re- tax. With the partial abolition of EXEMPT SECURITIES On the basis--

lief was given for losses or deficiencies Schedule A, income from property is that gilt-edged (Govt.) securities are

of profits a good deal of the tax yield now charged on the rent received, less usually issued at or near par and even-

was eroded by relief given for such expenses. (See also SCHEDULEA and tually redeemed at that fluc-
deficiencies in the slump period which SCHEDULE D.)

par so

tuations in the price of the stock,
followed the war, a situation caused EXCISE DUTIES -- Excise duties are reve- causing losses to some holders and
partly because of the continuance of nue duties imposed normally on goods gains to others, produce no net tax
the tax for nearly three years after the manufactured within a country, usual- base for capital gains tax, such securi-
end of the war in 1918. ly as a specific levy per unit of weight ties have been excluded from capital

EXCESS PROFITS LEVY (E.P.L.)- The or volume. Where correspondinggoods gains tax in Britain. The exclusion

Excess Profits Levy in Britain was in are also imported, the customs duty does not apply to all gilts, those with-

force from 1 January 1952 to 31 De- on the imports usually coincides with in the exclusion are listed in the law.

cember 1953 and was charged at 30 the excise duty, but there may also be Moreover, the exemption of gains
percent on the amount by which the a PROTECTIVE DUTY (q.v.) in addi- (and non-recognition of losses) does

profts of a corporate body exceeded tion. Excise duties are classically not apply where the securities are held

its standard profits, subject to a ceiling charged on products such as liquor, to- for less than 12 months, or are held by
of 15 percent of total profits. The bacco and motor fuels and usually a those who deal in securities.

1 standard profits were computed as the comparatively small number of manu- EXERCICE (France and Belgium) Finan---

average of any two of the three years factured products. cial Year.
1947, 1948 and 1949 with a minimum EXCISE TAXES -- Excise taxes are similar
of £5,000 and certain alternatives to excise duties except that the tax is EXIT TAX This term is usually synono-

--

based on the amount of capital em- levied ad valorem instead of on a spe-
mous with the service charge made for

ployed in the chargeable periods. cific basis and sometimes the term is the use of the passenger facilities at an

EXCESS PROFITS TAX (E.P.T.)-The Ex- used to refer to a tax which might airport (AIRPORT TAX, q.v.) or,
less usually, for port facilities.

cess Profits Tax in Britain was in force equally be called a MANUFAC-

from 1 April 1939 to 31 December TURER'S or WHOLESALE TAX EXPENDITURE TAX -- The term is usu-

1946, i.e., for a period from 5 months (q.v.). Hence an excise tax may be ally used to refer to a graduated tax on

before World War II to a date roughly levied on imports as well as local pro- expenditure by the taxpayer. Such a

21 months after the end of that war. ducts. There is no involable rule tax was advocated by Dr. Irving Fisher

The rates charged were 60 percent for about the respective use of the terms in 1937 and subsequently by Dr. Kal-

the 12 months to 31 March 1940, 100 excise taxes and excise duties, dor and was adopted by India and

percent for the period 1 April 1940 but they are most commonly used Sri Lanka followingDr. Kaldor'srecom-

to 31 December 1945, and 60 percent in the sense indicated. mendations to those governments.
for the final 12 months to 31 Decem- EXCLUSION --The term used in con-

Both India and Ceylon subsequently
ber 1946. Of the 100 percent tax, 20 nection with single-stage sales taxa-

abandoned this form of taxation.

percent was refundable as a POST tion, denoting that although a pro-
Briefly, the concept is that it is more

WAR REFUND (q.v.). The tax was duct is not charged with tax in the appropriate to tax a consumer'sexpen-

chargeable where profits exceeded a course of transaction by a particular
diture than his income in that the for-

standard profit based on pre-war pro- trader and is thus excluded from mer type of tax will restrict wasteful

fits of the taxpayer with certain ad- the computation of sales tax payable expenditure and encourage saving,
justments for new capital employed in by him, there is no actual exemp- while the latter will discourage perso-

the business and with an alternative tion. The commodity thus excluded nal exertion to earn income. Introduc-

basis where the pre-war profit standard from tax at one stage of distribution tion of an expenditure tax would, in

was inapplicable. Where the amount would, in fact, be taxed at an earlier theory, enable income taxes on the

chargeable as excess profits tax was stage under a FORFAITAIRE system higher income brackets to be elimin-

less than the amount chargeable as (q.v.) or because the trader has opted ated, thus removing a dis-incentive

PROFITS TAX (q.v.) the latter tax not to be registered for sales tax and to productivity, but administrative

superseded the former. In calculating thus buys his supplies pre-taxed from difficulties are daunting even if the

the taxable profits, a deduction was a registered trader who pays the sales theory is accepted. The idea of such

made for repairs which had to be de- tax on his sales to the un-registered tax has again been mooted (January
ferred to a later year because of war- trader. (See also FORFAITAIRE, re 1978) by the Meade Committee in

time restrictions and scarcities. (See goods excluded from some stages of Britain.
DEFERRED REPAIRS.) taxation under a CASCADE system.) EXPENSE ACCOUNT -- The term is used

to refer to the facility granted to cer-

EXCESS RENTS -- Under the British in- EXEMPTION -- This term has two mean- tain directors and employees which
come tax system, income from proper- ings; an item of income or a commo- usually permits them to incur busi-
ty was formerly chargeable under dity or service may be freed altogether ness expenditure up to a certain limit
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in performing their duties. The danger royalty payments, no account being within the vicinity of a port or airport
that such accounts may become a taken of the amount of royalty paid in an area in which customs duties do not

fringe benefit has been tackled in vari- computing the income tax bill except apply because the area is regarded as

ous countries (see also ENTERTAIN- to the extent that royalties paid re- outside the central customs area.

MENT EXPENSES), but the main ad- duce the profits chargeable to income
ministrative problem is to try to pre- tax. The latter treatment whereby the EXPORT REBATE -- Where goods which
vent abuse for tax purposes without royalties are merely regarded as a are to be exported have been subjected
discouraging too much the efforts of business expense is known as expens- to indirect taxation in the exporting
salesmen and others to promote busi- ing the royalties. country either directly or because tax

ness, and particularly export business. is embodied in some of the constitu-
EXPLORATION EXPENDITURE -- Al- ents or components it is normal toEXPENSE RATIO -- The term is usually

though governments do not usually rebate or refund such tax when theapplied to the ratio of the cost of col-
subsidise the emmense costs of explo- goods are exported. It is not alwayslecting a tax to the yield from it (see ration for oil and other minerals, it is to identify quantify the taxeasy orCOLLECTION COSTS). Nowadays in-
usual to deal fairly generously with involved and sometimes the rebatecreasing attention is being directed to
such expenditure for tax If iS calculated with the help of variousthe cost to the private sector of ad- purposes.
the exploration is successful the ex- approximations. An example of such a

ministering a tax as well as the cost
on the governmentside. penditure may normally be written off rebate was the export rebate provided

as part of the cost of setting up the in Britain which covered certain ele-
EXPENSES -- Expenses incurred in pro- mine, well, etc. Where unsuccessful, ments such as vehicle, and vehicle

ducing income are normally allowed there may be allowances for the abor- fuel, taxation and which was reduced
as a deduction for income tax pur- tive expense. (See ABORTIVE PROS- to two or three flat percentage rates of
poses when assessing that income (see PECTING.) rebate in respect of various categories
also ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES, of exported goods, but withdrawnEXPORT BONUS -- Incentives to exportEXPENSE ACCOUNT). A distinction after protests from certain importing
has been drawn in British Income Tax are not generally admissible under the

countries. One of the main advantages
law between expenses wholly, exclu- terms of G.A.T.T. Some countries

of V.A.T. (q.v.) is that the exporter is
sively, and necessarily incurred in pro-

have operated a system of granting im-
enabled to quantify the tax embodied

ducing the income, which are deduct- port certificates to encourage export- in his export quite simply and ob-can
ible in respect of employments, and ing firms, particularly where imports tain credit refund therefor.a or

expenses which are wholly and ex-
have been severely restricted such that

clusively incurred in producing the in- the right to import scarce goods con- EXPORT TAX -- See EXPORT DUTY.
fers a more or less guaranteed right to EXTERIOR SIGNS OF WEALTH,come which are deductible in com-

puting the profits of a business or pro-
make profits from the goods imported. EXTERNAL EVIDENCE OF MEANS,

fession. The more restrictive test for EXPORT DUTY -- Export duties are com- EXTERNAL INDICIA OF WEALTH --

employments may be partly justified monly levied on exports of plantation These three expressions have approxi-
by the fact that an employee must or agricultural produce, particularly mately the same meaning, and in some

carry out his duties in the manner in the basic commodities entering into countries (France, Spain) evidence of
which his employer desires him to world trade, such as rubber, copra, style of living has been used systema-
and that by common law an em- palm oil, sisal, tea, cocoa and coffee. tically to arrive at minimum income
ployer is supposed to provide the Such duties are usually fairly cheap to tax liability where the taxpayer de-
necessary tools and materials to en- collect, being levied in bulk on out- clares lower income than is compatible
able an employee to carry on his em- going cargoes and may be productive with his evident standard of living.
ployment. where the exporting country has some Apart from that most countries when

natural advantage of climate, soil, etc., investigating the accuracy of incomeEXPENSING OF ROYALTIES- Agree- in producing the particular commodi- or profits declarations, take accountments between a government and an
ty. In some cases export duties have of the taxpayer's likely cost of living.entrepreneur in the private sector with
been levied mineral exports, al- In France tax has recentlyregard to the exploit of minerals and

on a new

though in this case royalties and spe- (1977) been introduced as a kind of
occasionally of other natural resources

cial taxation agreements with the levy on wealth (in addition to income
are often incorporated in a special mineral producers tending to tax) represented by 11 factors indica-
agreement which supersedes the appli-

are

supersede export duties. tive of wealth. A person with morecation of the ordinary taxing laws. At
than 3 of the 11 factors is within the

one time, it was common for such an EXPORT PROCESSING ZONE -- Certain
of the tax, and the items include

agreement to provide for a certain countries have established tax-free en-
scope
private aeroplanes, racehorses, yachts,total yield of royaltiesand income tax, claves into which raw materials may be
cars with engine capacity exceeding 3

e.g., on a 50/50 basis, such that the brought, processed and exported with-
aroyalty was regarded as a payment on out tax being levied either on the pro-

litres, employment of maid, having
golf or shooting as a hobby. The tax isaccount of income tax on the total ducts or, sometimes, on the profits

profits exclusive of royalties which from the operations carried out. The charged at 2 percent on values derived
from these elements plus 3 times thewould have a ceiling of 50 percent of income tax exemption is usually limit-
annual value of second residence ifathose profits. The current tendency is, ed in time and where no income tax

however, for income tax to be charged concession is involved the tax-free faci-
one is maintained as a holiday home.
(See also MORTON'S FORK.)at a rate which now frequently ex- lities are little different, in essence,

ceeds 50 percent of the profits of from those given by countries with
mineral operations, after deducting large international ports in providing [ to be continued ]
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Books
non-commerciai profits, salaries, wages, pensions and life annui-

ties, complementary tax on income, lump-sum payment, land
The publications listed in this bibliography have tax. (B. 10.873)
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which
will gladly supply further information upon request GUIDE PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS 1977

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Tome IV: Impt sur le revenu des cranees dpts et cautionne-

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct ments; droits d'enregistrement-droits de timbre; dispositions
from the publisher indicated, and not through the communes (impts directs). Algers, Etudes & Documentations

Bureau. Fiscales, 1977. + 180 pp.
Volume IV of the series Guide Pratique des Impts 1977 explains
the taxes levied on debts, deposits and guarantees, stamp and reg-
istration duties and local direct taxes. (B. 10.874)

AFRICA

EASTERN AND SOUTHERNSUBREGIONALADVANCED
TRAININGWORKSHOP IN TAX POLICY, LEGISLATION AUSTRIA
AND ADMINISTRATION

ABC DER VERTRAGS-UND TESTAMENTSMUSTER
Lusaka, 12 August - 9 September 1977. Mission report by I.A.
Malik, senior regional adviser in public finance and budgetary By Fritz Stahr. Vienna, Industrieverlag Peter Linde, 1977. 175

management. Addis Ababa, United Nations Economic Commis- Pp.

sion for Africa, September 1977.26 pp. (B. 10.879) Synoptical guide containing models for concludingcontracts and
making one's will and also indicating on which contractsstamp

IMPROVEMENTAND HARMONISATIONOF SOCIAL duties become due and to what extent. (B. 100.849)
SECURITYSYSTEMS IN AFRICA

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ1972
Fifth African Regional Conference, Abidjan, September-October
1977. Report II, second item on the agenda. Geneva, Internation- (Nach dem Stande vom 1. Jnner 1976); Rechtsprechung der

al Labour Office, 1977.67 pp. (B. 10.877) Hchstgerichte in systematischer Darstellung 1946-1975. By
Walter Schgl, Werner Wiesner and Wolfgang Nolz. Vienna,

USE OF PRESUMPTIVETAX ASSESSMENTTECHNIQUES Manzsche Verlags- und Universittsbuchhandlung,1976. 1290 pp.

IN TAXINGSMALLTRADES AND OTHER CATEGORIES Systematical synopsis of fiscal case law since 1946, containingall

OF SELF--EMPLOYEDIN AFRICAN DEVELOPING decisions of the Supreme Court which are of current interest for

COUNTRIES the interpretation of Austrian Income Tax Law as per January 1,
1976. (B. 100.827)

(Discussion Draft). By I.A. Malik, Addis Ababa, United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa, Public Administration, Man- DER FIRMENWERT IN DER HANDELS- UND
agement and Manpower Division, 1977. 90 pp. STEUERBILANZ
Study on presumptive tax assessment for self-employed busi-
nesses in developingcountries. (B. 10.880) By Werner Doralt. Berlin, Duncker & Humblot, 1977. Schriften

zum Steuerrecht, Band 15, 146 pp., DM 44.-.
The treatment of goodwill in commercial and fiscal balance

ALGERIA sheets. (B. 100.867)

GUIDE PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS 1977 MEHRWERTSTEUER:SYSTEM UND PRAXIS

Tome I: Impt sur les bnces industriels et commerciaux. By Emil Weinzierl. Vienna, Grenz-Verlag, 1977.

Alger, Etudes & DocumentationsFiscales, 1977. + 170 pp. Loose-leaf publication to the system and practice of the Austrian

Comprehensive study of the tax on industrial and commercial Value Added Tax Law, containing a discussion of the principles
profits in Algeria. (B. 10.872) of the value added tax system in general and of the Austrian value

added tax system in particular. Texts of the law, the regulatory
GUIDE PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS 1977 ordinance and rulings of the Minister of Finance are appended.

Updating supplementsare delivered regularly. (B. 100.837)
Tome II: Taxe sur l'activit industrielle et commerciale;contribu-
tion forfaitaire agricole; impt sur les bnfices des professions PROGRAMMIERTE STEUERBERSICHT IN TABELLEN-
non commerciales;taxe sur l'activit des professionsnon commer- FORM SYSTEMATISCHGEGLIEDERT
ciales; impt sur les traitements et salaires, t.h.s., versement for-
faitaire; exonrations visant certaines catgories de revenus et de By Peter Pollak-Brgel and W. Arming. Vienna, Anton Orac Ver-

contribuables; impt complmentaire sur le revenu; Rasm el lag, 1972.

Ihsaiya; taxe foncire; contribution unique globale. Paris, Etudes Loose-leaf service containing a tabulated overview of many as-

& DocumentationsFiscales, 1977. t 180 pp. pects of Austrian tax law, e.g. procedural law, income taxes,
Volume II of the series Guide Pratique des Impts 1977 explains transfer taxes, net worth taxes, stamp duties etc. Updated till

the tax on industrial and commercial prots, agricultural prots, March 1977. Supplementswill be delivered regularly. (B. 100.828)
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BRAZIL FRANKREICH: REFORM DER GEWERBESTEUER

FOREIGN INVESTMENTSIN BRAZIL Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation, 1975.
Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und

Legislation. January 1977. So Paulo, Banco Central do Brasil, Steuerrecht, No. 79, 1975.12 pp.
1977. 270 pp. Reform of the local business tax.
Publication including legislation and complementaryrules dealing
with foreign investment in Brazil. (B. 15.732) LES RESERVES LATENTES

By Ren Ablard. Paris, Librairies Techniques (LITEC), 1977.

ECUADOR 326 pp.
Monograph on the draft of a balance sheet with emphasis on the

ANALISIS ESQUEMATICODEL CODIGO TRIBUTARIO question arising from the valuation of hidden reserves.

ECUATORIANO (B. 100.852)

By Jos Adolfo Morales Quiroz. Ecuador, Escuela de Capacita- SPECIAL D.E.C.S. -- DROIT FISCAL
cin de Rentas Internas, April 1977. 120 pp. Annales des d'expertise comptable D.E.C.S. de 1968
Systematic analysis of the Ecuadorian tax code. (B. 15.736)

examens

1976 inclus. 13 Etudes de cas avec corrigs dtaills. By Thierry
Lamorlette. Paris, Economica, 1977. 112 pp., Fr.Frs. 20.-.RESUMEN DE LAS CONFERENCIASDE AUDITORIA

TRIBUTARIA Compilation of 13 tax questions with solutions derived from
examination papers from 1968 to 1976 (inclusive). (B. 100.834)

Ecuador, Escuela de Capacitacin de Rentas Internas, March
1977.30 pp. LA TRANSACTIONEN MATIERE PENALE
Conferenceson tax auditing. (B. 15.735) .

By Jean-Franois Dupr. Paris, Librairies Techniques (LITEC),
1977. 248 pp.

FRANCE Monograph explaining settlements before court action including
taxation, customs duties, etc. (B. 100.851)

DROIT FISCAL
GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC

By Claude Gour, Jol Molinier and Grard Tournie. Paris, Presses
Universitairesde France, 1977. 260 pp. ABGABENORDNUNG1977
This monograph in the collection entitled Thmis: les grandes
dcisions de la jurisprudence deals with French case law in tax Praktikerkommentar. By Gottfried Schwarz and Albert Grger.
matters, appeal procedure and other subjects related thereto. Munich, Verlag fr VerwaltungspraxisFranz Rehm, 1976.

(B. 100.897) Loos-leaf service containing extensive comment and practical
information on the new German Fiscal Code 1977. Updating

ANNALES DE FISCALITE supplementsare delivered regularly. (B. 100.843)
Certificat suprieur juridique et fiscal. By Maurice Cozian. Paris, ABSCHREIBUNGSVERGNSTIGUNGENFR
Librairies Techniques(LITEC), 1977. 166 pp. UMWELTSCHUTZ-INVESTITIONEN
Compilation of tax questions and solutions to 1964-1976 exa-

minations to acquire the certificat suprieur juridique et fiscal Steuerliche Erluterung; Betriebliche Ergebniswirkung; Beurtei-

qualification. (B. 100.854) lung. By Anton Heigl. Munich, Verlag Moderne Industrie, 1975.
212 pp.

17 ETUDES DE CAS DE FISCALITE Survey on the provisions in the Individual Income Tax Law re-

Appliques aux affaires; avec corrigs dtaills. By Thierry La- garding the prevention of water- and air pollution (depreciation,
morlette. Paris, Economica, 1977. 141 pp., Fr.Frs. 25.-. investment allowances, etc.) and on the economic effects thereof.

Compilationof business tax questionswith solutions. (B. 100.835) (B. 100.842)

FISCALITE PRATIQUE DES AFFAIRES DIE EINBEZIEHUNGAUSLNDISCHERUNTERNEHMEN
IN DEN KONZERNABSCHLUSS(WELTABSCHLUSS)

Avec 25 tudes de cas dont annales D.E.C.S. 1975-1976. By
Philippe Colin, Gilles Gervaise and Thierry Lamorlette. Paris, Ergebnisse des Arbeitskreises Weltbilanz des Instituts der

Economica, 1977. 654 pp., Fr.Frs. 75.-. Wirtschaftsprfer in Deutschland e.V. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag,
Description explaining French tax law, followed by 25 practical 1977. 204 pp.

questions of tax problems of which the solutions are published in Study on the principles of taking foreign enterprises into con-

a companionvolume. (B. 100.836) sideration in the balance sheet of an international concern, inter

alia, delimitation of the consolidated balance sheet, transfer of

25 ETUDES DE CAS DE FISCALITE AVEC LES assets and liabilities from the balance sheet of foreign enterprises,
CORRIGES DETAILLES problems with respect to foreign currency,audit, etc. (B. 100.825)

Quatrime dition. By Maurice Cozian. Paris, Librairies Tech- HANDBUCH DER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT
niqe# (LITEC), 1977. 218 pp.
Fourth edition of 25 practical exercises on taxation with detailed Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage unter Mitwirkung von

Norbert Andel und Heinz Haller. Herausgegeben von Fritz Neu-
solutions. (B. 100.853) --.

mark. Lieferung 11. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1977.

FISCALITEPRATIQUE DES AFFAIRES 90 pp., DM 16.80.
Third revised edition of a handbook on public finance prepared

Corrig pour les 25 tudes de cas. By Philipppe Colin, Gilles by Norbert Andel and Heinz Haller and edited by Fritz Neumark.
Gervaise and Thierry Lamorlette. Paris, Economica, 1977. 116 Supplement 11 deals in particular with the theory on public ex-

pp., Fr.Frs. 20.--. penditure on personnel and transfer payments. (B. 100.846)
Solutions of the 25 practical tax questions contained in the com-

panion volume. (B. 100.836) INFLATIONUND STEUER

Auswirkungen und Vorkehrungen im Unternehmensbereich.
PRECIS DE FISCALITE DES ENTREPRISES 2. unvernderte Auflage. By Klaus Bierle. Bielefeld, Erich
Deuxime dition. By Maurice Cozian. Paris, Librairies Tech- Schmidt Verlag, 1977. 184 pp., DM 24.-.

niques (LITEC), 1977. 424 pp. Monograph discussing the effects of inflation for the enterprise
Second edition of textbook explaining the taxation of companies and the possibilities for the entrepreneur to avoid negative ef-
and private enterprisesunder the French tax law. (B. 100.855) fects. (B. 100.802)
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DE IURIS INTERPRETATIONE DEUTSCHE FIRMEN IN DER SCHWEIZ

Vom Aussensteuerrecht zu einer allgemeinen Auslegungslehre. Zrich, Handelskammer Deutschland-Schweiz, 1977. Merkblatt,
By Franzjosef Krapp. Mainz. Verlag Friedrich Wollweber, 1976. August 1977.40 pp., DM/Sfr. 50.-.
285 pp. Summary of German firms and their taxation in Switzerland with

Thesis studying the interpretation of laws, with the emphasis consideration of the double taxation treaty between the German

on the interpretation of tax treaties and the foreign tax law. Federal Republic and Switzerland. (B. 100.808)
(B. 100.841)

INTERNATIONALTAXATION AND TRANSFER PRICING
REALISIERUNGSOG. TEILGEWINNEAUS LANGFRISTIGEN, Annual proceedings of the Fordham Corporate Law Institute.
AUFTRAGSBEZOGENENLEISTUNGEN IM JAHRES- Editor Edward Yorio. New York, Matthew Bender, 1977. 380 pp.
ABSCHLUSS DER AG Text of articles and ensuing discussions based upon lectures

By Eberhard Paal. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1977. 77 pp. delivered during the Third Annual Conference at the Fordham

Booklet discussing the realisation of so-called partial profits Corporate Law Institute, New York City, November 9 and 10,
from long-term service agreements in the annual balance sheet 1976. Countries covered include: U.S.A., Canada, Japan, United

of a company. (B. 100.824) Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the Federal Re-
public of Germany. (B. 100.856)

STEUERBEGNSTIGTEZWECKE NACH DER
ABGABENORDNUNG1977 INTERNATIONALTAXATION AND ESTATE PLANNING

By Hugo von Wallis and Wolf Steinhardt. 5., erneuerte Auflage. Conference 23-25 May 1977. Transcripts of plenary sessions in

Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1977. 136 pp., DM 24.-. Hong Kong, 23-25 May 1977. Hong Kong, Asian Seminars
Booklet on the tax-privileged objects in the sense of the new Limited, 1977. 155 pp.
1977 Fiscal Code, such as objects of publie utility, charitable ob- Published text of opening address and lectures given by con-

jects, etc. (B. 100.826) tributors including International trading operations by Philip
Hardman, International holding companies by Willie Sanchez,

ISTEUERZWECKUND STEUERBEGRIFF International licence royalty and know-how agreements by
Michael Ahrens. (B. 50.952)

By Wolfgang Knies. Munich, C.H. Beck, 1976. Steuerrecht im

Rechtsstaat, Wissenschaftliche Hefte zum deutschen und interna-
LES RELATIONS FISCALES FRANCO-SUISSES

tionalen Steuerrecht, Heft 14. 185 pp., DM 39.80.
Monograph containing a theoretical discussion on the concept By Patrick Michaud and Michel Saillant. Paris, Etudes Fiscales

tax (from a historical and a socio-political point of view) in Internationales, 1977. 500 pp

general and on the concept tax in the sense of the German Study concerning the ncome tax treaty between France and

constitutional law. (B 100.820) Switzerland. Explanation of the Swiss tax system. Texts of the
double taxation treaties with respect to taxes on income, capital

WAS DER PRAKTISERVON DER AO'77 WISSEN MUSS and death duties concluded between France and Switzerland and
other relevant agreements, and forms are appended. (B. 100.831)

By Armin Burhoff and Rudolf Charlier. Herne/Berlin, Verlag
Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1977. 240 pp., DM 25.80. TAXATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA AND ASIA
Monograph discussing numerous practical aspects of the 1977
German Fiscal Code, e.g accounting provisions, tax returns, tax London, Confederation of British Industry, 1977. 136 pp.,

assessment, liability, tax audit, interests on deferred taxes, etc. £12.50.

(B. 100.840) Guide describing the tax systems of 13 countries situated in the
Middle East, Africa and Asia. The countries are: Bahrain, Ghana,

WIRTSCHAFTSPRFER-HANDBUCH1977 India, Iran, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, Singapore, United Arab Emirates. The taxes dealt with

Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1977. 2500 pp. include: corporate income tax, personal income tax, death duties,
Handbook containing extensive practical information for charter-
ed accountants. An extensive index is appended. (B. 100.823)

net worth tax, sales and turnover taxes, taxes based on payroll
and local taxes. The material, in general, is updated to 1975 or

1976. (B. 1O.816)ZIVILPROZESSRECHT

18. Auflage. By Othmar Jauernig. Munich, C.H. Beck, 1977. WORK IN INTERGOVERNMENTALORGANIZATIONSON
328 pp. TRANSNATIONALCOMPANIES
Source-book discussing the principles of German civil action law,
inter alia, the parties involved, legal aid, the issue, the proof, the Proceedings of a Seminar held in Jerusalem in 1976 during the

judgement, etc. (B. 100.800)
30th Congress of the International Fiscal Association. Deventer,
Kluwer, 1977. Reprint of the 1976 IFA Yearbook. 64 pp.

INDONESIA

HUKUM PAJAK INTERNASIONALINDONESIA JAPAN

Perkembangan serta Pengaruhnya. By Rochmat Soemitro. Ban- AN OUTLINE OF JAPANESE TAXES 1977
dung-Jakarta,PT. Eresco, 1977. 418 pp.
Textbook (in Indonesian) entitled International Tax Law Indo- Tokyo, Tax Bureau, Ministry of Finance, 1977. 288 pp.

nesia; its developmentand influence describing the development This 1977 edition updates the general guide providing a survey of

of international tax law and its connection with the tax law of taxes levied in Japan including the 1977 tax changes, double taxa-

Indonesia as well as concluded double taxation treaties with em- tion treaties and organization of national tax administration.

phasis on the tax treaty with the Netherlands. (B. 50.954) (B. 50.962)

I NTERNATIONAL
MIDDLE EAST

IE AUSGABENSTEUER
MIDDLE EAST COSTS

Volkswirtschaftliche Begrndung und praktische Durchfhrbar-
keit. By Peter Zumstein. Diessenhofen, Verlag Regger, 1977. London, Confederation of British Industry, 1977. 52 pp., £10.-.

Dissertation No. 662.542 pp. First publication by publisher of data and figures on Middle East

Thesis on the expenditure tax. Discussed are the general concept living costs. The prices quoted are restricted to those goods or

and application of expenditure tax with examples of the existing facilities, which expatriates might be expected to make use of,
expenditure taxes in India and Sri Lanka. (B. 100.805) but they are only an indication as prices vary even in the different
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regions of the countries. The countries covered are Abu Dhabi, und Steuerrecht, No. 101.57 pp. !
Dubai, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia German translation of the most recent versions of a Polish decree
and Sudan. (B. 50.955) on taxation of persons with their residence abroad and of the

Polish turnover tax and income tax law as well as the German-
Polish double taxation treaty.

NETHERLANDS
!

ASPECTENVAN DE BELASTINGHEFFINGVAN SPAIN !

COPERATIEVEVERENIGINGEN i
TERMINOLOGIADE LAS OPERACIONESDE COMERCIOEerste druk 1977. By A.G.F. Lindeijer. Deventer, FED, 1977. EXTERIOR

j
Fed's Fiscale Brochures, Vpb: 3.4.76 pp.
Study of the ncome tax liability of cooperatives. (B. 100.799) Madrid, TALE, 1977.66 pp.

Explanation of the terms internationally used in commercial
FINANCIEELMEMO 1977 transactions across the frontier and the nature of all kinds of

documentsused in international transactions. (B. 100.815)Deventer, Kluwer, 1977.68 pp., Dfl. 13.50.
Entitled Financial Memo 1977 the booklet contains financial and
economic figures and other information. (B. 100.829)

SWITZERLAND
OVERHEIDSFINANCIENIN HOOFDLIJNEN

By N.H. Douben. Leyden, H.E. Stenfert Kroese, 1977. 165 pp.
DIE BESTEUERUNGDER GEWINNE AUF

Outline of public finance with emphasis on the Netherlands. GESCHFTSGRUNDSTCKEN

(B. 100.817) By Benno Grossmann. Romanshorn, Gerhard Strbele, 1977
Dissertation No. 656. 410 pp.
Thesis on the taxation of business profits derived from real prop

NEW ZEALAND erty under Swiss federal and local tax laws. (B. 100.806)

INCOMES AND INCOME TAX TO 1972-73 BESTEUERUNGVON LEISTUNGENAUS
PERSONENVERSICHERUNGEN

Wellington, Department of Statistics, Government Printer, 1975.
120 pp. By Ren Stauber. Zrich, Schulthess Polygraphischer Verlag
Report on income and income tax statistics derived from income 1977. Zrcher Beitrge zur Rechtswissenschaft,No. 515. 236 pp.
tax returns and tax deductioncertificates. (B. 100.857) Sfrs. 38.-.

Thesis on the taxation (income tax, net wealth tax, death dut
NATIONALINCOME AND EXPENDITURE1974-75 and gift tax)of payments by national social funds and privat,
Wellingtn, Department of Statistics, Government Printer, 1976. insurance companies to beneciariesunder Swiss law.

22 pp., $1.-. (B. 100.858) (B. 100.838)

DIE GRNDUNGEINER GESELLSCHAFTIN DER
SCHWEIZ UNTER BERCKSICHTIGUNGSTEUERLICHERNORWAY PRIVILEGIEN IN EINZELNENKANTONEN

LOVGIVNINGVEDRRENDEDEN NORSKE Establishing a company in Switzerland with consideration of ta:

KONTINENTALSOKKEL privileges in certain cantons. Zrich, Treuhand AG fr Hande
und Industrie, 1977.30 pp.Legislation concerning the Norwegian Continental Shelf. 5th Explanation in German and English. (B. 100.839)Edition. Oslo, Royal Ministry of Industry and Handicraft, 1977.

270 pp.
Unofficial English translation of the Norwegian text of basic law
and Royal Decrees relating to the Norwegian Continental Shelf, UNITED KINGDOM
including taxation. (B. 100.818)

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX

SKATTEBESTEMMELSERTIL FREMME AV Second Edition. 1977 Supplement. By A.L. Chapman. Croydon
DISTRIKTSUTBYGGING Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd., 1977.44 pp., £2.-.
Distriktsskatteloven -- Investeringstilskott. 3. Utgave. By Arne This supplement brings the 2nd edition of Capital Transfer Ta:

Haavind. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening, 1977. Skriftserien up to date with the changes affected by the Finance Act, 1977

No. 15.95 pp. (B. 100.814)
Third revised edition of monograph explaining the grants avail-
able for qualified investmentsand regional tax incentivesavailable DEVELOPMENTLAND TAX

only for investments in Northern Norway. Relevant text of law 1977 Supplement. By Robert Maas. Croydon, Tolley Publishin
is appended. (B. 100.848) Company, Ltd., 1977.4 pp.

This supplement updates the basic volume concerning Develot
TAXATION OF EXTRACTIVEINDUSTRIES IN NORWAY ment Land Tax including the Finance Act 1977 amendmenf
OR ON THE NORWEGIANCONTINENTALSHELF (B. 100.813)
By Kjell Woldseth and Jan Syversen. Norwegian National Report
32nd IFA Congress, Sydney, 1978. Oslo, The Norwegian Sub- KEY TO CAPITAL GAINS TAX

department of the International Fiscal Association (IFA), 1977. Finance Act, 1977 edition. By K.R. Tingley. London, Taxatio
27 pp. (B. 100.819) Publishing Comp., Ltd., 1977. 400 pp., £5.25.

Annual monograph on capital gains tax explained as amended b
Finance Act, 1977. The material is updated to September 1

POLAND 1977. (B. 100.821/822)

BESTEUERUNGVON PERSONENMIT WOHNSITZ IM OVER-TAXATIONBY INFLATION
AUSLAND A study of the effects of inflation on taxation and governmen
Umsatz- und Einkommensteuergesetz, Doppelbesteuerungs- expenditure, and of its correction by indexing. By David lq
abkommen. Cologne, Bundesstellefr Aussenhandelsinformation, Morgan. London, Institute of Economic Affairs, 1977. 84 pp
1977. Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- £1.50. (B. 100.871)
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U.S.A. tables, work sheets, check lists. Chicago, Commerce Clearing
House, Inc., 1977. 128 pp., $2.50. (B. 100.862)

AMERICAN FEDERAL TAX REPORTS

Second Series. Volume 39. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, TAX ANGLES IN SPECIAL AREAS

[nc., 1977.+ 1500 pp. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1977. 333 pp.
this volume containsunabridged federal and state court decisions Treatment of problems of specific taxpayers, such as corporate
trising under the federal tax laws and previously reported in executives, professional persons, retailers, wholesalers, con-

rentice-Hall Federal Taxes. (B. 100.830) tractors, investors, extractors of oil and gas and minerals, etc.
(B. 100.778)

FEDERAL'TAXGUIDE 1978

Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1977. U.S. MASTER TAX GUIDE 1978

Loose-leaf publication consisting of four volumes designed to For returns of 1977 income. 61st Edition. Chicago, Commerce
)rovide information on the federal income tax code. The text of Clearing House, Inc., 1977. 558 pp., $ 8.-.
.he Internal Revenue Code and the income tax regulations Annual guide explaining tax rules affectingpersonal and business

rovers three volumes. Explanation, current reports on changes transactions with emphasis on the preparation of 1977 federal
md index till another volume. Supplementswill keep the material income tax returns. (B. 100.863)
ipdated. (B. 100.822)

US TAX SHELTERSAFTER TAX REFORM
:NDIVIDUALS'FILLED-IN TAX RETURN FORMS London, Institute for International Research, 1977. 20 pp.
978 Edition. Including: a sample of completed forms, rate (B. 100.762)

oose-Leaf Services
ieceived betweenJanuary 1 and January 31, 1978

USTRALIA CANADA PROVINCIALTAXATION SERVICE

releases 348.and 349USTRALIANINCOME TAX -- CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
,AW AND PRACTICE: REPORTS
- Bulletin release 95

releases 21 and 23 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. DENMARK
- Cases

releases 21 and 23 CANADA TAX LETTER SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:
- Replacementpages release 282

-- Skattebestemmelser
releases 21 and 23 release 106

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor,utterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood.
Copenhagen.CANADATAX SERVICE -- RELEASE

releases 182-185
;ELGIUM Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. FRANCE

OORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE CANADIAN CURRENTTAX BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
VZAKE BTW / LE DOSSIER releases 49-52; 1 and 2 (1978) PRATIQUE DE SECURITESOCIALE ET
ERMANENTDE LA TVA LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAILButterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.
lease 90
ditions Service, Brussels. CANADIANINCOME TAX:

release 8/9
Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

Revised--

ISCALE DOCUMENTATIE releases 35 and 36 BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
ANDEWINCKELE Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. PRATIQUE DES TAXES SUR LE
ome V, release 32 CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRESET DES

CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS
ome VIII, release 158 CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTES
ome XIV, release 102 release 121
ED-Samsom, Brussels. CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

release 11
Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

UIDE PRATIQUE DE FISCALITE CANADIANTAX REPORTS

ome II, release 12 releases 309-313 GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
ED-Samsom, Brussels. CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

HANDBUCHDES
AKCURSUSSEN DOMINIANTAX CASES UMSATZSTEUERRECHTS

leases 89 and 90 release 36 release 9
inistry of Finance, Brussels. CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. Herman Luchterhand Verlag, Neuwied.
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KOMMENTARBEWERTUNGSGESETZ-- FED LOSBLADIG FISCAAL WEEKBLAD NORWAY
VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ releases 1647, 1649 and 1650
release 47 FED, Deventer. SKATTE-NYTT

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. A, release 11
FISCALE WETTEN Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.

KOMMENTARZUR release 79
ABGABENORDNUNGUND FED, Deventer.
FINANZGERICHTSORDNUNG

PERU
releases 86 and 87 DE GEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. A.M. Dijk --G. Jansen --J.C. Schroot- IMPUESTO A LA RENTA
F. Verstegen release 51KOMMENTARZUR release 283 Editorial Economia Finanzas, Lima.EINKOMMENSTEUER y
VUGA, The Hague.

releases 121 and 122 MANUAL DE IMPUESTOS INTERNOS
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. GIDS VOOR IN- EN UITVOER

release 28
release 47 Editorial Economia Finanzas, Lima.RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS y
Kluwer, Deventer.

STEUERRECHT

release 216 HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart. UITVOER: UNITED KINGDOM

Belastingheffingbij invoer--

STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM BRITISH TAX ENCYCLOPEDIAreleases 219 and 220
releases 194-196 -- Tarief voor invoerrechten G.S.A. Wheatcroft
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. I, releases 239 and 240; II, releases 155- release 63

157 Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., London.
STEUERFOLGENIN DER Kluwer, Deventer.
WIRTSCHAFTS-UND RECHTSPRAXIS BRITISH TAX GUIDE

KLUWERS FISCAAL ZAKBOEK
release 19 releases 184 and 185
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. release 117 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

Kluwer, Deventer.
STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN SIMON'S TAX CASES
KARTEIFORM KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK

releases 1 and 2
releases 311 and 312 releases 183-185 Butterworth & Co., London.
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Kluwer, Deventer.

SIMON'S TAXES
WORLD TAX SERIES -- NEDERLANDSEBELASTINGWETTEN
GERMANY REPORTS release 27

W.E.G. de Groot Butterworth & Co., London.
releases 101 and 102 release 143
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn, SIMON'S TAX.INTELLIGENCE

DE PARLEMENTAIRE BEHANDELING releases 47-48; 1 and 2 (1978)
INTERNATIONAL VAN DE NIEUWE BELASTING- Butterworth & Co., London.

ONTWERPEN
CONVENTIONSINTERNATIONALES release 52
FISCALES

Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn. U.S.A.
release 29
United Nations, Geneva. DE SOCIALE-VERZEKERINGSWETTEN FEDERALTAXES --

releases 114-116 REPORT BULLETIN
FISCALITE EUROPEENNE Kluwer, Deventer. releases 54; 3 and 3 (extra) (1978)
releases 3 and 4 Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Ciffs.
Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice. STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF-

RECHTELIJKEWETTEN FEDERAL TAX GUIDE

THE NETHERLANDS release 155 release 6
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ASEAN: CONTENTS

RecentDevelopmentinTrade
I. Trade Preference Schemes among Develop-

ing Asean Countries

Preferencesand Comprehensive
A. Introduction

B. What is ASEAN
1. Joint industrial investment pro-

DoubleTaxationAgreements
jects

2. The Agreement on ASEAN
Preferential Trading Arrange-
ments (PTA)

by Jap K im Siong C. Why ASEAN

- Table I Indonesia - Imports by Country
of Origin

Table Il: Indonesia -- Exports by Country
I. TRADE PREFERENCESCHEMESAMONG of Destination

DEVELOPINGASIAN COUNTRIES
Table Il I : Thailand -- Exports by Coun-

A. Introduction try of Destination and Imports
by Country of Origin

The very vital role that internationaltrade among developingcountries plays
in economic development is fully recognized by the international commu- II.Il. Intra-ASEAN ComprehensiveDoublle

nity. To promote trade among developing countries the international com-
Taxation Agreements

munity recognize the importance of encouraging the establishment of trade Appendix I: 1967 ASEAN Declaration

preferences among developing countries at the international, regional and Appendix Il: The 1976 Declaration of

sub-regional levels. This has been illustrated through (a) three United Nations ASEAN concord

documents, i.e. (i) the Resolution of the General Assembly of the United Na- Appendix II1: 1977 AgreementonASEAN

tions establishing the International Development Strategy for the Second
Preferential Trading Ar-

United Nations Development Decade, (ii) the Declaration on the Establish-
rangements

ment of a New International Economic Order and (iii) the Programme of Annex I.I. Rules of Origin for the

Action for the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, (b)
ASEAN Preferential Trad-

the concerted Declaration on Trade Expansion, Economic Cooperation and ing Arrangements

Regional Integration among Developing Countries adopted by the Second Appendix IV: First Schedule of Tariff

United Nations conferenceon Trade and Development(UNCTAD II), as well Reductions on 71 Commo-

as (c) Part IV of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT). 1 dities for ASEAN Preferen-

tial Trading Arrangements
The oldest scheme of trade preference among developingcountries at region-
al level is the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) established Table IV Singapore - Imports by Coun-

in 1960 by the Montevideo Treaty. 2 try of Origin

At the sub-regional level there are the Central American Common Market Table V: Singapore Exports by Coun--

(CACM), the Andean Common Market (Ancom) and the Caribbean Com- try of Destination and Commo-

munity (CARICOM). 3 dity Groups

In Afrca the main sub-regional trade preference arrangements are the Cen-
tral African Customs and Economic Union or Union Douanire et Econo-
mique de l'Afrique Centrale (UDEAC in French) and the Economic Com-

munity of West African States (ECOWAS) (CEAO in French). 4 1. See Kenneth W. Dam. The GATT Law
& International Economic Organization.

In Asia, the venue for negotiations for multilateral trade preference arrange- The University of Chicago 1970. Appendix:
ments on a regional basis to liberalize trade among participating countries Text of General Agreement.
has been initiated by the United Nations and Social Cornrnission for Asia 2. See IMF Survey, Special Issue on

and the Pacific otherwise also known as ESCAP. 5 Trade.July 4,1977.
3. See Recent Development in Taxation

With the support of ESCAP, seven member countries -- Bangladesh, India, in Latin America and the Caribbean by
Laos, the Philippines, Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka and Thailand -- began Mr. A. Atchabahian. Bulletin for Interna-
negotiations that culminated in the signing in Bangkok on July 13, 1975 of tional Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam
the First Agreementon Trade Negotiationsamong DevelopingMember coun- 1977/7 at page 301.
tries of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 4. See African Tax Systems Part: Fiscal

(ESCAP) also called the BangkokAgreement. Cooperation --- Section D, International

The basic objective of the Bangkok Agreement is the establishmentof trade
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amster-
dam.

preferences among the ESCAP countries, complementary to other efforts 5. The ESCAP region officially com-

undertaken in other international institutions in orcler to contribute to tracle prises the countriesof Afghanistan, Austra-
and development in accordance with Part IV of GATT on the regional level lia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma,
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B. What is ASEAN
', / .
- PACIFIC In South East Asia regional economic cooperation. .s

;..... , started with the formation of the Associationof South-..... . ;' ,43,

east Asia (ASA) by the Federation of Malaya, Thailand
- . ,:; ry OCEAN

and the Philippines July 31, 1961. ASA hadon among-- ' TH 'ND ,. '/ its aims:
means,'k ' ! . - 1) to establish the for friendly consultations,

:--//: p k collaborations and mutual assistance in the econo-t K rn mic, social, cultural, scientific and administrative
fields, and

' \' .\GE f 2) cooperation in the study of problems of intern-
..

tional commodity trade.
. ,.

.- On August 8 1967, the need to widen regional coopera-
.. tion resulted in the signing of the Joint Declaration

in Bangkok -- also referred to as the Bangkok Declara-
, P-h tion -- by the 3 original ASA member countries, In-

donesia and Singapore. 8 This Declaration established

/NDIANuONEs ...... the Association of SoutheastAsian Nations (ASEAN).
,v OCEAN Singapore being ndependent of the Federation of

Malaya then as an independent state signed the Bang-
kok Declaration. The aims, purposes and mechanics for
consultation of the ASA were adopted by the ASEAN
but with emphasis on socio-economic and technical

of ESCAP countries. Of the ASEAN member coun-

tries, 6 Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thai- cooperation.
land participated in the original negotiations for the The ASEAN aims at specific and effective collaboration

Bangkok Agreement. Yet only the Philippines and between its member countries for the greater utilization
Thailand signed the Bangkok Agreement. Singapore was of their agricultural and industrial resources, the expan-
excluded from the negotiations because it was no longer sion of their trade, and the study of the problems of
considered a developing country under the Bangkok internationalcommodity trade.
scheme. The ASEAN member countries seemed appa- The First Summit Meeting between ASEAN heads of
rently unwilling to throw full support behind the Bang- government which took place in Den Pasar, Bali, Indo-
kok Agreement probably because of their uncertainty nesia, on February 23 and 24, 1976 resulted in the sign-
about the role any future trade liberalization efforts ing of (i) the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in
by ASEAN member countries might play within the South East Asia 9 and (ii) of the Declarationof ASEAN
larger Bangkok scheme. Concord. 10 This was the first positive step taken. Be-

tween 1967-76 nothing concrete had resulted from this
In addition, to the Bangkok Agreement, in Asia, there alliance. Only official statements of intent for the pro-
are two (one effective) sub-regional arrangements for motion of economic regional cooperation hadbeen
integration with trading aspects initiated by the Associa- published. These, however, had not been acted upon.
tion of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) comprising
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and The purpose of the treaty, as its name implies, is to pro-

Thailand and by the Regional Cooperation for Develop- mote perpetual peace, everlastingamity and cooperation
ment (RCD) comprising Iran, Pakistan and Turkey. among ASEAN peoples. This would it is said, contribute

to solidarity, a closer effective cooperation and unity
these peoples.The Bangkok Agreement was followed by the Manila among

Agreement signed on February 24, 1977 (the Agree- The Concord provides for the agreement to develop five
ment on ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangements ASEAN industrial projects and to achieve preferential
(PTA) by member countries of ASEAN).

China, the Cook Islands, Democratic Kampuche (Cambodia),
The other sub-regional trade preference scheme is Fiji, the Gilbert Islands, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran,
processed under the Treaty of Izmir signed on March Japan, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Republic of

12, 1977 in Tehran by the Foreign Ministers of the Korea, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Mongolia,

Regional Cooperation for Development comprising Nauru, Nepal, New Zealand, the Pacific Islands, Pakistan, Papua

Iran, Pakistan and Turkey. 7 New Guinea, the Philippines, Samoa, Singapore, Socialist Re-
public of Viet Nam, the Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand

The RCD Protocol on Trade envisaging tariff preference and Tonga.
among the member countries of RCD, viz., Iran, Paki- 6. See for a discussion next paragraph and section 2 of this

stan and Turkey, is still under negotiation and has not article.

been concluded. 7. Reginal Cooperation for Development (RCD) thirteenth

anniversary,Tehran, July 21, 1977 at page 9.
The aim of this article is to focus the development to- 8. See Appendix I for the text of the Declaration.
wards the Agreement on ASEAN Preferential Trading 9. Not reproduced in this article.

Arrangements (PTA) only. 10. See Appendix II.
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trading arrangements in the ASEAN member countries the Agreement on ASEAN Preferential Trading Ar-

designed to provide a framework for the expansion of rangements (PTA). 11

intra-Asean trade.
The basic preferential trading arrangements in the

It is generally admitted that after the 1976 Declaration Agreement cover:

of ASEAN Concord, all five member countries have
-- tariff reductions to be applied on a product-by-

taken regional economic cooperationmore seriously and product basis to all ASEAN countries on a most- ,

have achieved more in two years than in the previous de- favoured-nationbasis;
cade of ASEAN existence since its establishment in

-- liberalization of non-tariff barriers on a preferen-
1967 by the Bangkok Declaration, so that one could tial basis;
even regard the 1976 agreements as a NEW ASEAN.

-- long-term commodity supply contracts of up to
five years;

1. Jont ndustrial investmentprojects
-- trade financingat preferential interest rates.

The review and supervision of the implementation ofThe most important result is the agreement to cooperate the Agreement ASEAN Preferential Trading Ar-
on five large scale industrial investment projects, but on

also further cooperation is envisaged in many other rangements (PTA), is entrusted to the ASEAN Com-

fields, such as the multilateral tariff preference scheme mittee on Trade and Tourism (referred to as COTT).
embodied in the Agreement on ASEAN Preferential To qualify under the PTA, goods eligible for preferences
TradingArrangements. must in general be consigned directly to the importing

member country and must comply with the originDuring their Second Meeting held in Kuala Lumpur on
criteria specified in the Agreement ASEAN PTA.

March 8 and 9, 1976, the following ASEAN industrial on

Goods wholly produced in an ASEAN country are con-
large scale projects were agreed by the ASEAN Econo-

sidered originating in that country. Products onlymic and Planning Ministers:
as

partly produced or obtained within the exporting
Indonesia: -- urea ASEAN country will also qualify for preferential con-

Malaysia: -- urea cessions if at least 50 percent of the F.O.B. value of
Philippines: -- superphosphates the product is added in that country, with the excep-
Singapore: -- diesel engines tion of Indonesia where it is 40 percent. A product will
Thailand: -- soda ash also be eligible for preferential treatment if the aggre-
The host country, in general, will provide 60 percent of gate ASEAN content of a final product totals not less

the equity capital of the industrial project and the other than 60 percent of its F.O.B. value.

four ASEAN countries 10 percent each. According to the Rules of Origin of the ASEAN PTA

The establishmentof ASEAN industrial projects may re- the following are to be considered as wholly produced
sult in trade diversion and may also serve to meet the or obtained in the exportingASEAN country:
countries' desire for industrializationwhile vestng them (a) mineral products extracted from its soil, its water or

with greater interest in the preservation of regional its seabeds;
trade preference arrangements. To make the ASEAN (b) agriculturalproducts harvested there;
industrial projects economically viable the products (c) animals born and raised there;
must be eligible for trade preferenceswithin ASEAN. (d) products obtained from animals referred to in para-

This may be achieved by simultaneoustariff concessions graph (c) above;

and economic regional cooperation which would result (e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted
there;in the long term in a successful balanced production (f) products of sea fishing and other marine products

structure among ASEAN countries so that a substan- taken from the sea by its vessels;tial volume of ntra-regional trade would eventually (g) products processed and/or made on board its fac-
be achieved. tory ships exclusively from products referred to in

2. The Agreementon ASEANPreferential paragraph (f) above;
(h) used articles collected there fit only for the recovery

TradingArrangements(PTA) of raw materials;
The ASEAN member countries agreed in the Dec- (i) waste and scrap resulting from manufacturingopera-

laration of ASEAN Concord to progress towards the tions conducted there;
establishment of preferential trading arrangements (j) goods produced there exclusively from the products
subject to the unanimous agreement of the member referred to in paragraph (a) to (i) above.

countries. The Agreement on ASEAN Preferential Trading,
No definite date was agreed by which the trading Arrangements was ratified by all ASEAN member coun-

arrangements must be finaIized. The only indicator of tries in the same year as it was signed. In addition the

time in the ASEAN Concord is the statement that the first trade preferences agree on a total of 71 items cover-

agreement to establish trading arrangements must ing both primary and manufactured goods has been ap-

be regarded as a long term objective on a basis deemed prved by the ASEAN Economic Ministers and were im-

to be at any particular time appropriate through rounds
of negotiations. However, the five ASEAN countries
have signed already in Manila (on February 24, 1977) 11. See Appendix Ill.
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plemented by the individual ASEAN countries to enter
into force as of January 1, 1978. Details of the first TABLE I: INDONESIA
schedule of tariff reductions on the 71 commodities for
ASEAN preferential trading arrangements are repro- Imports by country of origin
duced in Appendix IV. (millions of U.S. $)

Additional preferences have also been agreed for 507 Country 1974/1975 1975/1976 1976/1977
items during the last meeting of the Committee on

Trade and Tourism and the Trade PreferencesNegotiat- Europe

ing Group. These items should be approved by the Netherlands 105 138 165

ASEAN Economic Ministers at their meeting in Ja- Belgium and Luxemburg 44 63 71

karta to be held early in 1978 after which the pre-
Czechoslovakia 2 12 4
United Kingdom 167 146 169ferences will enter into force.
Italy 55 80 59

It is apparent from the first trade preferences that the German Federal Republic 359 365 460

size of the concessions granted average mostly 10 per- German Democratic Republic 1 ---- 2

cent. This is only nominal and would seem to make no France 86 85 194

real contributionto increase the volume ofintra-ASEAN Spain 2 2 3

trade in practice. However, as ASEAN officials respon-
Sweden 16 15 21

sible for trade preference negotiations have pointed out
Switzerland 33 40 34
Other 153 191 53the long-term objectives of the negotiations are initially

to break down psychological barriers and allow ASEAN Total import from Europe 1,023 1,137 1,235

member countries to grow used to the idea of granting Percentage of total imports 23.1% 24.4% 24.1%

each other trade preferences. As the idea of preferential
trade is accepted and the number of products covered

America
Canada 45 62 60

increases protectionist sentiments will wane, and the United States of America 637 704 877
concessionsmay increase. Other 19 23 23

Total import from
America 701 789 960

C. Why ASEAN Percentage of total imports 15.8% 16.9% 18.7%
.

The volume of intra-ASEAN trade is very small. The Africa
main trade links are not between each of the member United Arab Republic --

countries but with industrialized companies of Japan, East African Community 20 101 48
the U.S.A. and West Europe. Intra-ASEAN trade con- South Africa --

stitutes only about 16 percent of the total trade. 12 Other 14 --

This has increased since 1967 when intra-ASEAN trade Total import from Africa 34 101 48
was only 9.5 percent of thettal trade. 13

Percentage of total imports 0.7% 2.1% 0.9%

As trade among ASEAN countries constitutes a small
fraction of their total trade it seems obvious first to in- Asia

crease the volume of trade between them before nego-
Burma 21 31 85

tiating trade preferences. With a low level of trade there Hongkong 122 51 62
India 25 79 76is no need to have tariff reductions for intra-ASEAN Japan 1,325 1,422 1,139trade. Pakiistan 54 12 23

Leaving Singapore as an industrialized state aside, the Phiillippiines 12 15 14

economies of the other four ASEAN member countries Malaysia 16 19 17
Thailand 86 33 198

are not complementary in trade. They are competitive. China 186 169 84
All are exporters of primary commodities consisting of Singapore 228 356 497

tropical agricultural and forestry products like rubber, Other 380 278 498

tin, timber, rice, sugar, palm oil plus oil in the case of Total import from Asia 2,515 2,465 2,693
Indonesia and Malaysia. Consequently their similar
economic structures hamper the increase in the volume Percentage of total imports 56.7% 52.9% 52.5%

of trade because of the absence of a substantial diver-
sity of trade possibilities. In other words, the produc-

Australasia
Australia 149. 104 173

tion structure of ASEAN countries -- and in general all New' Zealand and Oceania 15 67 19
developing countries -- tends to be competitive with
one another, while the productionstructure of develop-

Total import from

ed and developingcountries tends to be complementary.
Australasia 164 171 192

Percentage of total imports 3.7% 3.7% 3.8%

Total import of Indonesia 4,437 4,663 5,128
12. ASEAN: A New Era of Understanding and Cooperation.
Asia ResearchBulletin Singapore, Part 6, March 31, 1976. Source: Central Bureau of Statistics. Reprinted from BANK INDONE-
13. Southeast Asia's economy in the 1970's. Asian Development SIA. Report for the Financiai Year 1976/1977 (slightly revised).
Bank, Longman, London 1971 at page 98.
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TABLE 11: INDONESIA TABLE 111: THAILAND

Exports by country of destination Exports by country of destination and
(millions of U.S. $) imports by country of origin

(Percentof total)
Country 1974/1975 1975/1976 1976/1977

Exports Imports
Europe
Netherlands 166 158 272 1960 1970 1976 1960 1970 1976

Belgium and Luxemburg 11 12 16

Denmark 8 9 31 Japan 18 26 26 26 37 32
United Kingdom 23 36 54 United States 14 13 10 17 15 13

Italy 16 33 81 West German 5 4 3 8 8 5
German Federal Republic 171 131 209 United Kingdom 4 2 2 10 7 4

Norway 2 2 5 Malaysia 17 6 4 2 1 1
France 18 15 36 Hong Kong 9 8 5 6 1 1

Sweden 4 2 3 Singapore 11 7 7 7 1 3
Other 58 54 88 Netherlands 2 9 13 5 1 1

Total export to Europe 477 452 795 Taiwan 1 5 3 1 2 2

Indonesia 4 2 5 3 1 --

Percentage of total exports 6.4% 6.4% 8.5% Italy 2 1 1 2 1--

Saudi Arabia 2 2 2 ---- 2 8
America India 1 1 1 1---- ----

United States of America 1,546 1,969 2,728 Australia ---- 1 1 1 3 2
Canada 33 10 18 Other 13 12 18 12 18 26
Other 461 643 596

Total export to America 2,040 2,622 3,342 Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Percentage of total exports 27.3% 36.9% 35.7%

Source: Bank of Thailand.
Africa Reprinted from Bangkok Monthly Review, December 1977.
Egypt ---- 1 4

Mozambique ......

South Africa -- --

Other 20 3 16 In 1974 for example, developing countries imported
Total export to Africa 20 4 20 over twice as much from developed countries as from

developing countries, and they exported almost four
Percentage of total exports 0.3% 0.1% 0.2% times as much to developed countries as to developing

countries. 14
Asia

Burma 15 3 ---

Where similar economic situations exist economic
Hong Kong 25 27 26

India 5 8 9 cooperation in preference to tariff concessions is the
more advisable method in the search for possible solu-

Iraq ---- 14 16

Japan 3,940 3,008 3,854 tions to seemingly intractable problems of economic

Malaysia 82 56 17 developments.
Thailand -1 3 1 It is, however, difficult and even well-nigh impossible to
Pakistan 44 33 35 find a mutually acceptable basis in such a situation for
Philippines 4 33 128

Singapore 555 609 729 cooperation. The reason for this is that either the eco-

nomies are so similar in structure and level of develop-Other 187 202 362
ment (e.g. Thailand, Malaysia and the Philippines) that

Total export to Asia 4,864 3,996 5,177 they compete over the same things and so fail to com-

Percentage of total exports 65.3% 56.3% 55.2% plement each other, or else they are so far different re

development levels (like Singapore and Indonesia)
Australasia that the economicallyweaker countries fear domination
Australia 24 24 30 by the stronger ones. 15
New Zealand 1 1 3

Oceania -- Hawaii 30 .... There is always, however, the chancethat a well balanced
and fairly distributed industrial structure in the ASEAN

Total export to Australasia 55 25 33
countries supplemented with nternal trade concessions

'

Percentage total of exports 0.7% 0.3% 0.4%

Others1 ) 2 3 4

14. See Mark Allen. Developing Nations Cooperate to Foster
Total export of Indonesia 7,458 7,102 9,371

More Mutual Trade and Closer Economic Regulations. IMF

1) Including exports via free port. Survey, Special Issue on Trade. July 4, 1977 at page 211.
15. See Economic Problems and Prospects in SEAN coun-

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics. Reprinted from BANK INDONE-
tries. Edited by Saw Swee Hock and Lee Soo Ann, SingaporeSIA. Report for the Financial Year 1976/1977 (slightly revised).

- UniversityPress 1977. -
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may prove successful in expanding the market and may In this connection the following effective intra-
lead to successful industrial development and regional ASEAN comprehensive double taxation treaties
integration. exist or are being negotiated;
The recent development in ASEAN cooperation in Singapore and Malaysia signed December 26, 1968

many fields after the long period of inaction has as amended by Supplementary agreement of July
brought the ASEAN countries closer to one another. It 6, 1973.

took ten years of cautious association to encourage Singapore and Thailand signed September 15, 1975.

them to seek out and emphasise their similarities rather Singapore and the Philippines signed August 1, 1977.

than their differences so stressing unity rather thandivi- The Minister of Finance of Singapore has admitted that
sion. Singapore currently is granting income tax exemption in

certain cases for Singapore investors in Indonesia de-
spite the fact that there is no effective comprehensive

Il. INTRA-ASEANCOMPREHENSIVE double taxation treaty between the two countries.
DOUBLE TAXATION AGREEMENTS Negotiations for the conclusion of a comprehensive

double taxation treaty between the two countries
In the final statement delivered after the Second Sum- have not yet been fertilized.
mit Meeting between the ASEAN heads of government Malaysia is negotiating with Thailand a comprehensiveheld in Kuala Lumpur on August 4 and 5, 1977 16

double taxation treaty with respect to taxes income.on
the following matters in the field of taxation were The Philippines is contemplating negotiating for com-
agreed: prehensive double taxation treaties with Indonesia and
(a) Examination of the problems of the simplifica- Thailand.

tion of customs procedures and formalities, har-
monization of the system and methods of statis-
tical compilationamong ASEAN countries; 17

16. See Far Eastern Economic Review, August 19, 1977 issue.
(b) The need to extend bilateral agreement on invest- Hong Kong.

ment guarantees and avoidance of double taxation 17. At present comparison of statistics of ASEAN countries is
on income among the ASEAN countries for pur- quite a nightmare. For illustration see appended STATISTICS
poses of encouragingtrade, investmentand business. in this article.

APPENDIX I

1967 ASEAN Declaration

The Presidium Minister for PoliticalAffairs/ bility for strengthening the economic and spirit of equality and partnership in order
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, social stability of the region and ensuring to strengthen the foundation for a pros-
the Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, the their peacesul and progressive national de- perous and peaceful community of South
Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the Philip- velopment, and that they are determined East Asian nations;
pines, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of to ensure their stability and security from 2. To promote regional peace and stabi-
Singapore and the Minister of Foreign Af- external interference in any form or mani- lity through abiding respect for justice and
fairs of Thailand festation in order to preserve their national the rule of law in the relationship among
MINDFUL of the existence of mutual in- identities in accordance with the basic countries of the region and adherence to
terests and common problems among the ideals and aspirationsof their peoples; the principles of the United Nations Char-
countries of South East Asia and convinced AFFIRMING that all foreign bases are tem- ter;
of the need to strengthen further the exist- porary and remain only with the expressed 3. To promote active collaboration and
ing bonds of regional solidarity and co- concurrence of the countries concerned mutual assistance on matters of common
operation; and are not intended to be used directly or interest in the economic, social, cultural,
DESIRING to establish a firm foundation indirectly to subvert the national indepen- technical, scientific and administrative
for common action to promote regional co- dence and freedom of States in the area or fields;
operation in South East Asia in the spirit prejudice the orderly processes of their na- 4. To provide assistance to each other in
of equality and partnership and thereby tional development; the form of training and research facili-
contribute towards peace, progress and ties in the educational, professional, tech-
prosperity in the region; DO HEREBY DECLARE: nical and administrativespheres;
CONSCIOUS that in an increasingly in- FIRST the establishmentof an Association

terdependent world, the cherished ideals of for Regional Cooperation among the coun- 5. To collaboratemore effectively for the

peace, freedom, social justice and econo- tries of South East Asia to be known as the greater utilization of their agriculture and
mic well-being are best attained by foster- Association of South East Asian Nations industries, the expansion of their trade, in-

ing good understanding, good neighbour- (ASEAN). cluding the study of the problems of inter-
national commodity trade, the improve-liness and meaningful cooperation among SECOND, that the aims and purposes of

the countries of the region already bound the Associationshall be:
ment of their transportation and commu-

nication facilities and the raising of thetogether by ties of history and culture; 1. To accelerate the economic growth, living standards of their peoples;CONSIDERING that the countries of social progress and cultural development in
South East Asia share a primary responsi- the region through joint endeavours in the 6. To promote South East Asian studies;
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7. To maintain close and beneficial co- of the host country or his representa- FOURTH, that the Association is open for

operation with existing international and tive and having as its members the ac- participation to all States in the South-

regional organizations with similar aims credited Ambassadors of the other East Asian Region subscribing to the afore-
and purposes, and explore all avenues for member countries, to carry on the mentioned aims, principles and purposes.
even closer cooperation among them- work of the Association in between
selves. Meetings of ForeignMinisters.

(e) Ad Hoc Committees and Permanent

THIRD, that, to carry out these aims and Committees of specialists and officials FIFTH, that the Association represents the

purposes, the following machinery shall be on specific subjects. collective will of the nations of South-East

established: (d) A National Secretariat in each member Asia to bind themselves together in friend-

(a) Annual Meeting of Foreign Ministers, country to carry out the work of the ship and cooperation and, through joint
which shall be by rotationand referred Association on behalf of that country efforts and sacrifices, secure for their

to as ASEAN MinisterialMeeting. Spe- and to service the Annual or Special peoples and for posterity the blessings of

cial Meetings of Foreign Ministers Meetings of Foreign Ministers, the peace, freedom and prosperity.
may be convened as required. Standing Committee and such other DONE in Bangkok on the Eighth Day of

(b) A Standing Committee, under the committees as may hereafter be es- August in the Year One Thousand Nine
chairmanship of the Foreign Minister tablished. Hundred and Sixty-Seven.

APPENDIX 11

The 1976 Declarationof ASEAN Concord

A COMMON BONO EXISTING AMONG 4. Natural disasters and other major trality wherever possible.
THE MEMBER STATES OF THE calamities can retard the pace of develop- 5. Improvement of ASEAN machinery to

ASSOCIATIONOF SOUTHEAST ment of member states. They shall extend strengthenpolitical cooperation.
ASIAN NATIONS, within their capabilities, assistance for

relief of member states in distress.
The President of the Republic of Indone- B. ECONOMIC

sia, the Prime Minister of Malaysia, the 5. Member states shall take cooperative
President of the Republic of the Philip- action in their national and regional de- 1. Cooperation on Basic Commodities,

pines, the Prime Minister of the Republic velopment programmes, utilizing as far particularly Food and Energy
of Singapore and the Prime Minister of the as possible the resources available in the (i) Member states shall assist eacb other

Kingdom of Thailand,
ASEAN region to broaden the complemen- by according priority to the supply of the

tarity of their respectiveeconomies. individual country's needs in critical cir-
REAFFIRM their commitment to the De- 6. Member states, in the spirit of ASEAN cumstances, and priority to the acquisition
clarations of Bandung, Bangkok and Kuala solidarity, shall rely exclusively on peace- of exports from member states, in respect
Lumpur, and the Charter of the United ful processes in the settlement of intra- of basic commodities,particularly food and
Natins; regional differences. energy.

ENDEAVOUR to promote peace, progress, 7. Member states shall strive, individually (ii)' Member states shall also intensify co-

prosperity and the welfare of the peoples and collectively, to create conditions con- operation in the production of basic com-

of member states; ducive to the promotion of peaceful co-
modities particularly food and energy in
the individualmember states of the region.

UNDERTAKE to consolidate the achieve- operation among the nations of Southeast

menas of ASEAN and expand ASEAN co- Asia on the basis of mutual respect and
2. Industrial Cooperation

operation in the economic, social, cultural mutual benefit.
(i) Member states shall cooperate to

and political fields; 8. Member states shall vigorously develop establish large-scale ASEAN industrial
an awareness of regional identity and exert

DO HEREBY DECLARE: plants, particularly to meet regional re-
all efforts to create a strongASEANcommu- quirementsof essential commodities.

ASEAN cooperation shall take into ac- nity, respected by all, and respectingall na- (ii) Priority shall be given to projects
count, among others, the following objec- tions on the basis of mutuallyadvantageous which utilize the available materials in the
tives and principles in the pursuit of poli- relationships, and in accordance with the member states, contribute to the increase
tical stability: principles of self-determination, sovereign of food production, increase foreign ex-

1. The stability of each nember state and equality and non-interference in the in- change earnings or save foreign exchange
of the ASEAN region is an essential contri- ternal affairs of nations. and create employment.
bution to international peace and security. AND DO HEREBY ADOPT
Each member state resolves to eliminate 3. Cooperation in Trade
threats posed by subversion to its stability, the following programme of action as a

(i) Member states shall cooperate in the
thus strengtheningnational and ASEAN re-

framework for ASEAN cooperation: fields of trade in order to promote develop-
silience. ment and growth of new production and

A. POLITICAL
2. Memberstates, individuallyandcollecti- trade and to improve the trade structures

vely, shall take active steps for the early es- 1. Meeting of the Heads of Governnent of individual states and among countries of ,

tablishmentof the Zone of Peace, Freedom of the member states as and when neces- ASEAN conducive to further development
and Neutrality. sary.

and to safeguard and increase their foreign
3. The eliminationof poverty, hunger, di-

2. Signing of the Treaty of Amity and exchange earnings and reserves.

sease and illiteracy is a primary concern of
Cooperation in Southeast Asia. (ii) Member states shall progress towards

member states. They shall therefore inten- the establishment of preferential trading
sify cooperation in economic and social de- 3. Settlement of intra-regional disputes arrangements as a long term objective on a

velopment, with particular emphasis on the by peaceful means as soon as possible. basis deemed to be at any particular time

promotion of social justice and on the im- 4. Immediate consideration of initial appropriate through rounds of negotiations
provement of the living standards of their steps towards recognition of and respect subject to the unanimous agreement of

peoples. for the Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neu- member states.
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(iii) The expansion of trade among mem- 5. Machinery for Economic Cooperation D. CULTURALAND INFORMATION
br states shall be facilitated through co- Ministerial meetings on economic matters

operation on basic commodities, particu- shall be held regularly or as deemed neces- 1. Introduction of the study of ASEAN,
larly in food and energy and through co- sary in order to: its member states and their national lan-

operation in ASEAN industrial projects. (i) formulate recommendations for the guages as part of the curricula of schools

(iV) Member states shall acceleratejint ef- consideration of Governments of member and other institutions of learning in the
forts to improve access to markets outside states for the strengthening of ASEAN member states.
ASEAN for their raw material and finished ecnomic cooperation; 2. Support of ASEAN scholars, writers,
products by seeking the elimination of all (ii) review the coordination and mple- artists and mass media representatives to
trade barriers in those markets, develop- mentation of agreed ASEAN programmes enable them, to play an active role in fos-
ing new usage for these products and in and projects on economic cooperation; tering a sense of regional identity and fel-
adopting common approaches and actions (iii) exchange views and consult on nation- lowship.
in dealing with regional groupings and in- al development plans and policies as 3. Promotion of Southeast Asian studies
dividual economic powers. a step towards harmonizing regional de- through closer collaborationamong nation-
(v) Such efforts shall also lead to coopera- velopment;and al institutes.
tion in the field of technologyand produc- (iv) perform such other relevant functions
tion methods in order to increase the pro- as agreed upon by the member Govern-
duction and to improve the quality of ex- ments.
port products, as well as to develop new

export products with a view to diversifying C. SOCIAL E. SECURITY

exports.
1. Cooperation in the field of social Continuation of cooperation on a non-

development, with emphasis on the well ASEAN basis between the member states
4. Joint Approach to International being of the low-income group and of the in security matters in accordancewith their

CommodityProblems ard Other rural population, through the expansion mutual needs and interests.
World EconomicProblems of opportunities for productive employ-

(i) The principle of ASEAN cooperation ment with fair remuneration.
on trade shall also be reflected on a priority 2. Support for the active involvement of
basis in joint approaches to international

all sectors and levels of the ASEAN
commodity problems and other world eco- F. IMPROVEMENTOF
nomic problems such as the reform of in- communities, particularly the women and

ASEAN MACHINERY
ternational trading system, the reform of youth, in developmentefforts.

international monetary system and transfer 3. Intensification and expansion of 1. Signing of the Agreement on the Es-
of real resources, in the United Nations existing cooperation in meeting the prob- tablishmentof the ASEAN Secretariat.

1 and other relevant multilateral fora, with lems of population growth in the ASEAN
2. Regular review of the ASEAN organi-

a view to contributing to the establishment region, and where possible, formulation
zational structure with view to improving

of the New InternationalEconomic Order. of new strategies in collaboration with a

its effectiveness.
(ii) Member states shall give priority to the appropriate internationalagencies.

3. Study of the desirability of a new con-
stabilisation and increase of export earn- 4. Intensification of cooperation among
ings of those commodities produced and member states as well as with the relevant stitutional framework for ASEAN.

exported by them through commodity international bodies in the prevention and DONE at Denpasar, Bali, this twenty-
agreements ncluding bufferstock schemes eradication of the abuse of narcotics and fourth day of February in the year one

and other means. the illegal trafficking of drugs. thousand nine hundred and seventy-six.

APPENDIX 111

1977Agreementon ASEAN PreferentialTrading Arrangements
The Governments of the Republic of In- opportunities, traae and foreign exchange as of the General Agreementon Tariffs and

donesia, Malaysia, the Republic of the Phi- earnings; Trade, particularly Part IV, and decisions

lippines, the Republic of Singaporeand the made in pursuance thereof;
Kingdom of Thailand. NOTING that the International Commu-

NOTING further that developed and de-nity has fully recognized the importance
RECALLING the Declaration of ASEAN veloping countries have taken some deci-of encouraging the establishment of pre-
Concord signed in Bali, Indonesia on 24 ferences among developingcountries at the sions to promote preferentialarrangements
February 1976, which provides that Mem- international, regional and sub-regional among developing countries as well as be-
ber States shall take cooperative action in

levels, particularly through the resolution tween developed and developing countries
their national and regional development of the United Nations General Assembly

in terms favourable to the latter;
programmes, utilizing as far as possible the

available in the ASEAN region to establishing the InternationalDevelopment HAVE AGREED to establish ASEAN Pre-
resources

broaden the complementarity of their res-
Strategy for the Second UN Development ferential Trading Arrangements as stipu-
Decade and the Declaration on the Estab- lated by the following provisions:-pective economies; lishment of a New InternationalEconomic

EMPHASIZING that preferential trading Order; and the programme of Action for
arrangements among ASEAN Member the Establishment of a New International CHAPTER 1

States will act as a stimulus to the streng- Economic Order; the Declarationon Trade General Provisions_

thening of national and ASEAN economic Expansion, Economic Cooperation and
resilience and the development of the Regional Integration Among Developing

Article 1

national economies of the Member States Countries adopted at UNCTAD II and Re- 1. The respective Governments of
by expanding investment and production solution 92 (IV) of UNCTAD IV; as well as ASEAN Member States on whose behalf
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the present Agreement is accepted, here- Article 6 agreed time frames and subject to such
inafter referred to as the Contracting Purchase finance support at preferential other conditions as may be set forth in the
States, have agreed to extend trade pre- interest rates may be applied to either ex. supplementaryagreements.
ferences to each other in accordance with ports to or imports from Contracting 2. The products of the ASEAN Indus-
the provisions of this Agreement and the States of selected products of ASEAN trial ComplementationProjects shall quali-
rules, regulations and decisions agreed domestic origin to be covered by the Pre- fy for preferential trading arrangements,
within its framework. ferential Trading Arrangements. provided that these individual industrial
2. The contracting States agree to estab- complementation schemes or projects fall
lish Preferential Trading Arrangements Article 7 within the guidelines approved by compe-
among them through the adoption of 1. Pre-tender notices for international tent Committees of ASEAN EconomicMi-
instruments, as may be appropriate, for tenders in respect of procurement by nisters and that the specific schemes or

ASEAN trade expansion. Government entities should be sent to the projects are approved by the Committe
3. Upon entry into force of this Agree- Missions of the Contracting States in the on Industry, Minerals and Energy.
ment, concessions on products originating relevant ASEAN capital.
from all Contracting States agreed upon 2. Subject to such provisions as may be CHAPTER IV
among them through rounds of negotia- embodied in supplementary agreements Maintenanceof concessions
tions shall be implemented by them in
accordance with the provisions of this

on Government procurement and to the
rules of origin to be subsequentlydecided, Article 11

Agreement and any other supplementary Contracting States shall accord each other
agreements and/or contracts which may preferential margin of 2 % whichshould Contracting States shall not diminish
be concluded within the context of the a

or nullify any of the concessions as agreednot exceed US$40,000 worth of preferen-Preferential Trading Arrangements on the upon through the application of any new

individual products or groups of products.
ces per tender in respect of international charge or measure restricting trade, excepttenders for Government procurement of in cases provided for in this Agreement.4. The Contracting States agree that the goods and auxiliary services from united

Preferential Trading Arrangements among loans submitted by ASEAN countries vis-
them shall be implemented in the spirit a-vis non-ASEANcountries. CHAPTER V
of ASEAN cooperation and mutual bene-

3. The preferential margin should be Emergency measures
fits.

applied on the basis of the lowest evaluat-
ed and acceptable tender. Article 12

Article 2
1. If, as a result of the implementationContracting States shall cooperate through Article 8 of this Agreement, imports of a particularmutual assistance in respect of basic com-

modities, particularly food and energy;
1. An effective ASEAN margin of tariff product eligible for Preferential Trading

Arrangements increasing in such
provision of market support for the pro- preference should be accorded on a pro- are a

ducts of the ASEAN industrial projects; duct-by-productbasis. manner as to cause or threaten to cause
serious injury to sectors producing like or

expansion of intra-ASEAN trade 2. Where tariff preferences have been ne-
similar products in the importing Con-

and increase in the utilizationof raw mate- gotiated on multilateral or bilateral basis,
tracting States, the importing Contractingrials available in the ContractingStates. the concessions so agreed should be ex-
State suspend provisionally andtended to all Contracting States on an may

ASEAN most-favoured-nationbasis, except without discrimination, the preferences in-
CHAPTER 11 cluded in this Agreement.where special treatment is accorded to pro-Instrumentsand definition of preferential ducts of ASEAN industrial projects. 2. Without prejudice to existing interna-trading arrangements

3. In the negotiationsontariffpreferences, tional obligations, a Contracting State,
Article 3 considerations for the balancing of prefer- which finds it necessary to institute or in-

ences should take into account the possibi- tensify quantitative restrictions or other
The Contracting States agree to adopt lity of using other instrumentsof preferen- measures limiting imports with a view to
the following instruments for Preferen- tial trading arrangements. forestalling the threat of or stopping a
tial Trading Arrangements: long-term quan- serious decline in its monetary
tity contracts; purchase finance support at 4. The effective ASEAN margin of tariff reserves or

preferential interest rates; preference in preferences to be accorded to the selected limiting exports due to serious decline in

procurement by Government entities; ex- products should take into account existing supplies shall endeavour to do so in a man-

tension of tariff preferences; liberalization levels of tariffs in the respective Contract- ner which safeguards the value of the con-

cessions agreedof non-tariff measures on a preferential ing States. upon.
3. Where, however, emergency measuresbasis; and other measures.

Aricle 9 taken in to this Article, im-are pursuance
Article 4 Without prejudice to the provisions in Ar- mediate notice of such action must be
The Preferential Trading Arrangements ticles 5,6,7 and 8, the ContractingStates given to the Committee referred to in Ar-
shall be applied to Basic Commoditiespar- may decide on other preferences as may

ticle 13 and such action may be the subject
ticularly rice and crude oil; products of the be mutually agreed upon.

of consultations as provided for in Article
ASEAN industrial projects; products for 14.
the expansion of intra-ASEAN trade; and CHAPTER IlI
other products of interest to Contracting Preferential treatmentof the productsof CHAPTER VI
States. ASEAN industrial projectsand industrial Institutional arrangements

complementationschemes
Article 5 Article 13

Long-term Quantity Contracts shall apply Article 10
The ASEAN Committee Trade andon

to selected products subject to specific 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Tourism (hereinafter referred to as THE
agreementsnegotiated among the Contract- Articles 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 15 of this Agree- COMMITTEE) is hereby directed and au-

ing States or their nominated agencies. ment, the Contracting States shall estab- thorized to conduct trade negotiations
Long-term contracts shall be for a period lish special preferential trading arrange- within the framework of this Agreement
of three years to five years depending on ments in respect of products of ASEAN and to review and supervise the implemen-
the products and quantities to be agreed industrial projects which shall be embo- tation of the Agreement. In respect of all
upon subject to annual review where ap- died in supplementary agreements. Such matters concerning the implementation
propriate. However, this provision does supplementary agreements shall include of theAgreement,all decisions of the Com-
not preclude contracts of less than three the provision that trade preferences shall mittee shall be taken by consensus. The
years as may be agreed upon by the Con- be extended exclusively to the products ASEAN Secretariat shall monitor the im-
tracting States. of the ASEAN industrial projects within plementation of the Agreement pursuant
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to Article III. 2.8 of the Agreement on the CHAPTER X (f) products of sea fishing and other
Establishment of the ASEAN Secreta- Miscellaneousand final provisions marine products taken from the sea by
riat. 1 its vessels; 1/ 3/

Article 17 (g) products processed and/or made on

CHAPTER VII 1. This Agreement shall enter into force board its factory ships 2/ 3/ exclusively
Consultations on the 30th day after the deposit of the from products referred to in paragraph

Fifth Instrument of Ratification. (f) above;
Article 14 (h) used articles collected here, fit only2. This Agreement may not be signed for the of materials;1. Each Contracting State shall accord with reservation nor shall reservations be recovery raw

adequate opportunity for consultations re- admitted at the time of ratification. (i) waste and scrap resulting from manu-

facturing operations conducted there;garding such representations as may be 3. All Articles of this Agreement may be (j) goods produced there exclusively frommade by another Contracting State/States modified through amendments to this Ag- the products referred to in paragraph (a) towith respect to any matter affecting the
reement agreed upon by consensus. All (i) above.implementation of this. Agreement. The amendments shall become effective uponCommittee may, at the request of the Con-
acceptanceby all ContractingStates. 1/ vessels -- shall refer to fishing ues-

tracting State/States, consult with any sels engaged in commercial fishing, regis-
other ContractingState/States in respect of 4. This Agreement shall be deposited tered in Contracting State and operateda

any matter for which it has not been pos-
with theSecretary-Generalof the ASEAN

by citizen citizens ofa or or gouernment
sible to find a satisfactory solution during Secretariat who shall promptly furnish a such ContractingState, partnership,or cor-

previous consultations. certified copy thereof to each Contracting poration association, duly registered inState.
or

2. If any Contracting State should con- such ConfractingState, at least 60% of the
sider that any other Contracting State has 5. Each Contracting State shall deposit equity of which is owned by a citizen or

not carried out its obligations under this its Instrument of Ratification with the citizens of such Contracting State or

Agreement so that it nullifies or impairs Secretary-General of the ASEAN Secre- 75% by citizens or governments of the

any benefit accruing to ,it, the affected tariat who shall likewise pronptly inform Contracting States, prouided that the con-

Contracting State, with a view to the satis- each ContractingState of such deposit. duct of fishing actuities or operations in
factory adjustments of the matter, maY IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the under- the territorial waters of any of the Con-
make representations or proposals to the signed being duly authorized thereto tracting States, shall be subject to the pro-
other Contracting State concerned which by their respective Governments have visions of the constitution and existingthus approached shall give due considera- signed this Agreementon ASEAN Preferen- laws of the respective ContractingStates.tion to the proposals made to it. tial Trading Arrangements. 2

2/ factory ships -- shall refer to special3. If no satisfactory adjustment is effect-
ed between the Contracting States con- types of uessels equipped with processing
cerned within 60 days from the date on Annex I

facilities and able to do processing opera-

which such representation or request for tions offshore and in the high seas, regis-
consultation was made, the matter may be RULES OF ORIGIN FOR THE

tered in a Contracting State and operated
referred to the Committee who shall con- ASEAN PREFERENTIAL by a citizen or citizens or gouernment of
sult with the Contracting States con- TRADING ARRANGEMENTS such ContractingState, or partnership, cor-

cerned and arrive at a solution mutually poration or association, duly registered
acceptable to the States concerned. Where For determining the origin of products in such Contracting State, at least 60%
the circumstances are serious enough, a eligible for preferential concessions under of the equity of which is owned by citi-a
ContractingState may temporarilysuspend the Agreement on ASEAN Preferential citizens government of suchzen or orthe application of the concession to the Trading Arrangements, the followingRules Contracting State, 75% by citizensContracting State/States concerned until a shall be applied:

or or

mutually satisfactory solution is arrived at. gouernments of the Contracting States,
A Contracting State suspending the con- Rule 1. OriginatingProducts-- prouided that the conduct of fishingactivi-
cession shall give written notification to Products covered by preferential trading ties or operations in the territorial waters
the other Contracting States within 30 arrangements within the franework of of any of the Contracting States, shall be
days prior to such action. this Agreement, imported into the terri- subject to the prouisions of the constitu-

tory of a Contracting State from another tion and existing laws of the respective
Contracting State which are consigned ContractingStates.

CHAPTERVlll directly within the meaning of Rule 5 here- 3/ In respect of vessels or factory ships
Rules of origin of, shall be eligible for preferentialconces- operated by gouernment agencies, the

sions if they conform to the origin require- requirement of flying the flag of Cona
Article 15 ment under any one of the following con-

tracting State does not applyditions:
Products mentioned in Article 4 of this (a) Products wholly produced or obtained Rule 3. Not wholly produced obtainedAgreemnt shall be eligible for preferen- in the exporting Contracting State as de-

or --

tial treatment if they satisfy the Rules of fined in Rule 2; or (a) (i) Subject to sub-paragraph (ii)be-
Origin set out in Annex I which is an in- (b) Products not wholly produced or ob. low, for the purpose of implementing the
tegral part of this Agreement. tained in the exporting Contracting State, provisions of Rule 1 (b) and subject to

provided that the said products are eli- the provisions of Rule 4, products worked
gible under Rule 3 or Rule 4. on and processed as a result of which the

CHAPTER IX total value of the materials, parts on pro-
Rule 2. Wholly Produced or Obtained --

duce originating from non-ASEANGeneral exceptions Within the meaning of Rule l(a), the fol-
coun-

tries or of undetermined origin used does
Article 16 lowing shall be considered as wholly pro-

duced or obtained in the exporting Con- not exceed 50% of the FOB value of the

Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent tracting State : products produced or obtained and the

any Contracting State, from taking action (a) mineral products extracted from its final process of manufacture is perforned
and adopting measures which it considers soil, its water or its seabeds;
necessary for the protection of its national (b) agriculturalproducts harvested there;
security, the protectionof public morality, (c) animals born and raised there;

1. Not reproduced herein. The ASEAN Sec-
retariat is situated in Jakarta (Indonesia).the protection of human, animal and plant (d) products obtained from animals re- 2. The five ASEAN Foreign Ministers have

life and health, and the protection of ar- ferred to in paragraph (c) above; signed the Agreement on ASEAN Preferential
ticles of Brtistic, historic and archaeologi- (e) products obtained by hunting or Trading Arrangements in Manila on February
cal value. fishing conducted there; 24,1977.
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within the territory of the exporting Con- finsished product has taken place provided ducts separately from their packing, it may
tracting State. that the aggregate ASEAN content of the also, in respect of its imports consigned
(ii) In respect of Indonesia, the percentage final product is not less than 60%. from another Contracting State, determine
referred to in sub-paragraph (i) above is separately the origin of such packing.
40%. On certain categories of manufac- Rule 5. Direct Consignment-- (b) Where paragraph (a) above is not ap-
tured prodflcts to be agreed upon from The following shall be considered as direct- plied, packing shall be considered as form-
time to time, the requirement of 50% ly consigned from the exporting Contract- ing a whole with the products and no

of non-ASEANcontent may apply. ing State to the importing Contracting part of any packing required for their
(b) In respect of the ASEAN industrial State: transport or storage shall be considered as

projects, the percent criterion of Rule 3 (a) .(a) if the products are transported with- having been imported from outside the
may be waived. out passing through the territory of anY ASEAN region when determining the
(c) The value of the non-originating ma- other non-ASEANcountry; origin of the products as a whole.
terials, parts or produce shall be:- (b) the products whose transport involves

(1) The CIF value at the time of importa. transit through one or more intermediate Rule 7. Certificate of Origin --

tion of the products or importationcan be non-ASEAN countries with or withut A claim that products shall be accepted as

proven; or transhipment or temporary storage in such eligible for preferential concession shall be
(2) The earliest ascertainable price paid countries, provided'that: supported by a Certificate of Origin issued
for the products of undetermined origin (1) the transit entry is justified for geo- by a government authority designated by
in the territory of the Contracting State graphical reason or by considerations the exporting Contracting State and noti-
where the working or processing takes related exclusively' to transport require- fied to the other Contracting States in ac-

place. ments; cordance with the CertificationProcedures
(2) the products have not entered into to be developed and approved by the Com-

Rule 4. Cumulative Rule of Origin -- trade or consumptionthere; and mittee Trade and Tourism.on

Products which comply with origin re- (3) the products have not undergone
quirements provided for in Rule 1 and any operation there other than unloading Rule 8. Review --

which are used in a contracting state as in- and reloading or any operation required These Rules may be reviewed as and when
puts for a finished product eligible for to keep them in good condition. necessary upon request of a Contracting
preferential treatment in another Contract- State and may be open to such modifica-
ing State/States shall be considered as a Rule 6. Treatmentof packing-- tion as may be agreed upon by Ministers
product originating in the Contracting (a) Where for purposes of assessing cus. responsible for trade of the Contracting
State where working or processing of the toms duties a Contracting State treats pro- States.

APPENDIX IV
FIRST SCHEDULE OF TARIFF REDUCTIONSON 71 COMMODITIESFOR

ASEAN PREFERENTIALTRADING ARRANGEMENTS

COUNTRY BTN CODE DESCRIPTIONOF PRODUCT EXISTING TRADE PREFERENCES
RATE

Margin of Other preferences
Preference
on Existing
Rate

Indonesia Ex 40.11.70 Tyres and tubes for off the road
vehicles (tractors, graders, earth

movers, industrial)
except sizes (i) 12.4/11 x 28 Rp 340/kg 10%

(ii) 16.9/14 x 31

28.56.10 Calcium carbide 15% 10%

25.23.20 Portland cement Rp 3000/mt 0% Priority import from
the Philippines for
semester 1 1978 amount

to 180.500 MT

Ex 87.12.20 Parts and accessories of articles 60% 10%

falling within heading No. 87.09
(Motor cycles, autocycles and

cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor.,
with or without side cars; side cars

of all kinds)
except chains

[continued]
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COUNTRY BTN CODE DESCRIPTIONOF PRODUCT EXISTING TRADE PREFERENCES
RATE

Margin of Other preferences
Preference
on Existing
Rate

. 1

90.28.00 Electrical measuring, checking, 20% 10%

analysing or automaticallycon-

trolling instrurnentsand apparatus

25.23.90 Cemnt Clinker Rp 3000/mt Priority purchase
10.05.01 Maize, other than seeds 50% 10%

Ex 20.02.90 Canned vegetables 5% 10%

82.09.10 Knives with cutting blades, for 20% 10%
tapping rubber or for incising
rubber trees

71.02.10 Industrial diamonds 20% 10%

48.08.00 Filter blocks of paper pulp 20% 10%

Ex 48.15.95 Facial tissues 60% 10%

Ex 48.21.90 Sanitary towels 60% 10%

10.07.20 Sorghum 5% 10%

11.01.90 White rice flour 5% 10%

Malaysia 59.04.400 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, 15% 15%
iplaited or not of manila hemp

84.51.100 Portable typewriters 25% 10%

84.51.210 Typewriters electric 25% 10%

Ex 19.03.000 Vermicilli and noodles made from $6/cwt 15% Quota relaxation to be
rice considered

28.42.100 Soda ash 0% Binding 0%

01.02 Live nimals (cattle 0% Binding 0%

07.01 Vegetables
07.01.100 Potatoes 0% Binding 0%

21.02.300 Onions 0% Binding 0%

21.02.100 Extracts, concentrateof coffee 20c/Ib. Binding 20c/
Ib.

10.06 Rice O% Annual contract

10.05.000 Maize O% Annual contract

25.01.900 Other salts 0% Binding 0%

25.20.000 Gypsum 0% Binding 0%

17.01.103 Raw sugar (polarisation 950 - 980) $156.8/ton Annual contract

03.02.150 Sharks fin 20% 10%

Philippines Ex 27.13 Paraffin wax 20% 10%

Ex 70.10 B Glass jars for baby foods 50% 20%

Ex 84.51 Portable electric typewriters 20% 20%

70.06 Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass 70% 30%
(including flashed or wired glass) in

rectangles, surface ground or

polished, but not further worked

B Other

[continued]
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COUNTRY BTN CODE DESCRIPTIONOF PRODUCT EXISTING TRADEPREFERENCES
RATE

Margin of Other preferences
Preference
on Existing
Rate

02.01 Meat or offal from bovine cattle 70% 30%

10.05 Maize 70% 20%

I Ex 07.05 B Mongo beans (green and yellow) 50% 20%

Ex 15.07 A
,

Palm oil (crude and refined) 20% 20%

Ex 15.07 B Palm kernel oil 50% 20%

25.20 B Crude gypsum 20% 20%

27.01 Anthracitecoal 10% 20%

Ex 85.24 Graphite and carbon electrode 30% 10%

Ex 40.11 A Tractor tyres 30% 10%

Ex 84.62 Ball bearings 10% 10%

Singapore 61.02.220 Kain lepas and kain sarong batek 15% 10%

33.06.510 Shampoo 20% 0% Binding
17.01.100 Beet sugar and cane sugar, solids: $308.56/mt LTQC to the Philippines

raw for 12,000-24,000m.

tons. Exemption of im-

port duty on LTQC.

42.02.910 Handbags, pochettes, purses, NiI 5% absolute

wallets, briefcases, portfolios,
scholars satchels: other than arti-
cles falling under 42.02.110,120
and 200

60.04.910 Undergarments,cotton knitted or 15% 10%
crocheted not elastic

60.04.990 Undergarments,not wholly of 15% 10%
cotton

60.05.000 Outergarments,other articles not 15% 10%
knitted or crocheted not elastic

61.04.100 Undergarments, infants, not knitted 15% 10%
or crocheted

61.01.900 Outergarmentsfor men excluding 15% 10%

sarongs and dhoties

61.02.100 Outergarments for infants 15% 10%

61.03.100 Shirts not knitted or crocheted 15% 10%

61.03.900 Men's and boys' undergarments, 15% 10%
other

61.05.210 Handkerchiefs,wholly of cotton 15% 10%

61.09.200 Brassieres 15% 10%

Thailand 29.42.10 Quinine including its salts O% 0% 3-year LTQC to Indo-
nesia

15.13.01 Margarine 60% 15%

59.04.14 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, 15% 20%
plaited or not of manila hemp

84.62.01 Ball bearings 15% 20%

44.04 Sawn timber 1% 30%

[continued]
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COUNTRY BTN CODE DESCRIPTIONOF PRODUCT EXISTING TRADE PREFERENCES
RATE -

Margin of Other preferences
Preference
on Existing
Rate

t

44.05.39 Other lumber non-coniferous 2% 10%

07.01 Vegetables 50% or 30%
Bht. 5.00/kg

07.06 Vegetables 50% 30%

78.02.01 Lead base rods solder 15% 10%

38.11.26 Insecticides 30% 10%

09.08.21 Nutmeg not povdered 25% or 10%
Bht 2.20/kg

09.04.22 Chilly not powdered 25% or 10%
Bht 2.20/kg

27.13.01 Paraffin wax 30% or 10%
Bht 1.10/kg

38.11.29 Other kinds of chemicals for 5% 10%

agricultural use

TABLE IV

SINGAPORE

Imports by country of origin and commoditygroups. January- September 1977
Commoditygroups (value in SS 1;housand CI F)

Country of Origin Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machinery Misc. Misc. Total

rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods Transport tured ac-

Tobac- table by Arti- tions
c0 OiIS & Mate- cles

fats rial

E.E.C.

Belgium and Luxembourg 7,053 4 212 824 371 11,619 20,783 15,845 3,334 4,515 64,560
Denmark 14,613 212 1,104 -- 10 10,313 6,901 11,118 3,395 2,659 50,325
France 5,041 32,690 172 8,329 675 34,170 25,587 92,668 24,541 4,601 228,475
German Fed. Rep. 2,342 716 9,604 778, 1,407 80,843 74,109 375,679 60,750 23,644 629,872

.

Ireland - 3,353 127 - 1,144 308 930 783 6 6,651
Italy 1,999 919 369 63 53 11,792 44,760 87,598 21,404 1,058 170,015
Netherlands 15,970 1,164 720 6,715 1,410 23,561 12,507 80,881 15,849 16,646 175,423
United Kingdom 24,130 16,638 2,645 15,247 1,309 129,569 103,718 283,903 67,408 38,595 683,162

Total 74,501 52,471 14,827 31,957 5,236 303,009 288,673 948,621 197,464 91,725 2,008,484

Percentage of total imports 10.7%

E.F.T.A.

Austria 306 96 384 56 1,248 6,992 7,192 4,146 46 20,466
Finland 1 1 2,375 6,123 550 73 72 9,194
Iceland 12 47 59
Norway 754 210 674 59 116 3,759 7,449 46,789 1,749 3,094 64,654
Portugal 137 187 247 1 297 1,640 1,276 257 105 4,146
Sweden 42 2 29 69 1,420 24,692 58,125 2,991 6,486 93,856
Switzerland and Liechtenstein 2,711 142 94 3 31,598 11,609 15,336 90,667 1,333 153,493
Total 3,962 637 1,428 188 117 40,697 58,504 129,269 99,931 11,136 345,868

Percentage of total imports /
1.8%

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500.

Sourc: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised). [continued]
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TABLE IV (continued)

Country of Origin Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machinery Misc. Misc.' Total

rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods Transport tured ac-

Tobac- table by Arti- tions
c0 OiIS & Mate- cles

fats rial

OTHER WESTERN EUROPE

Greece 572 169 16,795 57 9 60 20 5,102 22,784
Spain 2,952 189 97 97 1,203 5,219 8,301 2,116 72 20,245
Turkey 1-73 3 1,091 3 69 -- 1 1,340
Yugoslavia 148 689 3,000 46 33 3,916
Others 187 58 253 499

Total 3,697 361 1,188 16,796 97 1,411 5,986 11,548 2,240 5,461 48,783

Percentage of total imports 0.3%

EASTERN EUROPE

Bulgaria 8 4 991 83 2,046 1 1 3,134
Czechoslovakia 284 444 7,420 1,600 1,298 2 11,048
German Dem. Rep. 6 262 156 4,045 1,843 294 7 6,614
Hungary 19 45 853 326 823 159 2,207
Poland 1,002 1,900 3,122 5,252 78 51 11,405
Romania 1,444 10,446 2,079 7 13,976
U.S.S.R. 17,677 32 12,278 608 19,096 1,278 508 210 51,686

Total 20,433 81 12,278 6 262 15,380 36,172 12,849 2,338 270 100,069

Percentage of total imports 0.6%

SOUTH EAST ASIA

Brunei 272 938 99,485 4 1,120 3,083 538 1,526 106,965
Burma 22,513 32,873 4,335 935 1 34 72 60,784
Cambodia 345 345
Laos 6,197 94 6,291
Malaysia (Peninsular) 211,441 11,661 1,135,755 36,500 318,700 44,924 207,859 225,452 90,652 3,436 2,286,381
Philippines 66,291 85 325 8,100 15,162 3,025 9,561 21,838 7,981 522 132,890
Sabah (East Malaysia) 14,149 58,223 2 1,347 16 1,027 5,073 23 1,809 81,669
Sarawak (East Malaysia) 88,397 20 50,162 99,280 1,021 5 518 980 98 3,375 243,856
Thailand 215,978 1,487 111,446 556 86 2,588 45,651 53,787 9,609 4,118 445,306
Vietnam Socialist Rep. of 5,076 18,429 -- 158 219 359 18 33 22 24,314
Other 4 4

Total 630,317 13,254 1,408,590 248,279 336,474 50,782 267,028 310,232 108,968 14,880 3,388,805

Percentage of irnports 18.1%

NORTH EAST ASIA

China 140,701 12,484 36,704 3,145 1,102 36,936 167,304 32,376 72,722 261 503,736
Hongkong 13,272 332 8,303 7 1,079 24,775 142,416 91,555 163,462 29,644 474,846
Japan 52,326 1,426 25,214 11,705 2,957 194,729 977,345 1,455,753 354,930 36,376 3,112,762
Korea (North) 3,154 1,856 3,715 7,004 4 24 -- 15,757
Korea (South) 9,188 1,968 14,758 21,146 44 13,146 98,487 39,461 10,098 292 208,588
Macau 199 2 28 221 3,634 4,084
Taiwan 49,217 47 4,901 2,146 15 23,471 175,461 122,319 52,714 3,328 433,620

Total 267,859 16,457 91,736 38,149 5,198 296,800 1 ,568,239 1,741,468 657,585 69,901 4,753,392

Percentage of imports 25.4%

SOUTH ASIA

Afghanistan 61 2,129 99 2,289
Bangladesh 5,019 103 26 2,000 558 1 1,159 8,866
Christmas Is. 2,245 -- 110 2,355
India 46,641 210 16,809 8 115 5,712 39,188 12,141 17,734 1,713 140,271
Nepal 6,383 652 107 120 4 1 7,267
Pakistan 8,335

'

2,040 10,655 154 10,376 86 603 297 32,546
Sri Lanka 12,711 15 6,428 44,117 251 2,108 86 144 131 25,991
Others 567 23 332 -- - 923

Total 79,717 249 30,738 14,780 115 6,142 53,878 12,991 18,48 3,411 220,506

Percentage of total imports 1.1%

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500.

Source: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised). [continued]
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TABLE IV (continued)

Country of Origin Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machinery Misc. Misc. Total

rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured & Manufac- Trans-

& rial Vege- Goods Transport tured ac-

Tobac- table by Arti- tions

c0 OiIS & Mate- cles
fats rial

WEST ASIA

Aden 1 1

Bahrein 198,257 69 45O 15 171 1 198,962
Cyprus 15 15

Iran 2,329 421 746,527 1,171 1 122 750,571
Iraq 1,256 464,536 537 466,328
Israel 9,638 2 343 19,468 2 15,015 3,684 6,135' 483 .1 1,595 66,365
Jordan
Kuwait -- 5 205,424 -- 1,457 206,886
Lebanon 114 15 129

Saudi Arabia 32 2,679,885 85 5 287 2,680,297
Syria 2,059 5 2,064
United Arab Emirates 330 42,855 3 132 233 100 340 43,992
Others 1,224 7,391 57 307 2 - 4 8,985

Total 14,921 17 2,828 4,364,342 59 15,331 5,143 6,821 603 14,530 4,424,595

Percentage of total imports , 23,6%

NORTH AFRICA

Algeria 44 49O 2 536

Egypt 5,070 109 311 1 37 52 5,580
Libya 21 21

Morocco 4,070 46 -- 164 ' 414 4,695-

Sudan 13 3,207 7,436 -- 10,656
Tunisia 32 32

Others 1 1 4 6

Total 9,186 3,406 7,436 -- 164 1,215 1 37 8O 21,526

Percentage of total imports 0.i%

OTHER AFRICA

Ghana 114 124 9O3 1 2 1,144
Ivory Coast 18 18

Kenya 13,245 2 9,668 ' 30,378 2,073 13,117 4 3 113 68,601
Liberia 7 7,

Malagasy Rep. 4,514 5,145 5 9,665
Mauritius 60 2 2 2 66

Mozambique 4,400 237 6,851 79 11,567
Nigeria 51 31 82

Tanzania 8,111 13,371 6,984 1 412 96 2 6 28,984
Uganda 363 2,343 2,706
Zambia 131 1 1 133
Others 1,369 8,260 5,313 3,394 3203 1 1 242 21,782

Total 32,228 2 34,155 49,358 5,314 5,467 ,17,716 102 14 404 144,756

Percentage of total imports , 0.8%

NORTH AMERICA
,

Canada 6,165 168 7,387 55 15,632 29,152 20,470 2,273 1,578 82,880
U.S.A. 106,521 18,969 67,457 13,260 728 193,658 170,235 1,647,573 152,315 29,018 2,399,734

Total 112,686 19,136 74,845 13,260 783 209,291 199,387 1,668,043 154,588 30,596 2,482,613

Percentage of total imports 13.3%

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500. ,

Source: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January1978 (slighty revised). [continued]
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TABLE IV (continued)

Country of Origin ,Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machinery Misc. Misc. Total
rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods Transport tured ac-
Tobac- table by Arti- tions
c0 OiIS & Mate- cles

fats rial

L.AF.T.A.

Argentina 43,058 15,024 44 236 306 2 9 58,679
Brazil 70,389 763 2,974 979 1 A56 2,112 1,695 375 489 81,234
Chile 623 209 1,053 - 1,885
Colombia 198 711 228 2,038 32 3,206
Ecuador 982 - 982
Mexico 5,547 341 304 3 102 624 446 73 11 7,451
Paraguay 39 252 115 1 407
Peru 83 24 107
Uruguay 130 49 9 187
Venezuela 10,218 2,585 5 12,807
Total 120,966 1,104 19,222 10,218 983 2,082 8,894 2,480 . 458 538 166,945

Percentage of total imports 0.9%

OTHER CENTRAL&
SOUTH AMERICA

Cuba 24 42 66
NetherlandsAntilles 14,686 10 12 - 14,708
Panama 48 1 130 5,087 - 7 5,273
Others 814 228 1,658 1 8 89 20 9 2,828
Total 886 270 1,658 14,687 141 20 5,176 20 16 22,876

Percentage of total imports 0.1 %

OCEANIA

Australia 230,716 3,192 10,104 29,674 6,135 23,226 60,021 59,335 22,396 44,673 489,472
Fiji 22,034 - - 65 22,098
New Caledonia 35 1 1 38
New Zealand 45,627 22 208 3,218 3,498 8,898 3,804 1,301 1,061 67,637
Papua New Guinea 1,770 - 5,236 34 12 374 221 52 7,699
Western Samoa 29 - 29
Others 332 4,165 - 29 4,526
Total 300,507 3,214 19,714 29,674 9,353 26,758 68,965 63,515 23,918 45,882 591,499

Percentage of total mports 3.2%

TOTAL 1,671,867 107,251 1,716,612 4,839,129 363,990 973,454 2,579,822 4,913,116 1,266,649 288,82818,720,718

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500.

Source: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised).
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TABLE V

SINGAPORE

Exports by country of destinationand commoditygroups. January- September 1977
Commoditygroups (value in S$ thousand FOB)

Country of Destination Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machi- Misc. Misc. Total
rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured nery & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods Trans- tured ac-

TO- table by port Arti- ' tions
bacco OiIS & Mate- cles

fats rial

E. E.C.

Belgium and Luxembourg 4,405 35,212 4,025 7,424 4,591 5,623 2,731 64,011
Denmark 1,102 -- 4,128 258 5,559 70,402 9,407 29,970 120,826
France 9,908 46 149,705 1 25 1,191 14,920 89,020 53,105 15,161 333,082
German Fed. Rep. 20,680 - 107,789 1 325 2,143 22,310 243,249 132,885 36,411 565,793
treland 301 1,858 3 948 4,819 596 239 8,764
Italy 6,951 1 89,694 2,866 440 8,319 50,964 7,506 16,760 183,500
Netherlands 25,347 18 78,512 7,505 10,994 1,866 11,160 63,209 29,062 56,081 283,753
United Kingdom 30,207 135 117,265 75 9,891 4,691 77,755 86,563 50,662 121,854 499,099
Total 98,901 200 584,164 7,582 24,009 14,616 148,394 612,817 288,846 279,209 2,058,828
Percentage of total exports 13.9%

E.F.T.A.
Austria 161 330 15 - 2,347 6,706 133 9,692
Finland 107 105 - 628 1,478 1,113 2,912 6,343
Iceland - 31 38 37 107
Norway 222 1,118 31 4,492 102,880 6,914 44,731 160,389
Portugal 2,194 10,795 -- 403 - 10 13,402
Sweden 2,079 7,496 1 225 102 6,307 7,886 23,039 4,125 52,260
Switzerland and Liechtenstein 328 377 853 2 479 462 678 12,383 17,497 2,195 35,253
Total 5,092 377 20,697 1,226 479 611 12,136 127,415 55,306 54,106 277,446
Percentage of total exports 1.9%

OTHER WESTERN EUROPE
Greece 7,697 6,835 13 352 3,660 449 60,537 79,543
Spain 9,285 102,332 9,094 96 191 2,194 1,270 184 124,635
Turkey 2,419 16,653 44 300 446 16 27 19,905 .

Yugoslavia 1,659 16,560 438 1,030 1,522 8,124 29,331
Others 414 5 144 -- 1,350 4,007 238 1,239 7,397
Total 21,473 5 142,524 9,094 154 2,630 11,336 3,495 70,111 260,811
Percentage of total exports 1.8%

EASTERN EUROPE

Albania 3 108 111
Bulgaria 159 3,255 60 20 2,901 6,395
Czechoslovakia 5,514 30 -- - 1,180 6,725
German Dem. Rep. 1 7,100 13 7,114
Hungary 449 594 125 1 - 1,355 1,200 3,723
Poland 1,261 26,280 41 5,489 47 89 16,707 49,914
Romania 15,220 117 - 3,105 18,442
U.S.S.R. 84,235 1 11,905 80 70 1,462 1,721 36,137 135,610
Total 1,870 142,197 1 11,905 275 5,677 1,573 3,186 61,351 228,034
Percentageof total exports 1.5%

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500.

\Source. Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised). Icontinued]
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TABLE V (continued)

Country of destination Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machi- Misc. Misc. Total

rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured nery & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods Trans- tured ac-

to- table by port Arti- tions
bacco OiIS & Mate- cles

fats rial

SOUTH EAST ASIA

Brunel 33,989 8,117 3,069 25,083 259 14,895 50,732 59,887 17,993 4,507 218,530
Burma 733 348 49 9,824 14,501 2,103 2,245 24,462 578 522 55,364
Cambodia 402 75 12 143 631

Laos - 11 11,099 107 358 4 44 2 11,624

Malaysia (Peninsular) 205,231 5,298 93,136 250,497 4,616 181,362 237,583 507,335 75,178 33,705 1,593,942
Philippines 2,425 134 4,048 102,710 100 15,308 12,554 67,268 3,316 7,695 215,559
Indonesia , 4,411 1,858 360 205 22 236 7,091
Sabah (East Malaysia) 48,995 2,884 4,697 39,811 839 14,737 43,905 77,989 23,980 7,414 265,252
Sarawak (East Malaysia) 51,306 1,445 4,178 26,710 407 17,184 37,933 82,988 12,368 3,998 238,517
Thailand 14,575 2,710 16,074 179,365 3,392 36,108 13,169 93,538 7,506 12,955. 379,393
Vietnam Socialist Rep. of 161 8 513 27,354 2,430 3,385 11,272 1,343 72 120 46,658

Total 361,827 22,812 125,765 672,856 26,544 285,624 409,968 914,978 141,270 70,917 3,032,561

Percentageof total exports 20.4%

NORTH EAST ASIA

China 5,234 1 - 55,006 2 467 2,042 33,121 9 18,124 114,005
Hongkong 34,494 3,817 25,587 713,800 6,693 31,343 61,189 133,452 65,661 22,191 1,098,227
Japan 79,251 1,261 56,931 880,067 37,983 77,712 25,613 99,898 34,566 83,386 1,376,669
Korea (North) 35 608 2 1,613 14,766 2,711 353 790 20,878
Korea (South) 6,265 23 139,612 54,935 1,075 1,497 3,859 23,082 360 8,836 239,544
Macau 34 56 90

Mongolia 157 2 159

Taiwan 17,802 321 53,112 51,727 976 12,550 11,323 32,109 4,875 14,288 199,084

Total 143,046 5,458 331,013 1,700,532 48,341 138,335 106,736 322,015 105,507 147,671 3,048,655

Percentage of total exports 20.5%

SOUTH ASIA

Afghanistan 1,036 766 782 1,427 671 22 -- 4,705
Bangladesh 2,967 370 6,078 6,063 2,466 2,796 13,598 19,492 550 560 54,940
Christmas Is. 629 93 33 264 54 62 2,025 2,970 458 533 7,121
India 7,834 465 13,433 1,765 82,895 7,002 6,046 25,899 2,460 38,798 186,598
Nepal 346 34 1 98 75 649 835 825 152 14 3,028
Pakistan 10,494 177 19,086 214 3,696 11,607 6,172 10,057 995 3,333 65,830
Sri Lanka 17,752 202 354 6,604 664 2,592 32.767 6.415 657 936 68,942
Others 1,465 196 48 428 4 236 2,838 1,522 734 594 ,067

Total 42,522 1,537 39,797 15,437 89,853 25,727 65,709 67,851 6,028 44,768 399,230

Percentage of total exports 2.7%

WEST ASIA

Aden 3,515 6,740 4,420 1,296 2,508 207 941 12 19,639

Bahrein 2,151 4,264 4,156 4,062 828 1,199 10,808 17,606 4,732 1,062 60,868

Cyprus 188 753 97 1,648 4,932 74 2,612 10,305

I ran 1,910 62 23,602 1 1,617 8,542 7,176 12,721 2,600 1,135 59,365

Iraq 322 61 4,270 7,907 4 3,635 5,586 617 691 23,092
' Israel 6,678 14,802 4,771 71 1,676 4,115 137 465 32,715

Jordan 5,181 4 330 3,962 40 80 458 2,413 289 5 12,764

Kuwait 4,895 1,895 959 9,205 389 3,668 8,503 17,360 16,884 948 64,706

Lebanon 289 116 147 6 213 582 169 750 2,272

Saudi Arabia 23,665 702 22,205 25,393 38,114 6,400 27,995 37,181 25,861 2,387 209,904

Syria 813 853 1 ,280 69 - 1,007 221 3 4,246
United Arab Emirates 20,698 8,538 14,887 78,802 2,190 5,749 35,008 28,318 17,381 1,301 212,873
Others 19,234 1,743 26,592 2,304 1,764 4,653 11,467 24,916 6,133 125 98,932

Total 89,541 17,269 120,266 123,730 63,563 31,736 111,095 156,945 76,039 11,496 801,680

Percentage total of exports 5.4%

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500.

Source: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised). [continued]
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TABLE V (continued)
-

' Country or uestination Food Beve- Crude 1 . Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machinery Misc. Misc. Total

rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods Transport tured ac-

Tobac- table by Arti- I tions

CO OiIS & Mate- cles
fats rial

NORTH AFRICA

Algeria 7,545 3,716 -- 24 13,123 7,277 63 771 -32,519

Egypt 2,640 7,345 2,225 5,865 73 3,110 5,747 602 252 27,859

Libya 1,051 759 100 435 96 1,908 2,208 61 6,621
Morocco 4,576 2,291 58 26 6 1,087 56 23 8,122
Sudan 531 1,290 4,006 125 3,802 1,947 1,666 57 17 13,442
Tunisia 3,471 28 30 65 101 3,695

'

Others 3,799 1,904 4227 13;258 695 5,716 2,891 514 228 33,231

Total 23,612 17,333 10,459 19,407 5,055 23,999 20,607 3,566 1,452 125,490

Percentage of total exports 0.8%

OTHER AFRICA

Angola 369 1,875 222 423 2,889
Ghana 5 17 863 88 92O 21,156 38 23,088

Ivory CoasI 12 374 3,145 93 5O 3,674
Kenya 166 2 3,948 6,032 2,532 2,041 1,959 1,809 1,280 77 19,845
Liberia 11 702 442 58,953 241 116,465 176,815

Malagasy Rep. 1 4 989 783 65 3,513 4 117 95 5,571
Mauritius 1,317 22 906 756 873 844 7,653 1,023 1,258 25 14,677
Mozambique 690 903 60 211 827 339 54 31 3,115

Nigeria 112 286 2 2,694 15,982 17,552 6,690 801 44,119
Reunion Island 4,783 7 3,598 3,191 15 33 4,214 678 1,082 17,601
Tanzania 279 15 4,783 1,707 5,380 822 1,746 2,601 117 580 18,029

, Uganda 1 500 24 24 2 2 553

Zambia 1 1,943 2,519 594 173 607 101 10 5,949
Others 35,455 19 72,972 31,700 2;206 5,176 9,651 22,506 4,668 i,332 185,686

,L

Total 42,821 69 89,727 46954 13,665 14,780 46,646 110,584 36,859 119,505 521,611

Percentage of total exports 3.5%

NORTH AMERICA

Canada 9,067 5 80,595 -- 1 375 8,977 51,700 16,185 1,563 168,467
U.S.A. 143,939 52 353,197 323,825 54,624 5,944 95,189 1,095,534 209,676 73,299 2,355,278

Total 153,005 57 433,793 323,825 54,624 6,319 104,166 1,147,234 225,861 74,862 2,523,746

Percentage of total exports 16.9%

L.A.F.T.A.

Argentine 448 30,295 45 179 467 552 336 32,321
Brazil 792 80,515 1 24 408 1,341 4,377 87,457
Chile 306 9,846 132 4 49 926 94 40 11,398
Colombia 236 3 15,163 -- 1,054 5,414 6 5 21,882
Ecuador 90 1,801 581 126 -- 2,598
Mexico 27 42,096 17 121 200 7 42,467
Paraguay 1,020 88 73 1,181
Peru 642 10,530 413 82 334 54 4 .12,059
Uruguay 71 4,604 7 184 6 4,872
Venezuela 2,282 10,930 506 8 13 2,191 1,064 27 17,021

Total 5,914 3 205,867 1,220 417 54 1,425 10244 3,315 4,796 233,254

Percentage of total exports 1.6%

OTHER CENTRAL &
SOUTH AMERICA

Cuba 1,317 162 215 1,695
Dominican Republic 623 1,036 29 6 1,694
Netherlands Antilles 10,664 125 189 96 120 11,194
Panama 62 267 53,548 279 I 106,193 160,350
Others 2,506 1,780 273 1,455 5,908 1,601 3,887 17,410

Total 3,191 4,134 10,664 273 1,847 59,673 2,144 110,416 192,344

Percentage of total exports 1.3%

Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding value less than S$500.

Source: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised). Icontinued]
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TABLE V (continued)

Country of Destination Food Beve- Crude Mineral Animal Chemi- Manufac- Machinery Misc. Misc. Total
rages Mate- Fuels & cals tured & Manufac- Trans-
& rial Vege- Goods ,Transport tured ac-

Tobac- table by Arti- tions
c0 OiIS & Mate- cles

fats rial

OCEANIA
Australia 34,505 38 59,436 355,764 5,746 7,931 34,145 124,323 36,963 61,285 720,136
Fiji 1,430 64 58,212 431 564 5,255 1,428 4,009 65 71,458
New Caledonia 52 163 46,840 1 1,160 490 996 30 49,731
New Zealand 11,451 15 13,412 101,322 328 831 12,455 16,206 2,692 4,146 162,858
Papua New Guinea 278 3 260 75,610 342 266 6,252 1,530 7,631 91 92,263
Western Samoa 6 34 2 319 1 285 647
Others 184 48 36 56,038 - 10 43 2,739 386 2,199 198 61,881
Total 47,905 138 73,370 693,786 6,857 9,639 62,324 144,365 54,775 65,815 1,158,975

Percentage of total exports 7.8%

TOTAL 1,040,721 47,925 2,330,647 3,617,356 359,756 533,199 1,102,754 3,707,637 1,006,197 1,116,47414,862,666
Note: Figures may not add up to the totals due to rounding vallue less than S$500.

Source: Singapore Economic Bulletin, January 1978 (slightly revised).
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NEUERSCHEINUNGEN

Arnold-Bergstraesser-lnstitut,Freiburg i. Br.

MATERIALIENZU ENTWICKLUNGUND POLITIK

D. Lerche Nr. 15

Steuerpotentialund Steuerpraxis in Entwicklungslndern

344 S., DM 44.-/ISBN 3 8039 0156 1

Im Mittelpunkt der Studie steht die Diskrepanz zwischen Soll und Ist der Besteuerung.
Ausgehend von dem wirtschaftlich und steuergesetzlichbegrndetenSteuerpotential
konzentriert sich die Analyse- entgegen dem blichen formaljuristischenAnsatz - auf
die Steuerwirklichkeit,d.h. auf Ursachen, Grenordnungenund Auswirkungender
Lcken zwischen Steuergesetzen und Steuerpraxis. In der theoretischen Einfhrung
wird eine Systematikder Besteuerung mit den drei KernvariablenSteuerverwaltung,
Steuergesetzgebungund Steuerpflichtigerentwickelt. Die Fallstudie im Hauptteil liefert
umfangreichesMaterial ber Entstehung und Messung des Steuerpotentials,der Steuer-
mentalitt und Steuerverwaltungsowie ber die fiskal-wirtschafts-und sozialpolitische
Effizienz des Steuersystems in Indonesien.

M. Fremerey Nr. 17

Studenten und Politik in Indonesien

220 S., DM 34.-/ISBN 3 8039 0156 1

Dieses Buch diskutiert die Frage, ob und unter welchen Vorausstzungendie indonesi-
sche Studentenschaftden Anspruch eines politischen Korrektivserfllen kann. Gesttzt
auf eine Anfang der 70er Jahre durchgefhrte Befragung gilt dabei das Hauptaugenmerk
den politischen Einstellungen unter den Studenten und deren sozio-demographischen
Einflufaktoren.Analysen der politischen und universitren Rahmenbedingungensowie
der jngsten Studentenbewegungenin Indonesien erweitern den Untersuchungsrahmen.
Die in vielen Arbeiten hervorgehobeneBedeutungder Studenten im politischen Proze

sei es in Indonesien oder in anderen Lndern der Dritten Welt, - machen das Fazit der-

vorliegenden Studie besonders beachtenswert.

WELTFORUMVERLAG TINTORETTOSTRASSE1 D-8000 MNCHEN 19
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A pN:
/.- heTaxCommittee :

I:...1: . ..:4 Recommends
*,*.*P 'Tur' ' - A Large ScaleTax Increase....

V .4'.* -

, , , ''rt.i WthA ---,-1.ZL.ii.* by Makoto Miura*

I. THE RECOMMENDATIONSOF THE TAX ,,

COMMITTEE: AN OUTLINE AND SOME RATES ON INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Taxable Income Tax Rate, CumulativeTax .

On October 4, 1977 the Tax Committee,headed by Mr. for Each Bracket

Takekazu Ogura, submitted a plan for a major tax re- (A). '.
'

(B) (C)

form to Prime Minister T. Fukuda. The main feature of Over But not ovr

this.plan' is a large scale tax increase which would be 600,000yen 10%- --

-ffected by (i) an increase in all existing tax rates-and -.....-.. --600,000 yen - =1,200,000 .-- .-.-12% =-- -.60,000 yen.
-

(ii) the introduction of new tax, .e. the so-called Gene- 1200;000 ' 1,800,000 14% 132,000.

ral ConsumptionTax, (GCT). 1,800,000 2,400,000 16% 216,000
'

, 2,400,000 3,000,000 18% 312,000
21%

The reasons given by the Tax Cmmittee for proposing
3,000,000 4,000,000 420,000
4,000,000 5,000,000 24% 630,000

such a drastic increase in the level of taxation are the 5,000,000 '6,000,000 27% 870,000
following: 6,000,000 7,000,000 30%

'

1,140,000

1. The Govemment has come to depend more and 7,000,000 8,000,000 34% 1 ,440,000

more on lons to balance its Budget. In fact, nonef
. - -8,000,000 - - ;I 0,000,000 - ' 38% 1,780,000

the other developed countris relies so heavily on
10,000,000 12,000,000 42% 2,540,000
12,000,000 15,000,000 46% 3,380,000

debt financing as does Japan. For instance, in 1977 15,000,OQO 20,000,000 :
, 50%, 4,760,OO

bond issues accounted for 30 percent of,the Central 20,000,000 30,000,000 55% 7;260,000,
.

Government's revenue. This ratio was 29.9 percent 30,000,000 40,000,000 60% 12,760,000,

in 1976 and 25.3percent in 1975, whereas the aver- 40,000,000 60,000,000 ,'65% 18,760,000

age ratio from 1970-74 was'onlyIl.2 percent. A : 60,000,000 80,000,000 70% . 31,760,000-

similar situation exists at the local level, since local ,, 80,000,000 75% - 45,760,000

authorities have also been heavily dependent in re-
Note: Tax liabifity is obtained by multlplying the taxable'income

.

cent years on local bond issues and other loans. in excess of the amount (A) by,the rate (B) and adding the amount

2, The huge deficits shown by the national and local .... (C). For example, income tax due on taxable income of 25 million

budgetsare not only caused by the recent economic yen is:

depressionbut also by a fundamental financial im- (25,000,000 -- 20,000,000 (A)) X 0.55 (B) + 7,260,000 (C) =

balance between current expenditure and current
10,010,000 '

revenue. Therefore. even if the present ecnomic Including local taxes these rates run from 14% to 93%.

depression came to an end and another boom period
set in these large budgetary deficits would rot.dis- spect to the latter,the Japanese Gnvprnmenthasto

appear. In addition, many Japanese economic,ex-,'
'

accunt that of th majr.dvancedtake nto many
perts think that Japan's past rapid economicgrowth

'

industrial countries opposed to further increse, are a
has definitively ended, so that it cannot be expected

'

Japnese and instead the Japanesein exports urge
that the stedy increase in tax revenue seen in the '

Government to allow imports to meet the in-more

past will continue. .., creasing domesticneeds of the Japanese populatin..
3. A possible way to reduce the budgetary deficits is 4. Accordingly, there is only one way left for reducing

to curb increases in financial expenditure.However,
this will most certainy be difficult as a result of ,,

'

J .

both domestic and internationl demands. With re- * Director of the Institut,ofTax & Management.
'

' '

i,:-
.... * ,

: '
,
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the huge budgetary deficits and that is to increase
tax revenue drastically. The Japanese Government

SOME HIGHLIGHTSOF JAPANESE TAXATION * has always stated that the ratio of the tax burden to
national income in Japan is lower than in any other
industrially advanced country, which is indeed true.

The present taxes of Japan imposed by national and local In Japan, this ratio is, for instance, substantially
governments can be classified into four groups; i.e., taxes lower than in Italy and one-half to two-thirds of the
on income, on property, on consumptionand on transfer of equivalent ratio in other EC countries. 1 It seems,
goods: therefore, that a proposal for a tax increase in Japan

is reasonable.
1. Taxes on Income:

National Taxes Income Tax (individual Income Tax) Turning to the means of implementing such a large tax
and Corporation Tax (Corporate increase, the Tax Commission first recommendsthat in-
Income Tax); equities in the existing tax system be removed in order

Local Taxes Prefectural Inhabitants Tax, Enter- to resolve the complaints of Japanese taxpayers and
prise Tax** and Municipal Inhabit- obtain their cooperation. It then proceeds to outline
ants Tax; the available means of raising additional tax revenue.

2. Taxes on Property: (1) In the Tax Commission's opinion it is possible to

National Taxes Inheritance Tax and Gift Tax; raise the rates of the Individual Income Tax (n-
Local Taxes Automobile Tax, Mine-lot Tax, Pro- cluding the Local Individual Income Tax). However,

perty Tax, Light Vehicle Tax, Special since its rates are already very high for those tax-

Landholding Tax, Business Office payers who fall in the high income tax brackets (the
Tax*** and City Planning Tax; top marginal rate is 93 percent), low and middle

income taxpayers could not escape a substantial
3. Taxes on Consumption: increase in their tax bills.

National Taxes Liquor Tax, Sugar Excise Tax, (2) The rates of the Corporate Income Tax (including
Gasoline Tax, Liquefied Petroleum local tax) could be slightly raised, since its maxi-
Gas Tax, Aviation Fuel Tax, Com-

modity Tax, Playing-cards Tax, Tra- mum effective rate of 49.47 percent is somewhat

vel Tax, Admission Tax, Local Road lower than the corresponding rates of corporate
Tax, Customs Duty and Monopoly income tax in France (50 percent), Germany (56
Profits; 1 percent), the United Kingdom (52 percent) and the

Local Taxes Prefectural Tobacco Consumption United States (Federal and State income taxes are

Tax, Local Entertainment Tax, Tax generally over 50 percent).
on Consumption at Hotels and Res-

taurants, Light-oil Delivery Tax, (3) It would also be feasible to increase other taxes such

Municipal Tobacco Consumption as the Inheritance Tax, Property Tax and several

Tax, Electricity Tax, Gas Tax and excise taxes since the burden of these taxes is gene-
BathingTax; rally lower than is the case in other advanced indus-

trial countries.
4. Taxes on Transfer of Goods:

National Taxes Bourse Tax, Securities Transaction However, it is certain that increasing the Individual or

Tax, Registration and License Tax, Corporate Income Tax would meet strong opposition
Motor Vehicle Tonnage Tax, Stamp from taxpayers, whereas increasing the taxes indicated
Tax, Tonnage Due, Special Tonnage in (3) above would not yield sufficent revenue to solve
Due and Promotion of Power-Re- the problem at hand.
sources DevelopmentTax;

Local Taxes Real Property Acquisition Tax, Hun- The Tax Commission's conclusion is, therefore, that it
ters License Tax, Automobile Acqui- is not possible to substantially reduce the budgetary
sition Tax, Timber Delivery Tax, deficits by merely increasing the rates of existing taxes.
Hunting Tax and Mineral Product
Tax; For the Japanese Government there seems to be only

one possible solution and that is to introduce a new tax
in the form of a general consumption tax which would

* Source: An Outline of Japanese Taxes 1977; published be able to generate large amount of This tax
by the Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, at 13.

a revenue.

* * Strictly speaking, the Enterprise Tax cannot be classi- s discussed in the followngsection.

fied as a tax on income. With respect to certain types of

business, the Enterprise Tax is now imposed on gross pro- Il. THE JAPANESE STYLE GENERAL
ceeds instead of income. The Enterprise Tax and its pre- CONSUMPTIONTAX
decessor, the Business Tax, historically have been imposed
on the external forms of business, such as the amount of

capital, the number of employees, gross proceeds, etc. The General Consumption Tax (GCT) would constitute
***Business Office Tax is a provisional translation of an entirely new kind of tax in the present Japanese tax
Jigyosho-zei
1. Author's note: In 1978 also a Crude Oil Tax on Domes-

tic Products and Imports was introduced.
1. See The O.E.C.D. Report on Government Revenue Statistics
in Bulletin, July 1977 at 324.
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system. Its main features as proposed by the Tax Com-
mittee are as follows.

GCT would be imposed on all goods and services at all RATES OF CORPORATE INCOME TAX

stages of production and distribution in Japan. In other
words, the GCT would be payable by all entrepreneurs
who deliver goods, render services or import goods into
Japan. The Tax Committee indicates that two types of

a. Tax Rates for Ordinary Income Not Distributed as

Dividends
GCT would be possible. Type 1 would be levied at a

comparatively low rate on the sales prices of goods and 1. Ordinary corporations

services, whereas Type 2 would be imposed on the a) Corporationswith capital of

difference between the sales price and the entrepre-
more than 100 million yen 40%

b) Corporationswith capital of
neur's purchase price. Therefore, the former is a multi- not more than 100 million yen
stage (cascade) turnover tax and the latter resembles to For annual income of more than
a certain extent the VAT (Value Added Tax) as cur- 7 million yen 40%
rently levied in the EC countries. The Tax Committee For annual income of not more

advocates the exemption of basic necessities (e.g. food) than 7 million yen 28%
from the tax and also the exemption of exports. 2. Cooperativeassociationsand

corporations in public interest 23%
In addition, small businesses would fall outside the
scope of the GCT. b. Reduced Rates Applicable to Ordinary Income Dis-

tributed as Dividends

However, the Tax Committee only sketches out the 1. Ordinary corporations
broad outlines of the turnover tax it recommends and a) Corporationswith capital of
does not provide any details. Although it is likely that more than 100 million yen 30%
the Japanese Government will adopt some type of GCT b) Corporationswith capital of

there is not yet any official indication as to the type not more than 100 million yen

which will be selected, whether small businesses will be For annual ncome of more than

brought under the tax, the range of the tax rates, how
7 million yen 30%
For annual income of not more

much revenue the tax is expected to yield and when the than 7 million yen 22%
tax will be enacted.
It is generally presumed that the Tax Bureau of the 2. Cooperativeassociations 19%

Ministry of Finance has worked out some kind of plan Reduced rates are applicable to the amounts distributed

with respect to the GCT, but no official announcements as dividends in excess of dividends, if any, received from

have been made. However, there have been some unoffi- domestic corporations.
cial discussions and sufficient information has been

The average rate of taxes on corporate income is usuallyleaked to the public so that the following picture assumed to be 39.47%, which is computed follows:as

emerges:
Corporate Income Tax (assuming

(i) It is very probable that the Japanese Government that 30% of income before tax is

wll propose the introduction of some kind of VAT distributed as dividend) 33.04%

type of general consumption tax, since the intro- Prefectural Inhabitant Tax 1.72%

duction of a Type 1 turnover tax in 1949 met with Municipal InhabitantTax 4.00%

complete failure. Enterprise Tax, its stated rate is
12% but since it is a deductible tax

(ii) The amount of tax revenue which the Government its effective rate is 10.71%
expects to generate will be in the neighborhood of
five to six trillion yen (i.e. about 20 to 24 billion Total 49.47%

USS). If the GCT were introduced in April 1978 --

i.e. for the 1978 fiscal year
-- it would account for

about 20 percent of national tax revenue. In order
to produce this level of revenue, the rate of the GCT The VAT as proposed by the Tax Committee is some-

would have to be (of course depending on the impor- times called VAT Japanese style. One of the major
tance of the exemptions)8 to 10 percent if the VA'1' differences between this type of VAT and the VAT

type were selected and 2 to 2.5 percent if the Type which is currently used in the EC countries is that under
1 turnover tax were introduced. the Japanese version the procedure is simpler, i.e. the

taxpayer does not need to compute the tax which has
(iii)The exemption for small businesses would depend

on the importance of their sales (tumover) and the previously been invoiced to him. A corollary of the

exemption limit would be determined by reference Japanese VAT system is that the taxpayer (entrepre-
to the corresponding exemption which exists in the neur) does not have to disclose the tax which was pre-

viously paid by him. In other words, his customer --

VAT legislation of the EC countries.
whether the purchaser of goods delivered by the entre-

(iv) Similarly, exempted transactions would be deter- preneur or the client to whom he has rendered a service
mined by reference to the VAT legislation of the EC -- will not be able to ascertain the amount of VAT
countries. included in the sales price and which is passed on to the
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REVENUE ESTIMATES1977 - 78+

(In billions of yen)
National Taxes Local Taxes

1977 1977 1978 1977
Provisional Ultimate Provisional Provisional

Tax item Amount % Amount % Amount % Tax item Amount %

I. General Account 1. Ordinary Taxes

Direct Taxes (a)Prefectural Taxes
Prefectural Inhabi-

Income Tax 7,348 38.0 7,048 37.0 8,097 35.6 tants Tax 1,252 11.9

Corporation Tax 5,813 30.1 5,813 30.5 7,262 32.0 Enterprise Tax 2,006 19.1

InheritanceTax Real Property
and Gift Tax 366 1.9 366 1.9 366 1.6 Acquisition Tax 191 1.8

Prefectural Tobacco

Indirect Taxes, etc. ConsumptionTax 213 2.0
Local Entertain-

Liquor Tax 1,058 5.5 1,058 5.6 1,416 6.2 ment Tax 66 0.6

Sugar Excise Tax 45 0.2 45 0.2 55 0.2 Tax on Consump-
Gasoline Tax 1,119 5.8 1,119 5.8 1,283 5.6 tion at Hotels and

Liquefied Petrol- Restaurants 304 2.9

eum Gas Tax 15 0.1 15 0.1 16 0.1 Automobile Tax 520 5.0

Aviation Fuel Tax 19 0.1 19 0.1 22 0.1 Mine-lot Tax 1 0.0

Crude Oil Tax .... 162 0.7 Hunters License
Tax 4 0.0

CommodityTax 777 4.0 777 4.1 916 4.0 Prefectural Prop-
Playing-cardsTax 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 0.0 erty Tax 5 0.0
Bourse Tax 10 0.1 10 0.1 13 0.1

Securities Trans- (b)Municipal Taxes

action Tax 77 0.4 77 0.4 115 0.5 Municipal Inhabi-

Travel Tax 50 0.3 50 0.3 51 0.2
tants Tax 2,476 23.6

Admission Tax 4 0.0 4 0.0 4 0.0
Municipal Prop-
erty Tax** 1,912 18.2

Motor Vehicle Light Vehicle Tax 35 0.3

1 Tonnage Tax 289 1.5 289 1.5 326 1.4 Municipal Tobacco
Customs Duty 527 2.7 527 2.7 538 2.4 ConsumptionTax 375 3.6

Tonnage Due 8 0.0 8 0.0 8 0.0 Electricity Tax

Stamp Revenue 714 3.7 714 2.8 799 3.5 and Gas Tax 202 1.9

Monopoly Profits 549 2.8 549 2.9 714 3.1 Mineral Product
Tax 3 0.0
Timber Delivery
Tax 3 0.0

II. Special Accounts Special Land-

Local Road Tax* 202 1.0 202 1.0 232 1.0 holding Tax 92 0.9

Liquefied Petrol- 2. Other Ordinary
eum Gas Tax* 15 0.1 15 0.1 16 0.1 Taxes not stipu-
Aviation Fuel Tax* 3 0.0 3 0.0 4 0.0 lated in the Local

Tax Law
Motor Vehicle To, Do, Fu and
Tonnage Tax 96 0.5 96 0.5 108 0.5 Prefectures 1 0.0
Special Tonnage Cities, Towns and
Duty* 10 0.1 10 0.1 10 0.1 Villages 5 0.0
Customs Duty on

3. Earmarked Taxes
Oil 184 0.9 184 0.9 159 0.7 To, Do, Fu and
Promotion of Re- Prefectures*** 476 4.5
sources Develop- Cities, Towns and
ment Tax 33 0.2 33 0.2 36 0.2 Villages*** 352 3.4

Total 19,332 100.0 19.032 100.0 22,929 100.0 Total 10,492 100.0

+Source: An outline of Japanese Taxes 1917; published by the Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, at 14, supplementedby Mr.
Miura.

* Distributed to the local governments.
** Municipal property tax includes Charges on National Assets and Public Corporation'sAssets.

*** Automobile acquisition tax, Light-oil Delivery Tax, etc., are included.
**** Bathing Tax, Business Office Tax, City Planning, etc., are included.
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customer. This means that VAT Japanese style con- duction of the GCT. In the past it was only small and
tains an element of inconvenience for the customer, a medium sized businesses which were opposed to the
situation that could be reversed if the customer would introduction of a VAT or GCT, but recently as a result
request disclosure of the tax amount in writing (e.g. on of the economic depression more and more entrepre-
the invoice) and because of market conditions the seller neurs have become reluctant to accept such a tax. In
would have to acquiesce. In the latter case, however, fact, the sentiment against the GCT and the movement
the seller would have to disclose his added value, i.e. his to oppose its introduction are becoming quite strong.
gross profit, which would give away one of hs com-

mercial secrets. The Cabinet of Prime Minister Fukuda decided to post-
pone the introduction of the GCT until after the 1978

However, the most difficult problem which the Govern- fiscal year, and the nature of future developments is by
ment will have to face when introducingGCT is that the no means clear. However, the Ministry of Finance has
tax is very unpopular in Japan. The reasons for this un- indicated its firm resolution to introduce the GCT in the
popularity are twofold. First, the GCT will without any future. As a proof of this resolution the Ministry of
doubt raise the price of all goods and services and will Finance -- which means in fact the Cabinet -- appointed
thus impose a heavy burden on Japanese taxpayers, two professors -- Mr. Kazuo Kinoshita 2 and Mr. Sei
especially on those in the low to middle income classes. Fujita, both of whom are known to be staunch advo-
The second reason is that a GCT type of turnover tax cates of a VAT or GCT, as new members of the Tax
does not seem to fit in well with the climate of Japanese Commission.
life, and it is particulary unsuited for Japanese-style
business activities. With respect to the latter, the struc-
ture of the Japanese distribution system is so compli-
cated that even a GCT in the form of a VAT would have
a cumulative effect. In addition, it is expected that 2. Editor's Note: Prof. Kinoshita is a member of the Bureu's
Japanese entrepreneurs will strongly resist the intro- Advisory Board.
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Fiscai IncentivosforJa,an'sExport
and Direct Foreign Investment
by Tomotaka Ishimine*

Japan's direct foreign investment, long-standing export surpluses in
which was inconspicuous during the commodity trade, has generated an

W ii- * It
, 1960s, grew considerably during the increasing interest among nations '.A

early 1970s. By 1975, Japan's total about possible fiscal incentives
outstandngdirect foregn nuestment accorded by the Japanese govern-
had reached $12.7 bllon, which ment to corporations, such as tax
made her the fourth largest capital concessions, subsidies and other
exporting nation after the United forms of promotion. The objective
States ($118.6 billion), England of this study is to examine these fis- 7'P,

($32.6 billion)and West Germany cal incentives for Japan's exports in
($15.3 billion), as shown in Table 1. their broad spectrum, and examine
This recent emergence of Japan as a how closely the incentives and the
major exporter of capital for direct surge in Japanese direct foreign in- r

.:L:''' 2,
'

| foreign investment, together with her vestmentare related.

Corporate income tax and the profit paid out as dividends for floating new

shares. The deduction from taxable income included
It can be said, at the outset, that until 1973 the main myriad items such as funds reserved for bad debts, price
objective of Japanese tax policy was to stimulate eco- fluctuations, retirement payments, special repayers,
nomic growth. To accomplish this end, the proportion
of corporate income tax in the total tax revenue was

*Departmentof Economics,steadily lowered, beginning in 1952, until revenue from
California State University, Long Beach, U.S.A.

this source fell below the revenue from personal income
tax in 1965. As of 1975, these two tax sources account 1. Estimated from the data in Japan, Economic Planning Agen-
for 34.6 percent and 37.2 percent respectively of total cy, Keizai Hakusho, 1975 [1975 White Paper on the Economy]
revenue. 1 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance Printing Office, 1976), p. 125.

In reference to the corporate tax structure, although the
Revenue from indirect taxes, as opposed to the aforementioned
direct taxes, comprises the rest, which is 28.2 percent. Japan also

nominal rate is substantially greater for larger firms, the began to float bonds in 1964 for the first time in the postwar
difference is made considerably smaller in terms of the period, overcoming the anathema carried over since the end of
effective rate through various tax deductions and WW II. The bond financing now comprises 29.7 percent of the

exemptions provided to larger firms to encourage their total government budget of 1977. See Keizai Hakusho, 1977,
growth. 2 Beginning in 1952, the year of Japan's inde- pp. 110-122.

pendence, the national total for corporate income 2. Estimated difference between larger firms and smaller firms

exempted or deducted from taxable income increased in effective rates and in nominal rates (the latter in parentheses)
from 97,030 million yen (approximately $270 million for different countries is shown below. The figures indicate the

converted at the prevailing exchange rate) to 1,374,714
difference in percentage points. Japan, 9.8 (12.9); the United
States, 24.6 (26.0); England, 15.0 (15.0); West Germany, 23.4

million yen (approximately $3,819 million) in 1963 --

(36.0); and France, 0 (0). The smaller figures indicate that the
with the cumulative total over the twelve year period tax burden, though larger for larger firms jn an absolute sense, is
reaching 8,801 billion yen (approximately $24.5 bil- smaller for larger firms in a relative sense. Among other nations,

' lion). 3 Industry-wise, the exempted income ranged up- only France treats larger firms more favorably than Japan.
ward from 24.4 percent of total taxable ncome for Estimated from the data in Ichiro Okuma, aisei Tokuhon
small firms in the coal industry to 47.1 percent of tax- [A Primer on Public Finance] (Tokyo: Toyo Keizai Shimo-sha,
able income for large firms in the iron and steel in- 1971),p. 83.

dustries. 4 3. Estimated from the data provided in Kozo Yamamoto,
Economic Policy in Postwar Japan: Growth versus Economic

The income exempted from taxable income included, Democracy (Berkeley: University of California, 1967), p. 146.
among others, those portions of.income generated in ex- The Exchange rate used for conversion is 360 yen to a dollar,
port earning (terminated in 1964), in producing im- the rate prevailing at that time.

prtant products such as electricity and machine tools, 4. Ibid., p. 147.
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export losses, water shortages, loss due to breach of this program, the industries considered strategically im-
contracts and extraordinaryrisks. 5 portant to the postwar economic recovery were singled
These exemptionsand deductions followed the subsidies out for specific assistance. The industries in this cate-

made available in the early postwar period in the form gory, namely, iron, coal, electricity and cement, had

of low cost loans provided by the Bank of Japan under access to the Bank of Japan's low cost loans.

the program of the Keisha Seisan Hoshiki (roughly
translated: the Unbalanced Growth Formula). Under

---

TABLE 1

Direct foreign investmentoutstandingof selected countries
and related ratios, 1974

Country Amount Against . Against Against Per capita Investment

(million total DAC GNP exports investment growth over

dollars) (%) (%) (%) (dollars) 1967-74
(Annual
average)

Japan 12,664 5.6 2.8 27.8 115 31.4%

U.S. 118,613 52.5 8.5 120.4 560 10.4

England 32,633 14.4 17.1 84.5 582 9.3

W. Germany 15,258 6.7 4.0 17.1 246 26.1

France 11,605 5.1 4.2 25.0 221 9.9

Canada 7,571 3.3 5.3 22.1 337 10.7

DAC Members 226,138 100.0 6.7 43.3 350 11.7

Source: Japan, MITI, Tsusho Hakusho (White Paper on International Trade).
-

Export incentives export restriction in order to mitigate frictions caused in
the past by Japanese exports, such as textiles, steel, TV

It should be reiterated that these loan subsidies, exemp- sets and automobiles.
tions and deductions were a part of the policy to en-

In 1964 when the tax exemption for export income was

courage the growth of the overall economy and were
terminated, new tax measures aimed at encouragingex-

not specifically aimed at the export industries. However, ports, well direct foreign investment, intro-as as were
there was one measure which specifically aimed at en-

duced. These included:
couraging exports: a total exemption of export income

(1) accelerated depreciation for enterprises deriving
from taxable income. This measure was terminated

their income from overseas transactions;
when Japan became a full-fledged member of the Inter-

(2) overseas market development reserves;
national Monetary Fund by accepting Article 8 of the

(3) overseas investment loss reserves;
IMF provisions, because the measure obviously contra-

(4) tax exemption for income from overseas technical
dicted other IMF provisions prohibitingexport subsidy. transactions;and
Aside from the loan subsidy, tax exemptions and tax (5) special expense accounts for export promotion. 7

deductions, the government has allowed, in the past as However, the measures for accelerated depreciation
well as at present, the formation of cartels for selected
industries for the purpose of quantitatively restricting
and coordinating production, giving them various

5. For partial list of exemptionsand deductions, K. Beida,a see
names such as recession cartels, rationalization cartels The Structure and Operation of the Japanese Economy (Sydney:
and administrative cartels. As of 1973, there were as John Wiley, 1970), pp. 116-18.
many as 985 cartels. 6 Under these cartels, however, 6. Japan, Fair Trade Commission, The Antimonopoly Act of
price fixing is specificallyprohibited. Japan, Tokyo: 1973, p. 27. For discussion ot cartels, see Richard

Formation of cartels for the' purpose of restricting E. Caves and Masu Uekusa, Industrial Organization in Japan
: pp

imports and exports was legalized by the 1955 amend- (Washington, D.C. Brookings Institution, 1976), 141-54.
7. Beida, op. cit. Also, for a brief account of this aspect, see

ment to the Export and Import Act. It is ironic that Japan Trade Research Institute, ed., Sengo Nihon ro Boeki
some of the export cartels, which were initially set up 20-nen-shi [The Twenty Year History of Japanese Postwar
for coordinating and promoting exports, are assuming Trade] (Tokyo: Research nstitute for Trade and Industry,
an added role in administering the so-called voluntary 1967), pp. 500-02.
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(Item 1) and special expense accounts for export appreciating (since 1971), and at the same time to

promotion (Item 5) have since been abolished. reduce the balance of payments surpluses, which in turn

To the remaining three measures, one more was added have pushed the yen further upward and invited criti-

recently to protect investment in long term bonds cism from foreign countries. This measure, however, is

denominated in foreign currency from possible ex-
to be phased out by the end of 1978, together with

change losses. Consequently, as of 1978, there ar four Item A.1. discussed above.

broad categories of short-run tax measures shielding 2) Ouerseas investment loss reserve
some portion of income from tax obligations for a

period of five years. 8 Of these tax measures, one is This measure is the most important measure with regard
airned at promoting export, one pertains to technical to Japan's direct foreign investment. Before discussing
transactions and the remaining two are concerned with this measure, it is appropriate to review the implication
direct foreign investment. Furthermore, the first of direct foreign investment in its context to the Japan-
measure aimed at export promotion and the third ese economy and her balance of payments. The basic

measure aimed at protecting firms from foreignexchange position of Japan, as a resource poor but highly indus-
' losses are to be phased out by the end of 1978. That trialized nation, demands that she must export to obtain

will leave only two measures in existence after 1978, food, fuel and raw materials that are necessary to keep
one pertaining to technical transactions and the other the economy running. Exports have been encouraged
to direct foreign investment. The four measures still in not so much for their own sake but as a necessary means

of earning foreign exchange, with which to financeeffect as of 1978 are as follows.
mports of food, fuel and raw materials.

A. Incentives for Market Developmentand Technical For this reason, Japan has adopted various measures to
Tranactions promote exports as we have already seen, notably tax

exemptions for export ncome until 1964, and export
1) Overseasmarket developmentreserve for medium cartels some of which now, ironically, play a lopsided

and small firms role in administeringthe voluntaryexportrestrictions.
This measure allows firms with assets of 1 billion yen Since Japan had generally suffered chronic deficits in

(approximately $4 million at the exchange rate of 250 current accounts until 1967, transactions that contri-

! yen to a dollar) or less to deduct an amount spent for buted to draining foreign exchange were actually dis-
overseas market development, not exceeding 0.85 per- couraged, except for imports of fuel and raw materials.
cent for trading firms and 1.15 percent for manufac- This meant that foreign investment, be it direct or in-
turing firms, from the total export earning of the pre- direct, was also discouraged through controls on foreign
vious year. For firms with assets of 100 million yen exchange, capital transactions and the ubiquitous
(approximately $400 thousand) or less, the permissible administrative guidance by the Ministry of Inter-
deductions are 1.7 and 2.3 percent for trading firms and national Trade and Finance. 9

manufacturing firms respectively. However, these re-

serves must be added back to the taxable income over

five years, starting from the following year. This is a TABLE 2
measure that is to be terminated in 1978. The purpose
of providing an incentive for medium and small firms

Japanese direct foreign investment 1961-75
is to promote efficiency among them by exposing them (In million dollars)
to the vigor of internationalcompetition.

Year Amount Year Amount Year Amount
2) Specialdeductionsfor income from ouerseas

-

technical transactions 1951-60 283.0 1966 227.1 1971 858.3

Japan is in a net deficit position in its technical trans- 1961 164.2 1967 274.5 1972 2337.9

actions. To encourage development of technology and 1962 98.3 1968 556.7 1973 3497.5
improve its level through export of the same, the follow- 1963 125.7 1969 665.0 1974 2396.0
ing deductions are allowed from taxable income: 55 per- 1964 118.5 1970 904.2 1975 3279.0cent of the amount involved in the transfer of industrial
ownership, 20 percent for royalties, and 20 percent for 1965 159.4 1951-75 15943.0

income from technical services.

Source: Japan, Ministry of International Trade and IndustryB. Foreign investment incentives (MITl), Keizai Kyoryoku Genio to Mondaitenno

The following two measures pertain to direct foreign (Economic Cooperation and Its Problems).
investment.

1) Special tax prouision for long term securities 8. Japan Ministry of International Trade and Finance,Tsusho
denominated in foreign currency Hakusho-Kakuron [White Paper on InternationalTrade] (Tokyo:

Ministry of Finance Printing Office, 1977), pp 920-22.
This allows firms to deduct the exchange loss from long 9. For that matter, not only capital outflow but also capital
term securities denominated in foreign currency. The inflow was discouraged until 1967. Japan has substantially
purpose of the measure is to protect firms from foreign liberalized capital inflow through a successive round of liberal-
exchange losses at a time the yen has been steadily ization measures during 1967-71. Among the reasons for re-
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TABLE 3

Japanese and U.S. investment oustanding,by industry, 1974
---

JAPAN UNITED STATES

Industry Investmentoutstanding Percentage Av. growth rate Investment outstanding Percentage Av. growth rate,

(Million dollars) 1970-74 (Million dollars) 1970-74

Resources 4,084 32.2 35.4% 36,372 30.7 7.8%

(Mining) (3,804) (30.0) (35.4) - - -

Manufacturing 4,139 32.7 44.9 50,915 42.9 13.1

Tertiary 4,443 35.1 33.7 31,326 26.4 15.8

Total 12,664 100.0 - 118,613 100.0 -

-

Source: Japan, MITI, Keizai Kyoryoku, U.S. Dept. of Commerce Survey of Current Business.

However, in 1968, Japan began to register surpluses in money set aside for reserves must be added back to the
the current accounts, and it was apparent by 1971 that taxable income after five years over the following five-
the surpluses took a firm foothold in her balance of year period.
payments. Although Japan was already in the net
creditor position in the long term asset-liability out- iii) Investment for large governmental projects in the

standing in 1967, foreign investment took a dramatic the less developed countries

turn when, in 1972, direct investment reached the $2 Firms participating in large scale projects, nvolving
billion mark on an annual basis (Table 2). In a sense this more than 100 billion yen ($400 million) with a mini-
outcome has been both a reflection of Japan's concern mum of three years for completion, and contracted by
for criticism abroad about her excessive exports and a the governments, are allowed to set aside for reserves

growing protectionist sentiment in some countries, and 7 percent of actual expenses. However, this reserve, too,
an attempt to reduce balance of payments surpluses. must be added back to the taxable income over five

At present, direct foreign investment is, in effect, en- years after a five-year grace period.
couraged by two broad measures: one is through agree-
ments concludd by Japan with thirty countries for pre- In summary, until 1964, a strong case could be made to

venting double taxation. 10 The other is the measure for justify the existence of export promotion through
the overseas investment loss reserve,specificallydesigned exemption of export ncome from tax liability. How-

for investment in less-developed countries, resource ever, since 1964, no such tax exemptions or subsidies

development and large scale governmentalprojects with for export promotions per se exist in Japan. Although
private participation in the LDC, which are to be taken export cartels do exist in certain industries under

up under the present heading. The following is an administrative guidance, some of them are now playing
account of provisions in force of the three categories a lopsided role in administering the voluntary export
under the present heading, all of which are short-run
measures by nature. 11 strictions of inflow was that Japan had an ample supply of

domestic capital and management. However, some suspect xeno-

i) Investmentin the less developed countries phobia as a reason for the restriction of capital imports. See

Lawrence B. Krause and Sueo Sekiguchi, Japan and the World
When the total of Japanese capital accounts for 10 per- Economy in Hugh Patrick and Henry Rosovsky, ed., Asia's New

cent or more in a single project, 30 percent of the in- Giant: How the Japanese Economy Works (Washington, D.C.:
vested sum can be set aside for a reserve account for Brookings Institution, 1976), pp. 383-458.

possible future losses. However, after five years, the sum 10. These countries are: the United States, Sweden, Norway,
must be added to the taxable income over the following Denmark, Pakistan, India, Singapore, Austria, the United King-

period. dom, New Zealand, Thailand, Malaysia, Canada, France, West

Germany, Brazil, Sri Lanka, Belgium, the United Arab Republic,
ii) Investment in resource development Australia, Italy, Zambia, the Netherlands, South-Korea, Switzer-

land, Finland, Spain, Ireland, Romania and Czechoslovakia. An
The amount allowed for reserve is 100 percent for in- outline of Japanese taxes 1977, Tax Bureau, Ministry of Finance,
vestment or loan for exploration for petroleum, natural Tokyo (1977) at 219-221 and Supplementary Seruice to Euro-

gas, ferrous metals, coal and fluorite. It is 40 percent for pean Taxation, Sec. C. Vol. I, International Bureau of Fiscal
investment and loan for development of the resources Documentation.
mentioned above plus lumber. However, again, all the 11. Ministry of InternationalTrade and Industry, op. cit., p. 922.
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' control imposed under pressure from abroad. As for which in turn are financed by the Bank of Japan's
direct investment, until 1971, thi. was actually dis- overloan facilities; and (5) the foresighted strategy for

couraged through foreign exchange controls and re- exports based on business-governmentcooperation. 12

strictions on capital transactions as well as through in- As for direct foreign investment, there are some fiscal
tricate administrative guidance -- largely for reasons of incentives for investment in resources and in developing
balance of payments. It must be pointed out that even countries, but not in manufacturing or in developed
at present there are no special measures such as tax countries. The reasons for the surge of Japan's direct
exemptions or subsidies for manufacturing firms solely foreign investment in recent years must again be sought

' for the purpose of promoting foreign investment. elsewhere. These reasons may, among others, include:
However, in direct investment or loans involving less (1) the concern for securing stable sources of raw mate-

developed countries, resource development, and large rials; (2) increasing labor costs in Japan and resulting
projects contracted between governments with private efforts for seeking countries which offer lower labor

participation, there are exemptions for possible losses. costs; (3) the decreasing gap in technology between
To the extent that a significant share of Japan's direct Japan and the other industrial nations; (4) in case of
investment is in mining and other resource fields (Table service industries, especially in banking and other finan-

3), the fact may partly reflect the benefitof this measure. cial activities, Japan may have a comparative advantage
However, if losses do not occur in the specified period, dating back at least 350 years; (5) concern for pro-
these reserves are gradually liquidated and become a tectionist sentiments abroad and resulting attempts to

part of taxable income. Since they are not outright 66.Jump over the present or future tariff walls.
exemptions, these reserves for losses resemble an accel-

Some of these already documented. 13reasons were
erated depreciation rather than an exemption. Never-

There be for Japan's continuingtheless, the reserve measure does constitute a form of may many more reasons

high performance in exports and the surge in direct
subsidy. foreign investment, each of which requires careful em-

pirical work and documentation. At any rate, consider-

Conclusion ing Japan's perennial need and concern for secure

sources of raw materials and its swelling reserve accumu-

In the light of no fiscal incentives being provided for laton which reached$19.1 billion as of November 1977,
Japan's exports at present, the reasons for her contin- Japan's direct foreign investment, aside from her ex- ..'

uing high export performances must be looked for else- ports, is likely to grow in future with or without fiscal
where. These reasons may include among others: (1) the incentives.
existence of a highly skilled, motivated and loyal work

force; (2) high productivity of both labor and capital; 12. Sanford Rose, The Secret of Japan's Export Prowess,
(3) the lifetime employmentsystem and the consequent Fortune, January 30, 1978, pp. 58-62.
drive for export efforts to keep firms operating even at 13. Japan, Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Waga-
a temporary loss, since under such a condition, labor is kuni Kigyo no Kaigai Jigyo Katsudo [Foreign Business Operation
akin to fixed cost; (4) the firms' access to bank loans, of Japanese Firms], 1975.
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JapanandtheEuropean
Community*
1. Introduction Community and Japan had taken place at

ministerial level.
The European Community and Japan are CONTENTS
two of the three principal industrial powers

The two parties agreed that they must co-

practising a market economy
-- the United operate closely in order to deal with the

1. Introduction
States is the third. They thus play a key Community's worsening trade decit with

role in major international negotiations on Japan. The Community delegation empha- 2. Japan-EEC relations progress with

economic matters, such as the multi- sized the necessity for further rapid pro- the help of standing machinery for

lateral trade talks in GATT. gress in eliminat;ing in Japan the barriers discussion
to Community exports to that country. 3. The EEC trade deficit

2. Japan-EEC relations progress with the It was agreed that the sector-by-sector
help of standing machinery for study of this problem would be speeded up 4. TheCommunltyattitude

discussion with the aim of making it easier to take -- Sector ditYficulties
advantage of the opportunities for Com- -- IncreasingCommunityexports

For some years the Community has been munity exports in such areas as processecl
doing its best to intensify its relations agricultural produce, chemicals, pharma-
with Japan. The Nine decided at the Paris ceuticals and diesel engines.
Summit (1972) to work for more active much smaller decit, of the order of
discussions between the enlarged Com- 3. The EEC trade deficit $400,000, corresponding to revenues actu-
munity and other industrial countries. ally, received by the United Kingdom.
Following this decision the Commission The growing Community trade decit

instituted, in June 1973, regular top4evel with Japan has for some time been a major The reaction of public opinion and spcif-
discussions with the Japanese Government political problem. In 1970 the trade was ically industrial opinion in Europe to the

to be held twice a year on approximately still almost in balance; but from US$300 EEC trade decit with Japan is all the

the same lines as those held with the million in that year the Communitydecit more vocal since the Japanese exports

United States administration.These consul- rose to about $4,000 million in 1976; in are concentrated in a few sensitive sectors:

tations are concerned not only with prob- 1977 it will amount to $5,000 million. At cars, steel, ship-building, electronic goods
lems of bilateral interest, but also with the the same time the cover-ratio (the pro- and ball-bearings. In some cases, Japanese

big economic problems of multilateral portion of the cost of imports covered by penetration of the European market has

concern. exports) has fallen to less than 40%, as the reached considerable proportions, which

following table shows: may give rise to market disturbances and
With the pernanent delegation set up in employmentproblems.
Tokyo in November 1974, the EEC now

has an established liaison instrument, Year Deficit Cover ratio This trade takes place in one directiononly

enabling discussions to be intensified and 1973 $1,200 million 67%
without European goods being able to

the links with Japan to be drawn closer. 1974 $1,900 million 63% penetrate the Japanese market to the same

1975 $3,200 million 46% extent. The most striking example is that
From 1975 onwards, exchanges of views 1976 $4,100 million 43% of automobiles. Japan has a 4.38% share of
have become more and more frequent. 1977 (Jan/June) $2,500 million 39.5% the European market, whereas the Com-

Mr. Finn Olav Gundelach, Member of the Source: Eurostat munity has only a 0.8% share of the Japan-
Commission, paid an ofcial visit to the ese market. In other industries the Japan-
Japanese Government from 12 to 15 July ese penetration reaches still higher levels-

1976. Though it is true the Community decit ball-bearings 8.9% and electronic calcu-
in the trade balance with Japan is partly lators over 60% -- without the Europeans

Mr. Doko, President of Keidanren (the offset by surplus in the balance of in- being able to make any sales at all in Japan
Federation of Japanese Industries),headed

a

visible transactions, there is some dis- under these headings.
an important delegation of Japanese cussion as to how big this surplus really is.
industrialistsfor talks with the Commission It should be mentioned that the Member

From the Japanese side, the figures put States of the Community still applyon 26 October 1976. forward indicate that in 1975 Japan was national quantitative restrictions on some
The tenth meeting under the regular top- still facing a very big deficit in its balance 79 industrial products, whereas Japan
level consultation arrangements between in invisibles with the EEC, the amount applies quantitative restrictions in only 27
the EEC and Japan was held in Tokyo on sggested being $2,000 million, of which cases, of which 22 are for agricultural
19 and 20 May 1977. On this occasion $1,500 million was with the United King- products and only 5 for industril goods.
Mr. Haferkamp,Vice-Presidentof the Com- dom alone. The latter gure is disputed by
mission, visited Tokyo for talks with the the British authorities, who argue that the
Prime Minister, Mr. Fukuda, and other way the Japanese have calculated their * Reprinted from INFORMATIONNo.
members of the Japanese Government. gure includes transactions carried out in 164/77 issued by the Information Direc-
This was also the first time since 1973 the London market, but on behalf of other torate-General or the Commission of the

that consultations between the European countries. The British calculations show a European Communities.
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Community imports from Japan (USS millions) continue their efforts to achieve a better
balance, emphasizing in particular the need

1972 1973 1974 1975 %change 1976 % change to increase the Community's exports to
1975/74 1976/75 Japan. The European Parliament made the

Germany 989 1350 1349 1760 (+ 30) 2159 (+ 23)
same point in its resolution of 10 March
1977 on relationswith Japan.United Kingdom 782 1083 1412 1564 (+ 10) 1531 (- 2)

France 364 542 946 995 (+ 5) 1231 (+ 24) Sector difficulties
Italy 250 370 438 454 (+ 3) 589 (+ 30)
Belgium/Luxbg. 191 268 340 418 (+ 23) 557 (+ 33) For sector difculties traceable to the im-
Netherlands 249 318 420 505 (+ 20) 631 (+ 25) ports from Japan, the Community is in a

Denmark 104 203 258 216 (-- 17) 357 (+ 65) position to use the instruments of the
Ireland 26 38 50 66 (+ 32) 93 (+ 41) common commerciat policy.
EEC Total 2955 4172 5213 5978 (+ 15) 7149 (+ 20) Between 1974 and 1976 Japanese exports

of balhbearings to the Community rose by
40% in the case of ball-bearings and

Communityexports to Japan (USS millions) 100% for conical bearings. The proportion
of the market covered by imported bear-

1972 1973 1974 1975 % change 1976 % change ings from Japan increased by 40% for ball-

1975/74 1976/75 bearings and 100% for conical bearings,
Germany 612 1028 1258 963 (- 23) 1110 (+ 15) representing respectively rises from 1.2%

United Kingdom 430 668 746 681 (- 9) 646 (- 5)
to 16.8% and from 2.6% to 5.3% of the

France 226 420 463 375 (- 19) 423 (+ 13) Communitymarket.

Italy 152 277 322 297 (- 8) 320 (+ 8) On 13 November 1976 the Commission
Belgium/Luxbg. 106 198 218 152 (- 30) 178 (+ 17) opened an enquiry under the anti-dumping
Netherlands 78 142 178 150 (- 16) 191 (+ 27) procedure and on 5 February 1977 it de-
Denmark 42 78 92 122 (+ 32) 129 (+ 6) cided to introduce a temporaryanti-dump-
Ireland 11 16 21 20 (- 5) \i2 (+110) ing duty of 20% on ball-bearings.This anti-

EEC Total 1657 2827 3298 2760 (- 16) 3040 (+ 10) dumping duty was renewed for a further
three months with effect from 5 May.
On 26 July the Council of the European
Communities adopted the Regulation in-

Community trade balance with Japan (USS millions)
troducing a 15% duty on imports of bear-

1972 1973 1974 1975 % change 1976 % change ings (ball- and conical bearings) originating
in Japan. At the same time it suspended1975/74 1976/75 application of this duty in the light of

Germany -377 -332 -91 -797 (+ 775) -1049 (+ 32) assurances given by the Japanese manu-
United Kingdom -302 -415 -666 -883 (+ 33) -885 (+ 0) facturers, in particular as regards prices of
France -138 -122 -483 -620 (+ 28) -808 (+ 30) Japanese exports.
Italy -98 -93 -116 -157 (+ 35) -269 (+ 71)
Belgium/Luxbg. -85 -70 -122 -266 (+ 118) -379 (+ 42) Regarding steel, the Commission has been

Netherlands -171 -176 -242 -355 (+ 47) -440 (+ 24) in contact with the Japanese authorities

Denmark -62 -125 -166 -94 (- 43) -228 (+143) since 1975 with a view to examining fore-

Ireland -15 -22 -29 -46 (+ 59) -51 (+ 11) casts of Japanese exports to the Com-
munity. At the meeting of the ECSC-Japan

EEC Total -1298 -1345 -1915 -3218 (+ 68.1) -4109 (+ 28) contact group in Brussels on 11 and 12
November 1976, the Japanese authorities

gave details of their forecasts for 1977,
These restrictions, however, have not pre- would be to increase Community exports Pointing out that exports to the Commu-

vented Japanese prducts from penetrat- to Japan, rather than to impose inport nity in 1977 would be reduced sufficiently
ing the European market in the sectors restrictions at the Community end. How- to avoid any repitition of the difculties

nentioned above, except perhaps in the ever, a further point to be nade is that in previously experienced on the European
case of Italy, where cars and ball-bearings face of the continued worsening of the market. In September 1976 the Japanese
from Japan are subject to quota. It is often deficit and increasingly serious sectoral authorities had also given certain infor-

by administrative obstacles and other problems, at a time when the Community mation and assurances about exports of

non-tariff barriers, however, that the pene- has not yet emerged from the recession, it special steels to the United Kingdom.
tration of European goods into Japan is would be more and more difficult for the For ship-building which is now in a state
prevented. Community to maintain its previous atti- of crisis, there is a special problem. The

tude of avoiding restrictive measures if Community is anxious to secure an inter-

1
4. The Communityattitude Japan did not take effective steps to pro- national consensus under the auspices of

i During the past two years, the Commission exports temporarily in specic cases. capacity. Japan has recognized that capa-

mote Euroepan exports and limit its own the OECD on the reduction of production
has made many representations to the city must be reduced if the imbalance be-
Japanese authorities drawing their atten- Consequently, at the two meetings of the tween supply and demand in this industry
tion to this situation and to the dangers European Council in November 1976 and is to be eliminated. Japan also conrmed
involved if a better balance is not struck March 1977, the Heads of Government that it was not seeking to enlarge its share
in trade between the EEC and Japan. discussed relations with Japan. They ex- of the world market. Various ways of sett-

In its discussions the Commission has pressed their concern over the problems ling the problems outstanding will be dis-
consistently argued that the best way of caused by imports from Japan. They also cussed at regular consultations between

securing a more satisfactory balance asked the Community authorities to the Communityand Japan.
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Japan has adopted the followingmeasures: 9 July 1976 under the Multifibre Arrange- In pharmaceuticals, the Japanese Govern-
5% increase in prices for ships of all ment. It is valid until 31 December 1977, ment issued a new regulation on 1 October--

types; with retroactive effect from the 1 January 1976 to the effect that results of certain
elimination of a further 30,000 jobs in 1976. pre-clinical tests carried out in Europe shall--

ship-building by the end of 1978; now be accepted for pharmaceutical pro-
turning away of orders from Member IncreasingCommunityexports ducts imported into Japan.--

States which are particularly hard hit With a view to correcting the imbalance in Consultations will take place shortly be-
by the crisis. Directives to this effect trade between the EEC and Japan, the tween the Community and Japan concern-
have already been issued as regards Commission has been pursuing an active ing chemicals, pharmaceuticalsand marine
orders from Germany and Holland. commerciai policy, aimed at increasing diesel engines, with a view to the elimin-

Consultations between Japan and the exports from Europe. It has made represen- ation of administrative barriers maintained
Community on ship-building will take tations to the Japanese authorites, request- by Japan.
place every three months. ing them to eliminate existing administra- For processed agricultural products, the

tive obstacles to the admission of EuropeanWith regard to cars, Japanese exports in the Commission has listed a number of sectors
nine EEC countries reached 370,000 in goods into Japan. The best known among n which the expansion of Europeanthese obstacles are lack of information,1975 or 50% more than in the previous exports is obstructed by Japanese regu-
year; but Community sales in Japan inadequate notice of new administrative lations. These include quantitative restric-
amounted to only 26,000 cars, a minimal requirements, laborious checking proce- tions for milk products and preserved pig-dures and lack of authority to do testingrise of only 3.2%. In 1976 the imbalance meat; customs duties in the 35% - 40%
was even more marked, with 491,000 and checking in Europe. Since October

range for biscuits, sugar confectionery
Japanese cars entering the Community 1975, the Commission has been making and chocolate confectionery; internal taxes

against only 25,000 Community cars sold approaches to the Japanese Government in
on wine, whisky and brandy.

to Japan. an attempt to have non-tariff barriers
eliminated in the automobile sector. On this subject consultations between the

The Japanese scored a much higher degree These representationshave borne fruit. The
EEC and Japan took place in Brussels on

of penetration in the EEC countries which 7 and 8 February 1977 and in Tokyo on

do not produce cars (Belgium 16.7%, Japanese authorities have accepted three 18, 20 and21 July. Japan made minor con-

Netherlands 15.5%, Denmark 14.7%) than European requests: cessions on unsweetened condensed milk
--

in the countries which do (Federal Repub-
as from 1 April 1977, acceptance tests and certain manufactured tobacco. It was

lic of Germany 1.7%, France 1.6% and on European cars will be carried out in
agreed that problems still to be resolved

Italy, where imports are subject to quota, Europe; should be dealt with in the context of the
--

only 0.05%). In the United Kingdom, how- in determining the conformity of Euro- multilateral negotiations in Geneva.
ever, where the industry is having special pean cars to Japanese legislation, the

difficulties, Japanese imports accounted date taken into considerationwill hence. However, the two parties decided to set

forth be the date of manufacture in- up a joint study group to investigatefor 9.5% of the market.
stead of the date on which the impor. the possibility of promoting Japanese im-

In other industries the Commission has tation procedures were completed; Ports of European preserved foods.
been seeking solutions through cooperation --the entry into effect of the stiffer
with the Japanese authorities. For textiles, NOx 1 emission standards, which come

an agreement involving voluntary restraint into effect in Japan as from 1 April
by Japan of its own exports and providing 1978, is to be suspended for European 1. NOx: proportion of oxides of nitrogen
for a consultation procedure was signed on cars until 1 April 1981. in the emissions.

i
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SR| LANKA: 6. Five year tax holiday for banking institutions

permitted to operate in the Free Trade Zone
Area. The Commission has indicated that For-

FRE= 'A ZONE eign Banks will be permitted to operate within
the Zone and will be allowed local general

by M.R Dominic banking facilities within the zone as well as off-
shore facilities.

7. After the expiry of the tax holiday, a 5 percent
tax on offshore banking profits and approxi-

The Greater Colombo Economic Commission Law was

enacted in order to provide the institutional machinery mately 25 percent on general banking profits.
for the development of a Free Trade Zone in Sri Lanka. 8. Exemption from import duty on all imports of

Under this law, a zone equivalent to 200 square miles is equipment, construction materials and inputs
carved out and the Greater Colombo Economic Com- except general transportvehicles.

9. Freedom from import control on all imports bymission will have very wide powers over the area. The
Government is proposing to encourage the establish- an enterprise authorized by the Greater Colom-

bo Economic Commission.
ment of export oriented industries and of essential in-

10. Reduction or exemption of export duty on fin-
vestment and export services, e.g. international banks,
insurance companies, freight forwarding firms, etc., in ished goods on the basis of capital investment,

decree of possessing of local materials, techno-
the Free Trade Zone. The members of the Commission
were appointed on February 9, 1978. The membership logy etc.

11. Access to the local market on a negotiated basis
of the Commission includes two industrialists, an ac-

countant, a lawyer and the Director General of the Ex- for industries sited within the zone through a

port Promotion Secretariat. customs warehouse operated by the Greater
Colombo Economic Commission on payment of

The Greater Colombo Economic Commission Law pro- Customs duty.
vides for two types of enterprises which are eligible for 12. Concessions on imported materials for projects
special treatment under the law, namely Area Enter- approved by the Commission but sited outside
prises and Licensed Enterprises. the zone provided the projects are 100 percent
An Area Enterprise is an enterprise with which the export oriented.
Commission has entered into an agreement and which 13. Allocation of sites in the zone on a 99 year lease
carries on business or is proposing to carry on business, basis on the payment of an initial premium plus
within its area of authority, namely the Free Trade an annual nominal fixed rent.
Zone. 14. Provision of adequate and modern infrastructure
A Licensed Enterprise is an enterprise with which the facilities.
Commission has entered into an agreement and which 15. Provision for free transfer of capital, returns as

carries on or proposes to carry on any business outside well as the proceeds of liquidation in the enter-
the Area of Authority, namely the Free Trade Zone. prise agreement to be signed by the enterprise
Hence, the law is sufficiently flexible, so as to extend with the Commission.
the special treatment which is to be provided to enter- 16. Freedom to transfer shares in companiesauthor-
prises located in the Free Trade Zone also to enter- ised to be established in the zone within or out-

prises located outside the Free Trade Zone. side Sri Lanka to residents or non-residents and

Special fiscal and non-fiscal incentives will be provided to decide the country of payment for such trans-

to the enterprises by the Commissionunder agreements ferred shares.

made with such enterprises. 17. Exemption of such transfers from any tax or

These incentives are:
levy in Sri Lanka.

/

1. A tax holiday period averaging five years from
N.B.

the date of commencement of commercial pro-
duction. An enterprise authorised to be set up in the Free Trade

2. After the expiry of the tax holiday period in- Zone must be incorporated as a company in Sri Lanka.
come tax on the turnover at the rate of 2 per- This requirementdoes not apply to Banks.
cent on sales to countries outside Sri Lanka and The Commission is also given power to liberalise the ex-
5 percent on sales to Sri Lanka. change control restrictions.

3. Ten percent withholding tax on all remittances
of royalty and technical service payments after The Government is also proposing to encourage offshore

the tax holiday period. banking activities and, for this purpose, the Greater Co-

4. All foreign personnel working for Greater Co- lombo Economic Commission Law specificallyprovides
lombo Economic Commission licensed projects for permission for foreign banks to operate in Sri Lanka

will be exempt from all taxes for the period of and for banks to operate secret numbered accounts.

the tax holiday of the particular project. Special incentives are to be provided for encouragement
5. All dividends paid to non-resident shareholders of foreign deposits in banks established in Sri Lanka.

of the licensed area projects will be free of any The Business Acquisition Act, under which the Govern-
further taxes of any sort and free of any ex- ment has power to acquire a business, is made inopera-
change control. tive in the Free Trade Zone.
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ADDITIONTO

COUNTRYBY COUNTRY SURVEY OF
LOOSE-LEAF PUBLICATIONS...

Loose-leaf publication of Encyclope- mittee Reports explaining newly en-

UNITED KINGDOM dia series on value added tax contain- acted laws.
ing the relevant statutes, regulations, Volume 1 is the Index Volume. Vol-
related by-laws, cases and Europen umes 2-8 describe and explain sec-CAPITAL TRANSFERTAX
Economic Community material, an- tion 1 to 7401 of the Internal Re-

Encyclopedia of capital taxation. notated and indexed. venue Code. Volume 8 also includes
Editors G.S.A. Wheatcroft and G.D. the judicial proceedings, the tax
Hewson. court practice and procedures; inter-
Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., 11 New Fet- nal revenue service; taxpayer classi-
ter Lane, London EC4P 4EE. fied definitions; information on in-
Supplemented: regularly. come tax treaties and proposed reg-
Loose4eaf publication on the capital U.S.A. ulations. Volume 9 is the current
transfer tax containing explanatory matter volume, which contains the
introduction to capital transfer tax current internal revenue rulings, cur-

as well as text of the capital transfer PRENTICE-HALLFEDERALTAXES rent cases, tax cases and others; in-
tax and other relevant legislation as formation on new legislation; reportPrentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,amended to August 1977.

N.J. 07632. bulletins, which include the weekly
supplements to keep the information

Supplemented:weekly. of the complete service up to date.ENCYCLOPEDIAOF VALUE ADDED
This loose-leafpublication in ten vol- Apart from these 9 volumes, the ser-TAX
umes covers the Federal Tax Law vices include the following four per-

Consulting editor G.S.A. Wheatcroft. with editorial explanationsamplified manent volumes: a) Code Volume,
General editor J.F. Avery Jones. by examples, supported by cases and Internal Revenue Code as amended;
Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., 11 New Fet- rulings, and supplemented with full b) Excise Taxes; c) Estate & Gift
ter Lane, London EC4P 4EE. text of law and regulations and with Taxes (two binders); d) American
Supplemented: regularly. extracts from Congressional Com- Federal Tax Reports (second series).

----
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DerS-.ancard omnen,ar-
e-L 13.Auace !
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Subskriptionbis30.5.78: in 2 Bnden180,-DM(dann195,-DM)
Die Kommentierung gibt dem Leser

eine ausgezeichnete Orientierung
Von RechtsanwaltDr. Hans Flick, FachanwaltfrSteuerrecht,Richteram ber die Entstehungsgeschichte,
FG Dr. Franz Wassermeyer und Rechtsanwalt Helmut Becker, Fach- allgemeinen Inhalt und spezielle
anwalt fr Steuerrecht. Loseblattausgabe,3. Auflage1978 (= Nachdruck Fragen der Vorschriften des AStG,

1 der durch Ergnzungslieferungenauf neuestem Stand gehaltenen Vor- eine v'erstndliche Einfhrung,
auflagen), ca. 1680 Seiten Lexikonformat, einschl. 2 Sammeleinbnden Einblick in unterschiedliche Mei-
195,- DM; Subskriptionspreisbis 30. 5.1978: 180,- DM. nungen in der Literatur,
Ergnzungslieferungenerscheinen etwa zweimal jhrlich. Informationenber die Behandlung

ISBN 3 504 260009 vergleichbarer Fragen durch die

Rechtsprechung(z. B. bei Berichti-

gung von Einknften),
Die weitere starke Nachfrage nach diesem seit einiger Zeit vollstndig vor- Einblick in die Mglichkeiten der
liegenden Kommentar hat bereits eine 3. Auflage erforderlich gemacht. Die Ermessensausbung durch die
Autoren sind als Spezialisten des internationalen Steuerrechts bekannt. Sie Finanzverwaltung,
erlutern in ihrem Kommentar, der gleich nach Erscheinen als Standardwerk Hinweise auf Regelungen in an-

zu diesem schwierigen Rechtsgebietbezeichnetwurde, das auch dem Fach- deren Staaten, die dem AStG hn-

mann nicht leicht verstndliche Gesetz ganz aus der Sicht der Wirtschafts- lich sind,
praxis. Praktische bersichten, zahlreiche Beispiele und ein ausfhrliches eine Vielzahl von praktischen Bei-

Sachregistererleichtern den Zugang zu dieser Materie. spielen,
Hinweise auf Mngel des Auen-

Ferner wird jetzt mit der Kommentierung ergnzender Vorschriften zum steuerreformgesetzes,
Auensteuergesetz begonnen. Die Erluterungen zu 34c EStG ber die Lsungsvorschlgefr praktische
Anrechnung auslndischerSteuern liegen bereits vor. Probleme.

Das vorliegende Werk besticht durch

Weil die praktische Anwendung des AStG erkennbar noch in den Anfngen eine klare und systematische Dar-

steckt - Erklrungsrckstand, Bearbeitungsrckstand, erste tastende Ver- stellung.
suche der Betriebsprfung - gibt es noch keine Rechtsprechung und nur ... insgesamt stellt der Kommentar

wenig Einzelerlasse. Die wenigen Rechtsmittel, die bisher anhngig gemacht von Flick-Wassermeyer-Becker ein

worden sind, zeigen eine bedauerlicheUnsicherheitauf beiden Seiten. Sobald ganz hervorragendes Werk dar, ohne

sich die Materi.durhGrundsatzentscheidungender Verwltung und Finanz- das Theorie und Praxis nicht aus-

kommen werden.
gerichtsurteileverfestigt, werden diese in der Kommentierungjeweils ergnzt.

Wp. und Stb. Gerhard Haas in Die steuerliche
Betriebsprfung

-

b Ve'cc _,. 0:-.o Sc c. KG K
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HONGKONGBUDGET1978-77

TaxTreatmentof Interest& Offshore
BankingProfits*

b. Earnings and profits taxes Whilst, originally, this manoeuvre was that the implications of applying such a
restricted to loans in foreign currenciesand supplementary source, test (i.e. of such a

(i) Report of the Third Inland Revenue the Hong Kong borrower thus had to deeming provision) were unacceptable.
OrdinanceReview Committee accept an exchange risk, a more recent

development has been to link loans to the
172. As regards the Review Committee's

165. Quite apart from the need to bear in Hong Kong dollar. second recommendation, the Working
Party agreed that the extension of themind the economic, equity and 169. As in the case of the charge on other ambit of the prots tax charge to includeadministrative requirements of fiscal forms of income, the Review Committee interest which a banking business activelypolicy, therefore, I see a future need for recommended that the existing charge on carried in Hong Kong obtains withoutonthe system to be reinforced to make it even interest such, and interest which the substantial intervention of branchas on a

more productive of revenue than at forms part of the prots of a business, elsewhere be achieved within thecanpresent, preferably at current rates. To this should continue to be restricted to income framework of the territorialend, a small Working Party of officials, source

chaired by myself, has been examining the arising in or derived from Hong Kong, but criterion. The Working Party concluded
should be reinforced. So, trst, in respect of that the recommendation could berecommendations of the Third Inland interest generally, the Review Committee implemented without too much difficultyRevenue Ordinance Review Committee and recommended that this reinforcement and, indeed, it would somewhat simplifyhas come to certain conclusions, some of should be by of extending the the preparation of tax computations.which have also been the subject of way
territorial source criterion, so as to taxGovernmentdecisions. 173. The Government agreed with theinterest received on funds used by the
borrower to produce profts chargeable to Working Party that this recommendation

(ii) Taxation treatmentof interest
Hong Kong tax unless, of course, the should be accepted as it stands and a Bill to

166. The Working Party gave priority to interest is already being taxed under the amend the Inland Revenue Ordinance will
the taxation treatment of interest because provision of credit test. 175 Secondly, the be published in the Government Gazette
there are a number of unsatisfactory Review Committee recommended that, in on Friday and, if passed into law, will be
features in the present law which the respect of interest which forms part of the effective from the year of assessment

Review Committee attempted to resolve; profits of banks (and other deposit-taking 1978-79. The Government agrees with the

and the taxation treatment of interest can institutions), the reinforcement should be Review Committee that it is a bank's
be conveniently, and without prejudice, effected by including all interest which a organisation in Hong Kong, and the use to

separated from the Review Committee's banking business actively carried on in which that organisation is put to collect

other major recommendations. Hong Kong obtains without the substantial funds for lending, which are the source of
its profits from interest. Thus, where such

167. Under the Inland Revenue Ordinance, intervention of any branch elsewhere. 176
a business is carried on in Hong Kong, any

tax is levied at the standard rate on interest 170. When the Working Party considered resulting profits ought to be chargeable to
arising in or derived from Hong Kong. But the Review Committee's- first recom- tax here in the same way as commissions,
the Ordinance lays down no test for mendation, it accepted the argument fees and exchange prot dealings are
determining the place where the interest that all significant flows of income which charged at the present time. With the rapidarises in or is derived from. However, based are the result of economic activity carried expansion of off-shore business, an
on case law, it has been established that the on in Hong Kong should be taxed. The increasing proportion of the profits of
test to be used is the provision of credit Working Party was concerned, however, these institutions would otherwise escapetest, that is to say, the place where the that the lender would not be able to tax. There is no justication for this
credit is made available to the borrower. calculate his tax liability, if any, until the inasrnuch as these prots are, in effect,The Ordinance also exempts certain use of the funds by the borrowerhad been derived from econonic activities carried on
persons (e.g. banks) from payment of tax established; and that, when the lender is in Hong Kong.on interest as such and, in respect of these not a bank or a corporation carrying on a

174. Based present information in thepersons, prots from interest accruing to trade or business in Hong Kong, the
on

them as part of their business profits are borrower would be, under the Review Inland Revenue Department, and on

chargeable to prots tax. Committee's recommendation, responsible
var.ous other assumptions regarding
interest rates and coverage, the additional

168. The provision of credit test to for deducting tax at source. Thus
tax yield will be about $145 million in

identify the source of interest chargeable complicated questionsof apportionmentof
to tax has proved open to manipulation. funds used partly to generate Hong Kong
With the emergence of Hong Kong as a profits and partly for other purposeswould
financial centre and with more arise. This is incompatible with the

sophisticated instruments now becoming withholdingsystem. * Extracts from the 1978-79 Budget
available, there is a possibility that even 171. The Working party concluded that a Speech by the Financial Secretary of Hong
further erosion of the yield from interest supplementary source test related to the Kong, Mr. C.P. Haddon-Cave on March 1,
tax will be experienced. It has been found activities of the borrower could be justified 1978.
that loan agreements can be so structured on the grounds that interest which arises 175. Recommendation (3) on page 64 of
that interest escapes Hong Kong tax from economic activities of a borrower in TIRORC Report.
completely even when the proceeds are Hong Kong should be brought to charge; 176. Recommendations (1) and (2) on

remitted back to Hong Kong for use here. but the Government finally took the view page 79 of TIRORC Report.
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1979-80 and thereafter about $80 million offshore business conducted by banks and reluctant to ascribe a tax motive to the

per annum. 177 other financial institutions: lendings to form in which they do business, but also

175. This change in the law will have non-residents are nanced, not by Hong Kong's tax advantages are certainly

implications for prots from two separate borrowing of Hong Kong dollars, but by not the only reason why overseas

types of activity. Frst, as regards profits borrowing of foreign currencies from institutions decide to conduct offshore

derived from income received on funds abroad. This type of business has been activities here. For instance, those financial

borrowed in Hong Kong, but invested growing very rapidly and is conductedboth centres with virtually nil tax rates tend to

overseas: such overseas assets are normally by long-established local banks and be suitable for book-keeping activities

denominated in foreign currencies,but not overseas institutions recently establishedin only.
necessarily.178 Hong Kong solely for this purpose. At

The additional tax liability would be 17% present such institutions do not have to

of the net prots derived from such pay prots tax on any interest generated
interest earnings. These overseas assets are by such business even though the business 177. The payment of provisional profits

normally acquired partly because banks is carried on in Hong Kong. Under the tax for 1978-79 in the case of an

would not otherwise be able to meet their proposed amendment to the law all such established bank with an accounting date

statutory liquidity requirements, partly to prots will be taxable. However, in many of 31st March is based on the preceding

service the foreign currency requirements cases profits earned in Hong Kong by a year, i.e. the year ending 31st March 1978.

of Hong Kong customers, and partly foreign bank are liable to tax in the Since the proposed date of implementation
bcause of a lack of suitable instruments in country where the head office of the bank is 1st April 1978 the tax yield in 1979-80

Hong Kong. The after-tax profitability of is situated. This is particularly true when will be made up of

banks will be reduced and banks with large the operation is conducted by a branch (a) $80 million for final 1978-79

net foreign currency positions will be rather than a subsidiary.Where there exists assessment;and

particularly affected. However, at present, unilateral relief from double taxation, the (b) $80 million for 1979-80 provisional

banks and similar nancial institutions are only effect will be to reduce the tax paid assessment, less approximately $15

in a very privileged tax position compared to the country where the head ofce is million which will fall due for

with businesses generally. Even taking into situated. But where there is an increase in payment in 1980-81 under the two

account any foreign tax payments, they the overall tax liability, it could be argued instalment system.

presently enjoy an effective rate of tax that a danger could exist of this. type of 178. Even when they are denominated in

here well below 17%. business being transferred elsewhere. On Hong Kong dollars, the provision of credit

balance, I believe a substantial loss of such test may not be successfully applied (see
176. Secondiy, as regards the so-called business to be unlikely; not only are banks paragraph 168 above). 5

}

To meet the future information needs of the international businessman and his financial and legal
advisers, the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentationannounces the MAJOR e-x-p-a-n-s-i-o-nof
its key loose-leafmanagementnformation service -

THETAXATIONOFCOMPANIESIN EUROPE
Vol. 2 of'Guides to European Taxation'

each chapter follows a common outline loose-leafin 4 binders updated quarterly by air -f

A ,practical informationguide, in clear management terms, to the practicalaspects ofALL taxes en-
j

countered at the different stages in the lie of a company - in the NINE MemberStates of the EEC;
and e-x-p-a-n-d-e-dto coveralso MAJORnon-EECCountries:

AUSTRIA NORWAY SWEDEN

GREECE SPAIN SWITZERLAND

The Taxation of Companies in Europe:
provides you with reliable up-to-date background data at a fraction of the normal cost of

-

gathering the informationyourself
although the continued importance of seeking local professional advice before making major-

corporate decisions is emphasized, it enables you to reduce the cost of those first steps.
It not only answers many of your questions, it also helps you to ask the right questions/

Further details freely available upon request
DFL. 850 including up-to-date basic volume in four binders PLUS AN AIRMAIL SUBSCRIPTIONTO THE

QUARTERLYUPDATING SUPPLEMENTSFROM NOW THROUGH THE END OF 1978

For residents of -Ihe Netherlandsprice is exclusive of VAT (BTW)

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION
Muiderpoort - Sarphatistraat124 - Amsterdam-C.- Holland

TELEX 13217 - TELEPHONE 020 - 235723- AMRO BANK N.V. ACCOUNT NO. 41 1390600
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EASTERNEUROPE

The publications listed in this bibliography have DOING BUSINESSWITH EASTERN EUROPE

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library Geneva, Business International S.A., 1976. Ffr. 500.-per binder.
whch will gladly supply further nformaton upon Set of 11 loose-leaf binders with a detailed discussion of the

request (please quote the reference numbers). They various aspects of doing business with Eastern Europe. The first

should, howeuer, be ordered through a bookseller binder, entitled OperatingTechniques, deals with general infor-
mation on doing business with Eastern Europe, such as sales pro-

or direct from the publisher indicated, and not motion, negotiating contracts, financing, selling technology, etc.
through the Bureau. The second binder deals with the organizations and activities of

the COMECON. The other nine binders discuss numerousaspects
of doing business with the single Eastern Europeancountries, i.e.
Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic,

ALGERIA Hungary, Poland, Romania, U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. Topics dis-
cussed per country include data on the economy, foreign trade
system, financing, selling licences (includinga chapter on taxes onGUIDE PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS 1977 royalties and fees), cooperation agreements, joint ventures etc.

Tome III: taxes sur le chiffre d'affaires, droits indirects. Algers. Updating supplements are published monthly. (B. 100.960-970)
Etudes & DocumentationFiscales, 1977. + 220 pp.
Explanation of the turnover tax and other indirect taxes levied in
Algeria. (B. 10.882)

EUROPE
ASIA

TRANSNATIONALEKOOPERATIONSTEUER-
STATISTICALYEARBOOK FOR ASIA AND THE PACIFIC HARMONISIERUNG
Annuaire Statistique pour l'Asie et le Pacifique 1976. Bangkok, Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, 1976. Mglichkeiten
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 1977. und Grenzen einer Europischen Union, Band 3. 106 pp., DM
487 pp., USS 28.-. (B. 100.937) 19.-.

Volume 3 of the series Mglichkeiten und Grenzen einer Euro-
BELGIUM pischen Union (Possibilities and Limits of a European Union).

This volume contains reports prepared by the working group on

HANDBOEKVOOR FISCAAL RECHT transnational cooperation and by the working group on tax har-
monization. (B. 100.917)

Uitgave 1977-1978. By A. Tiberghien. Brussels, CED-Samsom,
1977. 676 pp.
Fifth revised edition of textbook explaining, in general, the taxes
levied in Belgium. The material is updated as of September 1,
1976. A French edition of the same is available entitled Manuel FRANCE
de Droit Fiscal. (B 100.930)

DICTIONNAIREJURIDIQUE/LEGALDICTIONARY
HET NIEUWE BELGISCHEBOEKHOUDRECHT

(Nouveau dictionnaire Th. A. Quemner/Thenew Th. A. Quemner
De toepassingop de ondernemingen.3e uitgave - December 1977. dictionary). Franais-Anglais/French-English. (Administration,
By Paul Lurkin. Brussels, Verbond van Belgische Ondernemingen, assurances, bourse, commerce, douanes, droit) (Economie, expor-
1977. 304 pp. tation, finances et fiscalit) ; (Administration, commerce, cus-

Third edition of monograph explaining the new Belgian law of toms, economics, export) (Financesand taxation, insurances, law,
July 17, 1975 concerning bookkeepingand annual balance sheets stock exchange). By Jean Baleyte, Alexandre Kurgansky,Christian
and prot and loss accounts for enterprises. Text of the relevant Laroche and Jacques Spindler. Paris, Editions de Navarre, 1977.
statute is appended. (B. 100.887) 759 pp., Ffr. 220.-.

French-English and English-French bilingual legal dictionary.
(B. 100.909)

CHANNEL ISLANDS AND ISLE OF MAN
FISCALITE DE L'ENTREPRISE

TOLLEY'STAXATION IN THE CHANNEL ISLANDS AND 4e Edition. By Andr Turq. Paris, Editions Sirey, 1977. 554 pp.,ISLE OF MAN 1977 Ffr. 97.80.
A comprehensive, detailed guide to taxation in Jersey, Guernsey Fourth revised edition of a monograph which presents a descrip-
and the Isle of Man, revised to include the laws as of Semptember tion of all the French taxes a company may meet in practice
1977. By David G. Young. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company, such as corporate income tax, turnover tax, customs duties, re-

Ltd., 1977.96 pp., £ 3.-. (B. 100.926) gistration duties and local taxes. (B. 100.861)
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GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC STEUERLICHEBEHANDLUNGVON ERTRGENUND
VERLUSTENAUS INVESTITIONENIN ENTWICKLUNGS-

ABKOMMENVOM 27. JUNI 1975 ZWISCHEN DER LNDERN
BUNDESREPUBLIKDEUTSCHLANDUND DER FDERA-

By Hellmut Kirchner. Cologne, Deutsche Gesellschaft fr Wirt-
TIVEN REPUBLIKBRASILIEN ZUR VERMEIDUNGDER schaftliche Zusammenarbeit (Entwicklungsgesellschaft), 1976.
DOPPELBESTEUERUNGAUF DEM GEBIET DER STEUERN
VOM EINKOMMENUND VOM VERMGEN 20 pp.

Brochure discussing the tax treatment of income and losses from

By Hans Flick and Helmut Krabbe. Hamburg, Deutsch-Sdameri- investments in developingcountries. (B. 100.938)
kanische Bank, 1976. 129 pp.
Monograph explaining the comprehensive double taxation treaty
between West Germany and Brazil on income and capital, signed
June 27, 1975. Texts of the agreementand implementarystatutes INTERNATIONAL
thereto by both countriesare appended. (B. 100.927/928)

COMPARISONSOF THE SYSTEM OF NATIONALACCOUNTS
DIE BESTEUERUNGDER STIFTUNGEN AND THE SYSTEM OF BALANCESOF THE NATIONAL

2. neubearbeitete Auflage. By Ottokar Hahn and Ambros ECONOMY

Schindler. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,1977. Schrif- Part one: conceptual relationships. New York, United Nations,
tenreihe zum Stiftungswesen,Band 9. 208 pp., DM 48.-. 1977. Studies in Methods, Series F, No. 20.83 pp.
Monograph explaining the taxation of the legal form of founda- This volume, part one, presents the results of a study of the
tion as provided for in German civil law. Both the taxation of relationship between the System of National Accounts (SNA)
foundations in general and the taxation of foundations which used in countries with market economies and the System of
carry on a business are discussed. An extensive index is appended. Material Product Balances (MPS) used in countries with centrally
(B. 100.894) planned economies. (B. 100.892)

DIE BEWERTUNGDES VORRATSVERMGENSNACH THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF FISCAL FEDERALISM
FIKTIVEN VERBRAUCHSFOLGEN IN HANDELS UND
STEUERBILANZ Edited by Wallace E. Oates. Hants, Lexington Books, Teakfield,

Ltd., 1977. 355 pp., $ 24.50.
By Gerhard Teichgrber. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1977. Papers and discussions of an inter-disciplinary conference (eco-
Steuerwissenschaft,Band 3.204 pp., DM 59.-. nomists and political scientists) on fiscal federalism in Berlin on

Study on the principles for the valuation of stock under German January 8 to 10, 1976. (B. 100.884)
commercial law and fiscal law, with an emphasis on the so-called

Verbrauchsfolge -method, i.e. LIFO, FIFO, etc. (B. 100.918) RESTRICTIVEBUSINESSPRACTICESOF MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISES

BILANZ- UND UNTERNEHMENSSTEUERRECHT Report of the Committee of Experts on Restrictive Business ,

By Brigitte Knobbe-Keuk. Cologne, Otto Schmidt Verlag, 1977. Practices. Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

496 pp., DM 78.-. Development, 1977.78 pp., Ffr. 24.-. (B. 100.910)
Handbook giving a detailed systematical explanation of the legal
provisions concerning the balance sheet and the taxation L'ENTREPRISEMULTINATIONALEFACE AU DROIT

of companies in Germany, including many practical examples By Claude Lazarus, Charles Leben, Antoine Lyon-Caen and
and references to case law and literature. The author also Bernard Verdier. Sous la direction de Berthold Goldman et

critically discusses the new provisions introduced by the Phocion Francescakis. Paris, Librairies Techniques, 1977. 453 pp.
Reform Law of Individual and Corporate Income Tax Law. Study of some economic and legal aspects of a multinational

(B. 100.949) enterprise. (B. 100.933)

DOKUMENTATIONSTEUERBEGNSTIGTEKAPITAL-
ANLAGEN 1977/78 IRELAND
Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1977. 56 pp., DM 16.50.
Source booklet of tax privileged capital investments with refer- TOLLEY'STAXATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

ences to case law, regulationsand literature. (B. 100.921) 1977/78

By Eric L. Harvey and Nigel A.D. Lambert. Croydon, Tolley
EINFLUSSMULTINATIONALERUNTERNEHMENAUF Publishing Company, Ltd., 1977.103 pp., £4.50.

AUSSENWIRTSCHAFTUND BRANCHENSTRUKTURDER A detailed guide to taxation in the Republic of Ireland including
BUNDESREPUBLIKDEUTSCHLAND the Finance Act 1977, capital gains tax, capital acquisitions tax,

By Rolf Jungnickel, Henry Krgenau, Matthias Lefeldt and
wealth tax, corporation tax and value added tax. (B. 100.885)

Manfred Holthus. Hamburg, Verlag Weltarchiv, 1977. 430 pp.,
DM 48.-.
Study of the influence of multinational corporations on the ITALY
structure of German economy.Thefollowing topics are discussed,
inter alia, reasons for investment in Germany and abroad by L'IMPOSTA SULLE SUCCESSIONI
multinationals, division of labour between German and foreign (Commento al Decreto 26 ottobre 1972, 637 successive
business establishments, foreign trade relations, granting of

n. e

modificazioni). By Gianfranco Gallo-Orsi. Torino, Unione
patents, etc. (B. 100.958) Tipografico-EditriceTorinese, 1976. 518 pp.

Handbook on the taxation of inheritances and gifts after the

EINKOMMENSTEUERLICHEFOLGEN DER WOHNSITZ- 1972 tax reform. The texts of laws, decrees, rulings, official cir-

VERLEGUNGINS NIEDRIGBESTEUERNDEAUSLAND cular lettters and treaties for the avoidanceof double inheritance

Inaugural-Dissertation zur Erlangung des akademischen Grades taxes concluded with the U.S.A., Sweden, the United Kingdom,

eines Doktors der Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften der Denmark, Greece, and Israel are appended. (B. 100.915)

Friedrich-Alexander Universitt Erlangen-Nrnberg. By Hans-

Joachim Daiber. Erlangen-Nrnberg, Friedrich Alexander Uni- LEGISLAZIONEI.V.A.

versitt, 1976. 240 pp. V. edizione. By Giovanni Acampora. Rome, La Rassegna Editrice,
Doctoral thesis discussing the income tax consequences of a 1977. 830 pp., Liras 15,000.
change of residence to low-tax countries after the entry into A systematic compilationof value added tax legislation, including
force of the Foreign'TaxLaw. (B. 100.922) Ministerial Decrees, official explanations, etc. (B. 100.954)
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LEGISLAZIONEPENALE IN MATERIAVALUTARIA tax law given by Mr.Giele on December 9, 1977 at the University
of Leyden on his appointment as a Professor in tax law.By Giovanni Acampora and Giancarlo Modolo. Rome, Casa

Editrice Rassegna I.V.A., 1977. 160 pp., Liras 4,000. (B. 100.860)
Penal law as respects foreign exchange. (B. 100.955) KLUWERSBELASTINGGIDS1978

MASSIMARIOVALUTARIO Deventer, Kluwer, 1977. 227 pp., Dfl. 11.-.

By Giovanni Acampora and Luciano Luciani. Rome, La Rassegna
Annual tax guide for ling individual income tax returns for 1977

Editrice, 1978. 305 pp.
income and net wealth tax returns for 1978. (B. 100.907)

Compilation of court decisions with respect to foreign exchange KORTE ADVIEZENEN NOTITIES IVtransactions, licenses for importation and exportation clearing,
etc. (B. 100.957) The Hague, Raad voor het Midden- en Kleinbedrijf, 1977. Raad

voor het Midden- en Kleinbedrijf, No. 2.75 pp.
LA NUOVA ANAGRAFETRIBUTARIA Pamphlet prepared by the Council for Medium- and Small Enter-

prises in The Hague, No. 2 of a series entitled Short Advices andBy Giovanni Acampora and Benito Iperti. Rome, La Rassegna Notes IV Subjects considered are: private old age pension re-Editrice, 1977. 103 pp.
.

investment incentives proposal, collection of social in-The new system of registration of taxpayers and the way tax- serves,
surance contributionby the employer, etc. (B. 100.898)payers have to use their tax registration number. (B. 100.956)
DE NEDERLANDSESUCCESSIEWETGEVINGMEXICO
Civiel- en fiscaalrechtelijke beschouwingen over de verkrijgingen

TRANSNATIONALEUNTERNEHMENIN MEXIKO door erfrecht of schenking. Tweede druk. By H. Schuttever.
Deventer, Kluwer, 1977. Fiscale Hand- en Studieboeken, No. 7.

By Klaus Matthies. Hamburg, Verlag Weltarchiv, 1977. 185 pp. 378 pp., Dfl. 72.50.
Study analyzing the influence multinational enterprises have Revised second edition of monographexplaining the Dutch death
had on the Mexican economy. (B. 15.738) duty and gift tax. The material is updated as of October 15,

1977. (B. 100.899)
THE NETHERLANDS

DE TELEGRAAFBELASTINGGIDS1978
HET BELASTING-ABC1978 By J.L. van Hedel. Amsterdam, Teleboek, 1977. 255 pp.,
8ste jaarlijke editie. Amsterdam, Annoventura, 1977. 160 pp.,

Dfl. 12.50.
Dfl. 7.90. Annual tax guide for ling 1977 income tax returns and 1978
Guide for filing 1977 individual income tax returns. (B. 100.985) net wealth tax returns. (B. 100.935)

DE BELASTING-ALMANAK1978 VAN ELSEVIERS TUSSEN VERWARRINGEN VERSTARRING
WEEKBLAD By D. Booij. Deventer, Kluwer, 1977.22 pp., Dfl. 9.-.
23ste jaarlijke editie. By J. Viersen and E.N. Jonker. Amsterdam, Text of speech entitled Between confusion and rigidity, held
Elseviers Weekblad, 1978. 272 pp., Dfl. 13.90. on November 1, 1977 at the State University of Groningen on

Annual guide for filing 1977 individual income tax returns and the acceptance of the office for general lecturer in tax law.
1978 net wealth tax returns. (B. 100.986) (B. 100.874)

COMMERCEAND INDUSTRY IN THE NETHERLANDS
A base for business operations in Europe. Eighth edition. NIGERIA
Amsterdam, AMRO Bank, 1977.67 pp.
Introductory information on regulationsand proceduresof doing RECURRENTAND CAPITAL ESTIMATESOF THE
business in the Netherlands. Taxation is included. (B. 100.977) GOVERNMENTOF THE FEDERALREPUBLICOF

NIGERIA 1977-78
ELEMENTAIRBELASTINGRECHTVOOR ECONOMISTEN Lagos, Federal Ministry of Information Printing Division, 1977.
By B. Schendstok, A.L. Brok and L.G.M. Stevens. Deventer, 618 pp.
Kluwer, 1978. 175 pp. Text of 1977-78 Budget Speech broadcast on March 31, 1977.
Fourth revised edition of a textbook on tax law in the Nether- Statement on the 1977-78 Budget by the Commissioner for
lands designed for economists. The material is updated to Finance and Capital Estimates. (B. 100.885)
October 1, 1977. (B. 100.936)

FISCAALMEMO
NORWAY

January 1978. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 71 pp.
Revised edition of Fiscal Memo providing practical information NKKELENTIL SELVANGIVELSENFOR 1977
in a nutshell concerning tax provisions and related subjects as
social security contributions effective as of January 1978. By Per Magnus. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening, 1977/78.
(B. 100.934) 111 pp.

Booklet entitled Key to 1977 tax return, containingdetails of
FISCAAL PROCESRECHT all relevant provisions of the income and net wealth tax law, as

a guide to individual taxpayers filing their tax return. (B.100.900)Administratief procesrecht in belastingzaken. Tweede druk. By
P. Meyjes. Deventer, Kluwer, 1976. Fiscale Hand- en Studie-
boeken, No. 6.287 pp.
Second revised edition of monograph on the Dutch Administra- SWEDEN
tive procedure in tax case law. (B. 100.913)

THE SWEDISH BUDGET 1978/79
HET FISCALE RECHTSTEKORT

A summary published by the Ministry or Economic Affairs and
Rede uitgesproken bij de aanvaarding van het ambt van gewoon the Ministry of the Budget, Stockholm, 1978. 158 pp.
hoogleraar in het belastingrechtaan de Rijksuniversiteitte Leiden Sixteenth edition of publication containing a summary of the
op vrijdag 9 december 1977. By J.F.M. Giele. Deventer, Kluwer, Swedish Draft Budget for the fiscal year 1978/79. Short descrip-
1977.22 pp., Dfl. 9.-. tions are presented of the budget system, the central economic
Text of the lecture on the shortcomingsof the implementationof planningand the tax system. (B. 100.978)
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SWITZERLAND Pinson. London, Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., 1977. 620 pp. £17.-.
Revised edition of textbook of revenue law as stated by the

DIE BESTEUERUNGDER GRUNDSTCKGEWINNEIN Finance Act 1977, and by judicial decisions of past years.

DER SCHWEIZ (B. 100.889)

By Peter E. Ochsner. Zrich, Schulthess PolygraphischerVerlag, TAX ADVANTAGESOF THE BRITISH ISLES FOR
1976. Schweizer Schriften zum Handels- und Wirtschaftsrecht, NON-RESIDENTS
Band 12. 194 pp., Sfr. 38.-.
A general country-wide study of the taxation of capital gains in The use of trusts in international tax planning. By Michael R.

Switzerland in order to provide information for a harmonization Stannard. Jersey, C.I., Michael R. Stannard, 1977. 18 pp.

of the capital gains tax laws. (B. 100.959) (B. 100.902)

DAS VERSTNDIGUNSVERFAHRENNACH DEM INTER-
NATIONALENDOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMENDER U.S.A.
SCHWEIZ

CORPORATIONPARTNERSHIP-- FIDUCIARY
By Markus Reich. Zrich, Schulthess Polygraphischer Verlag, FILLED-INTAX RETURN FORMS
1976. Schweizer Schrifter zum Handels- und Wirtschaftsrecht,
Band 18. 139 pp., Sfr. 36.-. 1978 Edition. Chicago, Commerce ClearingHouse, Inc., 1978.

Monograph analyzing the implications of the mutual agreement 120 pp., $ 3.-. (B. 100.943)
procedure under international double tax agreements of Switzer-
land. (B. 100.893) FEDERAL TAX HANDBOOK1978

Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978. 632 pp., $ 8.-.

UNITED KINGDOM Quick reference guide to specic tax problems about paying
federal taxes. (B. 100.890)

BUTTERWORTHSORANGE TAX HANDBOOK
1978 GUIDEBOOKTO FEDERAL WAGE-HOURLAWS

Capital transfer tax - development land tax - stamp duty - VAT.
1977-78. 2nd Edition. Editors Leslie Livens, David Roberts, a.o. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1977. 344 pp. $ 8.50.

London, Butterworths, 1977. 1196 pp., £7.50. Updated edition of statutes dealing with wages and hours under

Consolidated text of the legislation on capital transfer tax, federal labor law. (B. 100.920)
development land tax, tamp duty and value added tax. The
material is updated as of August 6, 1977. The publication shall INTERNALREVENUECUMULATIVEBULLETIN
be updated annually. (B. 100.892) 1977-1, JANUARY-JUNE

Washington, Internal Revenue Service, 1977. 610 pp.
BUTTERWORTHSYELLOWTAX HANDBOOK Cumulative Bulletin 1977-1 is a consolidatior of all items of a

Income tax - corporation tax - capital gains tax. 1977-78. permanent nature published in the weekly Bulletins 1977-1

, 16th Edition. Editors David Roberts and Moiz Sadikali. London, through 1977-26 for the period of January 1 through June 30,
Butterworths, 1977. 1127 pp., £8.95. 1977. (B. 100.919)
Consolidated text of the legislation on the income tax, corpora-
tion tax and capital gains tax. The material is updated as of NORTH AMERICANGASOLINETAX CONFERENCE

August 6, 1977. The publication shall be updated annually. Selected papers of the forty-fourth, forty-fifth, forty-sixth and
(B. 100.891) forty-seventh annual meetings. Baltimore, Maryland, September

27-30, 1970; Madison, Wisconsin, September 19-22, 1971; Biloxi,
CAPITALTRANSFER TAX Mississippi, October 22-25, 1972; Louisville, Kentucky, October '

Encyclopedia of capital taxation. Editors G.S.A. Wheatcroft and 28-31, 1973. Chicago, Federatin of Tax Administrators, 1973.

G.D. Hewson. London/Edinburgh,Sweet & Maxwell/W. Green & 116 pp. (B. 100.879)
Son, 1977.
Loose-leaf publication on the capital transfer tax containing ex- NORTH AMERICAN GASOLINETAX CONFERENCE

planatory introduction to capital transfer tax as well as text of Proceedings of the forty-eighth annual meeting. Halifax, Nova
the capital transfer tax and other relevant legislation as amended Scotia, Canada, September 28 October 2, 1974. Chicago,-

to August 1977. (B. 100.924) Federation of Tax Administrators, 1974. 135 pp. (B. 100.880)

A DICTIONARYOF TAX DEFINITIONS STOCK VALUES AND DIVIDENDSFOR 1978 TAX

By G.V. Hart. London, Grosvenor Tax Publishing Co., 1977. PURPOSES
Loose-leaf publication of a dictionary describing over 600 terms Market values, par values and dividends of listed or regularly
and phrases peculiar to the world of taxation covering capital quoted stocks for 1978 federal, state and local tax purposes.
gains tax, capital transfer tax, corporation tax, developmentland Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 168 pp., $ 5.50.
tax, income tax and value added tax. At least one supplement (B. 100.944)
will be issued each year. (B. 100.896)

TAXATIONAND REGULATIONOF THE SAVINGS AND
INCOME TAX & SEX DISCRIMINATION LOAN INDUSTRY
Manchester, Equal OpportunitiesCommission, 1977.55 pp. By Kenneth R. Biedermanand John A.Tuccillo. Hants, Lexington
Paper on the present system of individual income tax aiming to Books, Teakeld Ltd., 1976. 110 pp., $ 17.-.
stimulate discussion on the need of reform so as to provide Study on savings and loan associations with respect to federal

, greater equality between men and women in terms of treatment, taxation and financial regulation of that branch with a view
benefits and allowances. (B. 100.895) toward reforms in the taxation and regulation of the financial

sector. (B. 100.883)
PINSON ON REVENUE LAW

Comprising income tax; capital gains tax; development land tax;
THE TAXATIONOF EARNED INCOME OF AMERICANS

corporation tax; capital transfer tax; value added tax; stamp
ABROAD

duties; tax planning. With sections pn value added tax and de- By John A. Gray. Marblehead,Mass., John A. Gray, Burt & Gray,
velopment land tax by John Gardiner. Eleventh edition. By Barry 1977.15 pp. (B. 100.886)
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Loose-Leaf Services
Received between February 1 and February 28, 1978

AUSTRALIA CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
release 122

AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX- CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS-

LAW AND PRACTICE: NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER

Bulletin CANADIANTAX REPORTS--
STEUERFLLE

release 24 releases 314, 315 and 316 release 59
Cases CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.--

release 24
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. PROVINCIALSUCCESSIONDUTY KOMMENTARZUM ERBSCHAFT-

AND GIFT TAX SERVICE STEUERGESETZUND SCHENKUNG-
STEUERGESETZAUSTRIA release 42

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. R. Kapp.
DIE EINKOMMENSTEUER: release 11

Band II, Rechtsprechung PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE-- Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
release 6 release 350 KOMMENTARZUM GEWERBE-Band III, Kommentar STEUERGESETZ

--

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.
release 11

WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna. E. Lenski - W. Sternberg.
COMMONMARKET (EEC) release 35

BELGIUM Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE

GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT GEMEENSCHAPPEN: RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS
STEUERRECHT

release 389
-- Kommentaarop het E.E.G., Euratom en

Editions Service, Brussels. EGKS verdrag; verdragsteksten en release 217

aanverwantestukken Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart.
VAKCURSUSSEN release 191

Kluwer, Deventer. STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN
release 91 KARTEIFORM
Ministre des Finances, Brussels. release 313

DENMARK Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
CANADA SKATTEBESTEMMELSER: WORLD TAX SERIES - GERMANY

CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE -- Skattenyt REPORTS
REPORTS release 113 release 103

Skattebestemmelser--

Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.release 96 release 107CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor,
CANADATAX LETTER Copenhagen.

THE NETHERLANDS
release 283 and 284
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. FRANCE BELASTINGWETGEVING:

Inkomstenbelasting1964--

CANADATAX SERVICE - RELEASE BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION release 52
releases 186, 187 and 188 PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS DIRECTS -- Loonbelasting1964
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. ET DES DROITS D'ENREGISTREMENT release 54

release 11 Noorduijn, Arnhem.
CANADIANCURRENTTAX Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret. BELASTINGWETTEN
releases 3-6
Butterworths, Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION release 69

PRATIQUE DES TAXES SUR LE S. Gouda Quint - D. Brouwer, Arnhem.
CANADIANINCOME TAX: CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRESET DES

CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTES FED LOSBLADIGFISCAAL WEEKBLAD
Revised--

release 37 release 12 releases 1651-1654

Butterworths, Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret. FED, Deventer.
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FISCALEWETTEN VAKSTUDIE-- SIMON'S TAX CASES
FISCALE ENCYCLOPEDIE:

release 80 releases 3 and 4

FED, Deventer. -- Inkomstenbelasting1964 Butterworth & Do., London.
releases 231 and 232

HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN -- Vennootschapsbelasting1969 INTELLIGENCESIMON'S TAX
UITVOER: release 51

releases 3-6
Tariefvoor invoerrechten Butterworth & Co., London.--

Kluwer, Devnter.

releases 158, 159 and 160
Kluwer, Deventer.

U.S.A.
INKOMSTEN IN DE AGRARISCHE
SECTOR NORWAY FEDERALTAXES-REPORT

BULLETIN
releases 45 and 46
Kluwer, Deventer. SKATTE-NYTT release 7-10

A, release 1 Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEK Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.
FEDERALTAX GUIDE

releases 118, 119 and 120
Kluwer, Deventer. releases 7-11 and 14

Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK
SWITZERLAND FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS

releases 186-189
Kluwer, Deventer. releases 17-20

DIE STEUERN DER SCHWEIZ/ Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
MODELLENVOOR DE RECHTS- LES IMPOTS DE LA SUISSE

PRAKTIJK I., release 60 TAX IDEAS-REPORTBULLETIN

release 59 III, release 54 release 1 and 2

Kluwer, Deventer. IV, release 44 Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
Verlagfr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel.

RECHTSPERSONEN TAX TREATIES

release 18 release 312

Kluwer, Deventer. CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.
UNITED KINGDOM

STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL

RECHTELIJKEWETTEN BRITISH TAX GUIDE OPERATIONS

release 156 release 186 releases 23 and 24

Kluwer, Deventer. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

e.

Vol. 3 of 'Guides to European Taxation' Surveys the provisions under the laws and
double taxation treaties of 17 major West

European countries AND the U.S.A. (fully

the taxationof private illustrated with charts and tables).

investment income Examines the effect on dividends and interest,
and also on capital gains realized on the sale of

loose-leaf covers 17 European shares and bonds.

countries + U.S.A.
each chapter follows Analyses the EFFECTIVE total burden on

a common outline updated by air dividends and interest and includes comparative
charts strikingly illustrating--

PRICE: Dfl. 375/ USS 157 the net dividends received on a corporate

including up-to-date basic volume plus pre-tax income of 100 units

airmail supplements through the end of 1978
the income a corporation must earn for an

For residents of the Netherlands: price individual resident in each of the countries to

is exclusive of BTW (value added tax) receive a dividend of 100 units (before personal
tax)

Furtherdetails freely availableupon request

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION
Muiderpoort - Sarphatistraat124 - Amsterdam-C.- Holland

TELEX 13217 -- TELEPHONE 020 - 235723 -- AMRO BANK N.V. ACCOUNT NO. 41 1390600

-
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JUNE 1978 Management Centre Europe: Managing and
Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including

AMR International: International.Treasury tax in international operations) (Seminar), FOR FURTHER

Management (including tax benefits, im- Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng- INFORMATION

pact on tax planning). London (U.K.), lish). PLEASE WRITE TO:

June 5-6 (English).

Investment & Property Studies Ltd.: Di- NOVEMBER 1978 AMR International: 6-10 Frederick
rect Investment in the United States (in- Close, Stanhope Place, London W2 2HD

cluding U.S. Tax Law}, London (U.K.), Management Centre Europe: Tax manage- (U.K.).
June 5-6 (English). ment in a multinational environment (Se-

- minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8 Australian Branch of I.F.A.: Bank of

Euroforum: Seminar Wet Investerings- (English). New Zealand House, 12th Fl. 333

rkening (Seminar on the Investment In- George Street, Sydney 2000 (Austra-
centives Bill), Amsterdam (The Nether- Management Centre Europe: International lia).
lands), June 8, 1978 (Dutch). Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel-

gium), November27-29 (English). Business International Institute: One
Fenedex: International Tendering (includ- Dag Hammarskjold Place, New York,
ing Dutch taxation) (Seminar), Rotterdam N.Y. 10017 (U.S.A.).
(The Netherlands), June 13, 1978 (Dutch). SEPTEMBER 1979

Euroforum: Keizersgracht 534, Amster-

Management Centre Europe: International 33rd Annual Congress of LF.A.: I. The dam, Netherlands.
Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- Taxation of transfers of ownership on

gium), June 19-21 (English). death or inter vivos gifts with special refer- Fenedex (Federation for the Nether
ence to the continuityof family-heldenter- lands Export) Bezuidenhoutseweg 76a,
prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun- 2509 LK Den Haag, Netherlands.

SEPTEMBER 1978 try on the tax treatment of the enterprise
or group (provisionally). For the Seminars Financial Times Ltd. Conference Orga-

32nd Annual Congress of LF.A.: I. The the following Subjects are suggested: nisation: Bracken House, 10 Cannon
Taxation of Extractive Industries; II. The Trends in income tax treaties involving de- Street, London EC4P 4BY (United
Differences in the Tax Treatment between veloping countries, with special reference Kingdom).
Local and Foreign Investors and the Ef- to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in
fects of International Treaties. Sydney Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- Investment & Property Studies Ltd.:

(Australia) September 17-23 (English, mark) September 4-8 (English, French, Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-

French, German, Spanish). German, Spanish). don EC4A 1AB (U.K.).

Inter-American Centre of Tax Admin-
istrators: Apartado 215, Panam 1 (Pa-
nama).

Internatinal Fiscal Association
(I.F.A.): General Secretariat, Wouden-
stein, Burg. Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box

1738, Rotterdam (Netherlands).

Management Centre Europe.'-4-venue
des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).

Seminar Services International: 21-23
Chilworth Street, London W2 3HW
(United Kingdom); Passage Perdonnet
1, CH-1005 Lausanne (Switzerland). i
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of the May 1978 issue

Dr. Barry Bracewell-Milnes: Dr. Erwin Spiro:
The future of personal taxation 195 The 1978 income tax changes in the

Republic of South Africa 217

Prof. Dr. Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert: New Zealand: A guide to non-resident

The definition of statutory net income in withholding tax 219

schedular and global income tax
United Kingdon: Mr. Healy's 1978-79

systems 201
budget 221

I.A. Malik: Canadian Budget 1978 227

Economic Commission for Africa: Eastern U.S.A.: Foreign tax credit
and Southern sub-regional advanced French, Indian, Haitian and Cuban taxes
taxation workshop 2O9 reconsidered 231

Conferencediary 214 Bibliography 234

Books 234--

Loose-leafservices 238-

Kailash C. Khanna:

India: Capital gains tax 215 Cumulative index 240

In next issues:

Legal regulation of taxes, levies and fees in the CzechoslovakSocialist Republic
-by Dr. Milan Bakes

The German corporation tax reform and the revision of double tax treaties

by Dr. TheodorFaist--

Tax structure and fiscal policy
Japan: by Mitsuo Sato

Hong Kong: by Dr. Y.C. Jao
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The Futureof PersonalTaxation*
by Dr. Barry Bracewell-Milnes

I. INTRODUCTION The revenue yields of Table 1, however, tell only part of
the story. The relative burden of taxation in Finland

All taxation must ultimately fall on naturalpersons and and elsewhere is also indicated by the maximum rates

in this sense all taxation is personal taxation. But corpo- of tax. Table 2 shows for the four Scandinavian coun-

ration tax falls initially on legal persons; and the inter- tries and the European Economic Community the

play of taxation at the level of the company with taxa- maximum rates of tax levied in 1976 on earned income,
tion at the level of its proprietors is a matter of consi- investment income, transfers to lineal descendants,
derable complexity, even though corporation tax capital gains, wealth, expenditure on goods and services.

generally yields only a modest proportionof total tax The rate of tax on expenditure on goods and services is

revenue. It is therefore convenient to distinguish corpo- calculated as the ratio of revenue yield to expenditure at

rate taxation from all other taxation and to use the market prices; 1976 is the last year for which this in-

term personal taxation to refer to the latter. Among formationis available.
the countries of the Organisaton for Economic Co- Table 2 shows Finland in the sixth place out of twelve
operation and Deuelopment (O.E.C.D.) personal taxa- for the maximum rate of tax on earnings, fourth for
tion generally accounts for nine-tenths of total tax investment income, eleventh for transfers to lineal
revenue or even more; and it has its own internal logc
embracing the nterrelatonships of all its components * Paper read on 19 April 1978 for the 10th anniversary of the

the taxationofexpenditure,ofearnings,of investment--

foundation of the Finnish Branch of the International Fiscal

income, of capital gains, of capital transfers, of wealth. Association.
It is the future of personal taxation n this sense that
constitutesour subject now.

1

Any country's collection of taxes may be calld its tax RESUME
system, however disorderly and nconsistent it may be.
In a narrower sense of the term, tax systems would be The proportion of gross domestic product (or na-

only those which could be regarded as systematic. Ths tional income) taken by the governmentin taxation

paperpresents a commonclassificationof tax systems in has risen during the last ten years in all the coun-

the first sense which enables us to compare their inter- tries of the O.E.C.D. (Organisation for Economic
m nal logic in the second. This in turn indcates the inter- Co-operation and Development). If this trend were

nal and external pressures which may be exerted on the not reversed, governmentsof the high-tax countries
various tax systems and how in consequence they may would be absorbing almost the whole of national

develop in the years to come. income by the end of the century. Public expendi-
ture has a built-in tendency to rise, and a sustained
exercise of political will is required to bring the

Il. FINLAND AND OTHER O.E.C.D. COUNTRIES burden of public expendituredown.
Finland is not a high-tax country by Scandinavian

In recent years the international comparison of tax standards, but she is within the O.E.C.D. as a whole.
burdens within the Organisation for Economic Co- The taxable capacity of the wealthier taxpayer has

operation and Development has been facilitated by been largely or completely exhausted in the more

the O.E.C.D.'s Reuenue Statistics of O.E.C.D. Member highly taxed O.E.C.D. countries, so that additional
Countries which analyses tax yield in some detail for taxation falls primarily on middle and lower

twenty-three countries (all except Iceland). To set the incomes. Conversely,middle and lower incomes are

scene, Table 1 shows for a number of different taxes the principal beneficiaries of radical reductions in the

position of Finland in 1975 relatively to (1) the other tax burden.
three countries of Scandinavia, total 4; (2) Scandinavia High rates and heavy burdens of tax have empha-
plus the European Economic Community, total 12; sised the anomalies and inequities in tax systems
(3) the whole of the O.E.C.D., total 23. and thus increased the pressure for their reform.

Table 1 shows that Finland is not a high-tax country by This pressure is likely to be exerted more and more

comparison with her Scandinavian neighbours (column in the direction of taxation on expenditure,
(1)). By comparison with Scandinavia plus the EEC perhaps at graduated rates. The logic of graduated
(column (2)), Finland is a high-tax country except for expenditure taxation implies the reduction or

social-security contributions and taxes on property; and abolition of taxes on investment income and its

the same holds good for the comparison between parent capital (capital gains, successions, gifts and

Finland and the rest of the O.E.C.D. (column (3)). The wealth); and if tax is levied only on expenditure,
ratios of the various tax yields to gross domesticproduct adjustments for inflation are unnecessary.

at market prices are given for Finland in column (4).
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descendants and third for expenditureon goods and ser-

vices. But rates as well as burdens of taxes are generally TABLE 1lower in the other eleven countries of the O.E.C.D. than Relative and absolute tax yields in Finland 1975
in Scandinaviaand the European EconomicCommunity.
Finland is a high-tax country within the O.E.C.D. as a (1 ) (3) rankings; (4) percentages-

whole, more so than within Scandinavia and the EEC.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

One simple indicator of possible future developments Scandinavia Scandinavia O.E.C.D. Finland
in personal taxation is what would happen if there were + EEC
a move towards harmonisation of tax burdens or rate

Total tax revenue asstructures or both. Rate structures may be more signi- of
ficant than tax burdens for this purpose, since they are

percentage gross
domestic product

directly under the control of governments; and Table 2 (GDP) 4 7 8 37.57
shows how a move towards harmonisationwould affect Total tax revenue
each of the countries concerned. But the tendency excluding social
towards harmonisationis weak even within the EEC and security as percent-
weaker still outside. Indeed, rate structures are often ages of G DP 4 4 4 33.52
stable frlhg periods despite changes in the political Tax revenue from

complexions of governments; the differences between income and profits
countries are much larger than the differences between as percentage of

political parties. 1 Moreover, harmonisation is neutral GDP 3 4 5 19.69

between improvement and deterioration, between Tax revenue from

wisdom and folly. It is not desirble in itself; it merely personal income

provides the opportunity for improvement. So we turn as percentage of

to consider, first some recent and perhaps short-term GDP 3 3 3 18.10

trends and, second, some longer-term constraints and Tax revenue from

possible developments. social security as

percentage of GDP 3 11 19 4.05

Tax revenue from

property as per-

centage of G DP 3 11 21 .77
Ill. RECENT TRENDS 2 Tax revenue from

goods and services
Tax burdens. The ratio of taxation to gross domestic as percentage of
product rose between 1965 and 1975 in every O.E.C.D. GDP 3 4 5 13.06
country, the rise ranging from 1.5 percentage points
in France to 14.6 in Luxembourg.
Tax structures. Personal income tax and social-security the scale. The ndexation of allowances and tax bands
contributions increased most in relative importance provides relief only for earned income, since investment
between 1965 and 1975. General consumption taxes income would still lose from inflation (and might be
ncreased a little. Corporate taxes generally and excise annihilated) even if taxation were proportional; little
duties everywhere declined as a proportion of total tax has ben done to relieve the taxation that is levied on

revenue; as a proportion of gross domestic product nominal investment income even when the correspond-
they increased in a number of countries,,corporate taxes ing income after adjustment for inflation is negative.
rising on balance and excise duties falling. Tax expenditures. Pressure groups are active in a num-

Tax unit. There is a trend away from the family as the ber of countries to restrict what they call tax expendi-
taxable unit and towards the individual. In principle, tures, that is, reliefs against a notional norm of tax
this benefits married couples each of whom has a high on income or whatever the tax base may be. But since
earned income. But even where earned incomes are any funds so released are as likely to be absorbed in
separable, investment incomes may still be aggregated. additional government expenditure as they are to pay
Children. There is a trend away from tax allowances for cuts in the normal structure of tax rates, the

for children and towards tax credits or cash payments. principal beneficiary of any such trend might not be the

In principle, this harms rich taxpayers with large fami- taxpayerbut the govemment.
lies. When the change in the tax treatment of children Social-security contributions. Fewer and fewer people
iS combined with the change in the tax unit, the rich
lose if they have large families and gain if they are 1. Empirical evidence for this argument is contained in my
childless, especially if each spouse has a large earned book The Measurement of Fiscal Policy (Confederation of
income. British Industry, London, 1971), especially page xv.

Inaton. The indexation of personal allowances and
2. A detailed analysis of trends from 1965 to 1972 and 1974

graduated tax bands has been spreading gradually
is provided by two papers by Ken Messere, Head of the O.E.C.D.
Taxation Division; (1) Recent and Prospectiue Trends in Tax

under the pressure of events. Complete indexation is Leuels and Tax Structures (Institute for Fiscal Studies, London,still more or less unknown (Brazil has perhaps gone 1975); (2) Tax Levels, Structures and Systems: Some Inter-
further than any other country). Where indexation is temporal and International Comparisons (International Institute
partial, it is granted more liberally at the lower end of of Public Finance, Congress paper, 1976).
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believe that social-security contributions have anything indexation or tapering relief in order to remove from
to do with insurance or are anything other than a tax. charge most of the nominal capital gains due to inflation.

They are equivalent to a payroll tax on employers and Britain brought in a comprehensive capital transfer tax

an income tax on employees; for those who believe that in 1975; but the abolition of estate duties is becoming a

income from investments should be taxed less heavily popular cry in Australia. Taxes have generally been
than income from earnings, social-securitycontributions going up in the O.E.C.D. countries over the last decade;
have the merit of helping to achieve this result. Partly but in Denmark a new political party captured a large
because social-security contributionsare more and more number of seats in a recent general election on a pro-
regarded as simply a tax, the relative burden has shifted gramme of radical tax reduction. No clear trendsemerge.
from employees to employers.

The developments noted in the present section are
Politcal cross-currents Taxes on saving, such as taxes
on wealth, capital gains and capital transfers, are some- mostly superficial; and some could even be reversed. If

times called the political taxes, because their revenue
we wish to assess future developments in advance, we

yield and cost of abolition are small and the motives for nust look below the surface at the longer-termpressures
and the logical constraints.

their introduction are political. Recent experience
presents a mixed picture. All the main French parties
are at present favourable to the introductionof a wealth
tax; but Germany has been cutting the rate of wealth IV. THE LONGER-TERMPRESSURES
tax under a socialist administrationand in the Budget of
February 1978 the Irish government announced the Tax burdens. If tax burdens continued to rise as they
repeal of the wealth tax which had been brought in only have risen on average in the O.E.C.D. countries over the
a few years earlier. Ireland introduced a capital gains tax last decade, they would aborb the whole or nearly the
in 1974 and France soon afterwards, and the question is whole of national income in the high-tax countries by
under consideration in the Netherlands;in Britain, how- the end of the century. Moreover, the taxable capacity
ever, one of the first European countries to bring in a of the rich has been largely or completely exhausted in

capital gains tax, the government were in the early a number of countries, so that additional taxation falls,
months of 1978 actively considering the introductionof and is perceived as falling, on middle-incomeand poorer

Table 2
Maximum percentage rates of tax 1976

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Earned Investment Transfers Capital Wealth* Expenditure
income income to lineal gains on goods

descendants and services

Scandinavia
Denmark 66.67 70.00 32.00 50.00 (1.000) (25.41)
Finland 77.00 80.00 11.00 -- (4.000) 25.51

Norway 69.30 90.00 35.00 -- (2.600) 29.44

Sweden 85.00 85.00 65.00 - (2.500) 23.22

EEC

Belgium 63.00 63.00 17.00 -- - 17.03

Denmark 66.67 70.00 32.00 50.00 (1.000) (25.41)
France 48.60 60.00 20.00 -- - 20.28

Germany 56.00 56.00 35.00 -- 0.308 15.40

Ireland 77.00 77.00 55.00 26.00 1.000 27.79

Italy 72.00 72.00 44.11 -- - (13.67)

Luxembourg 57.00 57.00 8.00 -- 0.500 15.78

Netherlands 72.00 80.00 17.00 -- (0.800) 19.50

United Kingdom 83.00 98.00 75.00 30.00 - 15.57

* Where the figure in (5) is in brackets the figure in (2) is the overall limitation for income tax and wealth tax (in the Scandinavian

countries and the Netherlands) sdbject to qualificationsand exceptions varying fror-r country to country)

Notes: Belgium (1) and (2) include local taxes. Denmark (1) is collective limitation of State income tax, national pension contri-

bution, local income tax and county municipality income tax; (6) is for 1975, the latest year. Finland (1) includes 15 percent
local income tax. France (1) is 60 percent minus6 percent (= 10%x60%) frais professionnelsminus 5.4 percent ( = 10%x

54%) abatement for earned incorne (C.G.I. Article 158.5); (4) is nil because of exemptions for long-term gains. Germany (5) is
netted down for the deductibility of income tax. Ireland (1) and (2) include 10 percent surcharge; the repeal of (5) was

announced February 1978. Italy (1) and (2) exclude local taxes; (6) is for 1975, the latest year. Norway (1) includes 21.3

percent local income tax. Sweden (1) includes 27 percent local, income tax.

Sources: Taxation in Western Europe (Confederation of British Industry, eleventh edition, 1974); European Taxation and Supple
mentary Service to European Taxation (International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam); Tax News

Service (IBFD, Amsterdam); Annemarie Mennel: Die Steuersysteme in EWG Staaten, EFTA Staaten und den USA (Verlag
Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, Herne, Berlin, 1974); Internationale Wjrtschafts-Briefe; Overzicht van de Belastingen (European
Commission, 1976).
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taxpayers. Programmes of public spending are encoun- demption of government debt or the payment of com-

tering more and more consumer resistance and tax pensation for assets taken into government ownership.
reduction is becoming a more popular policy. In some Taxes on saving cannot be used to defray the costs of
countries where taxes have been rising fast, evasion is current government spending or even fixed capital
thought to have become more widespread as taxpayers investment such as investmentby nationalised industries
find their own ways of opting out of an increasingly or loss-making private industries; any attempt to use
onerous system. For these reasons, the burden of taxa- them for these purposes is inflationary. Although this
tion in the high-tax countries is unlikely to rise at recent constraint is still not widely understood, it is gradually
rates and may even fall. A principal influence in the other sinking into the public consciousness; and it limits the
direction is that governmentexpenditure in a number of political attractions of tax increases, since government
countries has for institutional reasons a built-in tendency spending, including transfer payments on current
to rise and will do so unless continuing political pressure account, must be defrayed from taxes on spending, that
is exerted to keep it down; indeed, governmentexpendi- is, from taxes falling preponderantly on the ordinary
ture sometimes seems to be beyond human control for voter.
years at a time. Electoral and political pressure to con-

Poverty trap. The combination of personal allowances
tain government expenditure is likely to grow stronger against income tax with a number of unco-ordinated
in the high-tax countries though in the middle-rankand

means-tested payments in cash and kind to the poor has
low-tax countries this development cannot be predicted resulted in high effective marginal rates, sometimes ex-
with equal confidence. ceeding 100 percent gross, as income rises above the
Maximum tax yield. More evidence is beingaccumulated, poverty level and the means-tested benefits are with-
for example in Britain, that some high taxes such as drawn just as the taxpayer becomes liable to a positive
excise duties are being levied beyond the point of rate of income tax. This phenomenon is known as the
maximum revenue yield: in other words, the revenue poverty trap or poverty surtax in Britain, but it is also

yield would be increased, not reduced, by a cut in the to be found elsewhere; it is becoming more widely re-

rate of tax. The tax authorities will find it less easy than cognised and understood, and it is causing increasing
in the past to ignore the price elasticity of demand in dissatisfaction. The solution can only be the reduction

calculating the effects of changes in rates on the revenue of welfare payments below the critical levels or the

yield. They will find it less easy to argue that a 10 per- reduction of tax rates above; under the first alternative
cent rise in the rate of tax from 80 percent gross (or 400 taxation can be reduced and under the second it must.

percent net) to 88 percent will yield a 10 percent rise in In this section we have considered a number of longer-
revenue. This constraint is particularly important for term pressures against tax increases and in favour of
excise duties, which have been the least buoyant of the tax reductions. Most of them have to do with paradoxes
major components of tax revenue over the last decade; limiting the political attractiveness of government ex-
there have been calls from some quarters to increase penditure financed by taxation. These limitations are
rates of excise duty so as to restore the earlier relation- increasingly effective as tax rates and tax burdens rise.
ship between the yield of excise duties and the yields of Tax burdens are now so high in some countries that
other taxes, but the effect of raising the rates of excise these limitations are more and more widely understood.
duty will be the opposite where these rates are already Together, they indicate the need for the personal tax
beyond the point of maximum revenue yield. system to constitute an internally consistentwhole. The

Taxes on spending and taxes on savng. It is becoming poverty trap is a striking example of what can happen
more widely understood that taxes are not all inter- when this requirement is not satisfied: the victims are

changeable in economic function. The traditional cate- the very people whom the individual measures were

gories of direct and indirect taxes and taxes on income designed to help.
and taxes on capital are not the most helpful for making
this distinction, since the boundary between direct and
indirect taxation is unclear (a proportionatepayroll tax

might be described as either) and since the economic
function of a tax on investment income is much the V. THE LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
same as the economic function of a tax on its parent
capital. The fundamentaldistinction is between taxes on Most tax systems grow organically. Even large-scale
spending and taxes on saving (investment income and reforms generally stop far short of being comprehensive.
its parent capital -- capital gains, capital transfers, Real tax systems are thus more or less unsystematic.
wealth). Taxes on earnings are a mixed category: at This may worry the academic or tax professional, but
lower rates and on lower incomes they are much the it does not much worry the layman. Systematic tax
same as taxes on spending, since virtually all the income systems are to be found in the tax literature: but the
is spent; at higher graduated rates and on higher incomes ordinary citizen is mostly content to leave them there.
they bear increasingly on savings, since an increasing Not the least of the reasons for doing so is the incompa-
proportion of earnings is saved as income rises. The tibility of the various systems with each other. Income,
economic distinction is between taxes on spending, spending, wealth, inheritance and land, for example,
which are available to defray current expenditure and constitute very different tax bases; and it is not only
expenditure on fixed investment (plant, buildings, politicians and men of affairs but also academics and tax
vehicles), and taxes on saving, which are available for professionals who may adulterate the purity of systema-
financial purposes on capital account, such as the re- tic tax systems by adoptinguneasy compromises.
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But people who have no interest in the logic of the tax functions of saving, both income and capital, can be

system as a whole may be keenly aware and indeed treated in common terms as equivalents of taxes on

resentful of particular inconsistenciesand anomalies. We new saving at the time it is made. These concepts pro-
have already noted one example, the poverty trap. vide a common framework of reference for all systems
Another is high rates of income tax on overtime and of personal taxation specified in terms of income,

2 other marginal earnings even at modest levels of income. spending, capital gains, capital transfers and wealth.

Another is the levying of capital gains tax on nominal The conceptual apparatus I have described indicates the
gains which even before tax are inadequate to offset the logical constraints on the policy maker. Saving and
fall in the value of money since the asset was purchased. spending have a rate of exchange like the Finnish mark
Another is the effect of price rises on graduated tax and the pound sterling. Their prices are reciprocals of
schedules unadjusted for inflation. Another is the each other: as one becomes dearer, the other becomes
subjection of small firms to such a severe tax regime correspondingly cheaper. This is necessarily true for any
that the number of jobs they offer falls and unemploy- taxpayer in any place and at any time. Thus the intro-
ment rises. Another is the emigration of taxpayers to duction of a wealth tax makes the rich man's spending
more hospitable fiscal climates. Another is the growth cheaper and the introduction of a graduated expendi-
of evasion as the tax system is consideredmore oppres- ture tax cheapens his saving. In practice, saving is taxed
sive and less acceptable. Phenomena like this force much more heavily than spending at the top of the
themselves on the attention even of people with no

scale in all Western countries, so that the rich man's
natural interest in taxation; they create a demand for

spending is cheap or even free. This is not the purpose
reform to remove the inequities and anomalies. The of the various taxes on saving; but it is their inevitable
logical constraints, like the empiricalconstraints,reassert result. Likewise, in a consistentsystem there is room for
themselves simply because the tax system becomes less

only one graduted tax schedule,whateverthe distributive
and less acceptable when they are violated. A gentle but result desired. Earnings can be taxed at graduated rates,
pervasive pressure in favour of a logical system is also and so can spending or saving; but if there is more than
exerted by the preference for reforms with an inner

one graduated tax schedule, the system is overdeter-
coherence that is often to be found among those such as mined. The logical constraints on the policy maker are

journalists and others whom Hayek has described such that he has only three primary variables at his
collectively as the retailers in ideas. Reforms with a well- disposition: the first is the height of taxation; the
based rationale are easier to promote and defend and second is the relative taxation of spending and saving;
often receive a better Press. and the third is the pattern of graduation for any one

Progress is impeded, however, by the conflict of the tax. When these three variables are specified, the

various tax philosophies and their competition for essentials of a consistent tax system are determined. 3

political and intellectual support. The problem is not
that opinions differ about the proper basis or bases for
taxation and the rates at which tax should be levied; VI. IMPLICATIONSFOR POLICY
these differences of opinion are neither avoidable nor

undesirable. The problem is that the various systematic Even though the analysis of the last section is wertfrei,it
systems offer irreconcilable views of taxation, rather have implications for policy. A logical framework
as different religions offer their rival interpretations

may
that relates the various possibilities to each other in

of the universe. What is wanted, and what has been common terms may make some of the policy options
lacking, is a common framework of reference and dis- seem more attractive than before and others less.
cussion relating the various systematic systems to each
other in terms equally apprpriate to them all. The weight of the tax system, in the sense of the aggre-

gate tax burden, is substantiallydetermined by the level
This framework has been lacking because of defects in of government expenditure. There are forces in motion
the traditional terminology, to which I alluded earlier. which will limit, and may even reverse, the growth in
In addition, the distinction between income and spend- the proportion of national income taken by Western
ing misses the category of new saving or personal capital governments; but the control of government expendi-
formation, which is a component of outgo just as the ture requires a sustained political effort, sinceundercon-

yield of old saving is a component of income. The sum temporary Western institutionsgovernmentexpenditure
of earnings and investment income necessarily equals has a built-in tendency to rise more rapidly than na-

the sum of spending and new saving; and in the Western tional income.
economies new saving is positive and substantial year by
year. It is the neglect of new saving that has made the The basis of taxation, or the taxation of saving relatively
traditional analysis lopsided and has prevented the to spending, is throughout the Western world more

various systems from being brought into a logical rela- favourable to the rich man's spending than to the poor

tionship with each other. The most fundamental dis- man's spending and more favourable to the rich man's

tinction is on the outgo side, between the taxation of spending than to the rich man's saving. I suggest that

spending and the taxation of saving. On the income side, this is an untenable state of affairs that will be less and

earnings are a mixed category, since part is spent and less acceptable as it becomes better and more widely

part is saved; and investment income is merely the

yield of saving made in former periods. Capital gains, 3. The analysis of this section is spelt out in my book Is Capital
capital transfers and wealth are likewise functions of Taxation Fair (Institute of Directors, London, 1974), especially
saving made in former periods; and taxes on all these Chapter IV.
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understood. If it is thought appropriate that any ele- Britain and perhaps in some other Western countries,
ment of graduation subsisting in the tax system should the principle of graduation goes into reverse. Nobody
be made to apply to spending, in other words that the can be deader than dead: further increases in the gradu-
rich should pay more for their spending than the poor, ated taxation of saving, for example through the addi-
the policy implication is that there should be a gradu- tion of a wealth tax to a system that was already confis-
ated tax on personal expenditure. But we have already catory, have no effect on the corpses of the rich. The
noted that in a consistent tax system graduation can be victims of this fiscal overkill are the citizens of middle
taken only once. Graduated taxes on saving in the form rank; the more the progressive taxes on saving are

of investment income or capital gains or capital transfers multiplied, the more regressive the results. Although
or wealth are diametrically in conflictwith the graduated most O.E.C.D. countries are not in a position where the
taxation of expenditure. This conflict is better under- taxation of saving at the top of the scale is demonstrably
stood for investment income and capital gains than for confiscatory, the argument is relevant to the numerous

wealth and, in particular, capital transfers (bequests, countries where the taxation of saving may be consider- ,

legacies and gifts). Thus, the recent report of the Meade ed to reach or at least to approach this boundary: at this
Committee 4 recommended graduated expenditure level, the victims of additional graduated taxes, and the
taxation combined with graduated taxation of capital: beneficiaries of their reduction, are not primarily the
although the move away from income taxation would richest taxpayers but those of the middle rank. This is
do something to reduce the taxation of saving relatively another example of the conflict between appearance
to spending at the top of the scale, the taxes on capital and reality; as the reality becomes better understood,
would stll cheapen the rich man's spending; on balance, the pressure for reductions in the higher rates of tax on

the rich man's spending might well be cheaper, even saving is likely to increase. 5

much cheaper, than both his own saving and the poor The burden of the argument so far has been that there
man's spending, a result diametrically in conflict with

are pressures both of logic and circumstance in the
the rationale inherent in the graduated taxation of direction of lower taxes on saving, especially at the top
expenditure. Those logical constraints are inexorable of the scale. The weight of taxation in general will be
and will become more widely understood. There is a determined by the level of government expenditure,choice to be made between the graduated taxation of where conflicting forces are at work; and tax graduation
saving and the graduated taxation of spending; if, as I is likely to persist for many years, at least on earning as
believe, the graduated taxation of spending has a wider

a substitute for expenditure. But the clearestconclusions
and deeper political appeal, the graduated taxation of

concern the taxation of saving; and there is an
saving is living on borrowed time. And similar considera- additional pressure pushing the tax system away from
tions hold good for proportional taxes and at the lower saving and towards spending; inflation. Inflation adjust-end of the scale. Taxes on saving yield little revenue and ments to the taxation of saving are complex and con-
are of little value economically, since their usefulness is tentious; if the tax base is expenditure,no adjustment is
restricted to the government's financial capital account.

necessary. The importance of inflation and its relevance
Moreover, there is no need for a separate tax on saving to taxation have sunk so deep into public consciousness
in order to achieve parity between saving and spending: in the Western world during the last few years that even
taxes on spending fall equally on saving in the sense that a substantial and sustained reduction in the rate of price
they reduce the value of saving by reducing its spending rises might do little to weaken the argument that the tax
power. Taxes on saving are vulnerableto these arguments system should allow for inflation; and if proper
throughout the scale of income or wealth. allowance is made for inflation, the first beneficiary
Tax graduation suits the temper of the age and is likely must be saving, through relief from taxes on wealth and
to persist for many years whatever the force of contrary capital transfers as much as from taxes on income and

arguments in principle. But our argument suggests two capital gains, since all four taxes are substitutes for each
possible developments. One is a shift in tax graduation other as means of taxing the nominal yield from saving
from saving to spending or perhaps to earning as a com- without adjustment for inflation.
promise between the two. The other is a reduction of

graduated rates of tax at the top of the scale if it be-
comes more widely understood that taxes on investment
income, capital gains, capital transfers and wealth are

4. The Structure and Reform of Direct Taxation. Report
of a Committee chaired -by Professor J.E. Meade (George Allenali levied on a single taxable object, namely saving; and

that the principle of graduation, namely taxing the rich
and Unwin for the Institute for Fiscal Studies, London,
1978).

more heavily than the poor, is exhausted when the 5. The analysis of tax policy in terms of the three dimensions
combination of these taxes renders saving futile by of weight (or height), basis and graduation (or intension) is
confiscating the whole of the yield. When this position the subject of my book The Measurement of Fiscal Policy
has been reached at the top of the scale, as it has in (Confederationof British Industry, London, 1971)

|
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The DefinitionofSta-.utoryNe, Income
in Schecuaranc Glooa
IncomeTaxSys:ems*
by Prof.Dr. Sylvain R. F. Plasschaert**

1. INTRODUCTION and allowances represent subtraction (of)
income from income. As will be shown here-

1.1. In designing the income tax, the legislature must
not only provide an answer to the difficult problem of after, similar reductions of tax liabilities can

be achieved through other techniques, such as

dening gross taxable income, but must also clearly the subtraction of tax from tax in the
specify which sums are allowed as deductions from

or,
usual jargon, by tax credits;l gross income in order to arrive at the ultimate basis on

which a given rate or given rates must be applied, and (b) in the opening paragraph we labelled the income

which we shall call the statutory net income. As tax base statutory net income. The use of the
indicated below, and although this paper focuses on term statutory was on purpose, to indicate
tax design aspects, the techniquesused in nettingout that the effective taxable base may be well below
taxable income matter less than the tax principles, or the one intended by the law, e.g. on account of

rationales, underlying those techniques. evasion and other causes of underreporting. ,

1.2. According to these rationales, the following five Throughout this paper, we shall abstract from the :....

categories of deductions should be distinguished and gap between effectively taxed and statutory ;'

will be discussed in the same order:
net income, since we are concerned, in essence,

(a) income production costs, i.e. expenditures in- with a tax design problem;
curred in the productionof income; (c) a look at actual (in this paper also designated as

(b) basic personal deductions; empirical) income tax statutes is in order, both

(c) deductions for dependents; to exemplify the tax principles and techniques
(d) privileged personal deductions; under discussion and to throw light on the causes .

(e) incentive or reallocativedeductions. of the frequent divergence between the empirical j
1.3. More specifically, we want to ascertain whether phenotypes and their rational prototypes. But

':

such deductions conform to the principles that underly there is no need to exhaustively list the deduc-

the two basic types of income taxation, viz. the sched- tions in a number of tax statutes, if the points

ular (or analytical) and the global (also called synthetic
made can easily be proven or illustrated with a

(al) or unitary) systems. We examine whether each of few examples. We shall, however, cover, in some

the various deductions meets the conformitytest, i.e. detail, the tatutory provisions in the United

is consonant with the canons of the schedular or the States and in Colombis, as the latter have been

global system respectively. investigated in depth in various monographs and
as their quantitative importance has been

1.4. In a schedular system, each type or category of assessed. 3

income, say net wages or dividends, is taxed separately,
normally each at a different flat rate, whereas under a * This article is part of extensive enquiry into the taxan

global system, the sum of all net incomes that accrue to design and tax policy aspects of alternative income tax patterns,
the same taxpayer from various gainful occupations or with particular reference to developingcountries.

productive assets is subjected to a single tax, normally * * Professor at the University of Antwerp, University Faculties

at one set of progressive rates. 1 St. Ignatius (Belgium).

1.5. To begin with, a few remarks are in order:
1. See, for further elaboration of the two tax functionsinvolved,
Syluain R.F. Plasschaert, First Principles about Schedular and

(a) unless otherwise indicated, we use the term de- Global Frames of Income Taxation, Bulletin For International

duction in a generic sense. It covers all sums Fiscal Documentation,March 1976, p. 99-111.

that are eligible for subtractionfrom gross income. 2. As defined in the World Tax Series Monographs on the tax

When taken in a more technical sense, deductions systems of various countries, prepared by the International Tax

represent actual expenditureswhich can statutori- Program of Harvard Law School, where other technical defini-

ly be subtracted from gross income; deductions
tions are given that are not required for our purposes.
3. The main sources are Richard Goode, The Individual

are then contrasted to allowances, which do Income Tax, revised edition, The Brookings Institution, 1975
not correspond to actual amounts or percentages and Fiscal Reform for Colombia. Final Report and Staff Papers
of income but are specific amounts or amounts of the Colombian Commission on Tax Reform, ed. Richard i.
based on percentages established by the income Musgraveand Malcolm Gilles, InternationalTax Program, Harvard

tax law. 2 Both deductions, in the narrow sense, Law School, 1971, hereinafter called Musgrave and Gilles.
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2. INCOME PRODUCTION COSTS however, can be devised according to two different
formulas, with differing rationales. In the first case in

2.1 At the level of tax principles, there can be no doubt the English-language literature often called the initial
as to the eligibility for deduction of outlays incurred in deduction- the relief is granted only insofar as the
producing or receiving taxable receipts. For one thing, taxable income does not exceed a given basic deduction l

the income tax is based on a net income base concept; level. If the deduction amounts to 100 U(nits), for ex- '

if a gross concept were adopted, the taxpayerwould be ample, the taxpayer with an income exceeding 100 U
partly imposed on expenditures instead of exclusively would become taxable. To the other type of basic de-
on incomings. Besides, taxation on a gross receipts duction, the so-called continuing deductions, 5 all
basis would imply duplication of tax, as both the re- incomes, whatever their level, are eligible. Thus, the tax-
cipient of gross receipts and the latter's supplier of payer with net produced income of 1000 U remains
inputs would be hit. taxable on 900 U, and the taxpayer with 5000 U, on

2.2 The implementation of the above principle runs 4900 U. In other words, the first slice of net income is

into a great many difficulties, and a substantial number subject to a zero tax rate, whatever the level of the tax-

of pages in any income tax statute, and of litigation, payer's total income. The progressive rate structure, so

relates to the exact delineation of deductible and non- to say, is saled down by one bracket.

allowed income production costs. Part of the problem 3.2. The InitialDeduction. The initial deduction clearly
arises from the fact that, in principle, the income tax aims at exempting incomes that are below a given cut-
law does not pass judgement on the desirablility of off point. Such deduction may be explained on two
such costs but accepts the costs that have actually been grounds. One would be mere administrativeconvenience.
incurred. This allows some scope for taxpayers to in- The 'Fisc may not be interested in catchig small fry.
flate costs, as, at a 50 percent rate for example, each The other rationale is, obviously, more compelling. It
dollar spent is half subsidized by the State. Lavish would be socially and ethically repulsive, and econo-

expense account outlays are a case in point. In fact, mically counter-productive,as well, if the tax would bite
delineation problems with respect to allowable busi- into the limited purchasing power of a taxpayer whose
ness deductions are most numerous and difficult in the income is inadequate to meet his most basic subsistence
business sector. needs. Below the cut-off point, he is not supposed to

2.3. Conformity test. It is almost superfluous to in- have ability (or capacity) to pay taxes. The initial

vestigate whether the deductibility of income produc- deduction is designed to absolve the poor and, at any
tion costs conforms to the two types of income taxa- rate, the poorest from income taxation (whether the

tion, since such deductions are essential to any income exemption level really corresponds to outlays for the
tax system. But another interesting feature is frequently taxpayer's basic needs, however, is highly debatable).
overlooked. As stated in a previous paper, the global 3.3 The Continuing Basic Deduction. The continuing
approach can be termed a second-stagesuperstructureof deduction, on the other hand, derives from a somewhat
a schedular infra-structure. In the first stage, the various different philosophy. The 2000 U income-recipientcan-
incomes which a given taxpayer may obtain must be not be said to lack, as such, capacity to pay taxes; im-
identified and their net amount determined. Only after posing tax on 2000 U instead of 1900 U wouldprobably
the net incomes are aggregated into total net income not significantly affect his tax liability. But even with
are progressive rates applied. 4 Now, technically, it respect to the comparatively rich, only excess in-
would be conceivable to place all deductible income come above a basic allowance (which is supposed to
production costs in a separate section of the tax code, represent outlays for essential needs) is held taxable. In
instead of discussing each of them with their corres- other words, capacity to pay is determinedby excess in-
ponding gross taxable receipts. Such lumping together, come. The intention is that only really spendable
however, would be confusing and impractical. As a income 6 should be taxed, and not total income. In
matter of fact, by their very nature, income production
costs relate to a given source of gross receipts. Besides, 4. Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert, First Principles ..., cit.
the typical pattern of incomeproductioncostdeductions 5. Cf. Michael E. Levy, Income Tax Exemptions. An Analysis
greatly differs amongst the various categories of gross of the Effects of Personal Exemptions on the Income Tax Struc-

receipts. For example, business profits are normally a ture, North Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam 1960. In

residual, only representing a small portion of the busi- the German literature following Karl Bruer, in Ertragsteuern ,

ness gross receipts, but the costs involved in clipping Handbuch der Finanzwissenschaft, Tbingen, 1927, Vol II,

bearer dividends is, if anything, negligible. p. 77 ff., the corresponding terms Grenzminimum and Ab-

zugsminimumhave been generally accepted.
2.4. Whereas the deductibility of income production 6.. We have purposely avoided the expression disposable
costs benefits both individual and corporate taxpayers, income, which, in economic writings, usually denotes income-
the deductions or allowances discussed in the next two after-taxes. Fiscal theory rightly holds that income taxes should

sections are only conceivable with respect to the indivi- not be deducted, although they reduce the directly spendable
dual inocme tax. income, as they are regarded as counterparts of the benefits of

public expenditures. Such deduction would greatly distort the
intended statutory rate structure. For a quantitative example of

3. THE BASIC PERSONAL EXEMPTION such distortions see the author's contribution to Senegal:
Tradition, Diversification and Economic Development, World

3.1. Income tax law usually grants the deductibility of Bank 1975, p. 249 ff. Co-ordinatingAuthor Heinz B. Bachmann.
a given portion of income which is assumed to meet In federal countries, the deduction of lower-level income taxes
basic necessities of life. Such basic personal deduction, from the centrally levied taxes is justified, however.
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defining the taxable base, one takes into account not common purse from the labor inputs or assets of one

only, positively, income produced but also, negatively, or more members of the household; and togetherness
that portion of income that is unavoidably consumed under a common roof provides some 66scale economies
for basic needs. of consumption, as outlays per capita for lodging,
3.4. Conformity test. The initial deduction should be food, etc. are thereby reduced.

, granted, irrespective of the form of the income tax. But 4.2. The income tax law is also led to recognize the
in a schedular system, this can only be done at the cost household. In several legislations, income accruing to
of some distortions between the taxpayers. Suppose the wife (and other dependents) is aggregated with that
that only one schedule carries the initial deduction - say, of the head of household; hence, total household
the schedule of labor incomes, both dependent and income is the taxable object, or, stated otherwise, the

self-employed - an example of which is the professional household is considered as the taxable unit. This aspect,
tax in Portugal. 7 This approach allows one to grant the however, is not dealt with in the present paper.

, benefit of the initial deduction to a potentially large 4.3. It would hurt accepted views about tax justice if
number of taxpayers, since most people are gainfully the bachelor were to benefit from the same basic de-
employed. But the minority of people, who derive only duction married couple without children,as a or, a

income, say, of a minimal amount from capital, would fortior, cuple with 8 children. Hence, the fairlyas a
then be taxed, although they are perhaps desperately general practice of providing, in tax laws, for deductions
poor. If the basic initial deduction were granted in all

on account of the number of dependents. (For
schedules, some taxpayers with the same total income,

our pur-

might benefit more, if they derive income beyond the poses, we may disregard the distinction between the
marital deductiongranted on account of the spouse, and

cut-off point from different sources, than those who the children's allowances, their rationale is identical.)as
rely on only one source. Such cases of discrimination,
however, would be rather rare, considering the high con- 4.4. Statutory provisions which grant relief on account

centration of capital income in high-bracket taxpayers. of the size and the composition of the household in

Note, however, that it is almost inconceivable to imple- essence extend the principle of taxing only excess

ment a basic initial deduction with respect to capital income. This criterion should be applied not only to

incomes which are usually taxed at the source. Such the bachelor, but, a fortiori, to the household, by pro-
taxation is principally effected in an impersonal way viding appropriate deductions for thevariousdependents
and at irregular times, i.e. when the taxpayers cash their supported by the same amount of income accruing to

dividend or interest coupons. the household. In a large family, a fairly substantialpart
of the income is, of necessity, earmarked for the

3.5. In global systems, the initial deduction would pose essential needs of the members.
no structural problem whatsoever. Initial deductions r

appear to be rather rare in global income taxes (e.g. 4.5. The canon of horizontalequityprovidesa related

Belgium), since the continuing deduction, and its justification for the dependents' deductions. As Shoup
ability-to-pay connotation, appears more suited to puts it: [there should be].., equal treatment of those

global income taxes. Here again, the insertion of the de- equally circumstanced and almost equal treatmentof

duction of the continuing type in a schedular tax, either those almost equally circumstanced. 9 Other things --

in one or in several taxes of the schedular set, would such as family income, -- being equal, it is obvious that

entail some distortions between taxpayers, depending the standard of living per capita in an 8-child household

on the composition of their total income. Several is inferior to that of childless spouses. The dependents'
countries, however, have been led to insert a continuing deduction goes some way to restoring the equality in
deduction in the schedule on labor income. As already spendable income between bachelors and households,
indicated, such an approach allows one to grant the and between householdsof different sizes.

deduction once, and only once, to the vast majority of 4.6. Conicts with Other Goals. Deductions for chil-
taxpayers who obtain income solely from their labor dren and dependents are consonant with the usual
inputs. South Korea is a case in point. Although the views on tax equity. But they may conflict with the
rates on real estate income are graduated, no basic de- objective to stem the tide of rapid demographicgrowth.
duction is accorded. Dividend and interest income, sub- An increasing number of developing countries are com-

ject to a 20 percent withholding tax, are equally devoid mitted to reducting the birth rate. A large panoply of
of basic deductions. Business income and wages-salaries, instruments is thereby used, varying from sterilization
on the other hand, benefit from a (continuing-type) (India) to social pressure (The People's Republic of
basic deduction. 8 China). Some countries, such Singapore, have drasti-as

cally reduced the tax deductions for children. The
equity-motivated deductions for children indeed clash

4. DEPENDENTS' DEDUCTIONS with the birth control goals of the government. The
pace of generating children, a basic urge of mankind,

4.1. The basic personal deduction relates to a single
person. Income recipients usually do not live alone, 7. A Brief Tax and Trade Guide Portugal,ArthurAndersen-

however, but are members of a household, consisting and Co., 1972.
of the head of household, the spouse and possibly one 8. Information Guide, January 1974, for Doing Business in
or more children, and perhaps even parents. As con- Korea,Price Waterhouse and Co.

sumption theory rightly stresses, the household is the 9. Carl S. Shoup, Public Finance, Aldine Publishing Co.,
fundamental economic unit. Income flows to the Chicago, 1969, p.23.
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however, appears only marginally amenable to mani- budget may be burdened with some unavoidable outlays
pulation through financial instruments, such as tax de- that are exceptional or abnormal in terms of their
ductions or outright subsidies. occurrence and their importance. Such extra outlays to

4.7. Techniques. Various techniques may be used the same extent reduce the freely spendable income of

towards this end. Frequently a given fixed sum (an that household, and, in the same vein, its ability-to-
allowance) is deducted from net produced income; pay-taxes-certainly as compared to otherhouseholds.

this allowance often is differentiated amongst the Potentially, the horizontal equity criterion could be

spouse and the children; or, amongst the latter, accor-
stretched and refined to quite an extent. As a matter of

ding to their age, in an attempt to refine even further fact, attention can be focused to various subcategories
the horizontal equity standard. Apart from allowances of taxpayers - such as disabled persons who need care

proper, other techniques are used. Results in the same
to move around, elderly people, or taxpayers shoulder-

direction can be achieved when a credit against tax ing high college fees for their children. Such deductions

is granted, per dependent; or according to the family for high, differentialburdens have been called by Groves

quotient technique, first introduced in France in 1948 privileged personal deductions. 12 This expression
and also in use in several former French colonies. The connotes, on the normative level, that, to be justifiable,
two latter mechanisms may be illustrated by the Sene- these cases should present solid merits. It may also

galese system. A couple with two children enjoys a suggest that their recognition in the tax statute may

quotient, amounting to 3, for purposes of the global have been the result of successful lobbying by the

cbmplementary tax (impt gnral sur le revenu). groups concerned.

This means that if total taxable income is 600,000 local 5.2. Space constraints allow neither an exhaustive list
units, tax liability amounts to three times the tax due of such privileged personal deductions in various tax
on one third of the taxable base, or three times the tax statutes, nor a detailed discussion of the merits of each
on 200,000 U. Under progressive rates, the tax relief of them. To convey the main thrust of our argument;
thus obtained may be quite substantial. 10 Besides, in we list, by way of example, those that are part of the
the schedular tax on industrial and commercial profits income tax systems of the United States and of Colom-
(impt sur les bnfices industriels et commerciaux, bia. These are countries with a global type of income
relief is granted in the form of a credit against tax, taxation. In the United States, the list of these pri-
but only for children, 10 percent for the first, 20 per- vileged personal deductions is fairly long and comprises
cent for the second, and 30 percent for the third; the the following item: (a) interest paid, (b) medical expen-
deductible amounts, however, are limited. 11 The ses, (c) philanthropic contributions, (d) some taxes paid
choice of those techniques may not be a matter of in- (but not the federal income tax), (e) child-care for the
difference to given taxpayers, depending on the actual working mother, (f) uninsured casualty losses, (g) con-

parameters involved, but they all are instrumental in tributions to political candidates (since 1971) and (h)
implementing the same principle, viz. to even out tax miscellaneous items. In lieu of the itemization pro-
liabilities of different households, in terms of their size cedure the taxpayer may opt for a standard deduction.
and composition. The deductibility of sevcral of those items is constrained

4.8. The Conformity Test. Predictably, our findings are by maximumceilings. 13

identical to those with respect to the basic personal 5.3. Colombia allows privileged personal deductions for
allowance. The dependents' deductions, indeed, are (a) medical expenses, (b) educationalexpenses, (c) rental

nothing less than an extension of the basic deduction payments for residences and (d) part of the payments
to other members of the household. Schedular taxes made to professional people, other than physicians
do no not lend themselves to a rational implementa- - such as lawyer's fees. Here equally, ceilings apply. 14

tion of deductions for dependents. That in actual 5.4. One should notice that some of them, in our view,
schedular taxes such deductions tend to be given do not fit the underlying rationale of privileged personal
frequently in the schedule (or schedules that govern) deductions, discussed above. The deduction privilege for
employment income shows that the fiscal acknowledge- philanthropiccontributions, for example, clearly aims at
ment of family burdens has become a compelling stimulating such donations and clearly belongs to the
feature of modern income taxes, on eminent equity
grounds. Yet such insertion in a schedular tax remains
a second best solution. Unjustified discriminations 10. This technique is similar to the splitting system, intro-

remain between taxpayers and depend on the relative duced in the United States in 1948 and whereby, for tax purposes,

importance of the various types of income. The proper
the aggregate income of husband and wife is divided by two, as if
each spouse were contributingequally to the household's income.

way of rationally implementing dependents'deductions 11. Senegal: Tradition, Diversification and Economic Develop-is with respect to total income, i.e. within a global ment, cit. p. 195 and 201.
income tax frame. 12. Harold M. Groues, Financing Government, third edition:

New York, 1950.
13. See Richard Goode, The Individual Income Tax, cit.,

5. PRIVILEGEDPERSONAL DEDUCTIONS Ch. VII, for a more detailed analysis. In 1970, the various types
of privileged deductions represented not less than 16.8 percent of
net produced income (p. 146).5.1. The principle of horizontal equity provides a 14. See Richard Musgrave and Malcolm Gilles, Fiscal Reform

strong argument to shape further differentiations in for Colombia,cit. The privileged personal deduction represented
tax liabilities among otherwise sinilarly circumstanced about 25 percent of net produced income in the mid-sixties, as

households. As a matter of fact, a given household based on a sample of Bogota taxpayers.
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next group of deductions. While admittedly the ability- years may be exempted (tax holiday), or the taxable

to-pay of the working mother is impaired when she has base may be reduced by schemes of accelerated depre-
to arrange for child-care during her absence at work, ciation of fixed assets or by investment allowances.
such deduction can also be viewed as a production In the latter, the cost of investments can be deducted

cost, incurred in earning income. The purestexample wholly or partially from taxable profits.
of the above deductions probably relates to medical 6.3. On the surface, at least, the deductions granted are

expenses, provided, as in U.S. law, that they reach considered worthwhile by the legislature, as they are
rather sizeable amounts and to the extent they are not intended to deflect the allocation of resources into
adequately covered through the systems of social preferred channels. A positive impact on economic
security. efficiency and faster growth is thereby intended. In
5.5. The Conformity Test. The privileged personal de- other cases, such as charitable contributions, social
ductions are given with respect to outlays that put a objectives are pursued. As against such positive effects,
burden on total income, not on a particular type of one must weigh three negative consequences. First,
receipt. Hence, they should be systematized in tax revenue is lost for the government; this fiscal effect,
statutes after total income, net of productioncosts and however, should be considered on a net basis, while
of the basic and dependents' deductions, has been de- taking into account the tax revenue which the new

termined. There is another, technical reason why they investments, possibly triggered by the tax relief, entail.
should relate to total income. As already indicated, Second, with respect to individual taxpayers, the
several items are only deductible to the extent they do deductions imply a distortion in the distribution of the
not exceed a given percentage of total income. Here ncome tax burden among different taxpaying units, in

again, and quite justifiably, the reference is to global terms of the relative ability-to-pay principle. This
ncome. point is further investigated in Sec. 7. Finally, the

selective character of the incentives implies a lapse from5.6. Hence it should not come as a surprise that actual
the neutrality in public finance, which holds, inschedular taxes do not contain many such privileged

canon

personal deductions. In Portugal, the professional tax conformity with welfare theory, that, in competitive
(imposto profissional), to which both self-employed conditions, welfare is maximized when consumer

and dependent incomes are subject, provides an sovereigntyn the disposal of his income is respected. 16

allowance for medical expenditures.The other schedular 6.4. Whether the intended allocative impact of the
taxes, e.g. those on real estate income and on passive incentive really occurs and offsets the sacrifice in terms
income (= from capital), do not contain privileged of revenue, equity and neutrality, is basically an empiri-
personal deductions of the type discussed here, but cal question. Various studies have evaluated the effec-
carry a number of exemptions from gross income. In tiveness of incentive legislation. One difficulty n the
the global complementary tax, on the other hand (im- assessment is that two effects of incentive deductions,
posto complementar), apart from basic and depen- their income and substitution effects, cannot
dents' allowances, charitable donations are eligible, easily be separated. An enlarged spendable income may
within limits, for deduction. In a previous study, which induce more of the preferred activities, such as charit-
also covered the previous mixed systems in Italy and able contributions if the latter are highly income elastic.
Belgium, a similar dichotomy between the set of But larger donations will normally be due more to the
schedular taxes and the global complementary tax was fact that the deduction lowers the cost of the charity.
also ascertained -- thus confirming the tax design If the marginal rate for a given taxpayer happens to be
implications of rational schedular and global systems, 50 percent, the donation is subsidized, by half. The
discussed in this section. 15 lower cost may be expected, in some cases at least, to

induce the taxpayer more towards donations as against
other possible uses of income. Similar remarks can be
made as regards investment and saving decisions. The

6. REALLOCATIVEOR INCENTIVE DEDUCTIONS substitution effect is, in fact, the one intended by the

6.1. Tax statutes usually also comprise other deduc-
tions whose purpose is not to refine further the ability- 15. Syluain Plasschaert, Cedulaire, Globale en Gemengde
to-pay yardstick in its horizontal dimensions, but are Types van Inkomstenbelastingen, Uystpruyst, Leuven 1964,

designed to influence the allocation of spendable p. 98-102.

income, in such a way that, as it is hoped, the taxpayer
16. One encounters here the theorem of the excess burden.
While this theory has been extensively covered in Public Finance

channels the use of his income to meritoriouseconomic
handbooks, one must wonder, whether, in practice, it is reallyactivities or to specific saving instruments or consump- that important. First, the extra burden is evaluated with

tion items. reference to an ideal world of Pareto optimality, which, in

6.2. The list of such incentive or reallocativedeductions actual life, is utterly unattainable. Second, genuinely comprehen-

(or of exemptions, if the relief is technically construed sive taxes, whether on income or spendings, cannot easily be

as a non-taxable gross receipt) is quite long. Almost all achieved in the real world. The excess burden can, therefore,
be taken in stride, if other worthwhile economic and social

countries, even high income ones, have enacted a set of
objectives must be pursued by of non-uniform taxes. The

tax favors to induce domestic and foreign direct invest- way
discussion in Sec. 6 is a case in point. For an authoritative

ment, which is usually called incentive legislationand discussion of the excess burden, see Richard A. Musgraue,
which, naturally, mainly benefits the business sector. The Theory of Public Finance. A Study in Public Economy,
The techniques used are various: profits in the initial Mc Graw Hill, New York-Toronto-London1959, p. 140-159.
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legislature, as, to achieve an income effect, he could, portionally the rich more than the poorer taxpayer. De-

without discriminating between taxpayers, effect an ductions, on incentive grounds, would then conf[ict

across-the-board reduction of tax rates. 17 Besides, to with the set of flat rates established for the various

arrive at conclusive answers, one would have to compare separate schedular taxes. But it is not always possible
the results in the situation cum-incentiveprovisions with to recognize a coherent set of rates in the actual

what would have happened in the absence of the tax re- schedular taxes which, if the basic principles of a

lief. This amounts, fundamentally, to investigating schedular system are consistently adhered to, are differ-

whether the incentive really triggered the investment entiated according to the so-called qualitativediscrimi-

decisions, a difficult undertaking, since multiple factors nation doctrine. The latter holds that labor incomes

affect the propensity to invest (or save). Furthermore, should be treated more leniently than incomes from

such propensities differ among social groups and indi- capital. (One may add that an incentive impact may also

viduals. be achieved if, instead of granting deductionsin a given
schedule, that type of income is exempted or subjected

6.5. Studies about the effectiveness of tax incentives to a deliberatelypreferential rate.)
remain, on the whole, rather inconclusive. The general
tenor, however, appears to be that the effect of incen-
tives should not be overrated. 18 In the realm of foreign
direct investment, clearly, there are countries, e.g.
Belgium, Singapore or other East Asian countries, which 7. THE REVENUE IMPACT OF DEDUCTIONSAND

have offered generous tax favors to foreign investors and THE EROSION OF THE TAXABLE BASE
attracted large amounts of direct investments, indeed.
It would be hazardous, however, to infer a causal rela- 7.1. Per Taxpayer. The tax saving, in absolute terms,
tionship from any positive correlationbetween tax relief which a taxpayer obtains when benefitting from de-
and additional investments. Other factors, such as a ductions equals the product of the deduction times the
large domestic market, export facilities, comparatively applcable rate to the sum deducted. In a schedular
low labor costs per unit of output and, more generally, system with flat rates, the richer income recipient will
a favorable investment climate appear to be of more obtain a higher tax relief, in absolute and relative terms,
significance, as suggested in various studies on direct if (a) the schedule in which the deduction exemptionor
foreign investment which were based on question- is granted happens to carry a higher rate than other
naires. 19 Two other factors reduce, in several cases, the schedules, and (b) income from the taxwise preferred
effectiveness of incentive deductions. First, countries schedule is highly concentrated in the upper deciles of
tend to compete with each other, even within the same the income distribution scale as is typically the case--

customs unions area, in the provision of tax favors. In with capital income. Under progressive rates, and in the
such circumstances the tax favors obtained become a simpler case in which the sum deducted does not bring
windfall profit, for the enterprise, with little impact taxable income into a lower bracket of taxable income,
on the decision to invest -- except perhaps in the pre- the absolute tax relief is the product of the deduction
ferred country. Secondly, a large number of developing times the marginal rate, applicable at the relevant level
countries do have a rather ambivalent, love-hate of taxable income. The income recipient at
attitude towards foreign direct investments as carried upper

out by multinational enterprises. Lavish tax incentives
a 60 percent marginal rate enjoys a higher tax saving in
absolute terms than the 20 percent marginal-rate tax-

are on the books; but other stances, such as constraints It follows that, if, the normatve level, given
on profit remittances, red tape and compulsory indigeni- payer. on a

deduction cannot be justified, the nominal structure of
zation of management posts, create a rather unfavor-

progressive rates is distorted; the average rate which the
able investment climate. The benefits from tax in-

taxpayer actually incurs may be substantially lowered,
centives, then, are largely offset by other measures. As
little investment occurs, the incentive laws are bound to especially in the upper income ranges. 20

be of little practical importance and to remain largely
nominal.

6.6. The Conformity Test. In a global income tax, 17. Michael K. Taussig, Economic Aspects of the Personal

ncentve deductons conflict wth the aim to distrbute Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Contributions, Natonal

the income tax burdens according to the ability-to-pay Tax Journal, 196 , I, p. 3.

of each taxpaying unit. In strict logic, the taxable base 18. Out of a large literature, see George E. Lent, Tax Incentves
for Investment on Developing Countries, InternationalMonetaryof global income taxes should correspond to gross Fund Staff Papers, July 1967, 249-323. The findngs the

statutory income (net of statutory exemptions) minus
p on

effects of charitable contributions in the United States remain
the various deductionsdiscussed in the previous sections controversial. See Richard Goode, The Individual Income Tax,
of this paper. cit., p. 160-68.

6.7. In schedular taxes, incentive features appear to 19. See, e.g.D. Van den Butcke, De Multinationale Onderne-

provoke fewer distortions. One reason is that in each ming. Een typologischeBenadering,SVERG,Gent 1975, p.79-86.
For Belgium tax relief ranked fairly high, presumably due to the

schedular tax the taxable basis consists of a given type fct that within free-tradinga common market differential tax
of income; an incentive deduction only reduces the levels among member countries become comparatively more
burden on that type of receipt. Another reason is that important than in an area with segmented national economies.
schedular taxes, if rationally desgned, should carry pro- 20. For a thorough analysis of measures of tax relief, other than

portional rates. A percentage deduction amounts to a the absolute value thereof, see Michael E. Levy, Income Tax
reduction in the tax rate, which does not benefit pro- Exemptions,cit.
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7.2. In an Overall Sense. Since the midfifties, various related dependents' allowances. Even some of the privi-
scholars in the United States have warned that the leged personal deductions can be defended on solid

panoply of multifarious deductions substantially grounds. The proponents of a frontal attack on the

narrows the base on which taxes are ultimately levied. erosion of the tax base rightly claim that the loss of

There is a large gap, indeed, between gross taxable taxable revenue s excessive; but apart from the political
income (or even net produced income) and the net feasibility of plugging the revenue leakages, even in prin-
taxable income in the statute. Such erosion of the ciple, the implicit wholesale condemnation of the de-

taxable base has remained the subject of intense debate ductions, which is sometimes uttered in more popu-

in academic and political circles. Proposals are made, at larized writings, is not warranted. Hence, when the

times, to reduce drastically this erosionby disallowingor effects of the erosion on, for example, the average

curtailing a great many deductions and exemptions. 21 (effective) tax rate of the taxpayer are being discussed,
one should clearly spell out the yardsticks of evaluation

7.3. Data are available on the extent of tax erosion in and the value judgments involved. The frequent state-
the United States. For 1970, the various deductions, ment that given deductions reduce the average rate of a,
other than the costs of production, amounted to 34.3 U income-recipient from 50 percent to 30
percent of what we have called the net produced say, 20,0OO

percent, when measured against net produced income
income (equivalent to what in American parlance is (in our terminology), may be mathematicallyexact, but
termed Gross Adjusted Income). One should add that it is not relevant for tax policy purposes. As a matter of
the net produced income does not comprise items of fact, in terms of tax logic, the abolition of some major
imputed receipts which, if economists' views on the deductions, such as the personal and dependents'deduc-
income definition were heeded, would have been in-
cluded in gross taxable income. 22 The erosion of the tions, is not advisable. Neither is it politically palatable.

base of the income tax is not restricted to the United 7.7. Besides, as indicated above, a global income tax

States. The Musgrave team, on the basis of a sample of system, predicated on the ability-to-payprinciple,carries

Bogota taxpayers, inferred that, for 1965, the deduc- a substantial erosive potential. As discussed with respect
tions (in our terminology) scaled down the statutory net to privileged personal deductions,quite a few respect-
taxable base by not less than 57 percent f net pro- able cases can be shown in which a given subcategory of

duced income. 23 taxpayers is burdened by outlays for very worthwhile

goods and services, which other taxpayers with the same

7.4. The term erosion may carry a dual meaning. net produced income do not experience. Hence, with
First, as a purely factual statement, it shows by how respect to the discretionary spendability of income,
much successive layers of statutory deductions - i.e. these two subgroups are no longer similarly circum-
without accounting for underreporting and evasion - stanced and the ability-to-pay principle be further re-

narrow the taxable base on which the rates are ultimate- fined by additional deductions.
ly applied; the loss of revenue to the fisc can equally
be gauged. But on a more normative level, the terms 7.8. Furthermore, in our view, the claim that the

erosion and loss usually carry a pejorative connota- erosion is largely due to efficient organized pressure of

tion. The inference is easily drawn that all or most interest groups tends to be overrated. In several cases,

exemptions and deductions, other than production e.g. with respect to the depletion allowance for

costs, are not justifiable and should be repealed. mineral exploration, the pressure groups are visible or

known to exercise a strong lobbying activity. But in

7.5. The literature on tax erosion rightly draws atten- other cases, as those discussed in Sec. 5, one does not

tion to the many sieve-like leakages in what, accord- easily visualize strongly-organized groups that achieve

ing to economic science, should be a much more com- recognition of some of the personal deductions, such as

prehensive tax base. Such leakages also distort the dis- those for medical expenses or child-care. The horizontal
tribution of tax burdens which is postulated by purpose- equity principle and the awareness that some segments
ful implementation of sound standards of equity. of society may have special needs exhibits a lot of

Furthermore, deductions (and even more exemptions) strength.
frequently introduce schedular elements and special 7.9. Fourthly, we did mention that in the schedular
rates on given types of income, thus undermining the taxes there tends to be much less erosion on account of
comprehensive reach and the unitary character which
the legislature has intended for a national income tax personal deductions. This finding is in line with expecta-

tions, as in ideal schedular systems the emphasis is on

system. the production of incomes,not on its uses; in conformity
7.6. Several critical remarks with respect to the other- with the ability-to-pay principle, this finding postulates
wise excellent erosion literature may be ventured. that total spendable income, from whatever source

Firstly, in some writings, the criterion or yardstick with derived, be brought within the tax base. But it was also

which to evaluate the unjustified erosion is not clear-

ly spelled out. Apart from the many difficulties in

keeping a strict rein on the actual implementation of 21. Two outstanding shcolars, Joseph Pechman and Stanley
deductible income productioncosts, there can obvously Surrey, have consistently advocated the need for tax reforma

be no question as to the need to provide for such de- that would restore a genuinely comprehensivetax base.

ductions; this point is not disputed, indeed. The diffi- 22. See, Richard Goode, The Individual Income Tax, cit.,
culty, and some of the confusion, starts with the other Table,A-7, p. 306.

types of deduction. There are very sound arguments to 23. See Musgrave and Gilles, Fiscal Reform for Colombia,cit.,
allow several of them, especially the basic personal and p. 37.

I
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noticed that in actualschedularsystems, there is a tenden- personal outlays (such as abnormally high medical
cy to providesome personalizingdeductions,at least in outlays).
the schedule of employment income. And since schedu- 8.5. Such personalizingdeductions cannot rationally,
lar taxes co-exist normally with a complementaryglobal i.e. without causing distortions, be inserted in schedular
tax (within a so-called mixed frame), various personal taxes. They only make sense when they relate to the
deductions tend to be embodied in the latter. In fact, total income of the taxpayer. The very fact that in
the point made here gives strong support to the argu- many schedular taxes some personalizing features
ments made in the two previous paragraphs. The have also been introduced proves how pervasive the
ability-to-pay principle, which is inherent in the horizontal ability-to-payprinciple is. As in schedular
global system, is potentially erosive; and, yet, the taxes such deductions tend to be granted only in the
horizontal equity dimension of the same principle can- labor income schedule, and as only a comparatively
not be overlooked on the political level, not even in limited number of taxpaying units derive income from
countries with schedular (or mixed) systems, although other sources -- especially in developing countries --

such deductions do not quite meet the conformity they greatly reduce the incongruity of personalizing
test with respect to the schedular paradigm. deductionsin schedular systems.
7.10. Fifthly, the claim that income tax rates could be 8.6. Deductions geared towards channeling the tax-
reduced by drastically narrowing the scope of deduc- payers' spendable income towards meritoriousactivities
tions invites some scepticism. Technically, the statement or items are widespread. The most conspicuousexample
is beyond reproach. But, societies, even at high macro- consists of the so-called incentive laws to attract
economic tax ratios, may be subject to the Please direct investment. Available evidence suggests that such
effect, whereby new sources of revenue readily find ncentives do not significantly enhance the investment
new outlets for public expenditures. 24 flow; as a matter of fact, tax considerationsare only one

7.11. Finally, the above statements about the strength element in a complex net of determinantsof investment
of the equity arguments in support of personalizing behavior. Such deductions or exemptions can be in-
deductions do not apply to the incentivedeductions. serted in a schedular set of taxes without serious distor-
The latter may owe much more to pressure groups. But, tions, as the schedular taxes are a collection of taxes on

although various empirical studies inspire scepticism different receipts, at differentiated rates -- although
about their effectiveness, some incentive deductions they conflict with the principle of qualitativediscrimi-

carry strong economic or social arguments which render nation, according to which capital income must carry
a trade-off with the equity and revenue objectives less a higher burden than labor income of the same amount

objectionableand even unavoidable. and which was a basic tenet of the schedular systems in
their first stages of development,especially in Franceand
Italy. In global taxes, such incentivedeductionscause

distortions in the distribution of the tax burden that8. SUMMARYAND CONCLUDING REMARKS would conform to strict equity yardsticks. But consi-
derations of economic efficiency or social objectives8.1. When designing an income tax law, once gross

taxable income has been defined (more or less satis- may carry strong weight, if not in substance at least on

the political level, and override equity considerations.
factorily), steps must be taken to specify the statutory
definitionof net taxable income. 8.7. The personalizing and the incentive deductions

under progressive rates (one characteristic of global8.2. One obvious and essential measure consists in the income taxes) afford more tax relief, in absolute
deduction of the costs incurred to obtain each of the for the high(er) income than the low(er) incometerms,taxable gross receipts. Both schedular and global taxes recipient, thus distorting the burden of distribution
provide for such deductibflity. which the legislature apparently intended when drawing
8.3. Global taxes center on the comparative ability- a progressive tax formula.
to-pay of the various taxpaying units, i.e. mainly 8.8. The series of deductions under discussion in this
households. Taxes should not be imposed on a given paper narrow or erode the statutory taxable base and
sum which can be considered more or less to reflect cause serious revenue leakages as compared with the
the minimum outlays for subsistence. Even in a set of situation in which the taxable base would strictly equal
schedular taxes, minimum amounts of income are net produced income. But some of the more popu-
normally exempted, at least in the schedules that larized writings or interpretations of the pejoratively-

cover labor incomes. Administrativeconsiderationsmay viewed - erosion of the tax base invite serious re-
strengthen the case for such basic exemption. servations. Most importantly, there is a need to state
8.4. In various circumstances ability-to-pay can be clearly which norms the opponent of erosion wants to
taken into account; among them, the idea that part of adopt. Value judgments appear unavoidable. Several of
the income obtained must necessarily be channeled the personalizing deductions, anyhow, cannot possi-
towards unavoidable and/or abnormally burdensome bly be discarded, considering the strength of the equity
outlays. The persons belonging to the taxpaying unit standard in income taxation. That principle has also
should not be pushed below a minimum standard of penetrated the schedular layers of mixed systems,
living. Accordingly, the basic deduction and the although to a typically lesser extent.
dependents' deductions are normally provided. At
least in global systems the tax legislator goes somewhat 24. Stanley Please , Saving through Taxation. Reality or

further and also allows deductions for other specified Mirage, Finance and Development,March 1967.
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ECONOMICCOV[MISSIONFORAFRICA:

Easternan SouthernSub-Regional.,

AdvancedTaxationTrainingWorkshop
by I. A. Malik*

I. INTRODUCTION additional tax measures, codification of tax laws, tech-

niques of revenue forecastingand various ways of taxing
The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa agricultural incomes in African developingcountries.

conducted a highly successful pioneer Advanced Tram- The highlight of the Workshop was, however, the n-

ing Workshop in Tax Policy, Legislation and Admini- depth analysis and study through special syndicate work
stration for the Eastern and Southern Sub-Region of on problem areas of:- (a) the taxation of small traders
Africa at Lusaka from 12 August to 9 September particularly from the point of view of the feasibility and
1977. This was done at the request of the Taxation desirability of standardized presumptive assessment
Liaison Conference of the Sub-Region. The Workshop techniques; and (b) taxation of companies and multina-
was attended by participants who are Senior Tax Of- tional corporations with reference to tax avoidance
ficers from Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Tanzania and practices and conclusion of double taxation agreements i
Zambia. The author of this article acted as Director between developedand developingcountries. ;

of the Workshop for which discussion leaders and lec-
turers in specific fields were also provided by the United

A brief resume of the deliberationsof the Workshopon
t

Nations Headquarters Centre for Transnational Cor-
these two issues is presented below.

portions, the German Foundation for International
. ,

Development, Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co- Il. TAXATION OF SMALL TRADERS
operation and the Income Tax Training Centre at Lusa-

ka. On the question of taxation of small traders the Work-
.

This Workshop was similar in character and coverage to shop suggested the following two stages to be adopt-
'

one of the E.C.A. Regional Workshops held at Addis ed:-
Ababa in October 1973 and which was financed out
of bilateral assistance funds provided by the Royal A. Stage I
Netherlands Government. In addition to such regional
and sub-regional Taxation Training Workshops the (a) To bring within the tax net the populationof small

E.C.A. during the past 6-7 years has carried out an ex- traders and other categories of self-employed for iden-

tensive training programmein tax policy, legislationand tification purposes.
administration for various -countries in Africa at the (b) When stage (a)has been achieved a distinct differ-
local level. entiation be made to eliminate those traders who were

The holding of the Advanced Seminar on Current found to be liable for taxation from those that were

Problems and Training Needs in Tax Administration non-liable. -

which was held in Addis Ababa in December 1965 had Inrespect of (a) above the following lines of action were

in effect set the pace for this ambitious training pro- recommended:--
gramme. Apart from recommending that special atten-
tion be paid to the organisationof trainingprogrammes (i) Systematic special surveys should be conducted to

for African Tax Administratorsthis Conferencehad also determine whether the general level of business activi-

recommended an Inventory of African Tax Laws. This ties of the small traders in the area falls below or above

Inventory was also issued in 1970 by the International the taxable limit. To strengthen the effectivenessof the

Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam, under a survey proper transport facilities should be made

special arrangement made with the Economic Commis- available to each tax district.

sion for Africa. (ii) Liaison with other agencies and local Government
authorities. Tax authorities should establish and make

Curriculum of the Lusaka Workshop full use of liaison arrangements with other Government

The Lusaka Workshop was quite extensive in its scope agencies, including local Governments and District De-

and coverage. It covered major topics ranging from Role velopmentCommittees.

and Problems of Fiscal Policy to various problems and
intricacies of tax administration, tax incentives for in- * ECA Senior Regional Adviser, Budgeting and Financial

dustrial development, tax reform planningand scope for Management Section.
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(iii)Trading Associations and Marketing Boards should do this are as follows:-
be approached directly to furnish the departmentswith (i) Determining the size of the business through peri-information about the number of cooperative societies odical reviews and eliminating marginal cases and Ietc. operating in their area and other relevant informa- subjecting the liable cases to presumptive techniques.tion for tax purposes. They could supply the Taxation
Department with all types of information on sale and (ii) Forcing the taxpayers by legal procedures to submit
purchase of goods, quantities received and disposed of their tax returns.

and bonuses and commissions etc. received by traders. (iii)A provision to be incorporated in the licensing regu-
Here it has to be taken nto consideration that there lations to the effect that no trader could be issued with
may be times of inconsistent turnover due to unpre- a trading license without first producing a Tax Clearance
dictable economic factors. Certificate from the Income Tax authorities.

(iv)Taxpayer education and publicity should be im- (iv) Enforcement measures should be carried out. Dis-
proved. One of the problems of tax departmentsdealing traint action should be instituted against small traders
with the small traders is that: who default in paying their taxes. If necessary tax of-

(a) --- they do not keep any records; rices should be provided with adequate authority within
most of them are illiterate and as a result, the law to effect before going to the

--

recovery even
unfamiliar with 'tax laws; courts for legal action. It was strongly felt that in order
they do not appreciate their obligation to to ensure perfect application of the relevant legislative

--

the State of meeting their tax liabilities. provisions, the enforcement machinery must be compe-
(b) These factors call for the mounting of a tax con- tent enough, and it should be in a position to define,

sciousness compaign on all possible media of verify, impose and levy taxes for the purpose of assuring
communication including use of: an equitable balance of taxes and achieving the ob-

television and radio; jective of the taxation system.
--

--- newspapers and distribution of periodical (v) Proper training of local tax staff is a prerequisite for
--

pamphlets etc; success of any scheme for effective taxation of small tra-associations such as Chambers of Commerce ders as they possess commanding insight into local con-
--

(Trading Associations), traders' seminars, ditions and culture.
training courses etc., educational institutions
and village public meetings; (vi) Once the small traders who are not in the net are

use of government information services es-
-- known to the tax departmentand then brought into the

pecially where political rallies or political net action should be intensified to strengthen and

conventionsare held; streamline the tax department itself to deal with such
it should be the duty of tax officers to be on-- cases under the regular income tax provisions the

generally polite and educative in dealing basis of submission of accounts and returns.
with the taxpayers.

(v) The keeping of records should be stimulated. As
most small traders do not keep records, or keep them Ill. TAXATION OF COMPANIESAND
in such a manner that proper accounts cannot be pre- MULTINATIONALCORPORATIONS
pared from such records the tax authorities should
resort to presumptive tax assessment techniques based In respect of the subject of taxation of companies and
on sample surveys, but this should be an interim multinational corporations particularly with reference
measure rather than a permanent solutin. It must be to tax avoidance practices and the conclusion of double
emphasised that presumptive assessments cannot be taxation agreements between developed and developingaccepted for more than three years after which the countries the Workshop considered the followingmajorsmall traders must submit proper returns and accounts. aspects:-
Should any taxpayer dispute the standard presumptive (i) The need for adequate provisions in the domestic
assessments, he should be at liberty to submit a proper tax laws.
return supported by accounts.

(ii) The ways the multinationals may seek to minimise
(vi) Simplificationof tax laws: their profits and possible steps to combat these devices.
The easier the laws are to understand, the better they
are complied with. It was suggested that the laws should (iii)The difference between the tax effects which may
be made simple but not simplified to the letter. It arise when operations are carried on in a developing
should be seen to that such simplification does not country by a subsidiary and a branch respectively of a

defeat the purpose for which the law was intended. multinational.

People should be in a position to know what the law (iv) The need to have a balanced approach in granting
requires them to do. These requirements should be tax incentives to multinationals.
within the terms of the law for their benefit and under- (v) The principles to be adopted by developing coun-
standing. tries particularly as those negotiations may relate to

the operations of multinationals.B. Stage I l
(vi) The particular circumstances of special classes of

In this Stage non-liable taxpayers are distinguished from companies e.g. (a) general insurance companies; (b) life
those that are liable. Some of the suggestions made to insurance companies; (c) banks; (d) film renting com-
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panies; and (e) hotel operatingcompanies. terest, or if one owned or controlled 50 percent or more

On each of these aspects the Workshop considered as
of the other.

follows:- As regards (ii) above, in calculating the net interest,
charges isuch as interest the payee paid itself) would be

A. Need to have adequate domestic tax laws deductible.

The types of income or expenditure which generally (3) Adminstrationexpenses

pose tax problems in the context of being derived or There may be no need to have specific domestic tax
incurred by multinationals from or in developing coun- laws to control the deduction of administration ex-

tries are: must be considered in relationpenses. However, they
(i) Business profits to the general problem of multinationals and are men-

(ii) Interest tioned here to distinguish them from management fees
(iii)Administrativeexpenses which are mentioned in (4) hereunder. Administration
(iv) Management fees expenses in this context refer to the expenses appli-
(v) Royalties cable to administering the world wide operations of
(vi) Know-howpayments. the particulargroup.

The following important aspects should be dealt with in However, some thought should perhaps be given to
the domestic tax laws of a developing country to meet limiting in the tax laws deduction for administration
problems in these areas: expenses to a set percentage of the gross receipts in the

(1) Businessprofits developing countries or giving the Tax Commissioner
power to do so.

The domestic tax laws should be so framed that busi-
ness profits will be deemed to have a source in (4) Management fees
the developingcounty to the extent that they arise: Management fees in this context refer to fees paid by

(i) from or through a branch or a permanent es-

tablishment in the developingcountry;
say a local subsidiary to a parent company overseas

for direct overall management of local operations. The
(ii) from a contract entered into or carried out in significance of the difference between these fees and

the developingcountry; adminstraton expenses is that there could be a legi-
(iii)from the operations of a dependent agent in timate profit element in the management fees paid by

the developingcountry. a subsidiary (but not by a branch) to a parent company
Note: It may be that a double tax agreement may later but there should be no profit element in a reimburse-
restrict the circumstances in which business profits are ment of administrative expenses whether paid by a

taxable in the developing country only to ii) above but subsidiary or a branch.
it is considered that the domestc laws themselves The domestic tax laws should have authority to deem
should provide for business profits to have a source a management fee paid by a subsidiary to its overseas
in the developing country in all three of (i), (fi) and parent to have a local source and be assessable at full
(iii) above. corporation rates in the hands of the parent.
The domestic laws should also have provisions to apply
an arm's-length test in calculating business profits when (5) Royalties
local operations are controlled from abroad, and goods Here the domestic tax laws should provide:
are supplied from the parent office overseas to local

ia) for royalties to have source in th developing
operations.

a

country when deducted by the payer in arrriving at

(2) Interest the payer's assessableincome in the developingcoun-

try;
There are two aspects here which should be covered (b) the royalties when paid between associates to
in the domestic tax laws of a developingcountry viz: be assessable at the greater of:

(a) Interest should be deemed to have a source ii) non-resident withholding tax on the gross
in the country if the loan on which it is paid is used royalties;
by the borrower (i.e. usually claimed as a deduction (ii) ordinary corporation rates on the net.

by the borrower) in the developing country irres- Some countries may allow a fixed ratio of expenses
--

pective of where the money has in fact been bor- 331/3 in of i) unless thesay percent respect --- over-
rowed.

ib) Interest should be assessable at the greater of:
seas payee can demonstrate a greater deduction is more

appropriate.
(i) non-resident withholding tax on the gross

interest;
(ii) ordinary corporation tax rates on the net n- (6) Know-howpayments

come from the interest if the payee is an asso- It appears that some countries provide for three aspects
ciate of the payer. in their domestic tax laws viz:

Some countries have a definition of associated per- ii) to define what is meant by know-how payments, i.e.

sons and in the context of companies, two companies broadly payments for technical or commercial assis-

would be associated persons if they were owned and/or tance, advice and formulae, etc.;
controlled as to 50 percent or more by the same in- (ii) define when the payments have a source locally,
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i.e. deducted by the payer in calculating the payer's have suffered and an exchange of nformation
income; may be fruitful.

(iii)to assess to the payee the greater of non-resident
withholding tax or corporation tax (as for royalties Again the finding of transactions within tax ha-

and interest) when paid between associates. vens poses practical problems but the special-
ized officers dealing with multinationalsshould

It is also necessary to determine as to the extent know- be on their guard when they see sales or pur-
how is actually being transferred. chases made in what is obviously a tax haven.

(2) Excessive charges for headoffice
administrationexpenses:B. The methods multinationalsmay use to minimize

local profits and possible steps to combat them It may happen that an overseas company has branches
or subsidiaries in various countries in the world and may

(1) Transferpricing seek to claim in a particularcountry a proportionof the
head office or administration expenses (which in factThis, of course, is the most important and certainly the

most difficult aspect of the whole subject of multina-
are incurred overseas) as being applicable to the opera-
tions carried on in that particular country. A claim oftionals. It is largely a practical problem, namely of how this nature is probably sound in principle but theto find and substitute an arm's-length notional price as ex-for the price that an overseas parent comany has question arises to how to check that it is not
cessive.

charged its local subsidiary for goods it has supplied. -

The problem can also have a marked effect on the bal- Some multinationals may merely claim and be allowed
ance of payment position and so full support for the by the local tax administration a deduction for a pro-
Tax Department should be given by the central bank, portion of head office administrationexpenses based on

trade and other like departments. Some tax officers a percentage of the local gross receipts. At least at perio-
should specialise in multinationals and if possible re- dic intervals claims of this nature should be checked and
ceive training in other countries where the problem the approach most favoured was to ask that a certificate
has been considered in depth. by external auditors of the parent office be supplied

giving the following details:
Overseas trade journals listing prices of or discounts of

(i) an itemised list of the expenses included in thecommodity prices and prices paid by independentsmay claim;be useful tests but again the practical problem is to find
(ii) local receipts;these sources.
(iii) total receipts for the organizationsas a whole.

It may be possible to exchange useful information on The auditors' certificates would be required to certifythe subject pursuant to double tax agreements. How- that the expenses in (i) did not nclude capital
ever, if the parent company is located in say one coun- any

or other items not normally deductible for tax purposestry to a double tax agreement and directly deals with and did in fact apply to administering operations ofits subsidiary located in the other country to the agree- the kind carried on in the local country concerned.
ment the first mentioned Country may not be very hap-
py about supplying information on overpricing if in The Workshop also considered an approach which

doing so it adversely affects its own tax revenues. The would apportion administration expenses on the basis

exchange of meaningful information is more likely to of the proportion that local expenses bear to total
be forthcoming when the revenue of both countries world expenses. However, as stated above it favoured on

has been adversely affected by companies nterposed balance a deduction based on the proportion that (ii)
in a tax haven. above bears to (iii).

Excessiueclaims for:
Examplesof tax hauen techniques:

Interest--

Case No. 1
-- Management fees

A Ltd.is located in an African state
-- Royalties

--

It could sell in London for say £100 per article
-- Know-howpayments

--

It forms a company in a tax haven and sells to--

it for £90 an article The Workshop considered that attempts by multina-
The interposed company then sells in London profits by excessive-- tionals to minimize their local
for the £100 and makes a £10 tax free profit charges under any of these heads could best be met by

adequate provisions in the local tax laws to assess the
Case No. 2 recipient through the agency of the local subsidiary

A Ltd. is the parent company located in Ameri- company with the greater of:--

ca and would make a reasonable profit by selling
to its subsidiary C Ltd. in Africa for $100 per

-- withholdingtax on the gross payment
article. However, it forms another subsidiary B

-- ordinary corporation tax rates on the net

Ltd. in a tax haven. It sells to B Ltd. for $90 and income from the payment
B Ltd. then sells to C Ltd. for $110. In this case Of course, obviously excessive claims could be ad-
both the American and African tax revenues justed by disallowance to the local payer.
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C. The differenct tax effects in relation to certain harmonization of tax incentives in countries com-

payments when local operations are carried on prising the same economic area. Moreover the proce-

by a subsidiary and a branch respectively dures of each government should provide for a mecha-
nism for a review of the benefits to the developing coun-

A subsidiary is a different entity from its parent com- try and regions, etc. so that a rational policy is followed
pany but a branch is part of the same entity as its in respect of incentives and unnecessary revenue losses

parent office. are avoided.

Although some tax administrations may differ in their
treatment of this matter, the Workshop favoured adopt- E. Principles to be adopted in double taxation

ing the principle that when a branch and a parent office agreements in relation to the types of income

situation is involved, internal payments or credits be- derived by multinationalsfrom developing
, tween the branch and the parent office, should be ig- countries

nored for tax purposes. The practical effect of this ap-

proach is as follows: The Workshop in view of time constraint could not con-

sider this question adequately. However it identified
Interest payable by the branch on its Head--

the following broad principles involved. In double tax
Office Account should neither be deducted by agreements and in negotiations leading up to them, in-
the payer nor assessable to the payee office.

come falls to be considered in relation to the country
A portion of the interest payable to an outside of its source and to the country of residenceof the
lender may need to be allowed against the

recipient of the income. The usual trend in double tax
branch operations.

a

agreement is to provide that certain classes of income
Similarly internal payments or credits for royal---

ties, know-how payments, management fees
are either to be wholly exempt in the country of
source or are to be assessed at reduced rates of tax in

and the like should be challenged if they include the country of source (with consequent greater tax
a profit element but could be allowed if they being payable in the country of residence). It would
represent the bare cost of providing those be extremely rare for the opposite to apply namely that
services to the branch. ncome which was previously assessable only on a resi-

dence basis was now to be assessed on a source basis.
D. Tax incentives- the need for

a balanced approach
Most developing countries are unlikely to be faced with
situations in which their own nationals have greater

The Workshop did not merely go into the ways mul- income from sources in another country than the na-

tinationals may seek to minimize their local profits and tionals of that other country have from sources in their

therefore reduce the amounts of income tax they may own. This being so, it would seem to follow that a de-

pay to the local governnent concerned. But it did re- velopingcountry will tend to lose if the trend is to nove -i
.

commend as well that it could well be government income from being assessable on a source to a resi- :

policy to encourage multinationals to invest in or carry dence basis. In short, developing countries should

on development and other projects in the particular therefore tend to hold the source line as far as pos-

country, and in fact may give tax incentives for this sible in double tax negotiations.
purpose. The incentives may include any of the follow-

ing: F. Special types of multinationals

a tax holiday or reduced rates of tax for a Again, time constraints allowed only a cursory look at--

specified period for income from a particular the particular problems associated with income derived
project; from developing countries by such internationalorgani-
accelerated deduction for certain classes of capi- zations-- as:

tal expenditure; -- general insurance companies
freedom from tax or reduced tax on interest or life insurance companies--

--

dividends from specified loans or investments -- banking companies
in defined projects. -- shippingcompanies

It has been suggested that some developing countries
-- film renting companies

have been too hasty in granting tax incentives which in
-- tourist hotel companies.

the short term at least can have an adverse effect on We think that the problems that developing countries
income tax revenues and the balance of payment posi- face in considering these types of organizationsare com-

tion of a developing country. It may be also that mul- plex requiring further research and preparation of
tinationals may play one country off against another, guidelines for African countries. The Workshop there-
to try and get ever increasing incentives. Taking into fore strongly recommended that the UNECA should
account these aspects the Workshop considered that continue work on these lines in collaborationwith other
careful thought should be given before incentives are international organizations, etc. and frequently convene

extended -- in fact that before giving incentives it must meetings of selected African Fiscal Experts to adopt
be clear that economic benefits which would not other- position in respect of tax treatment of such entities in
wise accrue will arise from them. There was also merit in the context of problems faced by African countries.
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European Study Conferences Limited: Management Centre Europe: Tax manage- FOR FURTHER
Direct Investment in the United Kingdom ment in a multinational environment (Se- INFORMATION
(subjects include taxation of companies, minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8 PLEASE WRITE TO:
taxation of individuals, capital gains tax, (English).
development land tax, value added tax),
London (United Kingdom), July 13 and 14 Management Centre Europe: International Deutsche Steuerjuristische Gesellschaft
(English). Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- e.V.: Classen-Kappelmann-Str.24,5000

gium), November 27-29 (English). Kln 41 (German Federal Republic).
SEPTEMBER 1978

Euroforum: Keizersgracht 534, Amster-
32nd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The dam (Netherlands).
Taxation of Extractive Industries; II. The
Differences in the Tax Treatment between European Study Conferences Limited:
Local and Foreign Investors and the Ef- SEPTEMBER 1979 Kirby House, 31 High Street East, Up-
fects of International Treaties. Sydney pingham, Rutland, Leics. LE15 9PY
(Australia) September 17-23 (English, 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The (U.K.).
French, German, Spanish). Taxation of transfers of ownership on

death or inter vivos gifts with special refer- Fenedex (Federation for the Nether-
Management Centre Europe Managing and ence to the continuityof famil-held enter- lands Export): Bezuidenhoutseweg76a,
Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun- 2509 LK Den Haag (Netherlands).
tax in international operations) (Seminar), try on the tax treatment of the enterprise
Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng- or group (provisionally). For the Seminars Financial Times Ltd. Conference Orga-
lish). the following Subjects are suggested: nisation: Bracken House, 10 Cannon

Trends in income tax treaties involving de- Street, London EC4P 4BY (U.K.).
Deutsche Steuerjuristische Gesellschaft veloping countries, with special reference
e. V. Die Grundprobleme der Personen- to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in Inter-American Centre of Tax Admin-
gesellschaft im Steuerrecht (Basic problems Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- istrators: Apartado 215, Panam 1
of a partnership in tax law), Vienna mark) September 4-8 (English, French, (Panama).
(Austria), September 28 and 29 (German). German, Spanish).

International Fiscal Association(I.F.A.):
General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.
Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, Rotterdam
(Netherlands).

Investment & Property Studies Ltd.:
Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-
don EC4A lAB (U.K.).

Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue
des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).

Seminar Services International: 21-23
Chilworth Street, London W2 3HW
(U.K.); Passage Perdonnet 1, CH-1005
Lausanne (Switzerland).
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INDIA: a tax on capital gains forms part of our existing
Income-tax Act, but it was in operation only for a

Ca,ita 6ainsTax
short period, that is, in respect of capital gains
which arose during the period 1st April, 1946, to
31st March, 1948. In the present Bill, I have
somewhataltered the existing provisions.
(i) The definition of 'capital gains' remains

by Kailash C. Khanna* unchanged, but some of the existing exemptionsare

proposed to be withdrawn. These are capital gains
arising on transfers of property on compulsory
acquisition, capital gains arising on distribution of
assets on dissolution of partnerships or on

liquidation of companies, capital gains arising on the

Capital gains were charged to tax in India for the first sale of residential property possessed by the

time by the Income-tax and Excess Profits Tax taxpayer for seven years, etc. Such gains will now be

(Amendment) Act of 1947. The relevant provision of subjected to tax.

law taxed capital gains arising after the 31st March, (ii) Under the existing law, capital gains up to Rs.
1946. 15,000 are not subject to tax in the case of

The levy was virtually abolished by the Finance Act of individuals. This limit is proposed to be reduced to

1949 which confined the operation of the taxing Rs. 5,000 but an additional concession is proposed
provision to capital gains arising before the first day of to be given to persons in the lower income groups in

April, 1948. that no capital gains tax would be chargeable if the
total income, including the capital gains, does not

According to A.N. Iyer, the founder of Income-tax exceed Rs. 10,000.
1 Reports, the idea of levying a tax on capital gains and

the main scheme of taxation were taken from the (iii)I am also considering some concession for small

American law on the subject although the Indian people making gains by the sale of small and

legislature adopted a simpler scheme of taxation. medium sized houses.

The Finance Act of 1956 re-introduced the legal (iv) Under the existing law, capital gains are to be

provision in wider terms so as to bring within capital taxed on the basis of slab rates. This, however, bears

gains any profits or gains arising from the sale, no relation to the other income of the person

exchange, relinquishment or transfer of a capital asset making the gains. It is now proposed that the rte of

effected after 31st March, 1956. It follows that capital tax to be charged on capital gains should be the

gains tax is leviable on capital gains arising if the transfer income-tax rate applicable to the other taxable

of the capital asset took place between income of the assessee increased by one-third of the

(i) 1st April, 1946 to 31st March, 1948; capital gains he makes in the relevant year.

(ii) 1st April, 1956 onwards. (v) Another important change is that the assessee

Between 1st April, 1948 and 31st March, 1956, no
has the option to have his gains worked out either

capital gains tax was leviable in India. on the basis of original cost or on the basis of its
value on the 1st January, 1954.

The reasons for the re-impositionof the capital gains tax
in 1956 and the broad outline of the tax are given in the The broad scheme of taxation of capital gains continued
Indian Finance Minister's Budget Speech of 1956. This on the above lines except for occasional changes
was as follows: following recommendationsof the Direct Taxes Enquiry

It is necessary now to increase the coverage of Committee (see below) and representations from
taxation by reaching a class of incomes which has foreign investors. For instance, under Section 52(2) of
hitherto been kept out of the purview of the income the Income-tax Act, a taxpayer is deemed to have made
taxation -- I mean capital gains. Capital gains are an capital gains if the consideration declared for the

important factor in aggravating economic transfer of the capital asset is less than the fair market

inequalities, and there is no justification for value as reduced by 15%. The Governmentof India and

regarding capital gains as a species of income not the Reserve Bank have been recently insisting on

liable to taxation. This is a lacuna in the tax system dilution of foreign shareholding so as to increase Indian
of most countries, a lacuna, one dare participation in subsidiaries and branches of foreign-held
say, they will have to rectify in due course. For a companies. The dilution has been effected by the
developing country like ours, it is necessary to take foreign investor disinvesting a part of the holding at

early action as the implementation of our prices approved by the Governmentof India. Since such

programmes is certain to create conditions in which price has invariably been less than the fair market value
the assets of all kinds will appreciate. It is only fair (sometimes the reduction has exceeded 15% of the fair
that the exchequer should get a proportion of those market value), a proviso was added in 1974 to the effect
incomes when realised in the form of capital gains.
Dealing first with direct taxation, my first proposal
is to impose a tax on capital gains made on or after * Kailash C. Khanna & Co., Chartered Accountants, Calcutta,
the 1st April, 1956. As Hon'ble Members are aware, India.
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that the value determinedby the Central Governmentor We reject this line of reasoning. The phenomenon of a large
the Reserve Bank of India shall not be questioned by amount of income being realized in one year after accruing
the Taxing Authority. for many years is not an unusual one ...

The latest changes in capital gains taxation effected by
the Finance (No. 2) Act of 1977 are again worthy of Several persons who appeared before us stated that the existing

of capital gains is proper and fair. Apart
note. The reason given for these changes was stated by

tax treatment long-term
from mentioning the reasons stated above, they pointed out that

the Finance Minister in his speech of 17th June, 1977, such preferential treatment encourages savings and capital
as under: formation and is thus conducive to the growth of the country's

It is my belief that the present structure of,captal economy. Others, however, expressed themselves strongly against
gains taxation stands in the way of adequate it. They saw no justification for not treating all capital gains like

mobility of investable resources and perpetuates other income. They thought that law has been unnecessarily

investment of low priority assets. In this view, I am complicated in this regard and there was scope for simplification.

proposing certain changes in our existing scheme of We have carefully considered the matter. We are of the opinion
capital gains taxation. that such gains should not be treated on a par with other income.

Capital gains may be partly attributable to inflationary pressures
The changes mentioned by the Finance Minister were and, in any case, represent income which has accrued over a

incorporated in the Finance (No.2) Act of 1977 and period of time. We are, however, of the view that the qualifying
form part of the current Indian tax law. One of the period for which an asset is held to be eligible for such treatment

important amendments provides that if the sale should not be too short. The qualifying period for concessional

proceeds of any asset are re-invested within six months treatment of gains from the long-term capital assets is 5 years in

for a minimum period of three years in equity shares, Finland and 10 years in Norway. For real property, the holding
bank deposits or other approved securities, the capital period is stated to be 3 years in Spain, 5 years in Austria and 10

gains arising as a result of the sale shall be exempt from years in Finland. In our country, the qualifying period of holding
is 24 months only in all cases. Such a short period of holding

tax. This virtually nullifies capital gains taxation in large encourages speculative deals instead of promoting capital
sphere. It is, however, anticipated that this concession formation and contributing to a healthy growth of the economy.
may be shortly withdrawn. The definition of long term We, therefore, recommend that concessional treatment of capital
capital asset was also modified. gains should apply only to capital assets held for more than five

years. Accordingly, the definition of short-term capital asset will
have to be changed.

THE DIRECT TAXES ENQUIRY COMMITTEE ON
CAPITAL GAINS (1971 Report, p. 73)

Under the existing law, gains arising from the transfer of
short-term capital assets (assets held for a period of not more

than 24 months) are treated like ordinary income and taxed at
normal rates. However, gains arising from the transfer of capital
assets other than short-term capital assets are in effect subject to
tax at lower rates.

Preferential tax treatment to long-term capital gains is generally
sought to be justified on the ground that they relate to genuine
investments as distinct from speculative ones, and that such gains
are in any case only illusory, being mainly due to the continuous
decline in the value of money. Further, these gains, though
realised in one year, are actually attributable to several years of

ownership of the asset by the taxpayer.

On the other hand, those who oppose preferential tax treatment
to long-term capital gains point out that these are just like any
other income and equally add to the economic power f the ERRATUM
recipient and should, therefore, be taxed accordingly. Nicholas
Kaldor had observed that so long as, and to the extent that, Dans notre numro 1978/2 l'article de Monsieur
taxation is based on 'income', the only impartial concept of
income is that which treats all realised gains equally. The Royal Jean-Loup Ha (2me partie) paragraph IV (

Commission on Taxation for Canada, which also considered this (p. 67) premier alina doit tre lu comme suit:

point, has made the following observations: Aprs avoir lentement chemin de l'Excutifau

Although property gains are generally taxed at preferential Lgislatif, le projet de loi prsent officielle-

rates in other countries, we have concluded that because ment le 20 avril 1976...

taxable capacity depends on the amount of a receipt, and not
at all on its source, equity required that all receipts, including
property gains, should be taxed at full rates.

... Arguments have been advanced that a reduced rate of tax
for the gain on long-term assets gives recognition to the fact
that a gain when realised may represent a value that has
accrued over a long period of time.
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The1978IncomeTaxChanges
be applied to donations made on or after

April 1, 1978.

intheRepublicofSouthAfrica STANDING COMMISSIONON TAX
POLICY

The Minister referred again to the valuable
\

research work of the Standing Commission

by Dr. Erwin Spiro on Tax Policy, particularly in connection
with fringe benefits, tax expenditure, the
effects of inflation on taxation, individual
tax rates, incentive allowances, interna-
tional taxation and the withholding tax.

As announced by Senator O.P.F. Horwood, general sales tax of 4 percent on July 1, But no tangible results seem here to have

the Minister of Finance, on March 29, 1978. materialized.

1978, the aim of the budget is to construct Secondly, the Minister proposed that the RATES OF INCOME TAX (NORMAL
a stronger economic force in the subconti- full ten percent surcharge on normal tax on TAX)
nent, a viable power which will be able to individuals should now be completely
withstand the onslaughts from wherever abolished. No surcharge will, therefore, Persons other than companies
they may come. How will this be achieved be payable for the year of assessment end- Persons other than companies are, in res-
in the field of income tax ing on February 28, 1979. This step is pect of the taxable income derived in the

aimed at creating a climate favourable to a years of assessmentending on February 28,
COMPANIESTAX higher level of economic activity. 1979, or June 30, 1979, subject to the tax

The Minister felt now the necessity to According to the Minister, the abolition at the rates contained in the two tables an-

grant relief in respect of the tight cash of the surcharge means that the maximum nexed to this article. These tables are based

flow position experienced by many com- marginal tax rate will revert to 60 percent, on taxable amounts which are the amounts

panies. The surcharge on nornal income a gure which found favour with the remaining after deducting from taxable in-

tax payable by companies is accordingly Franszen Commission a few years ago. It come as defined the abatementsapplicable.
to be reduced by 2.5 percentage points is true that the loan levy of 10 percent

Provided the tax is R150.00or more, there is

in respect of the years of assessment end- which is still payable is not a true tax added a redeemable loan levy of 10 percent.

ing on or after April 1, 1978 and on or because it is redeemable, but practically at
before March 31, 1979. This means that least it is felt as a tax, and the maximal Companies
all companies earning income, excepting marginal tax rate may, therefore, well be The rates for companies in respect of tax-

gold mining and diamond mining com- regarded as being 66 percent. able income derived in the Republic of
panies, will pay a ve percent tax sur-

As the Minister pointed out further, the South Africa for the year of assessment,
charge instead of 7.5 percent, while gold abolition of the surcharge would also have that is the financial year ending during the
mining and diamond mining companies twelve-month period from April 1, 1978,
will pay a surcharge of 7.5 percent instead

a favourable influence on all marginal rates
to March 31, 1979, follows:

at which incremental incomes were taxed, are as

of 10 percent.
a reduction in the marginal rates going a (i) taxable income derived otherwise

The 15 percent loan levy hitherto paid long way towards solving the question of than from mining: 40 cents per Rl. A sur-

by all companieswill, however, be imposed the joint taxation of the husband's and the charge of 5 percent of such tax and a loan
again for the years of assessmentending on wife's incomes. portion of 15 percent thereof are to be
or after April 1, 1978 and on or before added to such tax. The effective rate is
March 31, 1979. But the Minister envisaged thus 48 cents per Rl.
that the loan levy which in any case was FOREIGN EXCHANGE LOSSES

repayable during February next year, that The Minister proposed the deduction from (ii) Taxable income derived from gold
is in the ensuing financial year, could be income of exchange losses on foreign mining:
refunded to companies on July 15 this financing for which no forward cover was (a)

. .

on any mine other than a post-1966

year, this being a further measure to im- available, such deduction to apply only if gold mine an amount determined in

prove the cash flow of companies. the losses originated from the repayment
accordance with one of the formulae
laid down plus a surcharge (which is

No rates were proposed for companies in of credits utilized for domestic productive not payable in respect of certain
respect of income obtained in South West purposes in the commercial, industrial and assisted gold mines) equal to 71A per-
Africa since this decision rested with the mining fields. Profits realized in these cir-

cent of the said amount and loana

Administrator-General. cumstances would, of course, be dealt with
portion equal to 15 percent thereof;

as taxable income. These provisions would
be operative from the 29th March, 1978 (b) on post-1966 gold mines an amount

PERSONAL INCOME TAX determined in accordance with one of
(the date of the Budget Speech).

Firstly, the Minister proposed here, too,
the formulae laid down plus a sur-

that the ten percent loan levy imposed charge of 71/ percent of the said

on individuals during the last two years, be DONATIONSTAX amount and a loan portion of 15 per-

imposed again for the year of assessment The couplingof donations tax with jncome cent thereof;

ending on February 28, 1979. But, as in tax derives from the object of the former c), in the form of excess recoupments
the case of companies, he proposed an to discourage taxpayers from parting with over capital expenditure accruing to

earlier repayment to individuals of the loan their income-bearing assets and thus re- companieswhich are or have been gold
levy falling due for redemption in the ducing their liability for income tax (and, mining companies the average rate of

ensuing financial year, viz. on July 15, ultimately, for estate duty). But as the tax as determined in accordance with

1978. In the view of the Minister this step exemption for children had remained un-
the Act or 35 cents per Rl whichever

would assist the individual taxpayer to changed for more than 20 years, the ex-
iS higher.

improve his own cash flow position, emption limit has now been raised to (iii) taxable income derived from mining
especially in view of the imposition of the R 15,000 per child, the increased limit to for diamonds: 45 cents per Rl plus a sur-
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charge of 71A percent of such amount and to non-mining income, the normal and Undistributed profits tax

a loan portion of 15 percent thereof. additional taxes chargeable being subject to The undistributedprofits tax is 331/3 cents
such a reduction as the Minister of Mines,

(iV) taxable income derived from mining in consultation with the Minister of Fi-
on every Rl by which the distributable
income as defined exceeds the amount ofoperations other than mining for gold or

nance, may determine. Where sulphur, salt dividends distributed during the specifieddiamonds (or natural oil) : the position or any other mineral is won in the course
is the same as in the case of a non-mining of mining for natural oil, the incomederived period as defned.

company (see (i) above). from the mining of sulphur, salt or other

(v) taxable income derived from mining mineral is deemed to be derived from Non-residents'tax on interest

for natural oil : in respect of taxable in. mining for natural oil. The non-residents' tax on interest is 10
come derived from mining for natural oil percent on the amount of the interest in

(excluding gas) normal tax at the rate RATES OF OTHER TAXES CONTAINED question.
applying to non-mining income plus IN THE INCOME TAX ACT

an amount equal to 40 percent of the
balance remaining after deducting the Non-residentshareholders tax Donations tax

normal tax and in respectof taxable income The non-resident shareholders' tax is 15 The donations tax is at progressive block
derived from mining for natural oil in the percent of the amount of the dividend or rates, the block exceeding R 90,000.00
form of gas normal tax at the rate applying interim dividend in question. being taxable at the rate of 25 percent.

ANNEXURES

Table I

Taxable Amount Rates of tax in respect of married persons

Where the taxable amount-

does not exceed R 1,000 9% of each R 1 of the taxable amount;

exceeds R 1,000 but does not exceed R 2,000 R 90 plus 10% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 1,000;
exceeds R 2,000 but does not exceed R 3,000 R 190 plus 10% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 2,000;
exceeds R 3,000 but does not exceed R 4,000 R 290 plus 11% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 3,000;
exceeds R 4,000 but does not exceed R 5,000 R 400 plus 12% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 4,000;
exceeds R 5,000 but does not exceed R 6,000 R 520 plus 14% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 5,000,
exceeds R 6,000 but does not exceed R 7,000 R 660 plus 16% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 6,000;
exceeds R 7,000 but does not exceed R 8,000 R 820 plus 18% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 7,000;
exceeds R 8,000 but does not exceed R 9,000 R 1,000 plus 20% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 8,000;
exceeds R 9,000 but does not exceed R 10,000 R1,200 plus 22% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 9,000;
exceeds R 10,000 but does not exceed Rll ,000 Rl,420 plus 24% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 10,000;
exceeds R 11,000 but does not exceed R 12,000 Rl ,660 plus 26% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds Rll ,000;
exceeds R 1 2,000 but does not exceed R 13,000 Rl,920 plus 28% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 12,000;
exceeds R 13,000 but does not exceed R 1 4,000 R2,200 plus 30% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 13,000;
exceeds R 14,000 but does not exceed R 1 5,000 R2,500 plus 32% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 14,000;
exceeds R 1 5,000 but does not exceed R 16,000 R2,820 plus 34% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 15,000;
exceeds R 16,000 but does not exceed R 17,000 R3,160 plus 36% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 16,000;
exceeds R 17,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R3,520 plus 38% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 1 7,000;
exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 19,000 R3,900 plus 40% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 18,000; (
exceeds R 19,000 6ut does not exceed R20,000 R4,300 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 19,000;
exceeds R20,000 but does not exceed R21,000 R4,720 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R20,000;
exceeds R21,000 but does not exceed R22,000 R5,160 plus 46% of the anqount by which the taxable amount exceeds R21 ,000;
exceeds R22,000 but does not exceed R23,000 R5,620 plus 48% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 22,000;
exceeds R23,000 but does not exceed R24,000 R6,100 plus 50% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 23,000;
exceeds R24,000 but does not exceed R25,000 R6,600 plus 52% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 24,000;
exceeds R25,000 but does not exceed R26,000 R7,120 13lus 54% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 25,000;
exceeds R26,000 but does not exceed R27,000 R7,660 plus 56%'of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 26,000;
exceeds R27,000 but does not exceed R28,000 R8,220 plus 58% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 27,000;
exceeds R 28,000 R8,800 plus 60% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 28,000;
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Table Il

Taxable Amount Rates of tax in respect of persons who are not

married persons

Where the taxable amount-

does not exceed R 1,000 12% of each Rl of the taxable amount;

exceeds R 1,000 but does not exceed R 2,000 R 120 plus12% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R ,000;

exceeds R 2,000 but does not exceed R 3,000 R 240 plus13% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 2,000;

exceeds R 3,000 but does not exceed R 4,000 R 370 plus 14% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceedsR 3,000;

exceeds R 4,000 but does not exceed R 5,000 R 510 plus17% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 4,000;

exceeds R 5,000 but does'not exceed R 6,000 R 680 plus 20% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceedsR 5,000;

exceeds R 6,000 but does not exceed R 7,000 R 880 plus 23% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceedsR 6,000;

exceeds R 7,000 but does not exceed R 8,000 Rl,110 plus 26% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceedsR 7,000;

exceeds R 8,000 but does not exceed R 9,000 R 1,370 plus 28% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 8,000;

exceeds R 9,000 but does not exceed R 10,000 R1,650 plus 30% of the arnount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 9,000;

exceeds R 10,000 but does not exceed Rll ,000 R1,950 plus 32% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 10,000;

exceeds R 11,000 but does not exceed R 12,000 R2,270 plus 34% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds Rll,000;

exceeds R 12,000 but does not exceed R 1 3,000 R2,610 plus 36% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 12,000;

exceeds R 13,000 but does not exceed R 14,000 R2,970 plus 38% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 13,000;

exceeds R 14,000 but does not exceed R 1 5,000 R3,350plus40% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 14,000;

exceeds R 1 5,000 but does not exceed R 1 6,000 R3,750 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds Rl 5,000;
exceeds R 1 6,000 but does not exceed R 1 7,000 R4,170 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 16,000;

exceeds R 17,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R4,610 plus 46% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 17,000;

exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 19,000 R5,070 plus 48% of the amount by which the taxabe amount exceeds R 18,000;

exceeds R 19,000butdoes not exceed R 20,000 R5,550 plus 50% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 19,000;

exceeds R20,000 but does not exceed R21 000 R6,050 plus 52% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 20,000;

exceeds R21,000 but does no texceed R 22,000 R6,570 plus 54% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R21 000;

exceeds R22,000 but does not exceed R23,000 R7,110 plus 56% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R22,000;

exceeds R23,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R7,670 plus 58% of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 23,000;

exceeds R 24,000 R8,250 plus 60%.of the amount by which the taxable amount exceeds R 24,000;

NEVVZEALANO:

AGuidetoNon-ResidentWthholdingTax*
The Tax Act imposes a withholding tax on from gross dividends, interest and royalties -- Interest derived by a non-resident in-

certain classes of income derived from New including cultural royalties. The term vestment company from any undertaking,
Zealandsourcesby non-residents. gross means without any deduction scheme or work declared by Order in

The term non-resident is not used as whatsoever. The tax is final in the case of Council to be development project.a

such in the Income Tax Act. It is a collo- dividends and cultural royalties. It is also -- Income derived from film hire.

quial term term which is used to describe final on interest except when the payer and -- Interest derived from stock or deben-

those persons (including companies)who payee are associated persons. (See intereest tures issued by the New Zealand Govern-
1 do not come within the deeming provisions on page 10.) Additional tax will be payable ment, or a local or public authority, the

of section 241. Section 241 is the section on royalties other than cultural royalties interest on which is payable out of New

/ which determines when a person is deemed and know-how payments if the income Zealand.

to be a resident in New Zealand. tax assessed on the net income after de- -- Interest derived from loans, the interest
1 ducting expenses exceeds the withholding on which is exempt under an agreement or

Income subject to withholding tax tax. arrangement made with the New Zealand
Government.

The following classes of income are classi-
fied as non-resident withholding income Income exempt from withholdingtax

and are subject to withholding tax- The following classes of income are exempt
Dividends other than investment so- * From Public Information Bulletin No. 92 of

--
--

from non-resident withholding tax-
ciety dividends or exempt dividends from Income which is exempt from ordinary

December 1977.
--

capital profits. income tax.
Interest or investment society dividends. Income derived by companies from the--

--

Royalties other ike payments. carrying in New Zealand of the business-- or

Know-howpayments.
on

[continued 229]--

of life insurance and assessable under sec- on p.

Non-resident withholding tax is deductible tion 204.
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UNITEO KIIVGOOIVI:

Mr.Healyh1978-79Budget
On April 11, 1978 the Chancellorof the Exchequer,Mr. Income tax and small businesses
Denis Healy, pronouncedhis Budget Speech in which he

While overall stablity is main far
promisd cuts in income tax worth close to £ 2 bn, with my purpose so as

companies in general are concerned, I believe that so
the aim of encouraging a level of economic activity far small businesses concerned expect
sufficient to get unemployment moving significantly

as are we can a

significant improvement in industrial performance from
down.
With respect to taxation the Chancellor, inter alia, said:

some easing of the tax regime.
In my Statement last October, I announced the first

A major purpose of the Budget is to adjust taxation so changes which were proposed in the tax treatment of

as to help and improve our industrial performance. Our small firms and in particular a big increase in the CTT

business tax system is generally recognised as giving very relief.

generous incentives to new investment, and the scheme I can now outline the firm decisions we have made on

for stock relief which I introduced in 1974 has also been the matters which were then under review.

of immense value to industry. First, I intend to raise the profits limit for the small

I think the House would agree that what industry companies rate of corporation tax from £40,000 to

requires is stability in their tax environment. I have £50,000 and to increase the limit for marginal relief

therefore decided again to make no major changes this from £65,000 to £85,000.
year in the rate of Corporation Tax or in the levels of Next I intend to provide that a business man who makes

investment incentives. trading losses in the early years of an unincorporated
business, will be able to set them against income

Inflation accounting received in previous years.
I also propose to give relief similar to that for employees

In my Budget statement last year I said the stock relief last year to self-employed people and members of

scheme would continue in its present form for 1977-78 partnershipswho are resident here and work abroad.
and 1978-79. I then hoped that the debate on current We are also proposing substantial relaxations in the

cost accounting might by now have reached the stage capital gains tax rules for small businesses. I intend, as

where we could move to a permanent scheme of relief. foreshadowed last October, that capital gains tax on

But it is now clear that more time is needed for gifts of business assets either within a family or to

discussion of inflation accounting and, when an employees should be deferred until the assets are sold.

accounting standard has been agreed, tried and tested, This will be a major help in passing on a business.

for deciding how far it can be used for tax. I intend, In addition I propose that losses on loans and guarantees
therefore, to retain the present scheme for 1979-80, and should henceforward qualify for capital gains tax relief.

to continue it indefinitely until a permanent scheme can This will encourage investment in family companies.
be introduced. Finally, I intend to raise the limit for retirement relief

However, I recognise there is a continuing concern from its present level of £20,000 to £50,000. A very
about the build up of deferred tax liabilities in company large increase is, I think, justified here to help the small

accounts and the effect this may have on the raising of business man who has worked hard all his life to build
investment capital and investment decisions. This is a up a modestly successful business.
matter which can best be dealt with as a part of the

permanent scheme. I wish, however, to dispel any VAT and small businesses
anxiety among industrialists that with the present Finally, I concerned to limit the burden of VATam on
scheme continuing indefinitely they may be faced with

small firms. I proposing to make number of
a mountingvolume of potential tax liabilities.

am a

changes in the administration of the tax and, in
I, therefore, give this assurance now: if, this time next

to raise the registration limit to £10,000 and
year, we are still unable to see what form a permanent particular,

to allow.reliefagainst VAT for bad debts in insolvencies.
scheme will take, we shall introduce legislation to limit

I however, to give extra help to two
the build up of these liabilities as follows. propose now,

First, the balance of the relief for the first two years of particular sectors. First, farmers. I think it is generally
are a

the scheme will be written off. Second, we shall build accepted that farmers in unique position, partly
because the weather can produce substantial fluctua-

into the present scheme similar provisions for a write-off tions in their income and partly because farming is
of so much of the relief for each subsequent year as

a

remains after a six year period. highly capital intensive industry requiring substantial
investment.

This will remove the major criticisms which industry has
of the present arrangements and will enable stock relief
to continue in more or less its present form until a

permanent system is available. * Extracts of Budget Speech 1978-79.
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I have, therefore, decided to allow farmers to average level of secrecy which amounts almost to conspiracy to
their incomes for tax purposes when they vary by 30 mislead.
percent or more between two years and to increase the The time has come not only to stop the particular
agricultural building allowance in the first year to 30 schemes we know about but to ensure that no schemes
percent. of a similar nature can be marketed in future.
Second, the hotel industry. In recent years a substantial So the provisions I shall be introducing this year to deal
increase in tourism has made an important contribution with artificial avoidance by certain partnerships dealing
to our invisible export earnings. in commodity futures will go back to April 6, 1976,
I therefore propose that any expenditure incurred after that is, before the date when the intention to legislate
today on the constructionor extension of an hotel with was announced in a Parliamentaryanswer.

at least ten bedrooms should qualify for capital My proposed measures against avoidance by means of
allowances at the rate of 20 percent initial allowance land sales with the right to re-purchase will go back to
and 4 percent annual allowance. December 3, 1976, the date foreshadowed in a

Parliamentary answer: and I will from to-day counteract
devices for avoiding the CTT charges on discretionaryProfit sharing encouraged trusts and avoidance of CTT through the use of

I also wish to encourage profit-sharing in this year's associated endowment and term life policies.
Finance Bill. Profit-sharing schemes can encourage the
employees of a company to identify themselves more No increase in indirect taxes except for high tar
closely with their company. As the hon. Gentleman, the cigarettes
member for Cornwall North (Mr. John Pardoe), has I think it is now generally recognised that, while theoften emphasized, this can help to improve the total burden of taxation in Britain is well within therelationship between employees and employers, encour-

international the proportion of total
age greater efficiency and stimulate growth. average, revenue

derived from income tax is still too high although I haveIf it is not simply to give relief to the higher paid there
must be a ceiling to the amount of relief to which any

already reduced it significantly in the last three years.
Cuts in income tax will, therefore, account for almostone taxpayer can be entitled. So there will be a limit of
all the £2.5bn. stimulus which I have announced.£500 a year to the value of shares which can be
I know that MP's think it would be right to cutallocated tax free to any one employee.

some

income tax this year by a much larger sum and offsetMy proposals will take effect from next year and will
the additional costs by increase in indirect taxation. Inbroadly follow Method III 1 as set out in the Inland

Revenue's consultative document published last principle, I have some sympathy with this view.
But I believe that this year we must consolidate andFebruary. reinforce our success in the fight against inflation so

that we can for good and all bring down the inflationaryNo indexation for capital gains
expectations which have so damaged our economy in

I have studied very carefully the representations which recent years.
the Inland Revenue received on their consultative In this situation I cannot believe it would make sense
document on capital gains tax and inflation. 2 for the Government itself deliberately to raise the
I must conclude that the practical problems for inflation rate and increase the cost of living. I will,
taxpayers, their advisers and the Inland Revenue alike in therefore, leave the indirect taxes generally unchanged
any scheme for indexation or for tapering would be too on this occasion-- with one small exception.
great. To discourage the smoking of cigarettes which have a

Moreover, I do not think it would be right to give relief higher tar yield, I intend to introduce from September 4
for inflation to investors in shares and land, while a supplementary duty on cigarettes with a tar yield of
investors in building societies and other fixed interest 20 milligrammes or more. If the manufacturers fully
loans receive none -- and while an investor can benefit passed on this increased duty in prices they would raise
from the decrease in the real value of his borrowings. the prce of 20 of these cigarettes by about 7p. About
But to lighten the burden on small investors I propose 15 percent of cigarettes will be affected.
that an individual'sgain up to £1,000 in any year should The House will recognise that this supplementary duty
be exempt and gains between £1,000 and £5,000 is not design primarily to raise revenue -- it could bring
charged at 15 percent, that is, at half the full rate. in only £25m. in a full year at most -- and if it results in
A marginal relief will secure that only large gains of
£9,500 or more in a year will bear the full rate. These
provisions will apply to the year just ended and will 1. Editor's note: Method III entails a form of profit sharing
replace the present exemption for small disposals and along the following lines. A company would be permitted to
the alternative basis of charge which many people have make an allocation each year for profit sharing. The sum so

had difficulty in understanding. allocated would be used to buy shares at full value. These
shares would be apportioned between all employees in the

Tax avoidance: retrospective legislation company who were within the scheme, but the shares would
be retained by a trust established for this purpose. The

Lastly, tax avoidance. This has emerged recently in a amount apportioned to each employee would not attract any
new form which involves marketing a succession of Schedule E liability at this stage.
highly artificial schemes -- when one s detected, the 2. Editor's note: see 17 European Taxation 299 (No. 9 of
next is immediately sold -- and is accompanied by a 1977).
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leading smokers to abandon these high tar cigarettes, no to raise the single person's allowance and the wife's

one will be more pleased than I. earnings allowance by a further £40 to £985 and the

The effect on the retail price index will be negligible. married allowance by £80 to £1,535.
This increase in tax thresholds will help widows and also

National insurance surcharge provide the family man with special help during the
second stage of the transition to the child benefit

I have also been asked to consider an increase in the

National Insurance surcharge. The share of employer
scheme. The additional child benefit which mothers are

social security contributions and payroll taxes in total now receiving will, in general, more than offset the
effect on family income of the reduction in the child

revenue is a good deal lower in Britain than in most
tax allowance which have already announced.

other countries of the European Community.
we

But I believe it is important too to ensure that this
But I do not believe it would be right to increase it so

soon after it has been introduced, and at a time when change does not reduce the father's pay packet, and for
this reason I am increasing the married allowance by

unemployment is our major problem. It would increase
twice much the increase in the single allowance.as as

industrial costs at a time when it is essential to improve I last to that the allowance for
our competitiveness and it would ultimately be largely propose, as year, ensure

passed on in higher prices at a time when the fight one-parent families is kept in line with that for

two-parent families by increasng the additional allow-.:
against inflation is at a crucial stage. ance by £40 to £550.

Pensioners with a modest additional income have a

Income tax and the familyman special problem which I think all MP's have come across

in their constituencies. I therefore propose to increase
The proposals I have announced so far leave £2.4bn. for the age allowance a little more than personal allowances
reductions in income tax. I have considered carefully generally -- by £50 for the single person and £100 for
how they should be distributed so as to further the the married -- and to raise the age allowance income

objectives I have set myself to increase the incentive for limit to £4,000.
greater effort and to promote social justce. The cost of these measures will be £2.150m., of which
I believe it is right to regard this Budget as the second nearly £1,600m. is attributable to the lower band and

phase in a process which I began last autumn. I told the just over £550m. to the increases in the personal
House in October that, as well as increasing the plans for allowances.

public expenditure in 1978-79, I was raising the level of As a result of these increases, 300,000 people who
the personal allowances fixed in last year's Finance Act would otherwise have been paying income tax in the
by 12 percent, so as to ensure that their real value was coming year will not now do so.

maintained, and that I was bringing forward this Although last October I increased the thresholds for the
increase in tax thresholds by 12 months compared with PAYE on the first pay day after May 10. Single people:
the date provided for in the Act. and earning wives earning over £19 a week will in
In practice, this increase has turned out to be slightly general then get a refund of £1.30 and they will

higher than the increase in the retail price index over the thereafter pay 26p a week less in tax. The refund for
calendar year 1977. married men earning over £30 a week will in general be
The question I have had to decide for this Budget is £2.60 and the weekly reduction for them will be 52p.
whether I should devote the bulk of the tax relief now The new tax tables giving effect to the changes in rates
available to raising the tax thresholds still further, or of tax will operate from mid-July. There will then be a

whether I should introduce a lower initial rate of tax. further refund of about £18 and a further reduction in
Since I have already more than fulfilled my obligation tax of £1.30 a week.
to index tax thresholds, I have been particularly
impressed by the argument that the rate at which people Effect on living standards
become liable to enter income tax is too high. It is
indeed the highest in the world. It means that many of With the usual Budget tables, I am arranging to have

the low-paid are little better off in work than on the published this year, as in the past two years, tables

dole. I cannot believe that this makes sense in either which show the effect of my tax changes on individuals

economic or social terms. at different levels of earnings.
I propose therefore to introduce a lower rate of tax at In order to illustrate this, let me take first the example
25 percent on the first £750 of taxable income. This of a man earning £75 a week who has a wife and two

4
new lower rate will be the marginal rate of tax for some children under 11. The tax reliefs in to-day's Budget will

4m. of the low paid. Most tax payers now caught in the give him an extra £1.82 in his pay packet.
poverty trap will find its impact that much less severe As I have said, however, these tax reliefs are only the

because their tax rate will be 9 per centage points lower second phase of the process which I began last October

than now. when he got an. extra £1.05 a week.

Other taxpayers will be £1.30 a week better off as a From the beginning of this April the new provisions for

result of this change alone. I hope it may be possible to child benefit and child tax allowances have come into

extend this lower rate band in future years. force, as well as the increased national insurance con-

I still believe, however, that it is necessary to raise the tributions.
tax threshold as far as possible above the main socal Taking all these into account, the £75 a week family is

security benefit levels and to take as many people as I better off by £3.32 and, when the child benefit rises in

can out of tax altogether. I therefore propose this year November by a further 70p for each child, the family
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will be better off by a total of £4.72 a week. 43/4 percent better off, and on £50 a week will be just
But these calculations do not take into account the over 6 percent better off.
effects of wage increases over the current pay round. Thus I do not in this Budget make any call for sacrifice.Taking again the man on £75 a week, if his earnings rise With the rate of inflation remaining low, and with theseby 10 percent in accordance with the Government's substantial tax reliefs, modest increases in earningsguideline, his standard of living will rise by nearly 6 should ensure that real living standards continue topercent in real terms between August, 1977, and can

rise over the year ahead without unduly increasing ourAugust, 1978, as a result of last October's measures and industrial costs.of those I have just described.
The man earning £50 a week will do even better: his This is the best possible recipe for commercial and
living standard will rise by nearly 742 percent. On the industrial success. It is the only recipe for curing
same basis a single man on £75 a week will be about unemployment.

Highlights from the financial statement*

Income tax BANDS OF INVESTMENTINCOME above which the special rules for taxing
Under 65 benefits in kind apply from £7,500 to

It is proposed to increase the single £ Percent 78,500 with effect from the year 1979-80.
person's allowance and the maximum 1,700 -- 2j250 10
wife's earned income relief from £945 to Over 2,250 15 Income tax and corporation tax
£985 and the married allowance from 65 or over

71,455 to£1,535. £ Percent It is proposed to introduce an initial
It is proposed to increase the additional 2,500 -- 3,000 10 allowance of 20 percent for capital
personal allowance from £510 to £550. Over 3,000 15 expenditure on agricultural buildings and
It is proposed to increase the age allowarice works.
for the single person from 71,250 to It is also proposed that maintenance pay- It is proposed to introduce capital
£1,300, for the married from 71;975 to ments should be exempt from surcharge. allowances for expenditure on hotel

£2075, and the age allowance income limit As the second stage of the scheme to phase buildings at the rate of 4 percent per
from £3,500 to £4,000. out child tax allowances and replace them annum with an initial allowance of 20
It is proposed to introduce a lower rate of with child benefit, it is proposed to reduce percent.

the child allowances to £100 for each child It is proposed to introduce provisions25 percent on the first £750 of taxable
income (with a separate lower rate band of not over 11, £135 for each child over 11 under which, following the grant of a lease
£750 for a wife's earnings). It is also but not over 16 and £165 for each child of more than 50 years of an industrial
proposed to extend the basic rate band by over 16 (as compared with their 1977-78 building, the lessee may become entitled to
£250 to £6,250 (reduced, as appropriate, levels of £196, £231 and £261 respectively industrial buildings allowances instead of
by any wife's earnings charged at the lower for first children, and £170, £205 and the lessor.
rate). £235 respectively for subsequentchildren). It is proposed to make provisions with
It is proposed that the width of the 55 It is proposed that child tax allowances for retrospective effect against the avoidance
percent and 60 percent bands should be certain children living abroad should be of tax by partnerships (other than
£1,500, that the width of the 70 percent maintained at the level set for them in the partnerships between individuals) dealing
band should be £2,500 and that the width 1977 Finance Act. It is also proposed to n commodity futures.
of the 75 percent band should be £5,500. increase to £80 the exemption limit for It is proposed to make provision with
As a consequence of these changes, the child dependency allowance received by effect from December 3, 1976, against the
structure of personal tax rates in operation widows and certain other social security avoidance of tax by the sale of land with a
in 1978-79 will be: beneficiaries. right to repurchase.It is proposed that the income limit on a

BANDS OF TAXABLE INCOME child's earned income for the purposes of Corporation tax
the child tax allowance should be increased

£ Percent from £350 to £500. It is proposed for the financial year 1977
to increase the lower and upper limits for0--- 750 25 It is proposed to introduce provisions to
the small companies of corporationrate

750 - 7,000 34 give some relief for the self-employed and
tax from £40,000 and £65,000 to £50,0007,000- 8,000 40 members of United Kingdom partnerships and £85,000 respectively.8,000- 9,000 45 living in this country and working abroad.
It is proposed to give further relief fromIt is proposed to allow relief against general9,000 -- 10,000 50 apportionment to close trading companiesincome of the three previous years for a10,000 -- 11,500 55 for accounting periods ending after Budgetor11,500 -- 13,000 60 trading loss sustained in 1978-79 later, Day.in the first in which individual13,000 -- 15,000 65 year an
It is proposed to reduce to 10 percent thecarries on a trade or in any of the next15,000 -- 17,500 70 rate of corporation tax the chargeablethree on

17,500 -- 23,000 75 years.
gains of authorised unit trustan or

Over 23j000 83 It is proposed to introduce a provision to approved investment trust as from April 1,
It is proposed to raise the threshold for the allow a farmer to average the profits of two 1977.
investment income surcharge for 1978-79 consecutive years where there is a change
from 71,500 to 713700, and to increase the of 30 percent in profits from one year to Corporation tax and capital gains tax
10 percent band to £550 so that the 15 the other.

It is proposed to provide relief for
percent rate is reached at £2,250. For It is proposed to introdce provisions for

guarantee payments losses incurred inor
persons aged 65 or over,- it is proposed to taxing certain persons engaged in diving respect of certain loans made to traders.
raise the threshold from £2 000 to £2,500 operations under Schedule D instead of
with a 10 percent band of £500, so that Schedule E.
the 15 percent rate is reached at £3,000. It is proposed to provide relief for profit * British Crown copyright. Permission for
The resulting structure of investment sharing with effect from the year 1979-80. publication was obtained from Her Britannic
income surcharge for 1978-79 will be: It is proposed to increase the earnings limit Majesty's Stationery Office.
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3 Capital gains tax

It is proposed to replace the small disposals 1 .

exemption and the alternative basis of FORECAST EFFECTS ON NEW RATES
charge by an exemption for individuals of

the first £1,000 of net annual gains, with a Forecast Forecast

lower rate of 15 percent on the excess for for for

gains up to £5,000 and a marginal relief for 1978-79 a full year

gains between £5,000 and £9,500. INLAND REVENUE
It is proposed to provide a rollover relief
for gifts, including partial gifts, of business Income-tax

assets and to mke some improvements in ' Increase in singe aowance by £40 and married aowance by £80 ...

- 415 - 500

the relief available for the replacement of Increase in additional personal allowances by £40 .............................

- 4 - 5

business assets. Increase in age allowances by£50 (single) and £100 (married),and in

It is proposed to increase the maximum income limit ..........................................: ........................................... - 53 _ 67

figure of gains eligible for exemption under Introduction of lower rate on first £750 ...........................................

-- 1,317 -- 1,569

the retirement relief provisions from Extension of basic rate band by £250 to £6,250................................

--- 52 -- 66
64 140

£20,000 to £50,000. Changes in higher rate bands ..

-- --

Increase in investment income surcharge thresholds ..........................
3 31-- --

Exemption of maintenancepayments from surcharge ....................... Neglgible --

Capital transfer tax IIncrease in chilld'searned income llimiit .............................................. Negligible 5--

Change in treatment of overseas profits of self-employed Negligible -- 10
It is proposed to amend the law relating to

.................

Loss relief against general income for new traders Negligible -- 5
deeds of family arrangements and

.............................

Averaging relief for farmers Negligible -- 10*
disclaimers.

.

Change to Schedule D assessment for certain divers -- 9 -- 1

It is proposed to extend the provisions
.............. .. ......

Income tax and corporation tax
relating to settled property. Initial allowance for capital expenditureon agricultural buildings Negligible -- 201
It is proposed to extend the relief available

....

Allowances for capital expenditureon hotel buildings Negligible -- 15t
for transfers to employee trusts.

......................

Industrial buildings allowances: long leases Negligible -- 2

It is proposed to prevent the avoidance of
..................

Corporatontax
tax when certain insurance policies are Increase in limits for small company relief -- 11 -- 20

taken out for the benefit of another
.

Further relief from apportionment ................................................... Negligible 2--

person. Decrease in rate on chargeable gains of certain trusts
-- 7 -- 11

............ .. ....

Corporation tax and capital gains tax

Customs & excise Relief for losses on loans................. ...... ... .... ..... . . ........................ Negligible -- 5

Capitalgains tax

Surcharges and rebates in respect of Exemptionand lower rate band ........................................................
15 65:l:-- --

.

reuenue duties Rollover relief for lifetime gifts of business assets
-- -- 5

.............................

It is proposed to extend for a further year Increase of exemptiion under retiirement rellief provisions -- -- 5
..................

the existing powers under Section 9 of the
Finance Act 1961 which enable the TOTAL INLAND REVENUE -- 1,950 -- 2,560

Treasury by Order to impose a surcharge or

allow a rebate in respect of the main CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
revenue duties of customs and excise.

Value added tax Value added tax
5 15

It is proposed to amend Section 20(1) and Increase in registration imits ....

- --

15 35
Schedule 1 to the Finance Act of 1972 Bad debts relief .

-- --

relating to value added tax, so as to Excise duties

increase the registration limit to £10,000 Increase in duty on higher tar cigarettes ............ .. .......
+ 10 + 25

per annum from April 12, 1978 and the

deregistration limit to £8,500 per annum TOTALCUSTOMSAND EXCISE .............:.......................................
- 10 - 25

from July 1, 1978.
It is proposed to amend the law to enable Total................... . ..........

.......... 1,960 2,585,
--

-

the Commissioners of Customs and Excise
to deregister a person who has ceased to be Forecast Forecast

liable to be registered by virtue of for for

paragraph 2 of Schedule 1 to the Finance 1979-80 a full year

Act, 1972, and who has failed to comply
with the legal provisions relating to Inland Revenue: Changes to take effect in 1979-80

submission of returns or payment of value Relliief for profit sharing ........

-- 25 -- 100

added tax. Increase in threshold for benefits in kind ...........................................
-- 3 -- 4

It is proposed to introduce certain reliefs
from the liability to value added tax in *The cost in 1979-80 will be £3m. I- The cost in 1979-80 will be £5m. for agricultural buildings

respect of bad debts where the debtor and £5m. for hotels. The cost in 1979-80 will be £40m. The tax loss will depend on the

becomes formally insolvent. extent of participatiion in profiit sharing schemes, but might eventually exceed £100m-; the

estimate of the cost in 1979-80 is speculative.
Tobacco
It is proposed that from September 4,
1978, the specific rate of the excise duty
on cigarettes shall be increased by £2.25
per 1000 cigarettes in respect of cigarettes
with a tar yield of 20 mg or more.

Anti -dumpingduties duties of customs on third country goods
It is proposed to make amendments to the to give effect to obligationsarising from its

Gaming licence duty law relating to anti-dumping measures, to membership of the European Coal and

It is proposed to amend the Betting and enable the United Kingdom to impose Steel Community.
Gaming Act 1972 to provide that the

gaming licence duty chargeable in Scotland
for a period beginning after 31 March 1978
shall be based on the rateable value in force
on that date.
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide ever published for taxpayers
with income from foreign sources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Continuouly Supplemented. ...... Always Up to Date- -

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, or taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

If you t any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benefits -- tax benefits.

.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-savingdevice.

1

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent-- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weeklyN.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day youOF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorychartersubscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publication has been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being acceptedby mail for
reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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CANADIAN BUD iE 1978 Finally, enared depletion may be applied at

present only to reduce taxable resource

profits, and only up to a ceiling of 25 per-
cent. This provision will be signicantly
improved. Effective immediately, corpora-
tions may deduct depletion earned through
certain qualifying investment in non-con-

THE TAX STRUCTURE in the organization of the CNR to improve ventional oil projects up to the extent of

the efficiency of its operations. Measures 50 percent of total income -- both resource

Our tax system is another instrument were introduced in the last budget to en- and otherprofits.The qualifyinginvestment

which can support innovation and change. courage track and grading investments by will include expenditures on tertiary re-

I want to proceed immediately with major railways. Looking to the medium term, covery equipment and certain depreciable
structural changes in three areas of indus- major new investments are needed in this property acquired for use in a bituminous

trial policy highlighted by First Ministers. sector if efciency and productivity gains sands mining project.
They are research and development, trans- are to be captured. I am confident that these measures, added

portation and energy. I am therefore proposing a significant in- to the ones already in place, will in future

crease in the capital cost allowance for years help reduce our dependence on im-

Research and development railway investments. This will take the ported oil, especially in eastern Canada.

form of an additional depreciation I would like also to say a word about the

We must continue to encourage Canada's allowance of 6 percent per year for five mining industry. The first Ministers' con-

research and development efforts. An years for most capital expenditures of a ference directed Finance and Resource

adequate level of R&D is crucial to achieve railway. It will apply to investmentsunder- Ministers to undertake an early review of

gains in productivity and to strengthen taken after tonight and before 1983. The the taxation of the mineral industry. The

Canada's position in an increasingly com- measure will help improve the railway government is proceeding with its review

petitive world. At present, corporationsare system in all regions of Canada and will be and looks forward to further consultation
allowed to write off immediately 100 per- of benefit to suppliers of railway equip- wth the provinces in the near future.
cent of all R&D capital and operating ment.

expenditures. Last year these outlays also
became eligible for the federal investment Retirement income

tax credit of from 5 to 10 percent. In Energy development incentives

many cases they also qualify for direct We must also continue to place high
Almost two million Canadians have Re-

assistance under significant federal grant gistered Retirement Savings Plans, enabling
priority on our national energy policy, and them to set aside funds to provide income

programs. in particular the need to extend self-reliance after retirement. The wide range of choice
I now propose that for 10 years starting for oil and gas. We are fortunate in our allowed in setting up these plans and the
this year, taxpayers be allowed to deduct existing and potential resources, and many generous tax treatment for contributions
from their income a further 50 percent of tax incentives and other measures have have made them very popular.
additional R&D expenditures. The de- been put in place to encourage their de-

duction will apply to both current and velopment. But increasing attention is now I have some concern, however, over the

capital expenditures to the extent that focussed upon the heavy oil reserves and limited choice available to RRSP holders

they exceed the average amount over the oil sands deposits of the western provinces when the time comes to turn their savings

preceding three years. This means that which can be tapped only by advanced into retirement income. A taxpayer is now

there will now be a special incentive for technology and multi-billion dollar invest- required to invest his RRSP proceeds in a

companies to expand their R&D. I want to ments. These are projects requiring long life annuity with an insurance company

emphasize that this special allowance lead times for planning, organization, prior to his 71st birthday. The only alter-

comes on top of the incentives already in design and construction. It is important to native he has is to withdraw the funds in a

place. get them moving now, and I have concluded lump sum and pay income tax on this

that some modicationand claricationof amount in the same year.
The new allowance will make Canada's tax their tax treatment can be helpful in that I to introduce two additional alter-
treatmentof research and developmentone propose

of the most generous in the world. The regard. natives that will increase flexibility while

after-tax cost to companies of one dollar's First, I want to make clear that the up- retaining the basic principle that RRSP

worth of additional expenditure will be grading plants to process the heavy oil funds are intended to be used for retire-

reduced to as little as 20 cents. I hope this produced from wells into a type of oil ment income.

incentive will lead to significant improve- similar to conventional crude will be treat- The first alternative will allow the purchase
ments in R&D performance by the private ed as a manufacturing facility, eligible for of a fixed-term annulty to provide benefits

sector. And I look to companies to ensure fast write-offs and the reduced tax to age 90.
that the resulting new technology is used rate. The second alternative will allow the tax-
within Canada to create new jobs. Second, it will be important to extract to have his RRSP savings placed inas payer a

much oil as technologically possible from new kind of investment vehicle to be

Railway investments all deposits. It has already been established known as a Registered Retirement Income

that enhanced recovery systems can greatly Fund. Each year a set fraction of the total

Discussions at the First Ministers' con- increase total production. After today, assets in the Fund -- capital plus accumulat-

ference underlined the importanceof trans- therefore, special machinery, equipment ed investment earnings -- will be withdrawn

portation for industrial and regional de- and other facilities acquired for enhanced and taken into income. This fraction will

velopment in Canada. Railways continue to recovery systems -- specically, so-called be determined by a formula designed to

be a crucially important mode of trans- tertiary recovery
-- will be able to earn provide benefits to age 90. Payments

portation, particularly for long hauls and depletion at a rate of $1 for every $2 of would grow over time at a rate reflecting
heavy commodities. Recently, the govern- expenditure as compared to the normal the investment performance of the Fund

ment has announced significant changes earning rate of $1 for $3. and thus provide a degree of protection
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against future inflation. There will be an improving supply situation should help training investment of the order of $500
provisions enabling a taxpayer to manage to slow the rise in food prices. million, about half of which is to be spent
his investments in much the same way as

The growth of output disappointing
on youth.

he can now with a self-administeredRRSP. was

last year. The rate dropped from about 5 Mr. Speaker, if I may summarize, we are
Institutions with the right to issue RRSPs percent in 1976 to 2.6 percent in 1977. going through a difcult period of adjust-
will be permitted to sell fixed-term annu- according to the preliminary estimate. The ment, with some recent factors working
ities or retirement income funds. At pres- most unfortunate consequence was the rise against the pace of our recovery. Forecasts
ent this includes mainly life insurance and in unemployment. Unemployment has for 1978, including my own, have been
trust companies. reached unacceptable levels despite a shaded down. But the recovery is proceed-

substantial increase in the number of ing. Employment is rising. Confidence isThe transfer of an RRSP into any of the
Canadians who are working. Employment improving, although not as quickly as Iretirement income options must occur

would like to The question isbetween age 60 and age 71. has increased more than 3 percent n the see. now

past year. Almost 300,000 more Canadians whether the gradual recovery that has been
I am confident that the added alternatives are working today than one year ago. But established should be given an added push
will provide the range of choice that tax- our labour force has also been growing from policy. I have decided that it should.
payers desire in planning for retirement. rapidly, much more rapidly than in other The size of such a push must take intoThey respond to concerns expressed to me countries. Since 1970, our labour force account the forces of expansion that areby many Cadians. has increased by about 31percent a year, already in place. Much of the tax action I

compared with 2 percent in the United took last winter has not yet worked
States and well under 1 percent in theFamily law reform through the system. Moreover, the decline
United Kingdom, France and Japan.' In in the exchange rate over the past year, by

A number of provinces have introduced Germany, the labour force has actually improving the competitiveness of our

fundamental changes in the law relating dropped over this period. exports and domestic industry, will have an

to the division of certain properties be- An important reason for the growth of our impact of major dimensions-- provided we

tween marriage partners. These changes in labour force has been the growing number do not waste it through cost increases.
law raise a number of important issues of Canadian women who are working. Very large resource projects lie ahead of us.

which are far from being resolved. Because Since 1970 the number of adult women in So while furtheraction is desirable, it must
they affect several provisions of the In- the labour force has increased from 1.9 be responsible action, and action aimed at
come Tax Act, I am monitoring the de- million to 2.7 million, a rise of more than the right target.
velopments in this area very closely. In the 40 percent. There has also been a surge of
meantime, I am proposing a change in the young people coming into the labour
provisions so that transfers of property market. This surge will not last; in manybetween spouses pursuant to provincial schools, there are now empty desks. But THE ACTION WE NEED NOW
family laws will not give rise to taxable the immediate challenge is to create
capital gains. enough jobs for all our young people. Any further stimulus should obviously be

The Ways and Means Motion contans Youth unemployment is one of our most fast-acting. It should encourage consumer

not more spending govern-several other important changes. First, serious problems. It cannot be dealt with spending, by
ment. It should offset some of the tempo-the current provisions which permit the only by general economic policies. Our

factors which pushing prices.rary are uptransfer of farm land and buildings by a manpower training and direct job creation
This is particularly important thefarmer to his children without payment of programs are pointed specifically to this now, on

eve of the start of decontrol.capital gains tax will be extended to problem.
A reduction of retail sales taxes fits theseincorporated family farms. Second, single In 1978-79 a total of $458 million will be

employees will now receive the same tax spent for the Canada Works, Young Canada requirements best, and has the added ad-
exemption as married employees on the Works and other continuing job creation vantage of benefitting all those who spend

in Canada, those who do notvalue of free board and lodging provided programs. Some of these programs, notably
even pay

at logging camps and other remote work Young Canada Works, Summer Job Corps,
income tax. It will stimulate retail sales and

locations. Third, I am proposingcertain tax Youth Apprenticeshipand Job Experience
therefore benefit, among others, the many
small businessmen in this sector. The ideachanges to further promote the production Training are directed exclusively to youngof good Canadian films. people. However, this does not represent
has been advocated widely by economists,
business associations and others. Indeed, I

our total effort in favour of young people. made a proposal to the provinces last fallI must stress that the young also have under which the federal governmentwouldcomplete access to our general programs compensate them for half of the cost ofPROBLEMS OF THE PAST YEAR such as Canada Works and the Canada
reducing retail sales taxesby two percentageManpower Training Program where theyIn addition to measures which will en- represent roughly half of the clientele. I points. Most provinces were unable to

courage structural changes in the economy, estimate our job creation effort for young
accept the proposal at that time in view of
their fiscal positions, and I therefore pro-I have also had to consider what measures people under these programs to be overwill be helpful in dealing with the imme- $225 million. ceeded with an income tax cut of up to

diate problems that confrontus. $100 per person for this year.
Further, an additional $150 million is Tonight I want to announce that I haveAlthough the prices of the things we pro- being provided for seasonal works projects made broader proposal to provinciala myduce continued to slow down last year, the with a high employment content in high colleagues.prices of the things we consume have risen
unemployment areas. The new employ-more sharply. There were two major ment credit will directly'stimulateprivate I have offered to compensate them for a

factors -- higher prices of imported foods reduction of two percentage points insector employment.and the decline in the exchange rate. I do their retail sales taxes for a period of six
not believe the price surge will last. I be- The stimulus will be especially strong for months. In return, I have asked them to
lieve the direct impact of our dollar's jobs which young people are most likely bear the cost of either a further one per-decline is now largely behind us. Further, to fill. We are also making a manpower centage point for the same period, or an
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extension of the two-point cut for a of the retail sales tax and the personal will mean a tax cut to the economy of
futher three-month period. income tax changes. about $1.1 billion. About one-third would

be paid for by the stronger provinces,I recognize that the Atlantic Provinces are Alberta does not have a sales tax and there-
about third by federal deficit nancing,aless able than the other provinces to bear fore will not benefit in the same way as the

this additional cost. I have thereforeoffered other provinces. However, the fiscal posi-
and about a third by a cut in federal ex-

to compensate them for the full cost of tion of Alberta is very strong as a result of penditures to which I will refer in a

three percentage points for six months. its oil and gas revenues and this has per-
moment. The measure will boost real
income by holding prices below the level

To focus the tax cut on essential items, mitted significant further cuts in other

the reductions will not apply to amuse- provincial taxes. The Government of which would otherwise be expected. The

ments, tobacco products and alcoholic Alberta has raised no objection to our impact on the average price level should

beverages for home consumption. proceedingwith the proposed arrangement. be about one percent for the period the
cut is in effect. This cut provides a specific

The federal compensation to the provinces Mr. Speaker, this measure can be an out- incentive to consumers to take advantage
will be made in the form of a temporary standing example of federal-provincialfiscal of temporarily lower prices. Its impact
transfer of $800 million in personal income co-ordination and I want to express my will be reflected in an early stimulus to
taxes, with small balancing payments in deep appreciation of the co-operation I retail and wholesale business, a call on
cash where necessary. Equalization pay- have received fron provincial colleagues. If output from the production line, and a
ments will be insulated from the impact all provinces accept the federal offer, this loweringof tax cost on business.

NEW ZEALAND: How the income is taxed

A GUIDE TO NON-RESIDENT CLASS OF INCOME HOW TAXED

WITHHOLDINGTAX
Dividends Subject to 15 percent tax theon--

gross payment
The tax deducted is a final tax.--

'.
[continued from p. 219] Royaltiesand Know-How Payments

Royalties- Subject to 15 percent withholding-- --

or other like payments dependent tax on the gross payment except
upon production from or the use of for United Kingdom residents
any real or personal property where the rate is 10 percent of

gross.
Minimum tax that may be increased--

by annual assessment except in the

Accountingfor deductions of case of Australia, Fiji, Malaysia,
withholding tax Singapore and United Kingdom

where the withholding tax is final.

Payment of the withholding tax should be -- Cultural Royalties- -- Subject to 10 percent tax on the
made by the 20th of the month following defined as a payment for the use, gross payment for United Kingdom
the month in which the tax was deducted. productionor reproductionof, or residents;and
The payment should be accompanied by the privilege of using, producing or 15 percent tax for all others, except
the form IR 67. reproducinga literary, dramatic, Canadian residents who are exempt.
Full instructions for payment and certifi- musical or artistic work in which -- The tax deducted is a final tax.
cation are shown on the reverse of the copyright exists
form.

Know-How Payments- Subject to 10 percent tax on the-- --

Reconciliationofpayments defined as all payments for the supply gross payment for United Kingdom
A progressive reconciliation of payments is in connectionwith the carrying on of residents;and

made monthly. A non-resident tax deduc- a business, of scientific, technical, 15 percent for all others.

tion certificate IR 202 is to accompany
industrial or commercial knowledge, -- Minimum tax that may be increased

each payment of withholdingtax. informationor assistance by the annual assessment except for
Australia, Fiji, Malaysia, Singapore

Who deducts tax and United Kingdom where the
withholding tax is final.

Persons making payments of non-resi- -- ex-
--

Payments for reimbursementof
dent withholding income deduct the tax. penditure are exempt from tax pro-

I Where a New Zealand agent receives a approval of the
--

vided the prior
payment on behalf of a non-resident and Department is given.
the tax has either not been deducted or

only partly deducted, the agent is required Interest

to deduct the withholding tax.
-- Interest paid to persons at arm's- -- Subject to 15 percent tax (10 per-

If the tax has been deducted before pay- length Australianand Fijian residents)-- cent

ment to the New Zealand agent, a letter ad- on the gross payment.
vising the agent of the amount deducted

-- The tax deducted is a final tax.

will avoid a double deduction of tax being -- Interest paid to AssociatedPersons -- Subject to 15 percent tax on the
made. Associated persons are defined as- gross payment.

any two persons who are relatives Minimum tax that may be increased- --

any company and any person by the annual assessment.-

[continued on p. 233] holding more than 25 percent of
that company
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.axCredit
French, Indian,Haitianand CubanTaxes Reconsidered*

J

I. In general (1974). Generally, a foreign tax is almost certain to fall
on net gain if levied on income computed in such a

The Internal Revenue Service has been asked to manner that it is very unlikely that taxpayers generally
reconsider a number of its published revenue rulings and subjected to that tax will have to pay it when they have

acquiescences relating to the creditability of certain no net gain. See the United States Court of Claims

foreign taxes under section 901 of the Internal Revenue decision in Bank of Amerca Nat'l T. & S. Ass'n. v.

Code of 1954. Accordingly, the purpose of the instant United States, at 524, wherein it was stated that the
Revenue Ruling is to review those prior published ... only question is whether it is very unlikely or highly
positions of the Service and to indicate what the improbable that taxpayers subject to the impost would

position of the Service is with respect to those prior make no profit or would suffer a loss. See also, Allstate
published revenue rulings and acquiescences. Ins. Co. v. United States, 419 F.2d 409 (Ct. Cl. 1969).
Whether a foreign tax qualifies as an income tax within The final requirement relevant to the instant case is that
the meaning of section 901 of the Code depends on in order for a foreign tax to qualify as an income tax in
whether that tax constitutes an income tax as the United States sense, the tax in question must be
determined from an examination of the Federal income imposed on the receipt of income by the taxpayer
tax laws of the United States. Biddle vs. Commissioner, rather than on transactions such as sales or the exercise
302 U.S. 573 (1938), 1938-1 C.B. 309, and Bank of of a privilege or a franchise, such as exploiting natural
America Nat'l T. & S. Ass'n v. United States, 459 F. 2d resources. Commissionerv. AmericanMetal Co.,Keasbey
513, 515, 518 (Ct. Cl. 1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 949 & Mattison Co. v. Rothensies; and Rev. Rul. 57-62,
(1972). Thus, the courts have often said that a foreign 1957-1 C.B. 241.
tax will be considered to be an income tax within the

meaning of section 901 only if that tax is the substantial

equivalent of an income tax in the United States sense. I I. French income tax on presumed income of non-

See, e.g., Commissioner v. American Metal Co., 221 domiciliary taxpayers
F.2d 134 (2d Cir. 1955); F.W. Woolworth Co. v.

Commissoner, 54 T.C. 123 (1970), nonacq. on another

issue, 1971-2 C.B. 4. Herbert Ide Keen v. Commissioner, 15 B.T.A. 1243 (1929), acq.,
VIII-2 C.B. 27 (1929), involved a French tax imposed solely on

To qualify as an income tax in the United States sense, a the French source income of individuals who maintain a residence
foreign tax must satisfy certain requirements. See Rev. in France but are not domiciled there (non-domiciliaries).These
Rul. 78-61, 1978-8 I.R.B. The first requirement relevant non-domiciliaries pay the aforementioned tax on estimated
to this Revenue Ruling is that the gain on which the income fixed at a sum equai to seven times the presumed rental

foreign tax is levied must be realized in the United value of their respective residences in France, unless their actual

States sense. The United States Federal income tax, a French source income exceeds their estimated income. 1 If so,

tax of general application, does tax in certain limited the tax will be computed on their actual income.

situations the constructive or deemed receipt of income.

However, as a whole, the Federal income tax is imposed
* Revenue Ruling 78-62 published in Internal Revenue Bulletin,

on gain actually realized. Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. February 21, 1978 at 16.

189 (1920), 3 C.B. 25. A substantiallyequivalent degree 1. Editor's note: This Statement is in so far incorrect that

of realization is required with respect to foreign taxes. 164(2) of the French General Income Tax Code (CGI)
, on

Commissioner v. American Metal Co., 221 F.2d 134 (2d imposed income tax five times the estimated income
and not seven times this amount. Note also that as of

Cir. 1955); Keasbey & Mattison Co. v. Rothensies, 133 January 1, 1977 this provision was abolished. Currently
F.2d 894, 898 (3d Cir. 1943); and Lanman & non-domiciliaries may be subject to French income tax on

Kemp-Barclay & Co. of Colombia v. Commissioner, 26 three times the estimated income of their residence or

T.C. 582 (1956). residences situated in France (CGI, Art. 164C). However,

In addition to realization, the second requirement persons of French nationality who are able to prove that
are are

relevant to the instant case is that a foreign tax will not they in the country where they domiciled subject to

income tax on world-wide income, provided that this income
be considered to be an income tax in the United States tax is at least two thirds of the French income tax computed
sense unless its purpose is to reach net gain and. it is so on the same taxable base, are exempt. This exemption also
structured as to be almost certain of doing so. Bank of applies to non-Frenchcitizens whosecountryhasconcludeda

America Nat'l T. & S. Ass'n. v. United States; Bank of tax treaty with France containing a non-discriminationprovi-
America T. & S. Ass'n. v. Commissioner, 61 T.C. 752 sion, such as is the case under the French-United States tax

\
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The tax paid by non-domiciliariesis separate from the tax paid by expenses incurred in producing these receipts. Taxpayers who
individuals who are domiciled in France. The latter pay a tax on were subject both to the tax on net profits under chapter IV and
their actual income from all sources and not some form of the tax on income computed on a fixed-rate basis under chapter
estimated income. III were required to pay the net profits tax only on that portion ,

The United States Board of Tax Appeals held this French tax on of the net prot, if any, which exceeded the income computed ,

estimated income to be a creditable income tax principally on a fixed-rate basis under chapter III. Moreover, even if a

because it was an income tax under French standards. Relying on taxpayer with this dual liability had no net profit, it still had to
the decision in the Keen case, the Board reaffirmed the pay a tax on income computedon a fixed-rate basis.

creditability of that French tax in James R. Hatmaker v. Relying on the decision in the Keen case, Rev. Rul. 272 held that
Commissioner, 15 B.T.A. 1044 (1929) (decided for the the tax imposed by chapter III on income computed on a
Commissioner on other grounds). However, subsequent to the fixed-rate basis qualified as a creditable income tax. The Revenue
Keen and Hatmaker decisions, the Supreme Court of the United Ruling also concluded that the tax imposed by chapter IV was a
States held in the Biddle case that in order for a foreign tax to creditable income tax. The tax imposed by chapter III is not
qualify as a creditable income tax, it must satisfy the United triggered by a realization event in the United States sense and is
States standard and not the foreign standard of an income tax. levied on a base that is not computed from actual receipts.
It is apparent that the aforementioned French tax on estimated Therefore, the chapter III tax fails to qualify as a creditable
income does not satisfy any of the United States standards of an income tax. Moreover, insofar as the chapter IV tax is concerned,
income tax discussed above. Such tax is imposed on estimated the only creditable portion of such tax is that portion that
income xed at seven times 2 the presumed rental value of exceeds the tax imposed under Chapter III. Accordingly, Rev.
a residence even if the non-domiciliaryhas not realized any gain Rul. 272 is modified to eliminate the holding thereof that the tax
from French sources or even if such gain as may have been imposed by chapter III of the Haitian tax is a creditable tax and
realized is less than such estimated income. Thus, the Service is to provide that a taxpayer may treat as a creditable income tax

withdrawing its acquiescence in the Keen case and substitutinga only that portion of the chapter IV tax that exceeds the

nonacquiescence therefor, see page 5 of this Bulletin. Accord, taxpayer's tax under chapter III. However, the holding in Rev.
Commissioner v. American Metal Co., wherein the court stated Rul. 272 that the tax imposed by chapter V of the Haitian statute
that Keen is in conflict with the later decision of Biddle. In is creditable is reaffirmed because it is the substantial equivalent
addition, the Service will not follow the conclusion expressed in of an income tax in the United States sense.

the Hatmaker case that the French tax is a creditable income tax.

V. Cuban tax on unrealized net income of sugar mill
Ill. Indian income tax on purchases owners

Also decided prior to the Biddle case was Burk Bros. . Rev. Rul. 59-192, 1959-1 C.B. 191, and Rev. Rul. 56-658, 1956-2
Commissioner, 20 B.T.A. 657 (1030) (decided for the C.B. 501, dealt with certain Cuban Taxes on unrealized net
Commissioner on other grounds). In that case the taxpayer, a income expected to be derived by sugar mill owners from
domestic corporation that manufactured goat skins into leather, processed sugar. The event that triggered the imposition of the

purchased some goat skins in India through its Indian office. As a taxes was the manufacture of the sugar and not its subsequent
result, India levied a tax on the income deemed to be derived by sale. Moreover, the net income of the sugar mill owners was

the taxpayer from the goat skins. This income was determinedby computed by multiplying the amount of sugar produced in the

multiplying the number of goat skins purchased by the difference mill by the average market price of sugar produced in the mills
between the average sales price of goat skins in Philadelphia and for the past three years and then reducing this figure by an

their average sales price in Calcutta. The resulting figure was arbitrary 60 percent gure to cover processingcosts. Because the
reduced by certain transportation and skin preservation expen- Cuban taxes in Rev. Rul. 59-192 and Rev. Rul. 58-658 were

ses. 3 The Board of Tax Appeals held the Indian tax to be imposed independently of any realized gain, they do not satisfy
creditable. However, because the tax in Burk Bros. was triggered the United States realization standard. Moreover, if a sugar mill
by a purchase and was levied without reference to the amount of subject to the Cuban taxes had a loss for any year by United
income, if any, actually realized by the taxpayer during the year, States standards, it would still pay the tax because net income by
it does not satisfy the first and third requirementsof an income Cuban standards is 40 percent of the average market price of
tax discussed above. Accordingly, the Service will not follow the sugar produced by the mill for the past three years. Therefore,
holding in the Burk Bros. decision that the Indian tax is a the taxes fail to meet the second United States standard that the
creditable income tax.

treaty of July 28, 1970 (as amended) (Art. 24). See for a dis-
cussion of the new French legislation:D.A. van Waardenburg,

IV. Haitian tax on rental value of buildings and land France: Reform of the taxation of resident and
non-resident individuals in 16 European Taxation 400

Rev. Rul. 272, 1953-2 C.B. 56, involved a Haitian tax imposed at (December 1976).
progressive rates under chapters III, IV, and V of the Haitian 2. Id.
statute. Chapter III taxed the business income of associations, 3. Editor's note: Indian income tax is normally levied on

companies, corporations, except stock companies, individual or income accruing or arising in India. However, in some cases

partnership enterprises, manufacturers, merchants and profes- foreign-source income is deemed to have accrued or arisen in
sional people. Income for purposes of chapter III was computed India, which will, for instance, be the case where a

on a fixed-rate basis by multiplyingby five the yearly rental value nonresident has a business connection in India (Indian
of the buildings and land occupied by the aforementioned Income Tax Act 1961, Sec. 9)1)). A branch office, even if
taxpayers. only utilized for the purchase of goods, will always
Chapter IV of the Haitian statute taxed the net profit of all constitute such a business connection. Consequently, income

partnership or individual enterprises, companies, and stock derived through the sale of goods which have been purchased
corporations conducting a business. For purposes of chapter IV, through an Indian branch office is subject to Indian income

net prot was actual receipts less the ordinary and necessary tax.
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foreign tax must be almost certain of failing on net gain. For Because the above taxpayers are not engaged in the conduct of a

these reasons the Cuban taxes are not creditable income taxes. mining business in Mexico, it is presumed that the expenses

Accordingly, Rev. Rul. 59-192 and Rev. Rul. 56-658 are revoked. ordinarily connected with such participations and incurred by

In Santa Eulalia Mining Co. v. Commissioner, 2 T.C. 241 (1943),
such taxpayers will almost never exceed the income from such

aeq., 1946-1 C.B. 4, the United States Tax Court held that a participations. Therefore, the foreign tax imposed on such

Mexican tax of 10 percent impoed by Articles 26(I) and 27, participations as reduced by the aforementioneddeductions will

Chapter IV, Third Schedule, of the Ley del Impuesto sobre la be almost certain of reaching net gain. Bank of AmericaNat'l. T.

Renta is a creditable income tax under a predecessorof section & S. Ass'n. v. United States, and Rev. Rul. 73-106, 1973-1 C.B.

901 of the Code. The Ley del Impuesta sobre la Renta (Law) 343, holding a Mexican tax imposed on the gross amount of

imposed a series of schedular taxes on various classes of royalties received by nonresident aliens and foreign legal entities

taxpayers. The First Schedule of the Law imposed a tax on
not established in Mexico to be a creditable income tax.

taxpayers engaged in commerce, industry, and agriculture and Additionally, similar taxes have long been imposed by the United

thus would include taxpayers actively engaged in the conduct of a
States on dividends, interest, and royalties paid to nonresident

mining business in Mexico.
aliens and foreign corporations (that are not effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the United

Article 26(I) of the Third Schedule of the Law imposed a States) as a basic part of the United States income tax

modified gross income tax on (t)axpayers who.., receive system. See sections 871(a)(1)(A)and 881(a)(1) of the Code. The

participations,whether in the form of rentals or otherwise, from , thrust of these United States tax provisions is realistically
the exploitation of the subsoil or concessions granted by the directed against net gain or profit. See Bank of America Nat't. T.

Federal or state Governments or Municipalities. The-amountof & S. Ads'n. v. Commissioner, 61 T.C. 752 (1974)..

participationssubject to tax are the gross amount received, less a

limited number of deductions as set forth in regulations issued Accordingly, because the tax imposed by Article 26(I) and 27 of

under Article 27. However, persons who are actively engaged in the Third Schedule of the Law is the substantial equivalentof an

the mining business in Mexico, ... taxpayers whose income income tax in the United States sense, the Service reaffirms its

consists of a participation in the profits of the exploiting acquiescencein the decision in Santa Eulalia MinngCompany.
concern ..., are specifically excluded from Article 26(I) of the

Third Schedule of the Law because they pay tax under the First Pursuant to the authority contained in section 7805(b) of the

Schedule of the Law. Thus, only taxpayers not engaged in the Code, this Revenue Ruling will not be applied to taxable years

conduct of a mining business in Mexico who receive beginning before January 16, 1978, with respect to taxpayers

participationsare subject to the tax imposed by Article 26(I). who have relied on Rev. Rul. 59-192, Rev. Rul. 56-658, and Rev.

Though the tax imposed by Article 26(I) falls on the gross Rul. 272, but only insofar as the specic taxes discussed in those

amount of participations received by the above taxpayers as Revenue Rulings are concerned.

reduced by a limited number of deductions, the tax does not Rev. Rul. 272 is modified. Rev. Rul. 59-192 and Rev. Rul.

violate the third requirement of an income tax discussed above. 56-658 are revoked.

NEW ZEALAND: How the ncome is taxed

A GUIDE TO NON-RESIDENT CLASS OF INCOME HOW TAXED

WITHHOLDINGTAX Interest paid lo associated persons
continued
--

any two companieswhich consist
[continued from p. 229] substantiallyof the share-same

holders or are under the control
of the same persons
a partnership and any person,--

where that person and any partner
in that partnershipare associated
persons by reason of the criteria
above.

The Australia, Fiji, Malaysia and Singa-
pore Double Taxation Agreementsvary
the general definition.

Interest paid to a Person with a fixed -- Not subject to non-residentwith-
--

establishmentor business within New holding tax.

Zealand
-- Assessed on an annual basis.

A fixed establishmentspecifically
includes:
a branch, workshop, shop, factory,
agricultural property or place where
natural resources are or can be ex-

ploited but does not include the use

More information of facilities solely for the purpose of

If you require more information please do storing, displayingor delivering
not hesitate to write to- goods or a fixed place of business

maintained solely for the purpose
Absentee Centre, Inland Revenue Depart- of purchasing goods, collecting infor-.

'

ment, Private Bag, DUNEDIN. mation advertising for business.or
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Boo ms

Collection of the discussions held at the Catholic University of
The publications listed in this bbliography have Sau Paulo about the constructionof tax law and related subjects.,
recently been acquired by the Bureau's lbrary which (B. 15.753)
wll gladly supply further informaton upon request QUESTOES TRIBUTRIAS(please quote the reerence numbers). They should,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct By Rubens Gomes de Sousa; Hector Villegas; J. Souto Maior

Borges and Geraldo Ataliba. So Paulo, Editora Resenha Tri-from the publisher indicated, and not through the
butria, Ltda., 1975. 140 pp.Bureau.
Discussions held at the Catholic University of So Paulo covering
different questions or problems of the Brazilian tax law, most of
them referring to the State value added tax; compulsory loansASIA
are also covered. (B. 15.755)

ASIA 1978 YEARBOOK
CANADA

Hong Kong, Far Eastern Economic Review, Ltd., 1978. 352 pp.
Annual manual describing political, economic and cultural de- CANADIANMASTER TAX GUIDE, 1978
velopments in Asia. Each country is dealt with separately. New A guide to Canadian income tax. 33rd Ed. Don Mills, CCH Cana-chapters are: the Middle East (West Asia), Soviet Asia and Asia dian, Ltd., 1978. Canadian Tax Reports, No. 310, Extra edition,

o

in US Far West (Hawaii, California) and Republicof Maldives.The January 1978. 715 pp. (B. 101.004)material is updated as of the end of 1977. (B. 50.986)
DOMINION TAX CASESBRAZIL
Volume 31, 1977. The full text of all reported judgements on

A NORMA DE ISENOTRIBUTRIA federal tax questions. Don Mills, CCH Canadian, Ltd., 1977.
+1100 pp. (B. 101.036)By Joo Roberto Santos Rgnier. So Paulo, Editora Resenha

Tributria, Ltda., 1975. 86 pp. INCOME TAX ACT 1977-78
Study of tax exemptions, covering their nature and general prin- Annotated 8th Tax Reform Edition 1977-78 consolidated withciples with some references to the National Tax Code of Brazil. amendments to December 1977 with related tax legislation and(B. 15.757)

the income tax regulations. Editor-in-chiefH. Heward Stikeman.
DIREITO PENAL TRIBUTRIO Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1978. 1139 pp.

Annotated tex.t of the Canadian income tax law as amended to
By Hector Villegas. So Paulo, EDUC Editora da Universidade December 1977. Texts of related regulations are appended.Catlica de So Paulo, 1974. 382 p. (B. 101.020)The book covers tax avoidance/evasion and related penalties.
(B. 15.757) COLOMBIA
ELISAO E EVASO FISCAL

MULTINATIONALEUNTERNEHMENIN KOLUMBIEN
2a Edio, revista. By Antnio Roberto Sampaio Dria. Edited By Georg Koopman. Hamburg, Verlag Weltarchiv, 1978. 293 pp.by Jos Bushatsky. So Paulo, IBET Instituto Brasileiro de Study on economic development in Colombia through investmentEstudios Tributrios, 1977. 147 pp. by multinationalenterprises. (B. 15.746)Study on tax avoidance as compared to tax evasion, containing
also some references to the construction of the tax law.
(B. 15.754) DENMARK

INTERPRETAONO DIREITOTRIBUTRIO SKATTETABELLER1978
By Rubens Gomes de Sousa; Dino Jarach; a.o. SSo Paulo, EDUC 34. rgang. By V. Spang-Thomsen. Copenhagen, A/S Skattekar-
Editora da Universidade Catlica de So Pulo, 1975. 441 pp. toteket Informationskontor,1978. 135 pp.
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Income and net wealth tax tables for 1978 with annotations. as well as specific information on the publishing organization

(B. 100.929) itself, i.e. the Deutsche Industrie- und Handelstag. (B. 101.039)

FUNDHEFTFR STEUERRECHT
EASTERN EUROPE

Leitstze der Entscheidungen - Literaturbersicht - Nachweis der

' THE MULTILATERALECONOMICCO-OPERATIONOF Verwaltungsvorschriften.Band XXIV: 1976. By Herbert Ziemer,

SOCIALISTSTATES Heinz Kalbhenn and Gnther Felix. Munich, C.H. Beck'sche

Verlagsbuchhandlung,1977. 450 pp.
A collection of documents. Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1977. Annual source book for tax law for the year 1976 referring to

588 pp. articles and other publications, law, administrative
Source book containing an English translation of 53 documents

e.g. case

'regulations, theses dealing mainly with German taxation.

which describe the various forms of co-operation and joint acti- 100.987)(B.
vities of the COMECON Member States. (B. 101.028)

HANDBUCHDER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT

FIJI ISLANDS Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage unter Mitwirkung von

Norbert Andel und Heinz Haller. Herausgegeben von Fritz

REPORT ON THE ACCOUNTSAND FINANCES FOR THE Neumark. Lieferung 12-14. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Sie-

YEAR 1974 beck), 1977. 176 pp., DM 50.40.

Suva, Government Printer, 1975. Parliamentary Paper No. 10 of Third complete revised edition of a handbook on public finance

1975. +120 pp. (B. 50.989) prepared by Norbert Andel and Heinz Haller and edited by Fritz

Neumark. Supplements 12-14 have been issued dealing in particu-
lar with theoretical and technical aspects of public transfer pay-

FRANCE ments and public loans and guarantees. (B. 101.021)

CODE GENERAL DES IMPOTS HANDBUCH ZU 7b UND 54 EStG.

Tomes 1et2. Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, Ministre de l'Econo- 7., erneuerte Auflage. By Armin Burhoff. Herne/Berlin, Vrlag
mie et des Finances, 1977. 289 + 522 pp. Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1977. 268 pp., DM 38.-.

Consolidated text of the General Tax Code of Taxes with annexes Handbook discussing a number of tax incentives (e.g. a special
and tables appended, in two volumes as of July 1, 1977. depreciation) for certain buildings granted under the German

(B. 100.995/996) Individual Income Tax Law, including 30 practical examples of

the applicationof the relevant provisions. (B. 101.035)
DROIT FISCAL

Deuximedition. By Gilbert Tixier and Guy Gest. Paris, Librairie DIE ORGANSCHAFT ZU EINER PERSONENGESELLSCHAFT

Gnrale de Droit et de Jurisprudence,1978. 535 pp.
UND DIE ORGANSCHAFTZU MEHREREN UNTERNEHMEN

Second edition of textbook on public finance with an outline of Im Einkommen-, Krperschaft-und Gewerbesteuerrecht.By Otto

the tax system in France. (B. 101.002) Niemann. Cologne, Verlag Otto Schmidt, 1977. Rechtsfragender

Handelsgesellschaften,Heft 38.208 pp., DM 35.-.

FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE This publication is concerned with the relationship of the

Deuxime dition. By Bernard Jadaud. Paris, Dalloz, 1978. Organschaftto a partnership;the position of theOrganschaft

162 pp.
withinseveral enterprises. It takes into account the recent de-

Second edition of monograph on the taxation of immovables in veIopments in West German income tax law, corporate income

France arising from the construction, transfer and sale of im- tax law and business tax law. (B. 101.044)

movable property. (B. 101.009) RIVISION IM STEUERPROZESS

IMPOT ET PLUS-VALUES.GUIDE FISCAL Sowie damit zusammenhngendeweitere Verfahren. By Gerhard

By Pierre-Jean Ciaudo. Paris, Editions Berger-Levrault, 1978. Seeliger. Cologne, Verlag Otto Schmidt, 1977.78 pp.

This publication describes the procedure of appeal in tax pro-
240 pp., Ffrs. 67.-.

Monograph dealing with the introduction of capital gains tax on
ceedings. It is mainly orientated towards the practice of the

Supreme Tax Court where relevant decisions referred to.
movable and immovableproperty in France. (B. 101.000)

are

(B. 101.049)

PRECIS DE FISCALITE CADASTRE DOMAINE; STEUERBERATER-JAHRBUCH1977/78
PUBLICITE FONCIERE

'

Edited by Franz Hrstmann, Ursula Niemann and Gerd Rose.
Tomes I et II, 1977. Paris, Ministre de l'Economie et des Fi-

Cologne, Verlag Otto Schmidt, 1978. 436 pp., DM 75.-.
nances, Direction Gnrale des Impts, 1977. 930 + 760 pp. Proceedings and lectures of the 29th congres of German tax

Second edition of Manual of the General Directorate of Taxes advisers held in 1977. Congress topics, inter alia, deal with cur-

(Prcis de la Direction Gnrale des Impts) in two volumes
rent questions net worth taxation, effects of the corporateon

designed to provide a practical manual for the General Directorate income tax reform law the foreign tax law, tax aspects of theon

of Taxes in which all the taxes levied in France are described. reorganization of enterprises, etc. An extensive index is append-
Updated as of March 1, 1977. (B. 100.998/999) ed. (B. 101.007)

GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC HUNGARY

BERICHT 1977 BUSINESS GUIDE HUNGARY

Bonn, Deutscher Industrie- und Handelstag (DIHT), 1977. Budapest, Hungarian Chamber of Commerce, 1977. 136 pp.

235 pp. Guide designed to offer information to tourists and businessmen

This brochure provides a general survey ofthe Federal Republic from abroad about Hungary's economic situation, development

of Germany's developments in trade, olitics, law, taxation, etc. and external economic relations. (B. 100.953)
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INTERNATIONAL KUWAIT

INTERNATIONALLICENSING WIRTSCHAFTSSTRUKTUR

Opportunities and challenges in worldwide technology manage- Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation, 1977.
ment. New York, Business International Corporation, 1977. 98 pp.
138 pp. Brochure designed as an informationguide on the structure of the
Study which aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of the Kuwait economy. (B. 50.994)
role and management of international licensing from a corporate
perspective, and illustratedby case studies. (B. 100.997) LUXEMBOURG

TWENTY-EIGHTHANNUAL REPORT ON EXCHANGE HOLDINGCOMPANIESIN THE GRAND DUCHY OF
RESTRICTIONS1977 LUXEMBOURG

Washington, InternationalMonetary Fund, 1977. 520 pp. Luxembourg, Banque Internationale Luxembourg, 1977. 42 pp.Part I deals with exchange restrictions taken during 1976 and (B. 101.016)
other measures which may have direct balance of payments
implications. MAURITIUSPart II contains individual country surveys on exchange'systems
mostly updated to the end of 1976. (B. 101.041) INVEST IN MAURITIUS

One of the most attractive places to set up export-oriented
industries. Port Louis, Ministry of Commerce and Industry,IRAN 1977.+45 pp. (B. 10.900)

INVESTMENTGUIDE TO IRAN MEXICO
Frankfurt, Citibank Aktiengesellschaft,1977.44 pp.
General information guide for potential foreign investors and MEXICAN INCOME AND COMMERCIALRECEIPTS
businessmen. Investment regulation, banking, labor law and TAX LAWS
taxation are covered. (B. 50.985) As of January 1, 1977. Spanish-English edition. Chicago, Com-

merce Clearing House, Inc., 1977. 344 pp.
Spanish and English texts of the-Income Tax Law and the Com-

ISRAEL mercial Receipts Tax Law as amended and effective on January
1,1977. Amendmentnotes are appended. (B. 15.750)

DIE BEEINFLUSSUNGDER ISRAELISCHENVOLKS-
WIRTSCHAFTDURCH DIE FISKALPOLITIKIN DEN MIDDLE EAST
JAHREN 1960-1974

AN INTRODUCTIONTO BUSINESS LAW IN THEVersuch einer strukturell-quantitativen Analyse. By Moshe M. MIDDLE EASTGlass. Zrich, Schulthess Polygraphischer Verlag, 1977. Reihe
B, No. 2, Wirtschaftswissenschaftliches Institut der Universitt Edited by Brian Russell. London, Oyez Publishing, 1975. 118pp.,
Zrich. 270 pp., Sfrs. 36.-. £ 6.50.

Study of the impact of fiscal policy during 1960 to 1974 on
Publication based on the edited papers delivered at the conference

the Israeli economy. (B. 50.979) on Business Law in the Middle East, in London in May 1975. It
contains a chapter on taxation and tax planning with an append-
ed list of company income tax rates. (B. 50.982)

IVORY COAST
THE NETHERLANDS

FISCALITE IVOIRIENNE 1978 ACHTERAFBEKEKEN
Abidjan, C2A Editions, 1978.

Herinneringen en overpeinzingen van een fiscalist. By L.J.M.Loose-leaf publication designed to provide information on Nouwen. Utrecht, Coperatieve Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleen-businesses, taxation, economic regulations, social law and com- bank, 1977.75 pp..

pany law in the Ivory Coast. First supplement contains part Memories and philosophiesof a tax professorprinted in a bookletof the Income Tax Code. (B. 10.905) and entitled Considered Afterwards. (B. 101.015)

DE BELASTINGKRANT1978
JAPAN

Amsterdam, Annoventura, 1978.71 pp., Dfl. 3.75.
Brochure designed as a guide for filing 1977 individual incomeSTATISTICALHANDBOOKOF JAPAN 1977 tax returns. It is entitled The Tax Paper 1978. (B. 100.994)

Tokyo, Bureau of Statistics, Office of the Prime Minister, 1977.
162 pp. (B. 50.981) FOREIGN INVESTMENTSIN THE NETHERLANDS

Prepared by Klynveld Kraayenhof & Co. and Meijburg & Co. The
Hague, Fenedex, 1978. 36 pp. (B. 101.034)KOREA (SOUTH)
OPTIMALMARKETINGMIX, TAX SHIFTING AND

LABOR LAWS OF KOREA 1977 TAX COMPENSATION
Seoul, American Chamber of Commerce in Korea, 1977. 173 pp., By Piet W. Moerland. Rotterdam, Erasmus University, 1977.
USS 6.50. Discussion Paper Series on Public Economics, No. 7730/P. 20 pp.English translation of the labor laws of Korea. (B. 50.980) (B. 101.008)
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PUERTO RICO company limited by shares in the United Kingdom company law.

(B. 101.050)
ECONOMY & FINANCES

Prepared by Ting Chen Hsu. San Juan, Commonwealthof Puerto INCOME TAX AND THE ELDERLY

Rico, 1976.35 pp London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1977. Leaflet I.R. 4,

Survey of economic activity during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1977. Issued by the Board of Inland Revenue. 12 pp.

1976, includingpublic finances. (B. 15.742) Brochure explaining income tax with emphasis on persons aged
65 or over. (B. 101.024)

SAUDI ARABIA INTEREST ON UNPAID OR OVERPAIDTAX

INVESTMENTGUIDE TO SAUDI ARABIA By Peter P. Kelley. London, The Institute of Chartered Ac-

Frankfurt, Citibank Aktiengesellschaft,1977.44 pp.
countants in England and Wales, 1977. Chartac Taxation Guides.

General nformation guide for potential foreign investors and 102 pp.

businessmen. Investment regulation, banking, labor law and Monograph on appeals and applications to postpone tax and on

taxation are covered. (B. 50.984)
the interest and repayment provisions and other allied matters.

(B. 101.022)

SOUTH AFRICA KEY TO CORPORATIONTAX

1977-78 CUMULATIVESUPPLEMENTTO SILKE
Finance Act 1977 edition. By T.L.A. Graham and P.F. Hughes.

ON SOUTH AFRICAN INCOME TAX London, Taxation Publishing Company, Ltd., 1977. 351 pp.,

£ 5.25.

By A.S. Silke; C. Divaris and M.L. Stein. Cape Town, Juta & Annual quick reference guide to the corporation tax as amended

Company, Ltd., 1978. 550 pp. by Finance Act, 1977. (B. 100.980)
Supplement to bring the material in the basic work, 8th edition

1975, up to date. The consolidated text of the 1962 Income Tax REVENUE LAW
Act as amended by 1977 legislation with annotation is appended.
(B. 10.904)

Second edition. By John Tiley. London, Butterworths, 1978,
1307 pp., £ 22.-.

Second revised edition of textbook on the tax system in the

SWEDEN United Kingdom (income tax, capital gains tax, corporation tax,

capital transfer tax, development land tax). The material is up- f

SKATTE- OCH TAXERINGSFRFATTNINGARNA dated as of August 1, 1977. (B. 101.040)

Sdana de lyder den 1 januari 1978. Stockholm, Liber Frlag,
1978. 549 pp.

SIMON'S TAX CASES 1977

Annual tax manual containing Swedish text of Swedish tax laws Editor Rengan Krishnan. London, Butterworths, 1978. 490 pp.

as of January 1, 1978. (B. 101.006) Bound volume containing text of 1977 tax cases. (Also published ,:

in loose parts). (B. 100.991)

SWITZERLAND
SIMON'S TAX CASES

DIE EHEGATTENBESTEUERUNGALS VERFASSUNGS- Cumulative tables and index 1973-1977. London, Butterworths,
RECHTLICHESUND STEUERRECHTLICHESPROBLEM 1978.75 pp. (B. 100.990)

By Elmar Reize. Zrich, Juris Druck Verlag, 1976. 222 pp.
Thesis on the income taxation of spouses in Switzerland. THE TAXATION OF FOREIGN EARNINGSAND

(B. 100.992) FOREIGN PENSIONS: FINANCE ACT 1977

DAS OBJEKT DER BERNISCHENGRUNDSTCK- London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1977. Leaflet I.R. 25,
1977. Issued by the Board of Inland Revenue. 39 pp.

GEWINNSTEUER Explanation of the taxation of foreign earnings and foreign

By Peter Locher. Bern, Verlag Stmpfli & Cie AG., 1976. 236 pp pensions as changed by the Finance Act 1977. (B. 101.025)

Thesis on the immovable gains tax levied in the canton of Bern.

(B. 100.993) TAXATION OF WIFE'S EARNINGS

London, Her Majesty's Staionery Office, 1977. Leaflet I.R. 13,
TUNISIA 1977. Issued by the Board of Inland Revenue. 7 pp.

Note on the option for separate taxation of wife's earnings.
INVESTMENTGUIDE TO TUNISIA (B. 101.026)

Frankfurt, Citibank Aktiengesellschaft,1977.44 pp.
General information guide for potential foreign investors and U.S.A.
businessmen. Investment regulation, banking, labor law and

taxation are covered. (B. 10.902) INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Income, estate and gft tax provisions, including 1977 amend-
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LegalRegulationofTaxes,Leviesand '

Fees intheCzec oslova c SocialistRepublic
by Dr. Milan Bakes*

PART 1

I. CONCEPT, FUNCTION AND CONSTRUCTION OF TAXES, LEVIES
AND FEES

TABLE OFCON N S
State revenue is part of the national income distribution and redistribution
relations constituting the complex system of financial relations. Under I. Cncept, function and construction of

socialism, State revenue serves to secure and fulfill all the functions of the taxes, levies and fees

socialist state. Its distribution to the various areas must be done in a manner Il. Regulatiohs of levies and taxes paid by
consistent with the requirementsof the planned developmentof the socialist organisations
society. A. Turrover tax

In Czechoslovakia the term State revenue includes the Federal Budget B. Levies for the State Budget
receipts, receipts of the Budgets of the Republics, receipts of the National 1 . Profit levy

Committees on all levels and finally receipts of the State Funds and National 2. Capital levy
3. Social security contributionsCommittees' Funds. Some economists sometimes embody in this category 4. Fixed assets depreciation levy

even receipts of the State economic organisations. 1 5. Supplementary levies
6. Financial plan based leviesThe majority of the State revenue in socialist countries, and consequently in 7. Other levies collected from eco-

Czechoslovakia too, has the appearance of an irretrievable drawing off of a nomic organisations
part of the income of corporate and natural persons

-- and eventually from C. Taxes in the private sector
State economic organisations -- even of a part of the value of their basic 1. Income tax

funds. Such a drawing off cannot be compared, since the corporate and 2. Profit tax

natural persons concerned do not get any direct countervalue for the pay- D. Agricultural tax (paid by organisa-
ments made. The funds obtained are again distributed and mostly used to tions)
cover budgetary expenditure connected with the financing of economic, 1. Land tax

cultural and social needs, administration, courts of justice, security and 2. Tax on excess wages and remune-

rationsarmed forces, etc. 3. Social security contributions

The most important means of drawing off part of the net income of cor-
I I I. Regulation of paid by citizenstaxes

porate and natural persons are taxes, levies, contributions, fees and customs
duties. A. Wage tax

B. Tax on earnings from literary andBoth levies and taxes are compulsory irretrievable payments for the benefit artistic work
of the State. Whereas taxes are paid by corporate and natural persons, levies

C. Agricultural tax
are collected from the State economic organisationsonly. 1. Land tax

Distinction between levies and taxes was based on the form of ownership 2. Tax on citizens' income from

and on its changes. Taxes, with the exception of the turnover tax, were
agricultural production

characterised as payments by other than economic organisations and here D. Citizens' income tax

came about, and in the majority of cases are even nowadays coming about, E. House tax

changes in the form of ownership -- from personal, cooperative or private
ownership into State ownership. But, dispite the mentioned exception, this

IV. Legal regulations of fees

does not fully apply since even some State economic organisationspay taxes A. State fees

these days. 1. Administrative (official) fees
2. Notarial fees

The economic substance of levies was preserved and in their instance it will 3. Court fees

always be a matter of redistribution of means from one State socialist 4. Arbitration fees

authority to another -- the means passing from the State economic organisa- B. Local fees

tions to the State Budget or to the National Committees'budgets.
Contrbutions are as a rule payments with predestined application. They * Head of Financial Law Department,are paid in the CSSR both by the State economic organisations and other Faculty of Law, Charles University, Prague.corporate as well as natural persons. Social security contributions by orga- 1. See picmaus and Coll.: Taxes, Levies
nisations are primarily described as contributions. When paid by the State and Fees in the CSSR, SNTL. Praha 1974.
economic organisationsthey are of the same (conomic) nature as levies. Page 12.
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Fees are payments for which natural and corporate
persons are liable in connection with the work of a

GENERAL INFORMATIONON CZECHOSLOVAKIA
competent body done at their nstigation or in their

interest. Fees are sometimes even levied partially to Area: 127,877 square km.

compensate State authorities for work done by them or Population: 14.98 million (1976); 117.2 square km.

as a possible deterrent to prevent tax payers from over- Capita/: Prague; population: 1.17 million (1976).

burdening State authorities with work. Suggested Government form: Federal Republc composed of two autonomous

reasons for the introduction of some fees are property republics, the Czech and the Slovak Socialist Republic.

increase (some of the notarial fees) or material benefits Currency: Koruna (1 US $ = 5.75 Koruna (Kcs)).

from granted concessions (e.g. some administrative Gross nationalproduct:US $ 61.34 billion (1976).

fees).
Per capital income: 25,700 Kcs (1976).
Total tax revenue (socializedand private sector):

Such attributes of fees are, however, of a rather sec-
247,173,000 Kcs (1974).

ondar nature. Fees, like taxes and levies, are above all

an instrument of national income distribution to raise

new funds to cover all social needs. is the average yield which the taxpayer has to achieve.

Close to fees in nature were dues which practically no Should his results exceed the standards set or fall below

longer appear in the Czechoslovak revenue system. The them this would have a direct bearing on the taxpayer's

only exception is the substitute due for the turnover interest in the outcome of the prodction either by

tax levied by reason of equalising domestic and foreign higher or reduced profit.
price levels, together with customs duty from natural A particular part is taken by the controllng function
persons in gratuitous imports of articles for their per- filled mainly by the taxes and levies paid by the socialist

sonal use or for that of close relatives. organisations,a typical example of which is the turnover

A particular kind of revenue is customs duties which, as tax, through which fulfilment of production and sales

budgetary revenue, are of subsidiary mportance. These plans of enterprises is controlled.

are levied in connection with the transportation of The tax and levy liability and the condition of its gene-
articles across the State border from persons importing sis, duration and extinction are established by statute,
or exporting such articles or from persons for whom fee liability either by statute or by rules of lower auth-

such articles are imported or exported. orities. Tax acts and mostly also levy and fee regulations
Taxes, levies and fees fulfil a number of functions. The determine the prerequisites, i.e. the elements which

most important are indisputably the accumulatingand establish the legal relations connectedwith the tax.

regulating functions. For such legal relations to come nto existence (nly
The accumulating (fisca function means that levies, taxes are further referred to, though it js with minor

taxes and fees constitute an essential part of the State exceptions similar in the instance of levies and fees), the

budget and of the National Committees' budget reve- tax act must possess the followingprerequisites:
nue. With taxes, levies and fees a part of the income of -- the subject of the tax;

organisations and citizens is drawn into the State funds,
-- the object of the tax;

from which all social requirements are covered. So, for -- the basis of assessment;

instance, in 1975 the share of the levies and taxes in the -- the rate oftax.

total revenue of the State budget and in that of the In addition, the respective legal relations contain or may
budgets of the National Committeeswas 83.42 percent, ontain other elements, such as increases and reduc-
the major part of the revenue -- about 72 percent --

tions, exemptions, taxable minimum provisions, maturi-

consistingof levies and taxes from organisations. ty provisions, etc.

The regulating function is closely linked with the re- Subject to the tax is the person liable under the regula-
distribution of the available funds ensuring better use ton to pay tax. Such natural or corporate person is
of the incomes created by correspondingredistribution. called the taxpayer. In a number of nstances it is not
The function allows levies and taxes paid by organisa- the taxpayer who remits the tax, but the liability is im-
tions, in particular the turnover tax, to take an impor- posed by statute on another person the tax remitter.--

tant part in affecting the extent and structure of For instance, in the case of the wages tax the taxpayer
production and consumption. The substance of the is the person receiving wages for the work done, but the
taxes paid by the population consists in the regulation is the organisation employing the taxpayer. The
of the rate of taxation according to the nature of the

payer
tax remitter is also subject to taxation. Should the tax-

income source. be unable unwilling to discharge his statutorypayer or

In addition to these two functions, a number of other liability, enforcement of such liability follows either on

functions come nto consideration.With the taxation of himself or on another subject, the guarantor, on whom

citizens' incomes it is the social function which allows such liability is imposed by statute.

determination and differentiation in accordance with
the taxpayer's family and social needs, with some levies The taxpayer and/or guarantor as well as the tax remit-

and taxes paid by organisations, in particular with the ter are liable subjects. The entitled subject is the respect

capital tax levy and land tax, the standardsetting func- tve financial administration ofce authorised to collect

tion ensuring most effective use of production means. the tax and charged with its administration.

The levy or tax liability is directly dependent on pre- Object of the tax is the economic fact, on the basis of

established criteria. Wth the land tax, for instance, it which the taxpayer becomes liable to tax. This may be
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,i

i
some income or yield from economic activities or'prop- Of the other ta_ elements, most of which are clearly
erty. defined (e.g. tax increases or reductions, tax exemp-
Basis of assessment is the taxation object expressed in tions), the exemption limit and the minimum assess-

money, on which the tax is assessed. While the object of ment basis should be metioned. Exemption limit
the tax tells us the reason for the establishment of the should be understood as that part of the assessment i
liability to tax, the assessment basis defines how the tax basis on which no tax is levied. In the instance of the
is assessed. For instance, the object of house tax is wages tax the exemption limit is 200 Kcs per month,
buildings destined for continuous purposes, the tax in the instance of the income tax on residents if the tax-

assessment basis is, after the kind of ownership, either payer is dependent on income subjected to that tax,
the built-up area or the rent and price of use. 2,400 Kcs a year, etc.

Rate of the tax is the yardstick by which the basic tax is From the exemption limit differs the minimum assess-
ment basis, the basis on which a tax has to be minimallycomputed in relation to the assessment basis. In
levied. So in the instance of the income tax on residentsprinciple it may be either fixed or sliding. the generally established basis is the total of allsum net

Fixed rate is a rate set by a fixed amount regardless of income for the period of a calendar year, computed as
the assessment basis. An example of the fixed rate is the the difference between realised receipts and the expen-
rate of arbitration fees in pre-contractual suits, in con- diture connected with their acquisition. In respect of
tract amendment or cancellation suits, in suits the ob- tradesmen the minimum assessment basis to be applied,
ject of which it is impossible to evaluate (500 Kcs) and should the generally established basis be lower and even
in suits for basic delivery terms (1200 Kcs). A special should the taxpayer suffer a loss, is a sum equal to
kind of fixed rate is the rate fixed by margin. For in- 30 percent of the employees' gross wages cost.
stance, in the case of the house tax with the basis estab-
lished according to the built-up area, the rate in munici- Among the mportant elements of legal regulations

connected with tax are the maturty of taxes, levies andpalities with less than 6,000 inhabitants is 0.80 to 1.20
fees. Maturity is the moment at which the law connectsKcs per square metre.
the discharge of the payment liability by the taxpayer.

Sliding rate expresses the ratio of the tax to the assess- From the formal legal viewpoint this time element in
ment basis and is as a rule established by a percentage. legal regulations is analogous to that existing in other
If on the different bases the same percentage is charged monetary obligations, e.g. in civil law obligations. The
(e.g. on 1,000 Kcs, 10 percent; on 1,500 Kcs, 10 per- specificity of the time linits for taxation purposes (and
cent, etc.), it is called linear rate; if with the growing similar time limits) consists in that these liabilities to
assessment basis the percentage of the rate goes up (e.g. pay represent the share of the State in the national in-
on 1,000 Kcs, 10 percent; on 1,500 Kcs, 15 percent, come produced yearly; therefore normal maturity is as
etc.) it is called progressve rate; and in contrary cases, a rule situated in the period of the year in which the
i.e. the higher the assessment basis the lower the per- national income drawn was produced.
centage rate (e.g. on 100 Kcs, 10 percent; on 1,500 Kcs,
5 percent, etc.) it is called degressiuerate.

In the Czech taxation system progressive rates are most-
ly used. These may be progressive sliding or progres- Il. REGULATIONS OF LEVIES AND TAXES PAID
sive step-rates. BY ORGANISATIONS
In progressiue step-rates, which are very seldom applied
(e.g. in notarial fees from immovable assets, from in- A. Turnover tax 2

heritance and from donations), there is on shift from
one zone to another a relatively sharp increase; in pro-

The turnover tax was introduced as of 1 January 1953

gressve sliding rates (the great majority of taxes and instead of the former purchase tax of 1948.

fees), the shift is gradual. The significance and purpose of the turnover tax today
consists above all in the fulfilmentof the accumulating,

Example: progressie step-rate (notarial fees from the controllingand regulating functions.
transferof immouableassets): The turnover tax is remitted by:

a. Sales and supplies organisations;Basis less than Kcs Common rate (%) Favoured rate (%) b. Manufacturing enterprises selling goods without the
4,000 6 6 intermediaryof sales organisations;10,000 7 2

c. Enterprisespurchasingagriculturalproduce;20,000 8 2.5 etc. d. Some commercial establishments, being of the nature
of a:
--

Example: progressivesliding rate (wages tax): State economic organisation;
popular cooperative or uniform agricultural co-

-

Monthly basis Kcs Tax payble operative;
from to -- cooperativeenterprise;
300 400 - 8% social organisationenterprise.--

400 600 32 Kcs and 10% of the basis exceeding
400 Kcs 2. The turnover tax is levied on the basis of Law No. 73/1952600 800 52 Kcs and 11% of the basis exceeding and a Regulatory Decree to that Law No. 95/1967, as amended

600 Kcs. etc. by Decrees No. 171/1973 and No. 113/1974.
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The turnover tax is collected from the organisation (tax --levy collected from State economic organisations
remitter) supplying goods to the trade network or for whose relation to the State budget or to the National

, final consumption. In principle, the turnover tax is not Committee budget is determined by the financial

paid by budgetary organisations, foreign trade organisa- plan.
tions in respect of articles destined for export or of im-

ported articles, and by private manufacturers. Subject to the State budget levies are:

State economic organisations engaged in industrial-- or

The object of the turnover tax is the turnover from the building activities;
sales f the organisation'sown manufactureor own pur- -- State economic organisations mostly engaged in com-

chase of goods, the turnover of such goods being taxed mercial activities;
but once. --State design, design engineering and engineering
Goods of the organisation'sown manufactureare under- organisations;
stood to be articles obtained by the organisation by its -- State economic organisations engaged in research and

own primary production, processing, refining or make- development;
up, articles obtained by the organisation from its own -- State selling and supplying organisations;
materials on its premises or ordered by it to be made -- State Spa economic organisations (exploitingmineral

elsewhere from its own materials, residues from process- sources);
ing, or manufacturing use of its own materials, used or -- State organisations in the field of public road trans-

worn articles restored by the organisation, articles ob- port;
tained by the organisation by dismantling units into -- State economic organisationsin the field of culture;
their componentparts, for instance by strippingmachin- -- boards of management, provided at least half of their

ery and other equipment and articles resulting from subordinate organisations are subject to profit levy
construction work. Goods of the organisations own pursuant to the above quoted Act;
purchase are articles purchased from socialist organisa- -- other State economic organisations whose relation to

tions for prices without turnover tax, agricultural the State budget is not- determined by the financial

produce bought from farmers running their own farms, plan;
from growers, breeders, etc. as well as all articles pur- -- domestic joint stock companies;
chased from private manufacturers, including purchases -- organisations created on the basis of an association

of previous metals and stones and jewels from citizens. agreement (pursuant to Section 360 of the Economic

The assessment basis for the turnover tax or the taxable Code), provided at least half of their members are

turnover is the selling price of the goods, the applicable organisationssubject to levies under the above quoted

principle being that the sales of the goods are realised Act;

at prices including the turnover tax.
--State economic organisations in the field of civil

aviation;
Determination and computation methods of the turn- --economc organisations with foreign participation
over tax are closely linked with the formation of prices. having their seat in the Czechoslovak Socialist Repub-
For the computation of turnover tax three kinds of tax lic and branches of economic organisations with for-
rates are set down: eign participation established in the territory of the
a. Differential -- the difference between the fixed retail Czechoslovak Socialist Republic capable of acquiring

or selling price (in respect of goods not sold in the rights and incurring liabilities in their own name.

market for which no retail price was established)and
wholesale price less trade discount or its part; Accordingly subject to levies for the State budget are

b. Percentage;
the great majority of State economic organisations, for-

c. Fixed. eign trade organisations and inland joint stock compa-

nies, except:
The differential rate is applied mostly to articles classed -- organisations taxed under the Income Tax and Social
in the fixed price category (mainly essential goods, such Security ContributionAct; 4

as potatoes, milk, meat, textiles, shoes, etc.) For the -- taxpayers paying agricultural profit tax pursuant to

purpose of determining the rate, lists with fixed retail the AgriculturalTax Act. 5

prices (RP) and wholesale prices (WP) are issued. Nor-

mally, the rates are determinedaccording to the follow- 1. Profit leuy
ing formula: RP - WP

: 100. This is the fundamental and most important levy in the
RP

The percentage rate is applied to articles in the limited whole lev system. Its purpose is accumulation and

and free price category and to some articles with fixed centralisation of funds and regulationsof the income of

prixes. The fixed rate is applied rather exceptionally. enterprises.

B. Levies for the State Budget 3
3. These levies are based upon the Law on State Budget Levies

and Social Security Contributions No. 11111971, as amended by

The system of the State budget levies consists of:
Law No. 154/1976 (concerningsocial security contributions)and

profit levy;
Law No. 62/1977 (concerningthe system of levies and taxes paid

--

capital levy;
by organisations). As a regulatory ordinance to the above law,

--

the Minister of Finance published Decree No. 112/1971, which

social security contribution; was also amended by Law No. 62/1977.--

fixed assets depreciation levy;-- 4. See under II. C, infra.

supplementary levies; 5. See under II. E, infra.--
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The profit levy assessment basis is the adjusted balance residual value of fixed assets serving mostly housing,
sheet prot made from the entire business of the health, rehabilitation, education, cultural, sporting re-

economic organisations, including the management of creation purposes, provision of meals for the organisa-
its entire property, including additions and less deduc- tion's own staff or exclusively water and environment
tions allowed. pollution control, safety and health protection of
Additions are, for instance, contributions and subsidies workers, etc.

included in the costs which the organisation is not liable The capital levy rate is 3 percent of the average value of
to bear under the appropriate regulations, gratuitous the organisation's capital in the levy year. The rate of
donations, the difference by which fines and penalties 2 percent is applied to building industry organisations,
paid exceed those received, accounted surcharges to the organisations mostly engaged in the manufacture of
damages for draining untreated or nsufficiently treated building material, organisations engaged mostly in the
waste water, accounted fees for environment pollution, manufacture of structures and parts designed for capital
includingsurcharge, etc. construction, with the exception of the research and
Allowed as deductions are, for nstance, capital levy development basis State economic organisationsand the

paid, land tax paid, the difference by which fines and State spa economic organisations, the rate for them

penalties received exceed those paid out. being 10 percent.
The rate of the profit levy is linear, amounting to 70 3. Socialsecurity contribution
percent, but for some branches set down by the Act the
rates are scaled from 50 to 85 percent for inland trade, This is a compulsory levy from economic organisations
selling and supplying organisations, for economic to the State budget. Its purpose is to contribute partly
organisations carrying on research and developmentand to cover the expenditure connected with the labour
for some other organisations the levy is scaled in rela- power, including the health insurance premiums.
tion to profitability measured as a ratio of the adjusted The assessment basis is the same as that of the wages
balance sheet profit to the total of adjusted costs. volume levy, consistingof the wages fund accounted for

in the current year to be paid out. Not included in the
basis are awards to the best workers and collectivespaid
by the organisation from funds received out of the
State budget, such as the award granted on the occasion

TAX TREATIESCONCLUDEDBY CZECHOSLOVAKIA of the bestowal of the Five Year Plan Flag or of a flag
(an astrerix indicates that the treaty is not yet in'force) and standard of equal level.

Czechoslovakia-- France: June 1,1973 The contribution rate is 20 percent of the basis, with
Czechoslovakia-- the Netherlands: March 14,1974 the exception of the research and development basis

Czechoslovakia-- Finland: January 31,1975 State economic organisationsand the State spa econom-

Czechoslovakia- Belgium: June 19,1975 ic organisations, the rate for them being 10 percent.
Czechoslovakia- Japan: October 11,1977

4. Fixed assetsdepreciationlevy
This is not paid by every individual enterprise, but by
the ministries and other central authorities for their

2. Capital levy departments to the State budget. The levy is set down in
the State budget by an absolute sum for the various

This is intended to produce proper economic pressure central authorities in instances when depreciationsof all
on effective utilisation of production funds. It expresses the organisations subordinate to the central authority
essentially the minimum yield limit within an economic exceed the fixed share in its planned investmentswhich
organisation. It is allowed as a deduction from the profit be covered from depreciations, allow reduction
levy assessmentbasis.

may or a

in the extent of investment allocations provided from
The levy assessment basis is the entire capital of an the State Budget.
organisationconsistingof: Use of fixed assets depreciations, including the redistrib-
--the value of the fixed assets and nvestment fund, ution of depreciations and the constitution of central-

the value of the fixed assets and investment repairs ised construction funds, is governed by the CSSR
,

in use, the value of the construction fund and of the Government's Decree on the Financial Economy of
small investment fund of the enterprise; State Economic Organisations and Some Other Socialist
the value of the organisation's turnover fund, includ- Organisations.6 The amount of the depreciations used-

ing the value of all the other funds, except the cul- for financing investment, the share of investmentcredits
tural and social needs fund and the technical develop- and other rules in this field are put into concrete terms
ment fund; in respect of inland joint stock companies by the competent Government for the individualyears.
also the paid-in shares.

5. Supplementary leuie
From the assessment basis, i.e. from the organisation's These levies are as a rule in the nature of a sanction and
capital, is deducted the residual value of some fixed

may be imposed on State economic organisations sub-
assets which do not serve directly the main business of ject to profit levy.
the enterprise and in respect of which, with a view to
their nature, particular privilege is pursued, such as the 6. Decree No. 151/1975.
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Such levies are in particulardesigned: C. Taxes in the private sector

--to drain funds obtained by an organisation through
infringement of price regulations or in connection 1. Income tax

with price changes; With the changed regulation of the levies from economic

to drain part of the profit, if equipment for the pro- organisations the ncome tax also changed. The-- was

tection of workers was not nstalled or properly present income tax regulation is anchored in the Income

operated or if it does not comply with health and Tax and Social Security ContributionAct. 11

safety regulations; The Act regulates both income tax levied in the form of
for fund redistribution governed by the CSSR Gov---

ernment'sDeree No. 151/1976 Coll.; 7 profit tax and social security contribution.

to drain profit on articles of deficientquality or tech- Taxpayersof the income tax are:
--

nically outdated;
-- cooperative organisations with the exception of Uni-

levy for exceeding the wages fund limits covered from form AgriculturaICooperatives;--

the remunerationsfund; 8 --local economic organisations controlled by National

to ensure fulfilment of the National Economy Devel- Committees with the exception of housing organisa---

opment State Plan of the Czechoslovak Socialist tions and small workshops run by Local National

Republic. This supplementary levy is set down by the Committees;
Government in accordancewith the actual conditions -- regional transport centres;
and requirements for the ndividual periods of the -- district (municipal)building enterprises;
Five Yar Plan. --branch mangement boards, associations of organisa-

Conditions and the method of supplementary levy pay-
tions, provided at least half their subordinateor mem-

ber organisations are subject to taxation under the
ment are laid down by the CSSR Government's Ordi-
nance No. 151/1975.9

above quoted Act;
--other economic socialist organisations and their

economic enterprises exercisingcontinuouseconomic

actjvities, provided their relation to the State budget
6. Fnancialplan based levies is not governed by Act No. 111/1971 Coll. as amend-
The CSSR Government is authorised to set down the ed by subsequentstatutes -- the full text promulgated
range of organisations to whom the general levy regula- under No. 72/1977 Coll.;
tion of the economic organisations in force is not applic- --other than socialist organisations, if they are cor-

able but who shall pay levies on the basis of the finan- porate persons;
cial plan. --commercial and civil law companies, institutes and

Pursuant to the CSSR Government's Decree No. 151/ endowments, public law corporation enterprises,
associations of persons and other subjects having1975 Coll. on the Financial Economy of the State

Economic and Some Other Socialist Organisations, the their seat abroad with the exception of natural per-

relation to the State Budget or to the National Commit- sons.

tee's Budget on the basis of the financial plan is applied
to State economic organisations with prevailing public Exempt from income tax are:

interest business and thus mostly to non-profit organisa- - manufacturing and working cooperatives of badly
tions. Concerned are railway and water transport disabled citizens, economic enterprises of the Invalid

organisations (including industrial and building organisa- Association employing badly disabled citizens and

tions), telecommunications, State forestry, water econ- economic enterprises of cooperative associations

omy, State and army film, geodesy and cartography operating selective recreation for their own members;
organisations, military and spa and recreational facili- --house building cooperatives, people's housing co-

ties, banking and insurance (with the exception of the operatives and other cooperative building societies
Czechoslovak Commercial Bank), independent com- (with the exception of district house construction

puter control centre economic organisations, municipal cooperatives) in respect of income from such activity;
public transport, housing economy and heat and power - housing cooperative associations with the exception
plants, cosmetics institutes and exhibition businesses of income from their own continuous economic
controlled by National Committees. activities.

7. Other levies collected from economicorganisations
7. See note 6, supra.

Classed among other levies are, inter alia, levies for 8. Decree No. 157/1975.
removal of farming land from agricultural production, 9. See note 6, supra.
which is governed by a special statute: the Farming 10. Law No. 53/1966, as amended by Law No. 75/1976.
Land Fund ProtectionAct. 10 11. Law No. 113/1971, as amended by the Agricultural Tax Law

The purpose of the levies is to prevent occupation of (No. 103/1974), the 1976 Federal Budget Law (No. 142/1975),
the Social Security Contribution Amendment Law (No. 154/

farming land for other than agricultural use and to im- 1976) and the Law the systems of levies nd taxes paid byon

prove land fund management. It is paid into the Land organisations (Law No. 62/1977). As a regulatory ordinance to
Fertilisation State Fund by those on whose application the above law, the Minister of Finance published Decree No.

farming land is removed from agricultural production. 114/1971, which was also amended by Law No. 62/1977.
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2. Profit tax cial activities, the following tax table applies:
Its nature and content are essentially the same as the Profitability Tax rate

profit levy. Basis of assessment for the profit tax are the Up to 10% 25%

overall activities of taxpayers and the income resulting Between 10 and 15% 25%+ 3 times A

therefrom, as evidenced by the accumulated balance Between 15 and 20% 40%+ 2 times A

sheet profit from such activities adjusted by increments Between 20 and 25% 50%+ 1.5 times A

and deductions. In respect of other taxpayers the assess- Between 25 and 30% 57.5%+ 1 times A

ment basis is differently adjusted in accordancewith the Between 30 and 35% 62.590+ 0.8 times A

kind and nature of their activities. Between 35 and 40% 66.590+ 0.6 times A
Between 40 and 45% 69.5%+ 0.5 times A

The additions are similar to those of the profit levy and Between 45 and 50% 72%+ 0.4 times A
nclude, inter alia, contributions and subsidies ncluded Between 50 and 55% 74%+ 0.2 times A
in the costs which the organisation is not liable to bear In excess of 55% 75%
under the appropriate regulations, gratuitous donations
and refunds of capital levy and land tax paid. Allowed In this respect, the factor A is equal to the difference
as deductions are again payments made in justified between the lower percentage limit of the bracket and
interest of the taxpayer or society, if not ncluded the actual profitabilitypercentage.
pursuant to the regulations in the costs or not made to
the debit of the accumulated balance sheet profit For taxpayers having their seat abroad the profit tax

shown. Thus, the followingmay, inter alia, be deducted: rate is linear depending on the nature of their activities,
capital levy paid, land tax paid, the differenceby which from 20 to 60 percent of the individual receipts.
fines and penalties received exceed those paid out, pay- In the case of royalties and similar fees, e.g. for techni-
ments made to cooperatives or enterprises working for cal assistance, payments for copyright and performance
disabled persons, etc. rights and interest obtained by individuals or entities

resident abroad, the tax is withheld at the source atBoth stock and fixed assets are to be valued at their
the following rates:historic cost, be it either the purchase or the manu-

facturing costs. Royalties and similar fees -- 40%

Fixed assets which are subject to wear and tear may be Payments for copyrightand performancerights -- 25%

depreciated at a certain percentage of the costs of acqui- Interest -- 20%

sition. Depreciation rates range from 1 percent to 25 Cooperatives and enterprises owned by invalids, as well
percent per year dependent on the duration of the as social organisations, listed' organisations with mostly
useful life in the taxpayer's hands. The duration of the non-commercial activities (local economic enterprises
useful life and the annual depreciation rates are set and manufacturingcooperatives)on receipts for selected
down in a list issued by the Ministry of Finance. activities (services) and, further, taxpayers training ap-
There are no investment allowances provided for under prentices (except the last year) are granted profit tax
Czechoslovak tax law. However, upon request, enter- relief.
prises may obtain special credits at reduced nterest 3. Socialsecurity contribution
rates from the Czech National Bank for the financingof
their investments. The function and construction of the social security

contribution are the same as in the instance of the social
The profit tax rate is progressive, differentiatedaccord- security contribution governed by Act No. 111/
ing to the various taxpayer groups. The percentage of 1971.12
the taxation charge is determined in relation to the The contribution rate is differentiated according to the

profitability level achieved: for organisationswith most- nature of the organisation's activities and to the eco-

ly commercial activities, as a ratio of the balance sheet nomic conditions. Contribution at the rate of 20 per-

profit plus increment allowed to the overall costs less cent is paid by foreign trade cooperative organisations
the sum by which the balance sheet profit was increas- and by organisationswith mostly non-commercialactivi-

ed; for organisationswith mostly non-commerciaiactvi- ties with the exception of the part constituting the
ties (local economy, manufacturing cooperatives, dis- selected activities (services), for which a contributionat

tric building enterprises and others) as a ratio of the the rate of 10 percent is levied on the basis computed.
adjusted balance sheet profit to the sum total of the The other organisations pay contributions at the
balance sheet profit and wages, includingother personal uniform rate of 10 percent.
expenditure.
In the case of organisations with mostly commercial D. Agricultural tax (paid by organisations)
activities, the following tax table applies: The present agricultural tax law is given expression in

Profitability Tax rate the CSSR Federal Assembly's Agricultural Tax Act. 13

Up to 5% 10%
Between 5 and 15% 109+ 2 times A 12. ee note 3, supra.

Between 15 and 30% 30% 1 times A 13. Law No. 103/1974, as amended by the Social Security Con-
tribution Amendment Law (Law No. 154/1976) and the Law on

Between 30 and 50% 45%+ 0.5 times A the system of levies and taxes paid by organisations (Law No. 62/
In excess of 50% 55% 1977). As a regulatory ordinance to the above law, the Minister

of Finance published Decree No. 106/1974, which was also
In the case of organisations with mostly non-commer- amended by Law No. 62/1977.
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The Act regulates the following: ship shares paid to agro-chemcalenterprses.

a. Agricultural tax divided into:
The profit tax assessment basis, including increments

aa. land tax (including the tax paid by citizens); and deductions, is essentially the same as in the instance

bb. profit tax; 14 of the State budget levies and of the income tax.

cc. tax on excess wages and remunerations; The profit tax rate is (i) either linear, being 50 percent
dd. tax on citizens' receipts from agricultural pro- of the assessment basis or 50 percent of the liquidation

duction. 15 surplus in the instance of agricultural supply and pur-

b. Social security contribution. chasing organisations, branch management boards,

1. Land tax
associations of State economic organisations and tax-

in liquidation, (ii) progressive, being 0.8
The taxpayer is every land user, i.e. all organisations

payers or per-
cent for every percent of profitability achieved but not

entered in the immovables register as users of the land more than 40 percent of the assessment basis in the
which is the object of the tax. instance of all other taxpayers.
For land used as private farming land by members the The computed profit tax may be increased by 10 per-
tax is paid by the Uniform Agricultural Cooperative, cent on receipts from non-agricultural activities. The
which may require members using such land to refund increase shall be prescribed, though the assessment basis
the tax paid. was not shown, except in the case of enterprises taxed
The object of the tax is all land entered in the immov- at the linear 50 percent rate.
ables register as farm land, regardless whether such land
is cultivated or serves other purposes than for agricul- 2. Tax on excess wages and remunerations

tural production. Taxpayers of the excess wages and remunerations tax

Of the non-agricultural land subject to the tax, ponds are Uniform Agricultural Cooperatives, the assessment

and private gardens used by citizens are included. basis being the difference between the volume of wages

Exempt from the tax is recultivatedland for a period of and remunerations charged to the costs in the taxation

5 years beginning with the year following that in which period and the direct remuneration cost standard. It is

it reverted to agricultural production, land grown with computed as the multiple of the average registered

choice sorts of vine of at least 1/4 of a hectare continu- number of employees and the direct amount of remune-

ous area for a period of 6 years, intensive fruit gardens ration per emploee established for the indvidualyears

of at least 1 hectare continuous area for 4 years, hop by Decree of CSSR Government.The tax rate is 50 per-

and berry plants of at least 1/2 hectare continuousarea
cent.

for 2 years beginning with the year after planting, land 3. Social security contribution

temporarily removed from agricultural production by The function of the social security contribution well
decision of a competent National Committee, land

as

administered and used by National Committees and
as its construction are similar to those in the case of

their budgetary organisations.
State Budget levies and income tax.
Social security contribution taxpayers are State eco-

Assessment basis is the overall area of all the land sub- nomic organisations engaged in agricultural production
ject to the tax; not included in the total area is one plot and agricultural services, State economic organisations
of the same user destined for recreation purposes if its operating military forests and farms, branch enterprises,
area, exclusive of any built-up area, does not exceed branch management boards, provided at least half their
400 square metres. If the area of such plot exceeds that subordinate or associated organisations are subject to

limit, its entire area is included in the total area of all the contribution. Exempt from the contribution are

the land. State farms, seed cultivatingand nursery enterprisesand

The tax rates per hectare of land range from 50 to farms, large fattening stations and State breeding enter-

1,000 Kcs depending on climatic, soil and terrain fac- prises, as well as Uniform Agricultural Cooperatives,
tors. joint agricultural enterprises, joint coperative enter-

The amount of the rates is set down by the rate sched- prises and soil improvementcooperatives.
ule constitutinga part of the Act. Social security contribution assessment basis in the in-

The tax rate for farmed areas is 50 Kcs per hectare. stance of agricultural supply and purchase organisations,
Tax relief or exemption may be granted by the author- State economic organisations operating military forests

ity administering the tax on the taxpayer's application and farms, branch management boards and associations

in the instance of prevailing facts enumerated by the of organisations in the volume of all the wage funds

Act, for example, on land under water conservation booked in a current year for payment reduced by the

development, flooded land temporarily out of agri- remunerations paid out from the sum obtained by the

cultural production,etc. organisation as reward accompanying the grant of the

Increments are, for nstance, contributions and sub- Five Year Plan Red Flag, or a flag or standard of an

sidies included in the costs to which the taxpayer is not equal level.

liable under the law, donations, the difference by which For the other taxpayers it is that part of the mentioned

fines and penalties paid exceed those received, sur- basis which mkes up the share of receipts from non-

charges to damages-for dschargng untreated or insuf- agricultural activities in the total receipts.

ficiently treated waste water, etc. The contribution rate is 10 percent.
Allowed as deductions are, for instance, land tax paid, 14. See under II. C. 2 supra.

additional tax for non-agricultural activities, member- 15. See under III. C. 2, infra. (continued in next issue)
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On September 20, 1978 during the IFA Congress to be ,jheld in Sydney a special seminar will be devoted to the Ocean
Otax structures of countries in the Pacific Region and D

neighbouring areas and the fiscal policy followed by
their Governments. This Seminar which will be chaired

ONGby Mr. S. Ambalavaner from Sri Lanka (Ceylon) has
Chinabeen largely coordinated by himself and Professor

J. van Hoorn Jr., Managing Director of the International
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

The Editors of the Bulletin are proud to be able to pub-
lish in this and forthcoming issues, papers dealing with Souththe subject of fiscal policy in 12 countries situated in
the Pacific and Indian regions. /- / China

Sea
nan /The first group of papers which appear in this issue

comprise a number of Asian countries which are either
highly developed, such as Hong Kong, Japan and Singa-
pore, or which have reached a certain degree of develop- ' '
ment, such as South Korea. South

', &\*
9 China

The second group of papers, to be published in the July Seaissue of the Bulletin, will focus on developingcountries
in the Indian region and will discuss Bangladesh, India, _ %, ,

Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

The third group of papers will -- in honour of the 32nd

ISINGAPORECongress of IFA in Sydney -- deal with Australia and
countries in the neighbourhoodof Australia, i.e. Indone-
sia, Philippinesand Western Samoa.

k. ,,Indian
A sufficient number of reprints of these papers will be

Ocean navailable at the Sydney Congress for free distribution to
the participants. -
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HONG KONG: 3. Estate duty -- levied on an inheritance at marginal
rates ranging from 6 to 18 percent.

Tax Structureand (c) Taxes on goods and services

--

Fiscal Policy
1. Excise duty as Hong Kong is a free port, there is no

general tariff, except for some specific duties on a few

commodities of both domestic and foreign origin,
namely, alcoholic liquors, tobacco, hydrocarbon oils,

by Y.C.Jao* and a first registration tax on private cars.

2. Betting duty -- charged at 25 percent on sweepstake
contributions and lotteries, and 11 percent on other

bets.

3. Hotel accommodation tax -- levied at 4 percent on

A. CATALOGUEOF TAXES hotel bills paid by the guests.
AT THE NATIONALLEVEL

4. Entertainment tax -- charged on the price of

(a) Taxes on income admissions to cnemas at 8 percent.
5. Stamp duty -- this used to be imposed on virtually all

There is no global income tax in Hong Kong; instead, a bills of exchange, promissory notes, contracts,
schedular system applies, i.e. tax is levied on specified commercialpaper and documents, and conveyances.But
sources of income separately. Moreover, such taxes are in the latest 1978-79 Budget, a large part of the Stamp
levied on domestic source income rather than on Duty has either been abolished or reduced. As from
world-wide income, i.e. only income arising in or March 6, 1978, Stamp Duty applies only to contract
derived from Hong Kong is chargeable to tax. notes on shares and marketable securities, assignments
1. Salaries tax -- this is a tax on all employment income, of immovable property, leases and assignmentsof leases.

with provision for personal and child allowances. 6. Other taxes'- lump-sum royalties are collected from
Marginal rates range from 5 to 30 percent, but subject public transport companies, TV stations etc. operated
to the maximum limit that total tax liability shall not by private enterprisesunder franchise.
exceed 15 percent of gross income before deduction of For tax revenue expressed as percentages of total
allowances. The tax is payable by both residents and revenue and Gross Domestic Product (GDP), see

non-residents. Appendix A.
2. Business profit tax -- levied at a flat 15 percent rate
on the net profits of unincorporatedbusinesses. Bo ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY:

3. Corporationprofits tax -- levied at a flat 17 percent TAXES ON INCOME,PROFITS,WEALTH,
rate on the net profits of incorporatedbusinesses. ESTATESAND GIFTS

4. Interest tax -- levied at a flat 15 percent rate on

interest earnings from loans, bank deposits, annuities (1) Investment

and other debt instruments, except government bonds. The government, while welcoming both domestic and

However, the Hong Kong Governmenthas very recently foreign investment in order to widen Hong Kong's
accepted a recommendation by a tax reform commit- economic base, does not rely on any specific tax

tee1 that bank interest from offshore loans and incentives to achieve this aim, instead it relies on its

investments without the substantial intervention of an non-interventionist economic policy, low rates, and

overseas branch should, as from April 1, 1978, also be simplicity of the tax structure for providing a congenial
brought within the tax ambit. investment climate. The standard tax rate is, for

5. Personal assessment -- an option open only to example, only 15 percent, with a 2 percent surchargeon

residents whereby incomes from various sources are profits of incorporated companies. There are no taxes

aggregated and subjected to the same marginal rates,
on dividends, capital gains, wealth and gifts inter vivos.

personal and child allowances, and the maximum limit The tax rate is applied on a uniform basis without
distinction between resident and non-residentstatus.

, as for Salaries Tax. Since this is a voluntary option, it is

only chosen when the total tax liability thus assessed is

actually lower than when earnings are separately taxed. (ii) Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial
skills

(b) Taxes on property The same general principle of tax neutrality applies to

the transfer of technology, know-how and managerial
1. Property tax -- levied at a flat 15 percent rate on the skills.
assessed annual rental value of the property less a 20 There is however an implicit non-tax subsidy to

percent allowance for repair and maintenance. encourage the transfer of technology. See D below.

2. Rates -- this is a tax in the British tradition on the

occupier of premises for various municipal services such * Reader in Economics, University of Hong Kong.

as water, lighting, police etc. and is levied at present at 1. Officially named the Third Inland Revenue Ordinance Review

the rate of 11 percent on the assessed annual rental Committee, appointed in 1976, of which the present writer was

value of the property. also a member.
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(iii) Diversificationand selectivity on the cost of land which is very expensive in view of its

Again, the general principle of neutrality applies with scarcity in Hong Kong. As regards social infrastructure, ,

respect to countries of origin, and types or areas of housing and education are the two fields most heavily
investment and trade. Since Hong Kong is itself a subsidized. Hong Kong is noted for its ambitious ,

city-state and free port, the issues of regional areas and housing programme, and in 1977 some 1.86 million
free trade zones do not arise. people or 41 percent of the total population lived in

government-financed public housing estates at rental
charges that averaged about one-third of current market
rents. This programme is being expanded and it is
estimated that by the mid-eighties more than three

C. ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY: million people or some 57 percent of the projected
SALES TAXES, EXCISE DUTIES population will be accommodated in public low-cost

housing estates. In education, the governmentnow pro-
There is no general sales tax in Hong Kong; nor is there vides free education for six years at the primary level and
any general tariff due to its free port status. There is an three years at the secondary level. In addition, a largeexcise duty on certain commodities,as described earlier. number of private schools are also subsidized either by
There are also some indirect taxes on entertainment, cash or by a land grant. Two universities,one polytechnic,betting, hotel accommodation, and ownership of cars. and numerous technical institutes are almost wholly
In the latest 1978-79 Budget, the first registration tax dependent on public funds. In the 1977-78 fiscal year,
on semiluxury and luxury cars has been increased from some 20 percent of total government expenditure was

the previous flat rate of 30 percent to 35 percent and 40 on education.
percent respectively, of the value of the car, while the
rate of duty on imported cigarettes has been raised by (ii) Special low interest loans -- all land in Hong Kong is
HK$1.65 per pound to HK$20.15 per pound. legally owned by the Crown, and except for land

allocation through private treaty described earlier, newTaxes on betting, hotel accommodation, and private land is only obtainable from the government at publiccars can be said to fall on luxury or at least non-essential
auctions. To give preferential treatment to industrialconsumption, while excise duties on alcohol and

tobacco and entertainment tax might be held to fall on investment, the price for industrial sites, irrespective of

essential consumption. Taken together, however, there the amount, can be paid either by four equal
instalments over two years without interest, or by 10is no appreciable redistributive effect one way or the

other. percent of the price immediately after the auction and

As Hong Kong is a city-state, the question of using the remainder by 10 equal annual instalments bearing
preferential tax rates to influence or encourage regional interest at 5 percent per annum. In the former case, the

developmentdoes not arise. deferred payment scheme amounts to an interest-free
loan, while in the latter case, the interest charged is only
half of the current market rate on mortgages.Trade

As Hong Kong is a free port, there is no general tariff or (iii) Providing infrastructure in particular areas -- Hongimport duty, nor is there any general tax on exports. Kong is a comparative laggard in the establishment of
There is however a small levy on the total export value industrial estates. As stated earlier, it was not until 1973
of clothing items and the value of all constructionworks that a new industral land policy was formulated to allow
undertaken in Hong Kong to finance the training of for allocation of land by private treaty for capital- and
operatives and technicians in the clothing and technology-intensive industries. In 1976 an Industrial
construction industries. On the other hand, there are no Estates Provisional Authority was formed to build
specific tax incentives for either domestic or foreign industrial estates in the suburban areas of Kowloon, the
trade. peninsular part of Hong Kong. This body was

subsequently taken over by the Hong Kong Industrial
Estates Corporation financed entirely by public funds.
Its purpose is to allocate land sites at cost to those
industries that cannot be operated in the usual

D. ORIENTATIONOF FISCALPOLICY: multi-storey buildings and to those that carry a higher
NON-TAXFIELDS level of technology than that which exists in Hong Kong

at present. In early 1978, the price of land sites in such
(i) Subsidies -- as far as direct investment is concerned, estates was about HK$45 per sq.ft., as against the
the most important non-tax incentive is the allocation market price of about HK$200 per sq.ft. At the same

of industrial land on a restricted user basis. Prior to time, the government is also continuing its on-going
1973, industrialists had to compete for land at public policy of constructing more multi-storey factory blocks
auctions. In order to strengthen and widen Hong Kong's to cater for squatter workshops and small operators now

industrial base, a new industrial land policy has been in housed in buildings required for public purposes. Rents
force since 1973 whereby capital-intensive industries in such industrial buildings are again heavily subsidized.
that introducehigher technology and more technological
skills and cannot be housed in multi-storey industrial (iv) Others -- as Hong Kong is already a free port, there
buildings are eligible for industrial land sites by private is of course no need for the creation of free trade zones

treaty. This in effect amounts to a government subsidy and allied facilities.
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E. EVALUATION from as early as 1842 and was more the result of a

political act than a fiscal decision.

The tax system in Hong Kong is designed to be as The remarkable growth and industrialization of the

neutral as possible so as to avoid any distortive effects economy during the post-war period provides a recent

on the economy while at the same time generating and striking illustration of the positive effects of a

sufficient revenue to finance the government's oongenial tax system. During the past three decades, the

socio-economic policies and programmes. In the words economy of Hong Kong has grown at an average annual

of the Financial Secretary of Hong Kong, our tax rate of well over 8 percent in real terms. Measured at

system must be designed to meet six requirements: the current prices, the per capita income of Hong Kong
first requirement is to generate sufficient recurrent increased from about US$160 in 1947 to US$2,620 in

revenue to finance a major part of a given level of total 1977. This was achieved despite the fact that the

public expenditure (which I have set, for guideline population has tripled since 1945 due to the continuous

purposes, at 88 percent) and to maintain our fiscal influx of immigrants. In the past ten years, gross

reserves at a statisfactory level. The second requirement domestic capital formation has regularly accounted for

is that the tax system is as neutral as possible as regards well over 20 percent of the gross domestic product, and

the internal cost/price structure and investment has grown at an average annual rate of over 14 percent.
decisions. The third requirement is that the laws The economy, of course, has had its ups and downs and

governing the tax system are adapted from time to time during the world-wide recession of 1974-75 Hong
to make them consistent with changing commercial Kong's real growth rate dwindled to less than 3 percent.
practices. The fourth requirement is that each and every But the territory's resilience was such that in the

levy -- be it direct or indirect -- is simple and easy land, recovery of 1976, it was able to achieve a staggeringreal

therefore, inexpensive) to administer and does not growth rate of 16.9 percent. Even in 1977, when the

encourage evasion, for a low and narrowly based tax

system cannot afford to finance costly overheads. The
fifth reqirement is that the tax system is equitable as

APPENDIX A

between different classes of taxpayers or potential
.

Tax revenue in Hong Kong *

taxpayers and between different income groups (and
this means, inter alia, setting relatively high thresholds 1976-77

for personal taxation and generally ensuring that the

system rests as lightly as possible on the disposable Amount As % of As % Per capita

incomes of those at the lower end of the income Nature of tax (million HK$) total revenue of GDP (HK$) tax

spectrum, or leaves them virtually untouched). Direct taxes:

Exceptionally, and this s the sixth requirement, the tax Profits tax --

system nust be capable of being used to achieve Corporations 1,479 19.5 3.1 332.8

non-fiscal objectives when necessary.2 Judging by past Unincorporated

experience, these requirements can already be regarded business 233 3.1 0.5 52.4

to have been largely met, though the sixth requirement
Salaries tax 597 7.9 1.3 134.3

Interest tax 102 1.3 0.2 23.0

is more of a contingentnature. There can be little doubt Property tax 253 3.3 0.5 56.9

that the Hong Kong tax system contains very little, if Personal assessment 36 0.5 0.1 8.1

any, disincentive effect on entrepreneurship, work Estate duty 85 1.1 0.2 19.1

effort and investment. It has proved itself capable of
Indirect taxes:

generating a sufficiently high proportion of government
expenditure such that fiscal surpluses have been

Rates 619 8.2 1.3 139.3

Excise duties 681 9.0 1.4 153.2

recorded in no less than 27 out of the 31 post-war fiscal Royalties and

years. It is estimated that the accumulated fiscal reserves concessions 113 1.5 0.2 25.4

are likely to reach HK$4,890 million (approximately Stamp duty 428 5.6 0.9 96.3

US$1,061 million) at the financial year beginning April Taxes on bets,

1, 1978. entertainment,

It is not easy, however, to evaluate precisely the role of
hotel accommo-

tax plicy, since the tax effect cannot be isolated from
,

dation and cars 405 5.3 0.9 91.1

other determinants of economic development. 5,029 66.4 10.6 1,131.7

Nevertheless, a broad sketch of Hong Kong's * The fiscal year is'from April 1 to March 31. The Gross Domestic Product
macro-economic performance can at least serve as

(GDP) figure is for 1976. The capita tax revenue figures calculatedper are

indirect evidence of the long-term effects, beneficial or from the mid-1976 population. As at the end of 1976, US$1 = HK$4.677.

otherwise, of the tax system.

Hong Kong's free port status has no doubt played a Source: Annual reports of the Accountant-General and Commissioner of

significant role in enabling the territory to grow into Inland Revenue; Hong Kong Annual Report, 1977; Census and

one of the world's top trading nations, despite its tiny
Statistics Department, Estimates of Gross Domestic Product,

1966-76.
size. It now ranks 18th in the list of the world's trading
countries in terms of the total value of intemational
merchandise trade, a position which is disproportio- 2. The 1978-79 Budget: Speech by the Financial Secretary on

nately high relative to its population. On the other March 1, 1978, para. 160 (Hong Kong: Government Information

hand, one should recall that this free port status dated Service).
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world economy was noticeably faltering, Hong Kong's industrial estates to provide land at below marketpricesreal growth rate was still as high as 11.6 percent. The is, however, a very recent development, and althoughmacro-economic record speaks for itself, and even some capital-intensive industries with a higherthough one cannot attribute it all to fiscal policy, the technological bent have been atracted, their long-termattractions of low tax rates and a simple tax system effects on the diversification of the industrial base
must have played their part. remain to be seen.

Non-tax fiscal incentives, which center on industrial Finally, a tax system may also be evaluated on the
land -- the scarce input factor in Hong Kong -- have also criterion of distributionalequity. Here the verdict is less
helped. The interest-free or Iow-interest loans for the favourable. The Gini coefficient of income distribution
purchase of industrial sites have been in force for over in Hong Kong, after falling from 0.487 in 1966 to 0.411
two decades, and have helped thousand of small in 1971, has cased to decline according to the 1976
industrial units which are the backbone of Hong Kong's by-census. This is hardly surprising given the lack of
industrial structure. The new policy of allocating progressivity in the tax structure as well as the absence
industrial land by private treaty and establishing of taxes on dividends, capital gains and wealth.

With the close co-operationof a network of leading international
accountantsandtaxexpertsin thecountriesconcerned,
the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentationpresents

GUIDES TO EUROPEANTAXATION -- VOLUME 2

mmmi the taxationofcompaniesforintax ineurope
* loose-leaf in 4 binders * updated quarterly by air * approx. 1500 pages

A RELIABLE GUIDE to the practical aspects of ALL taxes Also includes -
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Directives (includingdrafts)organizationalaspects of the formation of companies concemingcorporateand tax lawtaxation of the formationof capital Extensive Bibliography

corporate tax aspects
taxation of mergers Specially designed for the business-

man with serious international in-..... other taxes: VAT; net worth tax; local, property and land
terests, and his professionaladvisers.

taxes; and stamp duties

J

COVERING the NINE Member States of the E.E.C. -
Belgium Germany (Fed. Rep. of) Luxembourg
Denmark Ireland The Netherlands... France Italy United Kingdom

NOW E-X-P-A-N-D-E-Dto cover also SIX major non-E.E.C. Countries:
AUSTRIA NORWAY SWEDEN.. GREECE SPAIN . SWITZERLAND

EACH COUNTRY-CHAPTERfollows the same COMMONOUTLINEto facilitate immediatecomparison.

Dfl. 850 / USS 355 including quarterly supplementsby air
through the end of 1978.
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Muiderpoort - Sarphatistraat124- Amsterdam-C. - Holland

TELEX 13217 - TELEPHONE 020 - 235723- AMRO BANK N.V. ACCOUNT NO. 41 1390600
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JAPAN: per kiloliter applied; revenues, earmarked for road

construction and improvement, account for 5.8 percent

TaxStructureand
of total national tax revenues.

Other taxes

Fiscal Policy Include registration and license taxes, travel tax,
securities transfer tax, LPG tax, sugar excise tax, stamp
duties, admission tax, motor vehicle tonnage tax,

by MitsuoSato* customs duties, tobacco monopoly profits, etc.; their
individual revenue importances are small, totalling 14.7

percent of total national tax revenues.

A. CATALOGUE OF TAXES AT THE NATIONAL
LEVEL1 B. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES

ON INCOME, PROFITS, WEALTH, ESTATES
Personal ncome tax AND GIFTS

Payable by residents on their world-wide income, by
non-residents on their income from domestic sources; 1. Invstment

progressive rates ranging from 10 to 75 percent applied
to taxable income after allowing various personal In general, tax policy is designed to provide neutrality

exemptons; revenues ,account for 38 percent of total between domestic and foreign invstment (i.e.,

national tax revenues.
investment by natives and foreigners), although of
course the final responsibility to achieve neutrality must

Corporate income tax lie with the investor's country of residence if one is to

follow the concept of capital-export neutrality.2 Also,

Payable by resident juridical persons on their tax policy consideration is that neutrality be achieved

world-wide income, by non-residents on their income by residents between domestic and foreign investment.

from domestic sources; rate splits as between retentions As for direct investment from abroad, the same tax

and distributions, i.e., 40 and 30 percent respectively; treatment is given to a subsidiary owned by a foreign
taxable income calculated on book profits subject to parent as to a purely domestic corporation, since a

various adjustments (e.g. loss carry-over, special tax-free subsidiary is regarded as a resident corporation for

reserves, special accelerated depreciation, disallowances corporate tax purposes.
3 Thus, subsidiares are entitled

of certain expenditures, etc.); revenues account for 30 to various tax incentives designed to promote
percent of total national tax revenues. investment, such as secial tax-free reserves, special

accelerated depreciation, tax credit for research and

Inheritanceand gift taxes development outlays and other incentive measures,

provided f course that conditions generally required
Payable by resident heirs or legatees (or donees) on are met. A small element affecting neutrality is that

world-wide estates (or gifts), by non-residents on dividends paid out to foreign parents are subject to a

inheritances (or gifts) situated domestically; rates range withholding tax at a treaty rate of 10 percent, while
from 10 to 75 percent; revenues account for 2 percent domestic intercorporate dividends are tax-exempt;
of total national tax revenues. However, this accords with international tax practice

and involves no serious distortion of neutrality if the

Liquor tax foreign parent is given a full foreign tax credit by its

Imposed on liquors manufactured domestically or country of residence.

imported; mostly specific rates applied, with ad valorem Direct investment from abroad through a branch,
rates on some luxury liquors; revenues account for 5.5 though of less importance than through a subsidiary, is

percent of total national tax revenues. treated almost the same as resident corporations for

general taxation and investment incentive purposes.

Commodity tax Exceptions are that the reduced tax rate on corporate
distributions (30 percent as against 40 percent on

Imposed on various commodities manufactured
domestically or imported; multiple ad valorem rates (5,
10, 15, 20 and 30 percent) applied, with higher rates on * Director of the Research Division, Tax Bureau, Ministry of

luxury goods; more important revenue earners are Finance.

automobiles, TV sets, precious stones, air-conditioners, 1. Figures shown are those for the financial year 1977 (budget

gramphones, refrigerators, etc.; revenues account for 4 estimates).
percent of total national tax revenues. 2. For a relevant discussion, see Prof. Komatsu, Country Report

on Differences in Tax Treatment between Local and Foreign

Gasoline tax Investorsand Effects of InternationalTreaties, Part V.
3. Corporate residence is determined by the lcation of head

Imposed on gasoline manufactured domestically or office rule so that a subsidiary having its head office in Japan is

withdrawnfrom bondedareas; a specific rate of 36,500 defined as resident in Japan.
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corporate retentions) is not applied to branch profits special tax-free reserve for possible losses involved in
and the tax incentive for investment abroad (overseas such investment. Certain percentages of capital invested
investment loss reserve, see below) is not granted. The may be deducted from taxable income and reserved for
fact that no ratereduction for branch profits is given five years (overseas investment loss reserve, Special
recognizes the fact that the denitionof distribution Taxation Measures Act, 554 ). Moreover, income from
from branch profits is technically difficult and that the direct investment abroad (in the subsidiary form) enjoys
neutrality between forms of business rather requires tax deferral, i.e., taxation at home is postponed until
higher corporate taxes on branch profits since the the profits are repatriated as dividends to parent
subsidiary is subjected, in addition to corporate taxes, corporations, being subjected meanwhile only to foreignto a withholding tax on dividends paid to the parent local taxation, however preferential that may be.
abroad, while the branch is not. Further, when repatriated, the so-called tax sparing
The fact that the overseas investment loss reserve is credit is granted under a number of tax treaties to
not extended to a branch of a foreign company reflects investment that has enjoyed tax reliefs abroad. Most tax
the fact that the foreign branch is taxed only on its treaties with developing countries contain provisions to
profits arising from domestic sources, .e., it is exempt that effect: Pakistan, India, Singapore, Thailand,
from tax on profits from investment abroad which the Malaysia, Brazil, Sri Lanka, Korea, Zambia, Spain and
incentive intends to promote. Ireland.

Foreign portfolio investors are subject to treaty On balance, therefore, the bias toward investment at
withholding taxes on dividends (at 15 percent), interest home seems to have been offset to a considerableextent
(at 10 percent) and royalties (at 10 percent) derived and the overall taxation system is largely neutral with
from domestic sources. Whether these withholding taxes respect to the locationof investment.
distort neutrality depends to a large extent on the tax
treatment in the country of their residence. If, for 2. Trade
instance, the country of residence recognizes the Generally, income taxation does not intend to interfereimposition of withholding taxes and provides a foreign with domestic and foreign trade. Namely, it neithertax credit, neutrality is much easier to achieve; if it
simply disregards the withholding taxes the portfolio

encourages nor discourages intemal or external
transactions.investment is discriminated against vis--vis investment

at home; and if it exemptssuch investmentincome from Former tax incentives aimed to encourage exports
its own taxes the investment may be favored vis--vis (special depreciation, etc.) have virtually all been
investment at home (from the viewpoint of the eliminated, with only a minor incentive measure being
investors' country of residence). On the part of Japan as provided to small- and medium-scaleenterprises engaged
the source country, the unilateral withholding tax rate in export businessess (overseas market development
of 20 percent is reduced by tax treaties as indicated reserve, Special Taxation Measures Act, 20, 54).
above so as to help the residence country to achieve Under the measure, certain percentages of export (or
neutrality. export-related) sales may be deducted from taxable

profits and reserved for certain periods of time.s NoAs for investment by residents, the basic policy other export incentives are provided for in the tax laws.objective is to provide neutrality between investment
abroad and at home. Thus, direct investment abroad is
entitled to a tax credit for both the foreign corporate 3. Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial
and withholding taxes, and portfolio investment abroad skills
to a tax credit for the foreign withholding taxes. The same basic principle of tax neutrality applies to theThrough the working of these credit mechanisms, it is transfer of techologicai knowledge and the renderingexpected that income taxation will be neutral with of personal services.respect to the investment location and therefore serve
world efficiency. However, a tax incentive is conferred on the transfer

abroad of patent, know-how and similar technologicalOne might argue, however, that investment at home is information as well as of copyrights. The renderingactually favored vis--vis investment abroad because abroad of certain technical services is given the same taxmost unilateral tax incentives are oriented to domestic incentive. Under these schemes, certain portions ofinvestment. The reason for this orientation is that the income derived from such transfer or provision aretax incentives are granted on a selective basis, i.e., they deducted from taxable income subject to an overallare applied to specific investments that serve to achieve limitation (Special Taxation Measures Act, 21, 58).specific policy objectives such as environmental
preservation, urban reconstruction, regional develop- Royalties paid to foreigners, on the other hand, are
ment and encouragementof small-scale enterprises. normally subject to a 10 percent withholding tax under

most tax treaties, as against no withholding tax provided
Although such bias inherent in the incentive structure for in the OECD Draft Double Tax Convention.
should not be overlooked, it should not at the same
time be over-emphazed in view of the presence of some

countervailing factors. First, there is a unilateral tax 4. The reserve must be recouped by one fifth per year from theincentive specifically designed to encourag investment sixth to tenth accountingyears.
abroad; a corporation investing in developing countries 5. The reserve must be recouped by one fifth per year for the
or in the extraction of natural resources is entitled to a following five accountingyears.
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,
4. Diversificationand selectivity less luxurious and more popular, as illustrated below.

As may be understood from what has been said, most Sake: Special class 150% (ad valorem)
tax incentives are selective rather than general, being 1st class 200,400 per kiloliter
adopted to achieve specific policy objectives at the 2nd class 85,800 per kiloliter
minimum cost of tax neutrality. Beer: 129,600 per kiloliter

Thus, they are specific as to the type and geographical Whisky 7: Special class 220%, 150% (ad valorem)
location of investment. For instance, the incentives for 1st class 100% (ad valorem)
environmental preservation are necessarily limited to 2nd class 60% (ad valorem)
anti-pollution investment, those for technological
advance to research and developmentoutlays, and those The gasoline tax is imposed at a flat specific rate and

for encouraging small-scale enterprises to investment on therefore may have no significant effects on income re-

producton facilties by such enterprises. Similarly, the distribution. The tax is a benefit tax designed to impose
incentives to promote regional development are applied a tax burden corresponding to the benefits received by
to investment in specific regions as those for urban users of highways and other roads.

reconstructionto that in urban areas.

The incentive to encourage investment abroad is

specifically oriented to developing countries, and 2. Employmentand regional development

particularly to develop the extraction of natural Basically, no specific measures have been taken to

resources. By the same token, the tax sparng credit is encourage employment or regional development in the

granted, on a treaty basis, to investment in developing field of indirect taxation. The tax rates are uniform

countries which aim to encourage captal inflow through throughout the country.
tax holidays and other similar measures. The only exception is that most indirect taxes leviedare

with special low rates in Okinawa prefecture. This

special tax measure has been taken to avoid sudden

changes in indirect tax rates before and after the return

to the mainland. Disregarding minor exceptions, these

C. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: SALES special low rates are transitional, being scheduled to be

TAX, EXCISE DUTIES, CUSTOMS
raised gradually up to the level of those on the mainland

during the period to 1982.

1. Redistributionof wealth

As indicated in the catalogue of taxes above, there is at D. ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY: NON-TAX

present no general sales tax in Japan, and indirect FIELDS

I taxation consist of various excise duties. The excise

taxation purports to levy taxes in accordance with There are a great number of expenditure programs to

taxable capacity shown by consumption of particular encourage particular activities or to provide
goods. To this end, the rate structures of the duties are infrastructural facilities. They are, however, too diverse

designed to be progressive, i.e., higher on more luxury to summarize. Generally speaking, emphasis has been

consumption. placed on the improvement of housing and living
The point may best be illustrated by the rate structure conditions, the promotion of education, and the

of the commodity tax. As shown below, higher ad encouragementof agriculture and small business.

valorem rates are applied to those goods which are Housing gets governmental support through both the

deemed to be more luxurious and frivolous, and lower direct public housing program and low interest loans by
rates to the less luxurious and more essental. governmental bankng institutions, while the living

environment has been improved by direct government
Rates 6 Taxable commodities(selected items) programs. Besides direct governmental provisions of

30 percent - Motor boats, yachts, billiard tables, educational services, private education receives subsidies

rifles, watches made of precious metal, and low interest loans from the Government, and

etc. students benefit from interest-freegovernment-financed
20 percent Passenger automobiles,air-conditioners, scholarship loans. Agriculture enjoys various

TV sets, furniture, etc. governmental aids in the form of subsidies, low interest

15 percent Small passenger automobiles, small TV loans, direct public programs (irrigation, etc.), and price
sets, small refrigerators, gramophones, supports (mainly rice). Also, small businesses are

music instruments,etc. granted governmentalsupport mainly in the form of low

10 percent Radio sets, clocks and watches, per- interest loans and subsidies.

fumery, etc.
5 percent Auto-bicycles, toilet preparations, soft

drinks, etc. 6. Indicates tax rates applied to manufacturers' sales price,
precious stones and their products being taxed at 15 percent on

A similar consideration has been given in designing the retailers' sales price.
rate structure of the liquor tax, with higher rates being 7. Rates show only the ad valorem rates, i.e., there are whiskys

applied to more luxury liquors and lower rates to the taxed by specific rates.
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E. EVALUATION
Growth rate of investment (in percent)

It is quite difficult to evaluate quantitatively the effect 1 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
of tax measures described above. As for the tax neutral

8 33.6 42.8 21.1 102.5 19.4 35.9objective, however, the general impression is that the Abroad
Domestic - 2.3 16.7 25.2 20.8 22.8 9.7

objective has been largel attained since taxation
appears to have caused no significant changes in capital 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
movements, although of course one should be carefeul

Abroad 8 5.1 172.5 49.4 31.5 37.0 5.5- -

in analyzing the issue because many non-tax factors also Domestic 3.9 11.2 13.9 14.5 3.3 4.2- -

affect capital movements. Investmenthas grown both at
home and abroad until the early 1970's as indicated
below, which would appear to suggest that the overall viewpoint of world efficiency. They are valuable
tax regime is by and large neutral with respect to the nternational tax rules only to the extent that they help
investment location. The observation, of course, does to achieve capital-export neutrality which is mainly a

not deny that specific tax incentivesmay have had some responsibility of the investor's country of residence.
effects on the type and location of investment to the This point is mentioned here in view of many
extent that they provided more favorable tax treatments Continental European arguments that appear to be
to certain forms of investment. based on capital-import neutrality or involve analytical

ambiguities in this particular respect.Rather parenthetically, it may be mentioned here that
tax neutrality is defined in terms of capital-export 8. Direct investment only.neutrality rather than capital-import neutrality.9 In 9. For a relevant discussion, see Mitsuo Sato and Richard Bird,other words, non-discrimination or local neutrality International Aspects of the Taxation of Corporations and
cannot stand on their own merit, at least from the Shareholders, I.M.F. Staff Papers, Vol. XXII, No. 2 (July 1975).

SOME MAJOR JAPANESE TAX INCENTIVES Greece, Iceland, Malta, Portugal, Spain and Turkey; in the
rest of the world: all countries except Canada, South

Under Japanese corporate income taxation some tax deduct- Africa, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.). The amount which
ible reserves may be created of which the following are impor- may be placed in the reserve is 30 percent of the invest-
tant: ment.

(ii) Overseas investment companies, i.e. having their main or1. Reserve for price fluctuations
head ofce in Japan but which have been established for

The maximumamont deductible is the total book value of in- the purpose of investing -- through equity or loan nanc-
ventory less 97.6 percent of such book value. This percentage ing -- in an overseas business company and are designatedis 95 percent in case of listed shares and goods designated by by the Government as making an important contribution
the Ministry of Finance and 99.2 percent for unlisted securi- to investment in developing countries. The amount which
ties. The reserve must be added back to the income of the next may be placed in the reserve is also 30 percent of the in-
accountingyear. vestment.

(iii) Natural resources devetopment companies, i.e. corpora-2. Overseas market development reserve for small and tions which are exclusively engaged in prospecting,devel-medium-sizedenterprises opment or exploitation of natural resources outside
The cost for overseas marketdevelopmentmay be deductedif a Japan. The amount which may be reserved is 40 percent
corporation with a capital of not more than one billion Yen of the investment.
derives income wholly or partly from overseas transactions. (iv) Natural resourcesprospectingcompanies, i.e. corporationsOverseas transactionsare defined as (i) export or sales of goods which are exclusively engaged in prospectingof natural re-to an exporter, (ii) processing of goods by the order of an ex-

sources. The amount which may be reserved is 100 per-porter and (iii) major repairs to ships if payment is directly or cent of the investment.indirectly made in foreign currency. The maximumamount of
the reserve is a certain percentage of the proceeds of the over- (v) Natural resources development investmentcompanies, i.e.
seas transactions in the precedingaccountingyear.The anount corporations which are exclusively engaged in investing-
credited to the reserve must be added back to income of the through equity or loan financing -- in a natural resources
next five accounting years in five equal installments. The development company or investing in the developmentof
above percentage varies between 0.85 and 2.3 percent, accord- natural resources. The amount which may be reserved is
ing to the nature of the transactions and the size of the cor- 40 percent of the investment.
poration concerned. (vi) Natural resources prospecting investment companies, i.e.

corporations which are mainly engaged in investing in a3. Reserve for overseas investment loss natural resources prospecting company or investing in the
If a Japanese corporation invests in shares of qualifying com- prospection of natural resources. The amount which may
panies or grants loans to such companies it may place a certain be reserved is 100 percent of the investment.
amount of the investment in a tax deductible reserve. The re- In addition a corporation may, under conditions, place 7 per-serve thus created may be held for five years, but from the cent of the expenditureon materials, labor, etc. used for a ma-sixth year on the reservemustbe added to income in five annual jor construction project in a developmentcountry in a tax de-installments. The qualifying corporations and the amounts duetible reserve. The reserve may be held for five years butwhich may be placed in the reserve are: must be added back to income at the time of the compltion
(i) Overseas business companies, i.e. having their main or of the project if it is completed within those five years.

head office in a developing country (in Europe: Cyprus,
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:

LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income

The list is up to date as of March 31,1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Australia income March 20,1969 English and Japanese AP treaties
TAJ

IX UN A(1) 274

, Austria income December 20, 196t English AP treaties
TAJ

SUPP. SER. Section C
IX UN A(1) 93

Treaty Series, Vol. 517, p. 156

Belgium income March 28,1968 English AP treaties
TAJ

SUPP. SER.Section C
IX UN A(1) 266

Treaty Series, Vol. 732, p. 168

Brazil income January 24, 1967 English, Portuguese AP treaties

and Japanese BULL Supplement B 1968 4
TAJ
IX UN A(1) 191

Protocol income March 23,1976

Canada income September 5,1964 English and Japanese AP treaties
TAJ

Czechoslovakia * income October 11,1977 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

Denmark income February 3,1968 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C '
TAJ

Treaty Series, Vol. 657, p. 4

Egypt (U.A.R.) income September 3,1968 English AP treaties
TAJ

Finland income February 29,1972 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 300
TAJ

France income November 27,1964 French and Japanese AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C

German Federal income April 22,1966 English, German and AP treaties

Republic Japanese SUPP SER. Section C

IX UN A(1)163
Treaty Series, Vol. 682, p. 135
TAJ

* Not yet in force.
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, Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

India income January 5,1960 English AP treaties (text as amended)
TAJ
IX UN A(1) 46

Supplementary
Protocol income April 8,1969 English

Exchange of notes exchange of

information November 30,1974 English

Ireland income January 18,1974 English AP treaties
TAJ

SUPP. SER.Section C

Italy income March 20,1969 English, Italian and AP treaties

Japanese SUPP. SER. Section C,

IX UN A(1) 275
TAJ

Korea, Republic of income March 3,1970 English AP.treaties
TAJ

Malaysia income January 30,1970 English AP treaties
TAJ
IX UN A(1) 282

Netherlands income March 3,1970 Enlish, Dutch and AP treaties

Japanese TAJ

SUPP. SER. Section C

Treaty Series, Vol. 760, p. 95

New Zealand income January 30,1963 English and Japanese AP treaties (text as amended)
TAJ
386 (BU LL) 1964

Treaty Series, Vol. 517, p. 183

Supplementary income March'22,1967 English and Japanese TAJ

Protocol Treaty Series, Vol. 614, p. 324

Norway income Mayll,1967 English AP treaties
TAJ

SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 192

Treaty Series, Vol. 683, p. 3

Pakistan income February 17,1959 English AP treaties (text as amended)
TAJ

Supplementary
Protocol income June 28,1960 English TAJ

Romania income February 12,1976 English AP treaties

TAJ

SUPP. SER.Section C

Singapore income January 29,1971 English AP treaties
TAJ

IX UN A(1) 283

Spain income February 13,1974 English, Spanish and AP treaties

Japanese TAJ

SUPP.SER.SectionC
IX UN A(1) 338

Sri Lanka income Decmber 12,1967 English, Sinhala and AP treaties

I
Japanese 24 (BULL) 1970 Supplement B

1970

Treaty Series, Vol. 683, p. 91
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Treaty with Concerning Concluded Officialtext Published in the English language in

Sweden income December 12,1956 English AP treaties (text as amended)
SUPP. SER. Section C (text as

amended)
Vll UN 164

Supplementary income April 15,1964 English TAJ

Protocol
IX UN A(1) 155

Switzerland income January 19,1971 English, German and AP treaties

Japanese SUPP. SER.SectionC

TAJ

Thailand income March 1,1963 English AP treaties

United Kingdom income February 10,1969 English and Japanese AP treaties
TAJ
SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 240

Treaty Series, Vol. 778, p. 4

U.S.A. income March 8,1971 English and Japanese AP treaties
BULL SupplementC 1972

IX UN A(1) 285
TAJ

Zambia income February 19,1970 Engish and Japanese AP treaties
TAJ

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (iR preparation).

BULL = Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation.

SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.

TAJ = Tax Agreementswith Japan, Mnstry of Finance, Tokyo.

Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United Na-

tions. In addition to the official text of each agreement, this publication produces a translation-ineither Eng-

lish or French, as the case may be.

UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Scial Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and'' a French edition. This publication contains several volumes. The

indication Vll UN 164 means: United Nations, Volume Vll, page 164.
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PRE \1- CE--A__, \IC.
Eng ewooc , i's, -k - .o@,I.//
i ewJersey7632

1'. iCfU.S.A. Cgari'Ii
,

An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and
corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operationsand for those
in foreign countriesplanningor doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,buys, manufactures, or nvests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.
How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa
without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a
double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you11 also finl:
1. The full ofcial text of every existing treaty, suplementarytreaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for
easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...
permits a single unified index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.You'll make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Official reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to
you.

4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each
country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and official material that affects
YOU.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisionsand rul-subscription to this unique ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...publicationat the low rate of

only $ 120, address (plus Current Matter.containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS
DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and ofcial word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or
EnglewoodCliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of itsNew Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must - so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAXU.S.A,

'

TREATIES. .

.

...
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REPUBLICOF KOREA: Value added tax

TaxStructuread
The statutory rate of the value added tax which

replaced previous indirect taxes -- such as the business

tax, commodity tax, textile products tax, petrolum

Fiscal Policy
products tax, electricity and gas tax, entertainmentand

food tax, travel tax, and admission tax -- from July 1,
1977 is a single flat rate of 13 percent. However, this

rate is flexible in that it may be adjusted within a range

By Chang-Shick Ahn* of 3 percentage points. Thus, the VAT rate currently in

--
force is 10 percent. To mitigate the regressive effect of
the VAT system, the special excise tax is imposed at

rates ranging from 10 to 160 percent on specific luxury
goods, etc.

A. CATALOGUE OF TAXES AT THE NATIONAL Other indirect taxes

LEVEL Other indirect taxes such as the liquor tax (10-200
Personal income tax percent), telephone tax (15 percent), and the lump sum

stamp tax are rather minor ones in terms of revenue

The individual income tax is levied at progressive rates production.
ranging from 8 to 70 percent on the basis of world-wide
income of an individual domiciled in Korea or of an Customsduties
individualwho has resided there for a period longer than
one year without a domicile in Korea (resident The customs duties are assessed on the basis of price or

taxpayer). Non-resident taxpayers are only taxable on quantity of importedgoods. The tariff rates vary from a

the basis of source principle, i.e. on Korean-source minimum of zero (duty free) to a maximum of 150

income. Capital gains, retirernent income and incorne percent based on the tariff table. When it is considered ,

from forestry are subject to schedular taxaton, and are necessary from the standpoint of the national economy :

thus outside the scope of global income taxation. to protect major domestic industries or to prevent the

importation of specific goods, the government may

Corporate income tax increase the tariff rate by up to 50 percent of the basic

tariff rate, and when it is considered necessary to import
The corporate income tax (corporation tax) is levied on specific goods or to prevent increasing prices as a result

all profits from all sources of ordinary domestic of monopoly, the government may lower the tariff rate

corporations and on profits arising from designated down to 50 percent of the basic tariff rate.

profit-making business of public welfare associations. In

the case of foreign corporations, only profits arising Defense tax
from sources in Korea are subject to the corporation
tax. The corporation tax is levied at rates of 20,30 and The defense tax is aimed at securing financial resources

40 percent according to the amount of taxable income. required for national defense on the principle of

Special reduced rates ranging from 20 to 33 percent are universal tax payment by every national. Under the

applicable to open corporations or non-profit defense tax law, the taxpayers of most internal taxes,

corporations. customs duties and local taxes are liable to the tax at

rates ranging from 2.5 to 30 percent on the basis of the

Inheritanceand gift taxes relevant tax amount and import prices, etc. The defense
tax is a kind of tentative national surtax as it is levied

The inheritance tax is assessed on the total value of for a period of 5 years up to 1980 on top of the

property comprising the inheritance plus the value of respective tax amount concerned.
any property given to any person within one year before
the date of death at rates from 10 to 70 percent. The

gift tax is assessed on the value of the gift received at a B. ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY:
rate schedule similar to that of inheritance tax. TAXES ON INCOME,PROFITS, WEALTH,

INHERITANCEAND GIFTS
Assets revaluation tax

The assets revaluation tax is imposed at a rate of 3 (1) Investment

percent on corporations or individuals who have Although the Korean economy is growing there is still
'

revalued their assets. The assessment basis is the much room for development and the government
reappraisalgain less the amount of losses carried over. continues to provide ample investmentopportunitiesto

foreign as well as domestic investors. A high rate of

Excess profits tax investment is essential in order to sustain Korea's

The excess profits tax is levied for the purpose of price continuing development, and thus related policies are

stability at a rate of 100 percent of the profits which are

in excess of the prices fixed by the government. * Director InternationalTax AffairsDivision,Tax SystemBureau.
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In accordance with the provisions of the Law, a foreign
Revenue production by tax item and the breakdown investor may own up to 100 percent of the stocks or

into percentages of total revenue and of GNP are sum- shares of a domestic enterprise.The Korean government
marized as follows: shall, in granting such authorization or approval, give

(in million won) priority to those projects which will substantially
contribute to the improvement of the balance of pay-1976 1977 (Budget) ments, and also to joint ventures.

GNP 12,143,360 15,096,800
Enterprises financed through foreign equity are entitledTotal tax

revenue 1 2,269,113 2,830,370
to exemption from and reduction of taxes. Full
exemption is allowed for a period of five years, and a 50% of % of

Tax total tax % of Tax total tax % of percent reduction is given for the following three years,
for individualand corporate income taxes, property tax,revenue revenue GNP revenue revenue GNP
and property acquisition tax based on the ratio of theDirecttaxes: 348,081 24.2 4.5 685,771 24.2 4.5
stocks or shares owned by the foreign investorsIncome tax 319,021 14.1 2.6 403,913 14.3 2.7

Corporation tax 171,172 2.5 1.4 262,366 2.3 1.7 concerned to the total stock or shares of the enterprise.
Inheritance & Also, a similar tax exemption and reduction is allowed
gift tax 9,904 0.4 0.1 13,913 0.5 0.1 with respect to dividend, income distributed by the
Assets revalua- enterprise to its foreign shareholders. With respect to
tion tax 7,881 0.3 0.1 5,479 0.2 - individual income tax or corporation tax on the interest
Registration tax 40,018 1.8 0.3 -- -- --

or other income accruing to the lender from a cash loan
Excise profits tax 85 -- -- 100 -- --

contract capital capital goods inducementor a or
Indirecttaxes: 2 784,251 34.6 6.1 1,002,905 35.5 6.6 contract, full exemption is allowed for the entire periodValue added tax - -- - 218,224 7.7 1.4 of the loan outstanding.Special excise

tax 3 - - - 113,689 4.6 0.8 In case an investment in land is made for the
Liquor tax 93,020 4.1 0.8 128,728 4.5 0.9 establishmentof a (partially) foreign owned enterprise it
Telephone tax 13,829 0.6 0.1 18,648 0.7 0.1 is exempt from the capital gains tax under the Foreign
Stamp tax 14,603 0.6 0.2 16,599 0.6 0.1 Capital Inducement Law.
Business tax 261,404 11.5 2.2 213,254 7.5 1.4

To encourage such strategic industries as shipbuilding,Commodity tax 166,422 7.3 1.4 123,903 4.4 0.8
Textile products machinery, electronic and chemical industries, etc.,
tax 54,066 2.4 0.4 28,612 1.0 0.2 domestic enterprises are allowed, under the Foreign
Petroleum Capital Inducement Law, to elect one of the following
products tax 142,276 6.3 1.2 104,548 3.7 0.7 tax incentives:
Travel tax 21,262 0.9 0.2 15,348 0.5 0.1 1. full exemption of income tax or corporation
Electricity & tax for three years and 50 percent reduction
gas tax 6,038 0.3 -- 13,643 0.5 0.1 for two years thereafter;
Admission tax 11,341 0.5 0.1 7,659 0.3 0.1 2. investment tax credit of 8 percent (or 10
Customsduties 275,512 12.1 2.3 338,164 11.9 2.2 percent); or
Defense tax 268,703 11.8 2.2 309,174 10.9 2.0 3. 100 percent special depreciation.
Monopolyprofits 178,000 7.8 1.5 220,000 7.8 1.5

Local taxes 214,566 9.5 1.8 274,356 9.7 1.8 (2) Trade

The major element of the extraordinary expansion and
1. Revenue of previous year is excluded. transformation of the structure of Korean economy has
2. VAT and special excise tax have been put into force from July 1,1977 been the rapid growth of exports. The government has

instead of business tax, commodity tax, textile products tax, petroleum given stronger tax incentives to encourage foreign trade.
products tax, travel tax, electricity and gas tax, admission tax, and enter-

tainment and food tax. Under the Income Tax Law and Corporation Tax Law,
3. Entertainment and food tax revenue (19.628 mil won) is included in the various tax free reserves are allowed for a business,

special excise tax revenue. The entertainment and food tax was incor- earning foreign exchange such as reserves for overseas

porated into local taxes from July 1,1977. market development of 1 percent of foreign exchange
earnings, reserves for export loss of 1 percent of foreign
exchange earnings or 50 percent of the income

designed to offer a favorable climate for, and to therefrom, reserves for overseas investment loss of 10
encourage investment in, productionand services. percent of the investmentamount, and reserves for price
Particular emphasis has been given on the promotion of fluctuationof 5 percent of the value of inventory goods.
the so-called strategic industries such as machinery, In addition to businesses earning foreign exchange a 30

shipbuilding, electronic and chemical industries, etc, in percent special depreciationfor fixed assets is allowed in
order to establish an extensive productionstructure and accordance with the provisions of the Income Tax Law
to modernize the national industry. and CorporationTax Law.

Korea's basic policy toward the inducement of foreign
private capital is laid down in the Foreign Capital (3) Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial
Inducement Law promulgated on March 12, 1973 (Law skills

No. 2598), under which major tax concessions favorable Along with the quantitative expansion of the GNP,
to foreign investmentare provided. there has been a significant qualitative shift in the
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industrial structure. It is the fundamental policy of the When an enterprise exports goods to a country which

, govemment to encourage actively the introduction of imports Korean goods amounting to less than 10

advanced technology into the Korean economy, and the percent of total Korean exports, special reserves for

government provides more tax incentives to the capital overseas market development are allowed up to 2

intensive or technology intensive industries for the percent of foreign exchange earnings as compared with

modemization of the industrial structure than to labor the reserve of 1 percent in other cases.

intensive industries.

With respect to income tax on unincorporated
enterprises or corporation tax on incorporated C. ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY:

enterprises which is normally imposed on remuneration SALES TAXES, EXCISE DUTIES, CUSTOMS

payable to an alien or foreign juridical person providing
technology under a technology assistance contract, full (1) (Re)distributionof wealth

exemption is allowed for a period of five years from the One feature of the value added tax system which was

date on which the technology assistance contract is introduced as of July 1, 1977, and which is a kind of

approved by the governmentand a 50 percent reduction general sales tax, is its economic neutrality. However, in
is granted for the subsequent three years according to the value added tax mechanism, the tax burden is passed
the Foreign Capital Inducement Law. on to the final consumers and regressivity of the value

Foreign individuals employed by enterprises (partially) added tax burden is inevitable. To prevent this

owned by foreigners and foreigners furnishing labor regressivity of the value added tax, the law provides a

under a technology assistance contract n conformity broad scope of tax exemptions with respect to the

with the Foreign Capital Inducement Law are exempt necessities of life, etc. The Special Excise Tax Law

from the wage and salary income tax for five years in provides special high rate taxation on luxury items and

proportion to the percentage of the total amount of expensive durable goods. This law also contributes to

wage and salaries as against that of the global income the mitigationof the regressive effect of the value added

under the Income Tax Law. tax.

Usually the value added tax does not constitute a

burden on traders. However, in the case of small traders,

(4) Diversificationand selectivity some unexpected circumstances might take place in

which the value added tax burden cannot be passed on

There are no legal provisions for different tax treatment to the next traders or to final consumers. Consequently,
as to countries in respect to foreign investment and the trader must himself bear the tax burden. For these

trade, etc. cases the governmentprovides some administrativerelief

Special tax concessions are given to the agriculture, measures of the unexpected additional tax burden

fishery and livestock industries. In brief, the previous through rational adjustment of the standard profit
business tax imposed on the selling or processing of rate to be decided by thegovernment.
agricultural products was waived, and as to the livestock The items which exempted from the value added taxare

industry, full exemption of income tax or corporation under the current Value Added Tax Law are basic
tax is applied for a period of 4 years and 50 percent necessities of life and services, social welfare services
reduction for the subsequent 2 years is granted under such medical and health services, educationalservices,
the Tax Exemption and Reduction Control Law. The

as

or to

previous business tax granted an exemptionwith respect goods services related culture, certain personal
services and production factors, etc.

to the selling or processingof fishery products without a

place of business.
A Special excise tax is imposed mainly on luxury goods

To encourage the movement of enterprises which carry
and expensive durable goods at rates ranging from 10 to

160 percent.
on business in big cities to other areas, the Tax

Exemption and Reduction Control Law provides a tax On the importation of luxury consumption goods (e.g.,

free reserve scheme for movement and an investment perfume, valuable watches, diamonds, etc.), high rates

tax credit of 8 percent (or 10 percent in the case of of customs duties varying from 100 to 150 percent are

using domestic materials). applied, and the importation of basic raw materials and

necessitiesof life (e.g., crude oil, ore, flour, etc.) and the
In case an enterprise moves to a certain area which is

designated by the government for the purpose of nation
items donated for the purpose of relief or charity are

duty free.
wide optimum development, the tax incentives granted
to such strategic industries as machinery, shipbuilding, (2) Employment
chemical and electronic industries, etc. are applied
mutatis mutandis under the Tax Exemption and There are no direct support measures in the field of

Reduction Control Law. Those strategic industries are indirect taxation to increase employment. However, the

allowed to elect one of three tax incentives: government induces the indirect promotion effect on

1. full exemption of income tax or corporation the increase of employment through the encouragement

tax for three years and 50 percent reduction of investment and exportation under the value added

thereafter for two years,
tax system and the Customs Duties Law.

2. investment tax credit of or 10 percent, or A consumption type value added tax is not usually
3. 100 percent special depreciation. imposed on capital investment, and exportation is
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zero-rated, which would lead indirectly to the increase by the President of the Bank of Korea and registered inof employment. The customs duties imposed on such accordance with the Promotion Law of Machinery ,capital goods to be used in key industries (e.g., Industry.
chemical, machinery,electronic, electric industries, etc.) Short term export loans are provided at the rate of 8are reduced under the Customs Duties Law and the percent, and in the case of middle and long term loans,customs duties imposed on theraw materials to be used the interest rate is the LIBO rate for six months plus 2.0for the production of export goods are refunded under percent. The interest rates applicable to constructionthe Special Law for Drawback of Customs Duties and business carried on abroad range from 13 to 15 percent.Taxes.

The interest rates of financial loans to medium
(3) Regional development industries are 13 or 14 percent. Ordinary interest rates

are comparatively high by western standards and rangeThe government gives no special tax concessions in the up to 16 percent. Under the pertinent regulations,field of indirect taxation for the encouragement of commercial banks are placed under the obligation to
regional development. The only exception is the grant loans to medium sized industries. The ratio of
exemption of the value added tax under certain compulsory loans is prescribed to be over 30 percent of
conditions according to the Tax Exemption and loan increment in the bank concerned.
Reduction Control Law respecting houses and their
sites which are located in development areas
designated by the Minister of Construction for the (3) Providing infrastructure in particular areas (e.g.

industrialestates)promotionof developmentin certain areas.

To keep pace with rapid economic development, the
government is actively promoting the construction of
industrial estates. There are now two free export zones,
six industrial export estates, one special industrialD. ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY:
export estate, eleven local industrial estates, two privateOTHER (NON-TAX)FIELDS industrial estates, and five heavy and chemical industrial
estates, totaling twenty-seven industrial estates with a(1) Subsidies
combined area of 26,422 acres. Furthermore, in order

At the moment, there are no budgetary support to develop heavy and chemical industries, development
measures in the form of subsidies given to the private programs for the petro-chemical industrial complex and
sector instead of general tax concessions. machine industry complex hve been established. Also,

along with the expansion of the country's economic
(2) Special low interest loans scale, and in order to accommodate the ncreasing

requirement for industrial estates, additional newFinancial policies are geared to build a stable economic industrial estates will be developed along with thefoundationand to eliminate inflationarypressures. Basic expansion of existing estates.
monetary policy is focused on the management of All the industries located in an industrial estate enjoyaggregate demand through money and credit control-

general advantages such as low land costs, adequateefficient mobilization of national savings, and and water supplies, good road networks, variousstrengtheningselective finance for priority sectors of the power
supporting facilities including special administrativeeconomy.
support. There are also other public facilities such asThe government applies no differentiated treatment in customs offices, banks, immigration offices, laborgiving financial credits to either (partially) foreign offices, quarantine, post offices, etc. Most important,owned and local business firms. however, are the tax concessions granted to foreign

The government plans and directs the distribution of enterprises under the Foreign Capital Inducement Law.
funds supplied by general budgetary resources and the Surrounded by sea, Korea possesses hrbors, and theNational Investment Fund so as to ensure adequate industrial estates in most cases have their own harborfinance for the development of the nfrastructure, and facilities equipped with cargo handling capacity. Theof the basic energy, chemical, food production and expansion of an expressway network has made itheavy industries. It also ensures that appropriate possible to connect nearly every district and industrialamounts of savings made through financial institutions estate of the country and thus to provide a one-dayare channeled to the export sector, to small and medium travel network.
size enterprises and house buyers. Furthermore, all major urban areas are connected bySpecial low interest financial support is given to the railroad, and electrification of the railroad system isheavy and chemical industries and export industry for expanding. The container transportation system hasthe effective financing required for capital investment. been put into operation and has remarkably facilitatedThe government provides preferential treatment to the transportationby land, air and sea.
projects which use domestic materials. A special loan Foreign investors may either own or lease landscheme for medium industries is also established. throughout Korea. Foreign nationals are subject to theThe special interest rate of financial loans to the regulations of the Alien Land Law which requires thatmachinery industry is 13 percent per annum and eligible (partially) foreign owned enterprises with more than 50enterprises are those which arry on a business designated percent foreign ownership of stocks or shares obtain
266
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approval for land ownership from the Ministry of Home E. EVALUATION
' Affairs. Bonded warehouses and factories may be

establishedat any point in the industrial estates with the Beginning from a position close to the bottom of the

approval of the Office of Customs Administration. international income scale and without benet of

significant natural resources, Korea launched itself upon

(4) Others (e.g. the creation of free trade zones and a bold series of economic development programswhich

allied facilities) in less than fifteen years have transformed the country
from a marginally subsistent agricultural economy into

At present there are two free export zones; one is the
one of Asia's major industrial nations. By 1976 real

Masan Free Export Zone which was established in 1970, GNP, growing at 9.8 percent per annum since 1962, had
and the other is the Iri Free Export Zone, established in risen from $3.9 billion to $15.3 billion in 1970 prices;
1973. These two zones are special tax free areas having while per capital GNP, in current prices, has increased
the characteristics of bonded areas where the $87 $698 which is one of the highest rates offrom to
application of varous pertinent laws and regulations growth in modern economic history.
has been waived or relaxed altogether or in part. A free

export zone is a specially designated industrial area Though Korea's rapid growth has clearly been the

where (partially) foreign owned enterprises can result of a number of interactingeconomic, political and

manufacture, assemble, or process export products using social factors which cannot be easily quantified,certain

freely imported tax-free raw materials and semi-finished key elements can be singled out. The nation's

goods.
commitment to industrialization, while it ws to a large
extent dictated by circumstances,also reflected the fact

Joint ventures of foreign and Korean investors or that Korea did possess a very important resource: its
entirely foreign owned ventures and enterprises of a well educated, highly motivated and industrious
highly technical and labor-intensivenature with definite

prospects for exporting are eligible types of enterprises populace.

for the free export zone. Among the tactical factors involved in Korea's
remarkable growth, the key role played by an active

Administrative procedures concerning foreign invest- development strategy and export expansion stands out.

ment, joint ventures, approval of occupancy and plant The development strategy has certainly been

construction are simplified under the control of the characterized in granting tax and non-tax incentives

Office of Industrial Estates Administration. Various effectively to the key ndustries in view of national

necessary support and service facilities such as economy. Especially, Korea's tax concessions for

transportation, stevedoring, packing, repair and foreign investment are most attractive compared with

maintenance of machines and tools and other common those of the SoutheastAsian countries.

facilities needed by occupants are availble in the free A survey was conducted to find out the motives of
trade zones. foreign investments in Korea, which disclosed that

foreign investment in most cases was made because of
such advantages as an abundant labor force, well
furnished industrial sites, and tax privileges.

'
LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital
The list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Belgium * income August 29,1977
**

Canada * income February 10,1978 English, French and AP.treaties

Korean

German Federal income, capital December 14,1976 English, German and AP treaties

Republic * Korean SUPP. SER. Section C

Japan ncome March 3,1970 English AP treaties

United Kingdom * income April 21,1977 English and Korean AP treaties

U.S.A.* ncome June 4. 1976 English and Korean AP treaties

* Not yet in force.
** Not yet published.

Abbreviations:
AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (in preparation).
SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.
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Announcing a major new project of the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
tion, sponsored by the U.N. Economlc and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific (ESCAP).

axes and Investment
in Asia and the Pacific

loose-leaf in English updatedby air
a new approach to the inter-relationshipof investment and taxation in the developed and less

-

developed nations of Asia and the Pacific.
examines national, regional and international policies and their effects on economic develop-

-

ment, as well as the perspectivesfor foreigninvestment.

Thefirst releaseNOW ready! Contains followingcountry-surveys-

Bangladesh Hong Kong India Singapore Sri Lanka
andsoon...
Afghanistan / Australia / Bhutan / Brunei / Burma / Indonesia / Iran / Korea, Rep. of / Malaysia /Maldives / Nepal / New Zealand / Pakistan / Papua / New Guinea / The Philippines / Singapore /Thailand... and the Pacific Islands including Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert Islands, Nauru, Solomon
Islands, Tonga, and The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Tuvalu, and Western Samoa.

Each country survey -

is supplied with necessary documentation and bibliography;and the full text (in English) of all
double taxation treaties.

I follows a common outline, for quick, highlight information; and in depth descriptions and
analyses.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE COMPLETE WORK -

Order NOW the first release (two binders) for the reduced price of 350 Dutch Florins,
by air, including updatingsupplementsby air to the end of 1978.
The remaining five binders (175 Dutch Florins, each) will be supplied in three separate
releases, and invoicedseparately.

Just a loose copy of the first release This costs 450 Dutch Florins by air, without supplements.
For residents of the Netherlands: prices are exclusive BTW (value added tax).

international burau of fiscal documentation
mrim sarphatistraat124 - p.o. box 20237 - 1000 HE amsterdam - holland
forlnax amsterdam-rotterdambank nv account no. 41 1390600 - post giro account no. 385341
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SINGAPORE: Stamp duty Stamp Act 147

Radio & television licence Broadcasting & Television

TaxStructureand
fees Act 83

Customs & Excise Department:
Customs duties Customs Act 133

Fiscal Policy
Film hire duty Cinematograph Film Hire

Duty Act 132
Entertainmentduty EntertainmentDuty Act 136

Cess on hotel rooms & sale Tourist Promotion

by Lee Fook Hong, FCIS, FAIA of foods & drinks (Cess Collection) Act 205

Motor vehicle taxes & Customs Act & Motor

road tax Vehicles (Registration &

Licensing) Rules, 1972

There is no capital gains tax, turnover tax, sales tax,
A. CATALOGUEOF TAXES IMPOSED value added tax, development tax, wealth tax, gifts tax

or surtax on imports.
Singapore is a small country of about 600 square
kilometers with 54 islets. The main island is about 42 Income tax
kilometres in length and 23 kilometers in breadth. It
was once a British Colony. Since the end of the Second Income tax is chargeable on all incomes earned in or

World War, there have been significant political, social remitted to Singapore. Income which is taxable

and economic developments. From a Crown Colony, includes:

Singapore advanced to a self-governed state. On August 1. Gains or profits from any trade, business,
9, 1965 on separation from Malaysia, Singapore was professionor vocation;
declared a Republic, with a President as its 2. Gains or profits from any employment;
constitutional Head and thus became a fully 3. Dividends, interest or discounts;
independentdemocratic and sovereign nation. Singapore 4. Any pension, charge or annuity;
has a multi-racial population. At June 30, 1976, the 5. Rents, royalties, premiums and other profits
populationwas estimatedat 2,278,200 persons. arising from property including the net annual

Singapore's role as a regional trading centre has long value of properties used by the owner or
p'

been recognised because of its well-established occupied rent free for residential purpose.

infrastructure. Over the years its communications, (An individual taxpayer is exempt from tax

banking and business acumen have become highly on the net annual value of one residence

developed. To encourage the setting up of local owned and occupied by him, but any excess

industries and export-oriented industries, the over and above the N.A.V. of $25.000/- is

Government launched an industrialisationprogramme in subject to tax. The exemption is limited to

the 1960's. With the growth of manufacturingactivities one property).
and export-oriented enterprises, the scope of domestic 6. Gains or profits of an income nature not

and international financial services has also expanded. falling within any of the preceding items.

With prudent and sound monetary policies coupled with

political and economic stability, Singapore's additional Gifts, legacies, lottery winnings and capital gains are not

role in international finance has become increasingly regarded as income and are not chargeable to income

important. She has now evelved as a major financial tax.

centre for South East Asia. Singapore income tax is levied on a territorial basis.

To accelerate the growth of the manufacturing and Both residents and non-residents are chargeable to tax

export-oriented industries and in line with the policy of on-

developing Singapore into a major financial centre, the (a) Income accruing in Singapore, or

tax system has been geared to attract not only local but (b) Income derived from Singapore.
also foreign investors. The Government of Singapore A resident in Singapore is also chargeable to tax on

imposes the following taxes: income received in Singapore, but a non-resident is not
liable to tax on income remitted to Singapore from

Name of taxes Tax legislation Chapter outside Singapore.
Inland Revenue Department: For individuals resident in Singapore the tax rate varies

Income tax Income Tax Act 141 from 6 to 55 percent on chargeable income. For

Property tax Property Tax Act 144 companies the tax rate is 40 percent but shareholders
Estate duty Estate Duty Act 137 receiving dividends are allowed tax set-off for the
Payroll tax Finance (Payroll Tax) Act 139 amount of tax deducted at source from the dividends. A
Betting & sweepstakes Betting & Sweepstakes refund may be climed where the amount of tax

duties Duties Act 131 deducted from dividends exceeds the tax payable by
Private lotteries duties Private Lotteries Act 143-

shareholders.
Rubber estates assessments Rubber Estates Assessments

Act (up to 31.1.75) 145

Property Tax Act * Principal consultant, Lee Fook Hong & Co., Chartered Secre-

(w.e.f. 1.1.76) 144 taries & ManagementConsultants, Republic of Singapore.
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Individuals who are not resident in Singapore are not Payroll tax
entitled to personal reliefs and their income is generally
charged to tax at 40 percent unless they are entitled to Payroll tax is levied at the rate of 2 percent on the total

non-resident reliefs. Non-resident reliefs are granted to payroll of an employer carrying on a trade, business or

certain categories of non-resident individuals. vocation where the total payroll exceeds $500/--for
each month. The tax is applicable to the whole of the

Tax incentives are provided for under the Economic remuneration, including salaries, wages, commission,Expansion Incentives (Relief from Income Tax) Act. bonuses, allowances, leave pay, directors' fees and other
They are --

emoluments paid in cash to employees. Benefits in kind
(a) Tax exemption for a five-yearperiod; such as the value of free accommodation provided to
(b) Special deductions for additional plant and employees are excluded.

machinery and exemption from tax on

dividends from expandingenterprises;
(c) Exemption from tax for a period of up to 15 Betting & sweepstakesduties

years on increased export earnings; Betting and sweepstakes duties are levied on bets made
(d) Exemption from tax on interest payable to

on-
non-residents on approved loans or credit (a) Any totalisation or pari-mutuel;andfacilities for productiveequipment; (b) Every sweepstake promoted by any racing(e) Reduction of or complete exemption from club association.or
tax on approved royalties, technical assistance
fees or contributions to research and The duty on bets is 10 percent of the amount of the

development. bets. In the case of sweepstakes the duty is 30 percent
of the amount contributedtowards the sweepstakes.Offshore income derived by Asian Currency Unit is

taxed at the concessional rate of 10 percent instead of
Private lotteries dutythe normal 40 percent. Exemptions are also granted

under the Income Tax Act on --

Private lotteries duty is payable lotteries promotedon

(a) Income from ocean-going vessels registered in by private clubs or societies and restricted to members.
Singapore; A permit issued by the Commissionerof Estate Duties is

(b) Interest derived by non-residents on deposits required to promote such lotteries. Such permits are
with approvedbanks; granted on the followingconditions: --

(c) Interest from Post Office Savings Bank; (a) No profit shall accrue to any individual; and
(d) Interest from Asian Dollar Bonds. (b) No commission whatsoever shall be paid for

the sale of such tickets.
Property tax The duty on lotteries is 30 percent of the gross proceeds
Property tax is levied on immovable properties. It is and it is payable by the promoters.
payable half-yearly in January and July. This tax is
based on the annual value of all houses, lands, buildings Rubber estates assessments
and tenements. Exemption from property tax is granted
on- Rubber estates duty is payable quarterly or yearly. For

(a) Properties with an annual value of $18/- or duty purposes, there are two categories of estates: --

less, and (a) 40.5 hectares and above (Duty is based on

(b) Buildings or parts thereof used exclusively for production).
religious, educational or charitable purposes. (b) Under 40.5 hectares (Duty is based on

number of trees).The rate of property tax varies from 12 to 36 percent,
dependingon the locality. The Rubber Estates Assessment Act, Chapter 145 and

the Rubber Estates (Surcharge on Assessment) Act,
Estate duty Chapter 146 were repealed on 1.1.76. As from that date

all rubber estates are assessed under the Property TaxEstate duty is levied at graduated rates, upon the
Act.principal value of property, which passes on death,

based on the open market value at the time of death.
Property liable to Estate duty includes: -- Stamp duty

(a) All property of a deceased person situate in
Singapore, whether movable or immovable, Stamp duty is imposed on various kinds of instruments,
settled or not settled, which passes or is both commercial and legal. The rate of duty varies from

deemed to pass on death; one type of instrument to another. It ranges from 10

(b) In the case of persons domiciled in Singapore, cents an instrument to a percentage of the value of the

all movable property situate abroad. subject of the document.

No duty is levied if the total value of the state is
$100,000 or less. In other cases, the balance of the Radio & television licence fees
estate is liable to estate duty from 5 to 60 percent but a

remission of duty of 90 percent on the next $20,000 A licence is required to enable the licensee to use a radio
and declining by 10 percent for every $20,000 or television receiver. A dealer's licence is required for
thereafter is granted. any person who sells a radio or television set or smilar
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apparatus for transmission or broadcasting. The licence TOTAL REVENUECOLLECTION
fees are as follows: (i) Inland revenuedepartment'scollectionby source

Radio Licence $12 per annum

Television Licence 36 .... ($000)
Dealer's Licence 25 ....

1975 1976
In the case of hotels in which not less than 75 percent Income 1,123,745 1,153,559tax
of the total number of rooms have radio or television

Property tax 278,736 330,337
sets installed, a concessionary rate of $18/-per annum Property tax surcharge 2,703 1,488
is granted. Stamp duty 46,933 56,848

Payroll tax 51,805 59,302
Estate duty 21,634 21,851
Betting & sweepstakeduty 19,486 24,365

Customs duties Radio & T.V. licensing 11,327 12,220

The Customs and Excise Department is responsible for Private lotteries duty 2,947 3,562

the collection of customs duties, both import and
Rubber estate assessment 133 19

excise, licence fees and other charges payable under the
Search & valuation fees 146 185

Rubber estate surcharge 6 3

CustomsAct and other subsidiary legislation. Auctioneers,etc. 5 5

Singapore is essentialy a free port. Out of over 2,000 1,559,606 1,663,784

items in the trade classification, only 200 including
liquor, tobacco and petroleum products are subject to () Total inland revenue department'scollection

duty. as percentageof gross Singapore revenue

There are no duties on goods exported from Singapore. Ratio of inland
Total inland Gross Singapore Revenue to

Year revenue. revenue gross revenue

Film hire duty
1975 $1,559,606,419 $3,055,093,905 51.05
1976 $1,663,784,365 $3,131,382,143 53.13

Film hire duty is levied under the Cinematograph Film
Hire Duty Act, Chapter 132. The rate of film hire duty (iii) Breakdownof customs revenue

is one-quarter of 60 percent of gross receipts derived or

deemed to have been derived from film renting. 1975 1976

$ % $ %
Petroleum 121,309,812.56 28.05 125,754,990.86 26.53
Tobacco 108,343,737.41 25.05 119,973,808.84 25.31

Entertainmentsduty Liquors 102,985,675.73 23.81 107,597,722.48 22.70
Others 99,909,657.63 23.09 120,705,448.67 25.46

Entertainments duty is payable under the 432,548,883.33 100 00 474,031,97085
Entertainments Duty Act, Chapter 136. Such duty is

10000

normally collected from cinemas, amusement parks,
professionalsports and miscellaneousshows. B. ORIENTATIONOF FISCALPOLICY:

TAXES ON INCOME, PROFITS, WEALTH
ESTATES & GIFTS

Cess on hotel rooms & sale of funds & drinks
(1) Investment (domestic & foreign)

A 3 percent cess is payable on hotel rooms and on the
sale of food and drinks in tourist establishments under Singapore pursues a policy of attractingand stimulating

domestic and foreign investmentsboth by tax and other
the Tourist Promotion (Cess Collection) Act, Chapter incentives. To attain the desired objectives, provisions205. have been made in the various Acts to stimulate
The Customs & xcise Department undertakes the economic growth of industries and capital formation.
collecton of such cess on behalf of the Singapore The major incentives are as follows: --

Tourist PromotionBoard (STPB).
Incentivesprovidedunder
the Economic Incentives

(Relief from Income Tax) Act Practicaleffects

Motor vehicles taxes - Exemption from Income'Tax - 5-15 years tax holidays for pioneer
industries.

A 125 percent ad valorem tax known as Additional - Deductions from taxable -Relief for expansion of established

Registration Fee (A.R.F.) is levied on all new cars. In base and tax deferment enterprises.

addition to A.R.F. imported new cars are subject to 45 Relief for export enterprises.

percent ad valorem duty.
- Reduction in the tax rate - Royalties, technical assistance fees or

contrbutionstaxed at a reduced rate of
For road tax there is a sliding scale up to a maximum of 20 percent exempt from tax.or

80 cents pr c.c. for private cars over 3000 c.c. In the Interest on loans obtained for purchase
case of company cars the tax is double. Iri addition, of productive equpment may also be

there are registration fees and licence fees. exempted.
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Incentivesprovidedunder -Double deduction of expenses for (2) Trade (domestic & foreign)
the Singapore Income Tax manufacturing firms incurred on ap-
Act (chapter 141) proved for overseas trade fairs, or ex- Trade has always beerl the main activity of Singapore.

hibitions or missions for the purpose Due to its geographicalposition, Singapore has remained ,

of promoting the export of goods an important centre for entrepot trade. The pattern of
manufactured in Singapore. entrepot exports remained relatively unchanged since
Accelerated depreciation allowances of 1972.-

331/3 percent for industrial enterprises. The combined export promotional efforts ofExemption of profits from the opera--

Government departments, Statutory Boards and tradetion of Singaporeships.
Reduction of tax on off-shore income- associations help largely in obtaining new markets for
of a financial institution derived from exports. Various means which the Departmentof Trade
the operation of its Asian Currency and other Government departments or statutory bodies
Unit from 40 to 10 percent. have adopted to increase the volume of trade are: --

(i) Improvement in the programme of the
Reliefprovidedunderdouble taxationagreements Department of Trade to service manufacturers

in their exports;Agreements for the avoidance of double taxation have
gained increasing importance because such agreements (ii) Increase in participation in trade fairs and

not only avoid double taxation on the same income, but exhibitions in all parts of the world;
also provide incentives for the flow of investments, (iii) The formation of overseas Commercial

trade, technology and skilled personnel. They help in Secretaries Service with emphasis on hard

industrialisation progrmmes and economie growth. selling;
Under these agreements, relief is provided either by (iv) Undertakings by Government Departments
exemption in one country or by the granting of a credit and agencies and others to provide various

for the tax charged in the other country but not assistance schemes;
exceeding the tax charged on the same income in that (v) Re-location of trade offices and establishment

country. of new ones.

(vi) The provision of a better trade information
Currently, Singapore has double taxation agreements system and a more efficient enquiry service;with Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, (vii) The organisation of training programmes byGermany, Israel, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, the Departmentof Trade;Philippines, New Zealand, Norway, Sri Lanka, Sweden, (viii) The re-discounting facilities extended to the
Thailand and the United Kingdom. banks by the Governmentto ensure a cheaper

source of export financing;Otheradvantages (ix) Organisation of buying missions to Singapore.
(a) Political, economic and social stability and There has been an increase in investments in importedefficient governmentadministration; capital goods and this reflects the rapid industrial
(b) Protection of patents and other proprietary rights; growth in the economy.
(c) Permanent residence status for any investor who

The three leading trading partners of Singaporehas invested more than $250,000 individually; are

(d) Good industrial climate, social harmony and Japan, the United States and Malaysia. Other trading
partners are Australia, China, Germany, Unitedstability in labour relations;

(e) Free-trade zones in the harbour and airort areas;
Kingdom and West Asia.

(f) Efficient services and enviable human resources; For international firms trading in the South East Asia

(g) Telecommunicationscentre of South East Asia; region, Singapore is the natural distributing centre for

(h) Liberal foreign exchange policy; machinery and capital goods. It is the island warehouse

(i) Internationallycompetitive labour costs; for the region.
(j) Open door policy with regard to admission of

professionalsand skilled workers; (3) Transfer of technology know-how and managerial
(k) Port facilities includingcontainerberths, Singapore skills

being the world's fourth busiest port;
(1) Rapid development in internal road communica- Singapore's economy is now more broadly based with

tions and transport services; expanded activities in manufacturing, trade, finance,
(m) Highly-developed infrastructure services with construction, transportation and tourism. However,

supporting banking and commercial facilities and great emphasis is being applied to technology-intensive
activities.other business services;

(n) Adequate and modern telephone services with Incentives provided include concessionary tax rates for
connectionsthroughout the world; income derived from royalties, licences and fees paid to

(o) Internationalairport facilities and services; non-residents abroad and a concessionary tax rate on

(p) Strategic geographical location; profits earned from the export of manufactured
(q) Back-up services by Government departments and products.

agencies; The Singapore Government has also initiated a capital
(r) Extensive Governmentsponsore technical training assistance scheme under which it is prepared to invest

programmes; i up to 50 percent of the equity in new ventures to help
(s) Availabilityof local capital. to meet the financing requirements of companies
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establishing technology-intensive operations for the products. International companiessetting up regional or

manufacture of products having demonstrable markets. representative offices to perform liaison and promotion
Financial loans and governmentguarantees for loans are activities using Singapore as a centre for marketing and

'

given to high-technology industries with established distributing operators are given all necessary assistance
.

markets and proven capabilities. Long-term loans at and incentives, both fiscal and non-fiscal by the

preferential rates of interest are also available from the Govemment.

Development Bank of Singapore (DBS). Recognising the

importance of foreign investment in its programme of (c) As to regional or specialareas, including free trade

industrialisation, the Government permits 100 percent zones

foreign ownership of manufacturing enterprises and has Emphasis is being laid on setting up industries in the

an enlightened policy governing the entry of qualified various zones of the Republic earmarked for industrial

foreign personnel into Singapore. development. To encourage increased trading activities,
To upgrade the quality of the work force and in par- several free trade zones have been established at

ticular the professional and skilled personnel for the strategic points under the Free Trade Zones Act.

technology-intensiveindustries, the Government adopts The waterfront area of the Port of Singapore Authority
a liberal policy to allow the in-flow of suitable foreign and the Jurong Wharves are free trade zones. As long as

personnel in the trading, shipping and manufacturing goods remain stored in the free trade zones, no duties
industries. Work permits or professional passes are need be paid.
granted to foreigners with professional or sound

academic qualification, management expertise and There are a number of government departments and

experience, technical skill and knowledge. Permanent agencies which help investors to promote industrial

residence and later citizenshipmay be granted to certain development. These include the Economic Development

categories of persons. There are four schemes for
Board (EDB), Development Bank of Singapore (DBS),

permanentresidence: --
Department of Trade, Jurong Trade Corporation (JTC),

(a) Permanent residence for professionals,
International Trading Corporation (INTRACO),

technicalpersonnel and skilled workers; Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research

(b) Permanent residence under the $250,000 (SISIR), Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and

Deposit Scheme;
National ProductivityBoard (NPB).

(c) Permanent residence under the Industrial

Export Scheme; (5) Difference in treatment, if any, between the public

(d) Permanent residence and citizenship fo;skilled and private sectors

workers holding Work Permits. There is no difference in the tax treatment of the
incomes of public sector undertakingsand private sector

(4) Diversificationand selectivity undertakings. However, certain industries of basic and

(a) As to countries from which investment, strategic nature are reserved for the public sector only.

technology, etc. is solicited

Singapore welcomes investment, technology, etc. from C. ORIENTATIONOF FISCALPOLICY:

any source so long as it meets the economc develop- SALES TAXES, EXCISE DUTIES,
ment objectives and is in line with Governmentpolicies. CUSTOMS
One of the objectives is ,to expand the industrial sector

to complement traditional trading activity. As the in- (i) (Re-)distributionof wealth;
dustrialisation programme has been so successful the (i) Employment;
Government has become more discriminating in the (iii) Regional development.
types of industries to be establshed in Singapore.
The Government now intends to focus on attractingthe The Government policy of wealth and income

large capital or technology-intensive industries. These pursues a

more

enterprises can maximise scarce resources and intro- (re)distribution in order to spread equitably the

benefits of progress. The indirect tax system (excise
duce significant technologicaldevelopment to Singapore duties, custom duties, specific taxes certainon

so that Singapore manufactured goods for export can commodities and services) is extensively used to meet

compete in internationalmarkets. this goal by means of higher taxes on commodities

commonly consumed by the rich, on non-essential or

(b) As to types or areas of investment, trade, etc. luxury goods etc. The income tax on individuals is

Various types of fiscal and other non-fiscal incentives based on graduated rates i.e. the higher the income, the

are given to pioneer enterprises, to preferred areas of higher the marginal tax rate.

investments, etc. The approach to foreign technical and There is a fund called the Central Provident Fund set up
financial collaboration is both selective and flexible. The and managed by the Government. This fund is one of

need for importing technology is based on domestic several instruments used to achieve social stability.
technologicaldevelopment. Contributions by employers and employees are

The Singapore Government welcomes foreign trading compulsory as this is a compulsory savings scheme. It

companies engaged in the supply of raw materials to provides workers with some security for their old age

Singapore's industries or foreign export-orientedtrading and a means of buying their own homes from the

organisations capable of helping Singapore to export her Housing & Development Board. There is a tremendous
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increase in savings due to the rapid growth in Approved industries may be able to obtain special low
employment in recent years. The Central Provident interest loans for capital investment either through the
Fund contributions serve a number of other useful assistance of the EDB or the Development Bank of
purposes. First, they reduce the pressure on prices Singapore Ltd.
which might otherwise increase faster as a result of more A scheme known as the Small Industries Financeemployment and increased pay. Second, they provide Scheme (SIFS) was launched in 1976 to upgrade smallthe Government with a non-inflationarysource of funds industries. It has since been expanded in scope to allowfor development finance.

more companies to benefit from it. It is operated jointly
With the establishment of the C.P.F., the number of by the EDB and teh Development Bank of Singapore.
families receiving Public Assistance from the Social To qualitfy for loans under this scheme a company must
Welfare Department has been on the decline. There is have fixed assets not exceeding $1 million ($2 million in
now less proverty and this is attributed to the special cases) and it must be involved in manufacturing
Governmentpolicy of encouragingself-relianceand hard and assembly operations or supporting services related
work. to manufacturing. The loans obtained must be for the
The reason for Singapore emarking on a policy of purpose of establishment of new viable business,
industrialisation was to prvide work for a large number expansion of existing capability, modernisation,
of young persons entering the labour market each year. diversificationand augmentingworking capital.
In recent years, since unemployment is no longer the As regards infrastructure, the Government strives to
problem, it is now the Government's policy to be more make it easy and attractive for manufacturers to set updiscriminating in the kind of industries it actively business in Singapore. A large industrial estate was built
encourages through incentives. The industries that are in Jurong with its own port to handle bulk cargo,encouraged are those requiring the use of trained and equipped with rail and road transportation as well as
skilled workers. These industries can enjoy free access to adequate supplies of power and industrialwater.
any grade of labour from any part of the world they
wish. Work Permits and professional visit passes are

One of the most important factors in the economic

freely granted to them. development of Singapore has been the high degree of
development in its logistical and financial infrastructure.The Government has developed several satellite towns Laws and regulations governing financial activities wereand many well-developed industrial estates provding modified to make these more conducive to the growthcheap labour in Singapore. Where necessary, it creates, of financial institutions and the development of

supports and strengthens institutions and provides financial mechanisms.This has been done in the contextincentives to carry out the developmentof these various of facilitating the requisite financial support for trade
areas. and manufacturing and for further diversifying the
The Government also encourages Singapore Singaporeeconomy.
industrialists and entrepreneurs to invest in the The result is that Singapore has a well-developed stock
neighbouring Asean countries to promote regional market, has the most progressive and sophisticatedeconomic development. Capital and expertise from financial mechanisms in the region and a firm place in
Singapore can help the Asean countries to develop their the international financial system. This has also led to
natural resources and provide industrial employment an accelerated growth of the banking system and the
opportunities. Singapore companies are granted tax Asian Currency Market.
exemptions on profits derived from investments in The Export Credit Insurance Corporation, jointlyapproved projects in Indonesia. For Singapore owned by the Government and the private sectorinvestments in Malaysia, there is double taxation relief
on profits received in Singapore from Malaysia. performs an important role in the promotion of export

industries. It grants insurance coverage against
D. ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY: non-paymentcaused by political and commercial factors

OTHER (NON-TAX) FIELDS to an exporterwho sells on credit.

(i) Subsidies;
(ii) Special low interest loans; E. EVALUATION
(iii) Providing infrastructure in particu-

lar areas (a) Governmentpolicies and goals
(e.g. industrial estates);

(iv) Others (e.g. the creation of free It has always been the Govemment's economic
trade zones and allied facilities). developmentpolicy: --

(i) to maintain Singapore as a trading centre;
Some fiscal and non-fiscal incentives are set out in (ii) to stimulate the developmentof industries;
section B. Subsidies may be in the form of reduction in (iii) to continue to attract foreign investments;
rent for housing or low-rental housing for employees in and
the industrial estates. The Housing & Development (v) to promote Singapore as a financial centre.
Board (HDB) has a very successful housing programme. Since the separation of Singapore from Malaysia it has,
It has helped to eliminate most of the slum and squatter throughout these years, achieved its basic objectives and
areas. Nearly half the population of Singapore lives in is now placing greater emphasis on higher technology
subsidised flats built by the HDB. and capital intensive industries. The activities have now
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been expanded in manufacturing, trade, finance, grew by 10 percent while communicationsand transport
,

construction, transportationand tourism. expanded by 16 percent.

The Singapore economy is a growing economy. It has a Manufacturing expanded t a more steady pace.

, strong currency. The Singaporedollar is fully backed by Unemployment fell to 3.9 percent. The commercialand

gold and foreign assets and rated by the International manufacturing sectors created most of the 33,500 new

Monetary Fund as one of the strongest currencies in the jobs.
world. The constructon industry, however, declined by 1.6

Singapore has thrived as an internationalbusiness centre percent because of continued depression in the private

for many years and its economy has been adapted to property market and the levelling off in public sector

changing circumstances. From an entrepot trading developmentspending.
centre it has become an important centre for In external trade, total imports in 1977 rose by 14 per-

manufacturing, commerce, finance and communi- cent to reach 25.5 billion and total exports by 24 per-

cations. The diversificationof the Singapore economy is ' cent (domestic exports by 25 percent) to reach $20.1

the result of the introduction of the Industrialisation billion. Industrialisationhad brought about a distinctive

Programmes initiated in the 1960's. change in the compositionof exports.

Singapore has overcome the handiCaps of size, small Gross National Product (GNP) at current market prices

population and lack of natural resources. Foreign amounted to $15.7 billion, an increase of 10 percent

investors have brought to Singapore technological and over 1976.

managerial skills, new export markets and capital Gross Domestic Product (GDP) which does not take

investments. Multi-national corporations have contri- into accountnet income from abroad, at current market

buted to Singapore's rapid economic growth. prices increased by 10 percent to $16.1 billion.

Today Singapore is the world's third largest oil refining Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at current factor cost,

centre, the world's fourth busiest port, an important which excludes indirect taxes, also increased by 10

key link in international air routes and percent to $15 billion. Growth was achieved with

telecommunications, a leading shipbuilding and relative price stability.
repairing centre, and also the important financial centre

for the Asian Dollar Market. Adjusting for inflation, GDP at constant 1968 factor

cost grew by 7.8 percent to $9.3 billion, while real per

capita GDP rose by 64 percent to $4,020.

(b) Performancein 1977
Below are some interesting figures extracted from the ,

Economic Survey of Singapore 1977 published by the

Although world economicgrowth slowed down in 1977, Ministry of Finance, Republic of Singapore:

Singapore managed to achieve a real economic growth
'

rate of 7.8 percent. Hgher demand for Singapore's -

goods and services provided the man thrust for growth.
Table I Output And Saving, 1975-1977.

Table Il - Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation At Current 1,

Exports of goods and services increased by 14 percent Market
,

Prices, 1975-1977.

compared to 11 percent in 1976. All sectors of the Table I Il -- Singapore External Trade, 1973-1977.

economy expanded except for construction and Table IV -- Per Capita Gross National Product, 1960 And 1968-1977.

quarrying.
Table V - Employment, Output, Value Added And Remuneration.

Growth was led primarily by commerce and
Table VI -- Investment Commitments In Manufacturing By Industry

1973-1977.

transportation. The commercial sector covering Tabe Vil Foreign Investment Gross Fixed Assets Of Manufactur---
-

wholesale and retail trade and restaurants and hotels, ing Industries By Foreign Country.

I. OUTPUT AND SAVING, 1975- -1977

1975 1976 1977p 1975 1976 1977p
.

Million Dollars . Percentage Change

Gross National Product at Market Prices 13,216 14,286 15,669 9 8 10

Gross Domestic Product at Market Prices 13,373 14,615 16,091 7 9 10 Source:

Gross National Saving 3,602 3,747 4,073 25 4
'

9

Gross Domestic Saving 3,851 4,197 4,615 13 9 10 Department

Net Borrowing from Abroad 1,433 1,745 1,360 -47 22 -22 of Statistics

Il. GROSS DOMESTIC FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION AT CURRENTMARKET PRICES,
1975- 1977

Pe.e.H

1975 1976 1977p

Type of Assets Tota Public Private Total Public Private Total Public Private

TOTAL 100 28 72 100 33 67 100 33 67

Construction and Works 45 23 22 46 27 19 44 26 18 Source:

Transport Equipment 16 -- 16 20 - 20 23 -- 23

Machinery and Equipment 39 5 34 34 6 28 33 7 26 Department
of Statistics
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Ill. SINGAPORE EXTERNAL TRADE, 1973-1977

Total TotaI
Trade Imports Exports Trade Imports Exports

Percentage Change Over
Year Million Dollars Previous Year
1973 21,420 2,513 8,907 37 31 45
1974 34,560 20,405 14,155 61 61 59
1975 32,028 19,270 12,758 . -7 -6 -10'

1976 38,670 22,404 16,266 21 16 27
1977p 45,612 25,522 20,090 18 14 24

-

Source: Departmentof Statistics

IV. PER CAPITA GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT,
1960 AND 1968-1977

Per Capital Gross
National Product *

Year Dollars

1960 1,330
1968 2,188
1969 2,499
1970 2,825
1971 3,228
1972 - - 3,765
1973 4,502
1974 5,457
1975 5,874
1976 6,271
1977p 6,789

Source: Departmentof Statistics
* At Current Market Prices.

V. EMPLOYMENT,OUTPUT, VALUE ADDED AND REMUNERATION

Value
Employment Output added Remuneration

% %' % %
Food, beverage, tobacco 6.0 7.8 6.1 6.3
Textiles 5.1 2.0 2.7 3.8
Apparel 11.0 2.6 3.5 6.0
Wood (excl. furniture) 4.4 2.5 3.2 3.8
Furniture 1.5 0.4 0.6 1.2
Paper & Printing 6.2 2.6 4.8 6.0
Chemicals 2.4 3.3 5.3 3.4
Petroleum 1.6 42.7 17.9 5.7
Rubber, plastic, prod. 3.6 1.5 1.9 2.7
Non-metallicminerals 2.3 2.1 3.1 2.8
Basic metals 0.7 0.9 1.3 1.1
Fabricated metal prod. 5.8 3.0 4.1 5.9
Machinery, appliances 30.8 18.9 27.9 28.5
Transportequipment 12.8 7.4 13.6 18.3
Precision equipment 3.6 1.2 2.8 3.0
Misc 2.2 1.1 1.2 1.5

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(217,548) ($17.64b) ($4.38b) ($1.42b)
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VI. INVESTMENTCOMMITMENTSIN
Vll. FOREIGN INVESTMENT

MANUFACTURINGBY INDUSTRY 1973-1977 Gross fixed assets of manufacturing industries by foreign country

(Sm)

Industry 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 EEC Sb

Electric Machinery / USA
--4

& Appliances 43.2 42.1 14.1 165.2 127.0
JAPAN

Petroleum Products 250.0 -- 135.0 16.0 66.2

L=4
-3

Transport Equipment 168.0 108.0 42.0 5.7 36.1 OTHERS

Food & Beverages 2.0 -- 2.7 14.4 27.7 /
Other Chemical Products 2.4 15.0 2.0 0-4 21.4 / -2

Plastic Products 9.3 -- 4.3 12.5 10.8 /

Others 469.2 653.7 200.3 1'50.0 141.8

Total 944.1 821.8 400.4 364.2 431.0
-1

Foreign 683.5 681.6 267.3 294.7 390.5

Local 260.6 140.2 133.1 69.5 . 40.5 1o
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital
r

This list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded ,, Official text Publishedin the English language in

J

Australia income February 11,1969 English AP treaties
S LS 10/69
Treaty Series, Vol. 708, p. 228

Belgium income February 8,1972 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

SLS 53/73

Canada income March 6,1976 English and French AP treaties
SLS 45/1977

Denmark income March 7,1969 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

S LS 16/69
Treaty Series, Vol. 751, p. 202

IX UN A(1) 270

F rance income September 9,1974 English and French AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C

SLS 39/75

German Federal income, capital February 19,1972 English and German AP treaties

Republic SUPP.SER.SectionC

SLS 51/73
IXUNA(1)315,335

Israel income September 27,1971 English AP treaties
S LS 26/72
IX UN A(1) 334
BULL SupplementC (1974)

Japan income January 29, 971 English AP treaties
SLS 49/71
IX UN A(1) 283

Malaysia income December 26,1968 English r AP treaties, amendedas

SLS 97/68

I agreement income July 6,1973 English S LS 40173
Supplementary
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Treaty with Conceming Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Netherlands income, capital February 19,1971 English and Dutch AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C
SLS 57/71
IX UN A(1 ) 297,330
Treaty Series, Vol. 801, p. 29

New Zealand income August 21,1973 English AP treaties
S LS 65/73

Norway income September 9,1966 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C

S LS 67/66
IX UN A(1) 170

Philippines income August 1,1977 English AP treaties
S LS 53/77

Sweden income, capital June 17,1968 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C
SLS 11/69

Switzerland income, capital November 25,1975 English and German AP treaties

SLS 57/76
IX UN A(1) 366

Thailand income September 15,1975 English AP treaties
SLS 20/76
BULL Supplement I (1976)
IX UN A(1) 364

United Kingdom income December 1,1966 English AP treaties, as amended
SUPP. SER. Section C,as
amended

SLS 12/67
IX UN A(1) 176

Treaty Series, Vol. 605, p. 154

Protocol * income July 1921,1975 English SUPP. SER. Section C
IX UN A(1) 354

* Not yet in force.

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties.

BULL = Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation.
SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.

SLS = Subsidiary Legisiation Supplement. The Republic of Singapore Government Gazette.

Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United Na-

tions. In addition to the official text of each agreement,,this publication produces a translation in either Eng-
' lish or French as the case may be.

UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and French edition. This publicationcontains several volumes.
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AUSTRAUA:
there has been a more than 50 percent
change in benecial owership of the com-

pany as at the beginning of the year, the

Second ReadingSpeech
net losses sustained by the company in the

period before the change will not be avail-
able to be offset against the net income of

(IncomeTax AssessmentAmendmentBill (No.2) 1978
the period after the disqualifying change,
unless the company has carried on through-
out that income period the same business

by TheTreasurer,the Hon. John Howard, M.R (June 8,1978) as it carried on immediately before the

change. Similar principles are to apply
where an income period of a year precedes
a loss period of the same year.

as
The bill that I now bring before the House have been subject to a tax write-off over

The point of these amendments, of the

contains further measures to counter tax 25 years, or any lesser period for which the provisions governing deductibility of prior

avoidance and to improve the equity and rights subsist or are held. The amendments year losses, is to prevent income earned by
a company under the proprietorshipof one

balance of the income tax system. It also now proposed will - in relation to rights in
set of shareholders being diminished for

contains legislation designed to encourage Australian lms first used for income pro- tax by losses sustained under the
investors to put capital into the production ducing purposes after 21 November 1977 - purposes

of Australian films. substitute 2 years for 25 years as the basic proprietorship of a different group of

write-off period. The longer period will, people.
Honourable Members will recall that just
two months ago I introduced a number of however, remain for those who wish to The proposed amendments are undoubted-

major amendments directed against pre-
use it. ly complex. This is due to the effort that

vailing tax avoidance practices. I spoke The Minister for Home Affairs will have has been made to spell out, in the great
can

then in a general way about the problems the responsibility of determining which variety of factual situations that exist

that are posed by tax avoidance arrange- lms are to be classed as Australianlms. n practice, how the current year losses

ments, and I have since had occasion to put The Bill proposes that an Australian film provisions are to operate, and to guard

the Government's position on the matter will be one that the Minister certifies has against the new provisions being them-
selves made the subject of tax avoidance

and to underline the seriousness of our been, or is to be, made wholly or sustan-

intent to strike these arrangementsdown. tially in Australia, and is a film with a arrangements.

I shall, however, speak first about the significant Australian content. It will also Much of what is in the measures stems

policy initiative concerning capital invest- include a film that the Minister certies has from the necessity to modify provisionsof

ment in Australian lms. been, or is to be, made under an agreement the assessment act that are constructed
between Government authorities of for application to a year of income as a

Australia and another country. The Bill whole so that they can be aplied to sepa-
Capital investment in Australian film rights contains extensive guidelines for the de- rate periods that make up a year.

The proposal to change the Income Tax terminationof when a film has a significant Moreover, the measures must be capable of
Law in this respect was foreshadowed in Australian content. effecting this modification where a com-

the policy speech for the last elections In amending the relevant provisions, it is pany that has suffered a disqualifying
delivered on 21 November 1977, and the necessary also to guard against their misuse change in shareholdings gets its incone or

key points of the changes were outlined in for tax avoidance purposes, and the Bill deductions via a partnership or its income
a statement that the Minister for Home contains measures to that end, effective through a trust. And, of course, the legis-
Affairs and I released on 27 April last. after 27 April 1978, the date on which the lation has to comprehend situations where

Underlying the proposed changes is a belief amendments were foreshadowed. The anti- there is more than one disqualifyingchange
that if investors could deduct their capital avoidance measures are directed against in shareholdings in the course of a year,

investment in Australian lm rights over arrangements to secure excessive deduc- and a mixture of loss and income periods.
2 years instead of, as at present, over a tions by inflating the cost of rights or by
much longer period of up to 25 years, deflating their sale price when they are dis-

Dividend stripping
there would be greater investment by Posed of.

Australians in the production of Australian Here too, I refer Honourable Members to

lms. There are obvious tax benefits in a Current year losses what I have said on earlier occasions in-

quick write-off of capital costs and, when this instance in my second reading speech
this new concession is taken together with In terms of space - 43 of its 68 pages - the

7 April last and in subsequentstate-on a

other assistance such as that provided present Bill is mainly devoted to amend-
ment that I released 7 May.on

through the Australian Film Commission,
ments dealing with current year losses

the Government can justly claim to be that I announced in this House on 7 April The proposed amendment under this head

lending significantsupport to the Australian when introducing the Income Tax Assess- is yet another legislative attempt to prevent

lm industry and all engaged in it. ment Amendment Bill 1978, And that are companies that engage in dividend strip-
now expressed to be effective as from that ping from achieving double benefits.

The concession for capital investment in date.
Australian film rights will be implemented

The double benefit, where it arises, is

by amendments to the provisions of the Honourable Members will recall from my represented by the freedom from tax of

Income Tax Law that have, since 1956, earlier speech that these amendments are
the stripping dividend conferred by the

allowed otherwise non-deductible capital to employ and adapt the well-settled prin- rebate on inter-corporate dividends plus a

costs of acquiring industtiai property rights ciples governing the deductibility by com-
deduction for the loss on the sale of the

used in the production of assessable in- panies of losses sustained in prior years. In stripped shares after their value has been

come to be written off over specified the relatively uncomplicated case, the reduced by payment of the dividend.

periods. For copyrights, which are the re- adapation will mean that, where there is A provision was enacted in 1972 with the

levant property in this context, the costs a point within a year of income at which purpose of eliminating this double benefit.
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It species that only so much of a dividend branches, bearing in mnd that, in both to make a qualifying distribution to
received in a straightforward dividend cases, the companies are likely to plough shareholders before the commencementof
stripping operation as exceeds the cost to back some of their profits into further the prescribedperiod.
the stripping company of the shares to be developmentsin Australia. Mr. Speaker, that completes my remarks
stripped may qualify for rebate. That In last year's announcement of the branch at this stage on the main features of the
provision is now being amended, effective

prots tax, it was indicated that the tax present Bill. All of its provisions will, asfrom 7 May 1978, to make it applicable would not fall on dividend income of usual, be explained in a comprehensivewhere a third company, or a trust, is in- branches, nor would it apply to film explanatory memorandum. It has not,terposed between the company to be
royalties, shipping prots or insurance pre- however, been practicable to complete the

stripped and the stripper. The cost of the miums taxed under special provisions. memorandum in time for introduction of
shares or interests in the interposed com- These exclusions are made by the Bill. the Bill. It will be made available to
pany or trust will be offset against the HonourableMembers shortly.anount of stripping dividend otherwise Representations made to the Government

eligible for rebate. since the time of that announcement have I mention at this point that the Govern-
led to one additional exclusion. This con- ment will not be seeking passage of this Bill

Also effective from 7 May 1978 will be an
cerns the prots of non-resident life until the Budget sittings. Given the com-

amendment to the new anti-stripping pro- companies that allocated plexity of much of it I think that therevisions being introudced by the Bill brought
assurance are

towards bounuses and other payments due should be ampie opportunity for interesteddown in April. These new provisions to Australian policy holders. The Govern- people to examine it and comment onstrike at practices whereby a company ment has accepted the point that, if the its technical features. These will, in anyreceives the stripping dividend but an tax were placed on these profts, it would event, be subject to review by officialsassociated entity suffers the paper loss
effectively be borne by Australian policy during the recess.

on the purchase and sale of the shares to holders and not, as intended, by thebe stripped. While they guard against a The Governmentplans to bring still further
company being interposed between the company or its overseas shareholders, if income tax amendments before the Parlia-
company to be stripped and the stripper, any. ment early in the Budget sittings. It seems

they do not cater for similar interposition The Government has decided that the tax appropriate that Honourable Members and
of trusts. That gap is now being closed. will apply to that part of the 1977-78 tax others who wish to study the present Bill

year falling after 4 November 1977, and to during the recess should also have notice of

Branch profits tax subsequentyears. other proposals that the government will

Although the branch prots tax takes the later be asking the Parliament to adopt. In
The Government also proposes by this Bill form of a rate increase, it is in essence a

addition to the measures I now proceed to

to give form to the proposed branch profits new tax. Hence it would be inappropriate outline, these later changes will include the

tax on the taxable income of non-resident to make it retrospective in effect by apply- legislation against avoidance through pre-

companies that was foreshadowed in a ing it to the full 1977-78 tax year. paid interest, pre-paid rent and similar
schemes that I spoke of in a statement onstatement to the House by the Minister Befor concluding remarks thisassisting the Treasurer on 4 November my on 19 April 1978.

1977. subject, I mention that while the basic
application of the branch profits tax is Foreign tax credit systemAs indicated then, there is a lack of balance provided for in this bill, the Income Tax

in our tax system as between foreign com- (Non-Resident Companies) Bill 1978 that Mr. Speaker, the point has been made that
panies that carry on business in Australia I shall shortly introduce will formally recent tax measures by the Government
through a subsidiary company incorpo- declare the rate of the tax. are hasty improvisations and that the
rated or otherwise resident here, and those Government ought to be bringing forward
that conduct their business through a remedial legislation of a more general kind.
branch of a company resident, for tax pur-

Private companies in liquidation This is option to the Governmentan open
poses, in another country. I come now to measures designed to meet and one that will, as evidenced by the
In each case, taxable income is computed representations from the liquidatorsof pri- significant changes I now outline, be exer-

in the same way and bears the same rate vate companies that the undistributedpro- cised.
of company tax - now 46 percent - but ts tax provisions of the income tax law These changes concern the income that
while the profit remittances of the subsi- are so structured as to cause unreasonable Australian residents - people and compa-
diary bear dividend withholding tax, there delay in the final winding up of private nies - derive from sources in another coun-
is no further tax in respectofremittances companies in liquidation. try. Shortly stated, it is proposed to tax
of branch profits to head office or of divi- An example may be the best way of illus- this income, subject to credit for the
dends paid to foreign shareholders out of foreign tax that has been paid on it.
those remittances. trating the point. Let us say that a private

company has earned a taxable income in When the Commonwealth income tax was
The additional tax proposed to be levied the first 4 months of an income year and introduced, it was on the basis that Aus-
on taxable income of non-resident com- its liquidator wishes to make an immediate tralian residents were taxable only on

panies is being introduced to redress this distribution of the income to shareholders, income from within Australia. Over the
lack of balance. It will be at the rate of and to wind the company up. The problem years, there has been a movementto make
5 percent of the taxable income of the is that he must wait 6 monthsuntil May of foreign-source income of Australians tax-
branch. The tax is being levied in this the income year to effect the distribution able, but it remains the fundamental posi-
form because it is impracticable to impose because only the dividends paid in the pre- tion that Australian residents are not taxed
a tax on remittances of branch prots. scribed period of 12 months commencing on significantcategoriesofoverseasincome.
In striking a branch profits tax rate of 5 2 months before the end of the income The position is in fact a hotchpotch. As a

percent of taxable income, the Govern- year can be taken into account for un-
result of amendments made in 1941 and

ment has aimed to achieve, as closely as is distributed prots tax purposes in relation
1947, Australian resident individuals are

practicable, a reasonable balance in the to the year. taxed here on dividends from overseas,
Australian tax liabilities attaching to pro- To overcome the difficulty, liquidators in credit being allowed against the Australian
fits of foreign-owned subsidiaries and this situation will be enabled by the Bill tax for any foreign tax imposed on the
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dividends. But, because the rebate on inter- guard against avoidance practices that To guard against avoidance, the relevant 10

corporate dividends applies to dividends would remain if the existing exemption for percent or greater shareholdingmust have

from overseas as well as to dividends from foreign-source salaries and wages were to been held for at least 12 months prior to

within Australia, foreign dividends received be fully retained. the date of declarationof the dividend for

by Australian companies are tax-free in Accordingly, it is proposed that foreign- a credit for underlying tax in respect of

Australia, and this is so even if both the salary and which are taxed in that dividend to be allowed.

dividends and the profits out ofwhich they
source wages
the country of source will continue to be There will, of course, be a number of more

are paid are not taxed in the overseas exempted up to a maximum of $10,000 technical features of the credit system and,
country of source. per annum. Amounts in excess of this will unfortunately, there will be both needa

Another rule introduced in 1967, applies be subject to Australian tax, with credit for further safeguards against avoidance as

to interest and royalties from another being available for the foreign tax paid on well as a degree of complexity in the legis-
country on which foreign tax is limited by the excess. The exempted amount will be lation necessary to implement it. The

a double taxation agreement. These are taken into account for the purpose of de- Government does not shrink from that,
taxable in Australia, subject to credit for termining the rate of tax applicable to the having regard to the greater good that will

the foreign tax. The credit system of relief taxpayer'sassessable income. come from the system's contribution to-

applies also to income (other than salaries wards tax equity and the reduction in

and wages) from Papua New Guinea. To return to main features of the proposed avenues for avoidance. We are announcing
credit system, a credit will be allowed for our proposals at this stage so that tax-

All other foreign source income of Austra-
a tax imposed at one or another govern- concerned will have opportunity

lian residents is exempt from Australian ment level in the country in which the in-
payers an

tax if it is subject to tax, no matter how
to plan for the pending introduction of

negligible, in the country from which it is
come is derived if the tax is one comparable the credit system.
with the Australian income tax. The

derived. foreign tax must have been paid and must,
The Government considers that such out- ordinarily, be a tax for which the taxpayer Foreign source income of trusts

dated, 'and inconsistent, rules cannot be was personally liable. Credit will, however, for Australians

retained. The fact that major elements of be allowed for tax paid on a person's
the foreign-source income of Australians income by another person, such as an I refer now to another structural change

are not taxable in Australia seriously pre- agent or trustee. that has as its principal purpose the preven-

judices the equity of the tax system. Two As is the case under credit systems gene-
tion of tax avoidance by the use of trusts

Australians with the same total income can rally, the credit for foreign tax paid in through which to derive foreign-source in-

pay markedly different amounts of tax respect of a year will be limited to the
come. As the law stands, Australian resi-

because one gets income from Australia Australian tax on the foreign-source in-
dents can defer, or even escape altogether,

and the other from overseas. There may come of the year, and for this purpose the
the payment of tax on foreign-source in-

even be an incentive for the diversion of Government proposes to adop the most
come of trusts accumulated for their

economic activity away from Australia to
generous of available methods by calcu-

benet.

places where the level of tax is lower than lating the limitation on the basis of the The present situation, which the Asprey
it is in Australia. aggregate foreign-source income of the Committee has described as unaccept-

Most signicantly, the present rules lend taxpayer. able, results from a High Court decision

themselves to tax avoidance through the Dividends received from abroad by Austra-
some years ago to the effect that the trust

diversion of income to low-tax or no-tax lian companies deserve a special word. The provisions of the Income Tax Law have

countries. basic rule will be that once such dividends application only to Australian-source in-
come of trusts. Until recently, the decision

The Asprey Committee has recommended
are made effectively taxable by withdrawal had not given concern. However, because
from them of the rebate on inter-corporate

that Australia introduce a credit system of of the tax avoidance possibilities and the

taxing foreign-source income of Australian dividends, a credit will be allowed for any plain interest of tax advisers in avoidance

residents, and this lines up with the prac-
foreign dividend withholding or other tax through internationalactivities,the Govern-

tice of most majordeveloped countries. paid on them. ment has decided that corrective measures

Accordingly,with effect from the beginning
In addition, a credit for the underlying must now be taken.

of years of income or substitutedaccount- company tax on the profits out of which The scheme of the amending legislation is

ing periods commencing on or after 1 July
the dividends are paid will, on what is to be very close to that recommended by

1978 the basic rule will be that ail foreign-
known as a gross-up basis, be allowed to the Asprey Committee. Under it, the exist-
Australian companies that have a more

source income of Australian resident peo- ng trust provisions will be extended to the
than portfolio investment in a foreign com-

ple and companies will be taxable in foreign-source income of trusts that qualify
Australia. However, the Australian tax on pany. This credit will provide a direct

as Australian resident trusts and also to

that income will be reduced by credit for recognition of the payment of any foreign the share of foreign-source income of non-

foreign tax according to rules that I shall company tax on those profits and will, at resident trusts to which Australianan

later Outline. base, be allowed where the Australiancom- resident beneficiary is presently entitled.
pany has a direct 10 percent or greater The effect of the rules relating to resident

Many Australians travel and work overseas shareholding in the foreign company. trusts will be that, generally, the world in-
for relatively short periods. As often as

not, the level of the foreign tax is about The credit for underlying tax will be come of such trusts, like the world income

the same as the Australian tax, before extended beyond the underlying tax paid of resident individuais, will be liable to tax

credit, that would be payable on the in- by the forign company in which the in Australia, either in the hands of the

come if it were taxed here. Whetheror not Australiancompany has a direct 10 percent beneficiaries or the trustee. Inome will be

that is so, the Government feels that it or greater interest to include such tax paid treated as taxable under the trust provi-

would impose unnecessa_y complexity and by a foreign company one further stage sions to the benefciaries or the trustee

difficulty on ordinary salary and wage removed, if the Australian company has, according to whether, under the trust deed

earners to require that their foreign salaries through the rst tier company, at least a
or for other reasons, beneficiaries are pre-

and wages be dealt with under the redit 10 percent shareholding interest in the sently entitled to the income.

system. At the same time, it is necessary to furthercompany. A resident trust is to be one of which at
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least one trustee is a resident, or which is refund the appropriate amount of Austra- the trust's taxation obligations,in the same
managed and controlled in Australia. lian tax paid on accumulated foreign- way as a company.
Income flowing to a resident beneficiary source income of a resident trust which is I add that the partnershipprovisionsof the
from accumulated foreign-souree trust in- ultimately distributed to a beneficiarywho Income Tax Law are to be amended so as
come not taxed in Australiawhile accumu-

is beneficially entitled to it and who, when to remove any possible doubt arising from-

lating, e.g., such income derived by a
the income was derived by the trust, was the Court decision I have referred to - as to-

foreign trust, will be taxed in the hands of not a resident of Australia.
their application to partnership income

beneciaries when recieved by them. Appropriate credit will be given under the from sources out of Australia.
Appropriate anti-avoidance rules will pre- new foreign tax credit system for foreign These amendments to the trust and part-vent beneficiaries escaping tax on a techni- tax paid on foreign-source income which is
cality that the amount or benet is not taxed in Australia to a trustee or benefi- nership provisions of the Income Tax Law

will apply to the 1978-79 and subsequentreceived as income. ciary.
years of income.

In keeping with the basic principle of As an aid to administration, a trust carry- Mr. Speaker, I commend the present Bill -taxing non-residents only on Australian- ing on business in Australia, or deriving and the Government's plans for future taxsource income, a non-resident beneciary income here from property, and which
-presently entitled to foreign-source income does not have a resident trustee, is to be

reform of a most important kind to the
House.of a resident trust will not be taxed on it. required to have a public ofcer in Austra-

In addition, provision will be made to lia responsible for ensuring observance of

| i

AVOIDANCE OF INCOME TAX THROUGH PRE-PAID INTEREST, PRE-PAID RENT AND SIMILAR SCHEMES

The tax avoidance schemes referred to in Mr. Howard's Se- by an exempt institution. Mr. Howard observed that it was

cond Reading Speech were the subject of an announcement a matter for serious concern that exempt institutions such
made on April 19, 1978. *

as charitiesallow themselves to be used in this way.

A pre-paid rent scheme works along the following lines.Mr. Howard said evidence hd recently emerged that these
schemes were being heavily promoted to clients who would A taxpayer wishing to acquire new business premises at a

not now be able to take advantage of articially created cost of $1 million arranges for an exempt institution to pur-
losses under Curranand other schemes. chase the premises using loan funds supplied by the

scheme's promoter. The taxpayer leases the premises fromLarge amounts of tax are involved. the institution on terms that permit pre-payment and in-
The Commissionerof Taxation will be taking all administra- clude an option to acquire the premises after the pre-pay-
tive steps available to contest the deduction claims but the ment for a specified amount, e.g. $250,000. The taxpayer
Government felt, Mr. Howard said, that remedial legislation then pays ve years' rent in advanceamountingto $800,000,
should be brought before Parliament at the earliest oppor- and the option to purchase is taken up in the name of an

tunity. associate of the taxpayer. The exempt institution, having
received a total amount of $1,050,000 then repays the loanPre-paid interest, rent and other similar schemes come in va-
of $1 million to the promoter together with fee (in thearious forms. Under one pre-paid interest sclieme a taxpayer form of interest) that leaves the institution with smallapays, in respect of each $1,000 borrowed for income pro- return for its services.ducing purposes, an amount of pre-paid interest of $700.

The amount is paid within 24 hours of the loan having been As an exempt charitable institution it pays no tax on the
raised. It representsa pre-paymentof interest for five years, $800,000 rent. On the other hand, for an outlay of an
at an annual rate of 14 percent. There is provision under additional $50,000 over the $1 million cost of the business
the arrangements for the borrower or an associate to buy- premises the taxpayer, who normally would not be en-
back the loan from the lender after the interest has been titled to any income tax deduction at all for a straight-
paid. Because of the interest pre-payment and because the out purchase of the premises, claims a deduction of
interest rate after ve years' pre-payment is reduced to 4 $800,000 for rent paid.
percent, the loan of $1,000 has a reduced value, and it can Mr. Howard said that the legislationhe has in mind to coun-be bought for $370. On this being done the taxpayer, to- ter these schemes will be on the lines that, where interestgether with his associate, will have outlaid $1,070 but, rent is pre-paid in accordance with arrangementwhen the initial loan of $1,000 is taken into account, the

or an or

understanding to the effect that the taxpayer or an associ-net outlay is only $70. However, the taxpayer claims a de- ate can take an assignment of residual rights under a rele-duction for the interest payment of $700. vant contract or has a right to acquire relevant property,
On the other side of the coin, the lender -- who has receiv- there wll be no deduction at all for the amount pre-paid.
ed $700 in interest income -- would seek, as a money len- A relevant contract would be the loan agreement in the case

der, to offset against that interest income the loss sustained of interest, or a lease agreement in the case of rent. An
in selling for $370 the residual rights in the $1,000 loan.

A pre-paid rent scheme is ordinarily more complicated. * hess Release No. 25 of the Treasurer.
While it would not be an essential feature, it is often the
case that the pre-paid rent escapes tax because it is received [continued on p. 2841
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d
the rate of 133.3 percent in the case of

T #
other taxpayers.
I propose to reduce the quantum of deduc-: tion in the case of widely-held domestic

Amenamentstot_e
-- companies from 150 percent to 133.3 per-

cent. It is also proposed to reduce the list

of eligible items of expenditure qualifying
for deductionunder this provision by omit-

'

 7inanceBi 1978
ting two of the existing entries.

The Bill provides for a deduction in the

.

computation of taxable income of 50 per-
cent of the amount invested in equity
shares of new industrial companies. With a

view to providing a stimulus to house

building activity, I propose to extend this

On April 27, 1978 the Finance Minister, alia, to certain advertisementexpenses, the concession to investment in new equity

Mr. Patel, announced some changes in the export markets development allowance,
shares of approved companies established

proposed Finance Bill 1978 whch have the deducton of certain nvestments, the
for providing long-term finance for con-

struction or purchase of residential houses

been incorporated in the Finance Act. The taxation of non-resident Indian citzens in the country.
latter has recently received the assent of and the treatment of certain deposits in

the President. The changes pertain, nter banks for capitalgans tax purposes.
The Bill seeksto provide that Indian citi-

zens, who are rendering service outside In-
dia and who visit their home country dur-
ing any financial year on leave or vacation,
will not be regarded as resident in India in
that year in cases where their stay in the

The relevant parts ofMr. Patel's speech are Press conferences and trade conventions; country during that year does not exceed

reproducedbelow. participation in trade fairs and exhibitions; 89 days. Under the provision in the Bill,
establishment charges, including salaries of this concession has been restrited to cases

The Bill provides for the disallowance, in staff; cataloguesand price lists. where the service of the Indian citizen out-

the computation of taxable profits, of a Power is also being taken to add to these side India is sponsored by the Central Gov-

specified percentage of expenditure incur- items through rules framed by the Central ernment or the terms and conditions of

red by taxpayerson advertisement,publici- Board of Direct Taxes. such service have been approved by the

ty and sales promotion. It has been repre- Under an existing provision in the Income
Central Government or the prescribed au-

sented that while large enterprisesmight be Tax Act, entertainment expenditure in ex-
thority. I propose to delete this restrictive

able to absorb the impact of this measure,
condition so that this concession beeomes

the proposed disallowance will result in
cess of specied limits is disallowed in available to all Indian citizens employed
computing the taxableprots. It is propos-

hardship in the case of medium and smaIl ed to clarify that expenditureon entertain-
outside India, irrespective of whether the

enterprises. In order to avoid hardship to ment in connexion with publicityand sales
service of the individual is sponsored by

them, the Bill already providesthat no dis- the Government or the terms and condi-

allowance will be made in cases where the promotion will continue to be disallowed tions of services have been so approved or

under the existing provision which is more

aggregate expenditure on advertisement, not.

publicity and sales promotion does not ex-
stringent than the provision proposed in
the Finance Bill. The Finance Bill seeks to prove that every

ceed 20,000 Rs in a year. This has been cri- of whether he has been
ticized as being somewhat too low a sum. The Bill seeks to discontinue the grant of person, irrespective

assessed to income-tax or not, will have to

With a view to ensuring that genuine small export markets development allowance in
pay advance tax on a voluntary basis. Un-

relation to expenditure incurred after
enterprises are not adversely affected by der the provisions in the Bill, all taxpayers,

this provision, I propose to raise the mone-
March 31, 1978. It has been urged that this including those who have not been previ-

tary limit of 20,000 Rs to 40,000 Rs. tax concession has played a useful rle in ously assessed to income-tax would be re-

diversifying and stimulating India's ex- quired to make an estimate of the advance
It has been represented that the proposed ports. The process of diversication, is, tax payable by them before the date
measure will seriously endanger the exist- however, far from completeand continued

on

which the first instalment of advance tax
ence of small newspapers. In order to en- efforts are required for larger exports of is due in the As it be difcult forcase. may
sure that the proposed measure does not our products. The share of the small-scale taxpayers who have newly set busi-
result in any fall in the advertisementreve- sector in these exports is of considerable

up a

nues of such newspapers, I propose to pro- importance.
ness or profession to make an accurate esti-

vide that no disallowance will be made in
mate of the advance tax payable by them

respect of expenditure on advertisement in It has been represented that in view of the early in the accounting year, I propose to

any newspaper with a circulation not ex-
stiff competition in world markets, the ex- provide that new taxpayers, that is, those

ceeding 15,000. port of Indian products is facing challeng- who have now been previously assessed

ing problems, which necessitatescontinued to income-tax, may continue to furnish,
As there is little scope of any extravagance marketing thrusts on the part of our ex- as hitherto, an estimate of advance tax be-

or wastefulness in statutoryadvertisements porters. I have given careful thought to fore the date on which the last instal-

or advertisement for recruitment of staff, I these considerations and have decided to ment of advance tax is due in their case.

propose to provide also that no disallow- continue the scheme of export markets The Bill provides that fixed deposits with
ance will be made in respect of expenditure development allowance with some modi- banks made after February 28, 1978 will
on advertisements which fall in these cate- cations. not be regarded as an eligible mode of in-

gories. The scheme of export markets develop- vestment for the purposes of exemption
It has been pointed out that the expres- ment allowance will. now be available only of long-term capital gains. I had introduced

sions publicity and sales promotion to export houses recognized by the Min- this provision because banks were allowing
are of wide amplitudeand should be defin- istry of Commerce: small-scale exporters substantial advance against the security of

ed precisely. While an exhaustivedefinition and consultancy firms. Currently, export xed deposits, with the result that taxpay-
of these terms is difcult I propose to markets allowance is granted at the rate of ers who got exemption from capital gains
clarify that no disallowancwill be made in 150 percent of the actual expenditure on by making such deposits obtained an un-

respect of certain items of expenditure, in- development of export markets in the case duly large benefit without commensurate

cluding expenditure on sales conferences, of widely-held domestic companies, and at sacrice. On a careful consideration of the
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representations received against this propo- in view of the large investments in the plify the administration of this rebate, I
sal, I have decided to continue fixed depo- power sector. It has been brought to my propose to make it available to current '

sits with banks as an eligible mode of in- notice that one of the problems faced is supplied
'

by the electricity boards and
vestment subject to the fullment of cer- that power which is generated cannot be others at their agricultural tariffs for agri-tain conditions which are intended to en- fully utilized and is not entirely available cultural purposes.
sure that no loan or advance is taken by to the State Electricity Boards.

It has also been urged that there is time-lagataxpayers against the security of such de- This arises because of the use of power for between the production of electricity andposits for a period of three years. auxiliary consumptionas well as because of the receipt of from the actualmoney con-
The various modications proposed by me transmission losses. I must make it clear sumers thereof and that therefore collec-
will result in a loss of 10.5 crores Rs in a that since the tax on electricity is a tax on tion of duty should be regulated suitably.
full year and 8.8 crores Rs in 1978-79. production and not on sales, the losses on Keeping the normal time-lag in view, in-

account of transmission cannot be taken structions are being issued to allow a pe-May I now turn to the proposals covering cognizance of from a strictly legal point of riod of two months within which theindirect taxes view. However, in view of the practical dif- ducers could the duty.
pro-

pay
A number of honourable members have ficulties involved, I have already exempted
spoken about the levy of excise duty of the electricity which is used in auxiliary Certain difculties have also been expres-

sed regarding, the recovery of amounts re-two paise per kilowatt hour on electricity consumption. I propose to go further and
sulting from this levy from the actualgenerated in the country. I have also re- give a uniform reduction of 10 percent of con-

ceived representations from the State Gov- the duty payable on the current generated sumers of electricity in respect of produc-
tion in the first one or two months begin-ernments, State Electricity Boards and in- after deducting the auxiliaryconsumption,

dustry. thus restricting the levy to 90 percent. ning from March 1. While there would be
no case for any waiver of the levy itself,The impositionof a duty on the generation I had already proposed that a rebate of I am instructing the department to allow

of electricity was with a view to mobilizing duty would be granted on electricity used payment in easy instalments,if need be, of
resources needed for the plan particcularly for agricultural purposes. In order to sim- the duty due in those months.

[continued from p. 282]

option to acquire the free hold interest in land and build- same income year, either by withholding tax or by assess-

ings is an example of a right to acquire relevant property. ment.

The Government is aware that pre-paid schemes can be Mr. Howard said that these schemes also need to be curtail-
mplemented in relation to outgoings other than interest ed because of the significant deferment of tax that results
and rents. The legislation to be introduced will apply the from them. The legislation he has in mind would be applic-
same principles to schemes involving such other outgoings. able where the outgoing is incurred under an arrangement
The Treasurer went on to refer to another form of avoid- between associated persons that has a purpose of taxavoid-
ance involving, in a broad sense, pre-payment of revenue ance. Where, in such a situation, an amount is payable in

outgoings between associated parties. The key element in consideration of services to be provided, the deduction
these schemes is that, while the amount concerned is effec- would be allowed in the year in which the services are ren-

tively liable to tax in the hands of the recipient, the ar- dered. In cases not involving the provision of services the

rangement is so structured that, although the payer seeks a deduction would not be allowed unless the relevant amount

deduction in the year in which the outgoing is incurred, the is actually paid over before the income year ends.

recipient claims to have it spread for assessment purposes The Treasurer stressed that the amending legislation when
over the period to which the payment relates. Alternatively, introduced would apply to payments of interest, rent and
the person to whom the payment is due may claim that it is other outgoings, under schemes of the type referred to in
not derived (and thus not taxable) until, after an extend- this statement, incurred after today.
ed time has elapsed, it is actually paid.

Mr. Howard emphasised that the amendments proposed
In other words, it is the purpose of the arrangement to would not affect pre-paymentof interest, rent or outgoingsachieve a deduction for one party that is not matched by made or incurred in the context of a normal commercial
the amount being fully taxable to the other party in the transaction.

i
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SEPTEMBER 1978 Seminar Services International: The Inter-
national Contracts Symposium (The struc-

32nd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The ture of this Symposium is similar to that of FOR FURTHER
Taxation of Extractive Industries; II. The the International Tax Planning Sympo- INFORMATION
Differences in the Tax Treatment between sium), Zurich (Switzerland),November 15, PLEASE WRITE TO:
Local and Foreign Investors and the Ef- 16 and 17 (English, French and German).
fects of International Treaties. Sydney Bureau de Nederlandse Federatie

(Australia) Septmber 17-23 (English, Seminar Services International: The 9th
van

French, German, Spanish). Multi-choice International Tax Planning
van Belastingconsulenten (Bureau of

Symposium (The structure of this Sympo-
The Netherlands Federation of Tax

Management Centre Europe: International sium will be similar to that of the 6th, 7th Consultants) Wassenaarseweg 20,2596
CH Den Haag (Netherlands).

Tax Management (seminar) (subjects in- and 8th International Tax Planning Sym-
clude tax treatment on technology import Posiums held respectively in Montreux

Deutsche Steuerjuristische Gesellschaft
and technology export, valuation of goods (1977), Amsterdam (1977) and Zurich

e.V.: Classen-Kappelmann-Str.24,5000
for customs duty, VAT and other pur- 1978)), Amsterdam (Netherlands),Novem-

Kln 41 (German Federal Republic).
poses), Oslo (Norway), September 21 and ber 22, 23 and 24 (English, French and

22 (English). German). Euroforum: Keizersgracht 534, Amster-

Management Centre Europe: Managing and Management Centre Europe: International dam (Netherlands).

Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- Fenedex (Federation for the Nether-
tax in intemational operations) (Seminar), gium), November 27-29 (English). lands Export): Bezuidenhoutseweg76a,
Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng- 2509 LK Den Haag (Netherlands).
lish). DECEMBER 1978

Financial Times Ltd. Conference Orga-
Management Centre Europe: Managing and Management Centre Europe: Multinational

nisation: Bracken House, 10 Cannon

Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including Compensation (including legal tax and ac-
Street, London EC4P 4BY (U.K.).

tax in international operations) (Seminar), counting variations and their impact on

Copenhagen (Denmark, September 25-27 financial appraisal of benefit decisions) Inter-American Centre of Tax Admin-

(English). (Round Table), Brussels (Belgium, Decem-
istrators: Apartado 215, Panam 1

ber 4-6 (English). ,

(Panama).
OCTOBER 1978

International Fiscal Association(I.F.A.):
Confdration Fiscale Europenne (CFE). General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.
La Fiscalit en Europe (including: tax har- SEPTEMBER 1979 Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, Rotterdam
monization in Europe; taxation of invest- (Netherlands).
ments in Europe; corporate income tax in 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The

Europe with emphasis on the impact of Taxation of transfers of ownership on
Investment & Propert Studies Ltd.:

double taxation treaties; net worth tax in death or inter vivos gifts with special refer-
Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-

Europe; co-operation between tax consul- penricseest;oItIh.eThcoenetfifneucittsyoofflofassmeislyin-heldecnotuenr-- don EC4A lAB (U.K.).
tants and other free professions). Stras- one

bourg (France), October 13 and 14 try on the tax treatment of the enterprise Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue

(French, English, German). or group (provisionally). For the Seminars
des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).

the following Subjects are suggested:
NOVEMBER 1978 Trends in income tax treaties involving de-

veloping countries, with special reference Seminar Services International: Promo-

Management Centre Europe: Tax manage- to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in tion Manager, Institute for International

ment in a multinational environment (se- Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- Research Ltd., 70, Warren Street,

minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8 mark) September 4-8 (English, French, London WIP 5PA (U.K.).

, (English). German, Spanish).
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Books
A SITUAOATUAL DA PARAFISCALIDADENO

The publications listed in this bibliography have DIREITO TRIBUTRIO

recently been acqired by the Bureau's library which By Ylves Jos de Miranda Guimares. So Paulo, Editora Jos

will gladly supply further information upon request Bushatsky, 1977.153 pp.

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, This book deals with certain types of taxes (parafiscal)which are

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct normally levied in favor of entities other than the State and its

political subdivisions. (B. 15.756)
from the publisher indcated, and not through the

Bureau.
CANADA 'i

CORPORATEMANAGEMENTTAX CONFERENCE1977

ASIA Income tax treatment of real estate transactions. Toronto, Cana-

ASIAN INDUSTRIALEXPANSION
dian Tax Foundation, 1978. 258 pp.
Printed text of papers presented by speakers in the 1977 Corpo-

New investment and export opportunities. By Anthony Edwards. rate Management Tax Conference on the subject Income Tax

London, The Financial Times, Ltd., 1977. 211 pp. Treatment of Real Estate Transactions. (B. 101.061)
Study of investment opportunities and business operations in

Asian countries for West European enterprises. Taxation aspects THE EXPENDITUREBUDGETPROCESS IN THE

are dealt with. (B. 50.999) GOVERNMENTOF CANADA

By Douglas G. Hartle. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1978.

AUSTRIA Canadian Tax Papers, No. 60, January1978. 120 pp. (B. 101.602)

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ THE NATIONALFINANCES 1977-78

3., neubearbeiteteAuflage. Nach dem Stande vom 1. Jnner 1978. An analysis of the revenues and expendituresof the Government

By Walter Schgl, Werner Wiesner and Wolfgang Nolz. Vienna, of Canada. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1978. 268 pp.

Manzsche Verlags- und Universittsbuchhandlung, 1978. Manz- (B. 101.052)
sche Gesetzaufgaben, Sonderausgabe No. 18. 264 pp., S. 194.-.

Third revised edition of a book containing the text of and com-

ments on the Austrian individual income tax as it stood on Janu- COMMONMARKET (E.E.C.)
ary 1, 1978, thus taking into account the changes set forth by the

2nd Tax Amendment Law 1977. (B. 101.085) OVERZICHTVAN DE BELASTINGENDIE IN DE

LID-STATENVAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
TEN BEHOEVE VAN DE STAAT EN DE LAGERE

BELGIUM PUBLIEKRECHTELIJKELICHAMEN (DEELSTATEN,
DEPARTEMENTEN,GEWESTEN,DISTRICTEN,PROVIN-

ANALYSE DE LA LOI DU 3 NOVEMBRE 1976 CIES, GEMEENTEN)WORDEN GEHEVEN

Dite de sobrit budgtaire, modiant le code des impts sur (Toestand =.7.1976). Brussels, Commissie van de Europese Ge-

les revenus. By J. Autenne. Brussels, Maison Ferdinand Larcier, meenschappen,Directoraat Fiscale Zaken 1976. 710 pp.
1978. 186 pp., Bfr. 1760.-. General outline of all the taxes and levies imposed in the nine

Study analyzing the tax measures of the so-called austerity pro- member countries of the European Communities, i.e. Ireland, Bel-

gram amending the income tax code. (B. 101.067) gium, German Federal Republic, Denmark, the Netherlands,
France and the United Kingdom, Luxembourgand Italy.

BRAZIL (B. 101.053)

DIREITO FINANCEIRO
ECUADOR

By Jos Paciulli. So Paulo, Editora Jos Bushatsky, 1977. 465

Pp. CODIGO TRIBUTARIO
The book contains a general survey of public finance including
the financial activity of the State, public expenses, economic ac- Prepared by Luis A. Tobar Sanchez. Quito, Corporacinde Estu-

tivity of the State, fiscal revenue, taxes, budgets and other im- dios y Publicciones, 1977. 135 pp.

portant subjects. (B. 15.758) Updated draft of the Ecuadorian tax code. (B. 15.760)
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FRANCE HUNGARY

LAMY FISCAL THE ECONOMICMECHANISMIN HUNGARY-- HOW IT
Tome I: taxes sur le chiffre d'affaires; enregistrement et timbre; WORKS IN 1976
taxes sur les vhicules; fiscalit immobilire. Tome II: imptsdi- By O. Gad. Budapest, AkadmiaiKiad, 1976. 203 pp.rects; taxes diverses, impts locaux; contrle, contentieux, pna- Study on the effects of the 1968 Hungarian legislation on the
lits. Paris, Lamy S.A., 1978. 738 + 1052 pp. economic control and managementunder the fifth Five-Year Plan'- .

Annual publication containing an extensive explanation of the (1976-1980). The book gives an overview of the regulatory sys-French tax legislation;supplementsare issued regularly. tem as a whole, explaining the changes and pointing out their ex-
(B. 101.091/092) pected effects as well as some of the problems that still await

solution. (B. 101.086)
LAMY SOCIAL

Edited by F. Julien. Paris, Lamy S.A., 1978. 1370 pp.
Annual publicationcontainingan explanationof the French labor
and social legislation;supplementsare issued regularly.
(B. 101.093) INDIA

MANUAL OF COMPANIES. RULES AND FORMS ',

(As amended up-to-date). (All Rules, Regulations, with Forms
and Orders, etc. under the Companies Act, 1956). By Hari C.

GERMANY (FED. REP.) Gupta. Allahabad, Central Law Agency, 1976. 540 pp.
Compilation of the text of company rules and forms including a

BERLINERSTEUERPRFERENZEN chart showing registration fees payable on the nominal capital
Kommentierung des Berlinfrderungsgesetzes.By Heinz George. according to the Memorandum of Association and other by4aws
Stuttgart, Forkel Verlag, 1977. 32 pp.

in connection with the Companies Act 1956. (B. 50.997)
This brochure supplements the fifth edition of the Commentary SAHARAYAND SENGUPTA'STAXATION REFERENCEon the Berlinfrderungsgesetz(Law for the Promotion of Econo-
my of West Berlin). It describes the relevant recent amendments By H.K. Saharay and Bijoy Sen Gupta. Calcutta, Eastern Law
of West German tax law, e.g. the corporate income tax law as far House, 1977. 383 pp., USS 12.-.
as it concerns West Berlin. (B. 101.003) Digest of case law on direct taxes (income tax, wealth tax, gift

tax and estate duty) laid down by the Supreme Court and various
EIGENTUMSWOHNUNGALS STEUERBEGNSTIGTE High Courts up to July, 1977. Cross referencesof cases have been
KAPITALANLAGE inserted. (B. 50.996)
By Peter Gaydoul. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1978. 146 pp.,
DM 48.-.
Monograph discussing a number of fiscal and economic aspects of
the ownership of private dwelling houses. The author extensively INTERNATIONALdiscusses the tax incentives granted under the Individual Income
Tax Law in this respect. (B. 101.057) THE BANKERS'ALMANACAND YEAR BOOK 1977-78

133rd Year of Publication. Full particularsof the principal banksHANDBUCH DER RCKSTELLUNGENUND RCKLAGEN of the world. The standard international banking work of refer-IM STEUERRECHT ence. London, IPC Business Press Limited, 1978. 2330 pp., £24.-.
By Rolf Mittelbach. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1978. 234 Almanac containing particulars of the principal banks of the
pp., DM 48.-. world. (B. 101.094)
Handbook discussing the various tax allowed reservesand liability
provisions under German law, such as guarantee-provisions,pen- FOREIGN CURRENCYDEBT MANAGEMENT
sion reserve, reserve for price increases, replacemerrt reserve, etc. A tax and financial analysis for corporations.By John Chown and(B. 101.058) Malcolm Finney. London, J.F. Chown & Company, Ltd., 1977.

61 pp.DER KNOW-HOW-VERTRAG Study designed to provide information on the management of
3., neubearbeitete und erweiterte Auflage. By Herbert Stumpf. foreign currency borrowings from the point of view of the com-

Heidelberg,VerlagsgesellschaftRecht und Wirtschaft mbH., 1977. pany treasurer or a banker. (B. 101.054)
360 pp., DM 76.-.
This third edition provides a comprehensivesurvey as regards the THE PROVISION OF INVESTMENTINCENTIVESTHROUGH
questions which can occur in the context of concluding a know- THE INCOME TAX SYSTEM
how contract; this refers to the national as well as to the inter- By Simon G. Downer. Sydney, Taxation Institute of Australia,national sphere. (B. 101.081) 1977.55 pp.

Study of investment incentives through the income tax system toLEASING
encourage firms to investment in Austrialia, Canada, U.S.A., New

Steuerrechtliche Beurteilungsgrundstze.2., vllig neubearbeitete Zealand, South Africa, Sweden and the effectivenessof the incen-
und erweiterte Auflage. By Gerold Stoll. Cologne, Peter Deubner tives. (B. 101.045)
Verlag, 1977. 186 pp., DM 36.-.
This book deals with leasing from the viewpoint of business ad-
ministration as well as tax law. In the latter respect it refers to
the current situation in Austria and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. (B. 101.055) MEXICO

STARTING A BUSINESS IN GERMANY MEXICO -- NEW LOOK AT A MATURINGMARKET
Second edition 1977. By Lando Lotter. Revised by R.A.W. Meier- New York, Business International Corporation, 1978. 117 pp.Ewert. London, German Chamber of Industry & Commerce, Research report prepared by Timothy J. Berry comprising basic
1977.40 PP. problems of doing business in Mexico with emphasison the prob-Brochure explaining the establishment of a business in West Ger- lems faced by international companies. Taxation policy is cover-
many. An outline of taxation is appended. (B. 101.051) ed. (B. 15.761)
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1973.
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holders. Corporate income tax, divided withholding tax, tax on FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN SAUDI ARABIA
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'
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don, Confederationof British Industry, 1975.35 pp., £3.-.
Taxation and import duties are covered. (B. 50.992)

O.E.C.D.
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for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1977. 115 + 101 STEUER (1959-1977)
pp., Fr.Frs. 28.- each.
This publication provides a regular assessment of trends and pros- By Wilhelm Wellauer. Bern, Cosmos Verlag, 1978. 56 pp., Sw.Frs.

pects in the internationaland major domestic financial markets of 20.-.

the OECD area. It appears five times a year, in February, April, Digest of case law on sales tax established by the Federal Tribunal

June, October and December. (B. 101.068/101.069)
from 1959 to 1977. (B. 101.084)
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STATISTIQUESDE RECETTESPUBLIQUESDES PAYS
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Revenue statistics of the OECD member countries 1965-1975. land-Schweiz,1977.55 pp., Sw.Frs. 50.-.
Une classification normalise/A standardized classification. Paris, Booklet comprising an explanation of the acquisition of real
Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,1977. property in Switzerland by persons resident abroad viewed from
222 pp., Fr.Frs. 40.-. legal and taxationaspects. (B. 101.087)
Sixth publication of an annual series providing data in respect of

general government tax revenues, including compulsory social

security contributions for member countriesof the OECD during UNITED KINGDOM

the years 1965-1975. This is a bi-lingual publicationin the French

and English languages. (B. 101.059) ENCYCLOPEDIAOF VALUE ADDED TAX

Consulting editor G.S.A. Wheatcroft. General editor J.F. Avery
Jones. London, Sweet & Maxwell; Edinburgh, W. Green & Son,
1973.

PACIFIC Loose4eaf publication of Encyclopedia series on value added tax

comprising reproduction of all the relevant statutes, regulations
AUSTRALASIANTAX REPORTS and related by-laws, cases, European Economic Community ma-

Volume 1. Editors F.C. Bock and E.F. Mannix. Sydney, Butter- terial, annotated and indexed. Supplementsbring the material up-

worths, 1970. 879 pp.
to-date. (B. 101.090)

First volume in continuation of Australian and New Zealand In-

come Tax Reports. Volumes 1 to 10, containing compilation of U.S.A.
texts of tax cases of Australia and New Zealand. (B. 101.063)

FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES
AUSTRALASIANTAX REPORTS Code and Regulations as of March 1, 1978. Chicago, Commerce

Volume 2, Editors F.C. Bock and E.F. Mannix. Sydney, Butter- Clearing House, Inc., 1978. 460 pp., $6.50.
worths, 1972. 709 pp. Full texts of the estate and gift tax provisionsof the Internal Re-

Second volume in continuation of Australiaand New Zealand In- venue Code and the corresponding official regulations reprinted
come Tax Reports. Volumes 1 to 10, containing compilation of as of March 1, 1978. (B. 101.099)
texts of tax cases of Australia and New Zealand. (B. 101.064)

INFLATIONAND FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES
AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX GUIDE A Commission Report. Washington, Advisory Commissionon In-

By E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris, 23rd Edition. Sydney, Butter- tergovernmentalRelations,1976.88 pp.
worths, 1978. 812 pp. Study on the issues arising from the interplay of inflation and

Guide explaining the Australian income tax law as of December progressive federal and state individual income tax systems, find-

31, 1977. More detailed comment is contained in Australian In- ings and recommendations. The Canadian experience is repro-
come Tax Law and Practice. (B. 101.089) duced. (B. 101.100)

REVENU ADMINISTRATION1977

PORTUGAL Proceedings of the forty-fifth annual meeting of the National As-
sociation of Tax Administrators,Williamsburg, Virginia, May 30-

GESETZBUCHDER AUSLNDISCHENINVESTITIONENIN
June 3, 1977. Washington, Federation of Tax Administrators,
1977. 241 pp.

PORTUGAL Proceedingsand lectures on tax subjects such as The Unitary Con-

Lisbon, Deutsch-Portugiesische Industrie- und Handelskammer, cept and the United States-United Kingdom Treaty by Martin

1977.73 pp. Huff; Withholding on the Intangibles and Income of Non-resi-

German translation of the new law on foreign investments and dents by Joseph F. Dolar and Frank L. Beckwith;Taxationof In-

related laws. (B. 101.056) dians by Arthur C. Roemer. (B. 101.060)
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The theme of public revenue and tax structure change sub-periods due to the lack of reliable data. Social
during the process of economic development has been security tax data do not appear until 1949 - 51 because
amply dealt with in economic literature. However, due the first truly national social security program of signi-
to the lack of historical time-series data on GNP and ficant mport did not begin operations until 1943.
consistent revenue series, most studies have employed Although it can be justifiably argued that the profits of
a cross-sectional approach to analyzing the relationship public enterprises also form part of the public sector's
between revenue structures and the development revenue structure (as indirect taxes), they are not
process. 1 In doing so, they have attempted to formu- included here for several reasons. Of the myriad public
late certain generalizations with respect to this relation- enterprises, some are subject to federal budgetary con-

ship, generalizations which are felt to be valid if they trol and some are not; they are being constantly formed,
were applied to time-seriesdata. reorganized, and eliminated, thereby creating consis-

tency problems for a data base. Data coverage for all
enterprises for all years is not consistent, and in the

The purpose of this paper is to present statistical decade of the 1970s they have run budgetary deficits
evidence (in a non-econometric fashion) on the which have had to be covered by federal government
evolution of the Mexicanpublic revenue structure transfers. Moreover, for the sake of international com-
over the past 100 years (1877-1977). During this parisons, they must be excluded.
period of time Mexico experienced a revolution and the
structural economic changes associated with the course

of economic development, a process well under way by Table 1 reveals that total recurrent income for all levels
the 1940s. The data will be used in order to verify how of government as a percentage of GDP remained essen-
well their general patterns conform to the conclusions tially static throughout most of the time period
produced by cross-sectional models of the Hinrichs- covered. 3 It was not until the latter two decades
type. As will be seen, Mexico's revenue structure has
passed through several stages, and today exhibits
many of the characteristics of that of a modern state * Associate Professor of Economics, University of Puerto Rico
(with one notable exception). in Mayaguez. This paper was done while he was Fulbright Pro-

fessor of Economics in the Facultad de Economa of the Univer-
sidad de Nuevo Len in Monterrey, Mexico.

Table 1 presents aggregate public income and tax figures 1. See, for example, H.H. Hinrichs, A General Theory of Tax
as a proportion of Mexico's gross domestic product Structure Change during Economic Development (Cambridge,
(GDP) for all levels of government over the 1899-1977 Mass.: Harvard Law School, 1966); A. Martin & W.A. Lewis,
period. 2 The figures corresponding to each sub-period Patterns of Public Revenue and Expenditure, The Manchester

are three-year averages for all variables; this is done to
School of Economic and Social Studies, V. 24 (1956), pp. 203-
244; R.A. Musgrave, Fiscal Systmes (New Haven: Yale Univer-smooth out any fortuituous fluctuations which might sity Press, 1969), Chapts. 4 and 6.

well affect data taken from any single year. For all 2. This table begins with the 1899-1901 period because the first
years federal government recurrent income and tax year for which GDP estimates are available for Mexico is 1895.
income totals are presented separately. Unfortunately, For sources see Table A-2.
this .could not be done for the federal entities (states, 3. The proportions corresponding to the years 1899-1901
municipalities, and the Federal District) in the earlier should be discounted, for there is evidence that the GDP esti-
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(the 1960s and 1970s) that the proportion showed tax in their arsenal is the property tax, which is not a

significant upward movement, as social security reve- federal impost. Non-tax revenue is more important for

nues and federal governmentrevenues provided the push the federal entities. Of course, the inclusion of social

toward higher relative public income levels. Despite security taxes in Part B makes direct comparisons
efforts to strengthen the federal entity fiscal structures between Parts A and B more difficult. Of signicance
through revenue-sharing schemes, the GDP-share of is the growing role of national level social security taxes

federal entity income is today equal to what it was which, if classified as direct taxes, would render Parts A

in the early 20th century. ThedGDP-share of federal and B much more similar.

tax income followed basically the same pattern as the ,\
k

GDP-share of total federal income, with the gap between

, the two (comprised of non-tax income) narrowing The percentage evolution of Mexico's federal govern-
slightly as time progressed. ment revenue structure (as presented in Part A of Table

2 and in Figure 1) coincides well with the Hinrichs

1 typology of tax structure change during economic

In part A of Table 2 is presented a percentage break- development. Taking late 19th century Mexico as in

down of the principal components of the Mexican the transitional period toward modernity, during the

federal government revenue structure over the years porfiriato (1877-1911) the increasing importance of

1877-1977. Again, all figures refer to three year internal indirect taxes and the doninance of interna-

averages, with the exception of those for 1877. Part tional trade taxes are noteworthy.This is not surprising,
B of Table 2 reveals a similar percentage breakdown for the most identifiable tax bases during this period of

for all governmental levels combined, but over the increasing internal and external commerce and moneti-

shorter 1949-1977 span of years. Most attention will be zation of transactions were the foreign trade sector and

directed toward Part A in the ensuingdiscussion. Figure the manufacturing and/or commercial sectors, where

1 yields a graphical illustration of the trends contained relatively larger firms began to appear. As can be noted

in Part A. in Table A-2, in the first decade of the 20th century
the foreign trade sector generated around one-quarter
of GDP, thereby providing a solid tax handle. In

Focus on Part A reveals distinct proportional revenue contrast, the primary sector generated over one-third

trends over the past century. Since the Mexican Re- of GDP, and this sector has traditionally provided
volution of 1911-1917, the role of direct internal relatively poor tax handles. As a consequence, direct

taxes (principally on the incomes of persons and busi- taxation is made more difficult (had the desire to

nesses) has steadily increased. In contrast, the relative employ it existed).
role of taxes on international commerce (export and

import taxes) has drastically fallen oft. However, this

drop has not followed a steady downward pattern.
Rather, there are two distinctly observable patterns

For purposes of analyzing Mexico's tax structure

pertnent to these foreign trade taxes. The first decrease changes after the revolutionary period, at least two

followed the revolutionary period, but from the 1920s distinct phases should be identified. Through the mid-

through the late 1950s a plateau was reached (see Figure
1940s the tax structure had not dramatically changed,

1), as externally-related taxes generated close to 30 in the sense that direct taxes continued to generate low

percent of total recurrent revenues. It was during the proportions of total revenues and non-tax sources

decade of the 1960s that the second downward move- provided over one-fifth of aggregate income; ndirect

ment occurred, especially influenced by drastic de- nternal taxes did rise proportionally to compensate

creases n export tax revenues. There is really no dis- for the decline in the foreign trade tax proportions,but

cernible upward or downward trend in the internal they were levied on the production and sale of a

indirect tax proportions in the 20th century (ignor- plethora of items (creating high administrative costs).

ng the unsettled years 1919-1921, which came upon
A highly schedular income tax law had gone into effect

the heels of the revolution). Although prior to this in 1925, but evasion was high and administrative effi-

century the indirect tax percentage had risen, both ciency poor. The second phase of Mexico's post-revolu-

before and after the revolution thes levies produced tionary tax structure evolution began in the late 1940s,

from one-quarter to two-fths of the totals, reaching following upon the beginnings the Mexico's economic

a maximum proportion of 40.9 percent in the years development (which roughly dates from around 1940).

1939-1941. Finally, with respect to non-tax income, As may be observed in Table 2, after the mid-1940s

this revenue source has steadily declined in relative direct (ncome) taxes start their most significantpropor-

importancesince the late 1920s. 4

mates for these years are underestimated (thereby overstating

Part B of Table 2 differs from Part A in that the re-
the percentage). The GDP estimates for the 1925-1977 period

taken from the most recent revisions.
venues from all governmental levels naturally change

are

the compositional structure of overall public income.
4. To emphasize a point made in the tabular notes, this study
deals with the recurrent income structure of Mexico. It therefore

The federal entities do not levy foreign trade taxes, and excludes non-recurrent (or non-ordinary) incomes received by
their revenue structures are not as heavily weighted the public fisc from the issuance of debt obligations (both
toward direct taxation. The most important direct external and internal).
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tional ascent, while non-tax sources and external taxes average was 5.4 percent. In terms of indirect internal

(after the mid-1950s) declined in relative importance. taxes and foreign trade taxes the ratios for Mexico

Meanwhile, the extremely diverse internal indirect were 3.8 percent and 0.8 percent respectively, whereas

taxes were unified in 1948 under the imposition of the corresponding average ratios were 4.6 percent and

a general turnover tax (impuesto sobre ingresos mer- 4.7 percent respectively.
cantiles), and since then have slightly increased their
relative importance. 5

In summary, there is no doubt that Mexico, even though
it possesses relatively modern tax structure charac-

Thus, after the mid-1940s the evolutiorof the federal teristics (in the compositionalsense), lags far behind the
revenue structure generally conforms to the Hinrichs norm in transferring private sector incomes toward
typology. As rapid economic development and struc- the public secor. This phenomenon has been essentially
tural change took place (see Table A-2), more modern- due to public policy seeking to stimulate private in-
style indirect taxes tended to predominate over foreign vestment by maintaining low (effective) 9 tax rates.
trade taxes (although this phenomenon occurred with Moreover, tax policy has discriminated in favor of cer-

a time lag), and direct taxation grew in relative signifi- tain economic sectors to the detriment of others.
cance at a much faster rate than other types of taxation. Sectors which absorb relatively high proportions of the

economy's aggregate value-added (e.g., large-scale

None of these changes is really surprising. As Musgrave agriculture, construction, and services) are lightly

has pointed out, 6 there are two ways in which econo- taxed, while the opposite is true in other sectors (trans-

mic factors bear on tax structure development. The port, manufacturing, and mining). 10 Thus, Mexican
tax policy might be characterized as an economic de-

changing overall economic structure leads to tax base
and tax handle modifications, and the economic velopment policy rather than one more oriented toward

the raising of revenues.
and socio-political objectives of tax policy additionally
change. During the course of economic development
internal markets and industry expand, and Mexco's That such an orientation nay be changing might be

policy of import substitution has further fueled such concluded from the last column of Table 3. Taking the

expansion of internal tax bases. Moreover, the criterion tax ratio as an index of effort, the jump in Mexico's
of tax equity has been one factor leading to greater tax ratio between 1969-1971 and 1975-1977 reflects

emphasis on direct taxation. For example, the highly increased tax effort. Certainly an ncreased tax burden
schedular income tax law, first introduced in 1925, was is called for, as is evidencedby the data presented in the
converted (in 1965) into an essentially global tax in last two colums of Table A-2. Since the late 1950s
order to reduce inequities and increase revenues. government expenditures have grown at a faster rate

that government revenues (tax and non-tax), thereby
generating a proportionally rising budget deficit. One

Despite the modernistic aspects of the Mexican federal of the factors affecting the 1976 peso devaluation was

govenment's revenue breakdownover the past decade or precisely this deficit, and the restriction of foreign
so (i.e., a low proportionof total revenues from non-tax credits. At any rate, future (upward) changes in the
and foreign trade sources and relatively high proportions tax ratio will, of course, influence the composition of
from direct and ndirect internal sources), one aspect the revenue structure.
does not fit the pattern. Both total revenue and tax

revenue and as a proportion of GDP are relatively low,
even for a developing country. Table 1 reveals that in

the 1975-1977 period the total recurrent revenues of all

governmental levels in Mexico (includingsocial security)
reached only 16.0 percent of GDP. For the same time 5. It is expected that this multi-stage turnover tax soon will be

span the tax ratio (tax revenues divided by GDP) was converted into a multi-stage value-added tax.

only 14.5 percent.
6. Musgrave, op.cit., Chapter 5.

7. R.J. Chelliah, H.J. Bass, and M.R. Kelly, Tax Ratios and

Tax Effort in Developing Countries, 1969-71, IMF StaffPapers,

That these ratios represent extremely low levels of
V.22 (March, 1975), pp. 187-205. Although the IMF study
employs GNP in the denominator whereas this study uses GDP,

resource capture by the public fisc is evident on an the difference is much too insignificant to invalidate the sub-

internationally comparative basis. Using the years 1969- sequent comments.

1971 as the point of reference, an International Mone- 8. The Mexican tax ratio presented in the IMF study is 7.1

tary Fund study found that the average tax ratio for a percent, but it excluded federal entity taxes. All subsequent

sample of 47 developing countries was 15.1 percent. 7 ratios for Mexico presented below are taken from data developed

The corresponding tax ratio for Mexico during the same in this paper.

time (see Table 3) was 8.9 percent (excluding social 9. Although statutory rates might be high, evasion, administra-

security),8 whereas that for a sample of developed
tive inefficiency, and preferential treatment make the effective
rates substantially lower.

countries was 26.2 percent. In terms of the ratios of
10. These conclusions taken from data presented in Banco

different types of taxes to GDP, Mexico falls below the
are

de Mxico, Cuentas nacionales y acervos de capital consolidados
mean value on all counts. While Table 3 reveals that in
1969-1971 direct Mexican taxes for all govemmental

y por tipo de actividad econmica, 1950-1967; and in Secretara

de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, Cuenta de la hacienda pblica
levels comprised 4.3 percent of GDP, the 47 country federal.

.

Y
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TABLE 1

Public recurrent income a) and tax income as proportion
of GDP b), all levels of government,Mexico, 1899-1977.

Federal Government Federal entities C) National All Governmentlevels
Total Total Total Total social Total Total
recurrent tax recurrent tax security recurrent tax

Peroid f) income income income income taxes a) income e) income

1899-1901 6.4 5.2 3.8 N.A. 10.2
1909-1910 4.5 3.4 2.3 N.A. 6.8
1929-1931 6.8 5.1 3.0 N.A. 9.8

i
1939-1941 6.5 5.2 2.9 N.A. 9.4
1949-1951 8.1 6.7 2.2 1.7 0.5 10.8 8.9
1959-1961 7.0 6.2 2.5 1.7 1.1 10.6 8.9
1969-1961 8.1 7.2 3.0 1.8 1.9 13.6 10.8
1975-1977 11.1 10.3 2.3 1.6 2.6 16.0 14.5

Notes: May not sum horizontally to total due to rounding.
N.A. Not available.
a) Excludes income from non-recurrent debt sources; for further comment, see note a to Table A-1

of the Appendix.
b) Gross domestic product; 1976 and 1977 data are preliminary.
c) States, municipalities,and Federal District.

d) IMSS and ISSSTE. See note h to Table 2.
e) Include social security taxes.

f) Three-yearaverages with exception of 1909-1910.

Sources: See the Appendix for the sources to Tables A-1 for income data; and the sources to Table A-2
for GDP data.
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TABLE 2

The percentageevolution of the recurrent income a)
structure of Mexico, 1877-1977.

(all figures in percents)
A. FEDERALGOVERNMENT

Direct Indirect Foreign
internal intemal trade Non-tax

Period b) taxes c) taxes d) taxes e) income f) Total

1877 2.2 14.5 52.0 31.3 100.0
1879-1881 2.3 14.0 59.1 24.6 100.0
1889-1891 4.6 20.1 56.3 19.0 100.0
1899-1901 4.5 32.0 45.1 18.4 100.0
1909-1911 7.9 26.6 42.8 22.7 100.0
1919-1921 0.5 51.8 28.3 19.4 100.0
1929-1931 7.9 38.8 28.7 24.6 100.0
1939-1941 10.5 40.9 28.8 19.8 100.0
1949-1951 26.1 27.2 29.7 17.0 100.0
1959-1961 35.2 27.7 24.7 12.4 100.0
1969-1971 47.9 30.5 10.1 11.5 100.0
1975-1977 48.5 34.4 9.8 7.3 100.0

B. ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT

Direct Indirect Foreign Social
internal internal trade Non-tax security

Period b) taxes g) taxes taxes income taxes h) Total
'

1949-1951 23.3 32.4 22.2 17.5 4.6 100.0
1959-1961 27.4 30.1 16.4 15.7 10.4 100.0
1969-1971 33.5 29.2 6.3 16.6 14.4 100.0
1975-1977 i) 36.1 32.0 6.8 9.2 15.9 100.0

Notes:

a) Excludes income from non-recurrent debt sources. For further
comment, see note a to Table A-1 of the Appendix.

b) Three-year averages with the exception of 1877.
c) For the period 1877-1911 these included estate and gift taxes and

federal property taxes. Subsequently, they include income taxes
on persons and businesses; the property tax was levied at lower
governmental levels.

d) Sales, transactions,and production taxes.
e) Import and export taxes.

f) Administrative fees and charges, property income, and fines and
interest.

g) Income, property, and capital taxes.
h) IMSS (Mexican Institue of Social Security) and ISSSTE (Security

and Social Services Institue of Government Employees). IMSS
began operations in 1943 and ISSSTE in 1959. Although there
are many other social security funds financed through tax-like
charges, these two represent by far the most important funds at
the national level. The govemment contribution to both funds
is excluded.

i) The federal entity figures are averages of 1974-75 due to the un-

availability (at the time of writing) of later data. j

Sources: See sources to Table A-1 of the Appendix. .i
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APPENDIX

TABLE A-1

Recurrent income a) of the governmentof
Mexico, 1877-1977.

(millionsof current pesos)

National
Federal Government Federal Entities C) social All government levels
Total Tax Total Tax secur Total Tax

Period b) income income income income taxes d}) ncome income

1877 17.9 12.3 N.A. N.A.
1879-1881 21.5 16.2 N.A. N.A.
1889-1891 36.8 29.8 27.0 N.A. 63.8
1899-1901 62.5 51.0 37.4 N.A. 99.8
1909-1911 105.4 81.4 54.8 N.A. 160.2
1919-1921 216.3 174.3 75.4 N.A. 291.7
1929-1931 292.6 220.6 130.0 N.A. 422.6
1939-1941 516.5 413.9 230.3 N.A. 746.8
1949-1951 3365.5 2793.9 929.6 713.6 208.8 4,503.9 3717.3
1959-1961 10,479.2 9169.4 3663.6 2492.1 1644.0 15,786.8 13,305.5
1969-1971 33,536.7 29,688.0 12,374.3 7329.0 7815.0 53,726.0 44,832.0
1975-1977 143,245.0 132,846.0 29,475 e) 21,034 e) 32,839.0 205,559.0 186,719.0

N.A. - Not available

Notes:
a) Excluding ncome received from debt emissipns. Double-counting eliminated by excluding

transfers between levels. Federal entity income from revenue-sharing(participaciones)counted
as income only at the entity level, for it is ownd income at this level. Income is defined in
net terms (ingresosefectivos),not in gross terms.

b) All figures are three-year averages calculated to smooth out temporary fluctuations due to un-

usual circumstances.
c) States, municipalities,and the Federal District.

d) IMSS and ISSSTE.
e) 1974-75. As of the time of writing, 1976 data were not available.

Sources:
1. Banco de Mxico, Indicadoreseconmicos (monthly since 1972).
2. Id. Informe anual (1950-1963).
3. Colegio de Mxico. (1965) Estadsticas econmicas del Porfiriato: Fuerza de trabajo y acti-

vidad econmicapor sectores. Mxico City.
4. Comisin Mixta. (1953) El desarrollo econmico de Mxico y su capacidad para absorbercapital

del exterior. Mexico City: Nacional Financiera.
5. Cuentapblicadel Distrito Federal. Various years.
6. Reynolds, C.W. (1970) The Mexican Economy: Twentieth-Century Structure and Growth.

New Haven: Yale Univ. Press.
7. Rosas Figueroa, A. and Santilln Lpez, R. (1962) Teora general de las finanzas pblicas y

el caso de Mxico. Mxico City: UNAM.
8. Secretarade Hacienda y Crdito Pblico. Cuenta de la hacienda pblica federal. Various years.
9. Id. Direccin General de Estudios Hacendarios. Departamento de Estudios Econmicos. Work

sheets and data specially prepared for the author.
10. Id. IndicadoresTributarios.

k

11. Secretara de Industriay Comercio. Anuario estadistco.Various years.
12. Secretarade Programaciny Presupuesto. (1977) Informacineconmicay social bsica. Mxico

City.
13. Id. Direccin General de Estadstica. Ocinade Finanzas, Work sheets.
14. Servin, A. (1956) Las finanzas pblicas locales durante los ltimos cincuentaaos. Mxico City.
15. Servin, A. (1942) Evolucin tcnica del sistema impositivo federal. Mxico City: Fondo de

Cultura.
.
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TABLE A-2
Selected economic indicators, Mexico, 1900-1976.

Constant Per capita Sectorial proportionsof GDP c) Foreign Government Federal

peso per GDP in trade expenditures f) govemment
capita current U.S. Pri- Manu- as % as % of deficit as %

Year GDP a) dollars b) mary d) facturing Commerce of GDP e) GDP of GDP

1900 1216 34 35.2 16.5 20.6 29.9 10.0 (0..7) g)
1910 1535 82 34.7 15.8 20.4 20.0 5.9 (0.5) g)
1930 2076 118 22.3 14.6 23.1 18.4 8.9 (0.2) g)
1940 2376- 73 19.3 15.4 30.9 21.0 9.8 0.6
1950 3230 178 19.1 17.1 31.6 21.6 9.4 (0.7) g)
1960 4320 344 15.9 19.2 31.2 15.1 10.4 0.6
1970 6042 682 11.6 22.8 31.8 10.8 12.7 1.2
1976 6569 1303 8.9 23.2 30.9 11.8 18.7 4.6

Nots:
a) Pesos of 1960.
b) Converted at the official exchange rates.

c) Constantprices.
d) Agriculture, livestock, forestry, and fishing.
e) Merchandiseexports and imports in proportion to GDP.
f) Includes net expenditures of the federal government and of the state, municipal, and Federal

District governments. Given the unavailability of federal entity expenditure data for 1976 and
1977, the 1975 gure was used for all levels. Transfers between levels were counted only once.

g) Budget surplus.

Sources:
GDP data (1900 and 1910) from Leopoldo Sols, La realidad econmica mexicana: retrovisin

y perspectiuas(Mxico: Siglo Veintiuno, 1976); GDP (1930-1970) from Banco de Mxico,Estadsticas
de la oficna de cuentas deproduccin, 1960-1976 (Mxico: 1977).
Exchange rate data from Nacional Financiera, Statistics on the Mexican Economy (Mxico: 1977).
Sectorial proportionsand foreign trade data from same sources as GDP data.
Governmentexpenditureand deficit data from Table A-1 sources.

TABLE 3

The pricipal tax categories a) as a proportion
of gross domestic product, Mexico 1929-1977.

Federal Government All Govemmentlevels b)
Total taxes,
including

Indirect Foreign Indirect Foreign Social social

Period C) Direct internal trade Direct internal trade security security d)

1929-1931 0.5 2.6 1.9
1939-1941 0.7 2.7 1.9
1949-1951 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.5 3.5 2.4 0.5 8.9

1959-1961 2.5 2.0 1.7 2.9 3.2 1.7 1.1 8.9

1969-1971 3.9 2.5 0.8 4.3 3.8 0.8 1.9 10.8
1975-1977 5.4 3.8 1.1 5.8 5.1 1.1 2.6 14.5

Notes:
a) See notesc throughi of Table 2 for definitions. .

b) Federal governmentand federal entities.
c) Three-year averages.
d) May not sum horizontally to totals due to rounding.

Sources: See sources to Table A-1 and A-2 of the Appendix.
41
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LegalRegulationoA axes,Leviesan

Fees int e Czec oslova c SocialistRe,ublic
by Dr. Milan Bakes

PART2

Ill. REGULATIONOF TAXES PAID BY CITIZENS Exempt from the wage tax are, further:
sickness insurance benefits well child allowances,-- as as

As in most Eastern European countries the Czecho- education allowances and similar benefits granted for

slavak system of taxes paid by citizens is a schedular children not having their own income;
one, i.e. there are a number of separate categories of -- rewards for inventions,discoveries and rationalisation
taxable income which have their own rates and their proposals and rewards for resolving State research

own provisions. and thematic tasks, etc., up to the amount of 20,000
The fllowing income taxes are levied in Czechoslo- Kcs for each one of them;
vakia:

-- some remunerations in money and kind and presents
wage tax; to employees in connection with their service, to-- up
tax on earnings from literary and artistic work; the amount of 2,000 Kcs per year;--

land tax; --remunerations of National Committee officials (ex---

tax on citizens', income from agriculturalproduction; empt is one fifth);--

general citizens' income tax; students' and scientific workers' scholarships (exempt--

--

house tax. is the sum of 600 Kcs monthly);--

remunerations for school agricultural aid team work--

A. Wage tax 16 and hop picking and other income.

In respect of the total yield and some other factors, the Assessment basis is the gross wage paid to the taxpayer

wage tax occupies the most important position in the in the payroll period.
system of taxes paid by citizens. The tax is computed on a sliding progressiverate scaled

The increase and reduction percentages of the wage tax from 5 to 20 percent. From the 2,400 Kcs monthly

are governed by another GovernmentOrdinance. 17 wage limit, the 20 percent rate continues linearly. The :
tax computed in this manner is the basic tax and applies

Taxpayers of the wage tax are natural persons working to taxpayers maintaining two persons. For other tax-
in Czechoslovakia, with some exceptions laid down by payers the tax is ,increased by 35 to 60 percent or re-

the law. duced by 30,50 and 70 percent, the increase depending
Remitter of the wage tax is the corporate or natural on age and sex.

person paying out wages (mostly organisations). The basic wage tax table (i.e. for employees maintain-
Subject to the tax is wage for work done, under which ing two other persons) is as follows:
is to be understood:
a. all the taxpayer's earnings from employment or in Monthly wage Tax due

connection therewith; (in Kcs) Kcs % Kcs

b. function emoluments of persons receiving remunera- -

tion for the performanceof a function not performed 1 -- 300 5

within employment,
301 -- 400 8

401 -- 600 32 + 10 for any sum over 400
c. receipts from occupations performed in a relation- 601 800 52 + 11 forany 600--

ship similar to employment.
sum over

801 -- 1,000 74 + 12 for any sum over 800

The above income is stibject to the wage tax regardless 1,001 -- 1,200 98 + 13 for any sum over 1,000

of whether the income is regularly recurring or inci- 1,201 1,400 124 + 14 for any sum over 1,200--

dental or once-and-for-all payment; also irrelevant is 1,401 -- 1,600 152 + 15 for any sum over 1,400
+ 16 for 1,600

whether it is paid in money or kind. Reimbursements.of 1,601 -- 1,800 182 any sum over

1,801 -- 2,000 214 + 17 for any sum over 1,800
business expenses are not wages. 2,001 2,400 248 + 18 for any sum over 2,000--

Not subject to the wage tax are earnings of members of over 2,400 320 + 20 for any sum over 2,400

the Uniform Agricultural Cooperatives and of persons 16. The wage tax is based upon Law No. 76/1952, amended
continually working in such cooperatives, whether paid

as

by Laws No. 71/1957 and No. 90/1968 and on Regulatory
in money or kind. Such remunerations are also exempt Decree No. 161/1976.
from the citizens' income tax from agriculturalproduc- 17. Ordinance No. 40/1953 as amended by Ordinance No. 112/
tion. 1953.
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Recognised as_maintainedpersons are: Remitters of tax are the organisations paying the tax-
--wife (husband), unmarried wife (husband), children payer for artistic works or performances or for the use

under age and adopted children living with the tax- of such works.
payer in his home regardless of whether they have

Object of the tax earnings from literary and artisticon
their own ncome and to how much it amounts; work is:
of age children and other persons, provided they have

earnings from creative literary artistic work;
--

--

no ncome of their own exceeding 620 Kcs a month
or

--

and either live with the taxpayer permanently in his earnings from the artistic work of performngartists.

home and the taxpayer provides their maintenance Earnings of authors and performingartists are subject to
or if they do not live with him and the taxpayer the tax on earnings from literary and artistic work only
provides them with a regular monthly allowance at if the artistic work is not performed under a service
least equal to the tax relief, but not less than 100 Kcs contract or is performed for the taxpayer's employer
a month; but not in the branch which is the object of his service
of and under age children of a divorced or separated contract.--

couple and children born out of wedlock are recog- Assessment basis of the tax in the instance of authors
nised exceptionally also to the taxpayer, if they do and performing artists is the difference between the
not belong to his household but if he pays their main- total income subject to tax earned in the calendar year
tenance allowance, it being presumed in the instance and the deductions allowed. In other instances, i.e. for
of age children and wives that their ncome does not the income from nherited copyright or performing
exceed 620 Kcs a month. artists' rights, the assessment basis is the gross ncome

Of all the children, both of and under age, for whom received in the calendaryear.
child allowances or education allowances are paid, only The allowed deductions from income are:
one child is considered as a maintainedperson by a tax- a. costs connected with the creation of the work or

payer. In the nstance of a taxpayerpayingmaintenance with the artistic performance, amounting to 20 - ti0
allowances for his children, all the children are consid- percent; .

ered as maintainedpersons. b. contributions from rewards to cultural funds amount-

In addition to the persons actually maintained, in some ng as a rule to 2 percent;
nstances other, so called fictitious, maintained persons c. the sum of 6,000 Kcs for each person maintainedby
are recognised to the taxpayer's benefit. This concerns the taxpayer in respect of whom no wages tax relief

widowed, divorced or separated from husband (wife) was granted.
taxpayers and single taxpayers having in their care at Regarded as maintainedpersons are the wife (unmarried
least one child, to whom one extra person is counted, wife) or husband (unmarried husband), children and
and further, taxpayers who are disabled or who main- parents (the taxpayer's own as well as the other married
tain a disabled person (one person in case of partial or unmarried partner's) provided they have no income
disability and two in case of permanent disability), of their own exceeding 7,440 Kcs a year, live with the
widows of killed members of the resistance movement taxpayer in his home, the taxpayer providing their
abroad or after the war, political or national persecution board, lodging and clothing. Of the children, in respect
victims, to whom one extra maintained person is of whom child allowances or education allowances are
counted throughouttheir widowhood. payable, only one child is recognised as in the case of

The principle underlying the concept of maintained wages tax. In addition, maintained persons may include

persons is that one and the some person may be recog- the wife, husband and children not having their own

nised as maintained by only one taxpayer and that the income exceeding 7,440 Kcs a year, though they do not

taxpayer may claim the maintained persons allowance live with the taxpayer in his home, if the taxpayerpays

only from one tax remitter. The other tax remitters alimony established or approved by a court of justice.
withhold the tax as if the taxpayer were not maintain-

ng any person. The following tax table applies to income from literary
To some ncome subject to the wages tax is applied and artistic work:

lump sum taxaton (e.g. in the case of external workers
on the basis of contracts for work done outside their Annual income Annutal tax

(jn Kcs)
employment, or in the case of students) or separate Kcs % Kcs

taxation (e.g. in respect of shares in the economic re- 1 -- 3,000 3

sults, loyalty bonuses). 3,001 -- 6,000 90 + 5 for any sum over 3,000
6,001 -- 10,000 240 + 8 for any sum over 6,000

B. Tax on earnings from literary and artistic work 18 10,001 -- 25,000 560 + 14 forany sum over 10,000
25,001 - 50,000 2,660 + 20 for any sum over 25,000

Taxpayers of the tax on earnings from literary and over 50,000 7,660 + 33 for any sum over 50,000
artistic work are:

authors of literary and artistic works; The tax rate is progressive from 3 to 33 percent. In--

performingartists; respect of taxpayers whose net yearly income does not--

widows and under age children of the above persons exceed 20,000 Kcs lump rate of 3 percent is--

a sum

receiving ncome from nherited copyright or from
performingartists' rights throughouttheirwidowhood 18. This tax is based upon Law No. 36/1965, as amended by
or during the minority of the deceased'schildren. Law No. 160/1968.
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withheld from each individual remuneration after cost come subject to the tax computed according to the

and cultural fund contribution adjustment. This rate is average yield standards and of the actual net income

also applied to tax contributions to periodicals, broad- from specialised agricultural production. Income from

casting and television, provided the fee does not ex- incidental business and secondary production subject
ceed 1,000 Kcs. to agricultural tax is not included in the assessment

basis, but increases the basic tax computed.
C. Agricultural tax The tax rate is sliding progressive, ranging from 5 to

30 percent. Such basic tax is applicable to a taxpayer
The agricultural tax is governed by the above mentioned maintaining one child under age. For taxpayerswith no

Agricultural Tax Act and the regulatory ordinance under age children the tax is increased by 10 percent.
thereto. 19 Other persons than children under age are not con-

This Act also amended the House Tax Act, 20 thus ex- sidered as maintained persons for the purpose of the

cluding house gardens which were made subject to the agricultural tax.

agricultural tax. In some instances provided by the Act the basic tax may
The agricultural tax paid by citizens embodies two com- be adequately increased or reduced, at most by 50 per-
ponents -- land tax, common to organisations and cent at the discretionof the assessing authorities.
citizens, and tax on the citizens' income from agricul-
tural production, paying solely to natural persons. D. Citizens' income tax 21

1. Land tax Taxpayers of the citizens' income tax are citizens having

The land tax is levied on citizens along the same princi- income subject to the tax arising from sources in the

ples as on organisations. It is paid by all users of the territory of Czechoslovakia.

land which is subject to the tax. Taxed with the citizens' income tax is all the income of

Not included in the assessment basis are plots next to
the,citizens which is not subject to the wages tax, to

family houses and recreation chalets, if the area does the tax on income from literary and artistic work and

not exceed 800 square metres in respect of family house to the tax on the citizens' income from agricultural

plots and 400 square metres in respect of recreation production.
chalet plots. Subject to the tax is, in particular, the following in-

come:

2. Tax on citizens' income from agriculturalproduction - receipts from privately operated trade crafts and

Taxpayers are citizens engaged in agricultural produc- other gainful occupations, ncluding receipts from

tion for their own or for joint account. Concerned are
small services rendered and repairs effected on the

above all farmers working their own farms and, further,
basis of a permt issued by a National Committee,

other citizens engaged in vegetables and animal produc- and income earned on the basis of work done out-

tion as a secondary business in addition to their princi- side employment service on the basis of agreements

pal employment.
made with organisations pursuant to Section 232 of
the Labour Code, provided such work is done by the

In respect of members of Uniform AgriculturalCoopera- citizen for his awn account;
tives. and the staff of State agricultural organisations, - receipts from privately operated specialised agri-
only income from the cultivation of special cultures and cultural, vegetable and animal production exceeding,
from specialised nimal production is taxable. after deduction of the expenses incurred, 20;000 Kcs

Object of the tax is not the cultivation of special a year or which would exceed that amount if proper-

cultures and specialised animal production which after ly managed and in normal climatic conditions, and

deduction of the expenses incurred produces an income further receipts from incidental activities and second-

exceeding 20,000 Kcs a year or would produce such ary production not being of a merely complementary
ncome if properly managed and in normal climatic nature in relation to the basic agriculturalproduction;
conditions. Income from such activities is subject to the

-- income from liberal professions (from private medical -

citizens' income tax. practice, from private business of architects and

Assessment basis for normal agricultural production is designers, from private teaching in any branch, etc.);
-

established in accordance with average yield standards, receipts from immovables, in particular from build-
ings in personal and private ownership (rent from

and for specialised vegetable and animal production in flats, from non-dwellingpremises), from land (rent
accordance with the actual net income obtained.

or

from gardens, from agriculturalplots);
Average yield standards express presumed yearly income income from other property and rights (e.g. income--

from normal agricultural production computed per from inherited copyright and from the sale of in-
hectare of land. Their amount is set down in the Annex herited objects of art made by the deceased, if his
to the Act depending on the various natural stations, widow or children under age are not inheritors, in-
i.e. dependingon climatic, soil and terrain factors.

Assessment basiS of the tax on income from the cultiva-
tion of special cultures and from specialised animal 19. See note 13, supra.

production is computed from the actual income after 20. See III. E, infra.

deduction of the expenses incurred to obtain such n- 21. This tax is levied on the basis of Law No. 145/1961 and

come. The total basis is thus the sum total of the in- Regulatory Decree No. 146/1961 to that Law.
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terest on bonds and loans, receipts from subletting, to the number of persons maintained by the taxpayer.
from letting movables, etc.); The category of maintained persons is similar to that
receipts from speculative sales, i.e. sales of objects in the nstance of the wage tax, with the difference that-

acquired by citizens with the intention to resell or persons not living in the taxpayer's home and so-called
exchange them at a profit. fictitious maintainedpersons are not recognised as main-

In determining the object of the citizens' income tax it tained persons. The maximum income limit of any

is necessary to start from the principle that all the in- maintained person may not exceed 7,440 Kcs a year.

come of citizens is subject to tax, prvided it is not The tax computed according to the rate is applicable to

exempt from tax under special regulations. taxpayers maintaining two or three persons. To tax-

payers maintaining no extra person or one person the
Not subject to the citizens' income tax are financial basic tax is increased by 40 and 20 percent respectively
means acquired: and taxpayers with four or more maintainedpersons are

from insurance institutions as damages received from a a
--

granted 30 percent tax reduction, with maximum of
personal, property or compulsory insurance; 1,200 Kcs. The highest tax that may be charged, includ-
by inheritance, donation or other gratuitous presen- persons

-

ing increase in respect of the number of main-
tation; tained and trade increment, amounts to 85 percent of
as indemnity for damage suffered; the basis.

--

assessment
by sale of property belonging to the taxpayer, pro-

--

vided it is not a speculativesale; In the instance of small tradesmen, of persons providing
small repairs and services on the basis of permits issued

--as winnings -- on lotteries, deposit books, further
receipts from Sazka (football and other sports pools) by National Committees, of peddlers and hawkers and

and Sportka (lottery) and other games.
of popular entertainment operators (swings, merry-go-
rounds, shooting ranges), where the assessment of the

Not subject to the citizens' income tax are further child tax basis, i.e. of the actual net income, is very difficult
allowances, financial means exempt from any tax pursu- as such taxpayers usually do not keep records of their
ant to special regulations (St.ate prizes, etc.) and allow- receipts and expenses with proper vouchers, the tax may
ances granted by cultural funds. 22 be charged as a lump sum without assessment of the
Assessment basis is the taxpayer's total net ncome in tax basis.
the calendar year for which the tax is assessed. The tax
is computed as the difference between the taxpayer's E. House tax 23

total income acquired in the year and the expenses in-
curred for its acquisition. Considered as expenses for Taxpayer of the house tax is the owner of the building
the purpose of the citizens' income tax are only ex- if the owner is a citizen or a non-socialist organisation.
penses immediately linked with some of the income In the case of buildings to which the right to use still

sources and which were necessary for the acquisitionof appertains, the user is taxpayer. Joint building owners

the income from such particularsource. are liable to pay the tax jointly and severally.

The rate of the tax is sharply progressive, scaled from 5 Exempt from the house tax are:
-

to 65 percent of the assessment basis. diplomatic representatives of foreign countries ac-

credited in the CSSR, as well as other persons enjoy-In the nstance of income from gainful occupations
carried out as a trade the tax is increased by up to 30 ing diplomatic privileges and immunity in respect of

houses or their parts which they use;percent, but at least 800 Kcs. Invalid tradesmen or per-
--

sons having attained the age of 65 years may, on the internationalorganisationsand their employees, being
other hand, be granted part or full tax exemption. The entitled to exemptionunder internationaltreaties and

decision on the extent of tax ncrease as well as the agreements.

grant of exemption is left to the jurisdiction of the The tax object iS buildings constructed for lasting pur-
National Committees. poses. Subject to the tax are dwelling houses, produc-

tion buildings, garages, as well as chalets and garden
The tax table which applies to the citizen's ncome tax summer houses, if their built-up area is at least 8 square
is s follows: metres. Together with such buildings the built-up area

around them and courtyards are also subject to the
Annual income Annutal tax house tax. Not subject to the house tax are houses in
(in Kcs) socialist ownership. Buildings owned by other thanKcs % Kcs

socialist organisations are subject to the house tax, but
1 -- 3,000 5 church and religious societies' buildings are exempt.3,001 -- 6,000 10

6,001 -- 8,000 600 + 15 for any sum over 6,000 Assessment basis for houses in personal ownership is the
8,001 -- 12,000 900 + 25 for any sum over 8,000 built-up area of the building, for buildings in private

12,001 --- 18,000 1,900 + 35 for any sum over 12,000 ownership the rent and price of user.
18,001 -- 28,000 4,000 + 45 for any sum over 18,000
28,001 -- 46,000 8,500 + 55 for any sum over 28,000
over 46,000 18,400 + 65 for any sum over 46,000

22. Sec. 4 of the Copyright Act, No. 35/1965.
As with other ncome taxes paid by the citizens, to the 23. The tax is levied on the basis of Law No. 143/1961 as

citizens' income tax is also applied the social point of amended by Law No. 129/1974 and on the basis of Regulatory
view and the tax is increased or reduced with respect Decree No. 144/1971 to that Law.
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According to the built-up area are taxed: Taxpayers of the administrative fees are citizens and
a. family houses, of which at least a part is used by the organisations, unless they are exempt. The fee is paid by

owner or his close relatives; the person who instigated proceedingsor in the instance
b. dwellinghouses with flats in personal ownership; of ex officio proceedings or in the interest of the party
c. recreation chalets; to the proceedings by the person in whose interest or in
d. independent,not-rented garages. whose matter proceedingsare carried out.

The tax rate is fixed within margins scaled accordingto Exempt under the law are, for instance, budgetary or-

the size of the community in which the building is situ- ganisations, State institutes, State funds, diplomatic
ated, in five groups. In principle the tax is computed and consular representativesof foreign countries, etc. In

along the bottom limit of the rate but a higher rate up addition to such personal exemption, there are a num-

to the top limit may be used by the National Commit- ber of impersonal exemptions, such as proceedings
tee, if the building is multi-storeyed, exceptionallywell necessary to implement health insurance, social securi-

appointed or partly let to a third party. In respect of ty, defense and other regulations.
dwelling houses with flats in personal ownership the tax The object of administrative fees and their rates is set

'

is always assessed along the bottom limit of the respec- down by the Ministry of Finance. Unless determined by
tive rate. a fixed amount, the price of the proceedings object is
Taxed according to rent and price of user are all other the basis of fee assessment. Tariff I lists fees assessed
buildings not assessed according to the built-up area, and collected by administrative authorities (e.g. for
such as private dwelling and production buildings, official certification, citizenship certificates, game
rented houses, family houses left completely in the use licence, etc.), Tariff II fees assessed and collected by the
of third parties, and leased independent garages. The State measures service.

price of user is identical with the rent payable if the flat
were let. 2. Notarial fees
From the rent and price of user are deducted some Notarial fees are collected for State notarial proceedings
items, if these are ncluded in the rent and price of user in respect of transfer of immovables for a consideration,
avowed. for gratuitous property acquisition by death or transfer,
Allowed as deductionsare: pursuant to the Notarial Fees Act. 25

payment for water supply and sewerage use; Payer of the notarial fee for proceedings is the
--

payment for central or remote heating and for warm
who made the application for notarial proceedings

--

person

water supplies;
or,

if the notarial proceedings are carried out without
payment for garbage collection; application, the in whose interest the notarial

--

expenses connected with the performanceof the care-
proceedings undertakem Fees for proceedings

--

person

takers' work and remunerationfor such work, except
were con-

nected with registrationsof contracts are always payable
the price for the use of the caretaker's flat and pos-
sible refunds for the caretaker's accommodation. by the transferee for the registration of the immovable

transfer contract, the assignee of the right of personal
The rate of the tax is progressive. On an assessmentbasis land use contract for the registration of the establish-
not exceeding 6,000 Kcs a year the rate is 45 percent a ment of such right and the owner of the immovable for

year, on a higher basis 50 percent. Taxpayers whose registration of the contract of an immovable transfer
house tax assessment basis without the price of user restriction. Exempt from notarial proceedings fees are

exceeds the sum of 3,000 Kcs a year are liable to the Czechoslovak State, budgetary and contributory
deposit the rent into a special repairs account with the organisationsand State funds as well as proceedingscon-

State savings bank. cerning transfer of property to socialist organisations.
The rate and object are set down in the Tariff by fixed

IV. LEGAL REGULATIONSOF FEES
sums or by percentage from the proceedings object.
Notarial fees on the transfer of immovables are paid on

Fees are divided into two groups
-- State fees and local transfers for a consideration or on immovable property

fees. The yield of the State fees goes to the State Bud- transfers from personal or private ownership to the

gets of the Federation or of the Republics, the yield of ownership of other citizens; The basis is the payment
the local fees to the budgets of the National Commit- for the immovable transferred. Partcular provisons
tees. Classed as State fees are administrative fees, apply to the exchanges of mmovables, in which case

notarial, court and arbitration fees. Among local fees are only one fee is payable. If an immovable is acquired
spa cure taxes, apartment and dog charges as compul- from socialist ownership or transferred to socialist

sory fees which the National Committee are liable to ownership no fees are levied. Payer is the transferor,
levy, and further charges for the use of public space, payment is guaranteed by the transferee. In the instance

charges on admission fees and local resident taxes which of the acquisition of property sold under court ruling
are optionalfees. or by expropriation ayer is the acquirer. In the case

of exchange of immovablesthe transferorand transferee

A. State fees

1. Administratiue(official) fees
24. Law No. 105/1951 as amended by Decrees No. 138/1960
and No. 162/1976.

Administrative fees are governed by the Administrative 25. Law No. 24/1964 and Regulatory Decree to that law No.

Fees Act. 24 25/1964 (as amended by Decree No. 30/1972).
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pay jointly and severally. The fee rate is progressive and exemption from court fees may be granted on applica-
divided dependingon family relationship in privileged (1 tion to proceeding parties who prove that payment of
to 5 percent) and common rate (other persons -- 6 - 13 the fees would endanger their maintenanceor the main-
percent). tenance of their dependents.
The inheritance notarial fee can be considered a regular
inheritance tax and as such it can be compared with 4. Arbitration fees 27

inheritance taxes levied in other countries. It is levid Arbitration fees are paid for proceedings by the State
on the acquisition of property by inheritanceand other arbitration authorities.
gratuitous property acquisition owing to a citizen's Subject to arbitration fees are:

death. The fee is also collected for gratuitous acquisi- --suits for conclusions, changes or cancellations of
tion of property transferred to the heir by the deceased economic contracts;
in the last three months before his death. The fee is paid -- property suits for economic contract performance;
by the acquirer. -- suits for basic delivery terms.

Assessment basis is the price of the portion after deduc- Payer is the party on whose instigation the arbitration
tion of debts and other liabilities. Exempt are, for in- proceedings were opened or the party who made a claim
stance, socialist organisations, deposits on registered in the statement to the application for arbitration filed
bank savings accounts, movable assets not exceeding a against him. On opening proceedings without applica-
sum of Kcs 3,000, the deceased' claims for social securi- tion the arbitration authority will decide which party
ty and health nsurance benefits, etc. For purposes of is liable to pay the fee. In pre-contractual suits, in suits
the determination of the applicable tax rate, taxpayers for changes and cancellation of contracts, in property
are divided into three groups, dependent on the degree suits the object of which cannot be assessed and in suits
of family relationship. Recipients of the first group are for basic delivery terms a fixed rate of 500 and
close relatives, i.e. spouse, natural children, parents, and 1,200 Kcs, respectively, is applicable; in all other prop-
other relatives in the direct line. The rates in this cate- erty suits the 2 percent linear rate. Assessment basis is

gory range from 5 to 25 percent, the latter in the case then the value of the matter at issue.
of receipt of more than 300,000 Kcs. Recipients of the
second group are other relatives, e.g. brothers and sis- B. Local fees
ters, parents-n-law, etc. Applicable tax rates vary from
12 to 30 percent. Local fees, compulsory and optional, are governed by
Oher recipients are taxed in accordance with the tax the Local Fees Act, 28 by the Local Fees on Apart-

29 by the Spa Cure Tax Decree, 30 bytable which applies to the third group. In this case, tax ments Decree,
rates range from 20 to 55 percent. the Local Fees Decree 31 and by the Local Fee on Dog

Keeping Decree. 32
The donation notaral fee can be compared with gift
taxes n other countres and is collected for gratuitous The local fee on apartments has been levied since Octo-

property acquisition based on a legal act inter vivos. It ber 1, 1964 (it was otherwise included in the rent as

iS not levied on movable property worth less than 3,000 increment for the use of apartments), only on the ex-

Kcs and on property acquired from socialist ownership cess area of apartments rented in houses in personal
or put into socialist ownership. Its assessment basis is ownership, from apartments in apartment houses in

the price of the property after deduction of debts and private ownership and if apartments are used for other

other liabilities and any possible consideration. The fee than-livingpurposes.

is paid by the acquirer, the rate is the same as in the The fee is paid by the apartment user monthly into the
instance of the inheritancenotarial fee. budget of the National Committee. Its assessment basis

is the total area of the living rooms exceeding the area

3. Court fees to which the apartment user is entitled; in the nstance

Court fees are collected for the work of courts in civil of apartments serving other than living purposes the

proceedings, for court administration proceedings and entire floor area is subject to the fee. The rate is fixed,
for some prosecution proceedings;the fees are governed scaled in accordance with the area expressed in square

by the Court Fees Act. 26 metres.

A single' fee is payable for the entire proceedings in one The local fee on keepingdogs is paid by persons keeping
instance. dogs older than six months. The purpose of the fee is to

provide a basis for the registration of dogs, the regula-
The object and rates are set down by fixed amounts or tion of their numbers and to safeguard the interest of
by percentage of the price of the objects of the pro- the State in breeding only some working races. On ap-
ceedings in the Annex to the Act. Ther assessment plication made in time National Committees and other
basis is the price of the object of the proceedings, unless

they are laid down by a fixed sum. The fee s paid as a

rule by the person who instigated the proceedings, i.e. 26. Law No. 116/1966.

by the petitioner. But the Act provides a number of 27. Ievied on the basis of a Decree of the Minister of Finance
No. 78/1958.

personal (e.g. budgetary organisations, soldiers doing 28. Law No. 82/1952.
national service, etc.) as well as material (e.g. court 29. Decree No. 112/1957.
proceedings in matters of care of children under age and 30. Decree No. 71/1964.
adoption, health insurance, social security, etc.) ex- 31. Decree No. 67/1966.
emptions. In addition, on the basis of court decision 32. Decree No. 36/1972.
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budgetary organisations, Svazarm, gamekeeping associa- square metre. The actual rate shall be fixed, depending
tions, the Czechoslovak Red Cross, blind and disabled on local conditions, by the National Committee, which

persons, the staff of forestry and agriculturalenterprises, is entitled to increase the rate up to twice as much, if

members of the armed forces, breeders breeding dogs the term of use of a public space is not kept.
for scientific purposes, zoological gardens and persons The local resident tax is levied for the NationalCommit-
enjoying diplomatic privileges are exempt from the fee

tee by the providing accommodation in
on keeping dogs.

person recrea-

tion and holiday centres. Such centres are designated by
The rate of the fee is fixed -- 120 Kcs, with the exep- the District National Committee in agreement with the
tion of large cities where the basic rate amounts to District Trade Union Council. The rate is again fixed
400 Kcs, and this may, in view of the populationnum- only at its top limit, 2 Kcs per person and day, with the

ber, be reduced or ncreased by the National Commit- proviso that the tax is not paid by owners of immov-
tees up to 1,000 Kcs for one dog and 1,500 Kcs for a ables subject to house tax, cognates and brothers and
second and any additionaldog. sisters of the person providing accommodation, their

The Spa Cure tax is collected from persons staying husbands and wives, persons staying in such places for

temporarily in a Spa town in the main season from the purpose of performance of their profession or

May 1 to September 30. Outside the main season it is studies, children under the age of 15 and participants in

collected only if the National Committeeso decides. Its children's recreation, school trips, training, etc.

purpose is to contribute to cover the expenditure con- The charge on admission fees is collected from citizens,
nected with the use of the spa facilities and services. The organisations and associations of persons on admission
fee is collected by the person providingaccommodation, fees to performances of primarily an entertaining and
who remits it to the competent National Committee at commercial nature, such as dances, variety shows, etc.,
the rate of 1 to 4 Kcs per day depending on the Spa dancing courses being exempt. It is levied in communi-

category. Exempt from the fee are the majority of ties where the National Committee in agreement with

patients taking a cure in the Spa, companions of the District Trade Union Council decides that it should
blind and sick persons, persons staying temporarily in a be collected.

Spa town for the purpose of studies or of perfor- The rate is either linear up to 30 percent of the total of
mance of their profession, cognates of persons living actually collected admission fees, the National Commit-

permanently in the Spa, children under the age of 15, tee being entitled to reduce the rate, or it is fixed by
participants in children's recreation and school trips, lump sum dependingon the capacity of the hall.

participants in the ROH Foreign Exchange Recreation, Customsduty regulatons
and participants in special training outside the main ntil recently, customs relations regulated by thewere
season. Customs Duty Act 33 with implementingregulations.34
Fee for the use of pubc space like the local resident The regulation tributary the time it into
tax and the charge on admission fees is optional. It is was -to came

levied on organisationsand citizens for the use of public being. Imports, exports and transit of goods in the
fifties were effected through foreign trade.

space (streets, squares, market places), for building, ad-

vertising, to set up circuses and other entertainment 33. Law No. 36/1953.
facilities, stalls, permanent car parks and for dumps of 34. Particularly Decree No. 82/1961, issued by the Ministry of

any kind. Applicable is the skeleton rate of 4 Kcs per Foreign Trade.
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I
32nd

International
I

Congressof IFA I
I

(Sydney) I

FISCAL POLICY The Editors of the Bulletin are proud to be able to pub-
lish papers dealing with the subject of fiscal policy in 12
countries situated in the Pacific and Indian regions.

ANDTAXSTRUCTURES The first group of papers appeared in the June issue
and comprised a number of Asian countries which are

either highly developed, such as Hong Kong, Japan and
Singapore, or which have reached a certain degree of

IN THE PACIFICAND development,such as South Korea.

The second group of papers, published in this issue
of the Bulletin, focusses on developing countries in

INDIAN REGIONS the Indian region and will discuss Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

The third group of paper will -- in honour of the 32ndOn September 20, 1978 during the IFA Congress to be
Congress of IFA in Sydney deal with Australia and--

held in Sydney a special seminar will be devoted to the countries in the neighbourhoodof Australia, i.e. Indone-tax structures of countries in the Pacific Region and
dia, Philippines and Western Samoa. This group willneighbouring areas and the fiscal policy followed by in the August issue.their Governments. This Seminar which will be chaired appear

by Mr. S. Ambalavaner from Sri Lanka
'

(Ceylon) has
been largely coordinated by himself and Professor A sufficient number of reprints of these papers will be
J. van Hoorn Jr., ManagingDirector of the International available at the Sydney Congress for free distribution to
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. the participants.
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BANGLADESH: for the year 1976-77 amounts to Taka 1,253 million which
constitutes 17.26 percentof gross revenue earnings.

Tax Structureand Income tax

Tax liability is determined on the basis of residence. An

Fiscal Policy assessee who is resident and ordinarily resident,
rrespective of nationality,has to pay tax on the basis of
total world wide income. The same principle is

by K.A. Dewan* applicable to the person who is resident but not

ordinarily resident except that the income, profits and

- gains which accrues or arise to him outside Bangladesh
shall not be included in his total income unless they are

derived from a business controlled in or a profession or

vocation exercised in Bangladesh or unless they are
I. INTRODUCTION brought into or received in Bangladeshduring such year.

A non resident will pay tax on the basis of income
Bangladesh, as we know, is a newly born country, which arises is received in Bangladesh.accrues or or
carved out of Pakistanand is a country with a decidedly Income tax in Bangladesh is charged the and
poor economy. In the same way as other developing

on person
such person includes an individual, a Hindu undivided

countries of the world, however, she has been trying to

come to grips with her poverty and ensure genuine family, a firm, an association of persons, a body of

economic development without endangering economic individuals, whether incorporated or not, a company, a

stabilit. All the policies of the Government of local authority and any other artificial juridical person.

Bangladesh are actually geared to this end. We are
Different conditions are prescribed in the Act (vide

perhaps not out of place if we state that the fiscal policy Section 4A and 4B) for determining the residential

of the country s no exception n this respect. The status of these variouspersons.

fiscal policy of Bangladesh, keeping in mind its The rate of tax (except for corporate bodies) is .

developmental obligations, primarily aims at two things. progressive. The minimum rate is 71 percent and the ,

(i) Mobilisation of resources draws its primary
maximum is 65 percent. However, no tax is chargeable

attention. The emphasis here is clearly reasonable
on total income which does not exceed Taka 9,000. In
the case of a company, the rate is a flat 30 percent of *

in so far as this does directly contribute to the
the income (other than bonus, bonus shares, and inter-

capital formation in the country, when and where
on no

such resources are utilized for developmental corporate dividends which income tax is due). A

purposes through state participation. One would, company has also to pay super tax at the rate of 25
percent of the income (other than bonus, bonus shares,

however, be failing in his duty if one did not and intercorporate dividends where tax ranging
acknowledge that in achieving the aim itself due super

from 15 to 20 percent is charged depending upon ,

consideration is given to the equity side of the whether the company is public private). It should be
problem.

or

mentioned in this connectionthat in order to encourage
(ii) The second major thing which the fiscal policy of the formation of smaller companies, a total exemption

Bangladesh tries to achieve is to ensure a from super tax up to Taka 150,000 is given, i.e. no

favourableclimate where private efforts at resource super tax is payable by a company on its income up to
mobilisation and resource utilisation leading to Taka 150,000.
investment for development are facilitated. As an incentive for attracting both local and foreign
Individuals from both home and abroad are capital, a tax holiday of 5 years in more developed
encouraged in this regard with particular reference
to the industrial sector within the broad

areas and 9 years in less developed areas is given. An

framework of our industrial policy which has its export rebate varying from 30 to 50 percent is allowed
to all assessees except those companies which are not

own preferences and restrictions. The same is true
about foreign participation at official level. The registered in Bangladesh.

following detailed discussion of our fiscal policy The total collection during the year 1976-77 was Taka

will substantiate the propositions. 1140 million which constituted 15.74 percent of total
revenue.

II. TAX STRUCTURE Wealth tax

Wealth tax is levied on individuals and Hindu undivided
Sales tax which is a good source of revenue is levied at families. Corporate bodies exempt. Wealth below
the standard rate of 20 percent of the value of merchan-

are

Taka 500,000 is not taxed. The rate of tax is
dise sold. Essential goods are exempted. Some items are

taxed at concessionalrates and luxury items are taxed at progressive, the lowest rate being percent and the

a higher rate than the standard rate. Exports other than highest 2 percent of total wealth.

raw hides are exempt from payment of tax.

The standard rate of tax is 20 percent, the minimumrate of tax is
5 percent and the maximum rate is 30 percent. Total collection * Member (Taxes), National Board of Revenue.
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The total collection during the year 1976-77 was III. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES
negligible compared to total revenue. ON INCOME, PROFITS OR GAIN, WEALTH,

ESTATES,AND GIFTS

Gift tax A number of economic measures have been taken by the
Government for rapid industrialisation and capital

Gifts exceeding the value of Taka 5,000 are liable to formation in the country. To attain the objectives in
tax. In the case of the spouse the exemption limit is view, provisions have been made in the Income Tax Act
Taka 50,000. Gifts to charitable institutions or to the to attract capital for economic growth of industries and
Government are free. The rate of tax is progressive. The capital formation. These incentives are in the form of
lowest rate is 5 percent and the highest 30 percent. tax holidays for new industrial undertakingsfor a period

of five years in more developed areas and nine years in
less developed areas. This facility is available both to

foreign and local capital provided that it is used for
Estate duty industrial undertakings (assessees) which either re-invest

Estate duty is levied on the principal value of the 60 percent of profits in the same industry or in the

property left by the deceased exceeding Taka 200,000. purchase of Govemmentbonds (vide Section 14A).
The rate of tax is progressive. The minimum rate is 5 It has, however, been found that most of the countries

percent and the maximum 50 percent. which have at an earlier date adopted a tax holiday
scheme have either subsequently abandoned it or

provided alternative incentives, because this scheme has
not been found to provide an adequate incentive for

Excise duty rapid industrialisation. Also it has not helped the

Excise duty can be imposed by the Governmenton any dispersal of ndustries as was expected. Particularly in

commodity produced in the country other than the case of foreign investors it has not provided any real

narcotics and alcoholic beverages, which are taxed incentive because in the absence of any matching
separately. Unlike the sales tax, which is leviable on all credit in the investors' country the foreign investors do

goods, excise duties are imposed on a selective basis. not get any benefit of tax concession in their home

The duty is levied at specific or ad valorem rates keeping countries. An alternative incentive has, therefore, been

in'view the nature of the commodity and the provided to those ndustries which were set up between

convenienceof the taxpayerand tax-collector. July 1, 1977 and June 30, 1982. On the fulfillment of
specified conditionsthese industries whether established

The substantive Excise Laws are contained in the in developed or less developed areas will be entitled to

erstwhile Central Excise and Salt Act 1944 as adopted accelerated depreciation of 80 or 100 percent
in Bangladesh. The procedural Excise Laws are respectively in the first year [vide section 10(2)(vib)]. In
contained in the rules promulgated by the National addition, the newly set up industries in the aforesaid
Board of Revenue under the rule-making powers areas will get an investmentallowance of 20 percent and
conferred by the Act. The rules relating to the Ordinary 25 percent respectively of the cost of machinery and
Excise procedures and the self-assessment and plant. These two incentives would be available as an

self-clearance procedure are contained in the erstwhile alternative to the tax holiday. In order to attract foreign
Central Excise Rules 1944, as adopted in Bangladesh. capital it has also been decided to exempt interest on

The total collection during the year 1976-77 amount to certain specified categories of foreign loans which are

Taka 2,077 million which constituted 28.63 percent of indicated below:

total revenue. (a) By the Governmentor local authority.
(b) By any industrial undertaking for purchase of

Customs duty plant.
(c) By a statutory financial institution or bank

Custom duties are levied under the Tariff Act, 1934. for advancing loans to ndustrialundertakings
The rates of import duties are indicated in the First for purchase of machinery and certain
Schedule of the Tariff Act which is commonly known as approved goods and
B.C.T. The import Schedule is divided into twenty-one (d) By the Bangladesh Biman and Shipping
sections and ninety-nine chapters each section and Corporation for the purchase of aircraft and

chapter containing broadly similar goods. The Scheme ships.
of B.C.T. is based on the Brussels Nomenclature which Twenty percent of the total income or Taka 12,000
was adopted in Pakistan in 1960 and which continues (whichever is lower) is exempt from tax payable by an
to apply in Bangladesh. With the exception of a few assessee, not being a company, invested in the purchase
items like tea, tobacco, cloth, sugar, alcoholic liquor etc. of shares of approved new industrial undertakings (vide
almost the entire tariff consists of ad valorem rates of section 15C of the I.T. Act).
duty. 1

Provisions have also been made to exempt a portion of '

The total collection under this head during the year ncome or profit of an assessee, not being a company,
1976-77 amounted to Taka 2,776 million which from taxation, if it is spent in the purchase of Post
constituted 38.26 percent of total revenue. Office Savings Certificates and Union Trust Certificates
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issued by the National Investment Trust (vide section bonus, bonus shares and intercorporate dividends).
15AA). The rate of super tax has been reduced from 30 to 25

No tax is payable by an assessee, not being a company, percent. A rebate of 5 percent of super tax is allowed to

on so much of his total income as is invested by him n Public Companies which have made such satisfactory
the purchase of debenture stock issued by a company. arrangements as may be prescribed by the National

The maximumexemptionof income that is available for Board of Revenue for the declaration and payment in

investment under section 15AA, 15C, 15CC is governed Bangladesh of dividends payable out of such profits and

by the provisions of sub-section 3 of section 15. The gains and for the deduction of tax from such dividends.

total exemption is restricted to 30 percent of the total
income or Taka 20,000 whichever is lower.

To encourage the export of industrial goods a rebate of
tax ranging from 30 to 50 percent of the income tax

An initial depreciation of 25 percent of the cost is and super tax, if any, is allowed with reference to the
allowed over and above the normal depreciation in quantum of the export sale,
respect of any plant or machinery newly erected or used
for the first time in Bangladesh (vide section 10(2)(vi). An exporter who is not a manufacturer is also entitled

And in the case of factory buildings and residential to an export rebate of maximum 30 percent of the

buildings for industrial workers this depreciation is profit attributable to export sales.
allowed at the rates of 15 percent and 25 percent
respectively. The mechanism of income tax has been applied for

Any expenditure, whether of an income or capital na- curbing the inflationary trend of the economy by
ture, expended on scientific research related to the busi- providing for advance payment of tax. This advance

ness is eligible forimmediatededuction in the computa- payment is due in four equal instalments in respect of

tion of total income (vide 10(2)xiiiand xiv). income which is subject to tax in the year subsequent to
its accrual or receipt, if it exceeded Taka 20,000. As a

Any expenditure incurred for the training of the citizens result, an assessee makes future payment of.tax in the
of Bangladesh in connectionwith a scheme approved by year of account in which he earns it. This is intended to
the National Board of Revenue ranks for immediate restrict unnecessary expenditure which creates
deduction in the computation of total income (vide conditions favourable to inflation (vide section 18A).
section 10(2)xv).
There is a great demand for technical know-how in Due to a huge amount of construction work in various

Bangladesh. To attract foreign experts in the fields a great number of contractors are earning profits
industrialisation of the country, tax concessions have from contract work or from rendering various services.

been provided for a period of three years in respect of To prevent inflation and also to prevent tax evasion,
the salaries of foreign technicians who did not serve in provision has been made to deduct at source a certain

Bangladesh previously. These concessions are not percentage of billed amounts as tax. The amount so

available to local technicians (vide section 4(3)xiii). deducted may be credited at the time of assessement.

And even after that period of 3 years no tax on tax is This provision applies only in the case of payments
charged for five years on the income of foreign made by the Government, statutory corporations and
technicians if the tax is paid by the employer (vide local authorities to avoid fraud.
section 4(3)(xiiia). The salary of a foreign professor is
also exempt for two years (vide section 4(3)(xiv). Bangladesh offers a. number of incentives to foreign
An attractive incentive has also been provided for investors, such as:

construction of residential buildings to ease the problem 1) Repatriation of capital and capital gains out

of housing in the cities. The income of residential of the sale of assets.

buildings the construction of which is begun and 2) Remittance of all taxed profits from foreign
completed at any time between July 1, 1975 and June capital.
30, 1980 is exempt from payment of tax for 5 years 3) Remittance of approved royalties and

provided, however, the plinth area does not exceed technical fees.

2,000 sq.ft. (vide section 4(3)xiig). 4) Tariffprotection for qualifying industries.

This tax exemption for five years is also available to Both foreign and local investments are welcome in all
housing companies, societies or estates where the industriesexcept the following:
construction comprises bungalows, flats, apartments or

units each containing a plinth area of not more than two 1) Arms and ammunition and allied defence

thousand square feet, provided that not less than equipment.
twenty-fiveunits are constructed. 2) Atomic energy.

3) Jute industry.
Prior to the assessment year 1977-78 a company was 4) Textiles (excludinghandloomsand specialised
liable to pay income tax at the rate of 30 percent and textiles).
super tax at the rate of 30 percent irrespective of the 5) Sugar.
quantum of income. This, however, does not include 6) Air transport.
deemed income such as bonus or bonus shares and 7) Telephone, telephone cables, telegraph and

intercorporate dividends. From the assessment year wireless apparatus (excluding radio receing
1977-78 a company is exempt from super tax on the sets).
first Taka 150,000 of its total income (other than 8) Generationand distributionof electricity.
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Wealth tax some modifications. The standard rate of tax is 20
percent (vide section 3(2)).

In order to discourage undue accumulationof wealth in
For the purpose of the imposition of Sales tax, goodsa few hands without hindering the growth of the
have been classified into different categories. Certain

economy of the country, wealth tax and estate duty
were introduced. goods are exempt from tax on importation,while other

goods are exempt only if they are produced in
The maximum net wealth which is not liable to Bangladesh.
payment of Wealth tax is Taka 500,000. The rate of tax
on the first slab is percent of net wealth. The Some goods are taxed at reduced rates, while luxury
maximum rate of tax is 2V percent if the net wealth goods are taxed at rates which are higher than the

exceeds Taka 2,300,000. standard rate.

The Act authorises the Government to apply its
Estate duty discretionary powers of varying the rate of tax on goods

when it is found suitable n the public interest (videEstate duty is not levied if the net wealth of the estate section 7 of the Act).left by the deceased does not exceed Taka 200,000. The
minimum rate of tax is 5 percent and the maximum is Proviso I of Sub-section 2 of Section 3 authorises the

50 percent, if the value of the estate exceeds Taka 5 National Board of Revenue to notify the enhanced rate

million. of tax for the goods annexed in the Schedule of the Act.

Gift tax is levied to curb the tendency of taxpayers to It can be seen from the Schedule that the only goods
transfer their sources of income to dependents, relatives placed on it are luxury goods meant for the wealthy
or to persons who are obliged to carry out the orders of section of the country or goods which impair the
the assessee. morality of the consumers.

The first and foremost objective of taxation is to From the list of the goods on which tax is charged at

provide revenue to government. In recent years taxation reduced rates (table annexed to the Act and the rule) it
has been used increasingly for the regulation, control will appear that only these goods which are generally
and direction of the national economy. More used for the constructionof buildings or those goods for

specificall, tax policy has been used to accomplish whose supply the country is dependent on other
objectivessuch as: countries have been placed in that list so as to keep the

1) Restraining consumption and increasing the price of the goods within the purchasingcapacity of the

rates of saving and investment by providing common consumer. Goods like asbestos sheets, pig iron,
appropriate incentives; billets, imported coal, G.I. wire, nailwire and screw wire

2) Achieving the desired pattern of investment etc. have been selected for concessional rates of taxes.

and development; Essential goods like cereals, or goods commonly used by
3) Encouraging domestic production by an the poorer section of the country are totally exempted

'

appropriate tariff policy; from payment of sales tax. A list of such goods is to be

4) Regulating imports to improve the found in the annexure to the Act and the rule.

balance-of-paymentssituation; Machinery or machinery parts intended for the
5) Promotingexports through tax rebates; utilisation for the first time in a new industry are also
6) Dispersal of industry through tax holidays exempt from payment of tax. The main purpose of the

and alternative incentives in the form of exemption is twofold: firstly to keep the cost of capital
accelerated depreciation and investment goods as low as is possible and secondly, if the cost goes
allowance; up the industrialist will distribute the cost in

7) Diversification of industries by giving tax determining the price of the products. As a matter of
concessions to selected industries; fact, foreign or local entrepreneurs are encouraged to

8) Control of inflationary pressures by mopping come forward to invest in industries which may yield a

up excess purchasing power; fair rate of profit from their investment while keeping
9) Encouraging the ploughing back or the cost of construction lowr.

distribution of profits by companies through
appropriate policies according to the Bangladesh is mainly dependent on agriculture, having
requiremer/tsof the economy;

insufficient industrial activities of its own. Thus one of

10) Promoting equitable distribution of income the main policies is to generate more economic activities
in all directions in order to provide employment toand wealth.
the growing population. It is by the diversification of
activities within the country that this objective can be

IV. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: SALES obtained. To encourage more production all exports

TAX, EXCISE DUTY AND CUSTOMS DUTY except poultry and poultry products and raw hides and
skin have been exempted from the payment of tax. As a

Sales tax result of this concession, goods produced in Bangladesh
can be made available in foreign countries at a

Sales tax is levied on the value of goods produced in comparatively low price. Consequently, the demand for

Bangladesh, on the importation of goods from abroad these goods may increase substantially which will
and in certain limited cases on export, on the basis of ultimately generate more employment for the growing '

the Sales Tax Act, 1951, adopted in Bangladesh with population.
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Sales tax is normally charged either on the finished In addition to several other facilities for investment in

goods or at the raw materials stage. However, in respect industries financial assistance and equity participation
of a few goods no sales tax is charged at all -- either on are available from a number of national and
the finished goods or on the raw materials (section 4 of international institutions in local as well as foreign
the Act). currency.

The general scheme of a single point taxation has been The Bangladesh Shilpa Rin Sangstha is a leading
effected by the system of allowing a credit to a licensed development financing institution in the country. This
manufacturer of the amount of tax paid at the time of bank provides financial assistance both to the public and

import or local purchase of goods if suchgoods are private sectors of industry. The major function of this

partly manufacturedgoods and are actually used in the Bank includes the provision of medium and long term
manufactureof goods which are subject to tax. credit facilities in both foreign and local currencies. It

Goods produced by cottage industries are exempt from also helps prospective investors in the identification of

payment of tax except goods manufacturedby gold and projects and formulation of project proposals. It also

silversmithswithin Bangladesh. provides for underwriting/bridge-financing/debenture
finance assistance to public limited companies in

It will appear from the above discussion that besides association with the Investment Corporation of
ensuring distribution of income, sales tax provides an

incentive for rapid industrialisation by allowing an
Bangladesh.

exemption from payment of sales tax for machinery It gives advice to prospectiveprivate investors.

intended for newly established industries. Exports are

exempt from payment of sales tax. This is another way Bangladesh Shilpa Bank

of encouraging production of goods thereby creating This is an institution which provides loans to industries
more job opportunities. both in foreign exchange and local currencies.

The Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries
Customs duty Corporation has already set up 18 industrial estates all

Special facilities are also provided for in the Customs over the country. It provides loans to private
Duty Act as an incentive for investment in industry. entrepreneurs. It mainly promotes cottage industries

These are: and small industries in the country with capital not

1) Import duty on imported capital machinery is exceeding 1 million Taka.

21 percent ad valorem for less developed InvestmentCorporationof Bangladeshareas.

2) The import duty on spare parts is levied at This institution was established (1) to encourage and
half of the existing rate which was in force broaden the base of investment, ii) to develop the
before March 1, 1977 for a period of five captal market and (iii) to mobilise saving. It
years, for less developed areas. underwrites the public issue of shares and provides

bridging loans. It purchases corporate debentures and
Excise duty bonds. It participates in dis-investment programme. It

also participates in joint venture/collaborationprojectsExcise duties are levied on a selective basis excluding the
essentials of daily life.

and acts as a counsellorto investors.
The International Finance Corporation which s an

affiliate of the International Bank for Reconstruction
V. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: OTHER and Development has also taken up a few projects for

(NON-TAX) FIELDS financing.
As a matter of fact there is vigorous activity in the

1) Subsidies previously allowed on jute or other country to make up the deficiency in developmentwork
goods for export have been withdrawn. Now resulting from past neglect in almost every sphere of
there is no subsidy for any goods. life, both in urban or in rural areas. As a natural

2) To encourage investment in industry in less corollary to development activities there is a tendency
developed areas there is provision for for inflation and consequent price rises in consumer

preferential treatment in respect of equity goods. To counteract this effect, the Government has
financing from the Bangladesh Shilpa Bank taken a number of measures to divert money from the
and InvestmentCorporationof Bangladesh. market for investment and developmentpurposes by the

3) The interest rate will not exceed ll percent issue of securities and by providing high rate of
on loans to industries in less developed areas.

a

interest for small savings.
4) Electricity is available to selected industries at

a preferential rate in the less developed areas The BangladeshTradingCorporationhas been established

of the country. for the import of consumer goods from abroad for sale

5) The pool prce of petroleum is strictly to consumers at reaonable prices in competition with

enforced so that the ost of running industries private businessmen.
' does not go up in the form of payment of To avoid inflation in development work, rural

higher price for essential consumables development work is now mostly done on the basis of
/ produced by industries in less developed payment in kind. Labourers are paid their wages in

areas. terms of rice and wheat. This has effectively checked
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inflation. Now the aim of the Government is to generate such a society for storing the products of their members
activities in rural areas where 80 percent of the are also exempt from payment of income tax.
population live without having any work for six months Fertilizers are sold at subsidised rates. A great stride has
in the year. now been made in the production of food by the
Bangladesh, although a very fertile land because_ofits aforesaid policy of the Government.
many rivers and canals, cannot yet meet the entire Nationals of Bangladesh working abroad are allowed to
demand for food of the country. This food deficit is due remit their earnings in pounds sterling or dollars for sale
partly to old methods of cultivation ad partly to its on the open market. These are in great demand for
large population. The Government, in order to increase import purposes.food production, has provided some incentives for
growing more food by intensive and extensive Import of goods under the wage earners' scheme is also

cultivation. The change-over to modern methods of successful in curbing the tendency to rising price levels

cultivation is being effected gradually. The Government of capital or consumer goods. Under this scheme,
has also launched a family planning campaign to check nationals of Bangladesh working abroad are allowed to

the populationgrowth vigorously. send foreign goods against their earnings for sale in
Bangladesh. This being advantageous for thewage

An agriculturist having less than 10 bighas of earners, most of them take this opportunity of earning
agricultural land is exempt from payment of land tax. profits from the sale of goods so imported in the
Khasland possessed by the Government is being country. This has actually helped in lowering the price
distributed to genuine cultivators. It has been the of goods. Import of goods under the wage earners'
avowed policy of the Government not to keep any scheme has also helped in saving valuable foreign
cultivable land fallow. exchange for the Government.

Co-operative societies dealing in agriculturalproduce for
their members or the income from buildings owned by
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INDIA: 2. Minimumand maximum rate(s)

TaxStructureand Name of tax MinimumMaximum Remarks
rate rate
% %

Fiscal Policy Income-tax 17.25 69 Inclusive of sur-

charge @ 15% of

by M.C. Bhatt* taxi

Sur-tax 25 40 On chargeablepro-
fits over 15% of the

I. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES capital on compa-
ON INCOME, PROFITS, WEALTH, ESTATE nies only.
AND GIFTS

Interest-tax 7 7 Levied on interest

The Fiscal policy, as far as direct taxes are concerned, is income of scheduled

designed to increase corporate savings, channel more banks only.
funds into productive investment,accelerate the pace of Wealth-tax 0.5 3.5 Not levied on com-

industrial growth, promote scientific and technological panies.
self-reliance, stimulate setting up of small scale Gift-tax 5 75 --

industrial undertakings in rural areas, encourage
companies to involve themselves in the work of rural Estate duty 4 85 --

welfare and uplift and simultaneously reduce economic

disparity.
3. Basis of tax on income

1. Catalogue of taxes imposed at the national level -- All persons, whether resident or non-resident, are

and their basic structure liable to income-tax.
Resident are taxed on world income.--

1. Names of taxes and acts Non-residents taxed generally domesticare-- on

Income-tax, Sur-tax, Interest-tax, Wealth-tax, Gift-tax income only.
and Estate-duty
RespectiveActs:
Income-taxAct, 1961. 4. Total revenue - Percentageof total revenueand of
Companies (Profits) Sur-tax Act, 1964. GNP etc.

Interest-taxAct, 1974. The figures of GNP, national income, per capita
Wealth-tax Act, 1957. income, total revenue, revenues from direct taxes
Gift-Tax Act, 1958; and forming part_ of total revenue, etc. for selected

Estate-dutyAct, 1953. years are as follows:

National Per capita Total Direct Percentage Percentage
Year GNP

income income revenue taxes of direct of direct
taxes to to- taxes to

(In crores 1 of rupees) tal-income GNP

1960-61 13999 13236 305.6 908.92 291.08 32.02 2.07

1965-66 21866 20637 425.5 2060.67 588.05 29.00 2.73

1970-71 36568 34462 637.0 3206.80 869.31 27.01 2.37

1975-76 64168 60293 1004.9 7608.78 2203.93 28.96 3.43

1977-78 - - -- 8878.92 2418.25 27.24 -

: 2. Fiscal policy percent in place of 6 percent of the capital
employed.

a. Investment(domesticand foreign) -- 20 percent of profits and gains derived by a new

Profits and gains from newly established industries industrial undertaking or hotel set up in specified--

or ships or hotel business are exempt from backward areas are exempt from tax for 10 years
income-tax for five years up to 6 percent of the from the establishmentof the industry.
capital. -- 20 percent of profits derived by small-scale
In the case of a company deriving such profits and--

industrial undertakings set in rural
4 gains from industrial undertakings commencing

up any area are

manufacture or production after March 31, 1976
or from ship or hotel business started after that * Retired Joint Secretary,Ministry of Finance.

date, they are entitled to exemption equal to 7 1. 1 crore = ten million.
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also exempt from tax for 10 years beginning with deduction equal to one and one third times the
the year in which the undertaking begins to expenditure incurred for promoting exports.
manufactureor produce articles. Domestic companies, however, are entitled to a

Normal depreciation allowance on buildings, weighted deduction equal to and half--

one one

furniture, plant and machinery at prescribed rates times the expenditure.
are deducted in computing taxable income.
In addition to normal depreciation allowance, Transferof technology, know-how and managerial-- c.

investment allowance equal to 25 percent of the skills

cost of new ships, aircraft, plant and machinery is -- Royalty and technical service fees received by
granted. foreign companies under approved agreements
Plant and machinery installed for the manufacture entered after March 31, 1976 taxed at flat-- are a

of non-priority items, however, are not eligible for rate of 40 percent of gross amount of royalty and
the investmentallowance. technical service fees.
Higher investment allowance equal to 35 percent -- Lump sum technical know-how fees paid to--

of cost of plant and machinery is granted for users non-residents outside India under agreements
of indigenous technology. approved after March 31, 1976 are taxed at 20
Expenses incurred on scientific research by the percent of the amount.--

gross
industry as well as contributionsmade by industry -- Income by way of interest, technical service fees,
to approved scientific research institutions are and royalties received from Government or local
deducted in full in computing taxable income. authority or any Indian concem by a non-resident
Weighted deduction equal to one and one third company is not liable to sur-tax.--

times is permitted for the sum paid for sponsored -- Remuneration up to Rs 4,000 per month of a

research. foreign technician having specialised knowledge
There is no tax on dividends received by a and experience in construction, manufacturing,--

domestic company from another domestic mining, generation or distribution of electricity or

company engaged in the manufacture or other form of power, industrial and business
production of items like cement, paper, pesticides, management, etc. is exempt from tax for the first
inorganic and organic heavy chemicals, industrial 24 months.
explosives, electric motors, industrial and -- An employer is free to pay higher remuneration
agricultural machinery, earth moving machinery, and pay tax on the excess amount without
fertilisers, soda ash, caustic soda, commercial imposing any tax liability on the technician. The
vehicles, ships. contract of service is, however, required to be

Intercorporate dividends in other cases are taxed approved by Government.--

partially, i.e. only 40 percent of such dividends are

taxed.
d. Diversificationand selectivityDividend income of foreign companies is taxed at--

the rate of 25 percent. -- As to countries from which nvestment, tech-
There is no tax on capital gains on assets nology, etc. is solicited:

--

transferred or sold (held for more than 36
Governmentpolicy does not discriminate to countries

months), if the entire considerationof the transfer
as

for inviting investment and procuring technology.is invested in new shares of Indian public
companies, Government Securities, etc. or

Domestic enterprises are allowed to import
deposited in a bank for at least three years. sophisticated technology developed in other countries,
Dividend income and income from other specified--

where Indian skills and technology are not adequately
investments is exempt up to Rs 3,000 in the hands developed. A large number (approx. 4,000) of foreign

collaboration agreements have been entered by Indianof an individual.
Interest payable borrowed debt-- on moneys or a

concerns with their counterparts in most of the

incurred by an Indian ndustrial undertaking in a developed countries, e.g. U.S.A., U.K., Germany, Japan,
foreign country for purchase of plant and Switzerland, etc. The industrial development and

machinery or raw material outside India is exempt technological skills in the country have now made

from tax to the extent the rate of interest is considerable progress and attained a stage so as to

approved by the Government. enable it to export technology to other developing
There is a five year wealth-taxholiday for initial countries; several joint ventures have been set up abroad

--

equity share in industrial companies. by Indian industrialists.

Shareholdings in Indian companies and other -- areas
--

As to types of of investment, trade, etc.:
investments are exempt from wealth tax up to The approach to foreign technical and financial
Rs 150,000. collaboration is selective and flexible. This is based on

b. Trade (domesticand foreign) the need of technology which is not sufficiently
In the case of a non-resident,no income is deemed-- developed indigenously. The need to import technology
to accrue or arise in India to him throgh foreign is, however, reviewed from time to time, bearing in 1

mind indigenous technologicaldevelopment.operations which are confined to the purchase of
goods in India for the purpose of export. -- As to regional or special areas, including free trade
Resident tax-payers are granted a weighted zones (i.e. regions or areas of the country, parti-
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cularly backward areas, to which investment small-scale sector help young entrepreneursstarting new

should be directed): industries, in generating employment and creating new

Greater mphasis is now being laid on setting up industrial activity in backward and rural areas to fulfil

industries in backward and rural areas by providing tax the goal of balanced regional development.
and other fiscal incentives and nancial institutionsand -- Sales-tax, excise duty and customs ultimately go
banks playing a positive promotional role. Free trade into the price of the goods which the consumer

zones in backward areas are also set up; e.g. Kandla Free pays.
Trade Zone. -- Except nominal sales-tax, levied by the Centre on

inter-state sales, tax on sales falls within the
e. Difference in treatment, ifany, between the public jurisdictionof States.

and private sectors -- Higher customs and excise duties are generally
While there is no difference in the tax treatment of the levied on items of luxury purchases.

1 incomes of public and private sector undertakings, -- Items of mass consumptionare either free of excise
certain industries of basic and strategic nature are duties or are charged noninally.
reserved for the public sector only. Industries such as

-- Specific excise duties are levied on 135 items. On

fertilisers, pesticides, steel, aluminium, transport,capital other items, excise duty of 2 percent is levied, but

goods, etc. are open to both public and private sectors. exemption is granted to any unit whose annual
About 500 items are listed and reserved for small scale turnoverdoes not exceed Rs 3 million.
sector undertakings. The decision to set up an industry -- Relief from excise duty is also provided in case of
in the public sector or in the private sector is based on small-scale undertakings, and also depending upon
various factors such as the quantum of investment, the whether the undertaking is operated manually or

area in which the investment is taking place, the with power, and the items produced. Hand-spun
category of industry, whether it is labour intensive or yarns and hand-woven fabrics and small
capital intensive, profitability of the unit and the like. newspapers are completely exempted from excise

Other direct taxes like wealth-tax, gift-tax and duty.--

estate duty aim at redistributivejustice and are not -- In the context of regional development, certain
detrimentalto domestic investment. states provide relief from the levy of sales-tax, on

During the last few years, the rates of income-tax certain items produced in their territories.--

on personal incomes have been reduced
considerably.Taxation of capital gainshas also been
modified very recently with the sole objective of
diverting unproductive assets into channels which III. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: OTHER I
directly or indirectly help production. (NON-TAX) FIELDS

The fiscal and monetary policy is geared towards As regards:creating a favourable climate for foreign as well as

domestic investment. Apart from giving general tax
incentives for the establishment of new industries, (i) Subsidies:

specific tax incentives are also given for diverting (a) Subsidies up to 15 percent of capital employed are

investment into desired specific areas. given for establishment of industries in backward
Moreover, the rigours of taxation are also removed by areas, subject to a maximum of Rs 15 lacs.2

giving double taxation relief. India has entered into (b) A subsidy equivalent to 50 percent transport costs
double taxation avoidance agreementswith a number of of raw materials as well as of finished products is
countries. In case no such agreement exists, relief is granted between the nearest rail head and the
given unilaterally under the Indian tax laws. The tax location of the unit in selected backward areas.
policy s based, by and large, on the principle of

capacity to pay and simultaneously to bring about an (ii) Special low interest loans:
egalitarian society. The policy is also aimed at

stimulating national growth, encouraging production Special low interest on long term loans of 15 years
and savings. is given at a nominal rate for establishing industries

in backward areas.

II. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY, SALES (i) Providing infrastructurein particularareas:

TAX, EXCISE DUTY, CUSTOMS
Infrastructure facilities such as land, water, power,

Important in this respect are:
etc. are provided in backward areas at special

(i) re-distributionof wealth concessional rates. Industrial estates are also

(ii) employment established in backward and rural areas.

(iii) regional development
(iv) Others (e.g. the creation of free trade zones and:

, Apart from raising resources, the mechanism of central allied facilities):excise and custom duties is used to implement the
soco-economic polices of Government. Fiscal relefs A free trade zone in Kandla (a backward area) has
are given on a selective basis and are not given as a

matter of rule. Excise duty concessions to the 2. 1 lac = 100,000.
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been created for 100 percent export-oriented contributions in international fields in regard to

industries. Similarly, a special zone for scientific research and technological development. The

export-oriented electronics industry has been country's export performancehas been creditable and it

established in Santa Cruz (Bombay). has now accumulated substantial foreign exchange
Apart from granting general tax incentives, subsidies, resources to meet its import and other foreign exchange
finance on concessional terms are also provided for requirements.
industrial activities in backward and rural areas. The present thrust of Governmentpolicy is the removal

Infrastructure facilities have also bee provided by of regional imbalances, development of agriculture, and

establishment of a number of industrial estates in the economic and industrial development of rural and

country and providing land, water and power at backward areas. Various tax incentives have gone a long
concessional rates. This policy leads to achieving the way in developing backward areas, increasing
socio-economic goal of integrated development of production, providing greater employment opportuni-
backward and rural areas. ties and in accelerating exports. Apart from tax

incentives, central subsidies, transport subsidies,
infrastructural facilities by way of cheaper land for

IV. EVALUATION industries, supply of power, electricity, water, etc. at a

cheaper rate, fiscal concessions and establishment f
India continues to have a planned economy after industrial areas are contributinga great deal to balanced

achieving indepence with planned development regional developmentof the country.
programmesevolved by the Planning Commission. Fiscal To illustrate the above evaluation, it may be mentioned
and monetary policy has been so directed to achieve a that the financial institutions which re-finance the
rapid economic and industrial growth throughout small-scale sector received, 6,075 applications in
the country. India is a vast country, full of natural 1974-75, which number has gone up to 13,800 in
resources and provides an excellent base for the 1976-77. The amount of re-finances which came to
establishment of a variety of industries. Among the Rs 760 million in 1974-75 has risen to Rs 1,740 million
favourable factors for establshing any industry in this in 1976-77. Similarly, in specified backward districts,
country, mention can be made of its large population, total financial assistance given by the Industrial
developing economy, vast sheltered market and Development Bank of India (IDBI) which came to
abundance of technological and skilled man-power. Rs 680 million in 1974-75 has gone up to Rs 1,450
While India does import highly sophisticated tech- million in 1976-77. These illustrations clearly
nology from abroad, it has also developed various substantiate the claim that the policy of encouraging the

technologies of its own in certain fields and is in a small-scale sector as well as establishment of projects in

position to render financial and technologicalassistance backward and rural districts/areas is being implemented
to other neighbouring developing countries. Indian with a measure of success and the country is making
scientists and technicians have also made valuable steady progress towards its socio-economicgoals.

LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income

The list is up to date as of March 31,1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Austria income September 24,1963 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C
27 (BULL) 1964
IX UN A(l) 117

Treaty Series, Vol. 545, p. 200

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

Belgium income February 7,1974 English, Indi and AP treaties
French SUPP. SER.Section C

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976
IX UN A(1) 358

Denmark income September 16,1959 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 74

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il,1976

Egypt (U.A.R.) income February 20,1969 English AP treaties

BULL Supplement B, 1971

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

ITR,Vol. 2,1969
IX UN A(1) 273
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Treaty with Concerning Concluded Officialtext Published in the English language in

Finland income June 23,1961 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C
IX UN A(1) 80

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

France income March 26,1969 Hindi and French . AP treaties

SUPP. SER. Section C
IX UN A(1) 272

Treaty Series, Vol. 748, p. 55

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

ITJ,Vol. 1,1970

German Federal income March 18,1959 Hindi, English and AP treaties

Republic German SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 28

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. I I, 1976

G reece
. income February 11,1965 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 82

Treaty Series, Vol. 606, p. i 0

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. I1, 1976

ITJ,Vol. 1,1967

Japan income January 5,1960 English AP treaties, as amended

IXUNA(l)46
Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

Supplementary income April 8,1969 English Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. I1, 1976

protocol ITJ,Vol. 1,1971

Exchange of exchange of November 30,1974 English Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. l,1976

notes information ITR,Vol.98:Part6,Febr.10,1975-

Malaysia income October 25,1976 Malay, Hindi and AP treaties

English ITR, Vol. 107: Part 8, May 23;
Part 10, June 6, 1977

Norway income July 20,1959 English AP treaties
IX UN A(1) 42

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

Sierra Leone income DTR (Dominions) English AP treaties

Rules, 1956 Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

Sri Lanka income September 10,1956 English AP treaties

Kanga/Palkhivala,Vol. Il,1976

Sweden income July 30,1958 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 16

Kangala/Palkhivala,Vol. Il, 1976

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties.

BULL = Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation.

SUPP.SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.

DTR (Dominions) Rules = The Income Tax (Double Taxation Relief) (Dominions) Rules, 1956.

ITJ = The Income Tax Journal, Madras.

ITR = The I ncome Tax Reports, Madras.

Kanga/Palkhivala = Kanga and Palkhivala's ,he Law and Practice of I ncome Tax, by N.A. Palkhivala and B.A. Palkhivala, Bombay

1976,7th edition.

Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United

Nations. I n addition to the official test of each agreement, this publication produces a translation in either

English or French as the case may be.

UN == United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.
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PAKISTAN:
residential house from their total assets, and on net
assets exceeding300,000 Rs. in all other cases. The rates

TaxStructureand
vary from 0.5 percent on 200,000 Rs. of net wealth to
2.5 percent on net wealth exceeding 1,700,000 Rs.

Fiscal Policy
Gift tax

This tax is levied on all persons (both resident and
non-resident) including companies. The tax is charged

by N.M.Qureshi* on all gifts, including certain transfers, made in the

previous year on a graduated scale rising to 30 percent.
- --

Estate duty
The estate duty is levied on the principal value of the

This paper is an attempt to reflect fiscal policy property which passes on the death of a person,

orientation in the field of governmental finance with excluding the property dedicated by endowment for

reference to Pakistan. It tries to explain the objectives religious purposes. The rates of estate duty are

that underly the policy and attempts, where necessary, progressive with a minimum of 20 percent on the

to evaluate the effects of fiscal measures in terms of amount exceeding the prescribed exemption limit of

achievement. As Pakistan's economy is in a process of 300,000 Rs. and a maximum of 75 percent on the

development, the paper, as far as possible, brings out in amount exceeding5,000,000 Rs.

relief the relationship of economic development to
Sales tax

public finance.
All items imported from abroad or manufactured in
Pakistan are liable to general sales tax at a rate of 20

I. CATALOGUE OF TAXES IMPOSED AT THE percent unless otherwise provided through' statutory
NATIONAL LEVEL AND THEIR BASIC notifications, which provide a wide range of

STRUCTURE exemptions.

The Federal Government levies income tax, wealth tax, Customsduties

estate duty, gift tax, sales tax, excise duties and customs Customs duties are levied on goods imported into or

duties. These are briefly described below. exported out of Pakistan. The rates are either ad
valorem or specific and are indicated in the Pakistan

Income tax Customs Tariff. With the exception of a few items like

tea, tobaccao, betel nuts, arn of man-made fibres,
Income tax is charged on income of a person which alcoholic beverages and cinematographic lms,
arises, accrues or is received in Pakistan. Agricultural sugar,

almost the entire tariff consists of ad valorem rates of
income has also been recently made liable to tax, but
the charge of tax has been deferred for the present, as

duty. Export duties are levied quite sparingly in the

the required material to provide the precise basis of its light of market conditionsat home and abroad.

levy is still being collected. While persons resident in
Central excise duties

Pakistan are liable to tax on their world-wide income,
non-residents attract tax only on their income having its Central excise duties are levied on all excisable goods
source in Pakistan. Rates generally vary with the class of produced in Pakistan, as set forth in the First and

persons liable to income tax. In the case of an Second Schedules to the Central Excises and Salt Act.

individual, association of persons, un-registered firm and The scope of excise duty has expanded from 15 items,
Hindu undivided family, the tax rate increases gradually in 1947, to 63 items produced and manufacturedand 2

up to 50 percent. Registered firms are not liable to services to date. Of these, 43 items and one service are

income tax; but are liable to super-tax which varies from presently charged to excise duty. Most of the consumer

5 percent to 30 percent on amounts exceeding 15,000 products of large-Scale manufacturing industry in the

Rs. Companies are charged to income tax and super-tax country are covered by central excise duty.
at the rates of 30 percent and 20 percent respectively.
Reduction in the rate of super-tax is admissible to Total revenues and percentageof GNP

certain categories of domestic companies, while foreign
companies are charged to tax at the maximum rate.

(Rs. in million)
Percentage Percentage

Income from dividends and capital gains is subject to a Per capita Collection of direct of total

concessionary tax treatment. From January 1, 1978, a income Total of direct taxes to revenue to

10 percent surcharge on tax collections frm most Year G.N.P. (Rupees) revenue taxes G.N.P. G.N.P.

incomes has also been levied. 1950-51 20,740 257 1,231.2 132.4 0.64 5.94
1960-61 34,786 343 1,942.7 397.3 1.09 5.58

; Wealth tax
1970-71 73,731 559 6,226.8 1,020.3 1.38 8.44
1972-73 60,900 933 6,766.6 1,162.7 1.91 11.11

1976-77 1,35,230 1,842 15,310.8 1,697.8 1.99 11.32

, The tax is levied on the net wealth of an individual. The -

tax is charged on net assets exceeding the exemption
limit of 200,000 Rs. in case of persons who exclude one * Chairman, Central Board of Revenue, Pakistan.
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II. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES respectively, depending on their location, with the

ON INCOME, PROFITS, WEALTH, ESTATE longer period for less-developedareas. For industries set

AND GIFT up between 1965 and 1970, the period of tax holiday
was reduced to 6, 5 and 2 years, respectively. The

The policy objectives underlying the tax legislation in period exemption was abolished in 1970 for relatively
Pakistan are: developed areas; the period of tax holiday reduced from

(i) generating economic surplus and taking away the 4 to 3 years for the semi-developed areas:

same through taxation; under-developed areas continued to be eligible for a tax

(ii) providing sufficient incentives to attract both holiday of 6 years (Section 15BB of Income-tax Act,
domestic and foreign investment and promoting 1922).
industrialisation of selected less-developed areas of
the country; (b) Investmentallowance-- Newly-establishedindustries

(iii) achieving maximum economic growth within the (engaged in the manufacture of goods or materials;
framework of economic stability and social justice; ship-building; generation, transformation, transmission
and or distribution of electrical energy, supply of hydraulic

(iv) of late, emphasis on distributional aspect has power; working of mines, oil-wells or other sources of
become increasingly important. mineral deposits; or any other undertaking which is

Emphasis on fiscal measures has varied during the past approved by the government) enjoy tax exemption of
three decades of the country's existence. Fiscal their profits equal to 10 percent of the capital in

measures during this period were designed substantially underdeveloped areas and at the rate of 5 percent in

to further the strategy of development outlined in the other areas (Section 15B of Income-taxAct, 1922).
various five-year plans. The first and second five-year
plans laid stress on the production of consumer goods (c) Depreciation allowance -- Except in the case of
which, for the most part, used to be imported. Fiscal ships, depreciation allowances are admissible on the
policy was accordingly gared towards creating, through historical cost basis. An initial depreciation at the rate
tax incentives, a climate propitious for the of 25 percent is allowed on new plants and machinery
establishment of import-substitution industries. The during the year of installation in Pakistan. Special
emphasis shifted to import-substituting investment in depreciation at the rate of 15 percent is allowed for new

capital goods industries during the third five-year plan machinery installed between July, 1970 and June 30,
period. Tax measures were used as a vehicle for creating 1980, to companies registered under the Companies
a bias in favour of investment in capital goods Act, 1913. An initial depreciation allowance at the rate
industries. of 15 percent and 10 percent is allowed on industrial
With the capital-intensive industries having been taken and other buildings respectively. Industrial housing is
over by the Government as from January, 1972, fiscal allowed an initial depreciation allowance at the rate of
measures have been pressed into service as a lever for 25 percent. An extra allowance of up to 50 percent of
strengthening the public sector industries on the one the normal allowances may be given for most items of
hand and attracting the private sector investment to plant and machinery where double shifts are worked,
consumptiongoods industries on the other. and up to 100 percent where triple shifts are worked

The various components of fiscal policy at present (Section 10(3) of Income-taxAct, 1922).
operative under the income tax, wealth tax, estate duty
and gift tax laws with respect to their role in mobilising (d) Tax credit for investment -- Where a company
investment, trade, transfer of technology, diversification invests any amount in the purchase of shares issued by a
and selectivity, etc. are described in the following company formed under the Companies Act, 1913, a
subsections. credit for the amount so invested is given to the

company. The allowance is admissible at a rate of 15
A. Investment (domestic and foreign) percent for somewhat industrally developed areas; a

Creating a favourable climate for investment has all rate of 30 percent is available for under-developedareas.

along been the cornerstone of the country's tax policy; Companies registered outside Pakistan are not entitled

only the emphasis has varied from time to time to suit to the tax credit (Section 15FF of the Income-tax Act,
the strategy of development planning. Since the sixties, 1922).
fiscal measures have been taken to encourage savings
both at the individual and at the corporate levels and (e) Tax credit for investment by companies in shares
consequent investment in the productive sectors of the and debentures -- Companies investing in shares and
economy. The major measures thus far taken are: debentures of the Equity Participation Fund (meant for

promoting industrial investment in less-developedareas)
1. Income tax are allowed a tax credit equivalent to 50 percent of the
(a) Tax holiday scheme -- The scheme was introduced in amount so invested. The investment allowance is
1959. It had two major objectives: to accelerate available on the first investment, and is reduced to 50
industrial growth in the country, and to enourage this percent if the investment shoudl subsequently be

dispersal of industries to less-developed regions. Under disposed of. The concession is available to both
this scheme, new industries set up between 1959 and domestic and foreign companies (Section 15G of the
1965 were granted a tax holiday for 8,6 and 4 years, Income-tax Act, 1922).
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(f) Tax credit for investment in balancing or are exempt from income tax in the hands of the

modernisation or replacementof machinery -- Where a recipients, subject to the prescribed limits. The entire

company installs any machinery for the purposes of amount of dividends paid by the public companies
replacement or modernisation or balancing of its registered between July 1, 1977 and June 30, 1980 out

existing machinery in its industrial undertaking, a credit of their profits for the period up to June 30, 1982 is

equal to 15 percent of the actual cost of such machinery exempt from income tax (Section 4(3)(x) of Income-tax

is allowed against the tax payable by that company Act, 1922).
(Section 15GG of the Income-taxAct, 1922). --Interest on approved debentures is exempt from

income tax up to the prescribed limits (Section
(g Tax exemption for investment companies- Income 4(3)(xviii) of the Income-taxAct, 1922).
of investment companies registered under the

--

Investment Companies and Investment Adviser's Rules,
The amount representing bonus shares which were

1971 is exempt from income tax. The exemption is until recently exempt only in the hand of the recipients

allowed only to those companies that have 90 percent
has also been exempted in the hands of the company

public shareholding and distribute not less than 90 issuing such shares (statutory notification).

percent of their profits as dividends. The dividendspaid -- Income tax is not levied on money brought into

out of the capital gains of investment. The dividends Pakistan through normal banking channels by
paid out of the capital gains of investment companies non-residents.

and the distribution out of the capital gains of the

public sector National Investment Unit Trust (NIT) and 2. Wealth tax
Investment Corporationof Pakistan (ICP) Mutual Funds

Wealth tax is not payable in respect of the following:
are taxed as capital gains in the hands of the recipients
(Section 4(3)(ix a) of the Income-tax Act, 1922). (i) the rights under any patent or copyright

belonging to the taxpayer;
to

(h) Other incentives -- Tax relief is available to a
(ii) the rights in any insurance policy prior the

taxpayer in respect of investments made in accordance moneys covered by the policies having
become due;

with the various provisions of the Income-taxAct up to (iii) the tools and implements used for raising of
30 percent of his total income, subject to a maximum of agriculturalproduce;
20,000 Rs. The approved channels are the purchase of (iv) the tools and instruments necessary to carry
newly issued shares of approved domestc companies profession vocation, subject
formed under the Companies Act, 1913,defencesaving

on a or to a

maximum of 20,000 Rs. in value;
certificates, NIT Units, etc. (Section 15 of the (v) assets of public companies formed under the
Income-taxAct, 1922). Companies Act, 1913, prior to June 30, 1963.

Dividends paid by a foreign company out of its Foreign companies not entitled to this .-- are

profits from a Pakistani source to a non-resident concession.
shareholder of the company are exempt from income
tax (statutorynotification). 3. Estate duty

Interest arising foreign The following amounts not liable to estate duty:
-- on currency accounts held are
with a scheduled bank in Pakistan is exempt from (i) proceeds of life insurance to the extent of
income tax. The concession is available to both resident

an

and non-residentpersons (statutory notification).
aggregate sum of 50,000 Rs.;

(ii) agricultural land and buildings thereon, the

Foreign companies extending loans to their Pakistani aggregate principal value of which does not--

subsidiaries or branches, or a Pakistani, at a rate of exceed 10,000 Rs.;
interest lower than the prevalent market rate are (iii) one residential house;
charged to tax on the amount so received rather than (iv) jewellery up to the value of 25,000 Rs.;
imputing their income on this account (statutory (v) property given for the exclusive use of the

notification). Government;
Interest payable on loans made by approved foreign (vi) works of art, drawings, paintings, patents,

--

institutions, or on approved loans taken by industrial books, manuscripts, etc. bequeathed to the

undertakings in Pakistan, for the purchase of plant and GOvernment, a university, or a public

machinery, enjoy complete exemption from Pakistan institution;
income tax (statutorynotification). (vii) tools and implements used by the deceased

for the purposes of the profession or vocation
In order to encourage investment in the housing carried on by himr for scientific research;--

industry, for houses with an annual rental value not (viii) provident funds of salaried employees;
exceeding 12,000 Rs., there is no tax on the first 6,000 (ix) growing crops, draught animals, tools,
Rs. Large housing estates where monthly rent does not implements, equipment, plant or machinery
exceed 300 Rs. are exempt for a period of 5 years used by the deceased for raising agricultural
(Section 4(3)(xii(b) and Section 4(3)(xiia) of the produce; and
Income-taxAct, 1922). (x) household effects, wearing apparel, furniture

Dividends distributed by companies registered under provisions, being the property of the-- or

the Companies Act, 1913, or the distributionsof profits deceased and intended for his own use or for

by the NIT and ICP out of the income of a mutual fund the members of his household.
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4. Gift tax such persons. The concession thus extends the total

Gift tax is not leviable on the gift of insurance policies benefit to the individual technician rather than the

or other annuities (up to 5,000 Rs. only) to a exchequer of the foreign government (Section 4(3)(xiii)
dependent. and (xiii a) of Income-taxAct, 1922).

(b) Technical know-how fees payable to a non-resident
B. Trade (domestic and foreign) person for rendering technical advice to an approved

public sector industrial undertaking in Pakistan are
The tax laws in Pakistan are generally not oriented to exempt from Pakistan tax (statutorynotification).
providing any special relief to income from trade and
business activities. Persons engaged in such activities are (c) All foreign nationals employed in Pakistan under

the terms of an aid or grant arrangement are exemptentitled to most of the tax benefits otherwise available
from income tax, if their salaries are paid out of suchunder the Income-tax Act. In the case of non-residents

no income is imputed on account of operations aid or grant (statutory notification).
confined to the purchase of goods in Pakistan for the (d) Lately, the income of Pakistani companies derived

purposes of export of such goods. from furnishing of consultancy services abroad or

Special rebates in income tax and super-tax were, through the sale of trade marks, patents, technical data
and services, etc., has been exempted from income tax

however, introduced in 1963. The rebates were allowed
in the of remittance of this amount to Pakistan.

on the income of domestic companies formed under the year
This should help in encouraging Pakistani companiesCompanies Act, 1913, which made sufficient

arrangements for declaring divididends, as well as to engaged in development and dissemination of scientific
skill abroad (statutorynotification).taxpayers, other than companies, from the proceeds of

the sale of goods exported out of Pakistan. The rates D. Diversificationand selectivityof the rebate varied for companies and other taxpayers,
also depending upon whether or not the goods exported 1. As to countries from which investment,
were manufactured in Pakistan. Certain items such as technology, etc., is solicited
tea, raw cotton, raw jute and jute-manufacture, etc., While Pakistan has taken number of fiscal toa measures
were excluded from the purview of this provision. In raise domestic for investment and developresources
subsequent years, the maximum amount of rebate was

increased from 20 percent to 25 percent in respect of necessary technology, it welcomes foreign investment
and technology suited to its development programmes.income attributable to export of goods manufacturedin

Pakistan. From the year 1973, the list of items to be Both publie as well as private sector industries are

excluded from the operation of this concession was encouraged to mport capital and technology not

restricted to raw cotton only, since Pakistan had no tea available in Pakistan. The developed market-economy
or jute available for export. Presently, income tax and countries have historically been the primary sources of

super-tax on income attributable to the export of goods capital and technology. Lately, the emphasis in
manufactured in Pakistan is allowed a rebate of 50 attracting investment has shifted to neighbouringOPEC

percent of such tax. countries and the remittance of funds by Pakistanis

In order to meet its need for fertilisers, the Federal working abroad. A large numer of Pakistani companies
Government in 1970 exempted the interest arising from are also engaged in extending assistance abroad,
funds borrowed from United Kingdom banks for the especially in the areas of engineering and consultancy.
purchase of fertilisers. This concession is still operative. 2. As to types or areasof investment, trade, etc.
The Federal Government has exempted the income of

Investment from abroad is encouraged both in capitalthe Chambers of Commerce and Industries with a view
to providing a platform to the business community for and consumer goods industries. Foreign investment in

exploring meaningful avenues of nvestment and trade. the form of loans and grants as well as direct investment
by foreign entrepreneurshas been made especially in the

The wealth tax, gift tax and estate duty laws generally pharmaceutical, chemical, fertiliser, automobile-
do not contain any provisions for the extra-concessional assembly and light or heavy engineering industries, and
treatment of persons engaged in trade and business. The in exploration for oil or mineral resources. Technical
stock-in-trade is deemed part of the total assets for the know-how in the form of patents, trade marks and
purposes of these taxes. services has been welcomed in all areas where domestic

technology is not well-developed.
C. Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial As respects the various tax incentives given to

skills
enterprises, both foreign and domestic, engaged in

The following concessions are available under the tax preferred areas of investment,etc., these are:

laws for encouraging the import of foreign technology (i) Oil explorationand development industry
and managerial skills in the country: Special concessions have been accorded to industries

(a) Salary income of expatriate technicians with engaged in exploration for and extraction of oil and gas.
specialised knowledge and experience in industrial arts All expenditure, including abortive expenditure on the '

and science, engaged in industrial undertakings in drilling of a dry hole, allocable to a surrendered area,
selected areas, is exempt from income tax in Pakistan can be offset against current income (other than
for a period of three years, subject to a similar dividends) or future income; on physical assets acquired
exemption to such income by the country of origin of before or after the commencement of commercial
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production, depreciation allowance is allowed. Further, c. Imported agriculturalproducts Low rates
a depletion allowance at the rate of 15 percent of d. Imported raw materials Low rates

well-head value of production subject to a maximum of e. Imported machinery and parts and
50 percent of net income before allowing depletion accessories thereof Low rates

allowance is admissible. The sum total of royalties and f. Sales tax on necessities Free

taxes on income is subject to a maximum of 55 percent g. Sales tax on semi-necessities Low rates

of profits prior to the deduction of royalties and h. Sales tax on productsof cottage
connected levies. Income from the renting of industry Free

extra-pipeline capacity of an enterprise engaged in oil i. Hotels and restaurants frequentedby
exploration is also subject to concessionary tax persons of high income group Duty levied

treatment. Foreign companies are also extended j. Imported second-handclothing Free

safeguards against future fluctuations in the-exchange k. Imported coloured televisions Dutiable

rate through reduction in the amount of tax payable 1. Import duty on motor cars High rates

during the year of revaluation or devaluation of the
Pakistan Rupee. 2. As regards employment

() Mining industry Lately, emphasis has also been laid on the establishment

The undertakings engaged in exploration for and of labour-intensive industry. In the constructionsector,
extraction of mineral deposits are allowed a deduction which is labour-intensive, fiscal encouragement is given
of all expenditure incurred prior to commercial for construction of small houses; moreover, many

production, as well as a depreciationallowance at a rate low-cost housing projects in the public sector are in

of 100 percent in respect of all expenditure incurred on various stages of execution. Special provision is made to

machinery and equipment, a depletion allowance at a encourage house construction activity in the private
rate of 15 percent of total income or 50 percent of the sector, and credit facilities to all income groups are

capital employed, whichever is less, and an exemption offered by the House Building Finance Corporation.
of profits equal to 50 percent of capital employed in Fiscal incentives are provided to hundreds of thousands
case the mineral in question is also refined or of poor workers and potential entrants by exempting
concentrated. from excise duty Units equipped with four power looms

(i Agriculture- oriented industries or less that manufacturecotton fabrics. The government
Income from poultry farming, dairy farming, fish assists in the establishment of small industries through
catching, cattle or sheep breeding, production and sale liberalisation of import policy and easier provision of
of agricultural implements, rendering of agricultural credit through the peoples' Finance Corporation.
services is exempt from income tax for the prescribed The government also makes considerable investment in
period (Section 4(3) of the Income-taxAct, 1922). projects that use machinery produced in the country.
(iv) As to the diversification of domestic and foreign Substantal allocation of funds is made in the public
trade, tax as well as non-tax measures have been taken sector for agro-related industries meant either for

(See II. B. above). producing agricultural inputs such as fertilisers or for
processing agricultural commodities such as sugar cane

3. As to regionalor specialareas and cotton. As a result of these fiscal measures,

The Governmenthas laid great emphasis on the dispersal thousandsof new jobs are created every year.

of industries in the less-developedregions of the country
by providing longer tax holiday periods and tax credits 3. As regards regionaldevelopment
for investments in such areas. Non-fiscal measures in the In order to attract investment to the under-developed
form of providing the necessary infrastructure and areas of the country, various fiscal incentives are

financial resources have also been followed. Industrial provided. The most important of these incentives are (1)
estates were carved out in those regions where local a tax credit for investments, and (2) a partial or full

expertise and raw material were easily available. exemption of import duty allowed on plant and
machinery imported for under-developedareas.

III. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: SALES
TAX, EXCISE DUTIES, CUSTOMS IV. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: OTHER

(NON-TAX) FIELDS
The government is committed to a policy of
re-distribution of wealth and income. The scheme of 1. Subsidies.' In pursuance of the government policy of
indirect taxation is accordingly oriented towards providing subsidies to the most essential items, wheat,
achieving this end. Luxury goods and non-essential both imported and indigenous, is given subsidy, as the
items consumed or used by the rich are taxed at the item is used by the masses and considered essential as a

highest rates while necessities, semi-necessities and price stabilisation measure. Other subsidies include the

products of cottage industries are taxed at low rates. cost of distribution of wheat, kerosene oil, sugar and
salt. Normally, the government bears the differential

1. As regards redistributionof wealth between the import procurement cost and the issueor

a. Items of luxury and non-essential price of wheat. In special cases, the government also
goods High rates meets the incidental price differences. Lately, the

b. Imported cereals Free government has also exempted from income tax so
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much income of a person as represents a subsidy granted industry, private investment is welcome in all other

by the Federal Government for the purpose of industrial fields. The Act provides investment as well as

implementation of an approved project. In 1976-77 profit from reinvested profits and foreign currency
subsidies amounted to 1.15 percent of expenditure on loans. Industrial undertakings financed with foreign
gross national product at market prices. capital are accorded the same tax treatment as those

financed with domestic capital, and are not subjected to
2. Special low interest loans other or more burdensome taxes on income. Foreign
There is no discrimination in the rate of interest in so nationals employed in Pakistan are allowed monthly
far as its ultimate use is concerned. Rlcently, a lower remittances for the naintenance of their dependents in

rate of interest has been provided for exports. the home country equivalent to 50 percent of their
salary. While nationalising the basic industries,

3. Providing infrastructure in particular areas (e.g. immunity has been granted to all the industries financed

industrialestate) with foreign capital.
The transport system continue to increase in capacity, 4. Others (e.g. the creation of free-trade and
and in the case of ports, additional capacity is under

zones

allied facilities)construction. Owing to the long gestation nature of the

projects, relief is not expected to be available The Government has recently instituteda duty-free area

immediately. The main thrust of the programme relating in Karachi for the purpose of installation of

to the Pakistan Railways aims at accelerating the work export-orientedindustries. (See above).
for the improvementof the line capacity by introducing
the battery system along the main line, streamlining
procedures for marshalling and running goods trains on V. EVALUATION
a fixed time-table. Rehabilitationand renewal of tracks,
expansion and modernisation of workshops and The various fiscal measures taken in the recent past have
replacement of depreciated rolling stock have been yielded results. While results in certain sectors are not
accorded priority. Under the Federal Road amenable to a quantitative measurement due to long
Development Programme, 801 miles of roads were gestation periods of certain projects, results in otherss
constructed and 553 miles of existing roads were have been perceptible. There has been a quantum leap in
improved during the 1972-76 period. The provincial earnings from exports and in revenue collections. The
Road DevelopmentProgrammecovered improvementof value of exports during 1972-73 was of the order of
1690 miles of existing roads and construction of 1157 8,623,000 Rs.; in 1976-77, it amounted to 11,420,000
miles of new roads during the same period. The target Rs. Similarly, the proceeds of taxation which amounted
for 1976-77 aimed at 3,200 miles of new construction to 6,767,000 Rs. in 1972-73 ncreased to 15,311,000
or improvement of roads in the country. Special Rs. in 1976-77.
attention was paid to extending the telecommunication
facilities towards the rural and outlying areas. All T.V. As respects increased investment in the industrial sector

transmittingstations except Quetta were connected on a and the dispersal of industries to the less-developed
national microwave net-work. The total number of regions of the country as a result of tax holidays and tax

telephones increased from 167,000 in 1971-72 to credit schemes -- although it is difficult to evaluate in

228,000 in 1974-75, while the target which comprised concrete terms of industrial development -- it is

installation of 23,000 telephone lines during 1975-76 conceivable that these measures diverted funds from

was fully achieved. The target set for 1976-77 included other sectors to the industrial sector and the tax

installation of 30,000 telephone lines together with exemption made relatively larger resources available for

ancillary work. Most cities or towns are linked with self-financing than would have been possible otherwise.

telephones operatingon a micro-wave system. The various fiscal measures encouraging import of

The foreign private Investment (Promotion and foreign investment and technology have not only
Protection) Act, of 1976 authorises foreign private provided additional job opportunities but also had a

investment in desirable ndustrial undertakings not favourable effect on gradual transfer of sophisticated
existing in Pakistan, or not being carried on at an skills to Pakistaninationals.

adequate scale or which will contribute to the The impact of foreign investment on domestic

development of capital, technical know-how, discovery investment has not been adverse as the former does not
and mobilisation of domestic resources, increasing compete with the latter, the projects mostly being such

employment opportunities, etc. Apart from ten basic as involve sophisticated technology the like of which is
industries reserved for public sector and the armament not locally available.

-
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LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerning comprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Austria income July 6,1970 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C

Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

Canada income February 24,1976 English AP treaties

Denmark income September 4,1961 English and Danish AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(l) 98

Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

France income July 22,1966 English and French AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 265

Treaty Series, Vol. 678, p. 243
Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

German Federal income August 7,1958 English and German AP treaties, as amended

Republic SUPP. SER. Section C,as amended

IX UN A(l) 25
Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

..

Additional income August 27,1963 English and German IX UN A(l) 137
Protocol TAX L 1974, Vol. 29

,4

Supplementary income January 24,1970 English and German IX UN A(1) 254

agreement TAX L 1974, Vol. 29
k

I reland income April 13, 1973 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER. Section C

TAXL 1975, Vol. 31

Japan income February 17,1959 English AP treaties, as amended

Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

Supplementary
protocol income June 28,1960 English Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

Libyan Arab Republic *

(People's Socialist Libyan income January 9,1975 English AP treaties
Arab Jamahireya) IX UN A(1) 361

Malta * income October 8,1975 English AP treaties

IX UN A(1) 365

Poland * income October 25,1974 English AP treaties

SUPP. Ser. Section C

Sweden income August 25,1958 English AP treaties

IX UN A(l) 18
Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

Sri Lanka income, capital Ma 19, 1969 English and Sinhala AP treaties

IX UN A(1) 276
Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

* Not yet in force.
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Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Switzerland income December 30,1959 English and German AP treaties, as amended,

SUPP. SER. Section C,as amended

IX UN A(1) 35

Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

Additional

protocol income June 15,1962 English and German Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

United Kingdom ncome April 24, 1961 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 62

Raza Naqvi, Vol. I, 1972

U.S.A. income July 1,1957 English AP treaties
Raza Naqvi,Vol. I, 1972

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties.

SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.

Raza Naqvi = Raza Naqvi. The Law and Practice of Income Tax in Pakistan. Vol. I. Fourth Revised Edition. July 1972

Lahore.

TAXL = Taxation (Lahore). Pakistan.

Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United Na-

tions. In addition to the official text of each agreement, this publication produces a translation in either Eng-
lish or French as the case may be.

UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.
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SRI LANKA: The maximum and minimum rates applicable are set out
below:

TaxStructureand CHART I

Fiscal Policy Name of Tax Minimum Maximum
rate % rate %

Income Tax:

by ChuntharampillaiSivaprakasam* Resident Individuals 7.5 50.0 (pro-
posed 70.0)

Non-resident Indivi- 15.0 50.0 (pro-
duals posed 70.0)
Resident Companies 35.0 60.0
Non-residentCom- 66.0 66.0
panies

Wealth Tax 0.5 2
Sri Lanka is an island in the Indian Ocean situated Gifts tax 31.0 100
South of India. On account of its proximity to the Estate Duty 5.0 70.0
equator it has a tropical climate with warm Business TurnoverTax 1 25
temperatures and a heavy rain-fall. Its total land area is Import Duty 5 100
25,329 square miles, its maximumlengthbeing 270miles Stamp Duty 6 cts 6
and its maximum breadth 140 miles. Its present cheque
population is approximately 13 million. It was under

per
leaf

colonial rule for over 400 years, being subjugated in -

turn by the Portuguese, the Dutch and the British, and

finally received its independencein 1948. It is presently The persons liable in regard to each tax are set out

a Republic with a Parliamentary form of Government below:

and its constitutional Head of State is the President. Income tax
During British times plantationswere opened up and the
main crops were tea, rubber and coconut from which Income tax is chargeable:
most of its export revenue was obtained. Although it is (i) in the case of persons who are resident in Sri
a country rich in natural resources and scenic beauty, Lanka, on income arising in Sri Lanka and income

the basic problems are still economic -- unemployment, arising abroad;
over-population, foreign exchange shortages, lack of (ii) in the case of persons who are non-resident, only
capital resources and underdevelopment.In view of this, on income arising in Sri Lanka. (Income derived

the economic development of the country has become from services rendered in Sri Lanka or from

the main focus of attention and in this context fiscal business transacted in Sri Lanka whether directly
policy has a crucial role to play in promoting specific or through an income arising in Sri Lanka).
strategies of growth. Taxation has also been used as an The question of residence depends entirely on the
instrument for redistribution of both income and length of an individual'sstay in Sri Lanka. A company is
wealth. Over the years, taxation has been the main source deemed to be resident if its registered or principal office
of revenue collection for the Government. Taken as a is in Sri Lanka or if the control and management of its

proportion of the Gross National Product it is now over business are exercised in Sri Lanka.
20 percent which is quite high for a developing country A resident individual is in general, exempt from tax if
wrestling with the problems of development. the assessable income for the is less than Rs. 6,000.year

A non-resident individual is not liable to tax if the .

income in Sri Lanka was solely derived from services
A. CATALOGUEOF TAXES rendered in Sri Lanka or business transacted in Sri

Lanka and such income did not exceed Rs. 1,000.
The catalogue of the main taxes includes:

Wealth tax
Income tax Persons liable are:
Wealth tax
Gift tax (i) any person resident in Sri Lanka including Hindu

Business turnover tax undivided families (excluding resident companies);
Estate duty (ii) non-resident persons (including Hindu undivided

Stamp duty families) having property in Sri Lanka;
Excise duty
Import duty
Export duty

* B.A. (London), Attorney-at-Law,Member, UN Expert Group
on Double Tax Treaties between Developed & DevelopingCoun-

Foreign Exchange Enttlement Certficates tries, Commissioner General of Inland Revenue, and Additional

(abolished in terms of the recent Budget) Secretary, Ministry of Finance & Planning, Sri Lanka.
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(iii) non-resident companies having immovable Tariff Nomenlature. The Budget presented in
property in Sri Lanka. November 1977 introduced a basic change in the

Liability will arise only where the aggregated net wealth structure. The pre-Budget system of duties functioned

is in excess of Rs. 100,000. in conjunction with the Foreign Exchange Entitlement
Certificates System (FEEC). The Budget 1978

Gifts tax introduced a uniform exchange rate with an extensive
liberalisation of imports. In the new customs tariff

A gift is a transfer of any existing movable or specific duties have been retained for a number of
immovable property by one person to another, made commodities, but the bulk are to be taxed on an ad
voluntarily and without consideration in money or valorem basis.
money's worth.

Where a transfer is made without adequat Export duty
consideration, the transfer is regarded as a gift for tax

A sliding scale rate system of export duties was
purposes to the extent of the difference between the

introduced for tea, rubber and coconuts in 1951 tomarket value of the property transferred and the
absorb part of the high income being earned byconsideration.
producers during the Korean War boom. The sliding

Where no consideration passes or is likely to pass, the scale element of the system was abolished for tea and
full value is deemed to be a gift. coconut products in 1953 and for rubber in 1956.
The release, discharge, surrender, or abandonment of Sliding scales of duties were eventually re-introduced for
any debt (other than a bad debt allowed for income tax tea in 1959, for rubber in 1961 and for cconut products
purposes), or of any contract or other actionable claim, in 1963. Ad valorem export taxation of desiccated
is a gift. coconut was re-introduced in September 1976. The

The donor is generally the person liable to gifts tax. duties on tea and rubber have undergone a number of ad
hoc structural and rate changes aimed primarily at

If the tax due from the donor cannot be recovered from
compensating for changes in post-tax profit levels in the

him, the tax can be recovered from the donee. domestic industries caused by changing world prices and
Gifts not exceeding Rs. 1,000 in the aggregate for a year costs of production. Export duties are currently also
are exempt from tax. The rate schedule for gifts tax levied on cinnamon, cardamom and citronella oil.
applies progressively to all taxable gifts made by the The Budget 1978 has introducedcertain increases in the
same donor over his lifetime, irespective of the year of taxation of tea and rubber exports to absorb the higherassessment in which the gift is taxed.

rupee profits these commodities enjoy as a result of the
unificationof the Exchange rates.

Business turnover tax

Persons carrying on business in Sri Lanka are liable to Foreign Exchange EntitlementCertificate Scheme
the Business turnover tax.

This scheme was in operation from May 1968 until the
Every business carried on in Sri Lanka which has a recent budget abolished it. It intended to providewas
turnover of not less than Rs 25,000 per quarter or Rs.

some adjustments since the Sri Lanka rupee was
100,000 in a year is liable to the tax. Certain overvalued. Except for few essential items such rice,undertakingshave been specifically exempted.

a as

flour, fertilisers,drugs and books, all other imports were

subject to a higher rate of exchange, premium being 65
Estate duty percent. On the export side, except for the traditional

Liability arises at death on the estate of a deceased exports, viz. tea, rubber and coconut, other exports
person only if the total estate is in excess of Rs. 50,000. including receipts from tourism received a premium of

65 percent.
Stamp duty This scheme turned out to be a major source of

government revenue as the amountscharged on imports
Stamp duty is payable at different rates on a variety of far outweighed the amounts paid out on exports.documents and is levied by reference to the value stated

The recent budget abolished the above scheme and
on each document.

introduced a unified rate of exchange for all

Excise duty transactions.The exchange rate was fixed at about twice
the value of the prevailing rate.

Excise taxes differ from the Business turnover tax by
being collected only from the producers and importers Convertiblerupee account
of the commoditiesconcerned. They differ from import The Convertible Rupee Account scheme introducedduties by being levied not only on that part of the was

in July 1972 to supplement the Foreign Exchangesupply of a commodity which is imported but also on
Entitlement Certificate Scheme and applied to thethe domestic production. export of gems and certain non-traditional goods, *

Import duty tourism, professional and consultancy services. In terms
of this scheme a specific share of the foreign exchange

Import duty is levied under section 10 of the Customs from these exports was transferred to a special account
Ordinance. The classification is based on the Brussels and the funds credited were allowed to be used to
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finance a broad range of expenditures including travel, In particularthere was evidence to believe that the trade
education and certain imports. The rates varied from 5 in gems eluded the normal channels of exports and
to 25 percent. financed a lucrative trade in smuggled goods. It was in

Initially the Foreign Exchange EntitlementScheme was recognition of these shortcomings that the CRA was

the main attraction for non-traditional exporters. introduced in mid-1972. In addition The State Gem

Although it provided for extra income in local currency, Corporation was set up and tax exemptions were also

such incomes did not provide an opportunity to granted to the gem business. These measures made a

purchase imported consumergoods which were scarce in significant impact upon preventing smuggling and the

the local market. Moreover, certain other probable national revenue from gems increased from Rs. 3 million

exports did not find their way into the official channels. to Rs. 150 million.

, CHART II

Revenue of major taxes and percentagesof net revenue and G NP

Income tax Business turnover tax Excise duty

Revenue % of % of Revenue % of % of Revenue % of % of
net revenue GNP net revenue GNP net revenue GNP

1974 598 21.8 2.8 604 22 2.8 750 27.4 3.5
1975 770 28.5 3.2 646 23.9 2.7 831 30.1 3.5
1976 902 26.2 3.5 711 20.7 2.3 918 26.7 3.5

Importduty Export duty FEECS

1974 277 10.1 1.3 660 24.1 3.1 967 35.3 4.5
1975 336 12.4 1.4 430 15.9 1.8 1055 39.0 4.4
1976 476 13.8 1.8 421 12.3 1.6 1074 31.3 4.1

(Rupees in millions)

Note: Net revenue does not include all current receipts and transfers. The concept refers to tax revenues less food subsidies and transfers
to corporations.

Bo ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES This policy later gave way to one where export
ON INCOME, PROFITS, WEALTH, ESTATES promotion was specifically encouraged. The present
AND GIFTS policy places emphasis on both exports and production

for local consumption.
1. Investmentand trade (domestic and foreign) Generous capital allowances have been granted to both

Prior to the Kaldor reforms in 1958, the function of local and foreign investment in respect of plant,
taxation was primarily revenue collection. In the sphere machinery, fixtures and industrial buildings. The system
of direct taxes, the capacity to pay tax at that time was

of lump-sum depreciation allowances and development
measured almost solely by income. The major rebates given in the past is now to be replaced by a 100

breakthrough in tax policy took place in 1958, when percent capital allowance which amounts to allowing
the full cost of plant, machinery and fixtures used in athe Kaldor system of taxation was introduced. The tax

base was then broadened to include wealth,expenditure, business. In the case of agricultural and industrial

gifts and capital gains and various incentives to capital buildings 50 percent of the cost of construction is to be

formation were built into the tax structure. Along with allowed. Apart from simplicity in operation, the grant
of these enhanced capital allowances will serve as athe widening of the tax base, taxation became a kind of

socio-economic regulator and an important tool for major incentive for capital investment.

promoting economic growth. By means of a highly Liberal investment allowances are granted to encourage
complex system of allowances, reliefs and rebates, the investment of capital in the purchase of ordinary shares
tax system came to provide the incentives to divert the of companiesapproved by the Minister of Finance.

ncrement in incomes into savings and investment, and An eight-year tax holiday is available for new

more particularly to new lines of business activity which undertakings in respect of export profits of
, are considered desirable for economic development. non-traditional items. Similarly, a five-year tax holiday

The incentives through the tax system took the form is provided for new hotel undertakings in the tourist

mainly of capital deductions and allowances, investment sector.

reliefs and tax holidays. Initially, tax exemptions were The recent Budget has offered a new package of tax
provided to stimulate import substitution industries. holidays to further stimulate investment. In the area of
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housing, a special incentive has been given to the In terms of the new foreign investment policy adopted
housing developerwho builds and sells houses. by the new Government and the envisaged free trade

Five-year tax holidays are also envisaged in the zone for exports, special importance is being paid to the

following areas: negotiation of double taxation relief agreements so that

(a) non-traditional agricultural enterprises like the the concessions intended to be given in Sri Lanka would

cultivation of cinnamon, citronella, pepper,
be preserved for the benefit of the investor. The basic

nutmeg, cloves and cardamom; problem in relation to this is that any reduction in the

(b) small and medium-scale industrial enterprises tax burden in the country of source usually accrues to

establishedoutside urban areas;
the benefit of the foreign Treasury as the full tax is

(c) new companies formed for off-shore and deep-sea charged in any case in the country of residence. In order

fishing. to preserve the benefits of the reduced rates of tax and
exemption granted, Sri Lanka usually insists on a

2. Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial corresponding tax-sparing clause in her Agreements, i.e.

skills a special provision is included in the Agreement,
whereby the tax that would be chargeable in the

Royalties relating to know-how, patents, etc. are taxable source country if no exemption or reduction were

regardless of the nationality of the payee. The gross granted, be treated as tax in the source country for
royalty is taxable in terms of the Sri Lanka law, as no the purpose of the tax credit in the country of
expenses are allowed. In the more recent double residence. An alternative to tax-sparingwould be for the
taxation relief agreements, a lower rate of tax has been country of residence to provide a credit not merely for
offered in respect of royalties on new contracts in order the tax on the dividends, but also for part of the tax
to promote the inflow of new technologies. paid by the company on its profits. These alternative

Where a foreigner is brought to Sri Lanka and employed measures have been found to be effective treaty
in an approved industrial undertaking as an expert, mechanisms, as they are easily applicable, and in this

adviser, scientist or technician, his emolumentsand any way the concessions granted in Sri Lanka can be

income not arising in Sri Lanka are exempt from income suitably integrated with the tax structure of the

tax for a period to be specified by the Minister of developed countries. In the recently concluded Double

Finance after due considerationof each case. Tax Relief Agreements Sri Lanka's new policy has been
to focus attention particularly on dividends, royaltiesCertain exemptions are available to foreign contractors. and interest representing, they do, the major forms ofas

A person who has entered into a contractwith:
foreign investment, viz. equity capital, technological

(a) the Government of the Republic of Sri Lanka; or know-how and loan capital. Through the tax treaty
(b) a statutory corporation or institution which is

medium, reduced rates of tax have been offered for
approved by the Minister of Finance for the dividends, royalties and interest from new investment,
purposes of this section, the benefit of which will actually accrue to the foreign

will be exempt from income tax on the profits arising investor.
from the contract if the following conditions are

satisfied:
(i) the foreign contractor should not have had a place Tax concessions and exemptions have been offered

of business in Sri Lanka whether directly or particularly in the area of non-traditional exports, new

through an agent at the time he enters the agricultural ventures, small and medium-scale industrial

contract; enterprises, housing, and off-shore and deep-sea fishing.
(ii) the contract should have been entered into on the The new Free Trade Zone envisaged by the new

basis that the profits will be exempt from income Government is intended to be a special area of

tax; investment and trade to promote economic

(iii) the name of the foreign contractor should be development, create new employment avenues and

gazetted by the Minister of Finance for the stimulate the inflow of foreign exchange and capital. A

purpose of this section. new law called the Greater Colombo Economic

Where the profits of the contractor are exempt under Commission Bill has been passed in Parliament to enable

these provisions, the foreign personnel employed by the the establishment of this Free Trade Zone area and a

contractor will also be exempt from income tax on their special set of fiscal incentives which will apply only to

emolumentsand on their foreign income. this area will be provided for.

3. Diversificationand selectivity It is noteworthy to mention that the new tax

exemptions envisaged for small and medium-scale
Generally, the fiscal incentives offered through the tax industrial enterprises are to be granted only if such
structure would be available to all investors. In terms of industries are established outside municipal limits. This
double taxation relief agreements, certain specific is especially intended to foster the growth of these
incentives have been offered to investors from those industries in rural and non-urban areas. This kind of
countries. Presently Sri Lanka has agreements in force regional incentive helps to open up new areas, whilst
with Sweden, India, Norway, the Federal Republic of providing for new employment avenues and the

Germany, Denmark, Japan, Pakistan and Malaysia. commencement of ancillary services, trade centres and

Agreements have been initialled also with the U.K., bazaars, promoting thus the spiralling effect of new

Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, Poland and Singapore. economic activity.
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4. Difference in treatment between the public and paddy, the ceiling land holding was limited to 25 acres.

private sectors Later in 1975 a more radical bill took over rupee and
sterling company estates in the tea, rubber and coconut

Certain areas of investment have been demarcated for sectors. By these legislative changes, the backbone of
the private sector. The last ten years have witnessed the the economy in this country was brought under State
gradual expansion of the public sector. This is evident in control.
the increasing public share in investment outlay and
even more emphatically in the continuingneed of public C. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: SALES
sector control f establishments through the

TAXES, EXCISE DUTIES, CUSTOMS
nationalisation of major industries. Concerning foreign
investment, the White Paper of 1972 set out the broad 1. Redistribution
lines of policy. Emphasis was placed _

on the
Government's willingness to accept foreign investment The different rate bands applicable to the Business

only n certain specified fields and on terms which are turnover tax enable the Government generally to tax
considered appropriate. Foreign investors are goods purchased by the higher income groups more than

permitted to enter proposals for participatingin projects goods bought by the lower income groups. Although the
in industries reserved for the state section. Such turnover tax is basically regressive in effect, the multiple
proposals may be made either in industries already rate bands have built in a progressiveeffect in its impact
operated by the State such as paper, ceramics, oils and on taxpayers at different income levels. The Budget
fats, plywood, leather goods, cement, cotton textiles proposals for 1978 have increased the exemption limit
and hardware; or in industries where further expansion from Rs. 100,000 and this would benefit the marginal
is reserved for the State, such as heavy capital goods and taxpayer. The reduction in the higher rates of turnover
mineral resources in certain basic industries. In respect tax announced in the recent Budget would appear to
of private sector projects the main spheres for foreign modify the progressivenessof the rates, but on the other
investment are the tourist industry, fisheries, hand, the increased rates for the assembly of motor cars

non-traditional exports and the industrial sector. This and liquor might increase the progressiveness. It is also

policy will however be reviewed and expanded by the significant that essential foodstuffs like rice, flour and

present Government particularly in view of the sugar are exempt from the turnover tax so that in this
liberalisation of investment policies and the way the poorest classes whose purchases are restricted
establishmentof the Free Trade Zone. to these essential items are not called upon to pay tax.

So far as tax treatment is concerned, public sector Excise taxes on liquor and tobacco also contribute to

corporations are liable to tax in the same way as making the entire system of taxes, transfers and
companies at the same rate of tax. Foreign governments subsidies, taken as a whole, more progressive and
are taxed similarly. There is also no difference in tax thereby hve their impact on the redistribution of
treatment between the private and the public sectors. income and wealth. Both these commoditiesare known

to have low price elasticities and therefore increased
A resident company is liable to a non-refundable tax of taxation does not affect the level of consumptionmuch.
60 percent on its taxable income and a refundable tax
of 33 1/3 percent on the dividends declared out of the In relation to import dutes, too, the highest duties are

profits on which the taxable income is computed. reserved for non-essential and luxury mports with a

A non-resident company is liable to a non-refundable steep progression'. This would therefore become

tax of 60 percent on the taxable income of the applicable to the upper income and wealth brackets. On
the other hand the removal of the Convertible Rupee

company plus a 6 percent additional levy in lieu of
Account in the recent Budget would reduce the benefits

estate duty. to the rich class of gem dealers and businessmenengaged
Where a non-resident company makes any remittances, in lucrative trades in the non-traditional export sector.
it is also liable to a tax amounting to --

The increased export duties announced in the recent
(a) 33 1/3 percent of its remittances abroad; or

Budget will sop up the excesses in rupee profits
(b) 33 1/3 percent of one third of its taxable obtained from the change in the exchange rate. In

income, whichever is less. particular, the taxes on tea have diverted part of the
In order to promote broad-based ownership of shares in large revenues of agricultural estates to the Government
companies and to stimulate mass partcipation in the enabling it to achieve some manner of redistributionof
country's development, a recent measure which has income and wealth from the tea sector to other sectors.
been introduced is a lower rate of tax of 40 percent Nevertheless, the results of land reform have also to be
which would pply to People's companies where the

taken into account. As much as 63 percent of the tea
shareholdings are diffused.

acreage producing about 80 percent of the tea tonnage
A lower rate of tax of 35 percent is also applicable to is now owned by the State. As the privately owned
co-operatives. sector tends to produce lower priced teas, less than 20
A significant change introduced recently is the percent of indirect tax revenue from tea derives from
transference of ownership of the plantation agricultural the private sector. The basic nature of taxation of the
sector to the State. Two major land reforms were tea sector has therefore changed from that of primarily
implemented in the 1972-1976 period. First in 1972, a taxing and raising resources from private companies to
law was passed to restrict private non-company land that of primarily diverting resources frm one use-to

holdings to 50 acres for each person. In the case of another within the public sector.
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2. Employment holders: of these, nearly 1.1 million belong to the
taxpaying category for whom the subsidy given is only

One of the objectives of the import duties system is the partial.
protection of domestic industry. In the post 1960
period, the introduction of stringent foreign exchange The increase in populationover the years has resulted in

controls and increased import duties provided a stimulus an increase in subsidy expenditure. This may be

to local industries and businesses and this in turn illustrated by the following statistics in relation to the

promoted employment and now openings in those food subsidy.
industries. The tax system generally favoured both
import substitution and export industries and also CHART III

employment opportunities in these industries. The same
Food subsidy Net subsidy as a

purpose is served by reduced duties and exemptionson (Rs.million) percent of
basic industrial raw materials and inputs and the general

Year

liberalisation of imports introduced after the recent GNP Domestic revenue

Budget. One objective of the new polic is to stimulate 1966-67 201.8 2.24 9.16

animports of intermediate goods in support of 1967-68 296.3 2.81 12.2

increased local production and, in turn, an increased 1968-69 328.8 2.83 11.82

mport of capital goods in support of a higher 1969-70 327.2 2.58 11.08

investment level and a consequent increase in employ-
1970-71 536.2 4.21 18.64

ment opportunities.
1971-72 525.9 3.77 16.13

1973 679.0 4.07 17.04

1974 952.1 4.47 20.16
3. Regionaldevelopment 1975 1230.4 5.18 24.43

1976 937.6 3.6 16.57
Regional development has been encouraged by the
establishment of industries and factories in the areas

where the raw materials were available. Thus, on the
The food subsidy has been criticized it representsas a

eastern coast of Sri Lanka, a paper factory was
substantial diversion for current consumption of the

established at Valaichenai, and in the north at
nation's A substantial amount of foreignresources.

Kankasanthurai a cement factory was set up. A sheet
exchange is also spent annually the importation ofon

glass factory was put up at Dankotuwa, the plywood subsidized items. Thirty-sevenpercent of the import bill
factory at Gintota and the Paranthan Chemicals
Corporation factory at Paranthan, Kilinochchi. during the period 1974-76, for instance, was spent on

imports or ric, flour and sugar. Food subsidies can also
The proposal for establishing a Free Trade Zone in become disincentives to local production of cereals,
terms of the Greater Colombo Economic Commission and their substitutes. But despite, this, insugar a
law will further regional development in this area-north developing country like Sri Lanka where large-scale
of Colombo. The system of ndirect taxes and duties unemployment and poverty occur, a subsidy system of
will not apply to this zone and the exemption thus some sort may be considered nevitable. With over a

granted will be a lever for economic activity in the million unemployed, the welfare impact of the food
region. subsidy cannot be over-emphasized.
There is also a proposal to apply the Business turnover The Budget of 1978 was significant for the abolition of
tax collections to regional development. In terms of the the rationing system and the withdrawalof free rice and
original proposal a part of the tax collected from the subsidies on rice and sugar from households with
businesses in a particular region will be allocated to local incomes in excess of Rs. 3,600 per annum. The limit
authorities in the region for regional development.This applies to households with 5 persons or less. There is a

proposal has, however, not still been mplemented. system of adjusted relief granted on the food subsidy to

persons with larger families. No change was made in the
D. OBJECTIVES OF FISCAL POLICY: OTHER case of subsidy on wheat flour and infants' milk food.

FIELDS The new system represents a radical break from the old

policy. It marks a move towards the principle that food
1. Subsidies subsidies should be granted only to the very poor. In the

Sri Lanka has ever since ndependence paid much long run, this would effect a reduction in government
attention to social welfare and the granting of subsidies. expenditure, although this may not be apparent initially
Along with a progressive tax rate structure this has in the first year in view of the change in the official rate

meant a certain measure of social justice with its of exchange.
redistributive impact on income and wealth. The chief A new feature introduced in the Budget of 1978 is a

areas of subsidies have been food, education and health. cash subsidy scheme of income support of Rs. 50 per
month payable to persons with no gainful occupation.There are four main items on which the Government

pays consumer subsidies -- rice, wheat flour, sugar and They will receive this support until they are given
infant milk foods. The payment of food subsidies has employment.
been tied to a rationing scheme under which all In relation to the overall fiscal policy relating to taxes, ,

individuals entitled to such subsidies are issued ration subsidies and transfers, the redistributive impact may be
books or token cards. There were approximately 12 illustrated by a few examples:
million ration book holders and 1 million token card In 1976, for instance, the food subsidies required
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expenditures practically equal to the revenue from economic development and the creation of new

income and other related direct taxes. It could also be employmentopportunities.
said that the subsidies and transfers to public
corporations absorbed nearly all revenue collected from
FEECs. In 1975 about one-third of total revenue was E. EVALUTATION
returned in the form of subsidies and transfers.

The broad objectives of policy as outlined by the new
In relation to development, subsidies have been granted Government in Sri Lanka in the first Budget include the
by Government for different purposes. Generous

promotion of growth, development and employment,
replanting subsidies have been granted for the replanting
of tea and rubber. In the area of replacementof factory

the liberalisation of controls with a change to the free

machinery and equipment, Asian Development Bank operation of the market mechanism and the
maintenanceof social justice.credit as well as a subsidy has been made available. In

relation to fishing, subsidies are available for the The broad strategy to implement this would involve

purchase of boats. action in a number of fields such as a crash employment
programme, liberalisation of imports, unification of

2. Special low interest loans foreign exchange rates, relaxation of price controls,
reduction in unnecessary subsidies, and other measures

Loans at low interest rates and on special terms are to increase the flow of internal financial resources and
available under certain conditions for the construction foreign capital from abroad.
of houses. The Department of National Housing is The cut-back on subsidies is a bold move whch would
responsible for granting these loans, but lower rates of be beneficial in the long run, particularly in view of the
interest for housing are also available from the increasing expenditure in view of population increases.
commercialbanks and approved credit institutions. The immediate liberalization of imports and foreign
The banking system has also been geared to promoting exchange controls is a radical break from the ld policy,
development and loans are given by the People's Bank but its impact on balance-of-payments problems and
and the Bank of Ceylon on special interest rates for new domestic industries which were protected in the past
agriculturalventures and rural development. would have to be closely watched. It may be desirable

to use the system of import duties more effectively in '

the future for relieving pressures on the balance of
3. Providing infrastructurein particularareas payments, protecting viable industries and obtaining
The Mahaweli Project is being undertaken by the further redistribution in favour of the lower income

Government and would provide irrigation facilities for groups. On the other hand, the unification of the

the whole Dry Zone Area. This is a massive project on exchange rates and the liberalisation of controls would
which work is being expedited, as it would provide the improve the competitiveness of such sectors of the

nfrastructure for the agricultural development of economy which would be exposed to foreign
millions of acres. competition.
A large-scale housing programme is being planned by The higher the rate of growth, the more employment
the Ministry of Housing with the proposal to set up a and the larger flow of goods and services will be

National Housing Authority and an Urban Development available for distribution. After the abolition of an

Authority. important part of the rationing System, the desired

A rural electrification cheme is also underway to degree of equity must be ensured mainly by the system

provide the basic infrastructure for development in of taxes, subsidies and other transfers which can be used
for redistributive purposes. The dilemma in Sri Lanka

certain rural areas.
with its scarce resources at present is to evolve a proper

4. Others mix between social welfare and social justice on the one

hand, and economic development and growth on the

The free trade zone proposed in an area north of other, between consumption and subsidies, and savings
Colombo is expected to be the central lever for and investment.
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LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Denmark income, capital February 16,1963 Danish, English and AP treaties

Sinhala SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 107

Treaty Series, Vol. 486, p. 286

German Federal income, capital July 4,1962 German, English AP treaties

Republic and Sinhala SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 99

India income September 10,1956 English AP treaties

Vll UN 127

Japan income December 12,1967 Japanese, English and AP treaties
Sinhala 24 BULL 1970 Supplement B 1970

Treaty Series, Vol. 683, p. 91

Malaysia income September 16,1972 Bahasa, Malay, AP treaties

Sinhala and English

Norway income, capital Junell,1964 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 145

Pakistan income, capital May 19,1969 English and Sinhala AP treaties
IX UN A(1) 276

Sweden income, capital May 18,1957 English AP treaties

IXUNA(1)4

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and I nvestment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties.

SUPP.SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.

BULL = Bulletin for I nternational Fiscal Documentation.

Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United

Nations. In addition to the official text of each agreement, this publication produces a translation in either

English or French as the case may be.

UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treati'es exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes. The

indication VIl UN 127 means: United Nations, Volume Vll, page 127.
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1

SEPTEMBER 1978 Seminar Services International: The Inter-
national Contracts Symposium (The struc-

32nd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The ture of this Symposium is similar to that of FOR FURTHER
Taxation of Extractive Industries; II. The the International Tax Planning Sympo- INFORMATION
Differences in the Tax Treatment between sium), Zurich (Switzerland),November 15, PLEASE WRITE TO:
Local and Foreign Investors and the Ef- 16 and 17 (English, French and German).
fects of International Treaties. Sydney Bureau van de Nederlandse Federatie
(Australia) September 17-23 (English, Seminar Services International: The 9th

Belastingconsulenten (Bureau of
French, German, Spanish). Multi-choice International Tax Planning van

Symposium (The structure of this Sympo- The Netherlands Federation of Tax

Management Centre Europe: International sium will be similar to that of the 6th, 7th Consultants) Wassenaarseweg 20, 2596

Tax Management (seminar) (subjects in- and 8th International Tax Planning Sym- CH Den Haag (Netherlands).

clude tax treatment on technology import Posiums held respectively in Montreux
Deutsche Steuerjuristische Gesellschaft

and technology export, valuation of goods (1977), Amsterdam (1977) and Zurich
e.V.: Classen-Kappelmann-Str.24,5000

for customs duty, VAT and other pur- 1978)), Amsterdam (Netherlands),Novem-
Kln 41 (German Federal Republic).

poses), Oslo (Norway), September 21 and ber 22, 23 and 24 (English, French and

22 (English). German). Euroforum: Keizersgracht 534, Amster-

Management Centre Europe.' Managing and Management Centre Europe: International dam (Netherlands).

Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- Fenedex (Federation for the Nether-
tax in international operations) (Seminar), giuro), Novembere27-29 (English). lands Export): Bezuidenhoutseweg76a,
Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng- 2509 LK Den Haag (Netherlands).
lish). DECEMBER 1978

Financial Times Ltd. Conference Orga-
Management Centre Europe Managing and ManagementCentre Europe: Multinational

Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including Compensation (including legal tax and ac-
nisation: Bracken House, 10 Cannon

tax in international operations) (Seminar), counting variations and their impact on Street, London EC4P 4BY (U.K.).

Copenhagen (Denmark, September 25-27 nancial appraisal of benefit decisions) Inter-American Centre of Tax Admin-
(English). (Round Table), Brussels (Belgium, Decem-

istrators: Apartado 215, Panam 1
ber 4-6 (English). (Panama).

OCTOBER 1978
International Fiscal Association(I.F.A.):

Confdration Fiscale Europenne (CFE): General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.
La Fiscalit en Europe (including: tax har- SEPTEMBER 1979

Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, Rotterdam
monization in Europe; taxation of invest- (Netherlands).
ments in Europe; corporate income tax in 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The

Europe with emphasis on the impact of Taxation of transfers of ownership on
Investment & Property Studies Ltd.:

double taxation treaties; net worth tax in death or inter vivos gifts with special refer-
Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-

Europe; co-operation between tax consul- ence to the continuity of family-heldenter-
don EC4A 1AB (U.K.).

tants and other free professions). Stras- prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun-

bourg (France), October 13 and 14 try on the tax treatment of the enterprise
Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue

(French, English, German). or group (provisionaly). For the Seminars
des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).the following Subjects are suggested:

NOVEMBER 1978 Trends in income tax treaties involving de-

veloping countries, with special reference Seminar Services International: Promo-

Management Centre Europe: Tax manage- to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in tion Manager, Institute for International

ment in a multinational environment (se- Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- Research Ltd., 70, Warren Street,

minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8 mark) September 4-8 (English, French, LondonWIP 5PA (U.K.).

(English). German, Spanish).
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide euer published for taxpayers
with income from foreign sources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

ContinuouslySupplemented........ Always Up -to- Date

This outstandingnew Service is creted specifically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the' receiving income from, or taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

If you t any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benefits -- tax benets.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular,every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-saving device.

Authoritative, specic guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent -- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., EnglewoodCliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fullled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorychartersubscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publication has been even more enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for

reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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EASTERN EUROPE
The publications listed in this bibliography have

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which TAXATION OF MULTINATIONALSIN COMMUNIST
COUNTRIES

will gladly supply further information upon request
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, By Paul Jonas. New York, Praeger Publishers, 1978.99 pp.

Survey on company law and fiscal law provisionswith respect to
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct foreign investment by multinational companies in Eastern Euro-

from the publsher ndicated, and not through the pean countries, with the emphasis on investment in the form of a

Bureau. joint venture. (B. 101.129)

FRANCE

AFRICA
L'IMPOSITIONDES PLUS-VALUES

By Pierre Courtois. Paris, Librairies Techniques (LITEC), 1978.
SURVEYS OF AFRICAN ECONOMIES 565 pp.

Volume 7: Algeria, Mali, Morocco and Tunisia. Washington, Inter- Monograph explaining the capital gains tax in France. Relevant
statute of the tax law is appended. (B. 101.143)

national Monetary Fund, 1977. 374 pp., $ 5.-.
The economic and financial data relate to the period 1970-74.

PRECIS DE FISCALITE CADASTRE DOMAINE;
Reference to taxation is found in the part dealing with the reve-

PUBLICITE FONCIERE
nue structure. (B. 10.930)

Tomes I et II, 1978. Paris, Ministre de l'Economie et des Fi-

nances, Direction Gnrale des Impts, 1978. 890 + 900 pp.
ASIA Tax handbook in two volumes comprising a brief explanation of

the taxes levied in France as of March 1, 1978 administered by
DISTRIBUTIONIN ASIA/PACIFIC'SDEVELOPING the General Direction of Taxes of the Ministry of Economicsand
MARKETS Finance. (B. 101.132/133)
Prepared and published by Business International Asia/Pacific,
Ltd., Hong Kong, March 1978. 201 pp. GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
Research report designed to inform marketing executives of the

many opportunities and pitfalls, peculiarities and differences in
Asian and Pacific markets and to provide a basis upon which to DIE BESTEUERUNGDES WERTZUWACHSES

build a distribution system suitable for the region and its many Ein theoretischer Ansatz im Rahmen der Einkommensbesteue-
countries. (B. 51.013) rung. By Otto Ebnet. Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,

1978. Schriften zur ffentlichen Verwaltung und ffentlichen
Wirtschaft, Band 31. 237 pp., DM 74.-.

BRAZIL Book containing a theoretical discussion on the tax treatment of
realized capital gains within the scope of the current German in-

AUSLANDSINVESTITIONENIN BRASILIEN come tax system which is -- in the author's view -- inconsistent.
an con-

Rechtsgrundlagen und Erfahrungen. Zweite aktualisierte und er-
Therefore, the author also gives proposals for amendment

weiterte Auflage. By Hans Jolowicz. Hamburg, Institut fr Ibero- cerning the taxation of capital gains in Germany. (B. 101.115)

amerika-Kunde, 1977. Private Auslandsinvestitionen in Latein- BESTEUERUNGVON AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN
amerika, No. 6.444 pp.
Second revised and extended publication on foreign investments By KarI-Heinz Baranowski. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirt-
in Brazil, basic legal aspects and practical experience. It includes schafts-Briefe, 1978. 488 pp., DM 75.-.
the basic law, capital markets. (B. 15.784) Handbook providing a detailed comment on the various tax as-

pects in the case of foreign relations, such as obligations of the
taxpayers, tax liability of residents and non-residents, unilateral

DENMARK relief from double taxation, tax treaties concluded by Germany,
valuation of shares in foreign companies, the foreign tax law, the

EJENDOMSSALG2. HALVR 1977 foreign investment law, the developing countries tax law, etc. An

Udarbejdet af StatsskattedirektoratetVurderingsafdelingen. Co-
extensive index is appended. (B. 101.112)

penhagen, GovernmentPrinter, 1978.67 pp. BETRIEBSAUFSPALTUNGIM STEUERRECHT
Statistics on the free sales of real property in the second half of

1977, thus not including e.g. auction sales, in Denmark,prepared By Helmar Fichtelmann. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1978.

by the Evaluation Department of the National Tax Directorate. 55 pp., DM 19.80.
(B. 101.136) Study which represents a more practical approach to the Be-
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triebsaufspaltung (splitting of an enterprise into one company TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGYBY MULTINATIONAL
which possesses the fixed assets and another company which runs CORPORATIONS
the current activities). It is mainly based upon the decisions of
the West German Supreme Tax Court. (B. 101.111)

Volume I:A synthesis and country case study. Edited by Dimitri
Germidis. Paris, Development Centre of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 1977. 310 pp., Fr.Frs.

EFFIZIENZ DER INDIREKTENSTEUERLICHEN
FORSCHUNGSFRDERUNG 54.-.

Study carried out by local researchers and other specialistsUnder
By Karl Ch. Rthlingshfer and Rolf-Ulrich Sprenger. Berlin, the sponsorship of the Development Centre to examine the vari-
Duncker & Humblot, 1977. Schriftenreihe des IFO-Instituts fr ous aspects of transfer of technology by 20 multinatonalcorpo-
Wirtschaftsforschung,No. 92. 124 pp., DM 48.-. rations in 12 countries of verying levels of development, econo-

This book represents the result of a thorough study on the ef- mic structure, size and geographical location, namely Argentina,
ciency of indirect tax measures supporting research and develop- Brazil, Greece, India, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mexico, Morocco, Peru,
ment; it was made on request of the Federal Minister of Research Philippines, Spain and Venezuela. Volume I contains only the
and Technology in 1975. (B. 101.116) country case studies, the other materials are published in Volume

II. (B. 101.119)
KRPERSCHAFTSTEUER

By Wolf-Dieter Schne. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag, 1978. Stollfuss YEARBOOKOF INTERNATIONALTRADE STATISTICS

Studienbcher fr Wirtschaft und Verwaltung, Band 14. 112 pp., 1976
DM 15.90. Volume I: Trade by country. New York, United Nations, 1977.
This book provides an introduction to the relevant aspects of the 968 pp.
new West German Corporate Income Tax Law. (B. 101.110) Twenty-fifth edition of Volume I of the Yearbook of Interna-

tional Trade Statistics provides basic information for individual
MITUNTERNEHMERSCHAFTENMIT BESCHRNKTER countries' external trade performances in terms of the overall
HAFTUNG -- NATIONAL UND INTERNATIONAL trends in current value as well as in volume and price, the im-

Unternehmensformenohne steuerliche Doppelbelastung. By Ger- portance of trading partners and of individual commodities im-
ported and exported. It is published in two volumes. (B. 101.134)hard Haas. Bielefeld, Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1978. 136 pp., DM

24.60.
This book provides a survey on co-partnershipswith limited lia-
bility in the Federal Republic of Germany as well as in several
European countries, the U.S.A. and Canada. It refers to a broad JAPAN
variety of problems involved, e.g. as regards international co-

partnerships. (B. 101.114/207) CERTIFIEDPUBLIC TAX ACCOUNTANTLAW

Tokyo, Japan Federation of Certified Public Tax Accountants'
STEUERRECHTUND WIRTSCHAFTSORDNUNG Associations, 1977. 125 pp.

By Manfred Beker, Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, English and Japanese texts of the law governing the code of cer-

1978. Nomos Paperback, No. 4.71 pp., DM 14.-. tified public tax consultants in Japan engaged in professional
This book is concerned with the principles of taxation, taking business. (B. 51.012)
into consideration recent developments in the Federal Republic
of Germany. (B. 101.113)

STEUERSTRAFRECHT LATIN AMERICA
Mt Steuerordnungswidrigkeiten. 2., vllig neubearbeitete Auf-
lage. By Klaus Franzen, Brigitte Gast-de Haan and Erich Samson. MECANISMOSDE LA INTEGRACIONANDINA

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. 678 pp., DM 115.-. Lima, Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena, 1977.72 pp.
Second, completely revised edition of a handbook explaining the The book refers to the Andean Group and its integration pro-
penalties and procedures in case of infringementof tax laws. The cess, covering subjects such as origin, aims, organization, pro-
relevant texts of the laws pertaining thereto are appended. Mate-

grams, harmonization of policies and foreign capital treatment.
rial is up to date as per January 1, 1978. (B. 101.144) (B. 15.759)
STILLE GESELLSCHAFTUND UNTERBETEILIGUNG

Wirtschaftlch, HandeIsrechtlich, Steuerlich. 3., vllig neu bear-
beitete Auflage. By Conrad Bttcher, Hugo Zartmann and Eber- LEBANON
hard Faut. Stuttgart, Forkel Verlag, 1978. Forkel-Reihe Recht
und Steuern. 312 pp. CODE DES DOUANES
Third, completely revised edition of a study dealing with the va-

rious economic, commercial and fiscal aspects of anonymouspar- Traduction franais tablie sous la direction technique de Me.

ticipations (i.e. silent participations and participation in other Maroun Kh. Fadel, Avocat la Court, Beyrouth. Beirut, Bureau

participations) in a partnershipor a company. (B. 100.974) of Lebanese and Arab Documentation,1977. 110 pp.
French translation of the Customs Law in force at present in
Lebanon. (B. 51.007)

INTERNATIONAL *

MIDDLE EAST
INTERNATIONALINVESTMENTAND MULTINATIONAL
ENTERPRISES TAXATION PLANNING FOR MIDDLE EAST OPERATIONS

Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development, By Rose M. Clerin-Lison. A research study sponsored by the
1976.23 pp., Fr.Frs. 7.-. Kuwait Office of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. and presented for
Published text of the Declaration and Decisions by the Govern- the obtainment of the final degree of Ecole Suprieure des
ments of OECD member countries at the Meeting of the OECD Sciences Fiscales, Brussels. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 145 pp.
Council at Ministerial level (June 21-22, 1976) to extend co- The study examines the tax position of investors in certain in-

operation among member countries in the area of international dustrial countries who wish to carry out contracts or participate
investment and multinational enterprises. Also available in the in manufacturing enterprises in important Middle East countries.
French language. (B. 101.126) (B. 50.973/937A)
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TRADE AND INVESTMENTIN THE MIDDLE EAST trol regulations in the United Kingdom. The material covers Euro-

By Rodney Wilson. London, The Macmillan Press, Ltd., 1977. currency and gold markets, travel, imports, exports, merchanting
and sterling securities. Exchange regulations in certain other

152 pp., £ 7.95. countries in the world appended. (B. 101.121)are

Study providing an exposition of trade and investment opportu-
nities in the Middle East and evaluations of the Arab Common ROWLAND'SGUIDE ON THE TAXES ACT & CTT
Market, the role of bodies like the Kuwait Fund for Arab Econo-
mic Developmentand the issue of oil revenue recycling. Editor Nigel Eastaway with David Trill. London, Butterworths,
(B. 51.000) 1978. 1250 pp., £ 8.50.

This publication is an adjunct to the Yellow and Orange Tax
Handbooks. It is essentially a summary of the detailed explana-
tion in the Tax Handbooks with reference to the sections includ-

THE NETHERLANDS ed in those handbooks. (B. 101.130)

DE EENZIJDIGEREGELING TER VOORKOMINGVAN THE STRUCTUREAND REFORM OF DIRECT TAXATION
DUBBELE BELASTING, Report of a Committeechaired by Professor J.E. Meade.
Eerste druk 1978. By J. Bouwsma. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Fed's The Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1978. London, George Allen &
Fiscale Brochures, Diversen: 2.46 pp., Dfl. 9.50. Unwin, 1978. 533 pp., £ 19.50.

Monograph explaining the unilateral relief provisions under the Report and recommendationsof the Meade Committee set up
Netherlands tax lawdesigned to avoid double taxationon income by the Institute for Fiscal Studies. The report examines the pre-
(including wages and corporateprots), net wealth and prize win- sent structure of U.K. taxationand direct taxationsystems in the

nings. (B. 101.146) developed world in general. It discusses how a good system
should be defined and whethr it is possible to establish a stable

ELSEVIERSVENNOOTSCHAPSBELASTING and equitable frame work of basic taxation within which a gov-

Uitgave 1978 bestemd voor de aangifte over 1977.8ste jaarlijkse ernment can pursue separate social goals. (B. 100.932)
editie. By S. Stoffer and A.C. de Groot. Amsterdam, Annoven-

TOLLEY'STAX TABLES 1978-79
tura, 1978. 206 pp., Dfl. 31.50.
Guide providing explanation for filing 1977 corporate income Croydon, Tolley Publishing Co., Ltd., 1978.20 pp., £ 1.20.

tax returns. (B. 101.140) (B. 101.128)

INFLATIENEUTRALEBELASTINGHEFFING WEALTH TAX -- THE INDUSTRYVIEW

Rapport uitgebracht aan de Minister van Financin, februari London, Confederation of British Industry, 1977. 20 pp., £ 1.-.
1978. By H.J. Hofstra. The Hague, Government Printer, 1978. Explains, with charts and tables, why industry is concerned
352 pp. and opposes moves to revive the idea of a wealth tax.

Report on Taxation on an Inflation-proof Basis, prepared by (B. 101.104)
Prof. H.J. Hofstra, submitted to the Minister of Finance.

(B. 101.141) WHO'S WHO IN FINANCE 1975-76

1975 Second edition. Epping, Gower Press, Ltd., 1975. 385 pp.
Reference guide giving factual biographical information on the
people who make up Britain's financial community. Register of

O.E.C.D. professionalbodies is appended. (B. 101.118)

ABKOMMEN ZWISCHEN (STAAT A) UND (STAAT B)
ZUR VERMEIDUNGDER DOPPELBESTEUERUNGAUF
DEM GEBIET DER STEUERN VOM EINKOMMENUND
VOM VERMGEN U.S.S.R.

Bonn, Ministryof Finances, 1978.40 pp. DIE SOZIALISTISCHENERRUNGENSCHAFTENDER
German translation by Mr. Weber of the OECD Model Conven- SOWJETUNION
tion. (B. 101.047)

By Roger Bernheim. Zrich, Buchverlag der Neuen Zrcher Zei-

tung, 1972. 192 pp.
Book discussing a number of features of a socialist society like
that of the U.S.S.R., including a chapter on taxation.

UNITED KINGDOM (B. 101.122)

CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX TABLES 1978

Third edition; including grossing of tax free legacies and transitio-
nal relief for discretionary settlements. London, Butterworths,
1978.51 pp., £ 2.50. (B. 101.123) U.S.A.

EXCHANGE CONTROL NEW 1978 MANDATORYRETIREMENTAND AGE

Third edition. By Athony Parker. London, Jordans & Sons, Ltd., DISCRIMINATIONRULES

1978. -+ 700 pp., £ 32.-. With explanations and state survey. Chicago, CommerceClearing
Revised edition providing interpretationof current exchangecon- House, Inc., 1978.79 pp. (B. 101.157)
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axationanc

DevelopmentPolicy
This could have been the title for the 32nd Congress of Intraregional cooperation is progressing. Reports on .,;
the International Fiscal Association (I.F.A.), which ASEAN and ESCAP (U.N. Economic and Social Com- ,

.

Sydney will host in September of this year. It is the mission for Asia and the Pacific) activities will continue

first to be held in the region of the Far East and the to appear in the Bulletin. A unique opportunity for :

Pacific. Consequently, the chosen subjects are of special ESCAP and Congress members to exchange views and '

interest for the developed and developing countries of experiences is offered in Sydney where both groups :

this vast area. meet this year. In this connection it is not accidental
that the Bureau, sponsoredby ESCAP, presents the first

Economic and social development is by its nature a two volumes of a large and comprehensivepublication
slow process, slower probably than many like and on Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific.

4

are willing to accept. Capital is scarce and techno-

logical skill often insufficient to exploit the wealth of An important Congress on crucial subjects --this is

natural resources and to use the innate ntelligence of what I.F.A.'s 32nd meeting promses to be. In order to t
the local population whose rich religious and cultural provide the guests with backgroud information about

background greatly differ from that of the Western the host country, Australia's Treasurer, the Hon. J.

world. Realistic government policies take account of Howard, MP, made available for this issue a brief survey
these factual situations when formulating conditions of his views on the economic prospects of his country.
for foreign nvestment and intra-regional and intema- This is followed by an article on Australia's tax system
tional cooperation and setting up relationships with and its particular federal features, by Mr. G. Thimmaiah
investors from industrialisedcountries. who made a through study of the Australian tax system.

Preceding the four country papers on the Tax Structure
In all this, taxation plays a dominating role. The ex- and Fiscal Policy in Australia, Indonesia, the Philippines
ploitation of mineral resources requires a careful and and Western Samoa is the special article which the West
balanced tax treatment as vast transfers of capital and German Minister of Economic Cooperation, Mr. R.
technology are involved. Offergeld, kindly accepted to contribute for this special
Congress subject number one is devoted to the conse- issue. Apart from all this, readers may be interested in
quent tax problems. The second subject discusses the developments in Eastern Europe in the area of double
more general tax treatmentof non-residentswhich poses taxation, and in the largest oil producing country of
various delicate problems. The basis for discussion of Africa: Nigeria.
both these subjects is the general and the numerous

national reports published in the Cahers du Droit
International.

A special panel discussionbetween distinguishedexperts
in the field will deal with the subject of Tax Structure
and Fiscal Policy in the Pacific Region. Underlying
material is provided by papers from countries witlin
the area publshed in this and two precedng issues of
the Bulletin. J. van Hoorn Jr.
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ThePerformanceofthe
AustralianEconomyin1978
by John WinstonHoward

-

John Howard was bom at Earlwood, New My purpose today is to attempt a brief assessment of how I see the Austra-
SouthWales on 26thJuly, 1939. lian economy this year.
Mr. Howard matriculated to Sydney Uni-

In doing so I express the very firm view that our basic economic perform-versity in 1957 and graduated in 1961
with a Bachelor of Laws. He was admitted ance is steadily improving notwithstandinga number of adverse factors and
as a solicitor of the New South Wales indicators which in any objective assessment nust be freely acknowledged.
Supreme Court in July 1962 and before his
election to Federal Parliament was a I do not intend to exaggerate the extent to which the Australian economy
partner in a Sydney firm ofsolicitors. has improved over the past two years.
Mr. Howard is aformerState Vice-President
of the Liberal Party and has serued on the Nor, however, will I allow to be sold short the very great progress which has
New South Wales Executive of the Party been made during that period in correcting fundamental faults in our eco-

for a period of ten years. He is a former nomy.
Chairman of the New South Wales Young
Liberals. No examination of economic prospects in Australia can occur without ack-

In May, 1974, Mr. Howard was elected to nowledging the relevance of world economic trends.

the Sydney suburban seat of Bennelong.
In March, 1975, he became Shadow Whilst growth in most overseas countries is still relatively subdued by con-

Mnster for Consumer Affars and tinued high inflation and adverse inflationary expectations, overseas eco-
Commerce. nomic activity in 1978 is expected to increase at a moderate rate similar to
On 22nd December, 1975, Mr. Howard was that experienced in 1977.
appointed Minister for Business and Con-
sumer Affairs. As part of this portfolio, From the time it took ofce the Govemmentsaw the defeat of inflation as

the Minister was responsible for the Trade its main economic objective.
Practices Commission, the IndustriesAssis-
tance Commission and the Prices Justifi- This goal has been resolutely pursued during the past two years.
cation Tribunal.

Our annual inflation rate is now unambiguously below 10 percent- havingDuring his tenure of this Ministry, Mr.
fallen from a level 4-5 percentagepoints higher in December 1975.Howard commencedseveral major reforms,

including proposalsfor a nationalapproach Inflation in Australiawill fall further in 1978.
to corporate regulation. A major reuiew of
Trade Practices legislation was also under-

owever, the real progress made on the inflation front should not induce
taken.

any sense of complacency.
In May, 1977, Mr. Howard was giuen the Wilst our rate of inflation broadly matches the OECD average it is still higherfurther appointment of Minister Assisting than a number of our trading partners.the Prime Minister.

On 17th July, 1977, Mr. Howard was

appointed Minister for Special Trade Ne- Quite clearly we must continue to bear down on inflation and not squander
gotiations, while remaining also Minister the hard-won gains of the past two years through a premature relaxation of

Assisting the Prime Minister. This new the strategy which has produced those gains. Seven months after the Budget
portolio was primarily involved with the of 1977 if can fairly be said that its predictions about inflation have been
developmentofAustraliss trading relations more than realised.
with the European Communities and in-
volved the Minister in high level trade Wilst other economic indicators remain varied a quick look at the key ele-
negotiatons with the Commission of the

ments of the economic outlook for 1977/78 sketched out in the BudgetCommunitiesand with the Governmentsof
the indivdualmembercountries. papers last August shows that the economy seems to be performingat least

On 19th November, 1977, Mr. Howard
as well as expected at that time and in some important respects substantially
better.

was appointed Treasurer. He was reap-
pointed to this position in the new Fraser
Gouernment after the elections of * Speech to the Australian Financial Review Luncheon at the Hilton Hotel, Sydney,
December, 1977. Monday, 20 March 1978.
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have bornefruit in terms of reduced inflation thus set-

ting the appropriate scene for the stimulus of activity
i

through the taxation reductions.

:i/5- L
The revisions to inflationary expectations referred to

jr'
earlier are already being reflected in the market place;
a sustainable reduction in interest rates has occurred.

Yields on long-term governmentsecurities have fallen by
about lA percent since the Budget and there have been

significant reductions in yields on other securities.

Some bank deposit rates, and rates on lending for hous-

'. ing, have been reduced by lA percent recently, and simi-
lar reductons are flowing through to competitive finar-
cial institutions.

., L. \ generally, private sector rates across a wide spec-More
trum are steadily responding to those reductions in offi-

t cial yields.JOHN

AA
l WINSTON This has taken place in the context of what has been a

HOWARD satisfactory rate of funding of the Budget deficit by way
of private non-bank take-up of government securities.

The rate of growth of the monetary aggregates- parti-
Demand has been expanding. cularly M3- over the past seven months has been more

subdued than that envisaged at the time of the Budget.
Business capital investmentpicked up strongly in the se-

cond half of 1977 -- increasingby 12 percent in season- When allowance is made for the lower than expected

ally adjusted terms compared with the first half of the rate of inflation,changed arrangements for company tax

year. payments and some hesitancy of private capital inflow,
the performance of the monetary aggregates thus far in

Real non-farm product rose by 1.2 percent in the Sep- this financialyear is seen in better perspective.
tember quarter and it would appear that the Budget pro- There will, of course, be the usual seasonal run down in
jection for this aggregate may prove to have been on the liquidity over the next few months.
conservative side.

The Prime Minister and I have both recently indicated

Despite the steady improvement in these areas it must the determination of the Government to avoid any sug-

neverthelessbe said that unemploymentremains a major gestion of a credit squeeze during this period.
item of concern to the Government; this is a subject to The Reserve Bank, which has a wide variety of instru-
which I shall return later. ments available to it, will closely monitordevelopments

with a view to assisting the market in the orderly negoti-
Last month saw the introduction of the new standard ation of the run down.
rate taxation system which this calendar year will add

approximately $1,000 million of additionalspendingca- The Governmentremains in regular contact with the Re-

pacity to Australianconsumers.
serve Bank and will itself closely watch the situation
over the months ahead.

Not only are these taxation reductions a major earnest The Government has recently been informed by the Re-

of the Government's policy of progressively lightening serve Bank that trading banks have been told that during
the personal tax burden; they should also be seen in the the run down period they can in response to genuine de-

context of a direct stimulus to activity in the Australian mands for funds raise their rates of new lending beyond
economy. the levels currently permitted.

Over the past two years monetary managementhas been
The full context of the February taxation changes are flexible and by any standrd,very successful.
seen when one recalls the Budget speech of my prede-
cessor which stated: We are confident it will remain so during the period

ahead.
... (The Budget) will be maintaining maximum

pressure on inflation in the first half of the financai The November, 1976 devaluation and the steady reduc-

year. In the second half of the financial year as the tion in Australia's inflation rate have significantly im-

results of these policies bear their fruit, the budget proved the competitiveness of Australian producers.
will add a stimulus to activity through the large in- A greater degree of import replacement is occurring; in

crease in disposable incomes flowing from tax reduc- fact, since the March quarter last year the volume of im-

tions associated with changes to the personal income ports has been falling and is now running considerably
tax system. . . below pre-devaluation levels.

The current account strengthened markedly in the last

It is self evident that the application of those policies half of 1977.
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In my statement of 5 February I indicated that, pending pect for the current year will tend to be somewhat
the resumption of a more normal rate of private capital larger.
inflow, the Government would nance the current ac- In due course lower inflation will lead to a smaller defi-count deficit by undertaking such overseas borrowings cit both via strengthenedactivity and lower spending for
on official account as proved necessary to supplement those outlays which are indexed to prices or wages; butAustralia's reserves and to support the Australian dollar. in the short-run the tendency is the other way.
That announcement has been generally welcomed as an

I should, however, emphasise that expenditure restraintindication of the Government'sresolve to operate exter- remains a central element of our economic stategy andnal policy in a manner consistent with domestic econo- its importance to the Governmentwas reaffirmed short-mic objectives. ly after the Government'sre-election.
Last week I indicated our plans for the latest in this on-

Our commitment to continued expenditure restraintgoing series of borrowings --

a raising in the order of
and a sensible monetary policy are allied to our determi-,US$300 million in Europe to be arranged on our behalf nation to continue pursuing disciplined wages policy.by the Deutsche Bank. a

Not only is a disciplined wages policy directly relevantThe economic achievements of the Government during to the restoration of an adequate profit share towardsthe past two years, and the growing evidence that the the level needed to sustain a fully prosperous privateGovernment's economic strategy will produce further
sector, but it is also fundamental to a sustained mitiga-results during 1978, are receiving increasingrecognition tion of the unemploymentproblem.in the overseas business and financial community.
I now wish to say something about the Government's

I have already indicated that the budget deficit for this attitude towards unemployment,for two reasons.

year will be higher than that projected at the time of the Firstly, there remains an innuendo -- which in at least
Budget last August. one quarter this morning has burgeoned to an accusa-

As a direct response to pressing need, the Government tion of malign neglect -- that the Governmenthas done
has quite consciously added to the estimate of prospec- insufficient to reduce the high level of unemployment;
tive outlays for the year. In particular, I refer to the the clear implication is that the Government sees high
additional assistance to the beef industry and assistance unemployment as serving its anti-inflationary strategy.
to alleviate the serious consequences of the continuing Secondly, there is still insufficient understanding in the
drought. community as to the real cause of our present employ-
These situations of need, which arose after the Budget, ment and what is required to achieve a lasting reduction.
required decisive action on the part of the Government No charge can be more false than that this Govemment
and we took that action. has used unemploymentas an economic weapon.
The larger revisions of the prospective budget deficit for Not only does this charge ignore the practical concern
this fiscal year have arisen on the revenue side. demonstrated by the Government towards the difficul-
Receipts from customs duty in particular are now ex- ties of those out of work -but it also ignores the very
pected to be well down on the Budget estimate. simple fact that high unemploymentdoes not and never

We have revised downwards expected imports for the can serve the Government'seconomic objectives.
year as a whole, in part because the process of import High unemployment is a cause of consumer caution and
replacement is proceeding a little quicker than we ex- hesitancy. It also directly affects the Budget.
pected at the time of framing the Budget. A lasting reduction in the unemploymentwe now expe-
Hence while we are concerned that customs duty will rience can only result from a combination of policies
this year represent a smaller source of revenue than we which on a general level produce economic recovery

--

had hoped,we are encouraged by the extent to which thus improving the climate for job seekers -- and on a

the devaluation decision of late 1976 is having the desir- more specific level are designed to improve the versati-
ed effect on the level of imports. lity, mobility and skills of our workforce.

The other major area of revision on the revenue side has Concern for the problem of unemployment must not
been PAYE refunds. This reflects the considerable un- blind us to its fundamental causes and realistic solu-
certainty surrounding this estimate following the first tions.
full year in which the Hayden rebate scheme took It renains undeniably true that accelerating inflation,effect. ,

collapse of private sector confidence and the wages ex-

plosion of several years ago were the prime causes of
Apart from these two specific items on the revenue side

our present high level of unemployment.I wish to draw particularattention to the significance of
the lower rate of inflation than we anticipated at the Those who doubt that proposition should note that in
time the Budget was framed; while this has not yet had the two year period between November 1973 and No-
much effect on the budgetary out-turn, it may be ex- vember 1975, unemployment as measured by the quar- ,

pected to do so in coming months. terly ABS survey rose from 105,000 to 275,000 --an

increase of 160 percent.That is, to the extent that we have been more successful
in our fight against inflation than we had thought likely By contrast, the increase between November 1975 and
at the time of drafting the Budget, the deficit in pros- November 1977, was some 40,000 or 14 percent.
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It is thus clear that over 80 percent of the total rise in ed workers. No solution to the problem of unemploy-
unemployment over the last four years took place be- ment will be anywhere near complete unless these issues

fore November 1975, and took place at a time when are serriously and adequately addressed.

Government pursued permissive economic policies. During the past two years this Governmentplaced great
stress on training schemes as a method not only .of alle-

This Government remains rmly of the view that in pre- viating unemployment but also a method of more ade-
sent circumstances high inflation and high unemploy- quately equipping the Australian workforce to respond
ment are inextricably linked and that a lasting reduction to change in Australian industry.
in unemploymentcannot be purchased through a relaxa-

tion in the fight against inflation. All our recent econo- Since its election the Government has considerably
mic history points to the opposite result of such a broadened the eligibility criteria of the NEAT Scheme,

change in policy.
has introduced the employment plan for unemployed
youth (EPUY) which is specifically designed to remedy

It is in this belief and aganst this background that' the the deficiency in basic skills which is so apparent
present Government has given such priority to fighting amongst some sections of the young school leavers and

inflation and has attempted to bring wages, productivity has greatly improved the facilities available for appren-
and profits into balance once again. ticeship training.

In recognition of the link between our education sys-
Sustained progress in reducing unemploymentcannot be

won until, through the control of inflation, sustainable
tem and the future demands of the labour market the
Government last year established an inquiry under Pro-

growth in demand and output is fostered and the dis-
tortion between real wages and productivity is removed fessor Williams to inquire into education and training.

so that employers can once again afford to take on addi- The results of this inquiry should be available this year
tional labour. and will make a major contribution towards answering
It is for these reasons that the Government has placed the question of whether our education system is suffi-

such great stress on wages policy over the past few ciently serving the requirementsof this country's labour

years. marlet.
Whilst I would be less than frank if I did not express dis- Les us acknowledge that there is a common concern in

appointment at the failure of the Conciliation and Arbi- the community about unemployment-- let us recognise
tration Commission at the last National Wage Case to that our differences are not about the level of concern

seize the opportunity so clearly afforded it of granting but rather the methods required to solve the problem.
no increase at all, it must nonetheless be said that the To summarise, Mr. Chairman, the Government views
decision in that case represented in relative terms the 1978 with optimism.
most helpful decision given by the Commission during
the past two years.

It remains fundamentally committed to an anti-inflatio-

During the past two years the official relSresentativesof nary strategy.

the trade union movement of Australia have displayed It believes this strategy has remedied basic weaknesses in

at national wage hearings a zealous concern for the appa- the Australian economy and it acknowledgesthat much

rent interests of those in work but a total indifference remains to be done to acheve the full economic recove-

to the real interests of those out of work. ry to which we all aspire.

To put it another way, if full wage indexationhad been Mr. Chairman, all of you here today would know the

granted by the Commission at every hearing over the Australian economy has seen a lot in the last five years.

past two years
-- that is, if the trade union submissions Slightly more than two years ago this Governmenttook

had met with total success
-- then not only would our the firm decision that recovery could only occur

current level of inflation be higher but so would our cur- through the persistent pursuit of an anti-inflationary
rent level of unemploment. strategy which laid the basis of lasting recovery.
Our general policies to encourage economic recovery are The results of that strategy becomingapparent.are now
the key to our strategy on unemployment, but as I

mentioned earlier, these can be supplemented by more Consumerand business confidence is returning.

specific policies aimed to develop the skills of our work- We did not underestimate the difficulties of following a

force and to improve their relevance to current econo- strategy which was light on short term appeal but in the
' mic demands. long run is the only basis upon which a lasting recovery

No serious analysis of the problem of unemploymentin could be built.

Australia can ignore the fact that there are structural We have no regrets at having chosen that strategy as we

changes occurring throughout most of the western in- believe it is now bearing fruit.
dustrialisedworld. These changes have a profound effect

on employmenddemands, and all of you will be familiar Our task for the remainder of 1978 is to build upon the

r with the paradox of a high rate of unemploymentex- gains of the past two years.

isting side by side with industries unable to secure skill- In that task we all have a role to play.
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SEPTEMBER 1978 national Contracts Symposium (The struc- MARCH 1979
ture of this Symposium is similar to that of

Management Centre Europe: International the International Tax Planning Sympo- Conventions - Kopel Tours Ltd.: Jubilee
Tax Management (seminar) (subjects in- sium), Zurich (Switzerland),November 15, Convention of Accountancy and Taxation,
clude tax treatment on technology import 16 and 17 (English, French and German). Jerusalem (Israel), March 11-15 (Hebrew,
and technology export, valuation of goods Seminar Services Intemational: The 9th

English and German).
for customs duty, VAT and other pur- Multi-choice International Tax Planningposes), Oslo (Norway), September 21 and Symposium (The structure of this Sympo- SEPTEMBER 1979
22 (English). sium will be similar to that of the 6th, 7th 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The

and 8th International Tax Planning Sym- Taxation of transfers of ownership on

Management Centre Europe: Managing and posiums held respectively in Montreux death or inter vivos gifts with special refer-
Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including (1977), Amsterdam (1977) and Zurich ence to the continuity of family-heldenter-
tax in international operations) (Seminar), 1978)), Amsterdam (Netherlands),Novem- prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun-
Brussels (Belgium), September 20-22 (Eng- ber 22, 23 and 24 (English, French and try on the tax treatment of the enterprise
lish). German). or group (provisionally). For the Seminars

the following Subjects are suggested:
Management Centre EurOpe: Managing and Management Centre Europe: International Trends in income tax treaties involving de-
Developing Foreign Subsidiaries (including Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- veloping countries, with special reference
tax in international operations) (Seminar), gium), November 27-29 (English). to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in
Copenhagen (Denmark), September 25-27 Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den-
(English). DECEMBER 1978 mark) September 4-8 (English, French,

OCTOBER 1978 Management Centre Europe: Multinational German, Spanish).
Compensation (including legal tax and ac-

Business International Institute: Seminar counting variations and their impact on
FEBRUARY 1980

on International Finance (including: Taxa- financial appraisal of benefit decisions) Business Perspectives: 6th International
tion of international financial operations), (Round Table), Brussels (Belgium, Decem- Tax Conference. Singapore, February 4-8
Port Chester, New York (U.S.A.) October ber 4-6 (English). (English).3-6 (English).

Confdration Fiscale Europenne (CFE):
La Fiscalit en Europe (including: tax har-
monization in Europe; taxation of invest-
ments in Europe; corporate income tax in

Europe with emphasis on the impact of
double taxation treaties; net worth tax in FOR FURTHER
Europe; co-operation between tax consul- INFORMATION
tants and other free professions). Stras- PLEASE WRITE TO:
bourg (France), October 13 and 14

(French, English, German). Business International Institute: One Institute for International Research:
Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, New York, 70 Warren Street, London WIP 5PA,Institute for International Research: The N.Y. 10017 (U.S.A.) United Kingdom.1978 Corporate Finance Conference (sub-

jeets include: tax problems in foreign Business Perspectives: 11 Alexander International Fiscal Association(I.F.A.):
currency dealing, international transfer

Place, London, SW 7 2 SG. Tel. 01-589- General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.
pricing problems and policies, evaluating 3197. Telex: 917036. Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, Rotterdam
international tax at the business decision (Netherlands).
level), London (United Kingdom),October
25-27 (English). Conventions --- Kopel Tours Ltd., Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue

122 Hayarkon Street, P.O. Box 3054, des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
NOVEMBER 1978 Tel Aviv (Israel).

Seminar Services International: Promo-
Management Centre Europe: Tx manage- Generalsekretariat C.F.E.: Postfach tion Manager, Institute for International ,
ment in a multinational environment (se- 1370, D-5300 Bonn 1, Bundesrepublik Research Ltd., 70, Warren Street,

'

minar), Brussels (Belgium), November 7-8 Deutschland. London WIP 5PA (U.K.).(English).

Seminar Services International: The Inter-
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by G.Thimmaiah*

There can be little doubt that the Australian federal of the Commonwealth Government in decision-making
fiscal system as it is presently operating differs sub- at the national level.
stantially from the system which was originally con- An important change which the Labour Government
templated. Though it evolved gradually during the introduced in the Australian federal fiscal system was
first seventy years of its operation, the subsequent with regard to the scope and function of the Common- ,
developments heralded a period of transition. This is wealth Grants Commission. The Liberal-CountryParty 4
evident from certain charges which have been intro- Coalition Government tried deliberatel in the 1960's ,:

duced during the 1970's. to eliminate the Commonwealth Grants Commission C'

gradually by expanding the specific purpose grants and
increasing the financial assistance grants, thereby re-

I. INTRODUCTION: THE GRANTS COMMISSION ducing the need for special grants. For nstance, the
Commonwealth Government persuaded Western Aus-

The recent changes in the Australian federal fiscal tralia in 1968 and Queensland in 1970 to abstain from
arrangements were mainly the outcome of the changes *

in the political Parties in power at the national level. applying for special grants by making good the loss by :-

In the December 1972 federal elections the Labor specific purpose grants. This attempt was not totally
successful. As I have observed elsewhere 3 so long as the

Party was elected and after its long period of absence horizontal federal fiscal imbalanceexists in the Austrlian
from power, returned with a big bang in Canberra. federation, the need for unconditional grants (special
Even before this political victory the Labour Party
had announced, in its 1971 and 1972 Federal Con- grants) will persist and hence the need for an expert

body like the Commonwealth Grants Commissionwill
ferences, many far-reaching changes which it would continue to exist. However, the Commonwealth
introduce in the federal fiscal system of Australia Government led by Mr. Whitlam should be credited
if it were elected. 1 As soon as the Labour Party with increasing the life of the Commonwealth Grants
came to power it wanted to keep its promises and,
accordingly, the former Prime Minister Whitlam intro-
duced certain changes in the federal fiscal system. But * The author is Senior Fellow in Economics, Institute for So-
some of these changes were resented by the then Oppo- cial and Economic Change, Bangalore, India. In 1971 he was

sition Party and, after the fall of the Labour Govem- awarded a Post-doctoral Fellowship by the University of Queens-
ment in the December 1975 elections, the Liberal- land, Brisbane (Australia) to study Australian scal federalism.

Country Party Coalition Govemment headed by His study was published in 1976 in India under the title Federal

Mr. Fraser announced its Federalism Policy which Fiscal Systems of Australiaand India.
included certain reversals of the changes introduced 1. E.G. Whitlam, The Future of Australian Federalism -- A

by the Labour Govemment. Thus, some of the changes Labour View, in R.L. Mathews (ed), Intergovernmental Rela-

in the Australian federal fiscal system during 1970's tions in Australia, Angus and Robertson Publishers, Sydney,

may be regarded as resulting from the fight between 1974, pp. 295-306.

the Labour Party and the Liberal-Country Party over
2. The Labour Party Government headed by Mr. Whitlam had

the basic principles of federalism, the Labour Party changed the name of the Federal Government from Common-

proposing to strengthen the hands of the Australian 2
wealth Government to Australian Government. But the

Liberal-Country coalition Government headed by Mr. Fraser
(Commonwealth) Government and the Liberal-Country reversed it back to Commonwealth Government in 1976.
Coalition Party opposing that move and proposing to 3. G. Thimmaiah, The Changing Role of the Australian Com-

give a say to the State Govemmentsin any such changes monwealth Grants Commission: A Reexamination, Public

without giving up the idea of strengthening the hands Finance/FinancesPubliques,Nos. 3.4/1973,pp. 407-419.
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Commission by expanding the scope of its recommenda- Commission Act of 1973 in 1976 and restored the name

tions. The Commonwealth Government repealed the of the Grants Commission to the earlier Common-
Australian Commonwealth Commisson Act, 1933-57 wealth Grants Commission just to satisfy the State
in 1973 and enacted a new piece of legislation, the Governments.
Grants Commission Act, 1973, which expanded the
scope of the recommendations of the Commonwealth When the scope of the recommendations of the Com-
Grants Commission so as to cover the financial needs of mission was expanded, the Commission faced the
the Local Governmentsalso. problem of evolving an appropriate methodology for

assessing the financial needs of nearly 900 Local
The new Act which came into effect on 20th September Governments all over Australia and determining the
1973, has of course continued the traditional function

grants for the financially needy Local Governments.
of the Commission, namely that of recommending The Commission's earlier method of determining the
special grants to the financially needy States under

grants for the claimant States by referring to the stan-
Section 96 of the Australian Constitution. But even dard States was not workable because of the largehere the new Act has introduced some changes. That number of Local Governments in relation to the limited
iS, Section 5 of the Grant Commission Act, 1973 time at the disposal of the Commission. Though the
specifies the principle of determining the special grants State Governments, particularly New South Wales and
by writing nto this statute the principle which was Victoria, had appointed several Committees 5 to ex-
developed by the Commonwealth Grants Commission
in its Third Report. Section 5 of the 1973 Act reads: plore the financial needs of the Local Governmentsand

one of them (New South Wales) 6 had formed its own

References in this Act to the grant of special assistance Local Grants Commission to recommend financial
to a State are references to the grant of nancial assis- assistance required from the State Government,they had
tance to a State for the purpose of making it possible not developed any methodology which could be ad-
for the State, by reasonable effort, to function at a vantageously adopted for the entire country. Therefore,
standard not appreciably below the standards of other it became necessary for the Commission to adopt a

States. methodology which would be appropriate for recom-

The purpoose of writing this principle of determining mending grants for both claimant States and claimant

the special grants for the claimant States 4 into the local Governments. Accordingly, the Commission
turned to a more direct method of determining theAct appears to be to focus the attention of the Commis-

sion on the need for equalising certain essential services grants for financially needy States. Such a direct
method had been submitted by the Commonwealthin the States rather than equalising either revenues or
Governmentto the Commission in its earliersubmissionsexpenditures as was advocated by some claimant States
but had been rejected by both the Commissionand thein Australia. Although the earlier flexibility in formulat-

ing the principle of determining special grants for the claimant States. However, the Commission decided to

claimant States has been eliminated by this Section, it adopt this direct method in its Forty-First Report for
the reasons mentioned above. 7

has ended all speculation about the possible interpreta-
tions of the principle enunciated by the Commissionin
its Third Report. The Commission has attempted at length to show the

similarities between its old and new methods in the
But the novelty of the 1973 Act is that it has widened Forty-First Report. 8 The old method of the Com-
the scope of the Commission's functions under Section mission is in its Forty-First Report in the following
18 (3) so as to cover .....(b) a matter relating to a grant way:
of financial assistance made to a State for local financial
assistance to a State for local Government purpose.
Besides, the 1973 Act changed the name of the Com-
mission from the earlier Commonwealth Grants Com- 4. The States which submit their claims to the Commonwealth

mission to simply Grants Commission. Though this Grants Commission for special grants have come to be called

change went without comment in Australia, it was Claimant States in Australia.

significant in that it was related to the expanded scope
5. See Report of the Commissionof Inquiry into LocalGovern-

of the Commission under Section 18 (3) of the 1973 ment, Victorian Government Printer, Melbourne, 1962, and

Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into Rating, Valua-
Act referred to above. Although the Commission was tion and Local Government Finance, New South Wales, Govern-
created by legislation of the CommonwealthParliament, ment Printer, Sydney, 1967.
in a federation any such Commission should represent 6. In the December 1975 federal elections, the federal Opposi-
both the federal and the States' interests. No doubt this tion Parties proposed that if they won the elections (which
was done earlier in the selection of the members, and in they did), they will require all the States to establish such Com-

evidences and representations made to the Commission. missions. This has been implemented by all the State Govern-

However, its very name suggested that the Commission ments as it is made necessary for receiving financial assistance

represented the money-giving Commonwealth Govern- grants from the Commonwealth Government for purposes of

distributingamong Local Governmentsin each State.
ment. Under the 1973 Act, in view of further decentra- 7. Grants Commission Forty-First Report 1974 on Special 1lisation of the Commission's responsibilities down to Assistance for States. Australian Government Publishing Service,
the Local Governments, it was probably considered Canberra, 1974, p. 34. Also see Grants CommissionFirst Report
appropriate to change its name to simply Grants Com- 1974 on Financiai Assistance for Local Gouernments, Australian
mission. However, the Liberal-CountryParty Coalition GovernmentPublishing Service, Canberra, 1974.
Government headed by Mr. Fraser amended the Grants 8. Grants Commission Forty-First Report,pp. 34-37.
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Thus, according to the Commsssion, the assessed special
grant for a claimant State in terms of the new method

G = D -D
C S is the sum of:

revenue as
= (Em + Fe -- Ue -- Rm +Fr-Ur)-(Es-Rs)-Gg

-- -- -- .........(a) its needs, defined the difference
between (i) the revenue it would have raised if it had

the effort of the Standard
= (Em + Fe - Ue)-- (Rm- Fr + Ur)- (Es- Rs)-- Gg

applied average revenue

States (the standard revenue effort) to its own re-

venue revenue
but Ec = (Em + Fe -- Ue) base, and (ii) the it would have raised,

on the basis of the standard revenue effort, if its per
revenue

and Rc = (Rm -- Fr + Ur) capita base (or its revenue-raising capacity)
-

had been the same as the average revenue base of the
standard States; and (b) its expenditure needs, defined

, Therefore, as the additional costs of the claimant State of pro-
G = (Ec -- Rc) -- (Es -- Rs) - Gg viding its population with State services of the same

a
average range and quality as those provided for their

= (RS
-- Rc) + (Ec -- Es) --

Gg population by the standard States. 9 This new direct
method has been accepted by the claimant States as

Where: well as by the Local Governments, and the Common-
G = assessed special grants for a claimantState. wealth Governmentis satisfied with its acceptance.

00
a

D = claimant State's adjusted deficit.
c Another change which was introduced in the 1973 Act

D = average per capita deficit of standardStatesmultiplied relative to the Commonwealth Grants Commission
s

by population of claimant State. concerns the size and composition of the Commission.
E = modified expenditureof a claimant State. Earlier, under the 1933 Act, the Commission consisted

m

Fe = favourable adjustments for below-standard expendi- of not more than three members, one of whom was

tures. appointed as the Chairman. Both the Chairman and the
members could be appointed for either part-time or

Ve ffi unfavourable adjustments for above-standard ex-
full-time service. Under the 1973 Act, with the

penditures.
ex-

panded scope of the recommendations of the Com-
Rm = modified revenue of a claimant State. mission, the size of the Commission increased towas a

F = favourable adjustments for below-standard revenue- minimum of four and a maximum of six members in
r

raising effort. addition to the Chairman. Moreover, it was stipulated
Ur = unfavourable adjustments for below-standard re- that the Chairman should be appointed on a full-time

venue-raisingeffort. basis and that members may be appointed on either

R = revenue of a claimant State assuming standard re- a part-time or a full-time basis.
s

venue-raising capacity and standard revenue-raising What is more, the Commission was divided into two
effort (average per capita modified revenue of parts: one part consisting of the Chairman and two
standard States multiplied by claimant State's popu- part-time members of the presently appointed six
lation). members, and the other part consisting of the same

Gg = assessed financial needs of a claimant State met from Chairman and the remaining four full-time members.
other forms of grants from Australian Government. The former part of the Commission was entrustedwith

E = expenditure of a claimant State assuming claimant the task of determining the special grants for the clai-
C

State's cost of providing standard services (cost to mant States and the latter part was entrusted with
claimant State of providing standard range and quali- the task of determining the financial assistance for
ty of services). the Local Governments. This division of the personnel

RC = revenue of a claimant State assuming claimant State's of the Commission was apparently too rigid and,
revenue-raising capacity and standard revenue-raising consequently, it created in the course of time the
effort (average of standard State's revenue effort problem of coordination in the Commission's day-
applied to claimant State's revenue base). to-day work. Therefore, it would be necessary to do

away with this division of responsibility among the
Compared to this elaborate and time consumingmethod, members of the Commission. In the December 1975
the Commission's new method is short and simple. This federal elections, the federal opposition parties had

: method is summarised by the Commission in the follow- proposed to eliminate the latter part of the Commission
ing way: if they won the elections. But the Liberal-Country

Ga = (Gr +Ge-G-- ) Party Coalition Government amended the Grants
g Commission Act of 1973 in 1976, although itdid not

= (Rs-Rc,)+-- (Ec-Es)-Gg-- -- change the two part system of the Commission which
was ntroduced by the Labour Government in 1973.

Where: The Commonwealth Grants Commission Act of 1976

Gg = assessed revenue needs of a claimant State. requires the Commission to retain the two_part system.

Ge = assessed expenditure needs of a claimant State and The first part, consisting of the Chairman and two

Ga, G
g'S'CS

R R,E, and Ec are as defined above.

9. Grants CommissionForty-FirstReport,p.34.
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part-time members, will report on special grants to the efforts of the Commonwealth Government,particularly
claimant States, and the second part, consisting of the the Liberal-Country Party Coalition Govemment. The
same Chairman and four full-time members, will report Commonwealth Government persuaded Western Aus-
on the financial assistance grants to the Local Govern- tralia and Queensland to abstain from applying for
ments. However, the 1976 Act has brought about some special grants by providing them substantial specific
changes in the functions of the second part of the Com- purpose grants and by making upward adjustments
mission. The 1976 Act has specied that the second in the factors on the basis of which the financial assis-
part of the Commission should recommend the dis- tance grants were distributed. 10

tribution of financial assistance from the Common- Later, the former Prime Minister Mr. Gorton provided a

wealth Government among the Local Governments by massive dose of specific purpose grants to Tasmania and
taking into account the followingprinciples: South Australia. However, South Australia returned to

30 percent of such financial assistance should be dis- claimancy in 1970 and Queensland received a special
tributed by the State Governments among their Local grant in 1971-72. The Commonwealth Government, ,

Governments on a per capita basis with a weighted under the Prime Ministership of Mr. Whitlam, further

formula to be recommended by the second part of the assisted Tasmania so as to financially enable it to avoid

Commission. The remaining 70 percent of the Common- special grants. Even so, Tasmania applied for special
wealth assistance must then be distributed by the State grants up to 1975-76.

Governments on an equalisation basis on the recom- Historically, although South Australia and Queensland
mendation of the State Grants Commission. Thus, did apply for special grants after some period of with-
responsibilities for Local Govemment enquiries will drawal, Tasmania and Western Australia were contin-
be transferred to the State Grants Commissions. In uously claimant States. Western Australia withdrew
the February, April and June 1.976 Premier Confe- in 1968 as a consequence of its financial improvement
rences, agreement was reached between the Common- which partly resulted from its mineral boom. It has not
wealth Government and the State Governments re- applied for special grants ever since. Tasmania gave the
garding the new arrangements for financial assistance to impression of withdrawing from special grants during
Local Governments. Pursuant to this agreement, an 1974-75 as a result of the other forms of financial
amount of 140 million dollars was provided by the assistance it received from the Australian Government.
Commonwealth Government to the States in 1976-77 But it applied for special grants for the years 1974-75
for distribution to Local Governments on the following and 1975-76. However, it ceased being a claimant State
basis: (i) not less than 30% of the total amount for during 1976-77 when it withdrew its application for
each State was to be distributed on a per capita basis, special grants. To date, Queensland has decided to con-

weighted as necessary so that all Local Government tinue to be a claimant State. This has certain policy
authorities shared the allocations. This was called implications for both the Australian States and the
element A; () the remaining amount was to be Commonwealth Grants Commission. Although the
distributed upon the recommendations of the State withdrawal of the States from the special grants during
Grants Commissions according to the financial needs of some years was a happy situation as far as the Com-
ndividual Local authorities.This wascalledelementB.15 comwealth Government was concerned, it was not an

In addition, the Commonwealth Grants Commission equally happy situation for the State Governments
was asked to determine the appropriate Local Govern- from the point of view of their financial autonomy.
ment authority which will be entitled to this grant. So long as horizontal federal fiscal imbalance exists in

Thus, according to 1976 Act the Commonwealth the Australian federation, the need for federal fiscal

assistance to the Local Governments will pass through assistance will continue to exist. But the Common-

the State Governments: part of it will be allocated wealth Government has been increasing its hold over

on a pre-determined basis and the remaining amount the States' policy-making powers by replacing strictly
will be recommended by the State Grants Commis- unconditional grants (special grants) by not-so-strictly
sions to the Local Governmentauthorities on an equali- unconditional grants (financial assistance grants) and

sation basis. The earlier power of the Commonwealth conditional grants (specific purpose grants). This should

Grants Commission to distribute Commonwealth be obvious from the recent growth of specific purpose

assistance directly to the Local Governments on the grants, as will be shown below.

basis of the latters' fiscal needs has been dispensed with. From the point of view of the Commonwealth Grants
Though the modifications made in 1976 Act are wel- Commission, reduction in the number of claimant
come, the earlier attempt to achieve a uniform standard States would mean dwindling of the size of the Com-
of public services at the Local Government level for all mission as well as its importance (as happened in the
of Australia has unfortunately gone to the winds under early 1970's), and the absence of any claimant State
the changes introduced in 1976. would have meant liquidation of the Commission

under the 1933 Act. However, under the 1973 Act,
Il. THE FLUCTUANT NUMBER OF even after the recent amendment in 1976, the Com-
CLAIMANTSTATES mission will continue to exist so long as the Local

q
Governments require financial assistance, a long-lasting

The Australian federal scal scene has been marked by i

the fluctuating number of claimant States. Though in 10. For details see G. Thimmaiah, Uniform Income Tax t

the 1960's this number was reduced to only one (Tas- Arrangement in Australia, Bulletin for International Fiscal

mania in 1969), it was the result of the deliberate Documentation,April 1975, pp. 136-146.
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reason for its continuance. But it will mean the dwind- What is more, he declared that while we are prepared
ling of the size of the Commission from the presently- to see a substantial net increase in the funds fowing
existing six members to only four members excluding from the national Budget to the State and Local Govern-

the Chairman, if the present division of the Commission ment sector, it should not be assumed that this can be

continues. This inevitable consequence must be kept in simply a process of increasingamounts being paid under

mind. existing arrangements or of introducing new supple-
But a more significant policy implicationof the gradual mentary arrangements. Where the national Government

disappearance of the special grants will be the gradual
undertakes new or additional commitments which

dwindling of independent expert bodies from the relieve the States or their authorities of the need to

deliberations of the Commonwealth-State fiscal rela- allocate funds for expenditure at present being carried

tions. This is further evidenced by the Commonwealth by them, there should be adjustments in the financial

Government's (Whitlam Govemment's) rejection of arrangements between us to take account of the shift of

Commonwealth Bureau of Roads' Report on Australian new financial responsiblities. These adjustments will

Roads 1973. 11 If this trend continues, the Common- normally take the form of appropriate reductions in

wealth Government will then be dealing with the States the general purpose funds allocated to the States. 15

on a bilateral basis and may not hesitate to use its finan- The Whitlam Government was fast in implementing
cial strings to impose its political will not only on the this policy. For instance, it took over the entire finan-

State Governments but also on the State politics. This cial responsibility of university and tertiary education

will have its own political implications. from 1st January 1974 and correspondingly made
downward adjustments in financial assistance grants.
This implies that the State Governments have not
benefited financially through this decision and that,

Ill. THE INCREASE OF SPECIFIC PURPOSE on the contrary, they have lost de facto an important
G RANTS decision-making field to the Commonwealth Govern-

ment. Education is an important eld of public service
The second importantchange which was njected by the which requires decentraliseddecision-makingto cater to
Commonwealth Government into the Australian federal the various tastes and needs of the people of different
fiscal system was the steep increase of specific purpose localities. When decision-making power is ndirectly
grants particularly after 1970-71. For instance, in the centralized, the efficiency of decision-making and
decade between 1960-61 and 1970-71, the total amount
of specic purpose grants increased by about three proper rendering of educational services is disturbed.

This is a factor which must be recognised by the State
and half times from SA 169-72 million in 1960-61 to Governments. However, the Commonwealth Govern-
SA 584.40 million in 1970-71, whereas within a short ment's policy decision may be defended on the ground
period of three years between 1970-71 and 1973-74, of co-operative federalism. But whether it will promote
the amount of these grants increased to SA 1,645.90 such co-operative federalism or will only promote
in 1973-74. 12 Further, it increased to SA 2,966 million centralisation without substantially reducing federal
in 1974-75, to SA 4,153 million in 1975-76 and to fiscal imbalances and/or efficiency in essential public
SA 4,193 million in 1976-77.13 Even in relative terms, services in the Australian federation will have to be
the proportion of specific purpose grants in the total investigated after a period of time. Although the Liberal-
federal scal transfers to the State Governments in-
creased by 14.7 percent from 28.3 percent in 1970-71
to 47 percent in 1973-74 as compared to only a five 11. The Fraser Government has gone a step further at least in

percent increase from 23.3 percent in 1960-61 to 28.3 this field by abolishing Social Welfare Commission, Children's

percent in 1970-71. Though this proportion declined Commission and Commonwealth Bureau of Roads. It has no

slightly to 45.2 percent in 1974-75, it increased to 48.5 doubt created Bureau of Transport Economics to do the work

percent in 1975-76 .and slumped again to only 45.1 of the earlier Bureau of Roads. It has also abolished (in January

percent in 1976-77. This phenomenal increase in specific 1976) the earlier Universities Commission, the Commission on

purpose grants appears to be the result of a deliberate Advanced Education and the Technical and Further Education

policy programme of the Commonwealth Government Commission, and has created one Commission, namely Post-

led by the Labour Party. This becomes evident from Secondary Education Commission to do the work of the earlier

three Commissions. See for details 1976 Report and Reuiew
the statementsof the formerPrime Minister,Mr. Whitlam, of Fiscal Federalism in Australia, Centre for Research on Federal

who observed in the 1973 Conference of Common- Financial Relations, ANU, Canberra, April 1977, Ch. VI.

wealth Government and State Government Ministers 12. Commonwealth Payments to or for the State, Common-

that for this Government, however, the point of wealth of Australia, Canberra 1970, pp. 98-99, and P.B. Wade,

departure from the past practice is the degree of the Recent Developments in Fiscal Federalism in Australia with

national Government's involvement in the planning special Reference to Revenue Sharing and Fiscal Equalisation,

of the function for which it helps to provide finance. in R.L. Mathews (ed), Fscal Federalism: Retrospect and Pros-

From now on we will expect to be involved in the pect, The Australian National University, Canbema, 1974,

planning of the function in which we are financially pp. 48-50.

involved. We believe that it would be irresponsible for
13. 1976 Report and Review of Fiscal Federalism in Australa,

the national Government to content itself with simply
p. 80.
14. Proceedingsof the Conference ofAustralian Governmentand

providing funds without being involved in the process State Government Ministers Held at Canberra, 18-29, June 1973,
by which priorities are set and by which expenditures Part I, p. 2.
are planned and by which standards are met. 14 15. Ibid.
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Country Coalition Government Federalism Policy de- contravention to the Financial Agreement of 1927
clared the reversal of specific purpose paymentsand the which centralized all Government borrowings in the
absorption of such payments into general revenue funds, Loan Council. Under the Australian Constitution both
this promise has not been borne out by the trends in the the Commonwealth and the State Governments have
specific purpose grants for 1976-77 and 1977-78. concurrent powers of borrowing within Australia and

Though in the earlier agreement, reached in April abroad. This power encouraged the States to indulge
1976 Premier Conference, it was thought that the re- in uncoordinated borrowing abroad, particularly in
versal trend would not be commenced before 1977-78, London in the 1920's, thereby endangering the credit
in actual practice it started in 1976-77. The Common- of Australia. The Financial Agreement of 1927 put an

wealth Government has abolished or reduced many end to it. But the then Commonwealth Govemment
specific programmes of grants without giving any attempted to indulge in uncoordinated borrowing
offsetting ncreases in general purpose funds. Further, abroad, violatingclauses 3.8, 4.1 and 4.4 of the Financial
the Commonwealth Government has initiated many Agreementof 1927.
major revisions of specific purpose programmes during This will have its impact on the future of the Loan
1976, which revisions seem likely to result in the conso- Council. The Loan Council is due to lose its powerslidation of many programmes into block grants. For by 1985 and now the Constitutionalexperts are already
instance, under the community health programme analysing whether section 105-A will be in operation
individual grants have already been replaced by block after 1985. 18 The formerCommonwealthGovernment's
grants. Thus, the promises of the Fraser Government attempted violation of the .Loan Council's jurisdictionfor reduction in the specic purpose grants programme has given an excuse for the State Governmentsto decide
and offsetting ncreases in the general purpose grants to whether they should continue to submit their borrowing
give freedom to the State Governmentsto spend accord- powers to the deliberations of the Loan Council after
ng to their own priorities and needs have not been kept. 1985. This is not a happy situation so far as the internal
It remains to be seen whether the State Governments as well as the external credit of the Commonwealth
are prepared to forego additional financial assistance Government is concemed. If the Loan Council becomes
merely becuase it happens to be in the form of specific inoperative after 1985, the same old orgy of public
purpose grants. borrowing within and outside the country may raise

its ugly head with all its economic and political
policy implications. Within the country the Common-

IV. THE REDUCTIONOF THE POWER OF wealth Government's economic stabilisation policyTHE STATES IN THE LOAN COUNCIL will be weakened, and outside the country it will have
to face embarassingpolitical situations.

The third and unfortunate change which the Com-
monwealth Govemment led by the Labour Party A minor interesting trend which emerged in 1976 was

attempted to make in the Australian federal fiscal the Commonwealth Government's budgetary deficit

system was its attempt to weaken the power of the on the loan account. This deficit had to be financed by
States in the Loan Council. This intention becomes funds taken from the Loan Council's borrowings. In

obvious from two epidodes created by the former this context the States got an opportunity for the first

Commonwealth Government. The first episode was time to comment on the CommonwealthGovernment's
created early in 1974 when the Commonwealth share of borrowings.
Government attempted to amend the Constitution,
particularly the sections relating to the Loan Council,
in order to obtain borrowing powers for Local Govern- V. THE REVISION OF THE UNIFORM
ments in Australia. This was a deliberate attempt to INCOME TAX ARRANGEMENT
weaken the State's influence on the Local Governments.
This episode ended in a fiasco when the Constitutional FinaJly, the Fraser Government has revised the uniform

referendum for amending the Constituiton was rejected income tax arrangement to the advantage of the State

by the Australian people in May 1974. The second Governments. 19 The uniform income tax arrangement
episode was created in December 1974 but only came

to light in 1975. That is, the Commonwealth Govern-
ment violated section 105-A of the Constitution by 16. See for details G. Thimmaiah,Allocationof Loan Funds by
independently deciding to raise a foreign loan of the Loan Council: A Suggested Approach, Economic Actiuity,
SA 4,000 million in December 1974 without the con- October, 1972.
currence of the Australian Loan Council. The Australian 17. See for details Parliamentary Reports: Australia, The
Loan Council is responsible for raising internal as well Parliamentarian: Journal of Parliaments of the Commonwealth,
as external loans for both the Commonwealth and the Vol. LVI, No. 4, October 1975, pp. 243-246.

States Governments. 16 Any Loan raising, except 18. See for details R.S. Gilbert, The Future of the Australian

temporary loans and the Commonwealth Government's Loan Council, With an Annotation of the Financial Agreement
onloan for war purpose, must be approved by the Loan 1927-66. (Research Monograph No.6), Centre for Research

Federal Financial Relations, The Australian National University,Council. This was not done in the case of this loan
Canberra, 1974.

which was proposed to be raised abroad (though it has 19. The Uniform Income Tax Agreement came into operation ,

not in fact been raised) for the alleged purpos of pur- during 1939-40, under which the state governments in Australia
chasing mineral rights of the foreign companies which were persuaded to rent out their concurrent power to levy
are operating in Australia. 17 This proposal was in income tax to the Commonwealth Government in return for
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was renewed for another 5 years up to 1980 in the June tax share arrangements to be considered by the Com-
1975 Premiers'Conferenceunderthe aegis of the Whitlam monwealth and Queensland Governments as necessary,
Government. On that occasion the State Governments (b) the periodic review of relativities included by States
recommended to the Commonwealth Government on the basis of advice from an independentreview body,
66

.... that the base on which the formulagrants in 1975-76 the first review to be carried out before the end of
are calculated be increased by SA 350 million and that 1980-81, and (c) any absorption of specic purpose
the present average wage element in the formula be payments.
replaced by a new progression factor equal to 1.5. times In the second stage, which is likely to come nto opera-
the increase in average wages each year. 20 But the tion in 1977-78, each State legislate to impose
Australian Government flatly rejected this proposal on

may a

percentage surcharge on personal income tax in the
the ground that it was based on the idea ........ that the State in addition to the Commonwealth ncome tax,
grants arrangements should be based, in effect, on or to give at cost to the State a percentage rebate on

reimbursement or compensation for income tax fore- Commonwealth income tax, and to authorise the
gone. That concepthas long been abandoned. Successive Commonwealth Government to act as its agent in
Australian Governments have taken the view that it is collecting the surcharge or granting the rebate.
more logical and appropriate that the grants be based
on the State's financial needs rather than on movements The Commonwealth Government will continue to

in one of the revenue sources from which the financial determine uniform assessment provisions and the basic

assistance grants are financed. 21 With a view to pacify- ncome tax rate structure, and will remain the sole

ing the State Governments, the former Commonwealth collecting and administrative agency with respect to

Government had increased the total amount of financial income tax. Information on the disposition of Com-

assistance grants by SA 200 million from 1975-76 and monwealth tax to States and Local Governments will

also had increased the betterment factor from 1.8 per- be provided separately but in conjunction with assess-

cent to a full 3 percent. Besides, the base grant for ment notices, which will be changed only to record

Western Australia was increased by SA 5 million from State surcharges or rebates. State surcharges or rebates

1975-76. will be determined by ndividual States, but in an

appropriate framework in consultation with the Com-

These changes increased the total amount of financial

grants by SA 2,200 million over a period of five years
beginning from 1975-76. Since the State Governments compensatory grants to begin with (known as tax-reimburse-

ment grants), which later became equalisation grants (known as

were getting more in absolute terms, they were satisfied financial assistance grants). Though this agreement was supposed
with this ad hoc arrangement. Perhaps they could do to cease immediately after the World War II, it has been extended

nothing in the context of a pro-Canberra Government on a quinquennial renewal basis. For details see G. Thimmaiah,
and the public opinion which was strongly in favour of Uniform Income Tax Arrangement in Australia, Bulletin for
the then prevailing arrangement regarding uniform in- InternationalFiscal Documentation,April 1975.

come tax in spite of its inconsistencywith the principle 20. Prime Minister's Statement to Premiers Conference,

of federal finance. The federal Opposition Parties pro-
Australian Government Weekly Digest, 16-22 June 1975, p. 409.

posed during the December 1975 federal elections to 21. Ibid.

replace it with a tax-sharing plus equalisation system
22. In Canada, in addition to Equalisationof ProvincialRevenues,
which came into operation in 1967, Provincial Income Tax

similar to that which operates in Canada. 22 Surprising- Revenue Guarantee Payments, and Revenue Stabilisation Pay-
ly, the State Governments won their case at least ments schemes were introduced in 1972. Under the Equalisation
partially with the Commonwealth Government imme- of Provncial Revenues scheme, provinces with per capita revenue

diately after the 1975 federal elections. The Fraser yields (from about 22 sources) below the national average receive

Government conceded partial restoration of States' equalisation payments from the Federal Government. From

income tax powers. Under the revised scheme, which April 1, 1972, Provincial Income Tax Revenue Guarantee pay-

came into effect from 1976-77, the changes will be ments scheme was introduced to induce the Provinces to adopt
introduced in two stages. In the first stage, which income tax legislation conforming to the new Federal Income

started in 1976-77, 'the State Governments will receive Tax Legislation, by guaranteeing to make good the loss of re-

33.6% of the Commonwealth personal income tax
venue if any to the Provinces under such new provincial income
tax legislation covering both personal and corporate income tax.

collection in that year, including the collection in the Furthur from 1972 the Federal Government has also guaranteed
Territories at least initially but excluding the effects of the Provinces under the Revenue StabilisationScheme against any
special surcharge or rebates applied in appropriate loss of revenue in any year as compared to the previous year as

, circumstances by the Commonwealth. The States a result of a downturn in economic activity. For details see

entitlement in the first stage in any year will not be less Federal --- Provincial Fiscal Relations in Canada: An Ouerview,
in absolute terms than in the previous year, and in the Departmentof Finance, Ottawa, September 8, 1975.

four years from 1976-77 to 1979-80 it will not be less 23. This is a term used in the official documents relating to

than the amount which would have been yielded by the financial assistance grants in Australia to indicate the relative

financial assistance grants formula laid down in the per capita grants for which each of the six states becomes en-

State Grants Act of 1973-75. The total States entitle-
titled. Such per capita grants are determined on the basis of a

' formula called financial assistance grants formula, which is
ment will be divided among the States initially on the laid down in the States Grants Act 1973-75, after all the six

; basis of the per capita relativity 23 in the financial states and the Commonwealth Government reaching an agree-
assistance grants in 1975-76 and this relativity will be ment on the factors which could be included in the formula.
carried forward to future years subject to (a) the rela- This formula includes the factors which indicate the relative

tionship between Queensland's special grants and the financial needs of the six states.
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monwealth and the other State Governments. Equali- hence its control over the States' decision-making
sation arrangements will apply to the surcharges. The powers. However, the political teeth of these changes
amounts payable wll be assessed by the Common- have been removed by the Fraser Government with a

wealth Grants Commission but will be calculated for view to appeasing the State Governments.
a less populous State by applying its rate of surcharge Thus, the Australian federal fiscal system has changed
to the difference between its per capita revenue base substantially from the earlier predominance of un-
and the average per capita base of New South Wales and conditional grants to the current dominant position
Victoria. The Commonwealth Governmenthas required of conditional grants. The long-standing demand of the
the State Governments to cooperate with it in national State Governments to restore their income tax powers
economic policies. For the purpose of achieving such has been partially conceded in principle by the Com-
cooperation, it has created an Advisoiy Council for monwealth Government. This should have obvious
Intergovernment Relations consisting of 22 members, implications for a similar tax rental arrangement25

five of which will be from the Commonwealth Parlia- operating in India. Finally, the role of the Common-
ment, one from each of the six State Parliaments, six wealth Grants Commission has been increased so as to
representing Local Governments, and five representing cover the financial needs of the Local Governments.
the private citizens; in addition, one Chairman is to This part of the change in the federal scal system is a

be appointed by the Commonwealth Government. This most appropriate and welcome change as ultimately it is
council was created in March 1977 with onl 21 mem- the financial needs of the Local Governmentswhich are
bers with its Secretariat in Hobart. 24 basic in any democracy. This specific change is worthy
From the foregoing analysis it becomes clear that the of emulation in other federations, particularly in India.

Commonwealth Government, by extending the scope
of the Commonwealth Grants Commission to cover the
financial needs of'the Local Govemments, has reduced 24. See 1976 Report and Review of Fiscal Federalism in Aus-
their financial dependence on the States. On the other tralia, p. 78.
hand, by expanding the specific purpose grants to the 25. See for details G. Thimmaiah, Tax Rental Arrangement
States, it has tried to increase the financial dependence in India, Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,
of the States on the Commonwealth Government and November 1975.

1
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SteuerlicheAnreizeur

deutsche Investitionen
inderDrittenWelt

von Rainer Offergeld, Bundesministerfr wirtschaftlicheZusammenarbeit

Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland misst der weltweiten wirtschaftlichen
Zusammenarbeitgrosse Bedeutung bei. Der Wohlstand hngt von industriel-
len Investitionen ab, die nur durch eine weltweite Arbeitsteilung mglich
sind. An dieser Arbeitsteilung ist die Bundesrepublik sehr interessiert. Wir

RAINER OFFERGELD

setzen uns fr einen weiteren Ausbau mit unseren Mglichkeiten ein. Wenn
auch der grsste Teil des Gteraustausches und des gegenseitigen Kapital-
transfers innerhalb der Gruppe der Industrielnder stattfindet, so gewinnt Rainer Offergeld was born in Ge-
doch die Einbeziehung der Entwicklungslnder in die weltweite Arbeits- noa in 1937. He studied law and
teilung zunehmend an Bedeutung. economics in Freiburg, Frankfurt,
Der Notwendigkeitfr die Entwicklungslnder,Kapital und technologisches Zurich and Lyon.

Wissen von aussen zu erhalten, entspricht der Wunsch heimischerUnterneh- After his assessor examinaton he
men, durch Investitionen im Ausland Kostenvorteilefr die Produktion zu worked as a notary and thereafter
nutzen, entfernte Mrkte neu zu erschliessen, Zollbarrieren zu berwinden joined the tax administration. He
oder Rohstoffe zu sichern. Davon profitieren zunchst die am weitesten fort- also attended the Federal Aca-
geschrittenen Entwicklungslnderam meisten. Dies ist eine Konsequenz der demy of Finance (Bundesfinanz-
Suche privaten Kapitals nach attraktiver Anlage. Diese Investitionen regen akademie).
jedoch auch den Austausch zwischen den Entwicklungslndernan. Mexiko
und Brasilien sowie einige Lnder in Ostasien sind Beispielefr einen sich an- In 1969, he was electeda member
bahnenden Handel mit industriellen Fertigprodukten unter Entwicklungs- of the FederalParliament(Bundes-
lndern aufgrund auslndischer Investitionen. Die Investitionen deutscher tag).
Unternehmer in Entwicklungslndern sind in den letzten Jahren stark

gestiegen. Sie hatten Ende 1976 einen Gesamtbestand von 14,2 Mrd DM In March 1972, Mr. Offergeldwas

asked to join the then combined
erreicht.

Ministry of Finance and Econo-
Die Bedeutung des wirtschaftlichen Wachstums und der Arbeitsteilung in mics as ParliamentarySecretaryof
der Welt fordern von uns neue Anstrengungen. Der Weltwirtschaftsgipfelim State.
Juli 1978 in Bonn beschloss dazu: Wir unterstreichen unsere Bereitschaft
zu einer engen Zusammenarbeit im Bereich der privaten Auslandsnvesti- After the General Elections in

tionen unter den Industrienationensowie zwischen ihnen und den Entwick- 1972, he was appointed a member

lungslndern. of the Board of his parliamentary
group and at the same time acted

Allerdings liegt ein Erfolg nicht nur in unserer Hand. Zu Recht fordert der as deputy chairman of the parlia-
Wirtschaftsgipfel deshalb die Entwicklungslnder auf: Die Entwicklungs- mentary Finance Committee.

lnder mssen an der Schaffungeines guten Investitionsklimasund eines aus-
In 1975, he again brought in

reichenden Schutzes fr auslndische Investitionenmitwirken, damit private
was

Auslandsinvestitionen das Wirtschaftswachstum und verstrkten Techno-
to the Ministry of Finance as a

logietransferwirksam frdern knnen. Parliamentary Secretary of State,
where he was recognized as an ex-

Nicht nur der Mangel an Fachkrften, an Infrastruktur und Kaufkraft in pert in taxation..

den Entwicklungslndernwirken sich hemmend auf das Engagementausln-
discher Unternehmer aus, auch rechtliche und politische Bedingungen

In February 1978, Chancellor

behindern die Investitionen. Die Bundesregierung bemht sich deshalb Helmut Schmidt appointed Mr.

bilateral und auf internationalen Konferenzen, jenen Grundstzen zu all- Offergeld Federal Ministerof Eco-

gemeiner Anerkennung zu verhelfen, die Voraussetzung fr ein gnstiges nomic Cooperation.
Investitionsklimasind. Dazu gehren u.a.
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Gleichbehandlungin- und auslndischerUnternehmer, unzureichende Infrastruktur, geringen Ausbildungs---

freier Gewinn- und Kapitaltransfer, stand der einheimischen Fachkrfte. Um die er-
--

unverzgliche und frei transferierbare Entschdigun- wnschten Kapitalanlagen in diesen Lndern noch-

gen inangemessenerHhe im Enteignungsfall, strker als bisher zu frdern, wird die Auflsungs-
unparteiischeGerichtsbarkeit. frist fr den erhhten Rcklagensatz (100 Prozent)--

Die Bundesregierung misst diesen Vorbedingungen ent- von 6 auf 12 Jahre verlngert. Das wirtschaftliche

scheidende Bedeutungbei. Risiko einer langen Anlaufzeit lsst sich damit
mildern.

Die Bundesregierung hat ein Instrumentarium der In-

vestitionsfrderung geschaffen, um zustzliche An- 3. Fr den Bereich der brigen Entwicklungslnder
stsse zu geben. Sie frdert Investitionen in Entwick- (Gruppe 2) wurden fr Kapitalanlagen im Rohstoff-

lungslndern besonders durch die Deutsche Gesellschaft oder Energiebereich die Rcklagen erhht und die

fr wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit (DEG) in Kln, Auflsungsfrist verlngert. Die Bundesregierunggeht
besondere Kredite, Investitionsfrderungsvertrge,Dop- davon aus, dass private Kapitalanlagen gerade im

pelbesteuerungsabkommenund Ausfuhrbrgschaften. Rohstoff- oder Energiebereich strker als andere
Kapitalanlagen besondere Risiken mit sich bringen

Ein wichtiges zustzliches Instrument der Frderung ist und besonders lange Anlaufzeiten bentigen. Dazu
das Entwicklungslnder-Steuergesetz. Das bisherige kommen kumulierte Risiken aus sehr hohen Investi-
Gesetz luft Ende 1978 aus. In der von der Bundes- tionskosten einerseits und einer durch Ungewissheit
regierung vorgeschlagenen und nun im Parlament zu ber die zuknftige weltwirtschaftlicheEntwicklung
beratenden Neufassung sind Massnahmen vorgesehen, bedingten unsicheren Absatzmarktlage andererseits.
die den steuerlichen Anreiz besonders fr Investitionen Um einem Rckgang neuer Investitionen in Entwick-
in den am wenigsten entwickelten Lndern verstrken lungslndern in diesem Sektor entgegenzuwirken,
sollen. Die Bundesregierung mchte damit ihre mg- sollen die steuerlichen Frdermassnahmendurch die

lichkeiten, die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung in der Welt Erhhung des Rcklagensatzes von 40 Prozent auf
zu frdern, von sich aus noch weiter ausschpfen. 60 Prozent und durch die Verlngerung des Auf-

lsungszeitraumes fr die Rcklage von 6 auf 12
Das Entwicklungslnder-Steuergesetz fasst nach Mei- Jahre verbessertwerden. Die erste Massnahme soll vor

nung der Bundesregierung mehrere Zielsetzungen zu- allem eine verstrkte Hilfe bei der Aufbringung des
sammen, nmlich Frderung privater Kapitalanlagen erforderlichen Eigenkapitals bringen, whrend die
in Entwicklungslnder, Sicherung der Rohstoffversor- zweite den langen Anlaufzeiten gerecht werden soll.
gung der Bundesrepublik, generelle Frderung von In-

nurvestitionen im Ausland. Eine scharfe Trennungvon ent- Allerdings werden solche Kapitalanlagen gefr-

wicklungspolitischen, aussenwirtschaftlichen und roh- dert, bei denen der Bundesministerfr Wirtschaft im
Einvernehmenmit dem Bundesministerfrwirtschaft-

stoff- bzw. energiepolitischen Zielen ist kaum mglich. liche Zusammenarbeit die besondere Frderungs-In der Regel kommen mehrere Aspekte gleichzeitig zur

Geltung. Die vorgesehene Regelung innerhalb eines ein- wrdigkeit fr die rohstoff- oder energiepolitische
Zusammenarbeitbesttigt.heitlichen Gesetzes schliesst nich aus, dass einzelne

Regelungen unterschiedlich stark von der einen oder 4. Deutsche Unternehmen erhalten bei Investitions-
anderen Zielsetzung geprgt sind. So ist die verstrkte vorhaben im Bereich der Gewinnungvon Bodenscht-
Frderung von Kapitalanlagen in den am wenigsten ent- zen, die durch internationaleKonsortiendurchgefhrt
wickelten Lndern vor allem entwicklungspolitisch werden, oft weniger als 15 Prozent der Anteile. In
motiviert. diesen Fllen konnten daher beteiligungshnlicheDar-
Die Bundesregierungschlgt im einzelnen folgende Ver- lehen, die die deutschen Unternehmen den Anlage-
besserUngen des gegenwrtiggeltigen Gesetzes vor: unternehmen gewhren, steuerlich nicht bercksich-

tigt werden. In der Neufassung des Gesetzes soll die
1. Das neue Gesetz gilt zeitlich unbegrenzt. Die Erfah- derartigerMindestbeteiligung fr die Begnstigung

rungen mit privaten Kapitalanlagen in Entwicklungs- Darlehen auf 5 Prozent herabgesetztwerden.
lndern zeigen, dass die Vielschichtigkeit der damit

aufgeworfenen Probleme stets lngere Zeit fr die 5. In der Neuregelung wird ebenfalls sichergestellt, dass
notwendigen Entscheidungen in Anspruch nimmt. aus der Zwischenschaltung einer Holdinggesellschaft
Die Umwandlung des bisher als ein Zeitgesetz gelten- mit Sitz in einem Entwicklungslandkeine schdlichen
den Entwicklungslnder-Steuergesetzesin ein unbe- Folgerungen gezogen werden. Es hat sich gezeigt, dass
fristetes Gesetz ermglicht eine bessere Einbeziehung es aus organisatorischen Grnden zweckmssig ist,
in die langfristige Planung der Unternehmen. vielfache Beteiligungen an Kapitalgesellschaften in

2. Die Auflsungsfrist fr Rcklagen bei Investitionen einem oder mehreren Entwicklungslndern regional
in den Lndern der Gruppe 1 (dazu gehren die am

zusammenzufassen.

wenigsten entwickelten Lnder) wird verlngert. Daraus ergeben sich folgende Hauptelemente der Neu-
Neben den bekannten politischen Risiken sind private regelung:
Kapitalanlagen in diesen Lndern gehemmt, weil die
wirtschaftlichen Voraussetzungenfr privatunterneh- -- das Entwicklungslnder-Steuergesetzwird es wie bis-
merische Engagements zum grossen Teil fehlen. her den privaten Investoren ermglichen, zu Lasten .

Investitionen werden behindert durch die geringe des Gewinns des inlndischen Betriebs eine zeitlich

Aufnahmefhigkeitlokaler Mrkte,Standortnachteile, befristete Rcklage zu bilden. Der Effekt der daraus
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entstehenden Liquidittshilfe fr das Unternehmen rung ist es ausserordentlich wichtig klarzumachen, dass

wird in Zukunft teilweise erhht. Auslandsinvestitionen langfristig auch fr die inln-
dische Produktion wichtig sind. Die Gefahren, die Aus-

die von der Bundesregierungvorgelegte Novelle trgt zum-- landsinvestitionen zugeschrieben werden, bestehen
dem besonderen Interesse der Bundesregierung an Teil nicht, zum Teil werden sie durch ihren Nutzen bei
der Zusammenarbeit mit Entwicklungslndern auf weitem aufgewogen. Insgesamt gehen nur zwei bis drei
dem Gebiet der Rohstoff- und Energieversorgung Prozent der westdeutschen Wirtschaftsinvestitionen ins
Rechnung und frdert Investitionen in diesem Ausland, davon rund 30 Prozent in die Rohstoffgewin-
Bereich in Entwicklungslndemverstrkt. nung und etwa 27 Prozent in Dienstleistungen,die u.a.

die steuerliche Frderungwird noch strker auf Inves-
zur Sicherung des Handels dienen (Kreditwesen, Ver-

--

titionen in den am wenigsten entwickelten Lndern sicherungen). Die Bundesrepublik hat als Auslands-
investor noch einen Nachholbedarf.Obwohl sie als Welt-

konzentriert. handelspartner an zweiter Stelle steht, ist sie nur der

dieses Gesetz ist lediglich ein Element innerhalb des viertgrssteAuslandsinvestor.
--

Gesamtnstrumentariums zur Frderung deutscher Manche Entwicklungslnderknnen ihre Anstrengungen
Investitionen in Entwicklungslndern. verstrken, die Bedingungenfr private Investitionen in

Es muss betont werden, dass es sich bisher noch um ihren Lndern verbessern. Immerhin handelt es sich bei

Vorschlge der Bundesregierung handelt. Im Verlaufe dem dadurch mglichen Zufluss an Kapital und tech-

der parlamentarischen Behandlung des Gesetzes sind nischem Wissen schon gegenwrtig um ein Mehrfaches

nderungenmglich. der ffentlichen Entwicklungshilfe. Langfristig spricht
vel fr die These, dass der Spielraum fr einen mg-

Die Diskussion um Auslandsinvestitionen sowohl in lichen verstrkten privaten Kapitalzufluss zumindest

anderen Industrielndern wie in Entwicklungslndem ebenso gross ist wie der Spielraum einer erweiterten

geht in unserem Land in zwei Richtungen. Manche ffentlichen Hilfe. Diese Chance sollten die Entwick-
befrchten durch private Auslardsinvestitionen eine lungslndernutzen.

Verringerung der Inlandsinvestitionen, den Verlust von Eine wesentliche Steigerung des Wohlstands der armen

Arbeitspltzen und verstrkte Konkurrenzdurch Fertig- Lnder wird nicht allein durch Opfer der Industrielnder
waren von aussen. Anderen geht die besondere Frde- mglich sein. Nur ein gemeinsam organisiertes Wachs-

rung von privaten Investitionen fr die rmsten Ent- tum der arbeitsteiligenWeltwirtschaftkann die Entwick-

wicklungslnder nicht weit genug. Fr die Bundesregie- lung aller Lnder voranbringen.

SUMMARY - Tax incentives for German investments in the Third World

Since we received Mr. Offergeld'sarticle immediate- taxable income will be increasedfrom 6 to 12 years.

ly before going to press we were, unfortunately, Inuestment in developing countries of Group IIH

unable to provide an English translaton. However, normally entitles the German enterprise to a tax

in view of the importance of Mr. Offergeld's state- deductible investment reserve of 40 percent of the

ments, we have attempted in the followingsummary value of the investment and its dissolution must

to give the essentals of the German tax measures start aer 6 years. However, it is now proposed that

whch are contemplated in order to expand German where the German enterprise invests in the produc-
investment in developingcountries. ton of raw materals or of energy the nvestment

reserve may amount to 60 percent of the value
Because the German Government sets a high value nvested. In addtion, theperiod of dissolution of the
on providing aid to developing countries, it intends reserue will be increased by an additional6 years,to
to continueand to extend the existing tax incentives 12 years.
which would otherwise expire at the end of 1 978.
The new provisionswill be adopted for an unlimited The term investment includes -- apart from
period of time in order to allow better long range nvestment in equity captal -- certain loans made to

planning for German enterprises. As in the current companies in a developng country, provided that,

legislation, developng countries will be divided in inter alia, the lender owns directly or indirectly at

two groups, Group I comprising the least developed least 15 percent of the equity capitalof the borrow-

countries and Group II those countries whch have a ing company. It is now proposed that this be

higher degree of development. The taxpayer may reduced to 5 percent of the equity capital in case of
create for certain investments in developing coun- investment in the extractionof natural resources.

tries a tax deductible reserue which must gradually
be added back to taxable income after a certain Finally, the new tax measurespropose the introduc-
number of years. With respect to Group I, the tion of a provision which will make it clear that the

nvestment reserve may amount to 100 percent of investment relief will not be lost if the German

the value of the investment and the period of time enterprise creates a holding company as an interme-

after which the reserue must begin to be restored to diary in a developingcountry.
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AUSTRALIA:
To enable the States to finance their own budget
expenditure without continuing to rely to such an

Tax Structureand
extent upon Federal grants, to give taxpayers generally a

better appreciation of the amount necessary to finance
State expenditures and to ensure that States exercise

Fiscal Policy
budgetary restraint when fiscal policy policy of the
Federal Government requires it, the Australian
Governmenthas announced that enabling legislationwill

by WesleyG.Cook* shortly be introduced to empower the States to raise
income tax. Some States have voiced their opposition to

such legislation and have indicated that they will delay
the introduction of necessary and complementary

CATALOGUEOF TAXES IMPOSED AT legislation. It is envisaged that this right to raise income

THE NATIONALLEVEL tax at State level will eventuate and that State tax will
be additional to the Federal income tax. A number of

Various forms of taxation are imposed by Federal, State technical and administrative aspects have yet to be con-

and Local Governments and it is essential, for a sidered and it seems that immediate utilization of the

reasonable understanding of the Australian taxation power is unlikely. However in due course the tax should

sstem and the burden of taxation it creates, to briefly reduce the States' grants claims and some reduction in

review the nature and scope of all taxes. Recent and the level of Federal income tax can be anticipated in the

proposed changes in taxation at various levels of longer term.

Government will have a ,considerable bearing upon It will be readily understood that international
direct taxation in this country. comparisons are extremely difficult and liable to be

State Governments, which are traditionally responsible, misleading. HoweverAustralia has been a member of the

inter alia, for administering health, education and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

housing programmes have found difficulty in financng Development (O.E.C.D.) since 1971 and that

escalating costs and have consistently sought the right to organisation has considerable expertise in adjusting and

impose a growth tax of their own. In 1971 the right to recasting statistics provided by member countries for

levy payroll tax was transferred to the States and the purposes of comparison. Table A presents information

revenue raised by this tax has more than doubled since extracted from the latest document available, Revenue

that date. Notwithstanding the transfer of this growth Statistics of O.E.C.D. Member Countries 1965-1975

tax, State finances are still heavily dependent upon (OECD, Paris 1977).
Federal Government grants from company and income
tax revenue.

* Partner of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., Sydney.

TABLE A

INTERNATIONALTAX COMPARISONS:OECD COUNTRIES, 1975

Percentage of total taxes

Taxes on Total taxes as percentage
Selected goods and Income tax: Income tax: Social Security of Gross National

OECD countries services property profits contributions Other taxes* Product

Australia 8.76 2.80 16.82 1.74 30.11

Canada 10.94 3.13 11.32 3.22 .41 33.98

France 12.44 1.46 6.58 14.72 1.70 36.90

Germany 9.37 1.09 12.16 12.03 .56 35.22

Italy 9.34 1.17 11.00 14.83 - 32.34

Japan 3.67 1.94 8.50 5.09 1.04 20.23
Netherlands 10.91 1.48 16.26 17.99 .25 46.90
Sweden 11.48 .51 23.16 8.89 1.93 45.96
United Kingdom 9.24 4.54 16.21 6.71 .07 36.77

United States 5.49 4.13 13.28 i 7.42 - 30.31
I

*
Other taxes include stamp duties, wealth tax, death and gift duties and payroll tax which not earmarkedare as so-

cial security contribution.

Source: Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries 1965-1975 (OECD, Paris, 1977).
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It seemsthat Australia is lightly taxed by international as still more so when one looks behind these broad
standards, 26.6 percent of gross national product being categories to the exact kind of taxes they contain. Table
taken in tax in 1971 compared with the O.E.C.D. A does not reveal, for example, that in many countries a

average of 31.8 percent. Table A suggests that this broad value added tax is the major domestic levy on

percentage has increased in most countries during the goods and services, whereas Australia mainly relies on

past four years and the relevant percentage in Australia excise duties and wholesale sales tax whichweigh heavily
in 1975 was 30.11 percent. However significantchanges upon only a restricted range of goods and services. Also
in the financing of social security benefits have not yet Australia is somewhat unusual in employing the
been reflected in available statistics and this reduces the separate or classical system of taxing companies
value of the statistics provided. and, until now, in not imposing capital gains tax.

It is particularly noticeable that Australian income tax Australia does not impose any form of annual wealth

(especially on companies) is a relatively heavy impost. tax and moves for the abolition of death and estate

So too are the miscellaneous levies grouped under duties of all kinds have gained considerablemomentum
'

other taxes, a fact to be explained not by any in recent times. Assurances have been given that the

peculiarity of taxation imposed at the national level, but estates of persons who die domiciled in some States

by the very large measure of reliance by State and Local after July, 1979 shall not suffer estate or death duties.
Governments on stamp duties, property taxes and It is probable that the States still levying death duty will

payroll tax. By contrast, taxes on goods and services follow suit in due course.

feature less prominently than they do in many countries. Having mentioned the significance of revenues raised by
Even these very summary figures show the Australian State and Local Governments we shall now concentrate
taxation system to be somewhat unusual. It is revealed upon taxes imposed at national level.

TABLE B

AUSTRALIANGOVERNMENTTAXES: SELECTED YEARS SINCE 1949-50

1949-50 i959-60 1969-70 1974-75 1976-77

I ncome tax - Persons 392 884 2,855 7,966 11,054
Compnies 167 455 1,187 2,566 2,824

n-
559 1,339 4,042 10,532 13,878

Estate and gift duty 14 32 80 77 97
Customs duties 155 168 414 770 1,273
Excise duties 132 504 939 1,765 2,486
Sales tax 85 328 569 1,105 1,650
Payroll tax

* 45 110 230 12 21
Other ** 24 37 106 258 237

Total 1,014 2,518 6,380 14,519 19,642

Percentage of total taxes

Income tax -- Persons 38.7 35.1 44.7 54.9 56.3

Companies 16.5 18.1 18.6 17.7 14.4

55.1 53.2 63.4 72.5 70.7

Estate and gift duty 1.4 1.3 1.3 0.5 0.5
Customs duties 15.3 6.7 6.5 5.3 6A
Excise duties 13.0 20.0 14.7 12.2 12.7
Sales tax 8.4 13.0 8.9 7.6 8.4

Payroll tax
* 4.4 4.4 3.6 0.1 0.1

Other ** 2.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*

Payroll tax was transferred to the States in 1971. The Australian Government now collects payroll tax

only in its own territories.
**

Including stamp duty (Australian Capital Territory and Northern Territory); wool contributory charge
and tax; wheat export and tax; stevedoring charge; radio and television (now abandoned); fees, fines, etc.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics publications; 1974-75 and 1977-78 Budget papers.
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The essential aspects of national taxes are:
-- The Australian legislation contains criteria for

deeming an Australian source to certain

A. PERSONAL INCOME TAX royalty and interest payments made to
non-residents.

The Government is in the process of introducing
-- A credit, not exceeding the applicable

important changes which will significantly alter the way Australian tax, is available in respect of

in which Australian companies and individualsare taxed. foreign taxes imposed upon dividends

The most far reaching of the reforms being introduced received by Australian residents and upon

will affect the taxation of foreign source income. royalties and interest received from countries
with which Australia has concluded
comprehensiveDouble Tax Treates.

Subject to a number of exceptions, the most important
of which are mentioned below, tax is imposed upon the Progressive rates of tax to be imposed on personal
worldwide income of Australian residents and incomes during the 1978-79 fiscal year are:

Australian sourced income of non-residents. $ %

Significantexceptions are: 0 3,893 Nil--

dividends derived by non-residents which do--

--

not carry on business in Australia at or 3,893 16,608 32
--

through a permanent establishment of the 16,608 33,216 46

non-resident from Australian resident 33,216 + 60

companies are subject to a final 30 percent
withholding tax (tax treaties normally B. COMPANYTAX
stipulate that the maximum rate of

withholding tax on dividends paid to The separate or classical system of taxation applies
non-residents of Australia which are residents in Australia and all companies, both resident and
of other treaty countries is 15 percent). non-resident, public and private are subject to tax equal
Australian residents are presently exempt to 46 percent of their taxable income. The rules for--

from Australian tax on income (other than determining the taxable income of companies are similar

dividends) derived from sources outside to those which apply to individuals and it remains

Australa provided such income is assessable necessary to consder the source of income and the
to tax in the country of its source. However residence of the particularcompany.
as from July 1, 1978 such income will be A resident company is defined in the Income Tax
fully taxable in Australia and subject to a Assessment Act and the following companies are
credit equal to the Australian tax or the residents for purposes of determining the application of
foreign tax whichever is less. For that Act:
administrative convenience it has been -- All companies incorporated in Australia.
decided that the first $10,000 of salaries and -- All foreign incorporated companies having
wages having a foreign source, shall continue central management and control in ustralia.
to be exempt provided income tax was -- All foreign companies which carry on business
payable in the country of source. This in Australia and have their voting power
exempted amount will, however, be taken controlled by shareholders who are residents
into account for the purpose of determining of Australia.
the rate of tax applicable to the taxpayer's
assessable income. (i) Dividend income
The Treasurer has stated that a credit will be
allowed for a tax imposed at one or another Resident companies
Government level in the country in which the Subject to measures to prevent avoidance, resident

income is derived if the tax is one comparable companies have, in the past, been entitled to a rebate of

with the Australian income tax. The foreign Australian tax on all dividend income regardless of its

tax must have been paid and must, ordinarily, source. The rebate has been generally equated to the

be a tax for which the taxpayer was Australian tax payable in respect of that dividend and

personally liable. Credit will, however, be effectively exempted dividends from further taxation as

allowed for tax pad on a person's income by they pass from one company to another. These rules

another person, such as an agent or trustee. will continue to apply to dividends received by one

As is the case under credit systems generally, Australian company from another but new rules will

the credit for foreign tax paid in respect of a apply to dividends from outside Australia.

year will be limited to the Australian tax on While full details are not yet available we understand
the foreign source income of the year, and for that, with effect from the beginning of years of income

this purpose the Government proposes to or substituted accounting periods commencing on or

adopt the most generous of available methods after July 1, 1978, the basic rule will be that all foreign
by calculating the limitation on the basis of source income of Australian resident companies will be

the aggregate foreign source income of the taxable in Australia. However, the Australian tax on

taxpayer. that income will be reduced by credit for foreign tax.
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Whereas the general rules applicable to personal income Remittances of profit by Australian branches of
and referred to above are expected to apply, the basic overseas companies are still not subject to any form of
rule will be that once such dividends are made withholding tax and the new branch profits tax is an

effectively taxable by withdrawal from them of the attempt to restore the balance between
rebate on inter-corporate dividends, a credit will be resident/non-residentcompanies.
allowed for any foreign dividend withholding or other The additional tax to be levied on taxable income of
tax paid on them. non-resident companies will be at the rate of 5 percent
In addition, a credit for the underlying company tax of the taxable income of the branch. The tax is being
on the profits out of which the dividends are paid will, levied in this form because it is considered to be
on what is known as a gross-up basis, be allowed to impracticable to impose a tax on remittances of
Australian companies that have a more than portfolio branch profits.
investment in a foreign company. This credit will In striking a branch profits tax rate of 5 percent of
provide a direct recognition of the payment of any taxable income, the Government has aimed to achieve,foreign company tax on those profits and will, at base, as closely as is practicable, a reasonable balance between
be allowed where the Australian company has a direct the Australian tax liabilities attaching to profits of
10 percent or greater shareholding in the foreign foreign-owned subsidiaries and branches, bearing in
company. mind that, in both cases, the companies are likely to
The credit for underlying tax will be extended plough back some of their profits into further develop-
beyond the underlying tax paid by the foreign company ments in Australia.
in which the Australian company has a direct 10 percent The branch profits tax does not fall dividend incomeon
or greater interest to include such tax paid by a foreign of branches, nor does it apply to film royalties, shipping
company one further stage removed, if the Australian profits or insurance premiums taxed under special
company has, through the first tier company, at least a provisions. It has also been decided to exclude from this
10 percent shareholding interest in the further tax the profits of non-resident life assurance companies
company. To guard against avoidance, the relevant 10 that are allocated towards bonuses and other payments
percent or greater shareholding must have been held for due to Australian policy holders. The Government has
at least twelve months prior to the date of declaration accepted the point that, if the tax were placed on these
of the dividend for a credit for underlying tax in respect profits, it would effectively be borne by Australian
of that dividend to be allowed. policy holders and not, as intended, by the company or

its overseas shareholders, if any.It is anticipated that detailed legislation to incorporate
the above changes will be introducedaround September, The Government has decided that the tax will apply to

1978. that part of the 1977-78 tax year falling after November
4, 1977, and to subsequentyears.

Non-residentcompanies
Non-resident companies are not entitled to any rebate
or credit and are taxable upon dividends received from C. WITHHOLDINGTAX
resident or non-resident companies to the extent that
such dividends are paid out of profits having their Non-residents who do not carry on business in Australia
source (see below) in Australia. Subject to special at or through a permanent establishment are generally
withholding tax rules the normal rate of company tax subject to 30 percent withholding tax on dividends (15
for both resident and non-resident companies has been percent to treaty countries) and 10 percent withholding
46 percent and the introduction of a branch profits tax tax on interest. In addition, interest paid by a

has not altered this position in so far as dividends are non-resident to another non-resident may be subject to
concerned. Australian withholding tax if the interest expense is an

outgoing incurred by the first-mentionednon-resident in
(ii) Non-dividendincome carrying on business in Australia at or through a

Resdent companies permanent establishment of that person in Australia. It
is significant to note that the term permanent

Worldwide non-dividend income shall in future be establishment is defined even more widely than in
taxable at the 46 percent rate and subject to credit as international tax agreements based upon the model
above. provided by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation

and Development. Withholding tax on interest and
Non-residentcompanies dividends is a final tax and companies may be denied

Unless withholding or special treaty provisions apply, tax deductibility for interest payments if they fail to

such companies are subject to Australian tax at the 46 deduct the required amount of withholding tax. Special
percent rate on income having an Australian source. approval for the exemption of interest withholding tax

The Governmenthas recently clarified earlier statements on interest payable by Austalian entities to
i

concerning its intention to introduce a branch profits non-residents is possible and, where, the non-resident
'

tax to negate the advantage that previously flowed to recipient is effectively free of any Australian tax on that

non-resident companies which chose to operate in interest.

Australia per media of a branch rather than a subsidiary, Every person who is liable to pay money as or by way
thus avoiding any withholding tax on profit remittances. of royalty to a non-resident is obliged to first ascertain
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the amount, if any, to be retained in respect of tax due, especially since 1967-1968 collections have increased at

or which may become due by the non-resident. Royalty a slower rate than taxation collections generally.
has been defined widely and might include management Perhaps the main feature of Australian revenue taxes on

fees, rental and lease payments in addition to payments commodities is the extent to which they fall heavily on

ordinarily within the meaning of that term. Howeverall a comparatively small number of commodities. In 1971

payments must be considered separately as it is to 1972 78 percent of the total amount collected was

generally agreed that amounts paid for services obtained from the taxes on alcoholic beverages, tobacco

provided, as distinct from payments for the use of products, petroleum products, motor vehicles and spare

assets, technology or know-how already in existence,re parts. The concentrationof our indirect taxation system
not to be regarded as royalty. on a small number of goods is further illustrated by the

Royalty tax withheld and remitted to the Commissioner comparative levels of taxation on these commodities.

of Taxation is not a final tax and the recipient may elect Table C purports to show the extent to which taxes

to lodge an Australian tax return and, if the amount contributed to the final retail prices of various goods
withheld is found to be excessive, a refund will be made. and Table D shows the extent to which these taxes fall

Whereas additional tax could become payable if a
on a small number of commodities.

separate return is lodged the non-resident will not be TABLE C
oblged to lodge a separate return unless t derves other
income assessable to Australian tax. APPROXIMATEWEIGHT OF TAX,

INCLUDING MARK-UPON TAX,
AS PERCENTAGEOF RETAIL PRICE

D. ESTATE AND GIFT DUTY

Proportion of Final Retail
Federal estate duty, at a maximum rate of 27.9 percent, Price represented by Tax
has for many years been charged upon dutiable estates

Product PIUS Mark-Up Taxon

having a value in excess of $1 million. Lower valued
estates attract lower rates of duty and no duty is %

payable on estates which have a value of less than

$20,000. However the dutiable estate may include Beer (Sydney) a) 77

property not owned by the deceased such as gifts made Cigarettes (average of four

within three years of death, gifts where the disponor major brands) a) 59

retained rights to enjoyment or property at the disposal Potable spirits (various) b) 45 to 60

of the deceased immediately prior to his death. The Petrol (super grade, Sydney) a) 40

criteria for determiningdutiable estate are complex and, Motor vehicles

apart from mentioning the fact that domiciliaries are Private C) 16

generally required to nclude real estate located within Commercial C) 10

the jurisdiction and personal property wherever it is Spare parts and accessories b) 13

located, they will not be further considered. Treaties Other goods subject to general
and provisions which may grant relief from double duty rate of sales tax C) 13

are of extremely limited assistance. Household goods C) 2

a) Excise and excise componentof customs duty.

E. TAXES ON COMMODITIES(CUSTOMS,EXCISE b) Sales tax, excise duty and excise componentof customs duty.

AND SALES TAX)
c) Sales tax.

Source: Treasury Taxation Paper No. 5, October, 1974.

There are at present effectively two Federal taxes on

commodities imposed primarily to raise revenue. These TABLE D

are the wholesale tax and excise duty -- in which should Collections

be included the excise component of customs duty. Product 1971-1972 1976-1977 *

Where a good is subject to excise duty when $m
manufactured in Australia, it is more or less

automatically subject to a similar customs duty when Tobacco products 321 55
imported. This excise component is in no way Beer 399 740
related to the protective element of customs duty Potable spirits 56 71
imposed to provide assistance to Australian industry. In Gasoline 409 772
1971/72 the protective element of customs duty Other petroleum products 55 340
yielded about $419 million and the revenue element Motor vehicles and spare parts 277 760
about $49 million.

1,517 3,238
Excise is levied at a specific rate per unit of quantity so

F All other 427 2,171
that the yield increases only with increases in

consumptionof the items concerned or with increases in Total 1,944 5,409
the applicable rates. Price changes do not affect * These figures estimates only, based informationcontain-are on

collections. Thus although quite substantial increases in ed in the 1977/78 Budget Speech of the Treasurer of Australia.
the rates of excise have occurred over the years and
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F. PAYROLLTAX in the particular municipality, is intended to provide
finance for adequately servicing the sewage, waste

This tax is imposed upon employers and calculated by collection, cultural and recreational requirements of
reference to the level of wages and salaries they pay to localised areas.

employees. Employers which pay less than $100,000
Australian per annum are generally exempt from this ORIENTATIONOF FISCAL POLICY
form of taxation but all other employers are taxed at a

common rate. The right to impose this tax upon Australia has adopted a variety of techniques to ensure

employers was handed over by the Commonwealth that industrial and commercial development occurs in
Government to the States in 1971 and since that time an orderly manner and in accordancewith overall policy
the amount of tax raised in this way has increased objectives. Some of the review and control techniques
considerably. Most States now impose payroll tax at a used in recent times are:

rate of 5 percent on wages and salaries. Careful control of the rate of growth of the--

money supply. This is achieved by closely

G. LOCALISEDTAXATION regulating the liquidity levels of trading banks

operating in Australia and it has been
to considerable attention to

State and/or Local Government taxes are imposed upon
necessary pay
international exchange rates and the inflow of

persons residing, owning property, or transacting
business within specified boundaries. The Federal taxes private capital. During recent years when it

has been felt the high levels of capital inflow
referred to above raise approximately 80 percent of all

would produce excessive growth in the
taxation levied in this country and the remaining 20

an

a
percent is made up of a variety of State and Local monetary supply, variable deposit
Government taxes. requirements has applied. In ths way the

Australian borrower has been obliged to

The chief forms of such taxation are:
deposit, free of interest, a portion of the
monies borrowed from abroad with the

Gift duties -- only some States impose gift duty as such. Australian Reserve Bank and, as a

However all States impose stamp duty on the rate of consequence, the overall cost of borrowing
stamp duty payable on transactions or documentswhich has been increased. At times the varable

transfer valuable property without adequate deposit requirement has been as high as

considerationare higher than normal. 33 1/3 percent of overseas borrowings but it
is not in operation at the present time.

Death duties -- most States still impose some form of Foreign investment is closely monitored by--

duty based upon the value of the estates of deceased the Foreign Investment Review Board. It is
persons who are domiciled at the date of death or who the policy of the Australian Government to
owned property within the State at the date of death. encourage foreign investment in Australia and
The rates of tax are progressive and on estates in excess to offer fair treatment under clear guidelines
of $1 million amount to approximately 32 percent. which include restrictionson the introduction
Most States within Australia have recently introduced of foreign capital into banking, radio,
legislation, or announced an intention to do so, the television and certain aspects of the civil
effect of which will be to exempt from death duties the aviation industry.
value of estates passing between surviving spouses and in
some cases to surviving children. It is generally It is necessary to obtain Foreign Investment

considered that within a short period all such duty will Review Board approval before:

have been abolished.
-- Acquiring more than 15 percent of the
shares or assets of an Australian owned

Land tax company or where, as a result of a particular
This State tax is based upon an assessed annual value of transaction, the voting power held by overseas

real estate located within the jurisdiction. Special rules interest in an Australian company is 40

apply to rural land and principal plans of residence. percent or more. The Government has
announced that it will not normally seek to

Stamp duties intervene if the assets of the company being
This is a complicated form of taxation with considerable taken over are less than $2 million, unless
differences existing in various States. The duty, at there are special circumstancesor the business
varying rates, is charged upon most documents, is in the financial sector or some other area
transactionsand loan securities with which the State can where special considerationsapply.
establish an adequate territorial nexus. -- Real estate acquisitions of a value greater

Registrationfees than $250,000.
Annual fees are paid by companies and others for

-- Implementing proposals involving financial ,

licences to carry on business in each of the Australian institutions or insurance companies.
States.

-- Implementing proposals (in excess of $5
million) for establishing new business or

Municipalrates undertaking new mining or natural resource

This tax, which is based upon the value of land owned projects.
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Direct subsidies or grants are available to C. Investmentallowance--

encourage export market development and A special deduction is allowed in computing taxable
industrial research. Generally speaking such income where a taxpayer incurs expenditure on the

grants are taxable as ordinary income from purchase and installation of plant. The essential features
business activities. of the investmentallowanceare:

The Export Finance and Insurance -- The plant must be and used within Australia-- new

Corporation has been established to ensure exclusively for the purpose of producing assessable
that exporters from Australia have access to income.
export credit insurance and guarantees on -- The plant must be used by the owner or lessee of
loan facilities. the plant. The allowance may be claimed by a

Price increases are kept under surveillance by leasing company, or by mutual agreement, the--

the Prices JustificationTribunal. benefit may be passed on to the lessee.

The regulation, and in some cases prohibition, Plant acquired and installed ready for use between--
--

of certain forms of business activities are January, 1976 and June, 1979 qualifies for an

controlled pursuant to the Restrictive Trade investment allowance equal to 40 percent of the

Practices Act. cost of the plant provided its construction or

The Australian and several State Governments acquisition was under a contract entered into
--

have indicated their commitment to the before 30th June, 1978. Plant finally completed
concept of industrial growth centres outside and/or installed prior to 30th June, 1986 shall

the major capital cities. A variety of qualify for an allowance of 20 percent if the 40

concessions, subsidies and assistance is offered percent criteria are not satisfied and provided the

to attract industry to these growth areas and property was acquired under a contract entered

it is hoped that this policy will divert into between January, 1976 and before July, 1985

increases in populationaway fro/n the heavily or, where constructed by the taxpayer,
populated seaboard cities. constructioncommencedwithin that period.

The legislation includes provisions to recapture the--

TAX INCENTIVESTO INDUSTRY tax benefit granted if the plant is not used in
accordance with the criteria or is disposed of

A. Enterprises engaged in certain industries are subject within a relatively short period of time.
to special tax concessions. For example: -- The investmentallowance is available in the year in

Farming, grazing, etc. which the plant is first used or installed ready for
Certain categories of capital expenditure incurred by use. It is additional to normal tax depreciation
primary producers are allowed as a deduction spread allowances.
over a period of ten years. Depreciationallowances (not D. Trading stock valuationadjustment
available generally) are permitted on buildings and other
structures employed in the industry and individuals who To reduce the impact of inflation on the financing of

are engaged in carrying on a business of primary trading stock (inventories) the income tax law has been

production are allowed to average their incomes for amended to provide a special deduction based upon the

taxation purposes. This is an obvious benefit having value at which the trading stock is brought to account

regard to our progressive rate system. for income tax purposes.
The stock valuation adjustment is measured by

Mining reference to the annual increase in the goods
Development expenses, the cost of mine buildings, component of the consumer price index. For the first
mining plant and other structures and housing for mine year of operation (1976/77) the adjustmentallowed was

employees may be written off for tax purposes, 50 percent of the percentage increase in the said index
generally over the shorter of the period of the expected value during the year from June, 1976 to June, 1977.
life of the mine or five years. Expenditure associated The index increased by 10 percent during that period
with roads, railways and pipelines for the transport of and accordingly a deduction equal to 5 percent of the
mine products is deductible over ten years. Taxpayers opening value of trading stock was allowed in
may, at their option, elect not to utilise the mining computing taxable income. It is the Government's
provisions of the Act for deductions in respect of plant stated intention to progressivelyphase in the adjustment
but may choose to rely on the normal depreciation to reflect, ultimately, the full percentage increase.
allowances provisions. Costs of exploration for minerals
or petroleum are fully deductible. Transfer of technology, know-howand managerialskills

B. Other commercial or industrial activities subject to Exchange control approval is readily available for
Australian enterprises which can demonstrate that

special tax treatment include: operations they wish to conduct abroad create
Insurance companies opportunities for the export of technology, know-how
Shipping companies and managerial skills. The taxation system does not
Timber operations contain any special incentive provisions but Government
Film businesses assistance for export promotion and/or industrial

Co-operativecompanies research is available.
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Apart from special treaty provisions, Australia does not leaving no room for claims of unfair
offer fiscal advantages to overseas parties willing to competition.
benefit Australian industry by sharing technology, etc.
Until recently visiting industrial experts were afforded a

measure of local tax immunity but this is no longer so.

In fact, the Australian legislation contains criteria for EVALUATION

establishing the source of payments made to
non-residents in consideration for technology, Despite its vast land mass, Australia is one of the most

know-how and managerial skills. The effect of these urbanised countries of the world. The major cities are

provisions is to impose a tax upon non-residentsderiving heavily populated; of a total population of
approximately 14 million, 60 percent isincome from sources within Australia (as defined) over

notwithstanding that in ordinary parlance such income concentrated in the six capital cities. Sydney (over 3

would not be considered to have its source in this million) and Melbourne (almost 3 million) accounting
for more than 40 percent of the total population, arecountry. the largest urban communities. Most inland areas are

A comparison of fiscal consequence of actions by the relatively unpopulated and the continent includes

public andprivate sectors extensive desert lands which are inhospitable and
incapable of supporting rural or grazing pursuits.

The doctrine of sovereign immunity is recognised in However most of the continent is yet to be explored for
Australia and, as a consequence, the Governments of mineral deposits and already some substantial mining
Australian States and any other country are afforded settlements have been established in remote areas of the
total exemption from any Australian taxes continent.
notwithstanding that they may have derived that
income from sources in Australia and in competition Australia has for many years enjoyed stable Government

with other taxpaying entities. This immunity from and the conduct of business has fundamental

taxation extends to other organisationssuch as:
characteristics common to both the British and

Cultural, sporting and friendly societies. American systems.--

Trade unions and employer associations. Whereas Australia continues to develop it is clear that--

Local Government and public authorities programmes to encourage decentralisation have not--

constituted under any Act or State Act or been sufficiently attractive to overcome the physical
under any law enforced by a territory being and cultural disabilities involved in establishing homes

part of Australia. and business activities in the Australian hinterland. The
Governmental and semi-Governmental super- country is heavily dependant upon international trade--

annuation funds. and continues to rely heavily upon foreign investors to

Superannuation funds (both local and develop its industrial capacity. Although there has been--

foreign) Notwithstanding the opportunity for little real growth in productive capacity during the past
tax free enterprises to compete with four years, with the rate of inflation now at a

taxpayer entities the commercial activities manageable level and business confidence quickly
entered into by exempt bodies are normally returning, a sustained period of economic growth is
of an investment or public utility nature expected.
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LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31,1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Belgium * income October 13,1977 English, French and AP treaties

Dutch SUPP. SER. Section C

Canada income October 1-, 1959 English AP treaties

France income April 13,1976 English, French and AP treaties

Dutch SUPP. SER. Section C

German Federal income,capital November 24,1972 English and German AP treaties

Republic SUPP. SER. Section C

Japan income March 20,1969 English and Japanese AP treaties

IX UN A (1) 274

Netherlands income March 17,'1976 English and Dutch AP treaties

SUPP. SER. Section C

New Zealand income November 8,1972 English AP treaties

Singapore income February 11,1969 English AP treaties . ,,:!
Treaty Seris, Vol. 708. p.. 228 '.7@,

United Kingdom income December 7,1967 English AP treaties
.

SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 189

Treaty Series, Vol. 660, p. 88

U.S.A. income May 14,1953 English AP treaties
.,3

* Not yet in force .'5

'j

Abbreviations: ,:,

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (in preparation).
SUPP. SER. Section C = Supplementary Service to European Taxation. Section C.

Treaty Series ,=Treaties and international agreements registered or fied and recorded with the Secretariat of the United

Nations. In addition to the official text of each agreement, this publication produces a translation in either

English or French, as thecase may be.

UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.
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Announcing a major new project of the International Bureau of Flscal Documenta-
tion, sponsored by the U.N. Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific (ESCAP).

axes and Investment
in Asia and the Pacific

loose-leaf in English updated by air
a new approach to the inter-relationshipof investment and taxation in the developed and less-

developed nations of Asia and the Pacific.
examines national, regional and international policies and their effects on economic develop--

ment, as .well as the perspectives for foreign investment.

The first release NOW ready! Contains following country-surveys-

Bangladesh Hong Kong India Singapore Sri Lanka

andsoon...

Afghanistan / Australia / Bhutan / Brunei / Burma / Indonesia / Iran / Korea, Rep. of / Malaysia /
Maldives / Nepal / New Zealand / Pakistan / Papua / New Guinea / The Philippines / Singapore /
Thailand... and the Pacific Islands including Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert Islands, Nauru, Solomon
Islands, Tonga, and The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Tuvalu, and Western Samoa.

Each country survey -

is supplied with necessary documentation and bibliography; and the full text (in English) of all
double taxation treaties.
follows a common outline, for quick, highlight information; and in depth descriptions and
analyses.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE COMPLETE WORK -

Order NOW the first release (two binders) for the reduced price of 350 Dutch Florins,
by air, including updating supplementsby air to the end of 1978.

e The remaining five binders (175 Dutch Florins, each) will be supplied in three separate
releases, and invoicedseparately.

Just a loose copy of the first release This costs 450 Dutch Florins by air, without supplements.
For residents of the Netherlands: prices are exclusive BTW (value added tax).

international bureau of fiscal documentation
Bil sarphatistraat124 - p.o. box 20237 - 1000 HE amsterdam - holland
for,lntax amsterdam-rotterdambank nv account no. 41 1390600 - post giro account no. 385341
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INDONESIA: 10. Advertisementtax
11. Road tax

TaxStructureand
12. Slaughter tax

B. Income tax

Fiscal Policy Subject to income tax are resident individuals

irrespective of whether they are Indonesian citizens or

aliens. Whether a person is resident in Indonesia is

by Prof.Dr. RochmatSoemitro SH* determined according to the facts. Liable to income tax
is income derived from sources in Indonesia as well as

, income from sources outside Indonesia. If income is
derived from abroad and liable to tax in the foreign
country, a tax credit will be given according to the

I. THE TAX SYSTEM provisions of the tax treaty, if any. In case of no tax

treaty, tax credit Will be based on the unilateral relief

A. Introduction provision (S.G. 1934 no. 291). In that case the credit
allowable is the foreign income times the Indonesian tax

The Indonesian tax system originated in the Dutch rate.
colonial period. After independence was proclaimed on

August 17, 1945 the system was gradually modified and Non-residents, irrespective of whether they are citizen

new taxes have been introduced,viz.:
or alien, are liable to Indonesian Income tax, if they

a. turnover tax which after one year was replaced by
derive income from sources in Indonesia, viz.:

sales tax;
a. immovable property situated in Indonesia;

b. development tax I;
b. loan secured by a mortgage on mmovable property

c. transfer tax on real property;
situated in Indonesia;

d. transfer tax on motor vehicles;
c. a profession or a business in Indonesiaexercised or

e. dividend tax;
carried on either personally or through a represen-

f. alien's tax.
* tative or proxy;

d. any profit other than those indicated under (c)
Taxes are levied by both the central and local above from a profession or from a business in
governments. Indonesia, unless such profits are or will be subject

to company tax;
Centralgovernment taxes: e. a right to salary, leave pay, unemployment pay,
The Directorate General of Taxes administers the cost of living allowances, pensions or other

following taxes: remuneration in respect of the performance of an

A. Direct taxes: office or employment, including any income paid
1. Income tax (on individuals) from the public finances of Indonesia, or any
2. Company tax pension from a business carried on in Indonesia.
3. Wealth tax (on individuals) A non-resident citizen not deriving income from

B. Indirect taxes:
any

Indonesian sources is not liable to income tax.
1. Stamp duties Non-resident taxpayers who receive income in the form
2. Sales tax on domestic products and of interest, dividends or royalties are liable to tax on

services interest, dividends and royalties, a withholding tax at
3. Tax on interest, dividends and royalties the source, which is a final tax.

The Directorate General of Customs and Excise
administers: Personal allowances (deductions) are only granted to

1. Import and.export duties resident taxpayers, as follows (year 1977):
2. Excises on a. tobacco

b. beer For the taxpayerhimself ....... Rp. 156,000.-
c. petrol For his wife (or legal wives) ..... Rp. 156,000.-
d. sugar For each member or relative by blood
e. spirits or marriage in the direct line and foster

3. Sales tax on imported goods children for whom the taxpayer is

fully responsible, to the maximum
Localgovernment taxes: of 5 persons .................. Rp. 72,000.-
1. Household tax * *

2. Motor vehicle tax **
* Lecturer at the Faculty of Social Science (on Tax administra-

3. Transfer tax on motor vehicles * *

4. Ireda (Tax on real estate) **
tion & Public finance and Fiscal law), Assistant Professor at the

1
5. Alien's tax **

Faculty of Economics (on Positive fiscal law), Padjadjaran Uni-

versity Bandung, and part time lecturer at the Faculty of Law,
I 6. DevelopmentTax I (on hotels and restaurants) * *

Gadjah Mada University.
7. Entertainmenttax * * Formerly central government tax, transferred to local govern-
8. Dog tax ment. The proceeds of local taxes are not entered in the national

9. Non-motorvehicle tax budget.
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Pension premiums are deductible to a maximum of 10 Tax rate

percent of the net income up to a maximum of 20 percent for profit up to Rp. 10,000,000...........

Rp. 120,000.-. Life insurance premiums are also 45 percent for profit exceeding Rp. 10,000,000....

deductible, provided that when aggregated with pension Distributed profits taxed at flat rate of 20 percentpremiums they do not exceed the above mentioned
are a

by withholding at the source (Tax on interest, dividend
limit. and royalties or TIDR). For resident taxpayers TIDR is
Gifts to charitable institutions as nominated by the in fact an advance payment of income tax or company
Minister of Finance are deductible up to 3 percent of tax which is creditable to income tax or company tax
net income. due. For non-resident taxpayers the TIDR is a final tax.

The incone tax rate varies from 10 to 50 percent for Company tax is payable within one month after receipt
taxable income above Rp. 9,600,000 (fiscal year 1978) of notice of assessment.
which is lower than in precedingyears. For income derived abroad a unilateral relief provision is
Income tax is levied after termination of the fiscal year available, under which a tax credit is allowed. (Art. 8
(generally calendar year) and the tax due is payable Company Tax Law). If the income is derived from a

within one month after receiving the notice of country with which Indonesia has concluded a tax
assessment. treaty, the provisions of the treaty will apply.
In the current year while waiting the final assessment Company tax is often used as an instrument of
the taxpayer carrying on a business is obliged to apply development to give incentives to attract capital
the self assessment system, i.e. to calculate himself the nvestments or to channel private savings to productive
tax due at a prescribed percentage and deposit the sectors, by giving tax holidays, investment allowances
amount so calculated in the State Treasury (MPS (deductions),accelerated depreciationetc.
system). In fact this is a payment in advance. The rate is
2 percent turnover of trade and 5 percent of services. Shippingand aircraft business

The tax on salaries of civil servants and other Since 1970 (by S.G. 1970-43) the provisions on the

remunerations paid from the treasury is guaranteedand liability of income derived from foreign shipping and

paid by the government, which in fact is a payment of aircraft companies from international transport have
net salary or remunerationafter tax. undergone a complete revision. By virtue of the

amended article (Art. la Company Tax Law) foreign
companies maintaining international transport by sea or

Individualsexempt from income tax. by air with Indonesian harbours or airports are liable to
a. diplomatie and consular representatives of foreign income tax. The taxable income was determined by

countries and the staff assigned to them (on certain ministerial decree (Kep. 579/MK/II/9/1972, Sept. 7,
conditions); 1972) at 5 percent of the gross turnover, which

b. the civil and military personnel of foreign armed afterwards was amended by the Director General of
forces; Taxation and fixed at 4.5 percent of the gross turnover.

c. the representatives of international organisations By gross turnover is meant the total value of
specified by the Minister of Finance. consideration in currency or the money value earned by

the appropriate companies from the transport of
persons and/or goods loaded between a port situated in

C. Company tax Indonesia as well as between ports situated in and
outside Indonesia.

Subject to company tax are resident companies as well
as non-resident companies. Resident companies are Foreign shipping companies maintaining international

companies incorporated in Indonesia under Indonesian
sea transport are obliged to pay company tax by self
assessment on a monthly basis of 2 percent from theLaw.
gross turnover (formerly 4 percent) which is deemed to

Resident companies subject to company tax are: be equivalent to the company tax due (Tax rate times 5
a. companies or other associations the capital of percent times gross turnover). (Decree of the Director

which is wholly or partly divided into shares, viz. General of Taxes No. D.15.4-II-0222-10-1972/MPS-limited companies, cooperative bodies, limited MPO).
partnershipswhich have issued shares etc.;

b. companies the capital of which is not divided into Foreign aircraft companies maintaining international air
shares such as general partnerships; transport with Indonesian airports must pay by self

c. foundations and other legal entities doing business. assessment a monthly company tax of 1 percent
(formerly 3 percent) of the gross turnover. (Decree ofWhether a company, partnership, association, the Director General of Taxes No. D.15.4-II-0223-10-foundation or body is domiciled in Indonesia is
1972/MPS-MPO).determined in accordance with the facts. Non-resident

companies are liable to company tax if they carry on D. Sales tax
business through a permanent establishment situated in
Indonesia. Profit is determined on an arm's length basis. Sales tax is levied on:

1Resident companies are liable to tax on worldwide a. delivery of goods by manufacturers within the
income, with the possibility of tax credit for foreign Indonesian customs area, within the scope of their
tax. business or profession;
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b. importation of goods from abroad within the representatives of foreign countries, the civil and

Indonesiancustoms area; military personnel of foreign armed forces and

c. services rendered within the Indonesian customs representatives of international organisations as speci-
area within the scope of their business or fied by the Minister of Finance.

profession by entrepreneurs who are especially Non-residents are subject to wealth tax if they have any
indicated in the Law. property in Indonesia which exceeds the limit of net

The tax base is the selling price with regard to the wealth as specified by the Act.

delivery of goods and the consideration with regard to
services. The standard tax rate is 10 percent, the
reduced rate is 5 percent and the rate on luxury goods is
20 percent. Certain goods and services are exempt (zero II. FISCAL POLICY IN INDONESIA

rate). Entrepreneurs are obliged to calculate themselves
the tax due and deposit the tax with the Treasury, The generally accepted goal of fiscal policy is the

within 10 days after the end of the calendarmonth for attainment of greater economic stability, that is the

which tax has been incurred. maintenance of a reasonable stable rate of economic

growth without development of substantial

E. Tax on interest, dividends and royalties (TIDR) unemployment on the one hand or upwrd or

downward movements in the general price level on the

TIDR is levied on the proceeds, in whatever name or other.

form, In this context we would like to cite Prof. Dr. Soemitro

1. derived from a loan Lf money (interest)to Djojohadikoesoemo's article Fiscal Policy, Foreign
a. bodies domiciled and conducting business in Exchange Control and Economic Development

Indonesia, (Majallah Ekonomi dan Keuangan Indonesi, April,
b. individuals residing and conducting business 1954, page 213, 215) which says:

in Indonesia, Fiscal policy as an instrument of development must

c. permanent establishments conducting therefore have a simultaneous purpose of directly
business in Indonesia, tnding the necessary funds for public investments or

d. the Central Government or local government indirectly channeling private savings to productive
in the form of bonds or treasury notes. sectors as well as ofpreventing the kind of spending that

2. derived from shares, profit sharing certificates,and impedes development.

profit sharing bonds, issued by limited liabilty Summarily it can be stated that fiscal policy as an

companies, partnerships which have issued shares,
instrument of development must be based on a

and other corporations domiciled in Indonesia, the combinationof progressivity in high direct and indirect

capital of which is wholly or partly divided into taxation plus flexibility within the system for

shares (dividend). exemption and incentives to stimulate desirable private
investments.

3. derived from a membership in a partnership or

other bodies givng the right to share in the profit Three important aspects of fiscal policy in Indonesia

of these bodies which is not included in companies are:

mentioned under no. 2, provided those bodies are
a. taxation

subject to company tax. b. expenditures
c. loans

4. derived from a patent, licence, trade mark and
other rights and for the lease of industrial, The function of taxation is not merely taxation for

commercial and scientific equipment and tools (in revenue, but taxation is also used for purposes which are

the form of royalties).
outside the financial sector. In addition, in developing
countries taxation has apart from its budget function,

TIDR is in fact a withholding tax at the source and is
an important role in their development,such as:

due on the day of payment. The company which a. to regulate the level of income in the private
distributes dividends or pays interest or a royalty is sector,
authorized to withhold TIDR at a flat rate of 20 percent b. to redestribute income,
and deposit it with the Treasury within 30 days after

c. to channel private savings into productive
the tax is due. TIDR for resident taxpayers is an investments,
advance payment of income or company tax. For d. to prevent unproductive investments,
non-residentsTIDR is a final tax. e. to promote development in a particular field, e.g.

housing, tourism,
F. Wealth tax (Property tax) f. to protect domestic industries, domestic trade,

g. to stimulate exports,
Wealth tax is imposed on the net wealth of individuals h. to attract foreign capital,
resident in Indonesia. Wealth consists of any property i. to stimulate the transfer of technology, know-how
which can be valued in money terms. Property at the and managerial skill.

beginning of the year (generally calendar year) is We are fully aware that national development needs
decisive. The method of valuation of property is investments in large quantities in the public sector as

regulated by the law. well as in the private sector. This must be based on the

Exempt from wealth tax are diplomatic and consular capability, ability and aptitude of the Indonesian people
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itself. However, this must not lead to a reluctance to complicated, because it has no right to decide the use of
take advantage of the use of foreign capital, technology, private saving for private investments. But is has to con-
skill and know-how available in developed countries, vince the private savers of the gigantic efficacy of invest-
provided this will not result in a permanentdependency ment in developmentand it has to persuade capital own-
on foreign countries. ers to be willing to invest their money in projects of
Investment must be financed directly from savings, development, by giving all kinds of incentives. Taxation,

for instance, is used as an instrument to give attractivepublic saving or private saving, or indirectly from loans.
facilities.What policy is appropriate to create a favorable climate

for investments It is obvious that the increase of saving Law no. 1 of 1967 has been promulgated to make
(public as well as private saving) will be most beneficial private investmentmore interestingby giving certain tax
for greater investments. facilities to companies which are incorporated under

Indonesian law by foreign capital owners, and willing toThe Indonesian government'spolicy in the public sector be active in a particular field getting priority from theiS to increase the budget surplus and by doing so public governmentviz.:saving will increase too. To achieve this goal government a. exemption from capital stamp duty on paid-inrevenue must be increased and simultaneously capital;unnecessary government expenditures must be curbed b. tax holiday for a maximum period of 6 years;and a tight control accomplished.Because new taxes are
c. investmentallowances (deductions);not introduced, the collection of existing taxes is d. accelerated depreciation;intensified, the number of tax officials increased

accordingly, the technical skill enhanced and the
e. exemption from dividend tax;
f. exemption from sales tax on imported captalinfrastructure improved.

goods;Indonesian soil and the continental shelf adjacent to g. exemption from transfer duties on ships;Indonesian territory is rich in mineral and oil resources h. carry over of initial loss sustained during the taxwhich is explored and exploited for the benefit of the holiday period to the following years withoutTreasury. State revenue shows a steady increase (see limit;tables I, II, III and IV). i. carry over of any other loss to the 4 followingFrom the gures one may observe that direct tax in years;
Indonesia plays an important role in revenue. Where in j. in concluding tax treaties for the avoidance of
1972/73 direct tax constituted only 51.16 percent of double taxation with developed countries,total revenue, It increased gradually, respectively, to 52, Indonesia endeavors to have the tax sparing70, 71 and 68 percent in the years 1973/74, 1974/75 clause accepted by the industrial countries, which
and 1975/76. In the frameworkof direct taxes company means a benefit for the capital owners with regardtax on oil takes a special position. to taxation in their home country.
Public investments are aimed at financingprojects which Non-tax incentives are also made available which, for
are not attractive to private investors, e.g. road and example, allow the transfer of accumulatedprofit (afterbridge construction, irrigation, the building of dam tax) to the home country and the repatriation of the
infrastructureetc. invested capital after a certain period.
In this context it is worht mentioning that the On the other hand taxation is also used as an incentive
government has invested large amounts in state to attract domestic capital by giving the same facilities
enterprises. A state enterprise is a business enterprise as mentioned above (Law no. 6 of 1968).
which is incorporated by the governmentand the shares In addition, small capital owners who are not able toof which are wholly in the hands of the government. participate directly in big investments are given anThe legal form could be a: incentive to save their money in the government'sbank
a. Perusahaan Jawatan (PERJAN) -- governmentalor or to put the money in time deposit or to buy bankdepartmental agency or enterprise doing business certificates for which they will receive an attractive ratewhich constitutesa unit of the government; of interest varying from 1h to 2 percent monthly.b. Perusahaan UMUM (PERUM) --

a corporation Besides the monetary policy, fiscal policy makes savingincorporated under a particular law (Law no. 19 of even more attractive by giving the following incentives:
1960);

a. interest received is exempt from income tax;c. Perusahaan Perseroan (PERSERO) --

a public b. interest, dividends royalties;no tax on orcompany which is established under the ordinary c. money saved is not deemed to be property liable tocompany law.
wealth tax;State enterprises are designed to have a leading position d. no further investigation on the origin of moneyin the business world and to be active in fields which are
and there will be no tax repercussions for previousnot attractive to private investors.
years.

Public saving coupled with foreign loans via the IGGI, Fiscal policy recently has also been applied to reviveforeign aid and domestic loans have made a tremendous the capital market by granting tax facilities for the saleinvestment in the public sector in the last decade or purchase of shares via the stock exchange. In order to(PELITA I and PELITA II, Indonesian 5 year plan) (see give to small capital owners the possibility to participatetable I). in investments, the government has established an
In the private sector the role of the government is rather intermediary company (P.T. Danareksa) with an equity
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TABLE I

State Budget in billion Rupiah

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78
Semester I Planning

Direct Tax 302.2 505.0 1,228.7 1,592.1 861.1 2,497.1
Indirect Tax 253.8 412.9 458.4 539.4 353.1 898.2

Non Tax 34.6 49.8 66.6 110.4 47.6 83.9 Budget:
STATE REVENUE 590.6 967.7 1,753.7 2,241.9 1,261.8

*
3,484.2 *

2,803.2
EXPENDITURE 438.1 713.3 1,016.1 1,332.6 673.7 **

2,079.4 *'1,600.3
PUBLICSAVING 152.5 254.4 737.6 909.3 588.1 1,404.8 1,202.9
FOREIGNAID 157.8 203.9 232.0 491.6 377.9 763.1

a) Program aid (95.5) (89.8) (36.1) (20.2) (2.3) (35.6)
b) Project aid (62.3) (114.1) (195.9) (471.4) (375.6) (727.5)

DEVELOPMENTFUND 310.3 458.3 969.6 1,400.9 966.0 2,167.9
DEVELOPMENT

EXPENDITURES 298.2 450.9 961.8 1,397.7 778.3 n.a.

BALANCE + 12.1 + 7.4 + 7.8 + 3.2 + 187.7

TABLE 11

Direct taxes in billion Rupiah

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77
Semester I

1. Income tax 23.7 34.4 43.3 61.7 39.1
2. Company tax 30.6 44.2 91.2 128.2 54.5

3. OiI Company tax 198.9 344.6 973.1 1,249.1 671.0
4. M.P.O. (withholding tax) 30.2 56.8 83.3 97.3 62.4
5. IPEDA (Real property tax) 15.2 19.5 28.0 34.6 23.2
6. Others 3.6 5.5 9.8 21.2 10.9

DIRECTTAXES 302.2 505.0 1,228.7 1,592.1 861.1

TABLE 111

Indirect taxes in billion Rupiah

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77
Semester I

1. Sales tax 34.5 54.6 84.9 119.2 75.1

2. Sales tax on imports 27.8 50.7 68.9 72.5 50.0
3. Excise 47.3 61.7 74.4 97.3 59.1
4. Import duties 73.2 128.2 160.6 174.0 126.1
5. Export duties 32.7 68.6 70.3 61.6 26.8
6. Other proceeds from,oil 31.6 37.6 -15.9 -- 1.1 11.4

7. Others 6.7 1.1.5 15.2 15.9 4.6

INDIRECTTAXES 253.8 412.9 458.4 539.4 353.1
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TABLE IV

State revenue in billion Rupiah

1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78
Semester I Planning

DIRECTTAX 302.2 505.0 1,228.7 1,592. 1 861.1 2,497.1
INDIRECTTAX 253.8 412.9 458.4 539.4 353.1 898.2
NON TAX 34.6 49.8 66.6 110.4 47.6 88.9

590.6 967.7 1,753.7 2,241.9 1,261.8 3,484.2

capital of 50 billion Rupiah, whose aim is to buy stock companies is by decree of the Minister of Finance (no.
of bona fide corporations which in turn will be broken Kep. 914/MK/II/1973 of September 4, 1973)
down into small share certificates which are within the determined on 10 percent of the gross income. The
financial reach of the small capital owners. The purchase payment of company tax is simplified, no tax
of such share certificatesat the stock exchange qualifies assessment will be be issued but the amount of tax is
for the tax facilities which have been given to the embodied in the articles of Contract of work with

private savers mentionedabove. Pertamina. Pertamina receives on behalf of the

Companies which in accordancewith the regulationssell government the payment of tax due in the form of

their shares via the stock exchange have the right to crude oil together with Pertamina's allotment of the

revalue once their fixed assets in accordance with the proceeds. In turn Pertamina has to deposit the tax in

provisions given by the law. The increase of nominal money terms to the Treasury.
capital as a result of revaluation will not be deemed to

With regard to non-oil and mining companiesbe taxable income. Depreciation is allowed on the non-gas a

revalued value. No capital stamp duty is due, if the government regulation (No. 21 of 1976) provides
increased capital is used for the issuance of new shares provisions in which it is stipulated that during 10 years

(bonus shares). In addition, the bonus shares will be after the first commercialproduction,company tax at a

reduced rate of 35 percent will be imposed. After
exempt from TIDR nor will they constitute taxable

termination of the 10 year period the normal rate of 45
ncome for the recipient (Min. Decree Kep.
1677/MK/II/12/1976December 28, 1976). percent will be applied. TIDR at a reduced rate of 10

percent must be withheld which is effective for a period
Fiscal policy does not discriminatebetween foreign and equal to the term of mining rights not exceeding 30
domestic investors. They are treated in the same manner years. Capital stamp duty, import duties and sales tax
with respect to any facilities and the tax burden on imported capital goods are also exempt on certain
imposed. Tax facilities have been extended to conditions. Carry over of losses sustained, accelerated
companies whose activities are in the hotel business, depreciation and investment allowances are other
agriculture, forestry, fishery, communications, tourism, facilities which benefit non-oil and non-gas mining
industry and housing. companies. Finally loans have been made available to

Mining companies engaged in oil drilling activities enjoy small manufacturers or entrepreneursor to persons who

special treatment and the taxable income of oil drilling intend to build dwelling houses.

.
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LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Belgium income, capital November 13,1973 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C

BP

German Federal income, capital September 2,1977 German, English and AP treaties

Republc * Indonesian

Netherlands income, capital March 5,1973 Dutch, English and AP treaties

Indonesian SUPP. SER.Section C

BP

United Kingdom income, capital March 13,1974 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER. Section C

IX UN A(1) 350

BP

* Not yet in force.

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (in preparation).
- SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation.

UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.

BP = Berita Pajak, Jakarta, English edition.
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide ever publishedfor taxpayers
with income from foreign sources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS

ContinuouslySupplemented........ Always Up -to- Date

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help sate money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foreign sources
from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, or taxable in the
U.S. U.S.

If you fit any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service
any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenets -- operationsbenefits -- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-
payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-savingdevice.

Authoritative, specific guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent-- until now.

Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the rst 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weeklyN.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day youOF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.
1-year introductorycharter subscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publicationhas been even more enthusiastic than our
after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for
reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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PHILIPPIIVES: .....
Taxes incomeE. on

TaxStructureand
1. Personal income tax

Persons liable Tax base Minimumand
maximum rates

Fiscal Policy (1) Resident citi- Worldwide net 3-70 percent
zens and income
aliens

by Dr. Angel Q.Yoingco* (2) Non-resident Domestic net 3-70 percent
citizens income

Adjusted gross in- 1-3 percent
come from sources

I. CATALOGUE OF TAXES IMPOSED AT THE outside the Philip-
NATIONALLEVEL pines

A. Taxes on goods and services (3) Non-resident Domestic net in- 3-70 percent
aliens engaged come

1. Sales tax is a percentage tax on all goods sold or in trade or

exchanged in the Philippines whether domstically business
manufactured or imported except the following: (a) (4) Non-resident Domestic gross 30 percent
articles subject to specific tax; (b) certain agricultural aliens not en- income
products; (c) minerals and mineral products; (d) articles gaged in trade
exported; (e) articles subject to the miller's tax. or business
Tax rates vary from 5, 7, 15, 40 to 70 percent. Granted (5) Alien execu- Domestic gross 15 percent
rates of 10-70 percent are imposed on domestically tives, employ-
manufactured automobiles and from 100-200 percent ees of regional
on imported automobiles, depending on price grouping. or area head-
2. Specic tax is imposed on liquor, tobacco, wine, quarters of

matches, gasoline, etc. at specific rates per commodity multinationals
per unit of quantity, volume capacity, etc. in the Philip-
3. Privilege tax on business is imposed on all services pines
rendered in the Philippines by contractors, proprietors 2. Corporate income tax
or operators of dockyards and others at 3 percent,
caterers at 3-20 percent, and carriers at 2 percent, all Persons liable Tax base Minimumand
based on gross receipts. maximum rates

Domesticcorporations
B. Taxes on international trade (1) Ordinary cor- Worldwide net 25-35 percent
1. Export tax and premium duty -- export tax is porations income plus 5 percent
imposed on wood products, mineral products, plant and development
vegetable products and animal products for export at tax if global net

rates ranging from 4-10 percent of gross F.O.B. value. income exceeds
Premium duty is an additional imposition at 20-30 10 percent of

percent. net worth

2. Import duties are imposed on imported goods at (2) Family corpo- World-widenet 25-35 percent
vrying rates ranging from 10-100 percent ad valorem. ration income plus 5 percent

development
C. Transfer taxes tax regardless

of rate of return
1. Estate tax is imposed on the net estate of a on net worth
decedent (progressive brackets) at its fair market value
at 3-60 percent. (3) Private educa- Net income from 10 percent plus

tional institu- operation of 5 percent con-
2. Donor's tax is imposed on the net taxable gift tions schools and dition in No. 1
(progressive brackets) at its fair market value at 1.5-40 passive investments above
percent. (4) Ordinary and Dividends received 10 percent
D. Tax on property family corpo- from a domestic

rations, private corporation liable to
1 Real property tax (a local tax) is imposed on the educational tax
assessed value of real estate, land and improvements at institutions
0.25-2 percent. An additional tax of 1 percent on real
property is also imposed which accrues to the special
Education Fund, a nationally administered fund. * Executive Director of the National Tax Research Center.
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Foreigncorporations 5. Miscellaneous taxes on banks (5 percent of gross

(1) Resident cor- Domestic net 25-35 percent receipts); finance companies (1 percent of gross

porations income plus 5 percent receipts); insurance premiums (ad valorem tax of 3

development percent and 5 percent of total premiums collected);
tax if net amusement (ad valorem imposed on gross receipts).
income exceeds 6. Others, such as franchise tax, charges on forest
10 percent of products, water rentals, tobacco inspection fees,
net assets in the firearms tax, residence tax and immigration tax at

Philippines various nominal rates.
Dividends received 10 percent
from a domestic G. Total revenue from each tax broken down into

corporation liable percentages of total revenue and GNP
to tax

(2) Foreign inter- Gross Philippine 2.5 percent See Appendix A.

national billings
carriers

(3) Branches ex- Remitted profits 15 percent II. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES

cept those ON INCOME, PROFITS, WEALTH, ESTATE

registered with AND GIFTS

Export Pro-

cessing Zone A. Domestic and foreign investments

(4) Non-resident Domestic gross 35 percent The Philippines pursues a policy of attracting and

corporations income stimulating domestic and foreign investments both by
Interest on foreign 15 percent tax and non-tax incentives. The policy is one of mutual
loans cooperation and harmonization of all investments with

Dividends received 15 percent development objectives. There are no wealth taxes. The

from a domestic income, profit remittance, estate and gift taxes compare

corporation liable well with those imposed by countries in the Asia-Pacific
to tax, under tax region and are designed to give government its due share

sparing provision without unnecessarily imposing an undue burden on

(5) Cinematogra- Domestic gross 25 percent
domestic and foreign investors. (For informationon the

phic film income tax base and tax rates, see (I) above.) Incentives are also

owners, les- given in pursuit of this policy. The major incentives are

listed below:
sors and
distributors Relevant laws/

(6) Offshore Net offshore 5 percent 1. Tax incentives Practical effects Decrees

banks income a. Exemption from Tax holiday RA 5186, as

Other net offshore 25-35 percent income tax amended
income RA 6135, as

Interest income 10 percent amended
from domestic PD 1159; PD 8,
loans as amended;

PD 535; PD 215
as amended

F. Other national taxes PD 538; PD 66
RA 387, as

1. Motor vehicle tax is imposed on vehicles based on amended
weight and type of vehicle, at the following amounts; CA 137, as

(1) privately-owned automobiles -- basic of P110 to amended
P630 plus additional tax at nominal amounts; (2) others RA 3470,
at basic of P5.00 to P50.00 plus additiona tax at nomi-

as

amended
nal amounts. PD 237; PD
2. Stamp taxes (documentary stamp tax and science 463; PD 238
stamp tax) -- amount of tax varies with the type of b. Deductions from Reduced income RA 5186, as
document. income (e.g., orga- tax amended
3. Energy tax is levied on vehicles (0.5-2 percent nization and pre- RA 6135, as

based on ,a schedule to be prepared by Secretary of operating expen- amended
Finance), aircraft (Pl,050-P2,100) and motorcraft used ses; net operating PD 1159; PD 8
for pleasure and recreation (Pl,000-P16,000). loss carry-over; as amended
4. Mining taxes are imposed at 2 percent ad valorem accelerated de- PD 1167
of the actual market value of annual gross output of preciation; 50 per-
minerals or mineral products. cent of labor
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training expenses B. Domestic and foreign trade
under conditions;
investmentactually

The government's policy has been and will be towards

made; expansion promotion and development of domestic and foreign
re-investment;sum

trade. To realize this policy, the governmenthas granted
various tax and non-tax incentives. There are also

of direct labor
cost and raw

promotional programs undertaken by the concerned

materials utilized government agencies to further the trade sector such as

in manufactureof participation in fairs, trade missions, establishment of

Philippine Houses abroad.
export products
under conditions) 1. Foreign trade: Practical Relevant laws/
c. Tax credits (e.g. Reduced income RA 5186, as Tax incentives effect Decrees
100 percent of tax amended Refer to II.A.Domesticand foreign investments,above.
compensatingtax RA 6135, as

and customs amended 2. Foreign trade: Practical Relevant laws/
duties that would PD 1159; Non-tax effect Decrees
have been paid on PD 1167 incentives
capital goods
(purchased from Refer to II.A.Domestieand foreign investments,above.
domestic manu-

facturers) had 3. Domestic Practical Relevant laws/
these been impor- trade. effect Decrees

ted; taxes withheld Tax incentives
on interest pay- a. Refer to II.A.Domestieand foreign investments,above.
ments on foreign
loans under condi- b. Cooperatives:
tions; 100 percent (i) Exemption Tax holiday PD 175
of infrastructure from income
works in areas

designated for
taxes under

ndustry dispersal conditions

or in areas defi-
fient in infra- 4. Domestic trade: Non-tax incentives
structures) (i) Marketing assistance to NACIDA-registered
2. Non-tax Practicaleffects Relevant lawsl enterprises by enjoining all departments, bureaus,

Incentives Decrees offices, government-owned or controlled corporations
to buy supplies from cottage industries (Letter of

a. Protection of Guaranted income RA 5186, as Instruction83).
patents and other amended

proprietary rights RA 6135, as (ii) Promotion and marketing of products mainly of

amended small and medium-scale industries, farmers and investors
through the Trade Assistance Center of the Department

b. Employment Employmentop- RA 5186, as of Trade.

of foreign nationals portunity amended
in supervisory, RA 6135, as C. Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial
technical or advi- amended skills
sory position
within 5 years from The country welcomes foreign investments and the

date of operation accompanying transfer of technology, know-how and
managerial skills. This policy is obvious in the grant of

c. Anti-dumping Protection from RA 5186, as tax and non-tax incentives to facilitate such transfer, to

protection competition from amended wit:

foreign markets RA 6135, as 1. Tax exemption of salares and stipends in dollars
amended received by aliens solely and by reason of

d. Preference in Easy credit RA 5186, as
services rendered under certain international organiza-

grant of loans by amended tions, e.g. International Rice Research Institute, etc.

government finan- RA 6135, as (RA 3538, as amended)
cial institutions amended 2. For aliens employed in regional or area

headquartersof multinationals (PD 218):
'

e. Protection from Viability of RA 5186, as a. issuance of miltiple entry special visa

government industry amended b. exemption from securing alien certificates of

competition RA 6135, as registration
amended c. exemption from obtaining emigration clearance
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certificates and other types of clearance required (vi) Oil exploration (1) Exemption RA 387, as

by government and development from all taxes amended
d. exemption from customs duty and compensating (except income

tax of imported motor vehicle tax), tariff duties
e. reduced tax of 15 percent on gross income j and compensating

tax on the imprta-
D. Diversificationand selectivity tion of machinery

and equipment,1. Countries from which investment, etc. is solicited:
'

The Philippines welcomes investment, technology, etc. etc., under condi-
tionsfrom any source as long as these meet development (2) Exemptionobjectives.
upon approval by

2. Types or areas of investment, trade, etc.: Various the Petroleum
types of tax and non-tax incentives are given to Board from laws,
registered or pioneer enterprises, to preferred areas of regulationsor

investment, etc. (refer also to (II)(A) for incentives ordinances restric-
under RA 5186, RA 6135, PD 1159). ting the (a) construc-

tion, installation

Special measures to promote industrial development and operations of
power plants,

Sector Incentives Relevant lawsl (b) exportationof

Decrees machinery and
equipmentwhich

(i) Mining Industry Exemption from CA 137, as
were importedthe payment of all amended solely for its

taxes except income
operation when no

tax for five years longer needed
under conditions (3) Exportation

(ii) Cottage Indus- Exemption from all RA 3470, as of petroleum sub-
try taxes except speci- amended ject to the prior

fic tax, income tax, lling of domestic
compensating tax needs
and customs duties (4) Entry of alien
for a period of five technical and spe-
years under condi- cialized personnel
tions for the operation

(iii) Rural Bank Exemption from RA 720, as of the contractor
the payment of all amended (5) Repatriation
taxes, charges and of capital and
fees of whatever retention of profits
nature and descrip- abroad.
tion except income (6) Deduction from
tax, compensating taxable income of
tax and customs Filipin participa-
duty tion and reimbur-

(iv) Private Devel- Exemption from sement of operating
opment Bank the payment of all expenses including

taxes, charges and amortization

fees of whatever (7) Exemption
nature and descrip- from customs duty
tion, including and compensating
income tax, except tax under condi-

tions on importa-compensatingtax
tion of machinery,and customs duties

under conditions equipment, etc.

by petroleum ex-

(v) Registered Incentives under RA 5186, as ploration concessio-
enterprise;Pioneer this law include amended naires or their
enterprise tax and non-tax contractorsor

incentives to indus- sub-contractors
tries and investors
in such designated
area of economic

activity
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(vii) Area or regio- (1) Exemption PD 218, as Features Practicaleffects Relevant lawsl
nal headquarters from all forms of amended Decrees
of multinational local taxes, licenses 1. Increased speci- Increased tax PD 1158
companies fees, and impost tic taxes on

(2) Exemption alcoholic bever-
from the 3 percent ages
contractor's tax 2. Higher tax rates Increased tax PD 1158

for processed
3. Regionalor specialareas fruits like pea-

Regarding the policy on industry dispersal ches, cherries,
etc.

a. no new firrn or industry is allowed within a fifty 3. Higher tax rates Increased tax PD 1158
(50) kilometer radius of Manila; on winnings in

Jai-Alai and horse
b. to a registered export producerwho establishes his racing
manufacturingplant in an area designated by the Board 4. Differentiated Increased tax on CA 466, as
of Investments, additional incentives are given, to wit: tax rates on luxuries amended
(1) an amount equivalent to double the direct labor cost ordinary, semi-
for reduced income tax and (2) an amount equivalentto luxury and
100 percent of necessary infrastructure works luxury articles
undertaken by the registered export producer can be

Lower taxused to apply to payment of national taxes. on

ordinary articles

c. Industrial estates have also been created to further 5. Lower tax rates Tax relief CA 466, as

investment objectives, like the Export Processing Zone on basic commo- amended
Authority (EPZA) and the Agro-Industrial Complex dities
within the Food Terminal Area. The following laws give 6. Various tax Tax holiday Refer to (II)(A)
tax and non-tax incentives to industrial estates: exemptions above

(i) RA 5186, as amended (Refer to (II)(A) 7. Tax credits Reduced tax Refer to (II)(A)
above) above

(ii) RA 6135, as amended (Refer to (II)(A)
above) B. Employment(iii) PD 66, (Refer to (II)(A)above)

The thrust of government policy is to harness gainfully
the abundant manpower in the country. Towards this

E. Difference in treatment (if any) between public end various measures to stimulate and create
and private sector labor intensive industries were adopted.

The basic economic orientation of the Philippines has Tax Incentives Practical effects Relevant lawsl
always been toward free enterprise. As a result, once a Decrees
business is established it is allowed to operate with the 1. Deduction of Reduced income RA 5186, as

minimum degree of government regulation. However, labor training tax amended
the government may also engage in a business expenses RA 6135, as

undertaking where the interest of the general public amended
requires it as in the case of transportation, grains PD 1159
procurement, etc. These are cases where the private PD 1167
sector cannot adequately meet public needs. 2. Exemption from Tax holiday RA 5186, as

all taxes under amended
the NIRC except RA 6135, as

the income tax amended

III. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: SALES 3. Exemption from Tax holiday PD 66, as

TAXES, ETC. customs duties, amended
internal revenue

A. Distributionof wealth and local taxes
of foreign or

,The government pursues a policy of wealth and income domestic mer-

1,(re)distribution in order to spread more equitably chandise, raw

benefits of progress. The indirect tax system (sales materials, sup-
Itaxes, excise taxes, customs duties) is extensively used plies, equip-Ito meet this goal by means of higher taxes on ments, and all
commodities commonly consumed by the rich, on other items
non-essential goods, etc. necessary for the
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assembly or 4. Exemption from Tax holiday PD 269, as

manufactureof all taxes of amended

products inside electric coope-
the Export ratives and the
Processng Zone National Electri-

4. Exemption from Tax holiday RA 6135, as fication

export tax amended Administration

5. Exemptionsfrom Tax holiday RA 3470, as 5. Exemption from Tax holiday RA 4412, RA

all taxes, amended all taxes of 6080;

except specific various regional RA 3856; RA

and income development 4132;
taxes under cer- authorities PD 625, as

tain conditions amended;
of the registered PD 690, as

person or firm amended;
engaged in the RA 4850

production or

manufacture
of cottage indus-

try products.
IV. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: OTHER

(NON-TAX) FIELDS

C. Regional development A. The country provides other non-tax ncentves to
domestic and foreign investments in the form of special

The government creates, supports and strengthens low interest loans, various infrastructure supports, etc.
institutions in various regions of the country and The following sectors are recipients of these non-tax
provides incentives to carry out regional development. incentives:
Self-reliance among local government units is also a 1. Agriculture, fishery, livestock and forestry
primary objective. To realize these goals, the 2. Industrial
governmentpassed various measures, as follows: 3. Utilities

4. Commercial
Features Practicaleffects Relevant lawsi 5. Firms under the Export Processing Zone

Decrees Authority (EPZA)
1. Exemption from Tax holiday PD 66, as

customs duties, amended
internal revenue

and local taxes
B. Providing infrastructure in particular areas (e.g.,

of foreign or
industrial estates)

domestic mer- 1. Refer to (II)(D) above on discusson of industry
chandise, raw dspersal and (II)(A) for tax and non-tax incentves to

materials, sup- ndustrial estates like the EPZA.
plies, equip-
ments, and all 2. The EPZA is also mpowered to construct, acquire,
other items own, lease, operate and maintain infrastructurefacilities

necessary for within their respective areas.

the assembly or

manufactured
of products C. Others (e.g., free trade zone and allied facilities)
inside the Export 1. Refer to (II)(A) discussion of free trade
Processing Zone

on zones.

(Bataan) 2. Other non-tax incentives granted under PD 66

2. Exemptionof Tax holiday PD 198 creating the EPZA

local water dis- a. Priority in allocation of foreign exchange to zone

trict system from registered enterprises and in the availment of assistance

payment of all and resources of Central Bank under conditions.

taxes b. EPZA-registered enterprises are entitled to the

3. Exemption from Tax holiday PD 175 same privleges given to enterprises approved and

payment of all registered with B I under RA 4860, as amended by RA

taxes of coope- 6142 or under any existing law, order, rule or regulation
ratives (such as or which may hereafter be enacted with respect to

SamahangNay- availment of loans, credits, etc. from government
on) financial institutions.
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V. EVALUATION On the negative side, availment of these incentives has
cost the government revenue losses. According to the

It is hard to assess in definitive terms whether and to Bureau of Internal Revenue, estimated tax loss due to

what extent policy goals set have been achieved due to deductions from taxable net income alone amounted to

other interplaying forces which influence the as much as 1815.3 million (approximately US$119.9

achievement or non-achievement of such goals. million) from 1970-1976.

However, there are a number of encouraging signs which By and large, it may be safe to say that the system of

point to the effectiveness of the system of incentives to incentives has influenced to a great extent the

achieve policy goaIs. Available statistics at least on the achievement of policy goals; thus, incentives will always
Investment Incentives Act (RA 5186, as amended) and be a cornerstone of development programs. The

the Export IncentivesAct (RA 6135, as amended) show - government, however, maintains an attitude of

growth figures for the number of registered projects, openness and pursues a policy of flexibility such that

value of actual investments, employment, export incentives will be continuously studied and designed to

earnings, etc. (see AppendixA). suit policy goals.

APPENDIXA

Revenue collections by As percent of total

type of tax (in MP) revenue As percent of GNP

CY 1975 CY 1976 CY 1975 CY 1976 CY 1975 CY 1976

/

Direct taxes Taxes on income 3,073.8 3,704.8 18.85 21.78 2.69 2.86

CY '75 - P3,192.2M Corporate income tax 1,954.1 2,222.3 11.98 13.07 1.71 72

CY '76 -- P3,820.1M Personal income tax 1,197.7 1,482.5 6.81 8.72 0.98 1.14

Transfer taxes 24.3 28.1 0.15 0.17 0.02 0.02

Real property tax (SEF) 91.2 84.1 0.56 0.49 0.08 0.06

Immigration tax 0.6 0.8 .0l * .0l * .0l * .0l *

Residence tax 2.3 2.3 .0l .0l .0l .0l .'

Indirect taxes Taxes on goods & services 5,154.2 5,594.1 31.60 32.89 4.52 4.32

CY '75 - la1 1,209.OM Sales tax 1,552.6 1,618.0 9.52 9.51 1.36 1.25

CY '76 - P10.871.2M Specifc tax 2,453.3 2,529.9 15.04 14.88 2.15 1.95

Other taxes on goods and services 1,148.3 1,446.2 7.04 8.50 1.01 1.12

Franchise tax 71.1 68.5 .44 .40 0.06 0.05

Wharfage fees and other dues 131.0 136.7 .80 .80 0.12 0.11

License, business and occupation tax 946.2 1,241.0 5.80 7.30 0.83 0.96

Taxes on international trade 5,464.0 4,784.3 33.50 28.13 4.79 3.69

Import duties 4,041.9 4,220.6 24.62 24.82 3.52 3.26

Export tax & premium duties 1,449.1 563.7 8.88 3.31 1.27 0.43

Other national taxes 410.8 492.8 2.52 2.90 0.36 0.38

Stamp taxes 211;2 241.1 1.29 1.42 0.18 0.19

Science stamp tax 99.0 116.4 .60 0.68 0.08 0.09

Documentarystamp tax 112.1 124.7 69 0.73 0.10 0.10

Motor vehicle taxes 167.7 191.6 1.03 1.13 0.15 0.15

Energy tax -- 32.0 -- 0.19 -- 0.02

Others (revenue from forest) 31.9 28.1 20 0.17 0.03 0.02

National taxes Total national taxes 14,221.2 i4,691.3 87.21 86.39 12.47 11.35
J -I.-- - '---

Tax amnesties 164.8 29.1 1.01 0.17 0.14 0.02

' Total national taxes Total national taxes including amnesties 14,386.0 14.720.4 88.21 86.56 12.61 11.36
.I.--- ./.-- ..I.--

Local taxes 1.002.0 1,255.0 6.14 7.38 0.88 0.97

Local taxes Total national & local taxes 15,388.0 15,975.4 94.35 93.94 13.49 12.33
-----

Social security contribution 921.0 1,031.0 5.65 6.06 0.81 0.79

TR TOTAL TAXES 16,309.0 17,006.4 100.0 100.0 14.30 13.12
--

(tax effort) (taxeffort)
GNP 114,072.0 129,612

Absolute Value

Total taxes/Population (43M) f379.30 395.50 -- per capital revenue

* Less than 0.01. Source of basic data:

Note: Peso-Dollar Exchange Rate: 1975 1976 Tax Statistics Staff, NTRC

M stands for milion 1 USS : fa7.2478 1 USS : P7.4405 For Exchange Rate -- CB Foreign Exchange Department
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APPENDIX B

Statistics on the Investment Incentives Act and the Export IncentivesAct

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

A. RA 5186, as amended (Investment Incentives Act)

1. No of registered projects 8 50 79 97 ,115 157 203 243
2. Value of actual investment in million pesos 54.94 280.90 362.20 476.92 716.77 906.30 1,287.48 2,268.04
3. Actual labor 6,791 14,926 24,538 33,024 42,781 58,044 74,609 90,968

B. RA 6135, as amended (Export Incentives Act)

4. Export Earning in thousand $ 56,192 61,771 133,977 87,915
5. Share in Total Philippine Exports (%) 3.75 4.63 6.60 6.33
6. Share in non-traditional manufacturedexports (%) 62.22 47.63 51.29 67.00

Source: NEDA-B01 Survey based on data submitted by reporting registered firms only.

-

LIST OF TAX TREATIES

Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Belgium income October 2,1976 **

Canada income March 11,1976 English and French AP treaties

Denmark income, capital December 16,1966 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

IXUNA(l)171

France * income January 9,1976 English and French AP treaties

Singapore income August 1,1977 English AP treaties

Sweden income, capital April 12, 1966 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

IXUNA(1)161
Treaty Series, Vol. 710, p. 72

United Kingdom income June 10,1976 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.SectionC

IX UN A(1) 368

U.S.A. * income October 1,1976 English AP treaties

* Not yet in force.
** Not yet published.

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (in preparation).
SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation.
Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United Na-

tions. In addition to the official text of each agreement, this publication produces a translation in either Eng-
lish or French as the case may be.

UN = United Nations. Departrnent of Economic and Social Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.
Text of tax treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.
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VESTERNSAMOA: Withholding income--divi-
dends, interest, royalties

TaxStructureand and know-how payments
derived by a non-resident-

15 percent.

Fiscal Policy
Dividends (residents) -- 5
percent.
Other taxpayers -- Liable at

by Earl H.Forbes* rates which start at 5
percent and rise to 50
percent at taxable income
over WS$10,000. Non-
residents are liable at the

I. CATALOGUE OF TAXES, DUTIES AND FEES
same rates as residents but
are not entitled to any
special exemptions (perso-

(a) Customs duties -- (import) nal and family allowances

Authority-- Customs Tariff Act 1975 and reliefs)
Maximum rate -- 135 percent (e.g. on motor cars of Extent of liability - Residents are liable to tax

engine capacity over 3000 c.c.) on all income derived from

Minimum rate -- 5 percent (e.g. on agriculturalimports) Western Samoa or else-

Total collection 1977 -- WS$7.49 million where, and non-residents

Percentage of total Government Revenue -- 39.9 on all income derived from

percent
Western Samoa.

Total collection 1977 -- WS$2.6 million.

(b) Customs duties (export) Percntage of total Governmentrevenue- 13.9 percent.

Authority -- Export Levy Act 1977 (d) Foreign exchange levy
Rate -- 7 percent on excess of

WS$800/00 per long ton of Authority Foreign Exchange Levy Act

cocoa and on excess of 1977

WS$100/00 per tonne of Rate of Tax 1 percent flat rate on the

copra. gross value of all sales of
The levy was effective foreign exchange by autho---

from October 1977 and col- rised banks. This tax was

lections for the last quarter introduced on 25 August
of 1977 amounted to 1977, and it is anticipated
WS$155,000. that it will bring in

approximately 2.5 percent
of total government reve-

(c) Income tax nues.

Authority -- The Income Tax Act 1974 (e) Estate and gift duties
The Income Tax Admini---

stration Act 1974 Authority The Estate and Gift Duties

The Income Tax Rate Act--
Ordinance 1955 (NZ)

1974 Maximum rate (Estate -- 40 percent
Rates of tax -- Companies (resident) -- 42 duty)

percent Minimum rate (Estate -- 6 percent. Dutiable estates

Companies (non-resident) duty) of less than WS$2000 in-- -

48 percent value are not subject to

Companies (life insurance) duty.--

712 percent of gross -- percent
--

Maximum rate (Gift 50
premiums duty)
Companies (non-life insu---

--

rance) -- 15 percent of gross
Minimum rate (Gift 9 percent. Aggregate gifts of

premiums duty) less than WS$2000 in value

Trustees 50 percent per year are not subject to
-- --

Non-resident shipping and--
the duty.

aviation -- 5 percent of Total duties collected --

approx. WS$100,000 or 55

gross receipts. in 1977 percent of total Govern-
Non-resident film distribu- ment revenues.--

tion companies -- 15
percent of gross receipts. * Acting Commissionerof Inland Revenue.
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(f) Business licence fee system and since independence successive Governments
have tried as far as possible to set up the necessary

Authority The Business Licence infrastructure, and to create a clear fiscal policy for
Ordinance 1960. generatinggreater domestic and foreign investment.

Rate A licence fee of WS$18 per In 1965 (3 years after the country gained independence)
annum is payable for each

Enterprises Incentives Act enacted making
type of business specified in

an was

available generous customs duty and income tax
the schedules to the

concessions to Approved Enterprises. This Act is still
Ordinance. in force. The first review of income tax legislation since

Extent of liability - All persons are liable independence was undertaken in 1973 and 1974. The
whether resident, non- three Inland Revenue Acts of 1974 (effective from 1
resident or temporarily January 1975) sought to consolidate, simplify, and
present in Western Samoa up-date a maze of legislation, and bring it in line with
for the purpose of carrying the changing aspirations of the emerging independent
on any business or calling. nation. Estate and gift duties legislation was also
The Ordinance is both a reviewed at the time, but the amended Bill has not been
control and revenue enacted as yet. In keeping with this trend an Industrial
measure. Free Trade Zone Act was passed in the same year

(1974) and in the next year the Third Five-Year
(g) Other than the above Governmentderives revenues Development Plan (1975 to 1979) re-iterated the

from the followingsources Government's intention to generate greater domestic
and foreign investment.

Sale of liquor -- WS$2.00 million or 10.7 percent of
total revenue. In Western Samoa the state is the 2. Implementationofpoliciesand legislation
monopoly importer and wholesaler of all alcoholic

beverages. (This represents gross sales, and is not a net The administration of fiscal legislation is largely the

profit figure). work of the Departments of Economic Development,
Inland Revenue, Treasury and Customs. Where no

Post and radio department revenues - WS$0.77 million income tax or customs duty concessions are sought an
or 4.4 percent of total revenues. investor, local or foreign, should apply to the
Sale of numismatic coins -- WS$0.88 million or 5.5 department of Inland Revenue for a business licence.

percent of total revenues. Licences are issued under the terms of The Business

Miscellaneous receipts -- WS$4.63 million or 22.5 per-
Licence Ordinance 1960 which Act is administered by

cent of total revenues. Under this heading is included the Inland Revenue. In considering applications for a

wharfage and port duties, licence and registration fees, licence, the primary considerationsare:

income from government property, interest on govern- -- the extent to which the business, or services
ment investments and foreign assets, and receipts fees proposed to be rendered, are necessary or
and charges from various departments for services desirable in the public interest;
rendered. -- the extent to which the economic welfare of

those persons engaged in any similar business
or calling would be affected by the grant of

II. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY: TAXES the licence;
ON INCOME, PROFITS, ESTATES AND GIFTS -- in the case of foreign investors or

professionals, what mmediate and future
A. Investment-- (domesticand foreign) effects the grant of licence would havea on

their local counterparts.1. In general
There are no express prohibitions on the issue of

Broadly, the Government's aim is to speed up the

development of the country through the joint efforts of licences, though in the case of foreign applicants the
Government would prefer Samoan participation in share

the public and private sectors. As in the case of most

developing island nations of this region, this effort must capital control and management.
in the initial stages depend upon a flow of capital, and Where tax and duty concessions are sought preliminary
technical and managerial skills from the developed inquiries should be made with the Department of

countries of the world (or more especially from her Economic Development which is charged with the

more developed neighbours) to Western Samoa. The administration of The Enterprises Incentives Act, 1965.

public sector has and will continue to depend upon Six broad types of enterprises may qualify for

aid in various forms from foreign Governments and concessions on establishmentor expansion. They are:

nternational organisations. Likewise, the Government -- factory for the processing of primary
recognises that significant development in the private agricultural or pastoral products;
sector would have to depend to a considerableextent on

-- factory of any other description;
overseas capital, technical and organisational skills, and -- hotel and visitor support facilities;
marketing and distributing know-how, not only as a

-- fisheries and fisheries development;
once-and-for-all phenomenon,but on a continuing basis. -- afforestation;
Western Samoa is fortunate in having a stable political -- research and research development.
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If recommended for approval by the Incentives Board, was that the advantages outweighed the loss of revenue.

and subsequently formally approved by the Cabinet, an Western Samoa is blessed with a hot-wet climate and

enterprise may enjoy generous fiscal concessions. These fertile soil that is excellent for crops such as coconuts,
are: cocoa, coffee, bananas and yams. Conditions are also

Complete exemption from income tax for a suitable for animal husbandry -- the rearing of cattle,--

period ranging from 1 year to 10 years. The pigs and poultry.The oceansurroundingthe islandnation

duration of the tax holiday is dependentupon iS an abundant fishing ground. In spite of this Western

the type, size and nature of enterprise. Samoa was importing large quantities of fresh and

Provision for carry forward of exempt canned fish and meat, and various forms of dairy--

period losses into the liable period. products. The tax incentives were meant to generate
Exemption from income tax of dividends greater investment in the agricultural sector. It is as yet--

received by any shareholder during the tax premature to comment, but the incentives do not

holiday period, or within two years appear to have brought results. Presently too, cheap
thereafter, out of profits arising during the canned and frozen fish and meats are imported in
tax holiday period. This exemption is limited increasing quantities. Earnings from copra and cocoa

to the amount of shareholderspaid up capital went up in 1977 not due to increased production,but as

during the tax holiday period. a result of escalating world market prices for these

Complete or partial exemption from payment . commodities.--

of duty on importation of building materials, The 1974 tax act also incorporated a change in the rate
plant, machinery, vehicles and other structure designed to stimulate greater corporate
apparatus required for establishment or nvestment. The maximum rate for resident companies
expansion, and on raw materials imported was reduced from 50 to 42 percent, and for
for use in an approved enterprise. non-resident companies from 52.5 to 48 percent. The

The Cabinet is inclined to grant concessions available rate for individual taxpayers was however increased
under the Act more readily if the enterprise offers a from a 40 percent maximum to 50 percent.
visible benefit to the country such as a high percentage Income tax legislation was also framed to attract, capital
utilisation of local raw materials, foreign exchange in a non-commercial sense, into Western Samoa.
savings and creation of employment opportunities for Although interest paid to a non-resident is liable to a 15
the Samoan people. percent withholding tax, interest paid outside Western

During the past three years the number of initial Samoa on governmentstock or debentures is tax free. A

approvals (besides extensions of existing approvals) was: tax exemption on interest is also available to any
1975 -- 8 enterprises financier who concludes an exemption agreement or

1976 -- 7 enterprises arrangementwith the Government.
1977 -- 18 enterprises Other significant benefits under the Acts provisionare

These figures bear testimony of the Government's for the indefinite carry forward of losses as well as

recent vigorous efforts to enlist private investment in provision for the grant of depreciation allowances over

achieving a quicker rate of economic development. and above the schedule rates if the enterprise is set up

There has been little citicism of the operation of the for the purpose of encouraging the development of

Incentives Act. Theoretically, the scheme of incentives Western Samoa. No maximum rate is stipulated and

could be said to be over-simplifiedin that all enterprises theoreticallyany rate may be fixed by the Minister.

are entitled to claim the same concessions, be they In practice this section has not yet been invoked. In
export oriented or catering only for the domestic 1967 there was a single instance where the Government
market, whether the local value-added to the product is extended special tax treatment to a foreign companyby
high or only minimal.

a separate Act of Parliament. The company was given a

tax holiday period, and subsequently was to be iable to
3. Investment policy - as reflected in the Inland tax at rate of 25 percent only. The also

Revenue Acts
a company was

entitled to decide at what rates it would depreciate
In 1974, the law relating to the imposition of income assets, subject to a 100 percent (on cost) limit over five
tax was revised and the new Inland Revenue Acts years. This was an isolated instance and it must not be

(1974), displayed a departure in many ways from the assumed that special treatment is generally available.

pre-independenceOrdinance of 1955. The present attitude is for foreign investors to make use

While the anti-avoidance and penal sections of the law of the concessions generally available under incentives

were tightened up, there was for the first time generous legislation (supra).
tax concessions offered to those deriving income from

primary production -- viz.: the farming of land, the 4. Investment policy -- as reflected in estate and gift
making of Samoan handicrafts, and the catching of fish duties legislation
by residents within the territorial waters of Western There has been recent concern in regard to the

Samoa. It is laid down in the statute that the tax mposition of these duties. The law still in force is the

exemption shall be for a ten year period -- 1/1/75 to Estate and Gift Duties Ordinance 1955 (N.Z.) and

31/12/84. This blanket tax concession had the effect of amendments up to 1962. Exemption limits, rates, and

narrowing the tax base, and making a substantialdent in widows' and children's successions have not been

tax revenue collections. Nevertheless, official thinking revised, and duties are consequently a heavy burden. In
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fact this law was considered as part of the New Zealand - taro and taamu (edible yams) 6.67 percent.
black budget legislation in that country, and has since m bananas 2.64 percent.
been much revised there. Together with other relevant - coconut cream, clothing, handicrafts, timber and
factors, e.g. rapidly rising property values, present rates other miscellaneous goods make up the balance of
of duties are a disincentive to vigorous enterprise and 15 percent.
investment.

The Government is aware of these trends, and is 2. Import trade

committed to revising the law this year. The proposed Commerical imports are regulated through a system of
Act contains many reliefs in comparison with existing foreign exchange allocations. Five items considered as

legislation. These are: essential -- rice, flour, sugar, milk products and canned

Estate duty fish --

may be imported outside the allocation system.
increase of the lower exemption limit, any case are j-- In foreign exchange allocations not given
increase of the maximumwidows' succession, product basis. Instead, all in the import-- on a persons

exemption of freehold land up to a specified-- business are given a quantitative allocation which could

limit (under existing legislation, there is no
be used for importing goods as consumer demand

exemption in respect of freehold land), requires.
reduction of the maximum rate by at least 5 The food, beverages and tobacco group accounts for--

percent. 33.68 percent of imports, machinery for 23.41 percent,
Gift duty manufactured goods for 18.13 percent and fuel and oil

substantial increase of the lower exemption for 12.42 percent. The largest exporters to Western--

limit. Samoa, in order, are New Zealand, Japan, Australia,
reduction of the maximum rate by at least 10-- U.S.A. and the United Kingdom.
percent. Escalating world prices and consumer demand within

the country have made it difficult for the Government
The proposed amendments are illustrative of the present to contain the rising import bill. The strategy adopted is
easing off attitude on estate and gift duties, in order, to:
among other things, to stimulate greater investmentand

--

savings. promote greater local production of agricultural
and farm products and to develop the fishing

B. Trade (domesticand foreign) industry. Income from these sources is fully tax
exempt.

1. Export trade -- Encourage greater use of local raw materials in

Faced with a recurrent trade deficit, it is the domestic industry. Incentive legislation is being
Government's policy to maximise the volume of currently looked at, inter alia, with this in view.

exports. Imports exceeded exports by:
-- Discourage consumption of imported luxury items

by levying relatively high importduties, e.g. vehicles
WS$ 10.43 million in 1973 (non-commercial) 115 to 135 percent, perfumes
WS$ 8.23 million in 1974 78 percent, and radio sound equipment 70 percent.
WS$ 18.61 million in 1975 -- Limit over-all imports by a system of foreign
WS$ 18.18 million in 1976 exchange allocations.

While export earnings have shown an upward trend
Measures taken to reduce the imbalance are: especially in the last quarter of 1976 and in 1977, the

establishment of a Copra Board, Cocoa Board, and effort to limit imports has not proved successful. One--

Banana Board to handle these exports exclusively; drawback in existing fical measures is that local

setting up of a scheme for refund of duty on industries are required to compete with foreign--

imports if such imports are processed and manufacturers after expiration of the tax holiday
re-exported; periods. Some businesses have been forced to close

abolishing export duties. However, very recently down in the face of this open competition. A system of--

(October 1977), in the context of buoyant world more prolonged protection for local industries will have
market prices for copra and cocoa, an export duty to be worked out if industrial expansion is to continue
of 7 percent was introduced for prices in excess of and the trade deficit narrowed.

WS$800 per long ton of cocoa and in excess of
WS$100 per tonne of copra; 3. Domestic trade
an incentive allowance (to be allowed as a There is very little data on this. In point of fact, the--

deduction from assessable income) of 25 percent wholesale trade in imported goods is in the hands of the
of the increase in the value of primary production large merchandising companies in Apia (the capital
exports over the previous year, or above the base city). Retail trading is the province of numerous

period figure. This will become operative once the storekeepers scattered throughout the country. A new

tax exemption in regard to primary production central market has been constructed to facilitate the sale
expires -- vide para A,3 supra. of vegetables, fruit and fish.

Major export earnings in 1976 were from: Government policy is to assist trade by providing as

cocoa 40.76 percent. many facilities as possible. The State operates an--

copra 34.40 percent. agricultural store in competition with the private sector,--
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and many government corporations (handicrafts for -- grinding, roasting andPackagingof spices;
one) operate on the same basis. The Government -- fertilizermixing plant;
exercises a monopoly only in the importation of -- coconut charcoal production;
alcoholic beverages. -- tannery and leather manufacture;

tourist promotionand development.--

C. Transfer of technology, know-how and managerial Overseas investment most favoured is that which is

skills employment generating, makes the greatest use of

indigenous raw materials, contributes to export
At present, there is a shortage of technical and incomes, strengthens capital goods production, and

managerial skills among the local residents. As a brings in technical knowledge and skills.

consequence, Government or State Corporations and As Western Saloa has a relatively small land area (1097
the larger private sector enterprises employ quite a

square miles) there are no particular regions to which
number of expatriates on contract. These personnel are investment is to be directed.,Due to the availability of
there in addition to those from international supportive facilities and conveniences most industries
organisations, and aid donor Governments. There is no have been set up within a 5 to 7 mile radius of the
work permit system in operation. Non-citizens 'capital city, Apia. The proposed industrial free trade
employed under an approved contract are issued with

zone too is to be set up within this radius.
residence visas, which are valid until the terminationof
the contract. The Governmenthas not been reluctant to E. Differences in treatment public and private--

grant visas to acceptable applicants and members of sectors
their families. Exemption from income tax is available
to non-residents if; Concessions to public sector enterprises take various

the services rendered by the non-resident are forms.
primarily and principally directed to assisting the -- The State exercises a monopoly right over the
Government in the settlement or development of importation of all alcoholic beverages, the
Western Samoa; or operation of telephone services, and the supply of
the services are performed for or on behalf of a electric power. The Electric Power Corporation
non-resident pursuant to any arrangement for enjoys duty free concessions and is fully income
assistance entered into by the Government of any tax exempt.
other country or with any international -- In the field of insurance the Government operates
organisation. two corporations which are liable to tax. However,

In the movement towards industrialisation and the corporations enjoy a benefit because

industrial expansion Western Samoa, like most non-resident insurance companies seeking to

developing countries, leans heavily on foreign operate in Western Samoa are required to deposit
technology. There is no favoured tax treatment of with the Government a fairly substantial sum prior
particular types of royalty or know-how payments.

to the commencementof operations.
Such payments are taxed at the rate of 15 percent on

-- Certain other undertakings,such as the Handicrafts

gross receipts. Corporation, operate with no special fiscal
benefits.

While it has not always been observed, the general
D. Diversificationand selectivity principle is that utility service corporations must

tax free concessions while
Policy is flexible and investment is solicited from any

enjoy duty free and/or
trading public sector ventures must compete on an

country. In fact however, investment has come from
sector.

areas with which Samoa has had a historical connection, equal footing with the private
i.e. New Zealand, and from countries with which there
have been links viz. Australia, Japan, the U.S.A. and

Germany (The Federal Republic). Some countries such
as New Zealand have their own schemes for encouraging III. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY -- SALES

investment in the Pacific Islands e.g. The Pacific Islands TAXES, EXCISE DUTIES AND CUSTOMS

Industrial DevelopmentScheme.
(A) Western Samoa imposes no sales taxes or excise

Fields in which the Governmentwould welcome local or duties at present. However, this situation is not likely to
foreign investment are: continue very long. The Cabinet has recently approved

production of coconut oil for export and meal for the introduction of a Business Turnover Tax in mid
local consumption; 1978, or in early 1979. Excise duties are also likely to
manufacture of wooden building materials; be imposed in 1979 when the Western Samoan Brewery
manufactureof veneer, plywood, particleboardand (now under construction) and a non-resident cigarette
hardboard; manufacturing company commence commercial
manufacture of cocoa, chocolate powder from production. The proposed Turnover Tax and excise
beans and chocolates for export; duties will be first and foremost revenue measures.

boat building; Turnover tax is likely to be at a flat rate of 112 or 2

canning or quick freezing of fish and shrimp; percent and will not be used initially as a tool for

canning or quick freezing of fruits and fruit juices; achieving other economic or social objectives.
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(B) Re-distributionof wealth the less developed larger island of Savaii. The
Government has made liberal income tax and customs

Western Samoa is an area with many traditions which duty concessions to a foreign company established for
have various consequences. Approximately 80 percent exploiting timber resources in Savaii. This is an isolated
of all land is customary land. These lands are case of special treatment. At present, there are no
administered in accordance with the traditional practice separate fiscal measures favouring the development of
of the Samoan people. No individual owns any specific the larger island.
part of customary land. Control is vested in the Aiga
(extended family group) within which the Matais

(chiefs) are the effective leaders. Fiscal measures which IV. ORIENTATION OF FISCAL POLICY NON--

in a general sense achieve a diffusion of wealth are the TAX FIELDS
progressive rate of income taxation, high rates of gift
and estate duties, and penal customs duties on certain (A) Subsidies
items. Successive Governments have not sought to deal
with this problem other than indirectly through the These are provided only in a limited manner and this
measures quoted above. trend is likely to continue in the predictable future.

Agriculture and agriculturalexports draw off 80 percent

(C) Employment
of subsidies. There are subsidies on:

planting of coconut palms;--

This matter has caused serious concern during the past 2 -- planting of cacao trees;
to 3 years. Up to 1974 net emigration from Western -- export of bananas;
Samoa was substantial. Emigrants exceeded immigrants -- and, on agricultural inputs such as fertilizer

by: (80 percent subsidy), pesticides, weed-killer
and similar items.

- 1144 persons in 1972
3778 persons in 1973 (B) Low interest loans
4244 persons in 1974

There is no special machinery for obtaining low interest
A large percentage of young Samoans were attracted to finance. The three major lending institutions charge
New Zealand by wages which were 5 to 6 times higher interest on local borrowingsat the following rates:
than that paid locally. Due to the social system, a good Bank of Western Samoa 9 to 11 percent.-- --

portion of the earnings abroad were remitted to the Development Bank agricultural loans 8 to-- --

Aiga (family) in Samoa. There was, thus, a dual 10 percent.benefit to the country. industrial loans 10 to 12 percent.--

In 1975 a change in the rules governingentry into New -- National Provident Fund -- 8 to 10 percent.
Zealand greatly reduced the number of Pacific island Interest paid to non-resident financiers is presently
migrants to that country. This has thrown an additional liable to 15 percent withholding tax which is also thea
4,000 young persons per annum on the job market. The

final tax. There is at present to further exempta move
figures are snowballingeach year and numerous schemes

interest paid to non-residents i.e. if the finance s for
are being implemented to provide more employment. In national development. This, if approved, will operate
this context existing incentives legislation is being alongside the exemption referred to in paragraph A,3
implemented with a bias towards job-creating industries. above.
The Cabinet is prone to grant incentives more readily to

prospective industries which will provide the most
(C) Infrastructure

number of jobs. There is nothing in existing legislation
which favours job-creating industries over others. The Government has a standing policy to improve
However, in an on-going review of incentive legislation, facilities. Emphasis is placed on continual upgrading of
the question of granting additional benefits to industries the water supply, roads and health services. The manual
which employ more than a certain number of persons is telephone system was replaced with a fully automatic

being considered. exchange in October 1977. Also Samoa Shipping
Services (with a 50 percent government shareholding)

(D) Regional development was established very recently with a view to improving
shipping to and from Samoa. There are current

The territory of Western Samoa is comprised of two proposals for upgradingwharf facilities and for enlarging
main islands -- Upolu 430 sq. miles, and Savaii 600 sq. the airport to accommodate bigger planes. The Third
miles. Thirteen miles of sea separate the two islands at Five-Year Plan (1 975-1979), places great importance on
the closest point. The smaller island of Upolu is more mprovement of the infrastructure. A broad range of
populated and developed than Savaii. Most industries projects have been proposed for implementationduring
are situated in close proximity to the port of Apia in the 5 year period. The proposed investment requires a

Upolu. The question of regional development is not of substantial share (in the order of 43 to 45 percent) of
significance in view of the small land area. There is a total planned developmentexpenditure.
relatively high proportion of industrial sites in

proximity to the capital city itself. The only matter of (D) Industrial estates and/or free trade zone

significance in this regard is the recent effort to exploit
the timber resources and the agricultural potential of In 1974 a Free Trade Zone Act was passed as a first step
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in establishing such a zone in Western Samoa. The Act annum. Government revenues from customs duties and

grants: income taxes have increased 125 percent over the past 5

exemption from customs duties; year period. In tangible terms, progress is visible in--

exemption from income taxes for 5 years; better roads and telephone services, new housing, new--

tax payable at 25 percent thereafter; vehicles and the like, and in new factories, stores,
provision for carry forward of losses incurred showrooms and offices. Many Samoans now enjoy a--

during the tax free period into the chargeable level of living far above that of a decade ago.

period; Though progress is evident, there are many spheres in

provision for repatriation of capital and of all-- which the strategy of developmenthas not proved to be
dividends, profits and income. successful. Export data suggests that agricultural

In spite of the generous benefits offered, there was very production has been static and in regard to some crops
little response from outside to set up industries under exports declined in recent years. Western Samoa is

the terms of the F.T.Z. Act. The scheme has not as yet primarily an agriculturalcountry and this trend does not

got off the ground. Some of the reasons for this are augur well for its future. Also in spite of all efforts to

touched upon in the succeedingparagraphs. contain the import bill it has continued to increase

Most of the benefits offered under the F.T.Z. Act are sharply. Total imports from 1973 to 1975 rose as

available under the Incentives Act 1965, and many of follows:

the new enterprises have taken advantage of the
concessions under the latter legislation. Although not

-- 1973 WS$ 13,044,300
visualised under any enactment, an industrial estate is in

-- 1974 WS$ 15,909,100
fact developing at a site approxmately4 miles from the

-- 1975 WS$ 23,160,000
capital city, Apia. The Government is supporting this

development by locating state-sponsored industries in
The terms of trade are against Samoa and this is likely

this area. Also every effort is being made to provide an
to remain so for the next 3 to 4 years at least.

infrastructure at the site to meet the needs of the most The effort to set up a free trade zone in the country has

demandingindustries. not become a reality although legislation was passed in
1974. Like many Pacific islands, Western Samoa is

isolated, and rising transportation costs have deterred

V. BRIEF EVALUATION investors from coming so far afield. Markets in Samoa
and in the vicinity of the islands are also very limited. In ,

National development, even for a small country such as comparison, some South-East Asian and Far Eastern

Western Samoa, is a long drawn out process. During the countries have established free trade zones with easy

past 15 years the process of advancement has gone on,
access to the markets of Asia, the Middle East and

but still there is much to be achieved. Fiscal policies as a Africa. Samoa's efforts to stimulate investment, increase

part of development strategy have proved to be a employment opportunities, and attract technology and

success in some areas. There are no accurate figures of skills via a free trade zone, have been thwarted due to

domestic trade, but judging by the annual increase of internationaldevelopmentsbeyond its control. '

business licences issued, and by the tangible increase of It is neither possible nor necessary to enumerate here

trades and businesses, there is reason to conclude that very area of success or setback. An appropriate
development goals are being met. Likewise foreign judgement overall would be to say that the

nvestment from 1969/70 to the present time has implementation of policies so far has brought qualified
increased at an approx. average of 40 percent per results.
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AUSTRALA- ESTABLISHINGA BUSINESS IN AUSTRALIA

Sydney, Bank of New South Wales, 1974.82 pp.
Twelfth edition of a booklet providing information on

business opportunities in Australia. An Amendments

a selected to the Twelfth Edition, published November 1974
provides corrigenda to the text due to several changes
since publication. Taxation is considered. (B. 9906)

bibliography THE TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS AND THEIR
SHAREHOLDERS

V Second edition. Northryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1974.
204 p. (B. 9380)

BOOKS
THE ASPREY REPORT
An analysis. Nothryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1975.
175 pp.

Summary of the full Asprey Committee Report which
AUSTRALIAN GIFT AND ESTATE DUTIES OF THE examines and formulates proposals for improving the
COMMONWEALTHAND ALLAUSTRALIANSTATES taxation system. (B. 9378)
Including transactions with inadequate consideration,
with forms of deeds of gifts. 6th ed. of Seletto's Gift
and Estate Duties. By A.F. Tolhurst. Sydney, Butter- THE ASPREY REPORTAND TAXATIONOF

' COMPANIESworths, 1970. 339 pp.

Statute and annotation explaining the Commonwealth By P.J. Cowdroy. Sydney, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1975.
and states' gift and estate duties. The material is updated 28 pp.
by a 1973 combined supplement to Lee's Stamp and Monograph dealing with the Asprey Taxation Review
Estate Duties -- New Sotth Wales and the Common- Committee's recommendations the taxation ofon
wealth, and Seletto's Australian Gift and Estate companies for purposes of Australian tax law. (B. 9655)Duties. (B. 8300)

STAMP AND ESTATEDUTIES-- NEW SOUTHWALES
INCOME TAX FOR PRIMARYPRODUCERS

Being the 4th ed. of Lee's Law and Practice of Stamp, Ninth edition. Prepared by the Australian TaxationDeath and Estate Duties. By A.F. Tolhurst. Chatswood,
Butterworths, 1971.691 pp.

Office, and issued under the authority of the Treasurer,
the Hon. J.F. Cairns, M.P. and the Minister for Agricul-

Explanation and text of statute of stamp and estate ture, Senator the Hon. K.S. Wriedt. Canberra, Australian
duties in the state of New South Wales. The material is GovernmentPublishing Service, 1975. 71 pp. (B. 9189)
updated by a 1973 combined supplement to Lee's
Stamp and Estate Duties -- New South Wales and
the Commonwealthand Seletto's AustralianGift and INFLATIONAND TAXATION

i

Estate Duties. (B. 8301) Report of Committee of Inquiry into Inflation and
Taxation. Canberra, Government Printer, May 1975.

CASES AND MATERIALSON CORPORATIONSAND 747 pp.ASSOCIATIONS
This so-called Mathews Report inquires into the effects

By A.B. Afterman and B. Baxt. Sydney, Butterworths, of inflation on taxation paid by persons and business
1972.636 pp. enterprises. (B. 9395)
Compilation of the text of relevant case law on corpora-
tions and associations. A chapter on taxation of cor-

porations, partnerships and associations is appended. THE MATHEWS REPORT AND THE TAXATION OF
The cases present the state of the law as of October COMPANIES
1971. (B. 7419) An analysis with extracts. Northryde, CCH Australia,

Ltd., 1975.102 pp.COMPANYMERGERSAND TAKEOVERS
This book contains an analysis of the Mathews Report !

How the game is played in Australia. By M. Doctoroff. as it affects the taxation of companies and other enter-
Epping (Essex), Gower Press, 1972. 208 pp. prises. Selected extracts from the Report itself have 1
This book offers an overview of the phenomenon of been included. The Mathews Report of the Committee
mergers based on Australian experiences and theories. of Inquiry into Inflation and Taxation was tabled in
(B. 7737) Parliamenton May 26, 1975. (B. 9379)
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THE MATHEWS REPORT -- INFLATIONAND Guide designed to help taxpayers in preparing their
TAXATION income tax retums for the 1977 income tax year.

By J.A. Irwin and H.B. Lamble. Sydney, CCH Australia, (B. 50.781)
Ltd., 1975.44 pp.

Monograph on the Mathews Committee'sReport on the TAXPAYER
effect of inflation on income taxation of individualsand

1977 Annual taxation summary. Melbourne, Australian
companies. (B. 9651) Taxpayers'Associations, 1977. 178 pp.

INCOME TAX FOR THE MINING INDUSTRY. A comprehensive survey of the major points of the
various taxes imposed by the Commonwealthof Austra-

Canberra, Australian Government Publishing Service, lia and the States.
1976.21 pp.

This booklet sets out the main features of the Australian
income tax law as it applies to prospecting and mining AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX GUIDE

enterprises as of May 1976. Sales tax and payroll tax are 23rd Edition. By E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. Sydney,
included. (B. 9797) Butterworths, 1978. 812 pp.

Guide explaining the Australian income tax law as of
1977 AUSTRALIANMASTER TAX GUIDE December 31, 1977. Moredetailedcommentis contained
Northryde,CCH Australia, Ltd., 1977. 568 pp. in Australian Income Tax Lawand Practice. (B. 101.089)

LOOSE~LEAFSERVICES
AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX; LAW AND PRACTICE and on case law in Bulletin and Cases, respectively, to

be filed in loose-leaf binders entitled Australian Income :.

llth edition. By E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. Tax-Law and Practice-Bulletin, Australian Income Tax-

Replacementpages; Law and Practice-ATR,and Australian Income Tax-Law ,

Bulletin; and Practice-CTBR(N.S.)
Cases. (ATR and CTBR are also published annually in bound

Sydney, Butterworths,1975. volumes, respectively entitled AustralasiaTax Reports
Supplemented: fortnightly. and Commonwealth Taxation Board of Review De-

Loose-leaf publication consisting of 11 volumes. The cisions).
full text of the Income AssessmentAct is set out section-
by-section, and each section is followed by annotations %

prepared by the editors. The annotations consist of an
SALES TAX; EXEMPTIONSAND CLASSIFICATIONS

analysis of the section, notes on all the decided cases

which have a bearing on the section, examples and Canberra, CommonwealthTaxation Office, 1971.

relevant departmental announcements. The Income Tax Supplemented: periodically.
Regulations and related legislation including double Details of current official rulings on the classificationof

taxation treaties are appended. The material in this goods under items in the Schedule to the Sales Tax
work is updated by a special loose-leafservice: Replace- (Exemptions and Classifications) Act. The material
ment Pages. In addition, the publisher supplies supple- will be kept up to date by the issue of replacement
mentary services for information on tax developments pages. A comprehensiveindex is appended.

PERIODICALS
Regularly received by the library

.

tion Instituteof Australia, 19th Floor,C.A.G.A.Building,
8 Bent Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000, Australia.

THE AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTANT --monthly-
Accountants Publishing Co., Ltd., 49 Exhibition Street, WEEKLY CURRENT TAXATION -- weekly -- Butter-
Melbourne, VIC 3000, Australia. worths, Pty. Limited, Sydney 586 Pacific Hwy, Chats-

}
P wood. NSW 2067, P.O. Box 454, Australia.

THE TAXPAYER -- fortnightly -- Australian Tax-

payers' Associations, Suite 5A, 343 Little Collins Street,,

Melbourne 3000, Australia. WEEKLY CURRENT TAXATION -- weekly -- Butter-
worths, Pty. Limited, Sydney, 586 Pacific Hwy, Chats-

TAXATION IN AUSTRALIA -- monthly -'The Taxa- woods, NSW 2067, P.O. Box 454, Australia.
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Highlightsof the activitiesof Associao
Brasileirade Direi-o Financeiro(-'iliada IFA),
the Brazilian branchof the IFA during the
calendaryearof 1977

Meetingsheld estate transactions as an adverse factor in the implemen-
tation of the program. Most of the members of ABDF

Meeting held on March 29, at luncheon time, attend- expressed their views on the subject.--

ed by many members of ABDF; a conference was made -- Meetings on November 16 and 23, at luncheon time.

by Dr. Carlos da Rocha Guimares, on the subject Le- The Minister of Finance requested that ABDF (inter
gal aspects of the ncrease of the basis of assessment in alia) submitted suggestions to improve a draft new regu-
the tax assessment. As usual, after the conference lation on the taxation of legal entities, after the norms

those present placed questions to the speaker and a of the new Company Act. Dr. Condorcet Rezende act-
scientifical debate on some of the points raised took ing as reporter, the membershipattended the two above-

place. said meetings in which course there were discussions and

Meeting held on May 3, at luncheon time, with the--
decisions on the complete text of the proposed bill,

presence of members of ABDF; Dr. Condorcet Rezende with the result that ABDF offered to the Minister a tho-

addressed the assembly on the theme Changes in the rough cooperation as requested.
income taxation norms to adapt the taxation of legal en- -- Meeting held on December 16, at luncheon time. Dr.
tities to the new Company Act. Lively discussions on Sergio H. Coelho analysed various tax aspects and pro-
the subject followed Dr. Rezende's address and it was de- blems of accountancy related with the reorganizationof
cided that ABDF should prepare suggestions on the companies under the new Corporate Act.
adaptation of the tax system of legal entities and submit
same to the Minister of Finance, which was done. Cooperation with other scientifical institutions

Meeting on June 3, at luncheon time. Dr. Raphael--

--

Bernardo d'Almeida Jr. Analysed some basic problems
ABDF was represented by a large delegation of its

of accountancy arising from the new Company Act, ex-
members to the ILADT's meeting held at Lima on Oc-
tober 24 through 28, 1977 (VIII Jornadas promoted bytensive discussions followed.
the Latin American Institute of Tax Law), and sub-

Meeting on July 27, at luncheon time. Dr. J.G. on
--

mitted reports the two themes discussed.
Piquet Carneiro submittedhis reporton suggestionshe re-

--

ceived from various members of ABDF to the project of ABDF was represented by a reasonably significant
a bill to institute the Tax Administrative Courts which number of delegates at the XXXI International Fiscal,

was divulgated by the Federal Government. Dr. Piquet Association Congress held in Vienna, on October 3

Carneiro analysed the suggestions received and it was de- through 8. There had been reports by Brazilian members

cided that a subsequentmeeting be held on August 3, to on the two themes discussed.

approve the official suggestions of ABDF. The meeting
was actually held on August 3, as scheduled and subse- ProfessorFabio Fannuchpassed away

quent to it ABDF submitted its coments and suggestions To the great regret of all his numerous friends, Professor i

to the Ministerof Finance. Fabio Fannuchi passed away on March.13, at the age of !

Meeting on September 30, at luncheon time. Prof. 46. Professor Fannuchi was very much reputed for his,--

Pedro Luciano Marrey Junior delivered a conference on scientifical work and dedication to academic activities.
tax aspects of the Federal Government Dwelling Pro- His books are read with great interest not only by law

gram, with peculiar emphasis on the speculationon real students but also by tax law specialists.
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PersonalIncome-basedTaxation
itheNorthernStatesofNigeriaand
theEffectof UniformIncomeTaxation
by LawrenceA. Rupley*

The focus of the paper is on the period following effects of such taxation have generally been accept-
the creation of twelve states in Nigeria in 1967. able. When uniform progressive-rate income taxa-

Although income taxation is sometimes thought to tion throughout Nigeria was introduced in 1974,
be an appropriate source of government revenue the effect was to reduce state governmentrevenue

only in more developed economies, the progres- from this source, and to reduce the income tax

sive-rate personal income tax, the personal (or liabilities of many
-- but not all --- taxpayers in the

community) tax, and the cattle tax have provided six states discussed herein. On balance, nationwide

significant amounts of revenue for state and local uniformity in such taxation is desirable, although
governments in Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, the need for revenue by state govemments may
North Central, North Eastern, and North Western dictate an increase in the average rates of such

states. The personal tax sometimes provided three taxation. The personal tax and progressive-rateper-
times as much revenue as did the progressive-rate sonal income tax ought not to be overlooked for

personal income tax, and the equity ind economic increased use in the future.

Personal income taxation is often assumed to be an in- allows for certain deductions or reliefs, generally applies
appropriate source of revenue in less developed coun- higher rates of tax than does the personal or cattle tax,
tries for several reasons: it is administratively complex, and those rates of tax increase as taxable income rises.

the extent of wage employment and systems of tax The personal tax is a flat- or low-rate tax often levied on

withholding from wages and salaries is limited, the the presumptive income of an individual or group of

written records maintained by many small business people. Administrative simplicity is its major character-

firms are informal or nonexistent, the level of voluntary istic, since no deductions or exemptions from income

taxpayer compliance with tax laws is relatively low, and are allowed, virtually all individuals (or adult males) are

personal income taxation has historically been relatively taxed, and collection is undertaken once per year. The

unimportant in such countries. 1 However, some in- cattle tax (jangali), as used in the northern states, is

come-based taxes have been of considerablesignificance
in northern Nigeria. This article discusses the impor- '

--

/

tance of such taxation as a source of government
revenue in Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North Central, n---

North Eastern, and North Western states after the crea- .
t i

tion of the twelve-state federation in 1967. It also dis- i .J -1
I ;

r

cusses some of the implications for government revenue '

NIGER

and for income taxpayers that resulted from the intro- ,' /
,

. ;J
' /........ '

duction of a uniform system of progressive-ratepersonal L
-i CHAD '

. ,--, ,
income taxation throughout Nigeria in 1974. In this UPPER [ '. ..
discussion, income-based taxation includes the : VOLTA 1.'' -

/ ]''
..------r..-

progressive-rate personal income tax, the personal tax, e---,--- .b
-

NGERA / .
and the cattle tax (jangali).

' - .,._ :,.
: ',o;o,'can / ;

The progressive-rate personal income tax attempts to
IVORY

'GHANAt-
- 0 :--

{ ..... ; : ou
: ,

secure information on the taxpayer's actual income, 4
0

:,
/ :/ '

* Dr. Rupley is Assistant Professor of Economics at Emory EQ UAT. L-.,__... /....

University, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. Some portions of this article GUlNEA;_..SOUTH ; i

/ were included in a paper presented at the meeting of the African tGABON{\ ]
'

'

Studies Association, Houston, Texas, November 3, 1977. ATLANTIC _

,

f 1. For a brief but careful discussion of the conditions en- OCEAN
,

;,
countered and their implications, see A.R. Prest, Public Finance
in Underdeveloped Countries (2nd ed.), London: Weidenfeld
and Nicolson, 1972, Chapter 2.
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levied annually, is primarily a means to tax the nomadic the variation was relatively small; those states continued
herdsmen who are not normally covered by any of the to use the system that they inherited in 1967 from the
variants of the personal tax, and is intended to be a tax former Northern region with only minor changes. The
on presumptive income as indicated by the number of uniform system introduced in 1974 represents a signifi-
cattle owned. 2 cant departure from the prior practice of federalism in

One reason for the impression that personal income- Nigeria. Although the revenue from personal income
based taxation is a relatively unimportantrevenue com-

taxation continues to belong to the state governments,
ponent in Nigeria arises from the manner in which those governments do not now have the power to alter

government budgets and statistical information are
the structure of tax rates or deductions allowed as they

published. It is relatively easy to secure revenue and ex-
had previously. 10

penditure data for the Federal government, since such
data are published in one budget document. However, THE PERSONALTAXthe greater the number of states, the more difficult it
becomes to secure state budget data since each state

publishes its budget Estimates separately. The problem
In Nigeria the personal tax is variously known as an in-

was relatively manageable when there were only four come rate, general capitation tax, development rate,
regional governments, but it has become much more development contribution, flat rate, and throughout all

the northern states, community tax.difficult with the creation of twelve state governments
in 1967 (and then nineteen in 1976). As in a number of Commonwealth African countries,
This problem is magnified still further in the case of many low-income individuals pay a low-rate personal
local governments, inasmuch as such budget data is not tax which is assessed on actual or presumptive income.

even easily accessible in consolidated form at state This is basically a poll tax that has been modified by the

government level. In the northern states of Nigeria, the
personal tax and cattle tax revenue is divided between 2. Northern Nigeria, Personal Tax Law of 1962 (Law No. 6 of
the local and state governments, and represents a signif- 1962), Kaduna: GovernmentPrinter, 1962.
icant portion of the revenue of many local governments As evidence that the cattle tax was regarded to be a type of
as well as several states. 3 The portion of such revenue income tax in Nigeria's northern states, the law provides that

expected by the state government is presented in the poverty -- the lack of income --

may be grounds for non-payment
state Estimates. However, no information regarding the of the tax.

amount to be received by the local governmentswithin 3. Between 1968 and 1976, the proportion going to the local

the state is presented in any of the state budget government varied between 80 and 87,5 percent of the total

Estimates. Such information is published by the Minis- collected. Northern States of Nigeria Local Government Year-
book, Zaria: Ahmadu Bello University Institute of Administra-

try of Local Government rather than Finance, and is
tion, various years.

generally much less widely circulated and accessible. 4. For example, International Monetary Fund, Surueys of
Even though the Federal Annual Abstract of Statistics African Economies, Vol. 6, Washington D.C.: I.M.F., 1975.
presents some combined Federal, state and local govern- A World Bank Mission to Nigeria in 1971 presents detailed local
ment revenue figures, they are not disaggregated by government revenue figures for 1962-63 and 1963-64 as the most

state. The consequence is that many discussions of recent available. World Bank, Nigeria: Options for Long-Term
public finance in Nigeria simply ignore the local govern- Development, Baltimore, Md: Johns Hopkins Press, 1974, p. 159.

ment level. 4 5. Nigeria, Annual Volume of the Laws of the Federation of
Nigeria, Lagos: Government Printer, n.d., (Law No. 21 of 1961),

Personal income-based taxation existed prior to the pp. A105-A155.
creation of twelve states in 1967. The Income Tax 6. Northern Nigeria, Personal Tax Law of 1962.
Management Act of 1961 5 provided Federal legislation 7. The fiscal year for all Nigerian governments runs from April
under which the regional governments could levy - 1 to the following March 31 during the period discussed herein.

income taxation. The subsequentlegislation in Northern 8. In early 1976 the number of states in Nigeria was increased

Nigeria -- the Personal Tax Law of 1962- contained to nineteen.

provision for a progressive-rate personal ncome tax, 9. Nigeria, Income Tax Management (Uniform Taxation Provi-

personal (community) tax, and cattle tax. 6 The first sions, Etc.) Decree 1975 (Decree No. 7 of 1975), Official

complete fiscal year 7 following the creation of twelve Gazette, Vol. 62, No. 9,24 February 1975.
As is apparent from the dates, the Decree was published nearly a

states in 1967 8 was that for 1968-69. after its effective date. See Appendix Table A-1 for the rateyear
schedule.
10. As of April 1,1977, the rates of tax on incomes above

THE PROGRESSIVE-RATEPERSONAL INCOME 10,000 Naira were increased, car basic allowance in excess of
TAX 600 Naira per year was made taxable, and individuals in the build-

ing or construction industry are to be taxed the higher of the tax

Since April 1, 1974, the rates of the progressivepersonal liability calculated in the normal way or 2.5 percent of gross

income tax and the tax reliefs allowed have been sales. Also, individuals for whom 10 percent of earned income
exceeds 600 Naira can now deduct that higher amount as a per- :identical throughout Nigeria. 9 As one can surmise, sonal allowance, and a remarried widow is now eligible for de-

prior to the introduction of uniformity there was a ductions for her children in the same way that her deceased hus-
significant degree of variation between the personal in- band was.

come tax systems of the states throughout Nigeria. Nigeria, Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) (No. 2)
However, in the case of Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, Decree 1977, (Decree No. 61 of 1977), OfficialGazette, Vol. 64,
North Central, North Eastern and North Western states No. 43, 1 September 1977.
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inclusion of 3 or 4 levels of tax liability to correspond to a narrowing of the range of revenue sources available
to 3 or 4 different income ranges. 11 In practice, most to state and local governments. 15

taxpayers pay the lowest amount that is provided for in
the rate schedule. This tax, in the northern states of

Nigeria prior to April 1, 1974, convered persons who
were not employed where their wages were subject to a THE IMPORTANCE OF PERSONAL INCOME-BASED

Pay As You Earn (P.A.Y.E.) personal income tax with- TAX REVENUE
holdng system and those who were self-employed, both
rural anc urban. In Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North If one focuses only on the progressive-rate personal n-

Central, North Eastern and North Western states the come tax which is wholly a state government revenue

community tax was levied by the state government, it source, then it does appear that such revenue is relative-
was largely collected by local government tax collectors, ly unimportant in the state government budgets of
and the revenue was shared between the state and local Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North Central, North

governments. The community tax is well suited for use Eastern and North Western states. Revenue figures for
in a rural or small village setting where all residents are 1972-73 are used.as an illustration in Table 1 because
well-known to each other and to the elder(s) who are to a complete set of data is available for that year. Line 6

apportion and collect the tax from the members of the of Table 1 shows that revenue from the progressive-rate
community, and where a strongly authoritarian tradi- income tax amounted to slightly less than 6 percent of
tion enforces tax compliance. It has, however, also been total state government recurrent revenue for the six
used in Nigeria with considerable success in some large states as a group, and ranged from a low of 2 percent in
urban areas (e.g., Lagos) and in places where traditional North Western state to a high of slightly more than 12
local government authority is less strong (e.g., Benue- percent in North Central. 16 However, when the revenue

Plateau state). from community tax and cattle tax is added to that

As of April 1, 1974, the same Federal Decree that
established uniform income taxation provided that a

11. It is sometimes argued that the personal tax does not
personal tax (called an income rate) should be paid

proper-

ly belong in a discussion of income taxation. If one keeps in mind
even by individuals who paid the progressive-rate per- the act that this tax is often levied on presumptive income ---

sonal income tax. Individuals with total ncome not ex- with visible assets or indicators such as the number of productive
ceeding 1,000 Naira were to pay 4 Naira; 8 Naira was to trees or the size of one's house or farm or one's occupation often

be paid on incomes between 1,000 and 2,000 Naira, and treated as proxies for that presumed income -- it seems to this

20 Naira on all incomes in excess of 2,000 Naira. How- writer that such taxation clearly belongs in such a discussion. In

ever, that Federal Decree also provided that any exist- Nigeria, the 1961 Federal Income Tax Management Act states

ing capitation, community development, education, poll clearly that community tax is to be charged on income -- either

or other general tax or levy imposed on income could of the entire community or of parts of it.

be retained or varied instead of the Federally-imposed
See John F. Due, Taxation and EconomicDevelopment in Tropi-

personal tax. As of April 1, 1977, the personal tax (now
cal Africa, Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press, 1963, Chapter 5.

12. Nigeria, Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions)(No.2)
referred to as a community rate in the Decree) was Decree 1977 (Decree No. 61 of 1977), OfficialGazette, Vol. 64.
changed to a flat amount of 5 Naira payable by each No. 43, 1 September 1977.
individual who was not subject to the progressive-rate 13. This discussion includes only the cattle tax (jangali) which is

personal income tax. 12 levied on the presumptive income arising from the ownership of

cattle. No discussion is included of any taxes or licenses on trade
cattle or slaughter stock enroute to or at the point of sale for

slaughter nor any veterinary fees for innoculation or inspection;a

THECATTLETAX number of Nigerian states do impose various such licenses or fees.
14. 1975-76 Budget Speech by the Head of State, March 31,

The cattle tax (jangali) used in the northern states was 1975. This repeal appears to have been partially based in a con-

levied as a flat amount per head of cattle, and taxed the cern with tax equity. The buoyancy of petroleum revenues after

nomadic Fulani herdsmen who were not normally 1970 permitted the abolition of export duties on produce in

covered by the community tax. 13 It was clearly intend- 1973 and 1974, the removal of many excise duties in 1974 and

1975, and the reduction of personal income tax rates in 1974;
ed to be a tax on presumptive income: the larger the most of these measures, however, provided only minimal tax
number of cattle owned, the larger was the potential relief to the nomadic herdsmen.
income from the sale of milk, cheese, and meat. The 15. In light of the abolition of the cattle tax and the erosion of
cattle tax forced the herdsman to realze some of that or income inelasticity of numerous other local government
income in cash in order to pay his tax liability. After revenue sources, the Federal government announced that as of

1967 in Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North Central, April 1, 1977, local governments are to receive 5 percent of

North Eastern and North Western states the prior Federal retained revenue (and 10 percent of total state revenue)

practice ws continued whereby this tx was levied by as grants. 1977-78 Budget Speech by the Head of State, March

the state government and largely collected by the local 31,1977.

)
,

governments. The local governments then retained 80
16. For the other states in Nigeria for those two years, the

concentration of wage employment in Lagos state is very vivid,
'to 87.5 percent of the revenue. In April, 1975, the with 37 percent of revenue in 1970-71 and nearly 46 percent in
jangali was abolished by the Federal government in 1972-73 arising from the income tax. However, in no other

,

order to encourage meat production within Ngeria, state does such revenue exceed 12 percent of the budget- ex-

and as a means to provide tax relief to the nomadic cluding Rivers State in 1970-71 in which revenue collection

herdsmen. 14 The removal of the cattle tax contributed activity was not yet fully functioning following the Civil War.
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from the progressive-rate tax for both state and the state, and between 19 percent and 27 percent in the
more than 80 local governments, then the relative im- other five states. Such taxes thus comprise between
portance increases substantially. That information is one-fifth and one-quarter of the state and local govern-
also shown in Table 1. As can be seen in Line 8 of Table ment budgets in these states as a group, a contribution
1, the total of all income-basedtaxes amounts to 15 per- of considerably more importance than the impression
cent of total state and local recurrent revenue in Kwara given by Line 6 of Table 1.

TABLE 1

State and local Governmentrevenue from taxes on the incomes of individuals,
Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North Central, North Eastern, North Western States

(1972-73) (N million)

Benue- Kano Kwara North North North Total,
Plateau Central Eastern Western Six States

1. Progressive-rate Personal Income Tax 1.500 2.487 .900 3.256 1.070 .582 9.795
Revenue- State governments

2. Community Tax Revenue- State and 4.612 4.569 2.268 5.239 7.919 7.014 31.621
Local Governments

3. Cattle Tax Revenue- State and Local .334 .345 .080 .459 2.256 .728 4.202
Governments

4. Total Income-Based Tax Revenue- 6.446 7.401 3.248 8.954 11.245 8.324 45.618
State and Local Governments
(Lines 1+2+3)

5. Total Recurrent Revenue- State 24.486 33.512 18.692 26.808 35.899 29.362 168.759
Governments

6. Percent - State Governments 6.1 7.4 4.8 12.2 3.0 2.0 5.8
(Line 1 -- 5)

7. Total Recurrent Revenue -- State 29.932 38.780 21.836 33.154 45.750 36.574 206.026
and Local Governments

8. Percent - State and Local 21.5 19.1 14.9 27.0 24.6 22.8 22.1
Governments (Line 4 -'.- 7)

Source: Appendix Table A-3.

The diversity in revenue pattern between the six states community and cattle tax revenue leads to an under-

is sizeable, partially reflecting varied economic and statement by at least one-half of the relative importance
demographic characteristics in the different states. As of personal income-based tax revenue in the state and
Table 1 shows, in all these states the community tax local government budgets in Benue-Plateau, Kano,
was the major contributor to income-based tax revenue. Kwara, North Central, North Eastern and North Western
Kwara state had neither a large sector of wage employ- states. (Lines 6 and 8, Table 1).
ment nor a large number of cattle, which gave rise to the Table 2 shows the revenue derved by the state govern-
relatively small importance of personal income-based ments from all taxes on the income of individuals during
taxation there. The cattle tax also provided fairly small four of the fiscal years between 1970 and 1976. Table 2
amounts of revenue in Benue-Plateau and Kano states. does not include any revenues of the local governments,
North Central state's relatively large wage-employment due to the difficulty in collecting a complete set of such
sector gave it the largest proportion and absolute data. 18 In both 1970-71 and 1972-73 the revenue
amount of progressive-rate income tax revenue of these from taxes on individual income in the six states ranged
states, followed by Kano. North Western and North from approximately 6 percent to 15 percent of state
Eatern states received the largest amounts of communi- government recurrent revenue. From 1972-73 to
ty tax revenue, and the governments in all states 1974-75 the percentage importance of such revenue
received substantially more revenue via the community
tax than the progressive-rate income tax. Governments 17. Therefore, the abolition of the cattle tax in 1975 was noticed
in both North Eastern and North Western states derived most acutely there.

,

more revenue from the cattle tax than from the progres- 18. Therefore, in contrast to Table 1, only the state government
sive-rate income tax -- more than twice as much in the share 12.5 percent to 20 percent of community and cattle-- --

case of North Eastern. 17 In all cases the omission of tax revenue is included in Table 2.
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decreased in all these states. In fact, the actual decreases revised system of revenue allocation that began to func-

are greater than those shown in Table 2 inasmuch as the tion on April 1, 1975, by which sizeable amounts of the

I numbers shown there are the budget estimates, which much-increased Federal government revenues were

were drawn up prior to the Federal government's im- granted to the states. That change in the revenue alloca-

position of uniform personal income tax rates and de- tion system followed the four-fold O.P.E.C. price in-

ductions on April 1, 1974. Without exception, the creases of late 1973 and early 1974 and the resultant

effect of the uniform rates was to decrease the amount increases in Federal government oil revenues, and sta-

of revenue actually collected by the states from this tutory grants for 1975-=76 ranged from 50 to 90 per-
source in 1974-75. 19 The amount of estimated income cent of state recurrent revenue. 20 Indeed, it was the

taxation revenue for 1975-76 does decrease in absolute buoyancy of petroleum-based government revenues-

terms in five of the sx states under discusson here, and and the accompanyingchanges in the revenue allocation
t in all six states it declines very dramaticallyas a propor- system -- that permitted the uniformity of personal in-

tion of total revenue. Only in Benue-Plateau state in come taxation and the accompanying loss of such

1975-76 did such revenue approach 2.5 percent of revenue to the states to be economicallyand politically
recurrent revenue. That decrease resulted from the feasible.

TABLE 2

State revenue from all taxes on the income of individuals in Nigeria - Selected states and years

1970-71 1972-73 1974-75* 1975-76*

State State revenue Total state State revenue Total state State revenue Total state State revenue Total state

from all taxes recurrent from all taxes recurrent from all taxes recurrent from all taxes recurrent

on income of revenue (%) on income of revenue (%) on income of revenue (%) on income of revenue (%)

individuals individuals individuals individuals

(N million) (N million) (N million) (N million) (N million) (N million) (N million) (N million)

Benue- 1.400 19.457 7.2 2.250 24.486 9.2 * 3.190 41.182 7.8 * 2.900 119.852 2.4

Plateau

Kano 3.184 31.242 10.2 3.125 33.512 9.3 * 2.630 43.036 6.1 * 3.300 147.783 2.2

Kwara 970 16.735 5.8 * 1.164 18.692 6.2 * 1.725 32.881 5.3 * .760 96.858 0.8

North Cen. 2.852 22.840 12.5 3.985 26.808 14.9 * 3.452 43.187 8.0 * 2.090 121.975 1.7

North East. 2.150 30.436 7.1 * 2.630 35.899 7.3 * 2.221 55.384 4.0 * 1.450 161.300 0.9

NorthWest. * 1.276 17.586 7.3 * 1.842 29.362 6.3 * 2.090 41.911 5.0 * 1.559 145.767 1.1

TOTAL 11.832 138.296 8.6 14.996 168.759 8.9 15.308 257.581 5.9 12.059 793.535 1.5

Source: Various state Budget Estimates.

The amounts for all states and years indicated by an asterisk (*) are Approved Estimates.

State revenue from all taxes on income of individuals includes personal income tax (P.A.Y.E. and Direct Assessment), and state share of

community tax and cattle tax.

THE EFFECT OF UNIFORM INCOME TAXATION total income. In Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North

ON TAXPAYERS Central, North Eastern and North Western states the

larger deductions caused more significant reductions in

The apparent intention when the uniform system of the total tax liability for most taxpayers than did the

progressive-rate personal income taxes was introduced changes in the marginal rates of tax. However, it is not

was to lower the average rates of tax. However, the the case that all taxpayers in these states experienced
earlier-discussed decline in total income tax revenue col- reduced tax liabilities.

lected does not mean that the amount paid by each tax-

payer decreased. The auerage rate of tax (total tax 19. The Federal government budget for 1975-76 provides for a

liability divided by total pre-tax income) depends on the Federal non-statutory grant to the then-twelvestate governments
of 25 million Naira to reimburse them for decreased Pay As You

knd and amount of tax reliefs allowed as well as the

marginal rates of tax (the change in the tax liability
Earn personal income tax revenue that they experienced in fiscal

f 1974-75. For Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, and North Central
/ divided by the change in chargeable income). The tax states, where that item is shown separately in their own budgets,

rates shown in Appendix Table A-1 are marginal rates, it aniounts to 8.25 million Naira.
and apply to chargeable income after any allowable de- 20. Lawrence A. Rupley, Revenue Allocation in Nigeria,
ductions or reliefs are subtracted from the taxpayer's West Africa, No. 3025 (June 16, 1975), p. 681.
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Prior to April 1, 1974, a consolidated personal allow- prietor's business expenses) and contributions to an
ance or personal allowance 21 of 480 Naira could be approved retirement fund. The deduction for education
deducted in arriving at the taxpayer's chargeable in- expenses for children was eliminated.
come, as well as life insurance premiums and some For illustration, the average tax rates for individuals
education expenses for children. 22 The changes intro- (total tax liability divided by total pre-tax income) be-
duced on April 1, 1974, generally increased the number fore and after the changes to the uniform system as of
and size of deductions allowed in Benue-Plateau,Kano, April 1, 1974, have been calculated for several income
Kwara, North Central, North Eastern and North Western levels and appear in Appendix Table A-4. In Benue-
states. A deduction of 600 Naira to the income earner Plateau, Kwara, North Central, North Eastern and North
replaced the 480 Naira consolidated personal allowance Western states prior to April 1, 1974, the absence of any
for men or personal allowance for women income deductions for a wife or for children make the average
earners. The deduction allowed the taxpayer for a wife rates of tax identical for a taxpayer who is unmarried, q
of 300 Naira was new, as was the deduction for children married with no children, or married with either 2 or 4
of 250 Naira each (to a maximum of 1,000 Naira). All children. 24 The introduction of such deductions in the
these deductions had the effect of reducing the tax uniform system of April 1, 1974, means that average
liabilities of those taxpayers who were eligible to deduct rates are lower for taxpayers with four children than
them. Life insurance premiums continued to be deduct- with two, lower with two children than with none, and
ible, 23 as did the costs of earning income (e.g., a pro- lower for a married taxpayer than for an unmarried one.

TABLE 3

Effect of April 1, 1974, uniform personal income tax rates and deductions
on average tax rates paid by some representativetaxpayers in Benue-Plateau, Kwara,

North Central, North Eastern and North Western States

Taxpayer Decrease in No change in Increase in

average rates average rates average rates

on incomes of on incomes of on incomes of

(N) (N) (N)

(A) Unmarried individual, 481 - 799, 0 -- 480, 801 - 4,119
Personal deduction of 600 Naira 4,121 and above 800,

4,120
(B) Married taxpayer with no children, husband the only 481 - 1,839, 0 - 480, 1,841 - 2,639

income earner, personal deduction of 600 Naira, 2,641 and above 1,840,
deduction for a wife, 300 Naira 2,640

(C) Married taxpayer with two children, husband the 481 and above 0 -- 480

only income earner, personal deduction of 600 Naira,
deduction for a wife 300 Naira, deduction for two

children 500 Naira

(D) Married taxpayer with four children, husband the 481 and above 0 - 480

only income earner, personal deduction of 600 Naira,
deduction for a wife 300 Naira, deduction for four
children 1,000 Naira

(E) Married taxpayer with two children, wife earns 1,601 and above 1,600 1,000 - 1,599
1,000 Naira of the total income, personal deduction,
husband, 600 Naira, deduction for a wife 300 Naira,
deduction for tWo children 500 Naira, personal
deduction, wife, 600 Naira

Income amounts are total pre-tax income before any deductions are taken into account.

In calculating average tax rates prior to April 1,1974, only the consolidated personal allowance of 480 Naira is deducted to arrive
at chargeable income for Taxpayers A, B, C, D. That 480 Naira plus the personal allowance of 480 Naira is deducted for Taxpayer
E. The various deductions after April 1,1974, are shown as part of the description of the several taxpayers.

Calculations are by author.

21. The consolidated personal allowance applied to men and the Naira overall, was allowed for children in school overseas or in !'

personal allowance to women. However, the personal allowance university education inside or outside Nigeria.
was not granted automatically;the Commissionerof Revenue had 23. See Appendix Table A-l.
to be satisfied that the income belonged to her before the per- 24. These examples assume that no educational expenses are in-
sonal allowance was granted to a woman income earner. curred for the children.
22. A deduction to a maximum of 500 Naira per child and 1,000
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I

Table 3 summarizesthe income ranges for which average firms following the IndigenisationDecree. Governments
tax rates are unchanged, reduced, or increased as a in Nigeria have clearly regarded their expenditure to be
result of the uniform system of April 1, 1974. It is not important in the modernization and industrializationof
correct to presume that the system of tax rates and de- their economies, and the desired magnitude of such
ductions in existence prior to April 1, 1974 in these expenditure -- and the necessary revenue to finance it --

five states was itself optimum. The desire for equity or is not likely to decrease in the foreseeable future.
fairness in taxation must be balanced against the need The personal and cattle tax were intended to force sub-
for revenue. Clearly, if average rates of tax are reduced, sistence farmers and herdsmen to enter the monetary
the revenue yield will be lowered. It is evident from at least to the extent that they had to secure
Table 3 that the major impact of the uniform system

economy
sufficient cash receipts to pay their taxes. Such taxation

was to leave unchanged or to lower the average rates of also contributed to mobilizationof more total savings --

tax. 25 However, the average tax rates for some income in the hands of the government than would have oc---

ranges for unmarried taxpayers or married taxpayers curred otherwise. The broad-based, simple personal tax
with no children increased (TaxpayersA and B in Table tends to encourage income-earning activity --invest-
3). It is not altogether clear why average tax rates ment and work-effort among small-scale farmers since--

should increase for an unmarried taxpayer (TaxpayerA) the amount of the tax liability is related to the individu-
with income of 801 Naira to 4,119 Naira while they are al's presumed income, and his tax liability does not im-
decreased above 4,120 Naira. Smilarly, why should the mediately rise if he should earn more than the amount
uniform system mean that a married taxpayer with no estimated by the tax collector. The personal tax has
children (Taxpayer B) with ncome of 1,841 Naira to been important as it has helped spread the taxpaying
2,639 Naira pays higher average rates while such a tax- habit among a relatively large proportionof the popula-
payer with income above 2,640 Naira finds his average tion in Nigeria's northern states. 28 On balance, it would
tax liability reduced. These two cases are particularly seem desirable to continue the use of such taxation in
noticeable inasmuch as married taxpayers with two or Nigeria.
more children (illustrated by Taxpayers C and D) ex-

perience decreased tax liabilities throughout all income The fact that the personal tax covers a relatively large
levels above 480 Naira. 26 number of taxpayers has important implications for tax

Perhaps an even more important continuing question equity. Nearly everyone, even where the average income

regarding equity in income taxation concerns the fair- level is extremely low, has some taxpaying ability and

ness of a system in which some taxpayers -- those in therefore, under the ability to pay equity principle,
wage employment where the tax is withheld by the em- nearly everyone should pay some amount of tax. This is

ployer through P.A.Y.E. --

pay the tax, while others
who are self-employed and are therefore not subject to 25. This is also shown by the fact that total income tax revenue

the P.A.Y.E. system may be able to evade such taxation decreased as a result of the changes.

to a large extent. It is possible to argue that lower 26. The tax liability for those with incomes from zero to 480
Naira was zero both before and after the introductionof the uni-

average rates of ncome tax may stimulate mproved form system.
voluntary compliance by the self-employed, and thus Although the marginal tax rates on chargeable income above
lead to a decrease in this inequity. However, given the 10,000 Naira were raised as of April 1, 1977, the personal deduc-
uncertainty as to the success of such an approach -- and tion applicable for earned income also increased. Much of thewas

the fact that if carried to its logical extreme the revenue effect of the higher marginal rates is thereby offset. For example,
raised would be zero -- other steps should continue to if all Taxpayer D's income were earned income, the average rate

be taken to improve the tax compliance of the self-em- of tax for which he is liable does not exceed that under the sys-

ployed. 27 tem in Benue-Plateau, Kwara, North Central, North Eastern, and
North Western states prior to April 1, 1974, until his total income
is something in excess of 50,000 Naira.
27. One such desirable step was the provision introduced as of

CONSIDERATIONSFOR THE FUTURE April 1, 1977, whereby self-employed individuals in the construc-
tion industry are to be taxed the higher of the tax liability calcu-
lated in the normal way or 2.5 percent of gross sales. Since the

First and foremost, personal income-based taxation has value of contracts awarded to construction firms is often a matter
been important as a revenue source to provide funds for of public information, it is somewhat harder to conceal the value
government expenditure plans, an important part of of gross sales than it is to adjust reported net profits down-
'which was seen as necessary to encourage economic ward.

development. In addition to the long-standing pattern 28. Prest points out that in many less developed countries less

of expenditure on health, education, roads and admin- than 5 percent of the population pay personal income taxes.

istration by state and local governments, the revenue Prest, Public Finance in UnderdevelopedCountries (2nd ed.), p.

from income-based taxation has provided part of the 34.

funding for projects to process agricultural output, for Although hard data on the number of taxpayers is scarce, it seems

the supply of fertilizers and seeds, and water manage-
plausible that in the northern states of Nigeria at least twice the

one
ment and agricultural credit programs. It has also been

proportion suggested by Prest paid of the three income-
based taxes. However, taxpayer protests against the personal tax

-used to finance the provision of industrial estates and from time to time in Nigeria and the small amounts of progressive
for manufacturing nvestment in firms engaged in all personal income tax collected through direct assessment of self-
sorts of production, including cement, bricks, starch, employed high income individuals where voluntary taxpayer
textiles, tanned leather, soap, sawn lumber, and glass. compliance is extremely important remind one that the expan-

Many of the state governments bought formerly-private sion of the use of income taxation will not occur automatically.
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important in economies where only a small proportion Up to the present time personal income-based taxation
of the population is engaged in wage employment29 has not played a significant role as a tool for centralized
and much of the rural population consumes very small fiscal stabilization in Nigeria. That was particularly true

quantities of imported or domestic manufacturedgoods. when such taxation was levied separately by each state.
In such cases, progressive-ratepersonal income taxes and At present, petroleum revenues completely dwarf per-
customs and excse duties are paid by only a tiny seg- sonal income taxes in importance-- as they do all other
ment of the population. 30 It is, of course, necessary to non-petroleum sources -- so that deliberate changes in
see that higher-income self-employed individuals also income taxation would have very little fiscal impact on

pay taxes according to their ability to pay if equity is aggregate economic behavior. However, the growth of
to be achieved. 31 petroleum revenues has leveled out following the dizzy-
It seems unlikely that the personal tax will provide a ing two-and-one-half-fold climb from early 1974 to

35 the search for alternative sources is on
GNP-elastic source of revenue due to the low ceiling 1975, and

36 would be extremely premature to conclude
,

rates of tax applied. However, a low revenue elasticity again. It
that personal income-based taxation has no future fiscal

with respect to GNP may be no worse than the revenue

performance of other apparently-progressive taxes if role in Nigeria over, say, the next 30 years given the pos-

such taxes only apply to, say, 3 or 5 percent of the in- sible changes in the structure of the economy and its

come or transactions in an economy dominated by resource base that the future may hold.

small-scale agriculture. 32
29. The 1966-67 Labor Force Sample Survey in Nigeria showed

One unwise feature when the uniform progressive-rate that only 5 percent of all gainfully employed persons were em-

personal income tax was introduced was its timing. AI- ployees. World Bank, Nigeria: Options for Long-Term Deuelop-
though the intention to introduce such a system was ment, p. 28.
announced in the April 1, 1974, Federal Budget Speech, 30. For example, calculations derived by this author from a con-

the Decree to implement the system was not published sumption survey of 120 households during 1970 and 1971 in

until February 24, 1975, but was made retroactive to three villages near Zaria suggest that excise duties on cloth, ciga-

April 1, 1974.33 By the time the necessary P.A.Y.E. rettes and kerosene were the only significant expenditure taxes

tax tables were made available to employers, it meant a paid by such rural households. Extremely small amounts of ex-

recalculation of income tax liabilities over 11 or 12 penditure on matches, salt, soap, cosmetics and scent, sugar, tea,
bread, evaporated milk, candy, and occasional durable good

months of the fiscal year. That feature added directly to purchases such as a bicycle, also were therefore subject to import
the work-load of the payroll departments of firms, gov- or excise duties. E.B. Simmons, Rural Household Expenditures
ernments, and universities, many of which were just be- in Three Villages of Zaria Province, May, 1970 -- July 1971,
ginning to emerge from the strain of the calculations of Samaru Miscellaneous Paper 56, Institute for Agricultural Re-

the Udoji award arrears payments and conversions to search, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, 1976.

new salary and wage tables in early 1975. If the gov- 31. For example, low-income farmers who produced export
ernment felt that a promise had been made to imple- crops in Nigeria bore very substantial tax burdens through export

ment a uniform personal income taxation system during and produce sales taxation prior to the eliminationof such taxes

1974-75, then an announcementin February, 1975, of in 1973 and 1974.
32. In all the six northern states, much more revenue has been

such a system to become operative as of March 1, 1975, derived from the community tax than from direct assessment of
would have fulfilled that promise adequately. The ad- the progressive income tax on self-employed individuals. Merely
ministrative feasibility of such a plan would have more the state government'sshare of the personal tax revenue for those
than compensated for any possible disgruntlementwith states exceeded the revenue from the directly assessed progressive
the delay in its introduction. Attempts should be made income tax by at least 2 times in every year from 1970 through
in the future to avoid such retroactive changes. 1975.

The abundance of petroleum revenues certainlypermit-
33. Nigeria, Income Tax Management (Uniform Taxation

ted the uniformity in progressive personal income taxa- Provisions, Etc.) Decree 1975 (Decree No. 7 of 1975), Official
Gazette, Vol. 62, No. 9,24 February 1975.

tion to be imposed by the Federal government. Centra- 34. Although neither the 1978-79 Budget Speech nor the report
lization of the control of this revenue source would have of the Technical Committee on Revenue Allocation (which in-
been resisted much more strongly by the state govern- cludes independent revenue and tax effort and fiscal efficiency as

ments if the petroleum revenues had not enabled the criteria for revenue division) lead one to think that extraordinary
Federal government to make much larger grants to petitions by the states will meet with great success.

them. There is a danger that a decrease in the number of 35. See Lawrence A. Rupley, Budgetary Trends in Nigeria,
revenue sources controlled by the state governments West Africa, No. 3100 (November 29, 1976), pp. 1810, 1811.

since 1970 -- e.g., cattle tax, progressive personal in- 36. All states in Nigeria showed deficits in their 1977-78

come tax --

may have an adverse effect on the tax effort budgets, and the 1978-79 Federal and state budgets showed
either decreases in expenditure or deficits due to the revenue

that they make. This would occur it the state govern- constraint because of decreased oil production.
ments come to rely nearly exclusively on petitions to Oil's contribution to Federal revenue has decreased from 80 per-
the Federal government to alleviate their every addi- cent to 62 percent in the 1978-79 budget according to Federal
tional revenue need or to correct for errors or irrespon- Commissioner for Finance Oluleye, and the government intends

sibility in budgeting rather than try to tap those revenue to bring it below 40 percent. His remarks were made during the

sources under their own control. 34 One must seek to establishment of a task force that is to recommend ways to in-

balance the advantages of reduced cost or ncreased crease income tax collections, West Africa, No. 3173 (May 8, ]
efficiency due to central collection of some revenues 1978), p. 904.

against the desire to encourage adequate tax effort by
all levels of government.
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Appendix
TABLE A-1

Uniform personal income tax rates, Nigeria

paid to a former spouse up to a maximum of N 300).
Chargeable income Rate of tax 3) A N 250 deduction is allowed for each unmarried child main-

April 1,1974 - March 31,1977 As of April 1,1977 tained by the individual during the preceding year if the child

was less than 16 years of age or was a full-time student in school
N 0- 2,000 10k per Naira or10% 10%

or in a trade or professional apprenticeship. Such a deduction
2.001 - 4,000 15k per Naira or 15% 15%

is allowed for a maximum of four children.
4,001 -- 6,000 20k per Naira or 20% 20%

4) A deduction is allowed for the costs of rfiaintaining a close re-
6,001 - 8,000 25k per Naira or 25% 25%

lative of the individual or of the individual's spouse in the pre-
8,001 - 10,000 30k per Naira or 30% 30%

ceding year if such a relative was incapacitated by old age or
10,001 - 15,000 35k per Naira or 35% 40%

infirmity from maintaining himself and his income was less than
15,001 - 20,000 40k per Naira or 40% 45%

N 600 for that year. The same provisions apply to the individual's
20,001 - 30,000 45k per Naira or 45% 55%

or individual's spouse's widowed mother, whether incapacitated
over 30,000 50k per Naira or 50% 70%

or not. The aggregate deductions of this kind for any one indi-

vidual taxpayer shall not exceed N 400.
The following deductions are allowed from the taxpayer's total income 5) A deduction is allowed for premiums paid life insuranceon po-
in any year of assessment to arrive at his chargeable income. licies in the preceding year which secure a capital sum on death

1) A N 600 deduction is allowed to the individual who earns the on -the life of the individual or the individual's spouse. The de-

income. duction may not exceed 10 percent of the capital sum of the

2) A N 300 deduction is allowed to a married man for a wife living policy, nor N 2,000 per individual per year, nor 20 percent of

with or maintained by him during the preceding year (or alimony the individual's total income.

Source Nigeria, Income Tax Management (Uniform Taxation Provisions, Etc.) Decree 1975 (Decree No. 7 of 1975), Official Gazette,

Vol. 62, No. 9,24th February, 1975.

Source for changes on April 1,1977: Nigeria, Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) (No. 2), Decree 1977 (Decree No. 61 of 1977),

Official Gazette, Vol. 64, No. 43, 1 st September, 1978.

TABLE A-2

Income tax rates immediatelyprior to the introductionof uniform system
as of April 1, 1974 - Selected states of Nigeria

Benue-Plateau, Kwara, North Central, North Kano State

Eastern, North Western States

Chargeable income Marginal Chargeable income Marginal
tax rate tax rate

(N) (%) (N) (%)

0 - 1,000 6.25 0 - 1,200 5

1,001 - 2,000 8.75 1,201 - 2,400 10

2,001 - 3,000 15.0 2,401 ,- 3,600 15

3,001 - 4,000 20.0 3,601 - 4,8Q0 20

4,001 - 6,000 25.0 4,801 - 6,000 25

6,001 - 8,000 32.5 6,001 - 7,000 3O

8,001 - 10,000 40.0 7,001 - 8,000 35

Over 10,000 50.0 8,001 - 9,000 40

9,001 - 10,000 5O

Source: Northern Nigeria, Personal Tax Law of 1962. Source: Kano State, Official Gazette, Vol. 6,
No. 13,18 May 1972. These rates

became effective on April 1,1972.
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TABLE A-3

Total income-based tax revenue, state and local governments, 1972-73
Benue-Plateau, Kano, Kwara, North Central, North Eastern, North Western States of Nigeria

(N million)

Benue Kano Kwara North North North Total
Plateau Central Eastern Western Sx States

1. Total Recurrent Revenue- State 24.486 33.512 18.692 26.808 35.899 29.362 168.759
Government

2. Total Recurrent Revenue- Local 5.446 5.268 3.144 6.346 9.851 7.212 37.267
Governments

3. Total (lines 1 '4- 2) State & Local 29.932 38.780 21.836 33.154 45.750 36.574 206.026
Recurrent Revenue

4. Progressive-RatePersonal Income 1.500 2.487 .900 3.256 1.070 .582 9.795
Tax - State

5. CommunityTax - State Share .710 .593 .254 .661 1.200 1.100 4.518

6. Community Tax - Local Share 3.902 3.976 2.014 4.578 6.719 5.914 27.103

7. Total (lines 5 + 6) 4.612 4.569 2.268 5.239 7.919 7.014 31.621

8. Cattle Tax -- State Share .040 .045 .0lo .067 .360 .160 .682

9. Cattle Tax -- Local Share .294 .300 .070 .392 1.896 .568 3.520

10. Total (lines 8 + 9) .334 .345 .080 .459 2.256 .728 4.202

11. Total (lines 4+7+10) 6.446 7.401 3.248 8.954 11.245 8.324 45.618

12. Income-BasedTaxes as Percent 21.5% 19.1% 14.9% 27.0% 24.6% 22.8% 22.1%
of Total State & Local Recurrent
Revenue (11 4 3)

Source: Various state and local government Budget Estimates. Calculationsare by author.

All local government revenue amounts are Approved Estimates; state government revenue amounts are actual wherever possible,
otherwise Approved Estimates.

The fiscal year for all governments is April 1 through March 31.

TABLE A-4

Average tax rates at various total income levels
Benue-Plateau,Kwara, North Central, North Eastern, North Western States

Taxpayer B is a married individual with no children.
Total Average Tax Rates Average Tax Rates After Taxpayer C is a married individual with two children.
Income I mmediately Prior April 1,1974 (oQ Taxpayer D is a married individual with four children.
(#) to April 1,1974 (%)

In the calculation of average .tax rates prior to April 1, 1974, only
Taxpayers A, B, C, D Taxpayers A B C D the consolidated personal allowance of N 480 is deducted to arrive at

1,000 3.25 4.0 1.0 -0- -0- chargeable income for A, B, C, D.

2,000 5.4 7.0 5.5 3.0 0.5 ln the calculation of average tax rates after April 1,1974, the personal
3,000 7.6 8.7 7.2 5.3 3.7 deduction of N 600 is allowed for A, B, C, D; the deduction for a wife
4,000 10.1 10.25 9.1 7.25 5.4 of N 300 is allowed for B, C, D; a deduction for two children of N 500 ,

10,000 22.6 18.2 17.3 15.8 14.3 is allowed for C; and a deduction for four children of N 1,000 is allow-
ed for D.

Total income is that before any deductionsare subtracted..

Taxpayer A is an unmarried individual. Calculationsare by author.
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COMECON BEATS E.E.C,
-

Conclusionofamultilateraltreatyfor
the avoidanceof doubletaxation
-

In May 1977, a meeting of financial experts of the Comecon-MemberStates ly, this provision shall also apply to em-

took place is Miskolc (Hungary), resulting in a draft of a multilateral treaty ployees of Inter-State organizations and

for the avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes on income and other international organizations (except
net worth of individuals resident in one or more of these States. The treaty those mentioned in paragraph b) of this

was open to signature until July 31, 1977. To date, 8 countries have adhered article), sent out to work for those organi-
to the Convention, i.e. the U.S.S.R., Poland, the German Democratic Repub-

zations from countries which are not the

country of residence of the relevant orga-
lic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria and Mongolia; however, nizations;
other countries can also adhere to the Conventionupon approval of all trea-
ty parties concerned. b) individuals who work in the territory

of the Contracting States for international
The first country which ratified the Convention was Romania. 1 It is expect- economic organizations which are engaged
ed that the treaty will enter into force on January 1, 1979. in the development of principles of econo-

mic administration, are subject to levies

Awaiting a thorough discussion of the Conventionwhich will be published in and taxes on remunerationsand other pay-

a future issue of the Bulletin, the International Bureau of Fiscal Documen- ments received from such organizations, in
tation is pleased to publish an unofficial English translation of the Conven- accordance with the law of the country in

tin below. 2 which the relevant organization has its seat,
only if this does not otherwise follow from
any constitutive act or other special agree-CONVENTION ment;

With respect to the avoidance of double taxation c) individuals employed by virtue of an

on income and net worth of individuals agreement betweeen Contracting States on

the territory of any other Contracting
State for giving technical assistance or for

The ContractingStates, Competent authorities, in the sense of this rendering services of a similar nature shall
Wishing to contribute to an increased and Convention, are the Ministers of Finance be liable in the country in which they stay
strengthened continuation of economic, of the countries of the Contracting States. for the payment of levies and taxes on re-

technical-scientific and cultural coopera- munerations and other payments received
tion between their countries and tending Article I I from the authority or organization of the
to improve the mechanism of their finan- country in which the activities are carried
cial and currency relations, in considera- This Convention shall apply to all catego- out, that payment shall be subject to levies
tion of the creation of more favorable, uni- ries of levies and taxes imposed on the in- and taxes in accordance with the law of
form conditions in the process of economic come and net worth of individuals in the that country, with the exception of daily
and technical-scientific cooperation and territory of the Contracting States in ac- allowances and allowances for the costs of
cultural exchange, have agreed as follows: cordance with their laws. accommodation;

move oneArticle I Article Ill
d) individuals who within of
the countries of this Convention for study,

1. This Convention refers to individuals Starting from the principle that individu- training, giving consultationand other simi-
lar activities, and who receivewho have a permanent residence in the als may not be subject to concurrent taxa-

remunera-

tions and other payments directly from theterritory of the Contracting States. tion, with respect to the same income and authority or organization of that country,
2. If it is not possible, from the point net worth, on the territory of two or more

are subject to taxes and levies on that pay-of view of taxation, to determine the per- Contracting States, the following provi- ment in accordance with the law of the
manent residence of an individual in ac- sions shall apply: relevant country, with the exception of
cordance with paragraph 1 of this article, a) individuals employed by authorities or daily allowances and allowances for the
then the permanent residence of such a organizations of the Contracting States costs of accommodation. Remunerations
person, in the sense of this Convention, as commercial and transport agents, or and other payments received by individu-
Ishall be deemed to be the country of which otherwise acting as their representative or als, mentioned in this paragraph, from the
he is a national. agent, including correspondents and em-

3. If it is not possible to determine the ployees working at an information center, 1. Published in the Romanian Official
permanent residence of an individual in ac- in the territory of any other Contracting Gazette (BULETINUL OFICIAL), Part I,
cordance with paragraph 2 of this article, State, shall be subject, in the country of No. 16, item 60 of March 6, 1978.
this problem shall be solved by mutual establishment, to levies and taxes on re- 2. Prepared by Mr. W.G. Kuiper, Staff
agreement between the competent author- munerations and other payments received Member of the InternationalBureau of Fis.
ties of the respective Contracting States. by that representative or agent. According- cal Documentation.
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authorities or an organization of the coun- Article VI in which the information of the renounce-

try in which they have their permanent re- ment from this Conventionwas made.
sidence, are subject to levies and taxes in The provisions of this Convention do not
that country, provided that it has become a affect fiscal privileges of official diplomatic Article XI
party of this Convention; and consular persons who are appointed in

e) income of an individual derived from
accordance with the general rules of inter- Upon approval of all parties concerned,

authors' rights, from utilizationof literary,
national law or by virtue of a special in- other countries can adhere to this Con-
ternational agreement. vention by presenting to the body in

scientific and artistic works on the territo-
charge the documents of adhesion. Adhe-

ry of any Contracting State, as well as re-
Article VI I sion shall be deemed to take place the

munerations paid for scienticor technical
on

inventions, industrial designs and for gen- Becoming a party to this Convention does 1st of January of the year following the

eral use thereof, proposals for rationaliza- not affect conventions in force regarding year in which the body in charge will have

tion and other similar things, is subject to taxation which have previously been con-
received a notice from all countries which

levies and taxes in accordance with the cluded by the ContractingStates. are a party to this Convention regarding
their approval with respect to the adhesion.

law of the country in which that individual However, if the provisions of such a con-
has his permanent residence; vention are in contradictionwith the pro- Article XI I
f) individuals who move within one of visions of this Convention, the provisions
the countries which have become a party of this Convention shall apply. This Convention can be modied or com-

to this Convention for the holding of lec- pleted with the consent of all Contracting
tures and reports, for theater performan- Article VI I I States.
ces, concerts, sports manifestations and
other such activities are subject to levies Problems which may arise in connection Article XI Il
and taxes, in the country of receipt, on re-

with the application of this Convention

munerations, emoluments and other pay-
shall be solved by means of negotiations This Convention remains open for signing

ments received from the authority and and consultations between the Ministers until July 31, 1977 in the city of Moscow.

organization of the country in which they of Finance of the interested Contracting
have their permanent residence. If such a States. Article XIV

payment is made to individuals by the au-

thority or organizations of the host-coun- Article IX This Convention is passed on for supervi-
sion to the Secretariat of the Council for

try, that payment is subject to levies and
This Convention is subject to approval in Mutuai Economic Assistance which willtaxes in accordance with the law of that
conformity with the law of each Con- act as body in charge of this Convention.

country; tracting State and will enter into force on

g) immovable and movable property of the 1st of January of the year following Signed in the town of Miskolc (People's
individuals, inclusive of income from utili- the year in which the documents of ap- Republic of Hungary), this 27th day of
zation thereof, inheritances, gifts, rentals, proval of the Convention by all Contracting May 1977, in singular, in the Russian
sale and exchange of that property, is sub- States will have been received by the body language.
ject to levies and taxes in accordance with in charge.
the law of the country in which that prop- Plenipotentiaryof the

erty is situated. Article X People's Republic of Bulgaria, B. Belcev
Plenipotentiaryof the

Article IV 1. This. Convention is concluded for an People's Republic of Hungary, L. Faluvgi
unlimited period of time. Plenipotentiaryof the

The provisions of this Convention do not German DemocraticRepublic, R. Mager
exclude the possibility of providing for 2. Mter having passed a period of time of Plenipotentiaryof the

supplementary privileges in tax matters, by 5 years as of the date of the entry into People's Republicof Mongolia, T. Molom

the Contracting States, either on the basis force of this Convention, each Contracting Plenipotentiaryof the

of mutual agreementor unilaterally. State can renounce being a party to this Socialist Republicof
Convention by informing the body in Romania, Fl. Dumitrescu

Article V charge in connection with the renounce- Plenipotentiaryof the
ment of this Convention to that effect, at CzechoslovakSocialist Republic, L. Ir

This Convention does not restrict the rights least 6 months before the end of the calen- Plenipotentiaryof the
of the Contracting States to subject indi- dar year. In that case, the validity of the Union of Socialist
viduals to levies and taxes, as long as this Convention will cease, with regard to the Soviet Republics, V. Garbusov
does not conflict with the provisions of respective Contracting State, as of the 1st Plenipotentiaryof the
this Convention. of January of the year following the year Polish People's Republic, M. Krzak
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OECD MODELCONVENTION/
OECD MUSTERABKOMMEN1977
(Germantext)*

BERSCHRIFTDES ABKOMMENS Artikel 4
Ansssige Person

Abkommenzwische (Staat A) und (Staat B) zur Vermeidung (1) Im Sinne dieses Abkommens bedeutet

der Doppelbesteuerungauf dem Gebiet der Steuern vom Einkommen der Ausdruck eine in einem Vertragsstaat

und vom Vermgen ansssige Person eine Person, die nach
dem Recht dieses Staates dort auf Grund
iheres Wohnsitzes, ihres stndigen Auf-
enthalts, des Ortes ihrer Geschftsleitung

PRAMBEL DES ABKOMMENS oder eines anderen hnlichen Merkmals
steuerpflichtig ist. Der Ausdruck umfasst

Anmerkung:
jedoch nicht eine Person, -die in diesem
Staat nur mit Einknften aus Quellen in

Die Prambel des Abkommens richtet sich nach diesem Staat oder mit in diesem Staat

den verfassungsrechtlichenVerfahren der beiden Vertragsstaaten gelegenem Vermgen steuerpflichtig ist.

(2) Ist nach Absatz 1 eine natrliche Per-

son in beiden Vertragsstaaten ansssig, so

gilt folgendes:
a) Die Person gilt als in dem Staat anss-

ABSCHNITT I ABSCHNITT 11 sig, in dem sie ber eine stndige Wohn-

Geltungsbereichdes Abkommens Begriffsbestimmungen
sttte verfgt; verggt sie in beiden Staaten
ber eine stndige Wohnsttte, so gilt sie

Artikel 1 Artikel 3
als in dem Staat ansssig, zu dem sie die

PersnlicherGeltungsbereich Allgemeine Begriffsbestimmungen engeren persnlichen und wirtschaftlichen
Beziehungen hat (Mittelpunkt der Lebens-

Dieses Abkommen gilt fr Personen, die in (1) Im Sinne dieses Abkommens, wenn interessen);

einem Vertragsstaat oder in beiden Ver- der Zusammenhangnichtsandereserfordert, b) kann nich bestimmt werden, in wel-

tragsstaatenansssig sind. a) umfasst der Ausdruck Person natr. chem Staat die Person den Mittelpunkt
liche Personen, Gesellschaften und alle' ihrer Lebensinteressen hat, oder verfgt sie

anderen Personenvereinigungen; in keinem der Staaten ber eine stndige
Artikel 2 Wohnsttte, gilt sie als in dem Staat

Unter das Abkommen fallende Steuern b) bedeutet der Ausdruck Gesellschaft so

juristische Personen oder Rechtstrger, die ansssig, in dem sie ihren gewhnlichen

(1) Dieses Abkommen gilt, ohne Rck- fr die Besteuerung wie juristische Perso- Aufenthalthat;

sicht auf die Art der Erhebung,fr Steuern nen behandeltwerden; c) hat die Person ihren gewhnlichen
vom Einkommen und vom Vermgen, die c) bedeuten die Ausdrcke Unterneh- Aufenthalt in beiden Staaten oder in kei-

fr Rechnung eines Vertragsstaats oder men eines Vertragsstaats und Unter_ nem der Staaten, so gilt sie ls in dem Staat

seiner Gebietskrperschaften1 erhoben nehmen des anderen Vertragsstaats, je ansssig, dessen Staatsangehriger sie ist;

werden. nachdem, ein Unternehmen, das von einer d) ist die Person Staatsangehrigerbeider

in einem Vertragsstaat ansssigen Person Staaten oder keines der Staaten, so regeln
(2) Als Steuern vom Einkommenund vom betrieben wird, oder ein Unternehmen,das die zustndigen Behrden der Vertrags-
Vermgen gelten alle Steuern, die vom Ge-

von einer im anderen Vertragsstaat an-
staaten die Frage in gegenseitigem Ein-

samteinkommen, vom Gesamtvermgen sssigen Person betrieben wird; vernehmen.

oder von Teilen des Einkommens oder des d) bedeutet der Ausdruck internationa- (3) Ist nach Absatz 1 eine andere als eine
Vermgens erhoben werden, einschliesslich ler Verkehr jede Befrderung mit einem natrliche Person in beiden Vertragsstaaten
der Steuern vom Gewinn aus der Verusse- Seeschiff oder Luftfahrzeug,das von einem ansssig, gilt sie als in dem Staat anss-so

rung beweglichen oder unbeweglichenVer- Unternehmen mit tatschlicher Geschfts- sig, in dem sich der Ort ihrer tatschlichen
mgens, der Lohnsummensteuern sowie leitung in einem Vertragsstaat betriebn Geschftsleitungbefindet.
der Steuern vom Vermgenszuwachs. wird, es sei denn, das Seeschiff oder Luft-

(3) Zu den bestehenden Steuern, fr die fahrzeug wird aussehliesslieh zwischen

das Abkommengilt, gehren insbesondere Orten im anderen Vertragsstaat betrieben;
a) (in Staat A): ... e) bedeutet der Ausdruck zustndige
b) (in Staat B): ...

Behrde

(4) Das Abkommen gilt auch fr alle i) (in Staat A): ... * Published by the Bundesmiriister der Fi-

Steuern gleicher oder im wesentlichenhn- ii) (in Staat B): ... nanzen (Federal Minister of Finance) in his letter

licher Art, die nach der Unterzeichnungdes (2) Bei der Anwendung des Abkommens of July 1, 1977 IV C5-S 1315- 30/77 directed

Abkommens neben den bestehenden durch einen Vertragsstaat hat, wenn der to the tax administrations in the German

Steuern oder an deren Stelle erhoben Zusammenhang nichts anderes erfordert,
*'Lnder. The International Bureau of Fiscal

werden. Die Zustndigen Behrden der jeder im Abkommen nicht definierte Aus-
Documentation gratefully acknowledges the per-

mission to reproduce ths text.

Vertragsstaaten teilen einander am Ende druck die Bedeutung, die ihm nach dem 1. Schweiz: Statt Gebietskrperschaftendie

eines jeden Jahres die in ihren Steuerge- Recht dieses Staates ber die Steuern zu- Worte politische Unterabteilungen oder lokale

setzen eingetretenennderungenmit. kommt, fr die das Abkommengilt. Krperschaften.
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Artikel 5 Kommissionr oder einen anderen unab- gleichen oder hnlichen Bedingungen als
Betriebsttte hngigen Vertreter ausbt, sofern diese selbstndiges Unternehmen ausgebt htte

Personen im Rahmen ihrer ordentlichen und im Verkehr mit dem Unternehmen,(1) Im Sinne dieses Abkommens bedeutet Geschftsttigkeithandeln. dessen Betriebsttte sie ist, vllig unab-der Ausdruck Betriebsttte eine feste
hngig gewesen wre.

Geschftseinrichtung, durch die die Ttig- (7) Allein dadurch, dass eine in einem Ver-
keit eines Unternehmens ganz oder teil- tragsstaat ansssige Gesellschafteine Gesell- (3) Bei der Ermittlung der Gewinne einer
weise ausgebt wird. schaft beherrscht oder von einer Gesell- Betriebsttte werden die fr diese Betrieb-

schaft beherrscht wird, die im anderen sttte entstandenen Aufwendungen, ein-(2) Der Ausdruck Betriebsttteumfasst Vertragsstaat ansssig ist oder dort (ent- schliesslich der Geschftsfhrungs-und all-insbesondere: weder durch eine Betriebsttte oder auf gemeinen Verwaltungskosten, zum Abzuga) einen Ort der Leitung, andere Weise) ihre Ttigkeit ausbt, wird zugelassen, gleichgltig, ob sie in demb) eine Zweigniederlassung, keine der beiden Gesellschaften zur Be- Staat, in dem die Betriebsttte liegt, oderc) eine Geschftsstelle, triebsttte der anderen. anderswo entstanden sind.
d) eine Fabrikationssttte.
e) eine Werksttte und (4) Soweit es in einem Vertragsstaat b-
f) ein Bergwerk, ein l- oder Gasvorkom- ABSCHNITT 111 lich ist, die einer Betriebsttte zuzurech-
men, einen Steinbruck oder eine andere Besteuerung des Einkommens nenden Gewinne durch Aufteilung der Ge-
Sttte der Ausbeutungvon Bodenschtzen. samtgewinne des Unternehmens auf seine

Artikel 6 einzelnen Teile zu ermitteln, schliesst Ab-(3) Eine Bauausfhrung oder Montage ist
satz 2 nicht dass dieser Vertragsstaatnur dann eine Betriebsttte, wenn ihre Enknfte aus unbeweglichem Vermgen aus,
die zu besteuernden Gewinne nach der b-Dauer zwlf Monate berschreitet. (1) Einknfte, die eine in einem Vertrags- lichen Aufteilung ermittelt; die gewhlte

(4) Ungeachtet der vorstehenden Bestim- staat ansssige Person aus unbeweglichem Gewinnaufteilung muss jedoch derart sein,
mungen dieses Artikels gelten nicht als Vermgen (einschliesslich der Einknfte dass das Ergebnis mit den Grundstzen
Betriebsttten: aus land- und forstwirtschaftlichenBetrie- dieses Artikels bereinstimmt.
a) Einrichtungen, die ausschliesslich zur ben) bezieht, das im anderen Vertrags-
Lagerung, Ausstellung oder Auslieferung staat liegt, knnen 2 im anderen Staat (5) Auf Grund des blossen Einkaufs von

Gtern oder Waren fr das Unternehmenvon Gtern oder Waren des Unternehmens besteuert werden.
wird einer Betriebsttte kein Gewinn zu-benutzt werden; (2) Der Ausdruck unbewegliches Verm- gerechnet.b) Bestnde von Gtern oder Waren des gen hat die Bedeutung, die ihm nach dem

Unternehmens,die ausschliesslichzur Lage- Recht des Vertragsstaats zukommt, in dem (6) Bei der Anwendung der vorstehenden
rung, Ausstellung oder Auslieferung unter- das Vermgen liegt. Der Ausdruck umfasst Abstze sind die der Betriebsttte zuzu-

halten werden; in jedem Fall das Zubehr 3 zum unbeweg- rechnenden Gewinne jedes Jahr auf diesel-
c) Bestnde von Gtern oder Waren des lichen Vermgen, das lebende und tote be Art zu ermitteln, es sei denn, dass aus-

Unternehmens, die ausschliesslich zu dem Inventar land- und forstwirtschaftlicherBe- reichende Grnde dafr bestehen, anders
Zweck unterhalten werden, durch ein triebe, die Rechte, fr die die Vorschriften zu verfahren.
anderes Unternehmen bearbeitet oder ver- des Privatrechts ber Grundstcke gelten, (7) Gehren zu den Gewinnen Einknfte,arbeitet zu werden; Nutzungsrechte an unbeweglichem Ver- die in anderen Artikeln dieses Abkommens
d) eine feste Geschftseinrichtung, die mgen sowie Rechte auf vernderlicheoder behandelt werden, so werden die Bestim-ausschliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhalten feste Vergtungenfr die Ausbeutungoder mungen jener Artikel durch die Bestim-
wird, fr das Unternehmen Gter oder das Recht auf Ausbeutung von Mineral- mungen dieses Artikels nich berhrt.Waren einzukaufen oder Informationen zu vorkommen, Quellen und anderen Boden-
beschaffen; schtzen; Schiffe und Luftfahrzeuge gelten
e) eine feste Geschftseinrichtung, die nicht als unbeweglichesVermgen. Artikel 8
ausschliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhalten Seeschiffahrt, Binnenschiffahrtund

wird, fr das Unternehmen andere Ttig- (3) Absatz 1 gilt fr Einknfte aus der un- Luftfahrt
mittelbaren Nutzung, der Vermietungoderkeiten auszuben, die vorbereitender Art (1) Gewinne aus dem Betrieb von See-sind oder eine Hilfsttigkeitdarstellen; Verpachtung sowie jeder anderen Art der

schiffen oder Luftfahrzeugen im interna-
f) eine feste Geschftseinrichtung, die Nutzung unbeweglichenVermgens.

tionalen Verkehr knnen 2 nur in demausschliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhalten (4) Die Abstze 1 und 3 gelten auch fr Vertragsstaatbesteuert werden, in dem sich
wird, nehrere der unter den Buchstaben Einknfte aus unbeweglichem Verrngen der Ort der tatschlichen Geschftsleitunga bis e genannten Ttigkeiten auszuben, eines Unternehmens und fr Einknfteaus des Unternehmensbefindet.
vorausgesetzt, dass die sich daraus erge- unbeweglichem Vermgen, das der Aus-
bende Gesamtttigkeitder festenGeschfts- bung einer SelbstndigenArbeit dient. (2) Gewinne aus dem Betriebvon Schiffen,
einrichtungvorbereitenderArt ist oder eine die der Binnenschiffahrt dienen, knnen 2

in dem Vertragsstaatbesteuert werden,Hilfsttigkeitdarstellt.
Artikel 7

nur

in dem sich der Ort der tatschlichen Ge-(5) Ist eine Person --- mit Ausnahme eines Unternehmensgewinne schftsleitung des Unternehmens befindet.unabhngigen Vertreters im Sinne des Ab-
satzes 6--- fr ein Unternehmen ttig und (1) Gewinne eines Unternehmens eines (3) Befindet sich der Ort der tatschlichen
besitzt sie in einem Vertragsstaat die Voll- Vertragsstaats knnen 2 nur in diesem Geschftsleitung eines Unternehmens der
macht, im Namen des Unternehmens Ver- Staat besteuert werden, es sei denn, das See- oder Binnenschiffahrt an Bord eines
trge abzuschliessen, und bt sie die Voll- Unternehmen bt seine Ttigkeit im ande- Schiffes, so gilt er als in dem Vertragsstaat
macht dort gewhnlich aus, so wird das ren Vertragsstaat durch eine dort gelegene gelegen, in dem der Heimathafendes Schif-
Unternehmen ungeachtet der Abstze 1 Betriebsttte aus. Ubt das Unternehmen fes liegt, oder, wenn kein Heimathafenvor-
und 2 so behandelt, als habe es in diesem seine Ttigkeit auf diese Weise aus, so kn. handen ist, in dem Vertragsstaat, in dem
Staat fr alle von der Person fr das Unter- nen 2 die Gewinne des Unternehmens im die Person ansssig ist, die das Schiff be-
nehmen ausgebten Ttigkeiten eine anderen Staat besteuert werden, jedoch nur treibt.
Betriebsttte, es sei denn, diese Ttigkeiten insoweit, als sie dieser Betriebsttte zuge- (4) Absatz 1 gilt auch fr Gewinne aus derbeschrnken sich auf die in Absatz 4 ge- rechnet werden knnen. Beteiligung an einem Pool, einer Betriebs-nannten Ttigkeiten, die, wrden sie durch bt enes gemeinschaftoder einer internationalenBe-(2) ein Unternehmen Vertrags-eine feste Geschftseinrichtung ausgebt,
diese Einrichtung nach dem genannten Ab-

staats seine Ttigkeit im anderen Vertrags- triebsstelle.
staat durch eine dort gelegene Betrieb-satz nicht zu einer Betriebsttte machten. sttte aus, so werden vorbehaltlich des Ab-

(6) Ein Unternehmen wird nicht schon satzes 3 in jedem Vertragsstaat dieser Be- 2. sterreich: Statt knnen oder kann diedeshalb so behandelt, als habe es eine Be- triebstttedie Gewinne zugerechnet, die sie Worte drfen oder darf.
triebsttte in einem Vertragsstaat, weil es htte erzielen knnen, wenn sie eine 3. Schweiz: Statt das Zubehr die Worte
dort seine Ttigkeit durch einen Makler, gleiche oder hnliche Ttigkeit unter die Zugehr.
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Artikel 9 Dieser Absatz berhrt nicht die Besteue- Losanleihen. Zuschlge fr versptete Zah-
Verbundene Unternehmen rung der Gesellschaft in bezug auf die Ge- lung gelten nicht als Zinsen im Sinne dieses

winne, aus denen die Dividenden gezahlt Artikels.
(1) Wenn werden.
a) ein Unternehmen eines Vertragsstaats (4) Die Abstze 1 und 2 sind nicht anzu-

unmittelbar oder mittelbar an der Ge- (3) Der in diesem Artikel verwendete Aus- wenden, wenn der in einem Vertragsstaat
schftsleitung, der Kontrolle oder dem druck Dividenden bedeutet Einknfte ansssige Nutzungsberechtigte im anderen

Kapital eines Unternehmens des ande- aus Aktien, Genussaktien 4 oder Genuss- Vertragsstaat, aus dem die Zinsen stam-

ren Vertragsstaatsbeteiligt ist oder scheinen, Kuxen, Grnderanteilenoder an- men, eine gewerbliche Ttigkeit durch eine

b) dieselben Personen unmittelbar oder deren Rechten -- ausgenommen Forderun- dort gelegene Betriebsttte oder eine selb-

I mittelbar an der Geschftsleitung, der gen
-- mit Gewinnbeteiligung sowie aus stndige Arbeit durch eine dort gelegene

Kontrolle oder dem Kapital eines sonstigen Gesellschaftsanteilen stammende feste Einrichtung ausbt und die Forde-

Unternehmens eines Vertragsstaats Einknfte, die nach dem Recht des Staates, rung, fr die die Zinsen gezahlt werden,
und eines Unternehmens des anderen in dem die ausschttende Gesellschaft an- tatschlich zu dieser Betriebsttte oder

Vertragsstaatsbeteiligt sind sssig ist, den Einknften aus Aktien steu- festen Einrichtung gehrt. In diesem Fall

und in diesen Fllen die beiden Unterneh- erlich gleichgestelltsind. ist Artikel 7 beziehungsweise Artikel 14

men in ihren kaufmnnischen oder finan- (4) Die Abstze 1 und 2 sind nicht anzu-
anzuwenden.

ziellen Beziehungen an vereinbarte oder wenden, wenn der in einem Vertragsstaat (5) Zinsen gelten dann als aus einem Ver-
auferlegte Bedingungen gebunden sind, die ansssige Nutzungsberechtigte im anderen tragsstaat stammend, wenn der Schuldner
von denen abweichen, die unabhngige Un- Vertragsstaat, in dem die die Dividenden dieser Staat selbst, eine seiner Gebiets-
ternehmen miteinander vereinbaren wr- zahlende Gesellschaft ansssig ist, eine krperschaften1 oder eine in diesem Staat
den, so drfen die Gewinne, die eines der gewerbliche Ttigkeit durch eine dort ge- ansssige Person ist. Hat aber der Schuldner
Unternehmen ohne diese Bedingungen er- legene Betriebsttte oder eine selbstndige der Zinsen, ohne Rcksicht darauf, ob er in
zielt htte, wegen dieser Bedingungen aber Arbeit durch eine dort gelegene feste Ein- einem Vertragsstaat ansssig ist oder nicht,
nicht erzielt hat, den Gewinnen dieses richtungausbt und die Beteiligung,fr die in einem Vertragsstaat eine Betriebsttte
Unternehmens zugerechnet und entspre- die Dividenden gezahlt werden, tatschlich oder eine feste Einrichtung und ist die
chend besteuert werden. zu dieser Betriebsttte oder festen Ein- Schuld, fr die die Zinsen gezahlt werden,
(2) Werden in einem Vertragsstaat den richtung gehrt. In diesem Fall ist Artikel fr Zwecke der Betriebsttte oder der fes-

Gewinnen eines Unternehmens dieses 7 beziehungsweise Artikel 14 anzuwenden. ten Einrichtung eingegangen worden und

Staates Gewinne zugerechnet -- und ent- (5) Bezieht eine in einem Vertragsstaat trgt die Betriebsttte oder die feste Ein-
an-

sprechend besteuert -, mit denen ein sssige Gesellschaft Gewinne oder Ein- richtung die Zinsen, so gelten die Zinsen als

Unternehmen des anderen Vertragsstaatsin knfte aus dem anderen Vertragsstaat, so
aus dem Staat stammend, in dem die Be-

diesem Staat besteuert worden ist, und darf dieser andere Staat weder die von der triebsttte oder die feste Einrichtung liegt.
handelt es sich bei den zugerechneten Ge- Gesellschaft gezahlten Dividenden besteu- (6) Bestehen zwischen dem Schuldnerund
winnen um solche, die das Unternehmen ern, es sei denn, dass diese Dividenden an dem Nutzungsberechtigten oder zwischen
des erstgenannten Staates erzielt htte, eine im anderen Staat ansssige Person jedem von ihnen und einem Dritten be-
wenn die zwischen den beiden Unter- gezahlt werden oder dass die Beteiligung, sondere Beziehungen und bersteigen des-
nehmen vereinbarten Bedingungen die fr die die Dividenden gezahlt werden, halb die Zinsen, gemessen an der zugrunde-
gleichen gewesen wren, die unabhngige tatschlich zu einer im anderen Staat gele- liegenden Forderung, den Betrag, den
Unternehmen miteinander vereinbaren genen Betriebsttteoder festen Einrichtung Schuldner und Nutzungsberechtigter ohne
wrden, so nimmt der andere Staat eine gehrt, noch Gewinne der Gesellschaft diese Beziehungen vereinbart htten, so

entsprechende nderung der dort von einer Steuer fr nichtausgeschttete wird dieser Artikel nur auf den letzteren
diesen Gewinnen erhobenen Steuer vor. Bei Gewinne unterwerfen, selbst wenn die ge- Betrag angewendet. In diesem Fall kann
dieser nderung sind die brigen Bestim- zahlten Dividenden oder die nichtausge- der bersteigende Betrag nach dem Recht
mungen dieses Abkommens zu bercksich- schtteten Gewinne ganz oder teilweise aus eines jeden Vertragsstaats und unter Be-
tigen; erforderlichenfalls werden die zu- im anderen Staat erzielten Gewinnen oder rcksichtigung der anderen Bestimmun-
stndigen Behrden der Vertragsstaaten Einknften bestehen. gen dieses Abkommens besteuert werden.
einander konsultieren.

Artikel 12
Artikel 11

Artikel 10 Lizenzgebhren
Zinsen

Dividenden (1) Lizenzgebhren, die aus einem Ver-

(1) Dividenden, die eine in einem Ver- (1) Zinsen, die aus einem Vertragsstaat tragsstaat stammen und an eine im anderen

tragsstaat ansssige Gesellschaft an eine im stammen und an eine im anderen Vertrags- Vertragsstaat ansssige Person gezahlt wer-

anderen Vertragsstaat ansssige Person
staat ansssige Person gezahlt werden, kn- den, knnen, 2 wenn diese Person der Nut-

2
zahlt, knnen 2 im anderen Staat besteuert

nen im anderen Staat besteuert werden. zungsberechtigte ist, nur im anderen Staat
werden. (2) Diese Zinsen knnen 2 jedoch auch in besteuert werden.

(2) Diese Dividenden knnen 2 jedoch dem Vertragsstaat, aus dem sie stammen, (2) Der in diesem Artikel verwendeteAus-
nach dem Recht dieses Staates besteuert

auch in dem Vertragsstaat, in dem die die druck Lizenzgebhren bedeutet Verg-
Dividenden zahlende Gesellschaft ansssig werden; die Steuer darf aber, wenn der tungen jeder Art, die fr die Benutzung
ist, nach dem Recht deses Staates besteu- Empfnger der Zinsen der Nutzungsbe- oder fr das Recht auf Benutzung von Ur-
ert werden; die Steuer darf aber, wenn der rechtigte ist, 10 vom Hundert des Brutto- heberrechten an literarischen, knstle-

Empfnger der Dividenden der Nutzungs- betrags der Zinsen nicht bersteigen. Die rischen oder wissenschaftlichen Werken,
berechtigte ist, nich bersteigen: zustndigen Behrden der Vertragsstaaten einschliesslich kinematographischer Filme,
a) 5 vom Hundert des Bruttobetrags der regeln in gegenseitigem Einvernehmen, wie

von Patenten, Marken, 5 Mustern oder
Dividenden, wenn der Nutzungsberechtigte diese Begrenzungsbestimmungdurchzufh- Modellen, Plnen, geheimen Formeln oder
eine Gesellschaft (jedoch keine Personen- ren ist. Verfahren oder fr die Benutzung oder das

gesellschaft) ist, die unmittelbar ber min- (3) Der in diesem Artikel verwendete Aus-
destens 25 vom Hundert des Kapitals der druck Zinsen bedeutet Einknfte aus

' die Dividenden zahlenden Gesellschaft ver- Forderungen jeder Art, auch wenn die For- 1. Schweiz: Statt Gebietskrperschaftendie

fgt; derungen durch Pfandrechte an Grund- Worte politsche Unterabteilungen oder lokale

b) 15 vom Hundert des Bruttobetragsder stcken gesichert oder mit einer Beteili- Krperschaften.
2. sterreich: Statt knnen oder kann die

Dividenden in allen anderen Fllen. gung am Gewinn des Schuldners ausge- Worte drfen oder darf.
Die zustndigen Behrden der Vertrags- stattet sind, und insbesondere Einknfte 4. BundesrepublikDeutschland: Statt Genuss-
staaten regeln in gegenseitigem Einver- aus ffentlichen Anleihen und aus Obli- aktien das Wort Genussrechten.

nehmen, wie diese Begrenzungsbestimmun- gationen einschliesslich der damit verbun- 5. Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Statt

gen durchzufhrensind. denen Aufgelder und der Gewinne aus Marken das Wort Warenzeichen.
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Recht auf Benutzung gewerblicher, kauf- Artikel 14 ist, knnen 2 im anderen Staat besteuert
mnnischer oder wissenschaftlicherAusrs- Selbstndige Arbeit werden.
tungen oder fr die Mitteilunggewerblicher,
kaufmnnischer oder wissenschaftlicherEr- (1) Einknfte, die eine in einem Vertrags-
fahrungengezahlt werden. staat ansssige Person aus einem freien Artikel 17

Beruf oder aus sonstiger selbstndiger T- Knstlerunder Sportler
(3) Absatz 1 ist nicht anzuwenden, wenn tigkeit bezieht, knnen 2 nur in diesem
der in einem Vertragsstaat ansssige Nut- Staat besteuert werden, es sei denn, dass (1) Ungeachtet der Artikel 14 und 15
zungsberechtigte im anderen Vertragsstaat, der Person im anderen Vertragsstaatfr die knnen 2 Einknfte, die eine in einem
aus dem die Lizenzgebhrenstammen, eine Ausbung ihrer Ttigkeit gewhnlich eine Vertragsstaat ansssige Person als Knst-
gewerbliche Ttigkeit durch eine dort feste Einrichtung zur Verfgung steht. ler, wie Bhnen-, Film-, Rundfunk-und
gelegene Betriebsttte oder eine selb- Steht ihr eine solche feste Einrichtung zur Fernsehknstler sowie Musiker, oder als
stndige Arbeit durch eine dort gelegene Verfgung so knnen 2 die Einknfte im Sportler aus ihrer im anderen Vertrags-
feste Einrichtung ausbt und die Rechte anderen Staat besteuert werden, jedoch nur staat persnlich ausgebten Ttigkeit be-
oder Vermgenswerte,fr die die Lizenzge- insoweit, als sie dieser festen Einrichtung zieht, im anderen Staat besteuert werden.
bhren gezahlt werden, tatschlich zu zugerechnetwerden knnen.

(2) Fliessen Einknfteaus einer von einemdieser Betriebsttteoder festen Einrichtung (2) Der Ausdruck freier Beruf umfasst Knstler oder Sportler in dieser Eigen-gehren. In diesem Fall ist Artikel 7 be- insbesondere die selbstndigausgebte wis- schaft persnlich ausgebten TtigkeitziehungsweiseArtikel 14 anzuwenden.
senschaftliche, literarische, knstlerische, nicht dem Knstler oder Sportler selbst,

(4) Bestehen zwischen dem Schuldnerund erzieherische oder unterrichtende Ttig- sondern einen anderen Person zu, so
dem Nutzungsberechtigten oder zwischen keit sowie die selbstndige Ttigkeit der knnen 2 diese Einknfte ungeachtet der
jedem von ihnen und einem Dritten beson- rzte, Rechtsanwlte, Ingenieure, Archi- Artikel 7, 14 und 15 in dem Vertragsstaat
dere Beziehungen und bersteigen deshalb tekten, Zahnrzte und Buchsachverstn- besteuert Werden, in dem der Knstler
die Lizenzgebhren, gemessen an der zu- digen. oder Sportler seine Ttigkeitausbt.
grundeliegenden Leistung, den Betrag, den
Schuldner und Nutzungsberechtigter Artikel 15 Artikel 18
ohne diese Beziehungen vereinbart htten,
so wird dieser Artikel nur auf den letzteren UnselbstndigeArbeit Ruhegehlter

Betrag angewendet. In diesem Fall kann (1) Vorbehaltlich der Artikel 16, 18 und Vorbehaltlich des Artikels 19 Absatz 2
der bersteigende Betrag nach dem Recht 19 knnen 2 Gehlter, Lhne und hnliche knnen 2 Ruhegehlter und hnliche Ver-
eines jeden Vertragsstaats und unter Be- Vergtungen, die eine in einem Vertrags- gtungen, die einer in einem Vertragsstaat
rcksichtigung der anderen Bestimmungen staat ansssige Person aus unselbstndiger ansssigen Person fr frhere unselbstn-
dieses Abkommensbesteuert werden. Arbeit bezieht, nur in diesem Staat besteu- dige Arbeit gezahlt werden, nur in diesem

ert werden, es sei denn, die Arbeit wird im Staat besteuert werden.
anderen Vertragsstaat ausgebt. Wird die
Arbeit dort ausgebt, so knnen 2 die da- Artikel 19
fr bezogenen Vergtungen im anderen OffentlicherDienst

Artikel 13 Staat besteuert werden.
Gewinne aus der Verusserungvon (2) Ungeachtet des Absatzes 1 knnen 2 (1) a) Vergtungen,ausgenommenRuhe-
Vermgen Vergtungen, die eine in einem Vertrags- gehlter, die von einem Vertragsstaat oder

(1) Gewinne, die eine in einem Vertrags. staat ansssige Person fr eine im anderen einer seiner Gebietskrperschaften1 an

eine natrliche Person fr die diesem Staat
staat ansssige Person aus der Verusserung Vertragsstaat ausgebte unselbstndige Ar-

unbeweglichen Vermgens im Sinne des beit bezieht, nur im erstgenannten Staat oder der Gebietskrperschaft1 geleisteten
Artikels 6 bezieht, das im anderen Ver. besteuert werden, wenn Dienste gezahlt werden, knnen 2 nur in

tragsstaat liegt, knnen 2 im anderen Staat a) der Empfnger sich im anderen Staat diesem Staat besteuert werden.

besteuert werden. insgesamt nicht lnger als 183 Tage wh- b) Diese Vergtungen knnen 2 jedoch
rend des betreffenden Steuerjahres auf- nur im anderen Vertragsstaat besteuert

(2) Gewinne aus der Verusserung beweg- hlt und werden, wenn die Dienste in diesem Staat
lichen Vermgens, das Betriebsvermgen b) die Vergtungen von einem Arbeit- geleistet werden und die natrliche Person
einer Betriebsttte ist, die ein Unterneh- in diesem Staat ansssig ist undgeber oder fr einen Arbeitgeber gezahlt
men eines Vertragsstaats im anderen Ver- werden, der nicht im anderen Staat ansssig i) ein Staatsangehrigerdieses Staates ist
tragsstaat hat, oder das zu einer festen Ein- ist, und oder
richtung gehrt, die einer in einem Ver- c) die Vergtungen nicht von einer Be- ii) nicht ausschliesslich deshalb in diesem
tragsstaat ansssigen Person fr die Aus- triebsttte oder einer festen Einrichtung Staat ansssig geworden ist, um die
bung einer selbstndigen Arbeit im ande- Dienste leisten.getragen werden, die der Arbeitgeber im zu

ren Vertragsstaat zur Verfgung steht, ein- anderen Staat hat. (2) a) Ruhegehlter, die einem Ver-
schliesslich derartiger Gewinne, die bei der von

Verusserung einer solchen Betriebsttte (3) Ungeachtet der vorstehenden Bestim- tragsstaat oder einer seiner Gebietskrper-

(allein oder mit dem brigen Unterneh- mungen dieses Artikels knnen 2 Verg- schaften 1 oder aus einem von diesem Staat

men) oder einer solchen feste Einrichtung tungen fr unselbstndige Arbeit, die an
oder der Gebietskrperschaft1 errichteten

erzielt werden, knnen 2 im anderen Staat Bord eines Seeschiffesoder Luftfahrzeuges, Sondervermgen an eine natrliche Person

besteuert werden. das im internationalen Verkehr betrieben fr die diesem Staat oder der Gebiets-
krperschaft 1 geleisteten Dienste gezahlt

(3) Gewinne aus der Verusserung von
wird, oder an Bord eines Schiffes, das der

werden, knnen 2 in diesem StaatBinnenschiffahrt dient, ausgebt wird, in nur

Seesehiffen oder Luftfahrzeugen,die im in- dem Vertragsstaat besteuert werden, in besteuert werden.
ternationalen Verkehr betrieben werden, dem sich der Ort der tatschlichen Ge- b) Diese Ruhegehlter knnen 2 jedoch
von Schiffen, die der Binnenschiffahrt schftsleitungdes Unternehmensbefindet. nur im anderen Vertragsstaat besteuert
dienen, und von beweglichem Vermgen, werden, wenn die natrliche Person in
das dem Betrieb dieser Schiffe oder Luft- diesem Staat ansssig ist und ein Staatsan-
fahrzeuge dient, knnen 2 nur in dem Ver- Artikel 16 gehriger dieses Staates ist.
tragsstaat besteuert werden, in dem sich Aufsichtsrats-und Verwaltungsrats-
der Ort der tatschlichen Geschftsleitung uergtungen
des Unternehmensbefindet. Aufsichtsrats- oder Verwaltungsratsverg-
(4) Gewinne aus der Verusserung des in tungen und hnliche Zahlungen, die eine in
den Abstzen 1, 2 und 3 nicht genannten einem Vertragsstaat ansssige Person in

1. Schweiz: Statt Gebietskrperschaftendie
Worte politische Unterabteilungen oder lokale

Vermgens knnen 2 nur in dem Vertrags- ihrer Eigenschaftals Mitglied des Aufsichts- Krperschaften.
staat besteuert werden, in dem der Verus- oder Verwaltungsrats einer Gesellschaft be- 2. Osterreich: Statt knnen oder kann die
serer ansssig ist. zieht, die im anderen Vertragsstaatansssig Worte drfen oder darf.
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(3) Auf Vergtungen und Ruhegehlter (4) Alle anderen Vermgensteile einer in ABSCHNITTVI
fr Dienstleistungen, die im Zusammen- einem Vertragsstaat ansssigen Person kn- Besondere Bestimmungen
hang mit einer gewerblichenTtigkeit eines nen 2 nur in diesem Staat besteuertwerden,
Vertragsstaats oder einer seiner Gebiets- Artikel 24

krperschaften1 erbracht werden, sind die Gleichbehandlung
Artikel 15, 16 und 18 anzuwenden.

I
(1) Staatsangehrige eines Vertragsstaats

i ABSCHNITTV drfen im anderen Vertragsstaat keiner
Artikel 20 Besteuerung oder damit zusammenhngen-Methoden zur Vermeidung der
Studenten den Verpflichtungunterworfenwerden, die

Doppelbesteuerung
I Zahlungen, die ein Student, Praktikant

anders oder belastender ist als die Besteue-

oder Lehrling, der sich in einem Vertrags- Artikel 23A rung und die damit zusammenhngenden

staat ausschliesslich zum Studium oder zur Befreiungsmethode Verpflichtungen, denen Staatsangehrige
des anderen Staates unter gleichen Verhlt-

Ausbildung aufhlt und der im anderen (1) Bezieht eine in einem Vertragsstaat nissen unterworfen sind oder unterworfen
Vertragsstaat ansssig ist oder dort unmit- ansssige Person Einknfte oder hat sie werden knnen. Diese Bestimmunggilt un-
telbar vor der Einreise in den erstgenannten Vermgen und knnen 2 diese Einknfte geachtet des Artikels 1 auch fr Personen,
Staat ansssig war, fr seinen Unterhalt, oder dieses Vermgennach diesem Abkom- die in keinem Vertragsstaatansssig sind.
sein Studium oder seine Ausbildungerhlt, men im anderen Vertragsstaat besteuert
drfen im erstgenannten Staat nicht be- werden, so nimmt der erstgenannte Staat (2) Der Ausdruck Staatsangehrige
steuert werden, sofern diese Zahlungenaus vorbehaltlieh der Abstze 2 und 3 diese bedeutet

Quellen ausserhalb dieses Staates stammen. Einknfte oder dieses Vermgen a) natrliche Personen, die die Staats-

von der Besteuerungaus.
angehrigkeit eines Vertragsstaatsbesitzen;
b) juristische Personen, Personengesell-

Artikel 21 (2) Bezieht eine in einem Vertragsstaat schaften und andere Personenvereinigun-
Andere Einknfte ansssige Person Einknfte, die nach den gen, die nach dem in einem Vertragsstaat

Artikeln 10 und 11 im anderen Vertrags- geltenden Recht errichtet worden sind.

(1) Einknfte einer in einem Vertragsstaat staat besteuert werden knnen, 2 so rech- (3) Staatenlose, die in einem Vertragsstaat
ansssigen Person, die in den vorstehenden net der erstgenannte Staat auf die vom Ein-
Artikeln nicht behandelt wurden, knnen 2 kommen dieser Person zu erhebende Steuer ansssig sind, drfen in keinem Vertrags-

staat einer Besteuerung oder damit zusam-
ohne Rcksicht auf ihre Herkunft nur in den Betrag an, der der im anderen Staat menhngenden Verpflichtung unterworfen
diesem Staat besteuert werden. gezahlten Steuer entspricht. Der anzurech- werden, die anders oder belastender ist

(2) Absatz 1 ist auf andere Einknfte als nende Betrag darf jedoch den Teil der vor als die Besteuerung und die damit zusam-

solche aus unbeweglichem Vermgen im der Anrechnung ermittelten Steuer nicht menhngenden Verpflichtungen, denen
Sinne des Artikels 6 Absatz 2 nicht anzu- bersteigen, der auf die aus dem anderen Staatsangehrige des betreffenden Staates

wenden, wenn der in einem Vertragsstaat Staat bezogenen Einknfteentfllt. unter gleichen Verhltnissen unterworfen
ansssige Empfnger im anderen Vertrags- (3) Einknfte oder Vermgen einer in sind oder unterworfenwerden knnen.
staat eine gewerbliche Ttigkeit durch eine einem Vertragsstaat ansssigen Person, die

(4) Die Besteuerung einer Betriebsttte,
dort gelegene Betriebsttte oder eine selb- nach dem Abkommenvon der Besteuerung
stndige Arbeit durch eine dort gelegene in diesem Staat auszunehmen sind, kn- die ein Unternehmen eines Vertragsstaats

feste Einrichtung ausbt und die Rechte nen 2 gleichwohl in diesem Staat bei der im anderen Vertragsstaat hat, darf im an-

oder Vermgenswerte, fr die die Ein- Festsetzung der Steuer fr das brige Ein- deren Staat nicht ungnstiger sein als die

kngte gezahlt werden, tatschlich zu kommen oder Vermgen der Person einbe- Besteuerung von Unternehmendes anderen

dieser Betriebsttteoder festen Einrichtung zogen werden. Staates, die die gleiche Ttigkeit ausben.

gehren. In diesem Fall ist Artikel 7 bezie- Diese Bestimmung ist nicht so auszulegen,
als verpflichte sie einen Vertragsstaat, den

hungsweise Artikel 14 anzuwenden. Artikel 23B im anderen Vertragsstaat ansssigen Per-
Anrechnungsmethode sonen Steuerfreibetrge, -vergnstigungen

ABSCHNITT IV (1) Bezieht eine in einem Vertragsstaat und -ermssigungen auf Grund des Perso-
nenstandes oder der Familienlasten zu ge-

Besteuerung des Vermgens ansssige Person Einknfte oder hat sie
whren, die seinen ansssigen Personen

Vermgen und knnen 2 diese Einknfte er

Artikel 22 / oder dieses Vermgennach diesem Abkom- gewhrt.

Vermgen men im anderen Vertragsstaat besteuert (5) Sofern nicht Artikel 9 Absatz 1, Ar-

werden, so rechnet der erstgenannte Staat tikel 11 Absatz 6 oder Artikel 12 Absatz 4

(1) UnbeweglichesVermgen im Sinne des a) auf die vom Einkommen dieser Person anzuwenden ist, sind Zinsen, Lienzge-
Artikels 6, das einer in einem Vertragsstaat zu erhebende Steuer den Betrag an, der bhren und andere Entgelte, die ein Unter-

ansssigen Person gehrt und im anderen der im anderen Staat gezahlten Steuer vom nehmen eines Vertragsstaats an eine im

Vertragsstaat liegt, kann 2 im anderen Einkommenentspricht; anderen Vertragsstaat ansssige Person
Staat besteuert werden. b) auf die vom Vermgen dieser Person zahlt, bei der Ermittlung der steuerpflichti-

zu erhebende Steuer den Betrag an, der der gen Gewinne dieses Unternehmens unter

(2) Bewegliches Vermgen, das Betriebs- im anderen Staat gezahlten Steuer vom den gleichen Bedingungen wie Zahlungen
vermgen einer Betriebsttte ist, die ein Vermgenentspricht. an eine im erstgenannten Staat ansssige
Undernehmen eines Vertragsstaats im an- Der anzurechnende Betrag darf jedoch in Person zum Abzug zuzulassen. Dement-

t deren Vertragsstaat hat, oder das zu einer beiden Fllen den Teil der vor der Anrech- sprechend sind Schulden, die ein Unterneh-
festen Einrichtung gehrt, die einer in nung ermittelten Steuer vom Einkommen men eines Vertragsstaats gegenber einer

einem Vertragsstaat ansssigen Person fr oder vom Vermgen nicht bersteigen,der im anderen Vertragsstaat ansssigen Person

die Ausbung einer selbstndigenArbeit im auf die Einknfte, die im anderen Staat hat, bei der Ermittlung des steuerpflich-
anderen Vertragsstaat zur Verfgungsteht, besteuert werden knnen, 2 oder auf das tigen Vermgens dieses Unternehmens
kann 2 im anderen Staat besteuert werden. Vermgen, das dort besteuert werden unter den gleichen Bedingungenwie Schul-

(3) Seeschiffe und Luftfahrzeuge, die im kann, 2 entfllt. den gegenber einer im erstgenannten
Staat ansssigen Person zum Abzug zuzu-

, internationalen Verkehr betrieben werden, (2) Einknfte oder Vermgen einer in
lassen.

und Schiffe, die der Binnenschiffahrt einem Vertragsstaat ansssigen Person, die
dienen, sowie bewegliches Vermgen, das nach dem Abkommenvon der Besteuerung
dam Betrieb dieser Schiffe oder Luftfahr- in diesem Staat auszunehmen sind, kn- 1. Schweiz: Statt Gebietskrperschaftendie
zeuge dient, knnen 2 nur in dem Vertrags- nen 2 gleichwohl in diesem Staat bei der Worte politische Unterabteilungen oder lokale
staat besteuert werden, in dem sich der Ort Festsetzung der Steuer fr das brige Ein- Krperschaften.
der tatschlichen Geschftsleitung des kommen oder Vermgen der Person einbe- 2. sterreich: Statt knnen oder kann die

Unternehmensbefindet. zogen werden. Worte drfen oder darf.
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(6) Unternehmen eines Vertragsstaats, Artikel 26 und mit den nderungen und Bedingun-
deren Kapital ganz oder teilweise unmittel- Informationsaustausch gen, einschliesslichder Bedingungenfr die
bar oder mittelbar einer im anderen Ver- Beendigung, wirksam, die zwischen den
tragsstaat ansssigen Person oder mehreren (1) Die zustndigen Behrden der Ver- Vertragsstaaten durch auf diplomatischem
solchen Personen gehrt oder ihrer Kon- tragsstaaten tauschen die Informationen Weg auszutauschende Noten oder auf an-
trolle unterliegt, drfen im erstgenannten aus, die zur Durehfhrung dieses Abkom- dere, den Verfassungen dieser Staaten
Staat keiner Besteuerung oder damit zu-

mens oder des innerstaatlichen Rechts der entsprechende Weise vereinbart werden.
sammenhngenden Verpflichtung unter- Vertragsstaaten betreffend die unter das

worfen werden, die anders oder belasten- Abkommen fallenden Steuern erforderlich (2) Haben die beiden Vertragsstaaten
der ist als die Besteuerung und die damit sind, soweit die diesem Recht entprechen. nichts anderes vereinbart, so wird mit der

zusammenhngenden Verpflichtungen, de Besteuerung nicht dem Abkommen Kndigung durch einen Vertragsstaat nach

denen andere hnliche Unternehmen des widerspricht. Der Informationsaustausch Artikel 30 die Anwendung des Abkom-
ist durch Artikel 1 nicht eingeschrnkt. mens in der in jenem Artikel vorgesehenenerstgenannten Staates unterworfen sind

oder unterworfenwerden knnen. Alle Informationen, die ein Vertragsstaat Weise auch [fr jeden Teil des Hoheits-
erhalten hat, sind ebenso geheimzuhalten gebiets (des Staates A) oder (des Staates B)

(7) Dieser Artikel gilt ungeachtet des wie die auf Grund des innerstaatlichen oder] fr Staaten oder Hoheitsgebiete
Artikels 2 fr Steuern jeder Art und Be- Rechts dieses Staates beschafften Informa- beendet, auf die das Abkommen nach die-
zeichnung. tionen und drfen nur den Personen oder sem Artikel ausgedehnt 8 worden ist.

Behrden (einschliesslich der Gerichte und
der Verwaltungsbehrden) zugnglich ge- Anmerkung
macht werden, die mit der Veranlagung Die Worte in eckigen Klammern geiten,
oder Erhebung, der Vollstreckung oder wenn das Abkommen auf Grund einer

Artikel 25 Strafverfolgung oder mit der Entschei- besonderen Bestimmung fr einen Teil
Verstndigungsverfahren dung von Rechtsmitteln hinsichtlich der des Hoheitsgebiets eines Vertragsstaats
(1) Ist eine Person der Auffassung, dass unter das Abkommen fallenden Steuern nicht anzuwendenist.
Massnahmen eines Vertragsstaats oder befasst sind. Diese Personen oder Be-
beider Vertragsstaaten fr sie zu einer Be- hrden drfen die Informationen nur

steuerung fhren oder fhren werden, die fr diese Zwecke verwenden. Sie drfen ABSCHNITTVII
diesem Abkommen nicht entspricht, so die Informationen in einem ffentlichen Schlussbestimmungen
kann sie unbesehadet der nach dem inner- Gerichtsverfahren oder in einer Gerichts-
staatlichen Recht dieser Staaten vorgesehe- entscheidungoffenlegen. Artikel 29
nen Reehtsmittel ihren Fall der zustndi- (2) Absatz 1 ist nicht so auszulegen, als Inkrafttreten
gen Behrde des Vertragsstaats, in dem sie verpflichte er einen Vertragsstaat,
ansssig ist, oder, sofern ihr Fall von Ar- a) Verwaltungsmassnahmen durchzufh- (1) Dieses Abkommen bedarf der Ratifi-
tikel 24 Absatz 1 erfasst wird, der zustn- ren, die von den Gesetzen und der Verwal- kation; die Ratifikationsurkundenwerden

digen Behrde des Vertragsstaats unter- tungspraxis dieses oder des anderen Ver-
so bald wie mglich in ... ausgetauscht.

breiten, dessen Staatsangehriger sie ist. tragsstaatsabweichen; (2) Das Abkommen tritt mit dem Aus-
Der Fall muss innerhalb von drei Jahren b) Informationen zu erteilen, die nach tausch der Ratifikationsurkundenin Kraft,
nach der ersten Mitteilung der Massnahme den Gesetzen oder im blichen Verwal- und seine Bestimmungen finden Anwen-
unterbreitet werden, die zu einer dem Ab- tungsverfahren dieses oder des anderen dung
kommen nicht entsprechenden Besteue- Vertragsstaats nicht beschafft werden kn- a) (in Staat A)...
rung fhrt. nen; b) (in Staat B): ...

(2) Hlt die zustndige Behrde die Ein- c) Informationen zu erteilen, die ein

wendung fr begrndet und ist sie selbst Handels-, Industrie-, Gewerbe- oder Berufs- Artikel 30
nicht in der Lage, eine befriedigende geheimnis oder ein Geschftsverfahren Kndigung
Lsung herbeizufhren, so wird sie sich preisgeben wrden oder deren Erteilung
bemhen, den Fall durch Verstndigung dem Ordre Public 6 widersprche. Dieses Abkommen bleibt in Kraft, solange
mit der zustndigen Behrde des anderen es nicht von einem Vertragsstaat gekn-
Vertragsstaats so zu regeln, dass eine dem Artikel 27 digt wird. Jeder Vertragsstaat kann nach
Abkommen nicht entsprechende Besteue- Diplomaten und Konsularbeamte

dem Jahr... das Abkommen auf diplo-
rung vermieden wird. Die Verstndigungs- matischem Weg unter Einhaltung einer

regelung ist ungeachtet der Fristen des in- Dieses Abkommenberhrt nicht die steuer- Frist von mindestens sechs Monaten zum

nerstaatlichen Rechts der Vertragsstaaten lichen Vorrechte, die den Diplomaten und Ende eines Kalenderjahres kndigen. In

durchzufhren. Konsularbeamten nach den allgemeinen diesem Fall findet das Abkommen nicht

Regeln des,Vlkerreehts oder auf Grund mehr Anwendung
(3) Die zustndigen Behrden der Ver- besonderer Ubereinknftezustehen. a) (in Staat A):
tragsstaaten werden sich bemhen, Schwie-

...

b) (in Staat B):
rigkeiten oder Zweifel, die bei der Ausle-

...

gung oder Anwendung des Abkommens Artikel 28

entstehen, in gegenseitigem Einvernehmen Ausdehnung 7 des rumlichen SCHLUSSKLAUSEL
zu beseitigen. Sie knnen auch gemeinsam Geltungsbereichs
darber beraten, wie eine Doppelbesteue- (1) Dieses Abkommen kann entweder als Anmerkung
rung in Fllen vermieden werden kann, die Ganzes oder mit den erforderlichen nde- Die Schlussklauselber die Unterzeichnung '

im Abkommennicht behandelt sind.
rungen [auf jeden Teil des Hoheitsgebiets richtet sich nach den verfassungsrecht-

(4) Die zustndigen Behrden der Ver- (des Staates A) oder (des Staates B), der lichen Verfahren der beiden Vertrags-
tragsstaaten knnen zur Herbeifhrung ausdrcklich von der Anwendung des Ab- staaten.
einer Einigung im Sinne der vorstehenden kommens ausgeschlossen ist, oder] auf
Abstze unmittelbar miteinander verkeh- jeden anderen Staat oder jedes andere
ren. Erscheint ein mndlicher Meinungs- Hoheitsgebiet ausgedehnt 8 werden, dessen
austausch fr die Herbeifhrung der Eini- internationale Beziehungen von (StaatA) 6. Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Statt dem

gung zweckmssig, so kann ein solcher oder von (Staat B) wahrgenommenwerden Ordre public die Worte der ffentlichen Ord-

Meinungsaustausch in einer Kommission und in dem Steuern erhobeh werden, die
nung.
7. Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Statt Aus-

durchgefhrt werden, die aus Vertretern im wesentlichen den Steuern hnlich sind, dehnung das Wort Erstreekung.
der zustndigen Behrden der Vertrags- fr die das Abkommen gilt. Eine solche 8. Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Statt ausge-
staaten besteht. Ausdehnung 7 wird von dem Zeitpunkt an dehnt das Worterstreckt.

-
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CONCLUDEDBY

THAILAND
Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31,1978 .

Treaty with Conceming Concluded Official text Published in the English language in

Denmark income, capital Aprjl 14,1965 English AP treaties
SUPP.SER.SectionC

IX UN A(1) 128
&

Treaty Series, Vol. 551, p. 158 .:..
i

'.

France income December 27,1974 French and Thai AP treaties -:*/.
SUPP SER. Section C .

German Federal income, capital July 10,1967 English, German AP treaties

Republic ,
and Thai SUPP. SER.Section C

Japan income March 1,1963 English AP treaties

Netherlands income, capital Septemberll,1975 English, Dutch and AP treaties

Thai SUPP. SER. Section C

Norway income, capital January 9,1964 English AP treaties

-SUPP.SER. Section C

IXUNA(1)120
Treaty Series, Vol. 522, p. 66

Singapore income September 15,1975 English AP treaties
BULL Supplement E (1976)
IX UN A(1) 364

Sweden income, capital October 20,1961 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

Abbreviations:

A P treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (in preparation).
SUPP. SER. Section C = Supplementary Service to European Taxation, Section C.

BULL = Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation. -

'

J

Treaty Series = Treaties and international agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United

Nations. In addition to the official text of each agreement, this publication produces a translation in either

English or French as the case may be.

f UN = United Nations. Department of Economic and Scial Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide.

Text of tax treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.
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CONCLUDED BY

MALAYSIA
Concerningcomprehensivedouble taxation treaties on income/capital

The list is up to date as of March 31, 1978

Treaty with Concerning Concluded Official text Publishedin the English language in

Belgium income October 24,1973 English AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C

IXUNA(1)349

Canada * income October 15,1976 English AP treaties,

IX UN A(1) 369

Denmark income December4,1970 English AP treaties
IX UN A(1) 327

Franoe income April 24,1975 French and Malaysian AP treaties

German Federal income, capital April 8,1977 German, English and AP treaties

Republic * Malay

India income October 25,1976 English, Hindi and AP treaties

Malaysian

Japan income January 30,1970 English AP treaties

IX UN A(1) 282

New Zealand income March 19,1976 English AP treaties

Norway income December 23,1970 English AP treaties

SUPP.SER.SectionC
IX UN A(1) 342

.

Poland * income September 16,1977 English, Polish and AP treaties

Malaysian

Singapore income December 26,1968 English AP treaties (text as amended)

Supplementary
agreement income July 6,1973 English

Sri Lanka income September 16,1972 English, Sinhala and AP treaties

Malaysian

Sweden income November 21,1970 English AP treaties
SUPP.SER.SectionC

Switzerland income December 30,1974 German and Malaysian 'AP treaties

SUPP. SER.Section C

IX UN A(1) 360

United Kingdom income March 30,1973 English AP treaties
SUPP. SER.Section C

IXUNA(1)301

* Not yet in force.

Abbreviations:

AP treaties = Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific. Part treaties (in preparation).
SUPP. SER. Section C = SupplementaryService to European Taxation, Section C.
UN = United Nations. Department of Economic Affairs. International Tax Agreements. World Guide. Text of tax

treaties exists in an English and a French edition. This publication contains several volumes.

--
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TAX GLOSSARY
gregate the ncome of husband and
wife. Where husband and wife are resi-
dent in differentcountries,not through
domestic disharmony, but, e.g., be-
cause of business or employment in
the respective countries, so that they
have in effect two homes, the wife
may be treated as a single person and
be granted personal reliefs and gradu-
ated tax rates accordingly.

by H.W.T. PEPPER *

FEUDAL DUES -- Certain dues, payable
originally by those owing allegiance to

a feudal lord, were traditional to the
feudal or manorial system in Europe
and in Britain. In some cases these

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION,TAX ON --

purposes and some go further and ag- dues have survived as forms of local

Some theories of taxation propose the gregate the income of minor children taxation after the end of the feudal

taxation of factors of production, (Sri Lanka and Italy) or disallow or ig- system, for example, as charges for ser-

either to induce economy in the use of nore annuities etc. provided for minor vices rendered by a local authority or

particular factors or as an allegedly children by their parents under settle- as registration fees on the registering
superior way of taxing ability to ments which would otherwise reduce of births, marriages and deaths, or the

pay. Payroll taxes, however, are more the tax liability of the settlor. Taking setting up and carrying on of various

often levied merely as a handy way of the family (even the household, in- types of business. (See also SCUT-

generating revenue than as an econo- cluding servants, relatives, etc. living AGE.)
mically-orientedcharge on labour as a in) as a unit may be resorted to in FEU DUTY -- The term refers not to a

factor or production. An example of evaluating FRINGE BENEFITS (q.v.) type of taxation, but to ground
the latter charge was the SELECTIVE from an employer. (See also AGGRE- rents in Scotland payable by a lessee
EMPLOYMENT TAX (q.v.). Some GATION.) to his ground landlord. The pay-
theorists have suggested a tax on

FAMI LY ALLOWANCE In Britain the a-- ments relate to system of property
power, e.g., electricity and fuels, on owning in Britain wherebyterm is applied to weekly cash pay- a person
the basis that the greater the affluence rent land (usually longments in respect of dependent chil- may on a

of an individual and the greater the ' term whih to put build-so lease)
productivity of a business, the larger is dren, payable to the mother that on up a

ing, instead of buying the site outright.
likely to be the dependenceon sources

there is less likelihood of the money

of power, so that the tax payable being wasted. Such payments in recent FIDUCIARY ISSUE -- The part of the cur-

would be proportionate to taxable ca-
years have been subject not only to in- rency in issue in a country which is

pacity.
come tax on the recipient's husband, not covered by gold or foreign curren-

but also clawback, i.e. tax at above cies (or those of another country to
FAIR MARKET VALUE -- The fair mar- normal rate where income is above a which the local is linked),currency

ket value (FMV) basis adopted for Ca- certain level. In Britain, and in some but usually by local gilt-edged securi-
nadian customs duty purposes refers other countries, it is intended that ties. The income of the Currency Fund
to the value in the country of export eventually family allowances for chil- forms useful revenue to governments
at the time the goods were shipped. dren will replace altogetherchild relief but the proportion so invested must
Thevaluemust be the ARM'S LENGTH as a deduction in ,computing income not be too large because of the need to
PRICE (q.v.) and is defined in detail tax. (See also CHILD.) cover the possibility of a run on the
in Section 35(1) of the Customs Act. FAMI LY CORPORATION --A private currency.
For example, the price must be that in which the controlling in-
at which goods were sold to two or

company F.I.F.O. -- A system of valuing stock in
terest is held by an individual and his trade inventory the basis of

more customers, not the price of a spe- family. (See also CLOSE COMPANY,
or on

cial one-off deal. The FMV basis for first in rst out, i.e., the goods or

PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY.) materials in stock regarded those
import duties is applied in compara-

are as

tively few countries (Australia and FAMI LY INCOME SUPPLEMENT --The which have most recently been pur-

New Zealand are other examples), the term is used for social welfare benefits chased when determining the cst

more widely used basis being C.I.F. to lower-income groups in the British price for valuation purposes. As re-

value (q.v.). social welfare system. The Social Secu- gards the computation of capital gains

Fair Market Value (or Open Market rity Department issues a kind of pass- tax liability, the F.I.F.O. rule is also

Value) is applied in Japan to repre- port where the family income is be- applied (in the British system) by

sent disposal price for capital gains tax low a certain level which provides for deeming disposals made, after a series

purposes where property is donated, five different types of benefits to the of purchases, to relate first to the ear-

bequeathed or devied. FMV is, of family. (See also INCOME TAX, NE- liest acquisitions.

course, widely used as the criterion for GATIVE;POVERTY SURTAX.) FIFTEENTHS -- A 14th century levy in
income and other taxes where assets F.A.S. (Free Alongside Ship) -- The F.A.S. Britain based on the value of certain
change hands gratis or for inadequate price of a commodity will be lower personal property in each area, the
consideration. value of the property being fixed bythan the F.O.B. price because the buy-

FAMILY -- Although the individual is er has to pay for loading on to the the local authorities who were charged
commonly the person assessed to per- ship. (See also C.I.F., F.O.B.) with the' task of collecting a tax at the

sonal income tax, a number of coun-

tries aggregate the income of both FEMME SOLE -- A legal concept of relev-

spouses (which may bring the total in- ance for income tax computationpur- * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-

come into a higher tax bracket) for tax poses in countries which normally ag- national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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rate of 1/15 of these values. (See al- and trust business, and also to offer FISCAL SANCTIONS -- Penalties imposed
so TENTHS.) more orthodox services in some of the in connection with the administration

better known havens. of taxation of all kinds, e.g., for late-FI LIAAL -- (Holland) Branch office.
FIRST IN FIRST OUT - See F.I.F.O. ness in rendering tax declarations, or

FILIALE -- (France) Subsidiary company. in paying tax, for making misstate-or
FIRST LETTING TAX -- A form of capi- omissions in tax declarations,Fl LM HIRE TAX -Theprofit realised from

tal gains tax payable not the realisa-
ments or

on sometimes called fiscalthe making of a motion picture de-
tion of asset, but its having

are sanc-
an upon tions.pends on the earnings of the film dur-

developed an income potential. The
ing its lifetime, in the course of which

tax is charged under the Development FISCAL TAXES - This term is sometimes
it may be exhibited in a number of dif- used (in contrast with the term Reve-Land Tax in Britain as from 1976, andferent countries. It is therefore postul- Taxes) to denote taxes which

a
ated that some of the prot to the applies after material developmentof nue

fiscal other thansite when over 25 percent of the build- have some purpose
producers from exhibiting the film is merely producing to
derived from the various countries in ings erected have been let. Tax is revenue, e.g., cur-

tail consumption, encourage one

which it is exhibited. The current de- charged at 80 percent on the excess or

over £160,000, the first £10,00 being form of development rather than an-

termination of these profits is a virtu- other.exempt and the next £150,000 beingally impossible task, as no one can
taxed at 66 2/3 percent, and deduc- FISCALE EENHEID (Holland) Integra-forecast the exact life of a film, which
tions permitted cost plus devel-

--

are on tion of business enterprise intomay have a number of re-runs in sub- one an-

opment expenditure increased by vari- other for taxsequent years, and be re-used for tele- purposes.
ous percentages, which have a sort of

vision, and finally even be purchased indexing effect in computing the tax- FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE (France) Afor national film archives. According- able surplus of realised in the
--

ly, some countries have legislated to or, case special tax regime pertaining to the
of first lettings, the deemed realised taxation of certain real property trans-provide for the arbitrary computation value of the development. actions.of prots on the basis of a percentage

of the amounts paid for film hire or F.I.S.C. -- See FOREIGN INTERNATION- FITRAH -- A moderate tax sometimes le-
rental by the exhibitors (cinema prop- AL SALES CORPORATION. vied in Moslem countries in accord-
rietors). Where the tax charged is in ance with Koranic precepts generally
the form of an income tax, the film FISCAL BOOST -- The advantage gained as a levy on the more affluent for the
producer may be able to obtain double by the taxpayer when taxes fixed in benefit of the poor. (See also ZAKAT.)
taxation relief for the foreign taxes money terms are not adjusted upwards FITTED CARPET CAPER This term-

against the income tax charged in his by the Government sufficiently to has been applied to a form of tax
home country on his total production counterbalance inflation at a time avoidance in respect of sales taxation
and hiring profits. The usual form such when the monetary unit is losing value where dwellings exemptednew are
a tax takes in the country where in real terms. (See, by contrast, FIS- from tax (e.g., in order to stimulate
the film is exhibited is that a percent- CAL DRAG.) the provision of new housing) and the
age of the gross hire or rental charge is builders then take advantage of the ex-
deemed to be profit and a rate of tax FISCAL DRAG -- Graduated systems of

emption to include various fixtures
applied to the net figure. (See also EN- income taxation have an in-built ten-

and equipment, including wall-to-wall
TERTAINMENTDUTY.) dency to depress demand in a period carpeting, as part of the structure in an

of inflation because with the decreaseFILM RENTAL TAX -- See FILM HIRE attempt to have these items exempted
TAX, also ENTERTAINMENTDUTY. in the value of money the reliefs and

also from the sales tax.
allowances deductible in the tax com-

FINAL REMUNERATION -- A concept putation become worth less in real FIXED ASSETS TAX -- (Japan) Annual

involved in RETIREMENT BENEFIT terms, and similarly the bands of tax- property tax levied by local authorities

SCHEMES (q.v.) which may be ap- able income chargeable at the lower on real property and depreciable fixed

proved for income tax purposes in the rates of tax shrink in real terms for the assets.

U.K. Final remuneration is defined as same reason, so that a larger propor- F.O.B. VALUE -- The F.O.B. (free on

the average of the last 3 years' remune- tion of what may be the same real in- board) value of goods exqluding car-

ration, and for the first 2 of those 3 come becomes taxable at higher tax riage, insurance and freight, i.e., rough-
years. Indexation is applied, i.e., the rates. Persons with fixed or slowly in- ly speaking, the domestic price in the
pay is adjusted by reference to the In- creasing real incomes and, therefore, country of origin which is sometimes
dex of Retail Prices. more rapidly increasing money in- used as the basis for the levying of cus-

comes therefore become liable for pro- The basis is encounteredFINAL TAX --- Where provisional tax is le- toms duties.
portionately higher amounts of in- in some countries where either freightvied, usually where income tax is
come tax, thus sometimes suffering represents an exceptionally large pro-charged on current income, a further

payment usually becomes due when
an actual reduction in real income be- portion of the price of commodities

the final computation of tax is made,
cause of this fiscal drag. or in very small countries where it is
It is therefore necessary, if a govern- administratively simpler to use theand this is sometimes referred to as
ment does not wish its income tax sys- F.O.B. basis than C.I.F. values.Final Tax.
tem to become steadily more severe in

FINANCIAL CENTRE -- The term ismore times of inflation, to make periodical FONCIERE, CONTRIBUTION -- (France)
or less a euphemism for Tax Haven, correctionsby increasing reliefs and Land tax.

in an attempt to achieve respectability deductions and widening the bands of F.O.R. VALUE -- The F.O.R. (free on

for the haven services offered by the income taxable at lower rates. rail) value is a concept similar to

country concerned. There is, however, F.O.B. VALUE (q.v.) but the goods
a tendency to avoid the grosser abuses FISCAL OASIS --This term, which is of are loaded on a train instead of on a

of havens, e.g., by vetting more thor- German origin, is equivalent to the ship.
oughly the persons involved and their more familiar term TAX HAVEN

operations in the case of offshore bank (q.v.). [to be continued]
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The publications listed in ths bibliography have GUIDE PRATIQUE DU CONTRIBUABLE1978
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which
will gladly supply further information upon request Impts sur les revenus, impts locaux, plus-values.Paris, Revue de

l'Enregistrementet des Impts, 1978. 160 pp.
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Annual tax guide 1978 containing short explanation of the

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct French tax laws including capital gains tax, local taxes and taxes

from the publisher indicated, and not through the on income (B. 101.186)
Bureau. GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC

DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN

Eni Leitfaden fr die Praxis. By Dieter Grtzner. Herne/Berlin,

AUSTRIA Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1978. 240 pp., 48.- DM. 't
Practical guide on the causes of double taxation, possibilities ,

TREUHANDWESEN
to avoid double taxation and the use of treaties concluded by
Germany for the avoidance of double taxation. The text of the

Prfung; Begutachtung; Beratung. By Karl Lechner. Vienna, revised OECD Model Conventionand a list of German tax treaties
IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1978. 1166 pp. up to date as per 1.1.1978 are appended. (B. 101.176) ':

Handbook on the activities of trust companies and chartered
accountants. (B. 101.166) DIE GmbH & CO KG IM STEUERRECHT

2., erweiterte Auflage. By Helmar Fichtelmann. Cologne, Peter

BELGIUM Deubner Verlag, 1978.72 pp., 19.80 DM.
Monograph on the civil law and tax law aspects of the GmbH &

DE BELGISCHEBELASTINGEN Co KG (limited partnership with a limited liability company as

the general partner) after the entry into force of the 1977 Corpo-
Tweede, herziene druk. By A. Tiberghien. Deventer, Kluwer, rate Income Tax Reform Law. (B. 101.211/211A) '

1978. 100 pp., 21.75 Dfl.
Second revised edition of booklet describing the Belgian taxes HANDBUCH ZUR EINKOMMENSTEUERVERANLAGUNG
levied as of April 1, 1978. Reference to duble taxation treaties 1977
concluded by Belgium with a summary of the provisions of the
treaty with the Netherlands. (B. 101.171) Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978.1080pp., 39.80 DM.

Annual guide consistingof information for filing 1977 returns for
individual income tax. (B. 101.221)

COMMONMARKET (EEC) HANDBUCH ZUR GEWERBESTEUERVERANLAGUNG1977

BUSINESS AND THE EUROPEANCOMMUNITYDIRECTIVES Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978.240 pp., 24.- DM.

GrosvenorHouse, London, April 10 & 11, 1978. Speakers'Papers. Handbook providing information for filing 1977 business tax

London, Financial Times Limited, 1978.89 pp.
returns. (B. 101.218)

Text of speakers' papers from a Financial Times with World
AccountingReport conference. (B. 101.165) HANDBUCHZUR KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERVERANLAGUNG

1977

6. RICHTLINIE ZUR HARMONISIERUNG DER UMSATZ- Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. 392 pp., 28.50 DM.
STEUERN IN DEN EUROPISCHENGEMEINSCHAFTEN Annual handbook containing material for filing 1977 corporate

By Dieter Wachweger. Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag, '1978. 224 pp.,
income tax returns. (B. 101.220)

29.50 DM.
Text of the 6th EEC Directive on the harmonisationof turnover

HANDBUCHDER STEUERVERANLAGUNGEN1977

taxes in the EEC in the English, French, Italian and German Einkommensteuer, Krperschaftsteuer, Gewerbesteuer, Umsatz-

languages with a short comment on each provision with respect to steuer. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. 2520 pp., 112.- DM.
th effect of the Directive on German VAT law. (B. 101.175) Annual guide consisting of information for filing 1977 returns

for individual income tax, corporate income tax, business tax and
turnover tax. (B. 101.208)

p DENMARK
HANDBUCHZUR UMSATZSTEUER1977

OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: DENMARK Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. 900 pp., 43.50 DM.
Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development, Annual handbookcontainingmaterial information for filing 1977
1978.80 pp., 12.- Ffr. (B. 101.161) turnover tax returns. (B. 101.219)
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NIESSBRAUCH;ZIVILRECHT,STEUERRECHT Volume 1, 1978. New York, Oceana Publications, Inc., 1978.
646 pp., $ 40.-.

3. Auflage. By Rolf Mittelbach. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag,
1978.80 pp., 19.80 DM. Compilationof texts of arrangements,declarationand agreements

Monograph on the usufruct concept in which the aspects of the significant for the development of contemporary international
economic development for the benefit of developing countries.

issue are considered from the viewpoint of civil law and tax law.
Volume 1 agreements creating development banks; rules

(B. 101.210/210A)
covers

governing operations and lending policies of development banks
and United Nations resolutions relating to development.STEUERRECHT (B. 101.177)

Ein systematischer Grundriss. 5. berarbeitete und erweiterte
Auflage. By Klaus Tipke. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, TAXATION OF BRANCHESAND SUBSIDIARIESIN
1978. 620 pp., 64.- DM. WESTERNEUROPE, CANADA AND THE U.S.A.
This book provides a comprehensive description of the tax law

Second edition. By S.N. Frommel. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978.
of the Federal Republic of Germany. The concepts are systema-
tically presented in theory and as applied in practice. (B. 101.160)

296 pp., Dfl. 59.-/US$ 23.-.
Second revised and updated edition of a comparativestudy cover-

DIE VERANLAGUNG1977 ing major Western European countries, Canada and the U.S.A.
The law, tax treaties and case law are considered, if possible, as

Ergnzungsband Aussensteuerrecht;eine Zusammenstellung von at November 1, 1977. A detailed table of contents, index, tables
steuerrechtlichen Vorschriften fr Steuerinlnder mit Auslands- of statutes, treaties and cases and a bibliography are appended.
beziehungen und Steuerauslnder mit Inlandsbeziehungen. Mit (B. 101.201)
ausfhrlichem Stichwortverzeichnis. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag,
1978. 418 pp., 26.- DM. TAX TREATIES BETWEEN DEVELOPEDAND DEVELOPING
Supplementaryvolume for purposes of the 1977 assessmentyear COUNTRIES
with respect to the Foreign Tax Law. Both tax aspects of resi-

Seventh report. Report of the Group of Experts Tax Treaties
dents with foreign source income and non-residentswith German on

between Developed and Developing Countries on the work of its
source income are discussed. The text of relevant statutes is

seventh meeting.appended. (B. 101.206) New York, United Nations, 1978. 68 pp. (B. 101.197/197A)
DIE VERANLAGUNG ZUR EINKOMMENSTEUERFR 1977

WORLD STATISTICSIN BRIEF
Einkommensteuergesetz, Durchfhrungsverordnung und Richt-
linien, Anlagen, Rechtsprechung, Nebengesetze, Einkommen- United Nations Statistical Pocketbook. Second edition. New

steuer-Tabellen, Stichwortverzeichnis. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, York, United Nations, Department of Economic and Social

1978. 1099 pp., 36.- DM. Affairs, 1977. Statistical Papers, Series V, No. 2. 251 pp.

Annual guide for purposes of filing individual income tax returns (B. 101.191)
for the 1977 assessment year. Text of relevant statutes is

appended. (B. 101.202) YEARBOOKOF NATIONALACCOUNTSSTATISTICS1976

Volume I: individual country data. Volume II: international
DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR GEWERBESTEUERFR 1977 tables. New York, United Nations, 1977. 1250 + 532 pp., $ 50.-.

Gewerbesteuergesetz mit Gewerbesteuer-Durchfhrungsverord- (B. 101.152/153)
nung mit Gewerbesteuer-Richtlinienin den fr 1977 geltenden
Fassungen. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1978. 331 pp., 22.- DM.

IRELANDAnnual guide containing the text of the business tax law, the
regulatory ordinance to the business tax law, case law and other
relevant material for the 1977 tax assessment year. (B. 101.203) OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS: IRELAND

Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERFR 1978.48 pp., 12.- Ffr. (B. 101.181)
1977

Krperschaftsteuergesetz,Durehfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien, ITALY
Nebengesetze, Anlagen, Stichwortverzeichnis. Dsseldorf, IdW-
Verlag, 1978. 492 pp., 32.- DM.
Annual guide containing the text of the corporate income tax LE LEGGI PER IL MEZZOGIORNO(1950-1977)
law, the regulatory ordinance to the corporate income tax law, By Antonio Bagnulo. Rome, Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato,
case law and other relevant material for the 1977 tax assessment 1977. 354 pp.
year. (B. 101.204) Manual containing text of legislation providing for measures

to stimulate the economic development of enterprises in the
DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR UMSATZSTEUERFR 1977 Mezzogiornoregion. (B. 101.212)
Umsatzsteuergesetz, Verordnung zur Durchfhrung des UStG,
Erlasse, Verfgungen, Rechtsprechung, Nebengesetzeu.a., Berlin- MALAYSIAFrderungsgesetz, Stichwortverzeichnis. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag,
1978. 1239 pp., 45.- DM.
Annual guide for ling turnover tax returns for the 1977 assess-

DOING BUSINESS IN MALAYSIA 1978

ment year. Test of relevant statutes is appended. (B. 101.205) Prepared by SGV-Kassim Chan Sdn. Bhd. Kuala Lumpur, Sycip,
Gotres, Velayo & Co., 1978.64 pp.
Information guide on business transactions in Malaysia covering

INTERNATIONAL banking and finance, forms of doing business, investment in-
centives, taxation and other connected issues. (B. 51.019)

CYPRUS-GERMANYDOUBLE TAX TREATY

Analysis and possible uses. By Chrysses Demetriades. Limassol, THE NETHERLANDS
Cypropublico,Ltd., 1978. 103 pp., $ 15.-.
Study on the salient features of the comprehensive double taxa-
tion treaty between Cyprus and the German Federal Republic, BELASTINGWETTEN
signed May 9, 1974. (B. 101.159/159A) Met een inleiding van prof. mr. Ch.P.A. Geppaart. 9e druk. De-

venter, Kluwer, 1978. 436 pp., 20.- Dfl.
THE INTERNATIONALLAW OF DEVELOPMENT Ninth updated edition of the text of the tax laws effective for

Basic documents. Compiled and edited by A. Peter Mutharika. the tax year 1978 with an introduction. (B. 101.213)
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EEN BESCHOUWINGOVER BEGRIP EN BETEKENISVAN TAXATION OF LAND TRANSACTIONS
BELASTINGUITGAVENIN NEDERLAND Second edition. By Anthony R. Mellows. London, Butterworths,
Inleiding door F.H.M. Grapperhaus. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. 1978. 582 pp.
Geschriften van de Verenigingvoor Belastingwetenschap,No.147. Second revised edition of monograph describing the principlesof

65 pp. development land tax, income tax, corporation tax, capital gains
Test of lecture debate on aspects of the concept of tax expendi- tax, capital transfer tax and value added tax which apply to land

ture in the Netherlandstax law. (B. 101.173/173A) and related transactions. The law is stated as of December 1,
1977.(B. 101.168)

HET INKOMEN VAN ,BUITENLANDSE BELASTING-
PLICHTIGEN

Vierde herziene druk 1978. By M.R. Reuvers. Deventer, FED, U.S.A.
1978. Fed's Fiscale Brochures, IB: 2.5.73 pp., 16.80 Dfl.
Fourth revised edtion of monograph explaining the taxation of AMERICAN FEDERALTAX REPORTS'

Netherlands-source income derived by non-residents under the
Second Series. Volume 40, table of to vols. 31-40. Engle-

Netherlands corporate and individual income tax laws.
cases

wood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978. + 1700 pp.
(B. 101.145) This bound volume contains unabridged federal and state court

decisions arising under the federal tax laws and previously re-

INTERNATIONALEFISCALE NONDISCRIMINATIE ported in Prentice-Hall Federal Taxes on income tax, estate &

Een onderzoek naar het verbodvan internationaaldifferentirende gift tax and excise tax decisions. (B. 101.200)
behandeling bij de Nederlandse directe belastingen.Preadvies van

mr. C. van Raad. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Geschriften van de DOMESTIC INTERNATIONALSALES CORPORATIONS
Verenigingvoor Belastingwetenschap,No. 148.62 pp.
Advice prepared by C. van Raad concerning international fiscal By Robert Feinschreiber. New York, Practising Law Institute,

810 Seventh Avenue, N.Y. 10019, 1978. 433 pp., $ 35.-.
non-discrimination under the Netherlands direct taxes (e.g.
corporate and individual income taxes). (B. 101.174/174A) Monograph on the DISC tax program. The law is stated as to

include the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and is up-to-date through

SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE NEDERLANDSE August 15, 1977. (B. 101.189)
BELASTINGEN INCOME TAXATION OF ESTATES AND TRUSTS
12e druk, 1 januari 1978. By H.J. Doedens. Deventer, Kluwer, 10th Edition. By Arthur M. Michaelson and Jonathan G.
1978.20 pp., 7.25. Dfl.
Revised and updated 12th edition of comparative survey of Blattmachr. New York, Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh

Netherlands tax laws effective as of January 1, 1978. Avenue, N.Y. 10019, 1978. 187 pp., $ 25.-.

(B. 101.164/185)
Revised 10th edition of monograph on the taxation of the
income of estates and trusts. (B. 101.190)

SWEDEN INTERNALREVENUE CUMULATIVEBULLETIN

DEKLARATIONOCH BESKATTNING 1977-1 January-June. Washington, Department of the Treasury,

Skatterna p inkomst och frmgenhet,arv, gva m.m. Mervrde- Internal Revenue Service, 1977. 610 pp.

skatten Arbetsgivaravgifterna.By John Bratt and Olle Fernstrm. Consolidation of all official rulings,r'decisions, executive orders,

Stockholm, Norstedt & Sners frlag, 1977. 387 pp.
tax treaties and other items of a permanent nature published in

Revised and extended 23rd edition of a textbook explaining the the weekly Bulletins in the first half of 1977. (B. 101.-94)
income and capital taxes, death and gift taxes,value added tax and

employer's contributions as of November 15, 1977. (B. 101.170)
NORTH AMERICANGASOLINETAX CONFERENCE

Proceedings of the Fifty-first Annual Meeting in San Antonio,
Texas, November 13-16, 1977. Washington, Federation of Tax

SWITZERLAND Administrators,1977. 100 pp.
Test of the essays by various experts on the U.S.A. gasoline tax.

OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS:SWITZERLAND (B. 101.180)

Paris, Organisation for Economic C-operationand Development,
1978.63 pp., 12.- Ffr. (B. 101.182)

NATIONALTOBACCO TAX ASSOCIATION

Proceedigs of the Fifty-first Annual Meeting in Vail, Colorado,
September 25-28, 1977. Washington, Federation of Tax Ad-

UNITED KINGDOM ministrators, 1977. 106 pp.
Text of the essays by various experts on the U.S.A. aspects of

CAPITALTRANSFERTAX tobacco taxation. (B. 101.186)
Second edition. By David J. Hayton and Jonh Tiley. London,
Butterworths, 1978. 501 pp.

PARTNERSHIPINCOME TAXES

Second revised edition of monograph designed to provide a By J.B. Aronsohn. New York, Practising Law Institute, 810

comprehensive exposition of capital transfer tax law for practi- Seventh Avenue, N.Y. 10019, 1978. 356 pp., $ 35.-.
tioners. The material is updatedt November 1, 1977. Revised edition of monograph on the federal income taxation

(B. 101.169) of partnerships. (B. 101.188)
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Loose-Lea-' Services June 1 and June 30, 1978

Receivedbetween

AUSTRALIA CANADIAN CURRENTTAX RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS
STEUERRECHTreleases 18-22AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX - LAW

Scarborough. release 221AND PRACTICE: Butterworths,Pty., Ltd.,
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart.

Bulletin CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS--

releases 5,6 and 7 release 126 STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM
Cases--

CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. release 201releases 5,7 and 8
Replacement CANADIANTAX REPORTS

--

pages
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

releases 5,6 and 7 STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. releases 331-334 KARTEIFORMCCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

release 317
DOMINIONTAX CASES Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.AUSTRIA

KOMMENTARZUM GEWERBE- releases 15, 16 and 17 WORLD TAX SERIES GERMANY--

STEUERGESETZ CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. REPORTS .

release 9 FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN CANADA release 107
Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.Report Bulletin

DAS RECHT DER DOPPEL- releases 42 and 43

BESTEUERUNG Prentice-Hall of Canada, Ltd., Scarborough. INTERNATIONAL
release 10 PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE
Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. INTERNATIONALTAX STRATEGY

releases 353 and 354 releases 5 and 6
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

In-Depth PublishingLtd., Dublin.

BELGIUM

COMMONMARKET (EEC) THE NETHERLANDSDOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE
INZAKE BTW/LE DOSSIERPERM- HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE BELASTINGWETGEVINGNENT DE LA TVA GEMEENSCHAPPEN:

Editie J.M.M. Creemersrelease 95
--

Editions Service, Brussels. Europese mededingings- en kartelrecht release 23
release 49 S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE Kluwer, Deventer.

VANDEWINCKELE BELASTINGWETGEVING

Tome I, release 21 DENMARK
-- Inkomstenbelasting1964

Tome V, release 6 release 55

Tome VIII, releases 161 and 162 SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:
-- Successiewet

Tome IX, releases 92 and 93 release 21

Tome XIV, releases 105 and 106
-- Skattenyt Noorduijn, Arnhem.

CED-SAMSOM,Brussels. releases 114, 115 and 116
Skattebestemmelser EDITIE VAKSTUDIEBELASTING---

GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT releases 109 and 110 WETGEVING:
A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor, GemeentelijkeBelastingen e.a.release 393 Copenhagen.

--

Editions Service, Brussels. release 34
Kluwer, Deventer.

GUIDE PRATIQUE DE FISCALITE FRANCE FED'S FISCAALREGISTER
Tome I, release 21
Tome II, release 15 JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL-- release 78

CED-SAMSOM,Brussels. CODE GENERALDES IMPOTS FED, Deventer.

release 1 FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD
Editions Techniques,Paris.

releases 1668-1672
CANADA FED, Deventer.

CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC DE GEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN
REPORTS

A.M. Dijk, G. Jansen, J.C. Schroot, F. Ver-
releases 102 and 103 HANDBUCHDER EINFUHRNEBEN-

stegen.
CCH Canadia Ltd., Don Mills. ABGABEN release 246

release 2 VUGA, The Hague.CANADATAX LETTER Von der Linnepe Verlagsgesellschaft, Ha-
release 288 gen. HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN UIT-
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. VOER:

HANDBUCHDES UMSATZSTEUER-
-- Belastingheffingbij invoerCANADATAX SERVICE -- RELEASE RECHTS release 228

releases 199, 200 and 201 release 10 -- Tarief voor invoerrechten
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. Herman Luchterhand Verlag, Neuwied. I, release 244
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Algemenewetgeving Vennootschapsbelasting1969 Butterworth & Co., London.-- --

releases 68,69 and 70 release 55
Kluwer, Deventer. Kluwer, Deventer. SIMON'S TAXiINTELLIGENCE

releases 19-23
KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEK NORWAY Butterworth & Co., London.
release 123
Kluwer, Deventer. SKATTE-NYTT VALUE ADDED TAX -- DE VOIL

A, release 4/5 release 63
KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo. Butterworth & Co., London.
release 193
Kluwer, Deventer.

RHODESIA U.S.A.
LEIDRAAD BIJ DE BELASTINGSTUDIE

JUTA'S RHODESIAN INCOME TAX
C. van Soest, A. Meering SERVICE FEDERALTAXES- REPORTBULLETIN
release 44
S. Gouda Quint - D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Legislation Section A.S. Silke- releases 20, 21 and 24

release 14 Prentice-Hall,Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

NEDERLANDSEBELASTINGWETTEN Juta & Co., Ltd., Capetown.
FEDERALTAX GUIDE

W.E.G. de Groot
release 146 SPAIN

releases 25,26,28-30
Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

MANUAL DE LA ADMINISTRACION FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTSOMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN
BEROEP EN BEDRIJF release June 1978 releases 34-38

T.A.L.E., Madrid. CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.release 42
S. Gouda Quint- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

FEDERALTAX TREATIES-- REPORT
SWITZERLAND BULLETINRECHTSPERSONEN

release 19 DIE PRAXIS DER BUNDESSTEUERN release 5

Kluwer, Deventer. K. Locher.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

II, release 32 STATE TAX GUIDEDE SOCIALE VERZEKERINGSWETTEN Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel.
releases 118 and 119 releases 664 and 665

Kluwer, Deventer. DAS SCHWEIZERISCH-DEUTSCHE CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.
DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN

STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF- TAX HAVENS OF THE WORLD
K. Locher.

RECHTELIJKEWETTEN Walter Diamond.release 5
release 158 Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft,Basel. release 15

Kluwer, Deventer. Matthew Bender, New York.

UNITEDKINGDOM TAX IDEAS REPORT BULLETINVADEMECUMVOOR IN- EN UITVOER
--

release 501 BRITISH TAX GUIDE release 10
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.Kluwer, Deventer.

release 190
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. TAX TREATIESVAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE

ENCYCLOPEDIE: release 316SIMON'S TAX CASES
Algemeen deel-- CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.
releases 77,78 and 79 releases 16-20

Inkomstenbelasting1964 Butterworth & Co., London. U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL
--

releases 240 and 241 OPERATIONS
SIMON'S TAXESSuccessiewet1956 release 9--

releases 63 and 64 release 30 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
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Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 242,301 Tax structure and fiscal policy 315
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Dr. Erwin Spiro:
-

e SouthAfricanSales ax1978
(Act No.103of1978)

I. Introduction or consumption or to use or consumption in the enter-
prise or for the use or consumptionof any person other

1978 will stand out in the history of South African tax than the owner of the enterprise or for the purposes of
legislation as a year of a distinct switch from direct tax- other enterprisecarried by the
ation t indirect taxation: instead of increasing the in-

any on same owner.

come tax, the Legislator introduced, with effect from What matters is the date of conclusionof the sale which
3rd July, 1978, the so called sales tax. The rate is through- is deemed to be the date on which delivery of the goods
out four percent. The tax is not a value added tax and is is effected under the sale or the date on which the con-

administeredby the Department for Inland Revenue. sideration payable by the purchaser under the sale is
paid in full, whicheverdate is earlier.

To understand the Act, one must first have acquired a

working knowledge of its shorthand-like vocabulary 2. Leased propertydeliveredto a lesseeundera financial
contained in its section one. For nstance, 'sale' includes lease.
an exchange or, subject to certainexceptions, a donation 3. Rental considerationsaccruing to a person in respect
(but not acquisitions by virtue of testate or intestate of goods.
succession), but a transaction for the purchase or sale of 4. Services rendered by n the offoreign exchange is excluded. Or 'purchaser' includes,

a person course an

on arebesides a purchaser in the ordinary sense, a lessee under enterprise carried by him if they deemed to be
taxable in terms of the First Schedule to the Act. These

a financial lease, a person liable for the paymentof any include the customary repair and maintenance services,rental considerationunder an operating lease and a lodg- the services of tailors, barbers, hairdressers, cleaners,er or boarder to whom board and lodging or accommo- locksmiths, printers, photographers,animal servicesdation is supplied, 'seller' being the cunterpartof 'pur-
care

chaser'. A 'vendor' is a person who carries on an 'enter- (other than veterinary services), etc., etc. The services of

prise' which, in turn, includes, besides the enterprises of lawyers, accountants and similar advisers are not men-
tioned in the First Schedule and, therefore, not subjectmerchants, also financial enterprisesentering into nan- to the tax nor are services rendered or facilities providedcial leases, ordinary leasing enterprises, certain service in a registered hospital or nursinghome or a clinic oper-enterprises, certain accommodationestablishments, cer- ated by a local authority.tain hotel and boardinghouseenterprises,manufacturing

enterprises, certain mining, quarrying, farming, forestr 5. Board and lodging supplied by a person carrying on

and fishing enterprises and auctioneering enterprises, an hotel enterprise.
etc., etc. 6. Accommodation let and supplied to an occupant for

a period not exceeding forty-five days by a person carry-
I I. Levy of tax ng on accommodationenterprise.
The tax is levied on:-

7. Importation of goods by end-consumers.
1. Sales of new and used movable goods to end-con-
sumers or -users, sales of fixed property thus not being Ill. Further exemptions
subject to the tax. The sale of trading stock in the ordi-
nary course of an enterprise is exemptedif the gross re- There are many more exemptions than the few already
ceipts or accrualsdo not exceedthe sum of five thousand mentioned.They are not so much based on the nature of
rand annually, and so are occasional sales, as defined, if the particular commodity, for instance, bread, butter,
the total consideration does not exceed one thousand milk, eggs, etc., are not exempted (but electricity, tele-
rand. The sale of goods constituting assets of an enter- phone, telex, gas, water, banknotes, specie or gold or

prise or other commercial, financial, industrial, mining, silver bullion, certain strategic materials, etc., are), as

farming, forestryor fishingconcern orof any professional rather on considerations of the purpose for which the
practice -- ifsuch enterpriseor concern or practice is, to- goods or services are destined, as e.g. in the case of ex- ,

gether with all the assets thereof, disposed of to the pur- ports (which are exempted) or of the use to which they ,

chaser as a going concern -- also does not attract the tax. areputby the purchaser, for instance the resale or manu- q

On the other hand, the tax extends to goods acquired in facture for resale in another form -- because the pur-
carrying on an enterprise (on which the tax was not yet chaser is then not the end-consumer-- or certain trans-
paid when they were purchased) and goods manufac- actions with or by registered charitable institutions or,
tured, assembled or produced in carrying on an enter- except for the mining industry, the prevention of es-

prise if the goods are applied to private or domestic use calation of tax, i.e. so that tax is not levied on the same
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goods at different stages in a manner to increase sig- the periods ending on the last day of each month or on

nicantly the effectivetax payable by the end-consumer. a day within seven days before or after such last day or

Rental considerations payable in respect of goods let on such other day as the Secretary may approve. An

under a rentalagreementconcludedoutside the Republic enterprise must, within the period ending on the twen-
if the goods are used exclusively outside the Republic tieth day of the first month commencing after the end
are also exempted from the tax. These and many more of a tax period relating to the enterprise or, where such

exemptionsare contained in section six. tax period ends on or after the first day and before the

Except for medicines or other goods supplied by them, twentieth day of a month, within the period ending on

professional services rendered by a registered medical such twentieth day, furnish a return and calculate and

practitioner, dentist, optometrist, homeopath, naturo- pay the tax. In other cases the person liable to the tax
' must, not later than the end of the period of ten days

path, herbalist, nurse, physiotherapist, chiropractor or

ortoptist in the ordinary course of his practice as such, after the date on which such tax has become payable,
furnish the Secretary with a declaration and calculate

are not, in terms of the First Schedule to the Act, tax-

able services; nor are, under section six of the Act, ser-
and pay the tax.

vices rendered wholly or mainly outside the Republic or The tax is payable in respect of both cash and credit

any repair or maintenance services rendered in respect sales. But in the determination of the tax payable the

of a foreign-goingship or a foreign-goingaircraft. amount of any debt due to the vendor in relation to
his enterprise may be deducted to the extent to which
it is proved to the satisfaction of the Secretary to have

IV. Registrationof vendors become irrecoverable and has been written off during
the tax period, providedsuch amounthas been included

Persons carrying on enterprises are under a duty to fur- in any taxable value taken into account in respect of the
nish the Secretary for Inland Revenue with declarations enterprise, whether for the tax period or any previous
containingnformationconcerningtheir enterprises. The tax period.
Secretary must then register that person as a vendor in

respect of the enterprisein question if certain conditions Where a person fails to furnish a return or declaration

exist, e.g. interaliaif the gross annual receipts or accruals required or the Secretary is not satisfied with any such

of the enterprise from the sale of goods exceed five retum or declaration or the Secretary has reason to be-

thousand rand or the Secretary is satisfied that they will lieve that a person has become liable for the payment of

do so. A registrationcertificate is issued to every vendor an amount of tax without having paid it, the Secretary
who is registered for sales tax purposes. That certificate may make an assessment of the amount of tax payable
is the means by which the vendor may obtain free of tax and in making such assessmentestimate the amount up-

goods for resale, rawmaterialsormaterialsorcomponents on which the tax is payable. The Secretary must, how-

for manufacturing or processing into merchandise or ever, before doing so, give the person in question a

specified imputs needed in the course of their enterprises written notice of his intention to raise such an assess-

by farmers, mining concerns, printers, fishing enterprises ment.

and hotel, accommodation and catering enterprises in
order to produce marketablegoods or services.

Vll I. Tax relief allowable certain diplomatsto

V. Liability for the tax The Minister of Finance may, in consultation with the
Minister of Foreign Affairs, authorize the granting of re-

The liability for the tax rests on the vendor who sells, lief, by way of a refund, in respect of tax paid by any

imports, lets orhimselfuses or consumes goods or on the person enjoying full or limited diplomatic immunity
auctioneerwho sells goods on behalf of his clients. under any law or agreement in force in the Republic or

under the recognized principles of international law or

VI. Recovery by the wife, child or dependant of such person living
with him, provided similar or equivalent relief is granted

The vendor may recover from purchasers the tax in re- in the country, by which such person is employed, to

spect of goods sold. This is achievedby means of an ad- any representative or employee of the Government of

dition to the price for which the goods would have been the Republic stationed in such country who enjoys full

sold if tax had not been applicable.The tax may eitherbe or limited diplomatic immunity in that country.
ncluded in the price of each commodity ('add-in' meth-
od) or it may be added to the total price of the trans-
actions at the paying point on an invoice or cash slip. IX. Prohibition against certain advertising
Only in the case of an auctioneerselling for a client and No vendor shall advertise or hold out or state to the
in respect of financial leases is the latter method, which public or to any purchaser, directly or indirectly, that

'

is called the 'add-on' method, compulsory. the tax imposed by the Act part thereof will beor any
borne or absorbed by him or that such tax will not be

Vll. Taxable value, tax period, return, declaration, considered as an element in the price to the purchaser

payment, assessments or, if added to such price, that such tax or any part
thereof will be refunded. A violation of this provision

The Act lays down how the taxable value must be deter- constitutes an offence and is subject to criminal sanc-

mined. The tax periods applicable to an enterprise are tions.
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X. Informal appeal to sales tax advisory committee appeal lies to the Income Tax Special Court. The pro-
cedures are similar to those under the Income Tax Act,A person who is dissatisfied with a refusal by the Sec- 1962 (Act No. 58 of' 1962), as amended.

retary to registerhim as a vendor or with the Secretary's
proposal to cancel his registration certicate or with an XII. Special powers of Minister of Finance
assessment which the Secretary in terms of the required
notificationgiven by him intends issuing to him, may re- The Minister of Finance may not only make regulations
quest that the matterbe referred to a Sales Tax Advisory in regard to any matter which is permitted or required
Committee for an opinion. Except in respect of the in- by the Act and generally for the better carrying out of
tended assessment, an opinion given by the Advisory the objects and purposes of the Act, he may also from
Committee is final and conclusive against both the Sec- time to time and when Parliament is not in session by
retary and the person or vendor concerned. notice n the Gazette vary or furthervary the rate of tax

by ncreasing or reducing it if such variation does not
XI. Objectionsand appeals provide for an ncrease of more than two percent in the

rate xed or amend the Schedules to the Act.
Objections may be lodged against assessments raised by
the Secretary. If the Secretary refuses to allow them, an

Neuerscheinung

Joachim von Stockhausen Afrika-ForschungsberichtNr. 57

ENTWICKLUNGSBANKENALS TRGER DER KLEINBETRIEBSFRDERUNG
IN ENTWICKLUNGSLNDERN

119 Seiten. Broschur, DM 20,-

Die entwicklungspolitischeBedeutung des Kleinbetriebesfr die Lnder der Dritten Welt hat in jngster
Zeit verstrkte Beachtung gefunden. Als Trger von kleinbetriebsbezogenenFrderungsprogrammen
im Rahmen der Kapitalhilfe und der Technischen Hilfe kommt den Entwicklungsbankeneine besondere
Bedeutung zu. Der Erfolg von Kreditprogrammenzugunsten von Kleinbetriebenwird in nicht wenigen
Fllen dadurch beeintrchtigt,da die Zielgruppe nur sehr verschwommendefiniert wird; die Folge
ist, da Entwicklungsbankenhufig auf grere Kreditnehmerausweichen.

In dem ersten Teil der Verffentlichungwird ein berblick ber die Entwicklung,den derzeitigen
Stand und die knftigen Schwerpunkteder Frderung von nationalen Entwicklungsbankengegeben.
Im Mittelpunkt der Betrachtung steht die Frage, in welcher Form nationale Entwicklungsbankenals
Instrument der internationalen Entwicklungshilfezur Frderung von Kleinbetriebenverbessert werden
knnen.

Der zweite Teil befat sich mit der Abgrenzung von gewerblichen Kleinunternehmenals Zielgruppe von

Kreditprogrammenunter Zugrundelegungvon volks- und einzelwirtschaftlichenBestimmungskriterien.
Abschlieendwerden verschiedene Bereiche der Ausgestaltung von kleinunternehmensbezogenenFr-
derungsprogrammendiskutiert.

WELTFORUM VERLAG ' TINTORETTOSTRASSE1 8000 MNCHEN 19
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The Editors of the Bulletin are proud to pub- To accomplish these objectives the Govern-
lish two articles on Philippine taxation, both ment intends to activate all instruments of
dealing with tax reform in that country. Mr. economic polcy so as to fully mobilize their

Yoingco deals wth the more theoretical as- potentialities for the promotion of economic

pectswhereasMr. Gison placesmore emphasis growth and social stability. One of these eco-

on the details of the new tax legislation. nomicpolicy tools is taxation.

Note that the term New Society is chosen
As may be noted these new measures are for this purpose as explained by President
taken within the context of the New Socie- Marcos: Because we are in a large sense a na-

ty. This term connotes the present arrange- tion reborn. We walk with bigger steps be-

ments -- in all fields -- which have been taken cause we haue faith in ourselves. We are on a

in the Philippinesfollowing the declarationof new voyage of discovery. We have arrived at

martial law in September 1972, which had as the take-offperiod in our development, a new

one of its objectives the realizationofa rapid chapter which teems with promise and exite-

paceof economicdevelopmentand the attain- ment. (Speech at the inaugural session of the
ment of a more equitable distributon of Afro-Asian Rural ReconstructionConference,
wealth and income. February 24, 1975.)

ANGEL Q YOINGCO*:

TAX REFORMSHl
UNDERTHENE/SO 1'1 **

,I 1

Taxaton has been assigned a crucial role in the Philip- tax administration and the level of public tax conscious-

pine development plan. It is expected to spur socio- ness.

economic development by financing the operating and

developmentalneedsof the public sector. Therefore, the B. REFORM STRATEGY
tax system has to be geared towards the effective fulfill-
ment of its role. This paper summarizes the assessment 2. The reform efforts encompass the three basic ele-

of the reforms initiated by the New Society in the Phil- ments of the tax system, namely: tax structure, tax ad-

ippine tax system with the aim of identifying its ministration, and public tax consciousness. It is recog-
strengths and weaknesses. It also proposes certain re- nized that these elements are interdependent and inter-
commendations that policy makers may consider for related with each other, and that they interact in such a

adoption. way that a defect in the functioningof one element ad-

versely affects the others as to cause a disfunction in the
entire tax system. The reform movement, therefore, has

A. REFORM OBJECTIVES concerned itself with strengthening the weak elements
of the tax system in order that it could operate more

1. Tax reforms under the New Society have been gen- efficiently and effectively towards the attainmentof its

erally aimed at overcoming the various problems under goals.
the old regime which impinged upon the operational
efficacy of the tax system in the attainmentof its goals. * Executive Director, National Tax Research Center, National

They seek to increase tax revenue and redistribute in- Economic and Development Authority, Manila, Philippines.
come and wealth; promote tax equity, progressivityand ** This is a summary of the research project undertakenby the

elasticity; make the tax structure a more potent instru- author with the same title funded by the National Research

ment of national growth and development;and improve Council of the Philippines.
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TABLE 1

Measureson taxation and those with tax provisions issued from
September 21,1972 to June 11,1978

Sept. 21,
1972 to Jan. 1 to Jan. 1 to July 1 to Jan. 1 to Jan. 1 to Total
Dec. 31, Dec. 31, June 30, Dec. 31, Dec. 31, June 11,

Nature of Decree/Tax Provisions 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
, '

TOTAL 98 69 28 85 32 26 338
- -

Amending the National Internal
Revenue Code (NI RC) 17 10 0 14 13 16 70
a. Direct Taxes 10 2 0 5 5 4 26
b. Indirect Taxes 4 5 0 7 7 7 30
c. Allotment of Internal Revenue

Taxes 3 3 0 . 2 1 O 9
d. Others 5 5

Amending the Tariff and Customs
Code (TCC) 4 8 3 13 3 3 34

Dealing with Local Finance 11 10 1 10 4 2 38
a. Real Property Taxation 6 -5 --1 6 -1 1 20
b. Local Autonomy Act 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
c. Local Tax Code 2 2 0 3 : 2 1 10
d. Others 2 3 0 1 1 0 7

Granting Tax Amnesty 16 1 3 0 0 0 20

Amending or Enacting Incentive
laws or granting Tax Concessions
other than those provided under the
N l RC or TCC 41 33 15 37 9 4 139

Levying or AmendingTaxes, other
than those imposed under the
N l RC or TCC 6 2 2 7 2 1 20

Others 3 5 4 4 1 0 17

C. PERFORMANCEOF REFORM MEASURES lowed with an increasing quantity and quality of public
services available to the Filipino people.

3. Since the establishment of the New Society, 341 A change in the tax structure also evident. Although
Presidential Decrees (PDs) have been promulgated to in-

was

the five major revenue sources before and after the insti-
troduce the reforms in the tax system. 1 The results tution of the New Society have been the 4 there
have been encouraging especially in terms of revenues

same,
were changes in the order of their importance. The ex-

available for public expenditures. Total government tax port tax, premium duty and the amnesty tax rose in im-
revenues rose from P 4 billion in 1970 to P 17.5 bil- portance by being collectively the second major revenue
lion 2 in 1975 for both the national and local govern- source.
ments, or an increase of 337.5 percent. More speci-
fically, revenues from the corporate income tax grew
at 35 percent after the inception of the New Society

1. See Table 1.

compared to its previous growth rate of 16 percent from
2. Current exchange rate is P 7.36 to 1 US dollar.
3. See Table 2. The revenue effort includes hon-tax revenues al-

1970-71. The specific tax exhibited a growth rate of 82 though their share relative to the tax revenues is quite insignifi-
percent as against its previous growth rate of 6 percent. cant.

Dynamism was likewise exhibited by the revenue effort 4. Import duty, corporate income tax, others (export tax, pre-

which rose from 10.8 percent in 1970 to 15.8 percent mium duty and amnesty tax), sales tax and the personal income

in 1976.3 A sustained increase in revenues is thus fol- tax.
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The responsiveness of taxes to changes in income was the highest rate under each heading or subheading. Prac-
also encouraging. Elasticity of all taxes was 1.19 which tically all alternative, compound and specific rates were

indicates that an increase in income means a slightly abolished and only ad valorem rates were imposed.
more than equal increase in tax revenues. However, the These long needed reforms contributed to the 32 per-

elesticity could have been caused by the tremendous cent increase in revenue one year later (1973), besides
increase in revenues from amnesty taxes, export taxes solving technical smuggling.
and premium duties. Knowing that said sources are not 6. Export taxation was made a permanent feature of
stable sources of revenue, some efforts have to be the Tariff and Customs Code with the promulgation'of
devoted to making the non-external taxes more revenue- PD 230 (1973). Changes were made in the export tax
productive. structure by this and subsequent decrees to maximize
An improvement in income distribution has been noted its revenue productivity, encourage domestic processing
which is a positive factor in social development. Accord- or manufacturing of export products, and make it serve

ing to the latest statistics on income distribution (1975) as an effective stabilization and anti-inflationarydevice.
the share of income going to the lowest 50 percent of 7. In order to make local units effective partners of the
the Filipinos increased from 17.6 percent to 20.5 per- national government in the task of nation-building, the
cent, a rise of almost 3 percentagepoints. This move to- local tax structures have been made the subject of vari-
wards social equity could have been the effect of the ous changes to increase their revenue potentialsand im-
concerted fiscal policies; taxation being a tool in the re- prove administration. Presidential Decree No. 231
allocationof resources by broadening the hold of masses (1973), otherwise known as the Local Tax Code, alloc-
on the nation's wealth through an increase in the quan- ated the taxing and other revenue-making powers of
tity of public goods and services. local governments, granted them new revenue sources

and increased the existing tax rates in many instances.
a. Tax structure The system of local allotments has been revised under

PD 144 (1973) to rectify the lopsided distribution of4. A number of decrees brought profound changes in
national funds the local units. Moreover, PD 464the internal revenue structure. More notable among among

these is PD 69 (1972) which practically overhauled the (1974), or the Real Property Tax Code, consolidatedall
decrees on real property taxation, provided uniformNational Internal Revenue Code. It was later re-enforced

by PD 1158 (1977) which consolidated and codified procedures for assessment and administration, and
established the ranges of tax rates which may be impos-into a single legal document all internal revenue laws
ed real proerty.embodied in the present Tax Code and the amendments

on

thereto introduced by various laws and decrees. The 8. Incentive taxation has been used extensively to in-
New Society also is a witness to innovative tax measures fluence the direction of investments. To date, some 131
and tax studies. The 35 percent tax on money market presidential decrees have been promulgatedsince the in-
transactions and the 15 percent tax on interest on bank ception of the New Society. The PDs encouraging the

deposits have already generared P 269.3 M and P 263 M, agri-business and the tourism industry stand out in

respectively,six months after-theireffectivity. 5 Further- addition to the Investment Incentives Act (1967) and

more, under the new spirit of discipline, measures which the Export Incentives Act (1968) which have remained
have long been advocated such as the issuance of re- to be the major fiscal incentive laws. It is important to

ceipts for purchases above P 5.00 could now be strictly remember, however, that incentive laws represent some

implemented. revenues foregone. Therefore, some serious rethinking
has to be done along this line. As an initial step, PD

The year 1978 marks the introductionof more substan-
1352 (1978) mposed a five percent customs duty andtive tax reforms. PD 1357 updated the sales taxation of
five percent internal tax all importationsautomobiles by changing the tax base and the tax revenue on

which were formerly exempt from customs duties and/brackets. Sales taxation has likewise been restructured
under PD 1358 to make it more progressive and respon-

or internal revenue taxes.

sive to the requirements of a developing country. The
major features of this decree are: the adoption of the b. Tax administration

Home Consumption Value (HCV) for determining the 9. Tax administration has been revitalized by the vari-
base of the tax; the standby authority of the President ous reforms introduced in both the Bureau of Internal
to subject the second sale of any article subject to per- Revenue and the Bureau of Customs. The reform efforts
centage tax to a value-added tax (VAT); the reclassifi- were designed to make these two bureaus more viable
cation of articles subject to the sales tax and revision of machineries for the economical, efficient and effective
the tax rates. In addition, a system of socialized pricing discharge of the taxation functions of the government.for certain commodities, whereby the tax is graduated The reforms have been directed at improving their or-
on the basis of the price, has been introduced. ganization, personnel and proceduralset-up.
5. Substantial reforms have likewise been effected in 10. Major organizational changes have been effected in
the tariff structure by PD 34 (1972). The 34 rate levels the two bureaus basically by PD No. 1 (1972), also
under the old law were reduced to only six at 10, 20, known as the Integrated Reorganization Plan, and by
30, 50, 70 and 100 percent ad valorem. Articles which
were previously classified as free were subjected to 5. The figures are understated since the revenues represent the
the minimum 10 percent ad valorem, and those which collection from only six administrative regions of the Bureau of
fall under the category of others were subjected to Internal Revenue from June to December, 1977.
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subsequent decrees. Their operations were decentralized
to the regional and field offices; thir staff services were

TABLE 2
reduced, integrated and streamlined; new units were

created for functional and operational emphasis; and Government Revenues,* 1970-76
their non-revenue functions were transferred to more (In billions of pesos)
appropriate agencies of the government.
11. Reform measures, both drastic and positive, were 1970 1973 1976

likewise adopted to improve the personnelset-up of the
I. Total Revenue 4.5 9.0 20.7

two bureaus. Under LOI No. 14-A, revenue and customs Revenue Effort (%) 10.8 14.7 15.8
functionaries who were considered notoriously undesir-
able were weeded out of office. This purging process

Il. National Government

continues to this day, besides the periodic reshuffling of A. Tax Revenue 3.7 7.4 16.5
Excise Taxes .6 .6 3.0

personnel in the central and field offices, in order to rec-
License and Business Taxes .8 1.3 2.8

tify the unflattering public image of the two bureaus I ncome Taxes .9 1.8 3.7
and inject into their human infrastructurethe virtues of Import Duties .6 1.4 4.3

honesty, integrity and efficiency. Export tax and premium duties .1 .5 .6

12. On the more positive side, a realistic staffing pattern Other taxes and duties .3 1.1 .9

and salary structure was established in the Bureau of In- Social Security Contributions 3 .7 1.1

ternal Revenue and the Bureau of Customs by PDs Nos. B. Non-tax Revenue 3 .8 2.8

640 (1975) and 689 (1975), respectively. A personnel Total National Government Revenue 4.0 8.2 19.3

revitalization project is being implementedthrough con- National Government Revenue

tinuous training and career development of supervisors Effort (%) 9.6 13.4 14.7

and rank-and-filepersonnel. In addition, the recruitment Ill. Local Government
and promotional systems are being applied with more A. Tax Revenue .3 .5 1.0

objectivity. B. Non-tax Revenue .2 .3 .5

13. The operational procedures of the two bureaus have Total Local Government Revenue ,5 .8 1.5

been subjected to major changes to promote economy, Local Government Revenue

efficiency, expediency and effectiveness in the delivery Effort (%) 1.2 1.3 1.1

of services. The internal revenue and tariff structures
have been simplified by PDs Nos. 69 and 34, respective- SOURCES OF DATA:

Bureau of International Revenue (BIR), Budget Commission (BC), Com-
ly, to facilitate their administration and delimit the ex-

mission Audit (COA), Annual Reports Local Government, National
ercise of discretion in tax assessment and collection

on on

Economic and Development Authority (NEDA), Social Security System
functions which was one of the root causes of corrup- (SSS) and Government Service Insurance System (GSIS) Annual Reports.
tion. Moreover, the operational procedures of the two
bureaus are being subjected to continuousstudy and re- * Figures are rounded and thus may not equal the total.

examination for possible adjustments and readjustments
to changingconditions. honest and voluntary compliance with tax obligations
14. In the Bureau of Internal Revenue, the package were launched immediatelybefore and during the estab-

audit system was adopted to relieve taxpayers from lishment of the New Society. In the school year 1970-

multiple investigations by limiting the examination of 1971, a long-range tax education program was started

records to only once in a taxable year during a five-year when taxation was included in the curricula of elemen-

period. Tax paymentthroughauthorizedagent bankshas tary schools through the joint effort of the defunct

been allowed to minimize revenue losses through thefts Joint Legislative-Executive Tax Commission (now Na-

and defalcations. Another big step was the establish- tional Tax Research Center) and the Department of

ment of a Taxpayers Master File and Information Sys- Education (now Ministry of Education and Culture). To

tem through computerization. PresidentialDecrees Nos. further implement the program, a Model Teaching
1254 (1977) and 1255 (1977) were issued to tighten the Guide for High Schools has likewise been formulated.

regulations and impose stiffer penalties on the prepara-
In 1974, the BIR and the DEC signed a memorandumof

tion, printing and non-issuance of commercial or sales agreement for the teaching of taxation in all elementary
receipts or invoices. and high schools which was implemented beginning the

school year 1976-1977.
15. In the Bureau of Customs, the home consumption
value (HCV) method of valuation has been adopted to 17. In order to probe into the causes or reasons for non-

curb undervaluation.The time for processing and release payment or underpayment of taxes and come up with

of imported cargoes was reduced from 10 to 15 days to necessary measures to foster public tax consciousness,
only two or three days. The description and definition the JLETC launched nationwide tax consciousness sur- ,

of articles have been made clearer and more definite by veys in 1961 and 1967 which were followed up by the

the adoption of the updated Brussels Nomenclature. NTRC in 1974. The findings of these surveys became
the basis f various administrative reforms designed to

c. Public tax consciousness raise the level of public tax consciousness.To attain the
same objective, the Integrated Reorganization Plan in-

16. Decisive reform efforts to foster a more positive at- stitutionalized the fostering of public tax consciousness
titude on the part of the taxpaying public towards as a permanent function of government through the cre-
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ation of a Tax Information and Education Division un- structuring the tax system in order to attain progressivi-
der.the Administrative Service of the Department of ty in indirect taxation, heavier reliance on direct taxa-

Finance. In the Bureau of Internal Revenue, a similar tion and lesser dependence on foreign trade taxation.

division was created in the central ofce and tax infor- 22. The tax base will have to be broadened. To effect
mation units were installed in the various regional and such, reforms in tax and tariff areas will have to be in-
district ofces. troduced. For the income tax, deductions will have to

18. One of the most significantsteps towards upgrading be re-examined and changed. Alternative income tax

tax consciousness under the New Society which had far- systems like the gross income taxation will have to be

reaching effects was the series of tax amnesties granted studied.
for untaxed income and wealth. There were serious The possibility of broadening the tax base of the trans-

qualms and apprehension about the granting of tax am- fer taxes should also be looked into. Reforms should

nesties. Despite the lack of precedence, the government concentrate on the limitation of deductions from the

took the risk and the rest was history. The response to taxpayer'sestate.

the tax amnesty program was so overwhelmingin terms The present system of fiscal incentives would also have
of revenues that it was extended in coverage through a to be rationalized vis-a-vis other government priorities.
series of presidential decrees. Notable among those was

the amnesty on untaxed inc.ome initiated through PD 23 23. The elasticity of major tax sources will also have to

(1972) and three other PDs. PD 213 (1973), on the be re-examined to bring about an autonatic response

other hand, extended amnesty to non-filers of income in tax yield relative to increases in income and prices.
tax returns and PD 52 (1972) proclaimed amnesty on 24. Reforms in tax structure would have to be comple-
untaxed or improperly taxed motor vehicles. The tax mented with a continuous improvement in tax admin-

amnesty scheme was a breakthrough in fostering tax istration. There has to be more fervor in the enforce-

compliance, increasing the tax base and generating re- ment of tax laws. Government collecting agencies
venues. 6 It was therefore a bold step, but the effects should be further reorganized and streamlined and tax

justified the risk. administration should be simplified. A more aggressive

D. CONCLUDING STATEMENTSAND
stance would have to be put up in raising the tax con-

RECOMMENDATIONS
sciousnessof the citizenry.

19. Despite the absence of a law-makingbody under the 25. To enable local governments to become effective

New Society, up to June .11, 19787 the tax legislation partners in nation-building, their fiscal capacity would

proess has been objectified through the establishment have to be strengtlened. Towards ths goal, reforms on

of a mechanism for tax research, planning and policy local finance are envisioned. Biases in the national-local

formulation within the governmental bureaucracy. This tax sharing formula will have to be discarded to allow

mechanism serves to seek out public and private sector lower-income municipalities to receive a bigger portion

opinion on proposed tax measures, including the tax of national allotments. The collection efficiency of local

practices and experiences in other countries, before any
units should be improved. In addition, non-productive

definite tax plan is formalized for review by higher au- taxes would have to be eliminated and exemptions from

thorities. At the review level, the technical and policy local taxes need to be rationalized.

views of government officials involved in fiscal and 26. On the other hand, direct taxation would have to

developmentplanning are brought into the proposed tax be utilized more effectively. New tax concepts and mea-

measure before the same is formulated into a decree sures especially for sectors which are under-taxedat pre-
for the considerationof the President. sent would have to be developed. The promising areas

20. Through the present tax research, planning and for- for exploration are the basic real property tax and the

mulation mechanism, substantial headways have been tax on agricultural income.

achieved to make the tax system a potent instrument 27. A move towards less dependence on foreign trade
of national growth and development. Tax revenue has taxation is also expected if the developmentprogram is

increased tremendously under the New Society, 8 there- to have a more stable internal revenue base. This implies
by underscoring the active participationof taxation and an increasing reliance on non-external trade taxes. Des-
other fiscal tools in raising output and employment pite this shift however, export taxes should continue
levels and in broadening investments in desired areas of to be an important instrument in promotingand restruc-

development. The major considerations which underly turing the export sector.
the tax reform efforts revolve around the overall nation- The New Society has caused significant reforms in the
al goals of accelerating the pace of industrialization, tax system but research and improvements on the said
generating employment, stabilizing the monetary sys- field must constantly be undertaken. In the course of

tem, increasing revenue and effecting a more equitable its growth, policy makers and administrators should
distribution of income. take a comprehensive view of the tax structure and

21. There are still many areas in the elements of the tax devise measures for improvement which are integrated
system which need further improvement. These are the and at the same time akin to national goals.
needed responses to the challenge of development. Spe- 6. Estimates place total generated by the amnesty
cifically, the needed reforms would have to be directed

revenue tax

at P 1.1 billion.
towards: (1) broadening of the tax base; (2) improve- 7. The Philippine Parliament (known as the Interim Batasan
ment of the revenue administration; (3) strengthening Pambansa) was convened on June 12, 1978.

of the local government's fiscal capacity; and (4) re- 8. See Table 2.
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RECENTCHANGES
' 1 '1'H 14; PHILIPPINE, TAXCODE*
By CORNELIOC. GISON**

TABLE OFCONTENTS C. GI FT TAX

Expansion of the term gift
INTRODUCTION

D. SPECIFICTAXES
A. INCOME TAX a. Reciprocal exemption from specific tax of petroleum pro-

a. 5 percentcorporate development tax ducts sold to international carriers

b. Reduction of branch profit remittance tax b. Increase in specific tax on alcoholic beverages
c. Increase in tax on cinematographic film owners, lessors and c. Lifting of restrictions on registration and manufacture of

distributors native4ype cigarettes
d. Reduction of tax rentals or charter fees payable to non-resi- d, Power of President to increase specific tax

dent owner of vessels e. Specific tax surcharge
e. Taxation of subcontractors engaged in petroleum operations
f. Tax on international carriers E. BUSINESS TAXES

g. Exemptionof foreign source pensions a. Increase of fixed tax on dealers of locally-purchasedproducts
h. Preferential income tax treatment of mutual life insurance b. Changes in the sales tax system

companies c. Transaction tax on commercial papers issued in the primary
i. Withholding tax on dividends and royalties market as principal instruments

j. Tax on transactions by offshore banking units and foreign d. Changes in compensating tax

currency deposit units e. Changes in independentcontractor's tax

k. Withholding tax upon interest on bank deposits f. 2 percent carrier's tax

I. Option to expense exploration and developmentexpenditure g. Stock transaction tax of 1/4 of 1 percent
m. Proof of casualty loss deductions
n. Exemption from filing of individual ihcome tax returns F. DOCUMENTARYSTAMP TAX

o. Change in corporation income tax declaration and payment Changes in stamp tax
P. Re-definition of a non-resident citizen of the Philippines
q. Dividends received by a private educational institution G. MISCELLANEOUSTAXES
r. Rentals payable to non-resident lessors

Tax on overseas communications. I ncome of tax-exemptorganizations
t. Deductibilityof entertainmentexpenses

H. TAX ADMINISTRATIONu. Deductibilityof interest
a. Power of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to issueV. Foreign tax credit of partner

W. Rentals and royalties derived from Philippine sources
assessment

b. Authority of the Secretary of Finance to require withholdingX. Gains from the sales of shares of stock
of creditable income taxes from certain income paymentsFc@1'39:r:Y. Dividends as personal holding company income

c. Authority to examine the accounting records of tax-exempt

B. ESTATE TAX organizations

a. Revocable presumption of life insurance proceeds
I. TAX PRIVILEGESb. Expansion of the taxable gross estates

c. Joint accounts Repeal of duty and/or tax-free importation privilege

INTRODUCTION PD 1457 which substantially amended the Tax Code of
1977.

On June 3, 1977, substantial changes in the Philippine Ths artcle will summarze these changes. It will com-
national internal reuenue system were introduced by pare the priorand present laws and the reasons, if given,Presidential Decrees (herein referred to as PDs) 1158 for the changes. 1
and 1158-A, otherwiseknown asthe NationalInternal
Reuenue Code of 1977 (herein referred to as the Tax
Code of 1977). These decreesnot only consolidatedand

* As of July 31, 1978.
** Principal, Tax Division, SyCip, Gorres, Velayo & Co., Philip-codfied all internal revenue laws but also amended ex-
pines.

isting laws and added new prouisions. Last April 21, 1. For a detailed explanation of the changes introduced by the
1978, the President (now Prime Minister) issued a series Tax Code of 1977, please refer to the Report of the Commission-
of PDs which also touched on the tax structureand ad- er of Internal Revenueappearing in Philippines Law Gazette, Vol.
ministration. On June 11, 1978, the President signed 4, No. 5, September 1977, p. 1.
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sons, whether natural or juridical.

b) Reduction of branch profit remittance tax

J'- Prior law

SOUTH PHILIPPINES Under PD 778 which took effect on August 24, 1975,
any profit remitted by a branch (except an enterprise

CHINA M ANI registered with the Export Processing Zone Authority)
SEA to its head office abroad was subject to a 20 percent

\ \4, PACIFIC tax.

A OCEAN Present law
.

t ) 0nC..,- The Tax Code of 1977 (Section 24(b)(2)) reduced the
branch profit remittance tax from 20 percent to 15 per-

,// -s cent.

a k Reason for change
PU0 Before PD 778, a branch as compared to a subsidiary

SULU had a decided tax advantage since the branch could re-

mit its after-tax profits to its head office without anySEA
additional On the other hand, a subsidiary when it
remitted its after-tax earnings as dividends to its foreign

,£,'
tax.

parent company was generally subject to a 35 percent
withholding tax. PD 778 was, therefore, issued to re-

move such tax advantageof the branch. However, it was
This article will not go into a detailed analysis of the realized later that under certain conditions, the dividend ..

changes. Its purpose is merely to present general infor- remittance by a subsidiary to its parent was subject to a ,

mation about such changes. It is suggested, therefore, withholding tax of only 15 percent. The reduction,
that no action should be taken as a result of the infor- therefore, is intended to place a branch on a parity with
mation contained herein without prior confirmation a subsidiary in a situation where the 15 percent with-
from counsels. holding tax rate will apply on the dividends to be re-

mitted.

A. INCOME TAX c) Increase in tax on cinematographicfilm
owners, lessors or distributors

a) 5 percent Corporatedevelopment tax
Prior law

Prior law The gross film rentals paid to non-resident cinemato-
The corporate income tax rates were: for domestic cor- graphic film owners, lessors or distributors were sub-
porations (incorporated under Philippine laws), 25 per- ject to 15 percent withholding tax.
cent on the first Pl00,000 of net taxable income from
world-widesources and 35 percent on the excess, except Present law

that any foreign tax paid could normally be claimed as Section 24(b)(1)(iv) of the Tax Code of 1977 increased
tax credit under the per country and overall limi- the withholding tax rate from 15 to 25 percent.
tations; while for resident foreign corporations (branch),
the same rates applied but based on net taxable income Reason for change
from Philippine sources. The primary purpose of the 5 percent corporate devel-

opment tax is to raise additional revenues. Its imposi-
Present law tion was also guided by the fact that Philippine corpo-
In addition to the above tax rates, Section 24(e) of the rate income tax rates are generally lower than those
Tax Code of 1977 imposes a tax of 5 percent (known as imposed by other developing Southeast Asian coun-

the 5 percent corporate development tax) on the same tries. The 5 percent tax will raise corporate taxation in
tax base subject to the 25-35 percent rates if: the Philippines to a level reasonably comparable with

(1) in the case of a domestic corporation, it is closely- the effective corporate tax rates in the developing
held or its net taxable income exceeds 10 percent of its Southeast Asian countries and also with the effective

' net worth, and (2) in the case of a resident foreign cor- corporate tax rates in capital-exporting countries, like

poration, its net taxable income exceeds 10 percent of the United States.
, its net Philippine assets. The 5 percent tax is based on In the case of closely-held_corporations, the 5 percent
the entire taxable net income and not merely on the in- tax is imposed regardless of the rate of return on in-

purpose encourage corpora-come net of the 25-35 percent tax rates. The 5 percent vestments. Its is to family
tax is effective startingJune 3, 1977. tions to broaden their ownership base which is in line
A closely held corporation is one which is owned, di- with the Government's policy of promoting a more

rectly or indirectly, by or for not more than five per- equitable distribution of wealth.
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Reason for increase 2. If the foreign service subcontractoris a resident for-

In tax treaty negotiations, the Philippinesusually agrees eign corporation, it is subject to the following major
to a reduction of the withholding tax on royalties or taxes: the 3 percent independent contractor's tax on

similar payments in consideration for the transfer of gross receipts; the 25-35 percent corporate income tax

technical know-how from abroad to the Philippines on net Philippine income from Philippine sources; the 5

from 35 to 25 percent. However, countries with which percent corporate development tax, if applicable; and,
the Philippines negotiates usually argue that there is the 15 percent branch profit remittance tax.

no reason why the Philippinescannot reduce the tax on 3. If the subcontractor is a locally incorporated com-

such royalties to 15 percent if the Philippines imposes pany, it iS subject to the following taxes: 3 percent con-

only a 15 percent tax on foreign film rentals. Hence, tractor's tax; the 25-35 percent corporate income tax on

to avoid placing the Philippines in a defensive and awk- net world-wide income; the 5 percent corporate devel-
ward position in treaty negotiations, the withholding opment tax, if applicable; and, the 35 or 15 percent
tax rate was raised to 25 percent. withholding tax on dividends paid to its non-resident

foreign corporate stockholders.

4. With respect to alien expatriates or subcontractors,d) Reduction of tax on rentals or charter fees they are taxed as follows:
payable to non-residentowner of vessels a) If the expatriate is a non-resident alien not en-

Prior law gaged in trade or business in the Philippines, he
is subject to a 30 percent withholding tax on his

The charter fee or rental paid to non-residentcorporate gross Philippine income (compensation paid for
owners of foreign vessels was subject to a 35 percent services rendered in the Philippines irrespective
withholding tax. of place of payment).
Present law b) If the expatriate is a non-resident alien engaged

in trade or business in the Philippines,he is sub-
Section 24(b)(1)(v) of the Tax Code of 1977 provides ject to the usual graduated individual tax rates
that rentals, leases, and charter fees payable to non-resi- (ranging from 3 to 70 percent) but only on his
dent owners of vessels chartered by Philippine nationals net Philippine income.
and which charter or lease has been approved by the A non-resident alien whose aggregate stay in
Maritime Industry Authority shall be subject to 4.5 per- the Philippinesduring the calendar year does not
cent final withholding tax. exceed 180 days is presumed to be engaged in
A Philippine national includes a citizen of the Philip- trade or business in the Philippines.
pines, or a Philippine corporation 60 percent of whose c) If the expatriate is a resident alien, he is subject
voting stock is owned by such citizens and 60 percent to the usual graduated rates of 3 to 70 percent
of its board of directors are Filipino citizens. on his net world-wide income.

Reason for change

Although the Government has granted incentives to Present law

Philippine nationals to acquire vessels for coastwise and 1. Under PD 1354 which took effect on April 21, 1978,
international traffic, local companies would rather hire every domestic or foreign subcontractor, whether resi-
or charter foreign vessels instead of constructingdue to dent or non-resident, entering into a contract relating to
the high cost of ship constructionand the inadequacy of oil operations with a service contractor engaged in
capital. Since the local company normally assumes the petroleum operations in the Philippines is subject to a

35 percent tax on the charter fee or rental, it had be- final withholding tax of 8 percent on its gross contract
come prohibitive to hire a foreign vessel. In order, there- income, which shall be in lieu of all taxes, national or

fore, to increase the availability of foreign-ownedvessels local. The service contractor is constituted as the with-
for charter or hire by local shipping companies, it was holding agent. Any income received from sources other
decided to reduce the tax from 35 percent o 4.5. per- than the contract shall be taxed under the old system.
cent. The reduced rate of 4.5 percent is actually the 2.5

2. Alien expatriates who permanent residents of
percent income tax and the 2 percent common carrier's

are a

tax imposed on the gross Philippine 'billings of resi- foreign country shall be subject to a final withholding
tax of 15 percent on their gross income received from

dent internationalcarriers. the subcontractors or service contractors. Any income
received from all other Philippine sources shall be taxed

e) Taxation of subcontractorsengaged in under the old system. If the employer is a domestic

petroleum operations subcontractor, it shall act as the withholding agent.
If the subcontractor is foreign, the service contractor

Prior law shall act as the withholding agent. The service contrac-
'

1. A foreign service subcontractor, which is a non-
tor shall likewise act as the withholding agent for its

,i
resident foreign corporation, of a service contractoren-

own alien expatriates.
gaged in oil operations in the Philippines is subject to a 3. The subcontract must be registered with the Bureau
35 percent withholding tax on its gross income rom of Energy Development (BED). The cost of subcontract
Philippine sources (fees paid for services rendered in the shall form part of the reimbursable operating expenses
Philippines). of the service contractor only if it has been registered
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with the BED and the taxes due under PD 354 have ditional exemption. The Bureau of Internal Revenue
been paid. had to rule that PD 220 did not modify RA 4197 and

that the benefits under a private retirement plan must
Reason for change meet the conditions of RA 4197 to be exempt from
PD 1354 seeks to simplify the method of taxing foreign income tax.
oil subcontractors and alien employees involved in pe-
troleum operations in the Philippines. The Decree grew

Present law

out of the realization that foreign subcontractors per- Section 29(c) of the Tax Code of 1977 exempts from
form transitory activities and do not maintain regular ncome tax retirement gratuities, pensions and other
offices or keep books of account in the Philippines, thus similar benefits received by residents or non-resident

making it difficult to determine their proper tax liabili- Filipino citizens or aliens coming to reside permanently
ties. This is likewise true with their foreign expatriates. in the Philippines if received from foreign government
The Decree seeks also to place domestic subcontractors agencies and other institutions, public or private. There-
on a tax parity with foreign subcontractors. fore, the taxability of any other retirement benefits re-

ceived from domestic sources must still be judged under

f) Tax or internationalcarriers RA 4917.

Prior.law Reason for charge
Under Section 24(b)(2) of the Tax Code of 1977, in- Section 29(c) has not really introduced a new tax rule.
ternational carriers are subject to income tax of 2.5 It merely clarified the scope of PD 220.

percent of their gross Philippine billings. Revenue

Regulations 3-76 define gross Philippine billings as

the gross revenue realized from uplifts anywhere in h) Preferential income tax treatmentof mutual

the world by any international carrier doing business life insurance companies
in the Philippines of passage documents sold therein Prior law
whether for passenger, excess baggage, cargo or mail,
provided the cargo or mail originates from the Philip- Domestic and resident foreign mutual life companies are

pines. The gross revenues realized from the said cargo treated like ordinary corporations subject to the regular
or mail shall include the gross freight charges up to the corporate ncome tax rates of 25 percent and 35 percent
final destination. It was not then so clear whether based on net worldwide and Philippine income, respec-

fares of chartered flights originating from the Philip- tively.
pines were subject to the 2.5 percent tax.

Present law

Present law Under Section 24(d) of the Tax Code of 1977, domestic

PD 1355 which took effect on April 21, 1978 amend- mutual life insurance companiesshall pay an ncome tax

ed Section 24(b)(2) by adopting in the Tax Code of of 10 percent of their gross investment ncome derived

1977 itself the definition of gross Philippine billings from all sources consisting of interests, dividends, rents,
of Revenue Regulations 3-76 and including in such net capital gains and income from any other business

definition gross revenues from chartered flights origin- than life insurance. Resident foreign mutual life insur-

ating from the Philippines.The term originatingfrom ance companies (branches) pay the same 10 percent rate

the Philippines shall include flights of passengers who on the same items of gross income derived from Philip-
stay in the Philippines for more than 48 hours prior to pine sources.

embarkation. Reason for change

Reason for change Mutual life insurance companies are now given special
tax treatment pursuant to the policy of the government

The amendment was to place beyond doubt the taxa- to encourage mutualization of life insurance compan-
bility of fares for chartered flights originating from the ies, which actually means the transfer of control of the
Philippines. company from the stockholders to the policy holders.

Mutualization is encouraged to achieve the higher ob-
g) Exemption of foreign source pensions jective of the government of redistributing and dis-

Prior law persing wealth. Furthermore, mutualization partakes of
the nature of a cooperative and, therefore, justifies a

Under PD 220 effective June 20, 1973, social security special tax treatment.
benefits, retirement gratuities, pensions and similar ben-
efits received by retiring employees and workers, wheth-
er received from the Philippines or foreign government i) Withholding tax on dividendsand royalties

. agencies and other institutions, private or public, were
Prior law

+ exempt from income tax. This Decree created some

amount of confusion since there was an existing law Dividendspaid to an individualwere not subject to with-

(Republic Act 4917) which prescribes certain condi- holding tax. Only dividends paid by a domestic corpora-
tions for the tax exemption of any retirement bene- tion to another domestic corporation or a resident for-
fits received under a private retirement plan. A literal eign corporation are subject to a 10 percent nal with-

nterpretation of PD 220 appeared to allow uncon- holding tax. Likewise, royalties paid to resident ndivid-
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uals and domestic or resident foreign corporationswere loans granted to residents (other than those
not subject to withholding. specified above) shall be subject to a final with-

holding tax of 10 percent.Present law 3. Income of non-residents not engaged in trade or
The Tax Code of 1977 amended Section 53(3) by sub- business in the Philippines from foreign currency
jecting dividends received by ndividuals resding in the loans to FCDUs shall be tax-exempt (Section 24
Philippines from a domestic corporation as well as (f) (2)).
royalties in any form, received by such ndividuals and
domestic and/or resident foreign corporationsfrom any Reason for change
person whethernatural or juridical, to a withholdingtax TheTax Code of 1977 merely codified the tax provisionsat source of 10 percent thereof. However, such tax with- of PDs 1034 and 1035.
held shall be credited against the income tax liability of
the recipient taxpayer for the taxable year. k) Withholdingtax upon interest on

Reason for change bank deposits
The most effective and convenientmethod of collecting Prior law
taxes is through the withholding system. It is the intent Interest on bank deposits is taxable. However, becauseof the governmentto expand the scope of the system of of RA 1405 (Law on Secrecy of Bank Deposits) which
withholding tax at source which formerly was generally prohibits the examinationof bankdepositsexceptunder
applied only to income paymentsto non-residents.With- limited conditions, the Bureau of Intemal Revenue
holding of tax is feasible if the income is fixed or deter- very

has been practically left without any means of effective-
minable like royalties and dividends. ly enforcing the income tax law on this type of income.

Present law
j) Tax on transactionsby offshore banking units

and foreign currency deposit units PD 1156, which took effect on June 3, 1977, amended
Sections 30(b) (1) and 53(c) of the old Tax Code by re-

Present law quiring banks to withhold a 15 percent tax on interest

The tax Code of 1977 incorporated as Sections 22(d) on bank deposits (except interest paid or credited to

and 24(f) thereof the provisions of PDs 1034 and 1035 non-resident alien individuals and foreign corporations),
of September 30, 1976 granting tax incentives to the provided that no withholding shall be made if the total

establishment of offshore banking units (OBU) and ex-
interest on all deposits by a depositor in any one bank

panded foreign currency deposit units (FCDU) in the at any time during the taxable period does not exceed

Philippines. P 350 a year or P 87.50 per quarter. However, if interest
earnings exceed P 350 a year, the tax shall be based on

These incentives are: total interest and not merely on the excess.

The 15 percent withholding tax is not a final tax buta) For OBUs
can be credited against the final ncome tax of the de-

1. Net income of OBUs from transactionswth non- positor at the end of the year. The interest paid to the
residents and other OBUs shall be subject to a 5 depositor can be deducted by the bank only if it has
percent tax which shall be in lieu of all other properly withheld the 15 percent tax. To still maintain
taxes. Any income of non-residents from trans- the secrecy of bank deposits, the bank shall not divulge
actions with OBUs shall be tax-exempt. the names of the depositorswhen it files the withholding

2. Net income of OBUs fromtransactionswith local tax return.
commercial banks, including branches of duly
authorized foreign banks, shall likewise be sub- Reason for change
ject to the 5 percent tax, exceptnet incomefrom As explained, even before PD 1156, interest on bank de-
such transactions as may be specified by the posits was taxable. However, the problem has been the
Minister of Finance to be subject to the usual inability of the tax authorities to reach this taxable n-
income tax. by of the Law Secrecy of Bank De-

3. Interest income from loans granted to residents
come reason on

posits. Although PD 1156 seems to impose a new tax,(other than those specied above) shall be sub- it is merely a collection measure designed to strengthenject only to a 10 percent final withholding tax tax administration. Since the tax on interest on bank
(Section 24(f) (1)). deposits can be effectively collected through withhold-

b) For FCDUs ing and the withholding agent shall not disclose the
names of the depositors, PD 1156 is a compromise of

1. Net income by an FCDU from foreign currency tax enforcementand RA 1405.
transactions with non-residents, OBUs and
FCDUs shall be subject to a 5 percent tax which
shall be in lieu of all taxes, except net income I) Option to expense explorationand
from such transactionsas may be specified by the developmentexpenditure
Minister of Finance to be subject to the usual in-

Prior lawcome tax.
2. Interest income by FCDUs from foreigncurrency There was no option to expense mining explorationand
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development expenditures. Such expenditures were to n) Exemption from filing of individual
be recovered through cost depletion unless they were of income tax returns
a charactersubject to an allowance for depreciation.

Prior law
Present law As a general rule, every citizen or resident alien having a

PD 1353, which was signed on April 21, 1978 but which gross income of P 1,800 or more a year was required to
if effective startingJanuary 1, 1978, added Section 30(g) file an income tax return even if there was no tax due
(3) to the Tax Code of 1977. It granted the taxpayeran thereon by reason of personal exemptions and deduc-
option of either using cost depletion or expensing the tions.
accumulated exploration and developmentexpenditures
as of January 1, 1978 as well as the exploration and Present law

development expenditures incurred during the taxable The Tax Code of 1977 amended Section 45(a) (3) by
year. If the taxpayer chooses the latter, he can deduct exempting from the filing requirementan individual tax-
the total exploration and development expenditures payer (except a non-resident alien not engaged in trade
from taxable income but not to exceed 25 percent of or business in the Philippines) whose gross annual in-
net ncome from mining operations. The election is ir- come derived solely from salaries and other compensa-
revocable and shall be binding in the succeeding taxable tion for services does not exceed his personal exemption
years. of P 1,800 if he is single, or P 3,000 if he is married or

The option does not apply to oil and gas exploration head of the family plus the optional standard deduction

and development. The Oil Exploration and Develop- to which he is entitled.

ment Act of 1972 provides that intangible drilling costs
Reason for change

may be deducted in full while all tangible exploration
costs such as capital expendituresand other recoverable To minimize the administrative work and cost of pro-

capital assets are to be depreciated over a period of ten cessing non-revenue ncome tax returns and to do away

years. The option does not apply to expenditureswhich with the nconvenience of filing unnecessary returns on

are of a charactersubject to allowances for depreciation. the part of individual taxpayers concerned.

Reasonfor change o) Change in corporate income tax

When PD 69 substituted cost depletion for percentage declaration and payment
depletion, mining companies were not too happy about Prior law
the change. The Governmentwas presentedwith requests
for some speedier form of recovering exploration and For each of the first three quarters of its taxable year, a

developmentexpenditures.Apparently,Section30(g) (3) corporate taxpayer is required to file a quarterly sum-

is its answer. It gives miningcompanies a type of accele- mary declarationof its gross ncome and deductionsand
rated deduction of exploration and development ex- pay the tax thereon. After the end of its taxable year,

penditures. the corporation shall file a final return for the entire
year and claim the quarterly tax payments as tax credits
against the final tax. If there is an overpayment of tax,

m) Proof of casualty loss deductions it has to le a claim for tax refund or credit. The cor-

poration could not offset automatically any excess tax
Prior law paid against its quarterly income tax liabilities for the

A casualty loss deduction would be claimed by the tax- quarters of th succeeding taxable year. Under this

payer in his ncome tax return filed in the following tax- system, each quarter was treated as a distinct taxable

able year. Generally, verication or substantiation of period so that a corporation could not offset a net loss

the loss deduction, which might be real or fictitious, ncurred in one quarteragainstthe netncomeofanother

could be very difficultparticularlyconsideringthat audit quarterof the same taxable year. The result was that the

of tax returns was not normally done immediatelyupon
Bureau of Internal Revenue was flooded with claims for

filing. tax refunds or credits.

Present law Present law

The Tax Code of 1977 amended Section 30(d) (1) (C) Section 85 of the Tax Code of 1977 modified the sys-

by requiring a taxpayer to submit a declaration of loss tem of corporate quarterly declaration and payment of

sustained from casualty from robbery, theft income tax by permitting the corporation to file its es-or or em-

bezzlement during the taxable year within a period as timated quarterly income tax retums on a cumulative

may be prescribedby the Minister of Finance which shall basis. Thus, any net income or loss sustained in one

not be less than 30 days nor more than 90 days from quarter can be applied against the loss or income of the

'the date of occurrence of the loss. Failure to comply succeeding taxable quarters of the same taxable year.

shall preclude the taxpayer from claiming the loss. Additionally and as a corollary to this change, Section
87 grants to corporations the privilege of offsetting or

Reasonfor change crediting automatically any refundable income tax
To facilitate proof or substantiation of incurrence of shown in its final retum against the corporate quarter-
actual loss. This will also minimize claims for fictitious ly income tax liabilities for the taxable quarters of the
loss. succeeding taxable year.
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Reason for change organizations not organized for profit which are exempt
To make tax compliance more simple and convenient from income tax like agricultural and horticultural or-

for the taxpayer and less costly for the government.The ganizations, fraternal beneficiary societies, cemetery
new system will greatly minimize the filing of claims for companies, business and civic leagues, social clubs, etc.

Section 27(e) also considers as a tax-exempt organiza-
tax refunds or credits and the administrative work and

tion one which is organized exclusively for religious,
costs incident to their processing. charitable, scientific, athletic or cultural purposes or for

p) Re-definitionof a non-residentcitizen the rehabilitation of veterans, except that it contains a

of the Philippines qualifying clause that the income of such organization
from any of its properties, real or personal, or from any

Prior law activity conducted for profit regardlessof the disposition
of the ncome, shall be subject to tax. This excepting

Preferential income tax rates of 1 percent, 2 percent and clause did not qualify the exemptionof the other listed
3 percent are mposed on the foreign-sourceincome of a

non-resident citizen of the Philippines. Section 20(e) of tax-exemptorganizations.
the Tax Code of 1977 defined such citizen to be one

Present law
who was physically present abroad for an uninterrupted
period which included an entire taxableyear. PD 1457 amended Section27 by making the above qual-

ifying clause applicable to all the exempt organizations
Present law enumeratedin Section 27.

PD 1457 amended Section 20(e) by redefining a non-
resident citizen as one who establishes the fact of his t) Deductibilityof entertainmentexpenses

physical presence abroad with a denite intention to re-
Prior law

side therein.
Ordinary and necessary entertainmentexpenses paid or

q) Dividends received by a private incurred in carrying on a trade or business were deduct-
educational institution ible.

Prior law Present law

Dividends received by a private educational institution, PD 1457 limited the right of certain individual taxpayers
whether stock or non-stock, from a domestic or resident to claim entertainment expenses. If a taxpayer is an in-

foreign corporation were subject to a final withholding dividual receiving compensation income, the maximum

tax of 10 percent. amount of ordinary and necessary trade or business en-

tertainment expenses deductible from his compensation
Present law shall not exceed 10 percent of such income. Compensa-
PD 1457 amended Section 24(a) of the Tax Code of tion income means all remunerations,whether in cash or

1977 by excluding from the dividends subject to the 10 in kind, for services performed by an employee for his

percent final tax those received from a resident foreign employer.
corporation. Such dividends shall now be included as

part of the gross taxable income of an educational in- u) Deductibilityof interest
stitution against which deductionsmay be taken and the
net income subjected to a 10 percent tax. 1) Prior law

Section 30(b) (1) of the Tax Code of 1977 allowed as a

r) Rentals payable to non-resident lessors deduction interest paid within the taxable year on in-

Prior law debtedness, . . ..

Gross rentals, charters and other fees paid to non-resi- Present law
dent corporate lessors of aircraft, machinery and other PD 1457 amended Section 30(b) (1)by inserting the
equipment for use in the Philippines were subject to a words or accrued between paid and within.
35 percent withholdingtax.

2. Prior law
Present law A cash basis individual taxpayer could claim as deduc-
PD 1457 added a new subsection (Section 24(b) (1) (vi) tions interest paid in advance during the taxable year.
of the Tax Code of 1977) by subjectingsuch rentals to a Likewise, nterest on bona de loans between related

final withholding tax of not less than 5 percent nor taxpayers was generally deductible.
more than 10 percent to be fixed by the Presidentupon
the recommendation of the Minister of Finance. How- Present law

ever, until such time as the President shall have prescrib- PD 1457 curtailed the right of individual taxpayers to
'

ed a rate, the tax rate shall be 7.5 percent. claim interest deductions. Interest paid in advance
through discount or otherwise by a cash basis ndividual

s) Income of tax-exemptorganizations taxpayer can be deducted only in the year the indebted-
ness is paid except that if the indebtedness is amortized,

Prior law the interest corresponding to the principal amortized or

Section 27 of the Tax Code of 1977 enumeratescertain paid during the year is deductible. Interest paid to re-
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lated persons enumerated in Section 31(b) of the Tax video tapes for use in connection wth tele-
Code of 1977, such as the taxpayer's lineal descendants vision; or tapes for use in connectionwith radio
or ascendants or his 50 percent-owned corporation, is broadcasting.
not deductible.

x) Gains from sale of shares of stock
v) Foreign tax credit of a partner

Prior law
Prior law A non-resident alien or a foreign corporation is taxed
Section 30(c) (3) (C) of the Tax Code of 1977 allowed only on Philippine-source income. In Collectorof Inter-
an individual who is a member of a partnership to take a nal Revenue vs. Anglo-California National Bank, G.R.
tax credit for his proportionate share of the foreign in- No. L-12476, January 29, 1960, the Philippine Supreme
come taxes paid or accrued by the partnership without Court, construing Section 37(e) of the Tax Code, held

qualifying the nature of the partnership. Ths was some- that gain from the sale of shares of stock of a Philippine
what nconsistent with the other provisions of the Tax corporation was foreign-source income if the sale was

Code which treat partnerships, no matter how created consummated abroad. A sale is consummatedwhen title
or organized, as corporationsexcept general professional passes from the seller to the buyer which is usually by
partnerships. delivery. Hence, such gain was not taxable in the hands

of a seller who was a non-residentalien or a foreign cor-
Present aw poration.
To harmonize the wordings of Section 30(c) (3) (C)
with the present tax treatmentof partnerships,PD 1457 Present law

specifically limited the application of the said section to PD 1457 amended Section 37(e) of the Tax Code of
a member of a general professionalpartnership. 1977 by providing that gain from the sale of shares of

stock of a Philippine corporation shall be treated as de-

w) Rentals and royalties derived from rived entirely from Philippinesources irrespectiveof the

Philippinesources place of sale. PD 1457 in effect overruled the Anglo-
CaliforniaNationalBank decision.

Prior law

Rentals from property located in the Philippinesor roy-
y) Dividendsas personal holding company

income
alties for the use in the Philippinesofcopyrights,patents,
trademarks, secret processes and other intellectual pro- Prior law
perties are Philippine-sourceincome. On the other hand,
technical service fees were generally considered as for- Section 65(a) of the Tax Code of 1977 considered as

eign-source income if the serviceswereperformedabroad personalholdingcompany incomedividendsexcept those

unless the technical know-how furnished was in the subject to the 10 percent nal tax under Section 24(c)
of the Code (dividends received by a domestic corpora-

nature of secret processes and the like.
tion from another domestic corporation).

Present law Present law
PD 1457 amended Section 37(a) (4) of the Tax Code by
expanding the scope of what are considered as rentals PD 1457 amended Section 65(a) by deleting the above

and royalties derived from Philippine sources. They now exceptingclause.

include amountspaid for the following:
1. The right to use in the Philippinesany industrial,

commercialor scientific equipment. B. ESTATE TAX

2. The supply of scientific, technical, industrial or

commercial knowledge or information. a) Revocable presumptionof life

3. The supply of any assistance that is ancillary to, insurance proceeds
and is furnished as a means of enabling the en-

Prior law
joyment of, any such patent or other intellectual

property or any such equipment mentioned in Life nsurance proceeds payable to the beneficiary other

No. 1 or any such knowledge or information than the estate of the decedent (the insured), his exec-

mentioned in No. 2. utor or administrator, were not deemed part of the de-

4. The supply of srvices by a non-resident person cedent's gross estate and, therefore, not subject to the

or his employee in connection with the use of estate tax unless the insured retained the power to

property or rights belonging to, or the installa- change or revoke the beneficiary. The presumptionwas

tion or operation of any brand, machinery or that the designationof the beneciary was irrevocable.

other apparatus purchased from, such non-resi-
Present law

1 dent person.
5. Any other amount paid for technical advice or Section 100(e) of the Tax Code of 1977 changed the

services in connection with technical manage- presumption. In order that proceeds of life insurance

ment or administration of any scientific, indus- may be excluded from the gross estate of the decedent,
trial or commercialundertaking. the designationof the beneficiary in the insurancepolicy

6. The right to use motion picture films; films or must be irrevocable. The presumption is now that the
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designation of the beneciary in the policy is revocable, now allowed subject to the per country and overall
unless otherwisespecificallyprovided. limitations (Section 123-A, Tax Code of 1977 as amend-

ed by PD 1457).
b) Expansion of the taxable gross estate

Pror law

Real property situated outside the Philippines was ex- D. SPECIFIC TAXES
cludible from the gross estate of a decedent who was a

resident or a citizen of the Philippines. In the case of a a) Reciprocal exemption from specific tax
decedent who was an alien and a non-resident of the of petroleum products sold to international
Philippines, only that part of his gross estate situated in carriers
the Philippines was taxable. There were no provisions
for a tax credit for foreign estate taxes. Prior laws

Oil products sold to nternational carriers were subjectPresent law
to specific tax.

PD 1457 amended Section 100 of the Tax Code of 1977
by including in the gross estate of a decedent who is a Present law
resident or citizen of the Philippines all his real proper- PD 1359, effective April 21, 1978, amendedSection 134
ties even if situated outside the Philippines. The taxable of the Tax Code of 1977 by exempting from specific
gross estate of a decedent who is an alien and a non- tax petroleum products sold to an intemational carrier
resident remains the same. As a logical consequence of for its use or consumption outside of the Philippinesthe inclusion of real property located abroad in the gross provided that the country of said carrier exempts from
estate of a deceased, PD 1457 inserted a new subsection tax petroleumproducts sold to Philippinecarriers.
(Section 101(e)) allowing a tax credit for foreign estate
taxes paid, subject to the per country and overall Reasonfor change
limitations. The amendment is intended as a tax reciprocity.
c) Joint accounts b) Increase in specific tax on

Prior law alcoholic beverages
Banks usually honor withdrawal slips signed by one of The Tax Code of 1977 also incorporated the provisions
the joint account depositors. of PD 1155 as Sections 145, 146 and 147 increasing the

specific tax on distilled spirits, imported wines andPresent law domestic fermented liquor.
PD 1457 added a new paragraph to Section 118 of the The Tax Code of 1977 also restored an old provision, in-
Tax Code of 1977 by providingthat if a bank has knowl- advertently deleted in a previous amendatory decree,
edge of the death of a joint account depositor, it shall which would enhance the effectivenessof collecting the
not allow any withdrawalby the survivingdepositorun- specific tax on alcohol. The specific tax on alcohol shall
less the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has certified now attach to the substance as soon as it comes into
that the estate taxes have been paid. As a corollary there- existence. Thus, losses due to handling, excessive evap-
to, PD 1457 imposes a fine or mprisonmentin case any oration, etc., shall not reduce the taxable base.
person allows the withdrawalof deposits or nvestments
subject to estate taxes without a certification from the Reasonfor change
Commissionerthat such taxes have been paid. To raise revenues.

c) Lifting of restrictionson registration and
C. GIFT TAX manufactureof native-typecigarettes

Expansion of the term gift Prior law

Cigarettes were required to be packed in packs of eitherPrior law
20 or 30. If 30, they were required to be packed in round

For gift tax purposes, a gift made by a resident of the shapesonly. This restriction acted as a constraint to local
Philippines includes real estate and tangible personal manufacturers to promote the saleability of their pro-
properties, if located in the Philippines, and intangible ducts by usingmoreattractive and convenientcontainers
personal property, wherever located. There was no tax for the cigarettes. Also prohibited was the manufacture
credit for foreign gift taxes. of new brands of cigarettes if packed in 30's.

Present law
Present law

A taxable gift made by a resident of the Philippines
now includes all real and personal properties, whether The Tax Code of 1977 lifted the above restrictions.
tangible or ntangible, whereversituated (Section 133 of

q

the Tax Code of 1977, as amended by PD 1457). As a
Reason for change

corollary thereto, a tax credit for foreign gift taxes is The above restrictions are needless.
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d) Power of President to increase specific tax like real estate dealers, dealers in securities, lending in-
vestors, etc.

i Prior law

No power. b) Changes in the sales tax system

Present law PDs 1357 and 1358 restructured the advance and manu-

PD 1393, effective May 31, 1978, insertedSection158-A facturer's sales tax system (sometimes referred to as per-
to the Tax Code of 1977 granting the President, upon centage sales tax) covered by Title V of the Tax Code of

recommendation of the Minister of Finance and the 1977.
National Economic and Development Authority and PDs 1357 and 1358 took effect on April 21, 1978. How-
after public hearing, the power to revise the rates of ever, their provisions relating to the payment of the
specific tax under certain conditions, one of which is quarterly percentage tax on sales were effective begin-
that the existing rates may not be ncreased by more ning July 1, 1978.
than 50 percent nor decreasedby more than 10 percent. The salient changes are as follows:
Reason for amendment 1. Before PD 1358, the basis for computing the advance
To give flexibility to the tax system in responding to sales tax on articles imported for resale or to be used in

rapid changes in the economic, social and political en- the manufacture of products for sale is the total landed

vironment. cost plus the correspondingmark-up. Landed cost means

the invoice value plus postage, freight, insurance, com-

e) Specific tax surchange mission, customs duty and all other similar charges in-
curred by the importer before the release of the goods

Prior law from customs custody. Now, the basis for computing
Generally, specific taxes on domestic products shall be the advance sales tax is the home consumption value

paid before their removal from place of production. plus 10 percent thereof (which is similar to the base for

While there were penalties for removal of the products computing customs duty) plus postage, commission,
without payment of the tax, no surcharge was imposed customs duty and similar charges incurred prior to re-

unless the goods removed were petroIeumproducts. lease of the goods from customs custody, but excluding
freight and insurance, plus the correspondingmark-up.

Present law There was no change in the mark-up rate.

PD 1457 amended Section 135 of the Tax Code of 1977
2. Certain articles which were previously classified as

by adding a new paragraph imposing a surcharge of 25 either luxury, semi-luxury and ordinary items are now
percent of the tax due plus interest of 14 percent per reclassified either as non-essential, semi-essential, ordin-
annum if the specific tax is not paid before removal of and essential articles. For example, locally-manu-
the domestic products. The same 25 percent surcharge

ary,
factured medicine and laundry soaps and detergents

and 14 percent interest are imposed in case the specic considered previously as ordinary items are now reclassi-
tax on imported materials has not been paid (Section fied as essentials.
136). Likewise, failure to pay a deficiency specic tax
assessment within the time prescribedwill result in a 25 3. The taxable rate on non-essential articles was re-

percent surcharge plus 14 percent interest per annum duced from 70 to 50 percent and on semi-essentials
(Section 160). from 40 to 25 percent. The rate on ordinary articles

was, however, increased from 7 to 10 percent. The rate

E. BUSINESSTAXES on essentials remains at 5 percent.

a) Increase of fixed tax on dealers of 4. PD 1358 eliminated the preferential tax treatment

locally-purchasedproducts accorded to semi-luxury items locally manufactured
by 6Gintegrated or non-integrated manufacturingestab-

Present law lishments. Previously, semi-luxury articles locally manu-

The graduated fixed annual tax on dealers of locally- factured by a non-integrated manufacturer were taxed
, at 15 percent and by an integrated manufacturer at 7
purchased products ranged from ia 10 to a maximum of
P 8,125 depending upon the gross sales of the preceding percent. Now, these articles are subject to sales tax

year. The Tax Code of 1977 increased the rates from a ranging from 10 to 25 percent, depending on the selling
minimum of P 20 to ia 38,000 for sales not exceeding price thereof. The selling price of most of these articles

ia 10 million. For every ia 1 million of gross sales in ex-
falls within the maximum bracket of 25 percent so that

cess of ia 10 million, an additional tax of ia 1,000 is im- for an integrated manufacturer of semi-luxury items,

posed. The annual fixed tax on persons subject to per-
there is an increase of 18 percent in the tax rate.

,

'
.

centage tax was increased from P 50 to ia 100. 5. Defore, producers of agricultural food and non-food
' Present law products were not subject to the percentage sales tax.

are a
i PD 1457 amended Section 192 of the Tax Code of 1977

Now, such products subject to tax of 1 percent of

gross selling price.
by puttinga ceilingon the graduated fixed tax on dealers
at ia 50,000. PD 1457 likewise increased the fixed annual 6. PD 1358 empowers the Minister of Finance upon
tax on taxpayers engaged in certain kinds of business the recommendation of the Commissioner of Internal
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Revenue to impose the same rate of sales tax on articles sales tax the so-called indirectexports, that is, sales in
which are similaror analogous to the articles enumerated the Philippines by a registered export producer to an-
under Section 194 (non-essentials),196 (semi-essentials) otherregisteredexportproducer,registered export trader
and 197 (certain semi-essentials)on the basis of their in- or foreign tourists. Before PD 1469, domestic sales by a
herent essentialities.UnderPD 1457, such power is with- producer to a person who actually exports the products
out prejudice to the authority of the Commissioner of were subject to the percentage sales tax. The export pro-
Internal Revenue to issue rulings on the classificationof ducer must be registered with the Philippine Export
articles for sales tax and similar purposes. Council. PD 1469 is ntended to encourage producers

who lacked the necessary export facilities and skills to
7. PD 1358 as amended further by PD 1393 effective sell to registered export traders.
May 31, 1978 revised Section 193(c) of the Tax Code of
1977. In addition to the powers granted to the President 12. PD 1357 amended Section 195 of the Tax Code by
under certain conditions to revise the rates of percentage providing a new basis for computing the manufacturer's
taxes and to change the classicationof articles enumer- sales tax on the sale of automobiles locally assembled.
ated in Sections 194 (non-essentials), 195 (cars), 196 Under the amendment, the sales tax shall be based on

(semi-essentials), 197 (certain semi-essentials), 198 (ag- either the suggested retail or list price or the actual
ricultural products), 199 (ordinary articles) and 201 retail price, whichever is higher. Before the amendment,
(essentials), the flexibility clause of Section 193(c) has the basis of the tax was the gross selling price of the

-

been expanded to include the power to revise the tax- manufacturers to the dealers. Thus, various schemes
able base levels in Sections 195 and 197. The existing were adopted by a manufacturer in reducing the gross
tax rates may be increased by not more than 50 percent selling price of automobiles to its dealers particularly in
nor decreased by more than 10 percent, and the existing instances where the dealers were controlled one way or

price levels increased or decreased by not more than 50 another by the manufacturers or stockholders thereof.
percent. PD 1359 is a response to such schemes.

To minimize any possible arrangement between the8. PD 1358 added Section 193(d) of the Tax Code of manufacturerand dealer, the suggestedretail or list price1977 granting the President, upon recommendationof shall in no case be less than 15 percent over and abovethe Minister of Finance, the power to subject the second the selling price of the assembler to the dealer, or notsale of any article subject to percentage tax at the same less than 30 percent over and above the manufacturingrates as provided in the respective sections to a ualue- cost, in case of direct sales to the public by the assem-added tax based on the gross selling price or gross value blers. The tax rates were also revised. The meaning ofof any of the articles transferredor exchanged. the sale of an automobilewas also expanded.
9. In computing the sales tax, PD 1358 adopted the Reasonfor changessystem of tax credit in lieu of the cost of raw material
deduction method. Before, in arriving at the tax base of To raise revenues and to simplify the administration of
the percentage sales tax, the cost of the raw materials, the sales tax system.
underthe same sectionof the Tax Code to which finished
products are subject, could be deducted from the gross
selling price. Now, the percentage tax on sales is com-

puted by multiplying the gross selling price by the ap- c) Transaction tax on commercial papersplicable tax rate and claiming as tax credit any specific issued in the primary market astax, percentage tax, or mining tax paid under Titles IV, principal instrumentsV or VII of the Tax Code of 1977, respectively,on do-
mestically manufactured, processed or produced, or im- Pror law
ported raw materials, parts, accessories or other articles

on money wereforming part of the finished products sold. The excess
Interest earnings market placements

can be credited against the sales tax liabilities for the reportable and taxed accordingly. However, due to the

succeeding taxable quarters. To claim the tax on raw complexity of money market operations, tax authorities
found it difficult to trace the interest earners so that ismaterials as a credit, it should be indicated as a separate

item in the sales invoice. was possible that a substantial amount of this type of
income went untaxed.

10. As a corollary to the tax credit method, Section 200
Present lawof the Tax Code of 1977 was amended in that whenever

a tax-exempt product is used as a raw material, the per- The Tax Code of 1977 incorporated as Section 209(b)
centage tax, specific tax or mining tax otherwise due on PD 1154, effective June 3, 1977, which imposes a final
such product can be claimed as a credit against the sales transaction tax of 35 percent on the gross interest paid
tax on the finished product. on commercial papers issued in the primary market as ]

principal instruments. The tax is payable by the bor-
11. PD 1358 amended Section 202 of the Tax Code of rower (limitedto corporate issuers), not the lender, with-,
1977 by withdrawing the percentage tax exemption in five workingdays from the issuance of the commercial
granted to certain taxpayers(usually persons whose gross paper. The 35 percent tax is deductibleby the borrower
monthly or daily sales do not exceed a certain amount). from its gross income but the nterest earner need not
However, PD 1469 which took effect on June 11, 1978 declare his interest earnings as part of his gross income
enlarged the scope of Section 202 by exempting from for income taxation.
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Reason for change The Decree also expressly considered security agencies
PD 1154 is not really a new tax measure but is intended as contractorssubject to the 3 percent tax.

to improve the tax collection for this type of income 2) Prior law
consideringthat the Bureau of Internal Revenuehad pre-
viously no practical means of enforcing strictly the tax- In determining the gross receipts of a contractorsub-

ation of interest income on money market transactions. ject to the 3 percent tax, that portion of the contract

For convenience, it was deemed proper to have the bor- price paid by the contractor to a subcontractorshall be

rower shoulder the tax nstead of acting merely as a deducted. However, the subcontract price paid shall

withholdingagent. form part of the gross receipts of the subcontractor.

Present law
d) Changes in compensatingtax

PD 1457 amended Section 205 by making the primary
PD 1457 made changes in the compensatingtax system contractor responsible for the 3 percent tax on the total
(Section 204 of the Tax Code of 1977) to conform to contract price. The taxable gross receipts mean the total
the amendmentsintroduced by PDs 1358 and 1395. contract price received by the principal contractor un-

The salient changes are as follows: diminished by amounts paid to a subcontractor. How-
the subcontract price paid to a subcontractorshall

1. Before PD 1457, the basis for computing the com-
ever,
be excluded fron the latter's gross receipts.

pensating tax was the landed cost of the imported arti-
cles but without the correspondingmark-up. The term f) 2 percent carrier's tax
landed cost was the same used in computing the ad-
vance sales tax before the method was changed by PD PD 1457 amended Section 207 of the Tax Code of 1977
1358. PD 1358, however, failed to change the method0f which imposes a 2 percent tax on carriers by increasing
computing the compehsatingtax. PD 1457 now corrects the minimum taxable gross quarterly receipts of land
the oversight by providing that the basis for computing carriers.
the compensating tax is the same used for the advance
sales tax but without the mark-up. g) Stock transaction tax of l of 1 percent

2. In the case of imported automobiles,a new schedule Prior law
of tax rates is fixed ranging from 100 percent of the Section 210 of the Tax Code of 1977 imposes tax of
landed cost to P 57,500 if the landed cost exceeds

a

l of 1 percent on the sale or transfer of shares of
P 50,000, plus 200 percent of the excess. stock acquired after November 5, 1970, basedon or on

3. Articles enumerated as exempt from compensating the gross selling price or gross value in money. However,
tax under Section 204 continue to enjoy such exemp- any capital gain arisingfrom the stock transfer is exempt
tion without prejudice to PD 1395 (please refer to I) from income tax. Under Section 35(c) (2), no gain or

which imposes a 5 percent duty and 5 percent internal loss shall be recognized if a person exchanges his pro-

revenue tax on importations of articles which are at perty for stock in a corporation of which, as a result

present fully or partially exempt. In other words, if the thereof, the transferor (alone or togetherwith not more

importation is one of those excluded by PD 1395, it will than four other persons) gains 51 percent of the voting
continue to be exempt from compensating tax; other- stock of the transferee corporation. The gain of the

wise, it will be subject to a 5 percent compensatingtax. transferor is deferred until eventual disposition of the
stocks. If the transferor should later sell the stocks ac-

4. If any articlewithdrawn from customs custody with- quired in the exchange, there was some uncertainty as

out the payment of the compensating tax shall, within to whether or not the transferor by paying the l of 1
one year from date of withdrawal, be used by the im- percent tax would be exempt from income tax on the
porter for other purposes or sold, the proper taxes must capital gains which went unrecognized in the initial
be paid within 10 days from such use or diversion. In transfer. However, the Bureau of Internal Revenue con-
case of delinquency, a surcharge of 25 percent plus in- sidered such capital gains as subject to income tax.
terest of 14 percent per annum are imposed.

Present law
e) Changes in independentcontractor's tax The above problem has been definitely settled by PD

1) Prior law 1457 amendingSection 210. Capital gains from a sale or

exchange of shares of stock acquired by a person in an
Section 205 of the Tax Code of 1977 imposes a tax of 3 exchange where no gain or loss was recognized are sub-
percent on the gross receipts of independentcontractors. ject to income tax.
Excluded by Section 205 (16) from the 3 percent tax
are gross receipts of contractorsreceived from a pioneer
enterprise registered under the Investment Incentives F. DOCUMENTARYSTAMP TAX
Act (RA 5186 as amended) and of contractors under
contracts of embroidery and apparel for export. Changes in stamp tax

Present law Prior law

PD 1457 amended Section 205 (16) by subjecting the A documentary stamp tax was imposed upon certain in-

gross receipts of above contractors to the 3 percent tax. struments and papers. A science stamp tax equivalent to
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100 percent of the documentary stamp was likewise b) Authorityof the Secretary of Finance to
levied. require withholdingof creditable income

taxes from certain income payments
Present law

PD 1457 eliminated the science stamp and imposed only Prior law

the documentary stamp tax. However, the rates were in- Section 53(f) of the Tax Code of 1977 authorized the
creased. President, upon the recommendationof the Minister of

Finance, to subject to a withholding tax of 10 percent
certain items of income of residents.

Present law

Section 53(f) was amended by PD 1351, effective April
G. MISCELLANEOUSTAXES 17, 1978, by providing that the Secretary of Finance

may, upon recommendation of the Commissioner of
Tax on overseas communications Internal Revenue, require the withholding of a tax on

certain fixed or determinable ncome or capital gainsPD 1457 inserted a new Section 290-A to the Tax Code
of 1977 by imposinga tax of 10 percent on the amount payable to resident taxpayers at a rate of not less than

2.5 percent nor more than 35 percent thereof, whichpaid for overseas dispatch, message or communication
shall be credited against the final income tax liability oftransmitted from the Philippines by telephone, telex, the taxpayer for the taxable So far, the Secretarycable and other communicationequipment services, to year.
of Finance has not formally come out with regulationsbe paid by the payor for the services. Before, there was
specifying the items of income subject to with-

no such tax. gross
holding under this section. To strengthen Section 53(f),
PD 1351 also provides that any income payment which
is otherwise deductible from gross income can be de-
ducted only if the withholding tax thereon has been
paid to the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

H. TAX ADMINISTRATION Reason for change

a) Power of the Commissionerof Internal PD 1351 is a measure intended to strengthen the effec-

Revenue to issue assessments tiveness of the present tax collectionsystem and to help
the Government's cash flow. It reveals the intent of the

Prior law Government to broaden the coverage of the withholding
tax system.When the Commissionerof Internal Revenue had reason

to believe that a report was false, incompleteor errone- c) Authority to examine the accounting records
ous, he could assess the proper tax on the best evidence of tax-exemptorganizationsobtainable.

Prior law
Present law

There was some dispute as to the authority of the Com-PD 1356, which took effect March 21, 1978, amended
missionerof Internal Revenueto examinethe accountingSection 16 of the Tax Code of 1977, giving the Com- records of tax-exemptentities which were not subject tomissioner of Internal Revenue the added authority of
intemal taxes.

placing taxpayers under surveillance for two months, if revenue

there are reasons to believe that such person is not de- Present law
claring his correct income and receipts. The findings for
this period may be used as a basis for a tax assessment PD 1457 has specifically granted such power to the Com-

for the other months of the same or different taxable missioner.

years and such assessmentshall be consideredprima facie
correct.

Reason I. TAX PRIVILEGES
In a number of cases (Collector of Intemal Revenue vs.

Benipayo, G.R. No. L-13656, January 31, 1962; Viterbo Repeal of duty and/or tax-free
vs. Collector of Internal Revenue, CTA Case No. 363, importation privilege
December 26, 1958; Samson vs. Collector of Internal

Prior law
Revenue, CTA Case No. 232, June 30, 1958), assess-

ments by the Commissionerof Internal Revenue based Under various incentive and special laws, certain tax-
on estimates and observations were repeatedly rejected payers enjoyed the privilege of duty and tax-free impor-
by the Philippine courts. PD 1356, which is intended to tation.
reinforce tax administration,appears to be the legislative
response to the above decisions. Certain safeguards are,

Present law

however, being taken to prevent an abuse of this autitor- PD 1395 (whichamended PD 1352 on the same subject),
ity. effective May 31, 1978, repealed such privilege. Now, all
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importations which are at present totally or partially port Processing Zone Decree (PD 66), The Oil Explora-
exempt under the provisions of any general or special tion and Development Act of 1972 (PDs 87 and 529)
law shall be subject to a 5 percent customs duty and 5 and The Coal Development Act of 1976 (PD 972) are

percent internal revenue tax. Among the notable laws not affected.
affected by this repeal are the Investment IncentivesAct

(RA 5186 as amended) and Export Incentives Act (RA Reason

6135 as amended), although mportations for projects Under PD 776, a Fiscal Incentives Review Board was

already approved as ofApril 21, 1978 by the appropriate created to study and recommend to the President the
government agency may continue to be exempt but in suspension, revocation or mdification of any tax n-
no case beyond December 31, 1981. Duty and tax-free centive. PD 1395 is in line with the policy of PD 776 to

importation privileges enjoyed under international trea- rationalize and harmonize the fiscal incentives granted
ties and commitment and those granted under the Ex- under various laws for purposes of conservingrevenues.

--
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CurrentStatusofStudies
andWor on Tax'I'reaties
TAFTA andAndeanPactModels*
By Dr. Ramn Valds Costa

This report is aimed at making a critical and comparative analysis of both
LAFTA and Andean Pact models and, to remain within our schedule, it /*

must necessarily be synthetic.
4
ii

General Considerations /tt
/i

451,
It may be stated that these models represent the most genuine and system-
atic expression of the traditional Latin American position in this field,
which is characterized by the upholding of the principle of source as op-
posed to those of nationality and domicile.

This position found its first international expression in the Model Conven- --l
tion of Mexico of 1943, which was approved by the Fiscal Committeeof the
League of Nations at its Second Regional Fiscal Conferencewhere, for rather
circumstantial reasons, the Latin American viewpoint predominated. The
model was substantially revised at the following meeting held in London in Contents
1945; the approach of developed countriespredominated in the internation-
al sphere as of that date. Latin American countriesdefended their legitimate General Considerations

fiscal nterests and realized their fiscal policy, applying the principle of General Characteristicsof the Texts
source with doubtless coherence and persistence, unilaterally through their
domestic legislations.

ComparativeAnalysis of Treaty Articles

Substance of the Convention
The growing international expansion of the economy, the appearance of General Definitions

importanteconomic problems concerning transfers of capital and technology
which were required by development, and the also important tax problems

Chapter Il -- Income Tax

derived from expansion of transnational companies led to renewed dis- Tax Jurisdiction

cussion at different forums of the need to structure new model international Income from Real Estate

treaties, in particular with reference to relations between developed and Corporate Profits

developingcountries. Profits of Air and Sea Carriers

As previously stated, the models which we shall analyze are inspired by the Royalties

principle of the source but it is necessary to highlight the fact that they are
Interest

characterized by representing a radical manifestation of same. This charac- Dividends and Shares

teristic is doubtless of importance in discussion of the topic from the inter- Income from Personal Services

national viewpoint since this radical position has undoubtedly had an nflu- Net-worth Taxes
ence on the scanty progress observed in understandings with developed General Provisions
countries. The best illustration of this statement is found in the reduced
number and minor signficance of the treaties entered to date.

On a previous occasion I said that the Andean Pact Model, more than a

model treaty, represents a declaration of principle which, due to its rigidity, * Paper prepared for the InterAmerican

necessarily leads to serious -- not to say insurmountable -- difficulties in its Center of Tax Administrators (Centro
application since every treaty necessarily implies solutions representing a Interamericano de Administradores Tribu-:

conciliation and mutual concessions. This opinion, which has been con- tarios, CITj, 19th Technical Conference,
firmed with the passing of time, is partially applicable to the formulas re-

The exchange of information under tax

cently proposed by LAFTA which are directly based --and this has been
treaties (Curaao, Netherlands Antilles,
August 28 -- September 3, 1977). This

expressly recognized -- on the solutions adopted by the Andean Models, paper is incorporated in a publication on

although they do not offer the same rigidity. Consequently and as a first exchange of information under tax treaties
commentary it may be said that the greatest signicanceof these documents published by the International Bureu of
lies in their systematic vindication of the Latin Americanposition as well as Fiscal Dncumentation.
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in the fact that they represent a starting point for even- been made explicit in valuable technical studies pre-
tual negotiationswith developedcountries. pared by the Secretariat which will be discussed by the
A second characteristic of these drafts which is inti- Fourth Meeting to take place 15-20 August of this year.

mately related to the previous one is that of extreme Thanks to the spirit of cooperation shown by the head

concern for the defense of fiscal nterests which, on of this Secretariat we have had this material available

occasion, even contradicts the basic principle of source for the preparationof the report. In this respect we shall

as is the case in the eld of technicalassistance -- and principally take into consideration document LAFTA/--

has sometimes sanctioned solutions which are really DTI/IV/dt2 entitled Technical criteria applicable to

exceptional in comparative legislation and on the other the allocation of the power of taxation in Conventions

hand are resisted by doctrine, includingLatin American entered between LAFTA countries. Notwithstanding
doctrine. In such cases we find a failure to recognize the limitation involved in this very title, it must be re-

the contractual relations existing between parent com- membered that, as is stated in the Secretariat relort,
panies and their affiliates or subsidiaries, in particular The studies made are based on the criteria which, with

with regard to royalties and technical assistance. reference to negotiations that could be conducted by
member countries with third countries, were defined

In the third place we should mention that in upholding and ratified by the respective meetings of Directors of
the principle of source as exclusive criterion, and not Internal Taxes held in 1973, 1975 and 1976. These
simply as primary criterion, for the allocation of the criteria which are applicable to negotiations between
power of taxation both drafts mplicitly sponsor solu- LAFTA countries and third countrieshave been defined
tions which on occasion -- and with increasing fre- and commented upon in document LAFTA/DTI/IV/di2
quency

-- are contrary to the legitimate interests of de- of 11 February 1977, which has also been particularly
veloping countries. I am referring to the possibility of taken into consideration in this report. 1
taxing under certain conditions, and within the sphere
of progressive overall ncome tax, the income earned From the formal standpoint both drafts offer the struc-

abroad by the nationals of Latin American countries: ture of a model bilateral treaty, but they do present
a solution which is not only convenient from the fiscal clear differences.

standpoint but also recommended by the best tax tech- The Andean Pact Draft is a concrete and official mani-
niques and having doubtless economic projections in the festation of countries within the subregion which was

removal of capital from the area. the result of studies on this subject with a precise back-

Fourthly, certain omissions must be pointed out. ground in Decision No. 24 establishingeconomic policy
The first of these omissions, due to its importance at vis--vis foreign investment. Consequently, it must be

least in the field of treaties between developed and seen as a definite stand taken by that group of coun-

developing countries, is the one concerning incentives tries.

to the flow of capital, technology and technical assist- The documents prepared by LAFTA are, nstead, only
ance. Of course the absence of provisions in this regard a concrete formulation of studies made to date which
finds its explanation in the adoption of the principle have not received a final approval of member countries,
of source as exclusive criterion for taxation, a solution among other reasons due to the diversity of opinions
which could place developing countries in a situation sustained by the different countries on problems of
of total freedom to adopt the ncentive policies they great importance, as well as to the evolution of the ideas
consider best suited to their interests; but, as is obvious, predominating within each country in particular. An
this explanation would only be valid in the practically example of the first case is that of the formulation of
impossible hypothesis of developed countries integrally the concept of source and, in particular, the new con-

accepting the entering of treaties under these con- ept of source conceived through the criterion known as

ditions. paying source and, as an example of internal evolu-

Another less transcendantomission but one which is un- tion, the changes observed in the tax treatment applic-
doubtedly important from the practical standpoint is able to transactionsbetween related companies.
that concerning determination of net taxable income, These characteristics of LAFTA work to explain the
particularly in regard to royalties and interest. fact that the technical criteria proposed to the Fourth

Meeting of Experts on controversial aspects present the ;
form of alternative or optional solutions, limited to the

General characteristicsof the texts scope of LAFTA countries. 2

As is widely known, Decision 40 of the Cartagena 1. The meeting was held with the participation of Argentina, ,

Agreement, adopted at the Seventh Regular Session held Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay,
in Lima in November 1971, approved two Conventions: Uruguay and Venezuela. Also present were representatives of

one to avoid double taxation in member countries and a the following international organizations: IDB, INTAL, OAS,
Model-Convention to avoid double taxation between IFA and CIET.

member countries and other states outside the sub- The final report offers very minor differences with the pre-
'

region. Both refer to income and net-worth taxes and viously cited Technical Reports of the Secretariat, and almost

offer substantially the same solutions. all of them are of a formal character.
The most importantare attached as footnotes to this report.

The work accomplishedby LAFTA in this field through 2. In the Final Report of the IV Meeting relevance was given to

its three meetings of experts on international double the technical nature of the bases for harmonization to be

taxation, has, to the date of preparation of this report, defined through the tasks entrusted to the experts, as well,as
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The solutions regarding third countrieshave been some- ChapterHII -- IncomeTax
what left aside, since the Experts have considered that
66'
n the current stages LAFTA is going through, it is not Tax Jurisdction (Art. 4 of A.P. and Art. 4 of LAFTA)

necessary to define any single criterion since, until the
Through different draftings, the jurisdiction is deter-

decisions to accomplish harmonization are made, the

Contracting Parties must continue to adjust any tax mined by means of the location of the source generating
treaties entered to the solutions set foth under their the income. This concept is defined by the Andean Pact

legislations. Consequently -- th Secretariat report
as the activity, right or goods generating, or which may

as or
states -- (the Experts) limited themselves to establish- generate, income; and by LAFTA the tangible in-

tangible capital generating it. Although a systematic
, ing the most adequate alternatives, taking into consider-

interpretation of the different established by
ation both their technical bases and their behavior vis-

norms

-vis the interests ofcountriesin the area (Doc. LAFTA/ these Models would provide a clear understandingof the

DTI/IV/di2,p. 7). meaning of the provisions we are analyzing, their word-

ing if taken in an isolated manner could lead to con-

fusion, e.g. with regard to royalties. The standard would
have gained much precision if it had been directly said

Comparativeanalysis of treaty articles
that the income subject to the Treaty is the income
derived from activities developed, goods located or

Substance of the Convention (Art. 1 of A.P. and Art. 1 rights used for economic purposes within the countryof

of LAFTA)
taxation.

Both articles similarly provide for the enumeration of Income from Real Estate (Art. 5 of A.P. and Art. 5 of
the taxes to which they will be applied, clarifying the LAFTA)
elasticity in their scope by including amendments to

existing taxes and to those to be established in future, Both reflect the traditional solution which has not been

provided they are essentially and economically analo- disputed by comparative legislation, that this income

gous to those expressly mentioned (A.P.) or of identical must be taxed in the country where the goods genera-

or analogousnature (LAFTA). ting it are located. As a supplement,Art. 6 of A.P. refers
to income derived from the right to exploit natural re-

The LAFTA norm also determinesthe scope of income this must be considered equivalent to the ad-
tax, comprising over-all income tax, those taxes levied

sources;
dition made under Art. 5 of the LAFTA draft consider-

on specific types of ncome, as well as those levied on ing as included within this category the income derived
capital gains. It also states that net worth taxes are con- from agricultural and livestock farming concerns, fores-
sidered to be both those applicable to the over-all net try and mineral extraction, as well as any payments
worth as well as those levied on elements of same. received for any type of use or exploitation of real

estate.
GeneralDefintions (Art. 2 of A.P. and Art. 2 of LAFTA)
These articles contain the traditional definition of Con- Corporate Profits (Art. 7 of A.P. and Arts. 14, 16, 17

tracting States, Member States, territory and persons,
and 18 of LAFTA)

given in very similar terms. With reference to the con- Three parts can be differentiated within these articles:

cept of person it is worth highlighting an innovation that concerning the general criterion on location of

offered by the LAFTA articles in recognizing, as such, income, assumptions on its location, and the develop-
branches, agencies or any other type of similar establish- ment of activities in more than one territory.
ment that a company domiciled outside the territoryof With reference to the first aspect, the A.P. integrally
one of the Contracting States has in same. These estab- adopts the traditional concept of source establishing
lishments -- comments the Secretariat -- do not have that these profits are only taxable in the state where
their own legal status nor do they represent a com- the corresponding activities have been developed.
mercial entity different to the parent company. This is a

useful norm because it clarifies that these entities are in The LAFTA Model introduces an important proviso,
themselves subject to taxation. The same solution could
be reached through an interpretation of Art. 2, para-

graph C) No. 3 of the A.P. Model, also reproduced by to the non-binding character of these tasks which imply col-

LAFTA, which recognizes as a person any other entity
laboration with the Latin American Free Trade Association
for the preparation of technical material to support the actions

or group of related or not related persons, which are which the ContractingParties may eventually decide to undertake

subject to taxation. Thus both provisions reflect the n the field of tax harmonization; without this in any way re-

most widely admitted doctrine in contemporary Tax presenting an interpretation to the effect that the solutions
Law which was incorporated in the Model Tax Code for recommended by the experts should represent inflexibility in

Latin America and in the NationalTax Codes it inspired. regard to the power of negotiation of countries in the Area.

The following articles coincide in the definition of the
3. With reference to domicile of individuals, the LAFTA Draft

terms producing source and enterprise. With refer-
does not adopt a definite position. For the remainderof persons,
the IV Meeting opted for the criterion of effective management

ence to the latter it may be added that the LAFTA de- set forth in the base document adopted by previous Meetings.
finition complements the A.P. definition by establishing Addition was also made to this Art. 9, par. d), of the indexes to

the joint application of capital and labor as integral ele- be used for determining the place of effective management: site

ments of the concept. 3 or principal headquartersof the business or its actual domicile.
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excluding the profits earned by companies engaging in Another innovation made by LAFTA is that of Art. 18
the rendering of personal services mentioned under in which, reflecting the recommendation made by the
Art. 21 which, as we shall soon see, establishes three Second Meeting of Experts, the Contracting State in
alternative solutions: the place of payment, the place of which the merchandise remitted from abroad is pro-
use of the services, and the place of the rendering of cessed or transformed is granted the right to tax the
same. foreign company on the income generated by that pro-

With regard to the assumptions, the A.P. resorted to an cess. This is an original solution finding its solid base in

original procedure which was afterwards followed by the integral application of the principle of source which,
LAFTA. It makes an enumeration of certain types of according to traditional Latin American doctrine, does

organization of activities which in developed countries not require for its application the existence of a perman-,
are considered as representing the concept of perman-

ent establishmentas is sustained by the doctrine and the

ent establishment'. But instead of considering these Models of developed countries.

as an essential requirement to determinethe location of Profits of Air and Sea Carriers (Art. 8 of A.P. and Art.
the income, the A.P. takes them only as an assumption 19 of LAFTA)

in my opinion, an absolute assumption of that loca--- --

tion; notwithstanding the possibility of applying the tax This practically insoluble problem of international tax

to income derivedfrom other situations or organizations, law finds the usual exception solutions in both

due to the application of the general principle which, as
models. In the A.P. model an alternative is offered to

stated previously, attributes decisive character to the recognize the power of taxation of the State in which

place where activities are developed. The enumeration the respective enterprises are domiciledand of only tax-

of the situations to this effect taken into account is ing the operations conducted in each interested state.
Within the LAFTA draft, apart from this solution whichdifferent in the two models. The LAFTA draft deleted

the four first chapters conceming offices, factories, is doubtless the most orthodox within the principle of

construction works, mines, quarries, etc. In my opinion source, the possibility is added of recognizing the power

this suppression does not alter the sense and scope of of taxation of the State in whose territory is located the

the norm. It seems to be founded on a technical-legal effective management of the enterprise, and provides
5

reason, with the decision to prefer to limit this enumer-
criteria to this effect concerning its location.

ation only to doubtful cases which may lead to contro- Royalties (Art. 9 of A.P. and Art. 8 of LAFTA)
versies, a situation which does not seem to arise in the
four paragraphs that were eliminated. 4 The A.P. follows with all precision the orthodox solu-

tion, establishing that this income can only be taxed in
The third part of Art. 6 of A.P. agreeing with Art. 16 the territpry in which use is made of trademarks,
of LAFTA, refers to the case of development of activ- patents and unpatented knowledge or other intangibles
ities in two Contracting States sustaining the orthodox similar in nature. As was the case with interest and
solution of the principle of source that each one of technical assistance, opinions within LAFTA differ on
them may tax the income generated within its territory. this point with reference to the concept of source, prin-
Art. 16 of LAFTA which was cited continues in its first cipally as a consequenceof the appearance of the theory
part -- as is stated in the Secretariat Report - with the of the paying source. For this the alternativereason
criterion normally applied to independent entities, sus- solution is offered of recognizing the power of tax-
taining the system of separate accounting. However, ation of the State in whose territory are located or used
taking into account the discrepancies observed at pre- the goods whose transfer generates income, or of the
vious meetings of Experts, two paragraphs of an option- state from whose jurisdiction payments are made.
al character were added stating that the State in whose
territory the activities are developed is granted the Another important difference is the concept of royal-
right to deny expenses applicable to the use of capital ties. As is inferred from the enumeration mentioned

or technology owned by the company or to rendering above, the A.P. resorts to a strict criterion: it only refers

of services supplied by component parts of same. Thus, to use and not to the definite transfer of these goods,'
the treaty itself incorporates the solution which, within and they are limited to intangibles, in this respect citing
the Andean Pact, is derived from application of Decision the most frequent cases. Instead, the LAFTA draft,

--

24. although also exclusively referred to utilization in
other words to transfer for use and not to final transfer

Similar solutions are established by LAFTA Art. 17 con- of the goods makes a much more extensive enumer---

cerning transactions between related companies where, ation which, as is recognized in the Secretariat Report,in its first part, the indisputable right of the States to is 66inspired in the text of the OECD Model Convention.
correct balance sheets to the effect of adjusting them to Thus inclusion is made of income for the use or utiliz-
reality, or to establish the profits that each of the par- ation of international news, industrial, commercial and
ties would have derived if the relations between them scientific equipment, leasing and know-how. Both drafts
did not exist and which have not been generated due to

same, was expressly established. This article also adds
an optional paragraph empowering the interested State

4. The draft submitted to the IV Meeting only contemplated the
relations between parent companies and affiliates or subsidiaries.

to deny the independence of these companies in The Experts, with no exceptions, were of the opinion that it
order to establish the treatment afforded to payments was preferable to expand the concept, adapting it to the one

made between them, although without concrete specifi- given under Art. 9 of the OECD Model.
cation of the concepts for which the payments were 5. These criteria were incorporated to Art. 2d) which is of a

made. general character.
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coincide in the solution -- which is correct in my opin- circumstance disturbs the technical hierarchy and will

ion -- of not referring to the manner in which payment also have an unfavorableeffect on eventualnegotiations
is agreed upon, since various solutions for this problem that could be undertaken with countries in which these
have been found in comparative Latin American legis- activities are developed.
lation. 6

Net Worth Taxes (Arts. 17 and 18 of A.P. and Arts. 23
Interest (Art. 10 of A.P. and Art. 7 of LAFTA) to 34 of LAFTA)
As was stated, this problem offers aspects similar to Within the concept of the principle of source, these
the previous one. taxes doubtless offer fewer difficulties than income tax,
The A.P. definitely opts for the classical solution within since the jurisdictionalprinciple is clearly defined by the

the criterion of source, recognizing the exclusive right of territorial location of the properties. The concrete solu-

the State in the territory of which the credit is used. tions offered by the two drafts must be taken as clari-

Due to the well-known difficulties in locating this fact, ' fications or precise limitationson this principle.
t afterwards includes a simple assumption to the effect
that the credit is used in the territory from which
interest is paid. The LAFTA draft offers an alternative GeneralProvisions

between this solution and the solution of the place from
which payment is made. Inquiries and Information (Art. 19 of A.P. and Art. 36

of LAFTA)
With reference to the first formula it might be useful to

point out that the LAFTA draft together with the cri- The provisions are simple and direct and quite general
terion of utilization introduces that of placement, seem- in nature. It may be said that they are limited to pro-

ingly treated as synonyns, a synonym which is rather viding the bases for a system of inquiries and exchange
debatable. of information aimed at facilitating enforcement of the

treaty: in other words at solving by mutual agreement
We should also highlight that the LAFTA draft has
taken a position in the much debated problem of the any difficult or doubt which may arise and at estab-

lishing the administrative controls required to avoid
treatment to be given to interest or over-pricing in the fraud and evasion.
case of sales and operations with deferred payment, a

problem which is much discussed in the literature, and The addition ntroduced by the LAFTA draft concern-

to which several solutions have been proposed in com- ing controls over the operations of related companies.or

parative legislation whereas the A.P. had avoided taking over those of members of a single group, is more of a

a position in this respect, although the subject had been clarification than a qualification of those principles. It

especially taken into consideration in the studies made seems useful to note that there are no provisions con-

prior to adoption of the Model. cerning the manner in which conflicts would be treated
between states concerning the scope of their respective
powers of taxation, nor with reference to conflicts on

Dividends and Shares (Art. 11 of A.P. and Arts. 10 and double taxation that may arise with reference to tax-
11 of LAFTA) payers in each State.

Solutions are clear and inspired by the classical principle To follow the order of the presentation of the topic
of source. Consequently,both drafts assign the power of formulated by the CIAT Executive Secretariat for this
taxation to the states where the distributingenterprise 19th Conference, the following may be pointed out:
is domiciled. 1) Types of Exchange. These are not specified. General

reference s made to the necessary exchange to solve
any difficulty on the basis of mutual agreement.

Income from Personal Seruces (Arts. 13 and 14 of A.P. 2)Confdentalty. Both drafts without exception follow
and Arts. 20 and 21 of LAFTA) the traditional formula of the confidential character

The A.P. sustains the classical solution within the prin- of this information. They add that use of the inform-

ciple of source, establishing that this income is only ation is limited to the authorities responsible for the

taxable in the territory in which such services are ren-
administration of the taxes included in the Conven-

dered, and establishing the ususal exemptionsconcern-
tion.

ing official functions and the crews of international
carriers. The LAFTA draft situation, on the contrary, is 6. At the IV Meeting it was opportunely pointed out that this

diffuse. The draft proposes three alternatives: the pre- expansion of the concept of Royalties could be justified in the

viously mentioned criterion of the place where the OECD Model which establishes the exclusive criterion of domi-

services are utlized and the territory from which these cile.

arepaid. 7 7. At the IV Meeting terminological adjustments were made
which are worth mentioning because they clarify concepts.

It seems timely to highlight that the position sustaining
The term rendering of services was considered to be doubt-

--

the criterion of the paying source is undoubtedly in-
ful because it contains two elements development of the

activity and utilization of the services -- which are those permit-
fluenced by concerns of a fiscal nature which in recent ting the precise location of the place of taxation. For this reason,
times have become acute due to the expansion of tech- alternative 2 refers to the place where the services are utilized,
nical assistance services rendered from abroad. This and alternative 3 to the place of development of the activity.
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3)Explaining the grounds for request. No express pro- 5)Specific cases. The A.P. Model does not include
vision is made in this respect; however it should be norms to this effect. The LAFTA draft makes a rela-
considered as implicitly included in the requirements tively concrete reference in adding the hypothesis of
qualified by the adjective necessary mentioned auditing of the operations made between members
under 1) above. of the same enterprise or companiespart of the same

4)Administrative procedure. The A.P. draft provides entrepreneurial group. This express reference to re-

that for the purposes of this article competentautho- lated companies is explained in the report as aimed at
rities... may communicatedirectly between them. verifying and, when applicable, adjusting the prices
The LAFTA draft, which in previous paragraphs fol- and values declared by the parties.
lows the A.P. Art. 19 almost to the letter, omits,
seeminglydeliberately, this provision.

NOVEMBER 1978 o7- D 3Business IntemationalInstitute/Asia: Semi-
ar on Regional Business Environments and
International Management (subjects in-
clude such as country comparisons: tax-

-/\-__Sation), Hong Kong, November 12-17
(English).

Management Centre Europe: Tax manage-
ment in a multinational environment (se-
minar), Brussels (Belgium), November7-8
(English).

MARCH 1979
Seminar Services Intemational: The Inter-
national Contracts Symposium (The struc. Conventions -- Kopel Tours Ltd.: Jubilee FOR FURTHER

ture of this Symposium is similar to that of Convention of Accountancyand Taxation, INFORMATION

the International Tax Planning Sympo. Jerusalem (Israel), March 11-15 (Hebrew, PLEASEWRITE TO:

sium), Zurich (Switzerland),November 15, English and German).
16 and 17 (English, French and German). Business Internationl Institute/Asia:

G.P.O. Box 385, Hong Kong.
Seminar Services Intemational. The 9th SEPTEMBER 1979
Multi-choice International Tax Planning Business Perspectives: 11 Alexander

Symposium (The structure of this Sympo- 33rd Annual Congress of LKA.: I. The Place, London, SW 7 2 SG. Tel. 01-589-
sium will be similar to that of the 6th, 7th Taxation of transfers of ownership on 3197. Telex: 917036.
and 8th International Tax Planning Sym- death or inter vivos gifts with special refer-

posiums held respectively in Montreux ence to the continuityof family-heldenter- Conventions -- Kopel Tours Ltd.,
(1977), Amsterdam (1977) and Zurich prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun- 122 Hayarkon Street, P.O. Box 3054,
1978)), Amsterdam (Netherlands),Novem- try on the tax treatment of the enterprise Tel Aviv (Israel).
ber 22, 23 and 24 (English, French and or group (provisionally). For the Seminars

German). the following Subjects are suggested: InternationalFiscal Association(I.F.A.):
Trends n income tax treaties involving de- General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.Management Centre Europe: International veloping countries, with special reference Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, Rotterdam

Tax Management Seminar, Brussels (Bel- to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in (Netherlands).gium), November 27-29 (English). Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den-
mark) September 4-8 (English, French, Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue

DECEMBER 1978 German, Spanish). des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).
Management Centre Europe: Multinational Seminar Services International: Promo-
Compensation (including legal tax and ac-

FEBRUARY 1980 tion Manager, Institute for International
counting variations and their impact on Research Ltd., 70, Warren Street,financial appraisal of benefit decisions) Business Perspectives: 6th International London WIP 5PA (U.K.).(Round Table), Brussels (Belgium, Decem- Tax Conference. Singapore, February 4-8
ber 4-6 (English). (English).
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B-*-Ogp-p
Books

CANADA
The publications listed in this bbliography have
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which CANADATAX CASES 1978

will gladly supply further information upon request Judgements of the Supreme Court of Canada, the Federal Court

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, of Canada and the Provincial Courts on taxation matters and re-

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct ported decisions of the Tax Review Board. Editor-in-chief H.

from the publisher indicated, and not through the
Heward Stikeman. Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1978.
Loose-leafpublication. (B. 101.292)

Bureau.
CANADATAX MANUAL

Editor A.V. Neil. Toronto, Richard de Boo. Ltd., 1976.
Loose4eaf publication which aims to explain in a simple and non-

AUSTRIA technicalway the federal income tax law and the practical applica-
tion of its provisions. (B. 101.293)

ABC DER LOHNVERRECHNUNG
ESTATE AND TAX PLANNING

Mit vielen ausgearbeiteten Beispielen und zahlreichen Tabellen.
11. nach dem neuesten Stand ergnzte Auflage. By Hans Wester- A practitioner'sguide. By Stanley Taube. Toronto, The Carswell i

mayer. Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1978.95 pp. Company, Ltd., 1978. 353 pp.
Eleventh revised and supplemented guide on various aspects con- Monograph intended to be of assistance in estate and tax planning
cerning the computation of social security premium, wage tax for the practitioner. (B. 101.242)
and payroll tax. (B. 101.300)

INCOME TAX REGULATIONSSERVICES
ABC DES STERREICHISCHENSTEUERRECHTS Edited by A.V. Neil. Volume1: Income Tax Regulations;Volume

Eine gemeinverstndlicheDarstellungder Steuern.Mit zahlreichen 2: Departmental Bulletins: Rulings: Forms: Index. Toronto,
Berechnungsbeispielen,Tabellen und einem Lexikon steuerlicher Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1976.
Fachausdrcke. 8. berarbeitete Auflage. By Hans Westermayer. Loose4eaf publication in two volumes designed to contain text of

Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, 1978. 244 pp. relevant tax regulations and other official documents relating to

Eighth revised edition of a generas tax guide explaining the tax the income tax law. Volume 1 contains the Income Tax Regula-
law as effective on January 1, 1978. The book is illustratedwith tions and the various Schedules thereto. Volume 2 contains Bul- '

numerous practical examples and includes a tax glossary. (B. letins, Circulars and Rulings on income tax matters. (B. 101.290/ '

101.299) 291)

BELGIUM EGYPT

L'ALMANACHDU CONTRIBUABLE1978 DAS GYPTISCHEINVESTITIONSRECHTNACH DEN
GESETZESNDERUNGEN1977

Elsevier. Le guide complet de i'impt des personnes physiques
1978 pour remplir la dclaration simplifie, la dclaration com- Teil 2. Cologne. Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation,
plte, la dclaration des non-rsidents. By A. Wiams and R. Schol- 1978. Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts--
laert. Brussels, Elsevier Squoia, 1978. 160 pp., 198 Bfrs. und Steuerrecht, No. 105/105A, Juni 1978. 100 pp.
Annual guide for filing 1978 individual income tax returns for Part 2 of brochures containing the text of the Investment Law n

1977 income. A Dutch edition is available. (B. 101.237) Egypt as amended in 1977. The English text of statutes and
other official documents affecting foreign investment including

BELGIUM. INVESTMENTGUIDE taxation is included. (B. 10.943)

Brussels, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 1978. 137 pp. WIRTSCHAFT,GESELLSCHAFTUND POLITIK
Concise guide designed for investors who consider Belgium as an GYPTENS
investmentsite. Taxation aspects are dealt with. (B. 101.253) Eine bibliographische Einfhrung. Economy, Society and Politics

EINKOMMENSTEUERNIN BELGIEN of Egypt. A bibliographic introduction. By Gerda Hansen, Inge-
borg Otto and Rolf-DeiterPreisberg. Hamburg, DeutschesOrient-

r Brussels, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 1978.30 pp. Institut, Middle East Documentation Center, 1977. Dokument-
Outline of income taxes levied in Belgium. Tax measures to pro- ationsdienst Moderner Orient, Middle East Documentation Ser-
mote investmentare dealt with. (B. 101.252) vice, Reihe A, No. 8.208 pp.

Source book on material in the fields ofeconomy, society and
,ELSEVIERSBELASTING-ALMANAK1978 politicson Egypt. Taxation is included. (B. 51.061)
De complete gids van de personenbelasting1978 voor het invullen
van de: vereenvoudigde aangifte, volledige aangifte, aangifte voor FRANCE
niet-verblijfhouders. By A. Wiams and R. Schollaert. Brussels,
Elsevier Squoia, 1978. 160 pp., 198 Bfrs. LA COMPTABILITEPUBLIQUE
Annual guide for filing 1978 individual income tax returns for Paris, Editions Berger-Levrault, 1978. 412 pp., 82 Fr.Frs. Au-
1977 income. A French edition is available. (B. 101.237) thors' collective work explaining public finance in France. Man-
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aging editor is Andr Sonrier with a preface by Michel Prada. COMMISSIONEROF INLAND REVENUE R.V. GIDDY FOR

(B. 101.270) THE FINANCIALYEAR 1976-77

GUIDE DE LA FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE Hong Kong, GovernmentPrinter, 1977.64 pp. (B. 51.048)

T.V.A. -- imposition des plus-valueset des profits de construction INDONESIA
taxes diverses. 3e. Edition entirementrefondue. By Paul-Louis--

Deur. Paris, Moniteur, 1978. 447 pp., 128 Fr.Frs. DASAR-DASARHUKUMPAJAK DAN PAJAK
Third 'revised edition of monograph intended to provide detail ex- PENDAPATAN1944
planation of the various aspects of immovableproperty taxation.
(B. 101.243) By Roehmat Soemitro. Jakarta, Eresco Bandung, 1977. 329 pp.

Eighth revised edition of textbook on the present Indonesian in-

MEMENTOPRATIQUE FRANCIS LEFEBVRE dividual income tax. Text of statute is appended. (B. 51.056)

Fiscal 1978, jour au 15 avril 1978. Paris, Editions Francis KUMPULANPAJAK SINAR HARAPAN 1976-1977
Lefebvre, 1978. 1325 pp.
Annual guide for 1978 containingshort explanationof the French Jakarta, Yayasan Bina Pajak, 1977. 577 pp.
tax laws as of April 15, 1978. (B. 101.232) Compilation of essays on taxation published in the daily news-

paper Sinar Harapan during 1976 and 1977. (B. 51.066)
MEMENTOPRATIQUE FRANCIS LEFEBVRE

PAJAK-PAJAKINDONESIA
Social 1978; scurit sociale, droit du travail, jour au 15 avril
1978. Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1978. 960 pp. By B. Usmanand K. Subroto. Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1977. 272 pp.

Guide to provide information concerning labour law and social Survey on the taxes (central as well as local) levied in Indonesia.

security law as of April 15, 1978. (B. 101.233) (B. 51.067)

LA PRATIQUE DU CONTENTIEUXADMINISTRATIF INTERNATIONAL
ET FISCAL

MARCHMONTCONFERENCES
Conseils -- formulaires -- textes officiels. By Michel Ricard. Paris,
Moniteur, 1977. 263 pp., 136 Fr.Frs. Conference Report. International Tax Planning Conference 23rd

Monograph on the practice of administrativeand tax appeal pro- to 26th May 1978 in Barbados. London, Marchmont Taxation

cedures. Formsand officialdocumentsare appended. (B. 101.244) Group, Ltd., 1978. + 200 pp.
Marchmont's first international tax planning conference dealing
with subjects such as: The main techniques of international tax

GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC avoidance by M.Z. Hepker; Profit extraction by royalty pay-
ments by M. Edwardes-Ker;Further aspects of technology ex-

AUSWIRKUNGDER DEUTSCHEN ploitation by B. Verchere;Corporate investments in the United

KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERREFORMAUF DIE BESTEUERUNG Kingdom by L. Halpern; Tax havens by C. Dilley and Tax

VON AUSLANDSINVESTORENUNTER BESONDERER aspects of foreign business investment in the U.S. by J. Forry.

BERCKSICHTIGUNGDER AUSLNDISCHEN (B. 101.231)
MUTTERGESELLSCHAFTEN THE TAXATION OF COLLECTIVEINVESTMENT
Dsseldorf, Deutsch-Niederlndische Handelskammer, 1978. 81 INSTITUTIONS1977
Pp.
Analysis of the effects of the German Corporate Income Tax Re- Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,

form on the taxationof foreign investors with an emphasison the 1978.63 pp., 24 Fr.Frs.

tax aspects for non-residentparent companies. (B. 101.267) Report prepared by an Ad Hoc Groupof the Committee on Fiscal
Affairs on the study of the taxation of investment funds and

DIE BETRIEBSAUFSPALTUNGNACH HANDELS-UND mutual trusts. The coverage of the report is limited to investment

STEUERRECHT
in shares and fixed-interestsecurities and to the levying of income

tax, capital gains tax and deductionsat source. (B. 101.266)
3., neubearbeitete und erweiterte Auflage. By Gerhard Brand-
mller. Heidelberg, Verlagsgesellschaft Recht und Wirtschaft, TAXATIONOF THE EXTRACTIVEINDUSTRIES
1978. Schriften des Betriebs-Beraters,Heft 47. 162 pp., 39 DM.
Monograph on the company law and tax law aspects of the so- Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Cahiers de droit fiscal nternational.

called Betriebsaufspaltung, in which case the activities of one
Studies on international fiscal law, Volume LXIIIa. 534 pp.

enterprise are split up and divided among two or more enter- Report by the general reporter on the national reports contri-

prises. (B. 101.295)
buted by various authors on the subect taxationof the extractive
ndustries discussed at the 32nd Congress of the International

ERTRAGSBESTEUERUNGDER Fiscal Association in Sydney in 1978. The following countries are

PERSONENGESELLSCHAFTEN dealt with: Argentina, South Africa, German Federal Republic,
Australia, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, Spain, U.S.A., France, In-

By Gerold Stoll. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1978. 140 pp., donesia, Iran, Israel, Italy, Mexico, Norway, the Netherlands,
28.-. DM. Philippines,United Kingdom,Swedenand Venezuela. (B. 101.296)
Monograph in which the author discusses the existing theories on

the taxation of profits obtained by partnerships and in which he TRANSFEROF TECHNOLOGYBY MULTINATIONAL

developssolutionsfor the problemsarising in thisarea. (B. 101.209) CORPORATIONS

WRTERBUCHDES STEUERRECHTS
Volume II. Background papers presented at the international

Meeting of Researchers on the Transfer of Technology by Multi-

By R. Rssler a.o. Freiburg, Rudolf Haufe Verlag, 1978.650 pp., national Corporations, OECD, 24-28 November, 1975. Edited by
75 DM. Dimitri Germidis. Paris, DevelopmentCentre of the Organisation
Completely new, updated loose4eaf publication containing a for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1977. 258 pp.,

dictionary of tax terms related to all taxes levied in the Federal 44 Fr.Frs. '

Republic of Germany. Updating supplements are published an- In this Volume II, the different contributions are published in

nually. (B. 101.241) their original la_ngua_ge (Englsh__or_French). They include e.
Transnational enterprises and international development/anew

focus in the perspective of industrial and technological coopera-

HONG KONG tion by Mikoto Usui; Entreprises multinationales et transfert
de technologie: lments pour une approche juridique by

HONG KONG ANNUAL DEPARTMENTALREPORT BY THE Philippe Kahn. (B. 101.265)
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ITALY SPAIN

IMPOSTA DI BOLLO IMPUESTOSSOBRE SUCESIONES,TRANSMISIONES
PATRIMONIALESY ACTOS JURIDICOS DOCUMENTADOS

Rome, Banco di Roma, 1978. 415 pp.
Handbook on stamp duty. Decrees, official circular letter, and Madrid, Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, Ministerio de Hacienda,
commentary are added to each article of the stamp duty law. Up 1977. 1355 + 1070 pp., Ptas 2200.
to date as of January 1, 1978. (B. 101.250) Handbook in two volumes, explaining the succession duty law

and the tax on transfers and on deeds, contracts and other docu-

LIBERIA ments. (B. 101.268/269)

, INCOME TAX SUDAN
Internal Revenue Code. Liberian Code of Laws revised 1977.
Monrovia, The International Trust Company of Liberia, 1977.21 WORKSHOPIN TAX POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION

pp., $ 2.50. AND BUDGETARYCONTROLPROCEDURES,JUBA

Booklet comprising the English text of the income tax part only (SOUTHERNSUDAN)
of the revised Internal Revenue Code effective July 1, 1977. (B. By I.A. Malik. Report of a mission,8-22 March 1978. Addis Ababa,
10.907) U.N. Economic Commission for Africa, 1978.34 pp. (B. 10.942)

THE NETHERLANDS UNITED KINGDOM

HANDBOEKVOOR DE NAAMLOZEEN BESLOTEN KEY TO INCOME TAX
VENNOOTSCHAP

Budget 1978 edition. By J.M. Cooper and Percy F Hughes.
Negende druk. By E.J.J. van der Heijden and W.C.L. van der London, Taxation Publishing Company, Ltd., 1978. 265
Grinten. Zwolle, Tjeenk Willink, 1976. 734 pp.

pp.,
£ 4.75.

Ninth edition of manual providing detailed information on the Annual reference guide explaining the individual income tax
public company (naamlozevennootschap)and the limited liability changes as effectedby the 1978 Budget tax proposals. (B. 101.284)
company (besloten vennootschap) under Dutch company law
from its earliest creation to the present moment. (B. 101.240) SIMON'S TAXES

DE VRIJE-BEROEPS-B.V.
Finance Bill 1978. The provisions relating to income tax, capital

Verslag van een seminar over dit onderwerp, gehouden op 27 gains and corporation tax. London, Butterworths, 1978. 98
september 1977, herhaald op 30 november 1977 te Amsterdam. £ 2.40. (B. 101.235)

pp.,

By J.M. Polak, E.Cl. Berkel, A.H.M. Santen, L. Wolfsbergen and
W.B. van der Mijn. Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. pp., 22.50 Dfl.
Report of a seminar held on September 27 and November 30, U.S.A.
1977 in Amsterdam on the various aspects of a limited liability
company (besloten vennootschap) as an entity to exercise free EFFECTIVE INCOME TAX RATES PAID BY UNITED

profession activities. Tax aspects are considered by Mr. L. Wolfs- STATES CORPORATIONSIN 1972

bergen. (B. 101.230) Washington, Office of Tax Analysis, Departmentof the Treasury,
1973.58 pp.

O.E.C.D. Report of estimated effective income tax rates paid by U.S. cor- ,

porations in 1972. (B. 101.236)
THE TAX/BENEFITPOSITION OF SELECTEDINCOME SCIENCE INDICATORS1976
GROUPS IN OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES 1972-1976

A report by the Committee on Fiscal Affairs. Paris, Organisation Report of the National Science Board 1977. Washington, National

for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1978. 132 pp., 35
Science Board, 1977. 304 pp.

Fr.Frs. Report on resources expended on research and development in

A study assessing comparable data for OECD member countries
the United States of America with a comprehensive appendix of
statistical tables. (B. 101.286)

on the payment of income tax and social security contributions
and the family benefits received in the form of cash transfersby VEREINIGTESTAATEN
taxpayers at different income levels. (B. 101.245)

Internationales Steuer-Lexikon. Zusammenfassende Darstellung

PHILIPPINES der Steuersysteme von 19 Staaten der OECD. No. 5. Zrich, Ver-

lag Organisator,1978. 536 pp.
This volume of a series of monographs is designed to provide an

A SHORT GUIDE TO PHILIPPINETAXES outline of the individual income tax and corporate income tax in
Revised edition. Manila, National Economic and Development particular and of a general overview of the tax structure in the

Authority, National Tax Research Center, 1977.84 pp. U.S.A., in general. Forms and complete text of double taxation
treaties with Austria and Switzerland (income and death duties)

Outline of the Philippine tax system and its administration. The are appended. (B. 101.271)
material is updated as of June 30, 1977. (B. 51.057)

YUGOSLAVIA

SAUDI ARABIA JUGOSLAWIEN

INVESTITIONENIN SAUDI-ARABIENUND KUWAIT Gesetz ber die Einlage von Mitteln auslndischer Personen in

jugoslawische Arbeitsorganisationen vom 30.3.1978. Cologne,
By Eugen Regli. Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinform- Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation,1978. Berichte und

ation, 1977. SchriftenreiheAuslndischesWirtschafts-und Steuer- Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht,No.

recht, Band 53.384 pp. 106, Juni 1978.46 pp.
Monograph on investment law, company law, labour law and tax- Explanationand text of new jointventures law of March 30, 1978
ation in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Full text of company statutes affecting foreign investments in joint ventures in Yugoslavia.
inGermanand English languages are appended. (B. 51.037) (B. 101.281)
-
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Loose-Lea-' Services
Received betweenJuly 1 and July 31, 1978

AUSTRALIA CANADIANTAX REPORTS Editions Francis Lefebve, Levallois-Perret.

releases 335-338AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX -- JURIS CLASSEUR DROIT FISCALCCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
-- --

LAW AND PRACTICE: COMMENTAIRES-- IMPOTS DIRECTS

Bulletin DOMINIONTAX CASES release 1113--

release 9 Editions Techniques,Paris.
Cases-- releases 18, 19 and 20

releases 8 and 9 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
JURIS CLASSEUR-- CODE FISCAL

Replacementpages--

release 9 PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE release 192

Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. release 355 Editions Techniques,Paris.

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

BELGIUM
COMMON MARKET (EEC) GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLICFISCALE DOCUMENTATIE

VANDEWINCKELE HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
KOMMENTARZUM EINKOMMEN-

Tome IX, releases 94 and 95 GEMEENSCHAPPEN:
STEUERGESETZ

CED-Samsom, Brussels. -- Kommentaarop het E.E.G.-, Euratom-en

EGKS-verdrag; verdragsteksten en aan-
Lademann -- Lenski -- Brockhoff

VAKCURSUSSEN verwante stukken release 40
Richard Boorberg Verlag, Stuttgart.

release 96 release 194

Ministry of Finance, Brussels. Kluwer, Deventer.
KOMMENTAR ZUR EINKOMMEN-
STEUER

CANADA DENMARK (Einschl. Lohnsteuer-undKrperschaft-
steuer)

CANADAINCOME TAX GUIDE SKATTEBESTEMMELSER: release 123

REPORTS -- Dobbeltbeskatningsoverenskomster Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

releases 104 and 105 release 7 RECHTS-UND WIRTSCHAFTS-
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor, PRAXIS STEUERRECHT

Copenhagen.
CANADATAX LETTER release 222

Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart.
release 289 FRANCERichard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. STEUERSTRAFRECHT

CANADA TAX SERVICE -- RELEASE BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION Kohlmann
PRATIQUE DE SECURITESOCIALE release 6

releases 202 and 203 ET DE LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAIL Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

release 5

CANADIANCURRENTTAX Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.

releases 23-26 BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS DIRECTS INTERNATIONAL

ET DES DROITS D'ENREGISTREMENT
CANADIAN INCOME TAX: FISCALITE EUROPEENNE

release 5
Revised--

Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret. release 2
release 42 Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice.

Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION
PRATIQUE DES TAXES SUR LE INTERNATIONALTAX STRATEGY

CANADIANSALES TAX REPORTS CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRESET DES
Editor Michael Edwardes-Ker

CONTRIBUTIONSINDIRECTES
release 127 release 7
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. releases 5 and 6 In-Depth Publishing, Ltd., Dublin.
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TABLEAUXFISCAUX EUROPEENS STAATS- EN ADMINISTRATIEF- UNITED KINGDOM
RECHTELIJKEWETTEN

releases I and II BRITISH TAX ENCYCLOPEDIA
Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice. release 159

Kluwer, Deventer. G.S.A. Wheatcroft
release 65

VADEMECUMVOOR IN- EN Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd., Andover.
THE NETHERLANDS UITVOER

SIMON'S TAX CASESrelease 502
BELASTINGWETGEVING Kluwer, Deventer. releases 22 and 23

Editie J.M.M. Creemers Butterworth & Co., London.

release 24 VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE

S. Gouda Quint- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. ENCYCLOPEDIE: SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE

Inkomstenbelasting1964 releases 24-27--

BELASTINGWETGEVING: releases 242 and 243 Butterworth & Co., London.
--

Algemenewet inzake rijksbelastingen release 46 VALUE ADDED TAX DE VOIL
--

Vermogensbelasting1964
--

release 13
Inkomstenbelasting1964 Kluwer, Deventer. release 64--

release 56 Butterworth& Co., London.

Loonbelasting1964--

release 56
Noorduijn, Arnhem.

FED'S FISCAAL REGISTER NORWAY

releases 79 and 80 U.S.A.
SKATTELOVSAMLINGEN

FED, Deventer. FEDERALTAXES REPORT
releases 49, 50 and 51

--

FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD Jacob Jaroy, Skien. BULLETIN

releases 25-29
releases 1673-1676 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
FED, Deventer.

FEDERALTAX GUIDE
FISCALE WETTEN releases 31-35, 37
releases 81 and 82 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.PERU

-

|
FED, Deventer. '

IMPUESTO A LA RENTA FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS
DE GEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN

release 54 releases 39-42
A.M. Dijk -- G. Jansen -- J.C. Schroot -- Editorial Economa Finanzas, Lima. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
F. Verstegen

y

releases 247 and 248 FEDERALTAX TREATIESIMPUESTO A LOS BIENES Y
--

VUGA, The Hague. SERVICIOS REPORT BULLETIN

HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN release 23 release 6

UITVOER: Editorial Economay Finanzas, Lima. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

Belastingheffingbij invoer STATE TAX GUIDE-- MANUAL DE IMPUESTOSINTERNOS
release 229 releases 666 and 667
Tarief voor invoerrechten release 30

Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
--

: II, release 163 Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.

Algemene wetgeving TAX IDEAS -- REPORT BULLETIN: -

release 71
Kluwer, Deventer. releases 11, 12 and 13

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKEN

release 152 SWITZERLAND TAX TREATIES

Kluwer, Deventer. releases 317 and 318
DIE STEUERN DER SCHWEIZ/ CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.

DE PARLEMENTAIREBEHANDELING LES IMPOTS DE LA SUISSE

VAN DE NIEUWE BELASTINGONT- I, release 61 U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL
WERPEN II, release 55 OPERATIONS

release 53 IV, release 45 releases 10, 11 and 12

Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn. Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
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C ET
The instruments of technical cooperation With the purpose of decentralizing its ac- ;

by means of which the tax program fulfills tivities, CIET has appointed Regional Pro-
its aims are research, technical assistance, fessors: one at ICAP; a second in the An-
and training. The training of public offi- dean Group, Lima, Per; and a third at
cials from tax services has been one of the EIAP. This decentralizationis aimed at col-

Reviewof its
basic aims of the program from its incep- laborating with economic integration pro-
tion. Accordingly, the establishment of an cesses going on in America (the Latin Ame-
inter-American center for tax training was rican Free Trade Association, the Central

training proposed during the Fourth Annual Meet- American Economic Market, and the An-
ing of the Economicand Social Inter-Ame- dean Group).
rican Council, held in Buenos Aires (Ar- CIET costs, such as staff salaries, travel ex-

'

activities gentina) in 1966.
penses of professorsgiving courses, and the

The above-mentioned proposal was accept- granting of scholarships, are financed by
ed and it was decided that a detailed pro- the Organization of American States and

ject would be submitted to the next Annu- additionally by contributions from the Ar-
by Prof. Pedro Massone al Meeting. The following year, the estab- gentinian Government.

lishment of the Inter-AmericanCenter for
Tax Studies was approved at the Fifth

3. The ClET's training activitiesAnnual Meeting of the Economic and So-
cial Inter-American Council held in Via From its foundation, the CIET has devel-CONTENTS del Mar, Chile, in 1967. oped intense activity in the eld of taxan

Several countries offered to be host to the training. Starting with the rst regional1 The foundation of Cl ET

2. The purposes of CIET headquarters of the new center, and, after course on Tax Policy and Administration
consultation with member countries, an held in June 1969, through December 31,3. CIET's training activities

4. Inter-Americancourses agreement was reached to establish the 1975, CIET offered 121 courses covering
CIET's headquarters in Buenos Aires. different areas of taxation which were5. Regional courses

attended by 4,941 students. Among these6. National courses

7. Courses on Tax Policy 2. The purposes of the CI ET courses, 29 were multinational (inter-Ame-
rican and regional), attended by 782 stu-8. Courses on Tax Law

Under Article II of the relevant agreement, dents, and 92 national9. Courses on Tax Technique were courses, at-
the purposes of the CIET are the follow- tended by 4,159 students.10. Courses on Tax Administration
ing:11. Training activities for 1978 For multinational courses, scholarships
i) to provide training in scal policy and covering traveling costs and living expen-
tax administration to public ofcials from ses are granted.
member countries of the Organization of

Courses offered by CIET varied,American States; are ac-

1. The foundation of CI ET cording to the countries to whom they are

ii) to perform research and analysis on offered or according to the field of taxa-
The Centro Interamericano de Estudios the typical problems of the American tion which is covered. In the rst case,
Tributarios (CIET) is an inter-American countries, considering both scal structure courses are divided into inter-American
center for tax studies located in Buenos and tax administration, with the purpose courses, regional courses, and national
Aires, Argentina. It is currently sponsored of preparing material to be used in the courses; in the latter instance, courses are

by the Organization of American States teaching activities of the Center; divided into Tax Policy, Tax Law, Tax
through its Office of Public Finances which Technique,and Tax Administration.
is in charge of the implementationof a tax iii) to divuge the results of research and

to maintain for that purpose an informa-
program the general aims of which are to

tion service available to. fiscal administra-
contribute to the strengthening of the

tion services of the inter-Americansystem.
4. Inter-Americancourses

Latin American tax systems, to improve
their administration, and to capacitate and iv) to give advice to fiscal administration Inter-American courses are given at CIET's

train officials from the tax services and services in order to organize national in- headquarters in Buenos Aires and are of-

from the agencies establishing the tax poli- stitutions for the training of officers, or for fered to students coming from all member

cy of member countries. preparing courses with the same purpose. countries.

The activities of the Organization of Ame. Within this framework, CIET has devel- These courses are the highestlevelof CIET's

rican States in the field of taxation began oped an intense activity which includes courses. They are aimed at providing suit-

in 1960, when a Joint Tax Program was courses, seminars, symposia, research, and able training for graduate experts up to

established under the sponsorship of the publications. professionals with university degrees com-

Organization of American States, the Inter- Moreover, the CIET has maintained perma-
ing from all member countries.

American Bank for Development and the nent contact with other institutions and Students are selected from top level ofci-
Economic Commission for Latin America. als discharging directive advisory dutiesprograms that provide tax training in Latin or

In 1963, the Economic Commission for America. Thus, there has been a close colla. in the tax administrationservicesor in agen-
Latin America withdrew its participation boration with the Inter-American School cies formulating the tax policy, as well as

from the Joint Tax Program, the imple- of Public Administration (EIAP) of the from tax professors from high level teach-,
mentation of which was continued by the Getulio Vargas Foundation, located in Rio

Organization of American States with the de Janeiro, Brazil; with the Central Ameri-
technical and financial support of the can Institute of Public Adminitration 1. This report has been prepared on the

basis of CIET's document No. 836, Resea
Inter-American Bank for Development, (ICAP), located in San Jos, Costa Rica; de las actividades del Centro Interameri-
and from 1970 under the sole sponsor- and with the Institute for the Integration cano de Estudios Tributarios, 1969-1975,
ship of the Organization of American of Latin American (INTAL), located in which was kindly provided by CIET's
States. Buenos Aires. Director, Mr. Hugo A. de Marco.
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ing centers, provided these ofciais and in 1969. From that year through 1975, 22 7. Courses on Tax policy
professors have the possibility to influence regional courses and seminars have been
the improvement of the tax systems and offered to 579 participants. The main purpose of courses on Tax Policy
administration services in their countries or iS to provide capabilities and knowledge re-

the university teaching. 6. National courses garding the use of taxation as an instru-
ment of economic policy.The first inter-American course was given National courses are organized in Argen-

in 1970 for 5 months and was attended by tina or in other member countries request- A fundamental idea in these courses has

31 students from 17 countries. This course ing them; they are offered to nationals of a been that macro-economic variables are

covered different areas of taxation, name- certain member state only. Moreover, un- changed and can be guided by taxation.

ly: Tax Law, Tax Administration, Tax der the agreement with the Argentinian That is to say that every tax has some ef-
,
Techniqueand Tax Policy. Government, every year CIET gives two fect on macro-economicvariables, it there-

fore being possible that tax, in addition
The next courses were shorter (no more Argentinian national courses on subjects a

of interest to that Government. to producing the revenue necessary to the
than 3 months) and were devoted to analy- government, can be used as an instrument
sis in depth of one area of taxation only. The national courses are normally short of economic policy of the same govern-
The second course, in 1971, was attended courses. They have been offered with the

ment.

by 29 students from 14 countries and cov- purpose of improving the capabilities of
public ofciais working at national tax Consequently, in these courses, analysis

ered Comparative Latin American Tax and discussion with the participants haveservices, as regards specific aspects of the
Law. tax disciplines. National courses and semi- been encouraged on both theoretical and
The third course was given the same year, nars have moreover been aimed at giving practical issues arising from the Latin

1971, was attended by 30 students from support to the technical assistance provid- American situation which have to be taken
12 countries and covered Tax Administra- ed by the tax program to a certain coun- into account in recommending a tax re-

tion. try, by means of training national ofcials form or in discussing tax problems emerg-

The fourth course, in 1972, was attended on taxation subjects related to the pur- ing from economic integration.

by 32 students from 17 countries and cov- poses of the technical assistance that is The emphasis of Tax Policy hascourses on

ered Tax Technique. being provided to the same country. been put decisions which have to beon

The fth course, in 1973, was attended by In this way the Center tries to create the taken by the tax authoritiess of central l
35 students from 15 countries and covered technical ability to enable country to governments, paying therefore special
Taxation as an Instrument of Economic absorb and implement the recommenda- attention to taxation problems related to

Policy. tions made by the tax program, as well as foreign trade and to other key variables of
to encourage and to make it easier for a development such as private consumption,

The sixth course, in 1974, was attended bY country to train its officials with its owri private investment, production factors, in-
24 students from 13 countries and also resources. come distribution,etc.
covered Taxation as an Instrument of Eco-
nomic Policy. Programs of national courses include all Special consideration has been given to the

tax fields related either to external or inter- fact that students attending these courses
The seventh course, in 1975, was attended nal taxation, and cover Tax Policy, Tax have varying professional backgrounds and
by 22 students from 17 countries and cov- Law, Tax Administration, and Tax Tech- come from different governmental agen-
ered Tax Law. nique. cies. Accordingly, as long as the duration

The emphasis on different subjects has of the course had made it possible, the rst
5. Regional courses changed according to the areas in which part has been devoted to providing a gener-

al knowledge of economics, public finance,
Regional courses and seminars are given at the tax program provides technical assist-

and fiscal policy, while the second part has
CIET's headquarters in Buenos Aires or in ance to the member country. Accordingly, been devoted to analyzing the relationshipin the rst year of CIET, these courses
another country agreed upon with the between the purposes of the economic
countries requesting the course; they are were devoted almost entirely to internal

policy and the tax instruments. Moreover,
offered to students coming from a certain taxation, later encompassing greater em-

in seminars, the possibility of applying
group of member countries (mainly sub- phasis on subjects related to the admin-

theoretical views to the economic reality
regional groups).

istration and technique of taxes on foreign of the Latin American countries has been
trade.

analyzed.These courses are normally short courses
As regards internal taxation, in recent

covering tax problems of integration which Courses on Tax Policy covering the tax sys-
are of common interest for one region or years, more emphasis has been put on spe- tems whole have had dura-cific aspects of tax administration, such as

as a an average
group of countries. In general, regional tax control and support systems, covering

tion of 12 weeks, while those referring to
courses and seminars have been offered integration problems and tax harmoniza-the registry of taxpayers, tax statistics, and
with the purpose of analyzing tax problems data processing.

tion have lasted from 4 to 6 weeks.
arising within the integration movements

going on in the continent, as well as differ- Up to 1975, 92 national courses were
From CIET's foundation in 1969 through

ent aspects of customs duties having com- given, attended by 4,159 participants. 1975, 26 courses on Tax Policy have been

mon features in come of the integration As stated, according to the eld of taxa-
given, 7 of which dealt with tax harmoniza-
tion.

areas. tion covered, courses are given on Tax Po-
On request of several countries, one of the licy, Tax Law, Tax Technique, and Tax 8. Courses on Tax Law

, regional courses was devoted to tax audit- Administration. The purpose of this divi-

ing and other subjects connected with tax sion is that, in different courses, different In courses on Tax Law, the fundamental
administration. Nevertheless, the emphasis emphasis is given to a particular area of principles and institutions of tax law are

of regional courses has been given to regio- taxation; nevertheless, all the courses con- studied covering general tax law, as well as

nal problems of taxation, particularly the tain a general reference to areas of taxation the law regarding tax crimes and penalties,
regional course offered in Buenos Aires to other than the selected one, in order to tax administration, and tax procedures,
participants from LAFTA countries, the provide a better understanding of prob- either in their theoretical approach or in
course with which CIET's activities started lems. the positive legislation with special conside-
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ration to the Latin American situation. frequency, different alternatives available necessary interdependence btween the dif-
--

areasIn this way, CIET tries to improve profes- for taxation on goods and services i.e. ferent of the tax administration.
sional capabilities and training in tax law the technique of the value added tax, the

As in the case of courses on tax technique,
for officials working in tax administration technique of the suspension of tax and

courses on tax administrationhave been an
services. other technical alternatives -- as well as

answer to the need to implement,at an ad-those available for taxation on income of
On the other hand, by analyzing the com- individuals and companies and for other

ministrative level, those reforms that a tax

parative Latin American Tax Law, it is as- types of taxes. system has suffered at its legal level; for
sumed that the harmonization of general this purpose it has been necessary to train
rules is prompted, facilitating the integra- This has enabled tax administration ser- local officials in the use of new taxation
tion of the American countries. vices to have a more complete knowledge techniques.

of the possible technical alternatives and There have been 31 differentThe process of tax codication has been then, when the opportunity to carry out
courses on as-

of tax administration.stimulated by these courses, which not
a tax reform has arrived, to have more

pects
only have stirred interest in codification, accurate instruments to assess the effects
but have resulted in the preparation of of each of the measures to be taken. 11. Training activities for the year 1978
tax codes or in the gatheringof the materi-
al necessary to this purpose, or in the ap- In the same way, courses on Tax Tech- What has been said up to now summarizes
pointment of drafting commissions having nique have followed changes already adopt- the CIET's background, purposes and acti-
ex-participants in the courses as some of ed, as a consequence of which it has been vities, especially its training activities with
their members. necessary to train national ofcials in order the different kinds of courses included in

to obtain more effectiveness in the imple- these activities. For 1978, the program ofFrom CIET's foundation in 1969 through mentation of a tax reform. CIET's activities includes the following1975, 12 courses on Tax Law have been
given, 3 of them multinational. From 1969 through 1975, 52 courses on multinational (inter-American and region-

Tax Technique were given, 13 related to al) courses:

internal taxation and 39 dealing with for- i) an inter-American course on Tax Ad-9. Courses on Tax Technique eign trade. ministration to be held for three months at

Courses on Tax Technique have been given 10. Courses on Tax Administration CIET's headquarters in Buenos Aires;
in order to complement the technical as- The basic orientation of courses on Tax ii) a regional course on Income Taxation
sistance provided by the tax program with Administration has been, in general, very

for Central America, Panama and the Do-
rapid training, at the national level, of a

similar to that of courses on Tax Tech- minican Republic to be held for one month
good number of officials specialized in dif-

nique, due to the fact the fields covered by in San Jos, Costa Rica;
ferent areas of taxation. both are directly connected with the tech- iii) regional Taxationa course on on
The training-on tax technique is aimed at nical assistance of the tax program. Goods and Services for LAFTA member
the double purpose of showing national of- The program of courses on Tax Admin- countries to be held for one month in Bra-
ficials, rst of all, series of technical alter- istration has included the analysis of gener-

silia.
natives regarding the different types of al principles of tax administration within For all these scholarships offer-courses, aretaxes that can be levied, contributing in the framework of Latin America, with ed to the selected candidates.this way to arriving at the best decision for

special emphasis on the main substantivethe country, and, once this decision has functions, such as tax collection and con- According to what has been said above, in
been taken, to training local experts on

trol, and also on support systems, covering
order to qualify to attend these courses,

technical aspects of those types of taxes
within this plan the registry of taxpayers,

it is necessary to have a profession related
that have been chosen. to the course's subject and to be a publictax statistics, and data processing. ofcial university professor dischargingorConsequently it is considered that courses These courses have evolved from the isol- duties also connected with the course'son Tax Technique are needed when the ated analysis of some problems of tax ad- subject.first steps for tax reform are being taken as

ministration, such as those related to tax
well as after the reform has been adopted. control, towards an integration of the dif-

Candidates apply through ofcial channels
and must be sponsored by GovernmentsofDuring the first years of CIET's activities, ferent functions performed by the tax ad-
membercountries.

courses on Tax Technique regarding inter- ministration and the development of a

nal taxation have analyzed, with greater model support system containing the

- /
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Journed'tude 19 mai 1978: groupementsfranaiset
belgo-luxembourgeois
Les conventions franco-luxembourgeoiseet franco-beige
en vue dviter les doubles impositions rpondent-ellesaux

ncessitsactuelles

Premirepartie
Observationsde la section luxembourgeoisedu groupement belgo-luxemboprgeoisde l'association internationale

de droit fiscal concernantcertains points de la convention franco-luxembourgeoise*

1 Statut fiscal des intrts pays de la France core les frais administratifs en rapport avec chaque op-
vers le Luxembourg ration considre individuellement.

D'aprs l'article 9 de la convention du ler avril 1958 Par consquent, la retenue en France tant de 10 pour 4

telle que modifie par l'avenant du 8 septembre 1970 cent et l'impt sur les collectivits Luxembourgtant

l'tat de provenance des intrts garde le droit de pr- de 40 pour cent, il faudrait que le bnfice net soit de

lever un impt de retenue la source de 10 pour cent 25 pour cent sur les intrts perus afin que le bnfi-

en rgle gnrale (par exception 12 pour cent sur les ciaire luxembourgeois des intrts puisse intgralement
obligations ngociables mises avant le lerjanvier1965). absorber le crdit d'impt la raison de la retenue d'im-

pt franaise.
Cette disposition n'a qu'une incidence trs limite au

i

Luxembourg, alors que le Luxembourg ne connait une Cet exemple chiffr montre de faon clatante que le

retenue d'impt sur intrt que pour les obligations o crancier luxembourgeois, surtout un tablissement fi- ,

elle est d'ailleurs rduite 5 pour cent. Cette retenue nancier, ne russira jamais viter, malgr la convention,

d'impt est d'ailleurs appele disparatreselon un pro-
une double imposition partielle car d'un part l'impt

jet de loi (No. 2160). retenue dans l'tat de provenanceest calcul sur le mon-

tant brut des intrts tandis que les mmes intrts ne se
Cette retenue d'impt qui n'existait pas dans la conven- retrouvent dans les rsultats du bnficiaire que pour
tion originaire de 1958 a seulementt introduite par leurs montants nets.
l'avenantde 1970.

La loi interne luxembourgeoise permet dans son article
Cette conventionest d'ailleurs la seule signe par le Lux- 13 (loi du 4 dcembre 1967) dduire titre de d-
embourg permettre le maintien d'une retenue d'im- les impts personnels trangers prlevs charge
pt sur les intrts, toute les autres conventions pr-

pense,
d'un rsident luxembourgeois. Cette loi ne contient pas

voyant la suppression pure et simple de toute retenue de condition particulire aux termes de laquelle ce r-
d'impt sur intrts.** gime ne serait d'applicationque dans le cas d'inexistence
Les inconvnients d'une telle retenue d'impt et la de convention de double imposition. En consquence
double imposition partielle qui peut se produire ontt des bailleurs de fonds qui avaient sous l'empire de la

souligns juste titre dans le rapport du comt des af- convention de 1958 conclu des contrats de prt avec des
faires fiscales de 1'0.C.D.E. 1977 dans ses commentaires dbiteurs franais et qui ontt surpris par la modifica-

(No. 13 et ss. ad. Art. 11). tion rsultantde l'avenant de 1970 ont essay de rduire

D'aprs les termes de la convention le bnficiaire lux- l'impact de cette double imposition partielle cre par

embourgeois des intrts jouit d'un crdit d'imptpour
l'avenant de 1970 en faisant valoir la dduction de la

.,l'impt franais retenu la source, mais limit l'impt fraction de la retenue d'impt franaise dans la mesure

o elle n'a pas pu tre utilise titre de crdit d'impt.luxembourgeois dont le bnficiaire est redevable au

Luxembourgdu chef des mmes revenus.
L'Administration des Contributions luxembourgeoise

A cet effet l'impt luxembourgeois qui constitue la * Par Andr Elvinger et Jean Hoss.
limite d'imputation est calcul sur le bnfice net d'op- * * Si l'on excepte l'application limite d'une retenue d'impt
rations financires c'est--dire en prenant en considra- sur intrts permise par les dispositions de l'article 11 de la con-

tion non seulement le cot du refinancement, mais en- vention belgo-luxembourgeoisedu 17 septembre 1970.
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toutefois par une circulaire (2 avril 1974) a fait con- tivement une double imposition se trouve rgle dans la
natre son interprtation aux termes de laquelle une convention franco-luxembourgeoise l'instar des con-

convention de double imposition rglerait de faon ex- ventions Etat-Unis-Franceet franco-suisse.
haustive le systme d'imposition des revenus ayant Selon les informations obtenues le problme serait rso-
leur source dans l'tat contractant et que partant les lu de faon plus satisfaisante dans les conventionsque la
contribuables luxembourgeois ne seraient plus autoriss France a conclues avec l'Allemagne et avec la Hollande.

invoquer les dispositions de droit interne destines
limiter l'incidence des doubles impositions. Bien que

Il s'agit donc ici d'une situation dsavantageusepar rap-

cette interprtation soit intervenue l'occasion de la port deux autres pays du march commun auxquels la

convention belgo-luxembourgeoise, elle at applique France accorde un traitement plus favorable. Ceci d'au-

mutatis mutandis la convention franco-luxembour- tant plus que le Luxembourgne connait pas de taux dif-

geoise. frenci pour l'imposition du revenu de l'tablissement
stable Luxembourg d'une socit trangre et l'impo-

Le Gouvernement luxembourgeois vient de dposer un sition des socits luxembourgeoises.
projet de loi destin modifier fondamentalement les
dispositions de droit interne luxembourgeois d'attnu-
ation des double impositions. Ce projet de loi qui s'in- 3. Insuffisance du champ d'applicationde la procdurespire des dispositions allemandes a appel de la part de amiable
l'Association des Banques et Banquiers les plus vives
rserves (avis de l'Association des Banques et Banquiers Actuellement la procdure amiable ne peut tre mise en
du 23 mars 1978). mouvement que dans le cas o la double imposition se

Ce projet de loi entend introduire la rgle de l'impu- ralise au dtriment d'un seule et mme contributable

tation de l'impt trangerlorsqu'il n'y a pas de conven- partant il n'y a actuellementaucun remde dans le cadre
tion de double imposition. Toutefois on maintient la des entreprises associes pour ramener les positions di-
limite du crdit d'impt l'impt luxembourgeois qui vergentes de deux administrationsfiscales nationalessur

sera videmmentdterminpar rapport un revenu im- un dnominateurcommun.

posable net. De plus le projet de loi prvoit que l'impu- A ce sujet on ne peut que recommanderl'intgration du
tation doit s'oprer pays par pays. Le projet de loi pr- deuxime paragraphe de l'article 9 de la conventionmo-

voit encore et ceci a son importance dans le cadre des dle 1977 et les commentaires de la conventionmodle
conventions de double imposition, que tout dchet sont suffisamment loquent. Comme ni le Luxembourg
d'impt tranger qui ne peut pas tre utilis dans le ni la France n'ont exprim des rserves, l'insertion d'une
cadre de la conventionde double impositionne peut pas telle ajoute ne devrait pas poser de problme.
tre dduit titre de dpense. Le Gouvernemententend
donc par voie lgislativeconsacrer la circulaire du 2 avril
1974.

4. Statut fiscal d'un tablissementstable luxem-
On constate surtout que du cot franais, on a pris des bourgeois d'une socit trangreet non franaise
mesures pour attnuer l'incidence de l'impt prlev dans les rapports de cet tablissementavec la

l'tranger et pour permettre notamment de plus France

grandes facilits d'utiliser l'impt tranger titre de cr-
dit d'impt en France. Ainsi, selon nos informations,

La convention ne s'applique pas aux relations qu'un ta-

l'administration franaise (circulaire du ler avril 1974) blissement stable luxembourgeois d'une socit non

autorise les banques, pour dterminer la limite d'im- franaise peut dvelopperavec la France.

putation, calculer l'impt franais partir de la ba- Ceci pose l'pineux problme d'une ventuelle applica-
lance globale des intrts dbiteurs et crditeurs aff- tion de la convention que la France pourrait avoir con-
rents un mme secteur d'activit. Par un mme secteur clu avec le pays dont la socit entretenant l'tablisse-
d'activit on entendrait selon nos sources, toutes les ment stable Luxembourgdpend.oprations de l'espce ralises -- quelle que soit la mon-

naie utilise -- avec les emprunteurs trangers. Selon nos informations la convention franco-belgecom-

porterait en faveur notamment des banques des ta-
En conclusion une modification de l'article incrimin blissements financiers et de crdits non-rsidents (ta-
de la conventions'impose pour ne pas constituerune en- blissements stables) une clause particulire les assimilant
trave insurmontableaux transactions financiresentre la pour l'application de ladite convention des rsidents.
France et le Luxembourg. Une telle modificationdevrait L'insertion d'une telle clause d'assimilation dans la con-
s'inspirer du paragraphe 3 de la convention modle vention franco-luxembourgeoise serait certainement
O.C.D.E. 1977. saluer.

Le projet de loi No. 2160 prvoit la possibilitd'tendre
2. Statut fiscal des tablissementsfranais de socits aux tablissements stables luxembourgeois de socits

luxembourgeoises trangres les dispositions internes luxembourgeoises
destines viter les doubles impositions. Toutefois ac-

L'article 7 de la convention permet le maintien d'une tuellement les tablissementsstables ne bnficientd'ail-
retenue d'impt mais limite 5 pour cent sur les bn- leurs d'aucune convention que le Luxembourg a conclu
fices d'un tablissement stable en France d'une socit et les tablissementsstables partant se trouventdans une

luxembourgeoise. Cette disposition qui maintient effec- situation dsavantage.
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D'ailleurs dans son avis prcit du 23 mars 1978 sur le Toutefois cet argument n'est pas pertinent alors que la
projet de loi No. 2160 l'Associationdes Banques et Ban- Belgique ne connait pas non plus d'impt sur la fortune,
quiers a rclam l'assimilationpar voie lgale'des tablis- mais que la convention belgo-luxembourgeoise tend
sements stables aux socits luxembourgeoises pour ledit privilge galement l'impt sur la fortune. De

l'applicationdudit projet de loi. plus les arguments conomiques militeraient en faveur
d'une telle extension galement dans la convention

franco-luxembourgeoise.En effet il faut toujours pren-
5. Statut fiscal des tablissements luxembourgeois dre en considrationl'impositionglobale d'un pays don-

de socits franaises n quelqu'en soit les composantes. Ainsi on peut notam-
I ment relever que la charge fiscale sur le revenue des col-
L'inapplication de la convention un tablissement lectivits est plus leve en France (50 pour cent) contre

luxembourgeois d'une socit franaise est particulire- 46 pour cent seulement au Luxembourg. De plus tous
ment choquante lorsque cet tablissement luxembour- les impts, notamment l'impt sur la fortune pour ne

geois touche notamment des dividendes, intrts ou re- pas tre confiscatoires, doivent tre pays ay moyen des
devances de France. D'une part l'tablissementne bn- revenus et la charge de l'impt sur la fortune Luxem-
ficie pas des ventuels allgementsdes retenues d'impt, bourg est encore plus sensible du fait que cet impt ne

mais encore ne bnficie pas Luxembourgdes disposi- constitue pas un imptdductible pour la dtermination
tions de droit interne destines attnuer l'effet des du bnfice mposable au titre d'impt sur le revenu.

doubles impositions.

6. Problmepos par l'interprtationdivergentedu 8. Problmede l'attributiondes bnfices en cas de
terme dividende chantier de construction

Une socit de personnes qui distribue ses bnces Bien que ce problme ne soit pas spcifique et particu-
aux associs n'est pas cense avoir distribu d'aprs le lier la convention franco-luxembourgeoise,mais se re-

droit luxembourgeois des dividendes. Donc les bnfices trouve dans toutes les conventions, son importancem-
pays un associ tranger d'une socit de personnes rite aux yeux des rapporteursd'tre releve.

luxembourgeoisene sont pas soumis une retenue d'im- Pour les chantiers, surtout pour les chantiers importants,
pt. Partant un commenditaire franais touchant des d'importants travaux prparatoires sont ncessaires au
bnfices d'une socit de personnes luxembourgeoise sige de l'entreprise pour prparer les plans, tablir les
ne subi pas de retenue d'impt la source. spcifications des produits utiliser, laborer les cahiers
Toutefois cette distribution de bnfices est considre des charges, tester les produits offerts, passer les com-

en France comme un dividende, mais comme la socit mandes, surveiller la fabrication des produits comman-

distributrice n'est pas une socit de capitaux, le bn- ds auprs de tiers ou fabriqus l'intrieur de l'entre-
fice qualifi de dividende, ne peut pas bnficier en prise au sige. Les produits finis sont alors acheminsau

France du rgime fiscal socit-mre-socit-fille,mais chantier o peut s'effectuer, le cas chant, un trs
est impos intgralementen France ceci par application simple travail de montage. Le bnfice ralis par
des articles 145 et 216 du Code gnrale des impts l'entreprise l'occasiond'un chantierdtermin se com-

franais. pose du bnfice ralis sur les oprations de montage
La seule faon d'viter la double imposition serait de d'une part et d'autre part sur les bnfices raliss sur

considrer ces bnfices comme des bnfices commer-
les fournitures. La dlimitation de ces bnfices est ex-

ciaux des associs ou alors d'tendre le privilgesocit- trmement malaise et peut surtout donner lieu des

mre-socit fille tous les cas o les revenus sont con- apprciations divergentes des autorits fiscales des deux

sidrs comme tant des dividendes. pays impliqus avec comme consquence des conten-
tieux fiscaux suivis le cas chant d'une procdure de
concertationamiable.

7. Non-applicationdu privilgesocit-mre- Le seul remde efficace consisterait dans une procdure
socit-fille l'impt sur la fortune de concertation amiable pralable. Les termes actuels de

la procdure amiable ne prvoient pas une concertation
La convention ne prvoit pas l'extension dudit privi- pralable qui pourrait tre dclenche par le contribu-
lge l'impt sur la fortune. able redoutant une double mposition, mais le contri-
Evidemment les ngociateurs luxembourgeoispourront buable en est rduit subiralorsdes doubles impositions
soutenir qu'il n'y a pas lieu d'viter une double imposi- quitte recourir aux possibilitsde recours contentieux
tion puisque la France ne connait pas d'impt sur la for- offerts dans les deux pays avec tous les inconvnients
tune. et incertitudesque comporteune telle situation.
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Summary
of the paper prepared by Messrs. Andr Elvinger and Jean Hoss for the Luxembourg delegation *

A common study meeting of the France and Belgium/Luxem- The governmentofLuxembourghas drafteda bill which is deuot-
bourg I.F.A. groups recently dealt with the followingsubject: ed to fundamentally amending the provisions dealing with uni-

lateral tax relief. The bill is similar to legislation in the Federal I

Do the France-Luxembourg and France-Belgium tax conuen- Republic of Germany, but substantialobjectionshave been made
tions meet current needs as regards the avoidanceof double taxa- by the Banker'sAssociation.
tion This bl proposes the introduction of a tax credit in the absence

of a tax convention. There will be a country per country restrc-
The observations of the Luxembourg section of the Belgium/ tion. Moreover and this is the significant feature of the bill in--

LuxembourgLF.A. group are outned below on certain points of the context of tax conventions that part of foreign tax that-

the France-LuxembourgTax Convention. exceeds the amount which can be credited under a tax treaty may
not be deducted as an expense. The Govemment consequently
wants to conuert the position of the Circulaire of April 2, 1974

1. The fiscal status of interest paid from France to into law.

Luxembourg On the French side it is often stated that they have introduced

According to Article 9 of the France-LuxembourgTax Conven- measures which are directed at mitigating the impact of foreign
tion of April 1, 1958, as amended by the Protocolof September withholding taxes and especially at easily granting tax credit for
8, 1970, the source country retains the right to levy a withhold- foreign taxes in France. Thus, the French authorities authorized

ing tax on interest payments at source which may not exceed 10 (Circulaire of April 1, 1974) banks to deriue the French tax and,
percent (an exception applies to certainnegotiableobligations is- respectively, the amount of foreign taxes to be credited, from the
sued before January 1, 1965. on such paynentsFrance may levy gross balance of interest in taking into account the share of for-
a withholdingtax of 12 percent). The tax withheld in France may eign borrowers within the specific types ofactivitiesundertaken.
be creditedagainst Luxembourgtaxes.

Conclusion
This provision has little practical impact for Luxembourgsince
the impositionof such a withholding tax is not known there. An An amendment of the crticized article of the France-Luxem-

exception to this rule exists with respect to interest on bonds, bourg Tax Conuention should be made in order to avoid the ap-
where the withholding tax is restricted toa rate of 5 percent. pearance of insurmountable difficulties with respect to financial
However, the abrogationof this tax is currently being considered transactions. Any amendmentshould follow the format of Para-
in a bill (No. 2160) graph 3 of the OECD Model Conventionof 1977.

In the original France-LuxembourgTax Convention of 1958, no 2..The fiscal status of French permanentestablishments
such withholding tax was provided for, and the current tax con- owned by Luxembourg companies
vention is the only one signed by Luxembourgwhere the imposi-
tion of such a withholding tax is permtted (with a rather unim- Article 7 of the France-LuxembourgConvention permits the im-

portantexception in the Belgium-Luxembourgtreaty). position of a withholdingtax of 5 percenton the profitsof aper-
manent estabshment in France owned by a Luxembourgcom-

The drawbacks of such a withholdingtax and the possiblepartial pany (in addition to the Corporate Income Tax). This in fact re-
double taxation which may result were hghlighted the com-n

presents double taxation of the kind that is found n the US.A.-
mentary to Article 11 of the OECD Model Conuention. The fol- France and Switzerland-FranceTreaties. On the other hand, this
lowing examplemay explain the problem: problem seems to be soled more satisfactorily in the France-

The French withholding tax amounts to 10 percent (on the Netherlandsand France-WestGermany Conventions.
gross amount of interest). The Corporate Income Tax in
Luxembourgamounts to 40 percent. Consequently, in order Consequently this represents a disadvantagoussituation in com-

to be in a position to claim a full tax credit for the French parison with two other EEC-countries which are granted more

withholding tax, the netproft on such revenue must amount favourable treatment by France. This is especially unsatisfacto-
to at least 25 percent. ry since Luxembourg does not differentiate in the area of tax

rates between permanent establishments owned by resident or,Currently, possible partial double taxation cannot be auoided by non-residentcompanies.virtue of the Tax Conuention between France and Luxembourg.
Since the unilateral measures of relief in Luxembourg(Article 13 3. Insufficiencies in the mutual agreement procedureof the Law of December4, 1967) (i.e. deductionof foreign taxes

from the taxable base) are only granted in the absence of a con- For the time being, the Conentions mutual agreement proce-

vention, a Luxembourgcreditrmay not alwayssucceed in avoid- dure cannot be demanded if double impositon of taxes is levied

ing this partial double taxation. to the disadvantage of one and the same taxpayer. There is cur-

rently no remedy for affiliated companies which seek the recon-
Those creditors that concludedcontracts with French debtors un- ciliation of deviating positions of two national tax authorities
der the authority of the Conuentionof 1958 and were surprised (both taxingpartof the same profits).by the 1970 amendment introducing the withholding tax have i

tried to reduce the double tax burden by deducting French In this context one can only recommend the insertionof Article
taxes from connected income insofar as such French taxes coutd 9, Paragraph 2 (Associated enterprises) of the OECD Model
not be credited against Luxembourg taxes. Howeuer, the Luxem-
bourg tax authorities rejected this procedure (Circulaire of April
2, 1974), arguing that tax treaty proisions completely replace * This summary was made by the Editors of the BULLETIN
unateral relief measures. who are solely responsible for its contents.
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Conention 1977 into the existing treaty. Since neither France withholding tax is levied if a Luxembourgpartnershipdistributes

nor Luxembourg has announced any objection, this amendment profits to non-resident partners, e.g. if a French silent partner
should notpresentany probtem. (commanditaire) receives such payments. These profit distribu-

tions to silentpartnersor to associates are considereddividends in

France, but since the distributingcompany s not a corporation

4. The fiscal status of a Luxembourg permanent establishment the affilationprivilege cannot be claimed.

owned by a foreign (non-French)corporationwith respect to The only possibility for avoMing double taxation wouM then be
connectionsof that permanentestablishmentwith France either to consider the profts as commercialprofts for the part-

The Conuention does not cover those situations where a Luxem- ner or to extend the affiliationpriuilege to all those cases where

Jbourg permanentestablishmentowned by a non-Frenchcompany
such income is deemed to representdividends.

deals with France. Here, the dfficultproblem arises as to whether
a convention concluded between France and the third country 7. Non-applicationof the parent-subsidiarycompany

in question could be applied. privilege with respect to the net worth tax

The insertion of a clause, such as that of the Frnce-Belgiumcon- The Convention does not provide for the application of the

uention, whereby permanent establishments of foreign banks in above-mentionedprivilege to the net worth tax. One couM argue

Belgium are considered to be residents of Belgium for tax pur- that no double taxation takes place since France does not levy a

poses, would certainly be welcomed. net worth tax. However, Belgium does not levy such a tax but the

Belgium-Luxembourg Tax Convention contains this privege
Bill No. 2160 provides for the possibility of extendingthe appli- nonetheless. There are also economic reasons which call for the
cation of unilateral measures for the avodanceofdouble taxation introduction of this provison into the France-LuxembourgCon-
to Luxembourgpermanent establishments of foreign companies. vention.
Currently, such permanent establishments cannot benefit from
any treaty and therefore find themseles in a disadvantageous 8. Problems as regards profit allocation in the case of a

position. building site

Although these problems are not found exclusively in the France-

Luxembourg Conventon but occur in all such conventions, they
5. The fiscal status of a Luxembourg permanent establishment deserve some attention in the eyes of the reporters. As regards

owned by a French corporation buding sites, in particularimportantones, the majorpartof pre-

The inapplicabityof the France-LuxembourgTax Conventon to paration work necessarily takes place at the seat of the enterprise.
a Luxembourgpermanentestabshmentowned by a French com- When the items are finally transported to the buildingsite, the ac-

pany produces particularly severe results if this Luxembourgper- tual assembly work is often rather simple. Therefore, the profit r

manent establishment receives dividends, interest or royalties derived by the enterprise through a certain building site consists

from France. On the one hand, thepermanentestablishmentdoes of the profit from the actual assembly work on the one sde and

not benefit from any possible relief with respect to taxes with- the profit resulting from the delivery of the components on the

held by France, and on the other hand, it cannot claim the uni- other. The delineation of those parts of the profit s often uery

lateral measures of relief ether. difficult and may result in differingvaluation by both tax author-
ities involved, thus leading to the necessty of having a mutual

agreementprocedure.
6. Problems due to the definition of the term dividend The only efficient remedy to this problem would be to institute

Profit distributions of a socitde personnes,e.g. distributions a mutual agreementprocedure at an earlier stage. This possibilty ,

rom a partnership to its associates orpartners, are not deemed to iS, howeuer, not open to taxpayers at present and consequently
be dividendpayments under Luxembourg law. Consequently, no the uncertainties involued must always be accepted.

1
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TAX OSSARY ment

the long

areas,

time

tax

t

regimes

takes

are

for

often

a tree

bias-

to
mature into usable timber, and the
need to encourage forestry to prevent
soil erosion and provide water catch-

ed in favour of forestry. For example,
Japan permits separate taxation of for-

estry income with a 33 percent stan-

dard deduction; Britain and Sweden
abate the incidence of death duties.

FORFAIT -- Forfait is the system used
in France as a simple way of comput-
ing the sales tax (V.A.T.) due from

by H.W.. PEPPER * small traders (about 75 percent of the
whole) without calling for monthly
tax declarations. Tax for a year is com-

puted on the basis of the trading and
prot and loss accounts for the previ-
ous calendar year and the liability so

computed is payable in equal instal-
FORTUNE, IMPOT SUR LA --(France) on the amount of foreign currency ments over the taxable period. Recal-! Net wealth tax. which may be bought by a resident are culations are made only at two-yearly

more common. As to restriction ofF.O.T. -- Free on Truck (lorry) for road intervals unless the trader or the tax

transport. (See also F.O.B. and F.O.R.)
overseas investment, see INVEST- administration has to seekreason an
MENT PREMIUM. earlier revision.FOOTAGE TAX -- A tax levied in a few

FOREIGN INTERNATIONAL SALEScountries on films imported for pub- FORFAITAIRE -- The forfaitaire systemCORPORATION (F.l.S.C.) - See DOMES-lic exhibition and usually computed as (also known as PhasenpauschalierungTIC INTERNATIONALSALES COR-
a specific levy of so much per foot of in Austria, and Una Tantum in Italy)
film. The tax is administratively rela- PORATION (D.I.S.C.). is that sometimes adopted under cas-

tively simple to compute and collect FOREIGN TAX CREDIT- In the U.S. tax cade sales tax systems whereby cer-

but much more arbitrary in its instance system, citizens, residents and domes- tain products are removed from the
than one based on the value of the tic corporations are taxable on world multi-stage application of the tax. In-
film expressed as the cost of hiring or income, i.e., all income from sources stead the selected products are subject-
renting it. (See FILM HIRE TAX.) It within and outside the U.S. To elimin- ed to what amounts to a manufac-
may be noted that where foreign films ate double taxation a direct credit turer's tax, charged at a rate applicable
are imported for exhibition they are against the U.S. tax is allowed for for- at a single stage, which will produce a

normally re-exported after a limited eign income tax incurred. The credit is tax yield equivalent to the total of the
period of time, during which they are limited to that proportion of the U.S. amounts of tax which would have
available for exhibition for a hire or tax which the income from sources been charged at various stages under
rental charge which is usually based on outside the U.S. bears to the total in- the cascade system. A system of this
a percentage of the takings from ad- come --

any foreign tax in excess type may sometimes be used in con-
mission charges, so that an ordinary thereof can be carried back 2 years junction with a governmental policy
customs duty type of levy is not really and then forward, but a similar limita- of price-control of certain commodi-
inappropriate. tion applies in every year. ties so as to quantify precisely the tax

FOOTBALL POOLS TAXATION -- A tax applicable, a necessary factor in deter-
--

on the amounts staked on forecasting FOREIGN TAX RELIEF Relief from mining the fair price.
the results of association football mat- local tax on income from abroad

ches. In Britain the levy is known as
which has already suffered foreign tax. FORMATION TAX -- This term is applied

the Pools Betting Duty and is charged (See DOUBLE TAXATION and UNI- to tax levied on the formation of a

at 33 1/3 percent. LATERAL RELIEF.) company in certain countries, the tax

usually being proportional to the no-
FOREIGN EXCHANGE ENTITLEMENT FOREIGN TRAVEL TAX- A tax on the

minal issued capital, to both.or or
CERTIFICATE - A levy currently impos- price of tickets for air and other travel

This type of tax is little different from,
ed in Sri Lanka on the remittance.of to other countries by one's own resi-

the stamp registration duties fairlyor

money outside the country which ap- dents, as a levy on luxury spending widely levied in countries which im-
plies, inter alia, to the dividends of and as a means of easing pressure on

such charges either under stamppose
foreign companies operating in Sri the balance of payments (to the extent

registration laws in theor or company
Lanka. The rate of levy, i.e., the price that people are discouraged from going law itself. The justification for such
of the certificate, has varied from 25 abroad at all). The tax is not the easi-

taxation is either (a) form ofas a reg-
percent to 50 percent of the sum to be est to administer -- it is necessary to

istration duty fee levied toor cover
remitted. exclude visiting tourists, and to pro- the administrative cost of supervising

,

vide against avoidance by one's own
FOREIGN EXCHANGE TAX -- In effect, corporate formations and activities

tax spent in other
nationals buying tickets from a point for the protectionof the public, (b)a on money coun-
just outside one's frontiers after

or
a

tries by one's own residents, e.g., on short trip abroad from within the
as a charge made for the privilege of

tourism, i.e., in a sense on luxury limited liability and the right to raise
country. The most notable instance of

spending which also has an adverse the application of such tax is that in-a
effect on the balance of payments. troduced in Israel.
Such levies have been made in the * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-

U.S.A. and Israel, though restrictions FORESTRY -- Because of factors such as national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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capitai from the public often at more connection with the revised corpora- for the economic benet of countries
favourable rates of dividend and in- tion tax system in Britain. The term in general, and sometimesspecially for

terest than that on loans which could refers to the sum of the QUALIFY- the genefit of developing countries on

be obtained from the money market. ING DISTRIBUTIONS (q.v.) and the a trade not aid basis. (See also
relevant ADVANCE CORPORATION FREE TRADE AREA.)FORMS, TAX -- It is usual to design TAX (q.v.) payable by reference to

special forms upon which taxpayers such distributions.
FREE TRADE AREA This term is--

may declare their taxable income, broadly coincident with the concepts
sales, etc. for tax purposes. The form FRAUD -- In taxation the term is used re- of a customs union or a common

will be so designed as to facilitate the garding deliberate EVASION (q.v.) of market, the fundamental requirement
j task of the Tax Department in asses- tax by understatement or omission of being freedom to trade between the

sing and collecting the tax, and at the income or capital gains or capital, as countries which come together in an

same time will usually draw the tax- distinct from innocent omission or er- agreement for a free trade area, cus-

payer's attention to reliefs he may ror, and from AVOIDANCE (q.v.). toms union or common market but

claim, etc., as well as to his statutory who, generally, present a common

duty to make accurate declarations FREE BREAKFAST TABLE -- The tariff of customs duties to the outside
and to the penalties that may fall upon free breakfast table was a concept world. A possible future development
him if his declaration is incompleteor of policy, publicised in the 1920's in is that by the enlargement of existing
false. Britain, which merely implied that im- free trade areas or the successive link-

FORMUESKAT -- (Denmark) Capital ported food, including such items as ng up of two or more such areas to

(wealth) tax. bacon, butter, eggs, tea and sugar, form a single large area, something
commonly found on the nation's akin to the old ideal of world free

FRACTIONALPAYMENTS -Themethod breakfast table, were free of import trade may ultimatelymaterialise.
by which sales tax is collected under duty. At the time, however, govern- FREIGHT CHARGES
the value-added system, i.e., tax being ment policy was in any event to free

-- Freight charges
are commonly an element in value for

paid each time goods are sold, on the most forms of food from customs du-
value added by the trader selling the ties.

customs duty and sales tax purposes

goods, each payment being a frac- and so, in fact, are subjected to such
--

tion of the total tax ultimately due. FREE DEPRECIATION See DEPRECI- levies when they form part of the price
ATION, FREE. of goods which are themselves subject

FRAIS et CHARGES- (France) Expenses. to such duty tax. In addition,FREE PORT -- A port without customs or

FRANCHISE -- In commercial terms a duties, or where such duties are re- freight charges may be the separat
franchise agreement confers the right stricted to a few items, traditionally subject of taxation under V.A.T. and

to market, or produce under licence, motor fuels, alcohol and tobacco. other sales taxes which include trans-

certain goods and services, in a certain Among others, Hong Kong, Singapore port services within their scope.

area, normally on an exclusive basis, and Penang are usually regarded as free F RI ENDLY SOCIETY Friendly Socie---

the goods or services being protected ports but free port facilities are usu-
ties in Britain and in othersome

by patent or copyright. The right is ally provided by most big ports. Such
some times conferred in return for an ports, even in developed and highly

countries, particularly in the British

initial payment to and usually under taxed countries, commonly provide Commonwealth, generally orginated in
the form of Burial Societies. Individu-

obligation to purchase supplies and facilities for entrepot trade to be un-

receive technical and promotional ser- dertaken without payment of duty als, normally in the lower income
who joined such societies

vices, from the grantor of the fran- where the goods are to be re-exported groups,
made small weekly or monthly contri-

chise. in similar or processed (see EXPORT
butions in order to provide the bene-

PROCESSING ZONE) form, or where
FRANK -- To frank goods or services goods be held in store, either fit, in the event of death, of a sum of

may un-

means to free them from charge (to der bond or not, prior to being
money hopefully sufficient to cover

burial and incidental Thetax or other fees), not usually in the brought in within the country's cus-
expenses.

sense of granting exemption, but on toms rea. The latter facility of duty-
amount paid out on deaths, however,

often based the amount ofthe basis that the charge has been pre- free storage enables importers to con-
was on

monies available in the whenpaid or will be paid in a global calcula-
serve their working capital instead of year a

death took place, calculated thetion of tax due instead of a number of having large sums tied up in duty paid
as

small transactions. in advance of the consumption of the
total funds collected, less a small
amount for reserves, divided by the

FRANKED INVESTMENT INCOME --
goods in question. number of who died in thepersons ac-

The term used to describe income re- F RE E TRADE Free trade means trade in counting period. The scope of such so-
-

ceived by one company from another goods which are not subject to import
cieties has in some instances extended

under a corporation tax regime. The duties, a system which was practised in to providing sickness and other bene-

income received by company A from Britain (apart from countervailing du-
fits. Since friendly societies are usually

its share holding B is exempted or ties) from 1867 to 1915. In conditions operated on the mutual principle there

franked from tax in the hands of of perfect competition, completely
is usually nothing identifiableas a pro-

company A because: free world-wide trade would allegedly
fit which could be taxed and where

(a) the income has already been produce the most optimum conditions
there is an accumulation of invested

charged to corporation tax (upon for economic developmentand growth
funds producing interest, exemption

*
1 company B) before distribution and free trade was an ideal of some

from tax on that income is often af-

by company B to company A; and economists particularly during the forded by the tax laws.

(b) redistributions of the income Victorian era in Britain. Since World FRINGE BENEFITS Benets attached--

when made later by company A War II there have been various at- to an employment, supplementing the
would be subjected to dividend tempts to reduce the general level of salary, wage, or basic remuneration.
tax on the recipient shareholders. tariffs in the world (e.g., the DILLON Some fringe benefits (which be inmay

FRANKED PAYMENT -- A term used in and the KENNEDY ROUNDS (q.v.)), cash or kind) are traditional to certain
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employments (e.g., free coal to miners FRUIT AND TREE CONCEPT- In the term used, e.g., in anti-avoidancelegis-
in Britain, low interest loans to bank area of income tax where it may be lation directed against devices to re-

Officials), some are designed as a form difficult to decide whether transac- duce tax by setting up corporate bo-
of tax avoidance. Tax legislation tends tions, particularly the sale of assets, dies with directors who are essentially
more and more to bring fringe benets produce income or merely a surplus on owners or controllers of the company
into charge to tax, especially those realisation of capital, attempts are with only nominal duties, but receiv-

granted to directors or higher-paid (in sometimes made to distinguish be- ing substantial remuneration. In mak-
Britain over £5,000 p.a.) employees. tween the fruit and the tree. For ing restrictions to limit the scope for

Examples of traditionally taxable ben- example, the sale of an income-bearing tax avoidance or reduction, the legisla-
ets include holiday pay, overtime, asset (comparable with a tree which tion may exclude a full-tinieor ex-
tips from employers to their custom- annually bears fruit) such as real estate ecutive director from the restrictions.
ers, while in more recent years the net which has been let to tenants, or a Such a director may also benefit from
has been spread to include (in U.K.) holding of stock which has been pro- reliefs provided in the tax law for or-

share options, loans at sub-economic ducing interest to the holder, would dinary employees, but from which or-

interest, and free or subsidised use of not ordinarily be deemed to produce a dinary directors have been excluded.
assets belonging to the employer. prot on the sale (should the sale price FUND, FIXED, FLEXIBLE, GO-GO, etc.
Business entertainment expenses reim- exceed cost) although, of course, capi- See TRUST.--

bursed by the employer are not nor- tal gains tax might apply. Where, how-
mally regarded as fringe benefits of the ever, income-producingassets are part FUSI E -- (Holland) Merger.
employee, but, broadly speaking, a de- of the stock-in-trade of a business FUSION -- (Germany)Merger.
duction in computing the emploer's which buys and sells those assets in the

FUSION (France) Merger.--

profits is due only if the person enter- ordinary course of trade, such assets
tained is an overseas customer. In the may form the fruit instead of the
U.S.A. it is currently proposed that a tree (the tree being the business as a

3 Martini Lunch should not be de- whole) and any prots from realisa- [to be continued]
ductible but that a more modest tion may thus be taxable.
expenditure limit should apply to busi-
ness entertaining. (See also BENEFITS
IN KIND.) FULL-TIME WORKING DIRECTOR -- A

ERRATUM

1978/5, Page 232 Editor's note (footnote 3) on
Indian income tax on purchases, United States:

Foreign Tax Credit

The legal position has been reiterated in Circular of the office or an agent in India for this purpose. (Clauses (a)
Central Board of Direct Taxes No. 163 dated May 29, and (b) of the Explanation to Section 9(1)(i) of the In-
1975 referring to Circular No. 23 dated July 23, 1969. dian Income Tax Act 1961.)
It is stated that where there is a regular agency establish-
ed in India for purchase of the entire raw materials re- Where a resident person in India acts in the ordinary
quired for the purpose of manufacture and sale abroad course of his business in making purchases for a non-
and the agent is chosen by reason of his skill, reputation resident person, he would not normally be regarded as
and experience in the line of trade, it can be said that an agent of the non-resident person. But, when the resi-
there is a business connection in India so that the non- dent person in India is closely connected with the non-
resident is liable to income tax in India on a portion of resident purchaser and the course of business between
the profits attributable to the purchase of raw materials them is so arranged that the resident person gets no pro-
in India required for the purposes of manufacture and fits or less than the ordinary profits which might be ex-
sale abroad. However, the correct legal position is that pected to arise in that business, the Income-tax Officer
in the case of a non-resident, no income shall be deemed is empowered to determine the amount of profits which ,

to accrue or arise in India through or from operations may reasonably b,e deemed to have been derived by the
which are confined to purchase of goods in India for the resident person from that business and include such
purpose of export, even though the non-residenthas an amount in the total income of the resident person.
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Dritten Welt 361 Tax structure and fiscal policy 269
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M.C. Bhatt:
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Prof. J.E. Meade:
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Prof. Dr. Rochmat Soemitro:
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DECEMBER 1978 MARCH 1979 FEBRUARY 1980

Management Centre Europe Multinational Conentions -- Kopel Tours Ltd.: Jubilee Business Perspectives: 6th International
Compensation (including legal tax and ac- Convention of Accountancy and Taxation, Tax Conference. Singapore, February 408
counting variations and their impact on Jerusalem (Israel), March 11-15 (Hebrew, (English).
financial appraisal of benefit decisions) English and German).
(Round Table), Brussels (Belgium, Decem-
ber 4-6 (English). British Branch of I.F.A.: Self Assessment, FOR FURTHER

London (U.K.), March 15 (English). INFORMATION
British Branch of I.F.A.: Developments in PLEASE WRITE TO:
French taxation, London (U.K.), December British Branch of I.F.A.: Outward direct
7 (English). investment, London (U.K.), March 29 British Branch of I.F.A.: Secretariat,

(English). c/o Williams & Clyn's Bank Ltd., P.O.
Box 448, 20 Birchin Lane, London
EC3P 3DP (U.K.)

JANUARY 1979
SEPTEMBER 1979 Business Perspectives: 11 Alexander

British Branch of I.F.A.: Formation of Place, London SW7 2SG. Tel. 01-589-
Family Businesses, London (U.K.), January 33rd Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The 3197. Telex: 917036.
9 (English). Taxation of transfers of ownership on

death or inter vivos gifts with special refer- Conventions -- Kopel Tours Ltd.,
British Branch of I.F.A.: The work of the ence to the continuityof family-heldenter- 122 Hayarkon Street, P.O. Box 3054,
OECD Fiscal Committee, London (U.K.), prises; II. The effects of losses in one coun- Tel Aviv (Israel).
January 31 (English). try on the tax treatment of the enterprise

or group (provisionally). For the Seminars International FiscalAssociation(I.F.A.):the following Subjects are suggested: General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Burg.Trends in income tax treaties involving de- Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738, RotterdamFEBRUARY 1979 veloping countries, with special reference (Netherlands).to the U.N. Group of Experts. Trends in
British Branch of I.F.A.- The taxation im- Scandinavian Taxation. Copenhagen (Den- Management Centre Europe: 4 Avenue
plications of the Hofstra Report, London mark) September 4-8 (English, French, des Arts, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).(U.K.), February 22 (English). German, Spanish).

ERRATL/V
The article by Dr. Barry Bracewell-Milnes: The future of personal
taxation in the May 1978 issue of the Bulletin contains two printing
errors in Table 2 on pages 197:

1. The maximum percentage of the rate of 1976 tax for Finland
should be 71.00 and not 77.00 (Column 1, Earned income)

2. This figure includes 20 percent local income tax and not 15
percent (Notes, line 2)

Please note that mistakes are due to a printing error for which the
author is not responsible.

I
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WealthTaxation* '-

'
.-

by Richard M. Bird**
/
/ -

The many wordswrittenabout taxationover the centurieshave not, it appears, , t,dimmed the attractionof the subject. Ordinarycitizens generally dislike taxes,

especially those of which they are most aware, and at best view them as a ...-b

painful necessity: nevertheless, they seem always to be fascinatedby advice , t 1

on how to avoid taxesand by tales of high tax-free lving. Tax practtioners, R.M.BIRD

such as lawyers and accountants,who earn their bread through the intricacies
of the tax system of course have self-interest urging them on to further

knowledge of at least some aspects of taxation. Economists turn to taxes not

only for classroomexamplesofbasic economic principlesbut also as favourite

instruments to achieve this policy goal, or that, or perhaps both. And, finally,
tax economists as a rule have all three motivations -- curiosity (morbid or

otherwise) as to the varied ways the human animal reacts under tax stress, * Revision of originally prepared
self-interest, and a concernwith economic policy -- urging them on to further

a paper
for the Seminar on Evaluation and Per-

study of the apparently endless ingenuity displayed by man in his unceasing spectivesof the Colombian Fiscal Structure,
efforts to tax his fellow man. No field of taxation rewards such study more UniversidadJaveriana, Bogot, Colombia.

than the taxation of wealth and property, nor does any better demonstrate ** Professor of Economics,Departmentof

the huge gap remainingbetween tax theory and tax practice in every country. Political Economy, Universityof Foronto.
1. See Oliver Oldman and Richard Bird,

Both characteristics of wealth taxation -- its incredible complexity and varia- The Transition to a Global Income Tax:

tion from country to country, and the gap between theory and practice -- are A Comparative Analysis, Bulletn for In-

accurate reflections of the history and the nature of taxes on wealth and ternational Fiscal Documentation, 31 (No.

property. Taxes on material wealth, especially on land, are among the oldest 10, 1977), 439-454.

fiscal instruments in most countries. The varied collection of wealth taxes
2. The most fully-realized statement of

presently found throughout the world thus represents the result of decades,
this ideal remains the Report of the Canad-
ian Royal Commissionon Taxation (6 vols.;

even centuries, of accretionaryadaptation to the evolving social and political Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1966). For a de-

milieu. This history virtually guarantees that whatever exists will bear little tailed analysis of what happened to this

resemblance to the sorts of wealth taxes long favoured by fiscal theorists. ideal on its way to reality, see M.W.

The many, often contradictory,aims assigned by economists,politicians, and Bucovetsky and R.M. Bird, Tax Reform

bureaucrats to different parts of the wealth tax system in most countries in Canada: A Progress Report, National

similarly lead also to the observed results of complexity and a wide gap be. Tax Journal, 25 (March 1972), 15-41.

tween the theory of taxing wealth and its practice. 3. See J.E. Meade et al., The Sfructure
and Reform of Direct Taxation (London:

Despite its antiquity wealth taxation has been relatively neglected in recent George Allen and Unwin, 1978),andBlue-

years. For some decades now the main efforts of fiscal reformers in most prints for Basic Tax Reform (Washington:

countries have been directed at the goal of making the income tax the key-
U.S. Treasury Department, 1977). Similar
idead were put forth twenty years ago by

stone of the fiscal system -- in the first instance by globalizing it, 1 with Nicholas Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax

the ultimate ideal being a truly comprehensive income tax. 2 More recently, (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1956),
sone doubt has been cast on the attainability as well as the desirability of and applied by him to India in his Indian

such a comprehensiveincome tax, even in the most developedcountries, and Tax Reform (New Delhi: Government of

a direct personal tax on expenditureshas been put forth by some as an alter- India, Ministry of Finance, Department of

native ideal. 3 Economic Affairs, 1956).
4. On the high-incomecountries, see Reu-

The emphasis of fiscal writers on expenditureand income taxes, and their re-
enue StatisticsofOECD Member Counfries,
1965-1975 (Paris: Organization for Eco-

lative neglect of wealth taxes, is a fair reflection of the small and declining
weight of wealth taxation in the fiscal system of most countries,high-income

nomic Co-operation and Development,
1977). On low-income countries, see R.J.

and low-income alike. 4 Indeed, the only discernible world-wide trend in the Chelliah, H.J. Baas, and M.R. Kelly, Tax

wealth tax field appearsto be this decline in the relative importanceof wealth Ratios and Tax Effort in Developing Coun-

taxes: there is no trace of any such convergence on details of structural de- tries, 1969-71, IMF Staff Papers, 22

sign as one sees in the income and sales tax fields, for example. (March 1975), 187-205.
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In recentyears, however,a few authors have gone against two vaguely-defined goals of equity and growth:
the trend and suggested that a much more important rather, the two are generally interdependent in some
role for wealth taxation is desirable, both in high-income complex fashion that cannot be satisfactorily analyzed
countries 5 and in low-income countries. 6 The present without at least the mplicit quantificationof all relevant
paper, although it embodies no new research, is in part goals and of the effects of various tax (and other) in-
intended as a small contribution to the same cause: strumentson their attainment. 12

wealth taxes should, it is argued here, play a more im-
portant part than they now do in the revenue systems
of most countries. In practice, however, for reasons

5. See, especially, Lester C. Thurow, Net Worth Taxes,
National Tax Journal, 25 (September 1972), 417-423.

brought out later, this outcome, however desirable in 6. Although Alan A. Tait, The Taxation of Personal Wealth
principle, seems most unlikely to come about in reality. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1967), does not explicitly
Several limitations on the treatment of these complex discuss developing countries, his conclusion (p. 202) makes it

issues in this short paper deserve emphasis. In the rst clear that the case for wealth taxation is especially strong there.

place, no attempt has been made here to survey the The 1962 Santiago Conference on Latin American fiscal policy
also favoured more effective wealth taxation (Fiscal Policy forworld scene systematically (although several such sur-
Economic Growth in Latin America, Baltimore: Published for the

veys have been carried out in recent years on particular Joint Tax Program by the Johns Hopkins Press, 1965, p. 421).forms of wealth taxes. 7 Secondly, to discuss all con- See also R.M. Bird, Public Finance and Inequality,Finance and
ceivable forms of wealth taxation would be a task not Development, 11 (March 1974), 2-4.
for one paper but for several books. This paper there- 7. In addition to Tait; see R.M. Bird, Taxing AgriculturalLand
fore focuses on death taxes and real property taxes, with in Developing Countries (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
only passingreferenceto other forms of wealth taxation. 1974); George E. Lent, The Urban Property Tax in Developing
Finally, the term wealth as used here is identical to Countries, Finanzarchiv, N.F. 33 (Band 1, 1974), 45-72; Roy
property, that is, the legal ownership of assets. 8 It is W. Bahl, Urban Property Taxation in Developing Countries,
therefore not identical to capital as conventionally Paper presented to Committee on Taxation, Resources, and

used in economic analysis in large part because it ex-
Economic Development, Cambridge, Mass, Oct. 22-24, 1976

cludes human capital (the value of the capital an in- (Mimeo.); and Noboru Tanabe, The Taxation of Net Wealth,
IMF StaffPapers, 16 (March 1967), 124-166.

dividual owns in the form of his own physical and 8. Compare Tait, pp. 2-4.
mental capabilitiesat any point in time). There has been 9. See Earl R. Rolph and George F. Break, Public Finance
some theoretical discussion of the possibility and de- (New York: Ronald Press, 1961), p. 196, and Break and Ralph
sirability of taxing such human wealth, 9 but this paper Turvey, Studies in Greek Taxation (Athens: Center of Planning
is concerned solely with the taxation of non-human and Economic Research, 1964), pp. 175-177.
wealth both because that is all that is now taxed any- 10. I agree fully with the reservationsabout taxing human capital
where and becauseit is all that I thinkshouldbe taxed. 10 expressed by Richard Goode (The Individual Income Tax, rev.ed.;

Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1976), p. 21 n: . ...I
do not think that human capital can be measured with the degree
of accurary that is properly demanded for taxation. Furthermore,THE GOALS-INSTRUMENTSAPPROACH I see dangers of infringementon personal liberties in applying a

tax on the present value of potential earnings: Would a person
The tendency of enlightened experts, when charged with great earning capacity who refused to work enough to earn

with designing fiscal instruments, is usually to assume the money to pay his tax be sent to jail Moreover, especially
some objective - for example, the attainment of hor- in developing countries, one policy aim should probably be to

izontal equity or of some given degree of income re-
favour the accumulation of human wealth. Despite the doubts
cast on the efficacy of education as a redistributive agent in ad-distribution -- and then to appraise alternativedesigns in
vanced countries in recent years, I agree completely with theterms of how well they satisfy the assumed objective or distributionaldesirabilityof expandingeducation in most develop-goal. This instrumental approach to questions of tax de- ing countries as argued strongly for Colombia in a recent study bysign is a substantial improvement over the still common Albert Berry and Miguel Urutia (Income Distribution in Colombia,alternative approaches of copying either what was done New Haven: Yale UniversityPress, 1976), Chap. 8.

in some other country or what appears in some text- 11. See Bird, Optimal Tax Policy for a Developing Country:
book: indeed, I have elsewhere argued (with particular The Case of Colombia, Finanzarchiv, N.F. 29 (Feb. 1970),
reference to Colombia) that designing the optimal tax 30-53. It should be noted that the present paper is for the most

system for any country, in fact, requires the adoption part concerned with tax design rather than the more practical
ofsuch an instrumentalperspective. 11 A possible danger (and often more difcult) question of tax reform: for a discussion
with this approach, however, is that one may become so

of the difference, and some proposed rules for reformers, see

engrossed with some particularend that one forgets that Bird, Tax Reform and Tax Design in Developing Countries,
Rivista di Scienze Finanziario e Diritto Fiscal, 36 (No. 2, 1977),any specific tax measure as a rule affects not one but 297-306.

many ends. 12. An outstanding (and depressing) feature in almost aIl count-
Advocates of wealth taxation are commonly accused of ries is the very poor quality of the information available on the

making precisely this error by those who oppose such size and nature of wealth-holdings,particularly towards the upper
end of the distributionalscale. This data deficiency makes explicittaxation -- in particular, they are said to be seeking

equity at the expense of economic growth. Those quantification almost impossible in this field. Nevertheless, what
little informationis available (mostly in the United States, Britain,who argue this way often appear to think that merely and Canada) to support the general line taken here,raising this possible conflict is sufficient to make their

appears
namely, that the inequalityof wealth distribution is a serious pro-point. Such is not the case, however. There is no reason blem and that the tax system can do much more than it now does

to expect there to be a simple trade-off' between these to redress this problem. For a useful introductory discussion of
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Even the formal solution of such problems at present (or net) than income earned from capital (e.g. because

generally lies far beyond the capacity of public finance of the lack ofexplicitprovisionfor the costs of acquiring
economists, except under the most stringent (and un- and maintaining human capital). Furthermore, in-

realistic) conditions. 13 The value of approaching the come from wealth is compatiblewith leisure in a way in-

design of tax structures in this way thus lies not in the come from labour clearly is not and also has more last-

answers it yields but rather in the useful perspective it ing power in the sense that it does not depend on the

provides on the proper task of public finance research. continued ability of the taxpayer to put forth effort.

In the case of wealth taxes, as in many other instances, This line of throught has led many income tax systems
Carl Shoup was on sound ground when he argued that to distinguish between earned and unearned income

the conflicts usually cited arise not because the goals either through applying different rate structures or by
are inherently incompatiblebut because the instruments granting special credits or allowances to the former. 20

assumed available are too few, or their values too con- The same arguments may also be used, somewhatmore

strained, or their effectiveness zero or negative for cer- tenuously, to support an annual tax on the stock of

tain ranges of their values. 14 One main task of the capital as opposed to a tax on the annual flow of in-

wealth tax designer is therefore to eliminate or reduce come from it or a tax, regular or irregular, on increases

the apparent conflict of goals, either by inventing new in its value.

tax instruments -- and in no field have more novel taxes

been designed, at least on paper 15 -- or, perhaps more A better case for an annual wealth tax can be made in

realistically, by putting the appraisal of wealth taxes in its own right, however. The possessionof wealth, it nay

the context of the tax system as a whole. be argued, carries with it a degree of security, indepen-
dence, influence, and social power that is not adequately

Within this general framework, the broad goals usually measured by the flow of realized money income to

assigned to wealth taxes include the following: which it gives rise. Income and wealth are not simply

(1) to complete the income tax system; 16 alternative ways of measuring the same reality (wth dif-

(2) to tax wealth in its own right; ferent time subscripts). In particular, the taxation of in-

(3) to achieve certain social goals; come -- always in practice a partial tax, if only because

(4) to achieve certain economic goals; and leisure is excluded from the tax base -- cannotadequately

(5) to produce revenue. substitute for the taxation of wealth. Wealth thus con-

Each of these objectives requires careful and detailed titutes, at least to some extent, an independent tax base

that is appropriately tapped by an annual tax on net
elaboration in order to see how they should affect the

wealth.
design and structure of an ideal wealth tax system for

any particular country: all that can be done here, how-

ever, is to review them briefly in general terms. the data, the issues, and possible reforms (in Britain), A.B.see

Atkinson, UnequalShares (Penguin Books, 1974).
13. Carl S. Shoup, Public Finance (Chicago: Aldine, 1969),

WEALTH AND INCOME TAXES Chap. 19, provides a good introductorydiscussion of this subject.
14. Shoup, p. 480.

Wealth taxes may be viewed as complementsto income 15. See, for particularlyinteresting examples, Tait, Chaps. 10 and

taxes in two senses: administratively and structurally. 11 on the Rignano plan and Vickrey's bequeathingpower suc-

No income tax in the world is perfectly administered, cession duty, and Meade et. al., Chaps. 15 and 16 on such esoteric

and most are particularly deficient with regard to taxing forms of transfer and wealth taxation as PAWAT (progressive

income from capital. 17 Even the best-run and most annual wealth accessions tax).

comprehensive income taxes do not tax accretions to 16. Actually (as discussed extensively in the Meade report) ade-

wealth (capital gains) as they accrue, and most ncome quate wealth taxes are even more necessary to complete an ex-

penditure tax system,but this aspect is not further discussed here.
taxes do not tax accrued gains if the property is held 17. For a catalog of some of the problems in this respect, see

until death. Some substantial wealth-holdersalso report Oldman and Bird.
such low incomes that it is generally felt that subjecting 18. See, for example, the data on large cattle ranchers in Colom-

them to income taxes alone is not enough. 18 bia reported by Quale in R.A. Musgrave and M. Gillis, Fiscal Re-

In general, then, wealth taxation may in part be justified form in Colombia (Cambridge: Harvard Law School International

as making up for recognizedbut practically unavoidable
Tax Program, 1971), p. 418. Colombia'snew presumptive income

on an

defects in ncome taxes. An annual tax on net wealth, tax, based net worth data, is in effect attempt to get
around this problem: it is of course not a true income tax at all

taxes on nheritances and gifts, and even such a crude but rather a variant form of wealth taxation.

gross wealth tax as the real property tax have all been 19. This line of argument is not uncommon: for a particularly
supported at times on these grounds -- the last-named, explicit recent example, see Committee on the Reform of Pro-

for example,as a meansof making all those with a stake perty Taxation in Ontario, Report (Toronto: Queen's Printer,
in the community (as measured by their property- 1977). One danger of relying too heavily on this sort of argument

holdings) contribute to the support of public functions, to support wealth taxation is suggested by the recent Canadian

particularly at the local level. 19 experience in which introduction of the constructive realization
of capital gains at death was accomplishedonly at the expense of

abolishing the federal death tax: the complicated story is told in
A more refined line of argument is that an income tax detail in Bird and M.W. Bucovetsky, Canadian Tax Reform and

that treats income from all sources equally, as a true Private Philanthrophy (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundations,
global income tax is supposed to do, is in fact unfair 1976), Chap. 3.

becauseincomeearnedby labour is in a sense less pure 20. See Bird and Oldman, p. 441.
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THE SOCIAL CASE FOR TAXING WEALTH rather than diminish existing inequalities. To say this is
not, of course, to argue against high income taxes but

None of the above traditional arguments really considers rather to make again the point that income and wealth
wealth taxes as instruments to achieve any goal other taxes are different scal instruments, with (to some ex-

than an allocation of the tax burden that will be con- tent} different objectives.
sidered socially acceptable, or fair. This is of course The other major social argument for wealth taxation
an important goal in its own right, but most of the argu- leads to rather different conclusions about the optimalments both for and against wealth taxes really focus on design of a wealth tax structure. It is well known that
the alleged relation of these taxes to other social and wealth is considerably more concentrated than income
economic goals. It is in this larger arena that most of the in all countries with substantial private sectors. This
verbal battle over such taxes takesplace, with proponents concentration of wealth in relatively few hands may be
touting their social and economicvirtues and opponents considered socially undesirable for a number of reasons.
denigrating them. Economists are not particularly well- Great inequality may be considered unlovely in itself.
trained to sit as judges in this battle, because most play- Or it may be thought to represent an actual or potentialers on both sides base their cases on value judgements danger to the economicorpoliticalsystem -- for example,rather than on empirical evidence or economic theory. through the ability of a few rich families to export cap-Nevertheless, a brief review of some of the key points at ital in economic crises or to extend massive financialissue is necessary -- if only to show the reader where I support to politicians or officials sympathetic to their
stand! interests. 24 The oft-mentioned fact that spreading the
The existing distribution of assets in a country at any wealth of the few among the many would have little
point in time is largely the outcomeof historical accident, visible effect upon the well-being of the latter, while
as condoned by the state and frozen in law. The result true given the relative numbers of the two groups, is
of this pattern of distribution in initial wealth is that irrelevant since the social goal is to make the rich less
many of those successful in life stand not on their own powerful, not the poor richer. This case for direct re-

feet but on the shouldersoftheir fathers -- a result hardly dressive taxation ofwealth thus rests basically on the de-
in accordance with the commonly-accepted idea that sire to mitigate the undesirable_political and social ef-
one function of the state is to provide relatively equal fects of the distribution of wealth arising from the
access to economic opportunity for its citizens. 21 system of private property. 25

Equality of opportunity is admittedly a rather fuzzy
concept, 22 but there can be little question that its 21. The more fortunate members of society also benefit sub-

attainment, however attenuated in practice, is a legit- stantially from the human capital invested in them when they are

imate goal of public policy in all democratic countries. young: reducing initial disparities in material wealth would do
little to rectify this imbalance but it would at least prevent mat-Life may indeed be a lottery -- and it is well-known that

people accept both the legitimacy of there being big
ters from beingeven worse. Even if taxing material wealth encour-

aged still more investment by the wealthy in (non-taxable)humanwinners in a lottery, and the need for there to be some capital, the social gain from the rapid accumulation of human
big prizes to keep people participating -- but if there is wealth could be offsetting factor (John Brittain, The In-an
one thing known about those who take part in lotteries heritance of Economic Status, Washington: The Brookings In-
it is that they must believe the lottery is fairly run. In stitution, 1977, p. 7).
these terms, one role of the state is to improve the fair- 22. For an extended discussion, see K. Klappholz, Equality of
ness of the lottery of life: and one way to do so is Opportunity,Fairnessand Efciency, in M. Peston and B. Corry,
through direct taxation of inherited wealth. eds., Essays in Honour of Lord Robbins (London: Weidenfeld

and Nicolson, 1972).The chosen tax nstrumentfor this purpose would appear 23. See C. Sandford, J. Willis, and D. Ironside, An Accessions
to be a virtually confiscatory tax levied at the time when Tax (London: Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1973), and W. Andrews,
accumulated wealth is passed from the original accumu- The Accessions Tax Proposal, Tax Law Review, 22 (1967),
lator to someone else by gift or bequest. The tax should 509.

clearly be levied on the heir (or donee), not on the estate 24. The existence of corporations has perhaps weakened the
as such. It should also probably be graduated in accor- potential evils of highly concentrated personal wealth somewhat,
dance not only with the amount transferredon any one especially in high-income countries, but it hardly eliminates the

problem. It should perhaps be noted, as Arthur Okun (Equalityoccasion but also with the total amount of such transfers and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff, Washington: The Brookings In-received by any individual throughouthis life -- in other stitution, 1975 30) has argued, that societies concerned withp.words, it should be some form of accessions tax. 23
the use of money to acquire power, particularly politicl power,Furthermore, there seems no reason for there to be any can and should formulate and enforce specific rules to prevent

favouritismat all to close relatives. On the contrary, since money being spent in ways considered undesirable. Nevertheless,
they are the recipient of most gratuitous transfers, they the importance of large blocks of wealth, whether spent or not,
are also those to be most burdened, in the name of in- must not be underestimated, and it would seem wise to support
creased equality of opportunity, by this tax. Finally, such rules by taking away some of this potential power through
there is no way in which even full taxation of bequests wealth taxes.

and gifts under the income tax can achieve this goal. In- 25. In all fairness t should be noted that much of the problem
deed, high income taxes in themselves are somewhat being discussed here results from variousstate actions that created

monopolies and privileged positions in the first place. A first-
perverse in their effects if they are considered to replace best approach might be to alter these policies directly, but intaxes on inherited wealth as such: since income taxes the nature of the policy process the first-best is not alwaysmake it harder for new entrants to breach the charmed possible and one must fall back on such second-best policies
circle of the already wealthy, they tend to perpetuate as redressive taxation.
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In principle, the ideal way to deal with the problems Undoubtedly, the most politically potent argument
supposedly arising from the undue concentration of against wealth taxes is that they deter private saving and

wealth might be to reallocate that wealth directly investment. One variant of this view is that the freedom

through such devices as confiscation or a true capital to dispose of one's property is a necessary incentive to

levy. 26 In practice, such drastic steps have been ruled the accumulation of capital: restricting this freedom

out in most countries so the relevant question for policy through taxing wealth, even at death, will, it has been

designers becomes: what fiscal instrument,short of con- argued, deter saving and investment tremendously.This

fiscation, will best reduce the (presumably) excessive is at best a highly oversimplified view. The desire to

concentration of wealth One tax indicated by this cri- accumulate wealth springs from many sources -- desire

terion would appearto be a death tax levied at high rates for power, fame, or income, for example, or the desire

on large estates,even when left entirelyto close relatives: to accumulate for the sake of accumulation, or to pass

the tax base is now determinednot by how much is left on wealth to one's heirs, or to maintain and ncrease the

to any one person but by the size of the total estate. family fortune. It is likely that all of these motives are

at play simultaneouslywithin the population as a whole,
The possible alternativeofan inheritancetax with steeply and several within any particular individual. Although
graduated rates accordingto the size of the legacy is less all this makes the analysis of the effects of wealth taxes
desirable, because most of the alleged evils of concentra- on economic behaviour even more obscure and difcult
tion remain even when formallegaltitle is divided among than the analysis of income taxes, the consensus of most
a number of heirs. The root of the problem is the size of economistsappears to be that mostwealth taxes wheth---

the estate itself, so it is thatwhichmustbe taxed. Annual er low-rate taxes levied annually or high-rate taxes levied
net wealth taxes, capital gains taxes, taxes on capital in- at death are unlikely to have much effect on the work /--

come, and, in short, ail levies which restrict the freedom leisure choice, the savings / consumption choice, or the
of people to accumulate assets as they see fit (and the choice of what sorts of assets to acquire.
economic system permits), also of course have a role to

play in diminishing the build-up of such large masses of Although overall, there are no determinate statements

wealth in the first place. But short of a revolution the that can be made about the effects of wealth taxes, 31

only feasible fiscal instrument that can be aimed ex- it is perhaps worth noting that wealth taxes seem likely

plicitly at wealth concentrations in most countries to have less adverse effects on ncentives than income

appears to be a high-rate estate tax. taxes of equal yield paid by the same people. 32 Indeed,
since wealth taxes constitute a heavier burden on low-

This line of discussion usually gives rise to two sorts of yielding than on high-yielding assets, they should in
objection: philosophical and economic. The more im- principle act as a stimulus to utilize assets more pro-
portant of these, in my view, is the philosophical:to some

people, the inequality of wealth (and income) is an

ugly, unnecessary, and undesirable accretion on the 26. Actually, as Tait, Chap. 6, discusses, many capital levies have

social and economic system; to others, it is a refection not been true in the sense of one-time, unexpected levies--

of the inevitably unequal abilities of men and of the just and those which have been surprises seem often to have been

distribution of rewards in the market economy. 27 Put rather inequitable, certainly in intergenerationalterms.

another way, some believe that property is, in the final 27. For a strongstatementof the latter view, see Richard Wagner,
Inhertance and the State (Washington: American Enterprise In-

analysis, a creation of the state -- a privilege granted by
the community, not a natural right. 28 Others believe

stitute for Public Policy Research, 1977).
28. This is basically the position of A.C. Pigou, A Study in Public

that the possession of property is a natural intrinsic Finance (3rd ed., rev.; London: Macmillan, 1947).
right of man and that family wealth is a dynastic trust, 29. Richard and Peggy Musgrave, Public Finance in Theory and

the perpetuation of fvhich is in the national interest. Practice (rev. ed., New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), p. 85, list eight
There is clearly no easy way to reconcile these opposing different criteria for deciding what constitutes a just state of dis-

views -- or the many variants of them that may be found tribution: (1) Keep what you can earn in the market; (2) Keep

in the literature. 29 There are no simple answers to the what you could earn in a competitive market; (3) Keep labour

age-oldquestionofwhat is a just or equitable distribution (earned) income only; (4) Keep what you could earn in a com-

of income and wealth, and it it, in the end, this question petitive market, given equal position at start; (5) Maximize total

that governs what a society does to achieve such possible welfare; (6) Maximize average welfare; (7) Set a floor on welfare

social goals as reducing the concentrationof wealth. with the endowment rule (keep what you earn) applicable above

it; (8) Maximize the welfare of the lowest group. Other criteria --

equally incompatible with each other -- could no doubt be de-

vised.
ECONOMICASPECTSOF WEALTH TAXATION 30. Bird, The Case for Taxing Personal Wealth, in Canadian

Tax Foundation, Proceedings of 23rd Tax Conference 1971

I emphasize this point because it has always struck me (Toronto, 1972), p. 16. (Some of the other arguments in the pre-

as odd that the only argumentsvaguerand more nebulous sent paper may also be found in this article.)
than those used to support wealth taxation on social 31. Tait, p. 193. The more detailed discussion in Shoup, Chap.

and equity grounds are those used to attack it on eco- 14, leads to a very similar conclusion.

nomic grounds. My own view is that ..... the treat- 32. This is especially true of death taxes, the revenue from which

mentofdeath taxes [, and,] for that matter,otherwealth (even when poorly administered) generally constitutes a sub-

stantial fraction of the total direct taxes paid by the richest citi-
taxes, is a good barometerofprevalentsocial and political
attitudes toward the various dimensionsof equality, and

zens. (Incidentally, if one thinks that rich men are successful be-

cause they work hard it seems probable that an income tax is

most of the economic arguments customarily trotted more likely to discourage them from so working than is the pros-

out in these discussions deserve little weight. 3 o pect of an equivalent tax at death.)
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ductively: this idea has been exploited extensively in the The other economic aspect of wealth taxes mentioned
literature on agricultural land taxes 33 and to a lesser above as giving rise to some concern was their effects on
extent with respect to the pervasive underutilization of capital flows. This is indeed a potentially serious prob-
industrial equipment in developingcountries, 34 though lem. Any tax on capital may in theory induce sufficient
once again there is no empirical evidence worthy of the intemationally mobile domestic capital to migrate (and
name in any country. Nevertheless, it seems fairly safe foreign capital to stay out) until the overall rate of re-
to say that there is as good (or bad) an economic case turn on capital has risen by enough to offset the tax -- in
for as there is against wealth taxes. 35 other words, until the tax has been shifted to consumers

or less mobile factors of production. This argumentpre-
Two other economic aspects of wealth taxation often sumes that a uniform rate of return on capital is set by
give rise to concern: the first is their effect on small ntemational market forces -- surely a considerableover-

family-owned businesses and the second is their effect simplicationof reality -- and dependson other restrictive
on nternational capital flows. The alleged effects of assumptions common to two-sector general equilibrium
death taxes, in particular, on family businesses seem models. 40 Nevertheless, there is probably some truth in
greatly overdone in practice. 36 Moreover, in principle it the view that wealth taxes may affect internationalcapi-
is important to recall that what effective death taxes tal flows in an undesired fashion. Although any such ef-
destroy is not productive capital but the maintenanceof fects are likely to be small in the context of all the fac-
family fortunesthrough the generations: taxes affect real tors affecting such flows in any country and could pre-
capital only through their effects on saving and invest- sumably be offset if desired (e.g., by marginal exchange
ment -- the indeterminateness of which has already rate changes), this problem probably precludes imposing
been noted. Furthermore, family ownership often really drastic wealth taxes in the absence of an effective
means family management, and there is all too often exchange control system. Even much less than drastic
good reason to believe that entrepreneurialgenius is not taxes have often been lowered on these grounds to what
genetically derived. 37 Indeed, from the point of view may be labelled an nternationallycompetitiveor least
of the country, it might be a good thing if death taxes common denominator level. The ncreasing interde-
did in fact force changes in the managementand owner- pendence of today's world thus limits the role of re-

ship structure of many more companies than in fact distributive fiscal policy by encouraging the establish-
they seem likely to do. 38 ment of such least common denominator tax systems,

At this point it may be appropriate to note that none of 33. As Bird, Taxing Agricultural Land, p. 206, concluded: an

the arguments mentioned so far provide any basis at all important argument for land taxes... may simply be that they
for one common feature of the structure of taxes on encouragethe more efficientutilizationof land ....

wealth transfers -- the differentiation of rates in accord- 34. See especially S. Cnossen, Excise Systems (Baltimore: The

ance with the relationshipbetween donor and donee. In- Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), Chap. 6, and references

variably in such systems the rates applied to spouse,
cited there.

children, and other immediate family membersare much 35. This discussion does not attempt to deal with the sorts of

lower than those applied to more distant relatives and arguments against taxing capital (and capital income) developed
in recent years by such writers as Boskin, Feldstein, and Stiglitzstrangers. The result of this system is that the more an (see, for example, the papers in Journal of Political Economy,

estate is left concentrated in the hands of direct descen- 86 (April 1978), Part 2). My general position on these arguments
dants, the lighter the tax will be -- an outcome which is is (1) that some of the assumptions on how markets function
directly contrary to several of the possible reasons for seem not very applicable in most developing countries and (2)
taxing such transfers in the first place. Since the natural that the taxes on personal wealth on which the present discussion

propensity of people is to leave most of their wealth to is focused are so small in the total picture that any undesired im-

their direct heirs anyway, such provisions often reduce pact on saving and growth can fairly easily be offset by adjust-
the effective rates to very low levels on most transfers. ments elsewhere. Clearly, however, these arguments require much

more systematic evaluation in any country before one can judge
One possible rationale for thus emasculating this impor- whether it is safer to thus ignore them.

tant part of the wealth tax system is simply that policy- 36. The Canadian evidence on this subject, which seems as bad

makers agree with the dynastic concept of the family. (or good) as that in any other country, is reviewed in Bird, The
Case for Taxing Personal Wealth, pp. 20-21.Another -- to recognize adequately the contributionand
37. Ibid., p. 30.needs of the spouse and minor children -- explains per- 38. If is worried about foreign takeovers of locally-ownedone

mitting tax-free transfers to spouses but not to children firms, more direct measures can and should be taken to deal with
who have reached the age of majority. A final possible the problem.
rationale is that at least in part the tax is really intended 39. Some of the literature seems rather confused on this matter.
to tax windfalls, that is, accretions to wealth which, When discussing the effects of death taxes in general, for example,
because of their unexpected nature, are considered to the disincentive to save for the testator (assumed to accumulate
refecta particularlyhigh degree of ability to pay, e.g., in order to leave an estate) is stressed while the incentive to save

the bequest received by a distant relative or a stranger. for the heir (owing to lower expectation of wealth) is ignored.

Presumably the idea is that because the bequest was un-
On the other hand, when discussing the structure of death taxes -

expected, the incentive effects of taxing it will be minor the consanguinity rules -- the effects on heirs are stressed and

although it is not clear that this argument holds for
those on the testator are ignored.

--

40. For some cautions on the use of this type of analysis in the
the testator also. 39 In any case, the windfall argu- design and appraisal of tax policy, Bird, Comentarios, in:see

ment, despite its apparent infuence on tax structures in La Politica Tributario como Instrumento de Desarrollo (Washing-
many countries, seems very weak. ton: Organizationof American States, 1973), 404-414.
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pressing lightly on capital and the well-to-do who have goals, some of which are supercially in conflict with
many more avenues of escape than the less mobile each other. An example from the field of property tax-

pOOr. 4 1 ation mightbe featuresto encourage building (e.g. higher
taxation on land than on buildings) side by side with a

set of user-charges based on particularcharacteristicsof
THE REVENUE DIMENSION buildings (their height, floor area, etc.) and hence in ef-

fect amounting to a special tax on buildings. 47 Each
The final goal explicitly attained by wealth taxes is of feature has the effect of moving the system towards one

course to produce revenue. In most countries, as already goal (e.g., more building) and away from another (e.g.,
noted, the taxes on personal wealth -- the net wealth tax rational determination of the level and distribution of
and death taxes -- to which most attention has so far urban public services). 48 So long as the combinationof
been given in this paper do not in fact produce much the two results in net progress towards both goals, how-
revenue in aggregate. This fact, used by some as a reason ever, there is not necessarily any real conflict between

why the taxes in question might as well be abolished, them. 49

has been turned into a virtue by others who have argued
that this small revenue yield means that even the most
drastic effects of such taxes on saving, nvestment and KNOWLEDGE AND POLICY
other aggregate economic magnitudeswill be so small as

to be invisible in the larger picture. 42 If has also often This point returns us to the goals-instrumentsapproach
been noted that the revenue yield of these taxes is any- with which this discussion began. Matters cannot be left
way irrelevantto their main purposes -- that is, to supple- so neatly rounded-off, however, for it must also be reit-
ment the ncome tax and to regulate the distributionof erated that the trouble with this approach is that we

wealth. Indeed, if, for example, heavy death taxes were simply do not know to what extent most tax measures

fully successful in breaking up large estates no revenue move us toward (or away from) any particular goal. I
would be collected from them at all. asserted earlier that most people's judgements of both

What has been less often noted, however, is the potential the proper level and structure of wealth taxes depended
importanceof the contributionto total tax progressivity more on faith (philosophy) than on economic reasoning.
of even small wealth taxes that, howeverdefective their What I am saying now is that most of the relevant eco-

administration,are paid almostexclusively by the richest nomics also depends in the end more on faith than on

group in society. A recent study of Bolivia, for example, knowledge. What we are really concerned about are

found that even the very weak death taxes in that coun- usually the values of such critical parameters as the

try probably collected a significant amount of revenue elasticity of saving to changes in the rate of return on

from the top 1 or 2 percent of the population -- and sug-
gests that this tax probably constituted a significant
fraction of the total personal taxes paid by this select

41. This argument is elaborated in Bird, The Tax Kaleidoscope:
Perspectives on Tax Reform in Canada, Canadian Tax Journal,

group. 43 18 (Sept.-Oct. 1970), 471-472.

What this means is that taxes on personal wealth, even 42. Cf. Bird, The Case for Taxing Personal Wealth, pp. 16-17.

though their aggregate revenue yield is usually small 43. R.A. Musgrave et al., Fiscal Reform in Bolivia (Cambridge:

(and inelastic), may constitute a very importantpart of Harvard Law School International Tax Program, forthcoming),

the total taxes paid directly by the wealthiestpeople in Chap. 15. Although,as we might expect, the data were very weak,
a comparisonwith the income tax data in ibid., Chap. 13, suggests

the country. Insofar as the task of the tax system is to that death taxes probably constituted a significant fraction of the
make the rich relatively poorer, wealth taxes thus have total income and wealth taxes paid by the upper end of the tax-
an important role to play. paying population.
The main revenue yielded by wealth taxes in all coun- 44. The corporate income tax may also be considered a tax on

tries, however, comes not from taxes on personal wealth wealth (held in the corporate form), but this tax is not further

but from taxes levied on gross wealth held in the form discussed here.

of real property. 44 The principal goal sought through
45. Bird, TaxingAgriculturalLand.
46. A useful collection of papers is Arthur P. Becker, ed., Land

taxing property is indeed simply to produce revenue, and Buildng Taxes (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
especially for local governments. Once again, however, 1969).
this simple objective has often been lost sight of when it 47. Such schemes are discussed, for example, by W.S. Vickrey,
is realized that in principle property taxes can be so General and Specific Financing of Urban Services, in H.G.
structured as to produce many desirable (or undesirable) Schaller, ed., Publc Expenditure Decisions in the Urban Com-

effects. I have elsewhere discussed such matters at length munity (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1963).
with respect to rural land taxes. 45 Many others have 48. This point is elaborated in Bird, Charging for Public Seruices

done the same for urban property taxes. 46 (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1976), Part 3.
49. As Carl Shoup put this point in a review of several earlier re-

Although this discussion is not repeated at length here, ports on Colombian fiscal reform. if one instrument moves....

the dictum that form should follow function is, it ap-
the economy toward goal A only at the cost of moving it away
from goal B, there can usually be found another, contrary-acting

pears, as true in the field of property taxes as in that of instrument, that will move the economy toward goal B faster
the death taxes discussed above. In both cases, the prob- than the first instrument moves it away, while moving it away
able result ofcarefulconsiderationof the desirable design from goal A more slowly than the first instrument moves it to-

of tax structure is likely to be a relatively complex struc- ward that goal (Shoup, Three Fiscal Reports on Colombia: A

ture with different features intended to further different Review Article,National Tax Journal, 26 (March 1973), 62).
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capital and the savings response to changes in death tax- speculationthroughcarefully-structuredland taxes, stand
es -- and we have almost no useful or reliable evidence little chance of success. 59

on such matters, certainlynot in developingcountries. 50
There is substantial from this discussion ofa carryover

Despite the wealth of words devoted for centuries to the the interdependenceof land tax structure and adminis-
subject of wealth taxes, almost no empirical research has tration to the taxes on personal wealth discussed earlier
been devoted to them even in the countries where they in this paper because in all countries the easiest com-

have existed longest -- and that little is nconclusive. ponent of personal wealth to tax -- and thus, one sus-

Nothing illustrates this point better than the recent n- pects, the component that is in reality the most heavily
conclusive debate on the incidence of the property tax. taxed, even under allegedly general wealth taxes -- is real
Whether this tax is considered to be progressive or re- property. There are essentially two administrativeprob-
gressive has been shown to depend on who is asking the lems in wealth taxation: the first is to locate the assets,
question, and why. 51 Colombia, for example, has been and the second is to value them. 60 On both grounds,
fortunate in having an exceptionally careful study of real property, whether businessor personal, is the easiest
this subject (recently by Johannes Linn). 52 This study asset to deal with. All other assets -- personal property,
concluded that the tax was probably, for most practical
policy purposes, progressive, 53 but this conclusion in- 50. Michael Boskin (Taxation,Saving, and the Rate of Interest,
evitably rests on rather thin data and is no better than Journal of Political Economy, 86 (April 1978), 53-527) has re-

the assumptionsunderlyingit. 54 cently shown that most previous estimates of tax effects on sav-

ings arevery weak,and has put forth considerably higher estimatesThis inevitable weakness in the empirical basis for most based his work. It is not yet clear, however, how well
refined policy proposals reinforces the advice of those

on own

the latter will stand the test of time, and further research.
most acquainted with the practical side of taxation in 51. The best introduction to the discussion is probably Henry
developing countries: keep it simple! This advice is Aaron, Who Pays the Property Tax (Washington: The Brookings
particularly valid in the case of wealth taxes because of Institution, 1975). See also Bird and N.E. Slack, Residential
the fundamental difficulty of determining the tax base. Property Tax Relief in Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1978), Chaps. 3-5.
52. Johannes F. Linn, The Incidence of Urban Property Tax-
ation in DevelopingCountries: A Theoreticaland Empirical Anal-

THE ADMINISTRATIVECONSTRAINT ysis Applied to Colombia, World Bank Staff Working Paper No.
264 (August 1977).

The simplest case is again that of real property. In one 53. It should be noted that thisprogressivity is what may be called

sense, the taxation of real property should be relatively blind progressivity, that is, the tax may be distributed in a pro-

easy, since the object of taxation is not only visible but gressive fashion by income groups but the actual burden borne by
is blind to his personal circumstancesand therefore

immovable. In another sense, however, such taxation is any person
need not accord with accepted equity standards. Since many

extremely difcult because of the problems in valuing studies have shown that the within-class variance of taxes may
it satisfactorily: no two parcels are identical; for many exceed the between-class variance, this point is not unimportant
classes of property there are relatively few transactions, (see Bird and Slack, pp. 59-60,73).
and even they are often not very representative;owners 54. A detailed exposition of the formidable array of necessary
have a direct nancial interest in under-valuationwhich assumptions is providedby CharlesE. McLure,Jr., The Relevance

makes relianceon either self-assessmentor official assess- of the New View of the Incidence of the Property Tax in Develop-
ment risky -- the latter because of the susceptibility of ing Countries, Paper presented to Committee on Taxation, Re-

usually low-paid assessors to corruption. 55 Even when sources, and Economic Development, Cambridge, Mass., Oct.
1976.well and honestly run, real propertyvaluation is as much 55. Occasionally writers, including in Colombia, have be-some

an art as a science. Like all arts, appraisal of its results is come very enthusiatic about the possible advantages of clever
therefore invariably rather subjective. self-assessment systems, but I see no reason to change an earlier

Despite these and other problems, it is, as many coun- judgement that such schemes offer no shortcut to effective tax

tries have demonstrated, perfectly feasible to operate a
administration(Bird, TaxingAgriculturalLand, pp. 243-246).
56. A useful detailed discussion of the requirements for a work-

satisfactory tax on real estate -- at least provided the tax
able property tax is Lyle C. Fitch, Conceptsand Administration

is relatively low-rate and uniform, without very sharp of Taxes on Property, in Joint Tax Program, Problems of Tax
differences in effective rates among and within classes of Administration in Latin America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
property. 56 The weaker the administrative apparatus Press, 1965).
the simpler the tax should be if it is to operate success- 57. Bird, TaxingAgrculturalLand, p. 294.
fully. Complex taxes run by poor administrations tend 58. Linn, p. 90. Indeed, considerations of administrative cost
to produce nequitable and often allocatively undesir- support this recommendation -- though one must always be very
able results. For this reason, a recent study concluded careful when drawing any line between what is to be taxed and

that the road.....tomore effectiveagricultural land what is to be exempt.
taxes in particular lies in a simple, even crude valuation 59. For a relatively pessimistic review of the possibilities along

technique and tax structure (rather than the more com-
these lines, see R.S. Smith, Land Prices and Tax Policy,Ameri-
can Journal ofEconomicsandSociology, 36 (Oct. 1977), 337-350

plex taxes often proposed) ... a simpler levy is more and 37 (Jan. 1978), 51-69.
likely to result in acceptable and desirable results than a 60. The third administrativeproblem, of course, is to collect the
more complex one. 57 This advice does not necessarily taxes. It is assumed here, perhaps optimistically, that this can be
preclude such relatively simple structural devices as the done -- although in reality the feasibility of collection no doubt
examption of low-valued properties, 58 but it does sug- itself depends in part on the political acceptabilityof the valuation

gest that very refined proposals, e.g., to deter land process.
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assets abroad, securities, cash, family businesses -- tend wealthy minority of taxpayers, however, countriesmay
to be much harder to locate and (usually) to value, once be more daring in their design, though probably not to
located. Even when such assets as automobilesand (non- the lengths proposed by some scholars. 61

bearer) securities are registered, it is often a formidable The most severe deficiency in the wealth tax system of
administrative task to bring together the nformation most countries probably lies in the inadequatestructure
bearing on a particulartaxpayer in one place. of their death taxes, where higher rates larger estateson

For these reasons, then, it seems fair to say that the via- and less favourabletreatmentofbequeststo close relatives

bility of net wealth and death taxes rests at base on the seem called for if the tax is to achieve its alleged ends.
existence of an adequate and up-to-date real property However, change in this direction seems unlikely not
valuation system. Beyond this, perhaps the most impor- only for the obvious political reasons but also because
tant administrative componentof a wealth tax system is few issues arouse emotion so out of proportion to their
the development of a small core of experts to deal with importance as death taxes, perhaps because of the con-

such complex problems as the valuation of closely-held junction of two events which few people anticipate with
businesses. Even if the limited technical resources avail- pleasure. 62 Despite this curious general dislike of death
able in most countries can be profitably directed to such taxes, however, there can be little question that of all

activities, however, in practice most wealth taxes will taxes on wealth, death taxes are the most abused, least

probably amount to relatively little more than an ad- understood, and -- from an economic as from a social
ditional personalizedtax on real property. To say this point of view -- least well-utilized in all countries.
is not to denigrate the potentially real value, social and When substantial revenue is produced through wealth
economic, of such taxes: but it does suggest, in line with taxation, it is invariably through relatively low-rate gross
the earlier discussion, that it would probably be a mis- taxes real property; when wealth taxation effectivelyon
take to strive for a great deal of refinement in the design supplements the income tax of allocating tax-as a way
of a tax structure that at base is effectively limited to a ation fairly (in accordance with ability to pay), it is
limited class of assets. generally the net wealth tax that does the job; but the

only tax which even aims at the highersocial objectives
of achievingsome degree of equality of opportunityand

CONCLUSION reducing the concentration of material wealth in most
countries is the death tax. Despite its inevitable decien-

This paper has covered, admittedly superficially, a vast cies in administration, its (largely) unnecessarydecien-
area. It may, however, be summed up in a relatively few cies in structure, its invariably small yield, andrevenue

propositions. In the first place, there is a strong case on its allegedly perniciouseconomic effects, death taxation
social and equity grounds for taxing wealth as such. In thus remains a subject worthy of much more study and
fact, differentarguments supportall ofthe separate levies attention than it appears to have received in most coun-
on wealth found in the world: the annual net wealth tax tries, certainly in most developingcountries.
(equity); taxes on inheritances and gifts (equity and

social); and the property tax (revenue). Both the place To take a specific example, even Colombia, with its en-

of wealth taxes in the tax mix and of the various forms viable status in Latin America as the country with the

of wealth tax in the wealth tax mix thus seem adequately best-developed net wealth tax and a relatively well-

justified in terms of various objectives usually assigned functioning real property tax (and valorization)system,
to tax policy. This conclusionis not affected significantly appears to have neglectedunduly this crucial component
when one takeseconomicobjectives into account. Closer of a good tax system. As one review noted, it is some-

consideration of these objectives suggests, however, that what curious that even the voluminousMusgrave report
some furtherrefinementsin the structure of wealth taxes (and accompanying staff papers) failed to discuss this

might be desirable in most countries (e.g., higher estate subject. 63 The 1974 reform, which exempted all trans-

taxes on large estates, and differential taxes on land and fers to spouses or parents and children from the inheri-

buildings) although other common features (e.g., favour- tance tax, and made the tax on these transfers -- indeed

able treatment of direct descendants) seem poorly con- on all gratuitous transfers -- depend on the amount of

ceived. other irregular ncome, is also difficult to understand
from this perspective.

There are, however, two main constraints on wealth
taxes in most countries: their possible effects on capital
flows and the difficulty of satisfactorily assessing wealth

(or even real property). The first of these constraints 61. Notably by Vickrey and Meade: see note 15 above. Tait,
counselscautionin pushingwealth taxesto the high levels Chap. 11, provides some useful criticisms of the former; A.R.

that might seem indicated by such goals as reducing the Prest, in forthcomingreview articles in the EconomicJournal and

concentration of wealth -- though probably not as much the British Tax Review does the same for Meade.

caution as most countries have shown. The second con- 62. The curious Canadian history certainly confirms this state-

straint suggests that restraint in designing elaborate tax ment: see Bird and Bucovetsky,Chap. 3, and also Bird, Canada's

structures may be the better part of wisdom. This advise Vanishing Death Taxes,OsgoodeHall Law Journal, forthcoming.

seems particularly warrantedwith regard to real property
63. Shoup, Three Fiscal Reports, p. 61. Bird, Taxation and

Development, also omitted this subject. Although Milton C.
taxes, which are usually mass taxes and often in part Taylor et al., Fscal Survey of Colomba (Baltimore: Johns

locally administered. Since the main taxes on personal Hopkins Press, 1964), Chap. 5, did treat death taxes, the dis-

wealth -- the net wealth tax anddeath taxes -- are usually cussion was cursory, and no important recommendations were

(and quite properly) confined to a relatively small made.
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Lumping together death and income taxes in this way trative or economic -- though the former has some affect
completely neglects the supposed social aims of death on the structure of what is possible and the latter on the
taxation. (Both theory 64 and practice 65 suggest that it level -- but political. Unfortunately, the economist as

is not enough to answer any doubts about the wisdom such has little to contribute to the resolution of this
of, in effect, taxing gifts and inheritances as income by problem.
arguing that more revenue will be generated in this way
than under some particularseparate tax system. 66)
As discussed earlier, there are good social reasons for 64. See Henry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation (Chicago:directing wealth transfer taxes more sharply at great University of Chicago Press, 1938), p. 144, and G. Jantscher in
concentrations of wealth and only one signicant eco- Proceedings of 20th Tax Conference (Toronto: Canadian Tax
nomic argument against doing so: whether the loss from Foundation, 1967), p. 417.

any resultingcapital outflow outweighs the social gain is 65. Again, referenceis made to Canadian experience: see note 62.
in the end a political question. Indeed, in the end, the 66. Malcolm Gillis and Charles E. McLure Jr., The Colombian

appropriate design of wealth taxes (like all taxes, but Tax Reform of 1974, Vol. III of World Bank, Economic

more so) is a politicalquestion: is it likely to be any easier Position and Prospects of Colombia 1975 (mimeo), p. 11-68, in

to reduce the concentrationof wealth ndirectly through effect say that the Colombian system would be fine if capital
taxation than directly Colombia's long experiencewith gains were taxed constructively at death. (Canada did just this --

as it turned out, at the price of giving up death taxes.) The pointland reform, for example, suggests that the answer is here is that this is not enough to achieve the goals usually assigned
No, 67 though there is no doubt that wealth could to wealth taxes.
equitably bear a much heavier tax load if it were decided 67. See, especially, Albert O. Hirschman, Journeys Toward Pro-
that it should do so. Within limits, the problem, as so gress (New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1963), pp. 121-177;
often is the case in tax reform, is not so much adminis- also Bird, TaxingAgriculturalLand, pp. 259-267.

L.S.A.: ConstructiveDividend
The Internal Revenue Bulletin to pay travel expenses of its employees shareholder in his capacity as such, need
No. 1978-10 of March 6, 1978 outside country M. P., therefore, not be formally declared and paid but

published Revenue Ruling 78-83. formed Y, a wholly owned foreign cor- may take the form of a constructive

The concept of constructive di- Poration incorporated in country T to dividend.

vidend is clarified in a case of di- act on behalf of X to receive part of the Section 482 of the Code provides
version of income between foreign

sales price charged by X. Thereafter. authority to distribute, apportion or
some of these dollars accumulated by allocate income, deductions, andsubsidiaries. Y were used to pay the above-mention- gross

credits among related oganizations,The income a foreign subsidiary ed refunds and expenses, as well as
trades, or businesses if it is necessary in

corporation diverted to its sister certain promotion expenses in connec- order to clearly reflect the income of
foreign subsidiary corporation in tion with the ber sales. P provided such entities or to prevent the evasion
excess of reasonable compensation

incidental services for X in connection of taxes.with these disbursements, but per-for the sister corporation'sservices formed no services in connection with Section 482 of the Code applies to
and expenses on its behalf will be the fiber sales. The funds diverted from transactions between brother-sister cor-

treated as a constructive dividend X to Y were in excess of the amounts porations involving hte performance of
to their domestic common parent necessary to provide Y with reasonable services by one for the benet of the

corporation to the extent of the compensation for its services to X and other that result in significant shifting
first subsidiary's earnings and pro- to reimburse Y for the expenses it of income.

fits and as a capital contribution incurred on behalf of X. Where an allocation is made under
by the the parent to the sister Section 301(a) of the Internal Revenue section 482 as a result of an excessive

subsidiary. Code of 1954 provides that except as charge for services rendered between
otherwise provided in subchapter C of brother-sister corporations, the amount

The text of the ruling is as follows: the Code, a distribution of property of the allocation will be treated as a

(as defined in section 317 (a)) made by distribution to the controlling share-
Advice has been requested whether a corporation to a shareholder with holder with respect to the stock of the
income of X corporation diverted to Y respect to its stock shall be treated in entity whose income is increased and
corporation will be treated as a dis- the manner provided in subsection (c). as a capital contribution by the con-
tribution taxable as a dividend to P trolling shareholder to the other entity
corporation to the extent of the earn- Section 301(c) of the Code provides, involved in the transaction. See Rev.
ings and profits of X and a capital con- in part, that in the case of a distribution Rul. 69-630, 1969-2 C.B. 112, relating
tribution by P to Y, under the circum- to which subsection (a) applies, that to a bargain sale between brother-
stances described below. portion of the distribution which is a sister controlledcorporations.

dividend (as defined in section 316)The taxpayer, P, a domestic corpora- shall be included in gross income. A constructive dividend is paid when
tion, owned all of the stock of X, a a corporation diverts property, directly
foreign corporation incorporated in Section 1.301-1 (c) of the Income Tax or indirectly, to the use of a shareholder
country M. X produces and exports Regulations provides that section 301 is without expectationof repayment,even
ber for sale on the world market, but not applicable to an amount paid by a though no formal dividend has been
due to monetary restrictions, X has had corporation to a shareholder unless the declared.
difficulty in securing dollars needed to amount is paid to the shareholder in
pay refunds to foreign customers and his capacity as such. A distribuiton to a [Continuedon p. 490]
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able. The New Zealand Court of Appeal also favoured
the provision of credit approach. Another argument

Some International
which has surfaced from time to time is that it is the
currency in which the debt is stated which determines
the source of interest although in these days of Euro-

Problems relating to the currencies this is no longer being seriously advanced.
Another test suggested is thatwhereth debt in question

Taxation of Interest
is secured by a mortgage, it is the physical situation of
the property mortgaged which determines the source of
the interest; alternatively, that it is the locality of the
mortgage debt itself which determines the situation.
Some of these arguments were partly influencedby early
United Kingdom probate and stamp duty cases relating

by R.V. Giddy* to the situation of debts and in particular the so-called

Speciality Debts of English (not Scottish) law. It is
because of casuistical arguments like these and the ease

with which loanscan, in the modernworldof internation-
al finance, be shifted from one country to another by a

phone call that writers, such as Arthur Dale 3, advocate
One of the difficulties encountered when dealing with practical approach by looking at the residence of
interest is that it is all things to all men. To the private

a more

either the lender or the borrower. Arguments in favour
or corporate investor it represents a return on savings; to of either are readily available; however, the cynic might
the banker it is part of his profits from banking 1 and to be forgiven if he to the conclusion that countriescame
the trader or manufacturer,who sells on extended credit which are net borrowers consider that the tax should
terms, it is closely linked to his sales. 2

either to the country in which the borroweris residentgo
There are very few forms of income which have given rise or where the interest arises (very often the same thing),
to so many conflictingclaims for exclusive or partial fis- and that the countries which are net lenders consider
cal jurisdiction. This is partly due to the dual role of in- the tax should go to them. In many cases tax is charged
terest mentioned in the preceding paragraph,partly due by countries on both a residence basis, as far as residents
tothe many locations involved in any given transaction are concerned, and a source basis as far as non-residents
and partly due to the suspicion that some interest pay- are concerned.Becauseof the differentand oftenstrongly
ments are appropriationsofprofits rather than payments held views on the matter, the OEEC fiscal committee
made to earn them. In general terms, however, three dif- felt that the reservation of exclusive rights in respect of
ferent approaches, which to a certain extent overlap, interest to onecountrywould not obtain general support
have emerged. The first is that tax on interest should go and proposed a compromise solution, i.e, that interest
to the country in which the debtor is resident; the second should be taxed in the country of residence of the recip-
is that it should go to the country in which the creditor ient but that the payer country should be permitted to
is resident and the third is that it should go to the coun- charge tax within certain limits. This approach has been
try in which the source of interest is situated. From a adopted in the model OECD Convention which has re-

practical and legal point of view the approach which has placed the earlier OEEC draft.
given rise to most problems has probably been the last
one. During the period before income tax became a As stated, notwithstanding the multiplicity of possible
federal responsibility in Australia, several cases reached and sometimesconflicting tests which have been used to
the courts which required decisions on the Australian determine the source of interest, several countries still
state in which the interestarose. Various argumentswere continueto tax residentsand/or non-residentson nterest
considered, however, and the position was exhaustively
considered in two later non-Australiancases: (i) a South

* Commissionerof Inland Revenue, Hong Kong.African Court of Appeal case -- CIR v. Leuer Brothers&
This paper represents his personal views and not necessarily those

Unilever Ltd. (1946) 14 S.A.T.C. 1; and (ii) a New Zea- of the Hong Kong Government.
land Court of Appeal case -- Commssoner of Inland This paper represents his personal views and not necessarily those
Revenue (N.Z.) v. N.V. Philips'Gloeilampenfabrieken, of the Hong Kong Government.
10 A TD 435. The respective Courts of Appeal in these 1. Following the decision in Hughes v. Bank of New Zealand
cases rejected certain tests, e.g., the fund from which Ltd., 21 T.C. 472, the exemption available to non-residents in re-

the interest came, the actual locality of the debt itself spect of interest on certain United Kingdom Government stocks
and the right of the creditor to recover the debt. The was withdrawnwhere the interest formed part of the profits from

South African Court of Appeal eventually came down in a trade or business carried on in the United Kingdom.
favour of locating the source of nterest in the place 2. See Studebaker Corporation of Australia Ltd. v. C.O.T., 29

,

where the credit for the loan was made available, al- CLR 225, where it was held that, in the case of interest on the

though one dissentingjudge (SchreinerJ.A.) maintained unpaid balance due on cars bought by an Australian company in
America and imported into Australia, the interest was part and

that in the case of income from property there cannot parcel of business transaction and that it from businessone arose
be any question of activities being the source of the in- transacted and wholly carried out in America and was not there-
come. Interest, in his opinion,was the fruit of the money fore interest arising from a source in New South Wales; also see

and came from where the money was, irrespectiveof the Para. 142 of Silke on South African Income Tax -- 8th Edition.

place where the contract was made or the nterest pay- 3. Tax Harmonizationin Europe, page 67.
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having its source in that country; however, in view of become aggravated where the interest forms part of the
the ease with which some of these tests can be manipu- prot of banks and similar institutions. The two court

lated, the charge has almost invariably been reinforced decisions cited earlier did not deal with bankingprofits
by provisions which deem certain classes of interest to and it can be argued that a bank's profits arise in the
arise in that country. Usually, this is done by relating country in which it carries on its business. This inevit-
the source of the interest to the place where the funds ably has the result that both the country in which the
are used (e.g., Malaysia section 15; Singapore section interest is claimed to have arisen and the country in
12(6); South Africasection 64A; Australiasection 128B; which the profits are said to have arisen claim the prior
Kenya; Zambia and Fiji). right to tax the interestand the position can only be re-

In recent years, the Andean Pact Model Convention 4 solved by double taxation agreements although even

came out strongly in favour of giving the country of here problems are encountered 5. Indeed, it is not too

source the right to tax the interest. It then goes on to difcult to envisage cases where treble taxation can re-

provide, subject to rebuttal, a presumption that the loan rult. For example, a bank resident in Country A paying
has been used in the country from which the interest tax to Country A on its global profits has a branch in

payment has been made. One cannot but help wonder Country B which pays tax on its branch prots to

whether the effort at what is in effect double deeming, Country B. This branch buys interest-bearingbonds of

i.e., placing the emphasis on the place where the interest Country C and suffers the withholding tax imposed by
is payable, will serve its purpose in the light of modern Country C. This brings one face to face with a further

international banking practice and the emergence of a powerful complaint of the banking sector against with-

sophisticatednetwork of Euro-currency financing. holding taxes imposed on non-residents and this is that
it inevitably takes no account of the expenses incurred

One of the arguments frequently voiced against the prin- by the recipient of the interest in producing that interest
ciple of granting the country of source (or the residence and that tax is therefore indiscriminately imposed on
of the borrower which is often the same thing) the tax, thegross amount. It is small wonderthat, notwithstanding
is that it is modern international banking practice for the extensive network of double taxation agreements
the borrower to carry the burden of any withholding and unilateralrelief from taxation, that creature of need,
tax so that, whatever the fiscal yield, the cost of bor- the Euro-currency market, has flourished to such an ex-

rowing is increased or borrowing is made more difficult, tent in the 1960s and 1970s. It also explains the emer-

very often in developing countries where finance is in
gency of some little known tropical paradise from re-

any case particularlydifficult to come by. The argument lative obscurity.
in favour of taxing on a source basis is that large pay-
ments of interest to foreigners may be charged against
domestic profits and erode the yield of tax from this
source without a correspondingcharge on the recipient 4. See The Treatmentof InvestmentIncomeunder the Andean
of the interest. There is also the complication which Pact Model Convention by Franois Gendre Bulletin for Inter---

arises in many tax systems where the payment of interest national Fiscal Documentation No. 2 of 1975, and also the paper
and the payment of dividends receive different tax treat- for the CIAT Conference 1977 by Dr. Ramn Valds Costa in
ment. In thesecases the preferential treatment of interest Bulletin No. 1 of 1978, p. 12.

can distort decisions on the raising of capital. 5. See British Tax Review,No. 6/1977 (page 331), where Harvey
McGregor discusses the Joint Statement issued by the United

So much then for interest qua interest. However, as sug- Kingdom and the United States Revenue Authoritieson the over-

gested in the opening paragraph of this article problems lap of Articles III and XV of the Double Taxation Agreement.

UNITED STATES: 917 (5th Cir. 1946); Biltmore Homes, allocate income or deductions between
Inc. u. Commissioner, 288 F.2d 336 the corporations.

Constructive Dividend (4th Cir. 1961). However, any amount diverted to Y

However, a constructive dividend is for disbursement on behalf of X, or

[Continuedfrom p. 488] a diversion of the property, not of the as reasonable compensation for services
income. Income is a characterization rendered to X, would not be considered

Generally, in those cases involving which tax law attributes to certain as constructive dividend income to P.

corporations controlled by the same receipts of property, whereas a con-

persons, the courts have found a con- structive distribution is that of prop- Accordingly, the income of X diverted
structive dividend to have been dis- erty itself. Thus, where property is to Y in excess of the disbursements
tributed to the common shareholders transferred from one affiliate to a sister on behalf of X and reasonable com-

where one of the corporations was corporation without adequate consid- pensation for services of Y will be
used as a device for siphoning off the eration therefor, there is a construc- treated as a distribution taxable as a

earnings and profits. See Helvering v. tive distribution to the common parent dividend to P to the extent of the

Gordon, 87 F.2d 663 (8th Cir. 1937); whether or not the motive for the earnings and prots of X, and a capital
Commissioner v. Greenspun, 156 F.2d transfer was an attempt improperly to contributionby P to Y.
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THAILA\D: on the Thailand Securities Exchange) are

subject to juristic person income tax at the
rate of 30 percent. Non-listed companies

Taxationof Corporate
are subject to juristic person income tax at
the rate of 35 percent. No distinction is
made between resident and non-resident
companies.

Foreign InvestmentIncome personal income tax and not to juristic per-

7. Closely held companies are subject to

son income tax. A company is closely held

by M.P. Dominic* if any personholdsshares or capital amount-
.

ing to more than 50 percent of the entire
capital of a juristic company. A company
in which a non-closelyheld companyholds
more than 50 percent of the shares or cap-
ital is not treated as a closelyheldcompany.

Thailand welcomes foreign investment and who collects orders for the principal over-

grants a number of fiscal incentives to at- seas, the foreign exporter will be deemed 8. Where a company remits its business

tract it. Preference is gioen to agro indus- to carry on a businessin Thailand and hence income orretainsitsbusinessincomeabroad

tries, labour intensive industriesand export- will be taxed on the export income. Where the remittance will be subject to tax at the

oriented industres. it is not possible to determine the export rate of 25 percent.
profits of the foreign exporter, the export

The important taxes which affectcorporate profits will be determined at the rate of 2 ii) Dividends

foreign investment income are: percent of the gross sales in Thailand. The A resident company is subject to juristic
jursticperson income tax; indenting agent is liable to file the tax re- person income tax on domestic dividends
tax on remittances;and turn and pay the tax on behalf of the for- and foreign dividends. A non-residentcom-

petroleum income tax. eign company. The same applies if the for- pany, whether carrying on business in Thai-
eign exporter has a representative or a go- land or not, is subject to tax on domestic

The tax treatmentof corporate foreign in- between and thereby derives export in- dividends only. Stock dividends, increased
vestment income differs under the intemal come in Thailand. amount of capital holdings arising from the
tax law and under the treaty provisons. 4. Exports made from Thailand by capitalization of profits or reserves, gains
Further, special provisions apply to certain any

exceeding the cost of investment which
categories of business. Only the internal person to or under the instruction of his

head ofce, branch, principal, agent, em- arise from liquidation,amalgamationor ac-
tax law provisions are analysed in this art- quisition and payments received result
icle: Part A deals with the regular tax pro- ployer are treated as sales made in Thai- as a

land and hence the export prots based on of reduction of capital are subjec to juristic
visions, Part B with tax incentives. The

the market value of the exported goods at person income tax.
special provisions retating to shipping air-

the date of export will be taxed in Thai. Dividends received by non-resident com-

craft, insurance and extractve ndustries
land. However, this provision will notapply panies which do not carry on business in

are not dealt with, nor will the petroleum in the following instances: Thailand are subject to withholdingtax.
income tax be discussed. i) goods sent exclusively as samples;

ii) goods sent exclusively for research i) Interest

A. INTERNALTAX LAW purposes; A residentcompany is taxed on world-wide
iii) goods for transshipment; interest income. A non-resident company,

i) Business income iv) return of imported goods to the for- whether carrying on business in Thailand
eign exporter within one year from the or not, is subject to tax on domestic source

1. Resident companies (i.e. companies in- date of import; interest. The difference between the re-

corporated in Thailand) are taxed on the v) return of exported goods to the ex- demption value and the selling price of a
net profits arising from or in consequence porter in Thailand within one year of bill or certicate of indebtednessissued by
of the business carried on in Thailand or the date of export. a finance company and sold for the rst
outside Thailand. Non-resident companies time at price below its redemption value
are taxed on net prots arising from or in 5. All non-capital expenditureswhich are

is treated
a

interest income. Interest paid
consequence of a business carried on in exclusively expended for the purpose of as

to non-resident which does not
Thailand. A non-resident company having

the business in Thailand may be deducted a company
unless they are specically excluded by the carry on a business in Thailand is subject to

in Thailand an employee, representativeor
Revenue Code. Where the net business withholding tax.

a go-between to carry on business and pro-
fits cannot be ascertained, the business pro-thereby deriving income from Thailand is
ts be estimated by the assessmentof- iv) Royalties

also deemed to carry on its business in may
ficer at the rate of 2 percent of the gross A resident company is subject to juristicThailand. Such an employee, representative

or go-between, whether he is a natural or receipts or gross sales without deduction of person tax on its world-wide royalties. A

legal person, is deemedto be the company's expenses, whichever amount is greater. In non-resident company, whether carrying
general, the straight line depreciationmeth- on business in Thailand or not, is subject toagent. od is employed. However, the taxpayer tax only domestic royalties. Taxon source

2. Business income in Thailand will be may choose any other method of depreci- is withheld from royalties paid to non-re-
taxed if the businesswhich results in prots ation. The depreciation rates may not ex- sident companies not carrying on a busi-
is carried on in Thailand. Hence, the place ceed the rates specied under the Revenue ness in Thailand.
of payment is immaterial. Code. For plant and machinery the rate is,
3. Direct exporters to Thailand will not in general, 20 percent. Losses may be car-

be subject to tax in Thailand on their ex- ried forward for a period of five years. No * Attorney at law, Sri Lanka, Drs. in de rechts-

port income. However, if the foreign ex- provision is made for carry back of losses. wetenschappen (Netherlands). Formerly visiting
lecturer at the University of Sri Lanka (Colombo)

porter has an indenting agent in Thailand 6. Listed companies (i.e. companies listed and tutor at Srl Lanka Law College.
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B. INCENTIVES 2) Carry forardof losses frastructuresused in a promotedbusiness.
The allowance may be claimed against the

From the generalprovisionsdiscussed under Losses incurred during the tax holiday per- in for period ofiod may be carried forward and set off for ncome any one year or a

Part A, a number of departures are made several years within 10 years from the date
by the InvestmentPromotion Law in order a period of ve years against the net profits

on which income is first derived from the
to encourage investmentswhich are consid- accruing after the tax holiday period. A

investment. The investment allowance is inchoice is given either to set off the losses
ered important and useful to the social and

from the net prots of addition to the normal depreciation.
economie development of Thailand as may

any one year or sev-

eral years during the ve-yearperiod.be promoted by the Board of Investment. 6) Double deduction is allowed for ex-

The incentives relating to juristic person in-
3) Partial tax holiday penses incurred on water, transport and

come tax granted under the Investment electricity by a promoted investment in an

Promotion Law are as follows: For a further period of ve years, 50 per- investment promotion area.

cent of the juristic person income tax will

I) Tax holiday be reduced if the investment is located in 7) Dividends paid by a promoted invest-

Prots from promoted investment will be an investmentpromotion area. ment are tax exempt.

exempted for a period of 3-8 years be-

ginning from the date the prots are rst 4) Exportallowance 8) Royalties paid by a promoted invest-

derived from such activity. This exemption Five percent ofthe increased income attrib- ment are tax exempt for a period of ve

may be extended, at the Board's discretion, utable to exports of productsor commodi- years beginning from the date income is

to income from the sale of by-productsand ties producedor assembledby the promoted
first derived from the promoted investment

semifinished products. The tax exemption investment (exclusive of overseas insurance if the licensing contract is approved by the

will be granted only if the capital exporting and freightcharges),over the previousyears,
Board of Investment.

country provides tax exemption or tax is exempted.
sparing credit in respect of the exempted 9) Special incentives are also provided for

profits in Thailand. 5) Investnentallowance companies listed on the SecuritiesExchange
of Thailand and for companies engaged in

The tax holiday does not apply to the tax A 25 percent investmentallowance is given petroleum survey and exploration in Thai-
on remittances. in respect of the cost of construction of in- land.

RecentTax Changes inThailand
Announcements 8-10 were proclaimed on ed within two years from 9 November for every month in default on the tax

7 November 1977 and were published in 1977. No new assessment may take longer arrears and fines.
the Government Gazette on the following than two years. If assessment cannot be If a person with gains from sale of land
day. completed within two years, investigations which was not sold in the course of busi-

must be closed unless the period is extend- ness has improperly included such gains in
Announcement8 ed by the Minister of Finance on reason- his declaration he may claim income tax

able grounds. The extended period may exemption if revised income tax return
Effective 9 November 1977, police officers not exceed one year. The Director General forms submitted before 31 Januaryare
are prohibited from investigating tax cases of the Revenue Department is required to 1978.
under the Revenue Code unless criminal report every six months to the Minister of
cases are involved or at the request of a Finance on the number of pending cases Announcement 10
Revenue Officer. All pending police investi- and their positions.
gations must be closed within six months The provisions of this announcement in-
from 9 November 1977. After the expiry Announcement9 clude the following:
of the six-month period cases must be The juristic person income tax (i.e.--

transferred to Revenue Ofcers who must Amnesty was granted for payment of fines

complete the assessments within two years and surcharges for taxpayers in arrears,
company tax) rates went from 20,25 or 30

on pro- ,

of the date of receiving them from the if they paid their tax arrears before 31 percent (depending the amount of
to a rate of 35 percent. However,

police. Earlier, police ofcers were allowed January 1978, if summons had not already fits) flat
a company listed on the Securities Ex-

to investigate tax cases and it was not un- been issued on them or they were subject change of Thailand will be taxed only at
common for small business to be harassed to investigation. This amnesty was extend- 30 percent.
by police investigations of alleged tax eva- ed even to taxpayers who had been sum-

sion, and, whether or not the police had monsed or were subject to investigation if
-- Income tax on interest earned from a

justification, life could be made very diffi- they had not yet received assessments. If credit financier is reduced to 10 percent
cult for some people. There is a law on the the taxpayers received assessments before (i.e. the same rate imposed on interest

books, for instance, which specifies a fine 9 November and paid their taxes before eamed from finance companies).
of 500 baht per missing or incorrect in- 31 January 1978, they need pay only re- -- Interest earned from bank deposits
voice. If enough invoices can be shown to duced nes and surcharges varying accord- (other than interest from savings deposits)
have been 'lost', the ne can be extremely ing to the circumstancesof the case. will be taxed at the rate of 10 percent. Ear-
high, and what was more, there was no It may be noted that under the Revenue lier, such interest was not subject to tax.
time limit to any investigation.1

Code heavy fines and surcharges im-are

Announcement 8 has also specied the pe- posed. The fines are, in general, twice the 1. New Government Taxation -- Its Im-
riod within which assessmentmust be com- tax payable. In addition, there is a sur- plications for Business Investor, February
pleted. All pending cases must be complet- charge of 1 percent per month imposed 1978,49 at 50.
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Dividends received from a registered promissory notes, bills of lading, cheques -- Capital gains arising from trading in

company or mutual fund are exempt up to and travellers cheques were increased from securities between May 1978 and 31 De-

400,000 baht and dividends received from 25 stang to 1 baht. cember 1979 will be subject to 10 percent
other companies up to 200,000 baht. tax if the securities are traded within six

Stamp duties for letters of credit were months of their acquisition. The Securities
--

Deduction is allowed in respect of in- increased from 1, 3 and 5 baht to 10,12
come tax on writers and composers. and 20 baht. Exchange of Thailand and the brokers are

responsible for the collectionof the tax on

Husbands and wives may le separate -- Stamp duties on memoranda and ar- capital gains. Income from the sale of secu-

income tax returns. ticles of associationwere increased from 50 rities on the Securities Exchange of Thai-

Businessmen engaged in hire-purchase, to 100 baht. land is exempt if they were acquired at

sale of goods and hire of work must issue -- Stamp duties on new articles of associ- least six months before their sale. From

receipts for 100 baht or more. ation or amendments were increased from January 1980, capital gains will be subject

Government and state enterprises and 10 to 20 baht. to individual income tax or juristic person
income tax like any other income. 2

organisationsmust deduct 2.2 percent busi- Stamp duties on partnership agree---

ness tax at source from their payments. ments were increased from 2 to 20 baht

Stamp duties on bills of exchange, and 10 to 50 baht. 2. TNS II-34, 1978.

MarchmontConferences: The InternationalTax
LAST Planning Confrence, Nassau, The Bahamas,
MINUTE January 10-12, 1979 (English).

CONFERENCE For further informationplease write to:

NEWS Marchmont Conferences, 24 Hanover Square,
London WIR 9 RD (U.K.).

taxnote
Recent Changes in Papua NewGuinea*
The Papua New Guinean Finance Minis- tion must be issued to the Govern- -able and in line with our distributional

ter Mr. Barry Holloway has announced ment. objectives to ask consumers of non-

essential items to bear this modest addi-four incentives in order to stimulate in- -- Long term credit to new manufac- tional burden. Examples of the in-
vestment. In the words of the Minister, turing or processing industries
they are a set of precision tools rather which are making losses in their

crease are:

than a blunt instrument. The four in- first four years of operation. The -- Passenger cars, motoeycles of over

centives are: credit will not exceed 15 percent 125(c), cameras, radios, tape recor-

50 percent exemption of increased of the total investment. ders, stereo sets, perfumes, unex-
--

export profits from company tax. Credit to 100 percent Papua New posed lms -- 50 percent (earlier
--

The exemption does not apply to Guinean investments by the Devel-
rate 5 percent).

exports of primary produce and Bank if they lack normal
Electrical applicances 30 percent--

--

income derived from exports at the opment (earlier 10 percent)
commercial security. In addition, Watches 40 percent (earlier 10existing level. reduced rates of interest and better

-- --

percent).
Contributionby the Government to payment terms will be provided.

--

The Government is also planning to
the cost of feasibilitystudies on ap- Further, the Government has made a close the loopholes relating to the with-
proved projects. The contribution number of changes in the tariff struc- holding tax at 15 percent on company,

will be up to 50 percent of the cost ture. In general, the tariffs on non-essen- dividends.
but not exceeding USS 136,600. tial items have been increased and the
When the project is established as a resulting increase in the revenue is esti-
result of the feasibility study, mated to be $ 1.2 million. The Minister
shares to the value of the contribu- has stated: I think it is quite reason- * Note submitted by M.P. Dominic.

i
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SRI LA,\KA: Dividends paid out of exempt profits are
also exempt.

InlandRevenue(Amendment) Exemption is given up to 31 March 1983
for profits from milling of paddy if the fol-
lowing conditionsare satised:

Law, No.30 of 1978 a) the undertaking for the milling of
paddy must have commenced on or af-
ter 15 November 1977;

b) the undertaking must have been ap-By M.P. DOMINIC proved by the Minister;
c) the undertaking must not have been

The Budget proposals have been enacted square footage of houses or flats construct- formed by the splitting up, reconstruc-
into law by the Inland Revenue (Amend- ed and sold is available to undertakingsen- tion or acquisition of an undertaking
ment) Law, No. 30 of 1978, but in conse- gaged in the construction and sale of in existence prior to 15 November
quence of promises made during the Bud- houses or flats if the following conditions 1977;
get discussions the following provisions are are satised: d) a certificate confirming compliance
made: with conditions of quantity and quali-a) construction must have commenced ty of rice supplied must be produced.
1) Tax exemptions

on or after 1 January 1977, and

b) the undertaking must have been ap- Dividends declared out of exempt profits
not fromA company incorporated on or after 15 proved by the Minister of National are exempt tax.

November 1977 and approved by the Min- Housing.
2) Family and children'sister of Finance will be exempt up to 31 The exemptionvaries as follows: allowances

March 1983 on its profits from the follow- floor area not exceeding 500 sq.ft. -- 100 The family allowances and children's
ing undertakings: percent;

allow-
ance have been increased as follows:

a) Offshore or deepsea shing; floor area between 500 and 1,250 sq.ft. --

Family consisting of husband and wife
b) Offshore or deepsea shing and the 75 percent without children dependentor relative

processing of the product of such ac- oor area between 1,250 and 2,000 sq.ft. 500 Rs.
--

tivity;
-- 50 percent.

-

c) Animal husbandry; The exemption will not apply to prots Children's allowance

d) Cultivation of non-traditional crops; from sale of land appurtenant to house or a) one child or dependent relative -- 1000
e) Cultivation of non-traditional crops flat in excess of the following limits: Rs.

and the processing of the product of b) two children or dependent relatives or

such cultivation. Nature of Within M.C Outside M.C. one child and one dependent relative
unit or U.C Area or U.C. Area -- 2000 Rs.

The company must be engaged only in one c) three or more children or dependentor more of the undertakings specified House 10 Perches 20 Perches relatives on three or more children andabove. The exemption will be denied if the Flat 5 Perches 10 Perches dependentrelatives 3000 Rs.--

undertaking was in existence prior to 15
November 1977 or formed by the splitting
up or reconstruction of such an undertak- 3) Income tax rate schedules
ing. No exemption is given for dividends
paid from the exempt profits. The new income tax rate schedule applicable to resident individuals is as follows:
A limited exemption equivalent to 100,000 On the rst 1,800 Rs. of the taxable income 7.5 percentRs. per annum is given up to 31 March

On the next 1,800 Rs. of the taxable income 10 percent1983 to undertakings engaged in the pro- On the next 3,600 Rs. of the taxable income 12.5 percentduction or manufacture of goods or com-

modities (other than milling of paddy) if
On the next 3,600 Rs. of the taxable income 15 percent
On the next 3,600 Rs. of the taxable income 20 percentthe undertaking commencedon or after 15

September 1977. In order to be eligible for
On the next 3,600 Rs. of the taxable income 25 percent
On the next 3,600 Rs. of the taxable income 30 percentthe exemption, the following additional On the next 3,600 Rs. of the taxable income 35 percentconditionsmust be satised:
On the next 4,800 Rs. of the taxable income 40 percent

a) the undertaking must be approved by On the next 7,200 Rs. of the taxable income 45 percent
the Ministerof Finance; On the next 7,200 Rs. of the taxable income 50 percent

b) the undertaking must not be formed On the next 7,200 Rs. of the taxable income 55 percent
by the splitting up, reconstruction or On the next 7,200 Rs. of the taxable income 60 percent
acquisition of a business previously in On the next 7,200 Rs. of the taxable income 65 percent
existence; On the balance of the taxable income 70 percent

c) the place of production or manufac-
ture must be outside the Municipal

The new income tax rate schedule applicable to non-resident individuals is as follows: ,

Council limits; On the rst 15,000 Rs. of the taxable income 15 percent
d) the aggregate cost of fixed assets and On the next 6,000 Rs. of the txable income 20 percent

value of other assets (excluding re- On the next 6,000 Rs. of the taxable income 25 percent
tained profits) should not be more On the next 6,000 Rs. of the taxable income 30 percent
than 500,000 Rs. throughout the year. On the next 6,000 Rs. of the taxable income 40 percent

On the next 6,000 Rs. of the taxable income 50 percentNo exemption is given to dividends de-
On the next 6,000 Rs. of the taxable income 60 percentclared out of the exempt profits. On the balance of the taxable income 70 percent

Tax exemption varying according to the
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5) InvestmentPromotion Zone

Capitalgains
4) Depreciation allowances

Capital gains arising from the transfer of

After the Amendment Law the position relating to depreciationallowances is as follows: shares in a company established in the In-
vestment Promotion Zone, which has

Nature of the asset Person entitled Rate entered into an investment agreementwith
Greater Colombo Economic Commission,

a) Trade, business or profes- are exempt from income tax. The same will
sion (includingagricultural apply even if such an enterprise is establish-
and industrial undertakings) ed outside the zone if it is licensed by the

Plant, machinery, xtures Owner-user (including 100 percent in the year Greater Colombo Economic Commission.

purchaser) of acquisition
Motor-cycle or bicycle used Employee carrying on the Reasonableamount Emolumentsof non-citizensemployed

by a non-executiveemployee trade, etc.
in Sri Lanka

Dwelling houses for non- Employerwho incurred 100 percent in the year The emoluments and any income not aris-

executive employees the constructionexpen- of construction ing in Sri Lanka of any scientist, techni-

diture cian, expert or adviser who is not a citizen

Industrial buildings (agri- Persons who incurred the 50 percent in the year of Sri Lanka and who is brought to and

culture, industry and ap- constructionexpenditure of construction employed in Sri Lanka by an enterprise in

proved project including the Investment Promotion Zone which has

hotels) entered into an investmentagreementwith
the Greater Colombo Economic Commis-

b) Ho tels sion are exempt from income tax. The

Plant, machinery, xtures, Owner-user (including 100 percent in the year same will apply if such an enterprise is

furniture,utensils, articles purchaser) of acquisition established outside the zone if it is licensed

or buildings of undertakings by the Greater Colombo Economic Com-

approved under Sec. 6(i)(v) mission.

and (vi) of the Inland Reve-
nue Act Diidends

Plant, machinery, fixtures, Owner-user 100 percent in the year Dividends paid by a company in the In-

furniture, utensils, articles (includingpurchaser) of acquisition vestment Promotion Zone which has enter-
or buildings or existing ed into an agreement with the Greater Co-
hotels approved under Sec. lombo Economic Commission are exempt
10(i)(m) of the Inland from income tax. The exemption is limited
Revenue Act to the tax holiday provided to the compa-

C) Deepsea or'offshorefishing
ny and one additional year if the sharehol- v

der is a resident. For non-residents,no time

Implementsor equipment Owner-user (including 100 percent in the year limit is imposed. The same exemption is

purchaser) of acquisition granted if such an enterprise is established
outside the zone if it is licensed by the

d) Others Greater Colombo Economic Commission.

Other plant, machinery, fix- Person who renewed 100 percent of the re- Interest
tures, utensils, implements newed expenditure in
or articles employed in pro- the year of renewal Interest on foreign currency deposits by
ducing income. non-residents in approved commercial

banks is exempt from income tax. Foreign
currency deposits are also exempt from
wealth tax.
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Journedtude 19 mai 1978: groupementsfranaiset
belgo-luxembourgeois
Les conventions franco-luxembourgeoiseet franco-belge
en vue dviter les doubles impositionsrpondent-ellesaux

ncessitsactuelles

Voir Observationsde la section luxembourgeoiseBulletin no. 9/1978 p. 467. English Summaries
follow on p. 511.

Deuxime partie
Observationsdu -rapporteurdu groupementfranaisdel'Association_Internationalede_Droit Fiscal, ....

Me J.C. Goldsmith,* concernantcertain points des conventions franco-belgeet franco-luxembourgeoise
qui font ou risquentde faire difficult

Prambule forts dj accomplispour les viter ou les rsorber.

La convention franco-belge date du 10 mars 1964 et a
C'est l'objet du prsent colloque que d'en discuter

fait l'objet d'un avenant du 15 fvrier 1971 applicable propos des conventions franco-belge et franco-luxem-

pour la premire fois aux dividendes mis en paiement bourgeoise.
partir du ler janvier 1970. Notre objet n'est certes pas de tendre une numra-

Pour sa part la convention franco-luxembourgeoisere-
tive exhaustive des cas, actuels ou latents, de double im-

monte au ler avril 1958; mais elle at profondment position aux termes de ces deux conventions, mais sim-

modifie par un avenant en date du 8 septembre 1970. plement de faire ressortir quelques-uns d'entre eux et
notamment ceux qui nous ontt signals par certaines

C'est dire que ces conventions ne sont qu'imparfaite- entreprises ou leurs conseils.
ment inspires de la conventionmodle de 1'0.C.D.E. de
1963. En fait, elles s'en cartent sensiblement malgr Dans l'ensemble le nombre de questions souleves est

les modificationsqui y ontt apportes. limit, mais la porte de ces questions n'en pas est sans

importance.
Les doubles impositions auxquelles elles peuvent con-

duire seraient, dans leur ensemble, considrablement 1. Dfinition de l'tablissementstable
sinon totalement rduites par l'adoption des normes

poses par 1'0.C.D.E. dans la dernire convention mo- Les conventions franco-belge (Article 4) et franco-
dle propose par cet organisme en 1977. luxembourgeoise (Article 2) prvoient toutes deux, bien

Cela dit, il est videmmentinvitable que, dans la ralit que dans des termes diffrents, que l'employ ou agent
des faits, les conventionsbilatralesdiffrentdu modle de l'entreprise qui dispose d'un stock de marchandises

O.C.D.E., notamment en fonction des proccupations sur lesquelles il prlves habituellement des produits
propres chacune des hautes parties contractantes. Mais pour livraison la clientle doit tre, pour ce seul motif,
il est souhaitable de ne pas perdre de vue que, dans le considr comme ayant le pouvoir de conclure des con-

monde moderne, ces proccupationsdoivent, dans toute trats au nom de l'entreprise et constitue ce titre un
,

la mesure du possible, cder le pas un souci de neutra- tablissementstable de celle-ci.

lit fiscale internationale. Cela est particulirementvrai Cette norme apparat comme tant largementdpasse. '

entre Etats membres de la Communaut Economique Elle est de nature entraner des doubles impositions,
Europenne. notamment au regard de la lgislation franaise qui,
Il est vrai que les projets de directives actuellement comme on le sait, est fonde sur la territorialit (Sous
l'tude tendent vers ce but. Mais, en attendant qu'elles
voient le jour, il y a intrt se pencher sur les cas de * Avocat au Barreau de Paris. Prsident du Comit Fiscal de la
double imposition qui peuvent subsister malgr les ef- Section du Droit des Affaires de l'International Bar Association.
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rserve bien entendu des concertations entre les admin- Cette situation n'est videmment pas satisfaisante,alors
istrations respectives des deux Etats prvues par la Con- mme que l'insuffisance des dispositions des conven-

vention pour viter les doubles charges). tions qui est son origine peut tre motive par la re-

Encore faut-il remarquer que l'article 4-5 de la conven- cherche, de la part de chaque Etat contractant, soit

tion franco-belge prvoit que, si plusieurs des cas nu- d'une absolue garantie d'imposition dans l'autre Etat

mrs dans la convention comme tant non constitutifs des franchises d'imposition consenties, soit d'une rci-

d'tablissement stable peuvent tre relevs simultan- procit, soit par toute autre proccupation d'ordre na-

ment l'gard d'une mme entreprise, les autorits com- tional.

ptentes des tats contractantsse concertentpour dter-
miner si cette situation n'est pas de nature caractriser 3. Retenue la source sur les tablissementsstables

dans leur ensemble l'existenced'un tablissementstable. Tant la convention franco-belge (Article 17) que la con-

Cette disposition originale n'est pas sans tre contradic- vention franco-luxembourgeoise(Article 7) assujettit les
toire avec les termes de l'Article 4 de la Conventionqui, tablissements stables de socits belges en France la

lui-mme, ne fait que reprendre des principes bien ta- retenue la source prvue par la lgislation franaise.
blis en matire de convention internationale. Il y aurait
avantage ce qu'elle soit reconsidre. La convention frano-belge dispose que cette retenue

sera perue sur une base rduite de moiti et un taux

2. Rgime des socits-mres n'excdant pas 10 pour cent. La convention franco-lux-
embourgeoise dicte, pour sa part, que le taux appli-

Permettons-nous une observation d'ordre trs gnral. cable de la retenue est de 5 pour cent, sans rduction de

Dans la plupart des Etats, les lgislations internes con- la base d'imposition.
tiennent des dispositionsassurant aux socits-mresqui L'Article 17-3 de la convention franco-belge prvoit,
remplissement certaines conditions, une transparence entre autres, l'application aux tablissementsstables en

fiscale peu prs complte. Belgique des socits franaises de l'impt frappant les

Les socits-mres ne supportent qu'une charge rduite bnfices distribus d'une socit similaire rsidente de

ou nulle sur les dividendes qu'elles reoivent de leur la Blgique au taux de 10 pour cent sur la moiti de la

filiales et sont en mesure de les redistribuerpresque en- diffrence entre, d'une part, le bnfice de l'tablisse-

tirement leurs propres actionnaires avec, s'il y a lieu, ment stable et, d'autre part, le montant obtenu en appli-
les crdits d'imptsy attachs. quant ce bnfice le taux normal, en principal, de l'im-

pt des socits frappant les bnficesdistribus des soci-
En d'autres termes et quelques rserves prs, l'action- ts rsidentesde la Belgique.naire direct qui encaisse le dividende d'une socit et
l'actionnaire indirect qui reot ce mme dividende par Ces retenues la source sur tablissements stables font

l'intermdiaire d'une socit-mre de la premire, sont ressortir la double imposition qui s'instaureds lors que

placs dans des situationscomparables. les revenus passent la frontire.

Cette quivalence de traitement suppose toutefois, en Sur le plan national, aucun impt tenant lieu d'impt
rgle gnrale, que la socit-mre et la filiale ont leur sur les dividendes ne saurait videmmentexister dans les

sige dans le mme Etat. Elle cesse d'exister lorsque la relations entre un tablissementet le sige social de l'en-

socit-mreet la filiale relvent d'Etats diffrents. treprise. Si l'on se place sous l'angle d'une recherche de
la neutralit fiscale sur le plan international,on voit tout

Ainsi, dans les rapports franco-luxembourgeois,le trans- ce que ces retenues sur tablissements peuvent avoir
fert de l'avoir fiscal est refus, d'une part aux socits d'insolite. Elles ne sont pas prvues par le modle de

convention de 1'0.C.D.E. et y aurait lieu de les suppri-
Ainsi, dans les rapports franco-luxembourgeois,le trans- mer ainsi que c'est dj le cas dans nombre de conven-
fert de l'avoir fiscal est refus, d'une part aux socits tions.
luxembourgeoisesqui dtiennent une participationd'au
moins 25 pour cent dans le capital d'une socit fran-

' aise (le taux de 25 pour cent est exig au Luxembourg 4. Retenues la source sur les dividendesde filiales

pour que le rgime des socits-mres soit applicable,
lorsqu'il s'agit d'une socit ordinaire. Si la socit a pris D'une faon gnrale, lorsque le taux de ces retenuesd-

le statut de socit holding, elle est exonred'impt au passe un certain seuil, elles risquent de ne plus tre im-

Luxembourgmais ne peut bnficierdes conventions in- putables en totalit dans l'Etat de la rsidence du bn-

ternationales), d'autre part aux socits et autre person-
ficiaire des dividendes.

nes morales belges. Du fait de cette restriction, les rsi- Aussi le principe de la rduction de la retenue 5 pour
dents de Belgique ou du Luxembourgqui bnficientdu cent lorsque la Socit mrepossdeplusde 25 pourcent
dividende distribu par une socit franaise se trouvent du capital de la filiale, qui est retenue dans le modle de
dans une situation trs diffrente selon qu'ils encaissent Convention de 1'0.C.D.E. est-elle bien venue (encore
directement ce dividende ou selon que ce dividende leur que, dans le commentaire qui accompagnele modle de

parvient travers une socit-mrebelge ou luxembour- Convention de 1977, cette rductionsoit justifie par le

geoise. soucis d' viter une cascade d'impositionset pour faci-

En d'autres termes, dans de nombreux cas le passage liter les investissements internationaux -- cf. le Com-

d'une frontire demeure une cause de surcharge fiscale mentaire de l'Article 10, 10).
importantepour les dividendes. Ce principe est retenu dans un nombre croissantde con-
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ventions. Il est repris dans la convention franco-luxem- ticle 16 de la convention, au taux rduit de 15 pour
bourgeoise (Art. 8-2). cent. L'Administrationbelge a contest ce prlvement
En revanche, la convention franco-belge (Art. 15-2-a)

en arguant des termes de l'article 16.4 qui stipule que les
intrts et produits des obligationset des emprunts quel-prvoit une retenue de 10 pour cent dans le cas o la

Socit bnficiaire a la proprit exclusive d'au moins conques qu'un rsident de l'un des deux Etats contrac-
tants met ou contracte dans l'autre Etat contractant10 pour cent du capital de la Socit distributrice.

les besoins de tablissements stablespour propres ses
La rglementation belge applicable aux Socits mres situs dans ce dernier Etat sont considrscomme ayantde filiales trangres ne tient plus compte des retenues leur source dans cet autre Etat.

la source auxquelles les dividendes encaisss ont t
Il s'ensuit le prlvement la opr l'Ad-assujettis dans le pays de la source. que source par
ministration franaise au taux de 15 pour cent dans les

Il s'ensuit que le montant du revenue net effectivement termes de l'Article 16, Paragraphe 3 est mis en question.encaiss par l'actionnaire personne physique de la soci-
t mre belge est directement fonction de l'importance La position de l'Administration belge s'appuie, par
de ces retenues et varie, de faon plus ou moins sen- ailleurs, sur la fait que, selon l'Article 1, Paragraphe 4 de

sible, selon que les dividendes perus par cette socit la convention, une personne morale est rpute rsident

proviennent de filiales sises dans un pays ou dans un
de l'Etat contractant o se trouve son sige de direction
effective. La consquence en est que mme si, commeautre.
dans l'espce en cause, c'est l'tablissement franais de

Le tableau comparatif ci-aprs, qui fait ressortir le cal- la socit belge qui emprunte auprs d'un tablissement
cul des dividendes nets reus par les personnesphysiques de crdit belge, le prlvement la source opr en
actionnaires de socits belges correspondent des divi- France n'est pas justifi.
dendes reus par celles-ci de filiales respectivementsises
aux Pays-Bas, en Suisse, en France et aux Etats-Unis Ainsi la dispositioncomplexe de l'Article 16-4 de la con-

vention est-elle source de difficults en ce qu'elle con-illustre notre propos.
stitue conomiquementune certaine distorsion.

PAYS SOURCE PAYS-BAS SUISSE FRANCE U.S.A. (b) Empruntcontractpar une entreprise franaise
auprs d'une banque tablie au Luxembourg(voirDividende brut 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 effet, le rapport uxembourgeois pr-au mme auRetenue la source 50 350 100 150
sentcolloque)Dividende Net 950 650 900 850

BELGIQUE Depuis la mise en vigueur de l'avenant du 8 septembre
Socit Mre 1970 la convention du ler avril 1958 entre la France

et le Luxembourg, l'Etat de la source est autoris per-Net encaiss 950 650 900 850 cevoir un impt sur les intrts de crances.
Prcompte Mobilier

fictif 5 pour cent 47,5 32,5 45 42,5 Jusqu' prsent et pour les crances autres que les obli-
Total 997,5 682,5 945 892,5 gations ngociables, seule la France use effectivementde
R.D.T. 95 pour cent 947,6 648,3 897,7 847,8 l'autorisationd'imposer les intrts la source.
Imposable I.S. 49,9 34,2 47,3 44,7 L'impt prlev en France est imput au LuxembourgI.S. 48 pour cent 23,9 16,4 22,7 21,4 l'imptsur sur le revenu des personnesphysiques ou desPrcompte imputable 47,5 32,5 45 42,5
Dgrvement 23,6 16,1 22,3 21,1 collectivits, d par le bnficiaire, sans que l'imputa-
Distribuable 973,6 666,1 922,3 871,1 tion puisse excder la franction de l'impt luxembour-
Prcompte de distribution 194,7 133,2 184,4 174,2 geois correspondant auxdits intrts (Article 19, 3a de

la conventionde 1958 modifie).Actionnaire
Personne Physique

Cette imputation soulve des difficults lorsque le bn-
BELGE ficiaire des intrts est une banque tablie au Luxem-
Net actionnaire 778,9 532,9 737,9 696,9 bourg qui consent des crdits une entreprise franaise.Base imposable 1.421,46 972,51 1.346,59 1,271,81
Crdit d'impt 642,56 439,61 608,69 574,91 (i) L'Administration fiscale luxembourgeoise s'en tient

strictement la lettre de l'Article 19 3a de la conven-
tion et n'impute l'impt franais de 10 pour cent pr-5. Problmes concernant les intrts lev sur les intrts que dans la limite de l'impt luxem-

(a) Empruntcontracten Belgiquepar l'tablissement bourgeoisd sur les mmes intrts.

franaisd'unesocit belge A cet effet, elle recherche la proportion que reprsente
le montant brut de ces recettes de la banque en intrtsSoit le cas de l'tablissementfranais d'une socit belge et autres produits rapport, l'ensemble dequi a contract un emprunt auprs d'une banque belge par son

pour ses besoins propres en France. Cet emprunt a en
revenu net imposable au Luxembourg. Et elle considre

fait t impos par l'Administration franaise qui, que les intrts bruts reus de France, ne sont soumis

l'poque des faits, avait pour pratique d'exiger qu'au l'impt luxembourgeoisque dans cette proportion.
moins la moiti de tout investissement tranger en La rgle ainsi fixe aboutit, le plus souvent, ne pas per-
France soit financ en devises. L'Administration fran- mettre l'imputation intgrale de la retenue de 10 pour
ais peru l'impt la source dans les termes de l'Ar- cent et laisser subsister une double imposition.
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Cela se comprend facilement: si l'on suppose que le taux Il semble qu'un tel raisonnementserait incomplet.
de l'impt luxembourgeois est de 40 pour cent, il fau- La retenue de 8 prleve en France n'a past encais-
drait que l'intrtbrut reu de France et ayant support se par la banque. Dans la mesure o elle ne constitue
la retenue de 10 pour cent, figure dans le bnfice im-

pas un crdit et tombe en non-valeur, il parat logique
posable de la banque pour au moins 25 pour cent de son de la dduire du revenu net taxable.
montant, pour que l'impt luxembourgeois puisse ab-
sorber le montant total de la retenue. La liquidation devrait donc tre complteainsi:

retenue exclure du revenu net taxable:--

Or un marge de 25 pour cent ne correspondpas la ra- 8 -- 2,40 = 5,60
lit. -- revenue net taxable: 75- 5,60 = 69.40
C'est prcisment parce qu'il avait pris conscience de ce

-- impt des collectivits: 40 pour cent sur

problme que le Comit Fiscal de 1'0.C.D.E. a suggr 69,40 = 27,76
aux Etats contractants de supprimer le pouvoir d'im- -- retenue franaise imputable: 2,40
position de l'Etat de la source lorsque les intrts sont Impt net d au Luxembourg: 25,36
pays: (au lieu de 27,30 francs)'(a)en liaison avec la vente crdit d'un quipement

indsutrial, commercialou scientifique; Si l'on refusait de complter le calcul de la manire qui
(b) en liaison avec la vente crdit de marchandises vient d'tre indique, le systme dudit crdit limit au

livres par une entreprise une autre entreprise ou montant de l'impt luxembourgeoispourrait tre moins

(c) sur un prt de n'importe quelle nature consenti par favorable que celui consistant n'accorderaucun crdit
un tablissement bancaire. (Nos. 13 17 des com- au titre des impts trangers et considrerceux-ci sim-

mentaires de l'Article 11; O.C.D.E. Modle de con- plement comme des charges.
vention 1977 pages 112 et 113). Soit, dans notre example:

Il serait souhaitable d'ajouter l'article 9 de la conven- Revenue net taxable (aprs dduction de la retenue ac-

tion franco-luxembourgeoisede 1958 modifie, un para- quitte en France): 75 -- 8 = 67

graphe additionnel conforme au texte suggr par le rap- Impt des collectivits:
port du Comit des Affaires Fiscal de 1'0.C.D.E. (No. 15 67 x 40 pour cent = 26,8 (au lieu de 27,30 dans la pre-
page 112). mire mthode).
(ii) Lorsque la retenue la source de 10 pour cent ne

peut pas tre intgralement impute sur l'impt d au 6. Dure des chantiers constitutifsd'tablissement

Luxembourg, il semble que la partie non impute de- stable
vrait, tout le moins, tre considre comme une charge L'Article 43dela convention franco-belgeprcise en
venant en diminutiondu revenu net taxable. Il serait, en son paragraphe g) qu'un chantier de constructionou de
effet, anormal que l'imptpay ltrangeret non impu- montage ne constitue un tablissement stable que si sa

t sur l'impt du au Luxembourg, demeure nanmoins dure excde six mois. L'Article 2-3- 20) -h)dela
compris dans le bnfice imposable de la banque. convention franco-luxembourgeoiseen fait autant.

Raisonnonssur l'exemple ci-aprs (en francs): Il arrive toutefois que la mme entreprise mne simulta-
nment plusieurs chantiers en Belgique mais sur des sites

Revenue brut total de la banque com-
diffrents et des clients diffrents.

-

prenant: 1.000 pour

intrts franais soumis la rete- Il semble que l'Administration belge, dans son apprci--

nue la source de 10 pour cent ation de la dure des chantiers, ait tendance considrer
(8 francs) 80 ceux-ci dans leur ensemble, c'est--dire cumuler les

autres revenue bruts 920 dures respectives de chacun d'eux pour dterminer s'il-

Revenue net taxable de la banque y a ou non tablissement stable. Cette position est vi--

au Luxembourg 75 demment de nature causer difficult, et, soit dit en

Proportion dans laquelle les intrts passant, va l'encontre des normes de 1'0.C.D.E. (cf.-

franais sont censs se retrouver paragraphe 3-17 du commentaire du modle de conven-

dans revenue net taxable: tion O.C.D.E. de 1977).
75 x 80

soit 6 7. Problmes les joint ventures entre1000 concernant

Montantde l'impt luxembourgeois entreprises franaises et entreprises belges-

correspondantaux intrts de source

franaise et qui constitue le plafond Soit une association momentane belge entre deux
*

de la dduction autorise par l'Article entreprises, l'une franaise, l'autre belge, aux fins d'une

19 3:6x40pour cent = 2,40 opration portant concurremmentsur la France et sur la

Une premire attitude consiste liquider ainsi l'impt Belgique.
des collectivitsau Luxembourg: La partie franaise de l'opration est gre par l'entre-

irriptd : 75 c 40 pour cent = 30,00 prise franaise, la partie belge par l'entreprisebelge. Les-

Maximum dduire au titre de la deux parties sont associes galit dans les bnfices de-

retenue de 10 pour cent ayant frapp l'opration.
les intrts de source franaise: 2,40 Selon l'Article 4.2 de la convention franco-belge, les

Impt net d: 27,60 bnfices de l'Association doivent, en principe tre im-
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pos dans l'Etat o celle-ci a un tablissement stable. Il montant des redevances payes, compte tenu de la pres-
s'ensuit que l'entreprise franaise se verra imposer en tation pour laquelle elle sont verses, excde celui dont
Belgique raison de 50 pour cent de la fraction des b- seraient convenue le dbiteur et le crancier en l'absence
nfices produits par l'tablissement belge de l'Associa- de pareilles relations. Elle prcise, que dans ce cas, le
tion et, vice versa, l'entreprise belge supportera l'impt principe de l'imposition dans le pays de la rsidencedu

franais raison de 50 pour cent de la fraction des bn- bnficiaire ne s'applique qu' ce dernier montant, la
fices se rapportant l'tablissementfranais. partie excdentaire des paiements devant tre impose,
Or, en raison des rgles de territorialit applicables soit en tant que dividende, soit, dfaut, conformment

notamment en France, la part de bnfices de l'entre- aux autres dispositions de la conventionselon la qualifi-
prise franaise dans l'tablissement stable de l'Associa- cation retenue pour ces revenus.

tion en Belgique ne saurait s'imputer sur les pertes de
cette entreprise en France. Au surplus, les sommes per-

Cette disposition n'appelle pas d'observation particuli-
ues par chaque partie au titre de sa part dans les bn- re.

fices de l'tablissment sis dans l'autre tat assujetti Il n'en est pas de mme des termes correspondantsde la
retenue la source tant en France qu'en Belgique re- convention franco-belge (Article 8-2).
spectivement. En effet, cette dernire convention contient cet gard
Cela dit, il convient de reconnatre que la disposition des dispositions particulires concernant certains cas,
particulire qui figure dans l'Article 4.2 de la conven- spcifiquement numrs, dans lesquels la partie juge
tion ne fait, en ralit, que reprendre un principe de excessive d'une redevance est galement imposable
droit commun, en sorte que la situation ne serait pas dans l'tat de la source, et ce, dans des conditions, qui
diffrente en l'absence de pareille disposition. mritentqu'on s'y arrte.

Il n'en n'est pas moins vrai que le systme auquel on

aboutit en l'occurrence ne respecte pas la neutralit fis- Pour la commodit de l'expos, rappelons que les dis-

cale qui, comme dit ci-dessus, doit- surtout entre positions en cause, auxquelles se rattachentdirectement

tats membres de la Communaut Economique Euro- celles de l'Article 8-3, sont les suivantes:

penne -- tre recherche au-del de toute proccupa- 8-2 -- Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1
tion d'ordre national. ci-dessus, les redevances, produits et droits y men-

Aussi, dans la mesure o: tionns sont galement imposables dans l'Etat con-

tractant sur le territoire duquel est situe l'entreprise
a) il est fait masse des bnfices de l'Association dans qui en supporte la charge:

son ensemble
b) les deux partenaires sont galit comme dit ci- a) Lorsque et dans la mesure o suivant les pra-

dessus tiques de cet Etat, ces redevances,produits et droits

c) les activits respectives des deux tablissementssont excdent un montant normal, compte tenu des

sensiblementde mme importance, usages commerciaux, de la valeur intrinsque des

une solution satisfaisante devrait pouvoir tre trou- biens viss audit paragraphe et du rendementglobal
ve ce problme, en admettant de considrer que produit par l'utilisationde ces biens:

le partage des bnfices de l'Association s'effectue b) Lorsque et dans la mesure o ces redevances,
entre les partenaires raison de l'attribution de la produits ou droits excdent la quote-part-- augmen-
totalit du profit affrent l'tablissement fran- te d'un droit normal -- imputable l'entreprised-
ais l'entreprise franaise et la totalit du profit bitrice dans les dpenses et charges relles assumes
affrent l'tablissement belge l'entreprise belge. par l'entreprise bnficiairependant la priode d'im-

En tout tat de cause, ce cas illustre bien la double im- position, pour l'acquisition le perfectionnementou

position laquelle conduit techniquement l'applica- l'amortissement et la conservation des droits con-

tion de la retenue la source aux tablissementsstables. cds ou cds, dans le cas o l'une de ces entre-

prises est en fait sous la dpendance ou sous le con-

trle de l'autre, ou encore lorsque ces deux entre-
8. Droits d'auteur, revenus de brevets et redevances

diverses prises sont en fait sous la dpendance ou sous le

contrle d'une tierce entreprise ou d'entreprise d-

Tant la convention franco-belge (Article 8-1) que la pendant d'un mme groupe.

convention franco-luxembourgeoise (Article 10-2) pr- 8-3 -- Dans les cas particuliers o il apparat qu'il
voit, conformment une norme actuellement bien y a lieu de faire applicationdes dispositionsdu para-
tablie, que les revenus en cause ne sont imposablesque graphe 2 ci-dessus, les autorits comptentes des
dans le pays de la rsidence condition que le bnfi- deux Etats contractants s'entendent pour fixer la
ciaire ne dispose pas dans le pays de la source d'un ta- fraction du montant des redevances, produits et
blissement stable ou d'une installation fixe intervenant droits qui peut tre considre comme normale et
dans l'exploitation des biens dont ces revenus sont le pour viter, conformment l'esprit de la conven-

produit. tion, la double imposition de la fraction desdits

La convention franco-luxembourgeoise envisage dans revenus qui at soumise l'impt dans l'Etat con-

son Article 10-3 le cas o, par suite de relations spci- tractant autre que celui dont le bnficiaire est un

ales existant entre le dbiteuret le crancier ou que l'un rsident.

et l'autre entretiennent avec de tierces personnes, le Ces textes suscitent les observationsuivantes:
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a) Il y est indiqu que la portion juge excessive des elle se rapporte aux relations entre entreprises dpen-
droits pays est galement imposable dans l'tat de la dantes (Il faut remarquer que le texte de la Convention

source. modle de 1'0.C.D.E. ne fait pas cette distinction).
Le mot galement parat indiquer que le principe Corrlativement, on aperoit mal en quoi la norme rete-

d'une double imposition pour cette fraction est admise. nue dans un cas devrait diffrer de celle qui doit s'appli-

Certes, le paragraphe 8.3 prvoit une concertationentre quer dans l'autre. En tout tat de cause, le texte du

les Administrationsdes deux Etats pour la fixation de la paragraphe (b) rsout, d'une faon que pourrait qualifier
fraction excessive des droits en vue d'viter une double de trs hardie, le problme -- certes dlicat - des licen-

imposition; mais il n'est pas exclu que ces administra- ces de proprit industrielle entre entreprisesdpendan-
tions ne puissent parvenir un accord ou du moins tes.

qu'elles n'y parviennent pas dans un dlai raisonnable. Encore cet gard, la Convention va au del du droit

Dans ce cas, c'est effectivement d'une double imposi- national, en tout cas pour ce qui concerne le droit

tion qu'il s'agit, pour autant que l'administration de franais.
l'Etat de la source n'attendra pas l'intervention de

l'accord pour procder son redressement. d) Ce paragraphe se justifie mieux et n'appelle aucun

commentaireparticulier.
Encore la convention franco-belge, contrairement la
convention franco-luxembourgeoise, ne prcise-t-elle e) En ce qui concerne le paragraphe 8-3, nous avons

pas quel titre (dividendes ou autre) la fraction exc- dj fait observer ci-dessus qu'il peut arriver que les Ad-

dentaire doit tre impose. ministrations ne parviennent pas s'entendre sur la d-
termination de la fraction de la redevance qui doit tre

Remarque considre comme excessive ou qu'elles n'y parviennent
(Il n'est pas inutile de remarquer en passant que les dis- pas dans un dlai raisonnable. Pareille hypothse se tra-

positions qui figurent au paragraphe 1.4. de l'Article 12 duira vraisemblablement par une double mposition.
du modle de Convention O.C.D.E. de 1977 n'est pas, Mais, en admettantmme que la concertationaboutisse,
lui non plus, satisfaisant cet gard. Il se contente en les rserves suivantes s'imposent, savoir:
effet, d'dicter que la partie excdentairedes paiements -- En premier lieu, l'Article 8-3 ne prvoit de discus-
reste imposable selon la lgislation de chaque Etat con- sion qu'entre les deux Administrations sans aucune

tractant et compte tenu des autres dispositionsde la pr- intervention possible des intresss. Certes, en pra-
sente Convention, y compris celles de l'Article 25 rela- tique, on ne saurait douter qu'ils seront admis
tives la procdure amiable. Il laisse donc totalementde donner toutes explications et faire toutes observa-
ct les risques de double imposition, pour lesquels il tions, mais en principe, ils n'ont pas voix au cha-
n'envisage d'autre remde que celui d'une concertation pitre.
amiable entre administrations.) -- Surtout, la question se pose de savoir de quel re-

b) En ce qui concerne les termes du paragraphe 8-2-a,
cours les intresss pourront disposer l'encontre

la rfrence la valeur intrinsquedes biens dont les re-
de la dcision commune des Administrations.

devances en cause sont le produit, n'appelle aucune ob- En effet, s'il est vrai que l'Article 24-3 de la Conven-

servation. En revanche, il n'en est pas de mme du cri- tion prvoit une procdure amiable, ce n'est qu'en

tre, qui y est galement nonc, du rendementglobal
cas de double imposition. Or, l'accord entre les deux
Administrationsprvu par l'Article 8-3 est prcisem-

produit par l'utilisationde ces biens.
ment cens viter la double imposition. Il s'ensuit

Non seulement cette expression n'a pas un sens clair, que les parties intressesne pourront effectivement
mais encore, elle ne laisse pas d'tre inquitante. Sig- que s'incliner devant cette dtermination concerte
nifie-t-elle que, pour apprcier le caractre normal ou en dehors d'eux.
excessif de la redevance, l'administrationdevrait recher-
cher quel est le rendement global produit par l'utilisa-
tion de ces biens dans l'entreprise qui en est propri- 9. En ce qui concerne les socits holding
taire luxembourgeoises
Or, non seulement, pareil critre est en soi discutable,
mais, en outre, il va bien au del des normes tablies en Un problme se pose aux banques franaises charges de

France, --

pour ne citer que notre pays- notamment payer des coupons de dividende ou des intrts. Ce pro-

par la jurisprudencedes tribunaux. blme rside dans le fait que la banque n'a pas les
de s'assurer du statut de la socit laquelle les

Encore reste-t-il se demander si -- comme cela semble moyens
dividendes ou intrts sont pays au Luxembourg, en

tre le cas -- la notion de rendement global inclut
son

aussi bien l'exploitation directe que l'exploitation par
sorte qu'elle risque d'ignorer statut de holding et

voie de licence. d'appliquer les dispositions de la convention franco-

luxembourgeoisedont les holdings sont exclus.

c) En ce qui concerne la disposition du paragraphe Lorsqu'une formule lui est prsente, la banque fran-

8-2-b, il convient tout d'abord de remarquer que, alors aise accorde en principe le bnfice de la Convention.

mme que, selon le paragraphe a, la redevancepratique A cet gard, elle ne peut que s'en remetttre l'attesta-

serait normale en soi suivant les pratiques de l'tat de la tion de l'Administation Fiscale Luxembourgeoise.
source, elle n'en pourrait pas moins tre considre Cette attestation est cense avoirt dlivre rgulire-
comme anormale selon le paragraphe (b), dans le cas o ment une socit n'ayant pas le statut de holding.
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Cependant, il arrive que la socit produise la formule du capital de la socit distributrice. Dans ce cas, la for-
dment certifie prvue pour l'attribution de l'avoir fis- mule est renvoye au correspondant tranger qui est in-
cal sur les dividendes de socits franaises alors que, vit prsenterune formule approprie (donnant droit
manifestement, en raison du montant des coupons la seule rduction du taux de la retenue la source fran-
lui payer, elle n'a pas droit cet avoir fiscal rserv aux aise et ventuellement au remboursementdu prcomp-
socits luxembourgeoisesayant moins de 25 pour cent te.)

Observationsde la section belge du groupementbelgo-luxembourgeoisde l'association
internationalede droit fiscal concernantcertains points de la convention franco-belgequi
devraient, son estime, faire l'objet d'une rvision*

1. Statut fiscal des associs belges des socits immobiliers, c'est--dire qu'ils soient exonrs en Bel-
immobiliresfranaises fiscalement transparentes gique mais pris en considration pour dterminer le

taux de l'impt applicable aux autres revenus du bn-
Certaines socits civiles immobilires franaises jouis- ficiaire.
sent, sur le plan du droit commun, de la personnalitju-
ridique mais sont considres fiscalement comme inex- Il est regrettable qu'au lieu d'appliquer cette formule
istantes. Leurs bnfices sont ds lors taxs directement et de respecter ainsi les principes qui sont la base de la
dans la personne de leurs associs, selon le rgime des re- convention, c'est--dire taxation exclusive des revenus

venus immobiliers et sans qu'il soit fait de distinction immobiliers dans le pays de la source, l'article 2 du pro-
entre les bnfices distribus et les bnfices rservs tocole final de la convention franco-belge sur les doubles
mais tant entendu que si des bnfices rservs, taxs impositions nonce au contraire que: L'article 15,
fictivement charge des associs, sont ultrieurement 1 -- qui concerne les revenus mobiliers -- ne s'op-
distribus, ils ne donnent plus ouverture l'impt en pose pas ce que la France, conformmentaux dispo-
France. sitions de sa loi interne, considre comme des biens im-

mobiliers, au sens de l'article 3 de la convention, lesLa loi belge ne connait pas, sauf cas exceptionnels et droits sociaux possds par les associs ou actionnaires
moyennant l'accord pralable des intresss, la taxation des socits qui ont en fait pour unique objet soit lades bnfices rservs d'une socit dans la personne constructionou l'acquisitiond'immeubles ou de groupesde ses associs, ce qui, il faut le reconnatre, peut en- d'immeubles en vue de leur division par fractions des-
trainer pour les intresss, des srieuses difficults, no- tines tre attribues leurs membres en proprit ou
tamment sur le plan du financementde l'impt. en jouissance, soit la gestion de ces immeubles ou
Par ailleurs, la loi belge ne reconnat pas non plus la va- groupes d'immeubles ainsi diviss. La Belgique pourra
lidit en Belgique des fictions des lois fiscales tran- toutefois imposer, dans les limites fixes aux articles 15,
gres, moins que ces fictions ne soient expressment 1 et 2 et 19-a, 1, les revenus tirs par des rsi-
tendues la Belgique par une convention internatio- dents de la Belgique de droits sociaux reprsents par
nale. des actions ou parts dans lesdites socits rsidentes de

la France.De ce fait, les bnfices rservs des socits franaises
fiscalement transparentes ne sont pas considrs en Cette disposition devrait tre modifie et il devrait tre,
Belgique comme des revenus taxables charge de leurs au contraire, prvu que les dividendesdistribus par des
associs belges. socits immobilires franaises fiscalement transpa-
Par contre, les revenus distribus de ces socits sont rentes seront traits en Belgique comme des revenus im-

taxs en Belgique dans la personne de leurs associs mobiliers, comme ils le sont en France.

belges, au titre de revenus mobiliers, sans qu'il soit tenu N.B.: Voir en ce qui concerne le principe de l'exclu-
compte de l'impt dj pay par eux en France, la sion des bnfices rserus des socits immobi-
mme anne ou au moment de la constitution des r- lires franaises fiscalement transparentes de la
serves. Ces revenus distribus sont assujettis au rgime
ordinaire des dividendes, c'est--dire bnficient seule- * Le prsent rapport est l'oeuvre collective de Messieursment d'une dductionde 15 pour cent au titre de quoti- Andr BUELINCKX (Compagnie Bruxelles-Lambert pour la fi-
t forfaitaired'impt tranger. nance et l'industrie, membre du Comit scientifique du groupe
La solution normale de ce problme aurait t que la belgo-luxembourgeoisde l'I.F.A.), Henri LEVY-MORELLE(chef
convention franco-belge en vued'viter les doubles impo- des services juridiques de SOLVAY et Cie, professeur l'Univer-

sit de Bruxelles, Vice-prsidentdu Comit directeur de la sectionsitions, tout en reconnaissant la France le droit ex-
belgo-luxembourgeoise de l'I.F.A.) et Guy VAN FRAEYEN-clusif de taxation sur les revenus des socits immobi- HOVEN (avocat charg de cours l'Universit de Louvain--

--

lires franaises fiscalement transparentes, reconnaisse le membre du Comit scientifique de groupe belgo-luxembourgeoiscaractre de revenus immobiliers -- qu'ils ont dans la de l'F.A.). Coordinateur:Jean de LONGUEVILLE(avocat-pr-
ralit conomique -- aux revenus distribus par ces so- sident de la Commissionscientifiquedu groupementbelgo-luxem-
cits et leur applique le rgime prvu pour les revenus bourgeois de l'I.F.A.).
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base imposable des associs belges de semblables considre ce titre comme ralises en Belgique lors-

socits en Belgique, l'arrt de la Cour d'appel qu'elles affectent des titres appartenant des rsident de

de Bruxelles du 10 juin 1974. L'administration la Belgique et les taxe selon le rgime prvu pour les

s'est incline devant cet arrt qui a donc fix la plus-values de l'espce sans avoir gard l'imptpay en

jurisprudence mais qui a laisse entier le point France (cfr. Commentaire gnral des conventions en

de savoir si les bnfices distribus de ces soci- vue d'viter les doubles impositions no. 13/245 au Bul-

t sont considreren Belgique comme des reve- letin des contributions no. 538 et 23/125 du Bulltin des

nus mobiliers ou comme des revenus immobi- contributionsno. 548).
liers, problme qui, dire vrai, parat rgl par
l'article 2 du protocole dans un sens dfavorable N.B.: Il est remarquerque si le no. 2 du protocole de

au contribuable. la convention franco-belge prvoit le droit pour
la Belgique d'imposer dans les limites fixes
aux articles 15-19-a ler, les reuenus tirs

2. Statut fiscal des plus-values immobiliresou par des rsidentsde la Belgique de droits sociaux

assimiles reprsents par des actions ou parts dans les so-

cits qui ont en fait pour unique objet soit la

La lgislation franaise, comme la lgislation belge, as- construction ou l'acquisition d'immeublesou de

simile des revenus, taxables selon des modalits vari- groupes d'immeubles en vue de leur division par

ables, les plus-values ralises sur certain biens im- fractions destines tre attribues leurs mem-

meubles, et notammentsur les terrains. bres en proprit ou en jouissance soit la gestion

Ces plus-valuessont, en vertu de l'article 3, alina 4 de la de ces immeubles ou groupes d'immeubles ainsi

convention franco-belge en vue d'viter les doubles im- diviss, cette disposition parat, contrairement

positions, taxables dans le pays o se trouve l'immeuble l'opinion exprime par l'administration fran-

cd. aise, trangre aux socits immobilires non-

transparentes ainsi qu'aux plus-values provenant
Sur ce terrain, il n'y a donc pas de problmes. de la cession d'actions ou parts dans les socits

La lgislation franaise, la diffrence de la lgislation immobilires franaises, transparentes ou non.

belge, assimile des plus-values immobilires, les plus- Ce problme devrait tre revu et il devrait tre prvu
values ralises lors de la cession de parts des socits que les plus-values obtenuespar un dtenteurbelge d'ac-
civiles immobilires transparentes ou d'actions ou parts tions ou parts des socits immobilires franaises en

des socits civiles immobilires de toute nature autres cause sont, ventuellement taxables exclusivement en

que les socits transparentes, dont le patrimoine est France, au titre de plus-values ou revenus immobiliers.

compos essentiellement par des immeubles autres que
des terrains usage agricole ou forestier (cfr. loi du 15 3. Discriminationsexistant en matire de dduction au

mars 1963 et la loi du 19 dcembre 1963 modifie ou titre de charges professionnellesdes intrts ban-

remplace par la loi du 19 juillet 1976). caires pays par un dbiteur belge selon que ces

L'administration franaise, se basant sur l'article 3, ali- intrts sont pays une banque belge ou une

na 2 de la convention franco-belge, aux termes duquel banque franaise ou grand-ducale
la notion de bien immobilier se dtermine d'aprs les

lois de l'Etat contractant o est situ le bien considre La lgislation fiscale belge prsume anormal et rejette

et sur le numro 2 du protocole final, ci-avant reproduit, ce titre des dpenses professionnelles de l'emprunteur
l'intrt qui dpasse une certaine quotit, mme si, en

assimile des biens immobiliers et taxe ds lors en

France es plus-values sur titres ralises par les associs fait, cet intrt est normal compte tenu de l'tat du

belges des socits immobilires franaises, qu'elles march financier.

soient ou non fiscalement transparentes. Le taux admis est le taux d'intrtpratiqupar la Banque

Le commentaire administratif franais nonce ce sujet Natonale de Belgique pour les avances et prts sur

que: Eu gard ces gnralits, l'expression les lois de effets publics autres que les certificats de trsorerie,

l'Etat contractantdoit tre interprte comme compre- majors de trois points, avec minimum de 9 pour cent.

nant aussi bien le droit fiscal que le droit civil et que:
le 2 du protocole susvis n'ayant pas un caractre La loi belge du 23 janvier 1975 a toutefois prvu qu'

limitatif, il convient de considrer que le mme carac- partir du ler janvier 1974, aucune limitation ne serait

tre doit tre reconnu aux droits dtenus dans les soci- applicable en ce qui concerne les sommes payes au titre

ts dont l'actif est constitu principalementpar les ter- d'intrts aux banques belges et autres institutions de

rains btir ou des biens assmils (article 3 de la loi crdit tablies en Belgique, y compris les tablissements

no. 63-1241 du 19 dcembre 1963) ainsi qu'aux droits stables belges des banques et tablissements de crdit

dtenus dans des socits civiles immobilires de toute trangers.
nature -- autres que celles dites de la transparence fiscale La loi belge cre ainsi une discrimination entre les

et dont le patrimoine est compos essentiellementpar banques ou tablissements de crdit belges, y compris--

des immeubles autres que des terrains usage agricole les tablissements stables de banques ou tablissements

ou forestier (article 4-11 de la loi du 19 dcembre de crdit trangers, et les tablissements trangers, no-

1963). tamment franais (ou grand-ducaux).
L'administration belge, de son ct, considre les plus- Elle fausse ds lors le march financier, ce qui apparat
values de l'espce comme des plus-values mobilires, les comme une violation de l'article 67 du Trait de Rome
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aux termes duquel les Etats membres ne peuvent main- 5. Statut fiscal des tablissementsstables exploits en

tenir au-del de la priode de transition -- laquelle est France par des socits belges et des tablissements
passe depuis longtemps -- des discriminationsde traite- stables belges des socits franaises
ment fondes sur la nationalit ou la rsidence des par-
ties ou sur la localisationdu placement. Ce statut prsente les anomalies suivantes:

Elle cre par ailleurs une double imposition cono- a) l'tablissement stable franais d'une socit belge
mique. L'tablissement de crdit crancier tranger est qui dtient une participation dans une socit fran-
en effet tax l'tranger sur l'intgralit de l'intrt per- aise et qui bnficie de ce chef de dividendes qu'il
u, y compris la partie prsume anormale de celui-ci, enregistre, obligatoirement, dans sa comptabilit
tandis que cette partie prsume anormale est taxe propre, subit deux fois l'impt en France sur ces

galement dans le chef de l'emprunteur en Belgique, au dividendes.

titre de charges professionnellesrejetes. En effet, ceux-ci sont taxs une premire fois l'im-
Il conviendrait qu'il soit port remde cette situation pt des socits dans le chef de la socit franaise,
anormale, la solution la plus adquate tant, semble-t-il, filiale de l'tablissement stable et une seconde fois

que l'intrt ne puisse tre rejet des dpenses profes- dans le chef de celui-ci, le rgime spcial prvu pour
sionnelles du dbiteur que s'il est vritablement anor- les socits mres par les articles 145, 146 et 205 du

mal, compte tenu de l'tat du march financier et, donc, Code gnral des impts tant exclusivement rser-
la suppression d'une prsomption lgale qui s'est rvle v aux socits mres franaises et ne s'appliquant

diverses reprises ces derniers temps, ne pas correspon- donc pas aux tablissementsstables franaises de so-

dre la ralit conomique et tre une source de distor- cits trangres, y compris les socits belges.
sions et une entrave la bonne marche des entreprises. Ce rgime constitue une discriminationentre contri-

buables franais et contribuables belges se trouvant
dans la mme situation. Il est donc directementcon-

4. Bonificationde l'avoir fiscal franais aux socits traire au principe fondamental de l'galit de traite-
belges, actionnairesou associes de socits ment.

franaises Il est remarquer que les socits franaises qui ex-

Le Gouvernement franais s'est dclar favorable des ploitent un tablissement stable belge ne souffrent

ngociations avec les principaux Etats intresss en vue pas d'une pareille diffrence de traitement. En effet,
d'tablir, par voie conventionnelle,un systme assurant

l'article 111 du Code belge des impts sur les reve-

aux non-rsidents qui sont effectivementsoumis l'im- nus, qui prvoitune dduction revenus de revenus

pt dans leur pays sur des dividendesdistribuspar une
de 90 ou de 95 pour cent (suivant que la socit
mre est ou non une holding) des dividendes pro-socit franaise, un rgime analogue celui des action-

naires domicilis en France, qui bnficient de l'avoir duits par des participations dites permanentes
dans des socits belges s'applique aussi bien auxfiscal. tablissements belges de socits franaises qu'aux

L'avenant du 15 fvrier 1971 la convention franco- socits mres belges.
belge ne prvoit cependant pas le remboursement de
l'avoir fiscal aux socits belges. A l'poque, les dvi- b) aussi bien en Belgique qu'en France, les tablisse-

dendes encaisss par les socits belges taient exonrs ments stables de socits trangres subissent l'im-

pour leur quasi totalit de l'impt des socits au titre pt des socits sur l'intgralit de leurs bnfices

de revenus dj taxs. Le rgime interne belge a toute- un taux discriminatoirepar rapport aux entreprises
fois t modifi depuis lors par la loi du 25 juin 1973, nationales au motif que les bnfices de ces tablis-

articles 31 34. Actuellement, les socits ne bnfi- sements stables concourent la formation du bn-

cient du rgime des revenusdj taxs que pour les divi- fice global de la socit trangre et que la distribu-

dendes affrents des participations permanentes. tion de ce bnfice entre les actionnairesou associs

Les dividendes affrents des participations non-per- de cette socit donnera ouverture l'tranger une

manentes dans des socits franaises sont ds lors taxation complmentairedont le pays de l'tablisse-

assujettis au rgime ordinaire de l'impt des socits ment stable ne pourra bnficier.

et il conviendrait qu'ils bnficientde l'avoir fiscal fran- En Belgique, la rcupration de l'impt-frappantles
ais. distributions prsumes du bnfie provenant de

l'tablissement stable se fait sous forme d'une aug-
Il en est de mme en ce qui concerne les bonis de liqui- mentation du taux de l'impt des socits qui est
dation qui sont assujettis par la loi franaise au rgime plus lourd pour les tablissementsstables de socits
des dividendes et taxs en Belgique au titre de plus- trangres que pour les socits belges.
values sur avoirs investis, sans que les socits belges, ac-

tionnaires ou associes de socits franaises en liquida- En France, l'article 115 quinquies 10 du Code gn-
tion, bnficient en France de l'avoir fiscal, au motif ral des mpts nonce que les bnfices raliss par

qu'elles ne seraient pas taxables en Belgique, alors les tablissements stables franais de socits tran-

qu'elles le sont (voir ci-aprs pour de plus amples expli- gres sont rputs distribus, au titre de chaque
cations ce hjet). exercice, des associs non-rsidents. Le bnfice

distribu est prsum tre gal au montant total des

La convention franco-belge devrait tre amnage de bnfices, imposables ou exonrs, aprs dduction

faon tenir compte de ces situations. de l'impt des socits.
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La loi franaise autorise toutefois la socit tran- ment aprs impt au taux normal de l'impt des so-

gre demande la rvision de la base imposable cit: France, Luxembourg,Pays-Bas;
la retenue la source et donc d'obtenir une restitu-

ce qui donne donc une imposition de 48 pour cent
tion totale ou partielle de la retenue en dmontrant
soit que les sommes auxquelles la retenue a t ap-

pour l'Allemagne, le Danemark et l'Italie, de 53

plique excdent le montant total des dividendes ef- pour cent pour la Grande-Bretagneet l'Irlande et de
50,6 pour cent pour la France, le Lxembourget les

fectivement distribus par la socit trangre, soit Pays-Bas.
que ces dividendes ont bnfici en tout ou en partie

des rsidents franais mais ce temprament est Il serait souhaitable que dans le cadre de concessions

source de complications considrables et ne consti- rciproques et pour viter les complications aux-

tue pas un remde adquat la discrimination que quelles donne lieu le systme actuel franais, la Bel-

reprsente une retenue la source base sur la pr- gique et la France s'entendentpoursupprimerla rete-

somption que la totalit des bnficesraliss par un nue la source applique par l'Etat franais sur les

tablissementstable franais d'une socit trangre bnfices des tablissements stables franais de so-

sont effectivement distribus par celle-ci ces ac- cits belges et pour que la Belgique applique, de

tionnaires. son ct, le taux normal de l'impt des socits aux

bnfices des tablissements stables belges de soci-
Si l'on s'en rfre aux diverses conventions en vue ts franaises.
d'viter les doubles impositions conclues par la
France, on constate que celles-ci, tout en mainte-
nant le principe de la retenue la source sur les Cette solution s'impose non-seulement en raison de la

bnfices des tablissements stables de socits simplification qu'elle implique mais encore parce que la

trangres, a accept, avec rciprocit, certain am- prsomption selon laquelle des bnfices raliss par

nagements la rigueur de sa lgislation interne. l'tablissementstable d'une socit trangre sont effec-
tivement distribus ne correspond, dans de nombreux

Ces amnagements comportent soit une rduction
cas, plus aucune ralit dans l'tat actuel des choses et

de la base de calcul de la retenue la source, soit le supplment d'impt rclam tant la Franceque par
une rductiondu taux, soit les deux.

que la Belgique aux tablissements stables de socits
Exprime en pourcentages du bnce net de l'ta- trangresest ds lors injustifi.
blissement stable franais, la retenue la source est, Il est remarquer qu'aussi bien le systme belge que
pour les principaux pays de la CommunautEcono- le systme franais sont une source de double imposition
mique Europenne avec lesquels la France a conclu caractrise, aucun des deux pays ne tenant compte du
une convention, la suivante: supplment d'impt grevant les tablissements stables
0 pour cent pour l'Allemagneet les Pays-Bas; trangers de leurs socits nationales lors de l'tblisse-
5 pour cent pour la Belgique (10 pour cent d'une ment de l'impt grevant les dividendes ventuellement
base ramene 50 pour cent) et pour le Luxem- distribus par celles-ci.

bourg (5 pour cent d'une base de 100 pour cent);
6,25 pour cent pour l'Italie (25 pour cent d'une base 6. Bonificationdu crdit d'impt belge aux action-
de 25pourcent); naires ou associs franais de socits belges
10 pour cent pour la Grande-Bretagne(15 pour cent
d'une base rduite aux 2/3); Le remde apport par la lgislation belge, dans une

25 pour cent pour le Danemark et l'Irlande. mesure d'ailleurs insuffisante, la double impositionr-
sultant du fait que le bnfice distribu d'une socit

Comme dit ci-avant, la Belgique ne connat pas la belge est tax la fois charge de la socit distribu-
retenue la source sur les bnfices raliss par les trice et charge de ses actionnaires ou associs, est le
tablissements stables belges de socits trangres suivant:
mais elle leur applique en droit interne, un taux

d'impt des non-rsidents suprieur au taux normal
-- si l'actionnaire ou l'associ est une socit, le pr-

de l'impt des socits frappant les socits belges. compte mobilier qui a t retenu au moment du

Le taux de base de l'impt des non-rsidentsapplica- paiement du dividende ou de la participation bn-

ble aux tablissements belges de socits trangres ficiaire est imput sur l'impt des socits ou lui est

est en effet de 54 pour cent alors que le taux de restitu. Par ailleurs, le dividende peru est exclu de

l'impt des socits est de 48 pour cent. son revenu taxable l'impt des socits concur-

rence de 90 ou de 95 pour cent suivant qu'il s'agit
Compte tenu des conventions conclues par la Bel- ou non d'une holding. Les dividendes distribus par
gique avec les pays membres de la Communaut cette socit sont intgralementtaxables.
Economique Europenne, le taux applicable aux s'il s'agit d'une physique, le prcompte--

tablissements belges de socits rsidentes de ces
personne

mobilier peru au moment de l'attribution du divi-
pays est le suivant: dende est imput sur son impt des personnes phy-
taux normal de l'impt des socits: Allemagne, sique ou lui est, le cas chant, restitu; le dividende
Danemark, Italie; peru est compris dans la base imposable l'impt
taux normal de l'impt des socits major de 5 des personnes physiques mais un crdit d'impt
points: Grande-Bretagne, Irlande; est imput sur la partie de l'impt des personnes
taux normal de l'impt des socits major de 10 physiques correspondant au dividende peru, sans

pour cent sur la moiti du bnfice de l'tablisse- toutefois tre resitu l'actionnaire s'il lui est
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suprieur; le prcomptemobilier et le crdit d'impt socits selon le rgime de droit commun sur les pro-
sont ajouts au dividende net pour dterminer le fits ou plus-values obtenus en cours de liquidation
revenu taxable. (article 221-2 du Code gnral des impts);

En ce qui concerne les actionnaires ou associs franais b) les sommes rparties entre les actionnaires ou asso-

de socits belges, le prcompte mobilier est calcul au cis sont considrescomme un produit d'actions ou

taux rduit prvu par la convention (15 pour cent). Le de parts sociales dans la mesure o elles excdent les

prcompte mobilier est compens en France par une r- apports effectivement librs (article 111 bis du

duction correspondante de l'impt franais. De ce ct, Code gnral des impts et instructionsdu 24 fvrier
il n'y a donc pas de problmes. 1966, 2 commentant la loi 65-566 du 12 juillet

1965). Elles donnent ds lors droit l'avoir fiscal
La Belgique n'accorde par contre aucune bonification (article 158 bis du Code gnral des impts);
aux actionnairesou associs trangers des socits belges
du chef de l'impt des socits supports par celles-ci, c) si l'actionnaire ou l'associ est une personne phy-
au motif qu'en ce qui concerne les socits, la mthode sique rsidant en France, le boni de liquidation,
prvue c'est--dire la dduction revenu de revenu n'est c'est--dire la diffrence entre la valeur nominale de

susceptible de s'appliquer que pour autant qu'il s'agisse la part ou de l'action et la somme distribue, n'est
de socits assujettiesen Belgique l'impt des socits, compris dans la base imposable du bnficiairequ'
ce qui n'est videmment pas le cas des socits tran- concurrence de la diffrenceentre le remboursement

gres n'ayant pas d'tablissement stable en Belgique et obtenu et le prix d'acquisition de la part ou de l'ac-

qu'en ce qui concerne les personnes physiques le crdit tion (article 161 du Code gnral des impts).
d'impt dont bnficient les rsidents belges n'est pas L'avoir fiscal n'est, dans ce cas, accord que pour la
remboursable mais peut seulement tre imput sur l'im- partie imposable et en proportion de celle-ci;
pt des personnesphysiques ou des non-rsidentsd par d) si l'actionnaire ou l'associ est une socit passible
eux. Elle invoque galement le fait que le crdit d'impt de l'impt des socits, la difference entre la somme
est forfaitaire, c'est--dire indpendant de l'impt des reue et la valeur nominale de l'action ou de la part
socits effectivement pay par la socit ayant attribu est considre comme un revenu mobilier et la soci-
les dividendes. t bnficie de l'avoir fiscal correspondant. Si la va-

Ce point de vue est peut-tre fond sur le plan purement leur d'acquisition de l'action a t infrieure la va-

juridique mais il est profondment inquitable sur le leur nominale, la diffrence entre cette valeur d'ac-

plan conomique et gnrateurd'une double imposition quisition et la valeur nominale est taxe selon le r-

caractrise, l'actionnaire ou l'associ tranger d'une so- gime ordinaire des plus-values, le solde tant assu-

cit belge tant tax l'tranger et notamment en jetti au rgime des dividendes. Si la somme reue de
France sans qu'il soit tenu compte de la lourde charge la liquidation est moins leve que la valeur d'ac-
fiscale dj supporte en Belgique par la socit ayant quisition de l'action ou de la part, il y a perte et

attribu le dividende qui supporte ainsi une charge fis- donc pas de taxation;
cale proche de 100 pour cent. e) si l'actionnaire ou l'associ est un non-rsident,
Ce problme devrait tre srieusement repens et la con- qu'il s'agisse d'une personne physique ou d'une
vention franco-belge en vue d'viter les doubles imposi- socit, l'article 161 du Code gnral des impts ne

tions devrait prvoir que la Belgique attribuera un crdit s'applique pas. Le boni de liquidation taxable est

d'impt aux actionnaires rsidents franais de socits toujours gal la diffrence entre la valeur nominale

belges, qu'il s'agisse de socits ou de personnes phy- du titre ou de la part et la somme distribue et ce

siques, comme le fait la France (tant entendu que, boni est soumis la retenue la source de 25 pour
comme expos ci-avant, la France devrait l'accorder cent, celle-ci tant, en ce qui concerne les action-

galement aux socits belges actionnaires de socits naires ou associs belges de socits franaises en li-

franaises pour lesquelles les dividendes ou bonis de quidation, ramen 15 ou 10 pour cent suivant le

liquidation perus en France constituent un revenu tax- cas (article 15, 2 de la convention);
able). f) si l'actionnaire ou l'associ belge est une personne

physique, il a droit au remboursement de l'avoir
7. Statut fiscal des liquidationsde socits fiscal (article 15, 3 de la convention) mais il n'en

(belges ou franaises) est pas de mme lorsque l'actionnaire ou l'associ
On se trouve, ici encore, en prsence d'une double im- est une socit (voir ci-avant).
position caractrise laquelle la conventionfranco-belge
en vue d'viter les doubles impositions n'a pas apport Rien n'est prvu en Belgique en ce qui concerne les plus-
de solution adquate. Cette double imposition provient values obtenues par les actionnaires ou associs, rsi-
essentiellement de ce que les bonis de liquidation sont dents belges, d'une socit trangre en liquidation.
considrs en France comme des dividendes tandis qu'ils Cette plus-value n'est, en vertu des principes gnrauxsont considrs en Belgique comme des plus-values sur du droit interne, pas taxable si elle affecte des actions
avoirs investis. faisant partie d'un patrimoine priv.
Le rgime fiscal applicable en France aux socits en Elle est intgralement taxable, selon le rgime de droit
liquidation et ses associs ou actionnaires est, sauf

commun, si elle affecte des actions ou parts investies
erreur, le suivant: dans un patrimoine professionnel. Cette taxation est
a) la socit en liquidation est assujettie l'impt des tablie sans qu'il soit tenu compte, directement, des im-
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pts perus en France (impt des socits ou retenue pt frappant les bonis de liquidation, s'il en est, est sup-
la source), la disposition lgale franaise assimilant les port par la socit en liquidation la dcharge de ses

bonis de liquidation un dividende n'ayant pas d'qui- actionnaires ou associs et ceux-ci sont exonrs, tota-

valent en Belgique et l'administration belge n'acceptant lement (en ce qui concerne les personnes physiques ou

pas, si l'on en juge par les circulaires qui traitent de ce les non-rsidents, personnes physiques ou socits) ou

problme, de considrer les plus-values sur titres tran- pour la quasi totalit (en ce qui concerne les socits
gers comme des revenus raliss et taxs l'trangeret de belges), la loi assimilant la plus-value ventuellement
les assujettir, ce titre, un impt rduit (voir commen- obtenue par l'actionnaire ou l'associ (c'est--dire la
taire gnral sur les conventions no. 10/304, 10/313, diffrence et la somme reue par lui en contrepartie de

0/18, 23/103, 23/124, 23/126 et 127, 23/175). ses actions ou parts entre son prix d'acquisitionou d'in-

Le rgime applicable en Belgique aux socits en liqui- vestissement) et le boni de liquidation, c'est--dire la

dation est trs diffrent. Il peut se rsumer, trs som-
diffrence entre les apports effectivement librs de la
socit en liquidation (ventuellement revaloriss) et les

mairement, comme suit:
sommes distribues par elle.

a) une socit en liquidation n'est plus considre
comme une exploitation et les plus-values ventuel-

La convention franco-beige autorse expressment Ia
son

lement ralises par elle aprs sa mise en liquidation Belgique appliquer droit interne et donc pr-
lever la cotisation spciale dite impt de liquidation

ne donnent donc plus ouverture l'impt ordinaire
les bonis de liquidation des socits belges,des socits. Il est toutefois drog ce principe en

sur sans

ce qui concerne certaines plus-values ralises par
qu'aucun rgime spcial soit prvu au profit des asso-

cis ou actionnaires rsidents de la France (protocoledes socits immobiliresen liquidation; final, 3).
b) au moment de la distribution, les sommes distri-

bues sont soumises, charge de la socit, un im- La France considre le boni de liquidation comme un

pt des socits spcial dit impt de liquidation, dividende, au sens de l'article 15, 5 de la conven-

dans la mesure o elles dpassent les apports effec- tion, pour lequel la limitation de l'impt en Belgique
tivement librs, ventuellementrevaloriss. Le taux est carte par le protocole final 3. En application de

de cet impt varie suivant que les sommes distri- l'article 19 B, 1, a, le bnficiaire franais d'un boni de

bues correspondent aux rserves existant au jour liquidation provenant d'une socit belge est soumis

de la mise en liquidation ou des profits obtenus en l'impt sur son boni net (c'est--dire sur la diffrence

cours de liquidation;
entre la valeur d'investissement de ses parts ou actions
et la somme obtenue) major de la retenue de 15 pour

c) si l'actionnaire ou l'associ est une personne phy- cent ou de 10 pour cent prsume avoirt faite en Bel-
sique, la diffrence ventuelle entre le prix d'acqui- gique (protocol final 5) et il peut imputer cette retenue
sition de ses actions ou parts et la somme reue est fictive sur l'impt franais, calcul selon le droit in-
intgralementexonre; terne franais, proportionnellement affrent au boni

d) s'il agit d'une socit, les somme reues sont consi- imposable. L'excdent ventuel de retenue fictive n'est

dres comme un revenu dj tax et la plus-value pas remboursableet il n'y a pas d'avoir fiscal.
ventuellement obtenue est exonre concurrence

de 90 ou de 95 pour cent selon qu'il s'agit ou non Le systme n'est pas satisfaisant et laisse subsisterd'im-

d'une socit holding. portantes doubles impositions conomiques. Le pro-
blme devrait donc tre revu et des modifications de-

Dans ce systme, aucune diffrencen'est faite selon que vraient tre apportes la convention franco-belge, afin
l'actionnaire ou l'associ est belge ou tranger. L'im- de porter remde la situation.

DISCUSSION GENERALE * I. PERSONNESVISEES

N.B. Il y a lieu de remarquerque la nationde personnes
vises ne souleva aucune questionlors de la rdac-

De commun accord il fut dcid que le plan de travail de tion des rapports pralables la journe d'tude

cette journe serait conforme celui de la conventon mais suscita bien des controverses au cours des

modle de double imposition rdige l'initiative de discussionsen raisonprincipalementdes controver-

1'0.C.D.E. ses dcoulantde la lgislation franaise.
L'article 3, 1, b, de la convention modle prvoit que:

c MonsieurKerlan (reprsentantl'administrationfranaise) le terme socit dsigne tout personne morale ou

ft remarquer pralablement l'ouverture des dbats toute entit qui est considre comme une personne
que la convention franco-luxembourgeoise de 1958 morale aux fins d'imposition; .......

futprise alors que ladoctrineinternationalen'tait qu'en * Notes runies par:
cours d'laboration et que les ngociationsde la conven- J.P. Nemery de Bellevaux
ton franco-beigede 1964 datent de la mme poque. M. Cozian

J. Malherbe
J. Autenne
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Question: qu'en est-il des socits de personnes (Me tions fixes par la convention de groupement ou, d-
Goldsmith-- France) faut, par fractions gales.

A. Belgque Les diffrences de lgislations entre d'une part le Lux-
embourge et la France, et d'autre part la Belgique, peu-

Les socits de personnes constituent une indi- vent double imposition.provoquerune...

vidualit juridique distincte de celle des associs (arti-
cle 2 des L.C. sur les socits commerciales). Me de Longueville(Belgique) signalequ'il fautdistinguer
Le Code des impts sur les revenus leur offre la possi- entre:

bilit ... (d') opter pour l'assujettissement de leur 10 les doubles impositionsd'ordre conomique;
bnfice l'impt des personnes physiques dans le chef 20 les doubles impositionsd'ordre juridique, qui, seules
de leurs associs .... (art. 95). sont reconnues.

B. Luxembourg En Belgique, on ne reconnat pas les fictions juridiques
en ne

L'article 14 de la loi du 10.8.1915 prvoit que: la franaises, et France les fictions lgales belges sont
La conclusionest qu'il faut qu'une double

socit en nom collectif est celle qui existe sous une pas reconnues.

raison sociale et dans laquelle tous les associs sont in- impositionconomiquesoit juridiquementvite.

dfinimentet solidairementresponsables. Me Goldsmith (France) estime que puisqu'il est impossi-
ble de modifier la lgislation nationale, la solution con-

Toutefois, la socit en nom collectif et la socit en
siste rferer dispositions lgales du de la

commanditesimple ne constituentpas une socit part
se aux pays

entire en droit fiscal. Leurs bnfices sont soumis
source et qu'en consquence, le pays du bnficiaire
doit modifier ses propres concepts.l'impt sur le revenu des personnes physiques dans le

chef de chacun de leurs associs et l'impt commercial En ce qui concerne les associations en participation,
communal dans le chef de l'entreprise collective elle. la convention franco-belge prvoit dans son article 4,2
mme (voyez Collection Jupiter, V, rgimes fiscaux, qu'elles ...ne sont imposables que dans l'tat con-

12-1). tractant ou l'entreprise en question possde un tablis-
sement stable....

C. France
Quid si cette association en participationpossde un ta-

La loi franaise prvoit que la socit en nom collectifet blissementstable dans chaque pays
la socit en commandite simple jouissent de la person- S'il deux tablissementsstables, l'entreprise franaisenalit juridique daterde leur immatriculationau registre y a

du commerce (loi n 66.537 du 24.7.1966, art. 1 et 5). pourrait tre impose en Belgique et l'entreprisebelge en

France. La retenuesur l'tablissementstable s'appliquera.
L'article 239 du Code gnral des impts prvoit que les On ne pourrait considrer que l'tablissement franais
socits en nom collectif, les socits en commandite reoit le revenu franaisetl'tablissementbelge le revenu

simple et les associations en participationpeuvent opter belge. Ce n'est pas conforme au texte.
dans des conditions dtermines par arrt ministriel M. Kerlan (Administraton ranase) confirme que:
pour le rgime applicable aux socits de capitaux, l'op- chaque tablissementest impos uniquementdans le--

tion s'exerce donc dans un sens contraire celle prvue du lieu o il est fix;
par la loi belge pour les socits de personnes. Lorsqu'elle pays

(
-- il n'y a pas de compensationdes pertes.est exerce, elle est irrvocable (art. 239 du Code).
Me de Longueville(Belgique) relve que chaque tablisse-

A ct des associations en participation qui ne dis-
ment stable est impos selon la conceptionconomiqueposent pas de la personnalit morale (idem, art. 419) la et qu'ainsi est appliqu principe de bon

lgislation franaise connat la notion de groupement
un sens.

d'intrt conomique ou en abrg G.I.E. (ordonnance N.B. un intervenant (France) signale que selon ses

no 76.821 du 23.9.1967). La dfinition lgale de G.I.E. renseignements la rponse Baugitte qui prvoit
prvoit: Deux ou plusierus personnes physiques ou un rgime favorable pour les caisses de pensions
morales peuvent constituer entre elles, pour une dure n'est pas tendu automatiquementaux caisses de

dtermine, un G.I.E. en vue de mettre en oeuvre tous retraites trangres.
les moyens propres faciliter ou dvelopper l'activit Dans le cas des relations frano-belges, la restitu-

conomique de ses membres, amliorer ou accroitre tion de l'avoir fiscal est limite aux personnes
les rsultats de cette activite (art. 1). physiques. Dans le cas des relations entre la France

Ces G.I.E. jouissent de la personnalit morale et ....
et la Grande-Bretagne, le remboursesement de
l'avoir fiscal at tendu aux fonds de retraite.

de la pleinecapacit . . . daterde leur immatriculation
au registre du commerce (art. 3).

En droit fiscal un G.I.E. ne constitue pas une socit Il. DOMICILE FISCAL

part entire. L'article 19 de l'ordonnance cite prvoit
que chacun des membres est personnellement passible Cette notion n'a pas soulev de problmes.
pour la part des bnces correspondant ses droits soit

l'mpt sur le revenu des personnes physiques, soit de

l'impt des socits s'il s'agit de personnes morales as- Ill. ETABLISSEMENTSSTABLES
sujetties cet impt. La mme dispositionprvoit que la
rpartition du bnfice est effectue suivant les condi- Me Hoss (Luxembourg) signale que la notion de
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chantier de montage pose des problmes quant la Sur le plan des faits, l'administrationveillera toujours au

notion de l'origine des bnces: caractre auxiliaire ou non de l'ensemble de l'activit

10 le bnfice ralis par le montage sensu stricto; dploye.
20 le bnfice issu des fournitures. M.J. Autenne (Belgique) pose le problme de la retenue

Le problme se poserait notamment avec l'Allemagne du prcompte professionnel en raison du versement de

propos de la constructionde centrales nuclaires. salaire pour des ouvriers trangers.

M. Kerlan (administration franaise) se dclare surpris Selon la jurisprudence de la Cour de Cassation, si l'acti-

que ce problme paraisse se poser entre pays de vit du personnel s'est exerce en Belgique et si leur

1'0.C.D.E. Selon lui, si une entreprisene disposed'aucune rmunration est supporte par l'tablissement stable

installation dans un pays o elle va tre amene livrer fix en Belgique, cela ne justifie pas ipso facto la retenue

une usine clefen mainslestravauxde recherchesseront du prcompte professionnel;encore faut-il qu'il y ait eu

raliss par le sige de l'entreprise; ensuite commencera paiementc'est--dire la mise de revenu la disposition
la phase de l'installation. Ds lors, l'article 7 ne peut

du personnel en Belgique (Cour de cassation, 28 fvrier

poser de question, le bnfice des tablissementsstables 1974, en cause S.A. Droit franais La Cellulose d'Aqui-
sont limits aux oprations effectivement ralises. Il taine, Revue fiscale 1974, p. 42).

s'agit d'une analyse stricte. Me de Longueville rappelle que ce rgime de retenue
n'est pas le mme pour les retenues sociales et pour les

M. Cooremans (administration belge) marque son plein retenues fiscales.
accord sur la positionde MonsieurKerlan. Me Van Fraeyenhouenajoute:
Qu'en est-il lorsqu'une entreprise dispose dans des en- En ce qui concerne le prcompte professionnel, il y a

droits diffrents ou des moments diffrents de chan- lieu galement de remarquer que si la rmunrationest
tiers verse l'tranger, mais que le personnel bnficie d'un

En ce qui concerne la Belgique, la rponse est donne avantage en nature en Belgique, cet avantage en nature

par le Commentairegnraldes conventionsprventives peut donner lieu ouverture au prcompte professionnel
de la double imposition, chapitre V qui prvoit, qu'en (Cour d'appel de Lige, 13 dcembre 1971, Revue fiscale

principe, il n'ya pas de cumul si les commettants sont 1972, p. 315; Cour d'appel de Bruxelles, 12 mai 1975,
distincts; l'adminstration considrera que les travaux ne Journal de droit fiscal 1975, p. 124).
forment pas un tout, sauf, s'il en est conomiquement Quant la dtermination des bnfices des tablisse-
ainsi (par exemple, en ce qui concerne les travaux ex- ments stables:
cuts dans un immeuble appartements). Des travaux M. Cooremans,(administrationbelge) signale que confor-
diffrents excuts pour le compte d'un mme com- mment la loi interne les principes gnraux applica-
mettant seront prendre en considration globalement bles en matire de dtermination des bnfices d'une
s'fls font l'objet d'un seul contrat. Encore est-il que si les entreprise doivent tre retenus et qu'ventuellement, il
travaux excuts sont relatifs des contrats diffrents, peut tre fait recours la procdure amiable prvue
l'adminstration pourrait soutenir qu'il y a une unit l'article 25,2 de la convention modle O.C.D.E. En ce
en raison du facteur temps ou du facteur espace (cfr. qui concerne la procdure amiable, encore faut-il qu'il
Bulletin des contributions directes 1975, p. 31 et 32, ait demande qui soit postrieure l'enrlement
5/216).

y eu une

d'une cotisation conteste.
Me Goldsmith (France) critique le dernier alina de 1' En qui les rapports franco-belges,Monsieur
article 4, 5 de la convention franco-belge qui prvoit

ce concerne

Cooremans signale que les administrations tentent de
qu'en cas de runion de plusieurs des cas numrs dans trouver commundnominateur.un
la convention comme tant non constitutifs d'tablisse-
ment stable, l'autorit comptente des deux Etats se Me Goldsmith fait remarquer que dans le cas de taxa-
concertent pour dterminer si cette situation n'est pas tions forfaitaires bases sur les frais gnraux, des dif-
nature caractriser l'existence d'un tablissement ficultspeuventsurvenirquand l'administrationde l'autre
stable. n'est d'accord le mme forfait.pays pas sur

Me de Longueville (Belgique) souligne que la notion
mme d'tablissement stable implique un ensemble
productif'.' La difficult de cerner cette notion n'est pas IV. REVENU IMMOBILIER
contestable et explique la rdaction de l'alinacritiqu.
L'absence de cette disposition pourrait, par contre, pr- La complexit de la question des revenus immobiliers
senter un danger car dans ce cas il ne serait pas dit par la est lie aux caractristiques particulires que revtent

'

convention qu'il y a tablissement stable dans l'un ou certaines socits immobilires franaises. Les socits

& l'autre pays et il y aurait risque que les deux administra- franaises qualifies de transparentes existent juridi-
tions soutiennent des thses divergentes. Et de conclure quement. Toutefois, des diffrentes interventions il

par la boutade: dans le doute, l'administration ne s' ressort que:
abstientpas. -- bien qu'elles soient propritaires des biens, elles ne

M. Cooremans (administration belge) signale que la con- peuvent vendre elles-mmes les immeubles;
vention franco-belge est prime sur ce point et sera

-- elles ne peuvent que remettre la jouissance ou la pro-
revue dans l'esprit de la convention modle 1977. Les pritdes immeublesaux associs,mais nebnficient
auteurs de laconventionn'ontpasvislesimplecumul. pas des revenus de ces immeubles.
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Fiscalement ces socits transparentesn'existent pas M. Kerlan
au plan fiscal. Chacun des associs de ces socits est im- La France a accord le bnfice de l'avoir fiscal aux re-

pos dans son propre chef. venus de portefeuilles et aux revenus tirs de socits ne

En Belgique ces revenus deviennentnormalementmobi- dpassant pas un certain taux de participation (Suisse:
liers. 20 pour cent, parfois 10 pour cent, Luxembourg: renvoi

au droit interne: dividendes effectivement soumis
Cette discordance aboutissait unphnomnede double l'imptluxembourgeois).
imposition et ce particulirementen cas de plus-value.

La France considre que les socits-mressont soumises
Me de Longueville demande d'appliquer dans ce cas la des contraintes de redistribution. Cette rgle n'est pasfiction franaise ou mieux la rgle fiscale franaise qui contrlable dans le chef des socits-mres trangres.
correspond la loi applicable aux revenus immobiliers. On peut craindre l'accumulation de bnfices dans des
Monseur Cooremans (admnistration belge) marque son socits holdings, ne donnant pas lieu impositiondans
accord sur l'avis mis par Me de Longueville,mais insiste le chef de personnesphysiques.
sur le fait que son administrationest lie par le droit in- La Grande-Bretagne accorde le crdit i'impt aux
terne belge. socits-mres amricaines, mais non aux socits-mres
Il faut signaler qu'une circulaire rcente du 15 mars franaises.
1978 (N Ci. R. 9. F/6 e addendum la circulaire 920, L'Allemagne a adopt le systme du crdit d'impt,Bulletin des contributions 1978, p. 673) prvoit en ce maislessocits-mresfranaisesnepeuventenbrficier,
qui concerne les plus-values recueillies par des rsidents pas davantage d'ailleurs que les personnes physiquesde la Belgiqueet provenantde la cessionde droits sociaux franaises.
dans les socits immobilires franaises que:

La directive de la C.E.E. relative au crdit d'impt euro-
quant aux plus-values obtenues l'occasion de la pen at mise en chec devant le Parlementeuropen.ralisatien des droits prcits, elles sont imposables
exclusivement en France conformment la lgis- Me Goldsmith

lation de ce pays (art. 3,_ 1, 2 et 4,2 e phrase, Le commentairede l'O.C.D.E. souligne, sous l'article 10,
convention).Dansla mesureo la lgislation interne que l'octroi du crdit d'impt entre socits vise viter

belge prvoit l'imposition de tels revenus dans le les cascades d'imposition. Est-il justifi dans ce cadre de

chef de rsidents, la Belgique est tenue d'accorder se proccuperde la redistributionDans l'affirmative,ne

l'exemptionsur base de l'article 19, A, 2, conven- peut-on trouver un systme de contrle

tion, mais elle peut prendre ces revenus en con- M. Kerlan
sidration pour fixer le taux applicable aux autres L'administrationdsire que le bnficiairedu revenu soit
revenus imposablesdes bnficiairesbelges (art. 19, impos. Il est souhaitable que les investissements en

A, 35 4, convention). France se fassent sous forme d'investissement de por-
tefeuille plutt que sous forme de cration de filiales

_chappant au contrle franais. L'avoir fiscal franais et
V. DIVIDENDES l'avoir fiscal britannique sont tendus aux personnes

physiques et aux socits ayant une participation in-
En ce qui concerne l'avoir fiscal franais, diverses ques- frieure 10 pourcent. L'avoir fiscal franais est accord
tions furent poses sans obtenir de rponse satisfaisant aux Allemands, sans concessionde la partde l'Allemagne.
l'interlocuteur: M. Cooremans

pourquoi refuse-t-on .'avoir fiscal socits mres Les Allemands ont demand la Belgique d'accorder le--

aux

trangrespossdant plus de 25 crdit d'impt aux rsidents allemands. La Belgique ne

pourquoi refuse-t-on l'avoir fiscal socits mres peut l'accepter parce que le crdit d'impt belge est dif---

aux

trangrespossdantplus de 25% des titres frent des autres: il s'agit d'un allgement forfaitaire au

est-il justifide veiller ce que les dividendes arrivent niveau de l'actionnaire, applicable mme si l'mpt des--

chez certains actionnaires socits n'a pas t percu. L'Allemagne pratique le
si oui, quel contrle convient-il d'organiser double taux (56-36 pour cent), en raison duquel elle--

une la source de 25 pour cent.La non-extension de l'avoir fiscal ne va-t-elle pas
peut percevoir retenue

l'encontre du Trait de Rome. L'Allemagne a chang de systme, mais maintient la
diffrence 20 points pour maintenir l'application des

Me Goldsmith conventions internationales. La Belgique attend que
Le remboursementde l'avoir fiscal est refusaux socits- l'Allemagne ngocie d'abord avec les Etats-Unis. En

mres qui dtiennent plus de 25 pour cent des actions Grande Bretagne, le gouvernement reconsidre l'exten-
d'une filiale. La convention franco-beIge le refuse aux

sion de l'A.C.T. au-del des frontires. Elle offre l'A.C.T.
socits. Une personne physique est donc dans une

la Hollande alors que celle-ci ne propose pas la r- ,

situation diffrente selon qu'elle est actionnaire d'une ciproque. La Grande Bretagne veut inciter investir
socit franaise ou de la socit-mre de cette socit. dans les socits britanniques.
Lors de la revision de la convention franco-belge, il
faudrait en revenir au droit commun des conventions: VI. INTERETS
refus du remboursementde l'avoir fiscal seulement si la
socit-mre dtient 25 pour cent des actions de la Me Hoss (Luxembourg)signale que la convention franco-
filiale. luxembourgeoise de 1958 supprimait toute retenue dans
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le pays de la source. Suite aux modificationsintervenues celui pratiqu par la banque nationale major de 3 pour
par l'avenant du 8 septembre 1970, il fut prvu que cent ou 9 pour cent maximum lorsque le taux pratiqu
L'Etat de la source garderait le droit de prlever une re- par la BanqueNationale est infrieur 6 pour cent. Lors-
tenue rsiduaire de 10 pour cent. Toutefois, le Luxem- que les taux d'intrt sont suprieurs ces maxima,
bourg ne connait une retenue d'impt sur intrts qu'en seuls les intrts pays des banques belges ou des
ce qui concerneles obligationset cette retenue est limite tablissements belges de banques trangres sont d-

5 pour cent. ductibles.

Le bnficiaire luxembourgeois des intrts joit d'un L'article 50 du Code des impts sur les revenus qui
crdit d'impt pour l'impt franais retenu la source, prvoit cette limitee dductionn'est-il pas contraire au

mais ce crdit d'impt est limit au montant de l'impt Traitde Rome et plus particulirement son article 67
luxembourgeois dont il est redevable au Luxembourgdu M. Cooremans (administration belge) estime qu'aucun
chef des mmes intrts. texte n'interdit cette discrimination. Dans la nouvelle

Or, l'impt luxembourgeois est calcul sur le bnfice convention cette distorsion sera supprime (cfr. art. 24,
net des oprations financires,cd. aprs la prise en con- 5 de la conventionmodle).
sidration non seulement du cot du refinancement, Un intervenant signale que cet article 67 ne serait pas
mais encore des frais administratifs propres chaques self-executing.
oprations considres individuellement. Ds lors, le

plus gnralement, le contribuable luxembourgeois ne

bnficie pas en pratique de la totalit de son crdit Emprunt contract pour les besoins d'un tablissement

d'impt. stable

Monsieur Cooremans (administration belge) signale que
la convention modle traite de la question l'article 11,

Vll. DEDUCTIBILITEDES INTERETS 5, qui prvoit qu'en cas d'empruntcontract au profit
d'un tablissement stable et qui donne lieu au paiement

Le lgislateur belge a prvu une limitation quant la d- d'intrts dont la charge est supporte l'etablisse- (:
ductibilit des intrtspays aux banques.

par -,

ment, ces intrts sont considrs comme provenant de ..

Sont dductibles les intrts dont le taux correspond l'Etat o l' tablissementstable est situ. '

i

Summaries*
A common study meeting of the France and Belgium/Luxem- bourg Tax Convention were published in Bulletin No. 9/1978 f

bourg I.F.A. groups recently dealt with the following subject. p. 470.

Do the France-Luxembourg and France-Belgium tax conven- The obseruations of the Frenchgroup of I.F.A. and the Belgian
tions meet current needs as regards the auoidance of double taxa- section of the Belgium/Luxembourggroup and the report of the

tion debates are outlined below.

The observatonsof the Luxembourgsectionof the Belgium/Lux- * The summaries were made by the Editors of the Bulletin who

embourg I.F.A. group on certain points of the France-Luxem- are solely responsible for their contents.

Summary of the paper prepared by Mr. J.C. Goldsmith for the French delegation

1. Definition of permanentestablishment as not consttuting a permanent establishment occur simultane-

ously, the Belgian and French tax administrations will consult
Both the Betgian-Frenchand the Luxembourg-Frenchtax treaties each other to determine whether in fact a permanent establish-

provided that a person acting in one of the countries on behalf of ment exists. This provision seems to be rather contradictorywith
an enterprise of the other country shall be deemed to be a perma- respect to otherprovisionsof Art. 4.
nent establishment if he has and habitually exercises an authority
to conclude contracts in the name of the enterprise. An agent 2. Tax treatmentof parent and subsidiary companies
who habitually draws on stocks of goods or merchandisebelong-
ing to the enterprise for sale or delivery to clients will be regard- The general rule is that dividendscan flow from a subsidary com-
ed as exercisingsuch authority. This latter assumption is now out-

pany through its parent to the shareholder without attracting
dated and it may result in double taxation, especially with respect much more tax than if the shareholderhad directly participated
to French legislation. in the subsidiary. This situation does not exist where the parent
Art. 4(5) of the Belgian-French tax treaty proides that where corporation is either established in Belgium or Luxembourg,and
several cases mentioned in this article which are expressly listed the subidiary in France.
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Individual shareholders resdent in Belgium or Luxembourg may cent on such interest. The Luxembourg bank may in principle
with respect to dividends received from a French coipomtion credit this tax against the Luxembourg corpomte ncome tax
benefit from the avoir fiscal (i.e. a refundof 50percentof the computed on the net amount of the interest, i.e. after deduction
French corpomte income tax) whereas if they receiue such a diui- of expenses attributed to such interest. In practice the taxable
dend through a Belgian or Luxembourgparent the beneft of the interest often is reduced so much that the withholding tax cannot
avoir fiscalwill be lost. be fully credited. Thus double taxation occurs.

In those cases where the French withholding tax cannot be fully
3. Additional taxation of permanentestablishments credited the remainingamountcannot be deducted as an expense,

an
Under French income tax law permanent establishments of non- hardly equitable result.

resident corporations are generally subject to a 12.5 percent in-
6. Duration of construction assembly projectsor

come tax which is imposed in lieu of the withholding tax which
applies to diidends distributed by French corporations to non- The Belgian-Frenchand French-Luxembourgtax treaties consider
resident shareholders. This additional imposition on permanent a construction or assembly project whose duration exceeds 6
establishments has been retained under the Belgian-French and months to be a permanent establishment. However, an enterprise
French-Luxembourg tax treaties, although in the case of perma- may haue at the same time seueral constructionprojects in Bel-
nent establishments of Belgian and Luxembourg coiporations gium at different locations and for different clients. The Belgianthis rate has been reduced to 5percent. Such taxation distorts in- tax administration in determining whether constructionprojectstemationalfscal neutrality. constitute a permanentestabshmenttends to aggregate the dura-

tion of these arious construction projects, often causingprob-4. Withholding tax on dividends distributed by subsidiary lems.
companies

Most tax treaties concluded by French reduce the rate of with- 7. Problems connected with joint ventures between French
holding tax on dividends distributed by a French subsidiary cor- and Belgian enterprises
poration to a non-residentparent to 5 percentprouided the non-

resident parent owns at least 25 percent of the capital of the These problems mainly revolve around the fact that France im-

French subsidiary. However, in the case of the Belgian-French tax poses an additional tax on profits derived through a permanent
treaty the rate of French withholding tax is only reduced to 10 establishment located in France of the Belgian enterprise and that

percent (in case the Belgianparentowns at least 10 percentof the FranSe does not allow compensationfor foreign profits(if deriv-

capitalof the French subsidiary). ed through a permanent establshment) and losses incurred in
France (and uice uersa).

Belgian corporate income tax does not prouide for a credit or

other relief with respect to foreign withholding tax on dividends
received by a Belgian parent. Therefore, the net amount receiued 8. Royalties
by the Belgian individualshareholderfrom the Belgian parent is a

function of these withholding taxes and varies according to the Both treaties provide that royalties are only taxable in the coun-

country in which the subsidiary is established. try where the lessor resides, which conforms to the normal rule
in such cases.

5. Problems connected with interest Howeuer, any excessive amounts paid in a not at arm's-length
situaton will be treated as diuidends or as other income covered

a. Loan contracted in Belgium by the French permanent by the treaty. It seems that the French-Belgian tax treaty per-
establishmentof a Belgian corporation mits double taxation in such cases.

The French tax administration imposeda 15 percent tax (reduced
rate provided for in Belgian-French tax freaty) on the interest
payments by the permanent establishment to Belgian banks. 9. Luxembourg holding companies
Howeuer, the Belgian tax administrationprotested since it found Luxembourg holding companes are excluded from the benefitsthat the source of the nterest was located in Belgium so that

of the French-Luxembourgtax treaty. This may cause a problemFrance did not have the right to tax the interest.
where the French bank paying the dividend is not quite certain
whether the recipient is a holding company or not. If it is a hold-

b. Loan contractedby a French enterprisewith a Luxembourg ing company it will not be entitled to the auoir fscalwhereas
bank if it is not it may claim the avoir fiscal, provided it is not a

France imposes a withholding tax at the reduced rate of 10 per- parent of the distributingcoiporation.

Summaryof the paper prepared by Messrs. Andr Buelinckx, Henry Levy-Morelleand Guy van Fraeyenhoven
for the Belgian delegation. The co-ordinatingwork was done by Mr. Jean de Longueville

1. Tax position of Belgian partners of certain French entities come from real property. When the income s distributed by the
which are disregarded for purposes of French corporate SCI no furtherassessment in France is made.
income tax Under Belgian income tax law, however, commercial entities are

Certain French partnershipswhich ownand manage real property
generally subject to corporate income tax, unless certain condi-
tions hae been fulfilled and the members or associatesof theseso-callet socitsciiles immobilires(SCI) disregarded entities have expressly requested the entity be exempt from cor-

-- -are

for corporated income tax purposes although they are considered
income tax.to be legal entities for purposes of ciil law. They are not sub- porate

ject to coiporate income tax, but their partners are directly In addition, Belgian income tax law does not recognize the fic-
assessed indivdual income tax for the income deriued through an tions used by foreign income tax law, unless such fictions have
SCI whether distributed or not. Such income is deemed to be in- expressly been recognized under a tax treaty.
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The result is that income retained by French SCIs is not con- avoir fiscal is only granted to Belgian individual shareholders
sidered under Belgian income tax law to be income of its part- of French corporations. Belgian corporate shareholders are ex-

ners. However, when such ncome is distributed Belgian income cluded ecause under former Belgian income tax law, Belgian
tax law deems it to be dividends subject to income tax in the coiporations were generally exempt from corporate income tax.

hands of the partners (a fixed credit of 15 percent representing However, under present Belgian law only diuidends received with

foregn income or withholding tax apples). Thus, in spite of the respect to so-called permanentparticipationsare exempt (in gen-

tax treaty double taxation occurs. eral a permanentparticipation exists where the Belgian corporate

The logical soluton is that the Belgian-Frenchtax treaty should shareholder has held the shares during the entire fiscal year) and

deem such income of SCIs to be realproperty income which would dividends receiued on non-permanent particpation are subject

be subject to taxation exclusively in France. Currently, the above- to the full rate ofBelgian corporate income tax.

mentioned treaty expressly retains this tax scheme. The Belgian A similar situation exists with liqudationdstributions which are

delegation, therefore, advocates amendmentof the treaty. treated by French income tax law as dividends and by Belgian law
as capitalgains on investedcapital (see also infra).

2. Taxation of real property capital gains The Belgian delegationadvocates to remedy this situation.

Under both Belgian and French income tax law certain realprop-
erty capital gains are subject to individual income tax, especially 5. Taxation of permanentestablishments

those deriued from the sale of unimprovedrealproperty. Such ca- The followinganomaliesexist.
pital gains are under Art. 3(4) of the Belgian-French tax treaty
subject to taxation in the country where the property is located. a. If a Belgian company has a permanentestablishment(branch

A problem arises since French income tax law deems an interest office) in France and if it holds through this French perma-
nent establishment a participation (shares) in a French subsi-

in or shares in real property companies to be real property and diary company it wl be subject to double taxation with re-

consequently any capital gains deried from the disposal of such
spect to the diuidends received, i.e. (i) the income from

interest or shares to be real property ncome subject to income which the diuidend paid is taxed to the Frenchcorpra-
tax in the situs country. Howeuer, the Belgian tax administration

was

tion and ( the dividend itself is fully taxable as income of
considers any gains derived through the sale of such interest or the permanentestablishment.The affiliationprivilegewhich s
shares to be personalproperty income which s subject to income accorded dividends received by French parent corporationa
tax in the country where the owner of the interests or shares re- does not apply in this case.
sides. Since double taxation of such capitalgains mightoccurthe Note that in the opposite situation, i.e. where French
Belgian delegationadocates that they be deemed real property

a

capital gains whenever it would be possible to amend the Belgian-
parent holds a particpation in a Belgian subsidiary corpora-
tion through a Belgian permanent establishment no such

French tax treaty. discrimination the dividend exemption applies ifoccurs; as

the dividendswerepaid to Belgianparentcorporation.
3. Discrimination in the case of deductibilityof interest

b. In both Belgium and France the income derived by perma-
Under Belgian income tax law, businesses may in principle deduct nent establishments of a corporation situated in the other
interest on loans taken for businesspurposes up to a certain maxi- country is subject to higher income tax rates than those
mum rate (the rate which is charged by the NationalBelgian Bank imposed on domestic corporations. In Belgium the rate

on certain loansplus 3 percentagepoints or 9 percent if the latter of corporate income tax on French coiporations is 50.6per-
rate is higher). Howeer, as of 1974 no such limit applies to in- cent instead of 48 percent as is the case fordomesticcorpo-
terest paid to Belgian banks or to Belgian branch offices of for- rations. France imposes an additional tax (5 percent) on the

eign banks. income ofpermanent establishments ofBelgian coiporations
The Belgian income tax thus discriminates against interest pay-

in lieu of the withhoMing tax which would have applied to

ments made to banks situated abroad, notably in France and in dividends distributed by a subsidiary company of the Bel-

Luxembourg and also iolates Art. 67 of the Rome Treaty. It gian parent. Belgium does not impose such an additional tax

further creates an economc double taxation (i.e. double taxa- on permanent establishment income of non-resident corpo-

tion of the same income with two different taxpayers) since the rations but contents itself with a higher rate of corpomte

foreign bank wi be subject to income tax on the full amount income tax (see supra).
of interest received, whereas the Belgian taxpayer-- in those cases The Belgian delegation advocates removal of this additional
where interest in excess of the limit is paid -- may only deduct French tax and reductionof the Belgian rate ofcorporate income

part of the interest. The Belgian delegation, therefore, aduocates tax to 48 percent by amendmentof the tax treaty.
abolition of the limit on the deduction of interest and denial of
the deduction only in those cases where the interest s truly ex-

cessive. 6. The granting of the Belgian special credit to French
shareholders

4. The granting of the French avoir fiscal to Belgian Under the Belgian imputation system, double taxation of distrib-
corporate shareholders uted corpomte income is mitigated in the following manner:

Under the French imputation system of corporate and sharehol- -- if the shareholderis a corporation it may credit the withhold-
der taxation one half of the corporate income is refunded to the ing tax (20percent)on the diuidendagainst the corporate in-

shareholder with respect to the dividends he receiues n the form come tax due. in the case the withholding tax exceeds the

of a tax credit. This credit -- avoir fiscal -- is granted to resi- corporate income tax liabity a refund is available. In addi-

dent individual and corporate shareholders and is usually taken tion 95 percent of the dividend is exempt from corpomte
as a credit against the income tax liability. If the avoirfiscal is ncome tax, unless the parent corporation is a hoMing com-

in excess of the income tax liability individual shareholders will pany, in which case the exemption is reduced to 90 percent
receie a refund. No such refund, however, is available to corpo- of the dividend received.

rate shareholders. The avoir fiscal is not granted to non-resi- if the shareholder is individual the withhoMing tax-- an person
dent shareholdersunless a tax treaty provides so.

may also be creditedagainst the taxpayer's income tax liabili-

Under the provisions of the Belgian-French tax treaty the French ty or is refunded. The taxpayer receiuesan additionalspecial
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credit (approximately one-half of the rate of corporate in- Belgian corporationsmay benefit from the Belgian special credit
come tax) which is not refundable should it exceed the tax- (provided, of course, that there is reciprocity).
payer's tax liability. The diuidend must be grossed up by the
amountof the withholding tax and the specialcredit. 7. Tax treatment of the liquidation of Belgian and French

French shareholdersof Belgian corporations are entitled to a re- corporations
duction of the withholding tax (from 20 to 15percent). This re-

duced withholding tax may be credited against the French in- Corporate liquidations may also result n double taxation for
which the Belgian-French tax treaty does not have an adequatecome tax. In this respect no problems exist. Howeuer, Belgium solution. This double taxation is essentially caused by the factdoes not accord non-resident shareholders the special credit, that liquidation distributions in France considered to bewhich considering the heavy taxation in Belgiumand Francemay

are a

diuidend distribution subjec to tax in the hands of the sharehol-lead to an effectiue tax rate of close to 100percent in some cases.
ders and in Belgium capital gains, subject additionalas to an cor-

The Belgian delegation advocates amendment of the the Belgian- porate income tax with the dstributingcompany.
French tax treaty in such manner that French shareholders of The Belgian delegation suggests that this situation be remedied.

Summary of the report on the debates. The notes were made by Messrs. J.P. Nemery de Bellevaux, M. Cozian,
J. Malherbe and J. Autenne.

General discussion These different concepts of business entities may result in double
taxation, whether 'juridical (i.e. a taxpayer is taxed twice on a

It was agreed that the discussionsshould follow the outlineof the certain part of his income) or economic (i.e. the same income
OECDModelConvention.Mr. Kerlan (representativeof the French is taxed twice although the taxpayers differ). Another source of
tax administration) remarked that the negotiations for the con- double taxation is that the countries do not recognize certain legal
clusion of the Luxembourg-French and the Belgian-French tax fctions which are used in anothercountry.

-treaties-were-held-at-a-time-when-the new-policy-regarding-in-
-

ternational taxationwas only just being formulated.
Il. Fiscal domicile

I. Persons concerned This term did not cause any problems.

Although the reports submitteddid not indcate any problems re-

garding persons concemed (i.e., persons to which the treaties Ill. Permanentestablishment
apply) in tax treaties there was much debate on thissubject, mainly
because ofproblemsresulting from French legislation. Mr. Hoss (Luxembourg) indicated that the conceptof construc-

tion or assembly projectcauses certainproblemswith respect to
Article 3(1)(b) of the Model Convention states that: the term the origin of the profit made:

company means any body corporate or any entity which is 1. the profit may be deriuedfrom the construction itself;or

treatedas a body corporatefor tax purposes 2. the proftmay be made on the supply of material..

Question: What is the situation with respect to so-called socits This is currently an acute problem in the constructionofnuclear
de personnes(SPs) energy plants in the FederalRepublic of Germany.

In BelgiumSPs are legal entities which are subject to corporate in- Both Mr. Kerlan (French tax administration)and Mr. Cooremans
come tax but which may under certan condtonselect to be ex- (Belgian tax administration) were of the opnion that only the
empt from this tax in which case the partnersor associateswill be profit connected with the constructon or assembly activitiescan

directly assessed income tax on any distributedor retainedprofits be subject to tax in the country where these operations are car-

of the SP. riedon.

In LuxembourgSPs are not subject to corporate income tax. In- The questionwas also raisedas to what the consequencesare ifan

stead, theirpartnersare subject to income tax and business tax on enterprise is engaged in constructionprojects in differentplaces
the distributedand retainedprofits. or at different times. The Belgian tax administrationhas issued a

rulingon this subject.
In France the general partnership and the limitedpartnershipare

legal entities. These entiies are in principle not subject to cor- Mr. Goldsmith (France) criticised Article 4(5) of the Belgian-
porate income tax and their partners- as are the partnersof cer- French tax treaty wherein it states that in case there exist a num-

tain jont ventures designatedas associationsen participation- ber of facts which indiidually do not constititute a permanent
are subject to income tax on the dstributed and retainedprofits establishment, they may together constitute such an establish-
of such entities. Howeer, they may undercertain conditionselect ment. Whether a permanentestablishmentexists is decided by the
to be treated as corporations. two tax administrations after consultation. Mr. De. Longueuille

(Belgum) explained that the absence of such a phrase might re-
In France a special legal form exists -- the Groupementd'intrt sult in problems if theopinionsof the tax administrationsdiffered.
conomiqueor G.I.E. -- which is used by businesses to further Mr. Cooremans(Belgantax administration)statedthatthe Belgian-
common interests, e.g two corporationsdecided to co-operate in French tax treaty is obsoleteon this point.
a researchproject. The G.I.E. s a legal entty but for tax purposes
it is not considered to be a separate taxpayer. Instead its results 1. Sps include general and limited partnerships and in Belgium
are directly attributed to its partners. also a type of limited liability company.
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Mr. J. Autenne (Belgium) raised the problem,of the withholding Mr. Goldsmith (Fmnce). The commentay to Article 10 of the

i of Belgian income tax on salaries of foregn workers. Even if they OECD Model Conventionstates that the grantingof a credit under

work in Belgium and if the salaries are charged to a permanentes- an imputation system is meant to mitigate double taxaton. Is it

tabtishment located in Belgum ths does not necessarily mean then justified to worry about the redistributionof didendsand,
that withholding tax must be deducted. Only where the effective if so, could one not design some control system

i payment is made in Belgium need the tax be withheld.
Mr. Kerlan (French tax administration). The tax administration

Mr. Cooremans (Belgium) remarked that the profit of a permanent wishes to impose tax the recipientof the income. It considers
establishmentwill be determinedaccordingto the rulesofnational

on

it desirable that investment in France take place in the form of
law and that if necessary the two tax administrations can get to-

portfolio investment rather than in the form of the creation of
gether under the mutual agreement procedure prescribed n the

subsidiary companieswhichare difficult to control by the French
tax treaty. It has always been the practice in Bego-French re-

as as

lationships to attempt to find some common denominator.
tax authorities. Therefore, the French avoir fscal well the
British credit are granted to individual shareholdersand corporate

Mr. Goldsmith (France)remarkedthatespecially in the case where shareholders who have a participation of less than 10 percent.
lump sum deductions are granted there may be a difference of IThis statement refers to the French-British tax treaty]. France

opinion between the two tax administratons. accords the avoir fiscal to German shareholders without re-

ceiuingany reciprocalany concessionsfrom Germany.

IV. Real property income Mr. Cooremans: The German authorities hae asked Belgium to

accord the credit under its imputation system to residents of Ger-
The complexity of the problemsconnected with real property in-

many. However, Belgium cannot comply with this request since
come is mainly caused by the special characteristics of French the Belgian credit differs from the creditgrantedunder other im-
real property companies, which are deemed to be transparent, putation systems: it is a fixed tax relief which is granted at the
i.e. they are not sub]ect to income tax, whereas the nterest or the shareholder level and which is even available in those cases where
shares held by their associates are treated as real property for in-

no corporate income tax has been levied. Germany appes a split
come tax purposes. In Belgium, however, such property is con- rate (36-56 percent) of corporate income tax so that it can apply
sidered to be personal property and this may cause double tax-

a 25 percent withholding tax rate on dividends. For this purpose
ation. it has deliberately maintained the 20 percentagepoint difference

between the higher and the lower rate which has been prescribed
V. Dividends in tax treaties of Germany to permit the use of the 25 percent
A number of questions were posed with respect to the French withholding tax on dividends. Belgium will await the results of
avoir fiscalsuch as: the German-United States negotiations. In the United Kingdom
1. Why is the avoir fiscal refused to non-residentholdng com- the Gouernment is reconsideringthe extensionof the ACTsystem

panies owning more than 25 percent of the capital of dom- across the frontiers. It has offered the ACT to the Netherlandsal-

estic subsidiaries though the Netherlands has not granted anything n return. Ap-
2. Is it justifiable to see to it that the dividends are received by parently, the United Kingdom wishes to attract foreign invest-

certain shareholders ment in British companies.
3. If so, how must this be controlled

More generally: Does the non-availabilityof the auoir fiscal uio- VI. Interest

late the Rome Treaty Mr. Hoss (Luxembourg)statedthatunder the present French-Lux- ,

Mr. Goldsmith (France): The refund of the auor fiscalis refus- embourg tax treaty each of the countries may levy a 10 percent

ed to [non-resident] parent companies which hold more than 25 wthholding tax on interest paid to a creditor established in the

percent of the capital of the [French] subsidiary. The Belgian- other country. Howeuer, Luxembourgnormally does not impose

French tax treaty refuses the auoir fiscal to all Belgian corpo-
a withholding tax on interest except for a 5percentwithholding

rate shareholders. An individual shareholder is, therefore, treated tax on bond interest.

differently when he directly holds shares in a French corporation The Luxembourg recipient of interest income may credit the
than when he holds shares in the Belgian parent company ofsuch French withholding tax against the income tax assessed on the in-

company. terest. However, the credit is limited to the amountof income tax
which can be attributedto the interest. However, the Luxembourg

Mr. Kerlan (French tax administration). France has accorded income tax is levied on the net interestso that in many cases the
under certain tax treates the benefit of the avoir fiscal to for- attributable part of the income tax is less than the amount of
eign shareholders with respect to portfolio investment and with credit to which the recipient is entitled, thus part of the credit is
respect to shares held by corporate shareholders whose participa- lost.
tion does not exceed a certain percentage of their subsidiary's
capital. The French authorities consider that French parent cor- Vll. Deductibilityof interest
porations are put under pressure with respect to the redistribu-
tion of the divdends they have received. However, it will be dif- Interest on loans contractedfor businesspurposes is only deduct-

ficult to ascertain whether this is the case with a nonresidentpar- ible to a certain maximum which is related to the rate of interest

ent corporation. It may be feared that foreign holdingcompanies given by the Belgian NationalBank on certain loans. Howeuer, in-

would accumulate dvidend income withoutpassng it on to their terestpaid to Belgianbanks andBelgianpermanentestablishments

shareholders. It is noted that the United Kingdom accords the (branch offices) of foreign banks is fully deductible. Mr. Coore-

credt under its imputation system to United States parent cor- mans does not think there are proisions -- including thoseof the

porations, but not to French parents. Germany has also adopted Rome Treaty -- which forbid such a discrimination. However, in

the imputation system, but neither Frenchparentcompaniesnor new tax treaties this discrimination will be removed.

individualpersons resident in France can benefit from the credit
He also stated thatunder the provisionsof the 1977 OECD Model

which is accordedunder this system. Convention, interest on a loan contracted for a foreignpermanent
It was also noted that the EC Directive on the corporate and establishmentof an enterprise is considered to be derived from a

shareholder taxation has been rejected by the European Parlia- source located within the country where the permanentestablish-

ment. ment is situated.
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The publications listed in this bibliography have

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which
DIE WIRTSCHAFTLICHEENTWICKLUNGIN OSTEUROPA
ZUR JAHRESWENDE1977/78

will gladly supply further information upon request
(please quote the reference numbers). They should,

By Klaus Bolz. Hamburg, Verlag Weltarchiv, 1978. 265 pp.

Compilation of various data on economic development in coun-

howeuer, be ordered through a bookseller or direct tries of Eastern Europe at the turn of the year 1977/78, such as

from the publisher indicated, and not through the the standard of living, industrial production, agriculturalproduc-

Bureau. tion, foreign trade, etc. (B. 101.321)

GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC

DIE BEURTEILUNGDER FIKTIVENSTEUERANRECH-
NUNG UNTER BESONDERERBERUCKSICHTIGUNG
IHRER VERWENDUNGIN DOPPELBESTEUERUNGS-

AUSTRALIA ABKOMMEN(DBA) DER BUNpESREPUBLIKDEUTSCH-
LAND MIT ENTWICKLUNGSLANDERN

COMMONWEALTHTAXATION By Ernst Josef Thien. Frankfurt, Verlag Harri Deutsch, 1975.

Board of Review Decisions. New Series. Editors E.F. Mannix and 431 pp.

D.W. Harris. Volume 21. Chatswood, Butterworths,1978. 785 pp. Study on the taxation of income from developingcountries, and,

Compilation of Australian tax cases concerning estate duty and in particular, on the functions and effects of tax sparing credits

income tax. (B. 101.312) provided for in tax treaties concluded by the Federal Republic
of Germany with developingcountries. (B. 101.308)

AUSTRIA BERTRAGUNGVON EINKUNFTSQUELLENIM
STEUERRECHT

STEUERLICHRICHTIG PLANEN! By Klaus Tipke. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1978. 269

3. Auflage. By Franz Weiler. Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, pp., 48 DM.

1978. 138 pp., 156 S. Report of the meeting of the German Tax Law Society on No-

Monograph on tax planning in Austria. The author discusses ques- vember 16 and 17, 1977 containing a number of studies on vari-

tions like the legal form of enterprises, tax allowance in the case ous aspects of the transfer of source of income under German tax

of mergers, possibilities to influence profit taxation, depreciation, law. The book also includes general discussions of this subject
investment allowances and other questions which are of interest under Dutch and United States tax law. (B. 101.338)
to foreign and domestic investors in Austria. (B. 101.301)

UMWANDLUNGSSTEUERGESETZ1977

CANADA
Gesetz ber steuerliche Massnahmen bei nderung der Unter-

nehmensform. Kommentar. 2., varnderte und erweiterte Auf-

THE PROPOSEDBANKRUPTCYACT, 1978
lage. By Anton Glade and G. Steinfeld. Herne/Berlin,Verlag Neue

Wirtschafts-Briefe,1978. 644 pp., 85 DM.

(Bill S-11) with commentary. By Gordon R. Marantz, Bernard J. Second, completely revised edition of a handbook providing ex-

Woloshen and Melvin C. Zwaig. Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd., tensive commentary on the German Reorganization Tax Law in

1978. 226 pp. the version contained in the Introductory Law to the 1977 Cor-

The text of the Bill is reproducedherein. (B. 101.307) porate Income Tax Law. The first part of the book deals with a

general analysis or mergers, take-overs and other changes of the

legal form of enterprises. The second part contains a discussion

DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES of the relevant company law provisions. The third, most exten-

sive, part of the book contains an extensive discussion of the va-

FRDERUNGAUSLNDISCHERDIREKTINVESTITIONEN rious paragraphsof the new ReorganizationTax Law.

IN ENTWICKLUNGSLNDERNDURCH STEUERVER- (B. 101.316)
GNSTIGUNGEN

By Hermann von Treskow. Gttingen, Institut fr Vlkerrecht,
ZUR PROBLEMATIKDER BEHANDLUNGVERDECKTER

1977. Studien zum internationalen Wirtschaftsrecht und Atom-
GEWINNAUSSCHTTUNGENNACH DER KRPERSCHAFT-

energierecht, Band 57.187 pp.
STEUERREFORM

Thesis examining the various forms of granting tax incentives, By Dieter Gutschick. Bonn, Institut Finanzen und Steuern, 1978.

both in developed and in developing countries, to further direct Finanzen und Steuern, Heft 117. 103 pp.

foreign investment in the developing countries. A list of current Study of the tax treatment of constructive dividends after the

foreign investment codes, effective in developing countries, is entry into force of the Corporate IncomeTax Reform.

annexed. (B. 101.305) (B. 101.322)
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HONG KONG TAXATION
Revised. By Piet W. Moerland. Rotterdam, Erasmus University,A miscellany. By Peter Willoughby. Hong Kong, South China 1978. Institute for Fiscal Studies, Discussion Paper Series, No.

Morning Post, Ltd., 1977. 112 pp. 7704/P. 40 pp. (B. 101.163)
Reprint of a series of articles published in the South China Morn-
ing Post during December 1976 and January 1977 to provide PROVISIONALINTERNATIONALGUIDELINES ON THE
background information and objective comments in advance of NATIONALAND SECTORAL BALANCE-SHEETAND
the publicationof the Report of the Third Inland Revenue Ordin- RECONCILIATIONACCOUNTSOF THE SYSTEM OF
ance Review Committee. (B. 51.036.) NATIONALACCOUNTS

New York, United Nations, 1977. Statistical Papers, Series M,THE 1978-79 BUDGET
No. 60. 117 pp., $6.-. (B. 101.195)Speech by the Financial Secretary, moving the Second Reading of

the Appropriation Bill, 1978. 1st March 1978. Hong Kong, Gov-
ernment Printer, 1978.153 pp.
Printed text of the 1978-79 Budget Statement by the Financial ITALY
Secretary of Hong Kong, Mr. C.P. Hadden-Cave, on March 1,
1978. The tax proposals for 1978-79 are set in the context of MEMORANDUMSULLA DICHIARAZIONEANNUALE
the fiscal policy. (B. 51.052) DEI REDDITIDELLE PERSONE FISICHE 1977

Rome, Banco di Roma, 1978. 63 pp.
INDIA Shortexplanationof how to file the 1977 individual income tax

return. (B. 101.178)
BANKING LAW

Leading Indian Cases. Edited and annotated by M.S. Parthasara-
thy. Bombay, N.M. Tripathi Private, Ltd., 1978. 430 pp., 60 Rs. MONACO
Compendium of banking case law dealing with 150 cases of com-
mercial banking business. (B. 51.063) DISPOSITIONSFINANCIERESET FISCALES

CARACTERISANTL'ECONOMIEDE LA PRINCIPAUTE
DE MONACO

By Andr Thrioreau. Monaco, Andr Thrioreau, 1978.77 pp.INDONESIA Monograph describing the financial and fiscal measures charac-
terizing the economyof Monaco. (B. 101.336)STEUERSYSTEMINDONESIENS

By Dietrich Lerche. Munich, Weltforum Verlag, 1978. Arnold-
Bergstraesser-Institut, Materialien zur Entwicklung und Politik, O.E.C.D.No. 15. 323 pp., 44 DM.
Study assessing the formal tax liabilities and actual tax perform- THE REVISED OECD MODEL DOUBLE TAXATIONance of the tax administrationwith emphasis on land and income CONVENTIONON INCOME AND CAPITALtaxes in Indonesia. (B. 51.069)

Proceedings of a Seminar held in Vienna in 1977 during the 31st
Congress of the International Fiscal Association. Deventer,
Kluwer, 1977. 49 pp.

INTERNATIONAL Offprint from the 1977 IFA Yearbook. (B. 101.298)

ARABISCHE ENTWICKLUNGSHILFE-INSTITUTIONEN
Organisationsform und Leistungen. By Aziz Alkazaz. Hamburg, PACIFIC
Deutsches Orient-Institut,1977. 172 pp.
Description of the activities of institutions designed to promote AUSTRALASIANTAX REPORTS
developmentaid to the Arab world. (B. 51.059) Editors E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. Volume 7. Chatswood, But-
DIFFERENCESIN TAX TREATMENTBETWEEN LOCAL terworths, 1978. 829 pp.
AND FOREIGN INVESTORSAND EFFECTS OF INTER- Compilation of the text of tax cases of Australia and New Zea-
NATIONAL TREATIES land. (V. 101.313)
Deventer, Kluwer, 1978. Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International,
Vol. LXIIIb. 512 pp.
Congress report for the International Fiscal Association contain- SAUDI ARABIA
ing general report and national reports on the above-mentioned
subject. A summary of each report in English, French, German SERIE ARABIE SAOUDITEand Spanish is appended. The report by the general reporter
J. van Hoorn Jr. is fully reported in these four languages. National Edition 1978. Paris, Editions Eurafricaines, 1978.41 pp.
reports include the following countries: German Federal Repub- Concise guide designed to provide information to investors who
lic, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Carada, Spain, U.S.A., contemplate doing business in or investing in Saudi Arabia. Taxa-
Finland, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Nor- tion is dealt with. (B. 51.047)
way, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Switzerlandand Uruguay.
(B. 101.297) SPAIN

MONEY AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION LA CONCENTRACIONDE EMPRESASMERCANTILES
The theory and structure of financial systems. By Paul F. Smith. EN EL TRIBUTARIOESPANOL
Englewood Cliffs, Prentice Hall, Inc., 1978. 370 pp. (Gravmenes y beneficios obtenibles). By Eusebio Munoz delHow savings are transmitted by financial institutionsthrough the Campo. Valladolid, Minn, 1977. 155 pp.capital markets and otherwise to businesses and consumers for Mergers and other reorganizations of enterprises, the taxation oftheir needs, in the present financial system in the U.S.A. such reorganizations and the tax relief granted to all discussed.
(B. 101.326) (B. 101.335)
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DOBLE IMPOSICION INTERNACIONALY DERECHO MERKBLATTBER DEN ERWERB VON GRUNDSTCKEN
TRIBUTARIOESPANOL IN DER SCHWEIZ DURCHPERSONENMIT WOHNSITZ IM

By Luis del Arco Ruete. Madrid, Escuela de InspeccinFinancie- AUSLAND

ra, Ministerio de Hacienda, 1977. 383 pp., 500 Ptas. Zrich, German-SwissChamber of Commerce, 1977.54 pp.

Handbook on Spanish tax legislationwith respect to international Pamphlet on the various aspects of acquisition by non-residents

double taxation. (B. 101.333) of real property in Switzerland. (B. 101.323)

EL IMPUESTO DE TRANSMISIONESPATRIMONIALESEN STEUERBELASTUNGIN DER SCHWEIZ

RELACIONCON LAS SOCIEDADES Charge scale en Suise 1977. Bearbeitet von der Eidgenssischen

By Javier Mexia Algar. Madrid, Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, Steuerverwaltung. Elabor par l'Administration fdrale des con-

tributions. Bern, Eidgenssisches Statistisches Amt, Bureau fd-
Ministerio de Hacienda, 1976. 199 pp., 300 Ptas.
The capital transfer tax as it relates to companies. (B. 101.331)

ral de statistique, 1978. Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz,
Heft 612. 101 pp.
Statistical survey of the tax burden in Switzerland for individuals

IMPUESTOSOBRE LAS RENTAS DEL CAPITAL and corporations. (B. 101.214)

(Dividendos y participaciones). By Fernando Raya Medina. Ma-

drid, Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, Ministerio de Hacienda, 1975.

173 pp., 300 Ptas. -

U.S.A.

The taxation of income from capital, in particular, dividends and
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and
corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countries planning or doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessman or corporation that sells,buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your nvestments while eliminating the chance ofdouble taxation.
How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-tions.

ii How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versawithout becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from adouble tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also find:
1. The full ofcial text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged n a Unform Paragraph Plan... makes for
easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...
permits a single unied index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Official reports on each treaty giving you the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to
you.

4. A Special Finding List at the beginnng of the editorial summary for each
country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and official material that affects
you.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-subscription to this unique
ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...publicationat the low rate of

only $ 120, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS
DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and official word on tax treaties.)
PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or
EnglewoodCliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of itsNew Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAXU.S.A, TREATIES.
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OverseasInvestmentin
AustrclianOi andGas

. By R.E. BLANCKENSEE, LL.B.

(Laws Relating to Investment in Australia; Ways in which Non-Residents
Can Conduct their OperationsThere; Taxation Implications Involved
Therein, and Special Taxation DeductionsAvailable.) 1

INTRODUCTION

In recentmonths there has appeared to be a renewed interestshown by over-

seas companies and individuals in certain types of inuestment n Australia.
This is no doubt due partly to the developmentproposed in the north-west
of Western Australia by a consortium which hopes to proceed with the devel-
opment of a substantial off-shore gas project. A considerable amount of
interest has also been shown by a number of overseas companies who have
been given exploration permits for adjacent off-shore areas which are con- CONTENTS

sdered to hold substantialquantities ofpetroleum. Introduction

1. What are the laws relating to investmentThose companies and individuals who are interested in establishing an
in Australia

Australian scene will need to consider a number of factors before they ac-

tually commence operations there. Although in general terms the Australian
A. Federal authorities

(1 ) Foreign Investment Review Board
legal system is based on the English common law with local statutes, there (2) Reserve Bank
are two formsof Governmentoperating. Firstly, there is the Federal Gouern-

B. State Government
ment which legislateson certain mattersapplicable to the whole of Australia,
such as trade, financial policy and foreign investment. In addition, there are

2. How should the business be conducted
in Australiasix State Gouernments each of which legislates on matters which are not

dealt with by the Federal Government, such as company law and industrial a) The establishment of a branch in

deuelopment
Australia of the foreign company

b) The, incorporation of an Australian

company in the State concerned
As a result, it is necessary for a potential investor to have regard not only to c) Joint venture

the system of law administeredby the Federal Governmentbut also the laws d) A sole trader

of the States in which it is intended to operate. e) A trust

3. Income tax implications of the methods

It will be conuenient to deal with the pertinentmattersunder the following outlined under item 2

headings a) The Branch

b) The Subsidiary Company
1. What are the applcable laws relating to nvestment in Australia c) Joint Venture of Partnership

d) The Sole Trader2. The ways in whch non-residents can conduct their operatons in e) The Trust
Australa.

4. Deductions available for taxation pur-
3. The taxation implications involved in the conduct of those opera- poses in respect of exploration incurred

tions. on petroleum operations

4. Special deductions which are auailable for taxation purposes to per- 1. Based on a Paper presented in London
sons who are inuolued in petroleumoperations. in early 1978.
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1. What are the laws relating to investment in Australia (c) an increase in the representation of foreign in-
vestors on the Board of Directorsf an Austra-
lian corporation;

A. FEDERAL AUTHORITIES (d) an arrangement conferring on a foreign investor
the right to use the assets of an Australian busi-

(1) Foreign InuestmentReuiew Board ness or to participate in the management or

profits of an Australian business;
In 1975 the Federal Government passed the Foreign (e) the establishment of a new non-banking finan-
Takeovers Act and set up a Foreign InvestmentReview cial institution or an insurance company;
Board. It is the duty of the Board to screen certain in-

if) the establishment of other new businesses, in-
vestments in Australia by foreign interests. It is Govern- cluding mining, involving an investment of $1
ment policy to prevent foreign investment in banking, million or more;
radio, television, newspapers and certain forms of avia- (g) an increase in the ownership of a foreign inves-
tion. tor in an existing business where that interest is

The Government has also determined that a foreign in- already substantial;
vestor cannot hold more than a 25 percent interest in ih) certain real estate transactions.
the production of uranium and, in addition, the ura- Any proposed investments which are not listed in the
nium venture must be controlled by Australian resi- above categories do not require the approval of the For-
dents. eign Investments'Board but may require Exchange Con-

Apart from these restrictions, a foreign investor who is trol approval.
proposing to acquire Australian assets, or to make in- In determining whether approval will be given to the
vestments in Australia, must submit his proposals to the foreign investment, the Board has regard as to whether
Review Board. the proposal is generally in the Australian interest. Cer-

The Foreign Takeovers Act lays down guidelines for de- tain guidelines have been laid down by the Government

termning what is a foreign investor for the purposes of to enable the Review Board to arrive at its determina-

the Act. A foreign investor is: tion and, in many cases, these particular guidelines do
some

(a) a natural person who does not normally reside in overlap of those mentioned above. However, in

particular, the Board must consider the following mat- 7

Australia; ters:

-

(b) a foreign resident who or which controls an
.:.

Australian business or corporation; (i) Is the investment controlled by Australian resi-

(c) a foreign investor who owns 15 percent or more, dents at the Board level and what is the percent-
or a number of foreign investors who together age of Australian equity participation In the

own 40 percent or more, of an Australian busi- latter respect, it is the desire of the Government

ness or corporation, irrespectiveof who actually to aim for not less than a 50 percent Australian 4,

controls it. equity. The Government recently modified the

interpretation of this requirement so that in
There is deemed control by a foreign investor in cases applying the 50 percent Australian ownership

'

where: objective for new investment projects in the

(i) a natural person who does not ordinarily reside area of natural resources (other than uranium)
in Australia, or a corporation incorporated out- a new concept of naturalisation of foreign
side Australia, holds an nterest of 15 percent or companies was ntroduced. Under the new pol-
more in the ownership or voting power of an icy a company will be regarded as having achiev-
Australian corporation;or ed the status of at least 50 percent Australian

(ii) two or more natural persons not ordinarily resi- share ownership and 50 percent Australian vot-

dent in Australia, or corporations incorporated ing strength at Board of Directors meetings if it

outside Australia, have aggregate interests of has:
j 40 percent or more in the ownership or voting ia) minimum 25 percent Australian equity;

power of the corporation. (b) Articles of Association which provide for a

It is, however, open to the foreign investor to prove majority of the Board of Directors to be

to the Board that he or they do not in fact control Australian citizens; and

the corporation. ic) made a public commitmont to increase
Australian equity to 51 percent subject to

The next step is to determine whether the particular understandings between the company, major
proposal is one which s requred to be submitted to the shareholder interests and the Government;
Board for its review. The following are the proposals and to have regular discussionswith the For-
which must be submitted to the Board: eign Investment Review Board on progress

ia) the acquisition of an interest in an Australian to achieve 51 percent Australan ownership.
business or company where the acquisition The Government's aim is to assist development
would give the foreign investor or investors more of new projects by foreign companies which
than the percentage of shareholding referred to are already substantially Australian owned and
under (c) above; which do not have, but are prepared to intro-

(b) the acquisition of the assets of an Australian duce, majority Australian ownership. There are

business; no time limits and the Government has not said
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how it proposes to enforce undertakings made All borrowingby Australian residentsfrom non-residents
by companies. However, the Government has and the allotment or transfer of securities, including
said that it expects the naturalisation powers shares, to non-residents,also require the Bank'sapproval.
to take place permanently by way of new share In recent years, the Government has on a number of
issues to Australians to find new projects and occasions introduced a Regulation requiring a resident
expansions rather than by takeovers which who is borrowing from overseas to deposit with the
remain subject to examination under the For- Bank a portion of those borrowings free of interest.
eign Takeovers Act.

(ii) Is the proposed business for the economic bene- Currently, there is no such requirement. If the borrow-

fit of Australia with respect to the following ing does not exceed $200,000 no approval is required.
matters: If it is intended to open a branch office in Australia or

the competition and efficiency which will be incorporate a subsidiary company in Australia (these
afforded by the new business; matters are dealt with a little later), the approval of the
the introduction of new technology and skills to Reserve Bank will be required. However, it must be

Australia; borne in mind that when the time comes to remit any
the access to new export and local markets; profits or capital moneys to a non-resident, the Bank's
the utilisation of Australian materialsand labour; approval will be required.
the involvement of Australians in the manage- Currently the Bank does not purport to restrict the
ment and on the Board of Directors of the busi- movement of such moneys out of Australia, but it will
ness. not give an advance ruling of the policy which may be

It is very difficult to determine whether any particular applicable at a future date.

proposal wll be approved by the Board. The only satis- The Foreign Exchange Regulations also require a licence
factory way is to submit the proposal for its review. for the export of certain goods from Australia. Normal-
However, in general terms, the Government has an- ly these are granted by the Bank.
nounced that the Board will make every endeavour to In addition to its normal function, the Bank is requiredadvise constructively on proposed new investment and

to obtain clearance from the Commissioner of Taxa-
to make recommendations as to ways and means by

a

tion with respect to transactions with certain specifiedwhich the proposal will satisfy the guidelines. countries regarded tax havens and the Commissioneras
For example, there have been cases where for one reason will need to be satisfied that the transaction will not
or another a proposal has not satisfied the guidelines as result in the avoidance of Australian tax.
to 50 percent Australian equity. If the business is one

which the Government is anxious to obtain in Australia,
it has approved the proposal with a recommendation B. STATE GOVERNMENT
that as soon as circumstancesare appropriate the Austra-
lian equity should be raised to the requisite percentage. Apart from the general necessity to comply with the

laws of the State in which the foreign investor is con-

Recently, the Government has announced that it is ducting hs or its business, it may be necessary to nego-
considering a relaxation of the guidelines with a view tiate a special agreement with the Government of that
to stimulatingmore foreign investment in Australia. State. A common example of this type of agreement

has occurred in the past in cases where companies are

(2) Reserue Bank mining, transportingand exportingminerals such as iron
ore and coal from Australia.

The Bank has the authority under the Exchange Control Normally, transport and other facilities, such as railways
Regulations made by the Federal Government to con- and harbours, are controlled and dealt with by instru-
trol not only the movement of currency both to and mentalities of the State. The purpose of the agreement, I
from Australia, but also a number of arrangements which is ratified by a special Act of Parliament of the
entered into by Australian residents with non-residents. State, is to permit the company concerned to conduct
In these Regulations the test is one of residence which, the full range of its operations.
in the case of an individual, means a person who is or- For example, in Western Australia there are a number of
dinarily resident in Australia and, in the case of a com- special agreements permitting companies to mine, trans-
pany, one which is incorporated in Australia but also port by rail and export on ships, iron ore. This type of
one which is incorporated outside Australia if it has a agreement normally permits the company to construct
place of business there. roads, construct and operate railways, construct and
All contracts, agreements or arrangements, of whatever operate a port, construct towns and other facilities.
nature (except contracts for the purchase of goods), Without the special agreement the company would not

entered into by a resident with a non-residentmust have be able to conduct the full scale of its operations.
the prior approval of the Reserve Bank.

1 In addition, any agreement relating to an Australian
asset made between two non-residents requires the ap- 2. How should the business be conducted in Australia
proval of the Bank. For the purposes of these Regula-
tions and the Foreign Investment Review Board, such a (a) The establishment of a branch in Australia of the
transaction is treated as a new dealing. foreign company. This will necessitate the registration
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of that company as a foreign company in the State con- (ii) a company which is incorporated in Australia;or

cerned. There are certain formalities prescribed by the (iii) a company incorporated outside Australia but

Companies Act and Regulations of each State requiring which carries on business in Australia and has

the filing of various documents in the State concerned. either its central management and control in

Australia, or its voting power controlled by
(b) The incorporation of an Australian company n the shareholderswho are residents of Australia.

State concerned. Ths may be incorporated as either a The other important matter to be decided is the source

: public or private company depending on the circum- of the income. This is determined by examining all
stances. In the former case, there must be a minimum aspects of the particular case to determine whether the
number of five members, while in the latter case the income concerned has been earned in Australia.
number of members can be between two and fifty.

To deal now with each of the situations under heading
In most cases the incorporationwill be as a private com- 2, the following is the position:
pany as this will cover the cases where:

(a) The Branch
(i) it is a wholly owned subsidiary of the foreign Income tax is payable by the overseas company on

company;or the profits or income which it earns in Australia at

(ii) the foreign company wishes to conduct a joint a flat rate of 46 percent. 2

operation with an Australian company or indi-

vidual. (b) The Subsdary Company
Income tax is payable on the profits or income of

The Companies Act of each State requires that in the

case of a private company at least one director be an 2. Increased recently by the introduction of what the Australian
Australian resident. In the case of a public company, at Treasurer calls a branch profits tax.

least two directors must be Australian residents.

(c) Joint venture. If it is intended that the business will ,

be conducted in conjunction with Australian residents, a
' MAJOR OIL FIND OFF

joint venture may be considered as an alternative to a THE AUSTRALIANCOAST
..

jointly owned Australian incorporated company. The
basis of a joint venture is that each joint venturer re- The article of Mr. Blanckenseecouldnot have been
ceives a share of the product produced or manufactured written at a more tmely moment. When your edi- ,:

by the joint venturers and can claim as a tax deduction tor was reading his article at the IFA Sydney Con-
its contribution to the costs of the joint venture. gress Australian newspapers announced a possible
As an alternative, the business can be conducted in con- major oil find n Bass Strait whch has since then

junction with an Australian company or resident be christened the Fortescue field. Later informa-
through a partnership as distinct from a jointventure. tion proued the first announcementst be correct, L

the Fortescu field is perhaps the most imprtant :'

'

(d) A sole trader. This would be applicable in the case discovery since the big oil fields Kngfish, Halibut

where a non-resident wishes to conduct his business in and Mackerel were fund in the 1960s.-It is esti-

Australia in his own name and not through a company, mated that ' the Fortescue field may cntan be-

joint venture or partnership. tween 100 million and 300 million barrels of oil
and will help Essoand BHP to offset the expected

(e) A trust. Under this type of arrangement the trustee downturn in Bass Straitproduction. The total yeld
(normally a company) conducts the business for the of the Australian fields whch arecurrently worked

benefit of specified persons or classes of persons. This is around 380,000 barrels of oil per day which is

type of operation has become popular in Australia in sufficient to cover 64 percent of Australia's re-

recent years because of income tax benefits set out quirements. : ,

.

later in this paper.

3. Income tax implicationsof the methodsoutlined

4under item 2 LAKE BASS STRAIT
WELUNGrON SNAPPER

In general terms the hability to income tax n Australia SALE , ' (beng TUNA
m

bult) l

depends on two tests: i SEAHORS A(a) the residence of the taxpayer; and . 9WELL / (yet to
produce)

(b) the source of the income. LONGFORD . l
PLANTS x_ MARLTN HALIBUT......

I Under (a) the taxpayer is taxed on the whole of his in- A MEL- ' ,Li,-:, {
come wherever it may be earned. Under (b), If the tax- BOURNE NEW FORTESCUE ,-, _

payer s not a resdent of Australa he or it will be liable '

COBIA 2
to tax n Australa on the income whch is earned there. /' KINGFISH:_C/ MACKEREL

WEST C

A resident for income tax purposes s: (panned)

() an indvidual who resides n Australia or has OIL PROVINCE
KINGFISH B

been in Australia during more than one half of KING,FISH

a tax year;
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the subsidiary company earned anywhere, not only or private company for income tax purposes. Normally,
those earned in Australia by that company. Again, a company, whether a resident or non-resident, will be
the tax is at the flat rate of 46 percent. If, however, classed as a public company for income tax purposes if
the income earned by that company outside Austra- its ordinary shares are quoted on a stock exchange any-
lia is taxed in the country where it is earned a credit where in the world and at no time during a tax year 20
is given against the Australian tax for the tax paid in or less persons held more than 75 percent of the or-
the other country. This constitutes a major depar- dinary shares of the company.
ture from the practice previously adopted, namely, The significanceof this test relates to what is commonlythat if the income earned by a company outside called undistributedprofits tax. If a private companyAustralia was taxed in the country where it was does not distribute a certain proportion of its income toearned the income would not also be taxed by its shareholders within a prescribed period, it suffers anAustralia. The change takes place as from 1st July, additional tax of 50 percent on the amount not distrib-1978. The other important feature of this amend- uted. This is in addition to the income tax mentionedment is that foreign source dividends received by an above.
Australian company will now be subject to Austra-
lian tax and no rebate will be given. The credit to be The amount required to be so distributed to avoid the
allowed will include not only direct tax paid on the undistributed profits tax is 40 percent of its net trading
dividends in the other country but also foreign divi- profit, and 90 percent of its net property income. This
dend withholding tax. In addition, a credit will be provision applies to a non-resident private company
given in respect of part of the tax payable by the which carries on business in Australia through a branch
foreign company providing the dividends, where the and no relief from payment of this tax is given by a tax
Australian company has a shareholding of 10 per- treaty.
cent in the foreign company. Secondly, where interest is paid or credited by an

(c) Joint Venture or Partnership Australian subsidiary company to its parent on moneys
Income tax is payable by each joint venturer on the which may be borrowed from the parent, a withholding
net income realised by the disposal of its share of tax at the flat rate of 10 percent on the gross amount is
the product less any deductions allowable to it payable. The Australian subsidiary company is obliged
which will include its contribution to the cost of the by the Act to deduct the Australian withholdingtax.

joint venture. Under the new branch profits tax, interest which is de-
In the case of a partnership, no income tax is pay- rived or deemed to be derived from Australian sources

able by the partnership itself even though a return by a non-resident company will be subject to the 5 per-
of income must be lodged by the partnership. How- cent tax unless it is liable to interest withholding tax.
ever, each partner is assessed to tax on his share of However, the liability for withholding tax in this situa-
the net profits of the partnership irrespective of tion does not arise if the interest is derived by a non-

whether that share of profits is drawn by the partner resident carrying on business in Australia through a per-
or not. Similarly, each partner can claim as a deduc- manent establishment.
tion its share of any loss of the partnership. Thirdly, dividends paid by an Australiansubsidiary to a

If the overseas joint venturer or partner is a com- foreign parent are liable to withholding tax at the flat
pany, it will be liable to tax on its net income or its rate of 15 percent on the gross amount. The rate will be

30 percent if the dividend is paid to a company situatedshare of the profits of the partnership, as the case

may be, at the rate of 46 percent. If the joint ven-
in a country with which Australia has no tax treaty.

turer or partner is an individual, he will be taxed at Again, the Australian resident company is obliged to
the applicable rate. deduct the tax from the dividend before it is paid.

(d) The Sole Trader Fourthly, where a non-residentcompany has in the pastIncome tax is payable at the applicable rate, the elected to conduct its business in Australia through a
maximum now being 611 percent. branch, no withholding tax has been payable. However,

(e) The Trust the Government has very recently announced that it
Income tax is payable by the trustee on any income intends to levy an additional tax on profits earned by
of the trust which is not distributed but accumulat- an Australian branch of a non-resident company. The
ed in the trust. The rate is 60 percent. However, if tax to be assessed will be 5 percent of income earned in
the income is distributed to the persons entitled Australia or derived from Australia by a non-resident
under the trust deed those persons include in their company. The income on which the tax is assessed is the
returns the income of the trust which is distributed taxable income, namely, assessable income less allow-
to them. If the income is distributed there is no tax able deductions of the non-resident company but ex-

payable by the trust as such and to this extent the cluding the following types of income:
trust is different from a company. (i) dividends which are included in the assessable

income;In addition to the direct tax payable by each of the (ii) amounts included in the taxable income of aabovementioned entities, there are further considera- non-resident from operating ships in Australia;tions which have to be taken into account. and
Firstly, the Income Tax Assessment Act lays down cer- (iii) certain other amounts applicable to non-resident
tain tests to determine whether a company is a public insurers and life assurance companies.
530 1978 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation



Fifthly, royalties paid by an Australian resident to a 4. Deductions available for taxation purposes in respect
non-resident are deemed to have an Australian source of exploration incurred on petroleum operations
and the Act obliges the person or company paying the

J royalty to a non-resident to deduct the tax from the The Income Tax Act makes provision for a number of

royalty payment. The rate is 10 percent in the case of a different types of deduction available for various items

royalty payable to a country with which Australia has of expenditure incurred in connection with petroleum
a tax treaty unless the company receiving the payment operations.
has a permanent establishment in Australia, in which

The main provisions follows:
event it will be subject to tax at the normal rate. If the

are as

royalty is payable to a company resident in a country (1) Expenditure incurred on exploration or prospecting
with which Australia has no tax treaty the royalty will in Australia for the purpose of discovering petro-
be assessed to Australian tax as ordinary income. leum, and this includes natural gas. The type of ex-

penditure envisaged under this heading includes geo-

The term royalty is given a very wide meaningunder graphical mapping, surveys and appraisal drilling.

the Act. It includes payments made for: The expenditures are now deductible against the

(i) the right to use a copyright, patent, design, taxpayer's income from any source, not necessarily

trade-mark, formula or other similar property; income from petroleum, but other allowable deduc-

(ii) the right to use industrial, commercial or any
tions must be deducted against the income. Any ex-

scientific equipment;
cess expenditure may be deducted against income of

(iii) the supply of scientific, technical, industrial or the first subsequentyear.

commercialknowledge or information; (2) Expenditure incurred in carrying on prescribed
(iv) the supply of assistance in connection with the petroleum operations in Australia, which again in-

above matters. cludes natural gas. This expenditure is deductible

against income from any source and is commonly
Royalties of this type will be subject to the branch referred to as residual capital expenditure. The

profits tax unless there is a specific treaty exemption. deduction is available over the lesser of five years
It must be noted, however, that the tax treaty will not and the estimated life of the field.

give any exemption if the royalty is derived by non- The type of expenditure covered here includes cer-
residents in carrying on business through a permanent tain storage facilities at the site, drilling plant equip-
establishmentin Australia. ment, buildings and other improvements, water,

Sixthly, Tax Treaties: Australia has concluded tax light, power, etc. As a result of a recent amendment,
the provision now includes expenditure incurred on

treaties with ten countries to give relief from double
plant which is used solely for the purpose of liquify-

taxation. Those countries are France, Germany, Japan, ing natural gas. However, the taxpayer is not en-

Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, United Kingdom, titled to claim as a deduction under this particular
.

Belgium, U.S.A. and Canada. The first seven are based heading the following items of expenditure:
on the 1963 OECD Draft Convention.

(a) plant for refining the petroleum;

The general pattern of the treaties, particularly those (b) pipelines for the transport of petroleum;

based on the OECD Draft, is to effect a rate limitation (c) plant (including pumps, storage tanks, port
facilities and other terminal facilities) used in

on the country of source of 15 percent in respect of
the operation of the pipeline.

dividend income, 10 percent in respect of interest in-

come and 10 percent or 15 percent in respect of royalty (3) If a contractor is paid by the owner of a Petroleum
income, with the usual provisions that industrial or com- Prospecting Right for undertaking work which falls
mercial profits arising from the operations of a perma- under either of the headings (1) or (2) above, the
nent establishment in the country of source may be deductions are available to the holder and not to the
taxed at ordinary assessment rates in the country of contractor. If, however, the arrangement between
source on so much of the income as is attributable to the owner and contractor is constituted on a profit-
the permanent establishment, including dividend, inter- sharing or farm-out basis where the contractor is
est and royalty income effectively connected with the paid a share of the income from the petroleum for
permanentestablishment. the work carried out by him, the expenditure is

allowable to the contractor.
In general terms a permanent establishment includes
a fixed place of trade or business in which the business (4) Certain items of expenditure are also deductible

or enterprise is wholly or partly carried on. under the heading of Investment Allowance. The
relevant provisions allow a deduction of 20 percent

Other industrial and commercial profits may be taxed of expenditure incurred on certain new plant ac-

only in the country of residence. quired or constructed by the taxpayer for his ex-

clusive use in Australia for the purpose of producing
The treaties generally provide that in respect of divi- assessable income. The conditions for a deduction

dend, interest and royalty income, the country of resi- are:

dence will grant a credit for the taxes paid in the coun- (a) the item must be acquired or constructed after

try of source. 1 January 1976 and before 1 July 1985;
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(b) the item must be first used or installed ready for (6) There are also available deductions for depreciation
use prior to 1 July 1986; of plant and articles owned by the taxpayer and

(c) the deduction is allowed in the first, year in used by him to produce assessable income. The rates
which the property is used or installed ready for vary from item to item and are prescribed by the
use by the taxpayer. Commissioner of Taxation as being rates which are

The allowance does not apply to structural improve- reasonable for the particular item of plant and the
ments, except in limited cases. For example, wharfs operation in which it is being used.
and jetties are excluded from the allowance. Most It does appear that most of the facilities which do
complete new items of plant are covered, but the not qualify as residual capital expenditure referred
allowance does not apply to re-conditioned or re- to in item (2) above, or as port facilities under
built items. item (5) above, will be depreciable at the rate of
The important feature about this type of deduction 20 percent on the diminishing value. Some items,
is that it is in addition to any allowance for depre- such as storage tanks, will be depreciable at the nor-

ciation. mal rates permitted by the Commissioner.

Problems will, no doubt, arise in determiningwhich
items of expenditurewill fall under the heading, and(5) 'I'he Act makes special provision enabling a deduc-
in some cases the rates of depreciation will have totion to be obtained for expenditure on certain fa-
be agreed with the Commissioner. This type ofcilities used primarily for the transport of petroleum ope-
ration is in its infancy as far as Australia is concern-produced in Australia. It does not, however, extend ed and there will, no doubt, be many problems toto facilities for the transport of refined petroleum be ironed out in this respect.but would, apparently, include the pipeline from the

off-shore field to the refinery on shore, together (7) Under the Income Tax AssessmentAmendmentAct,
with port facilities to the extent that they have not 1978 it is proposed to give a concession in respect of
been allowed under another provision of the Act. money subscribed after the 24th August, 1977 as
The deductions can be taken over a period of ten or capital to companies which hold licences or permits
twenty years at the election of the taxpayer. under the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act. The

concession is designed to encourage explorationand
The Government has indicated that the deductions development of off-shore petroleum fields and pro-
allowed under this heading will include harbour sur- vided the company concerned makes the necessary
veys, initial dredging of a harbour, channel construc- declaration the shareholders will be entitled to ob-
tion, break-waters,access roads and communications tain an income tax rebate in respect of their sub-
and storage facilities for products awaiting ship- scriptions provided the subscribed capital is spent on
ment. This type of deduction will be available to a specified expenditure. The tax rebate will be 30
taxpayer who contributes towards the cost of the cents in each dollar of capital subscribed and will be
facility -- he need not own it, nor need he have available in the year of income in which the sub-
actually produced the petroleum. scription is made.
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I. IN GENERAL (3) Convenience: Every tax ought to be levied at the time
or in the manner in which it is most likely to be con-

A. Meaning of a tax venient for the contributor to pay it.

(4) Economy Every tax ought to be so contrived as both
Every club requires some contributions from its mem- to take out and keep out of thepockets of the payer
bers to its treasury. These contributions are willingly as little as possible over and above what it brings into
made by the members because such membership is not the public treasury of the state.
forced. Besides, the members have a direct say on how

,:,

the contributions are to be spent in their own interest. The above canons which have their economic implica- :

Every government together with the citizens who are tions are based on social justice and are related to utility
governed may be regarded as a club; the difference being criteria.

that such citizenship or membership of the government A:

territory and the contributions of such members to the C. Modern implicationsof the canons

government treasury are compulsory. Also the members
For the to be useful today, in country, theycanons any

who either reside or derive income within the govern- require interpretations which will take of thecare en-
ment's territorial boundaries may not have a direct say vironmental and societal circumstancesof the particular
on how their contributions are to be utilized to satisfy This will include interpretatins that
their individual and collective interests. It is more so in economy. are

related to the structural, behavioural and cultural idio-
.

a military regime. Hence a tax which is such a contribu-
syncrasies of the people concerned. The meaning will

tion to the government treasury is defined as a com- also be extended to the peoples' beliefs, convic-
pulsory payment for which the government need offer

cover

tions or a body of tenets acceptable to them. It will
no service or explanation.1 Payment of tax implies the

eschew foreign elements. Afterwards, Smith's
settlement of the taxpayer's liability to the government. any pre-

scriptions were a reflexion of contemporary opinion in
Government expenditures of tax money are often so

deeprooted in political ideology that they form the
main cause of political dispute. * Senior Lecturer in accounting, Department of Accountancy,

University of Nigeria.
B. Canons of taxation 1. Henry Toch, Income Tax (ncluding Corporation Tax ana

Capital Gains Tax) (London: Macdonald & Evans Ltd., 1969),
Since tax is a compulsory payment for no guaranteed P. 1.

compensatory benefit, there is always a search for cri- 2. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 1776, Book V, Chapter II,
teria or scales of values which serve as a touchstone for part 2.

judging any tax. The most widely known of these rules
and principles for evaluatngany tax are Adam Smith's2
Canons of Taxation which are as follows: Editor's note: There are a number of fundamental,

an are
(1) Equality of sacrifice: The subjects of every state principles underlying income tax, which

ought to contribute towards the support of the govern- equally valid in developed and undeveloped coun-

ment as nearly as possible in proportion to their tries. However, most African countres have still

respective abilities; that is in proportion to the revenue tax laws which were imposed on them by the for-
which they respectively enjoy under the protection of mer colonial governments. These tax laws were

the State. developed in Western countries which haue a pro-

(2) Certainty The tax which each individual is bound to foundly different economic and social structure

pay ought to be certain and not arbitrary. The time of and are, therefore, not always suitable for a spe-

payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be cific African community. Mr. Ezejelue .demon-

paid, ought all to be clear and plain to the contributor strates this in the special case ofNigeria.
and to every other person.
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Britain on social justice and economic and social For this principle to have its full impact, particularly in
development. most African countries, it must be fully adjusted to the

No matter how we look at the modern interpretations taxpayer's domestic circumstances. Income and domes-

of the canons, the meaning abounds in conflict depend- tic circumstances are factors of ability-to-pay, particu-
ing on the political ideology of the people in power. For larly in many African countries. It is often expressed
example, there may be as many varying viewpoints on that in most African countries, domestic circumstance

the implications of social justice as there are political is a unique feature not quite identical to low income

leaders. Nonetheless, if reasonableness is brought into levels. Aggregate income differentials are universal, but

play, agreement will be reached regarding acceptable pre-tax personal disposable incomes are more variable in

interpretations of the canons in the light of each many African countries than in any other developed
modern economy. There are areas in taxation where society. For instance, let us imagine two male taxpayers
reasonable men might get together even though their A and B with the followingpersonal circumstances:

sympathieswere at opposite poles. 3
A B

There are other practical difficulties in the actual im- (in Naira) (in Naira)
plementations of the canons. It is possible that for a tax

system to satisfy one canon it may infringe another. Aggregate income

This conflict will be likened to the conflict in human per annum 6,000 6,500
behaviour arising between telling the truth and hurting Marital Status Married with Single
a person's feelings by so doing. 2 children

Relatives/ Father Father (desti-
Equality of sacrifice Dependents (earns 12,000 p.a.) tute)
The modern implications of the first canon of equality Mother (Seamstress Mother (Petty
of sacrifice lie in the equitable distribution of the tax and earns 3,000 trader and earns

burden among all. But since equity is an ethical rather P.a.) 800 p.a.)
than an economic concept there are bound to be differ- Four brothers Six brothers (all
ences in personal predilection regarding what equity is. (average income in school)
However, three standards of equity have been accepted 8,000 p.a.)
for this purpose: ablity-to-pay, universality of tax pay- Other relatives (6) Other relatives
ment and benefits receved.

(average income (2) (average in-
The most widely accepted of these standards is the 5,000 p.a.) come l,OOOp.a.)
ability-to-pay principle which rests on the premise of
taxing people of equal ability equally and people of A and B to be two extreme but in
unequal ability unequally. A measure of ability-to-pay may appear cases

reality they represent two typical Nigerian taxpayers.rests partly on income and wealth and partly on the
Although B than A, the latter is finan-

person's domestic circumstances. The theory of ability
earns more more

cially comfortable; hence he is able to maintain a wife
to pay may be derived partly from the economic con- and two children. For B, ability to is function
cept of marginal utility of income. According to this marry a

of income and domestic circumstances; so is his ability
view, as income advances, the importance of another to tax. He cannot easily afford to highdollar more or less decreases. Thus, taxing higher in- pay marry or pay

tax because of Nigeria's socially transmitted behaviour
comes involves a lesser sacrifice than obtaining revenue

at the bottom of the income scale. 4 Taking this view pattern and belief, the so-called extended famly sys-
tem. B's relatives have automatically become his de-

a little farther, Rolph and Break argued that ... the pendents. But for A the reverse may hold because he
utility of a dollar to a person with a large income is

can fall back on his parents and wealthier relatives for
smaller than the utility of a dollar to a person with a financial support. Yet B is not unique Nigerian. He isa
small income. Equalization would increase the sum of
the utility of two people who initially had unequal in-

an average, typical Nigerian; he is a reality.

comes because the utility taken away from the more The realism of the test of equality of sacrifice or the

affluent person would be less than the utility gained by pain of taxes here cannot entirely be explained away by
the less affluentone. 5 However intuitive or logical this the individual's psychological phenomenon or tempera-
hypothesis may appear, its realism is difficult to text ment, as Groves suggests. It is a physical fact of poor

because, as Groves puts it, ... the value of money and parental, social and economic roots and a binding to

the pain of taxes to individuals is a psychological pheno- these roots which are easily identifiable and measur-

menon, impossible to measure, and differing among able in the Nigerian society.
individuals according to temperament. Additional in-
come may mean much to A, who is materialistic, and

very little to B, whose interest in life runs in other direc- 3. Harold M. Groves, Trouble Spots in Taxation (New Jersey:

tions. 6 Notwithstanding all that may be said about
Princeton University Press, 1948), p. 3.
4. Harold M. Groves, Ibid., p. 8.

this principle, The consensus of opinion of the demo- 5. Earl R. Rolph and George J. Break, Public Finance (New
cracies of the Western World is that the ability-to-pay York: Ronald Press Co., 1961), p. 95.
theory is fair and equitable. 7 The theory calls for 6. Harold M. Groves, op. cit., p. 8.

progressive taxation and is based on the philosophy of 7. G.W. Thatcher et al., Tax Revision Alternatives for the tax

egalitarianism. systemof Ohio (A ResearchStudy), 1962, p. 51.
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Therefore, one cannot divorce any of the factors from Il. THE NIGERIAN SITUATION
the principle and still retain the full impact of the prin-
ciple in the light of our African environmentwhere per- The Income Tax Management Act 1961 (ITMA) is the

sonal circumstances vary and incomes are generally low. mother Act guiding personal income tax in Nigeria. It

As quoted in Seddon's book, ... there is more need in laid down the broad principles of the personal tax

equity to adjust tax to details of individual circumstance structure in Nigeria and introduced some measure of

where incomes are in the lower ranges than there is uniformity.
when they are on the higher levels. 8 Therefore, Despite the attempt at uniform principles by the ITMA
domestic circumstance as an attribute of ability to pay 1961, some differences existed notably in rates of tax,
will have greater impact in developing countries than in allowances and reliefs among the various States in
developedcountries. Nigeria. To further unify personal tax principles, an

amending decree, the Income Tax Management (Uni-
The other standard of universality of tax payment im- form Taxation Provisions, etc.) Decree (No. 7) 1975

plies that for a tax to be equitable it should be universal- (Uniform Taxation Decree for short), was promulgated.
ly imposed without discrimination or distinction be- The Decree was epochal in the evolutionary processes
tween individuals similarly placed. of personal income tax in this country and made the

boldest attempt to unify our tax principles. Therefore

The theory of benefits received demands in principle any appraisal of the personal income tax in Nigeria in

that the amount of taxes paid by each person in a the light of the canons of taxation will mean the

society be equal to the value of the services provided by appraisal of Uniform Taxation Decree 1975 as amended

government activity. This rule implies measurabilityand by the Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions)
traceability of governmentexpenditure to individuals. It (No. 2) Decree 1977 (Decree No. 61). The main provi-
is difficult to measure and assign the benefits of govern- sions of the Uniform Taxation Decree -- relevant for our

ment expenditure to the individual taxpayers, or to appraisal in this paper include, in a nutshell:--

establish a direct quid pro quo between the tax paid and (1) Personal relief of 600 Naira to be granted to every
the benefit received. Therefore, this rule does not seem individual whose income is subject to assessment.

to be practicable. Besides, this principle will be least
(2) Relief of 300 Naira for wife to be granted to marrieda

applicable in some developing economies like Nigeria man who at any time during the year preceding the
where some sections of the rural population may benefit year of assessment had a wife living with or maintained
little or not at all from government expenditure. Such by him, or a deduction of the amount of any alimony
sections may lack roads, water, electricity, health and not exceeding 300 Naira paid to a former wife under

postal services and even education; yet the compulsory an order of a court of competent jurisdiction in the

nature of personal income tax requires that they dis- case of an individual whose marriage has been dis-

charge this civic responsibility. However, the modern solved.
r

test of this theory seems to lie in the ability of the state (3) A relief of 250 Naira in respect of each unmarriedchild L

to provide, subject to its finances, some common ser- maintained by the taxpayer during the year preceding ,

vices and amenities which will benefit at least the ma- the year of assessment, subject to a maximum of four

jority of the population. children: provided that on April 1 of that preceding
year the child is not up to sixteen years of age or is

studying full-time in a recognised educational institu-
All the other canons of taxation -- certainty, conve- tion is serving under articles of indenture in tradeor a

nience, economy and efficiency -- have their deep or profession. No additional relief will be granted in

rooted implications for social justice. In an attempt to respect of education of a child covered by the chil-

summarize their modern implications, Seddon argued dren's allowance.

that the individual should know with certainty what (4) A dependentrelative allowancenot exceeding 400 Naira
his liability will be in order that he may make adequate is granted to a taxpayer who during the year preceding
provision; that taxes should be levied in a way which the year of assessment incurred costs in maintainingor

does not disrupt the private activities of the individual; assisting to maintain a close relative or that of his/her
and that he should see the revenue to which he has con- spouse: provided (a) that the relative must be either

tributed used without waste. 9 In other words, taxes incapacitated by old age or infirmity or is the widowed

should be convenient, certain, clear and not arbitrary. mother of the taxpayer or the taxpayer's spouse, and

Also there are costs in administering any tax system. (b) that the income of the relative in the year preced-

These costs include cost of collection of taxes to the ing the year of assessment did not exceed 600 Naira.

government, cost to the employers who are tax collect- The most recent amendments of some of the provisions
ing agents under a PAYE system and costs to the tax- of the Uniform Tax Decree are contained in the Finance

payers in the form of record keeping and time to com- (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) (No. 2) Decree

plete the tax returns. An economical and efficient tax 1977 (Decree No. 61). This Decree, which took effect

system calls for minimizing these costs. A simplified tax from 1 April 1977, amended the Income Tax Manage-
law and good procedure will help to minimize these ment Act 1961 as amended by the Income Tax (Amend-
costs and maximize revenue. The lower these costs, the ment) Decree 1968 and the Income Tax (Uniform Taxa-

more the resources that can be available for use in the

economy. Economy also implies optimum utilization 8. Edmund Seddon, Economics of Public Finance (London:
and efficient allocation of the resources of the econo- Macdonald & Evans Ltd., 1968), p. 73.

my. 9. Edmund Seddon, Ibid., p. 71.
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tion Provisions) Decree 1975, and provided, among marry more wives. Child bearing is the prime motive of
other things, for increases in personal allowances marriage in our society. Therefore, rather than our tax
particularly in respect of married women and widows. system not recognizing our polygamousbackground for
Specifically some of these latest amendmentsare: purposes of relief for wife, it could recognize it in an

attenuated form for the additional wives after the first(1) The personal allowance previously xed at 600 Naira
is now increased to one-tenth of earned income, if by graduating the relief downwards for the marginal
greater than 600 Naira. wives. Thus:

(2) The dependent relatives allowance is still 400 Naira,
but may now be granted to any person who has an Figure 1

income in his or her own right.
(3) A widow who remarries shall be allowed a deduction of 525

250 Naira for every child (up to a maximum of four .
6-

children) in respect of the children born to her by her m 475
deceased husband. z

-

(4) Guaranteed minimum tax of one per cent of the total
.income. - 400
a

(5) A more progressive increase in the rate of tax payable OE

by persons in receipt of higher incomes. 10
300

Ill. REVIEW OF SOME NIGERIAN PROVISIONS
VIS-A-VIS THE CANONS

A. Relief for wife 1 2 3 4

Although this tends to uphold the ability-to-pay prin- No. of wives

ciple as regards the married male taxpayers who, pre-
sumably, maintain their wives, it transgresses the same

This will have the multiple advantages of respectingour
principle for some married female taxpayers. It is a

polygamous culture vis--vis our tax system, of uphold-common feature of a typical African society to find
ing the principle of ability-to-pay, and of recognizingfemale breadwinners in the family. A good example is a
the premier place of the first wife.

woman who maintains her husband in an educational
institution. Such a woman pays her husband's school B. Relief for children
fees, gives him out-of-pocket allowance, maintains the
children and runs the family. There are also cases of For this purpose our law recognizes only four unmarried
women carrying the family burden because the husband children. This again is foreign to our culture and in-
is either indolent and lazy, or is poorly placed, or is fringes on the ability-to-pay principle. Since our culture
retired from active service, or is disabled or otherwise recognizes polygamy, we will be blowing hot and cold if
incapacitated by infirmity or old age. The canon of we let our tax system appear to frown at too many
equality of sacrifice suggests that a woman in this kind children. To grant this relief subject to a maximum of
of circumstance should have additional tax shelter over four children will be punitive to the majority of tax-
other women with dissimilar circumstances: It is only payers who belong to the low income group with high
fair that where the man is relying entirely on the wife, birth rates. About 80 percent of Nigerians still belong to
this relief should revert to the wife. But there is no such the low income brackets and within this group an

provision in our tax law. The operative words should average family may have at least six children. The
have been marriage and maintenance, so that the reasons for the large families among those in this group
relief reverts to either the husband or the wife depend- may not be far to seek: for example, there is the natural
ing on who maintains the other. As one of my past tendency and pride for a typical Nigerian to have as
students 11 suggested, it should be known simply as many children as may be naturally possible, and also
Marriage Relief. The old African idea and belief that there is the ignorance and lack of knowledge of modern
the man is the sole breadwinner is unrealistic in the methods of birth control. Therefore, granting of this
present-day Nigerian society. relief with respect to four out of the numerouschildren

Nigerian law on the relief for wife recognises only one

wife. This is not being African; it has a foreign element. 10. A comparison of the rates of tax under the 1975 and 1977
Unlike the European culture, our culture accepts and Decrees shows the following:
embraces polygamy. It has been our way of life for ages. Income to be taxed 1975 Decree 1977 Decree

Therefore granting of relief for only one wife in a For every * of the next * 5,000 35 percent 40 percent
culture which is basically polygamous negates the For every N of the next 1 5,000 40 percent 45 percent

primary objective of relief and violates the ability-to-pay
For every N of the next * 10,000 45 percent 55 percent
For every $ over * 30,000 50 percent 70 percenttheory. For many acceptable reasons such as where the
(See Schedule 4, Table 2 of 1975 Decree and Section 2(e) of

first wife is barren, or where for health reasons the first 1977 Decree.)
wife stops giving birth after the first issue, or where all 11. Mr. Simeon Umoette belonged to the 1976/77 class that
issues are females, Nigerian society expects a man to studied Taxation Laws and Accounts under me.
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in the family will make the poor relatively poorer in respect of educational expenses on any child for whom

comparison with those in the high income ranges who no child relief is claimable. Although this may be the

are usually more educated and may have less propensity implied intention of the Decree, there is no further

I for large families. The effects of this will be, among provision for it in that or any subsequent Decree. In

others, to negate the good idea behind the granting of view of the craze for education in Nigeria, the absence

such relief, to transgress the ability-to-pay principle, to of such a provision is inequitable -- particularly to those

I be punitive to the poor man with his large family, and in the low income brackets who are more likely to have

to act as a disincentive to raising numerous children. If more children to send to school. Unless there is an

the intention is to control the birth rate, taxation is not effective free educational policy to a certain level, non-

a good tool for that. But this may not be the case since provision of relief in respect of educationalexpenses to

Nigeria has no problem of populationexplosion yet. cover at least those children in respect of whom no

children's relief is available flouts not only the equality
The fact that in applying this restriction to four chil- of sacrifice principle but also violates the theory of

dren, a husband and his wife or wives not separated Since the Nigerian people place such
from him by deed or an order of a court of competent

economy. a pre-
mum on aducation and are prepared to get it at all

jurisdiction are treated as one and the same individual
makes the section all the more unfair to those in the low costs, and since economy implies maximum utilization

income group because it is amongst them that polygamy
and efficient allocation of the resources of the country

and numerous children are more pronounced. Again
to the benefit of the masses, this section violates the

since by implication the children who are the subject of
canon of economy and the benefit-receivedprinciple.

relief need not be the taxpayer's own children the sec-
C. Dependents' relief

tion drifts further away from the ability-to-pay crite-

rion. This is because there are many cases where, apart Decree No. 61 of 1977 completely amended the provi-
from maintaininghis own children, a taxpayer also must sions of Decree No. 7 of 1975 by replacing paragraph
necessarily maintain the children of his less fortunate or (c) of the earlier decree with the following: a deduc-

even deceased relative or friend. Such a situation is not tion of 400 Naira in respect of dependents maintained

uncommon. The inequity of the section is further high- by the person which shall be allowed to every person in

lighted by the prescription that the relief s in respect of receipt of an income in his own right (Sec. 2(d)(ii)).
an unmarried child. It is a commonplacein Nigeria that Granting that this complete substitution is actually
a son who has no earnings of his own, and who is main- intended, the amendment has removed all the condi-

tained by the taxpayer in an educational institution, tions (e.g. old age, infirmity, close relative, maximum
takes a wife who also has no income of her own. By our income of dependent, etc.) required to qualify for this

system, both the son and his wife will remain the relief as provided in Decree No. 7 of 1975.

responsibility of the taxpayer who cannot claim a relief

in respect of that married son.
The idea of dependents' relief in a country that has

neither an unemployment benefits scheme nor social
welfare services to take care of the sick, the old and the

infirm is very sound. The lack of a social welfare scheme
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on any child in respect of whom child relief is granted. economy principles. For these basic canons to be met

This implies that the Decree contemplates relief in the Decree should recognize differences in the number
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of dependents maintained by each taxpayer. It is sug- tween tax paid and benefits received. However, the tax-
gested that rather than restrict the relief to one depen- payers have an idea of how best the tax yield can be dis-
dent, the relief could be graduated downwards as in bursed, e.g. in providing amenities and common services
Figure 1 for the additional dependents after the first such as defence, law and order, good roads, water, light,
one. This will make it appear more egalitarian. school, health and sanitation, parks, sewage, etc. that

will reach a majority of the taxpayers. It is doubtful
D. Timing of tax payment and granting of relief whether the majority of the taxpayers in Nigeria have

access to some of these amenities. Again, the taxpayerFor those on the PAYE system the timing of tax pay- is apt to know when the public finance is being managedment is convenient both to the taxpayer and the tax
against the public interest. For example, recent probescollector. The annual tax is deducted piece-meal in
have shown how the taxpayers' money was mismanagednearly equal instalments from the monthly emoluments
by some public officers. There are also cases of aban-of the salary earner. The taxpayer hardly feels the im- doned government vehicles, agriculturaland engineeringpact as he would if a lumpsum payment were demand- materials and equipment. These not only violate theed. The tax collector also collects the proceeds with the
benefit-received theory in principle, but they are alsogreatest ease. This makes for economy because the cost
contrary to the canon of economy which impliesof administration is minimal to both the taxpayer and
optimal utilization of tax money without waste.the tax collector. Tax evasion is virtually non-existent

because the employer, who is usually appointed as a tax Because of the absence or slow rate of rural develop-
collecting agent in respect of his employees, is legally ment many communities have embarked on develop-
bound to deduct tax at source and pay some to the ment projects of their villages on their own. This spirit
relevant tax authority within a specified time. However, of self-help effort has so spread that it has become the
the only cost of administration on the PAYE system is order of the day. Rural communitiesare known to have
borne by the employers who operate the system on be- built schools, hospitals, roads, post offices, markets and
half of the tax authorities. provided water and light with little or no government

assistance. The contribution towards this kind of com-What is inequitable and contrary to the canon of con- munity development is in a way a tax voluntarily orvenience is the timing of the grant of relief to em- compulsorily paid towards that project which otherwiseployees. Whereas employment income is taxed on a cur- the government ought to provide from the usual taxrent-year basis, reliefs -- such as for wives, children, Since there such communitiesproceeds. are manydependents and life assurance -- are based on the em-
requiring development, and considering the snail's paceployee's domestic circumstances in the year preceding at which government develops rural areas, donationsthe year of assessment. The criteria of equity and con- from public-spirited individuals and compulsory leviesvenience will be maintained if a taxpayer's income towards community development ought to be encour-receives the full relief attaching to that income in the aged by regarding them as deductible expense for taxyear the income is received.
purposes. Unfortunately, it is not the case in Nigeria
today. But if this is introduced it will satisfy the prin-On the other hand, for many of the direct assessment ciples of equality of sacrifice and economy to sometaxpayers, the timing of tax payment may not be con- extent. And since such projects usually involve volun-venient, but the timing of the grant of relief may be. tary donations as well as compulsory levies at the villageFor instance, a farmer may be required to pay his tax level where every member is known, the levies possessduring the planting season (April to June) instead of some characteristics of a good tax and ought to beduring the harvesting season (August to December). regarded as such to a large degree. The villagers haveAlso a trader who is assessed on the preceding year basis their sanctions for non-payment of such compulsory(except to the extent that treatrnent of losses provisions levies, and so there is no question of evasion which has

can be applied to his advantage) may be required to pay become a permanent feature of our tax system. If thistax based on preceding year income in the current year is brought into and recognised by our tax system it willin which there is a loss. In both cases where the timing make tax payment more universal.of tax payment is inconvenient to the taxpayer, there
may be chances of attempted or actual evasion, which
makes collection efforts difficult and inconveniencing. F. Universalityof tax payment
However, the timing of the grant of relief to the direct
assessment taxpayers is convenient in the sense that It was possible that some people did not have to pay tax
both the taxable income and the relief are on the pre- under the Uniform Taxation Decree 1975, depending on

ceding year basis. their domestic circumstances. For example, a person
whose total income was 1,200 Naira and who was en-

E. Community developmentand benefits received titled to the full dependent'sallowance and wife's relief
was left with no chargeable income after all the deduc-

The benefits received principle, which is another exten- tions for relief were made. But the Finance (Miscella-sion of the canon of equality of sacrifice, demands in neous Taxation Provisions) Decree 1977 improved this
principle that the amount of taxes paid by a taxpayer be situation by imposing a guaranteed minimum tax of 1
equal to the value of the services provided by govern- percent of the total income. Under this Decree, where
ment activity. Apart from the difficulty of measuring a person has no chargeable income or where the tax
and tracing government expenditure to individual tax- payable on the chargeable income is less than 1 percent
payers, it is futile to expect a direct quid pro quo be- of his total income he shall be charged to tax at the
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rate of 1 percent of his total income. 12 This is an im- whole fabric of a tax. Besides, our tax laws should not

provement on the relevant provisions of the Uniform only be made available in a systematically codified

Taxation Decree and it makes tax more universally pay- manner but should also be written in a lucid, unmis-

able by all persons who have income subject to tax. It takable ordinary everyday language, preferably in Eng-
does not make for a good system for a tax structure lish and in the major ethnic languages spoken in the

itself to make it possible for some people not to pay tax country. The codified tax law should also be specific
at all. as to its requirements. According to Colley and New-

man, ... tax law must be specific. Taxes aren't levied

just by chance, and the rules of tax law, while compli-
G. Effects of the new rates and tax evasion cated, have a certain basic, logical structure. 13 At the

moment, our tax laws are contained in a number of Acts

By increasing the rate of tax payable by persons in of Parliament, Decrees, State laws and edicts, of

receipt of incomes above 10,000 Naira, the amending
some

which are difficult to get even by tax practitioners,
Decree makes the tax system more progressive and more

accountants, and students and teachers of taxation.
in line with the ability-to-pay theory. Though this satis- some

--

fies the criterion of equality of sacrifice it could be ex-
Also, the language of tax laws particularly the

ITMA 1961 -- is so vague, incoherent and perambulat-
tortionary and have disincentive effect to extra effort.

A steeply progressive tax system may also contravene ing that they are difficult to interpret by students of

the theory of economy which demands that every tax accounting and law. If these improvements are brought
within our tax system, they will not only minimize

ought to be so contrived as both to take out and keep
out of the pockets of the payer as little as possible over

evasion, but will also make the system more efficient.

and above what it brings into the public treasury of the

State. In this country where tax evasion is rampant a IV. SUMMARY
steeply progressive tax system may make those who

otherwise might not have liked to evade tax to indulge
in, at least, partial evasion by understating their income

A criticism of our entire personal tax system will proba-

and misrepresenting their domestic and personal cir- bly take a different form. Therefore it is not the inten-

tion of the author to criticize but to appraise some im-
cumstances. The biggest evaders of tax are the business-

men who revel in outsmarting the tax men. They not portant provisions of our personal tax law particularly

only indulge in partial evasion (of which some public
as it affects personal allowances, rates of tax, willing-

servants could also be guilty), but also engage in total
ness to pay, etc. in the light of the modern implications

evasion by not being assessed at all. The businessmen
and extensions in the meaning of the established canons

also are those capable of making the kind of income
of taxation. Since many people, all over the world, have

that can come under the hammer of a steeply progres-
a strong aversion to tax payment despite its indispensa-

sive tax structure. Therefore our tax rates should be bility and compulsion, efforts should be made to make

such that they do not increase the incidence of evasion, any tax system as attractive and as convenient as pos-

particularly among those who think that it is heroic to
sible. This can be achieved by evaluating any system
with the known criteria as modified to suit each particu-

dodge tax payment. lar economy.
Other causes of high frequency of tax evasion among

Nigerians include lack of knowledge of why tax should

be paid, non-availability, non-codification, and non-

specificity of the tax laws and, in some cases, lack of 12. Section 2(b) of 1977 Decree (Decree No. 61).

understanding of the laws. Our taxpayers need to be 13. Geoffrey M. Colley and Eric J. Newman, Tax Principles to

educated as to the meaning and implications of the Remember (Toronto: CICA, 1973), p. 1.

TheNigerian
Statement that the extracts below are and commitments, and balance of pay-

taken. ments pressure.

Budget1978 79* The Commissioner first summarised the
He then went on to say that

major economic problems facing the With the backgroundof the economic dis-

Federal Government. equilibria identied above, the 1978-79

Budget has the following main policy ob-

The Budget proposals for the financial year Namely,shortageofessentialcommodities, jectives:

1978/79 were outlined in a speech on inflation, a substantial rise in government (i) to re-order Government's priorities so

March 31, 1978 by his Excellency Lt. expenditure occasioned by a determined as to ensure efficient utilisation of the

General Olusegun Obasanjo, Head of the development drive, inequitable income limited resources;

Military Government and Commander in distribution, unsatisfactory growth in (ii) reduction in Governmentspending;

Chief of the Armed Forces. agricultural and industrial output, in- (iii) to diversify our resource base and

This was followed a day later by a Press ordinate crave for imported luxury items, avoid lop-sided reliance on the oil

Statement by the Federal Commissioner over-dependence on the oil sector from sector;

for Finance which went into more details which there has lately been a declining * Note submitted by Ms. E.A. de Brauw-Hay,

regarding the various measures announced contribution resulting in a widening senior staff member of the International

in the Budget speech. It is from that Press disparity between Government resources Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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(iv) to fight the present high rate of in- Housing
flation with renewed vigour; TAXATION IN NIGERIA

(v) re-distribution of income to arrest the In addition to the existing incentives for
apparentsocial polarisation; Housing, interests on loans for developing Nigeria currently consists of nineteen

(vi) to strive towards self-sufficiency in owner-occupier properties at a maximum states which to a certain extent have
food and agriculturalproduction; of one house per family shall be tax-de- their own tax systems. However, most

(vii) to protect, encourage and increase ductible, and such properties shall also be individuals and companies are subject
local industrial production; eligible for capital allowance on property to a uniform income tax. Customs du-

(viii) to relieve the pressure on our exter- values up to 100,000 Naira. ties are also uniform throughout the
nal account by influencing the volume, country.
structure and direction of our imports, Manufacturingindustry IndivdualIncome Tax:
while placing more emphasis on the rates range from 10-70 percent (on in-non-oil sector of our export trade. Because of the generally low rates of duty

30,000 Naira).on imported finished consumer goods comes over

The Budgetary measures aimed at achiev- during the outgoing financial year, most Company Tax:
ing the above objectives include the follow- companies postponed expansion of manu- 50 percent on all income exceeding
ing: facturing capacity in favour of massive im- 6,000 Naira.

portation. Also, local value added has re-
A summary description of the NigerianAgriculture mained very low as little or no effort is
tax system is to be found in African Taxbeing made to find out local substitutes for

aMuch emphasis has been placed on this imported raw materials. The result has Systems, loose-leaf publication of the

sector in the past couple of years in recog- been foreign exchange drain. Efforts will
International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-
mentation.nition of the critical role which agricul- now be made to correct this trend, and to

ture plays in the nation's economy. The this end, import duties on consumer goods
Government felt, however, that the situa- and, where feasible, on imported raw mate- for advance payment of tax on interim
tion with regard to domestic food produc- rials, are being raised or inposed where it is dividend and end of year provisional prof-
tion called for new incentives and accord- feld that undue dependence on imports its.
ingly the Budget approved the following exists. -- In order to assure investors of more at-
additional measures in this field: In the current budget, Govemmenthas ap- tractive returns on their investment and
(a) Integrated agricultural production proved a number of tariff changes not only encourage the expansion of domestic
and processing have been transferred from to raise revenue but also as additional productive capacities, the existing level
Schedule II to Schedule III of the Nigerian protection and incentives for local indus- of allowable dividend of 16.5 percent has
Enterprises Promotion Decree (N.E.P.D.). tries. been increased to 20 percent (i.e. 40 per-
(I.e. from enterprises in which Nigerians cent gross on a tax rate of 50 percent).
must have a majority interest to enter- Intereston foreign loans

--Airport tax and high way tolls Airport-

prises in which Nigerians must have at least tax has now been raised from 1 Naira to 5
a forty percent participation.) Interest on foreign loans is to be exempted Naira and tolls highways at thefrom tax as follows: on appro-
(b) All capital expenditure on plant and priate rates which are being worked out.
equipment incurred in agricultural produc- Repaymentperiod Grace period Tax - Tax clearance certificate- The produc-tion by companies and individuals will, including exemption tion of tax clearance certicate is now
apart from attractingexisting capital allow- moratorium allowed mandatory for all transactions with Gov-
ances on the assets, enjoy an Investment (i) Above 7 years Not less than ernment agencies.Allowanceof 10 percent. 2 years 100%

(ii) 5-- 7 years Not less than
-Ports deuelopment surcharge- To aid

(c) Where losses are suffered by a com- 18 months 70% the development of the country's air and
pany engaged in agriculture,such losses can (i) 2 -- 4 years Not less than sea ports, a Ports Development Surchargebe carried forward from year to year with- 12 months 40%

at the rate of 5 percent of the duty payableout the present four-year limitation after (iv) Below 2 years Nil Nil
on all imports has been imposed.the pioneer period for writing off from

future profits in the same line of business. Taxation
-- Special levy on excessprofitsof banks --

In view of the new interest rate structure of
(d) Where loans are granted by tradi- which banks will be the main beneficiaries,tional lending authorities to aid investment

-- Company tax -- As part of the measure
the Federal Military Government has de-in agriculture, the recipient of the interest to mop up excess liquidity in the economy, cided to impose special levy of 10a per-on such loans will enjoy exemption from and broaden the scope of Government's
cent profits of banks in additionon excess

tax as follows: non-oil resources, the rate of company tax
to the standard income tax. Thehas been increased from 45 percent to 50 company
excess proft will be calculated by assum-

Repaymentperiod Grace period Tax percent with effect from 1st April, 1978.
ing the following to be normal profit:including exemption -Advance payment of tax-- Where in-

moratorium allowed Normalprofits on capitalemployedterim dividend is declared the tax element
(i) Above 7 years Not less than should be paid to Government not later Paid up capital 40%

2 years 100%
than 30 days after the declaration of the Capital or statutory reserve 20%

(ii) 5-- 7 years Not less than
General reserve 20%18 months 70% interim devidend; any refund due shall,

(i) 2 -- 4 years Not less than however, be made to the company at the Long term loan 20%
12 months 40% end of the assessment year. Advance pay- The current interest rates, which are con-(iv) Below 2 years Nil Nil

ment of tax on provisionalprot shown in sidered very low by all standards, have
un-audited Annual Accounts shall be made been raised in order to:(e) The exportation of imported food within thirty days after the end of the (a) promote private savings;items shall be prohibited. company's trading year. Early remittance (b) check inflation;

(f) Equipment leasing to agriculture will of dividend by non-resident shareholders (c) improve resource allocation;
now enjoy capital allowance. shall be allowed where proposals are made (d) encourage domestic non-bak finan-
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cial institutions to buy Government
bonds to be raised for financing devel-

opment projects; BUDGETARYPROCEDURE
(e) attract foreign investment.

The normal budgetary procedure in er detail and a further breakdown of the

Nigeria: Recent importanttax changes Nigeria is that proposals are rst discus- announced measures, usually at a press
sed in the highest policy making body, conference. So far as the measures of

Nigeria has made a number of tax changes i.e. the Supreme Military Council. After the 1978-79 Budget are concerned they
in recent months which are of major im- approval by this body they are an- became effective on April 1, 1978. The

portance to foreign interests in the coun- nounced over the radio and television Budget measures are usually later for-

try. by the Head of State. Subsequently the mally enacted in an Appropriation De-

In June of this year it was announced that Commissioner for Finance gives a great- cree.

Nigeria has served notice of terminationof

its double taxation conventions with nine

countries, viz.: U.K., U.S.A., Ghana, Sierra

Ikone, The Gambia, New Zealand, Swe-

den, Denmark and Norway, the termina- the tax will be held on account until re- An extensive list of the new rates is in-

tion to take effect from April 1, 1979. The turns of Nigerian profits are filed for pur- cluded in the Statement, examples of

reason given for the termination was that poses of corporation tax and an assessment which are 5 percent (previously 4 percent)
they had been inherited from Nigeria's is made. The tax will apply as from June on savings deposits and 7 percent mini-

colonial past and were no longer relevant 1978 to companies resident in countries mum, 11 percent maximum (previously 6

in view of developments which had taken with which Nigeria has not concluded a percent minimum, 10 percent maximum)
place since. Although the director of the tax treaty, otherwise from the date of on loans.

Federal Inland Revenue Dept. has said that revation of the tax treaties, i.e. April 1,
Nigeria does wish to negotiate replacement 1979. Exchangecontrolpolicy measures

treaties no such negotiationshave yet been The third and final measure announced had
started. been foreshadowed in the 1977/78 Budget

Policy measures intended to arrest the for-

eign exchange drain and ensure that the
At the same time as the denunciation of speech 1 and provided for the taxation of country not only continues to meet its,
the treaties was announced it was made companies in the constructionand building international foreign exchange obligations
known that foreign airline and shipping industry at the rate of 2.5 percent of turn-

,

but also maintains a reasonable balance of r,:

companies would no longer be exempt over minimum, backdated to the 1977/78 Extemal Reserves include the following: .

from tax. It was announced that Sec. 26(1) financial year. The tax is based on a decree

9 of the Companies Income Tax Act, 1961 passed last year which was originally (i) Import bill -- To reduce the import
:

which exempted from tax shipping and thought to apply only to partnerships and bill and thus conserve foreign exchange
--

airline companies based in countries which individuals. This was because the decree some non-essential commodities or com-

offer reciprocal facilities to Nigerian com- applied th tax to persons and the modities which can be produced in the ':

panies -- had been repealed forthwith. decree was an amendment to the Income country, have been placed under either ....

The departmental instruction announcing Managenent Act, 1961 in which person import restriction or import prohibition. -

the repeal made clear the resons behind is defined in Sec. 2 as including companies. (ii) Ouer inuoicing -- Measures are being ::.

this measure viz.: However, section 5a to which the amend- taken to check the apparent overinvoicing : .

It will be observed that certain foreign air- ment was made, was added to the Act by of imported goods.
lines and shipping companies, especially the Income Tax (Amendment) Decree

(iii) Buyng commission The payment of-

1968 and specifically states that a per-
those resident in deuelopedcountries, haue

son does not include Now the buying commissions shall be regulated,
in the past enjoyed tax-free operations in

a company. with view to saving foreign exchange.authorities have announced that a new
a

this country under the reciprocal provi- decree has been approved which will make (iv) Cash gifts The maximum allowance--

sions while their Nigerian counterparts it clear that the tax also applies to for cash gifts which Nigerian individuals i
are not yet in a position, or may not be

com-

able in the near future, to take advantage panies. and institutions can give in a year has been
reduced from 500 Naira to 150 Naira for

of similarprovisions in the tax law of those Observers attribute these measures to at-

countries. In the circumstances, it is con- tempts to gain extra revenue in the face of individuals, and from 1,000 Naira to 500

sidered that the result acheveds not truly falling oil receipts while at the same time Naira for charitable organisations.

reciprocal. discouraging imports. To wliat exent they
Companies affected will be liable to a tax are short-term measures or part of long- 1. See Bulletin for Intemational Fiscal Docu-

of 10 percent on all remittances abroad: term strategy is still uncertain, however. mentation 1978/2, Vol. 32, pp. 85-86.
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FortyYears
It was in 1938 that a small number of distinguished those friends and colleagues from all over the world
scholarsmetatthePeacePalace,TheHague,to foundI.F.A. many are members of I.F.A. They have been of great
One needs only to look at and quickly go through the help to the Bureau, just as the Bureau believes that it
latest I.F.A. Yearbook to see how our association has has been, and still is, useful for I.F.A. and its members,
grown in numbers, in geographical coverage, in signi- as was the intention of its founders.
ficance as to its activities.

During its last meeting, in May this year, the Bureau's
I have a special reason to offer I.F.A. my sincere and Board of Trustees decided to celebrate the Bureau's
cordial congratulations on the occasion of its fortieth fortieth anniversary by creating an Award. This Award
anniversary. is very simple and is granted, not in recognition of work
The special reason is that I represent I.F.A.'s only done on behalf of the Bureau itself but, more generally,
child, the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta- to those who have devoted themselves in an outstanding
tion. The extraordinary thing is that the child was born way to the furthering of knowledge, thinking and
when the mother was only a few months old, but in research in the field of international taxation. It was

the taxation world biology is of no account. We all further decided to grant the Award -- a silver medal --

know that tax is a very fertile subject. Soon after I.F.A. for the first time during this Congress which happens to
was founded, the decision was made to create a centre occur in the very week that forty years ago the Bureau
of documentation to assist the members in their re- started its work.
search in the area of international taxation. This centre, There is in this audience today who,a man over manywith its long and ugly name, had its headquarters in
Amsterdam. The University and the Municipal Council years and not always in agreement with the ideas, wishes

and experiences of others, has devoted himself whole-of this city provided the necessary facilities and the
--

then only full Dutch professor of tax law, P.J.A. Adriani heartedly to matters of international taxation as a

of the University of Amsterdam, became the Bureau's scholar, as an administrator, as a scholar again, as a

consultant to international organizations. This man,first director. This was very proper because it was at his
initiative that I.F.A. decided to create the Bureau.

-

Work started in September 1938 but only developed
slowly for obvious reasons during the war years. Thanks 't
to the foresight of Adriani, and his precise preparations 1

for an expansion as soon as this would be possible, the 'f /
Bureau coped with the avalanche of material which 4 /
arrived after the war and which reflected the new *j

.

sgnficance of taxation n a world that had changed and
/

would change much more in the years to come.
f

During forty years the Bureau developed. The staff of
2 is now 50. Its original budget of Dfl. 10,000 is now

nearly Dfl. 5 million. Its library is in several respects
1

unique. It assists researchers and people preparing
doctoral theses from all over the world. Its long list of 1
periodical and loose-leaf publications now covers the
whole world.

This is not said to boast about achievements, if only
because we in the Bureau know how much there is /

*'still to be done. All this is said to pay tribute to all
those who over the years have co-operated with the PROFESSOR
Bureau in order to help it in trying to fulfill its task STANLEY
and to act in accordance with its objectives. Among S SURREY
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whose ideas, are controversial to some and agreeable to Experts on Tax Treaties between Developed and De-

others, was and is involved in the creation and develop- velopingCountries.

ment of an instrument to educate and train people from

many developed and above all less developed countries, Many have benefitted from the Program and several

an instrument of which few if any people will deny the
of those are among us now. The work of Prof. Surrey

significance and efficacy. I am happy that this man is as rapporteur to the U.N. Group is perhaps even of
wider significance in the development of international

also one of the most active members of I.F.A. He is a
tax law, as not only those among us who participated in

modest man, and he s not even aware of what I am
the U.N. Group are aware.

about to say.

I am very pleased that the Bureau's Board of Trustees May I now call Prof. Surrey to receive the Award as a

token of great appreciation for his work, from the
have authorized me to honour and acclaim hands of one of the Bureau Trustees present here,

Professor Stanley S. Surrey Mr. Alun Davies.

by making him the first recipient of the Silver Medal of

the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Sydney, \--because of the outstanding quality of hs many and 22 September, 1978 .
varied achievements in the international tax area in

which both I.F.A. and the Bureau have been operating
for forty years and which are so numerous that it would
take too long to specify them. May I just mention his J. van Hoorn, Jr.

involvement in the International Tax Program of Har- ManagingDirector

vard Law School and in the work of the U.N. Group of InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation

Mr. Van Hoorn addresses Prof. Surrey Prof. Surrey receives the award from Mr. Davies
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SomeHighlights
from theSecretaryGeneral's1977-78Report
At the highly successful 32nd Congress of the International Fiscal in 1980 (September 14-19, 1980). The following subjects
Association held from September 17-23, 1978 in Sydney, the were formulated. Subject I will concern The dialogue be-
Secretary General, Professor Dr. Jan H. Christiaansepresented his tween the tax administrationand taxpayerup to the filing of
Annual Report covering the IFA's preceding year 1977-78. He the tax return. Subject II will focus on The determination
noted the growing intervention of fiscal policy in the field of in- of the source of income. The General Reporters will be Mr.
ternational scal law, both nationally and internationallyand also G. Delorme for the first subject and Mr. Robert J. Patrick for
a greater willingness of the states to cooperate in the fiscal field. the second. On Wednesday September 17, 1980 a seminar
This is not only reflected in the increasingnumber of tax treaties will be held by the French branch of IFA on The flight to
but also in the increased inclination of tax administrations to tax havens, their use and abuse. (Le recours aux refuges fis-
assist each other in various matters. IFA, of course, plays an im- caux, l'usage et l'abus).
portant role in these international developmentswhich can clear-

The Executive Committee had to goodbye to two of its--

ly be demonstrated by the large number of persons who partici- say
members, Dr. Roberto Casas (Mexico) and Mr. Sidney I.pate in its annual conferences.The Congress held in Vienna in Oc- Roberts (USA) who were required by the Statutes to resign.tober 1977 had the highest attendance so far experienced by IFA
Their will be Mr. Rafael Caraz Excobedo (Mexico)in its history. However, the discussion at that conference did not successors

and Mr. Richard M. Hammer (USA) who were present for theresult in regular resolutions. A summary of the first subject In- first time at the Spring meeting of the Executive Committeeflation and Taxationwas published in the October 1977 issue of held in London in May 1978. The Executive Committee ap-the Bulletin and in the IFA Yearbook 1977 in which also an ex-
pointed three Vice-Presidentsfrom among its members:pos of the second subject The determination of taxable profit Mr. Max Laxan first Vice-President--

of corporationsappeared. Dr. H. Fabricius second Vice-President-

Richard M. Hammer -- third Vice-PresidentFurther highlights are the following:
At the London meeting of the Executive Committee it wasOn October 7, 1977 Dr. Paul Gmuer of Switzerland resigned decided to recommend to the General Council in Sydney to

--

as President of IFA and was succeeded by Mr. Alun Davies of increase the_membership fees for 1979 to USS 33 for indivi-the United Kingdom, who is a former President of the Bri- dual members of National Branches, USS 35 for direct indivi-tish Branch of IFA. dual IFA Members and USS 77 for corporate members
During the Vienna Congress the 27th Branch of IFA whether direct through National Branches. 1--

was re- or

cognized, i.e. that of New Zealand, represented by its Chair-
-- The rules for the competition for the Mitchell B. Carrol Prize

man Mr. A.G. Little. have been changed. The Jury will henceforth be appointed
Requests for the formation of branches received by the Executive Committee from the members of

--

new were among
from Colombia, India, Indonesia, the Philippines and Singa- the PermanentScientic Committee. Consequently,Dr. K.V.
pore. Antal, Professor J.I. Aguilar and Mr. L. Mehl resigned and

In March 1978 IFA had 5,238 members (in 1977: 5,014).-- Dr. J.B. Bracewell-Milnes and Professor Dr. K. Vogel have
been appointed as new members of the Jury. At the Vienna

The Permanent Scientific Committee met in Rome in Febru---

Congress Mr. Jean Baugniet, the Jury's Chairman, presented
ary 1978 where Messrs. Adonninoand Fantozziacted as hosts the Prize to Mr. J. P. Foucault for his study La fiscalit des
on behalf of the Italian Branch of IFA. A large part of the

groupes internationaux de socits. For the 1978 Prize onlymeeting was devoted to a discussion of the Directives issued one entry was received, i.e. Mr. Greason Bryan's study De-
by the General Reporters on the first and second subject for veloped national tax law and investment in LDC's, a compa-the Copenhagen Congress to be held on September 4-8, rative analysis.
1979. These subjects are (i) The taxation of transfers of fami-
ly-held enterprises on death and inter-vivosand (ii) The ef-

-- The General Treasurer, Mr. D. Coutinho, has expressed his
2fect of losses in one country on the income tax treatment in wish to retire at the Sydney Congress.

other countries of an enterprise or of associated companies
engaged in international activities. The General Reporters
will be Professor Dr. Thger Nielsen and Dr. Gerhard Laule.

1. The Sydney Congress approved the increased membership
fees.

The Permanent Scientific Committee also paid considerable 2. Mr. Coutinho succeeded by Mr. P. den Boer (Nether-
--

was

attention to the choice of the subjects for the Paris Congress lands).
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SYDNEYCONGRESS1978

Resolutionson SubjectsDiscussed
At the end of the Sydney Conference of IFA the following (4) The closing down of a resource which has been fully ex-

resolutions were issued which reflect the results of the two topics tracted or which has to be abandoned for economic reasons

discussed. is an essential part of the operation of extractive industries

and tax legislation should recognise that profits are often too

low in the final years for the costs of closing down to be

Subject I: Taxation of extractive industries 1 allowed in those years. Provisions should be included in tax

legislation so that this expenditurecan be effectively allowed

The 32nd Congress of the IFA discussed as its first Subject either on a reserve basis, if this can be quantified, or in cases

Taxationof the Extractive Industries. where quantification is not possible, by allowance when in-

The Congress appreciated that the main concern in this area lies
curred or, if necessary, by carrying back for allowance

in reconciling the interests of governments with the interests of against profits for previous years.

the extractive industries. Each national government is properly (5) The high financing costs of capital for the extractive indus-

concemed with collecting as high a return on the depletion of the tries whether raised domestically or internationallyare often .:.

incurred for many years before income arises. These costs
nation's natural resources as is consistent with what, in the

opinion of the government, is the optimum developmentof such should also be suitably considered in tax legislation.

resources. The industry is concerned with the specific nature of The discussions indicated that further study was required on the .

its operations and is anxious that the particular problems which it different aspects of the tax inter-relationship between the in-

faces should be taken fully into account when tax, or other laws, vesting and the host countries, including the methods under

are being devised or amended. which allowances are granted for double taxation relief.

The Congress agreed that the significant features of investment in In conclusion, the Congress considered that the subject gave

the extractive industries are: rise to points which merited further study in Copenhagen under

(1) the long periods inevitable before the already initially large the heading The effect of losses in one country on the income

investments gave rise to income; tax treatment in other countries of an enterprise or of associated

(2) the risks that expenditure would prove to be abortive; and companies engaged in international activities.

(3) the fact that income could only be produced by depleting
the resources which were being extracted.

The Congress,while recognising the sovereign right of countries to Subject Il: Differences in tax treatment between local and foreign
determine their own regimes, emphasised that it is unrealistic to investors and effects of international treaties 2

expect capital to be put at risk unless there is a reasonable assur-

ance that the investors will enjoy an adequate share of rewards

for success. The stability of contractual arrangements and tax 1. The study of the tax treatment applicable to income from

regimes is of paramount importance when commitments to large foreign investments in the countries for which national

expenditure are made and they should not be changed except on reports were available, indicates that there exists a number

the occurrence of entirely unforeseen circumstances. of differences between the treatment of investmentsmade by
residents and investmentsmade by non-residents.

The Congress concluded that this situation gave rise to important To a large extent these differences arise because the total tax

issues in legislation affecting both the countries involved and the burden on a non-resident's investment income results from

industries, and the following points should specifically be em- taxation in the source country and also in the country of

phasised: residence or the country of nationality of the investor.

(1) The allowance of initial expenditure only against income The scope of the subject under consideration at the 32nd

from extractive operations tends to favour established opera- Congress was limited to taxation in the country of source. It

tors at the expense of newcomers and, furthermore, the was nevertheless pointed out on many occasions that differ-

barren years which a newcomer has to face before the genera- ences existing in taxation in the country of source can be

tion of income against which allowances can be obtained will affected by the tax treatment applicable in the country of

tend to deter investors. residence or nationaity and notably by the provisions such

(2) The costs of infra-structure should be taken note of and as those exempting foreign source inc, ne or granting foreign

suitably considered in tax legislation. Similarly the increas-

ingly desirable and necessary environmental costs should be

suitably considered. 1. The original version was drafted in English. French, German

(3) The deductibility for tax purposes of allowed items should and Spanish versions are also available.

be suitably designed to operate effectively in cases of fluc- 2. The original version was drafted in English. French, German

tuating profits profits or losses. and Spanish versions are also available.
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tax credits, which are enacted in order to reduce inter- pany, which is engaged in the active conduct of a trade or
national double taxation. business, should be accorded the benefit of provisions for

2. Much of the discussion was focussed on the followingpoints: the relief of international double taxation whether embodied
(a) taxation of permanent establishments of foreign cor- in the domestic legislation of the host country or in double

porations, tax treaties to which it is a party.
(b) the status of tax incentives to encourage foreign invest-.

ments, II. Taking into account the existence of foreign investment(c) international aspects of corporate imputational tax encouragement policies in many countries, the Congresssystems. recognises the desirability of ensuring that the tax incentives
adopted by countries to attract foreign investment should
be effectively available to all enterprises to which they apply,
whatever the nationality or residence of the owners thereof,In the light of the discussion of these points, the Congress adopts and proposes that further studies should be undertaken ofthe following resolution:
appropriate means whereby this result may be achieved.

I. Considering the general concern expressed by delegates about
the non-availability of double taxation relief to permanent III. Recognising that the statements made by delegates at thisestablishments and considering par. 4 of the Resolution Congress have underlined the complexity of the differentadopted by the 27th Congess of IFA in 1973, the Congress, existing imputational tax systems, including differingeffects
recognizing that in many respects a local Branch of a foreign on the dividend-payingcorporation and on resident and non-
company is treated for purposes of income taxation in the resident individual and corporate shareholders, the Congresshost country as a resident company, proposes that further proposes that further studies should be conducted concem-study should be devoted to the extent to which and to the ing the international aspects of corporation-shareholderinte-circumstances under which a local Branch of a foreign com- gration.
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inflation requires highly qualified skills in the tax

srae
administration and also acceptance in the tax-paying
community. The economic and social costs of

carrying out such adjustment add to many other

NewMeasuresReflecting objections against it.

b) In addition to the administrativeproblems it may be

Inflationinthe IsraeliTax
difficult to explain measures of inflation adjustment
n the tax law to the taxpaying public. There has,
for example, been much misunderstanding in Isarel

Legislation concerning the charging of interest on tax debts
from the last day of the tax year. In fact, that pro-
vision still allows a certain benefit to the taxpayer

By Dr. J. F. Picl * because the income has been earned gradually
during the tax year, i.e. on the average at a lower

In July and August 1978 the Israeli Parliament passed price level than that of the last day of the tax year;
a number of amendments to the tax law, the main pur- but there have been strong protests against interest

pose of which is to take the effects of inflation into charges on tax debts for a period before the tax

account. Even before these amendments were intro- return has to be submitted and often even before
duced a great number of provisions in the Israeli tax the exact amount of income is known. It was in

code did reflect inflation. They have been reviewed, view of these protests that Amendment 32 to the

partly before enactment, in previous volumes of the Income Tax Ordinance (of August 1978) provided
Bulletn (1975/9, 1976/12 and 1977/1). for the start of interest charges on debts for the tax

Those older provisions include indexng of personal year 1977 only on the date when the tax return has

allowances (in the form of tax credits), full or partial to be submitted provided the tax is being fully paid

indexing (indexing means linking to the cost of living until the end of September 1978.

or c.o.1. index) of tax brackets and social allowances, c) The administratively easier method of granting-
splitting of capital gains between inflationary and real instead of full inflation adjustment -- some tax

gains (taxing the former at a rate of 10 percent only), relief, generally or to certain groups of taxpayers, in

allowance of 50 percent annual depreciation on in- a way that can be easily calculated, means often

dustrial machinery, charging interest on tax debts and trying to offset the distortions caused by inflation

indexing them after a certain period and granting by creating additional sets of distortions in the

certain industrial enterprises with foreign participation distribution of the tax burden. These distortions are

an option to pay tax on the basis of accounts fully mainly due to the fact that those measures of tax

adjusted for the devaluation of the Israeli pound against relief which are granted as substitutes for full in-

the U.S. dollar. flation adjustment generally do not take into ,

While the above mentioned measures appear, in compa- account the relation between own financing and

rison with tax legislation in European countries, very borrowing which is most material in this respect.

far-reaching they still fall short of forming a consistent Inventory relief
and comprehensive system of inflation adjustment. Nor
are they being turned into such a system by three A major adjustment of the tax base is included in

amendments introduced during the last term of Parlia- Amendment 6 to the Law for the Encouragement of

ment. Industry of July 30, 1978. That amendment contains a

provision for the deduction of 25 percent in tax year
In July 1978 the c.o.1. index in Israel was slightly more 1978 and 50 percent in tax year 1979 of the rise of the
than five times its level of five years ago, i.e. an average value of inventories of corporate manufacturing enter-
annual rate of inflation of close to 40 percent, com- prises from their taxable income. The rise of the value
pared with less than 11 percent in the preceding five of inventories is measured by applying the rise of the
years. It is obvious that the adjustment of tax legis- official index of wholesale prices of industrial products
lation to conditions of inflation is much more im- for local consumption to the inventories held at the

portant at such a high long term rate of inflation than beginning of the financial year.
in countries with 5-10 percent annual inflation.

Because in the debate on the effect of inflation on

Except for the option of a fully devaluation-adjusted taxation of business profits the taxation of unreal
tax calculation under the so-called Ronel amendment, profits on inventories and the insufficient depreciation
open to a number of manufacturing enterprises only, of machinery on the basis of historical cost formed the
and the provision for 50 percent annual depreciationon main arguments in favour of some inflation adjustment,
industrial machinery, previous measures reflecting it would appear that together with the provision for
inflation in tax legislation did not affect the method of 50 percent annual depreciation for industrial machinery,
computing business income for tax purposes, i.e. it did the inventory relief under Amendment6 goes very far in
not affect the tax base. meeting the demand for compensation for payment of

The adjustment of the tax base for the effect of in- tax on unreal profits, at least as far as the manufacturing
flation often faces a number of problems n different ndustry is concerned.

dimensions:
a) A full adjustment of tax accounts for the effects of * Certified public accountant.
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Both measures may not offer a full inflation adjustment taxation the equity capital and the distributableprofits,
to those corporations which finance machinery and at least in erms of U.S. dollars.
inventories fully by own funds. However, because the The rather sophisticated procedures of the Ronelmanufacturing industry in Israel is financed to a high Amendment have been subject to criticism from thedegree by borrowing it is most likely that the two

taxpaying public and within the administration for
measures compensate industry on the whole fully for being too complicated. A number of proposals havethe tax effects of inflation. Upon repayment of debts a been submitted to base the adjustment on the amounttax free profit is made in real terms by returning the of equity capital and undistributed profits rather than
same nominal amount in cheaper money. adjusting separately the various items of assets and
The shortcoming of the inventory relief provisions is liabilities.
that they may overcompensate those corporations Following these proposals Amendment 17 to the Law
which lean most heavily on borrowed funds, but grant for the Encouragement of Capital Investment offers to
insufficient relief to that part of industry which works approved enterprises with over 49 percent foreign parti-mainly with equity capital. This situation is not only cipation the additional option of deducting from their
undesirable from the point of view of an equitable taxable income an allowance reflecting the inflation
distribution of the tax burden. The new tax relief also effect on their equity capital, including undistributed
misses one of the main objectives of inflation adjust- profits (in the following equity adjustment).ment, i.e. to remove the incentive to work with more

borrowed funds and less own capital. Comprehensive It is difficult to compare the advantages of the equity
inflation adjustment reduces the tax burden in propor- adjustment with those of the Ronel amendment because
tion to the use of own funds in the business and thereby the regulationswhich will define the meaning of paid-up
abolishes the incentives for working with borrowed share capital for the purpose of that amendment- and

money inherent in non-inflationadjusted tax systems may also provide for certain items to be deducted from
in countries with a high rate of inflation. share capital for the purpose of the equity adjustment--

have not yet been published. In order to obtain results
Furthermore, granting tax benefits on the basis of the as close as possible to those obtained under the Ronel
value of inventories on the first day of the tax year amendment, investments in building plots and securities
invites the adjustment of business transactions to the should be so deducted. (Because the present law pro-
technicalities of tax legislation to a much higher degree vides for inflation adjustment of the capital gains tax
than does a comprehensively inflation adjusted tax upon the sale of plots and securities the absence of de-
system. The above-mentioned disadvantages could be duction of these items under the equity adjustmentmay
avoided by granting the inventory relief, possibly at cause some taxpayers to receive tax relief for the same
a higher rate than 25 or 50 percent, only in respect items twice.)
of that part of the inventories financed by own funds.

Both the benefits under the Ronel adjustment and the
It may be even more appropriate to grant the relief on equity adjustment are subject to the loss of the right for
the net working capital, thereby also compensating 50 percent annual depreciation on industrial machinery
manufacturers who have to finance clients' debts in the and of the inventory relief.
same way as is done for thosefinancingmainlyinventories.

Early interest and linking charge
While it is appreciated that the method of granting tax after reduction of tax advances
relief chosen in Amendment 6 may be easier to ad-

While the equity adjustment is destined to offer aminister and to explain, the advantages of alternative
method indicated in the previous paragraphs appear to simpler alternative to the Ronel amendment, the third

weigh strongly in their favour. of the recent amendments reviewed herein goes
somehow in the opposite direction -- further compli-

New method of benefits for cating the tax law for the sake of a more equitable
approved enterpriseswith 49 percent distribution of the tax burden.

foreign participation Despite the opposition to interest being charged before
A good example of comprehensiveinflation adjustment, the prescribed date of the submission of the tax return,
though restricted to the devaluation of the Isareli pound Amendment 32 to the Income Tax Ordinance provides
against the U.S. dollar, was introduced in Israel in March that taxpayers who applied for and were granted a re-

1977 by Amendment 15 to the Law for the Encourage- duction of their tax advances are charged with linkage
ment of Capital Investment (Ronel amendment) under (linkage means linking to the c.o.1. index) and 4 percent
which approved enterprises in manufacturingindustry annual interest on the difference between the reduced
with at least 25 percent foreign investment are entitled tax advances and the amounts originally demanded or

--

to opt for a devaluation-adjustedtax calculation. Under between the former tax and tax actually due the
--

that system they adjust annual depreciation, floating lower of the two beginning 6 months before the end

assets, floating liabilities and the nstalments on long
of the tax year.

term liabilities due during the tax year to the dollar In principle, it appears equitable that the tax should be
rate prevailing at the end of the tax year. The difference paid as closely as possible to the date when the income
arrived at under that adjustment is transferred partly to was earned. Therefore, it appears justified that the tax-
a capital maintenance reserve and partly to a dividend payer should pay interest and linkage from the middle
maintenance reserve with a view to preserving free of of the tax year onward for underpaymentsof tax which
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are due to his own action. These payments also tend to It does not appear justified to relate the taxation of

equalise the position of wage earners who have their tax the capital gain to the dates of purchase and sale,

deducted monthly and self employed taxpayers who because that method gives a benet to those financing

pay 10 tax advances during the tax year but may under- by borrowing. That would be avoided were the tax

pay the tax if advances are too low. calculationsrelated to payment dates.

The premium on late tax payment has nevertheless not It could be argued that the 10 percent tax rate on

inflationary gains is excessive and is levied in real
, been fully removed. Payment of interest and linkage can

--

be deducted as an expense in future tax returns. Be- terms -- on capital. In view of the fiscal needs of Israel

cause the Israeli taxpayer can by investing money in and also in comparison with other countres the restric-

Government Bonds and saving schemes earn almost the tion of the taxation of the inflationaryelementin capital

same amount of linkage and interest which he has to gains appears nevetheless as a very progressive measure.

pay on tax debts, the tax deduction of these charges

provides a certain incentive for delaying tax payments. 4. Adjustment of the measurement of business profits
for inflation (tax base adjustment)

Summary of inflation relief under

present tax legislation
No measures have been taken to relieve the business

community in general of the whole or part of the

burden of the taxation of unreal profits.
After the review of recent legal changes a summary of

Israeli tax legislation vis--vis inflation is given below. But manufacturingindustry has been granted substantial
relief by the 50 percent annual depreciation of ma-

chinery (since 1975) and the deduction from taxable

1. Tax brackets and social allowances income of part of the price increases of inventories

(since 1978). In view of the relatively large percentage

Tax brackets, tax credits in respect of personal allow- of industrial investment financed by borrowing, it

ances and social allowances are all indexed. It appears appears likely that industry on the whole in Israel will

that at the long term inflation rate of close to 40 per-
not pay more income and corporation tax in 1978 and .

cent such indexing is unavoidable.
1979 than it would have paid on fully inflation adjusted ,'

accounts.

In any case, concerning tax brackets and social allow- Certain approved enterprises with foreign participa-
ances authority is given to the Minister of Finance to tion have the option to choose between the two above

,

grant, with the approval of the Finance Committee of mentioned benefits and a comprehensiveadjustment for

Parliament, partial indexing only. During a large part the devaluation of the Israeli pound, and in some cases

of the period since the tax reform of July 1975 the the further alternative of the equity adjustment. Both

Minister of Finance made use of that authority and options have somewhat lost importance since the in-

reduced indexing by about one third. troduction of the inventory relief but there is probably '.

a number of corporations to which these options or one :

2. Interest and linking on tax debts and tax refunds of them give larger benefits.

The restriction of concessions in the computation of

On tax debts, interest (presently at 26 percent p.a.) is income for tax purposes to manufacturing industry

charged for the first 6 months after the end of the seems to be in disagreement with the principle of tax

tax year and thereafter full c.o.1. index linkage plus neutrality. It can, however, be explained by the fiscal

4 percent interest. On tax refunds interest and linkage needs of the country and the importance of giving an

are credited at the same rate. incentive to industry in view of its importance in im-

proving the balance of payments and contributing to

From the tax year 1978 onward interest and linkage growth.
are charged from the middle of the tax year onward A more serious problem appears the absence of any
on tax debts due to the reduction, at the request of inflaton adjustment in the taxation of interest income
the taxpayer, of advance tax payments. and linking differences (except for tax exemption of

After the addition of the last mentioned measure in linking differences in saving schemes, Government

August 1978, the charge of interest and linkage on tax bonds and certain bank accounts) and their tax de-

debts and their allowance on tax refunds appear com- ductibility. The taxation of interest and linking dif-

prehensive and consistent -- with the exception of ferences means in most cases the taxation, wholly or

their tax deductibility which appears to create a wind- mainly, of unreal income. Correspondingly their tax

fall profit for late taxpayers. deductibility gives mostly an undue benefit because

the expense is generally offset by a decline of the

burden of debts in real terms.

3. Taxation of capital gains It however, be difficult to change the system ofmay,
taxing interest and linkage without creating new distor-

With the split of capital gains between inflationary tions as long as the tax system in Israel, though con-

gains and real gains in 1975 the main step towards taining some provisions of inflation adjustment, is not

inflation adjustment of capital gains has been taken. fully adjusted for inflation.
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In any case, the deductihility of interest and linkage incentives: the incentive to delay tax payment, and the
costs appears to 'add to the incentives to work with ncentive to work with borrowed funds.
borrowed funds inherent also in other provisions of the
present tax system. The measures to be taken towards achieving that ob-
It should be a major objective of further changes in the jective would make the tax system more equitableIsraeli tax legislation to remove two highly undesirable and they may also tend to restrain inflation.
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SOME ECONOMICEFFECTSOF THE CORPORATEPROFITSTAX:

Atheoreticalappraisal
withspecialreferencetoCanada
by Dr. Kempe R. Hope*
INTRODUCTION I. TAX RATES AND REVENUE IMPLICATIONS

The corporate profits tax 1 is regarded as a tax on the A flat 50 percent rate was introduced in 1972 on cor-

earnings of equity capital in corporate enterprises. This porate taxable profits. This rate was reduced by one per-

tax was first introduced by the Canadian Government cent each year to 46 percent currently. The Federal

in 191 7 to raise revenue to finance the costs of World Government permits an abatement of 10 percent on

War I. Currently, this tax provides the third largest income earned in a province in order to allow the

source of revenue for the Federal Government, with the provinces room to levy their taxes. For small businesses,

personal income tax and commodity taxes being the the current legislation provides that a Canadian con-

first and second largest sources of reuenue respectiuely. trolled private corporation pay 25 percent on the first

The corporationprofits tax applies to all proftsearned $150,000 of business profits, and the general rate on

by resdent and non-resident corporations carrying on prots in excess of this amount. The legislation ensures

business in Canada. One-half of capital gains must be that the low rate applies only to small business firms

included n profits. by stipulating that any corporation that has accumu-

lated taxable profits of $750,000 will lose the benefits
Since 1962 all the provinces have enacted their own

corporate profits tax. The provincial tax is levied on * Assistant Professor of Economics and Finance, Daemen
the same base as the federal tax. By agreement, the College, Amherst, New York.
Federal Government collects all taxes except in Ontario Research for this paper was conducted in Canada during the

and Quebec. academic year 1975-76 while the author was aResearch Fellow at

This paper will examine some of the economic effects the University of Toronto. Appreciation is expressed to Richard

of the corporate profits tax from a theoretical stand- Bird and Jesse Burkhead for their comments on an earlier draft

point of appraisal. Before we do that, however, it may
which allowed me lo update the paper with respect to recent

amendments to Canadian tax legislation.
be worthwhile to elucidate the rates of taxation as they 1. The term corporation income tax which is more com-

currently apply to corporations n Canada, and the
,

monly used, is erroneous. The tax base is the profit of a corpora-

revenue implicationsof these taxes. tion, not its revenue.

1 TABLEI
Canadian corporation income tax declared by taxable companies reporting

a profit for selected years 1928 to 1973 ($ Million)

Current Net Net Ontario Other Net

Taxa-tion Number of year tax- taxable federal and Quebec provinces Total taxable income

year companies able income income taxes taxes taxes taxes after total taxes

1928 7,957 544 544 42 ....

1938 17,618 546 546 74 ....

1948 27,997 1,946 1,932 588 ....

1951 33,720 2,795 2,757 1,164 ....

1961 72,290 3,624 3,505 1,323 ....

1962 78,241 3,943 3,749 1,283 -- 100 -
--

1963 87,310 4,252 4,017 1,365 - 104 --
--

1964 94,821 4,634 4,386 1,520 - 118 --
-

1965 78,276 4,669 4,593 1,572 355 115 2,042 2,553

1966 87,944 4,943 4,874 1,619 374 130 2,123 2,751

1967 93,562 5,092 5,017 1,656 400 154 2,210 2,807

1968 100,564 5,967 5,889 1,988 471 178 2,637 3,252

1969 107,276 6,754 6,644 2,290 520 204 3,014 3,630

1970 108,773 6,457 6,370 2,192 508 200 2,900 3,470

1971 113,979 7,297 7,160 2,387 578 235 3,200 3,960

1972 114,872 9,114 8,462 . 2,751 665 267 3,683 4,779

1973 -- 11,886 10,949 3,499 836 396 4,731 6,218

--: Information not available.

Sources. Canadian Tax Foundation, The National Finances (Several Issues) (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation).
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of the lower rate on the first $150,000. For the 1972
and 1973 taxation years this low rate was 25 percent on

the first $50,000 up to a maximum of $400,000. TABLE 2
Capital cost allowance claimed by corporationsIt was estimated that in 1977-78 the corporationprofits

tax will account for approximately 17 percent of total as a percentage of GNP, 1954-71

budgetary revenues. 2 Table I shows the extent to
Capital cost allowance Capital cost allowancewhich corporation profits have been taxed by the

Year Year percentage of GNPas a percentage of GNP as aFederal Government for selected years since 1928. For
the earlier years, the tax levy took less than 10 percent 1954 4.9 1963 5.2
of taxable profits. The combined impact of income tax 1955 5.0 1964 6.1
and excess profits tax was more than 50 percent during 1956 5.2 1965 5.9
the war. In the post-war years, the aggregate tax has 1957 5.5 1966 6.2
been markedly less than 50 percent. 1958 5.4 1967 6.0

1959 5.6 1968 5.4
1960 5.3 1969 5.6

Il. ECONOMIC EFFECTS 1961 5.3 1970 5.7
1962 5.4 1971 5.6

(A) Resource allocation Sources: Statistics Canada, National Income and Expenditure Accounts;
Statistics Canada, Corporation Taxation Statistics; and Depart-Because Canadian Corporations can deduct interest
ment of National Revenue, Taxation Statistics Part Two.-

payments but not dividends from their taxable profits,
there results a major misallocation of resources with
respect to corporate financing. Corporations have an in the relative importance of corporation tax revenues

6incentive to use debt financing rather than equities to during periods of prosperous economic conditions.
pay for new investment. This incentive favours large Thus, the stabilisation effects of capital consumption
corporations, which have better access to funds than allowances may not be as satisfactory as the allocation
smaller corporations. Most corporations, however, are and economic growth effects discussed above. Further-
reluctant to use debt financing, despite the fact that more, arguments have been made that it is very likely
equity financing is much more expensive than debt that capital consumption allowances will tend to in-

financing. This is so primarily because, with a fairly tensify fluctuations, that is, widen the range of the cycle
stable tax treatment of interest and dividends, many in terms of both output fluctuation and cycle dura-

7firms obtained new funds in the proportions dictated tion. These effects will occur because the capital
by target debt-equity ratios which remain fairly stable consumption allowance will encourage investmentwhen
over time. 3 Thus, apart from discriminations in favour profits are high and tax extraction is considerable, while
of large corporations, the deductibility of interest in the absence of prots during a downturn in the
fails to remove the growth disincentive of the tax.

Another misallocation problem arises through deduc-
tions for capital consumption, or capital cost as it is 2. See Canadian Tax Foundation, The NationalFinances 1977-
commonly called. Capital cost allowances provide the 78 (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1978).
largest single source of investible funds for most cor- 3. J.F. Helliwell, Taxation and Investment: A Study of Capital
porations. The Income Tax Act allows corporations Expendture Decisions n Large Corporations (Ottawa: Studies
to write off assets at higher rates during the earlier of the Royal Commission on Taxation, No. 3, Queen's Printer,
years after acquisition than are normally applied for 1964), pp. 224-225.

4. The U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1969 reduced allowable accele-book purposes. rated depreciation from the rates prevailing before 1969, but
This liberalised capital cost allowance provision, which corporations are still allowed to use a variety of accelerated
is also in effect in the United States, 4 has resulted depreciation methods. The value of accelerated depreciation is
in increased (though unevenly) capital cost allowance in that it allows firms to postpone their tax payments, earning
relation to GNP as shown in Table 2. The objective of interest in the meantime. Thus, accelerated depreciation has the
this capital cost allowance was primarily to stimulate same effect as interest-free loans to producers. For more on this

domestic investment in times of economic slowdown point, see Neil M. Singer, Public Microeconomics (Boston:
Little Brown, 1972), pp. 148-149.and to provide an incentive for regional development. 5. This proposition has been well documented theoretically.This was expected to occur because as depreciation See, for example, Richard M. Bird, Depreciation Allowancesallowances claimed by corporations increased, taxable and Countercyclical Policy in the United Kingdom, 1945-60,income and tax liability would decrease, and corpora- Canadian Tax Journal XI (May-June 1963), pp. 253-73 and

tions would have more after-tax profits than they would (July-August 1963), pp 353-80; Robert H. Haveman, The Eco-
otherwise have. Hence, investment would rise and eco- nomics of the Public Sector (New York: Jonh Wiley), pp. 128-
nomic growth would be stimulated. 5 The ultimate 130; and Richard M. Bird, Tax Incentives for Regional Develop-
effect would, therefore, be a substitution of capital for ment, Proceedings of the Twenty-FirstTax Conference (Toron-
labour. This, however, creates capital intensity and to: Canadian Tax Foundation, March 1969), pp. 192-199.

6. Ernst-Albrecht Conrad, Trends in the Level of Corporatedeclining trends in the relative importance of corpora- Taxation, Finanzarchiv N.F. 31, Heft 3 (1974), 362-363.tion tax revenues. Canada, along with the United States pp.
7. See Evsey D. Domar, The Case for Accelerated Deprecia-and Germany, is among those highly industrialised tion, Quarterly Journal of Economics (November 1953), pp.countries that have experienced a steady declining trend 493-519.
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economy, t will become ineffective or, even worse, it importance attached to it in the current literature on

may make it worthwhile to postpone investment until the economic effects of the corporate profits tax.

profits re-appear and advantage can be taken of larger It is generally asserted that the corporation profits
allowances. tax has a negative or retarding effect on aggregate

Finally, with respect to resource allocation, there are investment expenditures in the economy. 10 Further,
the effects of depletion allowances. As a corporation this tax, as a specific tax, it is argued, results in dis-

makes use of its capital stock in the course of produc- tortions in the use of capital and changes in economic

tion, it is allowed to deduct from its taxable income an welfare. 11 Let us, therefore, examine the effects of

amount that supposedly represents the cost of the the corporate profits tax on investment through the

capital equipment used. If the capital asset is not a use of some diagrams.
machine or building, but is instead an oil well or a coal Figure I shows this effect on both corporations and

mine, the firm is still allowed a deduction relative to the unincorporated business. Part I shows the ability of

decline in the value of its asset. This deduction is a corporate enterprise to offer an investor a return on

offered under the tax law and is referred to as depletion his investment. This is shown by the enterprise's mar-

allowances or, more popularly, as mineral depletion ginal efficiency of investment curve (MEIC) which

allowances. indicates the rate of return the corporation will receive

Currently in Canada, there is an automatic depletion on increments in its capital stock. The investor's willing-

allowance of one-third of income otherwise taxable. ness to supply funds is dependent only on the net rate

This came to an end in 1976 and, after that, depletion of return he expects to receive and, obviously, his

was earned on the basis of $1.00 for every $3.00 spent supply curve is not affected by the imposition of the

on exploration and development (excluding land) and corporation profits tax.

on investment in mining. The annual maximum claim Before the tax, the corporate enterprise invests Io of

will be one-third of income otherwise computed, the investor's capital and pays him a rate of return

subjected to carry-forward of deductionsearned but not ro. After the tax is imposed, the corporation can no

claimed. 8 longer offer the investor the same rate of return. This
is so simply because total profits are now reduced by

It is clear that the deplection allowance singles out a the amount of the tax liability. Thus, the MEIC of the
few industries for preferred treatment. This allowance corporation will shift downward to MEIC. At this
grants enormous advantage to firms in the extractive level of rates of return, the investor will be less willing
industries, particularly the oil industry. In fact, de- to invest in the corporation and he will reduce his level
pletion allowances reduce the taxes which extractive of lending to Il where the rate of return is The
industries have to pay by a significant amount each

ri -

impact of the profits tax on investment is dependent
year. It was estimated that for 1971, using a 50 percent primarily on two things. One is the tax rate, and the
corporate profits tax rate, the tax savings to corpora- second is the interest elasticity of the investor's supply
tions resulting from depletion allowances were in the
order of $124 million. 9 One effect of such savings, of

curve. Unless the investor's supply schedule is perfectly
inelastic, the decrease in profits from investment will

course, is that if federal revenue is to be maintained, induce him to cut back his supply of funds to the
other taxes have to be higher and other taxpayers would

on

business enterprise.
have to pay more taxes (the amount of the savings
obtained from depletion allowances for corporations) Part II shows what tends to occur in the non-corporate
than would otherwise be the case. This, therefore, sector when a profits tax is applied to the corporate

seriously redistributes the tax burden. sector. The profits of non-corporate investment are

not affected by the corporation profits tax. The MEIC
But apart from the tax burden redistribution there is curve for the non-corporate sector, therefore, tends not
the effect of this allowance on the allocation of Ca- to shift as a result of the tax. However, the reduction in
nada's resources. Because of the subsidised profits of the rate of return that investors can earn in the cor-

firms in the extractive industries, capital in excess of porate sector may influence them to supply funds to
the economic optimum is attracted to these industries. the non-corporate sector. Therefore, investors may
Given that the real return on investment in excess of increase their supply to non-corporate enterprises from
the optimum is very low, the depletion allowance will So to Sl. The level of non-corporate investment would
tend to reallocate Canada's resources from higher return accordingly rise from Io to Il where the rate of return
uses outside the extractive industries to lower return is exactly equal to the rate of return in the corporate
uses in it. This will ultimately reduce the overall pro- sector.
ductivity of capital in the Canadian economy. Also
of significance, and it should be mentioned here, is
the fact that depletion allowances, as tax preferences, 8. See M. Bucovetsky and R.M. Bird, Tax Reform in Canada:

give rise to substantial horizontal inequities in the A Progress Report, National Tax Journal 25 (March 1972),

Canadian economy.
pp. 15-41.
9. Statistics Canada, Corporation Taxation Statistics 1971

(Ottawa: Information Canada, April 1974), p. 32.

(B) Investment
10. Bernard P. Herber, Modern Public Finance (Homewood:
Richard D. Irwin, Third Edition, 1975), p. 230.

11. See Arnold C. Harberger, Three Basic Postulates for Applied
Investment s treated separately here, nstead of under Welfare Ecomomics: An Interpretative Essay, Journal of Eco-

resource allocation, because of the complexity and nomc Literature 9 (September 1971), pp. 785-797.
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FIGUREI: Effect of corporation profits tax on investment
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The occurrence of such a situation represents a mis- Recent studies on corporate profits tax have argued that
allocation and waste of society's resources. Investment there is great interdependence between the level of
projects that are socially profitable in the corporate corporate investment and its financing. 15 Hence, in
sector are not carried out in favour of profits that are investigating the effects of corporate taxation, the
less socially profitable in the non-corporate sector, and investment decision should not be studied in isolation
the overall reduction in investment results in a lower from the financing decision and, therefore, not through
growth rate. However, the prices of goods produced by the estimation of aggregate investment functions but
the corporate sector, which uses large amounts of equity through a simultaneouseconometricmodel.
capital, will rise relative to those of goods produced in Other studies have advocated that direct tests be madethe non-corporatesector. This has some welfare implica- on the influence of tax policy within a flexible versiontions; specifically, a welfare loss to consumers since of the neo-classical model. 16 This can be done bytheir marginal rates of substitutionare not equated with using a constant elasticity-of-substitution productioneven the distorted marginal rate of transformation.
The above analysis and the results, which have become
very popular in public finance texts, have resulted in
the advocacy in some academic circles of replacing the
corporate profits tax with a uniform tax of equal yield 12. See, for example, Arnold C. Harberger, The Corporation
on the return to capital from all sources. 12 Professor Income Tax: An Fmpirical Appraisal in Tax Revision Compen-
John Bossons has deduced that the gain in efficiency - dium (Washington, D.C.: U.S. House of Representatives, Ways
terms from the application of a neutral tax on capital and Means Committee, 1959), pp. 231-50.
income would have amounted to approximately a 13. John Bossons, The Impact of Tax Rates on the Effect of

$500 millon increase in the output of the Canadian Tax Reform, Proceedingsof the Twenty-SecondTax Conference

economy at 1970 prices. 13 Otherwise, no attempts (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1970), pp. 26-59.

have been made to examine empirically the gains from
14. For a good summary of the literature pertaining to the
United States, see OECD, Theoretical and Empirical Aspectsa neutral tax nor of the effects of the corporate profits of Corporate Taxaton (Paris: OECD, 1974), pp. 57-63.

tax on investment in the Canadian economy. A number 15. See, for example, OECD,'Theoreticaland Empirical Aspects
of these studies have, however, been done on the of corporate Taxation (Paris: OECD, 1974).
American economy 14 and it may be worthwhile to 16. See M.S. Feldstein and J.S. Flemming, Tax Policy, Cor-
advocate here that such studies be attempted for the porate Savings and Investment in Britain, Review of Economic
Canadian economy. Studies 38 (October 1971), pp. 415-34.
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function, which is more flexible than the unitary- (D) International considerations
elasticity model used by Hall and Jorgenson. 17 In the
direct tests model, the cost of the capital variable International considerations are playing an important
follows the neo-classical assumptions but allowance part in influencing the choice of governments as to
is made for different elasticities with respect to each which tax system should be adopted. Specifically, these
component. considerations pertain to the impact of a system upon

the balance of private capital transactions, upon theBut irrespective of the model used, economic studies
form of direct private investment from abroad, andhave seemingly been unable to resolve, in a definitive

manner, the issue of the effects of taxation on the level upon the government's share of revenue from interna-
tional investment income arising within its borders orand structure of business investment. Policy makers

have, therefore, been short-changed. The issue seems accruing to its residents.

not to be what the effects are but, rather, how great the Basically, there are four methods of taxing corporate
effects are likely to be in the long run and how quickly and shareholders' income. 23 These are (i) the separate
they will develop in the short run. These are the two entity system, (ii) the split-rate system, (iii) the imputa-
major currently unsettled questions. 18 tion system, and (iv) the fully integrated system.

The separate entity system is regarded as the simplest
(C) Savings form of corporate taxation. Here, the corporation tax

and the personal income tax are applied independently
From the foregoing discussion on investment, it seems of each other. Usually, a flat rate is imposed on the
as though David Walker may have been correct when he entire pool of corporate profits, whether retained or

wrote it is not possible for any statistical study to tell distributed, and distributed profits are then taxed at the
the whole story about the effects of company taxation shareholder level as personal income tax.
on the levels and prices of investment'. 19 While statis- The split-rate system applies lower rate of taxa on
tical and empirical analysis cannot help us to arrive at dividends than on non-distributed profits. Hence, non-
any definite or final conclusion about the effects of the resident portfolio investors benefit automatically from
profits tax on investment decisions, it is possible to it in the same way as resident investors. A split-rate
examine the impact of corporate taxation upon the level system would, therefore, tend to attract non-resident
of corporate savings. capital.
It has been noted that the level of internal corporate The imputation system or dividend credit system, as
funds in Canada is very high. 20 This is due primarily to, it is sometimes called, gives distribution relief at the
and as mentioned in an earlier section of this paper, shareholder level only. Corporations are taxed at a flat .

generous capital cost allowances. These allowances have rate on all profits, whether distributed or not, but
made it possible for corporations to set aside large shareholders are entitled to credit a part or all of the
amounts of funds. Also, before 1972, there was no tax corporation tax attributed to their dividends against
on capital gains and this provided an incentive for their personal income tax on those dividends.
companies to pay out a smaller percentage of their

earnings as dividends and to retain a larger percentage as

undistributed profits. This incentive was derived from
the fact that undistributed profits owned by upper
income shareholders were subject to the corporate tax 17. See R.E. Hall and D.W. Jorgenson, Application of the

rate which was lower than the personal rate that would Theory of Optimal Capital Accumulationin Gary Gromm (ed.),
have been paid if the profits had been paid out in Tax Incentives and Capital Spending (Washington, D.C.: The

dividends. It was, therefore, to the advantage of these Brookings Institution, 1971).
18. George F. Break, The Incidence and Economic Effects of

shareholders to realise on the profits of the corporations Taxation in Alan S. Blinder et al., The Economics of Public
through the means of capital gains and by so doing Finance (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1974),
avoid the full burden of personal income taxes. p. 219.

19. David Walker, Some Economic Aspects of the Taxation of
Whether the effects of corporate taxation on the avail- Companies, The Manchester School of Economic and Social
ability of funds are significant would hinge on whether Studies 22 (January 1954), pp. 1-36.
the corporate sector is or is not able to shift its tax 20. D.A.L. Auld and F.C. Miller, Principles of Public Finance:
burden to the consumers in the form of prices. The A Canadian Text (Toronto: Methuen Publications, 1975), p.

, current state of the literature on the shifting of the 121.
'

corporate profits tax is in a state of uncertainty to 21. George F. Break, The Incidence and Economic Effects of-

say the least. The true corporate tax incidence pattern, Taxation, in Alan Blinder et al., The Economics of Public

however, probably contains a mixture in unknown Finance (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1974) p. 153.

FI proportions of all the plausible group burdens. 21 One 22. See R.J. Levesque, The Shifting of the Corporation Income

I Canadian study has found evidence of forward shifting
Tax in the Short Run (Ottawa: Studies of the Royal Commis-
sion on Taxation, No. 18, Queen's Printer, 1967).of the Canadian corporate profits tax primarily in 23. For thorough exposition of these methods Mitsuoa see

industries characterised by a high degree of mono- Sato and Richard Bird, International Aspects of the Taxation
poly. 22 To the extent that there is forward shifting of of Corporations, IMF Staff Papers 22 (July 1975), pp. 384-455;
the tax, the financial resources available to companies and OECD, Company Tax Systems in OECD Member Countries
out of non-distributedprofits are not affected. (Paris: OECD, 1973), pp. 24-29.
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The full integration system seeks to integrate the per- Ill. CONCLUSION
sonal ncome tax with the corporation profits tax. This

type of system is very difficult to implement and would This paper has appraised, from a theoretical standpoint,
require a significant reform of the tax administration some economic effects of the corporate profits tax. For

bodies in most countries. The usual manner in which the practical aspects, we have case-studied Canada. It is
this system is advocated is that of taxing corporations hoped, therefore, that some light has been shed on the
at a uniform level while shareholders are subject to issues involved in the analysis of economic effects of

personal income tax on both dividends received and the the profits tax, and, more so, with respect to Canada.
share of undistributed profits allocated to them. How- On efficiency and equity grounds, the corporate profits
ever, shareholders are entitled to a full credit of cor- tax has been subject to far more criticism than the
poration tax against personal income tax due on divi- personal income tax. The personal income tax seems to
dends and the allocated share of grossed-up retentions. be an internationally accepted phenomenon while even
The amount of this credit exceeding the personal in- the reasons for taxing corporations are still being de-
come tax s then to be refunded to the shareholder. bated by economists and politicians. Due to space
Currently in Canada, there is what can be regarded as a limitations, I will not go into any of those issues here

partial integration scheme. The scheme provides for a nor will I end my work with a call for more research
50 percent gross-up and credit for dividends. This in specific areas. I have already done that in some parts
scheme is, however, not as equitable as the full inte- of this paper. Moreover, the issues are rather clear,
gration scheme proposed by the Carter Commission. 24 particularly with respect to the Canadian corporation
Moreover, in contrast to the Carter proposals, the profits tax.
scheme does not provide equal treatment for retentions
and dividends. 25

However, there seem to be two major arguments in
favour of the current partial integration scheme. 26

Firstly, it is argued that this system satisfies, more

easily, the requirements of international tax neutrality
and, secondly, the desire of Canada not to extend 24. See Royal Commission on Taxation Report, Volume 4,

integration benefits or dividend credit to foreign in- Chapter 19 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1966).

vestors finds some support from the criterion of inter-
25. For an analysis of the tax treatment of dividends in Canada,
see Edwin C. Harris, The Tax Treatment of Dividends in Ca-

country equity; this being so, since it is not appropriate nada, Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation 28
to extend such distribution relief across the border (February, 1974), pp. 67-76.
unless capital-exporting countries extend a comparable 26. See Mitsuo Sato and Richard Bird, International Aspects
relief to Canadian investors in their countries. of the Taxation of Corporationsand Shareholders,pp. 439-444.
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UnitedStates:
TaxationofUS. RealEstate the consent of the Secretary is not re-

quired.

OwnedbyNon-ResidentAliens Among the tax treaties under which a free
choice is granted for each tax year are the
tax treaties with Switzerland, the Nether-
lands and the NederlandsAntilles.

Resdents of these countries can elect to
Under the Finance Act 1978 of the real property are subject to a 30% tax on be taxed at normal rates net income inon

U.S.A., the Treasury Department must non-resident real estate owners may elect, the of exploitation constructionor

prepare a study on the taxation of foreign however, to be taxed as if such income years
of the real estate. If such investment is

owners of U.S. real estate. This study must from real estate were business income, i.e. financed with loans the net income often
be submitted to the Senate Finance Com- to be taxed at the normal income tax rates

mittee and the House Ways and Means (for individuals or corporations),but in this
is minimal. For the year in which the

Committee within 6 months after the case capital gains are subject to tax. Under property will be sold, the investor will

Finance Act 1978 has been enacted. 1 The the Internal Revenue Code, non-residents
elect a tax of 30% on gross income, while

the capital gains are free from tax. Through
study will investigate whether the present who have elected for the last-mentioned this procedure, the U.S. tax to large
taxation is justiable, and if not, to what method of taxation must continue to do so,

can, a

extent the Internal Revenue Code and except that it may be revoked with the con-
extent, be avoided.

certain tax treaties should be modified. sent of the Secretarywith respect to any tax- Because more and more foreign investors

At present, non-residents, not engaged in able year. In many tax treaties,however, the are interested in buying U.S. real property,
business in the U.S.A. who invest in U.S. owner of U.S. real estate may each year this issue has become rather important.
the gross income from real estate, but choose the tax regime that is most favour-

capital gains are not subject to tax. These able for him for that particular year, and 1. October 15, 1978.

ransferofForeignBranch: is transferred to a corporation by one or

more persons solely in exchange for stock

InitialLosses*
or securities in such corporation and im-

mediately after the exchange such person
or persons are in control (as defined in sec-

tion 368(c)) of the corporation.
Section 358 of the Code provides that in

Advice has been requested whether the Taxable Income the case of an exchange to which section

transaction described below is one for in 1977 ... .$1,000x ($10x) 351 applies, the basis of the property
which a favouable ruling will be issued During each of th three years P's other permitted to be received under such

under section 367 of the Internal Revenue foreign branches received income in excess section without the recognition of gain
Code of 1954. of the losses of the branch in country A. or loss shall be the same as that of the

P is a domestic corporation that is engaged In late 1977, P transferred the assets of property exchanged (A) decreased by

in the manufacture and sale of plastic branch A to a corporation newly created (i) the fair market value of any other

components for the radio and television under the laws of country A solely in property (except money) received by the

industries in the United States. In 1975 exchange for its stock. The foreign trans- taxpayer; (ii) the amount of any money
received by the taxpayer; and (iii) the

P commenced business operations in coun feree was not to be engaged in a trade or

try A. For various business reasons these business in the United States within the
amount of loss to the taxpayer that was

operations were carried on by a branch meaning of section 864 of the Code and recognized on such exchange, and (B)
increased by the amount of gain to the

that P established in country A by the was to have no income from sources within
transfer of cash and newly purchased the United States within the meaning of taxpayer that was recognized on such

assets with a value of $100x. section 861. The transfer of assets in ex-
exchange (not including any portion of
such gain that was treated as a dividend).

Beginning in 1975, deductions were taken change for stock would have fulfilled all

by P under section 167 and certain other the requirements of section 351 had the Section 362(a) of the Code provides that

sections of the Code for expenses incurred transferee been a domestic corporation. if property was acquired on or after June

by the branch operations. The income and Furthermore, the transfer met the require- 22, 1954, by a corporation in connection

losses of P and its country A branch for ments of section 3.02(1) of Rev. Proc. with a transaction to which section 351

the years 1975, 1976, and 1977, were as 68-23, 1968-1 C.B. 821. Within 183 days applies, then the basis shall be the same as

follows: of the beginning of the transfer P requested it would be in the hands of the transferor,
U.S. Source Country A a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service increased in the amount of gain recognized
Income Branch Income that the transaction was not in pursuance to the transferoron such transfer.

of a plan of tax avoidance within the
Taxable Income Section 367(a)(1) of the Code provides

meaningof section 367.
in 1975 ... .$1,000x ($50x) that if, in connection with any exchange

Taxable Income Section 351 of the Code provides that no

in 1976 ... .$1,200x ($30x) gain or loss shall be recognized if property
* Rev. Rul. 78-201.
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described in section 351, there is a transfer of a trade or business. It is contemplated to be in pursuance of a plan having as one
of property (other than stock or securities that the transferee foreign corporation, in of its principal purposes the avoidance of
of a foreign corporation that is a party to addition to the active conduct of a trade Federal income taxes within the meaningthe reorganization) by a United States or business, will have need for a substantial of section 367 of the Code. Accordingly,
person to a foreign corporation, for pur- investment in fixed assets in such busi- the transfer by P of the assets of branch A
poses of determining the extent to which ness. to the foreign corporation will be deemed
gain shall be recognized on such transfer, a not to be in pursuance of a plan having as
foreign corporation shall not be considered Section 2.02 of Rev. Proc. 68-23 provides one of its principal purposes the avoidance
to be a corporation unless, pursuant to however, that in reviewing each request of Federal income taxes, within the mean-
a request filed not later than the close of for ruling to determine whether a favor. ing of section 367 of the Code, only if the
the 183rd day after the beginning of such able section 367 ruling should be issued transferor, P, recognizes as gain on the
transfer (and led in such form and man- under the guidelines, the Service reserves transfer an amount of ordinary foreign
ner as may be prescribed by regulations by the right to issue an adverse ruling if, based source income equal to the sun of the
the Secretary), it is established to the on all the facts and circumstancesof a case, Country A branch losses previously in-
satisfaction of the Secretary that such it is determined that the taxpayer has not curred (that is, $90x). This income must
exchange is not in pursuance of a plan established that tax avoidance is not one be recognized as ordinary income by P
having as one of its principal purposes the of the principal purposes of the trans- for its taxable year in which the transfer
avoidance of Federal income taxes. action. occurred.
Rev. Proc. 68-23 sets forth guidelines In addition, because the transaction
for 'taxpayers and their representatives in The losses incurred by the foreign branch qualifies as an exchange to which section
connection with requests for rulings operations prior to its incorporation were 351 of the Code applies, pursuant to
required under section 367 of the Code in taken into account by P and reduced the section 352(a) the basis of the assets
respect of certain types of transactions amount of P's world-wide income subject transferred will be the same as the basis
involving foreign corporations.Section 3.02 to Federal income tax. However, as a result of such assets in the hands of P immediate-
(1) of Rev. Proc. 68-23 relates to transfers of the incorporation of the foreign branch ly prior to the exchange, increased by the
to foreign corporations controlled by do- operations, the income to be produced by amount of gain recognized to P on the
mestic transferors and provides that such these operations will not be taken into transfer. Pursuant to section 358(a)(1),
a transfer of property will ordinarily re- account by P and, thus, will not increase the basis of the stock of the foreign sub-
ceive favorable consideration where the the amount of P's worldwide income sub- sidiary received by P will be the same as
transferred property is to be devoted by ject to Federal income tax. Therefore, the the basis of the assets transferred in ex-
the transferee foreign corporation to the transfer by P of the assets of the branch change therefor increased by the amount
active conduct, in any foreign country, to the foreign corporation will be deemed of gain recognized to P on the transfer.

RecprocalExemptionof and 901(b), relating to credits allowed for
taxes imposed by foreign countries.

international ransportation Under section 883(a)(1) of the Code,
earnings derived from the operation of

Companies*
foreign ships by foreign corporations are

excluded from the gross income of such
corporations and are exempt from United
States taxation if the foreign countries
from which the foreign ships receive their

An exemption from tax on gross profits granted by Taiwan documentation grant an equivalentexemp-
tion to United States ships.satisfies the conditions for reciprocal exemption in the United States.
In order for section 883 of the Code to be
applicable, section 1.883-1(a)(2)(i) of the

aISSUE portation companies is an income tax regulations requires that foreign country
that imposes an income tax must exemptwithin the meaningof section 901.
from taxation the income of a corporationDoes the rationale of Rev. Rul. 73-79

Under Articles 25(3) and 88(6) of the organized in the United States that is de-correctly limit the meaning of the term
earnings under section 883 of the Inter- Income Tax Law of the Republic of rived from the operation of a ship docu-
nal Revenue Code of 1954 to the meaning China, international transportation enter- mented under the laws of the United
of the term income under section 901 prises with neither a business agent nor a States. If no income tax is levied, then

branch office in Taiwan are taxed on a the foreign country is presumed to have
percentage of gross receipts received for granted an equivalentexemption.FACTS outward-bound freight or passengers. The

Although section 1.883-1(a)(2)(i) of theArticles make no allowance for the deduc-The Internal Revenue Service has given tion of in computing this tax. regulations uses the term income tax,
further consideration to Rev. Rul. 73-69, expenses section 883(a)(1) of the code refers to an
1973-1 C.B. 340, which holds that the equivalent exemption granted with respect
Republic of China does not satisfy the LAW AND ANALYSIS to earnings. The Service implied in Rev.
equivalent exemption requirement of sec- Rul. 73-69 that section 1.883-1(a)(2)(i)
tion 883(a)(1) of the Code. This holding The applicable sections of the Code and has incorporated the standards of section
iS predicated on the assumption that a Income Tax Regulations are 883(a)(1) and
withholding tax imposed by the Republic 1.883-1(a)(2)(i), relating to exclusions
of China on certain international trans- from gross income of foreign corporations, * Revenue Ruling 78-355.
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901 in determining whether exemption 275, 67th Cong., 1st Sess. (1921), 1939-1 not be imposing income tax in thean an

i quivalent. Under section 901, unless a (Part 2) C.B. 181. 191. Because the exemp- section 901 sense. This result is inconsis-

foreign tax is almost certain of falling on tion granted by the Uinted States under tent with the purpose of section 883 which

net gain, it will not qualify as an income section 883 is with respect to earnings, it applies to an equivalent exemption from

tax and, therefore, the tax imposed follows that a foreign government must tax on earnings, regardless of whether the

under Articles 25(3) and 88(6) does not grant an exemption to United States tax qualifies for a credit under section 901.

qualify as an income tax within the mean- taxpayers from taxation of their earnings
ing of section 901. See Rev. Rul. 78-61, if such exemption is to be equivalent and

1978-8 I.R.B. 11. therefore come within the meaning of
section 883 of the Code. HOLDING

There is no indication that Congress
intended the equivalent exemption on If the net gain concept of section 901 of The type of tax contemplated by section

earnings to be limited to foreign in- the Code is applied to section 883, the 883 of the Code is not limited to an

come taxes that would qualify for a credit Republic of China could impose a tax ncome Lax within the meaning of

under section 901 f the Code. Section on the gross earnings of U.S. shipping section 901(b) and may encompass a tax 1
883 was enacted to eliminate double firms under Articles 25(3) and 88(6), that does not qualify as a section 901(b)
taxation on earnings by encouraging the while Republic of China shipping firms income tax, provided that such tax is a

international adoption of uniform tax laws would still be exempt from United States tax on earnings. Rev. Rul. 73-69 is modi-

affecting shipping companies. S. Rep. No. taxes because the Republic of China would fied to remove the contrary implication.
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SPECIAL BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT

GLOSSARY OF TAX TERMS

Upon request of t the member countries of the Study Group on

Asian Tax Adrninistrationand Research (SGATAR), the National
Tax Research Center (NTRC) took charge of thepublicationof a

.

Glossary of Tax Terms n Member Countriesof the Study Group -,

on Asian Tax Administration and Research. Other countries
.

which participated in the project were Australia, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore and Thailand. The

glossary is a handy reference for tax terms commonly used by
two or more member countries and as defined in the internal laws
of the respective countries.

The glossary is now available to the publiq at cost. Copies may be

purchased at the National Tax Research Center office at the.
4th Floor, 1st BF. Condominium,Adana St. Intramuros, Manila,
Philippines and at the National Economic and Development
Authority Office at Padre Faura St. Manila, Philippinesat15.00
per copy in the Philippines;$10.00 if.ordered for Europe and the

U.S.A. and $7.50 for Asian countries, including postage and

handling charges.
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TAX OSSARY
dies, two types of measures have been
applied by various countries in order
to recover some of the tax revenue that
would otherwise be lost by such trans-
fers. One procedure is to levy GIFT
TAXES (q.v.) or donationdutieson the
amount transferred; the alternative ap-
proach is to aggregate such gifts inter
vivos when they have taken place with-
in a certain period preceding the date
of death. In Britain, the period for ag-
gregation under ESTATE DUTY was

initially 3 years, subsequently 5 years,
and ultimately 7 years. Estate duty is

by H.W.T. PEPPER *

now being phased out and under CAP-
ITAL TRANSFER TAX aggregation
takes place only for the 3 years before
death. To earlier transfers a lower rate
of tax (equivalent to GIFT TAX, q.v.)
applies. Under aggregation, the added
items will be taxable at the higher grad-

GAINS TAX -- See CAPITALGAINSTAX. and steadily growing volume of real uated rates applicable to the estate as a

income and effective demand, devel- whole.
GAMBLING TAXATION -- See GAMING

' DUTIES AND TAXES. oping the full use of the resources of G I FT TAX -- A graduated tax, usually in
the world and expanding the produc- the form of an anticipatory estate orGAMING DUTIES AND TAXES --Tax- tion and exchange of goods. succession duty, but at lower rates, isation levied on the various forms of The signatories seek to attain the commonly charged at graduated rates

gaming and betting. In Britain such objectives by entering into reciprocal on gifts made during the fiscal year. It
taxation includes duties on betting, and mutually advantageous arrange- is usual to provide for an annual ex-
e.g., on horse and greyhound racing, ments directed to the substantial emption of the total gifts made up to awhether with on-course bookmakers, reduction of tariffs and other barriers certain limit, and also to provide aoff-course betting shops, or total- to trade and to the elimination of cumulative lifetime exemption so as
isators, pools duty, and duties on es- discriminatory treatment in interna- to remove possible inequity in casestablishments where other types of tional commerce. In general, the where gifts may be bunched into a
gambling take place, and specific agreement prohibits the use of various few years while no gifts are made inannual levies on gaming machines. (See restrictive or discriminatory practices other years. Gifts made on the occasionalso FOOTBALLPOOLS TAXATION, by governments, but also provides of or in anticipationof the marriage ofBETTING TAXES, CASINO TAX, some latitude for countries, partic- the taxpayer's children are often ex-POOLS DUTY.) ularly those in the developing world, empted from gift tax. Where gifts are

GAMING MACHINE -- A mechanical de- with balance of payments problems. made within a short time before death
vice, usually operated by coins or GERUISLOZE OVERDRACHT -- (Hol- (possibly in anticipation of death) the
purchased metal tokens, whereby a land) Transfers of a business without tax law may provide that such gifts
person may engage in a game of attracting income tax. should be aggregated within the total
chance. Apart from the profits from estate of the deceased person and sub-

GESELLSCHAFT -- (Austria, Germany) jected instead death duties which,the operation of the machine being to
taxed upon the proprietor, some Company. in general, will be at a somewhathigher
countries levy sales tax or VAT upon GESELLSCHAFTSTEUER-- (Austria,Ger- rate than the rates of gift tax. (See also
the gross receipts, and the proprietor many) Tax on subscribed corporate GIFTS INTER VIVOS.) As regards the
often has to pay an annual licence or capital. philosophy of a gift tax, while it is used
other levy for the right to operate the GEWERBESTEUER (Austria, Germany)

as an anti-avoidance measure in con-
--

machine, the licence being also a Business tax. junction with death duties, since the
method by which the taxing authority latter levy is intended as a method of
may control the use of such machines. GEWINNERMITTLUNG -- (Austria, Ger- re-distributing wealth, it has been ar-

many) Computation of business in- aGARNISHEE ORDER -- A legal device, gued that such tax strikes at the vol-
come for tax purposes. untary efforts of the taxpayer tosometimes used in tax collection,

achieve redistribution by at leastwhereby the collector may obtain an GEWINNAUSSCHTTUNG -- (Austria, a

order permitting the collection of tax Germany) Dividend distribution. BE- partial distribution of his wealth during
from assets or income of the defaulter RCKSICHTIGUNGSFHIGE AUS- his lifetime ! This paradox also, of

to anti-avoidance tax-other than those upon which the tax SCHTTUNG is that part of company
course, applies
ation of inter vivos gifts as a feature ofitself is based, in cases where there is income which is distributed and which
death duties.neglect or refusal to pay tax legally benefits from the reduced rate of cor-

due. porate income tax. VERDECKTE GO GO FUND -- A form of INVESTMENT

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS GEWINNAUSSCHTTUNG is dis- TRUST (q.v.) in which the manage-

AND TRADE (GATT) -- GATT is an guised dividend distribution. ment, by judicious and often fairly fre-
quent changes in the securities held,agreement between a member of GIFTS INTER VIVOS- Because gifts by a

totrading countries acknowledging that taxpayer to other persons during his hope achieve better than average

their relations in the field of trade and lifetime may reduce his iability to
economic endeavour should be con- wealth taxation and income tax while * With the assistance of the staff of the Inter-
ducted with a view to ensuring a large he lives or to death duties when he national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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capital growth in the value of the in- that the old customers will resort to ferent types of cases. (See also ACA-

vestors' shares in the fund. the old place. The valuationof good- DEMIC TAX.)
will for tax purposes may create dif-

GOING CONCERN -- A business which is GRADUATION -- It is normal to graduate

actually operating, e.g., at the time of ficulty. taxes on income and wealth on the

take-over. The advantageof taking over GSHI-KAISHA -- (Japan) Limited part- grounds that the marginal utility of ad-

a business as a going concern (if it is nership. ditional layers of income and wealth

operating profitably) is usually recog- GOURLEY PRINCIPLE A principal, es- constantly decreases (and taxable ca-
--

nised by a payment for GOODWILL tablished in Britain (Gourley v. British pacitycorrespondinglyincreases)sothat
(q.v.) as well as for tangible assets, by Transport Commission, 1955 3 All a larger proportion of tax may be taken

the purchaser, and the latter may also E.R. 796 H.L.), wherebycompensation
from successiveslabs or slices of income

qualify for relief for losses previously payable for loss of earnings, e.g.,
or capital. The principle of graduation

incurred by the business taken over if through injury, should be computed
or progression can only be partially

he continues to run it as before. making allowance for the tax which applied to indirect taxes, e.g., by tax-

more

GOLDEN BOWLER -- The term used in would have been payable on the earn- ing luxuries heavily than semi-

Britain to refer to the compensationor ings had they been duly earned. luxuries, and those in turn moreheavily
than goods in general consumptionwith

redundancy pay (which may be exempt GRACE PERIOD FOR TAX PAYMENTS perhaps total exemption for the barest

from income tax) granted in particular -- Although taxes are normally made necessities of life. (See also D

to members of the Armed Forces at a due on fixed dates, a period of grace SCHEME.)
time of unexpected staff reductions, following the date is often grantedsuch

e.g., in connection with a disarmament that legal action for recovery will not GRESHAM'S LAW (OF TAX PRACTICE)

programme. The term bowler refers be instituted before the expiry of the
-- A law expressed by Sir Thomas

to the hat at one time commonly worn
Gresham in Britain, to the effect that,

grace period, and interest on overdue

by those working in towns and cities, tax will not commence to run until in conditions where the currency was

in contrast to the headgear worn by that period has expired. Strict equity debased by clipping or sweating,

those in the Servces. would demand that all taxpayersshould that bad money drives out good,

GOLDEN HANDSHAKE - The tax avoid- pay their tax precisely on the same i.e., that people try to pass on their

ance device whereby a director of a date, but in practice tax administra- more dubious coins and retain the good

company is compensated for the loss tions are not averse to some spreading ones. Gresham's Law was invoked by a

of his directorship in a company in of the payments over a period, which Commission on Tax Policy (1970-71)

which he and his associates jointly ex- makes it easier to handle the work of of the New York Bar Association re-

ercise control is known as a golden recording the payments and issuing re- porting in 1972 (May). The Committee

handshake. The transaction may be ceipts where necessary. Some coun-
were making the point that when the

artificial in that there is no actual tries deliberately staggerpaymentdates
tax laws became unduly complex, the

loss to the taxpayer because he can ob- within a period when payments are ex- public could not understand them, and

tain a similar appontment in some pected by dividing the taxpayers into tax administrators were unable to ad-

other enterprise which is also within alphabetical or numerical groups, each
minister them adequately. In these cir-

his own or his associates'control. There of which has to pay within,say, a week
cumstances the less honest tax practi-

has been anti-avoidance tax legislation or 10-day period during a particular
tioners would indulge in more dubious

directed at this device in Britain and month.
practices to benefit their clients in rea-

sonable hopes of avoiding penalties.
other countries. Generally speaking, GRADUATED POLL TAX -- A tax levied The bad practitioners would, there-

such Iegslation limits the exemption on individuals, generally with some fore tend to drive out the good ones.

normally given under ordinary tax graduation of rates and with a ceiling
principles to compensation for loss of inserted at a fairly moderate level, in GROSS INCOME, TAXES ON In some--

office or employment to a moderate some countries (notably East Africa)
countries taxes are levied on gross in-

ceilingfigure, which may only be modi- as a means of providing local revenue.
come (usually at low rates) without

fied where the tax authoritiesare satis- The tax is usually payable by those be- deduction for expenses,etc. Such taxes

fied there is a genuine loss of career. low the ordinary income tax limits may be justified on the grounds of ad-

(and above a certain absolute mini- ministrative simplicity but in general

GMEI-KAISHA-- (Japan) Unlimitedpart- mum) but it is also payable by income are being superseded either by sales

nership. taxpayers who, however,may be grant-
taxes on gross turnover, which are in-

tended as consumption taxes to be

GOODS RETURNED -- Where goods have ed an offset for the tax as a deduction
borne by the by incomeconsumer, or

been sold or delivered and the trans-
from their income tax liability. Withholdingtaxes on net income. tax-

action entered n the books as one G RADUATES TAX -- A tax in some form es on such items as patent and copy-

which attracts sales tax or helps to on graduates has sometimes been pro- right royalties may amount to a

create a profit which is subjected to in posed to recover some of the money GROSS RECEIPTS TAX where

come tax, a deductionis normally made devoted by the State to their education there is no provision for recognising
for tax purposes if the goods are sub- to a level well above that of the popula- any expenses incurred by the recipi-

sequently returned such that the trans- tion as a whole. The cost comes out of ent in generating the royalties.
action, in effect, has been cancelled. general taxation, but the graduate is

GOODWILL -- The intangible asset which enabled to earn an income well above

a business has, consisting of its cus- the average level of earnings and thus

tomers and their custom, i.e., their the means, apart from, perhaps, the [to be continuedl
habit of going to a particuar firm, moral duty to pay something back to

with which they may have been long the community for the privilege of

acquainted, for certain goods and ser- (often free) higher education. In prac-

vices. On the sale of a business, the tice, proposalsrarely come to anything,

value attached to goodwill has been no doubt because of the vast com-

defined as a payment for the prospect plexity involved in lrying to equate dif-
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OPORTUNIDADESDE INVERSION EN BOLIVIA

The publications listed in this bibliography have La Paz, Instituto Nacional de Inversiones, 1977.9 pp.
recently been acqured by the Bureau's library which Brochure listing investment opportunities in Bolivia.

(B. 15.805)will gladly supply further information upon request
(please quote the reference numbers). They should,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct BRAZIL
from the publisher indicated, and not through the
Bureau. THE NEW BRAZILIANCORPORATIONLAW

(Law No. 6.404, of December 15, 1976) and The Securities
and Exchange Commission Law. (Law No. 6.385, of December
7, 1976). Rio de Janeiro, American Chamber of Commerce for
Brazil, 1977. 129 pp.AFRICA
Unofficial translations into English from the originals.
(B. 15.796)DIE ZENTRALAFRIKANISCHEZOLL-UND

WIRTSCHAFTS-UNION
By Rolf J. Langhammer. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), CANADA
1978. Kieler Studien, No. 151. 268 pp.
Study of the institutional, structural, micro-economicand other ONTARIO EXPROPRIATIONHANDBOOKaspects of the economic integration of Central African States By John A. Coates. Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1978. 244through the Central African Customs and Economic Union.
(B. 101.327) Pp.

Explanation and statutory text on the expropriation law in
Ontario. (B. 101.315)AUSTRIA
REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTY-NINTHTAXDIE LOHNSTEUERIN FRAGE UND ANTWORT CONFERENCECONVENEDBY THE CANADIANTAX

By Ernst Prll, Ernst Sailer, Karl Kranzfand B. Mertens. Vienna, FOUNDATION AT THE SHERATON CENTRE, TORONTO,Im Selbstverlagder Verfasser, 1978. 787 pp. 21-22-23 NOVEMBER 1977
Source book containing the texts of the relevant laws and other Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1978. 940 pp., $ 11.--.provisions with respect to the wage tax, clarifying comments on Text of lectures including such subjects as The Budget Processthe law and practice-oriented case studies on many aspects of the and Income Tax Changes; Recent Developments in Federalwage tax. (B. 101.283) Taxation; Private Corporations and the 1977 Tax Changes;

Corporate Distributions and the 1977 Tax Changes; ImplicationsBELGIUM for Individuals and Business; Corporate Reorganizationsafter the
1977 Tax Changes. (B. 101.375)

HANDBOEKVAN BELGISCHHANDELSRECHT
Tweede herziene en vervolledigde druk. By Louis Frederico. In COLOMBIAcooperationwith Simon Frederico. Brussels, EtablissementsEmile
Bruylant, 1978. 630 pp. ORDEN PUBLICO ECONOMICOSecond revised edition of handbook describing Belgian commer-
cial law. Volume Two deals with financial institutions like com- By Jaime Castro. Bogot, Banco de la Repblica, 1976, P. 447-mercial banks and their activities, cheques and other means of 649.
securities, insurance, warrants, etc. (B. 101.399) Book containing laws, decree-laws, legislative decrees, decrees,and other documents and commentaries regarding the ColombianOECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: BELGIUM- LUXEMBOURG economy. (B. 15.802)
Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,1978.64 pp., Ffr. 12.-. (B. 101.388) COMMONMARKET (EEC)
BOLIVIA ANGLEICHUNGDER STEUERLICHEN

RECHTSVORSCHRIFTENCLIMA DE INVERSIONESBOLIVIA
Brussels, Kommission der Europischen Gemeinschaften, 1978.La Paz, Instituto Nacional de Inversiones, 1978.22 pp. XV/77/78-DE,Stand Januar 11, 1978.24 pp.Brochure explaining the Bolivian climate for investment. Summary of the situation concerning the harmonization of tax(B. 15.801) provisions in the EEC as of January 11, 1978. (B. 101.042)
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PROPOSAL FOR A SEVENTH COUNCIL DIRECTIVE ON Band 25.422 pp.

THE HARMONIZATION OF THE LAWS OF THE MEMBER Survey of procedural matters and the settlement of appeals

STATES RELATINGTO TURNOVERTAXES at the tax administration. (B. 101.274)

Common system of value added tax to be applied to works of art, HANDBUCHDER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT
collectors' items, antiques and used goods. (Presented by the

Commission to the Council). Brussels, Commission of the Euro- Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage. Herausgegeben von

pean Communities, 1978. COM (77) 735 final. 21 pp. Fritz Neumark. Lieferung 15. By Norbert Andel and Heinz

Also available in the Dutch language. (B. 101.033) Haller. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1978. 80 pp.,

DM 16.80.

PROPOSAL FOR AN EIGHTH COUNCIL DIRECTIVE ON Guide to the theory of public finance. (B. 101.234)

THE HARMONIZATION OF THE LAWS OF THE MEMBER
STATES RELATINGTO TURNOVERTAXES KOMMENTARZOLLRECHT

Arrangements for the refund of value added tax to taxable Zollrecht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und der Europischen

persons not established in the territory of the country. (Presented Gemeinschaften;Einfuhrumsatzsteuerrecht;Marktordnungsrecht.

by the Commission to the Council). Brussels, Commissionof the By Hans Hutter, Walter Schdel and Theodor Bail. Bonn, Stoll-

European Communities, 1978. COM (77) 721 final. 19 pp. fuss Verlag, 1978. 1722 pp., DM 128.-.

Also available in the Dutch language. (B. 101.032) New, completely updated edition of a standard loose-leaf source

book (consisting of 2 volumes) of German customs duties law,

GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
the EEC regualtions in respect of the realization of the EEC

Customs Union, German legal provisions of import and market

ANGEMESSENHEITIM STEUERRECHT regulationss. (B. 101.395)

By Alfons Heinlein. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. 250 pp., KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERERKLRUNGENFR 1977

DM 58.-.
Study examining the question under which conditions the prin- Anleitung und Erluterungen zur Ausfllung der verschiedenen

ciples of equality and justice of taxation can be considered to be Erklrungsvordrucke, einschl, der Vordrucke zur Gliederung des

violated. Particular attention is paid to business expenses, valua-
verwendbaren Eigenkapitals. By Hans-Joachim Schad, Horst

tion, depreciation and distribution of profits. The author fre- Eversberg and Jrgen Wagner. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1978.

quently refers to existing case law. An extensive index is append-
182 pp., DM 28.50.

ed. (B. 101.401)
Guide containing practical explanations for filing the corporate
income tax return for 1977. (B. 101.389)

ANLEITUNGFR STEUERBELASTUNGSVERGLEICHE:
GmbH, PERSONENGESELLSCHAFTODER GmbH & Co.KG

REALSTEUERGESETZE

By Fritz Eggesiecker and Werner R. Schweigert. Cologne, Verlag Grundsteuergesetz und Gewerbesteuergesetzmit Gewerbesteuer

-Durchfhrungsverordnung und Verwaltungsvorschriften, 22.,
Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1978. 232 pp., DM 46.-. neubearbeitete Auflage. Stand: 2. Januar 1978. Munich, Verlag
Comparative analysis of the tax burden on various legal forms

under German law such as the limited liability company, the C.H. Beck, 1978. 322 pp., DM 18.80.

partnership and the special form of the GmbH & Co.KG. (limited
Textbook containing the real property tax law and the business

partnership with a limited liability company as acting partner).
tax law (with the Regulatory Oridinance to the Business Tax

The book is illustrated with numerous clarifying charts, tax
and AdministrativeRegulations) in the most recent form.

tables and examples. (B. 101.341)
(B. 101.360)

EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ
RECHT UND PRAXIS DER STEUERLICHEN AUSSENPR-
FUNG NACH DER NEUEN BETRIEBSPRFUNGSORDNUNG

Kommentar. 11. Auflage. By Walter Blmich and Ludwig Falk.

Munich, Franz Vahlen Verlag, 1977. 2200 pp., DM 238.-. 2., unvernderte Auflage. By Hermann Tausend. Kissing, WEKA

Eleventh completely individual income tax law. In contrast to Verlag, 1978. 164 pp., DM 34.-.

former editions, the present edition is published as a loosse-leaf Monograph discussing the legal and practical aspects of fiscal

and will be regularly updated. The complete work consists of
audit after the entry into force of the new Ordinance on Fiscal

Audit. (B. 101.391)
three volumes: the first volume contains the texts of relevant

statutes and comments on Sections 1-12 of the law; the second SAMTLICHEMOGLICHKEITENLOHNSTEUERFREIER
contains the comments on Sections 13-56 of the law; the third ZUWENDUNGENDES ARBEITSGEBERSAN DEN
contains the texts of, and short comment on, other related ARBEITNEHMER
statutes, e.g. the Investment Allowance Law, the Foreign In-

vestment Law and the Foreign Tax Law. (B. 101.398). By Michael Wolf. Kissing, WEKA Verlag, 1978. 164 pp., DM

34.-.

EINKOMMENSTEUER,KRPERSCHAFTSTEUER, Monograph discussing gifts exempt from wage tax from the

LOHNSTEUER employer to his employees. Altogether, 120 possible cases are

2., neubearbeitete Auflage. Stand 1. Mrz 1978. Munich, Verlag
discussed. The author also pays attention to social security

C.H. Beck, 1978. 490 pp., DM 14.80. aspects in this respect. (B. 101.390)

Textbook containing the individual income tax law, the wage tax VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ MIT ERBSCHAFTSTEUER-
law and the corporate income tax law in the most recent versions.

(B. 101.363)
UND SCHENKUNGSSTEUERGESETZ; BEWERTUNGSGE-
SETZ MIT DURCHFHRUNGSBESTIMMUNGEN

EINKOMMENSTEUER-RICHTLINIEN,EINKOMMEN- 28., neubearbeitete Auflage. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978.

STEUERGESETZUND EINKOMMENSTEUER-DV 234 pp., DM 1 5.80.

2., neubearbeitete Auflage. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1978. Textbook containing the net worth tax law, the inheritance and

590 pp., DM 14.80.
gift tax law, the valuation law and regulatory provisions in the

Textbook containing the individual income tax law, the regula-
most recent versions. (B. 101.361)

tory ordinance to the individual income tax law and the indivi-

dual income tax directives in the most recent versions. INDIA

(B. 101.362) INCOME TAX LAW

DER EINSPRUCH IN DER PRAXIS DER FINANZMTER Second edition. Volume 2. By K. Chaturvediand S.M. Pithisaria.

By Wido Schlter. Cologne, Peter Hanstein Verlag, 1977. Klner Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1976. 1020 pp., USS 14.-.

Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, Second revised edition of handbook on Income Tax Law of
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India in 4 volumes. Volume 2 contains the text of the Income-tax JAPANAct, 1961, sections 60 to 181, as amended, as of the Finance Act
1976, followed by explanation thereto with historical back- ESSAYS ON THE SERVICE INDUSTRY AND SOCIAL
ground. References to case law and departmental circulars are SECURITY IN JAPAN
appended. (B. 51.107)

By Emi Koichi. Tokyo, Kinokuniya Book-Store Co., Ltd., 1978.
186 pp.INCOME TAX LAW
Compilation of essays by the author written during the past tenSecond edition. Volume 3. By K. Chaturvediand S. M. Pithisaria. years concerning two subjects: (1) changes in employmentCalcutta, Eastern Law House, 1977. 900 pp., USS 14.-. structure in the service industry and (2) the development of theSecond revised edition of handbookon Income Tax Law of India social security system in Japan. (B. 51.053)in 4 volumes. Volume 3 contains the text of the Income-tax Act,

1961, sections 182 to 269 S, as amended, as of the Finance Act LATIN AMERICA1976, followed by explanation of each section with reference to
its historical background, case law and departmental circulars.
(B. 51.108) ESTUDIOSDE DERECHOTRIBUTARIO INTERNACIONAL

By Ramn Valds Costa. Montevideo, Ramn Valds Costa,
INCOME TAX LAW 1978. 225 pp.

Studies on the avoidance of double taxation of income and capi-Second edition. Volume 4. By K. Chaturvedi and S.M. Pithisaria. tal, on the tax treaties between developed and developing coun-Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1978. 1100 pp., USS 14.-. tries, on the Andean Pact and the resolutions of ALALC andSecond revised edition of handbookon Income Tax Law of India a summary of the discussions and conclusions of official andin 4 volumes. Volume 4 contains the text of the Income-taxAct, private institutionson thses subjects from 1970 to 1977.1961, sections 270 to the end, as amended, as of the Finance Act (B. 15.793)1976, followed by explanations of each section with annotations
to case law and departmentalcirculars. The textof the Income-tax
Rules, 1962 and other connected rules, as amended, as of August MALAYSIA
31, 1977 is appended. (B. 51.109)

MALAYSIANMASTER TAX GUIDE

INDONESIA By Brij S. Soin. North Ryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., 1978. 660 pp.
Guide containing explanation of some of the taxes levied in

A GUIDE OT THE INDONESIANTAXATION Malaysia. The taxes covered, with reference to case law where
appropriate, include income tax (corporate income tax, individualA popular information for foreigners on the tax system of Indo- income tax), development tax, excess profits tax, timber profitsnesia. Second edition. By Suharsono Hadikusumo and Sajid tax, tin profits tax and real property gains tax. The material isBudiadji. Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1975.76 pp. updated as of September 15, 1978. (B. 51.120)Booklet explaining the major taxes levied in Indonesia, i.e., in-

come tax, corporation tax, net wealth tax, tax on interest, divi- MEXICOdends and royalties, sales tax, stamp duty. The tax administration
system and the investment promotion law are considered. LEGISLACION FISCAL SOBRE LA ACTIVIDAD PESQUERA(B. 51.135)

By Carlos J. Sierra and Rogelio Martinez Vera. Mexico, Se-
GUIDE TO THE WITHHOLDINGOF THE WORKERS'/ cretara de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, 1972.153 pp.EMPLOYEES'INCOME TAX The book contains historical studies about Mexican laws on

fisheries, with special focus on fiscal laws referring to the subject.Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1978.65 pp. The book includes also the Law of Taxes and Duties on FisheryEnglish translation of laws concerning the withholdingof income Exploitation. (B. 15.809)tax by employers from employees' salaries and other remunera-
tions for 1978. (B. 51.080) LEY DEL IMPUESTOSOBRE LA RENTA 1965-1977

INTERNATIONAL Mexico, Secretara de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, 1977. 860 pp.
Book containing the Mexican Income Tax Law updated to 1977.
The book also contains complementary information such asTHE EXCHANGEOF INFORMATIONUNDER TAX repealed articles (where the law has been amended), comments onTREATIES
the law and its amendments, instructions, opinions and rulingsProceedings of the 19th Technical Conference of the Inter- issued by the tax administration. (B. 15.814)American Center of Tax Administrators C.I.A.T., Curaao,

Netherlands Antilles, August 28 --- September 3, 1977. Amster- THE NETHERLANDSdam, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, 1978.
195 pp. HOE WERKT DE FISCUSText of nineteen papers presented and final report of the confer-
ence on the subject Exchange of Information under Tax Trea- Derde herziene druk. By A. Bouman and M.H. Brunia. Deventer,
ties. (B. 101.345) Kluwer, 1978. 230 pp.

Third revised edition of monograph describing the tax revenue
INTERNATIONALDOUBLE TAXATION OF ESTATES organization, its organs, tasks and educational requirements.
AND INHERITANCES (B. 101.347)
By Wolfe D. Goodman. London, Butterworths, 1978. 277 pp., JOINT VENTURES£ 13.50.
Study describing double taxation which arises in respect of death By M.J.G.C. Raaijmakers. Deventer, Kluwer, 1976. 328 pp.
duties and the method in which it is alleviated by reference to Monogrpah based on an earlier thesis on the law relating to
the death duty systems of the United Kingdom, U.S.A., France, joint ventures in the Netherlands with reference to U.S. and
the Netherlands, German Federal Republic and Japan. West German law. (B. 101.346)
(B. 101.372)

HET RAPPORT HOFSTRA .'
PRINCIPLES OF TAX PLANNING

Verslag van de bijeenkomst rond het rapport InflatieneutraleBy Roy M. Saunders. London, Finax Publications,1978. 110 pp., belastingheffing, georganiseerd door het Fiscaal-Economisch£ 6.-.
Dispuut van de Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam op 21 april 1978.Concise summary of the essential considerations involved in any Rotterdam, Fiscaal Economisch Instituut, 1978. Brochure No.and tax planning structure. (B. 101.340) pp.

every 13, Juni 1978.70
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Report on lecture and debate on the Hofstra report, Taxation Tax and other consequences of the sending of engineers and the

on an inflation-proof basis, convened by the Fiscal Economic importation of tools, spare parts, etc. for assembling or repair of

Debating Society of theErasmus University Rotterdam, held on imported machinery and for the establishment of industrial

April 21, 1978. (B. 101.357) plants. (B. 101.278)

SUBSIDIES EN FINANCIERINGSREGELINGENVAN DE DIE SOZIALVERSICHERUNGIN SPANIEN

OVERHEID Seguridad social en Espaa. 3. neubearbeitete Auflage. Stand

Under supervision of Mr. A.C.M. van Keep. Deventer, Kluwer, Juli 1978. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammer fr Spanien,
1978. Loose-leaf publication explaining subsidies and financing 1978.28 pp.

reguations affecting businesses promulgated by the government. Third revised edition of booklet describing the social security

Texts of statutes are appended. (B. 101.311) system in Spain effective as of July 1978. (B. 101.352)

TEMPORARYJOBS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED:THE DUTCH

EXPERIENCEWITH DIRECTJOB CREATION
SWITZERLAND

By M.G.C.M. Peeters and J.J.M. Theeuwes. Rotterdam, Erasmus

University, 1978. Institute for Economic Research, Discussion DIE BESTEUERUNGDER HAUSHALTE
Paper Series No. 7805/G. 28 pp. (B. 101.162)

Ein Beitrag zur sachgerechten Besteuerung unter Einbezug des

WET INVESTERINGSREKENING Teilsplittingverfahrens. By Hans-Jrg Kundert. Bern, Paul Haupt

The Hague, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 1978.36 pp.
Verlag, 1978. SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschftund Finanzrecht,
Band 26.229 pp., Sfr. 48.-.

Information booklet describing the new investment incentives Second revised edition of treaties on married persons' income

provided by the Investment Incentives Act to replace the former taxation with emphasis the development of splitting systems
investment allowance and accelerated depreciation allowance.

on

for married persons in various cantons of Switzerland and other

(B. 101.342) countries. (B. 101.348)

L'IMPOSITIONDES SOCIETESANONYMESEN SUISSE

NIGERIA Aspects et problmes fisdaux fdraux et cantonaux. By Andr

Margairaz and Roger Merkli. Berne, Editions Cosmos, 1978.

RECURRENTAND CAPITALESTIMATESOF 160 pp., Sfr. 42.-.
THE GOVERNMENTOF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF Study describing the direct taxation of corporations engaged in

NIGERIA 1978-79 activities of trade, industry or services in Switzerland with em-

Lagos, Federal Ministry of Information, 1978. 612 pp. phasis on tax aspects at the federal, cantonal and municipal levels. ,

'

(B. 10.949) Not dealt with herein are base and holding companieswhich will

be covered in a future publication. (B. 101.397/397a)

DAS LEASINGGESCHFTHEUTE
O.E.C.D. Seine Besteuerung in der Schweiz und in andern Industriestaaten-

OECD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK Zivilrechtliche, betriebswirtschaftliche und buchhaltungstech-
nische Aspekte. By Hansjrg Brumann. Bern, Paul Haupt Verlag,

Occasional Studies. Budget Indicators. Monetary and Fiscal 1978. Schriftenreihe Finanzwirtschaft und Finanzrecht,
:

Policy Division. The International Competitiveness of Selected Band 25.390 pp., Sfr. 39.--.
OECD Countries. Balance of Payments Division, July 1978. Paris, Treaties on the present leasing business with emphasis on its

Origanisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, taxation in Switzerland and other industrial states (USA, German

1978. 52 pp., Ffr. 32.-. (B. 101.351) Federal Republic, France and other European countries ). Civil

law, administrative and bookkeeping aspects are considered.

PUBLIC EXPENDITURETRENDS (B. 101.393)
Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
1978. FFENTLICHEFINANZEN DER SCHWEIZ

Studies in resource allocation, No. 5.93 pp., Ffr. 36.--. Finances publiques en Suisse, 1976. Bearbeitetvon der Eidgens-
(B. 101.374) sischen Finanzverwaltung. Bern, Eidgenssisches Statistisches

Amt, 1978. Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz, Heft 615,
118 pp.

SINGAPORE This publication contains statistical data on revenue and expendi-
tures of the Confederation,the cantonsand the municipalities for

SINGAPOREMASTER TAX GUIDE 1976. (B. 101.257)

Third dition. By Brij S. Soin. North Ryde, CCH Australia, Ltd., EIDGENSSISCHEWEHRSTEUER
1977. 584 pp.
Guide explaining Singapore Income Tax Law, i.e. corporate Statistik der 17. Periode (1973-1974). Bearbeitet von der Eidge-

income tax and individual income tax, with reference to case law. nssischen Steuerverwaltung. Bern, Eidgensssches Statistisches

The material is updated as of July 7, 1977. (B. 51.121) Amt, 1978. Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz, Heft 616.

58 pp.
Statistical data on the national defense tax performance in the

17th period (1973-1974) in comparison with prior periods.
SPAIN (B. 101.258)

EL IMPUESTOGENERALSOBRE LAS SUCESIONES DIE UNTERNEHMUNGSAUFSPALTUNGIN

By Antonio Martinez-Lafuente. Madrid, Instituto de Estudios BETRIEBSWIRTSCHAFTLICHER, HANDELSRECHTLICHER

Fiscales, Ministerio de Hacienda, 1977. 257 pp.
UND STEUERRECHTLICHER/STEUERWIRTSCHAFTLICHER

Survey of case law referring to the inheritance tax. (B. 15.798) SICHT

MONTAGENUND BAUKONTRAKTEIN SPANIEN
By Peter Schneider. Zrich, Juris Druck + Verlag Zrich, 1977.

192 pp.

Motajes y contratos de obras en Espaa. 5. neubearbeitete Auf- Thesis on the split-up of an enterprise considered from business,

lage. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammer fr Spanien, 1978. economic, commercial and taxation points of view. Motives and

23 pp. goals for an enterprisesplit-up are dealt with. (B. 101.309)
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Loose-Leaf Services
Received between September 1 and October 31, 1978

AUSTRALIA CANADA -- Europees mededingings- en kartelrecht
release 50AUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX --

CANADAINCOME TAX GUIDE Kommentaar het E.E.G., Euratomop
--

enLAW AND PRACTICE REPORTS EGKS verdrag; verdragsteksten en aan-
Bulletin verwante stukken--

release 106
releases 13-17 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. release 195
Cases Kluwer, Deventer.--

releases 18-21, 23 and 24 CANADATAX LETTER
Replacement--

pages
releases 13 and 14 release 293 DENMARK

Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:
CANADA TAX SERVICE -- RELEASE

Moms--

BELGIUM releases 209, 211 and 212 release 43
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. -- SkattenytDOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE releases 111, 112 and 113INZAKE B.T.W./LE DOSSIERPER- CANADIAN CURRENTTAX A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor,MANENT DE LA T.V.A. Copenhagen.releases 30-38

release 97 Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.
Editions Service, Brussels. FRANCE

CANADIAN INCOME TAX:
FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATIONRevised--

VANDEWINCKELE PRATIQUEDES IMPOTS DIRECTS ETreleases 45 and 46 DES DROITS D'ENREGISTREMENTTome I, release 22 Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.Tome II, release 30 releases 7,8 and 9
Tome III, release 37 CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
Tome IV, releases 47,48 and 49
Tome V, release 34 release 129 JURIS CLASSEUR-- CHIFFRE
Tome VI, release 35 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. D'AFFAIRES-- COMMENTAIRES
Tome VII, release 30
Tome VIII, release 163 CANADIANTAX REPORTS release 6097

Editions Techniques,Paris.Tome IX, releases 96 and 97 releases 344-349
Tome X, release 41 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. JURIS CLASSEUR DROIT--Tome XIV, release 108

--

C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels. DOMINIONTAX CASES
FISCAL FISCALITEIMMOBILIERE

release 20Releases 24-27GUIDE FISCALPERMANENT Editions Techniques, Paris.CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
releases 396 and 397

JURIS CLASSEUR-- CODE FISCALEditions Service, Brussels. FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN CANADA
release 193

GUIDE PRATIQUE DE FISCALITE Report Bulletin Editions Techniques,Paris.release 46
Tome I, release 22 Prentice-Hallof Canada,Ltd.,Scarborough.
Tome III, release 22 GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels. PROVINCIALTAXATION SERVICE

ABC FHRER SOZIALVERSICHERUNGreleases 357 and 358VAKCURSUSSEN
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. release 16

release 97 Fachverlagfr Wirtschafts-und Steuerrecht
Ministre des Finances, Brussels. Schffer & Co., Stuttgart.
WETBOEKVAN DE INKOMSTEN- COMMONMARKET (EEC) BECK'SCHESTEUERKOMMENTARE:
BELASTINGEN

Gewerbesteuergesetz--

release 48 HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE release 14
Ministre des Finances, Brussels. GEMEENSCHAPPEN: Verlag C.H. Beck, Munich.
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DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS-- UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ(MEHRWERT- KLUWERSSUBSIDIEBOEK

NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER STEUER)
STEUERFLLE

release 1

Hartmann -- Metzenmacher. Kluwer, Deventer.
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The most strikingly differentnew tax guide ever published for taxpayers
with income from foreignsources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

Continuously Supplemented........ Always Up to Date- -

This outstandingnew Service is created specifically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or earned income with income from foraign sources
from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS
with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from, ortaxable in the
U.S. U.S.

J
I .

If you fit any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service --

any of these categories.- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS
will be an invaluable new tool for you.

It will deliver managementbenefits -- operations benefits -- tax benefits.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-
payer can best take full advantage of every popular, every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-saving device.

Authoritative, specic guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of
vital help has been non-existent-- until now.Address your request to Dept. S-RR-103 With the first 1972 publication of the innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fulfilled. And bi-weeklyN.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION Report Bulletin's will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day youOF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, receive it.

1-year introductorychartersubscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publication has been even more enthusiastic than our
after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now being accepted by mail for
reference volume. $ 186 a year.
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